










OUR GREETINGS

TO HIS ROYAl? HIGHNESS ALBERT VICTOR
OF V^ALES.

Hail, Albert Victor 1 to this sunny land—

In God’s own time thy heritage to be 1

From mount to cape, all round from sea to sea,

Have thy fill of the beautiful and grand.

For. these are limned by Nature’s loving hand

O’er India’s beauteous face so skilfully,—

In hill and vale and wood-land scenery.

It seems that here her choicest works were planned !

The Himalaya with its crown of snow
;

And ckies#med in classic song and story ;

And forests rich in sport and floral glow
;

^ And hoary ruins of a vanished glory j

—

All these thine eye and plastic mind invite,

—

See them, mark them—regale thy soul and sight I

Thy advent, Prince ! recalls to memory

•A wizard scene : It seems but yesterday,

Though fourteen winters since have rolled away,

That thy illustrious sire, midst mirth and glee,

Journey’d through Bharat’s land right royally ;

And there were then such festal sights and gay,

Such burst of love as, in bis proudest day,

Save Akbiir’s self, the Mogul ne’er did see !

A splendid crown is destined to be thine,

Of which dear India forms the brightest gem
;

^nd thus her hopes all fondly round thee twine,

O Prince 1 whose brow will wear that diadem 1

But think who held of yore her pow’r in trust

:

We greet thee, Albert Victor J and'in thee,
*

Thy sire and htr,—f^r England’s Sovereign dear,

And idol of her countless subjects ^ere.

,,These, though in faith and iiope apart, *agiee .

faith and hope in her inlet perfedfy,—

In her, the Queen of queens, \iSlth scarce a peer—

^Both 1% her regal and her h'^usehold sptfe^c— •

J^r sex’s pride, and crowii of royalty I

*

The highest type of Woman true and pure

—

A soul of goodness—noble, spotleas life, *

Victoria’s name through ages will endure

As paragon of Monarch—Mother—Wife

All true to Truth like Sita, Rama’s queen,

Nay, Truth herself in human form unseen 1

We greet thee, Prince 1 with loyal hearts sincere t

0 royal Visitor I O welcome Guest

!

We press thee fondly,—press thee breast to breast,

As we embrace our nearest—dearest here 1

These visits to our shore but more endear

The Throne to us
; they ’re tokens manifest—

Sweet flow and effluence supremely blest—
*

Of Victoria’s Imperial love and cart

The pers’na) Majesty of England’s power—

The living grace of England’s throne,

Are, like the fabjcdyJaryVfA? flower,

To us a hiindrcd^^'”^? unknown

We only rc A pow’r and grace

When Royalty
.

^iwn meet us face to face !

Once more we bid thee hail 1 O hail once more !

In ihce, O Prince ! thy Mother-land we greet,

Home of stern virtues as of graces sweet !

Land of the Brave ! from Arthur’s days of yore !

Land of^hc Wise ! where Art an3 Science pour

Their richest oft’rings at its children’s feet

!

Land of the Free I where from her isl(5d scat
'

Liberty guards its sea-encircled shore I

O England ! mightier than Imperial Rome,

^ And destined still to act a Mbler part,

Thy loving care has lighicncd^dia’s gloom,

* And breathed new life into her wither’d heart 1

Our ^rgeous Lily with thy Rose divine I

• ,
Ram Sharma.'

I

JUo//oways Pi/is.'--The Grezt Need.—The blood is the lif^ and on
I

its purity our health as well as our existence depends.* TTlese Pills •

j

thoroughly cleanse the vital fluid from all C(,titamiftations, and by that
means 5trel)glhen and invigorate the whole system, healthily stimulate

debilitated and nervous constitutions. These IWIs dislodge all obstruc-
tions, both in the bcys^ls a^d elsewhere, and arc, on that 'account, much
soughtafterfor promoting /regularity of action^n young females and
delicate persons' wbq^r^ naturally weak, or bavf from some ffifse be-
come JO.

'l;
Sitbseribersm the countryMe reqwsteiV^ remit by postal money orders, ifpossible, as the safe ândmost convenient

medium, partteuuflp as it ensnres acknowledgment through the Department. No otfur receipt will be

(Off Other being unnecemry,«nilik^ to earn '
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News and CoM^te^T^.**

The following programme for the reception of Prince Albert Victor

appeaVed on Monday from the Foreign Department as a Gazette

Extraordinary

“ Notification.

Fort William, the 3otli December, 1889.

His Royal Highness the Prince Albert Victor of Wales is expected

to arrive at Calciilta on Friday, the 3rd January 1890, between 3*30 and

4-30 P.M. A Royal Salute will be Hied from the Ramparts of Fort

William as soon as thr vessel upon which His Royal Highness is em-

barked arrives otf Prinsep’s (ihat.
^

At 4 P.M. a deputation, consisting of the Chief Secretary to the Gov-

ernment of Hengal, the Military Secretary, and an Aide-de-Camp to the

Viceroy, will wait lipon the Prince Albert Victor of Wales.

At 4-10 P.M. His Royal lligh^^es^ attended by his Suite, will land at

Prinsep’s GhAt, under a lirtiyal Salute from the Ramparts of Fort

V/illiam. The Salute will be tiicd as llis Royal Highness steps ashore.

A Guard of flonour, futnished by the Calcutta Volunieeis, will be

drawn up at Prinsep’s Ghat, and a Guard of. Honour of Native Infantiy

will be drawn up outside the Colonnade. The Pontoon will be lined by

tbe Calcutta Naval Volupteeis.

The Viceroy, alientled by His Excellency’s Personal Staff, and the

Lieutenant-Qovernor of Hengal, attended by His Honour’s Staff, will

leceive His Royal Highness on the Pfiiitoon.

The Commandcr'in-Chit f, the Chief Jii.stice of Bengal, the Bishop of

Calcutta, the Members’ of Council, the Puisne Judges of the High

Court of Bengal, and the Officeis noted in the margin, (/>., Additional

Members of the Council of the Governor-General, Secretaries to the

Government of India, Members of the Bengal Legislative Council,

the Commissioner of the Presidency Division, Secretaries to the Gov-

ernment of Bengal, the Head-Quaiiers Staff of the Army in India,

Brigadier-General Commanding the Piesidency District, the Deputy

Diiector of Indian Marine, the Commander-in-Chicfs Personal Staff,

the Chau man of the Corporation of the Town of Calcutta, the Vice-

Chairm'm of the Poll Commissioners, the Sheriff of Calcutta,) will be in

attendance at the landing stage. The Foreign Consuls in Calcutta \yill

also be invited to attend at the same place. The Commander-in-Chief,

the Chief Justice, the Bishop, the Members of Council, and the Hri-

gadiert(ieneral Commanding, will be presented to the Prince Albeit

Victor of Wales by the V'iceroy.

His Highness the Mahaiaja of Kuch Behar, G.C.I.F.., Nawab Sir

Sayid Hasun Ali Khan Bahadur, K t: i.E., of Murshidabad, Premier

Noble of Bengal, and Maharaja Sir Joiiutra Mohan Tagore, K.C.S.I.,

Piesident of the Reception Committee, will be introduced to His Royal

Highness by the Viceroy.

The Prince will then leceive an address from the City of Calcutta.

Tickets will be issued by the Commissioner of Police to admit ladies

and gentlemen to the enclosuie, in such number as the space available

will peimit.

The route of the procession from Piinscp’s GhAt to Government

House will be across the Maidan by the El|ex*.horough Course, to the

top of the Red Road, and thence to the Noiih Kas'^iate of Govern-

ment House. It will be lined ihioughout by troops ujfler the orders uf

the Biigadier-Geneial Coinnuinding the Presidency Sstrict.

A procession will be formed at Prinsep’s Gh^jr in the following

order
Procession.

A Staff Officer, Presidency District.

A Troop of Native Cavalry.

The Officci.s of the District Staff on horseback.

The Calcutta Mounted Volunteers.

A Troop of the Viceroy’s Body-Guard.

The carriage containing—

His Royal Highness the Frmce
Albert Victor of Wales. •

An Equerry in immediate attend-

His Excellency the Viceroy.

An Aide-de-Camp to His Ex-Aide-de-Camp to His

ance upon His Royal Plighness.
|

ccllency the Viceroy.

A Troop of the Body-Guard.

The Commissioner of Police will ride at the side of the Prince’s

carriage.

The Viceroy’s carriages containing—

Sir Edward Bradford, K.c.S.i., and others of His Royal Highness’s

Suite.
The Viceroy’s Staff and Guests.

A Troop of Cavalry.

'I'he procession will enter the North-East Gate of Government House.

A (iuard of Honour of Biitish Infantry will be drawn up opposite the

Grand Staircase of Goverititienr House.

The Body-Ciiiard will form up on the north side of the road between

the Grand Stan case and the Noith-West (iate.

When the Prince Albert Victor of Wales enters the North-^^ast Gate,

a Royal Salute will be fired fiom the Ramparts of Fort William. Hi.s

Royal Highness will enter (iovernrnent House by the Grand Staircase,

and the ceiemony of reception will be at an end.

Officers and Cientleraen wearing: uniform will appear in Fyll Dress.

Gentlemen not wearing uniform will appear in morning dress.*

By order of the Viceroy- and Goyernor-GencraHn Council,

W. J. CUNNINGHAM,
-

*
‘
^ Secretary to the Government of India}^

Four days after, that is on yesterday, it wa^ called out, in the cabal-

istic language of the Munling house, “E. &. O. ft:” It is a pity that

the E. & O. had escapedV^ Arguf-eye Of the Mask,*- of Ceremonies.

One item of the progialffirnl^orcibly reminded the 'public of the

classical bull of ihorstage direction “ ^nter king and two fiddlers soiusJ'

Luckily, the mistake was discovered in time, and there wa^ a strong re-

presentation of the historic element and the territorial interest on the

occasion, and the great Maharajas were presented to the Prince. '

•
• •

The Requisition Meeting of the Commissioners to vole Rs. 10,000

as a contiibution to the Fund for the Reception and Entertainment of

H. R. H. Prince Albert Victor fell through. Mr. Gasper who had given

notice of the motion was not present, and the other Requisitionisis

who were present would not move. There was a proposition to post-

pone this item of business with others on the day’s list, but the Chair-

man ruled that the business for which the meeting was specially

called could not be postponed, and it must accept its fate then and

there. He, however, explained that he had received intimation from a ^

third party that the motion would not be pressed, ample funds having

been raised by public subscription. The Chairman kept the meeting

waiting for quarter of an hour for Mr. Gasper’s appearance who was

reported to be coming. But he did not shew himself at the meeting,

though he could be found downstairs laughing like the boy in the

fable who raised a false alarm for sport.

*

As a Fete in honor of the Prince, Bombay will, in Maroh next,

when H. R. H. will be in that city qfl his tway home, Ijold a show of

the best horses in the whole of India. The classes have been divided

into English through-breds ;
Australians and other Colonials ;

Arabs ;

Persians and Country-breds
;
and all sorts of Harness Horses, Hunters,

Chargers and Hacks.

•
• •

The following bar anecdote is going the round :

—

“The other day at the Calcutta Sessions Mr. Justice Norris address-

ing a boy in the dock, who had been acquitted of a serious charge ob-

served : ‘You are a nasty dirty little boy. I hope I shall never see you

again.’ * Ditto ’ replied the urchin sotto voceJ^

We are told that the poor boy protests against the soft sotto vocal

mpcachmenl. He, plain little boy as he is, lays no claim to the wit

and is afraid of the consequences, to himself and his kind, of the

irrcverance imputed to him. In point of fact, he simply mumbled^

Thank ye for the appreciative compliment and the kind aspiration.

•
• •

The specially favoured of Heaven are great ah by birth. Others

manage to acquire greatness, or at least the honours and distinction

and the good things of the world.

With toil of sprite, which are so dearly bought.

Others still have greatness thrust on them. These lucky ones often

stumble on honours, as they feed angels, unawares. The luckiest

of these adopted sons of Dame Fortune in Behar is doubtless Lala»

Jai Prakash Lai. For once, the frisky matron has changed her very

disposition in his favour—for, during his long career, she has not

changed at all. From Mcaji to Manager-in-chief of a large Raj and fac-

totum sole of a great Maharaja, is a long step—as long perhaps as th#

proverbial one. And he has not only maintained himself in the graces

of his master, supreme over the intrigues of a court in miniature, but has

advanced himself in the eyes of the rulers of his master and the coun-

try, until they raised him to the dignity of an ornamental Legislator.

But the gracious Mother had not yet exhausted her marks ofendearment

on him. The last and queerest surprise was reserved for him by his own

Province. They actually went to the extent of inventing for his

special behoof a title unknown to the heraldry of aristocracy or of ad-

ministration. He is now “Rai Jaiprol^i^h Lai Bahadoor, Dewan of the

Dewan of Mozufferpore.” We do noT know when the investiture took

place, blit he is reported under that name and those titles as having

figured at the late meeting of the Landholders’ Association at Banki-

pore.

• *

The Lieutenant-Governor proposes to exempt from assessment Beali

lands in a five-year lease, if not irrigated with water from the Orissa

Canals, when Beali ” js not followed by “Sarud” or any other

irrigated crops in the same year.

/•
FroiS the first ,da) of April 1890, hospital port dues, at the rate of one

anna per ton, ylll be levied at Chittagong on aill ships manned by

European cr^s.
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The subject for Brajamohan Dull’s Piiie of Rs. 40 for the year 1S89-90

$ “The present condition of Bengali Women.” The Prize is open to all

Jengalinis without restriction to age. A Past winner is compcicnl to

oiupete-'for itonorablc mention but not the Prize.

The postal card first came into vogue in America in 187;^^ and the

'ear’s supply was ioo,cxx),ckx). The Postmaster-General, U. s., has

low given the contract for a four years’ supply, namely, 2,000,000,0^0

:osling 800,000 dollars. The Government makes a piofit of 19,200,cxx>

|Jollars for the cards will sell for 20,000,000 dollars. The cost of pro-

fduction now is 70 per cent, less than what it was in the year of

introduction.

• •

Hartjk Brothers, paper-makers, are displaying at the Pittsburg

Exhibition a monster roll of paper 96 inches wide, 14 miles long and

weighing 2,658 pounds. The bundle is unbroken and without a hole.

# *

Sheikh Hafiz Abdul Karim of Meerut has agreed to bear the cost, not

exceeding Ks. 10,000, of the Mahomedan ward of the Agra Lying-in-

Hospital, provided It be called after him. Here is a hint to the Dis-

loyalists to raise enough funds for their asylum.

• * *
According to the JVor/d, health is|failing the Prince of Wales, and
the increasing weakness depresses him t^e more. The /. D. N, knows
more. It hints at other causes, unnamed.

A TECHNICAL journal gives the different theories about the production

in Nature of diamonds :

—

“ It has been suggested that the vapours of carbon during the coal
period may have been condensed and crystallised into the diamond

;

and again, the itacolumite, generally regarded as the matrix, was
saturated with petroleum, which, collecting in nodules, formed the gem
by gradual crystallisation. Newton believed it to have been a coagulated
unctuous substance, of vegetable origin, and was sustained in the
theory by many eminent philosophers, including Sir D. Brewster, who
believed the diamond was once a mass of gum, derived from certain
species of wood, and that it subsequently assumed a crystalline form.
Dana and others advance the opinion that it may have been produced
by the slow decomposition of vegetable material, and even from animal
matter. Burton says it is younger than gold, and suggests the pos-
sibility that it may still be in pioccss of formation, with capacity of
growth. Specimens of the diamond have been found to inclose par-
ticles of gold, an evidence, he thinks, that its formation was moie
recent than that of the precious metal. The theory that the diamond
was formed immediately from carbon by the action of heat is opposed
by another, maintaining that it could not have been produced in this
way, otherwise it would have been consumed. But the advocates of
this view were not quite on their guard against a surprise, for some
quick-witted opponent has found experiments that the diamond will
sustain great heat without combustion.”

*

Raja Sir T. Madhav Kao has addressed the President and members 0

the Social Confeience of 1889, Bombay, in these terms

“Dear Sirs, -I earnestly hope that this Social Conference will no
disperse without effecting at le.ist one most impoitanl .Social Reform.

I strongly recommend the concentration of attention on wh.it I hav<
hesitation in saying is the most imiioitant, the most urgent aiu

happily the most practicable rcfoiin.

I will proceed to btale what it is and oifer a few leinarks on it.

l\Iy knowledge, experience, study .ind retleciion have convinced nu
lhat man rages of girls before they attain the age of 10 years should hi
prohibited.

That the best method of effecting the prohibition is by legislation.
1 he I.iw should declare that iii.irn.iges of girls before lliat age wili

tiot be recognised by the Civil Courts of the country unless ratiiicd bv
subsequent consummation. ^

Many serious evils would thus be got lid of or greatly i educed.
Healih and happiness would be increased and premature widowhood

ivould be diminished.
The proposal is on the line of the least resistance. There is nothine

jn It contrary to the bhaslr.i.s.

There is nothing in it contrary to cu.stom.
It is also recommended by natural reason.
It also confoims to the natural tendency of the limes.
Any li.irciship that the proposed law may piodutc woulifbe limileci

3 that small proportion Sf cases in which the marriage lakes place
efoie to years and is not ratified hy ruhscqneiu consunimalion.
tven III this small proportion of cases a y hardsliip which may arise

i. y be expected to be m’tigated by the momentum of the custom.Any small residue of hardship must be regarded as a ‘necessary and

Kven this residue will be a diininishipg Sunntity.
The educated community ought to g« such a law passed by makingislrong application to the legislature? «

! « P"'”? “"educated ma^es to consent

An architecturrilv colossus is being raised for the accommodation of a

Colossus of the l|ress, the York IVorUf. It is to be 18 stories in

height. It will ^house the staff, with 150 suites of splendid offices.

Krom the pavement to the flagstaff the height is 350 ft.—or within

20 ft. of the distance from the pavement to the top^ of the cross

of St. Paul’s. In 18S3, Mr. Pulitzer was almost unknown in New
York. In six years, he rose to be the proprietor of^thc best and

grandest newspaper property in the New World.

« •

Young Spirits in the guise of reeling Demoerj^os has, we sec, risen

agaiuht OKI Drug.

Notes and Leaderettes.

His Royal Highness Prince Albert Victor attends divine service to-

morrow at St. Paul’s. On Monday, the Maharaja of Cooch Bcliar

entertains the Prince at dinner. Thence the royal guest crosses ov^r

the road to Belvedere, to the Lieutenant-Governor’s Ball. On Tuesday,

the 7lh, comes off the Public Kntertainment on ih^ maidam

The New Year d.iwncd in Europe with me.ssagcs of peace. At the

reception of the foreign diplomatic body, President Carnot took .a

leaf out of the book, or at any rate an epigram out of the portfolio, of

the Emperor Napoleon III. He proclJimcd in effect, if not in terms,

the Republic is Peace : And it has work enough of a civil kind on
hand. King Humbert, in his reply to the Congratulations of the two

Legislative Chambers, remarked llLat there was a time when nobody
could guarantee the peace of Europe for a fortnight, bSlt lhat

now he was happy to say that it was assured, the rapprochement

of Germany and Russia having tended to help in the maintenance
of peace. •

As an earnest of peace, the deputation on leaving the Quirinal was
welcomed by a lighted bomb thrown by a man from the crofcd in the

streets. The thrower was arrested.

The Influenza still rages. It is spreading in all directions in Germany
and Austria. Many suffering from pulmonary complications have fallen

victims to the epidemic. The disease has crossed over and taken Malta.
London is alarmed. Lord Salisbury is confined to bed. It is satisfac-

tory, however, that he has passed the worst stage. An unnamed don«)r

has contributed one hundred thousand pounds for a convalescent hos-

pital near London.

The prophet is not honored m his own country. At the Consisioiy
held ill the Vatican on the closing day of the year just dosed, Pope
Leo, in his Allocution to the Caidinals, spoke of the prosperity of liie

C-lmrdi m tolerant Canada and America and the bitter and iin teasing

persecution she suffers in Italy. His Holiness rested the Pap.d
claim to temporal power not on human motives but the divine pLnpo.>,e

of preserving the Catholic faith.

I HE Empress of Br.azil has not long survived the turn of the wlicel in

the fortune uf the Imperial family. .She died of the gout, winch at

last reached the heart. The iion had already reached it.

Fiery reports come from Brussels. I he palace at Lacken has been
burnt down. Ihe gallery containing invalnal>ic piciiucs by the best
masters, (Gobelins lapestiy .ind a fine library arc all reduced to ashes,
(bily the royal apartments have been saved. Princes.s Clementine had
a narrow escape, but the Governess has perished in the tlames.

Mr. Parnei.l now figures as a co-respondent in the Divorce Court.
Captain (T.SherTh.as .served a citation on him. The Agitator has been
complaining like a schoolboy that the 7'imes people had instigatctl the
injured husband. Well, if he delights in the sweets of revfjnge, he
has been amply compensated by the death of the 1nosi valuable of lii>

enemy's man, Mr. Macdonald. The br'ave old Manager succuinbed
under the strain and worrjf, long continued, and, last not least, the
humiliation of the collapse of the Inquiry. «is office will 'be Biken up
by one of the Waites. But the vacancy caused by his death will, m
a great measure, sitll reniain. ,

Mic Stanley

^

mi^p'^iled for Egy|!ir.^Ern5^i^Pa5ha has had a relapse

wliich has made the doctors exceeding!^ anxious.
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We read in the (iazelte that •

“ In exercise of the powers conferred by section 23 t|f the Sea Cus-

toms Act, 1878, the (Governor-General in Council

expoir duty to which it is liable under the Indian rarifT Act, i. 2, a ri

exported by sea and entered outwards for cither of the French polls

of Pondicheiry and Karikal, or passing by land into Cither of these

This excMiipljon shall commence on the 23rd day of December 1889,

and shall continue in force untd the 31st day of March i8yo, mdubive.

(Sd.) J. V. UNLAY,
Oj/jr, SL\r€/<iry to the Government of Indict.

The annexed letter, dated 23rd December 11889, ftom the Viceioy and

Governor-General of I^iiiish India to the Governor of the Fiench

Settlement in India, explains the reason why

Loud Lansdownk has made up for the silence with wWch Government

has accepted the retirement of Justice Romesh Chiinder^ Mitter from

the Bench of the High Court. In a handsome autograph letter his

Lordship regrets the loss of the Baboo’s services and the reasons which

had enforced the severance. He had hoped that the furlough would

set him right. He had delayed writing, pending the Receipt of orders

from HoAe regarding the knighthood which he had recommended.

Mu. J. II. S. Cotton retires before his time from the commissioner-

ship of the Calcutta Municipality, retaining such control over it as

his position in the Secretariat allows. Sir Henry Harrison's reign is

also drawing to a close.

I have rerrive.l an.l ronsirlcrc.l ill C<mncil Y.iitr Exrrll^ency’s leleRrain

of till- 7lh IJi-cember rrquestitis,' ihat, in roiisi.li-r.nion of the iiroloiiKC.

<lnni};lit aiul insuH'iciciU supply of rii'c, the (nncinmeiit of

s.mftion the exemption fr«>in export duly of iicc shipped fiom Liitish

India to Pondii-heiry and Kai ik:d.
1

I have had much satisf.iriion in complying with this request, and 1

enclose for Your Excellency’s informni ion copy of a nolitication

No dated the 23id gisiant giving effect to this decision.

I have caused in.sli iictions to be issued to the Collectors .»f customs

.at ports in Hiaiisli India to supply Your Excellency’s (xovemment with

notice of .dl rice bhmjWl for F.eiich ports without payment of duly.

I have the fullest conlideyce that the neressaiy measures will be taken

under older of Your Excellency to pievent rice being shipped or

ti unshipped at l^ondicheiry or Kankal without p.iyment of duty.

Accept the assuiancc of my highest consideijilioii.

^

Sir R. B. D. Morier, Her Majesty’s Ambassador at St. Petersburg,

has warned English woikmcn and other persons against taking employ-

ment in Russia without formal written agreements with their employers.

The ddrumenls
*

should be executed before a noiaiy, whose signature

ought to be certified by a Russian Consular oincer
;
an attestation

as required by Aiticic of the Russian Code of Judicial Procedure,

made by a Russian Consular or diplomatic authority, to the effect that

such agreements are drawn up in accordance with the law of the country

where the^are executed, should in each case be attached.

Unless the precaution is taken to observe strictly the formalities

requited by Russian law in these matters, foreigners may be unable

to cnfoice their rights in Courts of Justice in Russia, should a necessity

arise for recourse to legal proceedings.

13y a Convention between Her Majesty and the President of the

French Republic for the Exchange of Postal Money Orders between

France and ceitain British colonics, signed in Paris on 2ist September

1887, and ratifications being exchanged in Paiis 29th July 1889,

remittances of money may be made by means of Post office Money

(Orders between France and Algeria on the one hand, and certain

British Colonies on the other
;

the postal administrations of the

United Kingdom and France having power to determine by mutual

consent the list of British Colonies to which in their relations with

Fiance the provisions of the present convention shall be applicable.

The convention proviilcs that no Money Grder may exceed the

limit of amount fixed for the^fexchange of Money Orders betvvcen the

United Kingdom and France.

A gentleman of experience, who recently visited the Colony of New

South Wales, estimates that about 38 million odd sheep, or a million

more than m the year previous, will be shorn during the present season,

but that there will be a large falling off of Iambs shorn. The total

clip is expected to be about equal to that of the year 18S8.

An official report from the Cape of (Good Hope shews that the exports

of rough .itul uncut diamonds ftom the several divisions of Griqualand

West dining the month of August last were as follows :

—

From the division of Barkly West, nil
;
from the division of Kimber-

ley, 240,638:4 carats, of a declared value .of ;C387>886 yj, ^t^d the

divisions of Hay and Herbert, nil.

A LAW has been passed in the Colony of Natal, for the* admission

into the Colony free of customs duty of^ the following articles

Materials required for the construction and maintenance of railways,

tclegrapfil, bridges, and ot^ier public works in the Orange Free Stale

and the South African Republic. The term niat^ials for the mainten-

ance of telegraphs shall be held to include printe^orms for telegrams.

Artillery reiiuired for ihe^i^c oi. tjje GovernmenHa^J^fS Orange Free

State and the South African R{4)ublic.

The legislative session in Bc^ngal will be a short one. Would that it

might be a sweet one, into the bargain ! The only measure of any

impoitancc is the amendment of the Calcutta Port law. Whether there

is to be any new cess or not, there is no mention of it in the President’s

statement of the course of business. We hope no mine will be sprung.

The Maharaja of Durbhunga has alieady sounded the note of alarm.

The Magistrate of the 2 pPergann.ahs notifies that the Zemindari

Dak l .ix in the district for the year 1S9091 h.as been fixed at the rate

of eight annas per cent, per annum on the sudder jumma of estates

paying a revenue amounting to Rs. ^ and upwards, and.payable in two

instalrnents--on the 1st Juncrand i6ih December 189(1: With the

modem development of the Post office, is the tax still needed? Does the

tax now yield any return to the Zemindars? When rents and revenues

can be paid through the Post office, is it not lime to do away with this

tax ?

The Deccan Standard reminds the public of the antecedents of

Mr. Seymour Kcay in Hyderabad politics. Before be helped

Salar Jung the father in bringing the Nizam’s claims to the Berars

forward, Mr. Kcay had unearthed the Commercial Treaty of

1802 between the East India Company and Asuf Jah. The first

article of that treaty cedes to His Highness the free use of the

seaport of Masulipatam, with the privilege of establishing a com*

mercial factory and agents at the place. Article 3 provides for free transit

between the territories of the high contracting powers of all articles

being the growth, produce or manufacture of each respectively.

That treaty had never been abrogated, but in the absence of com-

mercial entcrpii.se it had lain a dead letter. Mr. Keay attempted to

promote commerce .and do himself good under its terms. He pur-

chased the buildings of the old Hospital and Workshops of Masuli-

patam and imported a cargo. But he was not allowed by the British

Collector to lapd his goods duty free. At last, he paid under protest.

Mr. Keay doubtless appealed to the Govertiment of India, and wc be-

lieve some (.orre.spondence took place between the two States, without

any relief. Now the baffled merchant is a member of Parliament, he vvill

doubtless bring his grievance before the House of Commons.

The Raja of I'aridkot criminally sued the proprietor and editor of tfie

Delhi Punch for libel, the said Punch having called the Raja an adherent

of Dhulip Singh and otherwise abused him. After the laying of the

information, the proprietor-editor apologized, laying his turban at the

Raja’s feet, and published the apology in twenty different newspapers

in the Punjab. The Raja, however, would not accept it, and the

Assistant Commissioner of Lahore has imposed on the luckless

journalist a fine of Rs. i,0(X) with the alternative of three months’

imprisonment. The fine was paid down. Was the Raja too anxious

to prove that he was no ArkAn e-Dauli^oi Dhulip Singh ? Whatever

he may be or may not be, he is a trifle too litigious for a Sikh ruler.

We are sorry to hear that warrants have issued against the Pha nix

of Karachi to answer a charge of libel against the Superintendent of

the Shikarpore Jail. The is one of* our best papers, not*only

for ability and independence and courage, but also for temper and

moderation. Such a journal is a possession and a power on such

straggling fron*iiers and in such obscure provinces. We are all liable

to err, specially under tiKi difficult conditions on which the Press is

conducted in this country. I^t if it has unwittingly done any injustice,

we are sure our contemporarjf will be ready to make the amende

honourabU. Jf it decide to fight the matter out,' we trust it will be

’ supported lyj^e public, not only with funds if acquired—but also and

above all wifh relii^le evidence.
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*IN the list of enfiiapfements of the Royal guest given at the outset of

our Notes, &c., we forgot to add that on Wednesday the Lieutenant-

Governor gi^s a Garden Party at 4 o^clock “ to have the honour of

meeting their Excellencies the Marquis and Marchioness of L.itv^downe

an'd H. R. H. Prince Albert Victor of W des.” The same evening

tliere will be a ball at Government House,

His Royal Highness Prince Albert Victor of Wales had an eitey passage

from Rangoon, He came in one of Mackinnon Mackenzie’s steamers,

\\\t Krislna. He had arrived at liumbay in an oidinaiy despatch

crowded with other passengers. But in these Eastern waters from the

Coromandal to the Irrawady he has been sailing like a Prince indeed,

thanks to old Mr. Mackinnon and the British India Steam Naviga-

tion Company. It is said that in return for his baronetcy, and

possibly with an eye to the future, that gentleman- had ordered one

of the Company’s steamers to be overhauled and newly done up,

with fittings and furniture to match, suited to the convenience and

comfort of a European Prince and filled with provisions and wines

and stores, and placed free at the service of His Royal Highness.

The P. and O. had better look out. It is this vessel that conveyed

the Prince from Madras to Burma and that brought him over on

Friday afternoon.

The Reception of the Prince was enthusiastic and impressive. The

whole country went out to meet the Sovereign’s grandchild. The scene

at the Landing at Prinsep’s Ghatiwas brilliant in colour and dazzling

with jewel#. Under cover, it might h#ve been more imposing and cer-

tainly kind towards the loyal magnates and men assembled. As it was,

all who did nut carry a pavilion of sula or felt on their heads were

baked under a slow fire. The Police arrangements were good, and no

complaints have reached us of the behaviour of the Police.

Everything was very near being in peril from the blunder in the

Foreign Office arrangements announced in a Gazette Extraordinary

on Monday. In chose arrangements, the chief contributors to the scenic

effect and political significance of such occasions had been forgotten.

As well might you eliminate the part of the Prince of Denmark from

the play of Hamlet ! Such a thing could occur only among rulers

who live islanded in a sort of hostile camp in the midst of the subject

population. Perhaps they are lucky for being isolated ; they therefor

have missed some very unpleasant articulate sounds during three or

four days. And no wonder that comments more forcible than parlia-

mentary should be made when the highest in the land were formally

excasted and disgraced by a public Bull—bull indeed in every sense.

That programme was an insult on the country through its hereditary

Chiefs. It was preposterous, and creditable to neither side, that at the

first reception of the Royal guest at the metropolis of the British Em-
pire in Asia, there should be no more than three native magnates to

lend weight to the occasion and be presented to His Royal Highness.

The pointed exclusion of great Chiefs—representatives of Houses

which were powers before the British leaped from tlieir factory to the

throne and which, from their revenues and their influence over the peo-

ple, are still political factors not to be despised—justly caused them pain

^

and amazed the country. It was a sorry return for the active loy.ilty

with which, at no small sacrifice of time, ease, even in some cases

health, as well as money, they came to the capital and initiated or sup-

ported the measures for giving a fitting welcome and entertainment

to the illustrious visitor. And to be left in the lurch by those who are

ever ready to advance new men and to hug to the bosom adventurers

and intriguers, that was the most unkinclest cut of all. But all’s well

that ends well. The grievance was removed just in time, and the

threatened /iaseo preventcd._^

We hope the Entertainment Committee will be warned by the past.

We see their invitations are not yet out, while rumours are afloat that

these will be confined to subscribers or offered for sale. There should

be no nonsense of the kind. The wellknown families and men of res-

pectability and position in town and country now present should all be
tevited. •

*

The 1 ipperab Prince’s Evening Party on Monday was a remarkable
success. The arrangements were wise, and no expense was spared.
We had been apprehensive only on the score of accommodation, but
the invitations were judiciously limited dfd the unapologised for ab-
sence of the Calcutta upstarts—the. liaboos and Raja-Baboos and
Baboo-Rajas-j^till farther lightened matters, and allowgd th^e who
attended ample space to move about and breathe fh. > Then there was
no end of champagne spilled to put the guests at thdtuse and in' an
enjoying frame of mind. Sir Steuart BayjpiK waa punctual to the

minute and remained for more than an hour. The Europeans present

included such men as the Hon’ble Messrs. Scoble and Hutchins, the

Hon’ble Sir Charles Paul, Sheriff Turner, Secretary C otton, Private

Secretary Lyon, M.ijor Shadwril (Seciei.iry i.» tlu' r.t»ard of Ex-

aminers) Capt. Pellcy, (Port Olficer), Mr. Undvrwood, Mr. Sandys,

and Mr. Caddy. The Maharaja of Cooch Beliar, ajteuded by his

Private Secretary, Mr. Bignold, the Maharaja of Durbhunga, the

Maharaja of Bellia, and the Maharaja of Sooshung with his heir,

came and enjoyed themselves. The Maharaja of Vizianagram sent

his Private Secretary to say how he could not come. *The pick*

of the House of Oudh headed by Prince J|[han Kudr, and of the

descendants of Tipoo Sultan headed by Prince Rohimooddeen and

Prince Bukiiyar Shah, Prince Iskandar Kudr (son of the late Nawab
Nizam), Nawab Syedooddecn Ahmed Khan of Loharoo, and Nawab
Abdool Luteef B.ihadoor strongly repiiesentcd the Mahornedan element.

The Ghosals of Kidderpore, the Tagores of Jorasanko, the Dults of

Wellington Square, and other families in town too were represented.

There were such men as Lala Bun Behari Kapoor, Mr. P. L. Roy, Mr.*

A. F. M. Abclur Rahman, Mr. R. D. Mehta, Mr. A. C. Chowdry, Babii

Nirunjun Mookerjee, Mouivi Serajool IslamlChan Bahadur, and others.

The Natches given were of the best, but the ^Europeftns understood

the conjuring tricks belter. The guests all enjoyed themselves, the

more enthusiastic sitting up at the singing arid dancing till morning.

THE NEW YEAR’S HONOURS.
Order of the Bath.

The Queen has been pleased to gi\|B orders for the following promo-
tion in the Most Honourable Older of the Bath
To be an Ordinary Member of the Military Division of the Second Class,

or Knights Commanders of the said Most Honourable Order, viz
The Honourable Lieutenant-General George Tomkyns Chesney,

CB., C.S.I., C.I.E., Royal Engineers, Member of tl\e CouMil of* the
Governor-General. S

St.vr of India.
His Excellency the Grand Master of the Most Exalted Order of the

Star of India is pleased to announce that Her Majesty the Queen and
Empress of India has been graciously pleased to make the following
appointments to the said Order :

—

7'o be Companions,
William Mackworth Young, Esq., Bengal Civil Sendee, Second

Financial Commissioner in the Punjab.
Colonel George Edward Langham Somerset Sanford, C. B., Royal

Engineers, Inspector-General of Military Works.
Lieutenant-Colonel Robert Warburton, Bengal Staff Corps, Political

Officer in the Khyber.
Indian Empire.

To be a Knight Commander,
Sir Roper Lethbridge, Knight, (J.I.E., M. P.

To be an Extra Knight Commander.
Major-General Sir George Stewart While, V.C., K.C.B., Commanding

the Quetta District.

To be Companions.
Sardar Bhagat Singh, Member of the Kapiirthala Slate Council.
Colonel William Merriman, Royal Engineers, Superintending En-

gineer, West of India Const Defences.
Lieutenant-Colonel WiIIi.hiii 1‘errival Tomkins, Royal Engineers,

Superintending Engineer, Militaii Works, in Belurhistan.
Colonel William Arthur James Wallace, Royal Engineers, Director of

the North-Western Railw.iy, and Coniinandanl of the 3rd I'unjab
(North-Western Railway) Volunteer Rifle Corps.
Henry Bidewell Grigg, E.sq., M.A., Madras Civil Service, Direcloy

of Public Instruction, Madras.
Berthold Ribbenirop, Esq., Inspcclnf^General of Forests.
Brigade Surgeon George King, .M.B., F.R.S., Indian Medical Service,

Superintendent of the Royal Botanical Gardens, Calcutta.
Langton Prendergasi Walsh, Ksq., Acting Second Assistant Political

Resident at Aden, lately Assistant Political Resident at Zaila.
Henry Paul Todd-Naylor, Esq., Bengal Civil Service, Deputy Com-

missioner of the Magwd Di.strict. Burma.
Knighthood,

Her Majesty the Queen and Empress of India has been pleased to
confer the honour of Knighthood on the undermentioned gentlemen :

—

The Hon. Frank Foibes Adam, C.I.E., Additional Member of the
Council of the Governor of Bombay for making Laws and Regulations,
lately Chairman of the Bombay Chamber of Commerce.
Romesh Chunder Miller, Esq., lately 1‘nisne Judge of the Calcutta

High Court.

Maharaja Bahadur,
His ExqpIIency the Viceroy and Governor-General is pleased to

confcr.thc title of Maharaja Bahadur as a personal distinction upon •—
Maharaja Sir Jolendro Mohun Tagore, K.C.S.I.
Mah.araj Kumar Khiilish Chunder Roy, of Kishnaghur in the Nud-

dea District.

MAHARAJif.
Raja'^Mohendro Deo Saont, of Aihniullik.

Raja.
Babu Run Bahadur Singh, Zemindar of Ticcaree, in the district of Gya.
Babu Jyoii Pfosad Gorgu, Zemindar o%Maisadul, iiv thtt district of

Midnapore. ^
^ Rani.

Srimati Bhah^i-priyd Baru^ni, widow of Raj Prolab Chandra Barua,
Bahadur, Zeminc^ Qf Gauripur, Goalpara district.

Sardar Mehrulla Khan, Chief of t^^e Marri tribe.

Sardar Shabaz Khan, Chief of the Bugti tribe.
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Shams-ul-Ulama.
Khan Bahafhir Hoslian«^ji Jainaspji Dablur, Professor of Persian in

the Deccan College, I*oona.

MAHAMAHOFADHYAYA. •

Piindil Ayodhya Nalli Miser Sainavecli, of Pota, in the district of

MozutTerpoie.
Pundit Krishna Singh, Thakiir of Hlioar, in Tirhoot.

Pundit Kanhai Lai Jha, (if Mangraumi, in the district of Diirbhunga.
* Khan Bahadur.

Mirza Muhan^inad Ismail Sahili, Agent for Her Highness the Begum
Sahcba, widow of the late Nawab of the Carnatic.

.MaiiU'i Ahmad, Municipal Commissioner for the Town of Calcutta.

,
.S.ijyid Mnhamm.id Ajinal, Honoi.iry Magistrate of Harh, In the dis-

ti ict of I^atna.

All Jan, Inspector of I^olice in the North-Western Provinces.

.Saiyid Zahid Husain, Deputy Collector of MuzalTernagar, in the

Norih-Wesiei n Provinces.

Mian Glmlam Rasul, merchant, and member of the Municipal Com-
mittee of Pesliawar.

Ag i Ahmad, Isp.diani, merchant, Consul for Persia at Rangoon.
Saiyid N.ijm-U'l-din Hussain, Itivpecior of the Tluiggee .uul Dacoiiy

Depai tinent.

\Ve have little inclination, and certainly no space this week, to notice

,
tlie peculiarities of tins li^t. Bntthoteis.it least one name which is

eimiigh to disci edit the whole. A noiorious Municipal (.aimmissioner

who m.ikes his living as a small cleik or extra translator, has got a title.

• _ ®
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THE CONGRESS.
Tiie second clay’s sitting of the National Congress
was resumed on the next May, the 27th December,
with evidently no tailing off in the attendance. The
reporters in the dailies state that the number present

was not in the slightest degree less than on the

openinfj day, but the record of the proceedings shows
a decided advance in liveliness. Even elements of a

comical kind were not wanting to relieve the cha-

racter* of the deliberations. The chief business of

the day was to discuss the proposal for the reform of

th^ Legislative Councils. Before bringing it forward,

the President called upon Mr. P. M. Mehta to move
an address to Mr. Charles Bradlaugh. Mr. Mehta,
in performing this ceremonial function, said he had
truly fepre.sented the public feeling when he had
spoken of Mr. Bradlaugh in the terms he did on
the previous day. Telegrams and addresses had
.been pouring in from all parts of the country,
and as it would occupy a week, if not a fortnight,

to present them all, it had been decided that,

instead of these, one address on behalf of the Con-
gress should be presented to Mr. Bradlaugh, and he
pr^osed a comnliltee consisting of Sir William Wed-
derburn, Mr. Adam, and himself to draft the address.

His own na/iie had ol course been [)rQposed to be
’flWded to the committee, and it was not his own do-
ing. The i^lon’hje Punflit Ajudhyanath, of Allaha-
bad, seconded the motion, presenting, it is said, an
entertaining peculfeirity by his accentuation and ges-
tures. On this motion being carried by acclamation,

the President irtiroduced the busines.s of the day in

a short speech. He said that the draft Bill had been
prepared by Mr. Bradlaugh and had been circulated

throughout India. It embodied in legal form what
was believed to be the objects of the Congres.s, none
ot the provisions contained in it being introduced of
Mr. Bradlaugh’s own motion, and it was Mr. Brad-
laugh’s wish to ascertain upon certain important
points the still more mature opinion of the people
of India. These important points related to the
principles upon which the Bill had been drawn, and
the President thought that the best course vvoifld be
to take the sense ot the Congress upon these general
principles first, leavin^g the consideration of the Bill,

section bJT section, to be dealt with afterwards. With
these introductory words, Sir Williani'^edderburn
called upon Mr. Eardley Norton to n^Qve the reso-

lution. Mr. Norton introduced^ his motion In in ambi-
tious but uustatesmanlike harangue. He expressed his

^LWYET.
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high sense of the privilege of standing there as an
accredited representative of the people before an
jissernbly of at least two thousand accredited^represen-

taiives of the people, and in the pre.sence of men like

Sir William Wedderburn and Mr. Bradlaugh. The
resolution is as follows :— •

“ Resolved th.'it the fnllowing skeleton scheme for the reform and re-

construction of the Council of the Governor-Gcnefal for making Laws
.ind Regnl.iiions and the Provincial Legislative ’ Councils be ‘ adopted,
and that ihe Pirsidont of the Congress ^do submit the same to Charles
Bradlaiigli, Esi^., M.P., with the respectful request of this Congre.ss that

he may be plea'.ed to cause a Bill to l)e drafted on the lines indicated

in this\ki.leton scheme, and inirodiice the same in the British House
of Commons :— i. The Imperial and Provincial Legislative Councils

to consist respectively of members, one-half to be elected, one-fourth

to sit ex-id'ficio, and one-fourth to be nominated by Government. 2.

Revenue ilisiricts to constitute ordinarily territorial units for electoral

pill posers. 3, All males above twenty-one years of age, possessing

certain qiialilicatioiis and not subject to certain disqualifications, to be
voteis. 4. 'flic voters in e.ich district to elect representatives to one
or m-ne electoral bodies, accurding to local circumstances, at the

rate of 12 per million of the total population of the districts.

Such representatives to possess certain qualifications, and not to

be siibj«;ct to ceri.iin disqualifications, both of which are to be settled

here.ifter. 5. All the representatives thus elected by all the districts

in a provincial jurisdiction to elect members to the Imperial Legis-

l.itnre at the rate of one per every five millions of the total popula-
tion of each electoral jurisdiction, and to their own provincial legisla-

tme at the rate of one per million of the said total population, in such
wise til .at when the total number of Tarsees, Europeans, Christians,

Hindoos, and M.ihoinedaiis rcspe^jtively are in a minority, tHe number
elected to the Provincial Legislature shall not bear a less proportion to

the total number of members elected thereto than the total number of
Paisees, Clirisiian*^, Hindoos and Mahomedans, respectively in such
prov inci.il juiisdiction, bears to its total population. Members of both
leginlatures to possess certain qualifications, and not to be subject to

certain disqualifications both of which are to be settled hereafter. 6.

Ail elections to be by ballot.”

'J'hcse were the great living principles of the Bill,

and if they got a Bill embodying these principles

passsed, they introduced, he said, the thin end of the

wedge, and that it would became the great Magna
Charta of the legislation of the people. Mr. Norton
tl^n argued in support of the principle of election,

as well as of electoral colleges in preference to Muni-
cipalities, Local Boards, Universities, Chambers of

Commerce and other associated bodies. To give the

right of electing^ members to these bodies would, he
said, amount to placing "the elective powers in the

hands of Government, whereas the scheme he con-

tended for would secure popular suffrage. Pundit

Ajudhyanath seconded the motion, again contributing

to the entertainment of the assembly by his personal

peculiarities. His muscular frame and’ long allowing

beard ai'e fondly dwelt upon by Congress reporters as

having “ lent ix peculiar charm to his peculiar gesticu-

lations and side mQveincnts.” Not having been present,

we cannot speak to this peculiar charm, but. surely ,

there cannot be any doubts as to his charming modes-
ty. He was candid enough to acknowledge his defi-

cient knowledge of the English language, and asked the

indulgence of the audience if he failed to express his

ideas, and it is a real and gratifying proof of the refine-

ment and good feeling of the large and varied as-

semblage that they cheered him even when the ex-

pression of his sentiments was somewhat obscured.

Some capital was made by the^andit and other

speakers of the well-known fact, namely, that these

Congress meetings are not absolutely neglected by the

powers. Police officers are required to keep them-
selves informed of these doings, and, in whatever ligh^,

this action of Government may be* viewed, it is by
this generally known and even overlooked. Both the

Pandit and Mr. Norton, however, almost electrified the

entire audience by making what are called startling

disclosures, amid repeated cries of “shame.” of the

presence of police officers*ht the Congress at Allahabad

and Madras. As if the officers of the Peace were

nof only out’ of the pale of citizenship^ but perfect

Pariahs. T^is “sensation ” was succeeded by another
“ scene.” A numlHir of speakers next caused no small
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amusement,by what we may call a lapse into poli-

tical spooning. Mr. R. T. Bhore confessed that

his knowTedge of politic^, was below zero, but he
believed that the influence of the Congress had
thrilled native ladies in zenanas who asked to be
allowed to c6me to the Congress as delegates. What
wonder some of the speakers had to be called to

order for making wild digressions, not to say de-

grading disclosures ! Indeed, with the exception of a

tew well-known names, the reported substance of the

other speeches does not show as decided an advance
in the political intelligence of the. country as there

may be in the numbers attending the sessions year
after year, or in the frothy enthusiasm which is so un-

mistakably displayed. This, to be sure, is plain

speaking, and sure to be very disagreeable, but as

journalists we have often a painful duty to discharge.

We regard all interests subordinate to thbse of truth,

and it is only in the interests of truth that we are con-

strained to say that, on a great occasion like that of

the reputed gathering of the best of the land, and on
a question of such great and vital interest to the

country as that of the reform of the legislatures, there

might bemiore sensible and •practical speaking than

we have had. The only two speeches worth the

name on the motion were those of the mover, Mr.
Eardley Norton, and of our Babu Surendranath
Banerjee, but even these have no practical value.

As rhetorical exhibitions, they may pass.muster, but

they make no contribution to one’s knowledge of the

question. They do not impress, far less convince,

and no business man will rise from their perusal ex-

cept with the impression that they present a fine

array of words but no argument. Our own views
cannot naturally be otherwise than in entire harmony
with the Congress in regard to this important ques-
tion of the reconstitution of the legislative councils.

We may not sympathise with the extrav«gant notions
on the subject which arc eatertaiiied by some of its

leaders, but jv'e acutely feel the need of reform in the

present methods of legislation and the necessity of the

Lest men of the country having a voice in its legis-

lation. We are, however, disposed to despair of the
future of our country, seeing that in preferring our
demand for such reform, we have nothing better to urgfe,

no more facts to bring forward, no stronger reasons
to offer than what we find embodied

^
in the reported

speaking at the last session of iHc Congress of
India’s reputed representatives. Indeed, if the busi-

ness of law making were transferred to men of no
belter stuff, we do not know if we should not stand
ii[) for the maintenance of the present order. The
speeches have evidently been reported in an indiffer-

ent fashion, but such as the reporting may be, it suffi-

ciently indicates the grasp, and practical-mindedness
of those who delivered them amidst such enthusiastic
cheering.

The principal resolution being carried,, Sir William
proceeded to put the clauses of the Bill, one after

another, to the vote. The first two clauses as well
as the last were quietly carried, but the others appear
toJiave received more or less opposition. The third

clause relating to the franchise brought up Babu Dwar-
kanath Ganguli, husband of Kadambini Bose, b. a.,

G. M. c. B., practising in Calcutta, on hisdegs. Mrs.
Ganguli was present as a dfelcgate in propria
persona^ to inspire her own. • Babu Ganguli could
scarcely remain quiet in her presence while 4 motion
was on the tapis which excluded her sex? from political

representation. • The fourth clause, on beinj; put t<5

the vote, also met with opposition, a ^ilegate from the

body of the hall calling out that Mahoni.id.ins as a

class were against it. Fhere was, however, no formal

amendment proposed, and the clause was carfied.

riie fifth clause was received with almost a stoi'rn of

opposition from the Mahomedan delegates present.

The proceedings now became most disorderly, and
the Chairman had to rebuke the meeting *for setting

such a bad example of behaviour. The clause was
however passed, apparently to the dissatisfaction of

those classes that form a minority of the Indian po-

pulation. Thus ended the second d.iy’s Congress,

and one can scarcely say that it was a satisfactory

ending.

BENIGHTED LITERATURE.
•

The other day, we noticed the blundering quotations of two favourite

ivritcri on the Angl()-Iu(li:in Press, one on the Madras Stamlird and

another on the Pioneer. We since find, in another Madras journal, the

following editorial addtess by way of apolog^ for filling up the space

usually reserved for leading articles, with a couple of» letters, one

with the feminine name “Ada” subscribed andi another signed in

propria persona hy \\\t Eurasian President Gantz, the latter occupied

chiefly with the patting address of the Eurasians in i86i to the recalled

Governor Trevelyan and his reply. We print verbatim et literatim :

—

“To Our Readers.
Instead of the usual editoiials we are glad to find the President’s

Note, so full, and intere.sting, that we can afford to be in the rear rank,

when so many interesting subjects, are brought before the public by

the Piesident, and our correspondents. We will have our say, in time,

and in the future issues. We e.irnestly beg that our readers, truly

ponder over the weighty tiuths uttered by the thrice noble nearted

Trevelyan. Wc had the whole of the Proceedings, of the various meet-

ings, addresses, and replies bound up, in our keeping as rare treasures

and wc are glad, wc inspirited our leader, to handle the subject. We
did the s.'iine, with Ricket’s Examinations in Parliament, and have
other works, which require, to be reprinted, and reintroduced to the

Madras Public, and especially, into^the dry chambers of Officialdom,

in which men talk, by the yard, and tu'i by the inch,
,

•

* So icy cold, so sickly pale,

’Tis Greece, but living Greece no more,’

as Byron lamented, of Greece in his day. There was some energetic

action in Madras, some 30 years ago, when we had our Moorheads, our

Nortons, our Christopher Rawlmsons, Robert Comyns, and other an-

actes andron but Madras is a sleepy dreamy hollow now. Jamais
b\trnere never behind is a Scotch Nobleman’s motto, but here we have
* fine specimen of officers,’ but go round the railing.s of the People’s

Park, and you see illustrations of the fine Municipal Officers, and their

energy like the ciumbluigs of the fences. We want active woiking men,

who can do a good d.'iy’s woik, for good wages, not your modern kid

glove—West Enel genilemcn !

”

That is ambitious writing, but if the Eur.'isians wiJI not write more

carefully and print- more carefully in their recognised organ, they have

little chance of conquering the world. For the credit of our frien^

down South, Indeed, we wish we could lay all the blame on the printer.

But everything in that piece of writing is peculiar, from the grammar,

including punctuation, down to quotations. Apart from the taste of

thrusting the editor’s personality on the occasion, to advertise his

private help of the most tiifliiig kind, nanftly, in lending a pamphlet,

we do not pretend to understand all the things in^ that brilliant p.iich-

work. Are “rear” and “rare” italicised to show iKat, though far apart,

they rhyme one with another—as though the writer presented the

above as a piece of prose poetry? We may mention in passing, that the

possession upon which the Editor prides himself, is by no means so

rare as he fancies it to be. We could lend the pamphlet to any one

who would make a proper use of it. Besides, Mr. Thomas Edw.irds

reprinted the cream of it in the Calcutta Review a few years back, and

again a part of it forms the appendix to his valuable memoir of

Derozio, the Piince of East Indians. The writer indeed seems unable

to proceed without accentuating his wit with the help of typography.

Otherwise, wefsee no reason to italicise these words, or the phrase

“act by the inch,” or “ hollow” with its epithets. Yes, he h.as a decided

penchant for “ epitaphs,” and consequent liability to “derangement.”

Thus, Sleepy Hollow would have sufficed gny other penman without

interposini; another adjective. Few writers who understand their

business would think of retouching a trace of Irving’s brush.

The mtitio of the Douglas family is simply Jamais ar%ihre,^ Nor is

the English poetry more correctly quoted. Where did Byron write like

that ? It must be \nj^ fladrasi recension, if anywhere, that the absurdity

occurs, namely— • ^

So ic^ cold, so sickly pal%

’Tis Greece but living Greece no more.
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Thus summarily is the Kohinoor disposed of—thus is the quintescencc

of nectar distilled—by a Grub Street j;enius who has missed his im-

mortality by coining into the world after the age fh which Byron’s

favorite Poet, Pope, flourished. Byron lamented in a different strain.

It were arrant Vandalism to clip a stone, much more the cornerstone,

of the Taj of ^oesy. Indeed, the whole has such absolute unity and

stern cohesion that it does not admit of such subtraction to any useful

purpose. We are sure the reader will like it entire—the more 4ie is

familiar with it the better. Who can have loo much of it ?
IS

He who hath bent him o’er the dead

Ere the first* day of death is fled.

The first dark day of nothingness,

The last of danger and distress,

(Before decay’s effacing fingers

Have swept the lines where beauty lingers,)

And mark’d the mild angelic air.

The rapture of repose that’s there.

The fix’d yet tender trails that streak

The languor q( the placid cheek,

And—but for that sad shrouded eye,

That fires not, wins not, weeps not, now,

And but for .that chill, changeless brow^

''Where cold obstruction’s apathy

Appals the gazing mourner’s heart,

As if to him it could hipart

The doom he dreads, yet dwells upon ,*

Yes, but for these and these alone.

Some moments, ay, one treacherous hour,

He still might doubt the tyrant’s power

;

So fair, so calm, so softly seal’d.

The first, last look by death reveal’d I

Such is the aspect of this shore
;

'^’Tis Greece, but living Greece no*more 1
'

coldly sweet, so deadly fair.

We start, for soul is wanting there.

Hers is the loveliness in death.

That parts not quite with parting breath ;

But beauty with that fearful bloom.

That hue which haunts it to the tomb,

I Expression’s last receding ray,

A gilded halo hovering round decay,

The farewell beam of feeling past away 1

Spark of that flame, perchance of heavenly birth,

Which gleams, but warms no more its cherish'd earth !

That passage in the Giaour is one of the finest in literature. It

contains the most elaborate yet charming comparison to be found in

the whole range of the world’s Poesy. But what a mess has been

made of it ! how has it been mangled in Madras ! This innocent

gentleman has actually gone to the trouble of writing a line for Byron

and fitting it, like a rude journeyman carpenter on the Coromandel

Coast, to a line taken from fhc Poet at random. Such men are dan-

gerous and should be avoided as enemies of culture.

The most extraordinary part of the matter is that the Madras journal

is a lover—after its kind—of Poesy—of a sort. “ Pottery ” is its pecu-

liar weakness. Not an issue appears without some exhibitions of the

frenzy. Here are some typical stanz.as of a wonderful lyric in the same

number contributed by a favorite singer

As I stand alone in the verander

What beautiful scenes I see,

Many things over which to ponder.

On the Banks of the Heniavaty.

In front a vast field is covered

With valuable crops of ragi

This field is also studded

Here and there with a large tree.

Another sight, too, very pleasant

On this fast fieSd I see.

Dark Men, and Women, the peasants

Working amidst the ragi.
,

A long drain purple hills too,

Tho’ not always purple they be,

And a dhony boat, not very new
Is seen on the Hemavaty.

And this kind of thing goes on, week aftei^ week. ^Whal wonder

that Madras should have earned the name of Benighted 1
”

THE STANLEY EXPEDITION.
LETTERS FROM STANLEY AND EMIN PASHA,

THE MARCH TO THE ALBERT NYANZA. ^

A long letter from Mr. Stanley, giving a graphic description of the

incidents of his final march to the Albert Nyanxa, has been received

by the Emin Pasha Relief Expedition. The letter ds dated Aug. 5,

and was icritten at Kaffurro, in Karagwd, a district to the west of

the Victoria Nyanza. Although written in August, the letter only

brings the record of Mr. Stanley’s movements down to the middle

of February this year. The events ^described thus cover a period

of about six months. The letter continues the narrative from the

point at which Mr. Stanley’s last despatch closed. It will be re-

collected that, in the spring of last year, Mr. Stanley, having left

one of his officers, Mr. Mountcncy jephson, in company with Emin
Pasha at Wadclai, and another, Lieutenant Stairs, in garrison at a

fort some distance west of the Albert Nyanza, returned to pick up
the shattered remnant of his rearguard. During Mr. Stanley’s ab-

sence he had arranged with Emin Pasha and Mr. Jephson that they

were to start from the Nyanza, with a sufficient escort and a num-
ber of porters tq conduct the officers and garrison of Fort Bodo to

a new station that was to be erected near Kavallis, on the south-

west side of Lal^e Albert, by which he would be relieved of the

necessity of making a fourth trip to Fort Bodo. Mr. Stanley found

his rearguard at the Aruwimi in a very deplorable condition
; but^

having collected a large number of canoes, the goods and sick men
were transported in these vessels in such a smooth, expeditious

manner that there were rcmarka||ly few casualties in the remnant

of the rear column.
^

THE FINAL MARCH TO THE NYANZA BEGUN.

Starting on his return to the Albert Nyanza, Mr. Stanley journey-

ed up the Ituri (or Aruwimi) for a distance of three hundred miles

by 9anoe. During this period he was greatly troubled by the na^

lives. On Oct. 30, j888, they reached a point when progress by

river became too tedious and difficult, and the order to cast off the

canoes was given. They ' were then about 160 miles from the

grassland, which exmed to ' the west of the Nyanza. Knowing tho

fearful nature of tbifl country on the south bank of the river, Mr.

Stanley decided to try the north bank. After two days’ march they

^scovered ,ji large' plaintain plantation in charge of the dwarfs.
** The people flung themselves on the plaintains ro make as large a

provision as possible for the dreaded wilderness ahead ^f us.” Ten
days after leaving this place another plantation was reached.

Meantime small-pox had broken out among the Manyema and their

followers, and the mortality was terrible. The Zanzibaris escaped

owing to the vaccination they had undergone on board the Madura*

Being now near the confluence of the Ihuru with the Ituri, and

as there was no possibility of crossing the- former, Mr. Stanley fol-

lowed that river along its right bank, keeping a look-out for a suit-

able crossing. Four days after making this diversion they came

across a very fine plantation of bananas and plantains. There

many of the people, who had been in a state of starvaiion the pre-

vious fourteen days, gorged themselves with fatal results. Another

six days’ march in a northerly direction they came to a place where

it was possible to cross. Mr. Bonny and the Zanzibar chief super-

intended the construction of a bridge, and the expedition crossed

over, being then between two branches of the Ihura river, and in a

district peopled by dwarfs. Impressing some of these as guides and

following elephant and game tracks, a south-east course was struck.

The country was one dense forest, and in the middle of it (it being

then Dec. 9) Mr. Stanley had to halt for a forage, and as the fori

agers sent out were long in returning the camp was reduced to a

pitiable state of starvation. At last Stanley decided to try and find

the missing men, and leaving a remnant in camp under Mr. Bonny’s

charge, he started, and on the following day he met the foragers

and returned again to the camp, which was soon afterwards broken

up. Having a presentment that the garrison at Fort Bodo had not

been relieved by Emin, Stanley, steering his course regardless of

paths, hit upon the western angle of the Bodo plantation, which

was reached on Dec. 20. Here, as he anticipated, he found Lieu-

tenant Stairs (with fifty-one out of fifty-nine men) who had heard

or seen nothing j:)f Emin. Taking the Bodo garrison with him,

Stanley, on Dec. 23, continued his march. The united expe^tion,

however, was soon seen to mean delay, and “ having no time to

dawdle,” he left Stairs with 1 24 people at a spot to the cast of the

Ituri river, and with the rest of his party again continued his mardh

eastward, reaching the open grassland in thc^middlc of January. 4

THE POSITION OF EMIN.

He was surprised to hear no news of Emin. However, on Jan.

16 he received several letters from Jephson describing how there

had been a rcvalt on the part of the Egyptian officers against Emin,

and how the Pasha and th5. (Jephson) were held prisoners, and also

of the appearance of the Mahdists on the scene, and the fighting

with them that ensued. (Jn Jan. 18, Stanley, who had reached

Kavtfis (jvhich is at the south-east corner ^f the Albert

Nyanza), replied to these letters. He told Mr. Jephson,

that he (Stanley), was personally secure, Jiaving established

friendly relations with the natives, but could not
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exhaustion go up the lake, but would 8t%y at Kavallis until

Jephson reached him. As to Emin, whose intentions were still

ur.ccrtain, B* he would come, well and good
; but any way, having

accomplished his mission by taking relief to Emin, and having

/offered to him the option of. retiring, he (Stanley) would go

home. On Feb. 6 Mr. Jephson arrived at Stanley’s camp. Mr,

Jephson told Stanley that k was sentiment which kept Emin back.

He also drew up a report on affairs in Emin’s province, ir» which he

stated that Emin, after his deposition, felt himself free to think of

himself alone. Mr. Jephson bore witness to the fact that he had

heard unanimous praise of Eqiin Pasha’s “justice and generosity,”

though it was suggested that he did not hold his people with a

sufficiently firm hand.” Mr. Stanley's peremptory request that a

decision should be taken, since he could not wait for an indefinite

period at Kavallis, brought about a solution of the difficulty more

speedily than he expected. On Feb. 13 last Emin arrived with two

steamers near Stanley’s camp, desiring to make arrangements for the

rescue of the rest of his people, or of those, at least, who were

willing to be rescued. At this point Mr. Stanley’s narrative

breaks off.

STARVATION IN THK I.AND OF THE DWARFS.

The following is one of the most striking incidentt in Mr. Stanley’s

journey. About twenty-five days from the start tne traveller arrived

in a land inhabited by dwarfs, where he nearly succumbed to starva-

tion. Mr. Stanley says

“In this new land between right and left members of the Ihuru

the dwarfs called Wambuiti were very numerous, and conflicts be-

tween our rear-guard and thcsc^crafry little people occurred daily,

not without harm to both parties, ^uch as we contrived to capture

we compelled to show the path, but invariably for some reason they

clung to cast and east-north-east paths, whereas my route required a

south-east direction, because of the Worthing we had made in seek-

ing to cross the Dui river. Finally we followed elephant and game
tracks on a south-east course, but oil Dee. 9 we were compelled to

halt for t forage in the middle of a vast forest, at a spot indicated by

my chart to be not more than two or three miles from the Ihuri

river, which many of our people had seen wlulc we resided at Fort

Bodo. T quote from my journal part of what 'll. wrote on Dec. 14,

the sixth day of the absence of the foragers.

“ Six days have transpired since our foragers left as. For the fJfst

four days time passed rapidly—I might say almost pleasantly—being

occupied in recalculating all my observations from Ugarrowwa to

Lake Albert and down to date, owing to a few discrepancies here and

there which ray second and third visit and duplicate and triplicate

observations enabled me to correct. My occupation ihcn ended,

I was left to wonder why the large band of foragers did not return.

The fifth day, having distributed all the stock of flour in camp and

killed the only goat we possessed, I was compelled to open the

officers’ provision boxes and lake a pound-pot of butter, with two

cupfuls of my flour to make an imitation gruel, there being nothing

else save tea, coffee, sugar, and a pot of sago in the boxes. In the

afternoon a boy died, and the condition of a majority of the rest

was most disheartening ;
Some could not stand, but fell down in the

effort. These constant sights acted on my nerves, uniil I began to

feel not only moral but physical sympathy as well, as though w'cak-

iicss was contagious. Before night a Madi carrier died, the last of

our Somalis gave signs of collapse, and the few Soudanese with us

were scarcely able to move. The morning of the sixth day dawned;

we made the broth ns usual—a pot of butter, abundance of water, a

,
pot of condensed milk, a cupful of flour—for 130 people. The
chici's and Mr. Bonny were called to council. At my proposing a

reverse to the foragers of such a nature as to exclude our men from

returning with news of such a disaster, they were altogether unable

to comprehend such a possibility—they believed it possible that

these 150 men were searching for food, without which they would

not return. I'hcy were then asked to consider the supposition that

they were five days searching for food, they had lost the road, per-

haps, or, having no white leader, they had scattered to loot goats,

and had entirely forgoitcn their starving friends and brothers in

camp ;
what would be the state of the 130 people five days hence .?

Mr. Bonny olfcrcd to stay with ten men in camp if 1 provided ten

days’ food for each person while J would set oii^ to search for the

missing men. Food to make a light cupful of gruel for ten men for

ten days was not difficult to procure, but the sick and i'ceble re-

maining must starve unless I met with good fortune, and according-

ly a stone of butter-milk, flour, and biscuits were prepared, and
^handed over to the dharge of Mr. Bonny.”

The afternoon of the seventh day mustered everybody, besides

the garrison of the camp— -ten men. Sadi, the Manyema chief,

surrendered fourteen of his men to doom ; Kibbo-bora, another

chief, abandoned his brother ; Fundi, another M^inycma chief, left

one of his wives and a little boy. left twenty-six feeble sick

wretches already past all hope, unless food could be brought to them
within twenty-four hours. In a cheery tone, though my heart was
never heavief, I told the forty-three hunger-bitten people tbat I was
going back to hunt up the missing men

;
proSaMy I should meet

them on the roafi, but if I did that they would be driven on the* run

with food to them. We travelled nine mile^chat afternoon, having

passed several dead people on the road, and early on the eighth day
of their absence from camp met them marching in an ca.sy fashion,

but when we were met the pace was altered to a cjuick step, so that

ill twenty-six hours from leaving Stawahin camp we were back with
H cheery abundance around, gruel and porridge boiling, fjananas

boiling, plaiiitains roasting, and some meat bimmering in pots for

soup. This has been the nearest approach to absolittc starvation in

all my African experience. Twenty-one persons altogether suc-

cumbed in this dreadful camp.
*

THE REVOLUTION IN EMIn’s PROVINCE.
Mr. Stanley gives several extracts from Mr. Jephson’s fetters da*-

tailing the course of events in the Equatorial Province from April

1888 to January 1889. During that period fnaiiy momentous events

occurred.

Writing to Mr. Stanley on Nov. 7, 1888, from Dullle (a station

on the Nile to the north of Wadelai), Mr. Jephson says:—-“On
Aug. 18 a rebellion broke out here, and the Pasha and I were made
prisoners. 'I'hc Pasha is a complete prisoner, but I am allowed to

go about the station, but my movements arc watched. The rebel-

lion has been got up by some half-dozen Egyptians— -officers ami

clerks—and gradually others have joined, some through inclination*

but most through fear
; the soldiers, with the exception of those at

Lahore, have never taken part iii it, but hive quietly given in to tTicir

officers.

“ When the Pasha and T were on our \^ay to Regaf, two men, one

an officer—Abdul Vaal Eflendi—and then a clerk went about and

told the people that they had seen you, and that you were only an

advctuifrcr and had not come from Egypt, that the letters you had

brought from the Khedive and Nifl'jar Pasha were forgeries, that it

was untrue Khartoum had fallen, and that the Pasha and you had

made a plot to take them, their wives, and children out of the coun-

try and hand them over as slaves to the English. Such words in an
''

ignorant and fanatical country like this acted like fire among the

people, and the result was a general rebellion, and we \ltre made
prisoners.

“ The rebels then collected officers from the different stations and

held a large meeting here to determine what measures thjy should

take, and all those who did not join in the movement were so insulted

and abased that they were obliged for their own safety to, acquiesce

in what was done. The Pasha was deposed, and those* officers who
were suspected of being friendly to him were removed from their

posts and those friendly to the rebels were put in their places. It

was decided to take the Pasha as a prisoner to Regaf, and some of the

worst rebels were even for putting him in irons, but the officers were
afraid to put their plans into execution as the soldiers said they

would never permit any one to lay a hand on him. Plans were also

made to entrap you when you returned and strip you of all you had.

APPEARANCE OF THE MAHD15TS.
“ Things were in this condition when we were startled by the

news that the Mahdi’s people had arrived at Lado with three

steamers and nine sandals and nuggers, and had established them-
selves on the site of the old station. Omar Sali, their general, sent

up three Peacock Dervishes with a letter to the Pasha demanding
the instant surrender of the country. The rebel officers seized them
and put them in prison, and decided on war. After a few days the

Mahdisis aiiacked and capturcii Regaf, killing five officers and a

number of soldiers, and taking many women and children prisoners,

and all the stores and amnuiniiion in the station were lost. The
result of tliis w'as a general stampede of people from the stations of

Bidden, Kirri, and Miiggi, whu fled %vith their women and children

to Lahore, abandoning almost everything. At Kirri the ainrauiiii ion *

was abandoned and was at once seized by the natives. . . . Had
this rebellion not hajjpened the Pasha could have kejU the Maluiists

ill check for some time ; but as it is he is powerless to act.”

EMIN LIHKRATED.

In another letter Mr. Jephson, writing from Wadelai on Nov. 24,

says :
—“ Shortly after 1 had written to you, the soldiers were led by

their officers to attempt to retake Regaf; but the Mahdists defeated
them, and killed six officers and a large number of soldiers ; am<nig
the officers killed were some of the Pasha’s worst eiictnicr. The
soldiers in all the stations were .so panic-striken and angry at what
had happened that they declared they would not attempt to fight

unless the Pasha was set at liberty
; so the rebel officers were obliged

to free him, any sent us to Wadelai, where he is free to do as he
pleases ;

but at present he has not resumed his authority in the coun-
try—he is, I believe, by no means anxious to do so.

“Our danger, as far as the Mahdists arc concerned, is, of course,

increased by this last defeat ; but oiy position is in one way better

now,•for we arc farther removed from them and we have now the

option of retiring if we please, which we had not before while we
were prisoners.”

THE MAHDISTS %EFEATRD. • *

A third Icttcr/rom Mr. Jephson, written from Tungnru on Dec.
18 reports ^‘On Nov. 25 the Mahdists surrounded Duffle Station,

and besieged it.for four days. The soldiers, of whom there were
about 500, managed to repijlse them, and they retired to Regaf,

their headquarters. They have sent down to Khartoum for rem-
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forccmcniRt and doubtless will attack again when fitrcngthcncd. In

our flight from Wadclai the olHccrs requested me to destroy our boat

(the J(htmct'), 1 therefore broke it up. Dufle is bein^' renovated as

fast as possible. . . . The Pasha is unable to move hand or foot, as

there is still a very strong party against him, and the olKccrs arc no

longer in immediate fear of the Mahdists. ... As soon as we hear

of your arrival, frwill come to you. I will not disguise the fact from

you that you wilj have a dilficult and dangerous work before you in

dealing with the Pasha’s people.”

MR. STANLEY ON LMIn’s ATTITUPF.

" To these letters from Mr. Je})hson Mr. Stanley wrote a formal

reply. He also sent a private note to Mr. Jephson, from which we

quote the following passa'ges

“ I have read ycnir letters half a dozen times over, but I fail to

grasp the situation thoroughly, because in some important details one

letter seems to contradict the other. In one you say the Pasha is a

close prisoner, while you arc allowed a certain amount ol liberty' j in

the other, you say that you will come to me as soon as you hear of

our a^trivaVhere, and ‘ I trust,’ you say, ‘ the Pasha will be able to

accompany me.’ Being prisoners, I fail to see how you could leave

Tunguru at all. All this is not very clear to us, who arc fresh from
|

the hush. If the Pasha can come, send a courier on your arrival at

our old camp on the lake fjclow here, to announce the fact, and I

will send a strong detachment to escort him up to the plateau, even

to carry him if he nee(j.s’ it. I feel too exhausted after my 1,300

miles of travel since I parted from you last May to go down to the

'akcajain. The Patrfia must have some pity f r me. I want to

help the Pasha somehow, but he must also help me, and credit me*

If he wishes to get out of this trouble, I am his most dcvbted servant

and friend, but if he hesitates again I shall be plunged in wonder

and perplexity. I could save a dozen Pashas if they were wdlling

to be saved. I would go on my knees to implore the P; sha to be

sensible in his own ease. He is wise enough in %ll things else,

even his ovwi interest. Be kind and good to him for many virtues,

but do not you be drawn into the fatal fascination Soudan territory

seems to have for all Europeans of late years. As soon as they touch

its ground they seem to be drawn into a whirlpool which sucks them

in and covers them with its waves. The only way to avoid it is to

obey blindly, devotedly, and unqucstioningly all orders from the

outside. The committee said, ‘ Relieve Emin Pasha with this am-

munition. If he wishes to come out, the ammunition will enable

him to do so ; if he elects to stay it will be of service to him.’ The
Khedive said the same thing, and added, *but if the Pasha and his

olliccrs wish to stay, they do so on their own responsibility.’ Sir

P>elyn Baring said the same thing in clear and decided words ; and

here I am, after 4,100 miles of travel, with the last instalment of

relief. Let him who is authorised to take it, take it. Come ; 1 am
ready to lend him* all my strength and wit to assist him. But this

lime there must be no hesitation, but positive yea or nay, and home
we go. Yours very sincerely,

“Henry M. Stanley.

“A. J. Mountcncy Jephson, Esq.”

THE 10th ORDINARY MONTHLY
MEETING

of the Commissioners of Calcutta^

WM.L HK HKLD in THli TOWN llAU.,

on Ihtosday next^ the gth January

atjRM.

Business to be brouoiit forward.

1. To consider the deviation of a portionW

original line of Central Road from Puggyapulty

Street to Baboo Lai’s Lane as suggested by the

people of BurA Bazar and the Jain community.

2. To confirm the proceedings of Jthe Cen-

tral Road Committee at Meetings held on the

yih and 12th December 1889.

3. To consider the Resolution passed by the

General Committee at their Meeting held on

the 2nd September 1889 to the effect that,

under the present circumstances of the Mu-

nicipality, it is not expedient to contribute any

funds towards the support of the Public Library.

4. To confirm the proceedings of the Ge-

neral Committee at Meetings held on the yih,

J4th, 2 1st and 28th December 1889.

5. Mr. Swinhoc to move that the gradation

pay of the Assessors foi the Suburb-, be fixed

at !<«-. 250 rising to Ks. 350 in lieu of frnm

Ks. 200 U) Rs. 3CK).

6. Toronfitm the proceedings of the Subur-

ban Impiovement Comiiiitlce at Meetings held

on the 31 dj 17th and zyih Decembei 1S89.
j

7. To confirm the proceedings of the Water

Supply Extension Committee at Aieclings held

‘on the loth and 17th December hSiS'j.
|

8. To confirm the proceedings of the 2nd
|

Meeting of the Conuniiive appointed to pie-
;

jiate an Address to Prince Albeit Victor on

ins ariivcil 111 Calcutta.

9. To confirm the proceedings of the Bustee

and Town Inipruvenn iu Committee at a Meet-

ing held on the 28th August 1SS9.

10. To confirm the piuceetlings of lha Com-
plaint Committee at Meetings held on the

25th September, 13th November and qlh and

i8th December 188*;.

y1 t the close of the Ordinary Meetinyjy

A .SPECIAL MF.ETINU WILL BE HELD.

1. (iranting application of M^thoora Kanto

Shaw for a license to store jute at I^os. 78

and 79 .Sobha Bazar Street.

2. Graniiii" appjicalion of Tj^annalh Bancr-

jee for a license to store jute at No. 25 Buddree

Dass’ Temple Street.

JOHN COWIE,

Secretary to the Corporation^

2nd ) anilary, 1890.

H. R. H. PRINCE ALBERT VICTOR

RECEPTION FUND.

The Executive Committee, empowered in that

behalf at the Meeting held at the Rooms of

the British Indian Association on the 14th

December, 1889, invite public subscriptions for

the purpose of giving a fitting Reception and

Entertainment to His Royal Highness Prince

Albert Victor on the occasion of his visit to

Calcutta,

The Executive Committee have the pleasure

to acknowledge the following subscriptions

R. A. P.

Amount previously advertised ,..66,243

Maharaja Grijanath Roy of Dinaj-

0 0

pore

The Hon. R.aja Rameshwar Singh
1,000 0 0

of Durbhanga 500 0 0

Babu Copal Lall Seal

Rai Boodh Singh Bahadur and
500 0 0

Rai Bissenchand Bahadur
Raja Peary Mohun Mookerjee,

250 0 0

cs.i. ... 200 0 0

Baboo Bvjoy Kissen Monkeijec...

Babu Jagai Kishoie Achaijeeya

100 0 0

Chowdluiiy
ILilm Omirto Nar.ain Acharjiya

200 0 0

Chowdhury
Pundit Sailajanund.a Ojha of Bai-

50 0 0

dy.'iti.uh 150 0 0

Cnomai Radhapersad Roy
Pi nice Kamar Kudr Mirza Baha-

150 0 0

dur 100 0 0

Kmn.ir Dowlal Chinidc.r Roy ... roo 0 0

Sir John Edg.ir, K.(M.E.

H-'ii. F. B. Pe.acock ...

100 0 0

100 0 0
H(ni. Justice Wilson...

B.iOu M.di.iinoho Pvrsad Singh,

son of K.n Gnngripers.'id Singh

100 0 0

B-ihadui of Durbhang.a

Knshna Chimder Roy Chaudry
100 0 0

of Choorawnr 100 0 0
Pi.abn Ram Cli.ard Goondka 100 0 0
K.ii Mfi-lcr.'ij B.tliadnr 100 0 0
Babu I'loyliK khonath Biswas ... 100 0 0

Babu Kuiija Lall Banerjee 60 0 0
B.ibu I.s.hUi Chunder Mitler 60 0 0
Lalla liuu Behaiy Kapur
Shah Mohiuddm Ahmed Sajjada

50 0 0

Nisluin of J>.a.sseiam 50 0 0
l»abu Doorgagaty B.ancrjec 5ot 0 0
Messi.s. Ape.ir cS: Co.... 500 0 0
Mes.sis. William Moran & Co. ... 250 0 0
Messis. Kettle well P.ullen & Co, 250 0 0
Messis. Mackenjfie Ly.all & Co ... 250 0 0
Me ssrs. Anderson Wright and Co. 250 0 •0

Slessrs. Ewing & Co. 150 0 0
Messrs. Bariy and Co, 150 0 0
Messis. Whiteaway Laidlaw & Co. 100 0 0
Mes«i.s. Matriller and Edwards... 100 0 0
Messrs! 1 ). B. Mehta and Co. ...•’

Messrs. Francis Harrison Hath-
locf 0 Ot

p

away and Co. ...
'

...

The Calcutta Tramways Com-
100 0 0

pany Ld. 100 0 0

*

Commerc^l Union Assurance

Rs. A. P.

Co. Ld.... 100 0 0

Mes.srs. Bourne and Shepherd ... SO 0 0

Messrs. }. M. Edmonds and Co....

His Grace the Archbishop of Cal-

25 0 0

cutta and the Catholic Priest ... 100 0 0

The poor Catholics of Calcutta ... 100 0 0

E. Gay, Esq. 100 0 0

Dr. McConnell 50 0 0

Babu Okhil Chunder Mookerjee 50 0 0

Babu Narendra Nath Mookerjee 50 0 0

Col. R, C. B. Pemberton, R.E. ... 50 0 0

Col, Conway Gordon, R.E,

Col. C. W. J. Harrison, R.E.

25 0 u

25 0 0

Col. Mullock 25 0 0
Babu Madoosuddun Doss 50 0 0

W. H. Ryland, Esq. ... 50 0 0

Babu Shib Chunder Nundy so 0 0

Babu Issen Chunder Mitter 32 0 0

Robt. Turnbull, Esq..., 32 0 0
Dr. J. E. Panioty 25 0 0

Seton Lindsay, Esq. ... 2S 0 0

Babu Girija Sunkiir Mozoomdar
Maulvi Syud Sadruddin Ahmed

25 0 0

ofBurdwan
Moulvi Syud Serajuddin Ahmed

25 0 0

of Burdwan
Moulvi Syud Abdus Sabhan

25 0 0

Chowdhuri of Bugra
Moulvi Syud Abdul JubbarChovv-

25 0 0

dliuri of Bogra 25 0 0

Babu Ashutosh Dhur 100 0 »o

Babu Nundo Lall Mnllick 50 0 0
B.ibu Gobind Lall Mullick 50 0 ()

Babu (h)kulnalh Chalteijee

R.ii Babu Thakoormoni Singh
50 0 0

Bahadur of Sukpore 50 0 0

Babu Sitanath Dass ... 25 0 C)

W. T. Woods, Esq. ... 25 0 0

Babu Kisori Lall Goswani
Babu Jogendro Narain Acharjiya

25 0 0

Cliowdluiry 25 0 0
A. Macdonald, Esq. ... 25 0 0

p;. J. Mai tin, Esq. ... 25 0 0
Small sums 172 0 0

Total 74 p574 0 0

Further subscriptions .are solicited.

RAJ KUMAR SARVADHIKARI,
S. E. J. CL^KE,

Joint Honorary Secretaries.

Calcutta,

30th December, 1889.

H. R. H. Prince Albert Victor-

Reception Fund.
As the time available to the Committee is

very short, subscribers who have not already

done so will greatly oblige the Committee by

kindly<tsending in their subscriptions to the

Honorary Secretaries.

At the closing of the account, subscriptions

will be acknowledged by advertisement in the

Newspapers.

RAJ KUMAR SARVADHIKARI,
S. E. J! CLARKE,

Jt. Hon. Secretaries.

Calcutta, 30ih Dee. 1889.
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IN THE PRESS.

Uniform with “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal

"

. ESSAYS BY A BRAHMAN
'I.

,
m

Politics, Sooiftlogy, History, & Literature

BY

the Author of “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal.”

Calcutta.

AVw Rayyet Office.

PRICE:

To Subscribers paying before publication Rs. 4

„ mere registering subscribers ... „ 5

„ Ordinary purchasers ... ... „ 6

Apply to the Manaoer, Reis and Rayyet^

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL

BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah^

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEE,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar .and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister ofthe Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, ‘*REIS & BATYET'*

j, Uckoor Uutt’s Lane, Wellington Street

Calcutta.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

We have received from the office of Reis
• and Rayyet^ one of the leading native news-
papers of Calcutta, a most read.able little broch'

ure written by Baboo Samblui C. Mookerjee,
once Minister to the late Nawab Faridoon Jah,
Bahadoor, Nawab Nazim of Bengal, Behar and
Orissa, which gives a graphic account of the

Baboo’s travels to and in Independent Tip-
perah. Written in capital English and evi-

dently by a gentleman of broad views and
enlightened mind, the work is decidedly a
valuable addition to the catalogue of English
written Bengalee literature. This book of
travels should be read widely not only by
English residents out here, but by our country-
men at home, for it teems with interest and
teaches us far more about the fine belt of
unopened country travelled through than any
work of the sort written by an Englishman
^uld have done. Baboo Sarnbhu Chunder
Mookerjee is one of whom his countrymen
may well be proud, for he writes throughout
with the moderate and educated pen of
a thorough gentleman.— Indian Planters'

Gazetted Sporting News. October 4, 1887.

Mr. S. Mookerjee, who will be readily r^og-
nised as the editor of that able little paper
the Reis and Rayyet^ dedicates his travlcs in

Bengal to a wicte circle of readers—those who
know India and are unable to love her ; those
who love her, and do not know her

; those who
neither know nor love

; those who d being tire

I

•of India, take to travelling
;

foreigners who
want to know, and Englishmen. The author

himself is not the least tired of India, though
he is a traveller by profession, we might almost
say, and though he puts limits upon journeys,

never caring to get very far away from
Calcutta. It is not mileage, however, which
makes the^ traveller. It is the power to ob-

serve sympathetically what is going on at

each stage of a journey, and to keep his spirit

about the minor inconveniences which neces-

sarily occur by road, river, «ir rail. This Mr.
Mookerjee does. He never loses his good
humour under any set of circumstances, and
what is belter, he conveys a full sense of it to

his pages. The reader may take a choice of

journeys through Eastern Bengal to Tipperah,
or to the heart of Bengal Pif)per, and will in

each case be fully rewarded by the fruits of

Mr. Mookerjee’s wanderings. Perhaps the

English reader will be mainly struck by the

excellent English style of the writer. The
author is not ashamed of his nationality

;
he

rejoices in being a Bengali, but at the same
time he indulges in prose which has no alien

trace in it. It is not the English of an edu-

cated German or Frenchman
;

it is the nervous
Saxon of a subject of the Empress of India.

Mr. Mookerjee had special advantages in some
of his journeys, especially to Independent Tip-

perah, whither he was called to an important
official position. He was thus assured of

many attentions, though, in foiming accurate
impressions of a country it is doubtful whether
it is not better to be untrammelled with con-

nections which frighten away the simple folk

and impose reticence on them as a duty. From
the notes of his journey through East Bengal,

and to show how genial is his outlook, we take

the following :—[ Extract.]

From Dacca he went further East, and his

experiences on the Megna are of a most en-

livening description. He saw many visions of

beauty, and Mr. Mookerjee is no niggard when
he is describing something he has enjoyed
seeing. Here is a sketch on his way up the
river :—[ Extract.]

But it is not physical beauty alone which de-

tains our author’s eye :—[ Extract.]

The same symptoms of material progress
he notes among the boatmen on his course.

—

[ Extract.]

Some portion ofthe volume has already been
contributed to the Statesman^ and will be fami-

liar to our readers. The following description

of natural effects is not known to them. We
doubt whether Mr. Ruskin, or Mr. Black would
accept it as a final account of the sun’s rising

and setting ;—[ Extract Statesfnan^

October 7, 1887.

If we have not before noticed Mr. Sarnbhu
C. Mookerjee’s Travels in Bengal^ which was
published some months ago, it is not because
the little book is either dull or pointless. It

contains, on the contrary, much interesting

matter, though some of the incidents are over-
weighted with detail in what is facetiously

called a “little booklet.” The author’s view
as a rule is, by the way, facetious : he is given
even to punning

; but he is also sentimentai
in the highest degree—“a naked Whiteman ”

hurts his susceptibilities
; a Hindu girl, bathing

in the river, throws him into an ecstasy of

delight : “she had such large languishing eyes 1

”

But he is nothing if not philosophical, and his

reflections on this or that social and'polilical

subject are not without their moral. Mr.

Sarnbhu C. Mookerjee was formerly Minister

to the “ last of the Naw.abs ‘Nazim of Bengal,

Behar .and Orissa” and' afttrwards Minister

of the Maharaja of Tipperah. He is a man,
therefore, of experience, and when he speaks

his brethren should listen to him..f,

Tr artels in Reni^al is a readable book, and it

abounds in anecdotes which are often as in-

structive as amusing, and it is not spoiled by
too many political allusions, though, of course

sonic few have crept in .—The Pioneer^

Dec., 18S7.

THE

Pran Kissen Ohowdry Fund
FOB SUPPLYINr. -

INDIA WITH NATIVE SCIENTIFIC

MEN OF EUROPCAN TRAINING.
•

Under a benevolent Scheme now in opera-

tion for several years, started by Baboo Pran

Kissen Chcavdry, for assisting meritorious but

poor Indian students, under certain conditions,

go to Europe for competing for the Indian

Service, there is now room for a native student,

of sound health, who, having passed tile Calcutta

Government Medical College, may desire to

compete for the Covenanted Indian Medica

Service. Passage and expenses for two years’

residence in England will be paid out of the

fund of the Scheme. •

Apply to Dr. Sarnbhu C. Mookerjee,

Reis &* Rayyel Office,

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

In Pamphlet^ Price annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve, for the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW HEARSEY.

Apply to Reis Rayyel Office, Calcutta.

For INDIA and all HOT CmiTATES this sweetly scented emollient Milk la INVALITABLE
IT KEEPS the SKIN COOL and REFRESHED in Aie HOTTEST WEATHER,
Removes and prevents all SUNBURN, REDNESS, FRECKLES, TAN, etc., and

RENDERS the SKIN DELICATELY SOFT, SMOOTH and WHITE. .

It entirely prevents It from bucommg DRY and WiilNKLEDT and PRESERVES^ the
COMPLEXION from the scorching effects of the SUN and WIND more effectually than any
other preparation. The IRRITATION caused by the BfTES and 8TTNGS of INSECTS ie

wAderhiSy allayed by its use. For ^imparting that sott velvety feeling to the ekm, thia

delightOil preparatio
n has no equal ! Sold by all Chemists.

Sole frfakere M. BEEPHAM A SON, Chemiele, Cheltenham, England*

CALCUTTA AGENTS : SCOTT THOMPSON &. CO.
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"IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF.”

A/i who suffer find sure relief Jrom

E’sORIENr^tB

'W
The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcuteRheumatism and RheumaticGout

After yc.trs of semi-helplessness and suffer-

ing ;
while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS,

LUMBAGO, SCIA^'ICy^ FACEACHE,

SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

or these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form. #

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost loo remarkable for CREDENCE.

Are yorf^ubjcct to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sortf-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as
*

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

^cians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at / Re. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : .Smith Stanistreet & Co,

K. Scott Thompson & Co. an<l Bathgate &

Co. Limited.
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12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite tlu Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

H0M(E01MTIIIC PHARMACY,
THE

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSARY IN ASIA
OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH
INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TEADE IN

INDEPENDENT HOMCEOPATHY
and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co. beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned

WOODEN CASE
in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
I2y Lai Basaaty Calcutta.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, prettv, open-faced Nickel

silvern short winding Keyless Railway Regulat-

ors, of small %\ityjewelledy enamelled dials, bold

figures and Candian Gold hands, with tem-

pered machinery and dust tight hinged cases

for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted
to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapness about

them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr.

A. R. Mehta from Bandora says

“

The
7-8 watch I purchased from you two years

back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting Su-

perintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh,

says : A watch rn.iker has valued your

Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, R.

W. Fusi. Rcgt., Lucknow, says “ Some valued

it at Rs, 15 and were completely surprised when
I told them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pretty

Candian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-

plete shirt Studs and Rings .set with chemical

diamonds, rubies, &c., .'it R.s. 2 each, Mr. J.

A. Yelsinore, Salur, says The best gold'

smith of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. G.

Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, b.ays;—“A
German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and

the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

JEYES’ DISINFE^^TS:
The best and cheapest Antiseptics,

Deodorizers and Cleansers.

Jeyes’ Perfect Purifier

supersedes Carbolic and other Disinfectants,

being much more efficacious, non-poisonous,

non-corrosive, stainless in use, and cheaper.

Prevents contagion by destroying its cause.

Instantly rfmoves bad smells. It is an almost

unfailing cure. for P>zema and other Skin

Discfises
;
and is the best known Insecticide.

Can be had in the various forms of Liquid,

Powder, Soap and Ointment.

JEYES’ PERFECT PURIFIER
prevents infection by destroying its c^use,

killing the very germs of contagious diseases.

It removes instantly all noxious smells, not

by temporarily disguising them (as is often

tha case), but by chemical combination, sub-

stituting instantaneously for a poiionous a

pure and healthy atmosphere, and thoroughly

eradicating the evil. *

Agents :-~DYCE, NICOL & CO.,

3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta.

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited.”

This Company’s Steamer “MYSORE”
will leave Calcutta for Assam pn Friday, the

3rd prox.

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel

should be sent to the Company’s Godowns
at Jugg<annauth Ghat, not later than Thursday,
the 2nd prox.

Assam Despatch Steamer Service from
Goalundo

and
Dait.v Mail Steamer Service from

Dhubri to Debroochur.

A Daily service is maintained from Goal-
undo and Dhubri for passengers and light goods
traffic, i. e.f pack.iges not weighing over a
ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival

of the previous night’s 9-30 P. M. (Madras time)

train from Sealdah, and Dhubri on arrival of

the mails.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to

almost all stations can be booked through from
or to Calcutta z/ia Goalundo or Kannia with

the Eastern Bengal State and connected Rail-

ways—Passengers and Parcels via Kannia
only.

All partici/lars as to rates of freight and
passage ky all the above mentioned Services to

be had on application to

—

MACNEILL & CO.,

Agents,

2-1, Clive Ghat Street.

Calcutta, the 28th December, 1889.

C. RINGER & CO. have in hand the

largest stock of Homceopatbic Medicines,

Medicine Cases, Medical Sundries, and Books,

&c., &c., for sale at their Homoeopathic Es-

tablishment, 10, Hare Street, Calcutta. Cata-

logue, free on application.

Lovers of a good Trichinopoly (igar are re-

commended to try the Small Roger Brand

Price Re. 1-4 per loa

T. HILL&CO,,
5, Dharamtola Street,

Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY(ENQLISH) NEWSPAPER
AND

Review of Politics^ Literature.^ and Society

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.

Yearly ... in advance ... Rs. 12

Half-yearly ... „ ... „ 7

Quarterly ... „ ... „ 4

Monthly ... „ ... Re. 1-8

Single or sample Copy,, ... „ 0-8

RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
Advertisements (three columns to the page and

102 lines to the column; are charged by the

space taken up, at the rate of 4 annas^ line,

each insertion. The lowest charge for*^ny ad-

vertisement is Rs. 2, except Domestic Occur-

rences, the lowest charge for which is^R^ 5.

Special rates for Contracts.

No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

will be charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at the rate of 4 annas a month or

Rs. a year.

Business Communications (post paid) to

be dircuted to “The Manager,^ and Literary

Communications and books and pamphlets

(carriage paid) to “ The Editor ” of * Reis

ARayyet,^

Office ; /, Vekoor Duffs %ane, Willington

Street, Calcutta.

fc^ThiProprietor ever, Saturday i, Mum Lall Ghosb, THE BEE PRESS, No. /, UcAoor DutT. Uue, Calcutta.
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

THE FAR fAR EAST.

It was a dream of early years, the longest and the last,

And still it lingers bright and lone amid the dreary past ;

When 1 was sick and sad at heart, and faint with grief and care.

It threw its radiant smile athwart the shadows of despair :

« And still when falls the hour of gloom upon this wayward breast.

Unto the Far Far East I turn for solace and for rest.

1 feel as if some former birth (as Hindoo sages tell)

j Had given my migrant soul within these realms of light to dwell ;

And now that, ever and anon, when vexed with strife and pain.

It struggles through the mists of time, and wanders home again :

For still in ^ous reverence to her 1 bow the knee.

As if indeed the Far Far East a mother were to me.

Sure ’t is the form 1 worshipped then which haunts my memory now,

To mock with fairy light my dreams, and flush my pallid brow
;

Surest is the hand I then did grasp in friendship’s holy strain,

For which this cold and selfish clime I search, and search in vain ;

Alas ! nor heart nor hand like these 1 meet where’er I rove.

And in the Far Far East lie hid man’s faith and woman’s love.

Oh for the morning’s swiftest wings to bear me as I dee !

Oh for the music of the waste, wild winds and moaning sea !

Oh to behold yon Western sun sink in his bloody grave.

And a new day-spring rise for me upon the desert wave !

/Oh to throw off this coil of thouglii, and care, and grief, and pain.

And in the Far Far East to be a joyous child again !

THE EMANCIPATION OF THE SUBJECT SEX.

THE LAMENT OF THE WESTERN WORLD.

Confusion has seized us, and all things go wrong
;

The women have leaped from “ their spheres,”

And, instead of fixed stars, shoot as comets along,

And are setting the world by the ears !

In courses erratic they ’re wheeling through space,

# ^/in brainless confi^^ion and meaningless chase. *

In vain do our knowing ones try to compute

Their return to the orbit designed

^

They 're glanced at a moment, then, onward they shoot,

And are neither to hold nor fo bind
;

”

So freelyethey move in their chosen ellipse,
'

%

/The “ Lords of Creation ” do fear an eclipse.
* *

They ’ve taken a notion to speak for themselves,

/And are wielding the tongue and the pen
;

They ’ve mounted the rostrum, the termagant elves.

And, O horrid, are talking to

With faces unblanched in our presence they come

To harangue us, they say, in behalf of the dumb.
•

They insist on their right to petition and pray ;

That St. Paul, in Corinthians, has given them rules

For appearing in public
;
despite what those say

^
Whom we ’ve trained to instruct them in orthodox schools.

But vain such instruction, if women may scan

And quote texts of Scripture to favor their plan.

Our grandmothers’ learning consisted of yore «

In spreading their generous boards ;

In twisting the distaff, or mopping the floor,

And obeying the will of their lords.

Now, misses may reason, and think, and debate.

Till unquestioned submission is quite out of date.

Our wise men have tried to exorcise in vain ^
The turbulent spirits abroad

;

As well might we deal with the fetterless main.

Or conquer ethereal essence with sword ;

Like the devils of Milton they rise from each blow.

With spirit unbroken insulting the foe.

Could we but array all our force in the field.

We ’d teach these usurpers of power

That their bodily safety demands they should yield,

And in presence of manhood should cower
;

But, alas I for our tethered and impotent state.

Chained by notions of knighthood—we can but debate.

Oh 1 shade of the prophet Mahomet, arise 1

Place woman again in her sphere,”

And teach that her soul was not born for the skies.

But to flutter a brief moment here.

This doctrine of Jesus, as preached up by Paul,

If embraced in its spirit, will ruin us all.

Maria W. Chapman,

Jlollowajfs Pills.—‘\ti the complaints peculiar to females these Pills

are unrivalled. Their use by the fair sex has become so constant for the

removal of their ailments that rare is the household that is without

them. Amongst all classes, from the ^me^tic servant to the peeress,

universal favour is accorded to these renovating Pills ; their invigorating

.ind purifying properties cender them safe and invaluable in all cases
;

they may be taken by females of all age| for any di^organiz.ation or

irregularity of the system, speedily removing the cause and restoring the

sufferer to robus^ealth. As a family medicine they are unapproach-

able for subduing the maladies of young and old.

Subscribers tn t/te country are requested to remit by postal money ordersy ifpossibky as the safest and most convenient
mediumy particularly as it chores acknowledgment through the Department. No other receipt will be

given any other being unnecessary^ and likely to cause confusion. •
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News and Our Comments.

This has been the Prince’s Week in Calcutta. Their Royal HiKhncsscs

the Duke aiul Duchess of ConiMu^ht arrived here on Monday mornin);

to heiglilen the joyous festivities. They arrived at 6-30 by the mail

train but ali^lfied an howr after. The V^iceroy’s Military Secretary Lord

William Here«ford and Aides-de-Camj) with a guard-of-honour nceived

them at the Howrah platform. They were escorted to Governmcn

House J3y the Vicer(jy’.s Hodyjju.ird anil a troop of Penpal Cavaliy.

On the steps of the viceiej;al palace l‘iince Albert Victor of Wa'cs

and Lord and Lady LSnsdowne welcomed the Duke and Duchess. The

Comm.'inder-iu-Chicf too was present. In the aftemomi, tlie Dtike and

Duchess accompanied by the Marquis and Marchioness of Lansdowne

visited the lJodyj;n ird lines at Hillyj;unxe and witnessed a polo match

in which Piince Albeit Vn tor of W.iles and the M.iliaraj.i of Cooch

iJehar look sides. N»*xt day, there was the public on the Maidan.

,
The proj'r.'imine annoioiced was as follows :

--

“ Protjiamme of the entert.iinment to be }»iven to H. R. H. Prince

4 lberi Vi(:i<»r Kdwaid of^Vales., K. (J
,
on Jamiaiy 7th, 1890.

I. His Kscellency ihe V^ceioy and His R<iyal Hij^bness Piince
Albert V'icior Edward of Wales will be leceivcd at 6-30 ?. M. piecisply

ai the entiance of ilit; Keception Pavilion by a deputation consihtin;^

of tlie Executive Ccfin'iiniee beaded by the Chaiimau and compo.sed
of the f<)ll()wiuj* nobles and ^»*'ntleinen :

Chau man,
Maharaja Sir Joiendro Mohun Ta^oie Baliadiir, K.C.S.I.

Members,
The Hon’ble Sir W. Comer Petheram, Kf.,C.J ,Q.C., His Hijjhness the

Nawab Bahadur of Moorsliedabad, K.C.I.E., His Highness the Malia-

laja of Cooch Behar, G.C.I.E., His Hij;;hness the Maharaja of Viziana-

j>ram, K.C.I.E., His Hi)^hness ilte Maharaja of Donmraon, K.C.I.E.,

His Highness the Maharaja of Heitiah, K.C.I.E., His Highness the

Mahanj^ of Durbhanga, k.C.I.E., the Maharaja of Gidhore, Prince

Kerokh Shah, Prince Jehan Kadr Bahadur, the Hon’ble Sir A. Wilson,
Kt., Maharaja Sir Naicndra Krishna, K.C.I.E., the Hon’ble Raja Dur-
garhuin Law, C.I.E., the Hon’ble Syed Ameer Hosscin, C.I.E., Prince

Wala IJudr Hosscin Ali Mirza Bahadur, Prince Khorshed Kudr Iskan*

der All, Mirza Bahadur, I). Cruickshank, Esq., Raja Peary Mohun
Mookerjee, C.S.I., Nawal) Abdool Luieef Bahadur, C.I.E., Balm Sham-
churn Lawf L. P. Pugh Esq., Babu Jodulal Miillick, J. Lambert, Esq.,

C.I.E., Rai Jaiprakshlal Bahadur, J. G. Apear, Esq., Babu Issur Chun-
der Mitter, G. H. Simmons, Esq., H. .M. Rustomjee, Esq,, W. H. Ryland,

Esq., Babu Kunjoolal Bancrjee, Geo. Irving, Esq., Babu Juggunnath
Khunnah, A. Acton, Esq., Babu Shew Buksh Bogla, J. E. D. Ezra, Esq.,

K. S. Gubboy, E.sq., R. D, Mehta, Esq., W. H. Jobbins, Esq., Rai Saral

Chunder Ghose Bahadur.

Members and Secretaties,

Babu Rajkumar Sarvadhikari, S. E, j. Clarke, Esq.

II. The Chairman will conduct His Excellency the Viceroy and His
Royal Highness llrince Albert Victor Edward of Wales to the dais.

The Company will lemain standing until the Viceregal and Royal party

take their seats.

The Executive Committee will take their seats.

As the Viceregal and Royal party reach the dais the massed Bands
will play the National Anthem.

HI. The entertainment will commence by a Dance or Nautch by a

group of dancing girls.

IV. A peiformance of Vocal and Insirumcntal Music, introducing

an air upon the Nastaranga,

V. An exhibition of Native Jugglery.

VI. The Company will stand and keep their places whilst the Vice-

regal and Royal party accompanied by the Executive Committee pass

out of tlie Reception Pavilio*, and proceed to witness a scene to be
performed by the Bengal Theatre Company from the play of Sahuntala.

VII. The Theatrical performance will l)e followed in order by

—

An exhibition of Indian Quarter Staff play.

A 'riiibelan play and dance.

The famous KliuUak sword dance round the Bonfire.

VIII. A signal will be given, and the Company will resume their

scats. The V'iceregal and Royal Party will resume their places on the
dais, the Company standing to receive them.

The Chairman of the Reception Committee will then present (Gar-

lands, Atar and Pan^ after which the Chairman and the Executive
Committee will conduct the Viceregal and Royal Party to their car-

riages. The Company will remain standing until the illustrious guests

have left the Pavilion.

The massed liands will play ‘ God bless the Piince of Wales.’

IX. Afiei tlie departure of His Excellency the Viceroy and- His
Royal Highness Piince Albert Victor of Wales, K. G., ihciamusements
will be continued until 10 o’clock P.M.”

Their Royal Highnesses the Duke and Duchess of Connaught were

present and were duly honored, although they are ignored in the

Programme. **

^

On Wednesday, the Prince held a Reception—officially called in-

foimal—at Government Hous^. The day comifienced with a compliment

to the Press, B»bu Kaliprasaima Dey of the National Magazine being

selected for the honour of kneeling down to His Royal Highness. After-

wards twenty chiefs and noblemen and Baboo-RnjaS^were presented in

the following order

First Group— i*'2 O’clock.

.The Maharaja of Doomraon accompanied by his Dewan, Lala

Jai Prf)ka<h Lallt R ii Bahndoor, who acted as interpretef ; the Maha-
raja of Bettiah ;

the Malinraja of I)urbhiingah, the Maharaja nfGidhnur.
Second Group— 12-15 •

Maharaja Sir Jotendro Mohun Tagore Bahadr, Maharaja Sir

Narendra Krishna
; Maharaja Grija Nath Roy of Dinngepore

;
Mahn^

raja Hurbullub Narain Singh nj Sonebnrsa.

Third Group— 12*30 p.m. .

Prince Rohim-iid-din ; Prince Bahram Shah ; ine Hon1}le Prince
Furrokfl Shah

;
Prince Kumar Kadr.

Fourth Group— 12-45 p-W-

Prince Mirza Jehan Kadcr Bahadr ; the minor Rajah of Mourbhunj

;

Burra Thakoor Samarendra Chnndra Deb Bahadr of Independent
Tipperah

;
the minor Maharaja of Burdwan accompanied by his father,

Lala Bun Behari Kapur.

Fifth Group- 1-15 p.m.

The Maharaja of Shiishang
;
Nawab Syed Ashgar All

; Raja Doorga
Churn I,aw

;
the Hon’ble Raja Rameshwar Sing.

In the afternoon, there was a Garden Party at Belvedere, followed

by the Dinner at the Bengal Club and the State Ball at Government

House.

On Thursday, the A«5sauIt-at-Arms was concluded. The Prince

received a deputation of the Permanent Memorialists and accorded

permission trt associate his name with the movement. The profestsed

author of the movement Surendranath Banerjee was nowhere. The
Little Agitator was firmly kept out. The Viceroy held an Evening Parly

to meet the Prince. But His Excellency could not be present on ac-

count of indifferent heath. It was a vefy big Party, and a great sight.

Yesterday, the Piince, chaperone*d by the Lieutenant-Governor, drove

through the city, looking in at fhe Jewish Synagogue, the Burning Ghat,

the girl and boy Government Colleges and the Water Works.

To-day, we believe, he goes snipe-shooting, passing the sabbath next

day at Barrackporc. Then the royal visitor bids farewell to Calcutta.

• •

The District Judge of Hoogly, Mr. MacLaughlln, is taken to task by

correspondents in the press for not allowing a Bengali Pleader to

plead in his court in mourning costume, with bare head and feet.

Whatever the apologists may say against the Judge, certainly the

Pleader ought to have known better and abstained from attending court

during the period of mourning, in undress. It is said the Pleader

Baboo had a precedent in the practice among his brethren in the High

Court. No such thing. The late Baboo—afterwards Ju#ice—Onoocool
Chunder Mookerjee was once stopped by Mr. Justice Louis Jackson

for bare-headedness. The Pleader complained of headache, but the

Judge would not allow him to proceed with his case unless he covered

his head.

• t

Lord Lytton has had a fall in the courtyard of the British Embassy
in Paris, and was confined to his apartments when the last mail left

Europe. Nothing wrong, we hope ?

• •

Under the patronage of the Imperi.^1 and Royal Agricultural Society in

Vienna, an exhibition of articles connected with agriculture and the

management of forests will be held in Vienna between the I5lh May
and the 31st October 1890. The following foreign articles will be ad-

mitted to the exhibition :— '

(1) Machines and appliances for agriculture and .sylviculture and
for the industries connected therewith

;
also for the production of fruit,

wine and hops
;
for the breeding of domestic fowls, of bees, silk-worms

and dogs
;
for bunting, shooting, and fishing.

(2) Vaiious appliances for agriculture, such as artificial manure,
artificial fodder, vetei inary appliances and medicines, &r.

(3) Models, plans .and drawings
;
also statistical information refer-

ring to agricultural and sylvicultural improvements, architecture and
engineering.

(4) Models, plans, drawings and statistical information referring to
aigriculturnl and sylvicultural instruction and experiments; also the
literature bearing on these subjects.

(5) Models, plans, drawings and statistical information^^erring to

the utilisation of droppings and waste stuff.

(6) Models, plans, drawings and statistical information referring to

the food-supply of large cities.

(7J Domestic fowls and dogs.
r •

• •

Srim.^n Swami has mustered enough courage to address the Pioneer

diiect, denying that he is the ex-convict Desika Chari, with a crooked

middle finger oci the right hand. He says ** My fingers are all as

straight as, I hope, your fin{;ers are. All who have known me—at least

all those who had an opportunity of shaking hands with me—will,

I am confident^ certify to my straight-line fingers." ^d he has got an

amicus cm ia in Morning Post \o support him. Says the

rival— •

“ We failed to discover anything at all out of the way after a careful

examination that we %ere asked to make."
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•

But, with luch unexceptionable limbs, such a case and such

proverbial witnesses, why does be choose the crooked course instead

of the straighe road to justice? *Mn conclusion,*^ he hopes “to

furnish further evidence and proof that I am not the criminal alluded

* to i^your leader in the action for libel which 1 intend to institute in

the High dourt ^of these Provinces.** The Pioneer publishes the

denial without comment of any kind. It evidently waits for the hour

when it may be called upon to hie its answer to the plaint.

•
• •

Tkby have started at Glasgow a limited Company to deal with the

question of the housing of the poor in that city. That ought also to be

a question in Calcutta.

• •

The EifTel Tower has been reproduced in miniature in diamond. It

is valued at 3,ooo,ooofr8. and contains 15 kilos of gold and silver,

40.000 diamonds and 3,000 pearls.

• •

At St. Petersburg, they are officially considering a project for a canal

connecting the White Sea with Lake Onega. It will be 146 miles long,

66 whereof being natural waterway, 12 yards broad, and sufficiently

deep for ships drawing xo feet of water. The cost is estimated at

•]% million roubles, besides 2% million for a new port at Vyg Gouba

and for deepening the bed of the river Svyr.
#•

• •

The Milan astronomer. Signor SchiaparAli, after ten years* investiga-

tion, has ascertained that the planet Mercury has a rotation like that

of the moon. Its rotation on its own axis and that round the sun syn-

chronise, so that it always turns the same side to the sun, as the moon

does to the earth.

« «
The very highlanders of Central Europe so addicted to habits of

peaceful industry, are arming themselves like the rest of the Continent.

The State Council has accepted the vote of the National Council for

17.500.000 frs, for new rides and ammunition for the Swiss army. This

is significant In these times. Nature is not all sufficient for the

protection of nations. The advantages of geography have to be im-

proved by a trained and well-armed soldiery. Brown Bess has long

been at a discount And now even Afghans—down to Khyberees

—

have need of breech-loaders and rifled guns.

•
• •

In the Cronin trial for murder, the defence objected to the evidence

of Dr. Moore on the ground that he had read in the newspapers the

verbatim report of the evidence of the previous witnessiDr. Egbert

The Judge at first allowed the objection but, on further consideration,

admitted the evidence. He argued that the rule excluding witnesses

from the hearing of others’ testimony was made at a time when the

newspaper enterprise had not developed into the present proportions,

and if the rule were now acted upon, many witnesses would be ex-

cluded to the prejudice of a trial. Just so. He left it to the good sense

of newspapers to suppress reports, where necessary. A forlorn hope,
•

• •

The Convocation of the Calcutta University has been fixed for next

Saturday, the 18th January at 3 P. m.

• «

The dates for the University Examinations for the year 1S90 have

been refixed as follows for which the candidates should be grateful

Entrance Examination on Monday, the 24th February, and follow-
ing days.

F. A. and B. A. Examinations on Monday, the loth March, and
following days. 1

M. A. and Prcmchand Roychand Examinations on Monday, the lotb
|

November, and following days.

B. L., Honours in Law, L. M. S., and Preliminary Scientific (L. M. S.)
Examinations on Monday, the 7th April, and following days.
M. B., Preliminary Scieiuific (M. J3.), M. D., and F. E. EAminations

on Monday, the ^th May, and following days.
L. E. and B. E. Examinations on Monday, 7th July, and following

days. '

j

*** •

Government has at last prepared a statement showing the extent

to which the cost of the administration of *CiviI Justice in British India

is met by the regenue from Court-fees and other receipte of Civil

Courts. The enquiry commenced in 1886 and neceWrily deals with«

the figures of 1885. That statement shews that in Benjj^al only i% there

a surplus amounting to I4j^ lacs ;
' in Madras, the receipts and

charges are practically equal ; and in all other Provinces the charges

are much in excess of the receipts. The deficit on the whole account

exceeds i2>^ lacs.

The Receipts include

(a) Receipts in Court-fee stamps : •

This item was to represent the value of all Court-fee stamps filed in

Civil Courts with plaints or petitions, and in connection wfih the service

of processes. The value of the Court-fee stamps on probates, letters

of administration, and certificates was not to be included. ^
(If) Receipts in cash :

Tins item was to include all cash receipts finally credited to Gov-
ernment. Amounts which are merely paid info Court in order to be
paid away again, such as diet money for witnesses or sums paid in pro-

ceedings for I he execution of decrees, were not to be included.”

Under the Charges are included

The whole of the salaries of officers and establishments and
the contingent and other expenditure of Courts which, like Small
Cause Courts, are engaged solely in the administration of Civil Justice#

(if) A share of the salaries of officers and establishments and of the

contingent and oiher expenditure of Courts which are engaged only
partly in the administration of Civil Justice. It was stated that the

share might be determined in proportion to tl\f time devoted by th»
Courts to civil work, but that each Local Government should determine
it on principles which seemed to it fair.

(c) A share of the cost of the Stamp establishihent.

(4) A share of the discount on the sale of Court-fte stamps.

(e) The refunds of Court-fee stamps used in Civil Courts.

(f) A share of the expenditure on ‘ Law Officers,’

{g) A share of the cost of pensions and leave allowances of officers

who have been engaged during any gurtion of their service in the ad-
ministration of Civil lustice.

(h) The rent actually paid, or, in the case of buildings which are the

property of Government, a fair rent (according to the Public Works
Department valuation of the building) for the buildings or portions of

buildings used by Civil Courts.

(<) Cost of stationery and printing for the several Courts.” h

• •

Now that Upper Burma has been brought under control, all those

who assisted in that conquest in subsidiary capacities are to Le re-

warded. The India medal with a new clasp, inscribed “ Burma 1887-9”

is to be granted to all troops engaged in the military operations in

Upper Burma and to those actually engaged on Field Service in Lower

Burma, between ist May 1887 and 31st March 1889 ;
and a bronze

medal and clasp, of similar pattern, to all authorized Government

followers who accompanied the troops so engaged.

•
• •

Last month, the visitors to the Indian Museum nymbered 38,530,

namely, Natives 29,181 males and 7,775 females and Europeans 1,228

males 346 females, at an average of 1,675 ^ day.

Notes, Leaderettes, and
Our Own News.

The Influenza still rages as before. Apparently ambitious of the con-

quest of the world, this Genghis of Diseasgs embraces in the wide folds

of its arms both shores of the Atlantic—Europe and America. Im-

partial in its unwelcome regards, it cares not to choose, but marks all

classes for its victims. Just now, if it is abating in the capitals of

Germany, France and Austria, it is spreading in the United Slates

and England. In Birmingham, 50,000 persons are affected. At
Aldershot, tne barracks have been turned into hospitals. The sick

average tea men in each Company of the garrison. Last week, there

were four deaths in London. Policemen, postmen, porters and the

Destitute Children of Dr. Barnardo’s Home have been specially

marked. The worst cases have occurred in the vicinity of the Docks
and in the East End. The epidemic is general in Canada. In New
York, the death rate is largely increasing. The most noted prey to the

disease is the Dowager-Empress Augusta, who expired on the yih, aged

78 years. She has left seven million marks. The old curmudgeon I

Some valuable jewels fall to the share of our beloved Queen.

The yea^ 1889 was commercially a very pfosperous year for England.

Notwithstanding the strikes, there was an increase in the imports, of

48/^ millions, and in the exports, i4ji millions sterling.

The Queen, though well, is too weak t8 open the parliament in

person. •

The investigation into the Cleveland Street scandal has commenced.

The bad boys have deposed to being bribed to decamp. It is

(qrtber brought oqt thqt the warrant of arrest against Lord Arthur
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friends, but he takes care to choose them. The ablest men of his Pre-

sidency—the NulkJrs, the Telanjjs, the Malabaris, the Yajniks, andSomerset was issued on Nov. 12. It is in evidence that the Attorney

Newton bought three passage tickets to New York and that his clerk

Taylerson accompanied Hammond—the keeper of the extraordinary

Hoi^e in the now notorious Street.

Portugal, as a matter of course, has given way to England. The

smallest Power in Europe had no chance with the thundering bully.

The Foreign office of Lisbon struggled bravely and argued well. But

'the feeblest British minister is a Bismarck in a quarrel with Portugal.

Blundving Kusscll himself could not fad there. As was foreseen, unaid-

ed Portugal at last agreed to suspend further action on the Shiic and

in the Nyassaland, aad to withdraw her force.

The infant King Alfonso of Spain is dangerously ill.

The new Republic has disestablished the Church in Brazil.

News comes from London that a waterspout on the Yungtsekiang

off Nankin has drowned one luiiuhed people.

.Floods are repoited from Australia. In the north-west of Queens-

land, ihtee hundred miles of countiy are under water.

The patient Camel’s Idsmet'^s clear and fixed.

The cieature cursed ot Clod -what m.an can help?

The fiat has been Repeated. The Indian Tiibute must be maintained.

The impost cannot be removed
;
nay, it cannot even be reduced. Once

mote, the distant cry from India for reduction of Home charges has

ended in almost nothing. The Committee appointed for the purpose

have, from the examination of t4iese Charges, found that about 78 per

cent, go towards payment of interest and superannuation. The Secretary

of State points out that these fixed payments must continue for many

years. Those for the recruiting and depot charges and transport of

troops are absolutely necessary. Nor is he prepared to effect any

immediate diminution of the payment to officers on furlough.

The only course open to him is that the resources of India may be

gradually utilized in reducing the cost of the stores indented for from

this country. Lord Cross has accordingly authorized, “ If the depart-

ments inJndia can be accustomed to use articles made in that country

when of an ordinary character and not needing special inspection during

manufacture, they might be procured of sufficiently good quality, even

though somewhat inferior to those which would be obtained by paying

a higher price in England j
and thus a perceptible diminution might

be made in the payments in this country.” Following this instruction,

the Government of India have impressed upon all Local Governments

and Administrations, the Home, Revenue and Foreign Departments and

the Heads of Department under the Department of Finance and

Commerce, the desirability of introducing and extending the use of

stores manufactured in India in preference to imported stores, when-

ever feasible.

An elaborate civilised administration is a great luxury for an Asiatic

people but a costly luxury. Willy nilly, they must pay for it. As for the

superfluous Contingencies and unaccountable Charges, why, business

is business, and the labourer is always worthy of his wages.

The appointment of the* Hon’ble Dr. Gooroo Dass Banerjce as

Vice-Chancellor of the Calcutta University has been Gazetted.

A timely announcement would have prevented the speculations and

gossip of all kinds which had been generated in the interval.

The Hon’ble Rao Bahadur Krishnaji Lak.shman Nulkur, c.i.E., has

been raised to tlie .Supreme Legislative Council as an Additional Mem-

ber. In him Bombay will have a woilhy representative. His predecessor

was only a bag of money. Rao Nulkar Bahadoor is unquestionably

one of the ablest men on his side so rich in talent and experience.

He is indeed a veteran. Originally a member of the subordinate Bri-

tish Service, he was driven for something, like an adequate career to

N.iiivc Service in which he rose to be the Chief ^^inistcr of Cutch.

Since his retirement, ho has done excellent public service to the coun-

try—in the Bombay Corporation, in the Bombay Legislature, and as a

citizen gcncially. He \^lll be a distinct acquisition loathe Imperial

Chamber—ihe only Indian member able to hold his own in the midst

of the British battalion of talent. This* appointment is one of the

innumerable services, great and small, which the country owes to the

upright and liberal Governor of Bombay, indeed, all Lord Reay’s

selections are happy : his worst are better than l^e best of others. Hi

would not have weakened an enfeebled administVation to compensate %

lady for a blank— or block in th4 matrimonial Lottery. He too has

many others—are all personal friends of the enlightened Governor.

His Lordship while here on a short visit made no secret of his esteem

for, and his appreciation of, the society of his Hindu, Mussulman antf

Parsce friends. And we hear from Bombay thaj he is above the

weakne(s of fighting shy of his Indian friends in public.

So little is known of the position and affairs of the Mahdi, and there

has been so much speculation in cons equence, that the copy of the

letter from the Mahdi’s General Omar Sal eh to Emin Pasha received

in England is most welcome. The letter must have been written early

in September last. Its authenticity is patent on the face of it. It is a

genuine expression of the heart of Islam pure and simple. We re-

produce the most important parts “In Khartoum,” writes Omar Saleh,

“were killed Gordon Pasha, the Governor, and with him the

Consuls, Hansal and Nicola Lcontides, the Greek, and Azor, the

Copt, and many others of the Christians and many of the rebellious

Mahomrnedans, Farraleh Pasha Ezzeim, Mahomet P.asha Hassan,

Bachit, Batn^i, and Achmei Bey-el- Dgelab. And whoever was killed

by the Mahdi’.s followers was at once consumed by fire
;
and this is

one of the greatest wonders happening to confirm what is written is to

come to pass before the end of the world. There is just another

wonder ;
the spears carried by the Mahdi’s followers had a flame burn-

ing at their points, and this we have seen with our eyes, and not

heard only.”

Again

“And so event followed e\^nt near Suakim and Dongola, until Ge-

neral Stewart Pasha, Gordon’s sccond-in-command, died, and with him

some Consuls, and this happened in Wady Kama. Then the other

Stewart in Abu Teleah
;
he had come with an English army to relieve

Gordon Pasha
;
but many were killed, and God drove them back igno-

miniously. And then the whole Soudan and its dependencies accepted

the Mahdi’s rule, and submitted to the Imem, the Mahdi, and gave

themselves to him, with their children and possessions, and became his •.

followers ;
and whoever opposed him was killed by God, and his

children and property became the prey of the Moslems.”

Certainly, no Giaour conld compose such an epistle.

Such miracles are not rare in Oriental tradition. Our older Bengali

readers will remember Titu Meah of Baraset’s vaunt of having swallow-

ed up—and quietly digested—the balls of the opening blank fire with

which he and the defenders of bis bamboo stockade were greeted by the

British. Unfortunately for the British, the Mahdi power was no

empty vaunt.

A UNIQUE social event with a political signification is reported from

the Continent. An Austrian Prince is about to enter an apprentice in

an English ship-building yard. This Archduke John, as in duty bound

to the head of his family, solicited the Emperor’s leave to earn his own

living, and has got it in a telegram that reached Hamburg just before

his cmbaikation for England. The Princes of the House of Prussia

are said to be under an obligation to learn each a handicraft, but we

suppose it is mere amateuring with the carpenter’s tools or \he com-

positor’s stick, even though they may be formally apprenticed and

earn their certificate. Here is work in right earnest and in the severest

form during several consecutive years that this| Prince deliberately

undertakes. And he is not

Obliged by hunger or request of friends.

As in the course of lime the noble dust of Alexander may

stop a bunghole, so in the vicissitudes of individual circumstances

the softest hands may be found cutting cloth at a tailor’s shop or the

most aristocratic sinews propelling a wheelbarrow. Such romantic

degradation, though rare, is by no means unknown. The present case

stands on a different footing. It recalls the magnificent feat of Peter

the truly Great. Bui even that is not its true analogue. Peter’s sacri-

fice was sublime, but it had a recognised object. What can be the

motive of John ? If it is patriotism, nothing can begetter. In that

case, the solicitation and the leaving home without permission and the

telegram overtaking the fugitive on the way just in the nifck of time,

are all of a political play to beguile the nations. Otherwise

it is pure madness—this freak of the Archduke—similar to the craze of

the aristocratic Englishman who plies a ’bus in London.

A Vienna court has discovered an aristocratic RakshasL This Baroness

.Slahlb erg is as hard and, we suspect as unprepossessing, as her unspcll-

able name. She is a mora! contradiction. A lover oi animals, she is a

decidedwnisanthrope. In fact, she makes up for ier irrational favour

to her brutes by gratuitous cruelty to her men. She prides herself on

being a connaisHUt of horseflesh, and she seems almost prepared to
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^ patronise human flesh as a delicacy. Unfortunately for her, cannibal-

ism is not permitted in Christendom, and so she •enjoys her fill vica-

riously—through her pets. She enters her stables at noon and stays

there till early the next morning, feeding the animals with sugar and

cakes, and encouraging them to kick and bite the grooms, who are kept

^diployed ^II night. One of these unfortunates has sued his mistress for

damages for injaries so received. Among other things, the plaintiff de-

posed—* when I was badly bitten by the horse Mamsi, tH% Baroness

laughed heartily, and told me to kneel down and bind up her hoofs. This

I declined to do, saying I would sooner attend on a dozen foxes than

Mamsi, and the Baroness said that she would dismiss me from her

service for insulting her horse.” Many grooms and stablemen formerly

in the service of this queer woman of fortune, emboldened by the pros-

pect of justice to the proletariat against the aristocracy, have followed

the example of the plaintiff, and come forward with similar claims for

compensation for their respective pounds of flesh.

We read in the annals of the Pathan Empire of Delhi, how the heart-

less Himoo used to regale his horses with bread and sweetmeats to

pique the poor Mogul grandees and officers. But even that pedlar

in power did not set his horses to feast on his servants. The Baroness

Stahlberg should be shipped to Africa. She would make an excellent

commander of the Amazons of Dahome.

We noticed at the time the rules promulgated in Municipal Calcutta

in the interest of the Government Salt monopoly and the surprise

with which they were visited on the Saltpetre refineries in and about

the town. Although the Salt officers retired from the new suburban

area to which the rules did not apply, what we anticipated has come
to pass. The manufacturers or rather the washers ceased to refine, and
the trade has been practically suspended. It now threatens to pass

out of Bengal and from the English market.

News has been received by the last mail that the French Government
has contracted for 1,200 tons of German nitrate and that Halls the

great gunpowder firm have filled their requirements to the extent

of 1,200 tons in the same quarter. Both of these were steady con-

sumers of Bengal saltpetre, but as Calcutta firms could not offer at

equivalent prices, they were forced to take the artificial article.

If any loss of revenue could be traced to the unlicensed refineries,

there might have been some reason for the destructive rules. But
there does not seem to be any cause for believing that the refuse

of the refineries was ever used for food purposes. The merchants
were not consulted, and the Government blundered into a huge
mistake from beginning to end, which it makes no sign to rectify.

It may be that in course of time some one will be hanged for the
muddle. Meanwhile, great injury is being done to the washers in

particular and the trade in general. To protect a small fancied re-

venue, the Government drives out the business altogether into foreign
quarters and countries.

The 1,200 tons represent a money value of Rs. 2,40,000. The Cal-
cutta refineries hitherto supplied from 10 to 12 thousand tons a year.

Mr. L. Palit has evidently benctitted by his last trip to Europe.
•At any r.-ite, the Assistant-Magislmte and Collector has now, after all,

been vested with the powers of a Magistrate of the first class. In'

the Suburbs of Calcutm, he hardly fulfilled the promise of bis pro-
ficiency as a passed candidate for the Civil Service. Besides, there
was positive public inconvenience as well as personal indignity in the
anomaly that, for want of powers, the representative of the exalted
branch of the Public Service had to transfer cases to the file of the
Deputy Magistrates. Ife will now exercise full powers in Tipperah.

Moulvic Abul Khair Mahomed Abdus Subhan, Deputy Magistrate
and Deputy Collector, Patna, must have given full satisfaction to be so
early empowered to try summarily the oflfences mentioned in section
260 of the Code of Criminal Procedure. We remember he was ap-
pointed in the^ear after the Exhibition, so that he can be an officer

of no more than five years’ standing. But by all accounts he is one of
the smartest young officers going, of solid intelligence yet quick, and
brimming over with life and activity.

C0P10U.S as is now the English language, there ar^ still many words
and expressions wanting in it. We knjw no word for the Bengali

which may be expressed by “
4hief-upon-thief ” or “ out-thief.”

There is an expressive phrase, “the biter bit," but nt^wor^for the
second biter—the biter of the biter. A case lately eccurred in town
reminding us of this deficiency in the dictionary. Mr. Pickett, *of

Bentinck Street, sent his William Nicholas Burns to the

National Bank with a cheque for Rs. 400 to cash and give the money
to a Hindu porter who accompanied. Burns cashed the cheque and
decamped with the money, leaving the Durwan waiting. The Police

were informed and a warrant issued. Burns appears to have purchased
some clothing, &c., and kept the balance in a courier bag

;
birt next

day, he found his bag emptied of its contents. He (bo rushed to the

Police and right into their arms, from which he crXild not extricate

himself, either for love or money. They locked him in authoritative

embrace
;
for he was wanted and his visit was a godsend in niok of time*

He h,as since, under order of the Magistrate, been securely lodged under

appropriate discipline at State expense. BuP what of the superthiev-

ing of the other rascal who, to speak after a Bengalicism, opened out

Burns’s eye—to the fact that there were others as good as he, perhaps

better than himself. What must his reflections be when he thinks

of it, that there is no security even for the thief against theft

!

A contemporary speaks of the case as one of “ a swindler being

swindled out of his ill-gotten gains by another.” Strictly speaking, one
is a swindler and the other a thief, pure and simple.

The Commissioners have sanctioned a deviation of the Central Road
now under acquisition. That saves the Jains their chapel, and the

Commissioners visits from that communit^r at*all hours of day and
night. One Commissioner has been humbled. The temple has ceased

to be a private property. The city is at rest.

The revival of the movement in the Corporation to provide for the

Printer-contractor of the late Suburban Municipality has for the

moment been suspended. The General Committee, in anticipation of

sanction by the Commissioners in meeting, had accepted Sham Becd’s

tender of rates as the lowest. The Indian Daily News pointed out

that the other tender was considerably lower. The General Committee
has been asked to consider the whole question. We hope it will ap-

proach it in a business-like way, entering into details of printing and
the printing department, and not decide in their chairs on easy gener-

alities or on official or officious suggestions, At the same time, it will

be good for the gentlemen, in this world as in the next, to* have some
consideration for the poor servants of the Corporation. In quest of

an imaginary or a trifling advantage, no right-minded man ought to be
ready to experimentalise at the expense of others. Bread is bread to

all—only a great deal more, if possible, to the poor. That may be a
quasi-Hibernian mode of expression, but it essays to interpret the
giavity of the subject to the struggling classes and to realise the ex-

treme weight of responsibility of those dealing with it.

The Prince season over, the Majeionis are to the fore. Welcome 1 say
we, with our whole souls. The gifted pair gives two more performances

next week. We trust they will have an ovci flowing house at each ap-
pearance. The European Upper Ten and the flower of native society

ought to muster strong. It will be a stigma on the intelligence and
education of our city if such exalted amusement cannot draw all Cal-

cutta and his wife. We do not he-sitate to assure those who are dis-

posed to keep away that they will miss the highest and purest enjoy-

ment. Few and f.ir between, like angell’ visits are the visits of such
masters of the art histrionique. From lime to time, a famous actor or

actress used to be tempted or beguiled to these shores. But since the
disgraceful way in which Herr Bandmann was hooted out by the

,creatures of the Calcutta Press, the chances have diminished to a
inininiiim. The Majeronis are on the Calcutta stage by an accident im-

proved upon by amateur enthusiasm -thanks to Mrs. McIntosh, Colonel

Chatterton and his colleagues. And they are, if not superior, certainly

second to no stars that have shed their light on us. The full extent of

this testimony may be appreciated by remembering that the com-
parison is with such as Mrs. Lewis, Miss Edith Beilram, Miss Fanny
Raynor, Mr. Burdelt Howe, Heir Bandmann and Miss Boudet, and, wo
may add, MV. Locke Richardson. The strangers are supported by the
Prince and Princess of amateurs. Colonel Chatterton and Mrs. McIntosh.
Some of the other amateurs also are most excellent and form with the
lady and gentlemen first named a really, effective company. Calcutta
may wcTI be proud of her amateurs.

We have a suggestion ito offer to our excellent and ingenious towns-
men. Why do not they utilise the preseny of the eminent Italians to

put Shakespeare onjthe stage. It would be a superb thing to see them
play the great rfiljs of Hamlet and Ophelia, Othello and Pesdemona,
the Macbetbs, Ronneo and Juliet.
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We grieve to bear of the bereavement sustained by Baboo Grish

Chunder Ghose, the Actor, Manager, and Improver of the indigenous

3tage. Always a severe affliction, the death of a wife at such an age

of bis life is an irreparable disaster. Notwithstanding, the Star Theatre

manages to draw crowded houses to its new play or pantomime as it is

called, “The 20th Century.” By this extravagant picture of Female Rule,

the Star has made a decided hit, and struck the right chord of the hour.

’ THE NEW YEAR’S HONOURS.

(
Concluded ft om p. 6)

Rao Bahadur.
Rao Sahib Slirikrishna Wasudcvji Warlikar, Chief Clerk of the Com-

mander-in-Chief!* Orfice,*liombay.

Thakuidafi Kikabhai Dalai, Medical Officer in charge of the Civil

Station of Wadhwan, in the Bombay Presidency.

Sakharam Baji Baudekar, Karbhari of the Sawantvadi State, in the

Bombay Piesidency.

Rcdnam Dhanuri Rao Nayurln, Assistant Commissioner of Salt and
Abkari Revenue in the Madras Presidency.

Rai Bahadur.
B.abu Mat.a Din, late Subordinate Judge of MozufiTerpore, in the

Bengal Presidency.

Babu Nundo Kishore Das, Assistant Superintendent of the Tributary

Mahals of Oiissa. <

Babn Kali Podo Mukeijea, Personal Assistant to the Commissioner
ofOiissa.

Pandit Lakshini Shankar Misra, Officiating Inspector of Vernacular

Schools in tlic Bcoiaies Division of the N.-VV. Piovinces.

Kanhya Lul, late Extra Assistant Commissioner in the Amritsar

District.

Lala Gur Sahai, Assistant Secretary to the Government of the Punjab
in the Public Woiks Department. •

Rai Debi Pershad, Extra Assistant Commissioner In the Central

Provinces.

Subedar Dwarka Tewari, of the Nipal Residency Escort.

Sardar Bahuur.
Sardar Bhagwan Singh of Sohana, in the Uinballa District.

* Khan Sahib.

Ratanji Dhunjibhai, Honorary Assistant Engineer oi the Bombay
Port Trust.

Nagoo Sayajee, Contractor of Bombay.
• Rao Sahib.

Ganesh Gangadhur, Thanadar of the Bavisi Zilla’in the Mahi Kantha
Agency in the Bombay Presidency.

Mahadaji'Ballal Laghate, late Forest Settlement Officer in the Kolha-
pur State, in the Bombay Presidency.

Gangaji Kamji, Senior Hospital Assistant in the Subordinate Medical
Department of the Bombay Presidency.

C. Muthuswami, Senior Hospital Assistant in the Madras Army.
Kyet thaye zauno shwe Sai.wk ya Min.

Mating Shaw Hla Piu, Extra Assistant Commissioner in the Kyaukse
District.

Thuye gaung ngwe Da ya Min.
Maung Antony, Myouk of Legaing, Minbu District.

Ahmudan gaung Tazeik ya Min.
Maung Myo, Assistant Superintendent of Police, Rangoon.
Maung Ni, Inspector of Police, Mandalay.

REIS & RA WET.
SATURDAY, JANUARY 11, 1890.

THE VISION OF LIGHT.

How shall we describe the Entertainment given to

the Prince ? Wc feel as.the House of Commons felt

on the delivery of Sheridan’s famous Speech on the

Begum Charge against Warren Hastings, when the

House had to be adjourned on the unexampled
ground that eloquence had overpowered the members,
too completely for calm judgment on the question.

Here, with the impression of the great spectacle of

Tuesday still fresh in the minds of public and
publicist, how can we reason ourselves or reason with

others—how collect our thoughts or find the words
for them ? How can we fix a trick of the senses ?

how interpret a dream which gives you the slip the

moment you attempt to arrest it It is for

The Poet’s eye, in a fine frenzy rolling.

To glance from heaven to earth, from earth to heaven.

And as imagination bodies forth

The forms of things unknown,

it is for the Poet’s pen to

Turn them to shapes, and^^/W to airy nothing
A local habitation, ahd a name.

And that for at least one reason admitted by the

greatest Poet himself in conversation between Aud-
rey and Touchstone, where the one asks whether

Poesy “ is honest in deed and word } Is it a true

thing?” and the other replies, ** No truly ;
for the

truest poetry is the most feigning.” e

In that sense, to be sure, there has been a good

deal of poetry evolved by the occasion. Poetry un-

encumbered with the fetters of metre has been lavish-

ed by thf yard on the business. Herein tne FHe and

the /v^^-makers have been peculiarly fortunate.

Agamemnon had, long after his death, one Epic and

some dramas. Our Prince’s Entertainers have had

no end of Prose Homers and prosaic. Privileged

beyond the King of men and of Kings, they have en-

joyed in the flesh, on the following morrow of the

FetCy the song of their feat sung by all the bards of

the morning Press. These bards were thoroughly

equal to the occasion. They felt not the embarrass-

ment of weaker souls, for they composed their songs

almost in the very camp, in the esplanade and beach

before the walls of Troy. Not so the hesitating son-

neteers—the languid, limping rhapsodists, of weekly

journalism. Even now, though they come last, they

do not find their task a whit lightened for them—spe-

cially tho.se that know not the noble art of “ feigning.’'

How shall they analyse what has been again and again

accepted as a transcenefant fairy scene ? How dare

they to criticise what has been pronounced peerless ?

Seriously, how, indeed, master Enchantment—of any

degree ? I low appraise an affair of all light—whatever

the deficiencies ! One must approach the moving and

dominant spirit with reverence. The world has not

known a grievance so sore as Milton’s—there never

has been such a deprivation as the Poet suffered

from—yet he subdued the storm of his great soul in

presence of the most characteristic attribute of Di-

vinity. He has made no secret of his sorrow, nor

striven to gloss it over. He has sung it in sonnet

;

he has cried the cry of piercing agony in the charac-

ter of Samson. He has obtruded his wrong in his

sacred epos in such a w<iy that commentators have

been forced to find excuses for him in the literary ex-

cellence of his uncalled for digression. But never,

at the height of his jeremiad—in the worst abandon

of personal feeling—has he presumed to reproach,

or to seriously question the dispensation of Provi-

dence. We do well to remember his great example.

Throughout that memorable evening, the grand

invocation came to our lips whenever we were most

disposed to cavil

—

Hail ! holy Light ! offsprinjj of heaven, first-born.

Or of the Eternal co-eternal beam
May I express thee unblamed ? since God is light.

And never but in unapproached light

Dwelt from eternity
;
dwelt then in thee,

Bright effluence of bright essence increate.

Nor could we forget how the critic laid himself

open to the retort of the Persian moralist, Saadi,

If bats cannot see in the day,

What then ? Is the Sun to be blamed ?

The Entertainers had two great advantages, of

which they could not but reap the full benefit. ^ They
had to hand a plain in the heart of the town^ dotted

with fine clusters of umbrageous trees, and divided by

noble avenues and groves, Calcutta at once boasted

of traditiohs of illumination and possessed the meanc

for it on any scale. And, we ought in justice to add,

they understood the art of illuminating plants and

forests. Accordingly, they were able to produce a

charming effect. Those who, in disparagement of

the present effort, revert to the past, preferring to

dwell on the pageant produced by Sir Steuart Hogg
on the arrival of the Prince of Wales, forget that they

got on Tuesday a speciality in illumination which
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\hey never knew before. Sir Steuart Hogg was a
master artiste In light, and he acMeved with his

means what others would in vain essay. Neverthe-

less, it must be remembered that he did not do what
vr'dts don^ the other evening. He could not have

done it
;

it w^as out of the question. Calcutta had not

then been rich in vegetable life. She could not then

boast of her fine bushes and welcome jungles and

graceful avenues. Sir Steuart*s plants had not then

thriven into goodly trees and forests. With the help of

these and of Prometheus’ pilfering blown into a blaze,

Messrs. Apcar, Jobbins, Ghose and others managed
to get up a show for which all who have the eye and

the feeling for external beauty, ought to be thankful

—the more so that there was no waste of force. The
lamps were distributed with excellent judgment and

taste—^just where and how to affect the royal guest

the most. There was just enough and no superfluity.

We heard a complaint that the trees farthest from the

Durbar Tent on the way between it and the Prince’s

residence, were shabbily lighted with a few miserable

country lanterns of tin with a facing of common glass.

It seemed as if expense had been grudged. A more
probable reason was that Chinese lanterns had fallen

short—and no wonder, considering the demand. If

that was the case, it did not matter. For even here

art came to the rescue and converted a defeat into a

triumph. For, in their setting of greenery, these poor

lamps did not show their backs, the lights only at-

tracted the eye, and from the Red Road all the lights

were visible to the advancing glance of the Prince

and the viceregal party. As for the niggardliness of

paucity, it was, we take it, a part of the organization

of the pageant. The number of lights assigned to

the trees was not, of course, even. Not only were the

bigger trees—the botanical princes—better served,

right royally, specially the leafy magnates posted

on vantage points of observation, such as those

waving their high feathers at the corners of the

crossing where the Road from the Outram statute

meets the Red Road—but the illumination showed a

distinct progress along the whole route. Few and
far between were the Tights on the first trees met on

the drive from Government House, and such lights

as there were were set behind cheap glass. Then
the artisdc handiwork of the Heathen Chinee at-

tracted the eye, at first in samples, here and there, but

at every step in more and more numbers, till at

last as many as even princely optics might well en-

joy. As many, and no more. For, herein was the

speciality of the occasion and the credit of the direct-

ing head that not a lamp was thrown away. There
was everything needed for effect, but no barbaric pro-

fusion. This was no easy matter. The whole situa-

tion had no doubt been repeatedly studied from the

point of view of the guests to come from Govern-
ment House. But the calculation is difficult. There
is no possibility of anything like rehearsal.

The only thing that marred the satisfactory effect

of the tree illumination was the lining of the route

with the barbarous talc candelabra on both sides.

Their obtrusion on such a chaste scene wastsingular-

ly* uiflortunate. 'Wiey positively jarred on the senses.

Lucky, that the illumination aloft in the air fastened

and maintained the attention of most.

The illumination within the enclosure was poor.

The faint lines of lamps on the foolish leaning Ben-
gali temples and towers of paper served just to dis-

play their wetchedness and faults of con^truclion.

The tents were nor sufficiently lighted, ndt even th^

Durbar Pavilich. There was a stinking bonfire in the

court, and absolutely no lamps to light the Prince’s

way from the entrance of the grounds up to the

Durbar Hall. There was not a single Irght even in

front of the Pavilion.

The Government illumination of the great extents

of Fort William and of the long and lofty Calcutta

Horse Guards commanded the prospect. fJThe Clubs,

shops and private residences in the European quart-

er, specially around the great Plain, had a glorious,

effect. The Bengal Club showed its palace to the

best advantage to distant onlookers, however the

illusion might be dissipated by the stinking cherags

by a nearer and more familiar acquaintance. Above
the Maidan, blazed the electric light from the Ochter-

loney column. The umbrageous heads of the trees

seen from the Entertainment grounds were turbanil-

ed with networks of lights, and seemed like bushes

swarming with fireflies in an Indian autumn, while

all around the scene, whichsoever f^ide you looked, th'e

lamps of beauty of the ingenious Celestials, peeping

through many a “ leafy labarynth,”90gled you with

dainty Houri eyes. By way of' appropriate crown

to the whole, there was the Moorshedabad Raushan
Bagh—the standing attraction in illumination in the

fiimous Bera Festival which was the glory of the

City of the Nazim when Bengal had even its titular

shadow of a Nazim—transplanted—as far as might be

at short notice—to the City of the British, thanks to

the Nawab Bahadoor who maitains, as worthily as

it is possible under reduced circumstances, the dig-

nity of his great House! That itself was a ^ sight

worth going hundreds of miles to see. It was
truly a magnificent spectacle—an architectural pile

of lights, multiplied by reflection in the clear bosom
of the artificial lake in front and bringing out in

relief the Gothic dome of the Cathedral in the

background. Altogether, it was an enchanted dream
—a vision of Enlightenment—such as we shall not

see in our life again.

THE NOBILITY OF MOBILITY.
We have to report bad news from the neighbourhood of the social

world. Our readers will regret to learn that ever since the landing

of Prince Albert Victor at Prinsep’s Ghat, there has been no peace in

Little Britain. The Empire of Cockagne has been divided on an

interesting, not to say important, question. The Gcntilatres of society

are highly exercised. The chivalry of the pave is in a ferment. There

is civil war, of an uncivil kind, in High Life Uelowslairs. The flower

of Domestic Service are wasting their sweetness in mutual feuds and

jealousies. An ancient House, only Ics# ancient than that of the lirst

patriarchs, is being torn by intestine discord. One Jeames’ hand is

against another Jeames. The Knight of the Grey Goose Quill cannot

bear the Yellow Plush of the siate-coachnian or the brilliant uniform

of the footman. The gentleman of the Press has taken full advantage

of his opportunities by giving vent to his feelings thiswise, to wit

The White Coachman.
Amongst the equipages present at Prince Albert Victor's reception

at Prinsep’s Ghat on Friday, that of the Maharajah of Cooch lleiiar

caused considerable curiosity. An English coachman with a foohnan
in lilac silk shorts, silk stockings and a huge wig and three-cornered
hat. Why there’s Her Imperial Majesty the Queen on the one side,

who won’t have anything but a pucca Heng.ili syce with flowing pugree,
Heinrich von Battenberg who must be attended by a highlander m
tartans, spornm and philabeg and now comes the Maharajah of Cooch
Behar with an English eighteenth century turn-out. If ‘those high in

authority ’ go on at this pace we sh.ill shortly expect to sec Mr.
Gladstone with a Unionist valet and Boulanger with an Atchinese aide-

de-camp.”

Notwithstanding the literary pretensions of the paragraph or the art

with which the feeling is djsguised, no dismissed footman or disappoint-

ed suitor for the nflice of coachman to His Highness of^ Cooch Behar

could have concocted such a famous grfevance out of such poor

materials.
*

Of course, therein more, much more, in that pass.age than meets tlu*

eye of the hasty reader at first sigljt. That reminds us forcibly of the

gentle Cowper’s sympathetic interrogation—
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Is India free ? and does she wear

Her jewelled turban with a smile ?

Ah no ! so far as ^he Indian Princes are concerned. There is no wear-

ing their jewelled turban with a smile. There is no satisfying the pro-

geny of the horse-leech. The more freely you bleed, the less thanks

you receive. The demon of Race Perjudice still pursues the native

Chiefs for all thibir concessions. One would have thought that at least

the good MahaSajaof Cuoch Behai* was above persecution. He has

submitted himself meekly to every possible wish of the Europeans, and

•conformoJ to every caprice of their society, even to the extent of es-

tranging, and estranging himself from, Ins countrymen including his

best wcllwishers. For aTl that, he is no better than he should be no

better than his less compromising bieihren. His reward is only abuse

and hatred. He cannot even give bread to Biiions without exciting a

whole battalion of Biitishers against him.

It is difficult to please the high-wrought susceptibilities of this re-

presentative C/z^/s Romanua and his like. Their sword cuts the poor

Asiatic both ways. If our Sovereign appoints a native Indian horse-

keeper, she is blamed for patronising natives. If an Indian Prince

efTlciiains an English coftchman, he is abused for his vanity. The

writer apparently forgets the well-known fact that rn,any Indians have

English servants in t|j|eir stables. Indeed, all the Baboos, Rajas and

Chiefs who are on the turf«and maintain racing studs, have European

stable-keepers and managers, and habitually employ European jockeys.

Are ibesc permissible and not the others? Is there any peculiar

dignity in the office of coachman known only to the initialed, which
j

does not belong to the stable manager or jockey ?
j

Had the matter rested there, we would not have cared to complain.

Had the complaint been confined to the writer, we might h.ave passed

it over. Unfortunately, it is the grievance of a large and perhaps

growing class. We have too much reason to know that the writer ex-

presses the mind of the whole fringe of British society in Bengal, if not

all India, He has taken up the cudgels for the Cockneys and Snobs.

He is the spokesman of the Mean Whites. The very natives below

them—the Eurasians—are of the same view. Et tu Brute t

It is not the absurdity of wealthy natives giving employment to

Europeans that clashes with the fine perception of the fitness of things

of these men, any more than the oddity of an ass eating raaccaroni

struck the sentimental Sterne. It is only the appointing of European

coachmen and footmen that has thrown them out of their equanimity.

Employing Europeans is all right. Filling their pockets without de-

manding service or expecting any return, even so much as thanks, is

better. But if you are so unfortunate as not to be able to indulge the

luxury, if you cannot afford to pay men without some equivalent in

work, appoint them by all means. But for your own peace, beware of

sending them to the stable or the coachhouse. Nor is it necessary.

You can make Mr. (iaffer or Mons. Gaberlunzie your Private Secret.ary

or factotum, confessor or Gooroo—he is up to any dodge, so long as

there is a sympathetic government to help him. As for Miss Tatter-

demalion Monimorcucy, she will make an excellent Mahraui.

THK POLICK ESPIONAGE ON FOREIGNERS.

It appears there is an order in the Police department under

which all foreigners-—Arabs, Mogliuls, Iranis, Cabulis, and Turks

coming out to India arc carefully watched. Their movements

arc reported from one District* to another, and their antecedents

ascertained and noted in each station. There can he no objec-

tion to this sort of enquiry as regards persons who have scarcely

any fixed profcbsion or source of income to support themselves,

and it seems necessary for more than one reason. These men

generally live in India for years and go from station to station

living on the charity of the wealthy, and liberal Mussulmans.

They come on a begging four to India. The facilities of modern

travelling have incrc‘a.sed their number, and that increase has

decreased the amount which they used to rccicvc formerly In the

shape of charity from their well-to-do co-rcligionists. ‘There may

be some bad characters or species among them who may have some

other hidden mission than that which they profess, and it is there-

fore very desirable that they should be watched and their move-

ments reported. The over ccalous and injudicious way in which

these unfortunate people arc now treated and dealt with by the

subordinate Police officers has given rise, to some difficulty and

sensation in certain cases and places. They are no new comers

to India and their mission not unknown to the Mussulmans ge-

nerally. Each foreigner of this class is t unnecessarily sus-

pected by the Police as a spy and particularly, a Russian spy,

and treated very badly. They arc cruelly harassed and

sometimes openly watched as criminals. Some two years ^go

one Ar«b came to me and itatcd that he wai haunted hyr

a detective like a ghost and that his very footstep was followed

by the energetic Voliee officer. He was even dogged to my

house by the Police, and my attention having bem drawn to

this fact that officer quietly retired from my place where he had

no business to come. The Arab told me that for two months

the devil of the Police had followed him like a shadow, alecping

at night under his charpoj in the Sam where he would put up.

Such a sfcitc of things could not remain unnoticed by the general

public and it caused some sensation among the Muhullah people,

and it was widely known in town that a spy had come there#

Every one was afraid of the foreigner and none would allow him

to enter his gate. This state of things entirely closed all the

sources and doors of income to the miserable
^

Arab who was

literally starved for some days until with much difficulty he made

his way to my house. On enquiry I learnt from a reliable source

that nothing definite or particular was known against the unfor-

tunate man, except, that he was an Arab mendicant or beggar.

He could hardly speak intelligent Urdu and this was another diffi-

culty. He could not therefore communicate with the Police

properly. A few days ago, a Turk came to me with a long story

of his misfortunes of the same kind. He had a pressport from the

Turkish Government, but the lower rank of Police officers wanted

to levy blackmail.
, . ,

The moment the fact of these beggars being thus watched

is known to the people, every one is afraid to have any-

thing to do with them, and they arc not even allowed entrance

to their houses where they could have certainly expected

some thing for their support. 1 don’t think it is intend-

ed by the authorities that these men should be watched in such

a scandalous way, which cldkrly shews want of tact and discre-

tion on the part of the Police and frustrates the very purpose of the

watch. The Turk who is nearly starving for some time complain-

ed bitterly and said that he never expected that the subjects of a

friendly Power would be treated so unjustly by the officers of

another Power. He said that it was better to commit some

offence and thus force ones way into the goal where he was sure

to get food and peace of mind.

I think it is very hard and unjust that these unfortunate and

poor men should be thus deprived of their only source of income.

It is indeed a very bad policy that people who have a source of

income should not be allowed to pursue it and thus be

forced to commit offences and procure their daily food by unlawful

and immoral means. I don’t think either the Police or any body

else has any right to stop charity in this fashion and force innocent

persons to become thieves. Every good Mussulman thinks it a pious

act to support his co-religionists, particularly the Arabs, Turks

and Moghuls. A Sympathiser,

MOORSHEDABAD.
ist January iSgo.

Since I wrote to you last, I have been told that the President of the

Committee of Management of the Estate of Basunt Ali Khan has

suddenly wiilulrawn all power from the only member Nawab Kazim

Ali, owing to the latter’s objecting to the unjust dismissal of an

upright officer of the Estate and the appointrncn-t of one of his own

creature in his place. The publication of the letter witll the

heading “A Village Deserted for Oppression” in your valuable

paper and your excellent and able editorial notice thereof have

created great sensation here. The real offenders have taken fright,

but the President has, on the contrary, been enraged, and is

now determined to renew the lease with the former lessees

even at an immense sacrifice. A very curious case has crop-

ped up in this connection. At the instance of the police

officer of Doulatabad, a thana in ilys dKstrict, in whose jurisdiction

lies the village of Colladanga, the Deputy Magistrate of Berhamporc

has called upon Nawab Kazim Ali to show cause why he should

not be bound down in the sum of Rs. i,ooo with two sureties for

the same amount to keep the peace in the mchal for a period

of one year. The President who is solely responsible for any

breach of public peace within the village, has been exempted from

the proceedings. The hearing of the rule comes off very shortly.

It is gratifying to learn that the Licutcnant-Govcrnoi;^fO whom
the aggrieved tenants had memorialised for reddress and wired

the news of their desertion, has directed the Divisional Commis-

sioner to enqure into their complaints and submit a report Wc
hope the Commissioner will personally come here for investigati^

otherwise, it is feared, truth is not likely to £bmc out.

The Nawab Bahadur of Moorshedabad left for Calcutta yesterday

morning to be present at the reception of His Royal Highness

Prince Albert Victor. The Nawab Bahadr wanted to show the

Prince this old" and ruined capital of Bengal, but the Prince’s

programme is already full. ^The Moorshedabad party will stay at.

the metropolis for three weeks only.

The condition of the local technical school established five years

ago is Very fhiscrayc now. The grant-in-aid from file niunicipality

hjis been suspc'nded since -some months on account of an unfor-

tunate misunderstanding between the Managing Committee and
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the Commissioners. Both parties have

their disunion to the District Magistrate,

be settled gatisfactorily.

referred the subject of

1 hope the matter will

D. K. R.

DACCA.
* January t8qo.

On the New Year’s day, an Exhibition is held in ^hc Nawab’s

Garden, a mile distant from the town proper. It was started, I

believe, in January 1877, when Queen Victoria was pro-

claimed Empress of India. Interesting natural products and arti-

ficial things are brought and exhibited for the entertainment of the

numerous spectators. At first, it was a very useful institution, but

latterly it has dwindled into a mere Tatnaiha, This year,

however, the Exhibition may be pronounced a success.

The Garden is the only place in Dacca where the public

can retire to refresh themselves during a holiday. The Nawab
certainly deserves thanks for this and numerous other benefits

he has conferred upon the town. But 1 am sorry to tell you that

a sad accident happened to a number of spectators on this day of

merriment. In the midst of a lank within the Garden, there is a

little artificial island. Communication between the island and the

bank of the pond was kept up by a bridge nearly 4 feet in breadth

and 25 feet in length. Upon the island a dancing party was being

held. As a matter of course, there was a rush of spectators to the

spot. There was not, however, room enough for the accommoda-

tion of the whole number. Consequently, a great number of people

had to stand upon the bridge and were jostling and struggling with

one another to catch a glimpse of |lie Biejee, All went merry as a

marriage-bell, when, lo ! the bridge slipped and nearly fifty people,

young and old, weak and strong, fell down with the bridge. A
panic overtook the whole multitude. People gathered at the

spot ; it was the fittest occasion for the display of the noblest

qualities of human nature. An upcountry man showed the example,

rushed down the tank, and instantly saved two wretched

creatures. He was soon followed by some strong Mussulmans. As

the crowd was very thick, they were packed together, as it were, as

the bridge fell. To add to the misfortune, the tank was very deep.

The stronger of course could force their way up j though with

great difficulty. But in the struggle to get out of the water, several

persons were wounded and all were terribly exhausted.

The water was 7 or 8 cubits below the level of the ground,

80 that dhotecs and shawls were let down and caught hold of by the

men who struggled up to the edge of the tank and were drawn up.

All came out naked. The scene was most abhorrent and full of

terror. Cries and lamentations were heard in every quarter. One
cried for his son, another for his brother, and so on. It was

indeed difficult to withhold tears. Some persons have indeed been
drowned ; but it is difficult to know the exact number. The an-

nouncement created a profound stir throughout the whole town.

The accident took place after 4 o’clock and the evening of the firbt

day of 1890 will long be remembered here for this unforeseen

misfortune.

THE STANLEY EXPEDITION.
LETTERS PROM STANLEY AND EMIN PASHA.

(Concludedfrom p, io)

IMPORTANT DISCOVERIES.

A second letter has been received from Mr. Stanley (describing
the difficulties he experienced before being finally able to set out
with Emin on his way home), dated from the camp at Kinzinga
Uzinja, Aug. 17, 1889. Uzinja is a district to the south-west of
the Victoria Nyaiiza. He begins by telling of the arrival of Emin
and some sixty followers, including Selim Bey, at his camp at Ka-
vallis, which was situated on a high plateau overlooking the south-
eastern end of the Albert Nyanza. On Feb. 1 8 this year he was'
joined by Lieutenant Stairs and his party. At a divan held that
day between Stanley, Emin, and his party it was agreed to allow
Emin’s Egyptian people a reasonable time in which to come down
to Stanley’s camp—that is, such portion of them as desired to re
turn to Egypt. On this understanding the Egyptian officers re-
turned to Wadclai, where meantime another change of Government
had taken place.

AN ODD COLLECTION OF LUGGAGE.
Emin, “ with hisjittle daughter Ferida ” and 14^ men reraaince

with Stanley, who gives an amusing account of the lueva^r ivhJrK
the Wadelai refugees brought with them, and which

ha 1 t
help carry up from the lake side to the plateau—an agce„^ of ,
feet. The luggage comprised such things as ^rindj^g
gallon copper cooking pots, some 201^ bedsteads

pj-coostcrouslv bit

twelve-gallon porabe jar., &c. Na wo„der the Zanzibari, grumbled

were all heartily tired of it, and we abandtTticd the interminable
ta.k. One thousand three hundred and fifty-five loads had'bceii
transported to the plateau from the lake camp.

AN ULTIMATUM TO THB EGYPTIANS.

After an interval of thirty days news came from Selim Bey that

he was collecting refugees, and also that the rebel officers at Wadelai

were ready to join Stanley and return to Egypt. *At that rate it was

calculated it would take fully three months to bring the people to

Kavallis. Emin asked Stanley what he proposed to do under the

circumstances. Stanley arranged a council with his officers—namely,

Lieutenant Stairs, Captain R. H. Nelson, Surgeon Parke, Mr.

Mountcncy jephson, and Mr. William Bonny. #To this council

Mr. Stanley explained his views at length, stating that the intelli-

gence that Emin’s departure depended on that of his people was the

first adverse news he received. 'Fhat was twelve months before the

time he was then speaking (April 1889), and in the interval matters

had not advanced very much. Moreover, those who had revolted

from Emin’s authority openly boasted of their intention to loot

Stanley’s camp. “We believed (continued Mr. Stanley) when wc
volunteered for this work that wc should be met with open arms.

Wc were received with indifference, until wc were led to doubt

whether any people wished to depart ; my representative was made
a prisoner, menaced with rifles, threats were freely used, the Pasha

was deposed, and for three months was a close prisoner. I am told

this is the third revolt in the province.” He went on to ask

whether if he admitted the rebel office^ (ten in number) and,^heir

followers (some 700 soldiers) into their camp it was not likely that

they would play a treacherous part, lake their ammunition, and

leave them without the means of returning to, Zanzibar. He ended

by asking whether they would be right^to wait for refugees beyond
the date already fixed—namely, April 10. All the officers replied

in the negative—it would not do to wait beyond the given time.

Stanley then informed Emin that they would march on that day.

“the strange SOUDAN FEVER.”

The Pasha (continues Mr. Stanley) then asked if wc could “ in

our consciences acquit him of abandoning his people,” supposing they

had no: arrived by April 10. Wc replied, “ Most certainly.” Three
Of four days after this I was informed by the Pasha—who pays great

deference to Captain Casati’s views—that Captain Casati was by no

means certain that he was doing quite right in abandoning his people.

According to the Pasha’s desire, 1 went over to see Captain Casati,

followed soon after by Emin Pasha. Questions of law, honour, duty

were brought forward by Casati, who expressed himself clearly that,

moralmmtey Emin Pasha was bound to stay by his people. I quote

these matters simply to show to you that our principal difficulties lay

not only with the Soudanese and Egyptians ; wc had some with the

Europeans also, who, for some reason or another, seemed in nowise

inclined to quit Africa, even when it was quite clear that the Pasha

of the province had few loyal men to rely on, that the outlook before

them was imminent danger and death, and that on our retirement

there was no other prospect than the grave. I had to refute these

morbid ideas with the A B C of common sense I do not think

Casati was convinced, nor do I think the Pasha was convinced. But
it is strange what strong hold this part of Africa has upon the affec-

tions of European officers, Egyptian officers, and Soudanese soldiers.

treachery IN the camp.

On April 6, Stanley was informed that there had been an alarm in

the camp the night before ; the Zanzibari quarters had been entered

by the Pasha’s people, and an attempt made to abstract the rifles.

The narrative continues :—
1
proceeded to the Pasha to consult with

him ; but the Pasha would consent to no proposition—not but what
they appeared necessary and good, but he could not, owing to want
of time, &c., &c. I accordingly informed him that I proposed to act

immediately, and would ascertain for myself what this hidden danger

in the camp was, arid as a first step f would be obliged if the Pasha

would signal for a general muster of the principal Egyptians in the

square of the camp. The summons being sounded, and not attended

quickly enough lo satisfy me, half a company of Zanzibaris were
detailed to take sticks and rout every one from their huts. Dismay-

ed by these energetic measures, tliey poured into the square, which
was surrounded by rifles. On being questioned, they denied all

knowledge of any plot to steal the rifles from us, or to fight, or to

withstand in any manner any order. The rest of the Pasha’s people,

having paid no attention to tlie summons, were secured in their huts

and brought to the camp square, where some were flogged ard others

ironed and put under guard. “ Now, Pasha,” I said “ will you be

good enough to tell these Arabs that these rebellious tricks of

Wadelai and Duffle must cease here, for at the first move made by
them 1 shall be obliged to exterminate them utterly?” On the

Pasha translating, the Arabs bowed, and vowed that they would obey
their father religiously. At the muster ihib curious result was re-

turned :—There were with us 134 men, 84 married women, 187
female domestics, 74 children (abovc*2 years), 35 infants in arms

—

total* 5 14. 1 have reason to believe that the number was nearer

600, as many were n^t reported, from a fear, probably that some
would be taken prisoners.

the march to COAST.
*

As he had determined, Stanley broke up his camp at Kavallis on
April 10 ; ih^whole caravan, including 350 native carriers, number-
ing 1,500. Two days afterwards, however, he was prostrated by an
illness “which well-nigh proyed mortal,” and which kept the expe-

dilion waiting twenty-eight days. During this period only two
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additional refugccj ftom the Equatorial Province joined the camp.

“During my illncsj another conspiracy, or rather several, were

•float
; but only one was attempted to be realised, and the ringleader

—a slave of Awash Edendi’s, whom I had made free at Kavallis—was

arrested, and after court-martial, which found him guilty, was im-

mediately executed.” Mr. Stanley also intercepted some letters

which passed between the Egyptian officers in his camp, and those

at Wadclai, which indicated an intention of treachery towards the

expedition. A' letter also was received from Selim Bey (who had

never returned to Kavallis) stating that the rebel officers at Wadelai

!

iad stolen all the ammunition and had gone away, leaving him help-

ess. Stanley replied that he would march forward slowly, halting

twenty-four days on the^routc, thiib giving Selim a chance of joining

the expedition should he care to. 'Nothing more was, however,

heard of the vaccillating Egyptian. The rest of Mr. Stanley’s letter

is devoted to a description of the route he took to reach the Church
Missionary Society’s station at the southern end of Lake Victoria.

A MARVELLOUS REGION.

Travelling in a south-easterly direction, the caravan entered the

territory of the King of Unyoro, who unsuccessfully disputed their

passage. As they advanced southward a great snow-capped range of

mountains extending a long distance in a south-westerly direction

arrested their attention, they journey on between two high

ranges of hills, the Semliki Valley lay at their feet, so like a lake at

its eastern extremity that one of the officers exclaimed that it

was the lake, and the female followers of the Egyptians set up a

shrill Lululus on seeing rticir own lake, the Albert Nyanza, again.

With the naked eye it did appear like the lake ; but a field-glass

revealed that it was a level grassy plain, white with the ripeness of

its grass. As the plain recedes sgutli-westcrly the bushes become

thicker, finally acacias appear in their forests, and beyond these,

again, the dead black thickness of an impenetrable tropical forest

;

but the plain as far as the eye could command continued to lie ten

to twelve miles wide between these mountain barriers, and through

the centre of it, sometimes inclining towards the south-east moun-
tains, sometimes to the south-western range, the Semliki River

pours its waters towards the Albert Nyanza. As they approached

nearer, the range of mountains, the Snow Mountain itself being set

deeply in the range, was less seen, for nighcr ridges obtruded them-

selves and barred tHt view, “ In altitude above the sea I should

estimate it to be between ifl,ooo and 19,000 feet. TheJ^uts of the

natives, the Bakonju, arc seen as high as 8,000 feet above the sea.”

I After nineteen days’ march they approached the lake discovered by

Mr. Stanley himself in 1877 and marked on the maps Muta Nzige,

and which he proposes to call the Albert Edward NyviM* Out of

it flowed the Semliki towards the Albert Nyanza.

A SALT LAKE DISCOVERED.

“ While driving the Warasura before us, or rather as they were
self-driven by their own fears, we entered soon after its evacuation

the important town of Kativc—the headquarters of the raiders. It

is situated between an arm of the Southern Nyanza and a salt lake

about two miles long and three-quarters of a mile wide, which con-
sists of pure brine of a pinky colour, and deposits salt in solid cakes

of salt crystals. This was the property of the Wasongora, but the

value of its possession has attracted the cupidity of Kabba Rega,
who reaps a considerable revenue from it. Toro, Aukori, Mpororo,
Ruanda, Ukonju, and many other countries demand the salt for

consumption, and the fortunate possessor of this inexhaustible
treasure of salt reaps all that is desirable of property in Africa in

exchange, with no more trouble than the defence of it.” Proceeding
in an easterly direction the expedition passed on no longer molested
by the natives. However, fever greatly troubled them. As many
as 150 cases occurred in one day. In the month of July 141
Egyptians fell out of the line, hid among the long grass, were lost to
sight, and thus left to the tender mercies of the natives.

THE SOURCES OP THE NILE.

Mr. Stanley concludes his letter by stating that the importance of
the Albert Edward Nyanza, which is a comparatively small lake,
“ lies in the fact that it is the receiver of all the streams at the

extremity of the south-western, or left, Nile basins, and discharges

those waters by one river—the Semliki—into the Albert Nyanza, in

like manner as Lake Victoria receives all streams from the extremity
of the south-eastern, or right, Nile basin, and pours those waters by
the Victoria Nile into the Albert Nyanza. These two Niles, amalga-
mating in Lake Albert, leave this under the well-known name of
White Nile.”

H. R. E PRINOE ALBERT VICTOR

RECEPTION FUND.

The Executive Committee, empowered in that

behalf at the Meeting held at the Rooms of

the British Indian Association on the 14th

December, 1889, invite public subscriptions for

the purpose of giving a fitting Reception and

Entertainment to His Roy.al Highness Prince

Albert Victor on the occasion of his visit to

Calcutta.

The Executive Committee have the pleasure

to acknowledge the following subscriptions

K. A. P.

Amount previously advertised ...66,243 0 0
Maharaja Grijanalh Roy of Dinaj-

pore ... ... ... 1,000 o o
The Hon. Raja Rameshwar Singh

(xf Diubhanga ... ... 500 0 0
Babu Gopal Lall Seal ... 500 o o
Rai Boodh Singh Bahadur an^d

Rai Bissenchand Bahadur ... 250 0 0

Raja Peary Mohun Mookerjee,

C.s.i. ... ... ... 200 o o
Baboo Bejoy Kissen Mookerjee... 100 o o

Babu Jagat Kishoie Aeharjeeya
Chowdhury ... ... 200 o o

Babu Omirto Narain Acharjiya

Chowdhury ... ... 50 o o
Pundit Sailajanunda Ojha of Bai-

dyanath ... ... 150 o o
Coomar Radhapersad Roy ... 150 o o
Prince Kamar Kudr Muza Baha-

dur ... ... ... 100 o 0
Kumar Dowlat Chtinder Roy ... 100 o o
Sir John Edgar, K.C.l.K. ... 100 0 o
Hon. F. B. Peacock ... ... 100 0 0
Hon. Justice Wilson... ... 100 o 0
Babu Mahamoho Persad Singh,

son of Rai Gungapersad Singh
Bahadur of Durbhanga ... 100 o 0

Krishna Chunder Roy Chaudry
of Choorawur ... ... 100 o 0

Babu Ram Chard Goondka ... 100 0 o
Rai Meekraj Bahadur ... 100 o o'
Babu Troyluckho^nath Biswas ... 100 o o
Babu Kunja Lall Banerjee *

... 60 0 0
Babu Issur Chunder Milter ... 60 o o
Lalla Bun Behary Kapur ... 50 o 0
Shah Mohiuddin Ahmed Sajjada

Nisbun of Sasseram ... 50 o 0
Babu poorgagaty Banerjee ... 50^ o 0

Messrs. Apear & Co...,

Messrs. William Moran & Co. ...

Messrs. Kettlewell Builen & Co.

Messrs. Mackenzie Lyall & Co....

Messrs. Anderson Wright and Co,
Messrs. Ewing & Co.

Messrs. Barry and Co.

Messrs. Whiteaway Laidlaw & Co,

Messrs. Marrillcr and Edwards...
Messrs, D. B. Mehta and Co. ...

Messis. Francis Harrison Hath-
away and Co,

The Calcutta Tramways Com-
pany Ld.

Commercial Union Assurance
Co. Ld....

Messrs. Bourne and Shepherd ...

Messrs. J. M. Edmonds .and Co....

11 is Grace the Archbishop of Cal-

cutta and liie Catholic Priest ...

The poor Catholics of Calcutta ...

E. G.iy, Esq.

Ur. M( Connell

Babu Okhil Chunder Mookerjee

Babu Narendra Nath Mookerjee
Col. R, C. B. Pemberton, R.E. ...

Col. Conway Gordon, R.K.

Col. C. W. J. Harrison, R.E.

Col. Mailock ...

Babu Mndoosuddun Doss
W. H. Ryland, Esq. ...

Babu Shib Chunder Nundy
Babu Issen Chunder Milter
Robt. Turnbull, Esq....

Dr. j. E. Paiiioty

Seion Lindsay, Esq. ...

Babu Girija Sunkur Mozoomdar
Maulvi Syud Sadruddin Ahmed
ofBurdwan

Moulvi Syud Serajuddin Ahmed
of Burdvvan

Moulvi Syud Abdus Sabhan
Chowdhuri of Bogra

Moulvi Syud Abdul Jubbar Chow-
dhuri of Bogfa

Babu Ashutosh Dhur
Babu Nundo Lall Mullick
Babu Gobind LaH Mullick

Babu Gokulnath Chatterjee

RaF Babu Thakoormoni Singh
Balndur of Sukpore ..Y

Babu Sitanath Dass ...

W. T. Woods, Esa. ...
*

...

Babu Kisori Lall uoswani

Rs. A.

500 0

250 o
250 o

250 0
250 0
150 o
150 o
100 o
100 o
100 o

100 0

100 0

100 o
50 o

25 o

100 o

100 0

100 o

50 o

50 o

50 o

50 o

25 0

25 0

25 o

50 o

50 o

50 0
32 o

32 o

25 0

25 o

25 0

2 $ 0

23 0

25 o

p.

0
o
o
0

0
o
0

0
o
o

0

Babu Jogendro Narain Acharjiya
Chowdhury

A. Macdonald, Esq. ... ...

E. J. Martin, Esq. ...

Small sums

Rs. A. P.

25 0 o
25 0 o

25 o o
172 0 o

Total ... 74»S74 0 o

Further subscriptions are solicited.

RAJ KUMAR SARVADHIKARI,
S. E. J. CLARKE,

Joint Honorary Secretaiies.

Calcutta,

30th December, 1889.
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o

o

o
o

o
o

0

o
o
o
o
o
o

0
o

o
0

0
o

o

o

o

H. R. H. Prince Albert Victor
Reception Fund.

As the time available to the CommiKee is

very short, subscribers who have not already
done so will greatly oblige the Committee by
kindly sending in their subscriptions to the
Honorary Secretaries.

At the closing of the account, subscriptions
will be acknowledged by advertisement in the
Newspapers.

RAJ KUMAR SARVADHIKARI,
S. E. J. CLARKE,
Jt. Hon. Secretaries.

Calcutta, 30th Dec. 1889.

flVt// be ready this week)

FULL REPORT

OF

THE FIFTH INDIAN NATIONAL
CONOBESS,

Containing all the Speeches reported

verbatim.

25 o o
100 a 0
50 o 0

SO o o
50 0 o

Jb 0 p
25 d 0

25 0 0

25 o o

AND

MJl. BRADLAUGH’S SPEECH.

Aanas 4^ free of postage.

Apply Advoeak o/„ India,

Ba»x Street, I^ort, Bowsay.
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IN THE PRESS.

Uniform w*th “ Travel* & Voyages in Ilengal"

ESSAYS BY A BRAHMAN
IN

»

Politics, Sociology, History, & Literature

BY

the Author of Travels & Voyages in Bengal. ’

Calcutta.

&• OfTice.

PRICE:

To Subscribers paving before publication Rs. 4

„ mere registering subscribers ... 5

„ Ordinary pnrrhnsers ... ... m 6

Appi.y to the Manager, nmi Rnyyet,

f, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs- 5
'8 -

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post

TRAVELS t VOYAGES IN BENGAL

RETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,

BY

SAMBHU 0 . MOOKERJEB,
Formetly Afints/er (0 the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Debar and Orissa.)

Latterly Afinisier of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, “REISA RAYYET"

I, Uckoor Uutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

e We have received from the ofTice of Reis

and RayyeL one of the leading native news-

papers of Calcutta, a most readable little broch-

ure written by Baboo Sambhu C. Mookeriee,

once Minister to the late Nawab Faridoon Jah,

Bahadoor, Nawab Nazim of Bengal, Beliar and

Orissa, which gives a graphic account of the

Baboo’s travels to and in Independent Tip-

perah. Written in capital English and evi-

dently by a gentleman of broad views and

enlightened mind, the work is decidedly a

valuable addition to the catalogue of English

written Bengalee literature. This book of

travels should be read widely not only by

English residents out here, but by our country-

men at home, for it teems with inteie.st and

teaches us far more about the fine belt of

unopened country travelled through than any

woik of the sort written by an Englishman

\v*ouid have done. BaBoo Sambhu Chumier

Mookeriee is one of whom his countrymen

may well be proud, for be writes thronghoi.t

with the moderate and educated pen of

a thorough gentleman.— The Indian Planters'

Gazette^ Sporting News. October 4, 1687,

Mr. S. Mookerjee, who will be readily recog-

nised as the editor of that able little paper

the Reis and RdyyeL dedicates his travles in

Bengal to a wide circle of readers—those who
know India and are unable to love her ;

those

who love her, and do not know her ; those who
neither know nor love ; those who d being tire^

of Iiitita, take to travelling
;

foreigners who
want to know, and Englishmen. The author

himself is iit»t the least tired of India, though
he is ;i traveller by profession, we might aImo.>t

s.iy, and though he puts limits upon journeys,

never caring to get very far away from

Calcutta. It is not mileage, however, which
makes tli% traveller. It is the power to ob-

serve syinp.itiietically what is going on at

each stage of a journey, and to keep liis spirit

alMiut the miiHir inconveniences which neces-

sarily occur by r<»ad, river, or rail. This Mr.

iVlookeijee does. He never loses his good
humour under any set of ciicnmstances, and
what is beiier, lie conveys a full sense of it to

his pages. I'lic rea<lcr may take a choice of

jAUirneys ihiougli Eastern Bengal to Tippejrah,

or to the heart of Bengal Pioper, and will in

each case be fully rewaideil by the fi nils of

Mr. Mookerjee’s wanderings. Perhaps the

English reader will be mainly struck by the

excellent English style of the writer. I’lie

author IS not ashamed of his nationality ;
he

rejoices in being a hengali, but at the same
lime he indulges in prose which has no alien

trace in it. It is not the English of an edu-

cated (lerinnn Air Frencliman
;

it is the nervous

.Saxon of a subject of the Empress of India.

Mr. Mookeijec had special advantages in some
of hih journeys, ebpecially to Independent Tip-

perah, whither he was called to an important

Aifficial position. He was thus assured of

many attentions, though, in foi ming accurate

impressions of a countiy it is doubtful whether

it is not better to be untrammelled with con-

nections which frighten away the simple folk

and impose reticence on them as a duty. From
the notes of his journey through East Bengal,

and to show how genial is his outlook, we take

the following :—[ Extract.]

From Dacca he went further East, and his

experiences on the Megna are of a niost en-

livening description. He saw many visions of

beauty, and iMr. Mookerjee is no niggard when
he is describing something he has enjoyed

seeing. Here is a sketch on his way up the

river ;—[ Extract.]

But it is not physical beauty alone which de-

tains our author’s eye :—[ Extract.]

The same symptoms of material progress

he notes among the boatmen on his course.

—

[ Extract.]

Some portion of the volume has already been
contributed to the Statesman^ and will be fami-

liar to our readers. The following description

of natural effects is not known to them. We
doubt whether Mr. Ruskin, or Mr. Black would
accept it as a final account of the sun’s rising

and setting Extract Statesman^

October 7, 1887.

If we have not before noticed Mr. Sambhu
C. Mookerjee’s Travels in Bengal^ which was
published some months ago, it is not because

the little book is either dull or pointless. It

contains, on the contrary, much interesting

matter, though some of the incidents are over-

weighted with detail in what is facetiously

called a “little booklet.” The author’s view

as a rule is, by the way, facetious : he is given

even to punning ;
but he is also sentimentai

in the highest degree—“a naked Whiteman”
hurts his susceptibilities ; a Hindu girl, bathing

’ in the river, throws hipi into an ecstasy of

delight : “she had such large languishing eyes!”

But he is nothing if not philosophical, and his
' reflections on this or that social and political

' subject are npt without their moral. Mr.

Sambhu C. Mookerjee was formerly iMinister

to the “ last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Bchar and Orissa” and aYterwards Minister

of the Maharaja of Tipperah. He is a man,
therefore, of experience, and wheji he speaks
his brethren slHuild listen to him
'Tt mtels in Itenyal a* readable book, audit
ahniinds in anecd?ites which are often as in-

structive as amusing, and it is not spoiled by
too many political nIlu*Aions, though, of course
some few have crept in.— The Pioneer^

Dec., 1887.

THE

Pran Kissen Ohowdry Fund
iAr SUPPLVINr.

INDIA WITH NATIVE SCIENTIFIC

MEN OF EUROPEAN TRAINING.

Under a benevolent Scheme now in opera-

tion for several years, started by Baboo Pran

Kissen Cliowdry, for assisting meritorious but

poor Indian students, under certain conditions,

^
) go to Europe for competing for the Indian

Service, there is now room for a native student,

of sound health, who, having passed the Calcutta

Government Medical College, may desire to

compete for the Covenanted Indian Medica

Service. Passage and expenses for'two years’

residence in England will be paid out of the

fund of the Scheme,

Apply to Dr. Sambhu C. Mookerjee,

Reis Rayyet Office,

I, Uckoor Dutl’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

In Pamphlet^ Price 4. annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANlZATlOiX

With special reference to the Question of

A Reservp for the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW HEARSEY.

Apply to Rcis^Rnyyet Office, Calcutta,

BEETHUS

For INDIA and sll HOT CLIMATES this sweetly scented emoUient Milk Is INVALFA3LB
IT KEEPS m SKIN COOL and REFBKSBKD in the HOTTEST l/VSATh£E,

Removes and prevents aU SUNBURN. REDNESS, FRECKLES, TAN, etc., and

RENDERB the SKIN DELICATELYJSQFT, SMOOTH _%nd_WHim
It entirely prevents it trom becoming DRY and WRIRKLEO, and PRESERVES ths

COMPLEXION from the socrching effects the SDN and WIND more effectually than any

other pi«paration. The IBRlTATinifacattged hy the P’TM and 8Ti.yoi^,of,Uf8P<:Ta is

wonderlully allayed by its use. iror imparting that boil velvety leeling to the skin, this

delight^ preparatio' baa no equal! Sold by all Chemiq^.

CALCUTTA AGENTS : SCOTT THOMPSQN & CO.
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**IT RECOMMENDS irSELF."

All who suffer find sure relief Jrom

The Greatest Fain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcnteRheumatism and RltenmaticCk>uti

After years of semi-helplessness and suffer'

ingj while in ASTHVi A, , BRONCHITIS,

LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACHE,

SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

or these complaints in their severest. and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia In the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.

Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica*

lion will relieve you.

In Sorc-throHt its power hsis been so rapid

»nd complete fliat it is universally recommend-

ed as

. The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wondetful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

sicians in the world in their practice. It ha^

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

tiomes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

% wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at i Re. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistreet & Co.

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &

Co. Limited.
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12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite the Police Court,)

TMl? r*AT niTTA

HOMtEOPATHIC PHARMACY.
THK ‘

EARLIEST «: STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSARY IN A S/A
OF PURE HOMCEOPATHV ONLY,

WHICH
INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE IN

INDEPENDENT HOMCEOPATHY
and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THI.S

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

R. & Co. beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned

WOODEN CASE
in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
12, Lai Bazaar, Calcutta.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short winding Keyless Railway Regulat-

ors, of small %yLt, jewelled, enamelled dials, bold

hgures and Candian Gold hands, with tem-

pered machinery and dust tight hinged cases

for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted

to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapness about

them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr.

A. R. Mehta from Bandura says;—“The
7-8 watch I purchased from you two years

hack, gives correct lime as yet.” Acting Su-

perintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh,

says:—“A watch maker has valued your

Rs, 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, R.

W. Fusi. Regt., Lucknow, says “ Some valued

it at Rs. 15 and were completely surprised when

I told them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pretty

Candian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-

plete shirt Studs and Rings set with chemical

diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each. Mr. J.

A. Yelsmore, Satur, says “ The best gold-

smith of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. G.

Smith, .Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, says:—“A
German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and

the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO.. BOMBAY.

JEYES’ SANITARY OOMPOUNDS
In the various shapes of

Liquid, Powder, Soap and Ointment

are invaluable in the Indian climate.

They are peifectly harmless, non-poisonous,

and non-irritant.

They have proved efficacious in skin

diseiAses. ‘They cure wounds and ulcers. Even
Lepers have found them valuable.

,

To the rich and the poor, the healthy and

the sick, they are alike welcome.

They destroy the virus or contagion of small-

pox, measles," typhus and typhoid fevers.

They cleanse your homes and cloihesi and

purify the air. They keep your body clean, teeth

strong and skin pure. Your bed free from

bugs, your drains inodorous, and closets free

frAm bad smells.

They may be used with a^^fety •and with

happy results in the sick-room, kitchen, and

every other part of a house.

Agents .•--‘DYQlEe, NICOL & CO., «

3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta.

Rivers Steam Navigatipn Co.

“Limited.’^

This Company's Steamer “ORISSA”
will leave Calcutta for Assam op Friday, the

loth inst.

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel

should he sent to the Company’s Godowns
at Juggannauth Ghat, not later than noon of

Thursday, the 9th inst.

r*Ar*UAP 4 IMP

The steamer “PUNJAUB” of this line

will leave Calcutta for Cachar on the 7th

(Tuesday) for which cargo will be received until

noon of Monday.
Assam Despatch Steamer Service from

Goalundo
and

Daily Mail Steamer Service from
Dhubri to Debrooohur.

A Daily service is maintained from Goal-
undo and Dhubri for passengers and light goods
traffic, i. e., packages not weighing over a
ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival

of the previous night’s 9-30 p. M. (Madras time)

train from Sealdah, and Dhubri on arrival of

the mails.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to

almost all stations can be booked through from
or to Calcutta via Goalundo or Kannia with

the Eastern Bengal State and connected Rail-

ways—Passengers and Parcels via Kannia
only.

All particulars as to rates of freight and
passage by all the above mentioned Services to

be had on application to—

MACNEILL & CO.,
Agents,

2-1, Clive Ghat Street.

Calcutta, the 4th January, 1890.

C, RINGER & CO. have in hand the

largest stock of Homoeopathic Medicines,

Medicine Cases, Medical Sundries, and Books,

&c.. See., for sale at their Homoeopathic Es-

tablishment, 10, Hare Street, Calcutta. Cata-

logue, free on application.

Lovers of a good Tnchinopoly Cigar are re-

commended to try the Small Roger Brand

Pric^Re. 1-4 per 10a

T. HILL & CO.,

5, Dharamtola Street,

Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANt)

WEEKLY(ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
AND

Review of Politics, Literature, and Society

RATES OF SUBSORIPTIOK.

Yearly ... in advance ... Rs. 12

Half-yearly ... „ ... „ 7

Qiiarieriy ... „ ... „ 4

Monthly ... „ ... He. i-S

Single or sample Copy,, ... „ 0-8

RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
Advertisements (three columns to the page and

102 lines to the column; are chiirjed by the

space taken up, ai tne rate of 4 annas a line,

each insertion. The lowest charge for any ad-

vertisement is Rs. 2, except Domestic Occur-

rences, the lowest charge* for which is Ks. 5.

Special ratev for Oontract&. *

No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

will be charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at the rate ot 4 annas a month or

K5
.*
3» a year.

Business Communications (oost paid) to

be directed to “The Manager,’^ and Literary

Communications and books < and pamphlets

(carriage paid) to “ The Editor ” of ’ Reis

& Rayyet,
" *

Office : /, Uckoor DutPs Lane, Wellington

Street, Calcutta.

Printed and fiublished for the Proprietor ever^ Sedurday by Mutty Lall Ghose, at THE BEE PRESS, No, /, Uckoor DtttVs Lane, Calcutta,
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News and Our Comments.

Whatever outsiders may'say to the contrary, the chief personages

concerned or the principal guests were satisfied with the arrangements

made for the reception and entertainment of the Prince in Calcutta.

Lord Lansdowne has addressed the following letter to Maharaja

Sirjotendro Mohun Tagore, Chairman of the Committee for the

Reception of His Royal Highness Prince Albert Victor of Wales in

Calcutta

** Government House, Calcutta, January 15th 1890.

My dear Maharaja,—The departure of His Royal Highness

Prince Albert Victor of Wales from Calcutta was, as you are aware,

of a private character, and no opportunity was therefore afforded him

of giving a final expression to his appreciation of the arrangements

made for his reception and entertainment in Calcutta. On the evening

of his departure His Royal Highness referred to this matter in con*

versation with me, and expressed his regret that he should not have

been able, before leaving, to offer his renewed thanks to the Reception

Committee : he desired me to IvfRe to you to this effect.

His Royal Highness was pleased to say that he was delighted with

all that had been done to render his visit interesting and agreeable to

him, and that he cordially appreciated* the liberality with which the

citizens had come forward to do him honor. He referred with especial

warmth to the arrangements made by the Reception Committee, and

assured me that he was particularly pleased, both with the welcome

accorded to him on his arrival, and also with the interesting series of

fStes given upon the Maidan on the evening of the 7th.

I have much pleasure in conveying to you and to the Members of

the Committee His Royal Highness’s thanks, and 1 venture to add one

word of congratulation from myself on the complete success with which

your efforts were throughout attended. 1 am, My dear Maharaja.

Yours faithfully,

(Sd.) Lansdowne.”

• •

The subscriptions to the H. R. H. Reception Fund were announced

to be Ks. 74)574* The realizations up to date, as will be found else-

where, amount to Rs. 60,125.

•
• •

“ One of the Public ” demands, in the Indian Daily News, from the

Prince’s Reception Committee ** a list of disbursements.” For, “ there

must-be a saving of a large sum of money. The public want to see the

items of expenditure accurately.” What would he do if there were not

/‘a saving of a large sum of money?” Whether the saving be large or

small, the Executive Committee of the H. R. H. Prince Albeit

Victor Reception Fund will, no doubt, after they have realized all

the subscriptions and made all the payments, call a meeting of the

subscribers to pass the accounts and dispose of lh& surplus. There is

little chance of the correspondent scrutinising the accounts unless he
be a paying subscriber. Our suggestion is that the Committee should

publish an shicount of the Entertainment for instruction i<pd future

guidance on similar occasions. The brilliant and magnificent Recep-

tion of the Prince of Wales in Behar has be8n lost to history in tne

absence of a graphic account by a brilliant chronicler.

• •

Wool, cotton goods, leather and furs are the chief Russian exports to

China. The principal China exports to Russia are tea and burnt sugar.

The Russian trade with China during the first eight months of 1889 is

valued at 2,307,251 roubles against 3,362,114 roubles of the correspond-

ing period of the preceding year. The China tea and sugar are valued

at 4,525,000 and 51,626 roubles respectively.

• •

In their search in the Stamboul archives for the lost library of Matthew

Corvinus, Professor Vambdry and his colleagues have come upon the

Deed of Gift signed by the old Servian King, Urosch, to the Monastery

of Sveti Stefan.

• •

It is sad to read that Earl Spencer’s library—at Althorp, Northampton-

shire—containing over 50,000 volumes of value and quality, is to be

dispersed.

• •

Mr. O’Brien applied for a new trial of his case against Lord Salis-

bury for hinting in the Watford speech that he had given in-

citement to crime and outrages. The Queen’s Bench refused the

application. Mr. Justice Field was of opinion that Mr. Justice Stephen

had rightly directed the Jury, that the Jury fully understood the

question, that the plaintiff had a full and fair trial, and that there was

no ground for disturbing the verdict. Mr. Justice Manisty concurred.

There was then an application on behalf of the plaintiff for

stay of execution in view of an appeal. That also was not granted.

Mr. Justice Field said the best course would be that the taxation should

proceed, the defendant’s solicitor undertaking to return the costs, if the

appeal succeeded.

•
• • •

Whether Marriage is a Failure or not, it is at a discount in Great

Britain. We read

** A proposal for free marriages has been made among the clergy of

Derby, and, if the movement should be successful locally, it is con-

sidered probable that it will extend throughout the country. The ob-
ject of dispensing with the fee is to counteract the increasing tendency
to civil marriage indicated in the returns recently issued by the Regis-

trar-General, which show that the proportion of marriages solemnised
according to the rites of the Church of England was only 70 per cent.,

the smallest in any year except one since the institution of civil

marriages.”

Correggio’s lost “San Giovanni ’’has turned up. It represents St.

John the "l^aptist life size, with a long and slender cross in the left

hand. The face and figure are turned to the spectator, and the former

wears a smiling expression. One Enrico Cattini bought it from a

poor family in the town of Correggio for a song. Signor Adeodato

Malatesta, the painter of Modena, certifies to its genuineness. He

says—“for these considerations, and observing the vigour and the

spontaneity of design and colouring, ^the idea that it may be a copy,

even by one of the skilful cingiteceniista imitators of Correggio, must

be excluded. Jt is an original painting of great value, in Correggio's

first manner, important in itself .and in the history of art.”

Subscribers tn the country arc requested to remit bypostal money orders, ifpossible, as the safest and most convenient
medium, particularly as it ensures acknowledgment through the Department. No other receipt will be

given any other being unnecessary, and likely to cause confusion.
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A Notification from the Crown Office, High Court, fixes the dates

of the five Criminal Sessions for the year 1890, on Mondays the 17th

February, 28ih April, 14th July, ist September and 8lh December.

%
The' High Court has fixed the following holidays for the Subordinate

Civil Courts during the year 1890

New Year’s Day and the two days following... January, 1st to 3rd.

Uttarayan Sankranti {a) ... ... „ 12th.

Hassant Panchami ... ... ... „ 25th and 26th.

.Shiba Ratri ... ... ... February 17th and 18th.

Dole J:r.tra and the day following ... March fith and 7lh.

Baroni Ganga Snan {d) ... ... „ i8ih.

Ashtaini or Brahinapuisfa Snan (r) ... „ 28th.

Sri Ram Nabami ... ... ... „ 29th.

Good Friday and the day following, including

Sluibe-Barat ... ... ... April 4th and 5tb.

Malial>i<iluib Sankranti ... ... „ 12th.

Bengali New Year’s Day (if) ... ... „ 13th.

Eecl-iil-Fitr (^) ... ... ... May 2isl and 22nd.

Einpress’ Birthday ... ... ... „ 24ih.

Dashahara Ganga Snan (/) ... ... ,, 29th.

Eclipse of the Sun ... ... ... June 17th.

Rulhjattra (^) ... ... ... „ I9ih.

yita Ruth (//) ... , ... ... „ 27ih.

Eed-iu-Zuha (/) ... ... ... July 28ih .and 29th.

Janma Ashtaini ... ... ... August 7th and 8th.

Monnsha Puja (/) ... ... ... „ 15th.

Mohurium (/t) *...
^

... ... „ 23rd to 271!!.

Dussehra Vacation, including Mahaloya,
Akhin Chahar Shumba, Durga and Lukhi
Pujas, Fateha Doaz Dalium, Kali Puja, and
Bhiatriditia ... .., ... October 13th to Novem-

ber 14th.

Kartick Puja ... ... ... November 15th and i6th.

Jaggadhatri Puja (/) ... ... ... „ 20th and 21st.
Chillier Mela (;//) ... ... ... „ 24th to 301I1.

Ras Purnima (;/) ... ... ... „ 26tb.

Christmas Day, and two days before and one
day after ... ... ... December 24th to 27th.

(a) This holiday is to be observed in the district of Sylhet only, in-

stead of Dashahara Ganga Snan.
(if) This holiday is not to be observed in the district of Dacca.
(c) This holiday is to be observed in the district of Dacca only, in-

stead of Batoni Ganga Snan.
(if) This holiday is to be observed in the district of Chittagong only,

instead of Dashahara Ganga Snan.
(e) If the moon be not visible on 20th of May, then the Courts will

be closed on 22nd and 231 d of May.

(/) I, Ras Purnima is to be observed in Orissa, instead of this d.iy.

2, Uttarayan Sankranti is to be observed in the district of Sylhet,
instead of this day.

3. The 1st Bysack of the Bengali year is to be observed in the dis-
trict of Chittagong instead of thi.s day.

Of) This holiday is not to be observed in the districts of Bhagulpore,
Gya, Patna, Sarun, Shahabad and Tirhoot.

(A) This holiday is not to be observed in the districts of Bhagulpore,
Gya, Patna, Sarun, Shahabad, Tirhoot and Sylhet.

(i) It the moon be not visible on the i8ih of July, then the Courts
will be closed on the 29th and 3oih of July.

(/) This holiday is to be observed in the district of Sylhet only,
instead of UUa Ruth.

(A) If the moon be not visible on 17th of August, then the Courts
will be closed from 24th to 28ih of August.

(/) This holiday is not to be observed in the districts of Bhagulpore,
Gya, Patna, Sarun, Shahabad and Tirhoot,

(w) This holiday is to be observed in the districts of Bhagulpore,
Gya, Patna, Sarun, Shahabad and Tirhoot only.

(«) This holiday is to be observed in Orissa only, instead of Dasha-
kara Ganga Snan.

• •

The next Pleadership and Mooktearship Examinations will be held

in the Senate House on the J9ih and 20th February.

• •

In September 18S9, Government pi escribed the Hooghly-Naihati route

lor emigiants to Assam. It is now explained that that order ‘‘ was in-

tended to apply only to the emigrants taken from the recruiting districts

to Dhubri and crossing the Hooghly above Calcutta, who, in fact, con-

stitute the majority, the object being to exclude the alternative' cross-

ings v/ii Mugra and Kanchrapara. It was not intended interfere

in any way with emigration vAi Calcutta and Goalimdo.”

Holloways Ointment and Pills are beyond all doubt the most
valuable and most convenient medicines that travellers can take across
the seas to oisiaiu climes, for change of climate and the new conditions
and surroundings of life to which they will be exposed will assuredly
give rise to great disturbances of the system* and to such especial
morbid state of the blood ancj constitution generally as will render the
use of these effectual remedies highly necessary, for they will find in
them a ready and safe means of relief in most of tfte diseases which
afflict the human race, and with them at hand they iiiayibe said to have
a physician always at their call

^

The works of public utility, costing Rs. 200 and upwards, constructed

by private individuals in the several districts of Bengal during 188S are

thus shown in the Gazette :— r

Public buildings (9 in number) ft* Rs. 58,050

Roads (4) • •• n 1.450

Bridges (11)
.

.. 12.653

Embankments or bunds (8) ... ... » 2,578

GBais (4) .. 4.550

Tanks (282)
.. 2,09,193

Wells (ro6)
.. 30.336

Miscellaneous (39)
•

„ 1,681

Petty works
.. 74.749

Rs. 3,95,240

In 1886, the total amount was Rs. 3,26,323, in 1887 it fell to

Rs. 2,56,530.

We give below the principal Resolutions or portions of them passed

at the Fifth Indian National Congress held at Bombay. It thus pro-

pounds its theory of the expansion of the Legislative Councils

II.—That the following skeleton scheme for the reform and re-

constitution of the Council of the Governor-General for making Laws
and Regulations, and the Provincial Legislative Councils, is adopted,
and that the President of this Congress do submit the same to Charles
Bradlaugh, Esq., M.P., with the respectful request of this Congress
that lie may be pleased to cause a Bill to be drafted on the lines in-

dicated in this skeleton schemar.and introduce the same in the British
House of Commons :

—

,
SCHEME.

(1) The Imperial and Provincial Legislative Councils to consist
respectively of Members not less than one half of whom are to be
elected, not more than one-fourth to sit ex-officio and the rest to be
nominated by Government.

(2) Revenue districts to constitute ordinarily territorial units, for
electoral purposes.

(3) All male British subjects above 2i years of age possessing cer-

tain qualifications and not subject to certain disqualifications (both of
which will be settled later) to be voters.

(4) Voters in each district to elect representatives to one or more
electoral bodies, according to local circumstances, at the rate of 12 per
million of the total population of the district, such representatives to
possess certain qualifications and not to be subject to certain disquali-

fications, both of which will be settled later.

(5) All the representatives thus elected by nil the districts included
in the jurisdiction of each electoral body, to elect members to the Im-
perial Legislature at the rate of i per every five millions of the total

population of the electoral jurisdiction, and to their own Provincial
Legislature at the rate of i per million of the said total population, in

such wise that whenever the Parsees, Christians, Mahomedans or
Hindus are in a minority, the total number of Parsees, Christians,

Mahomedans or Hindus, as the case may be, elected to the Provincial
Legislature, shall not, so far as may be possible, bear a less proportion
to the total number of members elected thereto, than the total number
of Parsees, Christians, Hindus or Mahomedans, as the case may be, m
such electoral jurisdiction, bears to its total population. Members of
both legislatures to possess certain,qualifications and not to be subject

to certain disqualifications both of which will be settled later. •

(6) All elections to be by ballot.

The outcome of the Public Service Commission is distasteful to our

Patriots. Before the Commission they insisted on to a visit to England

as a necessary qualification for the Public Service. They now think<

diffciently.

V.—That this Congress, while thanking Her Majest/s Government
for raising the age for the Indian Civil Service Competitive Examina-
tion from 19 to 23, does hereby put on record an emphatic expression
of the universal disappointment which has beeu created by the rest of
the Government’s orders in regard to the Public Service Question, (the
net result of which orders is to place the people of India in a worse
position than they previously held), and reiterates the national convic-
tion that no real justice will be done to Indi.a, in this matter, until the
simultaneous holding in India, and in England, of all Examinations,
for all Civil branches of the Public Service in India, at present held
only in England, be conceded.

The Congress feels the indignity of the Arms Act bTrTis not pre-

pared to recommend its repeal. They won’t disturb the law but would

moderate the rules under it and apply them equally to the exempt

and the unexempt.

VI.—That in view of the loyalty of the people, the hardships that
the Arms Act, (XI. of 1878), as at present administered, entails, and
the unmerited slur which it casts, upon them, the Government be moved
so to modify the rules made under this Act that all restrictions as to

the possession and, bearing of arms shall apply equally, to all persons
residing in or visiting India

;
that licenses to possess and bear arms

shall be liberally and generally distributed wherever wild animals
habitually destroy human life, caltie or crops, and that these and all

licenses issued under the rules shall be granted once for all, shall oper-
ate throqghouVfthe Provincial jurisdiction within which fhty are issued,

be only revocable cn proof of misuse, and shall not require yearly or
half-yearly renewals.
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The wisdom of the Assembled Provinces has do^lared for a Perma*

nent Settlement in all the Provinces.

VII.—That the Government be urged to take the subject of a Per-

manent Settlement once more under consideration in view to practical

• a<^n thereon, such that hxity and permanency may be given to the

Government Land Revenue demand without further delay, at any rate

in all fully populated and well cultivated tracts of country.

The future rulers of the country are not^ unmindful of the^ present

sufterings of their European brethren.

VIII.—That in view of the fall that has already occurred in the price

of silver and in the excjiange value of the Indian Rupee, it is impolitic

on the part of the BritisN Government to maintain any hinderances

whatever to the consumption of silver for manufacturing purposes
;
and

that this Congress strongly urges upon Her Majesty’s Government that,

not only as an act of justice to India ^a matter which has been repeat-

edly brought to the notice of Her Maiesty*s Ministers), but also as an

act of expediency in the interests of Her Majesty’s British as well as

Indian subjects, the plate duties should be immediately abolished, and
Hall marking be made a voluntary institution.

The Congsess appeals to the British House of Commons for a better

hearing of Indian grievances.

IX.—That this Congress respectfully expresses the earnest hope that,

in the interest of the people of India, the House of Commons will

forthwith restore the right, formerly possessed by members of that

Honourable House, of stating to Parliament any matter of grievance

of the natives of India, before Mr. Speaker leaves the Chair, for the

presentation in Committee of the Indian Budget statement, and
earnestly trusts that the House of Commons will, in future, take into

consideration the Annual Indian Budget statement at such a date as

will ensure its full and adequate discuss^n, and further authorizes the

President, Sir William Wedderburn, Bart., to sign a' Petition in the

name and on behalf of this Congress for presentation to the House of

Commons in accordance with the terms ot this Resolution.

•
• •

The yeaPs additions to the Fellows of the Calcutta University are—

the Honourable J. F. Norris, Q. C, the Venerable Archdeacon Mitchell,

the Reverend H. Whitehead, m. a., Maharaja Sir Narendra Krishna,

K.C.I.E., Moulavi Ashraf-ud-din Ahmad, Babus Shyama Charan

Ganguli, B. A., and Bepin Behari Gupta, m.a.

• •

Raja Baikunthanatk De Bahadr of Balasore is to the fore again.

Although the Prince Albert Victor does not visit Orissa, Balasore, in

public meeting assembled under the direction of the Raja, has Resolved

to mark the advent by an iron bridge over the Salandi. The cost is

estimated at Rs. 7,000. There is a sum of Rs. 3,700 available being

the unexpended balance of the famine collections. The Raja’s family

contributes Rs. 1,000. The remaining Rs. 2,300 is expected to be

made up by other local Zemindars.

• •

Raja Govind Lai Roy, of Rungpore, has assumed the next higher

title, by the present expenditure of Rs. 500 and a prospective one of

Kb. 100 a year. The Indian Daily News thus announces some gifts

to the District Charitable Society

Maharajah Gobind Lai Roy, of Rungpore, has made a donation of

Ks. 500 to mis Society, and lias, in addition, subscribed Rs. 100 an-

nually to its funds. We are also glad to be able to announce that

Maharajah Sir Jotendro Mohun Tagore Bahadoor, K.C.S.I., has made a
donation of Rs. 500, and His Highness the Maharajah of Dhurbhungab
a donation of Ks. 250.”

•
• •

They have adopted the Railway in China. The North China Daily

News of September 23, 1889, publishes the following translation of an

Imperial decree

“The Admiralty has submitted a memorial on railway.s, in which it

recommends that the suggestion of (the Viceroy) Chang Chi-tung to

build a line direct from Lu-Kow Kiao to Hunkow should be carried

out. This, the Admiralty is of opinion, should be commenced from

both ends as a tentative measure, in the south, from Hankow to

Singan Chow, in the north, from Lu-kow Kiao to Chengiinii Fu, leav-

ing the intetvening sections for a future period. Li Hungchang will

consult with the Admiralty on the details of the necessary arrangements

to be made with a view of at once giving c^ect to the scheme pro-

posed. Chow Fu, Provincial Judge of Chihli, ai.i the Taot’ai P’u

Cbiin-teh, are selected, from their experience in raii|ivay affairs, to

superintend the carrying out of the preliminary steps.

The Sovereign is of opinion that, to make a country powerful, rail-

ways are essential, but recognising the f^ct that at the outset the peo-

ple will have doubts and suspicions, orders the Viceroys and Governors
of Chihli, Hupeh tnd Honau to issue explanatory proclamationo to

them exhorting and commanding them to throw no impediment in the

way. It is the Impe^al desire that all shall work together to make
this great work a success.’’

Notes, Leaderettes, and
Our Own News.

The Nyassaland dispute between Portugal and England has been

attended with no small excitement at Lisbon. Seriotls riots took

pl.ace, excited crowds thronging the streets, smashing 'the windows

of the Cabinet Ministers, and of the British Consulate where the mob

also lore down the British Consular Escutcheon. Strong dissalis- •

faction of the action of the Portuguese Cabinet prevails, and the Cabi-

net has resigned. Portugal in her reply to L8rd Salisbury’s ultima-

tum declares that she only yields to superior might, while at

the same time she reserves her rights in the debated territory.

A new Cabinet has been formed. Further demonstrations are reported

to have taken place. A crowd of students passed in procession

and veiled the statues of Vasco De Gama and Albuquerque

as a sign of mourning. Cries of “Down with the English Pirates”

were raised by the mob. The action of England towards Portugal is

criticised with strong disapproval by the Spanish and French press.*

With the exception of the semi-official organs, the Berlin Liberal

Press also attacks the conduct of the English Government. The new
Portuguese Premier, Senhor Pimental, speaking in tTie Cortes, said that

Portugal had right on her side while England had might, and that

Government would uphold the rights and honor of the country and

protect its interests as far as possible. The Government, at the same

time, is actively engaged in repressing the anti-English demonstra-

tions.

Early in the week came an English telegram reporting the more or

less abatement of the influenza in St. Petersburg, Paris and London.

The epidemic, however, had increased to such an alarming extent

in the Thames Valley, that the doctors in the Brentford district de-

clared their inability to cope with the enormous number of cases.

Subsequent news announced the ravages the epidemic was making

in high places. Earl Cairns died of pneumonia following*influenza.

On the 14th January, Lord Napier of Magdalla was reporlied

to have got a severe attack, to be followed the next day with the

stunning intelligence of his death. The Marshal’s baton will, it is said,

be offered to Sir Donald Stewart. Lord Hartington had a serious

attack, both lungs being affected, but he has since been reported to be

better. Other English notabilities were reported to be suffering. The

deaths of Mr. Warren Streeter, and Professor Dollinger are also an-

nounced, it is not said, whether from the raging epidemic. Princess

Maud of Wales had the influenza.

We grieve to hear of the death, at Cannes, of Sir Michael Westropp

formerly Chief Justice of Bombay. The High Court of Bombay was

closed on the afternoon of the 15th instant as a mark of respect to the

memory of the deceased, when Sir Charles Sargent said that Sir

Michael Westropp’s judgments were a storehouse of legal learning on

almost every subject, and those cspecially^n Hindu law would keep his

memory alive, not only in Bombay, but in all the Courts of India.

Mr. Justice Birdwood also addressed the bar, saying that Sir

Michael’s name would always be held in honor in that place where he

had been Judge for 19 years, for 12 years of which be had presided as

Chief Justice.

A St. Petersburg telegram reports the dismissal of General Ali-

khanoflffrom the command of the Merve District pending enquiry into

strong complaints of cruelty brought against him by the Natives.

The Russian Budget shows a good surplus, without any fresh taxation.

The Czar desires thus to emphasize his resolve to maintain an

honorable peat^ and to develop the resources of the country.

The Emperor Willi.am, in his speech to the Prussian Diet said that, the

foreign relations of Germany were everywhere good, while at the same

time insisting on the necessity of maintaining her defences at the high-

est standard of efficiency. •

Mr, Stanley has arrived at Cairo and had an official reception. The

Khedive has conferred An him the Order of Osmanli, and also deco-

rated others of his pkrty. Emin Pasha had a relapse.

Sir John Pope Hennessy is a Liberal candidate for West Waterford.
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Colonel Mallcson has been fined £1^000^ being damages awarded by

the Jury in the ShcrifTs Court to Mr. Herbert Gladstone for being de-

famed by that correspondent of the Allahabad Morning Post.

Another prosecution, and this in connection with the sensational Cleve-

land Street §candal, has gone against the defendant. Mr. Earnest

Parke has been found guilty of libelling Lord Euston and sentenced

to onp^ year’s imprisonment. In awarding sentence, Mr. Justice

Hawkins called it an atrocious and unjustifiable libel and hoped the

sentence would have o deterrent effect on others.

Two foreign companies have applied to Russia to work the silver and

lead deposits in Turkestan.

At Santiago, for better clothing of the poor, the Chamber of Commerce

of Deputies is considering a Bill for reduction of duties on cotton goods

—bleached and unbleached.

The Hon. Honore Mcrcier, Premier of Quebec, has published a hand-

book of that province, which can be had for the asking. From this

publication it appears that the 60,000 French of 1760 have in 128 years

swelled to over one million and quarter.

The Germans are multiplying in Spain. They have thriving colonies

in Madrid and the great ports. Travelling clerks are to be seen every-

where. They arc unrivalled for their activity, and being good linguists

are irresistible. German capital has invaded all kinds of Spanish

mining, industrial, railway and insurance enterprises. Recently a Ger-

man bank and a German Electric Light Company have been establish-

ed in the Spanish capital.

Much as the moderns have progressed in the arts and conveniences

of life, iljey yet lag behind the ancients in the arts of government,
as in the Fine Arts of Poetry, Painting, Sculpture and Architecture.

The Romans who conquered the world were specially great In the

practice of empire. Some of the incidental traces of their progress
discoverable in their records are very interesting. Thus, we find in

the younger Pliny’s correspondence the first idea of a Fire

Brigade. The following letters arc translated in the Earl of Orrery’s

version published in 2 vols. 410 in 1751. But we adopt a more ac-

curate rendering which we found lately in a Liverpool Insurance
journal ;

—

Pliny to the Emperor Trajan.
“ While I was visiting another part of my province, a great confla-

gration— incendium---;sx Nicomedia consumed many private
nouses and two public buildings, the town hall and the temple of Isis,
although these latter were on opposite sides of the road. The fire
moreover, spread widely, first, on account of the violence of the wind!
and next by the apathy of the populace, for it is beyond doubt that
they stood idle and immovable spectators of this great calamity. Be-
sides this there was nowhere to be found for the public service any
siphon {idest pipe

; nuUus sipho) or water-buckets, in short, there were
no appliances whatever for axlinguishing fire. These things, however
as I have already commanded, shall be provided. Do thou, 0 prince
consider whether thou dost think it meet that a body of firemen
{fabrorum) should be established, consisting simply of one hundred
and fifty men. I will take care that no one except workmen shall be
enrolled, nor, if established, shall the association be used for any other
purpose. It will not be difficult to watch over so small a number.”

The Emperor Trajan to Pliny.
“ It has occurred to you, that following the e,xample of many other

places, we may be able to establish an association of workmen at
Nicomedia. But let us remember how that province and those very
cities have been troubled by associations of this kind. Whatever name
we may give to them and from whatever cause, those who are enrolled
therein will speedily become hekeriac. Belter, therefore, it is to pro-
vide those things which may be helpful towards suppressing fires, and
to give warning to the owners of property to render service themselves
and, if the emergency should demand, to employ the assembled popu-
lace for this purpose.”

^ ^

The reply of the Emperor shows that the old Romans had to contend

with the same forces of democratic unrest and demagogic intrigue that

embarrass modern States. The imperial caution might be worth pond-
ering by British statesmen.

The Prince arrived at iJenares on the afternoon of the 14th and was
received by Sir Auckland Colvin and the Maharaja of Benares. In
the evening, there was a State dinner, followed by a reception. The
reception was well attended by Europeans and Natives, including the

Maharajas of Benares and Hutwa,' and several of the principal persons

present were introduced to his Royal Highness* On the neat morning,

the bathing ghats and the Golden Temple were visitpd, his Royal

Highness seeing the ghats by going up and down in a boat in the

river. At noon was laid the Foundation Slone of the muA debated

Benares water works. The ceremony took place under a huge pavilion

erected for the purpose, and all the arrangements and decorations are

reported to have been admirable. Mr. White read an account of the

scheme for the sanitation of this ancient city. The cost is, for the pre-

sent, estimated at forty lacs of rupees, of which 24 lacs will be spent

on the water-works, and the remainder on a .^stem of underground

sewers, connected with the water-pipes for flushing purposes. The

largest of the subscriptions received for these objects were Rs. 62,000

from the Maharaja of Benares, Rs. 25,000 from the Maharaja of Hutwa,

and Rs. 50,000 from the late Dewan Ramchand of Punjab. The suc-

cessful execution of the project will largely depend on the assistance of

Government. His Royal Highness then performed the ceremony, after

which the royal party left for Shikargunge, where they spent a day in

shooting, as guests of the Maharaja of Benares. There was a splendid

exhibition of Benares manufactures in the Town Hall, of which the

Prince had a private view.

His Royal Highness is due at Lucknow to-day, whither Sir Auckland

Colvin has proceeded before him for his reception. The City of

Ruses will of course be splendidly decorated.

The Government of Bengal ha^ sanctioned a grant of Rs. 17,000 to the

District Charitable Society for better accommodation or location of

its Lepers.

The Irrecoverable Government Loan during the next financial year

in Bengal, has been estimated at Rs. 25,000.

The next year’s Bengal Budget provides Rs. 96,500 for charitable

purposes, Rs. 25,000 for periodicals, and Rs. 20,000 for Special Com-
missions of Enquiry.

Baboo Annodaprasad Bancrjee retires from the Senior Government

Pleadership, Baboo Hem Chunder Bancrjee succeeds him. The
appointment carries with it a salary of Rs. 3,00^ fees about Rs. 30a

and a number of calls for explanation every month.

Anglicization is the rage of the hour. The Natives have begun to be

shy of their own dress and food, their manners and titles. The European

dressmakers are largely patronised. Native shops of shirts, collars

and coats are multiplying. Native tailoring, however, is at a discount*

The market is overstocked with Europe goods for native wear. The
stiff bow is replacing the low salaam. In a word, the craze is to affect

the European down to the smallest minutiae. The Native ^Civilian,

Covenanted or Statutory, is cither “Mr.” or “Esquire.” He must be

Gazetted so. All honor, therefore, to Kumar Girindra Narain Deb that

he prefers to be addressed as “ Kumar ” instead of as “ Esquire,” The
Lieutenant-Governor has acceded to bis request and has ordered

accordingly. That order applies equally to other titled Statutory

Civilians who may wish to slick to Native honor and dignity.

Last year, three Sepoys in the British Military and Police services

were traced as deserters from one of the regiments of Jhind Infantry.

Under the old rules, we believe, they would have been surrendered.

But the Government of India makes a departure and has ordered

that deserters from the army of a Native State, who may be by

mistake enlisted in the British service, should, on djgfovcry, be dis-

missed, but not surrendered to the Durbar, unless they have deserted

from the Stale’s foreign service corps.

The Government of India in the Military Department has ruled that

applications for replacement of medals lottt by pensioners, ex-soldiers

not being pensioners, and others not serving in departments, shall

henceforth be investigated by civil and political officers and not by

pension paygiasters as heretofore. When satisfied as to the circum-

stances attending the loss, the investigating officer shall refer to the

officer commanding the regiment to which the claimant belongs

or, in cases of men whose regiments have been disbanded, to the

CJhptroUer of Military Accounts concerned. He^nust at the same

time certify that the loss was accidental snd not culpable. Of
course, the applicant must pay for the decoration.
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Yhe first Coavocatioo of the Allahabad University was held on the 14th

January under the presidency of Sir John Edge, the Vice-Chancellor,

who delivered a long and interesting address. The Calcutta University

Convocation took place to-day. Lord Lansdowne, the Chancellor, was

• prwent. IV* Gurudas Banerjee, the first Native Vice-Chancellor,

gave an address which took one hour in its delivery. An important

announcement wsTs made at the convocation, namely, that M. A.'s of

the University should in future have the privilege of nominAing two

Fellows, when vacancies occurred. After the ceremony, the Viceroy

drove to his Barrackpore Park.

Captain Hearsay has been subpoenaed as a witness for the defence

in his prosecution of Mr. G. W. Allen of the Pioneer, Mr.

Allen has been excused personal attendance. Mr. Rose, attorney

for Captain Hearsey, had applied for subpoenas on some of

the officers of the Pioneer staff, but Mr. Marsden would not grant

the application, as he considered it very unreasonable to have the

whole establishment to appear on one day, and thus practically to

Stop the issue of the paper. His worship suggested that Mr. Rose

should consult the attorneys on the other side, and arrange to have

the witnesses present on separate days, wishing it, at the same time,

to be understood that his refusal to grant the present application was

without any prejudice to any subsequent application which Mr. Rose

might make for the attendance of witnesses. Subpoenas have, however,

been issued on Mr. Chesney and Mr* Hensman, the former being

required to produce the original manuscript of the defamatory article

complained of, which is said to be in Mr. Allen’s handwriting. The

case has been fixed for next Wednesday.

The inauguration of the Baranagar Victoria School building took

place with some eclat last week. Sir Alfred Croft was to have pre-

sided at the ceremony, but owing to indisposition, he could not attend,

and Mr. Justice Norris was kind enough at a very short notice to con-

sent to go all the way out of Calcutta for performing the function. On
arrival, Mr. Norris was received by the Patrons and Committee of the

School with exuberant marks of honor. The way up from the school

gate to the top of the stairs on the first floor where the ceremony

was held was covered with scarlet cloth and carpet, while a sort of

guard of honor was formed of the up-country peons in the service of

Kumar Daulat Chunder Roy. The school-building was decorated with

copious garlands of flowers and the inevitable bunting, and altogether

presented a beautiful and animated sight. A large number of gentle-

men, belonging to the town and its vicinity, bad assembled to witness

the ceremony. On being invited to the chair, Mr. Norris formally

declared the building open, and then addressed the audience on a

variety of topics of educational and general interest. We may take

another opportunity of noticing the address. We have now just space

enough to congratulate the School Committee, and especially their in-

defatigable Assistant Secretary, liabu Atul Krishna Bose, in their

having at last secured a house of its own for their institution. The

kberal interest taken in the wellbeing of the school by its Patrons,

Kumar Daulut Chunder Roy, Babu Kiran Chunder Roy, and Rai

Jotendranath Chaudliuri also deserves rocognition. After the opening

of the building, theic was distribution of Prizes to the students,

the prizes this year being of more than the usual character. There

was a goodly number of silver medals, one silver watch, and a good

number of standard books, the books with one of the medals being

wholly awarded by Kumar Daulat Chunder.

There are now no less than twenty enactments to prevent cruelty

to animals. At the last sitting of the Supreme Council, the Home
Member Mr. ilutchins iiuroduced a law for the same purpose which

shall apply to the whole of British India, and be easily worked. It

ha^ been proposed to make it a punishable offence to '•cruelly and

unnecessarily beat, ovArdrive, overload or otherwise ill-treat any

animal \ or to bind or carry any animal in such a manner or position

as to subject the animal to unnecessary pain or suffering ; or to

offer, expose, or have in ones possession, for sale any l^e animal which

is suffering pain by reason of mutilation, starvation or other ill-treat-

ment, or any dead animal which has been killed in an unnecessarily

cruel manner gr to kill any animat in an unnecessarily cryel m|pner

;

or to work a diseased animal. The prohibition applils to birds as well.
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THE NATIONAL CONGRESS.
The last day of the Congress was a busy and import-

ant one. There was a great deal of business to go
through, and the meeting was therefore held earlier

than usual. The speakers were well-known men
like Mr. Chandravarkar, Babu Kali Charan Banerjee,^

Mr. G. Subramania Iyer, Mr. Dinshaw Eduiji Wacha,
Mr, Javerilal Umiashankar, Mr. W. C. Bonnedee,
Professor Adam, Rev. Corban, and a few others. The
resolutions were likewise of great importance, being,

indeed, those which have been affirmed and reaffirmed

at previous sittings of the Congress, and on which

Indian public opinion might be said to have attained

a remarkable degree of unanimity.

The subjects of these resolutions, having already

received the fullest consideration •from the Congress'

at its past meetings, it was rightly thought unneces-

sary to present them separately. They were includ-

ed in one resolution, called the •“ omnibus ” resolu-

tion, and Babu Kali Gharan Banerjee, who was en-

trusted with it, moved it in a speech characterised

by his usual charming fluency. The terms of the

omnibus resolution were
That this present Congress does hereby ratify and confirm tlie re-

solutions passed by previous Congresses as to (i) the urgent necessity

fora complete separation of executive and judicial fiinctions, such that,

in no case, shall the two functions be combined in the same officer ;

(3) the expediency of extending into many parts of the country, where
it is nut at present in force, the system of trial by jury

; h) the neces-

sity of withdrawing from the High Courts, the powers, first vested in

them in 1E73, of setting aside verdicts of acouittal by juries
; (4) the

necessity of introducting, into the Code of Criminal Procedure, a pro-

vision enabling accused persons, in warrant cases, to dematvl that in-

stead of being tried by the magistrate, they be committed to the Court of
Sessions

; (5) the highly unsati<>factory character of the existing system
of police adniini-stration in India, and the absolute necessity of a funda-

mental reform therein
; (6) the expediency of both, establishing military

colleges in India,—whereat the IS\Htives of India, as defined by statute,

may be educated and trained for a military career as officers of the Indian

Army, and of authorizing, under such rules and restrictions as may seem
necessary, such a system of volunteering for the Indian inhabitants of

the country, as may qualify them to suppoit the Government in any
crisis

; (7) the extremely unsatisfactory character of the Income-tax
administration, especially as regards incomes below Rs. 1,000, and the

e.Kpediency of raising the taxable minimum to this amount
; (8) the

extreme importance of increasing, instead of diminishing, as the present

tendency appears to be, the public expenditure on education in all its

branches, and the necessity, in view to the promotion of one of the most
essential of these branches, the technical, of the appointment of a

mixed commission to inquire into the present industrial condition of

the country
; (9) the impolicy and injustice involved in the late in-

crease of the salt tax in a time of profound peace, and the

urgent necessity for an immediate reduction of this tax, and the re-

imposition, to balance the deficit thus caused, of light valorem import

duties ;and (10) the necessity for the reduction of, instead of the con-

tinual increase to, the militaiy cxpcnditi4re of the country.”

Mr. Chandravarkar seconded the resolution in an

able speech. It comprised, he said, two classes of

subjects. The first class was one on which official

opinion had pronounced itself in favor of the demands
of the Congress. The necessity of separating judicial

and executive functions, and of reforming the police

had been acknowledged by the highest official authori-

ties. As regards the Military College, no less a

personage than the Duke of Connaught was in favor

of it, and as to volunteering, the Hon'ble Justice

Bayley, himself in command of one of the Volunteer

Corps in* Bombay, said that natives ought to be
admitted. In regard to these questions, therefore,

the present session of the Congress had mere-

ly to confirm what had been already discussed over

and oVer again. The second class of subjects

consisted of those,'of which officials had not spoken
with the same approval, but iteither were they able

to deny the facts upon which the Congress relied in

supporting them, or to meet their arguments with

anything Tike cogency. If these reforms became an

accomplished fact, they would secure the blessings
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of justice and education on which, in his opinion,

rest the highest claims of Englishmen to the gov-

ernment of their country,

T.he acknowledgments of the Congress for the

services done to the cause of excise reform by

Messrs. Cgiine and Smith in the House of Commons

were forijially recorded. The next resolution was

a most important one, and related to Lord Cross's

decisipn on the great question of the Public Service.

It was moved by Mr. Salim Radaswamy in teims

which will be found elsewhere.

It was seconded by Mr, Gokhale who said that the

Government having promised in 1858 that there

should be no distinction of race, creed and colour in

recruiting for the public service, all that they now ask-

ed was that the Government should stick to its engage-

ments, and nothing more. Mr. Adam in supporting

the resolution spoke with great liberality like a true
|

"friend of the people. He said :

—

“ In this question the preat point was the holdinj; of simultaneous

examin.'it'ons in England and in India. If they got that, they got every-

ihing ;
and all their^alk of reserved appointment, and statutory service,

&c., would disappear. Oice they got on an equal footing with the other

candidates for employment, their future would lie in their own hands.

There was nothing that made him so fingry as when he heaid people

say, in a sneering way, that the Indians only went in for education so as

to secure Government employment. Of course they should wish to get

into that service. If the service was the ‘ blue ribbon* of the public

schools in England, why should it not be so here ? ”
,

The next resolution was moved in a telling speech

by Mr. Adam. It related to the Arms Act and like

the preceding resolutions, it was carried unanimously.

At this stage a Hindu delegate is reported to have

proposed three cheers to the Mahomedans, to which

a Mahomedan delegate, not to be outdone perhaps,

replied by proposing three cheers for the Hindus.

We do* not know what to say of this expression of

good-will between two sections of the people whose

jealousies and dissensions are a constant source of

anxiety to us all, but whatever its reality, any small

indication of growing good feeling between them

deserves to be welcomed and encouraged.

An important resolution was moved by Babu

Baikunthanath Sen for extending the Permanent

Settlement. I"! •

It was forcibly seconded and unanimously carried.

The next motion related to the abolition of the

Engli.sh silver plate duties, and met with the same

general support.

Mr. W, C. Bonnerjee moved a resolution with the

object of securing more efficient control of Indian af-

fairs by the House of Commons. The resolution will

be found in another column, Mr. Bonnerjee spoke

with force and ability in support of the motion which

was carried unanimously.

The next business was to record a resolution ex-

pressing the high sense, c'lUertained, not only in the

Bombay Presidency, but throughout India, of the

ability, integrity and iin|jai*tialiiy that had character-

ised ihe administration of Lord Reay, Governor ot

Bombay, l o Lord Reay was accorded the same high

place of honor in the roll of Indian administrators

as is assigned by history as by common comment to

Mountstuart Elphinstone, and it was observed that

in all matters, a high sense of duty, unswerving re-

ctitude of purpose, and a clear perception of Eng-

land’s high mission in India had characterised Lord

Reay’s wise, sympathetic, sagacious, and be^ieficent

rule. The motion was most warmly received, and

carried wi^h acclamiW.ion.

The remaining resolutions related to the future

constitution of the Congress and a mo^t encouraging

feature that marked the close of the fifth sessions

of the National Congress was the contribution of sums

ranging from Rs. lo to Rs. 5,000 made towards

the Congress Fund, offers of which kept pouring in

in rapid succession. These were announced amidst

the greatest excitement and enthusiasm. Cheers

were then given to the chief functionaries of the
‘

Congress, after which Mr. Hume angounced that

the Si>*th National Congress would be held on 26th

December 1890 in some city in Bengal, afterwards

to be announced. The Congress then dissolved amid

renewed cheers for the Queen-Empress, Sir William

Wedderburn, Mr. Bradlaugh and Mr, Hume.

CARRIER-PIGEONS.
Pk^eoncots—

‘

that is, dovecots ior pigeons—arc now main-

tained by the great military Powers on the Continent in ail

the chief fortresses. These ornithological warriors arc

rara avis to be sure, and, besides, rather unmanageable.

They will fly only in one direction as a rule, though a few

have been trained to return to their starting place. The
supply is limited, and when these carriers have all been des-

patched on their errands, your quiver is exhausted, as it

were
;
unless and until you can bring them back by balloon

or otherwise, your intelligence branch is crippled. It was in

the Franco-German war that this ornithological intelligence

service came into vogue in pur times. The necessity of the

P'rench besieged in their own cities and forts, we believe,

specially suggested a recourse to this mode of communica-

tion. The practice since became general and was adopted

by other nations. At present, it is a recognised military

provision. In 1886, France had 20 stations for training and

maintaining pigeon-cots. Russia at the end of 1887 had 5.

Italy in 1888 had 14, including 2 stations in Massowah and

Assab. Austria alone has not yet any regular establishment,

but she is encouraging private enterprise.

A German journal, quoted in the Army and Navy Gazetky

writes 1“”* '

would be a great mistake to imagine that the faculty of the car-

rier-pigeon to find Us way back to its home from a long distance was

only discovered during the ‘ great war.’ Even the ancients knew ol it,

and knew well how to make use of it. Thus in ancient Egypt there

existed a well-organised service of carrier^igeons, and pigeon stations

were specially built all over Syria and Egypt. Thus the Crusaders

found in the eleventh century, during the siege of Jerusalem, a well-

organised service of carrier-pigeons in that city.”

• We do not remember any relerence to the pigeon service

in war in the Mahabharata or the Ramayana, but Garuda

and Jatayu seem to us to be myths of such a use of birds

in war. Mediaeval Indian traditions, however, abound in

accounts of the notable part played in war by the feathered

tribe. That part was limited—limited indeed to one office

—but it was an important, 'all-important part. It vas in

fact a rude use that was made of the bird of peace and

love, and grievously did our ancestors rue for the rudeness.

tIic pigeon was employed as a messenger to be sure, but

not exactly after the European manner. Though utilised

in war, it was not used for war. The bird of peace had no

mis.sion of peace—far, very far from it. It was a bloody, if

non-military, business on which it was wont to be sent

It was not taught to talk like a parrot and repeat sounds

at a distance. It was not even trained to carry letters, as

in European armies. The old Hindus relied on the instinct

of the bird to fly when it gets a chance. That habit was

utili^^ed for drawing a symboL The flight of the pigeon

home back from the field was fixed as the sign of decisive

defeat. The return of the bird wa.s equivalent to despatch

home from the midst of battle to the effect-̂ 11 is lost.

As for Honour, it is in your hand.s. Do iidw save it as

befits Kshattriya'dames and damoisclles, without flinch or

wince 1
” On receipt of this errand—or sign—they 'iset fire

to the pile of well-oiled logs ready for them and throw them-

selves int6 the flame, and soon the whole womankindt of

t le unfortunate king, old and young, fronrdecrepit dowager

j

to the baby on the breast, aye, the infant just dropped into

1 the world, are consumed to ashes. Such were the olden

' t mcs. And «uch was Aryan chivalry—not in the pratings

of inventive minnesingers, but as matter of fact. A chivalry

gone for ever before the .advance of the Schoolmaster and

the Reformer, the Publicist and the Politician !

IFis p6ssiblq. that the suggestion was improved for pur-

poses of organization in war. At the least, generals in the

field might well use pigeons as a simple call for reinforce-
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\nents from the base. It is of kings, and Hindu kings were

ex-officio commanders of their forces, thaU wc read or hear.

It was usual for them to conceal a pigeon or two in their

breast, well-secured within the folds of their robes. They^

^ght desperately. If the chances of battle went against

tnremj^thty did not survive the defeat, but before the clo.se of

the day they .rushed headlong against, and into the thick,

of the enemy, trampling and spearing and cuttii^g them,

till themselves overpowered and cut down. Such, we repeat,

were Hindus of old ! Such was Kshattriya kinghood I Rut

the Age of Gold and Silver is gone—that of Lead and
Brass is come. And the glory of India is extinguished

for ever

!

Before the final onset of despair, the king freed the pri-

soners of his bosom and saw them take advantage of their

liberty by a straight flight across the blue Heavens, home-
wards, unconscious—poor things!—of the havoc on the

fairest and dearest and the most innocent their wings waft to

their very sight. It was a savage massacre at the best. At
times, it might be a far more appalling horror—a tragedy

without a name. For the arrangement obviously was not

of the most careful kind. There was room for contretemps,

and miscarriages did occur. If king and bird together were

suddenly killed in the midst of battle, there was the chance

of his family falling a prey to the conqueror. But if the

bird somehow slipped away, without the king losing the

battle, then—what then ? Why, then took place a bootless

butchery, without even an equivalent according to the

Kshattriya Code of Honour.

Such miscarriages were by no means rare. At any rate,

the same disaster is reported as the doom of many principal-

ities in different parts of India. It was thus that a dynasty

was extinguished in Sindh. In Bengal, a family in Beer-

bhoom, another in Nuddea, a third in Dacca, and more than

one in the Eastern parts, perished. Similar instances must

occur in Northern, Central, and Southern India. It was
thus, we believe, that this slippery messenger was discredit-

ed. Europe may well be warned by the experience of the

hoary East

THE PERSECUTED SUBORDINATE
EXECUTIVE SERVICE.

Talk of the independence of the Judiciary? Listen to the

story of petty persecution to which a native branch of the

service is systematically subjected. It discloses a scanda-

lous state of things which demands prompt remedy.

The difficulties of judicial officers (I mean Deputy Magis-

trates) have greatly increased, for more reasons than one,

which, I am afraid, are neither known to Government nor the
j

general public nor those so-called reformers who cry to

have the Judicial and Executive separated. There arc many
native Magistrates whose lot is a peculiarly hard one from

the numerous disadvantages and difficulties under which

they have to perform their onerous duties, I don’t think

that in any country in the world the Judges arc so much
•interfered with and have so many masters to serve and
please as in this country. They have several masters who,

each and every one of them, have power to criticise their

proceedings and find fault with their work. I give below

a list of these masters :

—

The High Court.

The District Judge.
The District Magistrate.

The Divisional Commissioner.
The Joint Magistrate.

The Inspcctor-Gcncral of Police.

The District Superintendent of Police.

Tkc Assistant Superintendent of Police.

The Inspcctor-Gcncral of Jails.

The High Court, the District Judge and the District

agistrate, in the capacity of appellate courts, tft e no doubt

judicially superior \o the subordinate Deputy Magistratj,

whose decisions they can reverse, revise, modify and
uphold. These functions arc most impartially, judiciously

and ably performed by those authorities^^ and there is

little room for complaint against them. I believe the little

independence which the native Magistrates have at present

is entirely due to the protcctfon which they receive from

the District Judge and the High Court. The Migist»te of

the District as an appellate court is more Executive than

judicial, and inRis executive capacity he is generally inclined

to override the independence of the native Magistrates.

Some Magistrates think that their Deputies are bound to

decide cases according to the light imparted to them by
their chief. While there are those who only 'quietly watch
the work of the inexperienced Magistrates and help .them

by their kind advice and long experience, and their sug-

gestions and advice are always welcome. But^ I regret to

say that the number of such officers is very small. It does

not matter much again what the Magistrate *docs, acting

on his own views and opinions, but the misfortune is far

greater when he takes action against his Deputy •Mag-i.s^

trate of say 20 years’ standing on the whispers of a

boy Assistant Police Superintendent® who can hardly

understand the law of evidence or the Criminal Code
correctly and who has not been in the service for more
than 4 or S years. The District Superintendent is prac-

tically allowed to review and criticise any decision of the

poor unfortunate Deputy Magistrate and has the car of

the Magistrate which is worse. Following in the footsteps

of his superior, the Assistant-Superintendent never spares the

Deputy Magistrate and feels himself privileged to use

any terms that he likes to bring him to his senses-

and make him feel his inferiority. In one case the

warrant i.s.sued by the Deputy JIagistrate to the Assistant

Superintendent for searching the house bf a rich man was

not only returned unexecuted to th*at officer, but remarks

were passed on the merits of the case and on the pro-

ceedings of the Deputy Magistrate at random which were

all most insulting. The District Magistrate being a very

good man took notice of it, otherwise the matter would have

been pushed up and the Deputy again reprimanded for

representing the matter.

In another case, a Head Constable who investigated a

culpable homcide case did not send up the only eye-witness.

He was again directed by his superior the Inspector to send

that eye-witness, and he again disobeyed that order. The
Court summoned the witness and, after disposing of the case,

brought the conduct of the Head Constable to the Magis-

trate’s notice in the decision, but the Magistrate took no
notice of it. The case went up to the Sessions and there

the Judge remarked severely on the conduct of the

Magistrate and compelled him to take action against the

Head Constable which was done. The Magistrate di.src-

garded the Deputy Magistrate’s rema»*ks because the Deputy

was not in the good books of the District Superintendent

of Police.

These examples will suffice to prove how matters

stand at present. Each Police officer named above has

the license to find fault vvith the Deputy Magistrate and

make insulting remarks regarding him and his proceedings.

If the Deputy Magistrate finds fault with any Police officer

and the misconduct clearly appears from the evidence on

record, even then in almost each case the District Superin-

tendent is asked to inquire and report, which means a fresh

opportunity to blame the Deputy and find a dozen mis-

takes in his proceedings. Every such enquiry shews that

the Police officer is quite innocent and the Deputy is

a fool who is careless and cannot*understand the case. Tlie

Magistrate’s order is “ file ” or “ I agree with the Police

Superintendent.” In the matter of an Assistant Superin-

tendent the troubles of the Deputy are multiplied. For

the Assistant has his say and then the full Superintendent

has his, the latter adding insult to injury.

The Deputies now know their position in regard to the

Police and there are not more than 5 in one hundred who

have the courage to notice the conduct of the Police-. No
one likes to invite in.sult and displeasure witlunU any

gain to himself as it is a known fact that in 95 he

would never be successful.

The High Court rulings arc a ” great nuisance ” and the

lesser “ntilsance” is the District Judge’s opinion or ruling

on any law point. If the Deputy Magistrate has such

authorities on his side, he is never safe, because the Magis-

trate and the District Superintendent think otherwise and

set those authorities at nought. The Deputy is placed on

the two horns of a dilemma. How can he disobey law anti

order or knowingly mvite the ire of the Magistrate and the

Police for his own ruin? In .submitting to the •Police, he is

safe, but in acting according to his conscience, he exposes

him.sclf to the criticism of the Police which is circulated for

his inortificatmn, discouragement and punishment amofig

his brother officers who are asked to take note of the
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Magistrate’s remarks for their instruction and guidance.

After an accused person has been acquitted, the Magirtrate

has no right to interfere, but in such cases also, extra-judicial

remarks are 'made and circulated. Ihe High Court is

scarcely moved to quash the proceedings of the Deputy

Magistrate. In some cases the District Superintendent

takes the le^d and expounds the law most elaborately

with tlie assistance of his Assistant whose knowledge of

law is not superior to his superior’s. The Magistrate if he

is of the I’olice-worshipping type writes another memo,

-censuring the Deputy which is circulated in some cases.

Among the new class of Magistrates, the tendency of most

of them is to favdr the Police in the way above stated.

If the District Superintendent is against the Deputy, he

brings his faults in more than one way to the notice of the

Magistrate, and the Deputy has no defence against such

back-biting. The Inspector-General of Police completes what

is left unfinished by his subordinates. He has^ full power

to' overhaul all records and to pass his own opinion on them

and report the offending Deputy to Government.

The Inspector-General of Jails has his share too in report-

"fng the Deputy, for better protection in his own province.

Even the Superintendent of Jail comes down upon the

Deputy and in each case, he is called upon to explain.

I dont know ha\fe m.inny explanations each Deputy Ma-

gistrate gives each year.

If there is a little delay in disposing of a Police case, ex-

planation is at once called for, either on the whisper or sug-

gestion of the Police or on other grounds. The Deputy

Magistrate is now-a-days notoriously overworked in every

place, particularly in Bengal. In addition to the Criminal,

he has invariably most important Revenue work to da

Each time he is reprimanded, or called upon to explain,

the Police virtually win a victory which they show by their

demeanour and in other offending ways. Under the rules

no witness should be detained for more than 3 days

and iA Police cases he should if possible be dischai^ed

on the same day. There arc many other stringent con-

ditions under which cases must be disposed of. Over

and above all these conditions and difficulties, the bar is

becoming more difficult, troublesome and exacting and the

Barristers and pleaders take up a good portion of the Court’s

time unnecessarily but legally, and there is no remedy

against this sort of encroachment upon the valuable public

lime.

No punishment will satisfy the District Superintendent

or the Magistrate until the burglar or the thief is hanged

or transported in each case. For this aiso the Deputy Magis-

trates are taken to task severely by the Magistrate. The

good Commissioner Saheb or his Personal Assistant also

sometimes takes pleasure in calling for explanation from the

Magistrates for inadequate punishment, without the least

idc.a of the case or caring for the High Court rulings. These

people are in most cases as innocent of the High Court

rulings as a carpenter of the art of bookbinding. If the

Magistrate acquits more persons than he convicts, he must

explain, no matter whether^ he acts rightly or wrongly. If

you convict 2,cxx) persons in one month none would ask

you what you hixve done. When your acquittals prepond-

erates even by 2, then you arc undone. To make the return

acceptable to the higher authorities, what tricks do not the

Magi.stratcs play ? Sometimes they give hints to the Police

to send up nuisance cases or cases of similar nature. Some-

times other plans are thought of by weaker persons.

Now I ask you in the name of Justice and P’airplay, how

many Deputy Magistrates have sufficient courage and in-

dependence of character to perform their duties properly

and fearlessly under such conditions and circumstances ?

They are after aii human beings and come from different

stages of society. Now can an Deputy Magistrate or

a Bunnia Deputy Magistrate .stand the " Dhamki" of the

Magistrate and act against his advice or instructions in

judicial matters, knowing fuli well that if he does not obey

the Magistrate or submit to the District Superintendent, he

is sure to be lowered in the estimation of the people or

transferred to a bad District or reported^badly in the General

Administration Report? Every Deputy Magistrate knows

the force and effect of a D. 0. and the extent of harm which

it can do.

In my time I had the honor of knowing cnost intimately

many Deputy Magistrates, and I have still opportunities of

meeting them frequently and hearing their sad tales. I

think there are very few really conscientious officers wh</

have peace of mind, or who are at all satisfied with their lot

in the service. The facts which I have related are/iot known

to the higher authorities and they cannot be brought to their

notice officially or by any other channel. It is hoped that
_

Government which always tries to do justice and which

respects the independence of judicial officer? will protect

this cla^ of unfortunate officers from uncalled for interfer-

ence, annoyance and insult to which they are daily and

hourly subjected.

GREECE.

The “ Journal de la Chambre de Constantinople ” In its issues of

the i4th August and 14th September last, in reviewing a recent

irticlc from the pen of M. Adolphe Dekonlnck, extracts the follow-

ing passages on the subject of the economic movements in the

Greek Kingdom
The continental portion, the peninsula and the numerous islands

which constitute Greece proper, have an area of 64,689 square

kilometres, and a population of 1,067,000 souls. This country,

although twice as large, is only a third as populous as Belgium.

The density of the population docs not exceed 32 persons to the

square kilometre. The Balkan peninsula, Russia, Sweden, and

Norway, arc the only European countries with a scantier popula-

tion than that of the Hellenic kingdom. This inferiority is only

temporary, for in no part of the continent, is the population higher

than in Greece, in which the number of inhabitants increases annu-

ally by 12 per thousand. ^

What is wanted in Greece is the land. Thus the idea oi drain-

ing the lakes and marshes and devoting to agriculture the portions

of the plains occupied by the waters has been welcomed with

enthusiasm. ... . . r
The most important undertaking ot this kind is the draining of

the Copais lake, not far from the town of Thebes, which will

shortly allow of the cultivation of nearly 25,000 hectares ot land

of wonderful fertility and the revenue from which is estimated at

10 millions francs. Colonists are wanted to work the new lands,

and it appears that propositions from Swiss and Italian subjects

have been already received.

Farming on a large scale is almost unknown. The extensive sub-

division of the land is one ot the most serious obstacles to the

introduction of agriculture machinery, but it is hoped to popularise

that latter in consequence of the scarcity of labour to work the

drained lands.

Some properties arc already administered in a particular manner,

principally in Allica ; but in the larger number of the farms, tools

and implements of husbandry arc in a more than primitive

condition,

Greece, which should produce six times more wheat than it now

supplies, is one of the European countries which yields the least.

The average crop is only 1,700,000 hectolitres, or a little more

than half of what is required for consumption. Wheat from the

plain of 'Fhebes and barley from ^Attica arc well known. Rye and

spelt of the stony districts arc 'very fine, but the oats arq only

moderate. The cultivation of rice, practised on a large scale for

some years in Thessaly, gives excellent results, as do the sowings

of maize tried at Eubcc and in Acarnania.

The climate is favorable for plantations of tobacco. The yield

is generally very remunerative and produces about 6 milliot),

kilogrammes. This cultivation has extended to some extent since

France, Belgium, England, and Egypt have taken to supplying

themselves in Greece. Greek tobacco has a delicate perfume, it

is light and is smoked principally in ciagarettes ; it is neither suitable

for the pipe nor for the cigar.

The sugarcane, of which there are always plantations, was already

known in the time of Alexander the Great. It is thought that the

sugar beet will thrive very well in old bed of the Copais. I hc

country is obliged to import, principally from France, a quantity

of about 4,000,000 kilogrammes of sugar annually.

Fruits of every kind abound and offer, by their beauty and quahty,

all that is found in the most favourable climates of thc^bc. The

fruit trees which flourish best arc the orange, pomegranate, fig,

almond, and apricot. The cultivation of the lemon tree, tq, which

ic soil and climate are, however, well adapted, has been neglected

ncc Italy and Spain have almost monopolised the trade in lemons

I all parts of the world. The fruit wMch is grown with tnc

rcatest success is the celebrated currant which constitutes the chief

rticle ot export from the kinvdom. Foreign countric. putch«»ed

in 1888 to the value of 66 million francs.

Forestry produces about 8 million francs and will procure four

r five times as much, says M. Bournouroff, if an improved system

f cultivation were practised. . _ .
..

The production of Valonia is very important, it is ^ught alter

y Eii|lan(rand lyily, where it it used in dyeing ana tanning.

The kingdom' contains 108,000 horses.
.

The sheep number 3,46SiOoo « '^7 pe» hAndrefl mbabitwti.
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The wool of these sheep is white, very long, very coarse and often

mixed with hairs and down.
*

Bees are* numerous, and agriculture has largely developed.

Greece is, moreover, a country which abounds in wild plants, the
• ^fumed flowers of which give a honey of a peculiar aroma. The
kingdom ^produces annually 8,75,000 francs worth of honey, which

has its chief market in Turkey. Greek wax is distinguished by its

whiteness and beauty. t

Maritine fauna abound. The sturgeon, salmon, mackerel,

anchovy, tunny, and sword-fish which supplies a reddish and fine

silk, is caught in the Ionian Sea. The Greeks devote themselves

less to the capture of flsh than to Ashing for sponge and coral,

which they practise with more skill than the Syrian divers, and

for which they use more than 900 boats. They also apply them-

selves to the search for leeches.

Greece does not possess coal mine, but it contains lignite deposits

at Marcopoulo, in Attila, and at Koumi, in Eubca. The lignite

of Marcopoulo is of inferior quality ; it docs not contain more

than 45 per cent, oi pure carbon, while that of Koumi is equivalent

to two-thirds of an equal weight in English coal.

Milo supplies sulphur, and Zante possesses springs of an excellent

petroleum oil, which was utilised for public lighting by the ancient

Greeks and Romans.

There is found, notably at Seriphos, magnetic iron which is one

of the best kinds—that of slag, which is derived from the old mines

of argentiferous lead of Laurium, the production of which is con-

sumed to a large extent by Belgium.

The great wealth of the country in marbles of all colours, more

precious even than those of Carrara^^is only as yet but slightly de-

veloped. The marble of Paros, the most celebrated of all, well

merits the excellent reputation it has always enjoyed. Its colour, i

more often of a white slightly tinged with yellow, imparts to statues

which are made of it a beautiful effect, and when this tint is slightly

shaded with a rose it resembles the color of human flesh. This

marble has no equal for transparency
j unfortunately it is frequently

interspersed with sheets of mica which alter its homogeneity. The
other well-known marbles are the white of Pentelie, of a finer

grain than that of Paros, the red of Laconia, the speckled of Scyros,

the black of Mantinea and Mount Hymcttc, and the famous green

capitolin of Carystos. There also abound numerous varieties of

serpentine stone, lof different shades and qualities. Meerschaum,

which is found near the Gulf of Corinth, enjoys a great reputation.

The dairy industry is very imperfect. The Greek cows give a

bad butter, .more or less rancid, incapable of withstanding the com-

petition of Russian, English, and Scandinavian products, which are

imported in large quantities. Cheeses, made with the milk of sheep

and goats, are eaten by Europeans, but they suit the taste of the

Orientals. Those of Mycanc, in the Cyclades, arc among the best.

Flour mills worked by water and wind number 1,200, whilst

there arc not 100 mills moved by steam. Rice-mills, factories of

macaroni and other food pastes, have been established in several

towns near the agricultural centres.

The distilling industries arc represented by more than 200 es-

tablishments, producing annually 35 million litres of alcohol and

13 million litres of different liqueurs, of which the best known is

the marasquin of Cephalonia.

Greece produces 1,800,000 hectolitres of wine, one-fourth of

which is exported to Russia, Turkey, Egypt, Austria, France and

England. Some wines have all the characteristics of the growths

of Spain and Italy, while there arc qualities of table wines which
*

resemble Burgundy and RhAnc wines. The best growths of the

Greek peninsula arc those of Cornith, famous for aroma and

bouquet ;
those of Patras, esteemed for their extreme mildness ;

and those of Marathon, which arc distinguished by their extreme
delicacy, and which recall, by their general qualities, Sauterne and

Barsac. The wine of Ithaca, Cephalonia, and Samos hold the

first place in the Ionian Archipelago, Those of Santorin, Terios,

Maxos, and other Cyclades, arc always among the most approved in

the Mediterranean. The vineyards Malvoisic have long ceased to

exist. The name of the celebrated wine which they supplied is

now applied to other growths.

Greece is the cradle of the manufacture of olive oil. The coun-
try produces annually five million kilogrammes of it, and if only

necessary improvements in its manufacture were effected the pro-

duction would be in a position to compete with the best of any

other coui\try. Already the Attica oil is very good, but almost all

•the oils which foreign countries purchase in Greece sftid which arc

not used in the soap works must be further refined in Europe before

being put into consumption.

As regards Greek metallurgical industries the greater number of

the machines used in the manufactures, and many, of those working

on board steamers have some years been constructed in the factories

of the Piraeus, Parnassida, Syra, Corinth, Nauplia^ Corfu, or

Zante. These factories have also sflcceeded in extending their trade

in the neighbouring countries, and in the East.

The art of naval construction is much dcvelofc^}, and the* vessels,

whilst being exoellently constructed, cost two-third less than French

boats.

The perfume industry produces essences. That of the rose, the

most valuable of all because of the sweetness of its perfume, is dis-

tilled principally in Thessaly, while the ecsence of lemon is pre-

pared principally at Piraeus.

The art of dyeing, so prominent in ancient Greece, has . been
preserved up to the present time. It is practised at Pcracus,

Laupa, Ambelakia, Syra, Corinth, Mauplia, Corfu and Zante.

Tanning is one of the oldest and most ancient in* the country.

Almost all the native cotton is used in the spinning mills. The
latter chiefly supply the strong kinds, numbers i to 12, which have
replaced English threads.

^
The manufacturers devote their energies to producing cheap

tissues, which are superior, however, to the ^rticlcs imported, and
which are consumed in the country, and Anatolia, Pcracus, which
has been called the “ Manchester of Greece ” is the scat par ex-

cellence of the cotton industry, in which also participate Larissa,

Turnavo, Ambelakia, Parnassida, Syra, Corinth, Nauplia, Patras,

Corfu, and Zante.

The silk industry has taken a new development. It attracts

buyers who admire the solidity, the finish and the fine indelible

[

colours of its products. Spinning is carried on at Piraeus accord-

ing to the most recent processes, as well as at Calamaca, Sparta, Nidi
and Andros.

^ ^
Weaving is carried on at Piraeus, Calamata, Larissa, Syra, Hydra

and Zante. The chief manufactures arc transparent tissues, neck-

erchiefs, waistband, scarves and tissues of mixej silk and cotton.

Athens produces ready made clothing which leaves nothing to be
desired as regards cut and finish. In the capital of the kingdom,

there arc also made good electric apparatus, guitars, mandolins,

violins, and typographical articles which arc not without merit.

Greece is an excellent outlet, not only because she is obliged to

obtain from abroad the greater part ot her articles of consumption
and the raw materials necessary fot her industry, but also because of

the public works in course of execution or projected. Already the

Germans have appreciated the importance of the Greek kingdom
from a commercial point of view ; they have recognised that the

greatest obstacle which presents itself to the extension of Greek
commerce is want of capital. In order to remedy this state of

affairs, they have created a credit establishment which advances
money on mortgage. They have also recognised, as well as the

English and French, the importance of establishing in Greece
branches of their banks.

The articles of import into Greece, for which competition is

most keen arc :—From England—steel, boilers, woollen blankets,

sewing thread, iron in pigs, gloves, linseed, oil, machinery fixed,

machine-tools, writing-paper, cotton tissues, and tissues of wool.

From Germany—woollen blankets, faience, wrought, hammered
and rolled iron, flannel, agricultural machinery, haberdashery,

hardware, and printing-paper. From France—light stuff for

women’s dress, gloves, window glass, cable glass, cools and pro-

celains. From Austria-Hungary—cordage, cloths, glasses, packing
paper, procelain and ready made clothing, From Italy—cloth,

gloves, writing-paper and small wares. From Russia—cordage, 5cc.

MONGHYR.
Jamalpur^ the %th Junuaty^ i8go.

Our New Year’s festivities went off without the customary sports

and races. On the contrary two river accidents marred the hap-
piness of the advent. The steamer “Luckhcc” (belonging to

E. B. State Railway hirad by the I. Railway Company for the

time being while their own steamer “Bradford Leslie” was un-

dergoing repairs at Monghyr), whilst plying between Sahcbgungc
and Muniharec on the 4th instant, in mid river, a few miles from
the port, all of a sudden broke down, some of her machinery having

given way.

Another steamer named “Margaret” belonging to the Com-
pany was forthwith engaged to carry passengers, kc. The
latter whilst returning from Muniharee Ghat on the 5th in-

stant with passengers and mail, got aground at the Ghat. Fortu-

nately no injury was done to passengers. The Traffic Manager,
his personal assistant, together with certain administrative staff num-
bering about 25 men have already removed to Calcutta. Another
batch of 50 men is likely to go down by the 1st of next month.
M rs. C. H. Denham, the Chief Engineer of the E. 1. Railway,

having rftired, Mr. F. E. Robertson has taken charge of this

line as Chief Engineer.

The Native breach of promise case alluded to in my last,

although it went to court, has subsequently been compromised out
of it. ^Thc tide of reduction in the E. I. Railway establishment

has not subsided. Rumour has it that there will be a sweeping
reduction yet. Gcntfral Sir Strachey, the Chairman of the Board of

Directors of the E. I. Railway Co^any, accompanied by Sir A.
M. Rcndcl, Chief Consulting Engineer to the Board, is expected

in this country shortly. Their object is to inspect the line and
overhaul the sjpstcm of accounts, as also to enquire personally into

the matter of the proposed grand chord line to Calcutta from

the N, W., which is now under survey.
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OOEPOEAHON OF OALOUTTA.
The 2ND Adjournment of

(he loth Ordinary Monthly Meeting

of the Commissioners of Calcutta^

Will be held in the Town Hall,

on Thursday next, the ojrd January i8qo,

at 4 VM,,

when the business left undisposed of at the

Adjourned Meeting held on the i6ih idem,

"
will bc*considercd.

JOHN COWIE,
^ Secretary,

17th January, 1890.

H. r7h. Prince Albert Victor

Reception Fund.
NOTICE TO SU 13SCRIHKRS.

To close the Accounts Subscribers who have

not already sent in their Subset iptions, will

greatly oblige the Executive Committee by

•••doing so without delay. «

RAJ KUMAR SARVADHIKARl,

S. E. J.
CLARKE,

• Jt. Hon. Secretaries.

Calcutta, 9lh Jan. 1890.'

E E. E PEINOE ALBERT VIOTOR

REOEFTION FUND.
SUBSCRIPTIONS RECEIVED.

The Honorary Treasurers have pleasure in

acknowledging receipt of the following amounts

subscribed to the above !• und i

—

R. A. P.

The Nawab Bahadoor of Moor-

shedabad, K.CI.E. ... i.ooo 0 0

Nawal) Shahoonneessa Begum

Sahebeha ... 300 o 0

Prince W»lla Kudr Hossein Alt

Mirza Bahadoor ... ... 250 0 0

Prince Iskandar AU Mirza Baha-

door _ 500 0 0

H. H. The Maharaja of Cooch

Bchar, G.C.I.E. ... ... 1,000 0 o

The Maharaja of Vizianagram,

K.C.I.E. ... ••• hooo 0 0

The Maharaja of Doomraon,

K.CI.E. ... - 2,500

The Maharaja of Bettiah, K.CI.E. 3,000

The Maharaja of Duibhanga,

K.CI.E. ... ...10,000

The Maharaja of Ilutwa ... 1,000

The Mahar.aja of Gidhore ... 1,000

Nawab Sir Khw.ijah Abdul Ghani,

K. C. .S. I., and Nawab Aslian-

woollah Bahadoor, of Dacca ... 5,®^ ® ®

Maharaja Str Jotindro Mohun

Tagore Bahadoor, K.C.S. I. ...

Babu Rally Kissen Tagore

Maharani Siirnomoyee, C.I., of

Ka.ssimbazar

Nawab Syed Ata Hossein Khgn

Bahadoor of Kissengiinj

Rai Gunga Peis.ad Singh Baha-

door of Durbhanga

Kumar Debendro Miillick Baha-

door ...

The Hon. Raja Doorga Churn

Law, C.I.E.

Maharaja Sir Norendro Krishna

Bahadoor, K.C.I.E.

Maharaja of Sonbarsa

Maharshi Debendro Nath Tagore

Raja Ram Narain Sing, of Khaira

Raja Poorna Chunder Sing

Bahadoor
Raja Run Bahadoor Sing of

Tikari ... ... ^ 0

Hajec Muhammad Malikat Tujjar

of Busliire ... ... 5®°

Babu Sham Churn Law ... 5^
Messrs. F. W. Heilgcrs & Co. ... 5^

„ Gladstone Wylie & Co.... 500

„ Finlay Muir & Co. ... 5^0

„ Mackinnon Macken7ic& Co. 500

„ Giilanders Arbuthnot & Co.

2,500

2,000

1,000 o o

1,000 0 0

1,000 o o

1,000 0 o

750 0 o

500
500

500

500

500

King Hamilton & Co« ... 5^
Ralli Brothers ...

Macneill & Co. ... 5^
Jardine .Skinner & Co. ... 5^0

E. D. J. Ezra & Co. ... S^o

Elias S. Gubboy & Co. ... 5?^

REIS AND RAYYET.
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Rs. A p.
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Messrs. Turner Morrison & Co.... 500 0 0

„ Kiiburn & Co. 500 0 0

„ Gisborne & Co, 500 0 0

„ Apear & Co, 500 0 0
j

„ Walsh Lovett & Co. ... 500 0 0

Raja Mahima Runjun Roy Chow-
dhury of Kakina ... ... 300 0 0

Kumar Rao Jogendro Narain

(Kumar Ranajit Singh of Nashipur?)300 0 0

The Mah.araja of Chota Nagpur... 250 0 0
Raja Jytipras.ad Cargo, of Maisadal 250 0 0

Rai Boodh Sing Bissen Chand
Bahadoor 250 0 0

Rai Shoorm Mull Bahadoor 250 0 0
Babu Joy Gobiiul Law 250 0 0

Messrs. R. Steel & Co. 250 0 0

„ J. Thomas & Co. 250 0 0

„ Balmer Lawrie & Co. ... 250 0 0

„ Hoare,’ Miller & Co. 250 0 0

„ Bird & Co. ... 250 0 0

H Begg Dunlop & Co. 250 0 0

„ Ketticwcll Bulien & Co.... 250 0 0

„ William Morah & Co. ... 250 0 0

„ Anderson Wright & Co. 250 0 0

„ Mackenzie Lyall & Co. ... 250 0 0

,, Burn & Co. ... 250 0 0

„ Arakie Brothers (Croft,

Wells & Co.) 250 0 0
Messrs. Williamson Magor & Co. 250 0 0
The Dowager Maharanee of

Burdwan 200 0 0
Raja Peary Mohun Mookerjee,

C.S.I. ... 200 0 0
Raja Baidanath Pundit of Cuttack 200 0 0
Rajah Pudmanund Sing of Banali 200 0 0
Nawab Faizoonnessa Begum
Chowdhury of Hossnabad, Tip-

perah ... 200 0 0
Prince jehan Kudr Mirza Wahed

Ally Bahadoor 200 0 0
Syed Nawab Ally Chowdhury of

Mymensingh 200 0 0
Syed Tazumull Hossen Khan Ba-
hadoor of Patna ... 200 0 0

Babu Jagat Kishote Acharjeeya
Chowdhury ... ,,, . 200 0 0

Babu Radabullub Roy Chowdhury 200 0 0
Babu Ramesshur Proshad Narain
Sing of Gya 200 0 0

Babu Jodu Lall Mullick 200 0 0
Babu Brojendra Coomar Roy
Chowdhury 200 0 0

Babus Sitta Nath and Janoki
Nath Roy 200 0 0

The Great Eastern Hotel Coy.

Ld. ... 200 0 0
Messrs. David Sasson and Co.... 200 0 0
Messrs. John Elliott and Co. ... 200 0 0
Messrs. Peel Jacob and Co. 200 0 0
The Hon’ble Prince Miihammed
Ferok Shah i?o 0 0

Rai Budree Doss Moakim Baha-
diir 150 0 0

Coomar Radhapersad Roy 150 0 0
Pundit Sailajanunda Ojha of Bai-

dyanaih 150 0 0
Babu Abhoy Churn Gooho 150 0 0
Babu tiopaul Chunder Naulakha 150 0 0
Babu Roma Nath (ihose 150 0 0
Messrs. Lyall Marshall and Co.... 150 0 0
Messrs. Ewing & Co. ISO 0 0
Messrs. Barry and Co. T50 0 0
Babu Ramesshur Narain Mahla... 121; 0 0
Raja Sir Sourindra Mohun Tagore,

Kt., C.I.E. 100 0 0
Raja Sashi Sikharessur Roy 100 0 0
Raja I’romotha Bhusun Deb Roy,

of Naldangah 100 0 0
Prince Kamar Kudr Mirza Baha-
dur 100 0 0

Kumar Gopalendra Narain Roy,
of i’uttia 100 0 0

Kumar Dowlat Chunder Roy ... 100 0 0
The Hon’ble Justice Pigot 100 0 0
The Hon’fclc Sir H, L. Harrison.

Kt. ... 100 0 0
The Hon’ble Syed Ameer Hos-

sein, C.I.E. 100 0 0
Rai Jugodanunda Mukerjee Ba-
hadur ... , 100 0 0

Kajee Syed Reza Hossen Khan
Bahadur of Patna... 100

1

0 0
Babu Gonesh Chunder Chunder... 100 0 0
Babu Raj Kumar Roy of Narail... 100 0 0
Babu Krishna Chunder Roy
Chawdhury of Chooranum too 0 0

BabiliGolabroy Podder 100 »0* 0
Babu Ram Chand Goondka ... 100 0 0
Moulvie Abdulbari of Colootollah 100 0 0

¥

[January i8, 1896.

-
. - '

'
' •/’

I

Ri. A. P.
' His Grace the Archbishop of Cal-

cutta and the Catholic Priest loo o o

The poor Catholics of Calcutta ... loo o o

Messrs, Moore and Co. ... lOO o o
^

Total ,..60,125 0 o

Further lists of payment? will be acknow-
ledged hereafter.

DURGA CHURN LAW,
A. WILSON,

Hony. Treasurers,

RAJ KUMAR SARVADHIKARl,
S. E. J. CLARKE,

Honorary Secretaries.

NOTICE.
In accordance with the Resolution of the

Government of Bengal in the General Depart-
ment, dated the 6th March 1S86, published on
page 541 of the Calcutta Gazette of the 31st of
the same month, notice is hereby given that an
examination (for the admission of female
students to the certificate class of the Calcutta

Medical College will be held in the Theatre of
that College on Tuesday, the 11th February
1890, and following days.

Hours and Subjects of Examination,
Tirtfw/di;/.—English dictation, Grammar and

Composition—from i to 4 p.m.

pyednesday.^-History of England and India.

Geography : General, and of In-
' dia in particular—from t to 4 P.M.

Arithmetic : the first four rules,

vulgar and decimal fractions, and
proportion—from 1 to 4 P.M.

Candidates should apply in writing to the

Principal of the Medical College, Calcutta, not

later than Saturday, the 8th February, for per-

mission to appear at the examination.

Applications for permission to reside in the

Sarnamayi Hostel should be addressed to the

Honorary Secretary to the Bengal Branch of

the Countess of Dufiferin’s Fund, 36, Chow-
ringhee, Calcutta.

A. CROFT,
Director of Public Instruction,

The 6tk January i8go.

NOTIFICATION.
To be peremptorily sold pursuant to a decree

and order of the Calcutta High Court in its

Extraordinary Original Civil Jurisdiction

made in suit No. i of 1881 (wherein Chutter-

put Sing is plaintiff and Meer Mahomed
Cazeem Jobury and others are defendants)
and dated respectively the 15th of August
18S7 and the 17th of December 1888 by the

Registrar of the said Court in his sale room
in the Court House on Saturday the 8th of
March next at the hour of 12 o’clock at noon
the following properties

*

Lot No. I.—Putnec Lot Nawanankar Aslce
with Dakhilee situate in Pergunnah Sreepore
in Zillah Purnea Sub-Registration district and
Thannah Arrareah the annual Sudder J umma
of which is Rs. 3,525. t

Lot No. 2.—Putnee Lot Salfgui^gp Aslee
with Dakhilee situate in Pergunnah Havelli

Zillah Purnea Sub-Registration ^distirct Ar-
rarcah and Thannah Matiari the ‘annual Sud-
der Jumma of which is Rs. 10,300.

Lot No. 3.—Lot Mirzapore Aslee with

Dakhilee situate in Pergunnah Havelli Zillah

Purnea Sub-Registration district Arrareah and
Thannah Raneegunge the annual Sudder
Jumtna of which is Rs. 14,306.

Lot No. 4.—An eight annas share of Is-

temraree Talook Ramai &c. ^^ee with

Dakhilee situate in Pergunnah Sultanpore

Zillah Purnea Sub-Registration district Ar-

rareah add Thannahs Arrareah and Matiari

the annual Sudder Jumma of which is

Rs. 1,124.

The abstact of title c^and conditions of sate

may be seen at the office of the Registrar

High Court Original Jurisdiction and at the

office of Messrs. Beeby and Rutter attorneys

for the plaintiff any day before the sale and
will be produced at the sale.

(Sd.) R. BELCHAMBERS,
Registrar.

Beeoy and Rutter,

Plaintiffs attorneys,

Calcutta High Court,

Original Jurisdiction.

The 9th January 1890,
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IN THE PRESS.

Uniform wiA “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal ”

ES^TS BT A BRAHMAN
IN

FolitioB, Sooiofogy, History, & literature

BY

the Author of “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal.”

Calcutta.

Keis Rayyei Office.

PRICE :

To Subscribers paying before publication Rs, 4

„ mere registering subscribers ... „ 5

„ Ordinary purchasers ... „ 6

Apply to the Manager, Reis and Rayyet^

1, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

Price Post free Rs, 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS 4 VOYAGES IN BENGAL

BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah^

BY

SAMBHU 0 . MOOKERJEB,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah Stale.

Apply to Manager, “REIS & RAYTET”

j, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

We have received from the office of Reis

arOi Rayyet^ one of the leading native news-

papers of Calcutta, a most readable little broch-

ure written by Baboo Sambhu C. Mookerjee,

once Minister to the late Nawab Faridoon Jah,

Bahadoor, Nawab Nazim of Bengal, Behar and
Orissa, which gives a graphic account of the

Baboo’s travels to and in Independent Tip-

perah. Written in capital English and evi-

oenily by a gentleman of broad views and
enlightened mind, the work is decidedly a

valuable addition 10 the catalogue of English

written Bengalee literature. This book of

travels should be read widely not only by

English residents out here, but by our country-

men at home, for it teems with interest

teaches us far more about the fine belt of
unopened country travelled through than any
work of the sort written by an Englishman
would have done. Baboo^ Sambhu Chuiuler
Mookerjee is one of whom his countrymen
may well be proud, for he writes throughout
with the moderate and educated pen of
a thorough gentleman.— Indian Planters'

Gazetted Sporting" News. October 4, 1887.

Mr. S. Mookerjee, who will be readily recog-
nised as the editor of that able little paper
the Reis and Rayy^, dedicates his travles in

Bengal to a wide circle of readers—those who
know India and are unable to love her

;
those

who love her, and do n*ot know her ; those who
neither know nor love ; those who d being tire

df India, take to travelling ; foreigners who
want to know, and Englishmen. The author
himself is not the least tired of India, though
he is a traveller by profession, we might almost
say, and though he puts limits upon journeys,

never caring to get very far away from
Calcutta. It is not mileage, however, which
makes the %raveller.- .It is the power to ob-

serve sympathetically what is going on at

each stage of a journey, and to keep his spirit

about the minor inconveniences which neces-
sarily occur by road, river, or rail. This Mr.
Mookerjee does. He never loses his good
humour under any set of circumstances, and I

what is better, he conveys a full sense of it to
I

his pages. The reader may take a choice of
j

journeys through Eastern Bengal to Tipperah,
j

or to the heart of Bengal Proper, and will in

each case be fully rewarded by the fruits of

Mr. Mookerjee’s wanderings. Perhaps the

English reader will be mainly struck by the

excellent English style of the writer. The
author is not ashamed of his nationality ;

he
rejoices in being a Bengali, but at the same
time he indulges in prose which has no alien

trace in it. It is not the English of an edu-
cated German or Frenchman

;
it is the nervous

Saxon of a subject of the Empress of India.

Mr. Mookerjee had special advantages in some
of his journeys, especially to Independent Tip-
perah, whither he was called to an important
official position. He was thus assured of

many attentions, though, in forming accurate
impressions of a country it is doubtful whether
it is not better to be untrammelled with con-
nections which frighten away the simple folk

and impose reticence on them as a duty. From
the notes of his journey through East Bengal,
and to show how genial is his outlook, we take
the following :—[ Extract.]

From Dacca he went further East, and his

experiences on the Megna are of a most en-
livening description. He saw many visions of

beauty, and Mr. Mookerjee is no niggard when
he is describing something he has enjoyed
seeing. Here is a sketch on his way up the
river ;—[ Extract.]

But it is not physical beauty alone which de-
tains our author’s eye :—[ Extract.]
The same symptoms of material progress

he notes among the boatmen on bis course.—

[ Extract.]

Some portion of the volume has already been
contributed to the Statesman^ and will be fami-

liar to our readers. The following description

of natural effects is not known to them. We
doubt whether Mr. Ruskin, or Mr. Black would
accept it as a final account of the sun’s rising

and setting :—[ Extract ].— The Statesman^
October 7, 1887.

If we have not before noticed Mr. Sambhu
C. Mookerjee’s Travels in Bengal^ which was
published some months ago, it is not because
the little book is either dull or pointless. It

contains, on the contrary, much interesting

matter, though some of the incidents are over-

weighted with dei.'xil in what is facetiously

called a “little booklet.” The author’s view

as a rule is, by the way, facetious : he is. given

even to punning
; but* he is also sentimentai

in the highest degree—“a naked Whiteman”
hurts his susceptibilities

; a Hindu girl, bathing
!

in the river, throws him into an ecstasy of

delight : “she had such large 'languishing eyes!”

But he is nothing if not philosophical, and his

reflections on this or that social and political

subject are not without their moral. Mr.

Sambhu C. Mookerjee was formerly Minister

to the “ last of the Nawabs l^azim of Bengal,

Behar .and Orissa ” and aftcwvards Minister

of the Maharaja of Tipperah. He is a man,
therefore, of experience, and when he speaks
his brethren should listen to him * !TTr.

Travels in Bengal is a readable book, and it

abounds in anecdotes which are often as in-

structive as amusing, and it is not spoiled by
too many political allusions, though, of course
some few have crept in.

—

The Pioneer^

Dec., 1887.

THE

Pran Kissen Ohowdry Fund
FOR SUPPLYING

INDIA WITH NATIVE SCIENTIFIC

MEN OF EUR0PE1^N TRAINING.
•

Under a benevolent Scheme now in opera-

tion for several years, started by Baboo Pran

Kissen Chowdry, for assisting meritorious but

poor Indian students, under certain conditions,

to go to Europe for competing for the Indian

Service, there is now room for a native student,

of sound health, who, having passed the Calcutta

Government Medical College, may desire to

compete for the Covenanted Indian Medica

Service. Passage and expenses for two years’

residence in England will be paid out of the

fund of the Scheme. •

Apply to Dr. Sambhu C. Mookerjee,

Reis &* Rayyei Office,

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

In Pamphlet, Price 4. annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve /or the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW HEARSEY.

Apply to Reis &* Rayyet Office, Calcutta.

REETRAMS—

For INDIA and bII HOT CLIMjfTEg this sweetly scented emollient Milk is INVALUAHLE

, IT KEEPS the sklN GOUL and REFRESHED in the HOTTEST WEATHER,
Removes and proveuts aU SUNBURN, REDNESS, FRECKLES. TAN, etc., and

RENDERS the SKIN DELICATELY SOFT. HMOUTH aiuE WHITE. •

It entirely preveiiM it from becommg DRY unu V/IUNKLED, ana HiLSERVES the

COMPLEXION from the scorching effects of the SUN and WIND more effectually than any

other rreparition. The IRRITATION caused by the P7TES and STLNCiS of INREoTa is

• wonderlully Alayed by its use. For im/lkrtuig that .suit velvety leolmg to the skin, this

dcllghtflil preparatio- has no equal! Sold by aU Chemists.

Sole Makers M. BEBTHAM A; SON. Ohamiata, Cheltenham, Borland.

CALCUTTA AGENTS : SCOTT THOMPSON & CO.
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"IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF."

All who suffer find sure relief from

^
II It I 5

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the system

"AonteRheumatism aild RheumaticGouti

After years of semi-helplessness and suffer

ing; while in ASTHMA. BRONCHITIS,

LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACHE^

SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

or these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.

Arc you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica

tion ubilt relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at / Re. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistreet & Co.

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &

Co. Limited.
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12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,’

(Oppositt the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

HOMOIOPATHIC PHARMACY,
THE

,

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSARY IN ASIA

OF PURE HOMOEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH
INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE IN

INDEPENDENT HOMffiOPATIY
and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co. beg to draw the Attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned
WOODEN CASE

in writch every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
J2y Lai Bazaar, Calcutta.

.sg

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short winding Railway Regulat-

ors, of small s\zt, jewelled, enamelled dials, bold

figures and Candian Gold hands, with tem-

pered machinery and dust tight hinged cases

for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted

to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapness about

them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr.

A. R. Mehta from Bandora says The

7-8 watch I purchased from you two years

back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting Su-

perintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh,

says:—“A watch maker has valued your

Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, R.

W. Fusi. Regt, Lucknow, says “ Some valued

it at Rs. 15 and were completely surprised when

I told them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pretty

Candian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-

plete shirt Studs and Rings set with chemical

diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each. Mr. J.

A. Yelsmore, Satur, says “ The best gold-

smith of this place v.'ilucs the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. G.

Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikulla, says:--“A

German valued the dicynond ring at Rs. 50 stnd

the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

Rivera Steam Navigation Co

“Umited.'^

'

1|
la

TRUE TO ITS NAME,

JEYES’ “PERFECT PURIFIER”
Is the best disinfectant and exterminator of

all objectionable odours and infectious diseases.

It cleanses the roads, purifies the atmos-

phere and disinfects the drains, keeps the sick-

room pure and healthy.

EQUALLY USEFUL TO
ANLMAL AND POULTRY,

It keeps a cowshed pure and sweet.

It improves the coat, destroy vermin, keeps

fly olf, stamps out all infectious diseases.

It is a specific for foot and moirlh disease.

It kills all unpleasant smell without setting

up another smell of its own.

It kills .fleas, red lice and vermin of every

kind in Poultry, Pigeons, Cattle, Horses,

Dogs, Cals, &c. Effectually cures Gapes, Roup

and Comb Disease in Poultry.

IT IS GARDENER’S FRIEND AS WELL.
It destroys moss and weeds on gravel path-

ways and exterminates worms Irorn lawns.

^ It is a valuable destroyer of all kinds^of ants.

It kills green fly, red spider, ihrips mealy

bug, removes worms from the soil in pots, &c.

Agents ; DYCE, NICOL & CO.,

3,
Commercial Building s» CauSiim.

This Company’s Steamer “CASHMERE” ^

will leave Calcutta for Assam on Friday, the

24th inst.
*

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel

should be sent to the Company’s Godowns
at Juggannauth Ghat, not later than noon of

Thursday, the 23rd inst.

Cachar Line.

The steamer of this line will leave Cal-

cutta for Cachar on the aist current (Tues-

day) for which cargo will be received until noon

of Monday.
Assam Despatch Steamer Service from

GOALUNDO
and

Daily Mail Steamer Service from
Dhubri to Debrooohur.

A Daily service is maintained from Goal-

undo and Dhubri for passengers and light goods

traffic, i. e., packages not weighing over a

ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival

of the previous night’s 9-30 P. M. (Madras time)

train from Sealdah, and Dhubri on arrival of

the mails.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to

almost all stations can be booked through from

or to Calcutta via Goalundo or Kannia with

the Eastern Bengal State and connected Rail-

ways—Passengers and Parcels via Kannia
only.

All particulars as to rates of freight and
passage by all the above mentioned Services to

be had on application to—

MACNEILL & CO.,
Agents,

2-1, Clive Ghat Street

Calcutta, the xyth January, 1890.

C. RINGER & CO. have in hand the

largest stock of Homoeopathic Medicines,

Medicine Cases, Medical Sundries, and Books,

&c., &c., for sale at their Homoeopathic Es-

tablishment, 10, Hare Street, Calcutta. Cata-

logue, free on application.

Lovers of a good Trichinopoly Cigar are re-

commended to try the Sma/l Roger Brand

Price Re. 1-4 per 100.

T. HILL & CO.,

5, Uharamtola Street,

Calcutta.

M 7

Re. 1-8

„ 0-8

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY(ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
AND

Review of Politics, Literature, and Society

BATES OF SUBSOBIPTIOK.*

Yearly ... in advance ... Rs. 12

Half-yearly ... „

Quarterly ... „

Monthly ... „

Single or sample Copy,,

BATES OF ADVEBTISEUENI.
Advertisements (three columns to the page and

102 lines to the column; are cjiarged by the

space taxen up, at tne rate ot T annas a line,

each insertion. The lowest charge for any ad-

vertisemenlis Rs. 2, except Dornei^tic Occur-

rences, the lowest charge for whicn is Rs. 3.

Special rates for Contracts^

No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

will be charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at the rate of 4 annas a month or

Rs. 3, a yea:.

Business Communications (post paid) to

be ’directed to “The Manager,’^ and Literary

Communications and bppks and pamonlets

(carnage paid) to “Thb Editor of Reis

sir ”

tlckoor DUtPs Lane, IVellington

Street, Calcutta.

8: Rayyet,

Office: /

* 5 ' 3, Commercial Building s, CauHitm. _—
Proprietor evtiySaturday bf Mutiv UU Ghosb, at THE BEE PRESS, No. /, Udoor Dutft Lam, Calcutta.



t DROIT ET AVANT

News and Our Comments.

It was at one time proposed to invite the Queen to Dublin next sum-

mer to open the Museum. The Dublin^Corporation has since decided

otherwise. The Nationalist Members were apprehensive that such an

invitation might mean an abandonment of the Home Rule policy and

acceptance of the detested Government. They seem to have been

reminded of the Melody of the Dublin Nation

DOWN BRITANNIA.—BY EVA.

Down, Britannia 1—brigand, down I

No more to rule with sceptred hand ;

'

Truth raises o’er thy throne at last

Her exorcising wand.

I see ** the fingers on the wall

The proud, the thrice accursed, shall fall—

Down, Britannia, down 1

Jubilate .'—rings the cry

Exultingly from pole to pole,

/with bended knee and glistening eye,

Glad shouts of triumph roll.

lo p(£an /—raise the song I

From sea to shore it sweeps along

—

Down, Britannia, down 1

For cold deceit through long, long years,

For iron rule with blood-stained sword,

For brave man’s life and woman’s tears,

For basely broken word.

There comes a loud terrific voice,

Bidding the long oppressed rejoice

—

Down, Britannia, down !

The golden sands of Indian clime

—

The China towers of old Pekin,

Have seen ihe desolating print

Of thy dark hoof of sin
;

And, ground and plundered to the death.

Their children cry, with latest breath,

Down, Britannia, down 1

Still walling at the Eternal Gale,

See myriad bloody spectres stand
;

They cry aloud, through night and day,

Against thy bloody hand,

For “ Vengeance ! vengeance dark and dire !

O Lord of Glory, show thine ire I

^

Down with Britannia, down h”

Yes I down—if Heaven williaid the brave
;

4 life and strength have but this aim,

Accounting blood and toil as nought, * •

So tiampled be thy name.

God grant to us the final blow,

Unto the dust to strike thee low. *

^ Down, Britannia, down !

For this have heroes fought and bled
;

For this have pined in exile lone ;

For this the gallows bore its fruit.

And yet it has not won
;

But, oh ! ’t is worth a struggle yet.

Though every hearth with blood were wet

!

Down, Britannia, down 1

u
^When banded are the good and true.

We know at last the word is said ;

We march along the glorious way,

By heavenly teaching led.

Oh 1 ’/ is at last the holy hour

For all to cry, with prophet power,

Down, Britannia, down t

• #

The Servian Government has authorized the Finance Minister lo raise

a five per cent, loan of 30 millions of francs at 75 per cent. It is in-

tended by this loan to pay oft the railway company and to indemnify

the salt monopolists.

• •

The Russian Expedition to Thibet under Colonel Pevtsoff reached

Keria at the end of .September last. To avoid the intense summer heat,

they proceeded from Yarkand into the mountains south-west of

Kashgar. There they remained till the beginning of September. They
were of course not idle. They made several zoological, botanical and

geological excursions and then made for Khoten passing through Gouma.

After a stay of five days in that city, the party proceeded to Keria,.

On the i6th October, the day following the date of his last letter, the

head of the Expedition was to have left for the oasis of Nia. Leav-

ing his surplus baggage there, he intended to examine the mountains on

the north-west of Thibet for a practicable pass. Failing to discover the

pass, he proposed lo pass the winter at Cherchen, entering Thibet next

spring by the course of the Cherchen river.

#

It has been pointed out that the Imperial charters of 1772 and 1789 re-

cognised by the Czars Alexander, Nicholas I and Alexander II, secured

to the Baltic Provinces and to Livonia their constitution and privileges.

Even the present Czar in his manifesto of March 14, 1881 swore ** reli-

giously to reject the rights, privileges, and fundamental laws of his

subjects in the Baltic Provinces including Livonia.” But an Ukase of

December 10 last makes the Russian language compulsory in the law

Courts. Another prescribes the same language for municipalities in

those Pi^vinces. From the present month, it has been decreed that

nothing but Russian is no be taught in the schools. This, it is con-

tended, is a violation of the pledges repeatedly given, to the Baltic

Provinces, and is but a development of the policy of warring against

all the non-Muscovite elements of the Czar’s empire. Germany cannen

look on indifierently this Russifying process of the Baltic region.

Such is the view taken by the Time^ Vienna Correspondent.

Subscribers tn the country are requested to remit by postal money orders^ ifpossible^ as the safest and most convenient
medium^ particularly as it ensures acknowledgment through the Department No other receipt will be

given any other being unnecessary, and likely to cause cot^usion.
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During his visit to Constantinople, the German Emperor is reported

to have formed a
^
favorable impression of the Turkish military forces.

According to His Majesty, “ the Turkish army was in an excellentt state

of organization, and well able to meet the military requirements of

the empire. A war against Turkey would in future be a bold and

difficult undertaking and any Power might well hesitate to expose itself

to the risks of ^uch a venture.”

• •

We read

“The wealth of the United States is increasing with fabulous strides.

It has quadrupled sine? 1850, and doubled bince 1S70. In 1850 the

assessed value of the Republic was 5,287,613,148 dols., and the actual

wealth 13,652,499,739 dols. In 1889 ibe loriiier had risen to a total of

33,719,000,000 dols., and the latter 10 61,459,000,000 dols. Tlyirc was

a dpciease in the decade ending 1870 as coifipaied with the previous

decade, due to the war. With this e.xception, the increase has gone on

by leaps and bounds, which may well excite the envy of the Slates of

the Old Woild. According to the VorA' ‘the wealth of

the United Slates now exceeds the total wealth of the whole woild at

any time previous to the middle of the eighteenth century, and the

amount invested abroad is alone equal to the national wealth of Poilii-

«^al and Ucnmaik. The *oial wealth of only five nations is equal to

the mere increase of the United States in the past nine years.’”

#

• • •

A Treaty of Commerce Ifas recently been concluded bejween Great

Britain and Bulgaria.

“Art. I provides that British merchandise imported into Bulgaria

shall be subjected to a Customs duty of 8 per cent, advalorem^ without

piejudice to the most-favonred-nalion treatment either as regaids cost

of transport or from any other point of view. Such merchandise shall

also pay a duly of one-half per cent., as well as the communal taxes

established by law in Bulgaria.

Art. 2 declares that spirits, tobacco, s.alt, gunpowder, and all other

articles which, in conformity with the laws of the Principality, arc sub-

ject to Excise duty, shall pay taxes fixed by special laws, in addition

to the duties provided for in the previous article.

Art. 3 provides that Bulgarian agricultural and industrial products

imported into the United Kingdom shall pay the same duties as similar

products of nations enjoying the most-favoured-nation treatment.

Art. 4 states that the present agreement remains in force until Jan.

13, 1891 ;
and if not repudiated by Oct. 13, 1890, by one of the contract-

ing parties, it will hold good until Jan. 13, 1892.”

The Novosti throws out the hint, that unless confirmed by the Porte, it

is a violation of the suzerain rights of the Sultan affirmed by the Treaty

of Berlin,

• #

It has been detected by a Philadelphia physician—Dr. Mark Nardyz,

that the so-called “kid” gloves are oftentimes produced from human

skin, and that tanning of human epidermis goes on largely in France

and Switzerland. It is said that a man’s back makes good sole

leather. At one time there was such a trade in human skin in Massa-

chusetts, but it was put down by General Ben Butler.

• •

In Madras, they observe Her Majesty’s Birthday as also that of the

Prince of Wales. Why should they not add a third birthday to the

list of public holidays—that of Prince Albert Victor of Wales?

The more, the merrier, say the galley-slaves in the offices. What

would the Bank of Bengal ?
*

A Correspondent in the Madras Mail reports a strange birth at

Valapallai

“A low caste woman gave birth to a child of preternatural appear-
ance. The young visitant to the world had stripes (blue and black) all

over the body and the neck. The hair was long and thick. The nails

were rouglily made and crooked. The face bore very close resemblance
to a full-grown wild cat.”

• •

The Teluiru Harp reports that Mr. .M. Kothandarao Pantulu, one of the

leading pleaders of the District Court, was sued for a sura of money.

He pleaded payment and argued his own case. From certain letters

which the pleader had written, the .Munsiff found that money was still

due. Mr. Pantulu appealed to the District Judge, who too held him

liable for the amount. This was loo much for the pleader, and he

preferred another appeal to the High Court. That Court W only

upheld the decree of the two Courts below^ but has called on the

pleader to show cause why.^e should not be disbarred.

•
• •

In Madras, a gymnasium must be licensed. One Ndt*ainswamy Pillay

has been fined Rs. 25 for keeping such a school without permission of

the Police Commissioner.

At Bombay, they order things diflfereDtly. Last week, the Governor

himself laid the foundation stone of the Sir Dinshavi Manockjee

Petit Gymnastic Institution. In August of 1858, some citizens of Bom-

bay started a sort of gymnastic institute for physical education of boys.

At the end of three years, the Government was moved for and granted

a free site on the Esplanade. That removed only one difficulty*

They coiiicl not make it a free institution, and though it flourished as

regards the number of boys, its capacity remained undeveloped for

want of sufficient resources, as it had to depend on fitful donations*

In course of time, the site granted by Government was required

for a public purpose, and the gymnasium had to be removed to

another site. It was then, three years ago, Sir Dinshaw came forward

with his usual liberality, to give the institution a new life and a perma-

nent habitation. The Government too made a generous grant. It

secured to the institution 1,680 square yards of land and sanctioned

Rs. 7,500, as half the cost of the building. Sir Dinshaw contributes

Rs. 11,000.

Postage on letters between India and Ceylon has been for some

months charged at the Indian inland rales. Since the commencement of

the present year, the parcel rale has also been reduced to the same

inland rate.

• •

During January, February, March and April, the mails for Europe

and America will leave Bombay on Fridays, those from Europe and

America reaching Bombay on Mondays. Mails from the Australian

Colonies, China, the Straits and Japan leave Bombay on alternate

Thursdays. The Burma Malls are timed from Calcutta every Wednes-

day and Saturday. But the Wednesday despatches will be detained

till Thursday when the inward English mails do not reach Calcutta

before Thursday. From Rangoon to Calcutta the mails will leave

every Saturday and from Moulmein to Calcutta (direct) every

Wednesday.

«
• •

The Revd. K. S. Macdonald writes to us explaining the extract in our

last about a proposal for free marriages made among the clergy of

Derby.

“Until lately almost all marriages in Great Britain were solemnised

by Episcapal clergymen. The disabilities and disadvantages under

which marriages by Non-conformist clergymen and civil marriages

laboured have been removed of late with the result that now only 7a
percent, of the marriages are solemnized by Episcopal clergymen

—the remaining 30 per cent, being by Non-conformist ministers.”

The Director of Public Instruction has declared the following holi-

days and vacations for the year 1890 for the Government Colleges in

Bengal

•

{

1st—New Year’s day.

25th—Sripanchami.
... 6th—Dolejalra,

4ih and 5ih Easter holidays.
1

January

March

April

May
June
July

August

October

{

I2th—Chait Sankranti.

28th to 301 h

E}
Summer vacation.1st to 31st

ist to 22nd
28th or 29th—Eed-uz-zoba.
7ih—Janmastami.

25ih and 261b, or 26th and 27th—Mohurrum.

^
1st

vacation.

November iith and 12th— Kali Puja.

2oih and 21st—Jagadhatri Puja.

December ... 24th to 31st—Christmas holidays.

Collegiate schools will remain open up to the loth May, and will re-

open on the 23rd June.

Holloways Nervousness and want of Energy.—When first

the nerves feci unstrung, and listlessness supplants energy, the; time

has come to take some such alterative as HoTloway’s Pills to restrain

a disorder from developing itself into a disease. These excellent Pills

correct ail irregularities and weakness. They act so kindly, yet so

energetically on ihe functions of digestion and assimilation, that the

whole body is revived, the blood rendered richer and purer, while the

, muscles become firmer and stronger, and the nervous and absorbent

systems arejnvigorated, These Pills are suitable fot all classes and

all ages. They have a most marvellous eflect on persons who are out

of condition ; they soon rectify whatever is in fault) restore strength to

the body and confidence to the mind.
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The Hindoo Pairioi writes the following paragraph

“ Inquiries are made of us whether the report is coritct that a letter

was received by |he Honorary Secretaries ot the so piled Permanent

Memorial Committee from the Private Secretary to His Royal Hi;>hness

Prince Albert Victor to the effect that the Deputation which was to

v^it on the Prince on the 9th instant would mi be received, if Babu

Suren^a Nath Banerjee accompanied it ; and whether it was a fact

that tffis deputation* met with a cold reception. Wild rumours arc

current on tbe subject, but we do not vouch for the truth of %ny of

them. This much, however, is perfectly certain, that Babu Surendra

Nath Banerjee was not allowed to accompany the deputation.”

The Secretaries of the Permanent Memorial Committee had taken

no notice of its appearance in the Patriot but the Indian Daily News

having quoted it, they could not remain silent. They have published a

contradiction in the latter journal. They say that “ as Honorary Sec-

retaries, they did not receive any communication from the Private Sec-

retary to His Royal Highness or any other person whatsoever, to the

effect that the deputation would not be received if Baboo Surendranath

Banerjee accompanied it,” and that there is no foundation for the

rumours, and that it is not true that Babu Surendranath was not

allowed He himself, they add, did not go, as he has studiously kept

himself in the background so that his personal prominence may not in

any way interfere with the success of the permanent memorial movement.

The contradiction of the Joint Secretaries scarcely improves matters.

All that their letter makes clear is that if there was any such commu-

nication, it was not addressed to the Secretaries. Their letter is

inconclusive.

Mr. C. T. Metcalfe, C.I.E., has retired from the Bengal Civil Service

from the 29th October 1889. It is well for him and the Service.

Notes, Leaderettes, and
Our Own News.

The crisis in Portugal continues, if in an abated form. Considerable

animosity naturally prevails against the English residents of Lisbon,

and many English employis have been dismissed from service. These

meditate sending a deputation to Lord Salisbury, urging conciliation.

The Portuguese populace, however, is calming down and the press

urges the necessity of prudence. In the despatches relating to Africa

published by Portugal, an English telegram-writer finds nothing but

persistent shuffling on Portugal’s part, while Lord Salisbury is praised

for firmness. It is also added that in replying to the Portuguese

claims, the British Premier especially ridicules tbe pretensions founded

on the ruins of the Portuguese forts, which are two centuries old. Why
the older date of the ruins should make tbe claim in any way, far less,

especially, ridiculous, is not explained. Portugal has addressed a

Note to the Powers asking for their intervention, and expects a

favorable reply. In the meantime, she has the sympathy of Spain

and France, while the semi-official German press also speaks

favourably. Russian official journals say that England should re-

fer tbe dispute to arbitration.

J^ater telegrams are more unsatisfactory. Boycotting British mer-

chandise continues, and foreign commercial agents are thriving. There

is a lull in the popular excitement, but the feeling runs high. Several

Portuguese subjects holding British decorations have returned their

medals. Tbe British Legation at Lisbon is guarded by troops.

Rumours are circulated at Lisbon that the English have seized

Quillimane.

Crete is again in trouble. There has been fighting attended with loss

of life.

Mr. Gladstone speaking at Chester deplored the dispute with Portugal

but declined to discuss the question before he was cognisant of the

details. Speaking on foreign politics generally, he hoped that England

woujd not imitate America by increasing the navy. He regretted the

disturbances in Armenia f(bd Crete.

Mr. Goschen also regretted the dispute with Portugal, but attributed

it to the unlawful encroachments of the Portuguese agent over

tertitory to which that country had not a shadow of right. The British

Government, supported by the confidence^of the nation, would, he said,

carry the matter {p a successful conclusion. As to the Budget, he said

he would rejoice if be was able to relieve taxation in aay.way, but* dis-

couraged any immediate hopes.

The influenza shows some abatement. Telegrams about its ravages

arc not so frequent. One report gives the number of deaths in London

in last week at 126. The Vienna doctors claim to have discovered the

influenza bacillus which is similar to pneumonia. The epidemic

seems to have crossed overland and appeared in Teheran.

Of the notable deaths from influenza is that of the Duke of^Aosta, who

caught it from his wife. The Princess of Wales is well.
^

Lord Napier of Magdala had wished for the plainest funeral, but his ad-
^

miring countrymen, and in particular the officials, were differently mind-

ed. They determinded that a brilliant career in the service of his country

demanded a fitting display to mark public appreciation and sorrow, and

decided that in point of magnificence, Lord Napier’s funeraU should

surpass any similar demonstration since the funeral of the Duke of

Wellington. He was accordingly laid to his last rest in St. Paul’s

Cathedral ” to the mourning of a mighty nation.” The hero of Abyssinia^

sleeps by the side of mighty Nelson” and the Iron Duke. An im-

posing military procession passed from the Tower of London to the

Cathedral. The route was densely crowded. The Duke of Cambridge

attended as the representative of the Queen, and placed a wreath on

the coffin from Her Miijesty bearing the words, in her own writing,

“ As a mark of respect and admiration from the sovereign to one who

served her so iaithfully.” The Cathedral was filled with officers.

Sir Peter Lumsden represented the Indian Army. The Prince of

Wales also attended.

Great storms are reported from various parts of the United Kingdom,

attended with enormous damage to property and the shipping. The

gales continued for some days last week, causing a tremendous tide

along the South coast of England, and swamping the Esplanades at

Brighton, Hastings and Sandgate.

The Socialists in Europe seem to be gaining caste.” One telegram

says that no less a man than Prince Bismarck has consented to attend

and address a Socialist meeting. A later telegram reports tbe defeat

sustained by the Government in their endeavour to carry through some

anti-Socialist proposals. The Reichstag rejected an important clause,

empowering expulsion in the Socialist Bill in defiance of the Govern-

ment. The Emperor has held a Conference with the Ministers on the

Socialist question.

There was great uproar in the French Chamber of Deputies, caused

by the Boulangists objecting to M. Joffrin speaking. The Chamber

had to be adjourned three times owing to the tumult which reigned.

M. Deroulede who took the lead was ordered to leave the Chamber,

and on his persistently refusing to obey the order, was ejected by the

military.

It was notified in September last that

The Marquis of Salisbury had received a note from the Roumanian

charge d’Affaires, stating that persons wishing to obtain information

as to tbe position and credit of Roumagian manufacturers and mer-

chants, should apply direct to the Roumanian Chambers of Commerce*

It appears that such applications are sometimes erroneously addressed

to private individuals, who have an interest in recommending parti-

cular firms.

Mr. E. H. Walker, Her Majesty’s Counsul at Coruna, in a report

dated ist August last, encloses copy of a Royal order in three lan-

guages, Spanish, French, and English, dated the 22nd September

1888, prescribing the regulations that have to be observed by foreign

vessels visiting that port. The regulations in question may be seen on

application at the Board of Trade, Whitehall Gardens, S. W.

In these days of tuft-hunting, when men amongst us, and even women,

are sighing and dying for honors, it is really refreshing to hear of any

noble example in the direction of true manliness and self-respect. ' The

mail brings the intelligence of the death of a Parliamentary veteran,

Mr. Christopher Talbot, the Gladstonian member of Mid-Glamorgan-

shire, at the venerable age\)f 87, who refused a peerage, rejoicing in his

plain name to tbe last. Was he noble the Itss for want of a title ?

The Prince after touring in Sir Auckland Colvin’s satrapy left for

Lahore yesterday. ^At Lucknow where hU Royal Highness arrived on

the morning of the i8th, he was received by tbe Lieutenant-Gov-
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eraor and the principal officials} after which the chief talukdars

present were introduced. The Lucknow railtray station was

prettily decorated and thronged with spectators. In front of the

Government House a shamiana had been erected, and it was here

that the North West Provinces deputation presented the address

of welcome. The address was read by Sir John Edge. After the

Prince’s reply, the Royal Party returned to Government House, and

after breakfast, the Prince proceeded to open the Dufferin Female

Hospital. The prince was driven in a charabanc drawn by four

horses to the scene of the ceremony, stopping in the way to see a

'i^nther^tig of about r,ooo Native Christians who sang a hymn in

Hindustani. After declaring the hospital open, the Prince left to

witness the Residency and other sights of Lucknow. In the after-

noon there was a Garden Party at the Wingfield Park, the

scene being picturesque from the rich dresses of the talukdars.

In the night there was a fiU in the Kaisar Bagh given by the taluk-

dars. The illumination of the buildings and grounds was beautiful.

His Royal Highness witnessed the fireworks from the minaret, after

which he returned to the dais, where hirs and atar and pan

were served to the Prince by the President of the Talukdars’ Associa-

"^tion, to His Honor the Lieutenant-Governor by the Vice-President,

and to the Staff by the Secretary. The Roy,al Party arrived at Cawn-

pore on the 20ih. Veiling the public gardens at Cawnpore, the Prince

Albert planted three willows and two cypress trees round the memorial

over the spot of the massacre not far from the well. The special train

then carried the Prince to Bhurtpore where the Maharaja has made
arrangements for a day’s shooting. The party then returned to Agra,

where the Prince presented new colours to the 4th Bengal

Cavalry which had marched in to Agra from Jhansi for the ceremony.

On the night of the 23nd, the Taj was illuminated with electric light.

The next day the Prince went out pigsticking. The Ball given by the

Maharaja of Bhurtpore was a brilliant pageant, the Prince dancing

with Miss Colvin, and Mrs. Martelli. Lahore is 6iling with feudatory

Frince|.

We read in the Indian Daily News under the head Summary of News,

Bengal, Hooghly

**The entire little station of French Chandernagore has been thrown
into a state of great excitement and commotion by the announcement
of the Republican Government that every resident who has attained
his twentieth year must enrol himself as a soldier, and, as rumour goes,
after learning the rudiments of drill and discipline, will have to go to
Cochin-China, and to places wherever his services may be deemed ne-
cessary by the Republic. In addition to diet and clothing, every soldier
shall receive a salary of Rs, 10 per mensem, and shall be entitled to all
the privileges of military men. Those that are above twenty have
been given the option of volunteering to serve in the cause of the Re-
public, if they like to do so. This announcement has already struck
terror into the hearts of the native residents of the place, who have
memorialized the French Government that such a hard-and-fast law of
conscription is entirely unsuited to Bengal, and will prove to be of the
greatest hardship to them all. The French Governor says that the
orders of the Republic arc imperative, and that he has no hand in the
mattef. Those Congress people who burn to enrol themselves as
volunteers under the British Government should not lose the present
opportunity. Let them retnove to the French station, become natural-
ised subjects of the Republic, and then they can march into Cochin
China or elsewhere, and show ^leir valour and prowess by winning
laurels in the Republic’s service. They will thus set an example to
their Bengali fellow-countrymen, and at the same time falsify the
gloomy forebodings of the Europeans that Bengali Baboos are not at
all fit to be soldiers.”

The feeling is not confined to Bengal. In Pondicherry, the Chair-

man—a Hindu visitor from Madras—of an anniversary meeting of
the Hindu Union School, is reported to have said :

—

We will be proud to be connected in some way with that magnif
cent Army of the French nation, whose annals are replete with glor
but I feel that I am expressing the views of my countrymen when I sii

that the necessity of being sent to Saigon to be disciplined there will h
Wt as a hardship by the community. It will militate against the re
ligious sentiment and caste restrictions upon which the fabric of th
Hindu social system is rooted. But it is to us a source of consojatio
that this step will not be taken hastily, and without scriousF consider?
lion, and that the Government of France will faithfully act up to thpMge given to us to the effect that the policy of the administratio
will be 90 shaped as to preclude any interference with the immi
raorial and highly-valued rights of the people. The measure in quei
lion will not only, from sufficient ground, be extremely unpopuiJr wit
the Hindus, but also with the other communities under the Frenc
flag.”

The truth about the matter^ is that the decree has just been pro-
claimed, though* it does not come into operation before October bext,

and the byelaws have not yet been framed. There is panic at

Chandernagore, and people have begun to leave .or ^oid the French

I

settlement to avoid conscription. It is time for the
,
Administration (o

allay the fears by another beat of drum. The Governor, ignorant of the

ways of our people, blindly proclaimed the decree pafsed in Paris*

We approve of the action of the Municipal Commissioners of Calcutta

in regard to the Calcutta Public Library. A venerable institution/

rich in its past traditions, could not be allowed to die without giving

a wrench to one’s ideas of the fitness of things. The argument that

its benefits are confined to the higher and better educated classes,

and that on that consideration it is not entitled to be subsidized from

the purse of the general body of rate-payers, apparently had great

weight with the General Committee of the Corporation. That argu-

ment has, indeed, some force, but there are limits within which it

should prevail. If the outlay of a small sum of Rs. 8,000 a year from

the funds of a rich Municipality like that of Calcutta, could rescue a

great institution founded and maintained for the cultivation of learning

among the respectable classes of the citizens, it were the height of

philistinism to withhold it. The Corporation lives for all classes,

high and low, and, under the lately amended law and indeed the liberal

spirit of the scheme of local Self-Government, enjoys much greater

latitude of discretion in ordering its expenditure than before. The

promotion of education is one of the objects under thh present law to

which the Municipal Funds may legitimately be devoted, and although

we would he the last person rn the world to allow any great abtzse being

made of the enlarged discretion which the law now gives to the City

Fathers, we do think that in the present instance their action deserves

support and approval. The Public Library is an institution of which

any great city may well be proud, and its extinction for want of

support would have been a shame to the Calcutta community. It

has for a long time been going abegging before the public and the

Government, and the municipal grant now sanctioned may be regarded

as only a grant made by the public of Calcutta interested in its pre-

servation through the organized agency of their City Corporation.

All honor, therefore, to Dr. Sircar for his gallant support of a noble

though failing, cause.

His conduct on the present occasion is worthy of his scholarship and

his antecedents. A man who has spent quite a fortune on his own

private library could not but feel keenly for the fate of another. Dr.

Sircar has saved the honor of the Community, and we congratulate

him on his splendid success. A contemporary has been led to de-

nounce his Conduct in this connection in very strong terms. But we

are sure he would have spoken with more temperance gnd respect

if he knew to what expense Dr. Sircar has gone and what he spends

even now for providing himself with his own literary and scientific re-

quisites. Dr. Sircar had no selfish motive in moving his amendment,

and if he were at all to blame,

The love he bore to learning was in fault.”

The attempt of the Suburban dcvil^ tooust the town brotherhood has

once more failed. They have been at it since the amalgamation of the

Suburbs with the town. The Commissioners at their meeting of Thurs-

day rejected the proposal to give out any printing work of the Copora-

tion on contract. They will retain their own establishment, increasing

the staff and materials for the additional work thrown on the Depart-

ment.

Last night, Nawab Abdool Luteef Bahadur entertained native Cafeutte

to Nautches, in celebration of the marriage of his two eldest sons

Moulvis A. F., M. Abdur Rahman—Baiyister-at-law—and A. K. M.

Abdus Subhan, Deputy M.igistrate and Collector. The rush of guests

was great. From the highest downwards all sections of the com-

munity were there, including not only the residents but the not-

abilities present in the metropolis. The rains interfered with the

arrangements for the reception of guests but the Nautcbqy’^ere kept

up till nine this morning, and those who remained enjoyed them the

better for the showers. There could be seen the Nawab Bahadur of

Moorshedaba^ and his brother, the Mysore attd Oudh Princes, the

Maharaja of Vizianagram, the Maharaja of Cooch Behar, the Maha-

raja of Durbhunga and his brother.

Mr. C. W. Boltob has been marked as the next Chairman of the

Calcutta Corporation. He is already holding unofficial Levees of

the Commisioners.
*

M. Novet, the Governor of French India,, is expected at Chande -

nagore next week!
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THE CONVOCATION OF THE CALCUTTA
UNIVERSITY.

Tik last, Convocation of the Calcutta University

was of more than usual interest. The (Occasion

of the first Native Vice-Chancellor’s appearance to

discharge the annual academic function drew many
who might have otherwise excused themselves from

attending. Not a few were there, simply as a matter

of etiquette, and to offer their tacit or express congra-

tulations. At any rate, the Viceroy was influenced

by this special consideration in coming, though his

Excellency was all the same desirous of marking

his interest in the University by his presence. Lord

Lansdowne paid a glowing and eloquent compliment to

Dr. Gurudas Banerjee and warmly congratulated him

on his appointment. His Lordship was peculiarly

happy to nhd that his choice in this instance had met
with satisfaction from all quarters, and that there was

not one discordant note to mar the general expression

of approval with which Mr. Justice Banerjee’s no-

mination to the Vice-Chancdlorship had been hailed.

His Lordship could not refrain from making a passing

allusion to the usual attitude of the press towards the

Government and Its measures. He said he had been

long enough in the country to be aware that in such

cases it was not always easy to please every one,

and he was all the more gratified, therefore, at finding

the singular harmony of opinion that had been mani-

fested in the present instance. Lord Lansdowne
then referred to the constitution of the Senate.

The way in which nominations had been made to

the Senate in past years had served to swell the

f

'overning body of the University to a cumbrously

arge number, and explained the necessity of gradu-

ally reducing it. In pursuance of this idea, his

Excellency said he had refrained from filling up

the entire number of vacancies in making his nomi-

nations this year, and this plan would be continued

until reduction to the desired extent was attained.

In regard to future nominations to Fellowships,

Lord Lansdowne announced his desire of making

a new move, and one, certainly in the right direc-

tion. He wished to have the assistance of the

University in filling up a portion of the vacancies.

His idea was that the M. A.’s should make one or

two nominations from themselves, which, if not open

to serious objection, would be accepted. His Lord-

ship’s final decision on the question would be an-

nounced at the next Convocation ;
meanwhile this

suggestion was thrown out, at a rather early stage,

to snow that in a case of this kind, his Excellency

wished to take the University into his confidence.

The Vice-Chancellor’s address embraced a variety

of topics of educational and general interest, and was

characterised by great moderation and practical

knowledge of the subject. The tone of gentle sua-

sion was all that could be wished, and where he differ-

ed, or even remonstrated, his modesty was unmistak-

f^ble. He disclaimed all intention of making any

ambitious effort and warned the audience not to lay

up disappointment for themselves by expecting any-

thing extraordinary or brilliant. A brief retrospect of

the past, and a forecast of the immediate future, with

the interposition of just a few remarks suggested

by his official experience, wa5 all that he aimed at,

and if this* did not promise any grestf treat to those

who had comp to hear a great address, ’nevertheless

be claimed their attention on the ground of the in*
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trinsic importance of a movement like that of the

University. Several hundreds of young men who re-

presented the cream of the intelligence of the rising

generation and who were destined to influence .in a
variety of ways the future of a great province are

annually sent out to the world. A machinery of such

vast potential energy ought to command .interest on
its own account. With this preface, Mr. Justice

Banerjee proceeded to dwell upon the great progress,

as marked by the steadily increasing numbers of

candidates at the several examinfttions, which the

University had attained since its foundation about a
third of a century ago. This was, indeed, a result

worthy of congratulation, but there was a shadowy
side to the picture. The Vice-Chancellor asked if

the results of the Examination were altogether‘as

satisfactory as the great increase in the numbers of

competitors. Speaking of the percentage of failures,

he said that the normal proportion had hitherto”*

ranged from 40 to 60, which, if not quite satisfactory,

was accepted without comment. This normal limit

had, however, been considerably exceeded in the

last year, not only in the Entrance Examination
in which the proportion of failure stood so high

as 70 per cent, but in all the other examinations

in which it was higher than usual. The Vice-Chan-

cellor’s remarks on this subject are deserving of atten-

tive and earnest consideration at the hands of college

and school authorities and of the public. He said

These apparently unexpected results naturally evoked much dis-

cussion. There came from various quarters a good deal of thoughtful

criticism and sensible suggestion, and also a mass of thoughtless talk

and senseless abuse. In thus speaking rather imceremouiously of our
critics, I am not at all speaking in anger or defiance, but

^
am simply

stating a plain fact. Nor have 1 any reason to be intolerant of

criticism. I am not one of those who think that our University system
is perfect, and does not admit of improvement. On the contrary, I

firmly believe that with honest intentions and earnest exertions we can
always progress from good to better, and that free and fair criticism is

one of our best guides in the path of progress. Only I would gently

remind our critics that when they have to find fault with an institution

I

like this University, which is earnestly striving to do good work, they

I

ought not to cry it down in language calculated to bring it to ridicule,

I

and to undermine in infant minds the foundations of respect for author*

I

itv. Unjust failure at an examination may defer for a year the progress
of those who have suffered, the wrong done having every chance of
being set right in the year following

; but if they are taught to glory in

their failure and to despise examinations and examining bodies, depend
upon it that the htabits of laziness and irreverence that this will en>

gender will be sure to mar their prospects for ever. The Senate has
appointed a Committee to inquire into the causes of these large

failures, and as the Committee has not yet submitted its report, it would
be premature for me to hazard any opinion on the subject. One thing,

however, I may say, as it is not any matter of opinion, but is a fact, or

rather the admission of a fact, by those interested in denying it. In
reply to the inquiries made by the Committee, the heads of the in-

stitutions which sent candidates to our examinanions have almost in-

variably admitted with commendable eSndour that the candidates that

were found fit to pass in their judgment were not much larger in

number than those who have actually passed, though some have stated

that, between the date of application of candidates and the date of

examination, many candidates were expected to be able to make up
their deficiency. The results, therefore, were not altogether unex-

pected by those who knew best. But whether expected or unexpected,

these large percentages of failures indicate an amount of waste of time,

energy, and money which the University ought to prevent if possible.

These large failures may be due either to the standards being difficult,

or to the examination being unfair, or the candidates being badly pre-

pared. Very few persons, however, seriously complain of the standard

being too difficult, and opinion seems to be divided between attributing

the failures to unfair examination and to bad preparation.*'

This is one of the burning questions of the day

in connection with the University, and although

Dr. Banerjee disclaimed any intention of anti-

cipating the decision of the Committee of Enquiry,

he plainly hinted that if there was room for improve-

ment hi the methods of the University examinations,

the system of teaahing was not less responsible for

the result. This is a view \»hich cannqt fail to be

accepted on all hands. Who that has any experience

of our educational institutions and their methods,

does not deplore the extensive prevalence of cram }

While, however, we freely concede this point to
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the Vice-Chancellor, we must, at the same time,

say it does not wholly account for the unprecedent-

ed failures of the year. Nor does Dr. Banerjee

himself deny that the University has faults of its own,

and that the public have just grounds of complaint

against it.. We have no objection to the Uni-

versity insisting upon a high standard of profi-

ciency or even steadily raising that standard in its

/jsaminations, but a standard once adopted, should not

show marked oscillations from year to year. For such

sudden changes In the severity of the standard, the

competitors as well as the trainers cannot be pre-

pared, and they place them at an unfair disadvantage.

That there have been such oscillations will be ad-

mitted. That there have also been other abuses in the

examinations has also to be admitted. The Univer-

sity itself has had after enquiry to pronounce a

number of e.xaminers to have been guilty of

'^'great neglect and perfunctoriness in their work. For

the rest, the faults which have crept into the

methods of tewching in our schools and colleges,

are to no small extent due to the character of the ex-

aminations as prescribed by the University. If cram

largely prevails, it is the direct effect of the exami-

nations as they are now conducted. It cannot be

difficult to so regulate and modify the examinations

as to make them a real test of intelligent knowledge

as distinguished from superficial cram. The Vice-

Chancellor himself is perfectly alive to all the as-

pects of the question, and when it has been declared

that there is earnest intention on the part of the

authorities to purge the University of its abuses, let

us be content to wait in hope.

The most important part of the address was Dr.

Banerjee’s reply to the cnarge of barrenness which is

laid against the Calcutta University. Without having

a particularly strong case to rebut the charge, he

was, nevertheless, not prepared to take quite a cynical

view of the question. His observations on this as

well as on other points were both thoughtful and of

practical value.

THE PROSPECTS OF ART IN
CALCUTTA.

The opening of the first Exhibition of the Calcutta

Art Society took place the other day in the lobby of

the Indian Museum under the presidency of the

Viceroy and before a respectable gathering of gentle-

men and ladies. Sir Steuart Bayley, President of the

Society, opened the prftceedings with a good speech.

After complimenting Mr. Westmacott to whose in-

ception and energy the Society owes its successful

foundation. Sir Steuart entered into some explanation

of the necessity of the institution and of its objects.

He said :

—

“The cynics will tell ns that the only reason for its existence is that

other similar Societies exist in Simla and in Poona, and therefore

Calcutta tliought it necessary to put forward its own claims. There is,

of course, a suhsiraturn of truth in this as there is in most cynicism,

just the h.ilf truth which gives cynicism its value by calling attention

to the existence of a lower and baser element in all human endeavour,
and so conducing to a stable uulgment lest wc think of ourselves more
highly than wc ought to think. But even if this view were sound it

only throws the question one step further back, and induced us to look

into the reasons which led to the formation of such .societies elsewhere.

Well, the reason is not far to seek. We have in India a number of

amateurs with a feeling for art and a desire for improvement who work
under great difficulties—want of leisure, and in the plains a climate
which is in every direction antagonistic and baffling. These are two of

the most noticeable difficulties, but, above all, is the rarity of com-
petent criticism, especially of that best forrrf of self-criticism which
comes from contrasting on^’s own work with the superlative work of
great artists. In other countries students can benefit not only frpm the

great historical collections, but also from annual exhibitions of all the

best work done by the greatest living artists. In India amateurs are

entirely cut off from both provinces of education. Will, then, amateurs
bring their work together at an Exhibition like this with the object of

seeing what Others achieve, and ot improving their own work by a

standard of comparison. But besides our amateurs, there is the public,

who do not paint pictures, but take an interest more or less real in

those that are painted for them. They get amusement an^ instruction

out of an Exhibition of the kind, and by giving prizes for competition,

help to improve the standard."

Sir Steuart then acknowledged the liberal encourage- •

ment and patronage which the Society had received

from tlv: Viceroy, and looked upon it as an augury of

happy omen that the Society should hold its first Ex-
hibition under the auspices of a nobleman to whom
the patronage of art was an heritage and whose
family had for several generations been conspicuous

for their generous encouragement of art and artists.

After bearing testimony to the help received from pro-

fessional artists and from Mr. Jobbins, Principal of the

Calcutta School of Art, the Lieutenant-Governor of

Bengal concluded with a strong appeal for funds for

the supply of a habitation for the Society and its

collections.

Lord Lansdowne then rose and made an ex-

cellent and hearty speech. Modestly disclaiming any
pretensions to art, his Lordship said there was an

ancient proverb that men should learn religion

from the irreligious, and it was upon a similar

assumption with regar^ to Art that he rested

his claims to be an authority on the subject.

His Lordship then referred to the great importance

of art-culture to any community claiming a place

in the civilized world, and said it was very de-

sirable that Calcutta, which was the seat of the Gov-
ernment of India and the centre of political and com-
mercial activity, should also be a centre of artistic ac-

tivity also. He then passed his judgment on the

collection displayed in the first year's Exhibition.

Though, of course, not one by the side of which the

Royal Academy or the Paris Salon might be said to sink

into insignificance, still judging it as a first attempt

and making allowances for all the difficulties always

surrounding a first attempt, there was no reason to

be ashamed of it. His Lordship's criticism of the

pictures went far to belie the modest personal refer-

ences with which he began. Lord Lansdowne dwelt

upon the advantages possessed by Calcutta for the

cultivation of portrait painting :

—

“ There is no place in India in which, year after year, a greater

number of notable persons is gathered together. High officials, gallant

soldiers, great leaders of commercial enterprise, Indian Princes, and
gentlemen of high station are all Ui the habit of resorting annually to

Calcutta. Only think what a collection of the portraits of Inciian

worthies might have been formed, if, in years past, it had been the

custom for every distinguished man who came here to have his picture

painted 1 I am glad to see that a special prize is offered by my friend

Sir jotendro Mohun Tagore, of whom by the way an excellenc

likeness from Mr. Archer’s easel is exhibited, for portraits painted
by his fellow-countrymen, and I cannot avoid referring to the

pleasure which it gave me to see some extremely promising work in

portrait painting exhibited by students of the Calcutta School of Art
—notably a most conscientiously executed three-quarter length of a
gentleman, whose name is not given, by Mr. A. P. Bagchi, the Teacher
of the School of Art, and an extremely clever and really powerfully

painted picture by Mr. Lalit Mohun Bose, a young artist educated at

the same school,—a picture which has, I understand, won the Maha-
raja’s prize.

1 am disposed to take a very sanguine view of the future of portrait

painting in this country. The Art itself, far from being strange to

India, is indigenous in the country. No one who has had an oppor-

tunity of examining the old Indian drawings and paintings to be found

in yuur museums and collections can have failed to be^uck by the

extraordinarily conscientious character of the human likenesses. It

is quite true that the execution is often to our taste hard and unsym-

pathetic, and that the drawing does not accord with modern ^deas of

Art. The same remark, however, might be made of some of the works

of the earlier Dutch and Italian artists. This, at any rate, may be

said without fear of contradiction—that your Indian students have

displayed a rare power of reproducing upon canvas with conectness

and fidelity any object which they have striven to depict. This

characteristic is displayed to a marked degree in the studies from still

life exhibited at the lower end of the room, and also in the pen-and-ink

architectural and technical drawings exhibited alongside of them.

These are qualities which only want careful training and the inspiration

of tru^ artislic feeling and artistic taste in order to become fully de*

veloped into real 'artistic excellence, and I sincerely trust that the

School of Art, which has been ably presided over by Mr. jobbins, will

In no respect relax its efforts in this direction
"
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His Lordship then illustrated the value of the

accomplishment as an aid to the persdnal happiness

of its fortilnate possessors, from reminiscences of his

late tour in the North-Western Frontier.
*

1 do not know any accomplishment which adds more to the happi-
nes^^f those who are fortunate enous^h to posses it, and to that of their

friend^. It ias an* accomplishment which stimulates the power of ob-

servance ) it affords the most interesting of recreations to th^se who
are hard-worked, and the most agreeable of pastimes to those who are
happy enough to have leisure hours at their disposal. The superiority

of a person who can paint or draw over one who can do neither asserts

itself at every turn. I will mention one case in point which came
within my notice not long ago, I had the misfortune, during my recent

tour on the North-West Frontier, to meet with a railway accident. It

was an accident of the mildest and most harmless description, but it

involved a temporary arrestation of our journey. Some of us be-

moaned the hard fate which obliged us to spend several hours in a
remote locality with which we had no special desire to form a closer

acquaintance ;
some abused the engine, others found fault with the line,

some ihoiiglit of the anxiety which their non-arrival would occasion to

their wives
;
others, more materially minded, asked whether there was

any chance of getting dinner before midnight. But a not inconsider-

able number of our party belonged to the noble army of artists, and it

was most sti iking to obsetve how what was a misfortune to the rest < f

U!» was tcgarded as a positive piece of good luck by tlicm, for before our
train had been five mimites off the metals, quite a little host had seized

upon dominating positions and had begun with the utmost good
humour to transfer the scene of our mishap to their sketching-blocks.

This is only one illustration of many which could be given of the ad-

vantages of being able to use peticil or brush, and many more will, I

have no doubt, occur to you. But we have come here to see the pic-

Uires, and I will not detain you longer except for tlie purpose of reiter-

ating what has been so well said by his* Honor—the expression of the

obligation which we are tinder to the Members of the Committee for

their exertions on behalf of this Exhibition. Few of us, I expect, have
any idea of the amount of labour which such a task involves. To
the Members of the Committee it has, 1 am sure, been a labour of love,

but that ought not in any degree to diminish our gratitude. And,
ladies and gentlemen, if our thanks are due to the Committee, they are

certainly due, in a special degree, to one Member of it—the gentleman
who has undertaken the duty of Honorary Secretary, and whose per-

severance, courtesy, and deep conviction of the strength of his cause
have contributed in no small degree to the success o( the Exhibition.”

The Viceroy with Lady Lansdowne then spent

some time in examining the exhibits, and having
declared the Exhibition open left, when the meeting
broke up.

THE UNCOVENANTEeT^RVICE DINNER.
The public dinner given in the Town Hall on the

night of Wednesday the 22nd in honor of Mr. King,

M. P., by the members of the Uncovenanted Service,

was a marked success. Among the guests, there were

several distinguished members of Calcutta society, the

Bench, the Bar, the Civil Service, the mercantile

community and the Press being all represented by their

conspicuous and leading men. Altogether some
160 persons sat down to a splendid banquet, purveyed

by M. Bonsard. The Town Hall was most effective-

ly decorated, and presented a brilliant spectacle. The
most notable features of the decorations were two tran-

sparencies, one painted over the stage representing the

diminishing rupee, and another over the gallery show-

ing a number of walking sticks, bearing the names of

the different branches of the Uncovenanted Service,

laid out on a cushion marked “ Civil Service Associa-

tion,” the whole being bound together by a blue rib-

bon marked “ Unity.” The design of these devices

was appropriate to the occasion, and the whole of the

arrangements is pronounced to have been creditable to

the executive committee as well as to those that were

in charge of the illuminations and other decorations.

Sir .Alfred Croft was in the chair,

• Quite as affective, if not more, were the* speeches

after the dinner. The speech of the evening was, of

course, Mr. King’s, but the whole speaking was of a

high character. Nothing could have been h-^ppier

than the Chairman’s several speeches.* Sir Alfred

Croft showed an admirable tact in turning even the

formal toasts to the Queen and the Vicerory into op-

portunities tn his hands of driving homp the^reaA ar-

gument he haij to ur^e for the Uncovenanted Ser-

vice, and the relief of its grievance. The main point

which was the subject of discussion on the occasion

was the reduction, in consequence of the present

state of exchange, of the stipulated
.
pension of

Rs. 5,000 a year to which senior members of the Un-
covenanted Service are entitled on their retirement

under the terms of the old contract between them and
the Government. When they came out^ to this

country, a pension of Rs. 5,000 meant a pension of

,^500, and so little did Government anticipate the

serious depreciation which has since taken plaos iT
the exchange value of silver that in the Pension Code,
and in all official despatches, the sum of ;^^500 was
regularly used as the equivalent of Rs. 5,000. The
present condition of exchange was entirely unforeseen

by both parties to the contract. The old members of

the Uncovenanted Service now find that by the tim/a

they have served their term and earned their retiring

pension, that pension has dwindled by about one-third

of what they expected to enjoy. To their representa-

tions about the hardship and suffering in which they
find themselves involved by such an unforeseen acci-

dent, the Government has one reply. It points to

the terms of the contract, and what the service com-
plains of is that this, if strictly just, is not equity.

This is in brief the case between that Service and
the Government, and now let us see how Sir Alfred

Croft makes use of the usual loyal and complimen-
tary toasts which as Chairman he had to propose,

for the practical purposes of the business in hand.

In proposing the Royal toast. Sir Alfred, referring

to what is sometimes said about the waning influence

of the principle of loyalty to the throne on the

present generation, gave an emphatic and graceful

contradiction to such a supposition, and pofnted to

the events of a fortnight ago as a sufficient refutation

of the calumny. The little speech was then rounded
off with a most effective peroration—effective, that

is, as an appeal for generous treatment of the un-
covenanted servants. He said :

—

“And, gentlemen, it is the special privilege of those on whose behalf
I speak, and indeed of the great majority of those whom I have the
honour of addressing, to be not only the subjects of the Queen but her
servants ;

and in that relation it is and will be no less our pride than
our bounden duty to render her Majesty always and in all circum-
stances, loyal and faithful service to the utmost of our strength and
ability.”

The force of the hit will be felt. The Viceroy’s

toast was in the same felicitous manner turned to

account, for another powerful appeal. Sir Alfred

showed a rare knack in covering the strongest argu-

ment for the Uncovenanted Service in the glowing
tribute of praise he paid to the Viceroy. The con-

cluding sentence is a gem in its way, and nothing
can surpass the cleverness and delicacy with which

the chief argument for the Service is urged upon the

acceptance of the Government.
“To investigate questions of difficulty by the light of broad

principles of equity and right, to pa.ss beyond the formal terms and
limits of a proposition to the wider political issues that it involves

—

these arc the attributes of a statesman ; they are the qualities by the

exercise of which Lord Lansdowne has won his way to distinction and
fame ; and they arc those by which we are confident that his Excel-
lency’s polit y will always be determined.”

Sir Alfred Croft’s speech in giving the toast of the

evening was equally admirable. He spoke with no
less motferation than with force, and paid his com-
pliment to the champion of the service and the guest
of the evening in words marked by thorough literary

finish.. We may quote one passage.
“Well, these arguments have been urged from time to time, but un-

happily without avail. tAnd, then, in our darkest hour of need, when
we found ourselves chained to the rock of the Indian service, with the

cruel and hungry jaws, if I may be permifted so violem a metaphor,
of the depreciated rupee waiting to drag us down and devour us—then
suddenly out of the sky, to the rescue of this uncovenanted Andromeda,
sprang forth in Ml panoply our Perseus, eager to do battle with fhe

monster. But, to auit the realm of metaphor, this intervention of Mr.
King at once raised the dicussion to a higher level and into a freer a:r.
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The way in which large questions of this kind are regarded in the

House of Commons differs, and perhaps necessarily differs, from the

way in which they are regarded by a bureaucracy like the Government

of India. Anyhow, the shifting of the arena of controversy, the hearing

of our cause by a fresh set of judges, and, above all the unlooked-for

support of Mr. King*s untiring and enthusiastic advocacy—these new

elements could not but turn to our great advantage, and they inspired

us with new hope.”

The olfier speeches at the banquet were equally

of an excellent order. The speech of Mr. King was

characterised by his usual forcible eloquence. It was
~ n elaborate and earnest vindication of the claims of

the Uncovenanied Service—its dignity and its im-

portance and its achievements. The toast of the

Chairman was given by the Hon’ble Justice Prinsep

who spoke in sympathetic terms of the movement.

The object of the movement, he said, was not to

embarrass the Government, but to make it manifest

that, the Government was not acting in the full in-

terest of the services concerned, in turning a deaf ear

— to their representations. The toast of the Press was

given in a humorous and graceful speech by Mr.

Justice Norri^ whose personal references were re-

ceived with bursts of laughter. Mr. Macdonald of

the Englishman responded to this toast in a speech

that provoked many cheers. Altogether, the dinner

was a perfect success and the character of the

speaking was of more than usual interest

THE WELCOME TO THE PRINCE
IN CALCUTTA.

On previous occasions of honoring Royal visitors in the

metropolis of British India, the Municipal Commssioners

took thp lead, The only instance in which it was other-

wise, was that of the Duke of Connaught, Even then,

though there was an independent Committee, the then Muni-

cipal Secretary, Mr. Robert Turnbull, was the Treasurer

and had a very important position on it He materially

assisted Mr, Apear in the management of the affair, and

Mr. Chose In the settlement of the details of the enter-

tainment
In entertaining the last Royal visitor, the Corporation and

its Qiief were kept out in so far as it was possible to keep

them out on such ceremonial occasions. A Committee was

organised. The leading spirits of the Committee soon

asserted themselves. Mr, Apear, in consequence of his pre-

vious experience, soon proved to be of great help to the

Committee and his efforts brought the arrangements to a

satisfactory termination. Calcutta is much indebted to him,

as almost all the local arrangements, excepting the enter-

tainment details on the night of the fHe, were left to

him. The details of the entertainment were taken up by the

other members and the #President himself whose earnest

endeavours and indefatigable industry were highly praise-

worthy. The unique character of the several items of the

entertainment, such as the Khuttuck dance, the Bhootea

wild gyrations, the performance of the Lathials from Pubna,

which formed the best portions of the fHe^ were all due

to the originality of Mr. Apear. The refreshment arrange-

ments were also chiefly due to him and to Lady Wilson.

The European community of Calcutta will gratefully carry

the reminiscence of her excellent arrangements for a long

time in their memory, The gratitude of the city is also

due to Mr. Jobbins for the tasteful display of the coloured

lights in the tree illumination of the Maidan and the

Eden Gardens which drew admiration from ^the Royal

party and all appreciative sight-seers. To confess the

truth, the illuminations on this occasion in the town of

Calcutta far outshone the effects of similar ones on other

occasions, for they were too commonplace and did not

suggest any idea of originality or give evidence*of any

scientific skill. t

Men of affluence, of taste, and of working habits, fairly

contributed* towards the success of this entertainment.

But for their earnestness, the fHe would never have been

the brilliant success it was, though we are gjven to under-

stand that in some departments the arrangements had

been slightly unsatisfactoiy, for example, the native refresh-

RAYYET.

ment place which was literally besieged by native police-

men in conseqtience of which no respectable people could

get access to it.
*

The principal pavilion of refreshments, though stocked

with right royal commestibles and drinkables, was tho

resort of only European policemen and Jews and Parsee

gentlemen after the retirement of the Prince's* party,

t A. C. M.

THE ENGLISH SPARROW IN THE UNITED
STATES.

Captain W. F. Segrave, Her Majesty's Consul st Baltimore

thus reports under dace the a3rd August last, the destruction of

property by birds and more particularly by the sparrow in the

United States

The inhabitants of this continent have turned their attention

to the house sparrow (Paper Domescicus), and all their energies

are now devoted to his distruction.

The sparrow, unlike the indigenous animals of this continent,

is a wily bird and will die hard, and if the people of this country

continue to pursue their present tactics, it will be bv no means

prudent to predict that their efforts will be crowned with success.

The universal ill-will borne to the house sparrow, here called

the English sparrow, is somewhat astonishing to English people who
arc accustomed to regard him as a domestic, companionable bird,

remarkable for instinct and «:unning, who balances the, no doubt,

considerable amount of mischief which he perpetrates by a still

more extensive benefit which he confers on the householder and

agriculturist.

In this country he is said to be the deadly enemy of the garden-

er and fruit-grower. It is alleged that he destroys vast quantities of

grain, that he defiles buildings, that he refuses to cat American

insects, and that he actually protects and causes an increase of

worms and caterpillars by driving away those native birds which

would prey upon them.

Previous to 1850 the house sparrow was unknown on this con-

tinent. In that year eight pairs were imported into New York,

but for some unknown reason they failed to obtain a footing and

did not thrive or multiply. Some years later they were brought

over in large numbers which bred and spread gradually over the

j

neighbourhood.

But the sparrow was not firmly established in this country for

many subsequent years. Indeed, it was not until 1870 that he may

be said to have commenced his migration westward.

From that time to the present he has, with marvellous rapidity,

spread over at least half of the continent.

His adaptability is phenomenal as he thrives and multiplies, not

only in the tropical heat of the Southern States, but in the arctic

temperature of Canada.

His fecundity is marvellous. In Maryland and the neighbour-

ing States he is said to hatch, out from four to six broods in a

season, with an average of about five birds in a ncit. And lan in-

genious individual has calculated that under the most favourable

conditions the progeny of one pair of sparrow would, in 10 years,

amount to over 175,000,000 of birds.
^

If all the sins which are here laid to the charge of the sparrow

have no more reliable foundation than that of driving away and dcs-

troying the native birds, they are surely a well and unjustly abused

Th^ vast majority of the native birds found in the Northern

and Middle States arc not permanent residents but arc migratory,

and are therefore possibly looked on by the sparrow as strangers and

interlopers. But the native birds arc driven out and exterminated

in consequence of the wholesale slaughter which is carried on in the

season of migration, which is also the season of pairing, and in the

interest of milliners, whose customers persist in adorning their

persons with feathers.

At this season every idle loafer and boy who can gflbrd a ten-

dollar gun, is busy stalking the lovely birds which arc moving north-

ward, and each of whose skins represents a certain number of cents.

In Canatfa, where wholesale slaughter not carried on aa a

business, possibly because the native birds arc not endowed with

such gaudy plumage, no such charge is made against the sparrow.

On the contrary, he who pleases may sec them feeding in com-

pany with the native birds, in perfect harmony, all over the country.

It is a well-known fact that numerous species of native birds

have become almost extinct, in Floria, where nevertheless, the

sparrow is altogether unknown, not having as yet foi\nd his way to

that State.**
^

Take for instance, the American robin (Mcmla migratorii)

which American ornithologists regard as one of the most valuable
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Some discussion ensued during the course of which

—

Mr. Dickson said he was not at all prepared to show these letters

unless he was conjpcllcd to do so ; he had simply produced them in

obedience to the subpoena.

The' Magistrate finally did not permit, the learned counsel to in-

spect the letters.

Howard Hcrvsman, sworn I am one of the correspondents of

the Pioneer newspaper and have been so for some time. I am also a

member of the Bengal Club in Calcutta. I know the defendant,

Mr. Allen. Mr. Allen is also a member of the Bengal Club in Cal-

cp"i. The Bengal Club take in the Pioneer^ and have done so for

some time. I was in Calcutta on the 26th January last. I read the

article complained of t^re, but 1 do not know that it was from this

very paper. The Pioneer newspaper is invariably kept on the table

of the Bengal Club. I really do not know whether the defendant,

Mr. Allen, is publishing in Calcutta. I do not know who arranges

about sending the paper to various places in India ; it docs not come
within my department at all. I have never seen the complainant to

ray knowledge all my life. I cannot swear as a fact within my
own knowledge whether Mr. Allen carries on a business in Calcutta.

Mr. Avcioom proposed to put several other questions as to

whether the witness saw Mr. Alien reading the paper in the Bengal

Club, but the Magistrate over-ruled them as being in the nature of

cross-examination.

Mr. W. H. Fitze, who was summoned by the prosecution, was the

next witness called, l/at, as he did not respond to his name and as it

was proved that the subpccAa was served on him, the Magistrate

issued a warrant of contempt against him. Some discussion then

ensued as to further postponement in view of the absence of several

witnesses for the prosecution, which wis interrupted by the trriv*!

of Mr. Fitze, who apologised for his delay in coming. He wai

then put into the box and his evidence taken. ^

Mr. William Henry Fitze, sworn I am merchant and agent. I

am the Calcutta agent of the Pioneer newspaper. My firm have

been agents since the Pioneer was established. We were acting as

Calcutta agents of the Pioneer on the 25th, 26ih and niyth January

last. Wean the ordinary course of business receive copies of the

Pioneer from Allahabad for sale In Calcutta. I believe we received

copies of the Pioneer of the 25th, 26th and 27th January 1889

Allahabad. We were appointed Calcutta agents of the Pioneer by

Mr. Allen. Mr. Allen is the gentleman sitting over there. We also

receive advertisements for the Pioneer and send them on to the

manager.

Some discussion then ensued as to the postponement, Mr. Avetoom
asking that further proceedings be adjourned in order that the pro-

secution might have an opportunity of calling further witnesses to

complete the evidence of publication in Calcutta. Mr. Pugh said

that he was anxious to examine Mr. Hearsay ; and would not detain

him for more than five minutes. He based his application on section

208 of the Code which runs as follows

“

The magistrate shall,

when the accused appears or is brought before him, proceed to

hear the complainant, if any, and take in manner hereafter provided

all such evidence as may be produced in support of the prosecution,

or on behalf of the accused, or as may be called for by the Magis-

trate.’’ The Magistrate declined to do so until the prosecution had

closed their case.

After some discussion, the ease was adjourned to the 4th of Feb-

ruary.— Statesman,

CORPORATION OF CALCUTTA.

A SPECIAL MEEma
Of the Commissioners of Calcutta,

under Act 12, (B, C.) of iSSS^

Will be held at the Town Hall,

on Thursday nexU 30th January iSgo^

, at 4 P.M.,

Business to be brought forward.

1. To consider the proposed Byedaws re-

garding the construction of buildings, and ven-

tilation and the extent to which space must

be left for free circulation of air
;
framed under

Section 412 of Act 11 (B. C.) of 1888, clauses

2. To confirm the three months’ privilege

leave granted to Mr. Browne, and approving

Health Officer’s proposal for Office arrange-

ment during bis absence, provided it does not

involve an expenditure exceeding Ks. 100 a

month as recommended by the Suburban Im-
provement Committee held on the 3rd

December.

3. To sanction the commission of $ per

cent, upon the sum of Rs. 100,100 agreed by
the Suburban Committee to be paid to Mr,

Kimber for supervising the construction of

Suburban water-works as recommended by
the Suburban Improvement Committee held

on the 27th December 1889.

4. To confirm the proceedings of the Ge-
neral Committee at a Meeting hfld on the 4th

January 1890.

5. To confirm the proceedings of the

Market Committee at Meetings held on the 5th

December and 9th January 1890.

6. To confirm the proceedings of the Com-
plaint Committee at a Meeting held on the

]8ih December 1889 and 15th January 1890,

7. To confirm the proceedings of the Bustee

and Town Improvement Committee at a Meet-
ing held on the 26th November 1889.

JOHN COWIE,

Secretary to the Corporation*

24th January, 1890.

H. R. H. Prince Albert Victor

Reception Fund.
NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

To close the Accounts Subscribers who have
not already sent in their^ Subscriptions, will

greatly oblige the Executive Committee by
doing so witlioui delay. ^

RAJ KUMAR SARVADHIKARI,

S. E. J. CLARKE,
Jt. Hon. Secretaries.

CMcuua) 9th Jan. 1890.

H. R. E PRINOE ALBERT VICTOR

RECEPTION FEND.

SUBSCRIPTIONS RECEIVED.

The Honorary Treasurers have pleasure in

acknowledging receipt of the following amounts

subscribed to the above Fund

Rs. A. P.

Amount previously advertised ...60,125 0 0

The Hon. Raja Rameshwar Singh
Bahadur of Durbhanga ... $00 0 0

Prince Samcrandra Chundra Deb
Burnion, Burra Thakoor Baha-
dur ofTipperah ... 500 0 0

Kumar Benoya Krishna Bah<adur 500 0 o
The Hon’ble Sir W, Comer

Petheram, Kt., Q.C., C.J. ... 250 0 0
Messrs. Geo. Henderson and Co. 250 00
Nawab Willyet Ali Khan ... 200 o 0

Babu Juggurnath Khunah ... 200 0 0
Messrs. Hamilton and Co. ... 200 o 0
Babu Chattr.ipat Singh ... 125 o o
The Moharaja of Shoosung ... 100 0 0

Raja Hurra Nath Roy of Nowgong 1 00 0 0
Kumar Judoo Kath Deb, Kula
Aawl ... ... ... 100 0 o

Kumar Ramanikant Roy ... 100 0 0
Nawab Meer Mahomed Ali ... loo o 0
Nawab Syed Ali Khan Bahadur loo o o
Nawab Dildar Ali Khan Bahadur 100 0 0
Nawab Abdool Luteef Bahadur,

C.I.E. ... ... ... 100 0 0
Ranee Hamunto Kumari of Puttea 100 o o
Prince Mahomed Rohimoodin ... 100 0 0
The Hon’ble Sir A. Croft, K.C.I.E. 100 0 0
The Hon’ble Justice O’Kineally... 100 0 o

„ „ Beverley ... 100 0 0

„ „ Trevelyan ... 100 0 0

„ „ Norris ... 100 0 o

„ „ Tottenham ... 100 o o

„ JK Guru Dass Banerji 100 0 0

„ „ Chunder Madnub
Ghose ... 100 o 0

„ „ Wilson ... 100 o o

The Hon, F. B. Peacock ... 100 0 0
Rai Megraj Bahadur ..« loo o 0
Kai Radha Gobindo Rai Saheb

Bahaduri ... ... 100 o o
Sir John Edgar, KC.LE. «., iqo 0 0
The Mohant of Tarrackessur ... lob o o
The Lord Bishop of Calcutta ... 100 0 0
The Zemindars of Harawat ... xoo 0 0
The Superintendent, P. and 0 . S.

N. Company* ... ... 100 0 0
The Commercial Union Assur-

ance Co., Ld. ... ... xoo 0 0
Calcutta Tramway Co., Ld. ... xoo o o
Babu Mohamaya Prasaud ... 100 o 0
Moulvie Syed Ali Ahmed 100 o 0
Babu»Siddheswari Prosad Narafo .

^
'

Singh of Sulumgarh ... 100 b 0
D. B. Mehta, £s<). ... ... 100 Q q

Rs. A. P,

Babu Ashootosh Dhur ... xoo 0 o
„ Troylucky Nath Biswas ... 100 0 o
„ Sitab Chand Roy ... xoo o 0

„ Bhoyrub Chunder Roy ... xoo 0 o
I)

Gogonendro Nath Tagore xoo 0 0

„ Damodur Doss Barman loo 0 o
„ Kanya Lall Khan ... xoo 0 o
„ Hart Mohun Bose ... too 0 o
„ Parbutty Sankar Roy ... 100 0 o
„ Pran Sankar Roy and Ku-
mar Preo Nath Roy ... xoo 0 0

Babu Mohendra Nath Bose, Exe-

cutor to the Estate of late Raja
Digumber Mitter ... ... 100 0 o

Messrs* Whiteway Laidlaw 8c Co. xoo o o
„ Marillier and Edwards ... xoo 0 o

„ Mitchell Reid & Co. ... xoo o 0
The Arracan Co., Ld. ... 100 0 o
Messrs. Sallagram Khannah Sc Co. too 0 o

Total ...67,750 o o

Further lists of payments will be acknow-
ledged hereafter.

DURGA CHURN LAW,
A. WILSON,

Hony. Treasurers.

RAJ KUMAR SARVADHIKARI,
S. E. J. CLARKE,

Honorary Secretaries. '

NOTICE.
In accordance with the Resolution of the

Government of Bengal in the General Depart-
ment, dated the 6th March 1886, published on
page 541 of the Calcutta Gazette of the 31st of

the same month, notice is hereby given that an
examination for the admission of female
students to the certificate class of the Calcutta

Medical College will be held in the Theatre of

that College on Tuesday, the iith February
1890, and following days.

Hours and Subjects of Examination.

Tiverr/a;/.—English dictation, Grammar and
Composition—from i to 4 p.m.

Wednesday. of England and India.

Geography : General, and of In-

dia in particular—frow**^ to 4 P.M.

Arithmetic : the first four rules,

vulgar and decimal fractions, and
proportion—from i to 4 P,w.

Candidates should apply in writing to the

Principal of the Medical College, Calcutta, not

later than Saturday, the 8th. February, for per-

mission to appear at the examination.

Applications for permission to reside in the

Sarnamayi Hostel should be addressed to the

Honorary Secretary to the Bengal Branch of

theCoumess of Duffierin’s Fund, 36, Chow-
ringbee, Calcutta.

A. CROFT,
Director of Public Inttructiou,

The 6th January xfgo*
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IN TH£ PRESS.

Uniform with *^TraveU& Voyages in Bengal”

,
ESSAYS BY A BBAHMAN

y.' IN

Politics, Soci61o|y, History, & Literatore

BY

the Author of “ Travels Sc Voyages in Bengal ”

Calcutta.

/^€ts Rayyei Office.

PRICE:

To Subscribers paying before publication Rs. 4

,, mere registering subscribers ... ») 5

„ Ordinary purchasers ... ... ^ 6

Apply to the Manager, Reis and Rayyei^

I, Uckoor Dult’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutia.

FOR SALE

Price ... ... Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5*8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL

BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah^

BY

SAMBHU 0- MOOKERJEE,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State,

Apply to Blanager, **R£IS & RAYYET”

j, Uckoor Dult’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

We have received from the office of Reis

<md Rayyet^ one of the leading native news-

papers of Calcutta, a most readable little broch-

ure written by Baboo Sambhu C. Mookerjee,

once Minister to the late Nawab Faridoon Jah,

Bahadoor, Nawab Nazim of Bengal, Behar and

Orissa, which gives a graphic account of the

Baboo’s travels to and in Independent Tip-

perah. Written in capital English and evi-

dently by a gentleman of bioad views and
enlightened mind, the work is decidedly a

valuable addition 10 the catalogue of English

written Bengalee literature. This book of

travels should be read widely not only by

English residents out here, but by our country-

men at home, for it teems with interest and

teaches us far more about the fine belt of

unopened country travelled through than any

work of the sort written by an Englishman

wmild have done. Baboo Sambhu Chunder

Mookerjee is one of whom his countrymen

may well be proud, for he writes throughout

with the moderate and educated pen of

a thorough gentleman.— Indian Planter^

OaseiteS* Sporting News. October 4, 1887.

Mr. S. Mookerjee, who will be readily recog-

nised as the editor of that able little^ paper

the Reis and Rayyety dedicates hia travles m
Bengal to a widt circle of readers—those who
know India and are unable to love her ;

those

who love her, and not know her ; those who
neither know nor love ; those who d being tire

of fpdia, take to travelling
; foreigners who

want to know, and Englishmen. The author
himself is not the least tired of India, though
he is a traveller by profession, we might almost
say, and though he puts limits upon journeys,

never caring to get very far away from
Calcutta. It is not mileage, however, which
makes the traveller. It is the power to ob-
serve sympalfietically what is going on at

each stage of a journey, and to keep his spirit

about the minor inconveniences which neces-
sarily occur by road, river, or rail. This Mr.
Mookerjee does. He never loses his good
humour under any set of circumstances, and
what is belter, he conveys a full sense of it to

his pages. The reader may take a choice of

journeys through Eastern Bengal to Tipperah,
or to the heart of Bengal Proper, and will in

each case be fully rewaided by the fruits of

Mr. Mookerjee’s wanderings. Perhaps the
English reader will be mainly struck by the
excellent English style of the writer. The
author is not ashamed of his nationality

;
he

rejoices in being a Bengali, but at the same
time he indulges in prose which has no alien

trace in it. It is not the English of an edu-
cated German or Frenchman ; it is the nervous
Saxon of a subject of the Empress of India.

Mr. Mookerjee had special advantages in some
of his journeys, especially to Independent Tip-
perah, whither he was called to .an important
official position. He was thus assured of

in.iny aiientions, though, in forming accurate
impressions of a country it is doubtful whether
it is not better to be untrammelled with con-
nections which frighten away the simple folk

and impose reticence on them as a duty. From
the notes of his journey through East Bengal,
and to show how genial is his outlook, wc take
the following Extract.]

From Dacca he went further East, and his

experiences on the Megna are of a most en-
livening description. He saw many visions of

beauty, and Mr. Mookerjee is no niggard when
be is describing something he has enjoyed
seeing. Here is a sketch on his way up the I

river :—[ Extract.]

But it is not physical beauty alone which de-

tains our author’s eye :— [ Extract.]

The same symptoms of material progress

he notes among the boatmen on his course.—

[ Extract.]

Some portion of the volume has already been
contributed to the Statesman^ and will be fami-

liar to our readers. The following description

of natural effects is not known to them. We
doubt whether Mr. Ruskin, or Mr. Black would

accept it as a final account of the sun’s rising

and setting :—[ Extract].- Statesman^

October 7, 1887.

If we have not before noticed Mr. Sambhu
C. Mookerjee’s Travels in Bengal^ which was
published some months ago, it is not because

the little book is either dull or pointless. It

contains, on the contrary, much interesting

matter, though some of the incidents arc over-

weighted with detail in what is facetiously

called a “ little booklet.” The author’s view

as a rule is, by the way, facetious : he is given

even to punning
;
but he is also sentimental

in the highest degree—“a naked Whiteman ”

hurts his susceptibilities ; a Hindu girl, bathing

in, the river, throws him into an ecstasy of
delight : “she had such large languishing eyes

!”

But he is nothing if not philosophical, and his
reflections on this or that social and political

subject
,
are not without their moral. . Mr.

Sambhu C. Mookerjee was formerly Minister
to the “ last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,
Behar and Orissa” and afterwiircls Minister
of the Maharaja of Tipperah. {le is a man,
therefore, of experience, and when he speaks
his brethren should listen to him
Travels in Bengal is a readable book, ^nd
abounds in anecdotes which arc often as in-

structive as amusing, and it is not spoiled by
too many poliiiral allusfbns, though, of course
some tew have crept in.-— r//^ Pioneer,
Dec., 1887.

THE

Pran Kissen Ohowdry Fund
FOR SUPPLYING

INDIA WITH NATIVE SCIENTIFIC

MEN OF EUROPEAN TRAINING.

Under a benevolent Scheme now in opera-

tion for several years, started by Baboo Pran

Kissen Chowdry, for assisting meritoiioiis but

poor Indian students, under certain conditions,

to go to Europe for competing for the Indian

Service, there is now room for a native student,

of sound health, who, having passed the Calcutta

Government Medical College, may desire to

compete for the Covenanted Indian Medical

Service. Passage and expenses for two years’

residence in England will be paid out of the

fund of the Scheme.

Apply to Dr. Sambhu C. Mookerjee,

Reis (Sr* Rayyet Office,

I, Uckoor Duti’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

In Pamphlet, Price 4. annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

Capt. JPNDREW HEARSE Y.

Apply to Reis &* Rayyet Office, Calcutta.

REETHAMS-^

Pnr INDIA and all HOT CLIWATES this sweetly soonted emollient Milk is INVALXrASLB

IT KBEPS the SKIIGCOOL and REFRESHED In the HOTTEST WEATHER,
Removes and prevents aU SUNBURN, REDNESS, FRECKLES, TAN, otc., and

RENDERS the SKIN DELICATELY SOFT. SMOOTH and WHITE,

It entirely prevents it horn hecuming DRY and WRINKLED, and PRESERVES the

COMPLEXION from the Bccrching etfecta of the SDN and WIND nore effectually than any

otoer preparaUon. The IRRITATION caused by the PTTE8 and STINGS of INSECTS is

wonderfully aUayed by Its use. For imparting that sett velvety feeling to the skin, this

tf^ll
ghtftil^reparattO” has no equal! Sdd by all Cbemiets.

Sole Makers K. BBBTHAM BON, OhemlstSi Obeltenham, Bytod,

CALCUTTA AGENTS: SCOTT THOMPSON & CO.
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“IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF”
All who sujffcr find sure relief from

The Greatest Fain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcuteRheumatism and Rheumatic Qout>

After years of semi-hcl^lessness and suffer'

ing; while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS,

LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, KACEACHE,

SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

or these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.

Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica*

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The Manrellous Sore Throat Gore.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

sicians in the world in their practice.
^
It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at / Re. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistreet & Co.

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,
(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

HOMEOPATHIC PHARMACY,
THE

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSAR y IN A S/A
OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH
INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE IN

INDEPENDENT H0M(E0PATflY -

and m.iintains to this d.iy

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co, beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned
WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
12, Lai Bazaar, Calcutta.

READ THIS CAREFULLY,
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short winding Keyless Railway Regulat-

ors, of small size, enamelled dials, bold

figures and Candian Gold hands, with tem-

pered machinery and dust tight hinged cases

for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

glass, spring, box and guarantee, Warranted

to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapness about

them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr.

A. K.* Mehta from Bandora says The
7-8 watch I purchased from you two years

back, gives correct time as yet,” Acting Su-

perintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh,

says

“

A watch maker has valued your

Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15,” Mr.
J.

Sutcliffe, R.

W. Fusi. Regt., Lucknow, says :
—

“ Some valued

it at Rs. 15 and were completely suipri.sed when
I told them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pretty

Candian G(»ld Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-

plete shirt Studs and Rings set with chemical

diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each. Mr. J.

A. Yelsmorc, Satur, says “ The best gold-

smith of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. lo.” Mr. G.

Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutia, says:—“A
German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and

the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

JEVES’ I'ERFECT PCRIFIEK
OUTAINED

Thirty-three Prize Medals and First Class Certi-

ficates and were specially appointed by the

Koyal Commission for the Colonial and Indian

E.xhibition in 18S6, where not a single case of

illness^ occurred amongst the native artisans

them employed.

Authorized by the Government of India
;

and largely used by the Calcutta and other

Municipalities.
,

p

Sanctioned

by Her Majestys Board of Trade.

Used in the Royal Households, by Her Majes-

ty’s Government Establishments, by the 'Cor-

poration of London, Parochial Vestries, Smith-
field and Billingsgate Markets, Peninsular

and Oriental and other Steam Navigation

Companies, the Railway Comp|nies,» Principal

Hos^tals, &c. •
*

:-DYCE, NICOL & CO.,

3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta.

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

"Limited.^*

This Company’s Steamer « CASHMERE
will leave Calcutta for Assam on Friday, the

24th inst. •

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel

should be sent to the Company’s Godowns
at } Liggannauth Ghat, not later than noon of

Thursday, the 23rd inst.

. Cachar Line.
The steamer of this line will leave Cal-

cutta for Cachar on the 21st current (Tues-

day) for which cargo wiU received until noon
of Monday.

^
Assam Despatch Steamer Service from

Goalundo
and

Daily Mail Steamer Service from
Dhubri to Debrooghur.

A Daily service is maintained from Goal-

undo and Dhubri for passengers and light goods
traffic, i. e., packages not weighing over a
ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival

of the previous night’s 9:30 P. M. (Madras time)

train from Sealdab, and Dhubri on arrival of

the mails.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to

almost all stations can be booked through from
or to Calcutta via Goalundo or Kannia with

the Eastern Bengal State and connected Rail-

ways—^Passengers and Parcels via Kannia
only.

All particulars as to rates of freight and
passage by all the above mentioned Services to

be had on application to—

MACNEILL & CO.,

Agents,

2-1, Clive Ghat Street.

Calcutta, the 17th January, 1890.

C. RINGER & CO. have in hand the

largest stotk of Homoeopathic Medicines,

Medicine Cases, Medical Sundries, and Books,

&c., &c., for sale at their Homoeopathic Es-

tablishment, 10, Hare Street, Calcutta. Cata-

logue, free on application.

Lovers of a good Trichinopoly Cigar arc re-

commended to try the Small Roger Brand*

Price Re, 1-4 per 100.

T. HILL & CO.,

5, Dharamtola Street,

Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY(ENGLI8H) NEWSPAPER
AND

Review of Politics, Literature, and Society^

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.

Yearly ... in advance

Half-yearly ... „

Quarterly ... „

Monthly ... „

Single or s.ample Copy,,

... Rs. 12

••• 7

... 4

... Re. 1-8

RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
Advertisements (three columns to the page and
102 lines to the column; are charged by the

space taken up, at the rate of 4 annas a line,

each insertion. The lowest chargrTor any ad-

vertisement is Rs. 2, except Domestic Occur-

rences, the lowest charge for which is Rs. 5.

Special rates for Contracts. .

No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

will be charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at the rate of 4 annas a month or

Rs. 3, a year.

Business Communications fpost paid) to

be directed to “The Manager,” and " Literary

Communications and books and pamphlets

(carriage paid) to “ The Eaitor ” of “ Reis

& Rayyet,
’’

Office : /, Uckoor Dutt's Lane^ Wellington

Street, Calcutta.

’ Printed andpublished for the Proprietor every Saturday by MUTTY Lall Ghose, at THE BEE PEESSt No. f, Uckoor Dutt's Lane, Calc^tta.



DROIT ET AVANT.

SiS A cc^'^et
(PRINCE & PEASANT)

WEEKLY NEWSPAPER

O/ POLITICS LITERATURE AND SOCIETY

CALCUTTA. SATURDAY, FEBRUARY i, 1890.

CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

ALFRED.

(BORN AT WANTAGE, XN bIrKSHXRE, A. D. 849)*

Written A. D. 1849.

By the laU Martin Farquhar Tuppir.

Come, every true-born Englishman-—come, Anglo-Saxons all 1

I wake a tune to-day to take and hold your hearts in thrall

;

I sing the king—the Saxon king—the glorious and the greats

The root and spring of everythin^e love in churci and s^te.
.

*T is just a thousand years to-day—oh, years are swift and brief—

Since erst uprose in majesty the day-itar of our chief.

Since Wantage bred a wondrous child, whom God hath made the cause

Of half the best we boast in British Ubertlea and lawa

l^st-bom of royal Ethelwolf, he left his island hbuidi * ^

Ulysses-like, to study men and marvels in old Rome ;

And, thence in wrath returning, overthrew the pirate Dane,

And, young as Pitt, at twenty-two began a hero’s reign.

Oh 1 Gutluan swore, and Hubba smote, and sturdy Hinguar stormed,

And still like locusts o'er the land the red marauders swarmed ;

But Alfred was a David to scatter every foe.

The shepherd, psalmist, warrior, king, uublamcd in weal and woe.

Aye, hiding with the herdsman, or harping in the camp.

Or earnestly redeeming time beneath the midnight lamp ;

pr ruling on his quiet throne, or fighting in the fen,

Our Alfred was indeed an Agamemnon, king of men 1

Unshrinking champion of the right, in patriot strength he stood
;

Declare it, three score fields of fight, and mark it down in blood 1

Unflinching chief, unerring judge, he stoutly held the helm ;

Tell out those thirty years of praise, all Albion’s happy realm 1

A Solomon for wisdom’s choice, that he loved learning well

Let Oxford chimes with grateful voice from all their turrets tell

;

A Numa and Justinian too, let every parish sound

His birthday on the merry bells throughjall the country round.
'

A*Nestor, while in years a youth, he taught as Plato taugbt

;

|A%onstantine, a Washington, he fought as Scipio fought

;

A Wellington, his laurelled sword with Peace was glory-gilt,

^nd Kelson’s earliest wooden walls of Alfred’s oaks were built I

•

Oh, gallant Britons 1 bless the God who gave you such a prince—

His like was never known before, nor eyer hath been since ;

The fountain of^our liberties, your honors, and your health,

The mountain of your sturdy strength, the Ophir of yoqr we'alth.
^

And now arouse thee, royal ghost 1 in majesty look round

;

On every shore, in every clime, thy conquering sons are fooojl*

kingdoms and dominions, by continents and lAes,

The Anglo-Saxon realm is Jtfty hundnd thousand mitis /

Aye, smile on us and bless us in thy loftiness of love—

The name of Anglo-Saxon is all other names above I

By peoples and by nations, by tribe, and sept, and clan,

7\oo hundnd millions claim it in the family of man 1

They claim it, and they claim thee too, their father and their king t

0, mighty shade I behold the crowds who claim thy sheltering wing 1

Thou hast o’ershadowed, like an Alp, the{half of this broad earth

;

And where thy shadow falls Is light and Anglo-Saxon worth I
*

The energy, the daring, the cheerfulness, the pride,

The sti^orth love of freedom with religion well allied,

The trust in God forever, and the hope in man for time—

These characters they learnt of thee, and stand like thee sublime

!

^ thy imclogftchilda|yomet a blessing there they bring

;

The sweet secdlities m hotrflproand that plafi they Bing

;

Warm Comfort, and pure Charity, and Duty’s bright blue eye.

And Enterprise, and Industry, are smrs upon that sky.

Stout Husbandry amid those fields with soft Contentment meets,

And honest Commerce, early up, is stirring in those streets ;

And all the glories of the sword and honors of the pen

Make us the wonder of the world, the cynosure of men I

And, hark I upon my harp and tongue a sweeter note of praise—

How should a Saxon leave unsung what best he loves always ?

O dearer, deeper, nobler sangs to thrill^the heart and mind,

The crown of womanhood belongs to English womankind!

Young maiden, modest as the morn yet glowing like the noon—

True wife, in placid tenderness a lustrous silver moon

—

Dear mother, loving unto death and better loved than life

—

Where can the wide world match me such a mother, maid, or wife f

Fair Athelwytha Alfred’s own, is still your spirits’ queen,

The faithful, the courageous, the tender, the sevene,

he]|pious heroine of home, the solace, friend, and nurse,

The height of self-forgetfulness, the climax of all verse !

•

And now, great Alfred’s countrymen and counrywomen all,

Victoria 1 Albert 1 graciously regard your minstrel’s call I

Up, loyal, gentle, simple folk I up, first, ye men of Berks,

And give a nation’s monument to Alfred’s mighty works I

In Anglo-Saxon majesty! simplicity, and strength,

O, children 1 build your father’s tomb for very shame at length ;

The birthday of your king hath dawned a thousand years this day,

It must not die bgfore you set your seal to what I say.

Subscrihtrs in tiu country art requested to remit bypostal money orders, ifpossible, as the safest and mostmnvenxent

m$^um,partiadarty as it ensures acknovdedgment through the Department, No other recent wM be

given any ether being unnecessary, and likely to cauu amfuswn.
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News and Our Comments.

The new Protestant Church at Dethlehem, in Palestine, wa^ but half

finrahed in 1888, when it was stopped by order of the Sultan. That

order has now been rescinded. It is due to the intercession of the

German Enrpress during her recent visit to Constantinople.

• •

The four columns at the two entrances of the Hall of Fame In the

WVrsenal arc to be capped with busts of Scharnhorst, Stein, Roon and

Bismarck. Such is the order of the German Emperor.

• •
• •

An Anglo-Italian steamship company htis contracted for three direct

sailings monthly between Naples and London.

• •

An American claims to have invented an electrical magic hantern by

•which he can reflect advertisements on low dark clouds overhanging

large towns. He is said to have secured several contracts from ad-

vcrtisjng Arms in the New World.

• •
• •

Mr. G. F. Wai»s, R. A., has presented to the Leicester Art Gallery his

celebrated picture#* Orlando pursuing the Fata Morgana.” It was first

exhibited in 1848 at the British Institution. The present is intended to

mark the don»»r’s recognition of the services which a L<'iccstcr towns*

man, Mr. John M. Cook, has rendered to “ make the nation's name res-

pected by admirable administration and honourable dealing, more es-

pecially in Egypt.” Mr. Watts has besides a faith in the humanising

influence of Art collections.

• •

It is reported from Sheffield that

** The bulk of the ivory sold at the periodical sates finds its way here,

and enormous quantities are used in the cutlery and silver trades. The
growing scarcity and ever-increasing cost of ivory has, however, com-

pelled manufacturers to turn their attention to the production of various

substitutes. One of these is celluloid, and thousands of tons of this

material is annually worked up in Sheffield. One firm alone, who
made a speciality of this article last year, sold upwards of 1,800 dozen

table-knives with ivory-grained celluloid handles. Great improvements

have been made in the manufacture of this material recently, and

certainly the prejudice entertained against it is not shared by Sheffield

cutlery manufacturers, who boldly assert that it is superior to ivory

in some respects, although it only costs about one-sixth the money.

No amount of heat will cause combustion mnless the celluloid |is

brought into direct contact with flame. It stands hot water better, ahd
retains its beautiful creamy polish longer than ivory, for which it seems

to be a really perfect substitute so far as Sheffield trades are concerned."

•
• •

The ‘‘Journal de la Chamber de Commerce de Constantinople" of the

9th November Last says that the Egyptian Minister of Finance has

definitely decided that the current season must not exceed 15,000

feddans of land in all provinces of Upper and Lower Egypt, for

cultivation of tobacco, and that any authority fur a larger area must

not be granted.

• •

The port of Jeddah is being improved. A quay has been con-

structed. A powerful crane* fur loading and disch.irging ships has

been placed on the quay and a railway laid from the quay to the

custom house. This will greatly facilitate the working of ships, and

probably give an impetus to the trade of the port.

• •

The Ministiy of Agiiculture at Rome estimated the wine crop of Italy

in 1889 at 22,200,000 hectolitres, or a deficit of 10,300,000 hectolitres on

the crop of 1888. Four-fifths of the crop last year were good, the

remainder being of piedium quality or bad.

The fish' tinning industry in Auckland, in New Zealaml, according to

a local paper, is developing to important ditnensinns various parts

of the piovmce. In addition to the important tinning establishment

of Ewmg and Co., in the Kaipara waters, there are now two

tinning factories started and in working order at the Bay oi Islands.

'The fish tinned at the latter place are mullet. There is likely to

be a gieat stimulus given to the export of frozen fish to the Australian

colonies.

•

• •

Baron Theodore d’ Ungern Sternberg has published an account of his

ascent of the exiinci volcano Elburz, the crest of |jvbich is now capped

with eternal snow. He set out fiom the village of Oronsby on

August 9. His party consisted of himself, Mr^ G. J. Staritskyi a land

surveyor, his guid^, a Tyrolese named Frani Hofer, four huntersi and

one servant. On the second day they reached the Ust chffiet in the

valley of Bakhsan, the same place from whence earlier climbers set

nut on their respective ascents. But the Baron avoided the beaten

taack»the Terskol gorge, of Mr Freshficld or tltc Asaon glacier, of

Professor Mushketoff. In five hours and a half the Baron and his party

reached an altitude of 10,860 ft., or the limit of perpetual snow. Ohe

day was spent in fixing precisely the snow limit, and it was found

to vary at diflerent points from that altitude to as much as if,200 ft.

The campon the second night was pitched at 11,977 ft. above the

sea. but the uighis were not very cold, the, thermometer register-

ing 6 degrees centigrade. The scene presented by the Caucasian range

above and the mountain stream of the noisy Bakhsan 4,340ft. below

is described as having been magnificent, while Elburz itself reared its

lofty crest into the he.Tvens, whose blue almost approached blackness.

The Baron took the precaution to take with him the tent, wraps,

and provisions. Favoured by fine weather, he safely crossed the sever-

al dangerous crevices between 14,000 ft. and 15,000 ft. At an altitude

of 15,368 ft. Starisky became ill, and when he had proceeded 500 ft.

higher he skirted the mountain and made his descent by the well-

known track on the northern side. At this point the real difficulties

of the ascent began for the Baron and Hofer. Each barrier of snow

which promised to be the last was succeeded by another. The Baron

thus describes his sensations

“ There was a perfect calm and the sun burnt us. Not a breath of
air came to refresh our lungs, which acted with increasing difficulty.

Nothing, absolutely nothing, served to distract our attention in those

gloomy solitudes. Only the firm determination to attain our objects

sustained our stiength, and time seemed infinite in those infinite

regions. Our tongues and thioats were on fire, and to slake otir thirst

we had only frozen snow, which gave us momentary relief to be followed

by still greater torture."

At the altitude of 17*840 ft. a splendid view was obtained of the

Black Sea, but Mount Ararat waa^owhere. In the further ascent an icy

wind from the west caused the travellers much trouble, filling the ears

and mouth with small particles of frozen snow. The travellers reached

the summit at an altitude of 18,469 ft., and they found a crater on the

top of Elburz. The Baron states that there are remains of two craters

on the summit of the west cone, which is the true crest of Elburz.

Baron Sternberg remained only 10 minutes on the top, but even in that

brief space he was slightly frost-bitten. The descent was attended with

much danger, as the cord hud been left with Staritsky, and when Baron

Sternberg reached the piass he did not find his companions, with whom

he had a Iso left his tent, wraps, and provisions. He however found the

hunters at an altitude of 11,370 ft., where they encamped for the night

on a bed of lava and by the shores of a frozen lake, but without cover-

ings or fire. Staritsky was not found till the following day, when it

was discovered that instead of descending he had passed (he night in

the pass, where he would probably have died but for the fac( that he

had the tent and furs.

• •

The following holidays will be observed in the Calcutta Court of Small

Causes during the year 1890 :

—

“ New Year’s day I day .. January i.

Basanta or Sree Panchami ... I day ..
if 25.

Dole Jattra I day .. March 6.

Good Friday and Easier Saturday 2 days.. . April 4 and 5.

Mohahishab Sankranli t day ., • ii 12.

Eed-ul-Filie 2 days.. . May 20 and 2T.

Empress' Birthday I day .. • »i 24.

Dasaliara Ganga Snan I day .. • if 29.

Eed'uz-Zoha 2 days.. July 28 and 29.

Jnnmabtomi I day ... August 7.

Mohuinim 3 days,.
II 25 to 27.

Diissenih Varaiion, including Moha-
lya, Doorga and Lukhmi Poojahs,

Falch.a Doaz-Dolium, Kali Ptjoja,

Blmiridilia and Kartick Pooja ... 34 days... October 13 to

Novembei 15.

Juggodhafri Pooja ... ... 2 days... November ac and
21.

Christmas holidays ... ... 8 days... December 24 to 31.

The above days arc inclusive. All Sundays are holidays. The se-

cond day of the Hindu festival ‘ Sree Panchami ’ falls on Sunday, and
the Maliomedhii festival Fateha Doaz-Dohum falls within the Dusserah
Vacuiioii.”

• *•*

A Bombay report says that the Secretary of Statb has accorded to

Mrs. Crnwfopd knd her daughter subsistence allowances or pensions of

and £70 per annum.
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A CIRCULAR has been Issued by the Government of Bengal, ruling that

no officer attached to the Secretariat or any of its connected offices

shall become correspondent of any newspaper without the permission

•in writing of the Chief Secretary as well as that of the head of the

office ro which he belongs.

• • •

The Bengal-Nagpur Railway between Purulia and Chakradharpur,

a distance of 72 miles, has been opened for goods traffic. That makes

120 miles opened since .the 15th December. There still remain 140

miles to connect Nagpur with Assensole.

• •

The Mohunt of Tirupati has been completely humbled. After a long

and protracted investigation, he has been found guilty and sentenced

to three years’ rigorous imprisonment. To enable the prisoner to

appeal, the Sessions Judge, on representation, made the first month’s

imprisonment simple. The Assessors did not consider the case

proved, but the Judge was fully convinced of the guilt of the accused,

and characterized the Assessor’s verdict as perverse.

• •

The Cheap Passage movement threatens to fall through. Messrs.

William Watson & Co. have resigned the agency. They consider

the scheme not practicable and the rates of passage money ruling

between Europe and India quite equitable, regard being had to the

limited traffic and the numerous departijres.

• •

Sir Lepel and Lady Griffin have arrived in India. They pass through

Calcutta to Burma.

« •

The Parsecs have beat the English team—Mr. Vernon’s Eleven—by

four wickets.

«

The Rupee has been valued at one shilling and five pence for adjust-

ment of financial transactions between the British and Indian Gov-

ernments for the next financial year.

• #

In the late investigation into the case of tampering with question

papers in the B. L. Examination of the Madras University, material

assistance was rendered to the Registrar by several graduates. That

the examination of the University might be beyond suspicion, a re-

examination has been ordered.

• •

There are other scandals in Madras. Large tracts of Zemindari land

in the della of the Kristna were under concealed irrigation through the

collusion of subordinate officials, thereby causing a loss of revenue to

Government, estimated at half a lac annually. A great portion of the

loss will be recovered by penal assessment.

•
• •

The Madras Cudgel is more than ever highly satisfactory. The re-

venue for liSyo-yi is estimated at 3CS7 lacs, and the expendiluic at

l*cs. Cut fora minus entry of 17;^ lacs on account of a special

contribuiion to the Imperial Tteasury, and an expcnditiue of 4}^ l.irs

on account of the (Sanjam famine, there would have been a consider-

able suiplus.

• «

At Thursday’s meeting of the Calcutta Corporation, Cabu Amarendra-

Nath Chatteijee carried his amendment that “having regard to their

importance, the building regulations be referred back to the Cyc-laws

Comniittee for futher consideration and report, with reference to the

suggestions and directions of the general public bodies who were

officially invited to express their opinion thereon.” The Bye-laws Com-

mittee, it was hoped, would expedite their repoit as much as possible,

in view of the great practical difficulties now felt, not only by the cxc-

cu^jve but also the builders in the absence of proper regulations. The

other bye-laws referring to drainage, ccss-pools, privies, the markets,

&c., were considered seriatim and passed with slight alterations.

The proposal to give Mr. Kimber 5 per cent, on the sum of

Rs. 1,00,100 for supervising the construction of suburban water-works,

gave rise to considerable discussion, and the meeting ultimately agreed

to the 5 per cent, commission on the dost of the work done before

the amalgamation. The Chairman’s rider to include^ the imlue the

pipes in such cost was lost. The raid against the Printing Depart-

ment continues. If *the Department is not to be abolished, the men

must be replaced—very likely by others from the suburbs. A Com-

mittee of twelve Commissioners to enquire into the^ working of the

printing department and report on any changes in the personnel of

the establishment and other things likely to improve iis efficiency,

was moved and carried unanimously.

" ^

Notes, Leaderettes, and
^ ^

Our Own News.
•

The rejection of the Socialist Bill by the Reichstag seems to have

caused some disappointment to the Government which had pressed tor

a division. The Emperor William in his speech from the throne at the

closing of the Reichstag promised the introduction of further laws for

the benefit of the working classes, and expressed a hope that these

classes should learn to look to Parliament, not for violent measures,

but for the improvement of their condition.

The military forces of China and the condition of the Russian forts on
^

the Chinese frontier, were the subject of discussion at a conference, held

at St. Petersburg, at which officers of superior rank and several Grand-

Dukes were present. •

The President of the United States, in receiving the Ambassador of

the Brazilian Republic, congratulated him on the peaceful ch.ange that

had been made in the ri\e^ime^ and professed the most friendly feelings

with the new Republic.

Count Andrassy is reported to be in a moribund condition. The

Grand Duke Nicholas is suffering from cancer, and has been ordered

to Nice.

A firman of the Sultan lately promulgated in Crete is reported to

have restored quiet.

A serious riot of university students is reported from Cracow. The

military had to be called out, and charged with the bayonet, one ^udent

being wounded.

Her Majesty the Queen of England is expected to be at Aix-le-Bain

in March.

A telegram calls the late storms in the •United Kingdom

“ phenomenal.” The floods hav.e destroyed bridges^nd carried away

large numbers of sheep and cattle. Huge seas were washing the

coasts, doing damage to the esplanades, piers, &c., to the extent of

thousands of pounds.

Mr. Justice Manisty was early in the week reported to have had a

stroke of paralysis while on the Bench. There was some temporary

improvement, but again there has been a relapse. Four other judges

are also disabled through various illnesses. Another notability, Sir

William Gull, the eminent physician, has had a stroke of paralysis

He has since died.

One million of Russian gold was paid into the Bank of England on a

single day, the 26th Jami.iiy.

Private seitleineiu of Mr. Benzon’s ca^ having failed, ho has been

examined by a Magistrate, before whom he made a clean breast of his

embatiassrncnt.s, and admitted having forged the cheque for one

thousand pounds in the hope of recovering his losses l)y gambling.

A movement is on foot for a memorial to Lord Napier of Magdala

and a Committee has been formed to invite funds.

Dr. Tanner has been sentenced to three months’ imprisonment for

.slandering Mr. Ailhnr Smith B.arry, member for South Huntingdon, and

calling him “ a hound and cowardly bastard ” at a meeting of the Cork

Board of Gu.irdians. <

Lord Wolselcy, in an article in an American magazine, condemns the

uniforms of the English army, and likens generals in British uniform

to “ dre.sbed ^lonkcys.”

In an interview with a reporter of the Pall Mall Gazette^ Mr. Brad-

laugh spoke of the great beuefit he had derived from his Indian trip,

though he still suffered from petty ailments. Of the Congress he

evidently carried the most favoiable impressions. He said that the

varied and representative character of the Congress had more than

ever convinced him of the^gnorance of Englishmen about India and

its affairs.
*

The weather in cllcutta continues chilly since the rains on the night

of the 24th January. We are informed that on the 2otb January, in
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Zillah Bagoora, Thana Shibgunge, it rained and hailed violently. The

hailstones kept the ground for three days without melting. We
hop^ the meteorological reporter will notice the fact. The recent

rains appear to have been general all over the country, and brought

on seasonable weather in the fag-end of winter which has been of

abnormal warmth this year.

•TilliyPrince arrived at Lahore on Saturday the 25th January. The

reception, as elsewhere, was official. The Nawab of llhawalpur, the Raja

of Nabha, and other thiefs were piesent. The roads to Government

House were gaily decorated. In the forenoon, His Royal Highness

was engaged in exchanging visits with the Native Chiefs, and in the

afternoon, accompanied by the Lieutenant-Governor and Staff, paid

a visit to the city. From the Delhi Gate, the paiiy mounted elephants

and pioceeded on these to various points of interest, including Ranjit

Sing’s tomb, where the priests sang a special hymn in honor of the

Prince. In the evening there were fireworks and illuminations which

His Royal Highness vvKnessed from one of the bastions of the Fort,

after which a piocessiou was formed to go back through the illuminated

streets which presented a most pictuiesque appearance. A conver-

sazione was afterwards held at the Montgomery Hall, where Native

(.’hiefs and officers of N.itive regiments imistered stiong, many of the

latter being introduced to the Piinr.e who touched their swordhilts.

During the evening an addicss was presented on behalf of the Euro-

pean and Native communiiy. The address was enclosed in a hand-

some gold casket, and refened to the lapid progress made in the

P.anjab in the extension of railways, the advance of education, the

pacification of the Kliybcr tribes and in other directions, during

the period of 14 yeais which has now elapsed since the visit of the

Prince of Wales. The Prince in his reply spoke of the Queen's im-

mense interest and sympathy towards her Indian subjects, of which

His Royal Highness said he could give no better idea than by telling

them that, notwithstanding her inability to visit her Indian Empire,

which she never ceases to deplore, Her Majesty has, by the greatest

diligence, acquired some knowledge of the Hindustani language. The

Prince then said

“Other provinerffe of India may be richer than the Punjab, some may
present scenes of greater beauty, but there is no province in India that

can boast as the*Punjab can that it is the bulwark of defence against

foreign aggression, or that can be termed with some significance the
guardroom of our Eastern Empire. As the Punjab is one of our great-

est recruiting grounds, so it is also the home or place of service of a

large portion of the Army in Northern India ; and it is particularly

gratifying to me to think that it is here, in this soldier’s land, that I

shall see, at Muridki a force of cavalry such as is seldom brought
together in any part of the world."

On the 28th, a Grand Parade of all troops was held at the Muridki

Camp. The troops, numbering 7,ooo, were after the arrival of the

Prince, walked, trolled and galloped in the usual manner. In the

walk past, the cavalry of Patiala, Bhawalpur, Jhind, Nabha and

K.rpurihala took part and pr esented a creditable appearance. There was

then the gallop past, after which the troops formed into line in review

order. The Commander-in- thief, in presence of the Prince, then atl-

dressed the officers, some of whom were then presented to the Prince.

The Prince left Muiidki for Peshwar the next morning.

At Hib Royal Highness’s arrival at I'eshawar, on the 30th, he was met

.at the railway st.iiion by Colonel Ommany, Commissioner, Colonel

Warhui ion, PoIitK al Officer for the Khyber, General Keen, and other

he.ads of depan incuts. The forenoon was spent in driving through

the city. At Goi Katri, the Prince alighted, anil the Municipal Coin-

niissioners who had assembled were introduced to His Royal Highness,

kroin this place the Prince had a fine view of the surrounding country.

'Die next morning, the Royal party started for Jamrud, where His
Royal llighm-ss piesented the medals for the Black Mouulain Ex-

pedition to M.ijur Aslain Khan and other native officers and men of

the Khybt-r Riilcs. To curtail the ceremony, only ten men had their

medals pinned on by the Prince who then addressed them speaking

in high terms of the bravery shown by them in the expedition as well

as the alacrity iNiili which they had volunteered for the service.

After .1 ride through the Khyber, andDneeiing the Chiefs of the

Shinwaris at Lundi Koialj^he party returned to Jamrud where M.ajor

Aslam Klian provided a sumptuous tea, and thence to Peshawar where

there were dinner and theatricals in the evening. The Piincc started

at midnight for Rawalpindi. *

In September 1888,•the Committee of the Caspian Fisheries paid into

the Astrakhan branch of the Russian State Bank theHum of $,000

roubles (about for the discovery of means for the protection of

fish against Infection, and for the treatment of people suffering from'

the effects following the consumption of poisonous fi^h.

The ^ize is open to men of science irrespetive of nationality who

will be able, within 5 years, to

(1) Determine by careful analysis the physical and chemical nature

of fish poison.

(2) Investigate by experiments on animals the action of fish poison

on the heart, circulation of the blood, digestive organs and nervous

system.

(3) Determine the rapidity of the absorption of the poison in the

digestive channels.

(4) Ascertain and describe the symptoms which distinguish healthy

fish from those in a diseased condition.

(5) Indicate the measure to be adopted for preserving fish against

the development of fish poison in them.

(6) Discover an antidote for and the nature of the medical assistance

to be reiulered in cases of fish poisoning.

Essays on the subject may be written cither in the Russian, Latiiv

French, English or German languages and to be sent in print

or manuscript, not later than the 1st (i3ih) January 1893, Ministry

of Imperial Domains, which jwill submit the compositions to a com-

mission consisting of the Chairman of the Medical Council of the Minis-

try of the Interior as President, two members appointed by the Academy

of Science, one by the Military Medical Academy and another by the

Society for the Preservation of Public Health.

The commission will report the result of the competition to the

Minister of Imperial Domains not later than the 1st (13th) January

1894, and the Minister will, in accordance with the conclusions of the

commission, give necessary orders for the payment of the premium

to the author of the essay or work which shall be acknowledged as

containing the most satisfactory solution of the propounded problem.

At the same time, the non-solution of Nos. 4 and 5 of the foregoing

questions will not be considered as an obstacle to the award of the

premium in full, should the other four questions be satisfactorily dealt

with. In case it be considered' that not one of the essays or works

submitted has solved the problem in its most essential parts, the

commission may award as a secondary prize the sum which shall have

accrued as interest during the’ five years on the sum of 5,000 roubles to

the author of the work which shall have satisfactorily dealt with a

portion of the programme, and which may facilitate a further study of

the nature of fish poison.

A POINT, which was regarded in some quarters with doubt, arose in

connection with the Pioneer first -libel case. The point in question is,

whether the legal advisers of the journal had any power to mterfere

with the course of events in the High Court so as to save the case from

being wrecked by an objection which they and their clients had tacitly

agreed to waive. True, the objection regarding the sufficiency of proof

of publication was raised voluntarily by the trying Judge although

when the charge against Mr. Dare, the publisher, bad been previously

dropped as an act of comiesy, it had beeir dropped on the clear under-

blanding that rc'.ponsibility for publication would be frankly admitted.

But, it IS urged, lire defendants were prepared to keep their promise,

only the Judge would not let them, and they were powerless to set

aside his Lordship’s oiijeciiou. This docs not sound very straight-

forward. As for their being powerless under the circumstances, a

single word admiiiiiig responsibility would have set the wheels of the

law revolving in a moment. That this is so is shown bq^ond a doubt

by the procedure in Lord Eustou's case at Bow StreeMhe other day.

Mr. George Lewis, on opening the case, began to marshall the usual

evidence of publication. He had actually a solicitor prisenf, to

swear that he had bought a copy of the offending paper at a certain

spot, on a certain date. The old farce had begun, when Mr. Lock-

wood, g.c., promptly cut it short. “ It is unnecessary," he said, “ to

proceed with Mhe evidence, as the publication of the article is

not disputed, or the ownership of the paper.” Had these words been

spoken in the High Court, the fanciful, overwrought objection would

have vanished and the country would have been spared the reproach of

a litigant wandering like a lost spirit from Court to Court seeking a

fair trial. The position is certainly anomalous. Vi is generally admit-

ted that the High Court decision is unsound, and yet, in courtesy, it
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The world without both get on all the same

—

Nay, better far without such hind’ ranees ?

What more clear than that Vice in purple shines,

While Virtue goes about in sorriest rags ?

So reason Vanity Fair’s blind frequenters I

/Villainous inference from premise false I

But spurning the vile Gospel of the damned,

/With ken beyond the hazy, fleeting Present,

*’ And fixed unalterably on Jehovah’s

Blazing throne^ on the Christ that bled f«ir man,

He thro’ the weary years did consecrate

His mind and all its powers to his kind.

A dauntless Knight ! he battled gallantly

For his weak brethren in an alien land,

And smote the smiters with a heavy hand,

'

^Ilis potent pen, e’en like Ilhuiiel’s spear.

No falsehood base, or unctuous hypocrisy

Enduring. Champion, lover, fiiend of Tiutb,

Such life as thine*, so good and beautiful,

So full of love and humaii-heartedness,

'.Springing upr e’en midst influences vile,

Like a white lily from wild sedge and slush,

—

Is tiuly sweet and grateful to the Lord !

REIS & RAVYET.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 1890.

ROBERT KNIGHT.
A NOBLF spirit has passed away. A man of rare per-

sonality is gone. India’s devoted, loving champion,

—

the n^ver-failing friend of the poor and oppres.sed,

—

the Knight et sans reproche of the Indian

Press is no more. After a somewhat long struggle with

a complication of liver and other complaints, he expired

on Monday last. That the end could not be put off long

was anticipated. Yet did it seem to come quite too

soon, and it was not wholly expected, when it came.

The change to Darjeeling had done some good ;
only

the benefit did not continue, and he had to be brought

down to Calcutta, but his condition was not regarded

quite so critical, and it was even hoped that a change

to England might bring him round. It had according-

ly been decided that in March he should return

home. Fate, however, had determined otherwise. The
symptoms took a worse turn, and weak as he already I

was, he was prostrated, and rather suddenly suc-

cumbed. The veteran *jouriialist almost . died in

harness—a martyr to work. The perplexities of his

position had kept him fo his work in the midst of

illnes.s, almost to the last. An enquiry into the origin

of his life-long perplexities and embarrassments
would open up a view of the brightest side of his

life. A thoroughly good m.in, full of trustful con-

fidence in men, of ardent religious tendencies, he

could not hear of a brother man’s distre.ss but his

soul would flow over, with generous impul.ses, and
he must run to the .sufferer’s rescue, often to his

own peril. All Mr. Knight’.s difficulties werti the

self-inflicted penalty of his self-forgetful generosity.

He was a great pulilicist, but he was perhaps a greater

man. It is an irreparable loss. His place will not be

easily filled. A rare influence has departed from

journalism. He was a finished public man—of great

knowledge and wide experience of affairs. For reading,

he h.id a passionate thirst. His collection of books, es-

pecially on finance, cufrency, stali.stics and cognate sub-

jects, was of the rarest. As a writer he wielded a povvei-

ful, trenchant style that struck home like cold steel.

He WHS an ardent hater of ^wroiig and Injustice, and
the staunch friend of the weak and downtrodden. He
was all this as a publicist. But as a man, his claims

on our regard are higher still. It is the combination

of his personal and public virtues that was the secret

of his marvellous influence. Great has been our loss.

Its extent will not be fully appreciated now. As

time goes on, it will be seen in its true perspective.

The Veteran dies a martyr to work. He literally

worked himself to his grave. The Indian Statesman

did not exhaust all his energies. He had other

literary as well as business avocations. Work was a

sort of religion to him—next to duty to his God.

He worked himself to death. And yet if one man

could stand such strain better than another, that

man was Mr. Robert Knight. His was a wonderful

vitality. His capacity for work was boundless. Alas,

work alone would not have precipitated the catastrophe !

Work under the inspiring smiles of fortune would

have rather tended to still more season his natural

powers of endurance. But Work and Care proved

too much, and he succumbed.

The whole country mourns for Robert Knight.

Never had a journalist so won the affections of those

for whom he labored. His loss is felt almost as a per-

sonal bereavement. Hir name is a household word

to all sections of the Indian people. His popularity is

as real as it is extensive. A man of the rarest gifts

of head and heart, his writings sank deep into the con-

sciousness of the people. This wonderful popularity

had a moral basis. A popularity which has stood the

test of nearly half a century—grown steadily in depth

and volume—never waned—not once passed under

a temporary shadow in an eventful, public career

in which he necessarily made many enemies—

must have been kept alive by character. His

goodness was unique. His benevolence bord-

ered on the romantic. His rectitude had conquered

the frailties of man’s lower nature. Those who

had the privilege of knowing him, know of what

fine elements he was made. The virulent opposer

of wrongs—the hard ‘ hitting critic of public men

and measures—was the sweetest, the teiiderest-

hearted of men. He had too much of the

milk of human kindness. His benevolence was of

the patriarchal type. He would thrust his good

offices upon those whom he found in distress. He
gave help unasked. He* would ask you about the

state of your affairs, when delicacy sealed your own

lips, and he would move heaven and earth for your

good, not unoften at the sacrifice of his own. Had ther^

been more of the world in his nature, he would not

have dicvl now. Indeed, as wc have said, he succum-

bed to over -work, to anxiety, and to embarrassments.

And all his embarrassments which he valiantly

tried to cope with and which he had in a manner

conquered at last, were the effects of his self-sacrificing

goodness and benevolence. He incurred personal

liabilities that he might help others. His chivalrous

support of pyoit[i^cs—his unworldiness—his simplicity

and almost unbusiness-like ways in his dealings with

the hard world—brought on all his later perplexities.

Mr. Knight came out to India at the age of twenty-

one in connection with some mercantile firm in Bon^bay

which he soon quitted for journalism, He became

editor of the Poona Observer^ and in a short time

made his maVk. Now came the Indian Mutiny, and

unhinged the Anglo-Indian mind. The celebrated

Dr. Buist was at this* time editor as well as part

proprietor of the Bombay Times, Dr*. Buist had

been a great friend of the natives, but the Mutiny

turned him against them, as it did so" many others.

He began to propagate the wildest proposals of veil-
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geaiice upon the people. With the zeal in a new
faith, he devoted his undoubted talents to stir up the

worst feelings of the Government and of private

^Europeans against the natives. The people of Bom-
bay^^ere aUrmed. Hindus, Mahomedans and Parsis,

—all cast about for a way to stop the evil.® The
flood of bad bile which the infuriated doctor kept
pouring forth every day must be checked at all

hazards. The means was found, and the discovery
was characteristic of commercial Bombay. 'Phey
set their heads together, and they began to buy
up the shares of the Bombay Times as they were
available in the market. In a short time some-
thing less than half these shares passed to their

hands. They had managed this so quietly as to

excite no suspicions. At any rate, Dr. Buist

who had no inconsiderable interest in the property
knew nothing of the coup that was to be sprung
upon him. Having now gained a hold on the
business, they convened a meeting of shareholders
to consider the policy of the paper and the con-
duct of the editor. They condemned the policy

of Dr. Buist and resolved 4.0 remove him. Dr.
Buist became mad with rage, and having the
paper yet in his hands, inveighed against the new
shareholders in the foulest terms of abuse This,

however, only precipitated the crisis. Dr. Buist was
removed, and Mr. Knight was called to his place.

Comparatively a new and untried man, with no ex-

perience of India to speak of, Mr. Knight had no
small reward in this responsible appointment for the

way in which he had conducted his first journalistic

duties in this country. It was as signal a proof
of confidence as the native community of Bom-
bay could well give. Nor on his part did he
disappoint them. Upon taking charge of the Bom-
bay Times, he gave it the imperial name it still

bears. The Times of India throve well in his hands,

and rose to a higher plane of politics. Indeed,
in all Mr. Knight’s long and varied journalistic

career, provincialism and narrowne.ss have never
characterized his concerns. The Times of India was
in name as in substance a paper for the country.

During the indigo riots on our side of the coun-
try and the sitting of the Indigo Commission, no
Bengal journal, save the then Hindoo Patriot
stood up .so manfully for the cause of the oppressed
ttyiants as did this Bombay paper. During the Mu-
tiny his conduct of the paper did much to moderate,
if not, to turn back, the tide of angry feelings which ran

high against the natives. 'Fhe Times of India in his

hands made itself felt by the powers that be. Many
were his journalistic triumphs. His exposure of the

Inam Commission at last brought the Bombay
Government round to his side. His services to

Native States were simply invaluable. When he had
once espoused a cawse, he never rested ’ till he had
won. He would keep harping on the same string.

His earnestness was phenomenal. A notable in-

stance of this was the pertinacity with which he ad-

vocated the reform of the currency. The^cause of

bimetalism could not have a more powerful advocate,

and before his death he had his reward in the ac-

ceptance which that cause had commenced to n;eet

with at the hands of its late o[)ponents. For journal-

ism he had a natural penchant. His head was full

of grand prmects. He once' meditated starting a

Times of Asia. It was during his conne(;tion withtthe

Bombay Times he projected and successfully

carried out the system of telegraphic communication
between this country and Europe, .which he after-

wards sold to Reuter. No better proof of the fertility

of his resources and of his enterprise* could pos-
sibly be given. He was really marked out for the

calling of a journalist, and if he may be called the
Father of the Indian Press, he was also the founder
of the Indian Telegraphic Service. After conduct-
ing the Times with his characteristic power for some
yeans, he severed his connection with it, and stivrt^d

the Bombay Statesman. Mr. Knight then left for Eng-
!

land, and so high did he now stand in the esteem of the

Bombay people for all his services during the Mutiny
as well as in connection with the Inam Commission,
that they paid him public honor on his departure and
presented him with a purse of a lac of rupees. Mr.
Knight in leaving the editorship of the Times of India,

likewise sold his proprietory rights in the journal.

The Stai^ian in Bombay he also sold afterwards.

He now came to Bengal. Here be tried to turn

his great knowledge of finance and political economy
to account, and started the Indian Economist, the

Indian Ay^riculturist and other journals. 'Phis was
a new field in journalism which his especial know-
ledge admirably fitted him to occupy. The abi-

lity with which he conducted these journals and
his exceptional knowledge o’ the hard subjects of eco-

nomy and statistics soon established his fame in Ben-
gal as they had done in Bombay. Sir George Camp-
bell, then Lieutenant-Governor of these provinces,

had known him from a long time before, and had
observed his ability. It was probably at the instance

of Sir George, now at the head of the Provincial

Government, that Mr. Knight came to Bengal. Sir

George Campbell determined to have the benefit of

his knowledge and counsels in the general adminis-
tration of his territory. The post of Assistant-Sec-

retary in the Agricultural Department of the Gov-
ernment of Bengal was purposely created to make
room for him and it was offered to Mr. Knight.
Mr. Knight’s incumbency in this office was a
short one. In fact he was never made for office, and
it is no wonder he hurriedly emancipated himself

from its trammels to be free to criticise the then

Indian administration. Sir Richard Temple was
at this time the Financial Member of the Gov-
ernment of India under Lord Northbrook, and
some articles having appeared in the Indian Ac^ri-

culturist in condemnation bf the famine [)olicy of

Lord Northbrook, Sir Richard Temple, the real

adviser of that policy, and tlien the exponent of the

wisdom of the East in the heydey of his influence

with that Viceroy, did his best to set tin? Sujjreme

and the Local Government by the e.irs. It was
represented that the criticisms of The Indian ^'!<^'ri-

culturist really belonged to .Sir George Campbell,

and not to Mr. Knight. Much bad blood was excited

between the two Governments and, at Sir Richard

Temple’s suggestion, the Government of Indi<i en-

tered upon a course of vindictive persecution of the

GovernmtMUof Bengal, d'hereal victim, however, was
Mr. Kniglft, the editor, the heaven-born Civilian’s only

loss being that of Mr. Knight’s counsels in his ad-

ministration. Mr. Knight’s Agriculturist was start-

ed and maintained, as such technical journals alone

could be, with a handsome Government subsidy.

The first act of persecution was suddenly to reduce

this subsidy to half, and subiequeiuly to stop it

a'together. Mr. Knight threw up his place in

the Secretariat in a huff. Made for journalism,

he could notjbear the restraints of office. There
WHS much in the policy of Government which he

condemned, and which he ardently wished to show
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up in its true colours. The loss to Sir George
CampbeH’s 'administration was gain to journalism

and* to India. Mr. Knight was now free to devote

his whole talents to his own proper vocation, lie

again started the Statesman, and after establishing

its popularity upon a stable basis* returned home
leaving Mr. Riach* already on his staff, in charge

of -liie paper. Nor in England, was he inactive.

With the cooperation of his friend Colonel Osborne,

he started and cfinducted for a short time the London
Statesman with the object of informing and interesting

the English people in Indian questions.

Mr. Knight began and ended his journalistic career

with the same political creed. His principles never

(Changed —his sympathies for the people of India never

cooled. This is no small proof of high character.

The difficulties of such a singular position to an

Englishman in th6 midst of the hostile camp of Eng-
lishmen may easily be conceived. His sacrifices for

maintaining its were incalculable. The temptations

to change, few can resist. But he heroically braved

all. The temptations of the world—the weakness

of the flesh failed to prevail. In every struggle

—

and his whole life must have been a series of such

struggles—the conscience invariably won. These
were the triumphs of the spirit, to be followed by

as great political triumphs which rewarded his pen.

Such was the man whose death we mourn. In

the present sorrow, let India but remember a tithe

of wjiat he has done and what he has suffered in her

cause, and her heart will overflow with loving admira-

tion and gratitude.

THE JURY TRiATTlNTHE MOFUSSIL.
Among the many demands of the Congresswallahs is

the extension of the Jury system throughout India. I don’t

think any one who has a little experience of the work-

ing of this system in the Mofussil would recommend it

generally for all the places in India, In some Presidency

towns where able, impartial, and intelligent jurors are

available, it may work well and with advantage. But in

most ol the Mofussil stations it has jirovcd a total failure, nay,

a scandal. I think nothing can be more ujifortunate f(»r

any section of the community than to have a set of

.stupitl, partial, and dishonest jurymen. In many cases,

within iiiy knowlcdgt*, murderers, hugcrers, and other

criminals have been let off, because the Jury were gained over

.somehow or <jlhcr: 'I'he presnt tendency of the High Court

is not to interfere when the Jury have acquitted an accused.

In the Mofussil, the Jury are selected without the least

regard to their educatictn, intelligence, respectability, or

other qualification.s. A petty Muktear, a common Bminia,

an illiterate Chamar, an unprincipled amla, an ignorant

Zemindar arc usually selected. There are many Jurors

who are as much competent as a scavenger understands

the science of engineering. They cannot understand even

what the vvitne.ssc.s dcpf)sc, not to speak of their demeanour
and other delicate and difficult matters. They dose all the

time the pleaders address the Court or argue. Sometimes
the foreman is the entire Jury, and his opinion is un-

hesitatingly adopted by the other Jurors. Often times, the

Judge’s opinion is the verdict of the Jury, and they openly
declare it as t icir own.

On one occasion, a man was charged with culpable

homicide before a Magistrate and discharged. Immediately
after, he received a summons to serve as a Juror in another

similar case in the Court of Sessions. The pleader who
had defended him in the lower Court was engaged in the

Sessions case. He knew how to work, and got out his

client scot-free. #

In some districts tnot very far from the metropolis,

they know how to value a juror’s vote, and jurors are known

to make a good round sum during the Sessions. The rates

arc sometimes as low as Rs. 10, if no one bids from the op-

posite side. My own belief is that in such a Jistrict any person

who can spend Rs. 5,000 can easily murder without impunity

any poor person who himself is, or his relations are, unable to

fee the jury. Ifthe jury system is to be retained at all, the

mode of selection at random without any regatd to quali-

fication should be given up, and the selection made
on some fixed and .solid principle. Education, respectability

and honesty must be the first qualifications in a juror. If we
cannot get such men, the system ought to be abolished at

once. It is far better to be tried by an honest and experi-

enced Judge than by half a dozen donkeys. The High Court
says that 5 men’s judgment is better than one man's judg-

ment, but it docs not know to what class those 5 men belong
and what is their status or qualification. Let it be a
rule that the juror should always be selected from among
the Pleaders, respectable Muktears, Honorary Magistrates,

Municipal Commissioners, Members of the District or Local
Boards, or other respectable persons. If you want a good
institution you ought to find the proper persons to work
it satisfactorily.

I do not believe that my countrymen of superior classes

take such interest in public matters that they would
willingly undertake the duty of jurors, which is not at all

palatable and in most cases is very inconvenient. Our good
men try their best to get their names out of the Jury
list, because they do not like this sort of troublesome work.

When this is the state of things, how can we aspire to

have all western institutions introduced into our country, for

which it is not now prepared ? It is all very good to talk

in meetings and deliver Speeches upon the merits of a sys-

tem of which you have little practical knowledge or ex-
perience.

If the agitators had been aware of the miscarriage of justice

which is taking place in some districts almost daily, on
account of this scandalous jury system, they would have
never asked for its wholesale introduction in a country where
the Honorary Magistrates’ Benches have not as yet proved
a success in all case.s. In some districts, these Benches are

the centre and source of all sorts of injustice and scandal

and are mostly presided over by such men whose general

education and knowledge of law are most miserable, and who
arc mo.stly guided by private motives and recommendations
in deciding cases. Their courts are nurseries for all sorts of

malicious and false charges, for the purposes of vexation and
extortion. Yet in lO years not a single person has been com-
mitted for perjury or for instituting a false complaint. These
Anari Magistrates as they are called by the masses have
been imposed or rathci^ forced upon the people, who do
not want them and bitterly complain of their doings.

These men have neither courage to punish, nor do they

punish adequately to check crime. They are afraid of

Badrnashes and are often anxious to oblige them, for their

own safety. Each instance of their being insulted in

public courts by the .suitors shews that they command
no respect or confidence froth the public who vindicate their

wrath against them by wicked and improper means.' When
they feel compunction at tl\c injustice done to them, they

summarily take their revenge. These instances arc becoming
cotnmon, and they are sad commentaries upon the so called

success of Local Self-Government. Municipal Commissioners

have been assaulted by the rate payers for their misconduct,

but the matter was kept out of court, and for more than one
reason. Men who have little time to devote for the purpose,

are appointed Honorary Magistrates.

I think there are many experienced Judges who have re-

peatedly given their opinion against the present jury system

and are well aware of what I have written in this letter. We
must ourselves first judge what is good or bad for us before

troubling the members of Parliament with our grievances,

whether real or imaginary. When most of our rulers in this

country do not yet know what are our wants grievances,

it will be a century before the M. Ps. will know our real

condition during a hurried tour of a few weeks or mpnths.

A JUROR4.

THE NAVAL AND MILITARY POWERS IN 1889-90.

The relative strength of the five Great Naval Powers of Europe

has not much altered during the year 1889. The adoption by

Great Britain of a new programme of naval construction ha$ not

yet had time to produce it^ effect ; and although during the past

twelve iQonths we have completed for sea a cfinsiderable number

of oattleships, ^armoured cruisers, and protected cruisers, all the

other Powers, with the exception of Germany, have done likewise.

When the Naval Defence Act shall have begun to produce its fruit,

our available mariti^ie fighting force as compared with that of other
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nations will, according to present appearances, occupy a very com-

manding position ; and even at the present moment its strength is

fi^r from unsatisfactory. We have consulted and carefully collated

r official documents bearing upon the subject, and from these vve

gather that in the event of an outbreak of war, say, to-morrow, we
should' be able, to send to sea within a month, all ready for action,

44 modern battleships and belted cruisers to cope, in case of ne-

cessity, with Francc*s 23, Russians 15, Germany’s 12, or Italy’s 10 ;

so that no possible combination of any two of the Great Powers

against us would put us at a numerical disadvantage so far as vessels

of these classes are concerned. The case as regards protected

cruisers is almost equally gratifying. We should have 10 such craft

to France’s 3, Russia’s 3, Germany’s 2, or Italy’s 7. The weak

spot in the situation arises out of the fact that in addition to her

23 battleships and armoured cruisers, France has, among her

numerous coast-defence ironclads, six or seven which, at a pinch,

could take their places in the line of battle. In the following table

we have endeavoured to show exactly what forces could, in the

event which we have imagined, be disposed of by each of the five

Powers. We omit reference, in order to save space, to scmi-obsolcic

ships built previous to 1867, as well as to unprotected cruisers ; and

confine our attention strictly to those vessels upon which the ulti-

mate issue of a naval war may be expected to depend.
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In torpedo vessels wc arc not so well off as we arc in the other
clasBCs of war ships. Leaving them aside, wc have 59 ships, 543

heavy guns, and 25,350 men, as against France’s 43 ships, 451
heavy guns, and 17,550 men ; Russia’s 24 ships, 183 heavy guns,

and 8,200 men ; Germany’s 27 ships, 222 heavy guns, and 7,530
men ; and Italy’s 17 ships, 168 heavy guns, and 7,200 men. 'But
this is not all. The displacement of our ships averages 6,582 tons,

while that of the French ships averages only 6,150, that of the

Russian only 5,086, and that of the German no more
,

than 3,946 ;

so that, upon the whole, wc have bigger ships as well as a bigger

navy than our neighbours ; and size, it should be remembered, has

much to do with speed and weight of armament. Italy ‘Hrloflftc

exceeds us in the average size of battleships and protected cruisers ;

but the comparative smallness of her navy mor# than neutralises any

advantage which she might be imagined to derive from this fact.

Neither has the relative strength of the military Powers of Europe
greatly altered during the year. A German expert has provided

us with the following tabulated statement of it as it stands at pre-

sent. It should be explained that the “ 1st class ” represents the

peace strength of the various armies ; the “ 2nd class,” the addi-

tional strength in war time ; and the “ 3rd class,” the still further

additional strength that may be arrived at by calling out all the

available reserves. The ultimate military strength of each country

is numerically represented by the sum of rtiesc three classes ; but

as our informant reminds us, “mere numbers go for very little.

Training, general education, excellence of armament, and many
other factors will always modify the significance* of figures ; audit
may well be that several of the Powers have the nominal command
of many more soldiers than they could transport or feed in war-

time.”

These figures—which do not take into account a number of lurn
who arc liable to be called upon to join a en mihM\ but for

whom neither arm nor equipment have yet been provided, even
on paper—show tjat a Continental war might bring into the field

no fewer than 10,200,000 olficcrs and soldiers, and considerably

over 15,000 pieces of artillery.— Daily Nous Jany. 2, 1890.
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THE DANGERS OF CANNED PROVISIONS.

The following is an extract from a report dated ajrd August last,

by Captain W.® F. Scgravc,;Hcr Majesty s Consul at Baltimore --

^Coniracrciall) all canned provisions that are hermetically scaled

arc packed in cans made of tin plate, /. <., sheet iron superficially

This article is imported exclusively from England and is subject

to an import duty of one cent, per pound. The average import

for the past three years has been 3,600,000 boxes, which paid in

d**ti#i 3,960,000 dollars. There is no tin plate manufactured in

the United States, and yet with nothing in the tin plate trade to

protect, the duty of % cent, a pound is still imposed on it.

One hundred and thirty millions of cans are every year manu-

factured in Ikltimore city alone, and two million pounds of solder

arc consumed in making them.
, , t

Equal parts of block tin and lead form the best solder, but no

doubt a baser description of solder, composed of a larger proportion

of lead, is by no means uncommon. A flux of powdered resin or a

much more deleterious flux composed of chloride of zinc, contain-

ing free muriatic acid, is applied to tlie tin surlacc to be soldered

and the unfortunate and dangerous practice is to apply this on

the iniide. •
> ,

The use of an acid flux for inside soldering is objected to as a pos-

sible source of danger, whereas in cans where resin is used, it is

asserted and no <loubt with good reason, that it communicates its

taste to the contents of the can.

To obviate both objections the law which is compulsory as well

in France as in Germany, should be passed and enforced in this

country, to the effect that all cans containing articles ot food should

be soldered on the outside.
i r u

Laudable efforts have no doubt been made by the trade to abolish

entirely inside soldering, but not as yet with such entire success as

The first danger from inside surface solder is direct solvent ac-

H. R. H. Prince Albert Victor
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Messrs. Dignam, Robinson and Sparks loo

„ Alien kSt Co. ... ... 100

„ S. C. Chunder and Co. ... 100

Cook and Kelvey ... 100

II. Scott 'fhomson & Co., Ld. 100

Manlon 6c Co. ... ... 100

G. F. Kellner and Co. ... 100

Ranken and Co. ... too

„ T. E. Thomson and Co. ... too

„ Dykes and Co. ... ... 100

„ Monteith and Go. ... |oo

„ Harman and Co. ... too

„ Harold and Co. ..: ... too

„ Thacker Spink and Co. ... 100

„ Bisshonath Law and Co. ... 100

„ Cook and Co.... ... 100

„ C. Lazarus and Co. ... 100

,,
Stewart and Co.... ... 100

Messrs. Mackintosh Burn Co.

„ Phelps and Co. ...

„ Osier and Co. ...^

„ W. Newman and Co. Ld. ...

The Calcutta Central Press Co.

A. F. M. Abdur Rahaman, Esq.

J.
G. Apear, Esq.

E. Gay, Esq. ...

N. C. Bural, Esq.

L. P. Pugh, Esq.

J. O’B. Saunders, Esq. ...

A. Stephen, Esq.

J. H. Atkinson, Esq.

D. Yule, Esq. ...

Babus (iopee Moluin, Kisoree Mohun

and Boycunto Mohun Roy

Babu Peary Mohun Roy...

Dinendra Narain Roy
* Hem Chunder Gossain
* Bejoykissen Mnkerjee

Kunjo Behary Mullick

Mahomed Ismail Alii Khan of Chapra

Chowdliury Karrammutoollah

Babus Nundolall and Kissory Lall

(iossain

Prince Mahomed Bukhtyer Shah ...

I B.ahii Kunjo Rail Baneijee

I
B.ibii Issur Cliumlei Muter

' Babu Maklinm I all tiobmd Ram
Babus I’roiap and Sarat Chunder

Ghose
Knj.i (i.moda Kanto Roy...

. Rrtj.i of Pakoor
' Nawnb Fnghfoor Mir/.a Bahadur ...

1

General K.ider Nuibing B.ihadur ...

HoiVblc Sir Charles t:iliot, C.I.E. ...

„ F. M. Halhday ... ...

Roy Babu 'fhakoor Monee Singh

Bah.’ulnr of Surkpoor ...

Dr. McConnel
Di-. Kanny Lall Dey, Rai Bahadoor,

C.I.E.

Col. Pemberton
Shah Mohiuddin Ahmed and Shazada

Nasheem of Sasbitam ... *...

Messrs. Bourne and Shepherd

„ Robinson Mon i&on & Co. ...

„ Debendra Lall Addy & Co....

„ T. E. Bevan & Co.

„ Horne Dunlop & Co.

„ James Duffus & Co.

„ M. Rusloiiijee & H. M. Rus-

tonijee

Messrs. Arlington & Co. ...

Lewis Stewart & Co^ • ...

tion on the lead of an acid fluid, when acid

preserved without syrup. The second source of danger as at pre

sent i& from galvanic action.

There is one special hermetically scaled product, which even in

this country and in the trade has a peculiarly evil reputaMon, and that

is the American sardine, in which there is great possibility of danger

as at present put up. Notwithstanding the label is French, in^ the

well-known yellow and black letters, the contents are not sardines,

nor are they put up in “ huilic d* olive pure,'' but in cotton seed oil.

Professor Tonry, of this city, states in a report

‘‘ I have now before me one of these sardine tins, with the

solder on the inside, and fully one quarter of the interior surface of

the metal eaten away !

The fish that were contained in this tin were nearly all eaten by

3 persons, 2 of whom were children, and all were taken sick within

half an hour after consuming them. The child who had eaten

most freely died in 24 hours.

I made a chemical examination of the viscera of the dead child and

found lead, lead was also found in the oil and remaining contents of

A Coroner's inquest was subsequently held, the verdict found

being that death resulted from lead poisoning from a sardine tin

improperly soldered.

llollo'Ufay^s Ointment and /’///j.—These remedies are unequalled

throughout the world for bad legs, wounds, foul sores, bad breasts, and

ulcers. Used according to directions given with them there is uo wound,

bad leg, or ulcerous sore, however obstinate or long standing but will

yield to their healing and curative properties. Many poor sufferers who

have been patients in the lAge hospitals under the care of eminent

surgeons, and have derived little or no benefit^ from their trealm^t,

have been thoroughly cured by Holloway’s Ointment and Pdls. For

grandular swellings, tumours, “ piles,” and diseases of the skin there is

nothing that can be used with so much benefit. In fact, in the worst

foinis of disease, dependent upon the condition of the blood, these

medicines, used conjointly, arc irresistible.

Rs.

Moonshee Alimuddin of Chapra ... 50

S. A. Bazl Esq., Asstt. Secretary, N.

M. Association of Rangpore ... 5°

S. E. J. Clarke, Esq. ... ... So

Hughes Garbett, Esq., of New Zealand

Insurance Co. ... .*• So

H. Hensman, Esq. ... ... S®

P. D. Barklay Esq. ... ... SO

K. M. Chatterjee, Esq. ... ... So

F. Pelite, Esq. ... ... SO

W. Swinhoe, Esq. ... ... So

Abull Hossain, Esq. ... ... 5®

Babu Horendralal Roy ... ... So

„ Gobin Lall Mullick ... So

„ Sree Bonbehary Sen ... 50

„ Madoosiiddun Doss ... So

„ Abjoprokash and Apoorbopro-
kash Gangooly ... ... 50

„ Nilkomul Mookerjee ... 50

„ Tincoury Mookerjee ... 50

„ Horodnyal Khanna ... 50

„ Norendra Nath Mookerjee ... So

„ Chain Chunder Mullick ...* So

„ Sreeiiaih Chunder ... ... S®

„ Bunso Gopal Nunday ... 5®

„ Harrihur Mookerjee ... 50

„ Shib Chunder Nundy ... *50

„ Nundo Lall Mullick ... So

„ Omirto Narain Acharjiya Chow-
dhury ... ... 50

„ Gunga Dhur Banerjee ... So

„ Durga Churn Rockhit ... 50

„ Kader Piosono Lahiri ... 50

„ Gokool Nath Chatterjee ... So

„ DurgaguUi Banerjee ... 50

Rs.

100

100
100

100

100

100
100

100

100

100
100

100

100

100

100
100

100

100
100

100

100

75
60

Lalla Bun Behary Kapur...

sijiik Mohorned Ali ....

Syed Fazl Inoam Khan Bahadoor

60
60

52

51

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

so
SO

SO

SO

50

50

SO

SO

SO

SO
50

SO

50
50

50

Total ... 7S)8o8

Further lists of payments will be acknow-

ledgccl heieafter.

DURGA CHURN LAW,
A. WlLSOWr

Hony. Treasurers.

RAJ KUMAR SARVADHIKARI,
S. E. J. CLARKE,

^

Honorary Secretaries.

MAHOMEDAN LPTEEABT SOOIETT.

The Twenty-sixth Annual Conversaniane of

the Mahomedan Literary Society will be held

at the Town Hall, on Monday, the 17th Feb-

ruary 1890, from 9 to 12 p.mV'

ABDOOL LUTEEF,
Sicretary.
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IN THE PRESS.

Uniform wj(h '* Travels & Voyages in Bengal

"

ESSAYS BY A BBAHMAN
Hi

FoMoa, Sooiok>g7i flistoiy, dc Liteiatore

BV

the Author ol “Travels & Voyages in Bengal.**

Calcutta.

i^eis Rayyet Office.

PRICE;

To Subscribers paying before publication Rs. 4

mere registering subscribers ... m 5

Ordinary purchasers ... ... » 6

Apply to the Manager, Reis and Rayyet^

iy Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

Price Post free fts. 6.

Cloth Gill Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs* 5 '^*

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.
^

TRAVELS Sc VOYAGES IN BENGAL

RETWEBM

Ca/cutta and Independent Tipperah,

BY

SAMBHU O. MOOKERJBB,
Formet ly Minuter to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Naiim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, **R£1S A RAYYET”

1, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

We have received from the office of Reis

and Rayyet, one of the leading native news-

papers ot Calcutta, a most readable little broch-

ure written by Baboo Sambhu C. Muokerjec,

once Minister to the laie N.iwab Faridoon Jah,

Bahadoor, Nawab Nazim ot Bengal, Behar anU

Orissa, which gives a graphic account of the

baboo’s travels 10 aaci in Independent Tip-

perah. Written m capital English and evi-

dently by a gentleman of broad views and

enlightened iniiul, the work is deciaedly a

valuable addition to the catalogue of English

written Bengalee literature. This book of

travels should be read widely not only by

English residents out here, but by our country-

men at home, tor it leems with interest and

teaches us far more about the fine belt of

unopenea country travelled through than any

woik of the sort written by an Englishman

would have done. Baboo Sambhu Chunder

MK>okerjee is one of whom his countrymen

may well be proud, fur he writes throughout

with the model ate and educated pen of

a thorough gentleman.— Indian Planters'

Oaeette^ Sporting News, October 4, 188/.

Mr. S. Mookerjec, who will be readily recog-

nised as the editor of that able little paper

the Reis and Rayyet^ dedicates his travles in

Bengal to a widf circle of readers—those who
know India and are unable to love her ;

those

who love her, and do not know her ;
those who

neither know nor IdVe ; those who d being tire

of India, take to travelling ; foreigners who
want to know, and Englishmen. The author
himself is not the least tired of India, though
he is a traveller by profession, we might almost
say, and though he puts limits upon journeys,

never caring to get very far away from
Calcutta. It is not mileage, however, which
makes the traveller. It is the power to ob-

serve symifathetically what is going on at

each stage of a journey, and to keep his spirit

about the minor inconveniences which neces-

sarily occur by road, river, or rail. This Mr.
Mookeijee does. He never loses his good
humour under any set of circumstances, and
what is better, he conveys a full sense of it to

his pages. The reader may take a choice of

journeys through Eastern Bengal to Tipperah,
or to the heart of Bengal Proper, and will in

each case be fully rewarded by the fruits of

Mr. Mookerjee’s wanderings. Perhaps the

English reader will be mainly struck by the

excellent English style of the writer. The
author is not ashamed of his nationality

;
he

rejoices in being a Bengali, but at the same
time he indulges in prose which has no alien

trace in it. It is not the English of an edu-

cated German or Frenchman
;

it is the nervous
Saxon of a subject of the Empress of India.

.Mr. Mookerjee had special advantages in some
of his journeys, especially to Independent Tip-

perahf whither he was called to an important
official position. He was thus assured of

many atteiitioiis, though, in forming accurate

impressions of a country it is doubtful whether
it is not better to be untrammelled with con-

nections which frighten away the simple folk

and impose reticence on them as a duty. From
the notes of his journey through East Bengal,

and to show how genial is his outlook, we take

the following .‘—[Extract.]

From Dacca he went further East, and his

experiences on the Megna are of a most en-

livening description. He saw many visions of

beauty, and Mr. Mookcriee is no niggard when
he is describing something he has enjoyeci

seeing. Here is a sketch on his way up the

river :—[ Extract.] •

But it is not physical beauty alone which de-

tains our author’s eye :—[ Extract.]

The same symptoms of material progress

he notes among the boatmen on his course.—

[ Extract.]

Some portion of the volume has already been

contributed to the Statesman^ and will be fami-

liar to our readers. The following description

of natural effects is not known to them. We
doubt whether Mr. Ruskin, or Mr. Black would

accept it as a final account of the sun’s rising

and setting :—[ Extract].— Statesman^

October 7, 1887.

If we have not before noticed Mr. Sambhu
C. Mookerjee’s Travels in Bengal^ which was
published some months ago, it is not because

the little book is either dull or pointless. It

contains, on the contrary, much interesting

matter, though some of the incidents arc over-

weighted with detail in what is facetiously

called a “ little booklet.” The author’s view

as a rule is, by the way, facetious : he is given

even to punning ; but he is also seniimcntai

in the highest degree—“a naked Whiteman ”

hurts his susceptibilities ; a Hindu girl, bathing

in the river, throiws him into an ecstasy of

delight : “she had iuch large languishing eyes 1”

But he is nothing if not philosophical, and his

reflections on this or that social and political

subject are not \yithout their moral. Mr.

Sambhu C. Mookerjee was formerly Minister

to the “ last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa” and aftefwards Minister

of the Maharaja of Tipperah.# He is a man,
therefore, of experience, and when he speaks

his brethren should listen to him
Travels in Bengal is a readable bookf^d it

abounds in anecdotes which are ofieii as in-

structive as amusing,^nd it is not spoiled by
too many political allusions, though, of course

some few have crept in.— The Pioneer

^

Dec., 1887.

THE

Pran Kissen Ohowdry Fund
FOR SUPPLYING

INDIA WITH NATIVE SCIENfiFIC

MEN OF EUROPEAN TRAINING.
••

Under a benevolent Scheme now in opera-

tion for several years, started by Baboo Pran

Kissen Choivdiy, for assisting meritorious but

poor Indian students, under certain conditions,

to go to Europe for competing for the Indian

Service, there is now room for a native student,

of sound health, who, having passed the Calcutta

Government Medical College, may desire to

compete for the Covenanted Indian Medical

Service. Passage and expenses for two years’

residence in England will be paid out of the

fund of the Scheme.

Apply to Dr. Sambhu C. Mookerjee,

Reis 6r* Rayyet Office,

1, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

In Pamphlet
y
Price 4. annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt. 'ANDREW HEARSE Y.

Apply to Reis Ra}yet O^cty Calcutt.a.

BEETHAMS

Vnr INDIA and all HOT CLIMATES thia aweetli aoented emolUent Milk la INYALVABLE

TT th« BKIH liilOLand BEFBE8HE0 in the HOTTEST WBATUEK,
Removea and preventa all SUNBOBN. BEDMESSi FBECKLEBi TAN, and

HEWDER8 the SKIN DELICATEIY SOFT, 8MUI1TH and WHITE.

It entirely prevents It from beeomlDg DBY ana WKINKLEU, and FRE8EBTES the

roMPIEXION from the toorching effects of the SUN and WIND^iore effectually than any

SS.“ ^«.ttfln The IBBITATIPN cani»d by the EllEa and I.

wondertolly allayed by Ite uae. For Imparting that wti velvety loeling to the aim, this

<i«HgiitfaI*preparatio ' has no equal! Sold by all Chomlats.

Sou Makers K. BESlBAim BON, Ohemtota. Ofaalttn^.

CALCUTTA AGENTS : SCOTT THOMPSON & CO.
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The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcuteBheumatism and Rheumatic€k)ut,

‘ After years of scmi-helplcfsness and suflfer-

ing; while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS,

LUMBAGO, SCIA'g,CA, FACEACHE,

SPRAINS, it is the surest Und safest remedy

or these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.
Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

SM in Bottles at / Re. each.
j

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta ; Smith Stanistreet & Co.

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited. I
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12, LAL BAZAAR. CALCUTTA,
(Opposite the Police Court,)

TUP PAT riiTTA

HOM(EOPATHIC PHARMACY,
THK

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE
DISPENSARY IN A SIA

OF PURE HOMCEOPATHV ONLY,
WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE IN

INDEPENDENT HOMCBOPATflY
and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co. beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned
WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
12, Lai Bazaar, Calcutta.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short winding Keyless Railway Regulat-

ors, of small %vLt, jewelled, enamelled dials, bold

figures and Candian Gold hands, with tem-
pered machinery and dust tight hinged cases
for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted

I

to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapness about
them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr.

A. R. Mehta from Bandora says,;—“The
7-8 watch 1 purchased from you two years

I

back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting Su-

perintendent, Government Farm, Khaiulcsh,
says :

—“ A watch maker has valued your
Ks. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, R.

W. Fusi. Regt., Lucknow, says “ Some valued

it at Rs. 15 and were completely surprised when
I told them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pretty
Candian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-
plete shirt Studs and Rings set with chemical
[diamonds,^ rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each. Mr. J.
A. Yelsmore, Satur, says;—“The best gold-

smith of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. G.
Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, says:—“A
German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and
the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

J Ey’eS~'dISINFECTANTS:
The best and cheapest Antiseptics,

Deodcrizers and Cleansers.

Jeyes’ Perfect Purifier
supersedes Carbolic and other Disinfectants,

being much more efficacious, non-poisonous,

non-corrosive, stainless in use, and cheaper.
Prevents contagion by destroying its cause.
Instantly removes bad smells. It is an almost
unfailing oure for Eczema and other Skin
Diseases

;
and is the best known Inse^icide.

Can be had in the various forms of Liquid,

Powder, Soap and Ointment.

JEYES’ PERFECT PURIFIER
prevents infection by destroying its cause,
killing the very germs of contagious diseases,

lit removes instantly all noxious smells, 'Inot

by temporarily disguising them (as is often
the case), but by chemical combination, sub-
stituting instantaneously for a poisonous a
pure and healthy atmosphere, 9pd thoroughly
eradicating the evil. *

\Agents DYCE, NICOL & CO.,

3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta.

’ Rivers Steam Navigation Go.

“Limited.^
*

This Company’s Steamer “INDIA”
will leave Calcutta for Assam on Friday, the
3i8t tnst. w

Ail cargo for shipment by the above vessel
should be sent to the Company’s Godowns
at Jugeannauth Ghat, not later than noon of
Thursday, the 30th inst.

Cachar Line.
The steamer of this line will leave Cal-

cutta for Cachar on the 4th prox. (Tues-
day) for which cargo will be received until noon
of Monday.
Assam Despatch Steamer Service from

Goalundo
and

Daily Mail Steamer Service from
Dhubri to Dkbrooghur.

A Daily service is maintained from Goal-
undo and Dhubri for passengers and light goods
traffic, i. #., packages not weighing over a
ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival

of the previous night’s 9-30 p. M. (Madras lime)
train from Seal4ah, and Dhubri on arrival of

I

the mails.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to
almost all stations can be booked through from
or to Calcutta via Goalundo or Kannia with
the Eastern Bengal State and connected Rail-
ways—Pasfcngcrs and Parcels via Kannia
only.

All particulars as to rates of freight and
passage by all the above mentioned Services to
be had on application to—

MACNEILL & CO.,

Agents,

^ .
2-ii Clive Ghat Street.

Calcutta, the astb January, 1890.

C. RINGER dt CO. have in hand the

largest stock of Homceopathic Medicines,

Medicine Cases, Medical Sundries, and Books,

&c., &c.f for sale at their Homoeopathic Es-

tablishment, to, Hare Street, Calcutta. Cata-

logue, free on application.

Lovers of a good Trichinopoly Cigar are re-

commended to try the Small Roger Brand.

Price Re. 1-4 per 100.

T. HILL Sc CO.,

5, Dbaramtola Street,

^
Calcutta.

REIS”& RAYYET
~

(PRIN.CE AND PEASANT)
WEEKLY(ENGLI8H) NEWSPAPER

AND

Review of Politics, Literature, and Society

KATK8 OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Yearly ... in advance ... Rs. 12

Half-yearly ... „ ... „ 7

Quarterly ... ... „ 4

Monthly ... „ ... Re. 1-8

Single or sample Copy,, ... „ o-8

RATES OF ADVERTISEUENT.
Advertisements (three columns to the page and
102 lines to the column^ are charged by the
space taken up, at the rate of 4 annas a line,

each insertion. The lowest charge for any ad-
vertisement is Rs. 2, except DomeeCTc Occur-
rences, the lowest charge for which is Rs. 5*

Special rates for Oontraett..

No additional charge for inland postage 07

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

will be charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at the rate of 4 annas a month or I

Rs. 3, a year.

Business Communications (Dost paid) to

be directed to “The Manager,’' and Literary

Communications and books and pamphlets
(carriage paid) to “ The Editor ” of “ Reii

k Rayye:, ^ ^

Office : /> Uckoor DutPs Lancj WelUnglom

Street^ Calcutta,

\/ L
grifiUA MdpubNthtd/er Hu Proprietor every Saturday by Mutty Lall Ghose, «/ THE BEE PRESS, No. /, Utd*or DutPs Lmo, Cateutta.
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

THE PILGRIM MOTHERS.

Exotic blossoms i brought to grace

Old Plymouth’s rocky glen ;
*

Proud mothers of a noble race

Of stern and stalwart men ;

Strong was the trust with which ye braved

• The dangers of the sea,

And strong the unseen power that saved

The mothers of the free I

When swiftly o’er the smiling deep,

The fragile Mayflower flew.

While stars their solemn watch would keep

On yonder fields of blue—

Full oft your forms, as slight and fair

As any flower of spring,

Were meekly bowed in trusting prayer

To heaven’s exalted King.

Cold was your greeting from the shore.

That seemed in dreams so fair
;

The wintry tempest’s sullen roar

Sung ye a welcome there
;

The Indian peered above the hill,

With wonder in his eye,

The noisy sea-birds answered shrill

The tempest-spirit’s cry.

Oh ! Pilgrim Mothers ! few the lyres

Your praises to prolong
;

Though fame embalms the pilgrim sires.

And trumpets them in song ;

/Yet ye were to those hearts of oak

The secret of their might
;

Ye nerved the arm that hurled the stroke

In labor or in fight.

The fire of freedom warmed each breast,

Through many a weary day.

Where pillowed soft in dreamy rest

Our infant fathers lay !

Ye taught them when their simple prayers

Were breathed beside the knee,

The lessons that in after years

Were bulwarks for the free.

Ye taught to spurn the tyrant’s claim,

And DOW to God alone !

Ye kindle<} in their breasts the flame

That trembled in your own !

In after years flowed pU^ple gore,

And fields were strewed with dead^

Firm hands the starry banner bore—

Aggression trembling fled I

Oh 1 Pilgrim Mothers 1 though ye lie

Perchance in graves unknown,

A memory that cannot die

Hath claimed ye for its own
;

A sacredness to that bleak shore,

Your dust shall aye impart

;

» Your requiem—the ocean’s roar,

Your shrine—a nation’s heart 1

Oriole.

News and Our Comments.

On January 6, the Feast of Epiphany, Her Majesty, according to an-

cient custom, made the annual ** oblation of guld^ frankincense, and

myrrh ” at the altar of the Chapel Royal, St. James. The custom was
long observed by the sovereigns in person. Now it is done by deputies.

It commemorates the visit of the Wise Men of the East to Bethlehem

with similar treasures on the birth of Christ. The late Colonel Yule,

following the Persian legend, explains that the gold signifies the King-

ship, the frankincense the Divinity, and the myrrh the healing powers

of the Child born in the manger.
•

• •

Countess Fleury, the widow of the General who aided Napoleon III.

in his coup d' is dead. She was one of the brilliant women of the

Empire, and took rank as such with thp Empress herself. In St.

Petersburgh, the Count, as Ambassador, and his wife, had made a con-

quest of the late Czar and his family. It is said, the elegance of the

Countess, her dresses, and balls, and the stud of the General dazzled

even the fashionable world at the Russian capital. They never counted

the money they spent. They considered it an investment for the good of

the Empire, and the Empire bore all their expenses.

• •

The St. Peter’s pence, during 1889, amounted to about 120,000/ or

6,000/ less than in 1S88. The European States which contributed

nothing were Turkey, Montenegro, Greece and Servia.

• •

They have, at S«alford-upon-Avon, come upon Shakespeare’s table, the

only furniture that was wanting to complete the collection for holiday

visitors, John Wheeler, aged eighty, has sworn before a Justice of the

Peace that the table was long the property of his family and known
among them as ** Shakespeare’s table,” and that his grandmother used
to say that she had purchase^ it from a woman who in her turn had re-

membered purchasing it at a sale at Shakespeare’s house in Henley-

street.

A Berlin telegram of January 7 says that Professor Weber, of Halle,

affirms that the excit^t of disease in influenza is a fungus which was

discovered some years ago to exist in nasal secretions.

Subscribers in the country are requested to remit by postal money orders^ ifpossible^ as the safest and most convenient

medium^ particularly as it ensures acknowledgment through the Department No other receipt will be

given any other being unnecessary,
and likely to cause confusion.
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On Saturday January 4, the German poet Theodor Fontane, “ the Poet

of the Mark,” celebrated his seventieth birthday. The same day, in his

honor, the Berlin Literary Club and the Berlin Press Association gave a

banquet. There were present about 300 persons, including all the

artistic and scientific celebrities of the German capital. The health of

the poet, th& guest of the evening, was repeatedly proposed in prose and

verse. A Significant toast was proposed by Dr. Von Gossler, Minister

of Public Instruction. He toasted “The Berlin Press.” It

^hwwed that that Press had ceased to be in bad odour with the Gov-

ernment. The Minister admitted that German literature had taken a

prominent part in tlTe development of the Empire, and had contributed

much to it. He therefore thought it desirable that the relations be-

tween the Berlin Press and the Government should become better, and

that the former should attain the position in society which it deserved

according to its importance.

• • •

The Vienna Board of Health recommends beheading as the

quickest mode of execution. The American system of killing by

electricity has not yqt been sufficiently tested for the final verdict

in its favor. Hanging is immediately followed by insensibility and

there is no knowing what may happen in the few minutes between

insensibility and ^dcath. The Board considers beheading as instan-

taneous, safe and irrevocable.

• •

An Elgin correspondent in an English paper of the 6ih January

writes

“ Yesterday Peter Lating, the Elgin centenarian, entered on his io6th
ear. He is a carter and still continues to enjoy excellent health, all

is faculties being unimpaired ; and any day he may be seen in the

streets of Elgin in charge of his horse and cart. He is come of a
family celebrated for longevity. His father died when 109 years of age,
and his great grandfather, who fought under the standard of the Duke
of Cumberland at the battle of Culloden, died at the remarkable age of

135.^ Peter lived in the time of Burns, and his memory is so retentive
that* he can recall an episode in the life of the Scotch National Bard.
He was over sixty before he was married, and since his wife died, over
thirty years ago, he has been his own cook, and housekeeper. He has
a most robust constitution, his diet being brose, porridge, potatoes, and
salt herrings

; and he confidently declares that a change in the shape
of dainties would be to him worse than drugs. He was never known
to have an illness with the exception of an occasional slight attack of
rheumatism in one of his legs, and had never any doctor’s drugs,’*

•
# •

The weather has been abnormal in the Baltic. Usually, by the end of

October or the beginning of November, the winter sets in and the ports

are blocked and navigation is suspended. But up to the beginning of

January last, the weather was reported to be beautifully mild and

autumn-like. There were neither sledging nor icebound waters, and

steamers were running.

• •

We read in an English paper

“ Professor R. H. Thurston, an American writer, who has devoted
much attention to the problem of aerial navigation, summarises some
curious results of recent experiments with birds and wings, including

those of Professor Langley, the astronomer, which are as yet unpublish-

ed. Professor Langley has found that the power exerted by the
eagle in full fiight instead of being about thirteen horse-power, as

computed by Navier and his followers, is actually but a fraction of one
horse-power. Mr. Chanute computes the power exerted by a pigeon
flying 2,200 feet per minute (25 miles an hour nearly), at l-200 of a
horse-power per pound, or 9 1-3 horse-power for a flying machine of

equally good form, weighing one ton, at 25 miles an hour, or about
50-harhe power per ton weight at 50 miles. Mr. Alexander makes the
maximum allowable weight per horse-power of all the apparatus, 122
pounds

;
while Mr. Wenham, of our Aeronautical Society, finds, in the

pelican, an expenditure of i-ii horse-power by 21 pounds of bird
; ibis

is one-horse power to 231 pounds, or about a horse-power for the
weight of a man, allowing ample margin for surplus power. The biids

are found to have, according to the deductions from observations of

Mr. Thurston’s colleague, Professor Wilder, and others, a surplus lifting

power of about one half. The investigations of Lucy, Marey, and
Pettigrew, and others show that insects flutter wings of enounous area
in proportion to their weight, at the rate of 200 or 30^^ vibrations per
second ;

while the pelican makes but one per second, the area of
surface employed being a trifling fraction of that needed by the smaller

creature, per unit of its own weight. The vulture is one hundred times
as heavy as the swallow, but its wings are only fifteen times as large.

The Australian crane weighs three million limes as much as the gnat,
while the latter has 150 times as much wing-surface per unit of weight.

But the power demanded is proportionate t<| the weight to be carried,

and the muscles of birds’ wings are found to weigh more than all their
Other muscles put together; From these facts Mr. Hannel computes
the spread ot wing that would be required by a flying man at about
twenty feet, or say about 150 square feet area. For a machine weighing

3j^ tons he makes the neeufnl spread of wing about eighty feet, but
professor Thurston computes it at a much smaller |gure.”

What is Mr. Percival Spencer’s experience? His aeronautical on*

dertakings, he ^ays, have a deflnite object, namely, “to solve the

problem of aerial navigation—to be able to steer an aerostat through

the air with the same facility with which a mariner navigates the

ocean.”
'

«
« «

Notwithstanding the Margarine Act, the Inspector of Food and

Drugs for South Derbyshire, during the closing two months *of the

past year, found upon analysis that, out of the flfty samples of

“ Guaranteed Pure Butter ” received from abroad, very many of them

were mixed with from 10 to 30 per cent, of margarine. In our own

city, the Ghee Act has proved a dead letter. Notwithstanding oc*

cassional prosecution of the vendors and destruction of the adulterated

article, pure ghee is not to be bad for love or money.

• •

Several persons residing or trading in the East-end of London have

been charged, under the Trade Marks Act, with applying a false des-

cription to certain cigars, or with being in possession of cigars to which

a false description had been applied. Three of the defendants are

partners and are stated to have been concerned in a practice of passing

off, as manufactured at Vera Cruz, cigars really manufactured at

Shoreditch.

•
• •

In 1883, Messrs. Baring Brothers were robbed of a parcel of securities

valued at 22,000/. Hatfield ^Thomas Turner and Frederick Clarke

were being tried in London when the last mail left, for feloniously re-

ceiving five South and North Alabama Central Railway flve per cent.

Bonds of 200/ each, being a portion of the said securities.

• •

The anonymous donor of 100,000/. for a Convalescent Home within

easy access of London, is believed to be Mr. Peter Reid. He is k

Governor of St. Thomas’s, St. Bartholomew’s and many other hospitals

and charitable institutions. He is one of the most popular of City

men. He had been a partner in the firm of P. Casenove and Co., the

members of which have always beeq noted for munificence. It is the

practice with Mr. Reid to devote one-tenth of his income to charity.

•
• •

The “Journal de St. Ptetersburg ** of the 36th August last publisher

the following

“ The correspondence of the Nouveau Temps at the fair of Nijni

Novgorod announces that 'cottons sell slowly, that their prices have
dropped by 5 per cent, compared with those of last year. The
rumours of a considerable reduction which one of the largest houses-

was about to make has produced considerable excitement among the

purchasers ; those who have arrived from the Caucasus and have al-

ready transancted important business have suddenly suspended opera-

tions in presence of this rumour. Last year furnished great advantages
to the trade of the fair, and the success obtained showed clearly the
development of Russian commercial relations with Persia. The pre-

paration of tissues in the Oriental style already occupies a large num-
ber of factories ; but it is to be regretted that the Persian and’Armenian
agents allow themselves to be influenced chiefly by cheapness, and
purchase cottons of inferior quality, thus discrediting Russian products

on the Persian markets. This circumstance, combined with that of the

depreciation of Persian money, acts very unfavorably on Russian
operations with the East.”

Another Russian paper receives similar information from its special

correspondent. Thus—cotton tissues sold slowly at Nijni and ready

money was scarce.

The significance of the information will be better understood when

it is remembered that cotton constitutes not only the principal article

of Russian export by the Eastern frontiers, but also the most important

manufactured article in the home markets. The large majority of

the population, nine-tenths of whom are engaged in agriculture, has

always need of cheap stuffs, and especially of Cambric muslins.

A Canadian paper sees no sufficient reason why Canada should not

produce 9II or the greater part of the sugar it consumes^ The soil

and climate are well adapted to the growth and cultivation 0! the

sugarbeet. Efiforts have been made in this direction in the province

of Quebec. There is a large and well equipped factory at Berthier,

for the manufacture of sugar from this vegetable. It has been found

that beets grown in the vicinity of Berthier possesses as large an

amount of saccharine matter as any grown under the most favourable

circumstances in France, Germany, or Austria, l^at paper is certain

i\\gi not *ouly i\m particular locality, but about all the available l|tnds

in Quebec, Ontario, and Nurth-West are equally adapted to that

industry.
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The Austratiai^ fruit is not in favor in France. A special corres-

pondent of the Melbourne Argus at the Paris Exhibition writes :

—

‘‘It is to be regretted that in France at least, the prospects of

business in Australian fruit are by no means promising. In

fact, atterrmts ^to hud market for the last shipment, in spite

of the fact that specimens were recompensed with a first ^rize,

and that most flattering opinions were expressed on their quality

in high places, resulted in complete failure. Of the 100 odd cases,

which formed shipment of Victorian fruit, the 50 which were available

for sale were disposed of at the Central Markets by auction

and realized the absurdly low price of 3/ per case, or less than a

i^pertb. It must be remembered, however, that this was not in a

season when ready buyers for apples can be found in Paris and of

course, in this matter also, demand rules prices. It may also be
remarked that in the matter of fruit the public of Paris is exceedingly

conservative, and will not readily take to anything new. Some months
ago some Florida fruit-growers tried to introduce Florida oranges to

the Paris market, and failed dismally. The bulk of the first and last

shipment was disposed of at prices as low, if not lower, than the

Victorian fruit retailed. What Tasmanian fruit remained was being

retailed at a temporary stall close to the Tasmanian metal trophy, but,

in spite of much energy on the part of the person in charge, with but

small success. The prices asked varied from a penny for one apple

to a penny for three—prices which, considering the state of fruit,

accounted for the slackness in the demand.”
•

• •

Mr. Herbert Gladstone originally claimed 5,000/ damages for the

libel against himself in the Allahabad Morning Post, The Post

was let off with an apology, and the writer Colonel George Bruce

MaUeson, of 27 West Cromwell Road, London, was proceeded

against in the Queen’s Bench Division of the High Court of Justice.

The Colonel had no defence to make, nor would he deny that he wrote

and published the libel. The case was consequently narrowed down

to the question of the extent of damages. In the Sheriff’s Court, for

assessment of damages, Mr. Herbert Gladstone deposed that the

whole story as published in the Allahabad paper was a fabrication

from beginning to end. He did not know Colonel Malleson personally,

but he thought it right to come into Court to vindicate his character.

He knew nothing as to the circulation of the paper. He did not desire

CO make money out of the case. So far as the paper was concerned, he

accepted the apology which was printed. The Jury retired for ten

minutes, and assessed the damages at 1,000/.

•
• •

During the 21 days in January that the Indian Museum was open to

the public, the visitors numbered 35,429, namely, natives, 26,363 males

and' 7,402 females, and Europeans—that is those bearing European
j

names- -1,236 males and 42S females.

a
« *

A NEW Public Works Division to be called the Sikkim Division has

been sanctioned. It will comprise all works in Sikkim and will be

under the charge of Mr. J.J C, While, He will be both Assistant

Political Ofiicer at Gantok and Executive Engineer of the Sikkim

Division.

• •

Inland steam-vessels commanded by licensed pilots have been ex-

empfed fiom the provisions of section 28, sub-section (i), clause (a)y

and section 28, sub-section (2), clause (a) of the Inland Steam-vessels

Act—VI of 1884. Certificated Serangs will be allowed for two years

more to take charge of inland steameis measuring not more than 200

tons gross. After that time, no Serang who will not have obtained a

certificate of competency will be allowed to be in charge of any such

vessel.

* *

Last Saturday, Mr. Percival Spencer made a successful balloon ascent

and a parachute descent. He essays a higher feat this evening. He
will go up two miles and drop from that height and descend in sight

of the spectators.

J/oiioway's Ointment.—M'mtrs and Workers in the Goldfields.—

This invaluable and renowned Ointment is extensively used and

patronized by such people to their very great advantage, being easy of

application and portable in small compass. When used in conjunction

with Holloway’s Pills in accordance with the clear and concise direc-

tions for use which accompany each pot and box, there are but few of

the diseases which afflict mankind which will not yield to the sanative

powers of the coml^ned remedies. Holloway’s Ointmeq^ and Pills sdo

not deteriorate by keeping nor by change of climate, and as they con-

tain no deleterious mineral drug, they can be used with the most perfect

safety under the most adverse climatic and sanitary, conditions.

Notes, Leaderettes, and

Our Own News.

Emperor William has taken up the Labor Question. Hss Majesty

has directed a rescript to Prince Bismarck to sound the British,

French, Swiss and Belgian cabinets, and, the Powers agreeing, to

invite them to a Conference with a view to meet the wishes sumL

needs of workmen. Only recently, in the Reichstag, any further steps

in favor of workmen were deprecated. *

Notwithstanding the eulogy passed on the German Pre.ss by the

Minister of Public Instruction at the Fontane Dinner, the persecution

of the Press continues in the Fatherland. The Cologne Gazette re-

produced from the Times an article on the strained relations

between the Emperor and his mother. The Emperor took it as .

an insult, and the editor of the Gazette has been sent to pri-

son for two months. Tht /Creuz Zeitung is under a ban too. It

has been prohibited in the royal palaces an(^ the reading rooms.

The head and front of its offence is that its editor Baron Hammerstein

was a candidate at the Bielefeld election, where the Emperor’s name

was introduced in a manner not agreeable to His Impftial Majesty.

A naval station in the Baltic near Libau is to be established im-

mediately. The cost has been estimated at thirteen million roubles.

Siberia is to be strengthened with more troops. An order has been

passed for two new rifle regiments in the Eastern districts.

The crops have failed in Russian and Austrian Poland. There is

distress with famine ahead.

An electoral meeting at Strassfurth, in Saxony, has ended in a

serious conflict between the people and the police. The police had

recourse to firing, killing one woman and wounding four men.

———— - — - — ^

An order from the Horse-Guards allows officers, Warrant officers

and non-commissioned officers of the Infantry, Engineers and Artillery

—excepting the Royal Engineers in India—the liberty to apply for

exchange into the Linked Battalions, after eight years’ service at home

or abroad.

In place of Lord Napier of Magdala deceased, General Chesney has

been given the appointment of Colonel Commandant of the Royal En-

gineers. Whatever other people may think of it, the Military Member

himself finds no meaning or worth in the appointment. He only awaits

the olficial iaiimution of the death to draw the Colonel’s allowance

which is now his portion.

The oldest Judge in England, the Hon’blc Sir Henry Manisty, of the

Queen’s Bench Division of the High Court, aged 80, is dead.

A colliery explosion is reported from Abcrsychen in Monmouthshire.

By the latest accounts, 150 persons have been entombed.

The Prince arrived at Rawalpindi on the ist instant and, after witness-

ing a parade of troops and a theatrical performance in the evening,

proceeded to Lahore the next day. On the morning of the 3rd, His

Royal Highness laid the foundation-stone of the Jubilee Museum and

Technical Insiiiute. His speech on the occasion was characterised by

“ military brevity ” which he thought was in keeping with the military

spirit and military inalerial so conspicuous in that province of action.

The Victoria Jubilee Hall, erected at a cost of Rs. 60,000, as a me-

morial of the Queen’s fiftieth year was then opened, when the Piince

drove to the Government College and the Chief Court. The Shalimer

Gardens were the scene of a large gathering in the afternoon, where the

whole station was invited to meet the Prince. The Masonic Fraternity

of Lahoic presented the Prince with a souvenir in the form of a level.

The ball at the Montgomery Hall in honor of the Prince was a

brilliant affair, His Royal Highess remaining till two o’clock and

taking part in most of the dances. After a visit to the Aitchison Chiefs’

College, the Prince left for Chunga Munga where he had excellent

sport. The Prince was at Amritsar on the morning of the 6th, where,

at the Town Hall, he wa!> met by several native gentlemen, and

shown different articles of local manufactufh. One of the principal

carpet manufactories was visited. After a drive through the public

gardens, His Royal Highness left in the night for Kapurthala, where

the next morning lA had capital spore in the pig preserve. The

Prince’s visit to this State is described to be a great success, all being

charmed with his courteous and considerate ways.
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rKfi Ovtrland Mail of ihe I 7lh January, under the title “ Unthrift at

the India Office," commences an article thus

••Sometime ago Lord Cross, with a laudable desire to redua, if

oossible the burthen oil the Indian revenues of the Horae Charges,

appointed a Committee to review the expenditure at
! fjl®

India Office. . It sat, it examined, it considered, it reported. Nothing

much has come of the inquisition beyond the Act for enabling the

Secretary o(*State to save a few thousands a year by reducing the

number of his Council. Since then ?'‘l"
“

ojj^dicaied viitue prevails in the large building in Charles s .Street.

The extract does not exactly describe the situation. Lord Cross is

more mindful of tl» interests of India. In his Despatch No. 144

(Financial), dated the 4ih July 1889, the Secretary ol State for India

thus advises the Government of lndi*a

“ From the examination of the Home Charges which has been made

by the Committee, Your Excellency will see wlijy a vciy large propor-

tion of them (about 7« per )
consists of fixed paymonia for in-

terest ami superannuation, in which no reduction can be^ anticipated for

many years. The payments for the recruiting and depot chs^ges and

transport of troops ate equally necessary ;
no immediate diminution of

the payment to officers on furlough can be effected
;
and the co^t of the

stores indented for from India can only be reduced as the resources of

that country may gradually be utilised to a greater extent

It is, therefore, evident that no material reduction of the

Home Charges can result from the direct action of the Secietary of

State, and that it ifonly by the careful watching of the prooabic con-

sequences of measures adopted by the Government of India that any

real check can be placed upon them. * *
. ,

the departments in India can be accustomed to use articles made m
that country when of an ordinary character and not needing special

inspection during manufaemre, they might be procured of auffinently

good quality, even though somewhat inferior to those which would be

obtained by paying a higher price in England
;
and thus a perceptible

diminution might be made in the payments in this country I commend

these points to the very e.trnest attention of Your Excellency s Gov-

ernment.”

The Afaii is not content with the opening remarks, but hints at

a possible source of reduction of the Home Charges. By a comparison

of th^ Director- General’s figures, it points out that the India Office

suffered a loss of 53,643/ in six years from 1883 to 1888, or an annual

average of 8,940/, in excessive insurance on Railway stores as com

pared with actual losses. The Government pays I per cent., whereas

the insurance could be done in India or London at H
per cent. The article thus concludes

|

“There arc rumours in India that when the report of the Director-
|

General for 1883 appeared, that official received an intimation from
j

the India Office that he was not to allude to the subject again. He

certainly was acting strictly within the limits of his official duty in

pointing out that the India Office was paying . far too much m the

insurance of these stores, for it is quite certain that, if the Secretary

of State does not deem it prudent for the Government to insure its own

stores, notwithstanding the manifest advantage it would gain by doing

it insurance could have been effected during all this period for less

than one-half the rate the Government has been paying. Evidently

the insurers have been making a good thing out of it. Some member

of Parliament would be doing a useful service by asking early next

session for some explanation of this seemingly uiuhrifiy mode of con-

ducting business.”

It is the usual way. Till very recently, the Calcutta Port Trust was

pursuing the same unthrifty course when a sturdy member protested

and protested, and the insurance of its Warehouses was thrown open

to competition and insurance e*ffectcd at very much reduced rates.

The Secretary of State has found his way to a partial relief of

the Home Charges by rel.axing the rule of ordering all articles for India

through the India Office. Further relief may be found in a more

equitable system of accounts in the capacious building in Charles’s

Street.

statesmanlike poHcy that, raised a qualified Native loathe command

of a—military district.

f

The Times has at last found it prudent to compromise with Mr.

Parnell and has pqid him £$,ooo damages for the .publication of the

Pigott •letters. The Solicitor-General had declined the leading brief

for the leading journal.

Wft publish elsewhere the conclusion of the Hearsey-Allcn proceedings

in the Police Court. The Chief Magistrate has made up his mind to

commit Mr. Allen to the Sessions which begins on Monday, the I7tb

February. He would not himself pass any orders even if the defence

s'ldmiited publication in Calcutta or pleaded guilty. He considers it a

case preeminently for t he Jury and the High Court. Mr. Allen seems

to have grown sick of the prosecution, and no wonder. He would

have been glad to get off with a nominal fine. He has now a great

precedent in the course taken by the Times regarding the Pigotl

letters, and why not earn peace for his own concern and the public

by compounding with Captain Hcarsey ? The Captain is determined

not to be kept out of them till he has found justice in our courts.

The Chief Justice has decided to open the first Sessions of the year in

person. At Allahabad, Sir Comer Pethcram signalized himself by the

indignant altitude he assumed against the late Mr. Laidman in his

persecution of Captain Hcarsey. The same Captain is now an

applicant for justice at his Lordship’s hands against a higher and

mighter individual.

We have so far refrained from noticing the Durbhan'ga temple dcs* .

truction case. Before making sure of one’s facts, it is not safe to speak,

far less to take sides. In the meantime, partyfeeling is running high,

and not in Durbhanga alone. The loudest newspaper agitation has

been set a-going. The usual methods of holding public meetings and

adopting resolutions and memorials have been* employed, and the'

telegraph has also been laid under requisition. We have received

telegrams too. The evidence, alreadly published, Would seem to

indicate that the Municipal Executive, have borne themselves very ar*

bilrarily in the matter. Into the merits of the case, however, we do not

enter now, for the good and sufficient reason that the enquiry by Mf.

Boxwell, Commissioner of the Division^ is not closed, and his report will

soon be before the public. We have just one word to say in the mean-

time, and that is to express our regret, if not surprise, at the indiscreet

manner in which the agitation is being conducted by some writers in

the press. An ordinary case of, at the worst, municipal high-handed*'

j

ness has been raised to the gravity of a race question and a question

of religion. That there is no rate question in the business^ is beit

proved by the evidence which several Mahomedans have freely given

before Mr. Boxwell in support of the case for the temple. True,

the Vice-Chairman of the Municipality happens to be a Mahe-

medan, but what does that prove? Are things really come* to

such a pass that the Vice-Chairman could, even if he chose, be all-

in’-all, and turn his office into an opportunity of feeding his religious

bigotry, supposing he had any? Are the Municipal Commissioners

nothing? Was not the District Magistrate, Mr. Beadon, the Chairman

and the head Executive of the Municipality? Mr. Beadon has since

assumed the entire responsibility for the proceedings, and the sensa-

COLONEL Alikhanoff has been deprived of the Merv command.

A Turkoman deputation arrived at Merv to lodge a complaint against

the chief of the Merv military district before the Commander-in-Chief,

General Komaroff, of the Transcaspian Province. The Colonel

ordered the men to be dispersed. Under that order, ihey^wcie attacked

by a body of soldiers, several of the deputation being killed and many

wounded. Pending investigation into a charge of arbitrary and cruel

conduct, the hero of Panjdeh has been for the moment humbled.

This furnishes the Pioneer with opportunity to indulge in a fling at the

Bengal press. It writes :

—

“ A few years ago the hero of Panjdeh al a promoted native was

much in the mouths of Bengali papers who used to point out that under

the British Government there were no Alikhanoffs in India. After this

last incident the want should cease to be much of a grievance.’

But our contemporary forgets that the promotion and the punish-

ment point to the same supremacy of Justice in t|e counsels of the

Russian Government. Alikhanoff is sacrificed in pursuance of the same

tional story of race and religious antipathy on the Vice-Chairman s

part must now fall to the ground. Indeed, the proceedings were

easily explicable otherwise from the first, v/x., that if any order

were issued under the Vice-Chairman’s signature for t^ removal of

the temple, it was done in the usual course of business. At the

worst, it is one of those Municipal vagaries of which we hear so often.

But why turn it into a question of race, and foment religious anlipajhies

and widen the gulf between sections of the people which every right-

minded man wishes to see bridged over? As well might the

attempt of Sir Henry Harrison and a minority of the Calcutta

Municipal Comfiissioners in the late Jain temple case of Burrabazar

be traced to a similar origin 1

There are now several measures before the Suj^'^eme Legislative

Council of India. Some of them are intended to remedy the

defects in existing enactments. Others are required for extending the

local application of some laws to newly acquired territery or to, other
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^rritory where they have not been heretofore extended, and the op-

portunity is taken to introduce such amendments in them as are sug-

^gested by experience of their practical working. The most important

of t))^e measures is, perhaps, the Bill for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Animals, of v^ich the Hon’ble Mr. Hutchins is in charge. In intro-

ducing the Bill, the Home Member made a speech charactertisecl at once

by keen sympathy with the objects of the measure, thorough grasp of

the subject in its varied bearings, and moderation and practical experi-

ence. He began with freely acknowledging what some of the Local Gov-

ernments had done in past years towards the prevention of cruelty to

animals. There are special enactments on the subject in Bengal,

Assam, Madras, the North-West Provinces, and Bombay, and if these

constituted the whole of British India, said Mr. Hutchins, there would

hardly be much necessity for pressing the matter further at present.

There are, however, other important provinces which have no legis-

lature of their own. These depend for their laws on the Supreme

Council, while the only provision for the prevention of cruelty to animals

in force in these provinces is Section 34 of the Police Act V of 1861.

The Hon’ble member then showed the insufficient and unsatisfactory

character of this provision. This section cannot be extended beyond

the limits of a town nor can it take cognizance of any cruelty which is

not committed on a road or in a street. It was further hedged in

with other restrictions which made it an exceedingly precarious

instrument for the object it was mealit to secure. As, however, it is

all the present law on the subject in these provinces, it requires to

be amended, and the opportunity is availed of to prepare a general

law which can be adopted by an Local Government.

The English law for the prevention of cruelty is perfectly general

and reaches all kinds of the offence whether committed in private or in

public, in towns or in rural tracts. There are considerations, how-

ever, which make it inexpedient to introduce in this country a general

enactment of such a comprehensive character, however desirable it

might be on abstract grounds and in the interests of humanity. ** The

^rhabits of the people, the varying character of the agency by which

the law will have to be enforced, the enormous size of the rural tracts,

the paucity of competent tribunals—these, and many other things have

to be borne in mind, and therefore it is that most of the existing

enactments can only be put in force in towns, while in all, the Executive

Government has retained in its own hands the power of prescribing

the places to which alone it shall apply.” The Hon’ble Mr. Hutchins,

while fully alive to these considerations and quite satisfied of the

wisdom of proceeding with caution and carrying the people with the

Government in a matter of this kind, is of opinion that the time has

come for taking a step in advance, lie is inclined, in consultation with

Local Governments, to give the proposed enactment immediate opera-

tion everywhere, or at all events in all towns, particularly when the

limitation is accepted that it is to reach only acts of cruelty committed

in public
;
or, if that is not considered possible, to merely declare the

particular acts of cruelty which ^are covered by Section 3 penal

wheiever committed, like the acts provided for by Sections 4 and

5. On these points, the opinions of Local Governments will be

taken. In the meantime, however, the Dill has been framed

upon the old lines and with existing limitations. Local Govern-

ments, it is very wisely said by ilie Hon’ble Member, will be

very much chary about extending its operation if we gain a right

of entry into private houses, and the prevention of open cruelly

over a wide area is likely to do more good than thorougher-

mcasures within more restricted limits. The power of entry is only

claimed in Sections 4 and 5 in regard to two specific acts, the

killing of an animal in an unnecessarily cruel manner, and the em-
ployment of an animal on work for which it is unfitted by disease*

infirmity, wounds or sores. The barbarous practices of butchers of

flayiifg live goats, or of cutting out the tongues and allowing them to

hired slowly to death in order to whiten their fiesh, will be covered by
Section 4, while Section 5 is taken from the Bengal Act.

A general law for the prevention of cruelty to animals in its numerous
shapes of barbarity for the whole of British India, leaving Local Gov-

ernments and minor administrations to regulate its a|^lication to their

territory 10 any extent they might deem expedient, is a good idea.

But the great difficulty of enforcing such a law lies in the in-

adequacy of lUe machinery for carrying out its ^humane objects.

We badly want a sympathetic Magistracy to make the law an
effective protection* of dumb animals. As it is, the law is but a dead

ktter in ait but the great Presidenby capitaii^ and even at ragards

these, the credit for the enforcement of its provisions, such as It is,

in a great measure is due to ths zeal of the Societies fof the Prevention

of Cruelty.

AT the meeting of the Supreme Legislative Council on life 31st January

last, the Hon^ble Mr. Scoble introduced a Bill for aitnending the

Factories Act of i88i. Our readers are aware of the agitation made in

Eogland on the subject of factory labor in India. This agitatioiH-was

started by English manufacturers in their own interestSt though, of

course, ostensibly in the interests of mill operatives at Bombay and at

other Indian manufacturing centres, whose condition was represented

to be an extremely hard one and such as required the interference of

the legislature. The introduction of the English Factory Acts into

India WHS strongly recommended as the best remedy for the evil. All

this display of philanthropic zeal for the alleged sufferings of Indian

labourers was, however, really meant to cover an attack on the rising

cotton industry in this country, and the true motives of the

agitation were soon discovered. There werf, nevertheless, powerful

interests involved in the success of the agitation, and in the House of

Commons it had influential supporters. In con^quence of this, a

Commission was appointed by the Bombay Government to consider

the subject in all its bearings, while the Government of India on its own

part also turned its earnest attention to the question. The conclusion

arrived at by the Government of India, after making enquiries of Local

Governments and other authorities, is contained in a despatch to the

Secretary of Slate of 5th March 1889 and is as follows

** It is a well-attested fact that the employes in Indian factories reach

a standard of comfort and content which is not attained by persons in

their own rank of life who are engaged in pursuits of a different nature.

Machinery moreover is, owing to the comparative absence of competi-

tion, driven in the factories in India at a pace so slow that it would not

be tolerated in England ;
and it is estimated that in many of the mills

in India about twice as many operatives are employed as would be em-

ployed in mills of the same capacity in England. It follows that the

work of the operative in an Indian factory is far more desultory and
less exhausting than that of an operative working in England, and that

provisions which are rendered necessary by the exacting nature of the

labour in English mills are not demanded in the interest of the Indian

operatives, who would indeed be prejudicaHy affected by them.”

The English Factory Acts being inapplicable, the present Bill has

been introduced, to make only such minor amendments as experience,

and a consideration of the great mass of evidence, which has in the

meantime been collected on the subject, have shown to be necessary.

The proposals in the Bill are thus summarised by the Hon’ble

member in charge :

—

**(i) to extend the operation of the Act to factories in which not less

than twenty persons are employed
;

(2) toj-aise the minimum age at wiiich children may be employed in

any factory from seven to nine years
;

(3) to limit the hours of employment for women to eleven hours a
day ;

(4) to secure to women, as well as to children, proper intervals for

food and rest during the day, and not less than four days' holiday in

each month
;

(5) to secure a proper supply of water for the use of operatives
;

(6) to ensure proper ventilation and c^anliness in factories
;

(7) to prevent overcrowding likely to be injurious to health
;

(8) to give Local Governments greater power to obtain returns and
make rules for the purpose of carrying out the objects of the Act.”

These provisions are moderate, and quite calculated to secure the

interests both of the operatives and their masters. But there is some

difficulty in carrying out the law in regard to these big unwieldy con-

cerns. So far, the official Inspectors of Factories have not had the

pleasantest experiences of them. The power obtained in the last provi-

sion should be firmly enforced.

Wc have elsewhere referred to Sir Charles Elliott’s excellent address

at the Med|;jesseh distribution of Prizes. Nothing could have been

conceived in bettor spirit. A warm friend of the cause of native

education and progress, in general, and particularly of our Maho-

medan fellow-subjects, his encouraging advice and suggestions deserve

to be carefully and gratefully laid to heart. The avenues to appoint-

ment in the Government Service may be closed, but that need not de-

press our students. Edutation itself is an instrument of independence.

More of the students should devote themselves to mechanical training.

Pure literature with its many branches ought also to furnish occupation

to others. He expressed his regret and surprise at there being so few li-

terary men in thisjlcountry, and noticed Mr. Justice Banerjee's Convoca-

tion speech on the subject in the most sympathetic inanner imaginable.

NoveUwriting was recommended as an arc in which an imaginative and
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ingenious race like the Mahomedans were sure to succeed, while there

were many departments of inquiry, researches into local history, into

latigoage, into dialectic differences, into social customs, into folklore,

into the growth of religious opinions—all which^ said he, were subjects

oti‘ which one yrould expect dissertations to dow freely from an educated

Native pen. ;Why is their number, he asked, so small ?

Of books by native writers. Sir Charles said, their number is

Increasing without any increase in the quantity of information they

contain. Newspapers also are increasing, but* the writers are not more

**|Ccurate o.r laboriously desirous of getting at the real facts they

discuss;” and he gave a ludicrous instance of inaccurate history in a

native author’s account of Warren Hastings. The concluding por-

tion of the address must have been highly acceptable to his Maho-

medan audience. He said

” Success in the world does not depend solely on education, nor even
itrainly on education : it depends principally on conduct. This is

where you Mohamaduns may hope to excel your Hindu brethren, who
are, as is generally thought, quicker to learn and more skilful in passing

examinations than you are, but who have not your great history or

your memories of a gbrious past. In Bengal it is true that a far

larger number of the higher official posts is held by Hindus than by
Mohamaduns. In Upper India, on the other hand, a fur larger number
of such posts is heidr by Mohain«aduns than by Hindus. Now, what
is the reason for this difference ? It is not that they are better educated ;

there are fewer Mohamadan B. A’s. and M. A’s. in the North-Western
Provinces and ilie Punjab than in Bengal

;
there arc fewer who kinnv

English than in Bengal. If you ask any ;one who knows Upper India
well he would tell you that the Hindus are generally subtler, quicker,

than the Mohamadans
;
but the . Mohamaduns have got the habit of

command. They are manly themselves, and they know how to deal with

men. They are not afraid of responsibility. They inherit the tradi-

tions of Government. They respect themselves, and therefore others

respect them. Young men of the Medresseh, this is the example 1

commend you to follow : and if you are beaten in the schools by
nimbler intellects, say to yourselves, *at least I will not /orget the tra-

ditions of my ancestois, and 1 will strive to excel and to gain a position

of honour and influence by manliness of character and uprightness of

conduct.' ”

We do not know bow the comparison will be relished by our Hindu

friends. But the Mahomedans of the day are certainly not to blame if

they are, in fact, heirs to traditions of sovereignty and to all the moral

advantage of being born to such traditions.

It was a capital address all through, full of the spirit of hearty sym-
pathy, and showing a thorough grasp.of the question of Indian educa-

lion in all its bearings;

o/ last year, hi(|..had been permitted to tldmlnlstef the tiffairs pf tbe

State, although 4rom behind the Purdah. In consequence of her steditt
^

and .repeated solicitations-^t the instance of the buiband-*»the iQov»«

eminent dispensed with the services of Colonel Ward aitd a)bwed

the Begum to choose her own Prime Minister On thp^hfih

recommendation of her husband, Hbr Highness selected Modnshee

(mtias All, a Pleader of Lucknow. And the MkionsheeKas,'ai(i in

duty bound, been performing his duties, under instrociione from

the patron, communicated through two of the most notprioui

characters in Bhopal-^Mirxa inaynt Ali Beg and Mirsa Afsal AB Beg.

Mirza Agha Alt Khan Bahadur, known throughout Oudb and the

North-Western Provinces as the Aghaee Saheb and Nazim Saheb,

has just died at Lucknow. During the reign of the late King of Oudh
Wajid All Shah, he was for many years the Nazim or Commissioner

of the Sultanpore Division. In that capacity, he was on the most

intimate terms with the British officials in the border Districts,

and when the Mutiny broke out, he went over and sided with

the Biitish. After the reoccupation of Oudh by (he British Govern-

ment, he was, from his experience, intelligence, wealth and influence,

of great help to tl>e authorities, in the peaceful settlement of the coun-

try. Ever since 1858, he bad invariably been the most trusted, honored

and valued adviser of the Authorities of Oudh from the Chief

Commissioner and Lieutenant-Governor down .to the Assistant

Commissioners and other minor officials. Being one of the wealthiest

men of Lucknow, besides being a man of letters and extraordinary

energy, he was looked upon by all classes in Oudh with great respect

and confidence. He had served the Oudh Government for 24
years, and been the honorary adviser of the British for upwards of 30
years. He was about 85 years of age when he died, retaining hia

fiiculties unimpaired till the last.
.

He leaves a worthy son, in Mirza Mahomed Abbass, the Assistant

Commissioner at Hurdui in Oudh. Mirza Abbass.is one of the first

young noblemen who were selected for the Statutory Civil Service.

He once or twice also officiated as a Deputy Commissioner. The young
man inherits a vast fortune, but we hope be will not give up a life of.

active usefulness and sink himself in the life of ease and idleness of
n>any of the wealthy of Oudb.

Dr. Sircar has appealed for further funds in aid of his Association for

the cultivation of Science. The Association has yet to be assured of a

permanent position, and the Founder is naturally anxious on that score.

Towards this, permanent professorships have to be provided for, and a
suitable house for the Laboratory. It were a pity to suffer the institu-

tion to languish for want of adequate support. The Government and
the wealthier classes have indeed done a good deal/ but more should

be done to confirm what has been so far achieved. The benefits of

scientific education conferred the Association have only to be re-

alized by our countrymen and the general public to ensure a cordial

response to Dr. Sircar’s appeal He had, however, better not be san-*

guine as to the surplus of the H. R. H. Prince Albert Victor Recep-

tion Fund. He must look to other quarters. Lord Lansdownc has

taken up the appeal. The Viceroy has consented to lay the founda-

tion stone of a new laboratory. The day has not been fixed, but it

will be some time in the middle of next month.

The Indian Mirror would not allow a native of this country to be
called a Native, but would always call him an Indian. The Amrita
Bazar Pairika proposes to honor every Indian as » Babu. The
object aimed at by both is the same or, at any rate in the same
line of haute politique. The Mirror seeks to stamp out the

idea of lowness sometimes given to the word Native by abolish-

ing it altogether. The Patrika advocates the extension of the

honorific title to the whole of India, to oppose a serried phalanx of

Babus against the attacks of the European press on the Babus
proper of Bengal. But will tie Babu Sahebs relish the recipe ?

'

We hear from Bhopal that Moulvie Siddiq Hassan, the husband of

the Begum and the virtual ruler, is seriously Ul. During the whole

There is a familiar figure vanished from the higher grade of the

Subordinate Executive Service. Baboo Ramakhoy Chatlerjee bat

just retired on pension. He has exceeded the official age ot

55 and bad had some extensions. But, unlike hie brethren who
seem to grow young in the service, be makes room for others

below him. A Hindoo of the old type, he never outra^fed the

feelings of his countrymen. In office and in society, he always

commanded respect. Wherever hd* has been, he always left a good

and lasting impression. He was last at Cuttack, where, on his^

departure, they presented him with a farewell address with expressions

of gratitude ^’for the kindly smile you always had for every body, the

sound advice and counsel you gave to all who sought them, and for the

devotion with which you administered to the wants of the sick.”

Babcx> Sarat Chandra Roy Chaudburi, of Chanchal, in the Malda

District, has attained bis majority and will be released from the bondage

of the Court of Wards on the nth. The investiture will be marked

with some ee/at. The festivities have been fixed for the

The Governor of Pondicherry is on a tour of inspection of all the

French possessions in India. He has visited Karikal and Mahe.

Last Saturday, he arrived at Chandernagore and to-day he leaves for

Yunan. We may inform the Natives who took alarm at the new

military rules aMqt conscription, that His Excellency has arrived

the opinion that the rules should not be applied to the native-born

subjects of the Republic.

Sir John Edgar has been poorly in health for some time, and, under

medical advice, takes Iqng leave from the 1st May nsxt, returning to bin
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pattl* Nov^ber. ' In his absenct, Mr. C<>tuMB'*Madl|SUy officiates

fttth« C1ii^f Sfc^etufy. ^
•

,
^

-
'

-

MR. PcftCMk’i i\m U iiMrty up. Sir Henry Harrisen rephiceft him on

th^ &oar4 l^venue. Mr. Smith mutt pine away in thr Presidency

CottimistiptteriHipi Mr. BoUqUi from the Board of Revenue/ at

we announced beiore, comet In at Chairman of the Calcntta Corpora*

lion. The late Chairman of the Suburban Municipality hat a tort of

claim to the headship of the amalgamated Corporation. The position

is a difficult one, and in the dearth of mlent in the Civil Service, no one

else probably is coming forward for the office. Mr. .BoUoh is a smart

and intelligent officer.

FROM the commencement of the present month, Rai Bahadr Shurruth

Chunder Chose, late in charge of the Eden Gardens, has been put in

divisional charge of the Shibpore Workshop, where he will have

greater latitude to prove his mettle, as at Akra.

I^EIS & RA WET.
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THE CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY.
There has been some criticism in the press and on
the platform of Dr. Gurudas Banerjee’s defence of

the Calcutta University from the charge of barren-

ness. The charge is an old one and has often been
repeated, and it is not unnatural that a native Vice-

Chancellor, himself a distinguished graduate of

that University, should attempt an explanation.

The defence, however, is somewhat weakened by

his own admissions, and is an explanation rather

than a defence. Dr. Banerjee practically admits the

charge. He confesses that long as is the roll of gra-

duates which the University has sent forth to the

world, their literary and scientific achievements,

so far, have borne no proportion to the number.
Admitting this. Dr. Banerjee denies that the barren-

ness of r.esults is at all due to any defect in the Uni-

versity system of education. This is a strong opi-

nion, and it should not surprise him, if, in the face of

the actual results, people hesitate to accept it with-

out adequate grounds. Dr. Banerjee from his long

connection with the University must be in a good
position to judge of its sy.stem of education, and

an opinion coming with his authority cannot be

summarily set aside. The subject, however, is a

difficult one, and without a thorough knowledge of

the internal economy of our Colleges, one can

scarcely be in a proper position to take part in its

discussion. The popular impression as to the

character of the Calcutta University is far from flat-

tering, and Dr. Banerjee’s own complaint of cram
gives color to that impression. Cram may have a
wider range than the lower examinations, and even

if it were confined to these, it may still affect the

higher education.

Dr. Banerjee accounts for the poverty of results

with some plausibility. He says the Universtty is yet

in*its infancy, and the first batches of its gradu-

fates, who generally belonged to the struggling

middle classes, were naturally absorbed in the

more lucrative professions. They fiAmd better

prospects in the Judicial and Executive Services

and the Legal and Medical professions, while

there was Httle encouragement for labors in ^he
fields of literature and science in the shape of fellow-

ships and in other shapes in which such labors were

renumerated in Europe. There CQuId therefore be

no fair comparison between the Calcutta .University

and the Universities of the West. The latter were,

in the first place, (hr older, and, further, they had spe-

cial endowments for the encouragement of original-

scholarship. The present barrenness, howevjcr, need

not continue. There were hopeful indications, said

the Vice-Chancellor, of a different state of things in

the future. The professions were already pverstoclc*

ed and this was just the time for thf endowment of
fellowships to attract the best talents to the fields of

original culture. Dr. Banerjee, while he admitted

the comparatively meagre results of University in

this direction, was not prepared to admit the charge

tntoto. The University had borne some few fruits,

and if the harvest was small, it .contained promise

of a fuller one under more favorable circumstances.

On this point he said :— ,

“ I shall say nothing of the professional work of those who have be-

taken themselves to the learned professions, but confine myself to work
purely of a literary or scientific character. 1 am Bappy to be able to

see that the best living poet of Bengal, and the first and the best living

Bengali writer of fiction, are both graduates of the Calcutta University,

and they have enriched the literature of Bengal with all that the gor-

geous magnificence of the East and the sombre grandeur of the West
could contribute. If their labours and the labours of those that have
followed their footsteps had been better known to our European iriends,

it might have helped to remove much of that reproach to which our
graduates are subjected. Nor must I omit to mention the labours of

another distinguished graduate of this University, the learned and
indefatigable Secretary to the Science Association. Aided no doubt
by the enlightened liberality of his countrymen, and the valuable co-

operation of a distinguished foreigner, he has done all that could be
expected to lay the foundation of the study of science. If he has made
no scientific discoveries, it is because he has been less selfish than he
might have been. He has not occupied any limited ground and con-

centrated his intelligence and energy therein to enable himself to make
any contributions to science, but he has attempted to clear up much
larger ground, ground sufficient for the cultivation of science by him-
self and his cuiintrymen, and this he has to some extent succeeded in

doing. It is time now for his countrymen to invest more of their
pecuniary and intellectual capital in the enterprise, and the prospect
of a fair harvest would not be far distant. In the abstruse regions of
mathematics, a distinguished young graduate has commenced work
and has already given fair earnest of a promising future/^

We have now, we hope fairly, staled the Vice-

Chancellor’s views on the subject. These views have
not passed unchallenged. Let us see how they have
been received in different quarters. It has been said

by some that Dr. Banerjee would have done well not

to enter upon such a controversy without having a
better case. Why so } The reproach of barrenness

has often been made against the institution, and
there is no reason why it should not be boldly met,
if possible, or an explanation offered. The Con-
vocation of the University Jeffords the best occa-

.sion for the ventilation of such questions, and in so
far as a discussion on the subject has been started

by Dr. Banerjee’s remarks it is a public gain. The
University cannot lie under imputations on its charac-

ter without causing discomfort toils governors. In

the earlier days of the University, one of the most
•distinguished of its Vice-Chancellors, Sir Henry
Sumner Maine, entered upon an elaborate vindica-

tion of it from the charge of cramming, which he
learnedly justified as a method for the imparting

of a maximum of knowledge within a minimum of

time. His successor had undoubtedly a better case

to fight for. We are already in possession of his

views, and it would now be desirable that the discus-

sion were followed up by experts with knowledge of
the inner details of collegiate education.

The Vice-ChanceUor’s proposal for the endowment
of fellowships has elicited a 'rejoinder from the
Pioneer who cannot allow any state funds to be de-

I

voted to advance the cause of higher education, when
so little was t^ine done for the primary education

I

of the mass of the population. But Dr. Banerjee

I

never asked for state funds. He merely threw out
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a hint that the present time was opportunts for the

foundation of fellowships, and expressed a hop

that the idea might commend itself to the wealthy

noblemen of the land.
, 1

Iht Englishman dissents from the Vice-Chancel-

lor’s theory on the subject of barren results, and

says :

—

“^Perhaps the least satisfactory part of the Vice-Chancellor’s address

was that in which he attempted to explain the ‘barrenness of results

which is a standing Uproacli to our educational system. It is yam to

ask what work worthy of the name has been done by Indian

in the fields of literature and science. There is little encouragement*

we are told, for original intellecinal work in tlie shape of

and endow’ments ;
Imt surely Or. Banerj does not ^e

supremary of English and Orman scholarship is solely or even mainly

SnoThe^xisteore of rich endowments. It is notorious that much of

ihe best intellectual work both of recent as well as of former years

has been done by men who never touched a penny of public or private

donations, and whose lives weie a perpetual struggle with hardship and

poverty. Leaving the pursuit of literature out of the question, tis a

hopelessly povcily-strijken line of business, the personal history of

modern scientific research is almost a continuous ^record of heroic and

self-sacrificing devotion to the cause of knowledge, without hope of

pecuniary recompense. The story of such lives as those of Hugh

Miller, of Dick orriuirso, of George Stephenson, and of a host of

other ‘self-made’ men,—and the list might be indefinitely extended,—

affords a complete and crushing reply to the pretext that poverty is at

the bottom of this educational mystery.”

Sir Charles Elliott also noticed the subject in his

other day’s admirable address at the Medresseh.

Speaking of want of leisure as an obstacle to original

intellectual pursuit, he said that it was only the busi-

est men who, as a rule, achieved anything. Sir

Charles’s remarks were conceived, however, in the

kindliest spirit. Mr. Justice Banerjee, he said,

could only point to one author of admirable poetry,

another author of admirable fiction, a gentleman who

has shown great research in medicine, though he has

not been so fortunate as to make any important dis-

covery, and one accomplished student of mathematics,

but where he could only refer to one, nothing less

than fifty would satisfy Sir Charles. The results are,

indeed, disappointing, and are hardly to be reconciled

with Dr. Banerjee’s high estimate of the University

system of education.

GROUP SANITATION OF
MUNICIPALITIES.

Dr. Gregg, Sanitary Commissioner of Bengal, has

submitted a report on the drainage, conservancy and

water-supply of the munici[)alities lying on the left

bank of the Hooghly north of Calcutta. The
report bears evident .marks of great care and pains

which Dr. Gregg has taken in aeqainting himself with

the sanitary defects of this important area, while the

moderation of his proposals, and his apparent desire

to carry the people with him with due regard to all

circumstances, and, above all, the funds which

may be available for his purposes, give them much

practical value. A.s regards conservancy. Dr. Gregg'

does not propose to force the system of night-soil

service on those municipalities which are of a semi-

rural character. In the more thickly peopled towns,

however, the latrine system, he tells us, must-be in-

troduced and strictly enforced. But the gfeat difficul-

ty in this connection is to find suitable trenching

grounds, and this difficulty is not easily overcome.

It is, so far as we know, felt more or less wherever

the system is now at work, but the state of things

in the Cossipore-Chitpore municipality seems to be

most serious. This‘municipality had been all along

emptying its night-soil into the Calcutta night-soil

sewers, but the Calcutta Municipality have lately inti-

mated their intention of prohibiting t|ie practice in

future, and there is no available land in the muni-

cipality itself for trenching purposes. If this is true.

saysDr.Gregg.it will place the municipffljty m a

senous predicament, and may result in an epidemic of

sickness Similar difficulty exists m other municipalu

ties, and we may as well recommand that a general

enquiry may be made into the matter. The Baranap[ar

Municipality, for instance, has no suitable trenching

ground. The one it has is most

situation, and Is credited with all the unhealthiness

in the neighbourhood. At any rate, the Municipal

Commissioners have condemned it themselves, and

determined to change it for another. They have.

determination. _ , <
In regard to water-supply, Dr. Greggs ideas are

characterized by the same moderation. He is not

ambitious of introducing the costly system^ of filtered

water-supply, except in the crowded municipalities of

Cossipore and Maniktolla. The present arrange-

ments for the supply of drinking water from tanks

in these municipalities are considered sufficient, if care

is only taken to keep their water as pure as

possible. While we appreciate Dr. Gregg’s modera-

tion in this respect, wfe cannot help expressing a de-

sire that some less costly method for the supply of

filtered water within small local areas, such as some

English Engeering firms had lately been advertising,

were tried for such small Municipalities. At any rate,

an experiment might be made.

The drainage of the municipalities is a more com-

plicated subject Dr. Gregg, after several inspections

of the drainage basin which he often made in dug-

outs at no small personal discomfort, has recommend-

ed the re-excavation of the Bapj-Julla Khal, and

I

the erection of three sluices, one in this Khal, and

the two others for Dantia and Khorda Khals.
^

As

these Khals receive the drainage of the municipal-

ities of .North, and South Dum-Dum, South Barrack-

pore, Baranagar, and Cossipore-Chitpore, he re-

commends the cost of these works for their common

improvement to be proportionately borne by them.

This subject has been for years under consideration,

and credit is due to the present Sanitary Commission-

er for having at last brought it to a practical issue.

We have no wish to throw any obstacles in the way

of a speedy decision being arrived at on
^

the fatter.

But one thing we must not omit to say in this. con-

nection, namely, that much difference of opinion pre-

vails amongst the Municipal Commissioners of these

towns as to the necessity of these sluice-gates.

What they hold, and, as appears, not unreasonably, is

that the Khals have silted up from obstructions

caused ist by the Railway embankments, and latterly

by the laying of the Calcutta Corporation’s main

water pipes in the beds of some of these Khals. If

these obstructions are removed and the Railway Com-

pany provide adequate culverts on proper levels, there

would be no need of these costly sluices.

PROFESSOR VAMBERY ON THE UNION OF
• HiNitiim AND MAHOMEDANS.

" Budapest University,

December the 31st, 1889.

TO THE EDITOR OF Reis & Rayyct.

I have fea3 your letter dated December the 10th with great

interest, having had the pleasure in finding in your views

and intentions the experimental solution of a question, which

hast long time engaged my full attention.t In presenting

yourself " as dn exceptional person, who has always loved the

Mohammedans as brethren and who earnestly tried to in-

terpret between Hindus and Mohammedans and effect a

union of hearts between two peoples, whose social and poli«
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tiqaL interi^ts in India are identical*—/ou have certainly put

before yourself a very useful, but in the same time, a very

arduous taisic. .As fav as my limited experience and unpre*

'tentious notions go, the solution of this problem in Asia has

always seemecl to me as an unsurmountable difficulty. You
evidently know, better than myself, that in Asia the partition-

wall between mankind is not the nationality, but religion.

The Mohammedan scripture says—All true-believers are

brethern, as well as—The unbelievers are one nation, a saying,

which implies a strict unity between the followers of one
faith, and does not admit any partition by race or nationali-

ty. I am therefore at loss to understand, how your idea

—

" to' form a nation by a harmonious social fusion of the two
component parts of the population ”—sublime and highmind-

ed as that idea is, would be carried out without shaking the

very foundation of the respective communities ? Of course,

you are on the best way in proposing to effect that idea

—

•* under the British Crown, which has given us such a strong

and equitable government, as we could never hope to form

ourselves, which has advanced us to a new life and is daily

improving us, and which I devoutly pray will keep us until

the time comes under God’s Providence when we are in a

position to help ourselves."

This argumentation speaks decidedly whole volumes in

favour of the soundness of your views. The time will and
must come when many of your countrymen and coreligion-

ists will share in these healthy views, but I beg leave to say,

that this to me is yet very very far, and that it is much
easier to make whole Europe one community of a common
intierest and aim, than to mould the different nationalities

and creeds of Hindustan into one nation. What you have

to do is, to proceed on the way inaugurated by your British

teachers without any premature aspirations to institutions

unfit and eventually dangerous to the present stage of cul-

ture of the great mass of the peoples of India. What you
have achieved hitherto under the guidance of great Britain

and assisted by the innate splendid mental capacities of

your people, is quite unique in the history of civilisation

of mankind. Your hitherto made progress oflfers the best

guarantee for the future development of India. You enjoy
liberties, which may be the object of envy, not only of whole
Asia and Russia, but also of many parts of Europe and the
benignant rays of Liberty will certainly increase in the
measure as the sun of enlightenment rises over the horizon
of your vast and glorious country.

This is the humble advice, I can give you, as one who is

not influenced by political, national or religious interests,

but who, bearing the welfare and prosperity of poor Asia
at his heart, has always felt happy on seeing downtrodden
mankind raised to a better future.

As to your questions about the discrepancy between my
statements in reference to the character of Sultan Abdul
Hamid and those of a Mohammedan correspondent in the
Daify News— I beg leave to say that the writer in the last

named paper is not a Turk, but evidently an Ottoman
subject living in London and discontented with the rule of
the Sultan—and further I beg leave to call in your memory
the fact, that the said newspaper is the mouthpiece of a
political party in England, shortsighted enough to declare
open war against* fifty millions of their fellow citizens and
ready to find fault with the Ottomans, who they have styled
the unspeakable Turk, worthy to be driven bag and baggage
out of Europe—whilst my experience of the character of
the present ruler of Turkey is taken from a personal inter-
course with the Sultan and from a long standing connection
with the leading men on the Bosphorus. The difference of
means and modes of observation must naturally entail
different results.

Thanking you for your suggestive letter, aud sending my
kindest regards to Nawab Abdool Luteef Khan Bahadur.
• I beg to remain yours faithfully,

A. Vambery."

THE LATE MR. ROBERT KNIGHT.
TO THE EDITOR.

Sir—It 18 impossible to realise that Mr. Robert Knight has ceased to
live. Hit deatjr has indeed cast a gloom over the length and bi^adth
of the country, and must have been keenly fclt*by every Indian.
In Mr. Robert Knight we have actually lost one of our best friends
and fearless advocates. The services rendered by him to our
country for which we ' should be ever gratefi^l to him, are in<*

estimable, and are too well-known to be mentioned here. Always

on the side of justice and truth, Mr. Knight has left an example

of Christian devotion to the cause of the weak and the oppressed,

and his noble example, will, I hope, have some effect upon many
an editor. By his death we have been deprived of the services of

a statesman of sterling worth and ability. It will*be difficult to

secure the services of such a man of sound judgmtnt and keen

observation, and the gap created by his death will never be filled.

The memory of men of Mr. Knight’s stamp ought to be preserved.

I earnestly hope chat some practical and substantial step wiTT be

taken to perpetuate the memory of the departed Statesman and

Friend of India, who, chough by birch an Englifhman, was more chan

a true Indian.

Beharylal Palit.

POLICE.—February 4, 1890.

• (Before F. y. Manden, Esqf

THE PIONEER DEFAMATION CASE.

The adjourned case in which Mr. G. W. Allen, Managing Pro-

prietor of the Pioneer, was charged with libel at the instance of

Captain A. W. Hcarscy, was resumed to-day.

Mr. Avetoom, instructed by Mr. Rose, appeared for the prosecu-

tion, and Mr. Pugh, instructed by Mr. Upton, for the defence.

Moii Lall Diitt, examined, said :— I am employed in the Dal-

housic Institute Club. There is a Library attached to it. Many
periodicals and papers are received there. The Pioneer is received.

'Phis (’dentified) is the copy of the Pioneer I received by post for

the Club. It came from the Pioneer Office at Allahabad.

Witness was not cross-examined.

Elliott Walter Madge, the next witness called, said :—I am an

assistant in the Government Tresury. I have read this article

(shown) in the Pioneer, I read it on the evening of the 28th

January, 1889. I read it in Calcutta. I did not then know Cap-

tain Hcarscy. I made his acc^uaincancc a few months after that out

of Calcutta. •

This closed the case for the prosecution.

His Worship observed that he did not intend to dispose of the

case here, but would send it before a jury.

Mr. Pugh said he wished to call Mr. Hcarscy.

His Worship asked Mr. Pugh if he wished to go on with his case

for the defence when it was going to be committed to the Sessions.

Mr. Pugh said he wished to call Mr. Hearsey for five minutea

only, after which it would be for his Worship to decide whether he

would commit the case or not.

Andrew William Hearsay, called by Mr, Pugh, said :—I am the

complainant in this case. I was the complainant in the case against

Mr. Chesney and Mr. Dare in this Court. I believe the sum-

monses were issued against them in June last. I remember being

examined in this Court in the month of July in that case. This
(shown) is my deposition. To the best of my belief, what is stated

there is correct.

To the Court.—I have rigned it.

Mr. Pugh here tendered the deposition.

Mr. Avetoom objected, on the ground that it related to a separate

charge and against a different gentleman. Whatever the witness

might have deposed to in a former proceeding against or in favour of

another gentleman could not, counsel submitted, be used in this

case. It was not for the purpose of corroborating certain state-

ments, but the deposition was put in- so that the whole of it, in-

cluding the cross-examination, might be used.

His Worship observed that the only effect of the objection would
be that Mr. Pugh would have to take the witness through each of

the questions over again.

Mr. Avetoom submitted that the other side was intending to

put in a lot of matter which had been elicited from the witness in

that ease in cross-examination. This could only be done cither for

the purpose of corroboration or contradiction. It was evident that

it was not to corroborate anything the witness had said, and if it

was for contradiction, it could only be done by the consent of the

Court, or in cross-examination, which Mr. Pugh could not take ad-

vantage of, as Mr. Hcarscy was now his witness. Counsel sub-

mitted that ill the other case the examination-in-chief of the witness

was very brief, but he was cross-examined by Mr, Gasper for two

days, and the defence now desired to put in all that cross-examina-

tion. There were a great many statements made by the witness in

cross-examination which could not be elicited now, as Mr. Hearsey

was their witness. He challenged Mr. Pugh to state under what
section of the Act he claimed to put in this deposition as evidence.

He had anticipated this, and had carefully looked over the Act, and
he would submit that there was no section under which this de-

position could be put in as evidence.

Mr. Pugh, in reply to his Worship, said he was entitled to put in

probably the whde of the deposition.

His Worship observed that it would be practically putting in the

ezamination-in-chief ’ and the cross-examination, Mr. Avccoom’s

contention was, he thought, a good one, chat' the cross-examination
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could not be put in, and he did not see under what section it could

be put in.

Mr. Pugh said that if he went on with the examination of the

witness, it would be so far as regards the truth of the statements in

the alleged libel, and not more.— ^he Indian Daily News,

The Magistsatc : 1 don’t think so, I tell you. As far as you have

gone, on the evidence before me I consider there is a pritnd facie

case to go to the jury, and to the jury it will go.

Mr. Pugh : Even supposing I show from Mr. Hcarscy’s own lips

that^cse statements are true ?

The Magistrate : Even so I should say.

Mr. Pugh : Supposifig, for the sake of argument, I did not con-

tend the article was justified ?

The Magistrate : I decline entirely to decide whether the article

is a libel or whether it is for the public benefit or not. It is essen-

tially a case for the High Court and jury.

Mr. Pugh : Supposing I raised two or three points and left the

case to you ?

't'hc Magistrate : Even so 1 should not dispose of it.

Mr. Pugh : Supposing, for argument’s sake, I went even further

and said my client was advised that the article was not for the

• public benefit, but that he wrote it believing it for the public bcnc-

*

fit, and that if the charge is made against him he wou]fd have tc

plead guilty ?

The Magistrate : I don’t care. Whether he pleads guilty or not
I should still send it to the High Court. He will have to answer
to the charge in the ordinary form after it has been framed, and say

anything he thinks fit.

Mr. Pugh : Supposing my client were to plead guilty, you would
still send the case to the High Court ?

The Magistrate : Yes : I should.

[After consulting with Mr. Upton, the solicitor,]

Mr. Pugh repeated this question to the Magistrate and received
identically the same reply.

Mr. Pugh : After that intimation it is not for me to take up the
ease here. 1 was in hopes we should be able to bring it to a close

here.

The Magistrate : It is certainly not a case I should dispose of.

Mr. Pugh said that after the intimation from the bench he had
no questions to ask Mr. Hcarscy.

A discussion as to the best day to which to adjourn the case en-
sued, and ultimately it was adjourned till the 14th instant, when
the defendant will be committed to the Sessions, which commence
on the 17th.—The Pioneer,

OORPORATIO5 OF OALCUTTA.
Sealed tenders for supply of 9 lacs cubic feet

of table moulded Jhama Khoa during 1890 91

will be received by the Vice-Chairman and

will be opened by him in the presence of

tenderers who may wish to attend at 2 p. M.

on the I2lh February 1890.

2. The Jhama is to be table moulded and

of the best quality, to be broken so as to pass

freely in all directions through a ring 2>^

inches in diameter and to be delivered in equal

monthly instalments and stacked properly at

the Municipal Depots at Bagbazar, Nimtollah,

along Circular Road, Nimuckmehal Ghat and

at Alipore on the Tolly’s Nullah and at

Ballyguitgc.

3. Tenders may be for 10,000 cubic feel

or multiples of that quantity and earnest money

of Rs. 100 for every 10,000 cubic feet to be

tendered for is to be enclosed with each

tender.

4. The tenderer whose tender is accepted

must sign a deed of contract duly stamped and
registered at his own expense within 15 days

after the acceptance of his tender.

The contractor is to supply materials at the

Depots free of all contingent charges ; he is to

pay canal tolls on all matcn.als to be deliveied

by him on the Canal banks and he will not

have the use of Municipal Wagons for carriage

of his materials from the river .side to Circular

Road.
6. The Cominissinners do not bind them-

selves to .tcrrpi the lowest nr any lender.

7. Any fniiher infoimalion icquircd can be

had on application.

UnOYNARIAN SlNC.H,

.Supermicndcnl of Stoies.

301 h January, nS^o,

TO CONTRACTORS.
”

1. Sealed tenders will be received by the

Superintendent up to 20lh Febiiiary 1890, for

the supply of cloth, coal, coke, tin ingot, bees

wax, planks and other stores (more or less) to

tlie .Small Aim.s Ammunition Factory Diim

Dum, from llie ist Apiil 1890 up to the 31st

March 1891. The term “ more ” includes the

supply of stores, it required, up to 25 per cent,

in excess of the oiiginal lender.

2 . Primed forms of tenders for the supply

of stores for winch tenders are invited, are

obtainable from this office daily (Sundays and
holidays excepted) on payment of one rupee.

3. 'Fendeis should be accompanied* by a

deposit as earnest money in Bank of Bengal

receipt, calculated at the rate of (5) five per

cent, on the stores tendered. This deposit

will be relumed on execution of the contract

deed or rejection of the tenders.

4. Preference will be given to local manu-
facture.

5. Tenders will be opened at this office at

12 O’clock on the 21st February 1890. Parlies

tendering are invited to attend.

6. Further particulars as \o conditions of

tenders will be found in I. O. Form 103, which

will be furnished with the tender form.

J. G. STONE, Major, R. A.
Superintendent.

Small Arms Ammunition Factory Office,

Dum Dum, 23rd January 1890.^

MAHOMEDAN LITERARY SOCIETY. Rs.

The Twenty-sixth Annual Conversazione of

the Mahomedan Literary Society will be held

at the Town Hall, on Monday, the 17th Feb-

ruary 1890, from 9 to 12 P.M.

ABDOOL LUTEEF,
Secretary,

H. R. H. FRINGE ALBERT VICTOR

REOEFTION FUND.

SUBSCRIPTIONS RECEIVED.
The Honorary Treasurers have pleasure in

acknowledging receipt of the following amounts

subscribed to the above Fund :

—

Rs.

Amount previously acknowledged ... 75,808
Raja Gobinda Laul Roy of Rungpore ... 500
Babu Gopal Laul Seal of Colootollah ... 500
Moollah Ismail of Mandalay ... 500
Babus Upendra Chundra and Kiran
Chundra Roy of Narail ... ... 200

The Hon’ble Justice Maepherson ... loo

Messis. G. VV. Allen & Co.... ... 100

Babu Chundi Laul Singh ... ... 100

„ Jagat Chunder Roy Chowdburi ... 100

„ Slicobux Bagla ... ... loo

W. H. Hyland, Esq. ... ... 50
Babu Kamjee Dass Jhallan... ... 50

„ Ramnaram Dass ... ... 50

„ Isan Chunder Mitter ... ... 32

„ Khelter Mohan Dull ... ... 32

„ Hem Chunder Ker ... ... 32

R. Tuinbull, Esq. ... ... 32

A. Pcdler, Esq. ... ... ... 32

W. J. Simpson, Ssq. ... ... 32

I’lince Mirzci Mahomed Syed AH Bahadur 25

„ Mitza Mahomed jogee ... 25
Coomar Mauada Coonuir ... ... 25

Col. Conway Gordon ... ... 25

„ Harrison, R.E. ... ... 25

„ Mallock ... ... ... 25

Rana Prallhad Nuising ... ... 25

Roy Kapur Chund Bahadoor ... 25

„ Mahabir Prashad Bahadoor ... 25

„ Shib Chunder Bannerjee Bahadoor 25

„ Bepin Beliary Dutt Bahadoor ... 25

Messrs. Ram Chunder Jahannull ... 25

„ J. M. Edmunds & Co. ... 25

„ Huber Si Co. ... 25
Dr. J. E. Panioty ... ... 25

„ Hilson* ... ... ... 25

A. Smith, Esquire, C.S. ... 25

A, \V. Fordyce, Esq. ... ... 25

F. B. Mitchell, Esq. ... ... 25

SeCon Linsday, Esq. ... 25
K. N. Dass, Esq, ... ... 25

W. T. Woods, Esq. ... ... ^25
A. Macdonald, Esq. ... ... 25

R. N. Cohen, Esq. ... ... 25
M. H. Oung, Esq, ... ... 25

H. J. Weston, Ksq. ... ... 25

W. D. BIjjih, Esq. ... ^ ... 25
F.'W-Apjohn, Esq. ... ... *25

W. R1 Brooke, Esq. ... ... 25

E. J. Martin, Esq. ... ... 25

£. L. Moses, £4q. ... ... 25

H. E. Solomon, Esq. ... ... 25
Ezra Natham, Esq. ... ... 25
Ezra Myer, Esq. ... ... 25
F. Myfr,i!sq. ... ... ... 25
S. R. Misser, Esq, ... ... 25
Mr. Windmuller... ... ... 25
„ Watson ... ... ... 25
Babu Kalikristo Pramanik ... ... 25
„ Ashutosh Pramanik ... ... 25
„ Chuckun Laul Roy, of Chackdighi 25
,1 Bhupendra Kumar Roy ... 25
„ Ganendra Nartiin Dutt ... 25
„ Nonigopal Mukarji ... 25
„ Srecnath Dutt ... ... 25
„ Coomar Nath Mazumdar ... 25
„ Kaly Coomar Misser ... ... 25
„ Dharani Kanto Lahiri ... 25

„ Laljee Lall... ... ... 25

„ Jamini Kanto Lahiri ... ... 25
„ Dwarka Nath Mookerjee ... 25

„ Upendra Nath Roy Chowdburi ... 25

„ Benode Laul Roy Chowdhuri ... 25
„ Brajendra Coomar Roy Chowdhuri 25
„ Prasad Das Dutt ... ... 25

), Saradaprasad Chatterjee ... 25

„ Parsan Chunder Nahar ... 25

„ Saradaprasad Roy ... ... 25

„ Salligram Singh ... ... 25

„ Jasoda Laid Roy ... ... 25
„ Dinendranath Sanyal ... ... 25

„ Braja Laul Roy Chowdhuri ... 25

„ Ginja Sunkur Mazumdar ... 25

„ Jogendra Narain Acbarjcc ... 25
„ Radha Ch.aran Pal ... ... 25

„ Bhoodhur Mukerjee ... ...
^

25

„ Harendra Kishore Acharjee ...
*

25

„ Bholanath Dutt ... ... 25

„ Upendra Nath Ghose... ... 25

„ vSarat Chunder Roy Chowdhuri ... 25
Moulvi Abdul Jubbar ... ... 25*

„ Syud Sudruddin ... ... 25

„ Serajiiddin Ahmed ... ... 25
Syud Ahmed Ali ... • ... 25

Total ... 80,200

Further lists of payments will be acknow-

ledged hereafter.

DURGA CHURN LAW,
A. WILSON,

Hony. Treasurers.

RAJ KUMAR SARVADHIKARI,

S. E. J. CLARKE,
Honorary Secretaiies.

H. E. H. Prince Albert Victor

Eeception Fund.
NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

To close the Accounts Subscribers who have

not already sent in their Subscriptions, will

greatly oblige the Executive Committee by

doing so without delay.

RAJ KUMAR SARVADHIKARI,
S. E. J* CLARKE,

Jt. Hon. Secretaries..

Calcutta, 9th Jan. 1890.
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IN THE PRESS.

Uniform wilki “ Travels & Voynges in Bengal”

ESSAYS BT A BBAHMAN

Folitios, Sociology, History, ft Idteratore

BY

the Author of “ Travels 8c Voyages in Bengal.”

Calcutta.

Jieis &* Rayyet Office.

PRICE

:

To Subscribers paying before publication Rs. 4

mere registering subscribers ... „ 5

,, Ordinary purchasers ... ... h 6

Apply to the Manager, Reis and Rayyet^

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL

BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah^

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJBE,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal«

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister ofthe Tipperah State,

Apply to Manager, BAYTSr
I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

We have received from the office of Reis

and Rayyety one of the leading native news-

papers of Calcutta, a most readable little broch-

ure written by Baboo Sambhu C. Mookerjee,

once Minister to the late Nawab Faridoon Jah,

Bahadoor, Nawab Nazim of Bengal, Behar and

Orissa, which gives a graphic account of the

Baboo’s travels to and jn Independent Tip-

perah. Written in capital English and evi-

dently by a gentleman of broad views and
enlightened mind, the work is decidedly a

valuable addition to the catalogue of English

written Bengalee literature. This book of

travels should be read widely not only by

English residents out here, but by our country-

men at home, for it teems with interest and

teaches us far more about the fine belt of

unopened country travelled through^ than any

work of the sort written by an Englishman

Wpuld have done. Baboo Sambhu Chunder

Mookerjee is one of whom his countrymen

may well be proud, for he writes throughout

with the moderate and educated pen of

a thorough gentleman.

—

I'he Indian Planter^

Gazette 8p Sporting News, October 4i

Mr. S. Mookerjee, who will be readily recog-

nised as the editor of that able little paper

the Reis and Rayyet^ dedicates his iravlcs in

Bengal to a wift circle of readers—those who
know India and are unabje to love her ;

those

who love her, and do not know her ;
those who

neither know nor love j those who d being tire

of India, take to travelling
;

foreigners who
want to know, and Englishmen. The author
himself is not the least tired of India, though
he is a traveller by profession, we might almost

say, and though he puts limits upon journeys,

never caring to get very far away from
Calcutta. It is not mileage, however, which

makes the ttaveller. It is the power to ob-

serve sympathetically what is going on at

each stage of a journey, and to keep his spirit

about the minor inconveniences which neces-

sarily occur by road, river, or rail. This Mr.
Mookerjee does. He never loses his good
humour under any set of circumstances, and
what is better, he conveys a full sense of it to

his pages. The reader may take a choice of

journeys through Eastern Bengal to Tipperah,

or to the heart of Bengal Proper, and will in

each case be fully rewarded by the fruits of

Mr. Mookerjee’s wanderings. Perhaps the

English reader will be mainly struck by the

excellent English style of the writer. The
author is not ashamed of his nationality

; he
rejoices in being a Bengali, but at the same
time he indulges in prose which has no alien

trace in it. It is not the English of an edu-
cated German or Frenchman ; it is the nervous
Saxon of a subject of the Empress of India.

Mr. Mookerjee had special advantages in some
of his journeys, especially to Independent Tip-
perah, whither he was called to an important
official position. He was thus assured of

many attentions, though, in forming accurale
impressions of a country it is doubtful whether
it is not better to be untrammelled with con-

nections which frighten away the simple folk

and impose reticence on them as a duty. From
the notes of his journey through East Bengal,

and to show how genial is his outlook, we take

the following :—[ Extract.]

From Dacca he went further East, and his

experiences on the Megna are of a most en-

livening description. He saw many visions of

beauty, and Mr. Mookerjee is no niggard when
he is describing something he has enjoyed
seeing. Here is a sketch on his way up the

river :—[ Extract.]

But it is not physical beauty alone which de-

tains our author’s eye :—[ Extract.]

The same symptoms of material progress

he notes among the boatmen on his course.

—

[ Extract.]

Some portion of the volume has already been
contributed to the Statesman^ and will be fami-

liar to our readers. The following description

of natural effects is not known to them. We
doubt whether Mr. Ruskin, or Mr. Black would
accept it as a final account of the sun’s rising

and setting ;—[ Extract].— Statesman^

October 7, 1887.

If we have not before noticed Mr. Sambhu
C. Mookerjee’s Travels in Bengal^ which was
published some months ago, it is not because

the little book is either dull or pointless. It

contains, on the contrary, much interesting

matter, though some of the incidents are over-

weighted with detail in what is facetiously

called a ** little booklet.” The author’s view

as a rule is, by the way, facetious : he is given

even to punning ; but he is also sentimentai

in the highest degree—“a naked Whiteman”
hurts his susceptibilities ; a Hindu girl, bathing

in the river, throws him into an ecstasy of

delight : *'she had such large languishing eyes 1”

But he is nothing if not philosophical, and his

reflections on this or that social and political

subject are not without their moral. Mr.
Sambhu C. Mookerjee was formerly Minister

to the *Ma$t of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa” and aften^ards Minister

of the Maharaja of Tipperah. He is a man,
therefore, of experience, and when he speaks
his brethren should listen to him
Travels in Bengal is a readable book, and it

abounds in anecdotes which are often as in-

structive as amusing, iflid it is not spoiled \>y
too many political allusions, though, of course
some few have crept in.— 7'A^ Pioneer^
Dec., 1887.

THE ,

Pran Kissen Ohowdry Fund
FOR SUPPLYING

INDIA WITH NATIVE SCIENTIFIC

MEN OF EUROPEAN TRAINING.

Under a benevolent Scheme now in opera-

tion for several years, started by Baboo Pran

Kissen Chowdiy, for assisting meritorious but

poor Indian students, under certain conditions,

to go to Europe for competing for the Indian

Service, there is now room for a native student,

of sound health, who, having passed the Calcutta

Government Medical College, may desire to

compete for the Covenanted Indian Medical

Service. Passage and expenses for two years’

residence in England will be paid out of the

fund of the Scheme.

Apply to Dr. Sambhu C. Mookerjee,

Reis &* Rayyet Office,

1, Uckoor Duit’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

In Pamphlet, Price 4. annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,
'

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW HEARSE Y.

Apply to Rtis Rayyet Office, Calcutta.

reethams

VAf INDIA And all HOT CLIMATED this sweetly scented emollient Milk is INVALtTABLB

IT KEEPS' ibo SKIN COOlTand REFRESHED in the HOTTEST WEATHER,
Removes and prevents aU SUNBURN, MDNESS, FRECKLES, TAN, eU^ and

RENDERS the SKIN DELICATELY SOFT. SMOOTH _and_WHlTE,

It entirely prevents it from becoming DRY and WRINKLBD, and PBE8ERVES the

i^amplEXION from tho scorching effects of the BUN and WIND more effectually than any

IRRITATION caused hv the BITES and 8TTyQ|f;.Sf:iSgE0TS is

wtfnderttlHy by Its U8e.'’F7r Imparting that soft velvety iecUng to the

delightful preparatio* has no equal! Bold by all Chemists.

CALCUTTA AGENTS : SCOTT THOMPSON A CO.
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“IT BEOOMMENDS ITSELF."

who sujtr find sure relief from

(..ORIENTAIB

•The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcuteRheumatism and RheumaticGout,

After years of semi -helplessness and suffer

ing; while in ASTHMA, liRONCHITIS

lumbago, sciatica, FACEACHE:

SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

or these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.

Arc you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend

ed as

The Marrellons Sore Throat Core.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy

sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at / Re. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemist

throughout the woild.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistrect & Co

K. .Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate

(^). Limited.

12. LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA.
(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

H0M(E0PATinC PHARMACY.
THK ,

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSARY IN ASIA
OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH
INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE IN

INDEPENDENT HOMffiOPATflY
and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.
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B. & Co. beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned

WOODEN CASE
in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
12, Lai Bazaar, Calcutta^
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READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short winding Keyless Railway Regulat-

ors, of small %\it^ jewelled, enamelled dials, bold

ffgures and Candian Gold hands, with tem-

pered machinery and dust tight hinged cases

for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted
to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapness about

them. Others sell at double our rates, Mr.

A. R. Mehta from Bandora says The
7-8 watch I purchased from you two years

back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting Su-

perintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh,

say.s:— “A watch maker has valued your

Rs. 7-8 watch for Ks. 15,” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, R.

W. Fusi. Regt., Lucknow, says “ Some valued

It at Rs. 15 and were completely surprised when
I told them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pretty

Candian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-

plete shirt Studs and Rings set with chemical

fliainonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each, Mr. J.

.A. Yelsmorc, Satur, says The best gold-

smith of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. G.

.Smiil), Salt Inspector, Sanikulla, says:—“A
Geiman valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and

the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

JEYES’ SANITARY COMPOUNDS
In the various sliapes of

Liquid, Powder, Soap and Ointment

arc invaluable in the Indian climate.

They are peifectly harmless, non-poisonous,

and non- tin tan 1.

They have proved efficacious in skin

diseases. They, cure wounds and ulcers. Even

Lepers havp found them valuable.

To the rich and the poor, the healthy and

the sick, they arc alike welcome.

They destroy the virus or contagion of small-

pox, measles, typhus and typhoid fevers.

They cleanse your homes and clothes and

purify the air. They keep your body clean, teeth

strong and skin pure. Your bed free Born

bugs, your drains inodorous, and closets free

from bad smells.

They may be used with safely and with

happy results in the sick-roonj, kitchen, and

every other part of a house. ‘

\Agents NICOL & CO.,

3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta.

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

‘‘Limited.’^

This Company’s Steamer “SCINDE
will leave Calcutta for Assam on Friday, the

7th inst.

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel

should be sent to the Company’s Godowns
at Juggannauth Ghat, not later than noon of

Thursday, the 6th inst.

Cachar Line.
The steamer of this line will leave Cal-

cutta for Cachar on the 12th prox. (Tues-

day) for which cargo will be received until noon
of Monday.
Assam Despatch Steamer Service from

Goalundo
and

Daily Mail Steamer Service from
Dhubri to Debrooghur.

A Daily service is maintained from Goal-
undo and Dliubri for passengers and light goods
traffic, I. e., packages not weighing over a

ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival

of the previous night’s 9-30 P. M. (Madras time)

train from Sealdab, and Dhubri on arrival of

the mails.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to

almost all stations can be booked through from
or to Calcutta via Goalundo or Kannia with

the Eastern Bengal State and connected Rail-

ways—Passengers and Parcels via Kannia
only.

All particulars as to rates of freight and

passage by all the above mentioned Services to

be had on application to

—

MACNEILL & CO.,
Agents,

2-1, Clive Ghat Street.

Calcutta, the ist February, 1890.

C. RINGER & CO. have in hand the

largest stock of Homoeopathic Medicines,

Medicine Cases, Medical Sundries, and Books,

&c., &c., for sale at their Homoeopathic Es-

tablishment, 10, Hare Street, Calcutta. Cata-

logue, free on application.

Lovers of a good Trichinopoly Cigar are re-

commended to try the Small Roger Brand,

Price Re. 1-4 per 100.

T. HILL & CO.,

5, Dharamtola Street,

Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT^)

WEEKLY (ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
AND

Review of Politics, Literature, and Society

RATES OP SUBSCRIPTION.
Yearly ... in advance ... Ks. 12

» 7

Re. 1-8

0-8

Half-yearly ... „

Quarterly ...

Monthly ... a

Single or sample Copy,,

RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
Advertisements (three columns to the page and

102 lines 10 the column; arc charged by the

space taken up, at tne rate of 4 annas a line,

each insertion. The lowest charge lor any ad-

vertisement is Rs. 2, except Doffiesttc Occur-

rences, the lowest charge' for which is Rs. 5.

Special rates for Oontracts.

No additional charge for inland postage o.'

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

will be charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at the rate of 4 annas a month or

Rs. 3, a yea:.

Business Communications (post paid) to

be directed to “The Manager,’’ and Literary

Communications and books and pamphlets

(carnage paid) to “The Edwor ” of “Reis

& Rayyet,
”

Office: /, Uckoor DutPs Lane, Wellington

Strut, Calcutta,
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1

A DESPATCH FROM ENGLAND.

London^ January i6^ i8go.

DEAR Mr. Editor,—Your representations of English life are so mar-

vellously accurate, that I venture to send gou the following over-true

picture, which will speak for itself, as—

A FRIGHTFUL DREAM.

[FROM A STATESMAN’S PORTFOLIO.]

The leaf from the Portfolio says—

Arriving home late one night from, what some people, I find, call

my parliamentary enjoyments, I took down at random from a shelf

in my library a book which turned out to be the Pilgrim’s Progress;

and I well remember that I read and re-read the first page. Then I

suppose that I slept, and, falling into the author’s quaint fancy,

*• dreamed a dream."

“ I dreamed that I walked through the wilderness of this world, and

that I lighted on a certain place In which was a Den and over it was-

written Downing Street.

I dreamt that I saw a vast number of little men and women (persons

ranging in height from four to six inches) trippingly enter my Den,

dressed in every conceivable attire, of every imaginable colour.

Most of them were soldiers, in all the uniforms, and no-uniforms, of

the world, and in many cases they were accompanied by their little

wives. The Frank, the Sikh, the Ghoorka, the Chinam.m, the

Japanese, the Spaniard, the Red Indian, the American, the Patagonian

and the Uritiih were there : and I know not whom besides. I had

barely time to take in the general features of this scene, when one

of the little women—a very distinguished personage, whose breast

was coveted with stars and orders—cried out in an amusing tone, as

of one who would make sport—“ Let us have a dance." “ No," said

another of a griiner countenance-“a prayer-meeting.” Then I

ventured to speak. “ Mercy on us," 1 said, “ you talk as if a dance and

a prayer-meeting were the same thing.

This was received with laughter, which literally rang like a peal of

silver bells, and one of the little ladies marching up close to my face

said-'* It is a Jay ;
peck at it 1-peck at it 1 All 1 All 1” Another took

up the words, and sang-" Yes, old Peregrine J.ay of Downing Street."

And so they began what they called pecking. That is, smacking my

face, pulling my beard, and pinching my cheeks ;
an occupation which

seemed to amuse them greatly. After this had gone on for some time,

I said—
. . r. n

“ My dears, my name is not Jay. Neither is it Peregrine.

" Ob, yes it is," said the little lady who had first mentioned the name

Don’t you deny your name or I shall-yes, indeed I shall-horse-

whifiyou. Why deny your name, old Peregrine Jay, when I was pre-

sent at your baptism, and heard your sponsors promise for you Thirty

Nine things, all of which you wiH find in your church-service. Have

you a church-service, old Peregrine Jay?” And so the mockery went

on till at last they broke into strains of melody, ebarmirfg as regarded

the music, though the words were but these—

Whether we dance, or whether we say

Wisdom*^ words to old Peregrine Jay

Counts for little—He’s had his day 1

Sound be his sleep—Ut him sleep away I

“And so,” said I, In a quiet chuckle to myself, “ I am to be known

to these liliputian gentry as old Peregrine Jay. I hope my estimable

colleagues may not hear of this. If not, why one name is as good as

another lo long as we’re merry.” My reflections were interrupted by

the eirrival of a fresh rabble-little Bishops, Nonconformist Divines,

Deans, Canons, Archdeacons, Unitarians, Methodist Class-leaders,

Salvationists, Governors of provinces in India, Members of Vice-regal

Council, Brahmans, Buddhists, Archimandrites, and I know not what

—a motley crowd, surpassing in picturesqueness even their predeces-

sors, who now stood arrayed on one side of my Den, like figures in a

pantomime, while the latest comers entered, singing

Let us be jolly, and live while we may.

Sleep ye—but list yc-old Peregrine Jay ;

Wonders will thicken—as thicken they must,

Till Peregrine, lacking wine water and crust.

Shall bury his head in old Downing-Strcct dust.

Let us be merry, and laugh while we may.

Misery gathers for Peregrine Jay I

I shuddered a little as this dismal rhyme fell on my ears. Then a

little fellow from among the first comers stepped forward and sang-

Church and chapel—Hi their battle.

Sharp and close at hand 1

Men of Right and men of Might

For Nationhood shall stand.

** What does all this mean ? ” I said to the little songster.

“ It means Sir,” he said—“ I may tell it to you—

That when statesmen flatter they seldom are true ;

A system— fast growing—with High, Low, and Jack

Including old Peregrine, now on his back.”

I was about 10 resent this in stern and severe language, but before

I could utter a word the little rascals, of both the widely different

rabbles, began dancing over my body ;
and worst of all on my face,

and especially my mouth and eyes, so th.it 1 could neither speak nor

see. All at once the dancing ceased, and I saw enter another rabble

of living dolls, lla 1 What I old Granville hobnobbing with Storey 1

Dilwyn cheek-and-jowl with Selborne ! Bradlaugh arm in arm, on the

one side with Harcourt, on the other with Jacob Bright 1 George Camp-

bell, once Lieutenant-Governor, embracing Justice Stephen, once

Legal Member of Council, and burying old feuds for evermore.

••Mercy on me," 1 muttered-" Why here are all the Lords and

Commons, froA the great Poet, Wilfred of Brayton down to poor

Alfred who sang of ' Cannon on right of them, cannon on left of them 1

What a row they rfd make 1 There is one of them addressing ‘gallant

little Wales,’ and bidding it refuse to pay its just debts as the best

means of disestablishing the church. Another telling gallant little

Wales that five-sixths of it^sons are non-conformist m creed. Another

(telling it that the established church is .making enormous strides

onward, day by day) calls on all non-conformists to join that historic

and progressive church. What a pandemonium it is 1 What humbug

it is I” I bad arrived at this point of my reflections when the latest

arrivals broke into^song, which was taken up, in a kindred spirit,

’ giv$H any otlur bting unnecessary, and l^ly to MHse co^fusun.
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by the first and second comers, till my Den resounded with the

united melody—Thus—

Hydra-headed—Law-machine,

• Out for a day—
' Bishops, priests and quakers

;

Infidels and Shakers ;

•Men of fibs and men of facts ;

Men of Bills, and men of Acts
;

^ Men from “ India’s coral strand ”

Mighty in that far-oflfland ;

Ilcy-hey^—Hey—Ho 1

Thus they come and thus they go.

1 now began to be seriously alarmed, and was about to cry for mercy,

when a new rabble tippeared, and to my mind the most iinrnly-looking

of all. As these entered the third arrivals ranged themselves by the

side of the first and second.

“ Ah I
” said I, “ there is my old electioneering agent, when I sat

for Pigswhistle
;
and there my dear old Editor who did for me true

Knight’s service by* calling black while and white black in my name ;

and there my matchless canvasser, Martin Magnolia Esquire.”—“ Let

us have a play,”^shouted my old agent, Jonn Mockington Pockington,

the greatest eleciioneerer extant. Then they sang

—

A play for the Hydra-head. Name we the Play—

* Down ! Down with the Pride of old Peregrine Jay ;

‘The statesman who long hath outlasted his day.*

“ Mockington Pockington,” I cried, “ will you lake your feet off my

chest ? You are suffocating me I Do you hear me. Sir?” Instead of re-

plying in decent prose, the rascal sang, and all the agents and others

joined in the song—

Lead us, or leave us, sings Mockington Pockington,

Bracing his chest like the swell of the sea :

Mob is the King now
;
and he is the Thing now

Who dares to advance with the time and with Me.

Brave little Wales calls for service in Thumpers,

Tells you why rents she refuses to pay,

Bravely dishonest—Let’s pledge her in bumpers t

This is one lesson old Peregrine Jay.

*^Conscience she calls it—and so must you call it,

If you would lead in this new trenchant day.

List to the popular voice—Then out-bawl it

—

This thou well knowest old Peregrine Jay.

Paddy too see with his winks so cajoling
;

Innocent Pat—With his Plan of campaign ;

Eloquent words in his service are falling,

Sousing the land like a torrent of rain.

Badger John Bull !—’Tis the thing that will pay—

Take thou this lesson old Peregrine Jay I

“ Mockington Pockington I cried—“ Dost thou actually to my face

boast the supremacy of Lies ? ” The great, little rascal replied

jeexingly— •

Some men like puddings, and some men like pies.

Politics feed on the roundest of Lies.

See—wolves, bears, tigers, advance to the fray,

Foster and fatten them Peregrine Jay !

And now the liliputian multitude, as with one consent, made a dash

upon me, each human figure transformed into that of a bird or beast of

prey, or into a serpent with deadly fangs, the human face alone remain-

ing. My old agent Mockington Pockington was a liliputian fox, fero-

cious almost beyond description. He fastened on my throat
;
shake

him off I could not, though I strained and fought with him as it seemed

to me for weeks and months. One foul thing that held ^asi to me was

a horse-leech which cried—“Give I Give I—more I more I
” At my heart

was a fcai fill beast, bearing a name which I often had pledged in a

bumper as—“ The-Clergy-and-Ministers-of-all-Denominations,” “ Alas,

Alas !
” I cried—“ What have I done to thee thou teriible thing ?” The

animal replied with a human voice—** List to the horse-leech—* Give-

Give !—more—more!’” 1

Then a terrible voice rang through tHe Den, as when a maii‘ calls for

his dogs—** Stockbroker !

” ** Speculator I

” ** Ignoramus 1
” &c., &c.,

** fastein on this man and in an instant panthers, tigers, foxes,

jackals, cobras, and rattlesnake.s, rushed on to depur me. I closed

my eyes, to die. All at once I heard the bjirk of a dog, and I cried

out, in an agony which 1 still feel—** Good Dog 1 Goc^ Dog I At them !

At them!”

Then Mockington Pockington was again transformed, his body^ that

of a serpent, his eyes like balls of fire. And he too cried out, but in a

voice so soft and musical that mine as compared with it seemed like

thc*grating of a saw—** A t Aim / At him / Good Dog I Good Dog !”

As this was said the bird-manikins rose on the wing, and filled the

Den with hideous forms and cries. Then I heard, in a voice, stern

deep and solemn

—

“Trust to the mastiff—Trust to the dog I”

The sound came like a fresh breeze in a sultry lnnd,«and a deep

voice sang—

Truiit to the dog—See his strong teeth beside thee I

Hold to the right—Though the puppets deride thee.

Fear not, old dreamer—Whatever betide thee,

Trust to the dog 1 Trust to the dog !

—

Mastiff of England !—When manikins bicker,

When cravens wax faint—when dangers grow thicker

;

When strong arms are needed, when high hearts beat quicker.

Trust to the dog I Trust to the dog I

Heed not what manikin babblers are singing
;

Heed not the tidings the foul birds are bringing ;

Hark to the voice vf'tiich with triumph is ringing
;

Trust to the Dog ! Trust to the Dog !

1 was about to relieve my long pent up feeling with a fervid excla-

mation of concurrence in this ditty, when something seemed to fall

with a sound like thunder in my Den. Rousing myself to see what

it was, 1 found that I had dropped the copy of the Pilgrim’s Progress

which I had been reading, and that my Den in the wilderness was

really my library at borne. There lay the book, the key to my dream.

1 picked up the fateful volume, and holding it before me, said— I fear

in a somewhat histrionic way—** O, John Bunyan, most wonderful of

dreamers, would that thou wert here to interpret this my dream ; to

help me to unravel the riddle of the pigmies, to show me how to ob-

tain the protection of the Dog 1
** My wish was an impossible one ;

for

(as the reader into whose hands this portfoI76 may fall is almost certain

to know) John Bunyan has been a little while dead—dead as a door

nail. Guess then, 0 reader t of my Portfolio. Guess the moral of my
dream I For myself 1 shall do what in me lies to detect the Pigmies in

whatever form or disguise they may appear, believing t|)at when the

dangers thicken, there is the good Dog ready for the spring in defence

of the great British Empire in East and West.

«

Thus, dear Mr. Editor, this leaf from the Portfolio closest Between

you and your readers and myself, 1 may say, as a close secret, that

I think I can see. here (through the thin varnish of Peregrine Jay)

more than two “ eminent statesmen ” who allow to the pigmies more

than their due ;
who (to lake your Indian share of the dreamt give to

Manchester what belongs to India, and to “ Party, what was meant for

mankind.” I think it more than possible that a day not very distant,

may try the union of England and India to the strain, and then that

you and we shall stand back to back, and shoulder to shoulder, on a

basis which will ennoble the historic union, which is capable of greater

things, than any known before. Depend upon it the Empire—now

silent down to its deepest depths— is the Dog, which will be both heard

and felt when the time of trial shall have come.

A Friend of REIS and RAYYET.

Holloways Ointment and Notable Facts.— Intense heat

augments the annoyances of skin disease, and encourages the dev<zlop-

ment of febrile disorders
;
wherefore they should, as they may, be re-

moved by these detergent and purifying preparations. In stomach

complaints, liver affections, pains and spasms of the bowels, Holloway’s

ointment well^ rubbed over the affected part immediately gives the

greatest ease, prevents congestion and inflammation, checks the threat-

ening diarrhcca and averts incipient cholera. The poorer inhabitants

of large cities will find these remedies to be theib best friend when

an/ pestilence rages, or when from unknown causes, eruptions, boils,

abscesses, or ulcerations betoken the presence df taints or impurities

within the system, and call for instant and effective curative medicines.
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News and Our Comments.

News fi^ the new Braziliiin Republic are not peaceful. Rio is a sort

of military gauis^^, hnd the whole country may be said to be under

martial law.
*

• •

It is said the late William Gifford Palgrave left behind him an ex-

tensive work in poetry. It is autobiographical. It consists of nearly

15,000 lines written in ^^rsa rima and is named “A Pageant."

• •

The Reichstag has rejected, by 121 votes 1089, the proposal for the

exemption of the clergy from military service, but has agreed to the miti-

gation of the terms, of service for theological students. It has further

decided to repeal the law of 1874, under which clergymen who had

b^en deprived of their cures by the State and continued to officiate,

could be expelled the country.

•
• •

In Berlin they propose to hold an International Exhibition, in 1897.

• *

The Postal Convention of 1856 between France and England expires

on April 30 next. It has been denounced by England.

• • 1
Greek is the court language in Epirus. It has been so from time

immemorial. It has such a hold on the inhabitants, that the Mussul-

mans of the district know no other language, and the Koran has to be

interpreted to them in Greek. By an order of the Turkish Government,

Greek has been prohibited in the Courts of Justice at Yanina, the

capital. The change is equally inconvenient to the advocates and

the general population, and no wonder a petition has gone up to

the Sultan to revoke the decree.

#
• •

The Director of the Mint of the United States estimates the world's

production of gold in 1888 at 159,490 kilogrammes, valued at 105,994,150

dols. The German statistician Dr. Adolph Soetbeer, of Gottin.

gen, has also arrived at nearly the same fgure, estimating the

metal at 160,000 kilogrammes, valued at 106,267,000 dols. They, how-

ever, widely differ in their estimates of the less precious metal, silver.

While the American puts it at 3,427,265 kilogrammes, of an average

sterling silver value of 103,556,260 dols, or a coinage value of

142,437,150 dols, the German has arrived at the figure 3,637,000 kilo-

grammes, of a silver value of 109,932,000 dols, and a coining value of

155,000,000 dols.

•
• #

The coal capacity of the world has been a matter of speculation for

some time. Here is one of the recent estimates. It does not take into

account the immense coalfields in the North American Continent :

—

“ The low countries, Switzerland, Denmark, Germany and Bohemia,
possess coal mines of a surface area of about 59,000 square miles.

•Russia alone has 22,000 square miles. The deposits of the island of

Formosa amount to something like 10,000 square miles, some of the

coal veins ranging up to 96 ft. in thickness. The coalfields of Austria,

Spain, Portugal, Italy, Greece, Turkey, and Persia cover about 39,000

square miles, while those of China are estimated at the enormous
figure of 4,00,000 square miles. But these are not all. The Falkland
Islands, I'aiagonia and Peru are very rich in coal, while the Southern

part of Chili is one immense deposit. In Brazil, veins vaiying in

thickness from 17 to 25 feet are found in numbers, and in the United
States of Columbia there is an abundance of the mineral. Me.\Mco

and the Vancouver Islands are also well supplied, there being pro-

bably not far from 20,000 square miles, while the deposits thus far

discovered jn Tasmania, New Caledonia and Natal are estimated to

cover 1,00,000 square miles, the larger number of these deposits not

yet having been worked.”

• •

The American Consul at Manila thus reports on the tobacco cultivation

in t(je Philippines
•

“ The abandonment of the Government monopoly in 1882 gave the

trade a great stimulus by the investment of private capital in it and a

more equitable system of dealing with the native cultivators. There
has therefore been a marked increase in the production. Formerly

each unmarried native was required to set out 4,000 plan^ a year, and

each married man 8,000, the crop to be delivered to the officials at a

standard price, which was just 50 per cent, below that now paid. The
gross revenue received from the monopoly was about ;^8oo,ooo per

annum. At presy^t there is a licence tax of about £20 a year for

manufacturing tobacco. The principal company engaged in the trtdc

now is the Compania General, which owns large tobacco estates, has a

capital of about three^millions sterling, employs 10,000 hands, and pro-

duces 80,000,000 cigars, 400,000,000 cigarettes, and 5,ooQ,ooolb. of cut

tobacco annually* It is a Spanish company ;
therq are also two large

German firms, six Spanish, and a number of Chinese. The best to-

baccos come from tne provinces of Cagayan and Isabela, in Luzon,

the annual produce from these being 60,000 to 100,000 tons. The
method of cultivating and curing differs but little from that followed m
other tobacco-producing countries. All Manila tobacco is made into

cigars and cigarettes, plug, fine cut, or pipe tobacco beings unknown
there. It is classified in six grades according to the size and quality of

the leaves. The total area of land under tobacco is about 6o,ct30 acres.

Last year the total export of cigars was 112,074,000, of which 26,715,000

went to Spain and 17,871,000 to Great Britain and the British posses-

sions. In 1887 the total e.Kport amounted to 121,350 tons, and in 188S

to 184,548 tons.”

• •
• •

The Elect of God continue to be under a ban in the Empire of aN the

Russias. As a rule, they are not allowed to possess property. An ex-

ception is, however, made in favor of the learned—Jewish Doctors or

Masters of Laws or Arts. A holder of a diploma of either of the

three learned degrees has been granted the right to reside in all parts

of the empire and, in virtue of such right, to acquire properly in the

district of his residence. But there the right ceases. It has been

recently held by the Courts that such right is« not transferable or

heritable. A law student of the Jewish race transferred by a deed

his houses and land, in Kieff, to his wife als(^ of the same

persuasion with himself, in her own right. The Notary Public object-

ed to sanction the deed. The matter went to Court. It held that

the right to acquire property was the result of an exception to the law

granted in favor of the Jewish Doctor or Master of Laws or Arts,

individually, and was not communicable to his wife or children. The

decision has been upheld by the Court of Cassation of the Senate

in St. Petersburg.

• •

Arrangements were complete when the last mail left England, for

a marriage, at St. Mary's Church, Maryport, of a deaf and dumb

couple, by a deaf and dumb clergyman.
,

•
• •

Colonel Pevtsoff, the head of the Thibetan Expedition, has justified

his confidence. He has found a convenient North-Western pass and

has arrived on the great table-land of Thibet, lie finds the country

round desolate and uninhabited. The southern portion of the plateau

is, however, well watered and wooded. The table-land is 12,000

feet above the level of the sea.

The Mohunt Bhagavam Dossjee of Halhiram Mutt, Tripati, has, as a

matter of course, appealed against the sentence of three years’ impri-

sonment. He h.as ceased to be the Mohunt, having, by a registered

deed, tr.insferrcd all his lights and privileges as such to his

senior disciple Mohabir Dossjee. The convicted Mohunt has been

;

lodged at the Vellore Central Jail, where he was removed, with some

dignity in his own catriage escorted by a strong body of Police, from

the Clmtor Sub-Jail. He refuses to take any cooked food, living on

fruit and water.

• •

In Madras city, one Sarvana Moodlcy has^cen sentenced to 3 weeks*

rigorous imprisonment and Ks. 25 fine, for selling an obscene book

called Kokokum with obscene prints. The Magistrate has also ordered

the destruction of the books.

« #

The Nadiad Agricultural and Cattle Exhibition has been announced

for the iqih. His Excellency the Governor of Bombay will open the

Show. It was started in the year 1S83, ‘s held biennially. It was

accordingly due last year, but that being a bad agricultural season,

it comes off now. Although tracing its origin to the then Collector

Mr. G. F. M. Grant of Kaira, it is entirely a free institution. It is

independent of Government aid, and no charge is made for admission.

The expenses *arc met from private donations. The Railway Com-

panies in Gujerat make a contribution by charging the exhibits single

fare for double journey.
«

• «

The Bengal Tenancy Act—VIII of 1885—came into operation on the

ist November 1885, the sections—61 to 64—relating to deposit of rent

and the Chap. XI 1 relating to distraint being postponed to 1st Feb-

ruary 1886. The Act by its own operation does not apply to the Town

of Calcutta, the Division of Orissa and the Scheduled Districts

specified in the third Part of the First Schedule of the Scheduled Dis-

tricts Act XIV of 1I74, but it is open to the Lieutenant-Governor,

with the previous sanction of the Governor-General in Council, to ex-
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tend the whole or any portion of the law to the Division of Orissa or

any part thereof. In the year of its operation, the Collector of

Balasore recommended the extension of the Act to the Orissa Division.

But the proposal received no local support and the Government put it

by as pretliature. There is now a fresh proposition for the extension and

from a dWTerent quarter. The Director of the Department of Ajjricul-

ture and Land Records has reported that the laws now in force are

hindrances to settlement proceedings now being held. He finds that

they do not supply an adequate machinery for adjusting rents, inasmuch

as they do not rcc(!iire the rayyets to question the Settlement Officer’s

proceedings till the record is completed, and that the procedure which

they established has proved practically unworkable where it has been

contested. He has therefore recommended the speedier process of

Chapter X of the Tenancy .^ct. The Local Government is disposed to

think that if the particular Chapter is to be extended, it will be con-

venient to introduce the entire law. Sir Steuart Bayley has, accord-

ingly, invited the opinion of the Board and of the Revenue officers

employed in Orissa, 9s also of those interested. The opinions should

be transmitted to the Government before the 15th Apiil, 1S90.

• it it

A CORRESPONDENT writes that Mr. H. Lee has begun his work

in Midnapur with his usual vigour. When he was last in charge

of the district, he won golden opinions. Only a week or so after

taking charge, he has gone atouring in the interior and has in-

spected the .Sub-Divisional, Sub- Registry and Settlement offices. At

the Hamilton School, he distributed prizes to the boys, and Mrs.

Lee to the girls. He has taken up the question of the drainage

of the villages, where, as the late Mr. H. V. Bayley stated in

one of his reports on the district, “a moderate rainfidl dq^troys

the corp of the year.” With his knowledge of the district, we

expect Mr. Lee to deal with the question not as one of Rupees,

annas, and pics, or to investigate it with the borrowed light of

his subordinates. At one of the sub-divisions at least, the old

Tamlook, he may find a good field for work.

• •

A NOTIFICATION dated the nth February, 1890, published in the

Calcutta Gazette of the I2ih February following, authorizes all

Collectors in the Lower Provinces of Bengal to discharge the

functions of Revenue Officers under Chapter X of the Bengal Tenancy

Act VIII of 1885, vesting them with the powers of a Settlement

Officer under Rule i, Chapter VI of the Rules framed by Government

under that Act.
*

« *

During 1890, the following Mahomedan holidays will be observed in all

public offices and Revenue and Magisterial Courts in Bengal, with the

exception of the offices of Collector of Customs, Shipping Master, the

Registrar of Assurances, Calcutta, the Collector of Stamp Revenue,

Calcutta, the Stamping Department of the Office of the Superintendent

of Stamps, Calcutta, and the Salt Rowannah and Opium Sale Depart*

ments of the Board of Rojpnue :

—

Eed-ul-fitr, which falls on the 21st May, or if the moon be not visible

on the 2oth May, on the 22nd May.

Eed-uz-zoha, which falls on the 28th July, or if the moon be not

visible on the i8th July, on the 29th July.

Mohurrum, the last two days of which fall on the 36ih and 27th

August, or, if the moon be visible on the 16th August, on the 25th and

26th August.

Fatiah-doz-dahum, which falls on the 27th October, or, if the moon

be not visible on the 15th October, on the 28ih October.

• •

The Rajchandra College, Barisal, has been affiliated to the Calcutta

University in Arts up to the B. A. Standard and in Law. When will

the rival college be raised to the same standard ?

• •

The latest day for submission of the statement of the requirements

and probable expenditure of District Boards shall henceforth be the

15th of November.
• I

• •

The Calcutta Municipality has in right earnest taken up the question

of a dhobikhana. A piece of land, within its added jurisdiction, measur-

ing about 5 bighas and 14 cottahs, No. 3, VVoolfutbagan, Dihi Pun-

channagram, district 24'Pergunnahs, has just been declared under the

Act. This is a very desirable step in sanitation, anti will bring joy and

comfort to many homes.

Notes, Leaderettes, and
Our Own News.

Par^iment was opened on Tuesday. The Speech from the Throne

opens with the usual announcement of friendly relations with all

Foreign Powers. It justifies the action taken in Nyassaland. The

acts committed by the Portuguese are regarded as an insult to the

British flag, and a violation of Portugal’s word to withdraw the

mililary forces from the territory where settlements were formed by

Native tribes under British protection. The condition of Ireland con-

tinues to improve and agrarian crimes to diminish. The ^ueen is

gratified at the Melbourne Conference and applauds the desire for

federation. Her Majesty hopes that the anti-slavery Conference at

Brussels will promote the repression of the slave trade. The Bills

to be introduced relate to tithes, workmen’s dwellings in London,

Irish Land Purchase and an elective system of Local Government

in Ireland on the same lines as in England and Scotland. Parliament

will be asked for better accommodation in camps and barracks,

for the distribution, and the health and comfort of the troops.

The next day, the Upper House adopted an Address. At the debate,

Lord Granville regretted wl^t he termed the hasty and harsh policy

adopted with regard to Portugal. The Prime Minister, in reply, said

that Portugal had been repeatedly warned during the past two years

that Great Britain could not recognize the Portuguese claims to the

territory under British protection. The acts of Major Pinto demanded

prompt action to impress the Natives with Britain’s power to protect

them.

On the 13th, in the Lower House, Mr. Parnell was to have moved

an amendment to the Address saying that unjust and coercive laws in

Ireland are invading the liberties of the people and impeding amicable

relations with England, and that the House regrets that the Queen’s

Speech omits to make mention of any proposals for remedying the

discontent in Ireland.

The House has rejected by a majority of 48 votes Sir William Vernon

Harcourt’s amendment declaring the Times guilty of a breach of

privilege in reference to the Parnell Commission, and summoning the

editor to the bar oi the House.

Sir James Fergusson assured the House that the relations between

the Biilish and Portuguese Cabinets continue friendly. We read at

the same time that Lord Salisbury in his latest despatch refuses and

ridicules Portugal’s claim to arbitrate.

Portugal is arming. Decree^ are out for completion of the defences

of Lisbon, the arming of the Forts with new guns, laying of* torpedoes

in the Tagus, and the reorganization of the Army. There is a pro-

position to buy some light war ships and issue bonds to cover the cost.

They have also started a National Defence Fund, the King and

Queen and the ex-Queen subscribing 20,000/.

In Bulgariva, a plot to overthrow the Government has been dis-

covered. Major Panit/a with six other officers are under arrest. In

some quarters it is attributed to Russia. Prince Ferdinand has offered

to abdicate.

The Due d’ Orleans having just returned to France from his foreign

travels, there is an alarm in the capital. He offered himself a candidate

for the army. In explanation of his application, he wrote to M. de

Freycinet that he was of age, that he was aware of-fiTs disability to

take any rank, but he was not incapacitated by the law to be enrolled as

any ordinary Ftenchman. The reply he received was that he found

himself arrested. He was next tried by the Tribunal of the Seine and

seiuenced to two years’ imprisonment. In Court, he defended him-

self. It was crowded by Royalists and Republicans. The Royalists

made a demonstration in the Boulevard. They proceeded to and

crowned the statue of Henry the Fourth.

The Prince is touring in the Native States. From Kapurthala the

Rqyal party caipe to Patiala, where they arrived rather late in the even-

ing of Friday the 7th. A large encampment had been pitched for their

reception, as well as for the accommodation of about fifty other guests

from neighbouring stations. Notwithstanding the lateness of the hour,
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there were illomination* and fireworks which the Royal party witnessed

after dinner? The early part of Saturday was spent in receiving

visits from, and returning them to, the Chiefs of Patiala, Uholcpur,

*and Jhind, the Prince being also shown the Maharaja of Pati-

ala’s iktge collection of jewels and other curiosities. After lunch, the

Prince went out shooting, and spent a couple of hours anft)ng the

partridge and quail. Returning to the Patiala Railway station, the

party then left for Delhi, which was reached on the morning of Sunday.

The arrival was private. The Prince drove to Ludlow Castle which was

specially fitted up for the occasion. At 1 1 O’lock, the Prince attended

Divine Service. Monday was spent in visiting the Kutub Minar.

In the evening, there was n Conversazione at the Durbar Hall where the
j

entertainment provided was a naulch and display of fireworks. The

roads and principal buildings were illuminated. On Tuesday, the

Piince visited the Fort and the Jamma Masjid. His Royal Highness

took an exceptional interest in the sights of Delhi, especially in the

Kutab which he saw the day before. Having' had quite a busy week

before coming to Delhi, the Prince’s stay here was observed as a

kind of rest. The next day, he went snipe-shooting to one of the Jheels.

The visit to Ulwar having been given up on account of the Maharaja’s

illness. His Royal Highness went direct from Delhi to Jeypore on the

evening of Wednesday, where he arrived the next morning. From

the railway station the Royal party were driven in carriages to the

Sanganeer Gate where an elephan^ procession was formed. His

Royal Highness headed the procession on a huge tusker accompanied

by the Maharaja and the Resident. This was a happy idea, as besides

being a grand Oriental display, it gave the people a good opportunity

of seeing their Royal Prince. The procession passed through the city

and made its exit by the Ajmere Gate. The exchange of visits with

the Maharaja occupied the forenoon.

The report of the Parnell Commission has just been made public. The

Judges seem unanimous. The text is judicially calm. The gravest

charges are declared unfounded and unproved. The document has

satisfied all parties. The Times claims that, with the exception of the

forgeries, the report fully confirms the charges of ** Parnellism and

Crime.” The Gladstonian and the Irish Parnellite press speak of

*it as a triumphant acquittal of the Parnellitcs. The Unionist press

eulogises the fairness of the conclusions. The Conservative press is

satisfied that the Judges hold the Parnellitcs morally answerable for the

crimes and outrages in Ireland.

The fifth annual meeting of the National Association for supplying female

medical aid to the Women of India, held under the presidency of the

Viceroy at the Town Hall on the 7th instant, was unusually interesting.

The attendance of ladies and gentlemen was all that could be desired,

and the character of the speeches was of a markedly superior charac-

ter. The Hon’ble Mr, Hutchins, in presenting the report, made a lucid

statement of the progress made and the satisfactory position now at-

tained by the Association. He illustrated his remarks by references to a

map of India which accompanied the report and on which were marked

by red spots the places where the Association’s operations had already

been extended. Having taken his audience on a tour, as he said, over

the whole country, and shown how through the impetus given by its

noble founder, India was fairly studded with these beneficent institu-

tions from the Himalyas to Cape Comorin and from Quetta to

Mandalay, Mr. Hutchins concluded with acknowledging the great

services done to the Association by Lady Lansdowne and the Honorary

Secretary, Captain Streaifeild, who had borne the brunt of the daily

w'ork and correspondence. While the financial position of the Asso-

ciation was of course one to be regarded with satisfaction, there was still

a sum of half a lac of rupees needed to build the Dufferin Zenana

Hospital in Calcutta, and he made a vigorous appe^ to the public

spirit and generosity of Bengal and especially of Calcutta, not to allow

themselves to be left behind when much more was being done in other

parts of the country.

The other speakers who followed Mr. Hutchins were the Hon’ble

Mr. Justice Amir Ali, the Hon’blc Dr. Rash ^ehari Ghose, the

Hon’ble Mr. Nulkar, Mr. A. M. Bose, the Lieutenant-Governor of

Bengal and the Viceroy. All the speakers spoke in cordial sup-

port of the llppeal made by the Hon’ble Mr. ^Hutchins for funds,

and there were not unnaturally wistful glances cast at the sur-

plus of the PrincVs Reception Fund, It would be invidious to make*

any distinction where all spoke so well, but, of the native speak-

ers, the most telling speeches were those of Dr. Ghose and

Mr. Bose. Both spoke with great humour and eloquence, and were

complimented by the Viceroy in his concluding remarks. Ur. Rash

Bch.ari, alluding to the red spots in the map, made a good

point by looking forward to a lime when it would be, its he said m

the words of Shakespeare, “ one red.” Both the Lieutenant-Governor

and the Viceroy spoke in their usual excellent style and commended

the appeal for funds with great and earnest sympathy. The Viceroy

noticed Dr. Rash Behari’s suggestive allusion to the red in the map

with great good humour. Lord Lansdowne said f—

“ 1 believe that more than one Viceroy has been credited with a de-

sire to paint the whole map of India red, and 1 am not sure that a

similar accusation has not once or twice been already levelled at my

head. I am quite prepared to say that, if by painting the whole map

of India red is meant painting it red in the sense indicated in the

speeches of the two gentlemen who have addressed you so cloguenUy

this evening, I am ready to commence the process at once, and I j(fln

with them in hoping that before very long this little eruption 01 red

spots which now somewhat sparsely ornaments the surface of

country may eventually arrive at what is, I believe, known in medical

phraseology as the confluent stage.”
•

Altogether, the meeting was a great success, and after it, the Zenana

Hospital, which is to perpetuate Lady Uufferin’s name in this city, ought

not to languish for want of support.

The movement for the publication of cheap and wholesome literature

in this country has, at any rate, luck on its side. Mr. Johnston, who

originated the idea, can have no complaint on the score of want of

patronage. Coming out with the best credentials from a late Viceroy,

he had an easy task in winning the smiles of the highest in this land.

Already, Lord Lansdowne and Sir Steuart Baylcy look approvingly on

his scheme, and if patronage were all, it is bound to succeed. Mr.

Johnston evidently knows not only to win patronage but to ensure its

permanence. Towards this, the essential thing was, of course, \o bring

the Department of Education to look with the same favor as the higher

magnates, and Sir Alfred Croft already seems to relish Mr. Johnston’s

idea very well. The movement in England was started under most

I

illustrious auspices, and a Minister of Indian Education may well feel

proud of associating his name with a similar movement in this country.

So far everything promises well for Mr, Johnston’s project.

In itself, it certainly looks an excellent project and highly plausible.

An agency for the production of cheaper and better books, can only

be a blessing at all times, and in all places. The scheme has a

philanthropic aspect too. It aims at counteracting the taste for

obscene books which finds too much encouragement from the

present char.icter of a great part of local publications. VVe quiie

see all this, but still the prospect of success in an enterprise

of this kind does not appear very hopeful. We have already

literature enough, of the most unexceptionable character, placed

at our doors at sufficiently accommodating prices by a number of

English publishing firms. We have indeed almost an embarras

de riches in this respect, and for any rival enterprise to succeed

it would be necessary to outbid iRe competition of the mother

country. To do this will require the employment of pecuniary

intellectual and moral resources, which, so far as we can see, do

not appear to be forthcoming. England owes her cheap literature to

the sacrifices of publishing heroes like Knight and the Chambers

brothers. The first ruined himself in the attempt, and the struggles

of the latter were equally heroic, if more successful in the end. We
do not know Mr. Johnston sufficiently, but the movement has to face

great practical difficulties.

The way in which British Pundits air their little knowledge of Indian

words is astounding for its effrontery. Without the slightest acquaint-

ance with Sanskrit, many of them trace, with the coolest assurance,

the etymologies of purely Sanskrit words adopted into the English

tongue, and offer them as evidence of scholarship and research. In a

recent compilation entitled “ The Dictionary of Every-day Difficulties

in reading, writing, and speaking the English language
;
or, hard woids

made easy,” published by Messrs. Ward Lock and Co., and which is in-

troduced to the world with the modest Snnouncement that ” the best

authorities have been consulted, to secure the accuracy of the defi-

nitions and explanations,” the word Brahman is explained as the

priests or philo|opher8 among the Hindoos ; they take their title from

4brahemi whom they called Brahma^ and affected to imitate the life of
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the patriarch by living in deserts.” The syntax, so far as the collocation

and the sequence of tenses is concerned, may be a little faulty, but then

the etymology is above reproach. The brahmans of India, therefore,

must be held to have derived their name from the patriarch of the Old

Testament, whom, besides, they affected to imitate by living in the

wilderness. There were, therefore, no brahmans before the days of

Abraham. Tlie sucred threads of these people have very probably

been derived from a calfs tether which the sturdy patriarch happened

to have flung across his shoulders at the time the first Brahman

chanced to have a peep at him. It is true Abraham knew not to read

and wiiie and moderif scholars have failed to find any resmblance be-

tween the Hebrew and the Sanskrit tongues, but then it is not diffi-

cult to trace the devotion of the Indian Brahmans to intellectual cul-

ture and literary pursuits to the accident of Abraham’s poring over

certain bro.ul leaves of a forest tree lying before him at the time the

c\;afiy progenitor of the Indian priests took a secret survey of the Jewish

shepherd. The act of Abraham was easily mistaken by the timid on-

looker for deep study of some writing. Hurrah for the learned editor

employed by Messrs. VVyd and Lock ! The savants engaged in the

study of Indian antiquity had better shut up shop. Here is as interest-

ing and as historical an account of the origin »and rise of the Indian

Brahmans as any man in the full possession of his senses could desire,

^lessrs. Tiiibner and Co. also had better take care. The diary kept in

old Indo-Scylhiac, the common parent of Hebrew and Sanskrit, by the

first progenitor of the Indian Braljinaiis, written up from day to day in

course of his peregrinations from Asia Minor to the land of the five

rivers, may any clay be given to the world by Messrs. Ward Lock &
Co., for its admiration and to the eternal confusion of all Oriental

scholars.

Thk Accountant-General, Bengal, has estimated the Imperial receipts

under Jthe head of Stationery and Printing for the year 1890-91, at

Rs. 48,000 and the Provincial receipts at Rs. 1,65,coo, against Rs. 47,112

and Rs. 1,74,959, the actuals of 1888-89. The estimate of expenditure

under the Imperial head “Stationery purchased for Central Stoics”

for the current year has been raised from Rs. 9,25,00010 Rs. i2,55,ocx>.

The estimate under the same bead for the next year has been put down

at Rs. 14,96,000. The increase is due to the anticipated demands on

account of the Census and for the purchase of country-made cream-

wove and white-laid paper in place of the English cream-wove and

blue-laid paper. The next year’s Budget provides for the pay at Rs. 7

a month of a durwan to look after a godown for the storage of

stationery in Strand Road and for that at Rs. 40 to Rs. 60 a month

of an additional clerk for the compilation in the Stationery Depart-

ment of the detailed comparative statement of the value of stationery

for the offices and departments of the ,Government of India. The

sanctioned grants are

Imperial.

Stationery purchased for Central Stores ... Rs. 14,96.000.

Provincial.

Stationery Office at the Presidency ... Rs. 1,11,640.

Stationery purchased in the country ... „ 7o,cx)o.

Government presses ... „ 3,03,000.

Printing at private presses ... ... „ 10,000.

Stationery supplied from Central Stores ... ,, 5 ,3S»ooo.
‘

The new Municipal law is indeed a hardship on owners of busti lands.

To raise a larger revenue. Sir Henry Harribon has, among other in-

genious contrivances, with the sanction of an accommodating legislature,

thrown on the owners of land the duty of realizing the rates payable

by owneis of huts. It docs not matter whether the rates are realized

or realizable or not. The landlord must advance to the Municipality

the rates payable by his tenants. The owner of the land must

satisfy the demands both against himself and the owners of the huts.

The law is not, indeed, wholly inconsiderate. It allows a certain per-

centage which, however, is not equal to the risks and responsibilities of

the new situation. Section 117 of the Act says <

“ The entire consolidated rate imposed upo*(i bustee land and the
huts built thereou shall, afte# deducting therefrom a sum equal to

one-eighth of such rales, be paid by the owner of such land. The
sum deducted shall be retained by the owner of the land as a set off

against the expenses which may be incurred in collecting the portion
of the rale recoverable from the occupiers of the land or the owner
or occupiers of huts built thereon, under the provisions of the next
succeeding section, and as a commutation of all refunds in respect

of huts which are* vacant or which may be^ removed or destroyed

during the continuance of the period for which th^ rate is^imposed«”

The law is not uniformly considerate, though. While it allows a

deduction, it deprives the landlord of the general right granted by i(

of claiming refunds in cases of vacancy.
^

The qexi section referred to is

“ Whenever a rate is imposed on bustee lands, the Commissioners
shall cause the land and the huts standing on it to be separately valued,

and the owner of the land may recover from the owner of each hut

hah the coiibolidated rate paid by him for the land on which the hut

stands, and the entire consolidated rate payable on account of

the hut.”

The proviso to the first named Section that “ no additional rates shall

be imposed on account of any new huts built or of any huts enlarged

during the year for which the valuation remains in force, under

the provisions of .Sec. 124,” is of doubtful advantage to the land*

lord, for although, under Sec. 124 “ Bustee lands with the huts

upon them, or lands that are waste or used for agricultural purposes,

may be valued annually at the discretion of the Commissioner, and

shall be so valued on the .application of the owner. When not re-

valued, the former valuation shall remain in force from year to year

until a re-valuation is made.” the municipal law itself allows no relief

to the landlord when his demand for revaluation is refused or put off

He is, again, not permitted the speedy procedure secured to the

Municipality, for realization of the rates, but must have course to the

expensive and dilatory law CourHi for collection of the rates as of rents.

To bring all grades of landlords under the operation of these sections,

a “ Busiee ” has been defined to mean “ a plot of bustee land, not

less than ten cottahs in area, bearing one number in the assessment

book, or a collection of such plots adjacent to one another exceeding

in the aggregate one bigah in area.” (Sec. 3.)

Such a law could not but raise a protest. It must be confessed, though,

that the agitation made against the new measure before it passed the

Legislative Council, was extremely feeble. It was, again, quite

hurried through the Council, without a tithe of that care for rights^

of property which it is exhibiting in the Port Trust Bill now passing

through the same Chamber.

The loudest and longest opposer of the improved law is Baboo Jodoo*

lal Mullick. He still resents its harshness. Although it has been

in operation for nearly a year, he still considers that it ought not to be

given effect to. At any rate, be thinks that the rates should not be

realized in advance, but the landlord should be given enough time to

recover them from the tenants to enable him to make the necessary

payment to the municipality. He therefore refused to pay certain

Bustiland bills, and for this recusancy be has been disgraced.

Last w eek, the municipality enforced the law against the Baboo. An-

ticipating opposition from his firm attitude, the municipality had in-

voked the aid of the police, and invaded the Baboo’s house for pur-

poses of distraint. Jodoolal had not anticipated this swoop, as he could

be least prepared for the insult in his own house and before his own

people and immediate neighbours, specially when he did not mean to

evade or escape the municipal impost. The municipality -and the

police found a free, if not a cordial, welcome to the ‘house and were

given their own choice of the goods. They found the Baboo meek as a

lamb, and marched off in glee with two carriages from the stables.

JoDOOr.Ai. feels the humiliation, as well he may, though of his own invit-

ing, and is inconsolable. A mild Hindu, his only recourse is to law

and lawyers. A cool, calculating Calcutta Baboo, he is preparing for

a suit for damages for injured dignity. In the meantime, Messrs.

Beeby and Rutter, have, on his behalf, addressed the following com-

munication to the Secretary to the Calcutta Corporation, stating the

case for the Baboo, of course, with lavvyerly reserve

“ Sir,—

W

igh reference to the seizure and removal of two carriages

belonging to our client Baboo Jodoo Lal Mullick. for realisation (ff

Bustee Bills, he regiets exceedingly that the Corporation should have

adopted a course which appears to him unnecessary and harsh.

The Bustee rates are under the present Municip.d Act for the first

time recoverable from tbe owner, and there has been considerable

delay on the part <if the Commissioners themselves in delivering to

him the lists of tenants and the rates due from them. The first in-

stalment of the lists reached him so late as September last and the

lists are not even now complete.

Our client dues nut at present contend that the Corporttion might not

be legally entitled t^ adopt the course they, have chosen to take, but

his grievance is that they should have put the law in force against him
for these rates, considering that he has paid all other rates which he

was liable for, and as regards these rates had actually applied to the

Commissioners for time to pay.
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There coulinot have been the least doubt as to our client’s ability

to pay, and he thinks that he was entitled to some consideration at the

hands of the Commissioners before they put him to the indignity of

baving his property seized, especially having regard to the fact that

the a#i^unt due from the tenants, though large, consisted of small

sums which had to be collected by him.

And moreover as to the actual seizure, he thinks that surel^ there

was no necessity to attend with a number of officials of the Corpora-
tion and a body of Police, and attempt to create disturbance which he

at once stopped by having his coach house door opened for the

purpose of allowing the removal of his carriages. The number of

officials seem to have been unable to take c-are of the carriages re-

moved, for our client has learned that one of them has been damaged
through their carelessness.

Our client complains that the law should have been taken advantage
of to insult and annoy a person, and he will seek such redress for the

wrongs done him as may be open to him and as he may be advised.”

By the time the suit is filed, or matured for hearing, Sir Henry

Harrison, the author and enforcer of the law, will have left the muni-

cipality, for a higher and a quieter place.

The connection of Fort William with the drainage system of the Town

has been decided upon. The present practice is to void the sulliage

of the Fort into the river and to cart away the nightsoil through the

city to the municipal depot in Park Street. The first is no doubt

extremely objectionable. The last may be tolerated as a necessary

nuisance. Aftc*" ^ of correspondence between the municipal

Engineer and the Government, Mr. liimber has suggested that the

connection be made at the west end of Dhurmolollah Street to the

No. 4 main receiving sewer. Up to the point of connection, the pro-

ject consists in the adoption of sluices hydro-pneumatic system. We

hope the authorities concerned are satisfied that this connection will

not introduce a new element of unhealthiness into the barracks.

The Leprous Memorialists have reached a subscription of Rs. 45,064-4.

There are no Petits in Bengal, or by this time it would be

swelled by lacs. The Memorialists now look out for other aids. They

are, of course, sure of the sympathy and co-operation of the Calcutta

Corporation, and propose

1. To ask the Local Government to sanction the merging of the

present Leper Asylum in a new Asylum to be built away from the

centre of the population under the name of the Albert Victor Asylum.

2. To ask the Local Government to allow the present site and

buildings to be eventually sold and the proceeds together with the

present endowment of Rs. 15,000 and any other fund or funds belong-

ing tq the present Asylum to be applied as above indicated.

Sir Steuart Bayley has begun to forgive them, and, anticipating their

proposal, has ordered—as we announced some weeks ago—for an extra

provision of Rs. 17,000 on the Leper account in the next year’s Budget.

Last Saturday, as announced, Mr. Percival Spencer rose and descended,

but vastly below the height he had proposed. The drop was not

2 miles. It was only 1,680 feet, according to three simultaneous obser-

‘ vations with theodolites by officers of the Survey Department, and ac-

cording to his own 10,500 feet. To-day, he takes up with him a native—

P. C. Laha.

Sir Lepel and Lady Griffin arrived at Calcutta on Sunday last, and

.left for Burma on Thursday morning by the Rangoon Mail Steamer,

to inspect the Ruby Mines.

In the last issue of the Astaik (2uarterly Revieiv^ Sir Lepel justifies his

previous article on the Native States and replies to Moulvie Madhi Ali

and others.

Both the Viceroy and the Lieutenant-Governor are expected to be

present at the Mahomedan Literary Society’s entertainment, at the

Town Hall, on Monday night.

t

We oongratulate Dr. James R. Wallace on his having brought out his

medical monthly, Tks Medical Record^ from the beginning of this year.

We hope there is room for a cheap journal on medicine, and the

editor’s professional experience will, we dare say, enable him to adapt

it to the popular demand.

Mr. Marsden, the Chief Magistrate of Calcutta, takes a year’s fur-

lough, and the Hoaible Syed Ameer Hossein, the Northern Division

Magistrate, naturally expects to get the officiating appointmenf. At

any rate* there is a precedent on his side. Mr. Amir Ali had a similar

promotion in pay, although he continued to do his old duty in the North-

ern Division* But there are Messrs* Leith and Handley, Barristers-at-

law, and the he*ad, nominal or real, of the Calcutta Magistracy has

always been a Civilian ora Barrister.

The growing taste for floriculture and flowers is ttn interesting feature

of the day. There are now more annual Flower Shows thrfn there used

to be. The public appreciation of these, judged frorA the large

numbers of visitors, is also on the increase. The other day’s Flower

Show at Cossipore, held by Baboo Hem Cluindcr Mitter, was largely

attended, and the number of prizes oflered shows that there is not

much lack of patronage.
*

REIS & RA YYEr.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1890.

'max MULLER ON ORIENTAL STUDIES.*
Professor Max Muller delivered an admirable

speech in inaugurating the School of Modern Orient-

al Studies established under the auspices of the Im-
perial Institute. It was admirable from more than

one point of view. The claims of Oriental learning

could not have a more powerful advocate, and they

were presented in every possible light. As a rhetori-

cal eftort, the address will always occupy a high

place. Its chief excellence, however, to our mind,

lay in the subdued spirit of enthusiasm in which it

was conceived. The institution realises at last the

dream of his life, and the venerable scholar’s heart

naturally overflowed with joy at the consummation.

And well might he feel enthusiastic on such an ^oc-

casion, and treat the audience to a dryasdust and
profound exposition of the merits of Oriental classics.

There was, however, a studied avoidance of the

severity of the cloister. As an argument for the

cultivation of Oriental learning by Englishmen,

having such varied relations with India, the address

has great popular importance. It is, indeed, some-
thing unique. Whether as an appeal to the business

instincts of the English people or to the higher

political sentiments, Max Muller’s elaborate plea

for Oriental studies must command respectful

attention, and hard, indeed, must that heart be in

which it failed to strike a sympathetic chord. The
first, and, indeed, the major portion of the address

dealt with the subject from a practical point of view.

The advantages which an intimate acquaintance with

the languages and literature of Eastern countries

must confer on Englishmen having commercial,

military, or diplomatic interests with those countries,

were dcscrijjed with great force and knowledge, and
illustrated by references to facts and incidents coming
within the range of his own experience of affairs. It is

not a mere learned dissertation from a votary of

learning, its value is considerably enhanced by
its practical character. The professor was in the

best form, and spoke with spirit and even sprightliness

like any man of affi^irs.

The position of England in the East is unique.

She may have, said the professor, rivals in Europe,
but here sjic stands supreme, unrivalled, unap-

proached. She wields her scaptre over 300 millions

of people who speak Oriental languages
; she sup-

plies the markets of 1,000 millions of the people of

Asia, and yet for cultivating a knowledge of these

languages and educating a sufficient number of young
men to serve her interests and maintain her power in

the East, England has so far done far less than
Russia, France or Germany. P'or the little, done in

this respect, up to this time, the credit belongs
to the Universitfes, rather than to the Government.
Oxford and Cambridge had shown great liberality in

their expenditure for Oriental teaching, and the
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University College and King’s College which had now

united under the auspices of the Imperial Institute

in founding the .present School, were also worthy of

honorable mention for the part taken by them in the

cause. . But the cause is of Imperial dimensions,

and casual efforts of this kind could scarcely
^

make

an adequate impression. Imperial interests, said he,

are at stake, and the country has a right to expect

Imperial—that* is, concentrated—actiom Otherwise,

asked he, what is the good of an Empire ? We
might as well go back to the Heptarchy. The wit

of the allusion was appreciated and could not fail to

tell. The speaker then referred to the liberal pro-

' visions made by Russia, France and Prussia for

the cultivation of Oriental scholarship, and com-

mended their example and particularly that of

Russia to the English Government. No country

has been such a patron of Oriental studies, and

none, said ^e professor, was better served by her

polyglot diplomatists.

It is impo.ssible to do justice to the address by any

words of our own. Our readers must see it for

themselves, and we intend reproducing it in our

columns for their benefit.

The peroration of the speech was a noble plea

for sympathetic treatment of the people in the gov-

ernment of India. The knowledge of Indian lan-

guages and literature on the part of the officers of

the Government, was the best means of imbruing

their minds with those feelings of respect and sym-

pathy for the people the absence of which manifpted

themselves in the usual character of the administra-.

tion. Knowledge must precede love, and the Eng-

lishmen coming in contact with the Indian races

could not come to look on them with kindly feelings

without that knowledge of their character which

could only be acquired by a study of their jiterature.

This portion of Max Muller’s address will not be

appreciated by the Anglo-Indians, and already it has

met with ridicule at some hands, but it is just as well

a noble political creed should now and then be

preached to their unwilling cars.

ANARCHY IN BHOPAL.

Bhopal is no more that bed of roses which the sublime

imagination of the blind supporters of the unfortunate

Begum made it, after tlie retirement of Sir Lepel Griffin

and transfer of Coloilbl Ward from the head of its ad-

ministration. No longer the milk of human kindness

flows from the renowned Tal—no more are the lives

of its inhabitants safe. As reported by some of the

leading Urdu papers up the country, it is again the

hot-bed of fanaticisim, and anarchy reigns supreme. The

administration of an obedient pleader-minister, with no

experience of administration of any kind, selected by the

Begum on purely private considerations on the part of her

husband, has proved what was expected by the discerning and

the disinterested. The deposed husband of the Begum has

asserted himself supreme, and the new Dewan is a

mere blind. While Siddiq Husain is seriously ill and

bedridden, and physicians have been called from Luck-

now to treat him, Mirza Fazl Beg, the able Madarul

Maham or Dewan of the heir-apparent and her most

confidential and loyal servant, has been shot dead by a

Wahabi ruffian, named Alimuddin. lie fired twice at

the Dewan and deliberately killed him while pretending

to be engaged in a religious discussion with the Dewan.

This incident has# naturally caused great sensation and

alarm, and greatly shocked the heir-apparent and her

whole family, who arc now apprehcn.sive of their own

lives. With this news, comes another report, through the

Rampore Dubdabai Sekundari, of the re|ignation of the new

prime minister and the preparations of hisproUgh to leave

Bhopal, It is an open secret that the diabolical assassina-

tion of the able and trusted officer of the heir-apparent

was instigated by some of her enemies who, in their

Wahabi way, removed what they believed might prove a

possible thorn on their side. It is a curious coincidence

that this unhappy incident should took place when the much
abused Sir Lepel Griffin is in this country. Where are those

advocates of justice and humanity, the mouth-picce

of the dumb millions, the fierce critics of the Indian ad-

ministration, who moved heaven and earth against the

firm and just actions of Sir Lepel Griffin ? Let them
open their eyes and see what mischief they have done.

It is impossible for ordinary editors, innocent of any

knowledge of the Wahabis and their tenets, and blindly

ignorant of the true internal affairs of Bhopal, to know
what mischief has been done by Siddiq Husain Khan
throughout India as well as in Bhopal, and how the re-

sources of the Bhopal State have been wickedly employed in

promoting and spreading the notorious Wahabi pro-

paganda. He got most objectionable books compiled by
learned Wahabi Moulvies and had them distributed

among British subjects to the detriment of public peace

and good government. I am disposed to think that for

these offences, the Government of India treated Siddiq

very leniently, and most weakly allowed him to resume

the Bhopal Government.
No one could have removed those dangerous elements

of atrocity and fanatici^ from Bhopal without a strong

and a firm hand, and none was more fitted for the task

than Sir Lepel Griffin.

In what regard or respect the people of Bhopal hold

Siddiq Husain, would appear when, for attendance on
him during illness, his confidential friend and country-

man Shaikh Asghar Ali, the well-known scent dealer of

Lucknow, has been especially summoned. He is so much
hated by the people of Bhopal that his own servants

could not be trusted. If Siddiq Husain could be kept out

from the Government, if not from Bhopal, by this time

or long before, her present lamentable situation would have

been remedied.

Now, at any rate, the British Government must deal

with the matter firmly and with greater humanity for

the people of Bhopal. If a minister is required, a strong and
experienced person, cither Native Mahomedan or European,

should be appointed, ^nd Siddiq Husain should be shelved.

The Begum herself should be told that if she must yield

to the wily insinuations of the husband, all power should

be taken out of her hands. If a minister is not approved,

then a Council of Regency, with a strong Mahomedan
element, should be appointed to administer the State. Any
delay in this behalf may end in the assassination of the heir-

apparent or of her beloved and popular husband. Any-
how, Wahabism and anarthy must cease in Bhopal.

Anti-Wa‘iiabi.

CIVIL JUSTICE AT HOWRAH.
It is a pity that in a place like Howrah, which is so near

to Calcutta, the civil judiciary should not be strong. The
policy of non-interfcrencc with Local Self-Government, is,

perhaps, being carried too far. Complaints against the

Commissioners are, as a rule, refused to be enquired into

by the Lieutenant-Governor or those that act in his name.

The petitioners arc always referred to the Civil Court.

Under these circumstances, it is the duty of Government
to provide an able and fearless judiciary in cities and towns

ruled by Municipal Corporations. In places, again, like

Howrah, where Civilian Magistrates alwaysjnanage to get

themselves elected or appointed as Municipal Chairmen,

the obligation is all the greater of strengthening the Civil

Court.% by appointing the very pick of the service. A
perusal, however, of the records of the civil cases instetuted

against the Howrah Municipality within the last two or

three years, will, we are sure, strike the reader with surprise

at the helplessness displayed by the presiding officers who
heard those cases. Frequent postponements in many cases

led to such delay and swelled the costs to such figures that

the parties cursed themselves for having resolved to with-

stand the illegal acts of the Corporation. One case, that

t)f a poor .widow, for damages caused a^sensation. After

the arguments had been closed and at a time when judgment

was expected, the Court threw out broa^ hints to the parties

for settling the matter amicably. Our Moonsiffs and Sub-

Judges have no idea of what handle they give to accusationsi
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against themselves, of incompetence and want of independ-

ence, by throwing out such hints. In this particular case,

the widow, smarting under her wrongs, refused to compro-
mfsi, but tljen her pleader, without reference to her, settled

the case. In ‘another cause that is pending before^he first

Moonsiff, the plaintiff is a local Zemindar and Municipal

Commissioner. He has sued the Chairman and Vice-Chair-

man for damages and refund of a sum alleged to have

been illegally realised from him under color of the munici-

pal law. Whatever the merits of the cause, after service of

summons, when the day fixed for the defendants’ ap-

pearance came, nobody answered the call for the latter.

The Moonsiff then sent for one of the gentlemen who

had in other cases appeared before him for the Muni-

cipality and who is popularly supposed to be the pleader

of the Howrah Municipality. This gentleman also happens

to be a Municipal Commissioner himself. Questioned by

the Moonsiff about the non-appearance of the Chairman

or the Vice-Chairman in the matter before him, he

answered that he had got no instructions. Even then,

instead of allowing the ca.se to go on ex parte after proof

of the due service of process, the legal luminary on

the Bench asked the pleader to put in an application,

as a Municipal Commissioner himself, for a postpone-

ment. The plaintiff objected and pointed out that a

Municipal Commissioner, as sffch, in the absence of a

written power properly executed by the Chairman, could not

appear for the Chairman in instituting and defending suits.

If the Moonsiff allowed such an extraordinary application,

there would be nothing to prevent each of the thirty in-

dividual Commissioners that constituted the Howrah Board

from filing and defending suits on behalf of the Corporation.

Under such circumstances, again, thirty different and con-

tradictory answers would be capable of being put in with

reference to one and the same cause. As a clenchcr the

plaintiff might have offered to defend the suit himself in his

capacity as a Municipal Commis.sioncr again.st himself as

plaintiff. The plaintiff, however, was overruled,
^

the ap-

plication was allowed to be put in, and the adjournment

prayed for was granted. It would be interesting to ascertain

what the Moonsiff would have done if, instead of a Civi-

lian Chairman, the defendant had been somebody else,

say, plain Gollam Mullah or Ram Chandra Ghose. The in-

cident has created a sensation. Comparisons arc odious,

but people cannot help comparing their present Moonsiff

with some of his predecessors such as Baboos Upendra

Mullick, Poorna Chandra Shome and Bulloram Mullick.

In another case the conduct of a local pleader was the

subject of inve.stigation. Sanction was sought to be obtained

for prosecuting this legal gentleman on certain very serious

charges. The reputation of the present Moonsiff himself

came somehow to be mixed up with the matter. The District

Judge of Hooghly was moved by the parties. The investiga-

tion had commenced and proceeded to a certain length,

when, all on a sudden, the matter was allowed to be

dropped. The Moonsiff kept his Court open till the

extraordinary hour of 9 I’.M., for receiving the petition

of compromise. The petition was filed by a pleader

specially engaged for the purpose in the absence of the

pleader who had acted in the cause from the beginning

in both the courts. Happy are the people of Howrah who

have judicial officers that arc so accommodating and that

do not mind holding their Courts till gunfire when such im-

portant affairs as the compromise of suits have to be decided.

It is a pity that neither the District Judge nor the High

Court feels disposed to enquire into and minute in terms of

enthusiastic approbation such rare instances of prolonged

judicial sittings even in such places as Howrah, The local

People’s Association had at one time cndcavourcci to supply

the place of a chronicler for drawing public attention to

the zeal for justice of the same officer in a few other

cases. Unfortunately, however, a few friends promptly

interfered for suppre.ssing that effort which promi.scd a

shock to the modesty of the person selected fuj such honor.

M.

GERMAN /ND FRENCH COMMERCE.IN MEXICO.

“ The South American Journar says that in a recent number ol the

Deutsches Handels Archiv, a correspondent, writing from Morelia,

capital of the State of Mochoacan, warns Qcrman manufacturers

not to enter into direct relations with native commercial houses.

He recommends them the powerful German houses of the capital

of Vera Cruz and Colima, as the best means for securing the sale

of their articles. The same journal writes :

—

This assertion which can only come from the pen of a merchant

well versed in the affairs of Mexico, suggests to u% to lay before

our readers an exact picture of the condition of affairs in that coun-

try. Unfortunately wc have no doubt that they will be constrained

to concur in our views and to confess that the German textile

industry, through its trusting in third parties and its ignorance of

the commercial conditions of countries beyond the seas, is losing

its hold on the Mexican and other markets, Just at the time when
it imagines that it is strengthening its grasp on the commerce of the

world.

About the year 1830, the numerous internal custom houses of

Germany and the endeavours of the Hanoverian Government to

create rivals to Hamburg in the ports Hamburg and Gccstcmiindc

greatly embarassed the inhabitants of the Hansc towns. It was then

the transoceanic craze took possession of the young merchants of

Bremen and they turned their attcniioii to the United States (New
Orleans, Baltimtirc, Boston), but more particularly towards the

young Republics of Central and South America. They easily ob-

tained employment in English houses, which then controlled the

commerce of iliose countries, and of which there jj/crc 90 at Mexico,

with branches at San Luis, Potosi, Guadalajara, Zacatecas, Guana-

juato, and all the large interior cities. It was not long before these

young (ierman clerks dcvch)pcd into able merchants and became

dangerous rivals to the English. 'Phey ended by absorbing all the

business of the country, and in 1879 the 90 hmglish houses had

dwindled down to three.

Many German merchants, our pioneers in those lands, after

making their fortune, retired to their native land, leaving their

transoceanic establishments in the hands ol their younger compa-

triots. In Europe they devoted themselves to doing a commission

business and making purchases for their partners in Mexico. Their

activity had a most salutary influence on German industry, and

when the importation of woollen and silk stuffs into Mexico was

prohibited the cotton and linen fabric of Silesia and Bielefclcf found

excellent opening there. A little later, however, these articles

were less sought for and Belfast again took the place as a supplier

of dry goods.

The Bremen merchants, who were the first to settle in Mexico,

were succeeded by others from Hamburg, Hanover, Oldenburg,

and Mcklcnburg. With the exception of a few Westphalians and

Rhinelanders, Central and Eastern Germany have furnished no

recruits. The great manufacturers of Saxony, Silesia, and Branden-

burg rely altogether on their northern countrymen, and neglect to

I

study the commercial conditions of the countries which supply;

they have no representatives there ; both orders and shipments

pass successively through the hands of their agents at Hamburg or

Bremen, of the exporting commission house, of the importing

house in Mexico, of the wholesale house, and finally, of the retail

merchant, who forms the last link in this long chain. This is too

complicated a process for the needs of our time.

The most brilliant period of German commerce in Mexico

stretches from 1850 to 1870.

During that period more than 80 German importing houses

almost monopolised the trade of the country in manufactured

articles. Since that time no new German house has been established

in Mexico, and two-thirds of the former ones have, with good or

bad grace, been obliged to liquidate. Twenty-two of those houses,

which, without including their exports, imported annually from

Hamburg 12 shiploads of merchandise, were still flourishing at the

fall of Maximilian ; at present there remain but three.

On the other hand a large number of French houses, with

hundreds of branches, have been established, and they practically

monopolise the dry-goods business of the country.

They have been created Gascons, Basques, and Lanqucdocians,

who owe their expenditure to strict necessities. Some of them, at

starting, earned less in a year than a German clerk spends in a

month, and yet they succeeded in laying by one-hall of their earn-

ings. 'fhe victory they have achieved over their rivals is chiefly

due to their temperance and spirit of economy, and also, in a large

degree, to thgir sounder business methods. The German merchants

availed themselves of eight months’ credit allowed them by im-

porting firms to speculate in agricultural produce and sometimes to

cultivau estates or operate mines and mills. The French, on the

contrary, always paid cash for their goods, sold them at a small profit,

and renewed their assortments frequently. Their cflicicncy and

honesty soon won them esteem and raised them gradually to the

position they now occupy^

Last year’s statistics show a French qDopulation in Mexico of

12,300 of whom 10,000 arc employed in selling goods at the

counter. The number of Germans, on the other hand, in the

whole Republic only reaches 800.

The majority of the French merchants who have grown rich

in Mexico return to Paris, which is thus becoming a scat of trans-

atlantic establishments.

The Manchester market is also too important to be neglected.
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Several Basque 'houses have been established there and are wresting

business from German houses which were founded there during the
days of German control of Mexico’s commerce.

In the city of Colima on the Pacific slope, there were, 20
years ago, scvlm large German houses, which annually received
from Hambing ciglit or ten ship-loads of merchandise. The goods
they cither sold directly or distributed among their agencies at

Morelia, Guadalajara, Guanajuato, Leon, Agnascalicntcs and
Zacatecas. The native customer was thus supplied with all sorts

of goods—cotton cloths, prints, handkerchiefs, articles of clothing,

hats and bonnets, liquors, hardware and provisions.

All the above articles came from Germany. At present the two
surviving houses arc in liquidation. A few houses, it is true, have
been recently founded at Colima, but they are a mere shadow of
their predecessors, and arc chiefly engaged in speculating and in

exportation.

•'Phe same may be said of the situation of the Germans at Vera
Cruz, which is even more pitiable. Of the 12 houses existing

there formerly only three remain.

But it is at the capital of the Republic that the decadence of

German commerce is nibst striking. They have now but three or

four stores where manufactured articles arc sold, and their position

is so precarious tha^they think they have done well when they

have sold a few carpets or a dozen pocket handkerchiefs. The
cessation of their operation is only a matter of time.

What we have said applies only to dry goods. Hardware still

continues the remaining bulwark of Germany’s commercial
supremacy in Mexico. But, whereas a few years ago we were the
sole importers of hardware, we have now to deal with severe

competition from the French.

A few special articles, such as hats, braiding, and carpets, arc

still in the hands of Germans, but they arc no longer the sole

handlers of those articles, being again encountered with sharp com-
petition by the French.

CORPORATION OF CALCUTTA.

A SPECIAL MEETING
Of the Commissioners of Calcutta,

under Act II. (B. C. ) of

Will be held at the Town Hall,

on Thursday next^ the soth February

P.M.,

Business to be brought forward.

1. To sanction a loan of 30 lacs for the
Central Road, Water Supply, Drainage and
the Dhobikhanna in 1890-91 and 1891-92, for

the period of 30 years in lieu 0! the loan of 50
lacs for 5 years already sanctioned.

2. To sancUon the borrowing of 2 lacs

without interest from the Fort Commissioners
to meet the ad inh'^im interest charges on
money borrowed for ilic Central Uo.vl.

3. To authorise the devotion of the funds

anting out of the sale of the Dhurrumlolla
Maiket for the construction of the Central
Road.

4. The Chairman to lay before the Com-
missioners the draft Budget of income and
expenditure for the year 1890-91, and to pio-

pose that it be refeiied to the General Com-
mittee for consideration with such instructions

as the Commissioners may think fit to pass

when making such reference, agreeably to

para. 3 Section 70 Act II (ll.C.) of 1S88.

5. To confirm the proceedings of the Ge-
neral Committee at a Meeting held on the

ist February.

6. To confirm the proceedings of the Water
Supply Extension Committee at a Meeting
held on the 4th February.

7. To confirm the proceedings of Com-
plaints Committee «it a Meeting held on the

29ih January.

JOHN COWIE,
Secretary to the Corporation.

i4lh February, 1S90.

MAHOMEDAN LITERARY SOCIETY.

The Twenty-sixth Annual Conversazione of

the Mahomedan Literary Society will be held

at the Town Hall, on Monday, the 17th Feb-

ruary 1890, from 9 to 12 P.M.

ABDOOL LUTEEF,
Secretary,

A FOUNDLING. *

What arc things coming to ? Calcutta it fast becoming initiated

into the worst vices of the great cities of Paris and London, though,
indeed, it can seldom or ever well boast of a single thing out of the

many th« make its sisters worthy the names they bear.

This morning on my way to office at about 10 O’clock, I found
the street crowded with people and police—at the corner of the
Mangoc-lanc bordering on the Bentinck-strcct. Every eye was
turned towards an object lying wrapped up in cloth on a plat-

form under a verandah. The police surrounding this object of

public curiosity, it was half hid from the public gaze and there

was all bustle and commotion—the people struggling to get a view
and the police all the while trying to keep them at a distance or
disperse them.

The object of this curiosity was a foundling. I can not say
whether it was dead or alive, nor was it known to whom it owed
its existence. All that I could gather from the gaping crowd was
Shahebka krka.

1 hear Government has founded an asylum for such waifs and
strays. The number of such foundlings must have been fairly

large before it was moved to take such a step.

Sad commentary on the morals of, a country ! Government may
be proud of affording such protection, but the people must hide their

very faces in shame before such lasting monuments of their shame
and degradation.

And yet what could the wretched mother do—under the severest

ban of society ?

We speak of our universities, our education, our culture and en-
lightenment ; but what faith can there be in a people with such

morals who can not manage even their own household ? It is morals

that we should look to for support in our path to progress ; without
them we will remain the nation of slaves we have been and no better.

February 13. J. K. B,

CORPORATIPN OF CALCUTTA.
Sealed tenders for the supply of the follow-

ing Mirzapore kirb and channel stones will be

received by the Vice-Chairman and will be

opened by him in the presence of tenderers who
may wish to attend, at 2 F. M., on the 17th

February 1890,

^ ) Straight kirb and channel stones.

50,000

,,
I

” I Rifb and channel stones, 8ft. radius

2^ ” 1

1,000

„ \
J2ft. Do.

1,000

„ J

2. The Slones are to be of the best quality,

to be dressed true out of winding and square ;

the radiated stones to be dressed to templates.

All the stones to mc.asure in cross diinen-iions

exactly i2"x4"andto be not less than 3 feet

long. Sample of stones can be seen at Muni-

cipal Office.

3. The Slones are to be delivered at the

Municipal Depot at Bagba/ar and Nmuollali

uniformly at the rate of not less than 10,000 Kft.

per month, and the delivery to be completed
by the 31st December 1890.

4. Earnest money Rs. 2,000 to be enclosed

with each lender.

5. The Commissioners do not bind them-

selves to accept the lowest or any tender.

6. Any further information required can be

had on application.

UdOYNARAIN SlNGHA,
.Supetintendent of Stores.

7th February, 1890.

CORPORATION OF CALOUTTA.
• Form E.

ASSESSOR’S DEPARTMENT.

Notice under Section 133’OF Act II.

(B. C.) OF 1888.

Notice is hereby given that the validation

of the portion of
Bounded on the North Calcutta noted in

and East by the Circular the margin, has

Canal
;

South by Grey been completed
Street and Oohadanga send that the iiooks

Road J
West by Upper containing the said

Chkpore Road. valuations can be
inspected on any

day (Sundays and holidays excepted) at the.

Office of the Commissioners, No. 4 Municipal

Office Street, between the hours of 11 a.m.
and 4 P.M.

Any person, desiring to object to the said
valuations must, within fifteen days from this
date, deliver at the Office of the Commission-
ers a notice in writing, stating the grounds of
his objection.

The Chairman or Vice-Chairman will pro-
ceed to hear the objections under Clause a of
Section 136.

JOHN COWIE,
Secretary to the Corporation.

Municipal Office,

mb February 1890.

CORPORATION OF CALCUTTA.

Tp Contractors and others.

Tenders are invited and will be received by
the Vice-Chairman up to noon of Wednesday
the iijili Febiuary 1890 and will be opened by
him in the presence of such tenderers as may
choose to be present, for the supply of steam
coal for one year from the 1st April next.

Specification and conditions of contract with
tender forms can be obtained on application
in the Water Works Department of the En-
gineer’s office where also any necessary infor-

mation can be obtained.

Rupees 1,000 to be deposited as earnest
money by each party tendering. Tender to be
submitted under sealed cover superscribed
“ Tender for Coal.”

The Commissioners do not bind themselves
to accept the lowest or any tender.

JOHN COJJi^E,

Secretary to the Corporation.

The 7th February 1890.

H. R. H. Prince Albert Victor
Reception Fund.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
To close the Accounts Subscribers who have

not already sent in their Subscriptions, will

greatly oblige the Executive Committee by
doing so without delay.

RAJ KUMAR SARVADHIKARI,
S. E. J. CLARKE,

Jt. Hon. Secretaries,

Calcutta, 9th Jan. 1890.
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REIS AND RAYYET.

• IN THE PRESS.

Uniform with " Travel* & Voyages in Bengal

"

.ESSAYS BY A BEAHMAN

PolitioB, Sociology, History, k Literature

BY

the Author o< “Travels & Voyages in Bengal.”

Calcutta.

J^ets Rayyet Office.

TRICE

:

To Subscribers paying before publication Rs. 4

„ mere registering subscribers ... » 5

„ Ordinary purchasers ... ••• »»
^

Appi.y THE Manager^ Rtii and Rnyytt^

1, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

Cloth Gilt 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL

BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah^

BY

SAMBHU 0 . MOOKBRJEE,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State

Apply to Manager, ^^REIS & RAYYET

I, Uckoor Dult’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

We have received from the office of Reis

and Rayyet, one of the leading native news-

papers of Calcutta, a most readable little broch-

urt written by Baboo Sambhu C. Mookevjee,

once Minister to the late Nawab F.yidoon Jah,

Bahadoor, Nawab Nazim of Bengal, Behar and

Orissa, which gives a graphic account of the

Baboo’s travels to and in Independent Tip-

perah. Written in capital English and evi

dcntly by a gentleman of broad views and

enlightened mind, the work is dccit^dly a

valuable addition to the catalogue of English

written Bengalee literature. This book of

navels should be read widely not only by

English residents out here, but by our country-

men at home, for it leems with H^ercst and

teaches us far more about the fine belt of

unopened country travelled through than any

wwk of the sort written by an Englishman

would have done. Baboo Sambhu Chundcr

Mookerjee is one of whom his countrymen

may well be proud, for he writes throughout

with the moderate and educated pen of

H thorough gentleman.— The Indian Planters

Gazetted Sporting News. October 4, 1087.

Mr. S. Mookerjee, who will be readily recog.

nised as the editor of that able little paper

his travles in

Bengal to a wide circle of readers—those who

know India and are enable to love her
j
those .

who love her, and do not know her }
those who

neither know nor love j
those who d being tire

of India, take to travelling ; foreigners who

want to know, and Englishmen. The author

himself is not the least tired of India, though

he is a traveller by profession, we might almost

say, and though he puts limits upmi journeys,

never caring to get very far away from

Calcutta. It is not mileage, however, which

makes the traveller. It is the powei to ob-

serve sympathetically what is going on at

each stage of a journey, and to keep his spirit

about the minor inconvcnicBces which ncces-

sarily occur by road, river, or rail. This Mij

Mookerjee does. He never loses his good

humour under any set of circumstances, and

what is belter, he conveys a full sense of it to

his pages. The reader may take a choice of

journeys through Eastcin Bengal to Tipperah,

or to the heart of Bengal Proper, and will in

each case be fully rewarded by the fruits of

Mr. Mookerjee’s wandenngs. Perhap.s the

English reader will be mainly struck by the

excellent English style of the writer. The

author is not ashamed of his nationality ;
he

rejoices in being a Bengali, but at the saine

time he indulges in prose which has no alien

trace in it. It is not the English of an edu-

cated German or Frenchman it is the nervous

Saxon of a subject of the Empress of India.

Mr. Mookerjee had special acivant.ages in some

of his journeys, especially to Independent Tip-

perah, whither he vvas called to an important

ofiicial position. He was thus assured of

many attentions, though, in forming accurate

impressions of a country it is doubtful whether

it is not better to be untrammelled with con-

nections Which frighten away the simple folic

and impose reticence on them as a duty. F**®"'

the notes of his journey through East Bengal,

and to show how genial is his outlook, we take

the following :—[ Extract.]

From Dacca he went fiJUher East, and his

experiences on the Megna are of a most en-

livening description. He saw many visions of

beauty, and Mr, Mookerjee is no niggard when

he is describing something he has enjoyed

seeing. Here is a sketch on his way up the

river :—[
Extract.]

But it is not physical beauty alone which de-

tains our author’s eye :—[ Extract.]

The same symptoms of material progress

he notes among the boatmen on his course.

—

[
Extract.]

Some portion ofthe volume has already been

contributed to the Statesman, and will be fami-

liar to our readers. The following description

of natural effects is not known to them. We
doubt whether Mr. Ruskin, or Mr. Black would

accept it as a final account of the sun’s rising

and setting :—[
Extract ].— The Statesman,

October 7, 1887.

If we have not before noticed Mr. Sambhu

C. Mookei jcc’s Travels in Bengal, which was

published some months ago, it is not because

the little book is either dull or pointless. It

contains, on the contrary, much interesting

matter, though some of the incidents are over-

weighted with detail in what is fiaretioiisly

called a “little booklet.” The author’s view

as a rule is, by the way, facetious : he is given

even to punning
;
but he is also «;entimciUai

in the highest degree—“a naked Whiteman ”

hurts his susceptibilities ;
a Hindu girl, bathing

in the river, throws him ‘into an ecstas

delight : “she had such large languishing eye.

But he is nothing if not philosophical, and h

reflections on this or that social and politica

subject are not without tlieir moral. Mr.

Sambhu C. Mookerjee was fonnerly Minister

to the “last of the Nawabs Nazim of Beng.al,

Behar and Orissa” and afterwards Minister

of the Maharaja of Tipperah. He is a man,

therefore, of experience, and when he speaks

his brethren should listen to him
Travels in Bengal is ^ readable book, and it

abounds in anecdotes which are often as in-

structive as amusing, and it is not spoiled X>y

too many political allusions, though, of course

some few have crept \vi,—The Pioneer,

Dec., 1887.

THE

Pron Kissen C^owdry Fund
FOR SUPPLYING

INDIA WITH NATIVE SCIENTIFIC

MEN OF EUROPEAN TRAINING.

Under a benevolent Scheme now in opera-

tion for several ye.ars, started by Baboo Pran

ICissen Chowdry, for assisting meritorious but

poor Indian students, under certain conditions

to go to Europe for competing for the Indian

Service, there is now room for a native student,

of sound health, who, having passed the Calcutta

Government Medical College, may desire to

compete for the Covenanted Indian* Medical

Service. Passage and expenses for two years

residence in England will be paid out of the

fund of the Scheme.

Apply to Dr. Sambhu C. Mookerjee,

Reis &* Rayyet Office,

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

In Pamphlet, Price ^ annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION

With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army,

By Capt. ANDREW HEARSEY.

Apply to Reis Sr* Rayyet Office, Calcutta.

DENHAMS-

For INDIA andallHOTCLlWATES this sweeUy scented emoUient Milk Is

II KEEPS the SKIN LUuL nnil BEFHBitaBD m the HOirabl WbAj-HtB,

EemoTCs end prevents aU SUNBURN. REDNESS, FRECKLE^
the SKIN r>KT.Tf!ATELY SOFT. SMOOTH and,

W

HITE.

It entirely prevento it troin becoming DRY and WRINKLED, and PRESERVES the
It eniireiy pi .... env uutKO mnra pfrAtCtiiflUv than anv

dehSh
bEBIKAM ^

CALCUTTA. AGENTS t SCOTT THOMPSON & CO.
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f*IT REOOMHENOS ITSELF.”
AH' who suffer find sure relief Jrom

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

• It has driven out from the system

AcuteRheumatism and RheumaticGout,
After years of semi -helplessness and suffer-

ing; while in ASfHMA, liRONCHITIS,

LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACHE’
SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

or these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Haad, Face and Limbs

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.
Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at r Re. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

lhrouj;hout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith .Stanistrcet & Co

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co, Limited.
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12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,
(Opposite tlu Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

HOMfflOPATRIC PHARMACY,
THE

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE
DISPENSARY IN ASIA

OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,
WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE
TRADE IN

INDEPENDENT HOIKEOPATHY
and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co. beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned

WOODEN CASE
in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE,

BERIGNY & CO.
I2y Lai Bazaar^ Calcutta.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short winding Railway Regulat-
ors, of small iiit^jevlelled^ enamelled dials, bold
figures and Candian Gold hands, with tem-
pered machinery and dust tight hinged cases

for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare
glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted
to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapness about
them. Others sell at double our rales. Mr.
A. K. Mehta from Bandora says;—“The
7-8 watch I purchased from you two years

back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting Su-
perintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh,
says :

—
“ A watch maker has valued your

Ks. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, R.

\V. Fusi. Regt., Lucknow, says “ Some valued
it at Ks. 15 and were completely surprised when

I told them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pretty

Candian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-
plete shirt Studs and Rings set with chemical

(liamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each. Mr. J.

A. Yelsmore, S.atur, says:—“The best gold-

smith of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. G.

Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, says:—“A
German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and
the ruby at Rs. 30." WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY. '

TRUK TO ITS NAME,
JEYES’ “PERFECT PURIFIER”

Is the best disinfectant and exterminator of

all objectionable odours and infectious diseases.

It cleanses the roads, purifies the atmos-
phere and disinfects the drains, keeps the sick-

room pure and healthy.

EQUALLY USEFUL TO
ANIMAL AND POULTRY,

It kee^s a cowshed pure and sweet.

It improves the coat, destroy vermin, keeps
fly off, stamps out all infectious diseftses.

It is a specific for foot and mouth disease.

It kills all unpleasant smell without setting

up another smell of its own.
It kills fleas, red lice and vermin of every

kind in Poultry, Pigeons, Cattle, Horses,

Dogs, Cats, &c. Effectually cures Gape^ Roup
and Comb Disease in Poultry,

IT IS GARDENER’S FRIEND AS WELL.
It destroys moss and weeds on gravel path-

ways and exterminates worgis from lawns.

It is a valuable destroyer of all kinds of ants,

kills green fly, red spider, thrips mealy
bug, removes worms from the soil in pots, &c.

Agents : DYCE, NICOL & CO.,

3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta.

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited,’^

This Company’s Steamer INDORE ”

will leave Calcutta for Assam on Friday, the
14th inst.

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel
should be sent to the Company’s Godowns
at Jugpnnauth Ghat, not later than noon of
Thursday, the I3ih inst.

Cachar Line.
The steamer of this line will leave Cal-

cutta for Cachar on the i8th inst. (Tues*
da^ for which cargo will be received until noon
of Tuesday,
Assam Despatch Steamer Service from

Goalundo
and

Daily Mail Steamer Service from
Dhubri to Debrooghuk.

J
**''''<=« '* maintained from Goal-

un^and Dhubri for passengers and light goods
traffic, L e,^ packages not weighing over a

steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival
of the previous night’s 9.30 p. m. (Madras time)
tram from Sealdah, and Dhubri on arrival of
the mails.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to
almost all stations can be booked through from

Goalundo or Kannia with
the Eastern Bengal State and connected Rail-
ways—Passengers and Parcels via Kannia
only.

All particulars as to rates of freight and
passage by all the above mentioned Services to
be had on application to—

MACNEILL & CO.,
Agents,

- . « 2-1, Clive Ghat Street.
Calcutta, the 8th February, 1890.

C. RINGER & CO. have in hand the

largest stock of Homoeopathic Medicines,

Medicine Cases, Medical Sundries, and Books,
&c., &c., for sale at their Homoeopathic Es-

tablishment, 10, Hare Street, Calcutta. Cata-
logue, free on application.

Lovers of a good Trichinopoly Cigar are re-

commended to try the Small Roger Brand.

Price Re. 1-4 per 100.

T. HILL & CO.,

5, Dharamtola Street,

Calcutta.
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THE WIFE*S APPEAL.
BY MISS SARAH J. CLARK.

I’M thinking, Charles, *tis just a year—

Or will be very soon

—

Since first you told me of jibur love.

One glorious day in June.

All nature seemed to share our bliss—

The skies hung warm above—

The winds from opening roses bore

The very breath of love.

We sought the still, deep forest shades, *

Within whose leafy gloom

* Few ardent sunbeams stole, to kiss

The young buds into bloom.

The birds caught up our tones of love

In song not half at aireety

1 And earth’s green carpet, violet flower’d,

It scarcely felt our feet.

But, apropos of carpets, Charles,

I looked at some to-day.

Which you will purchase, won’t you, dear

Before our next soirh f

And then, remember you, how, lost

In love’s delicious dream,

We long stood silently beside

A gently gliding stream ?

’T was nature’s mirror
;
when your gaze

No longer I could bear,

I modestly cast down my eyes,

Yet but to meet it there,

'And, apropos of mirrors, love,

The dear gift of your mother.

Is quite old-fashioned—and, to-day,

I ordered home another.

Ab, well do I remember, Charles,

When first your arm stole round me ;

You little dreamed how long your soul

In golden chains had bound me.

But, apropos of chains ;
my own.

At Hamilton’s last week
‘

I found the sweetest love 1—so rich,
,

So tasteful and unique !

The workmanship is most superb—

The gold most fine and pure—
^

1 quite long, Charles, to see that chain

Suspend your miniature.

I heard sad news while you were out

;

My nerves are much affected ;

*

You know the navy officer

1 once for you rejected ?

Driven to despair by your success,

Made desperate by my scorn,

He went to sea, and has been lost

In passing round Cape Horn.
#

Ah, apropos of capes, my love,

I saw one this very day,

Of lace as fine as though ’t was wove

Of moonlight by a fay.

You ’ll purchase the exquisite thing,

’T will suit your taste completely ;

Above the heart that loves you, Charles,

’T will rise and fall so sweetly.

News and Our Comments.

Mr. Hume pioneering, Orator Surendranath Banerjee sails next month

for the conquest of England.

m •

“ That fascinating atom of humanity,” Miss Warren, better known as

Mrs. General Tom Thumb, has developed into Mrs. Tom Thumb

Magri. She now counts 47 summers. When she married *‘The

General” Charles Stratton in 1863, she was 32 inches high, and

^he has not grown higher now. She has taken another dwarf M r

Magri, otherwise the Count, as a seednd husband. He is 39 years

of age.

• •

Due d’Aumale devised Chantilly with its contents to the Institut de

France in trust for the French nation. .M. Eugene Piot, an art collec-

tor and writer, who has just died, has left to the Academic des

Inscriptions, a branch of the same Institut, his entire personally

valued at 1,000,000 frs.

• •

Mr. Cornelius Vanderbilt is said to have offered 100,000/. sterling

for Meissonicr’s “ La Rixe.”

• •

The French battle-painter M. Prolais is dead. He had attained the

age of sixty-two years. His earliest success was the ” Battle of Inker-

man” and his greatest the “Battle of Solferino.” He had nearly

equalled the fame of DeNeuville and M. Detaile.

• •

The highest point of Gorman territory has been reached. Kilima-

Njaro has been ascended. In 1887, Dr. A. B. Meyer attempted the

highest peak and failed. Last October, he returned to the attack and

conquered. Here is bis own account of the feat

“ On Oct. 2 he and his companion, Purtscheller. and a native of

Pangani, reached Ihe saddle-plateau, above Mareale’s village, which

SvUneriim in the cmntty an nqutshd to remit hyposied mmey or^rs, iffiosMb, as t^ safest and^st mm

rntdrc" tartieJariy as it tnsures adtnowledgmeHt through the D^artmnt, No other reeetpt wtU be

ghm mo (^thtr mmssesseuy, and Hksly fo catue eeiomm.

convenient
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(14)270 feet) formed the base of operations. The plan of ascent was
to mount the great lava rib running in a south-easterly direction, and
flanking on the south the south-east glacier valley, and from its highest

spur to begin the scramble up the ice-cap. There was much less snow
on the mountain than there was in July 1887. At 2.30 A.M. on Oct. 3
the ascent began. At 7 they met the first snow, 16,400 feet. At
7.20 they stopd on the ridge of the mountain rib, and thence began the

steep ascent of the crest. Halting a little every ten minutes in the

ever-rarifyiAg air, they rested at 8.15 half an hour at 17,220 feet.

Above them blinked and glimmered the ice-cap of the Kibo.

Shortly before nine they attained 17,650 feet, and at g.50 the lower

limit of the ice-cap, at a height of 18,240 feet. Here the usual

precautions as to spectacles, ropes, and axes were taken, and the work
of step-cutting began. After crossing several crevasses, they rested at

12.20 under a steep ascent of the ice-wall at 19,000 feet high. The
curve of the ice-cap, which is the highest point visible from below,

was now under them. The difficulty of breathing made them halt a

few seconds every fifty steps. At last, their strength getting rapidly

exhausted, they reached at 1.45 the rim of the Kibo crater. At the

same time they saw its highest elevation to the left, on the south side

pf the mountain, consisting of three rocky points rising some yards

above the ice-cap. The distance they estimated at about an hour and

a halfs march. But for this their strength was unequal, except at the

risk of having to bivouac without the least protection in the cold of the

night. They had done an extremely fatiguing eleven hours’ climb,

and had to take account of the mist that was floating about the ice

walls. They decided to rest content with the result of their first

ascent. The grejt crater of Kibo, with its precipices, the eruption

cone rising from its depths, was discovered; the problem of the

interior of Kibo solved. The descent began, and the tents were
reached at 6.48 p.m.

On Oct. 6 Dr. Meyer and his companions started at noon to bivouac

at a greater height. Next morning at 8.45 they were on the topmost
rim of the crater, their turning point on the 3rd. The ascent to the

highest peak offered no extraordinary difficulty. The ice rim steadily

rises in a southerly direction, where it is broken into three points

emerging above the ice-cap. Not being quite sure which was the

highest, they mounted all three, and the aneroid gave the middle one,

19,690 feet, as 50 feet to 80 feet higher than the other two. On the

ice pinnacle Dr. Meyer planted the German flag, and baptised the

rock ‘ Kaiser Wilhelm Spiize.’

From this point especially the great Kibo crater is easily viewed.

With a diameter of about 6,500 feet the crater sinks about 650 feet to

its base. On the northern and eastern sides the ice-cap descends from
the rim in steep galleries, while on the western and southern sides the

bare lava rock plunges steeply from the upper ice-rim. From the base

of the crater there rises, somewhat northerly from the centre, a slightly

arched eruption cone to about 490 feet high. Like the crater-bottom,

it consists of dark brown ashes. Its upper half is free from snow and
ice. Its lower half is panoplied with a mighty ice-girdle, which pro-

ceeds, presumably, as glacier from the broad crater chasm opening
westwards. On the crater-bottom lie several larger fields of half-melt-

ing icc-ciust.”

• •

In the Overland Mail by the last mail, under the bead of Fashionable

Marriages, the first item runs thus

• “ Sala, Stannard.—A marriage of exceptional interest took place at

the * Church of the Parliament,’ St. Margaret’s, Westminster, on Jan.

25, when Mr. George Augustus Sala was united to Miss Bessie

Siannard, daughter of Mr. Robert Stannard, c. E. The bride is a
sister-in-law of *John Strange Winter’ (Mrs. Arthur Stannard.)”

Sir MorcII Mackenzie is not satisfied with the half measure that has

been proposed against leprosy. He thinks “what is wanted is a broad

scheme providing for the isolation of lepers in all our colonies, parti-

cularly in India, and for their ^maintenance in whatever degree of com-

fort their condition may admit of, till they are more effectually ‘segre-

gated ’ by death.” He suggests the payment of the whole amount of

12,000, which is to be raised for a Commission of Enquiry, to any

one individual “ who may discover either the cause and means of

prevention of the disease, or a cure for it as decently certain as

quinine in malaria.” At any rate, he would like the appointment on

the Commission of such men as Arinaner Hansen, of Bergen, who is

said to have discovered the microbe of leprosy, Professor Klein,

and Pasteur.

•
• •

In an article headed “ On the Standing Army of Great Britain ” in

the February number of Harper's Magazine^ General Lord Wolscley

thus gives his opinion on the soldier’s dress :
—

“For the hard marching and many bodily exercises which fall to the
soldier’s lot on active service our army was more suitably dressed in

the reigns of William III. and of Queen Anne than it has been gener-
ally this century. We have lately done something to improve our style
of soldiers’ dress, but no men tied up as purs are in tightly fitting

tunics can do a satisfactory day’s work during war. We dress our
sailors for the work they have to do, but we still cling to a theatrical
style of garments for the soldier. There are, however, some difficulties

attached to this question of dress in an army raised, as ours is, on a
system of voluntary enlistment. We must make the soldiers’ clothing
acceptable to the men who have to wear it, and, strange to say, they
like very tightly fitting coats and trousers to 8wag|;er about in with

their sweethearts. * They like those ridiculous forage-caps stuck on the
side of their heads, and which are no protection from either sun or
rain. The change hoped for generally is that we should have two
costumes—one, for active service and field manoeuvres, of the colour we
use in India—it is a light tawny, resembling that of the hare—and
fitting very easily everywhere, especially about the throat ; the other,

scarlet and very smart, and ornamented with braids afnd buttons as at

present*, to satisfy the young soldier and his * Mary Anne.” In all our
recent little wars we have used a special dress made for the occasion,
and what we now want is to make that special dress the undress uni-

form of the army. Is there anyone outside a lunatic asylum who would
go on a walking tour, or shoot in the backwoods or the prairies, trussed
and dressed as the British soldier is ? This applies to all ranks, for 1

confess to a feeling that the dressed-up monkey on a barrel-organ bears

a strong resemblance to the British General in his meaningless cocked
hat and feathers of the last century, and in his very expensive coat,

besmeared both before and behind with gold lace.”

The civilian costume is no better and calls for change in the cause

of civilization.

• •

The editor of the Delhi Punchy fined Rs. 1,000 for libelling the Raja

of Faridkot, has appealed against the sentence. He considers that the

apology published by him in twenty different newspapers ought to

have satisfied both the Magistrate and the complainant. We find the

Raja’s son has filed a fresh information of a similar offence against

the same journalist.

* •

To keep them out of the way of temptation for meeting their expensive

living, the Madras Board of Revenue with the sanction of the Govern-

ment, has ruled that in future Europeans and Eurasians are not

to be appointed to posts (below the rank of Assistant Inspector) in the

Salt Department carrying salaries of less than Rs. 100 per mensem.

« «

The Government of Fort St. George has notified that that “ Govern-
ment will not receive petition on any matter, unless it shall appear

that the petitioner has first applied to the local authority, and also to

the Board of Revenue or other controlling authority, where such

exists. The petitions addressed to such local and controlling authori-

ties, or copies of them, and the answers or orders of those authorities

respectively, if any shall have been passed, must be annexed to the

petition addressed to Government.” At the same time, not to be hard

on the petitioners and to deal justly with them, it enjoins all heads
of offices, to supply to the complaining party, on application “a
copy of the order, which should contain full details of the grounds
of the decision. This is to be furnished to him, on plain paper, and
without payment.” Petitions will be liable to summary rejection in

the following cases

“(i) when a petition is illegible or unintelligible :

(2) when a petition contains language which, in the opinion of Gov-
ernment, is disloyal, disrespectful or improper :

(3) when a previous petition has been disposed of by the Madras
Government, the Governor-Genei'al in Council, or the Secr^ary of
State and the petition discloses no new facts or circumstances which
afford grounds for a reconsideration of the case :

(4) when a petition is an application for pecuniary assistance by a
person manifestly possessing no claim :

(5) when a petition is an appeal from a judicial decision, with which
the executive has no legal power of interference :

(6) when a petition is an appeal against a decision which by any
law, or rule having the force of law, is declared to be final

:

(7) when a petition is an appeal in a case for which the law provides
a different or specific remedy, or in regard to which the time limited by
law for appeal has been exceeded :

(8) when a petition is addressed by an officer still in the public ser-
vice, and has reference to his prospective claim for pension, except as
provided in article 995 of the Civil .Service regulations :

(9) when a petition is an appeal against the non-exercise by Gov-
ernment of a dispensatory discretion vested in it by law or rule.”

The rules farther point out that the Governor in Council never in-

terferes with the distribution of subordinate appointments, and con-

sequently applications for situations in the gift of hcaTs of depart-

ments will also remain unnoticed.

Here is ^warning to petitioners in general. For though the rules

are expressly made for the Madras Presidency, they are instinctively

acted upon by the other administrations in India.

«
«

The number of Private Students lor matriculation in the Madras
University is multiplying apace. In 1880, they numbered 488 or

13*6 per cent, of the total number registered. In 1888, the per-

centage exceeded 25. The Registrar suspects foul play. He thinks

the Head Masteiw of High Schools encourage such of their pupils

as they think unlikely to pass the examination, 40 apply as Private

Students. Dr. Wilson has accordingly addressed a circular to the
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Heads of Schools and Colleges reminding them that *the practice is

opposed to the iJniversity regulations, and threatening students with the

punishment provided by law for misstatements. Some of the Calcutta

Scitools were detected in worse practice. Nor are Colleges, speaking

gencrallyjmnorc c^reftil to observe tlie University Bye-laws. We are

afraid, things are coming to a pass when the Universities should liave

special agencies in their service like Inspecting Staffs of the Education

and other Departments.

•
• •

Mr. Vishnu Pandurang Joshi, Second Class Magistrate, Kumta, con-

victed Nagappa Annappa of theft of a canoe and fined him Rs. 50,

with the alternative of a month’s imprisonment. Nagappa is the brother

of the contractor of a public ferry on the Tadvi river. The complain-

ant owned a boat and conveyed passengers across a creek flowing

into the river at a point three miles from the ferry. In the absence

of this boat, the contractor of the ferry would be free to take passengers

‘ also across the creek, thereby earning a greater pittance than his

contract of the ferry brought him. The accused brother was charged

with wronfully seizing the boat and depriving the owner of his legitimate

gain for the time being, and sentenced as a thief. The simple though

officious brother could not conceive that such an act in the interest

of the legitimate contractor, who probably believed that the ferry

contract secured him the business of boating passengers across the

neighbouring creek and took the contr|ct under that idea, would

be construed as a theft, and appealed to Mr. J. Davidson, First

Class Magistrate with appellate power. That legal authority too

found him guilty of theft and confirmed both the conviction and
the sentence. He was of opinion that the accused had not

acted in good faith, as he could not possibly have believed

that he was justified in his act. He thought, however, that Nagappa
could not be held guilty of larceny under the English law, but

that the definition of theft in the Indian Penal Code covered such

an act. The Sessions Judge Mr. McCorkcll of Kanara was
struck with the interpretation of law put by his subordinate Magis-

trates. He thought as there was nothing in the case to shew that the

accused had any animus furandi in removing the boat, he was en-

titled to an acquittal. Even if he had intention of temporary dominion

over the property, he could be convicted of no higher offence than

trespass. He, therefore, reported the case to the Bombay High
j

Court, in order that the conviction and sentence might be set aside.

The High Court—-Messrs. Justices Birdwood and Jardinc—have just

upheld (he view taken by the lower Magistrates and sent back

the report of the Sessions Judge, saying they could not interfere with

he finding and sentence. Mr. Justice Birdwood remarks :

“ The accused acted illegally in seizing the boat; and if it be as-
sumed for the moment, contrary to the finding of the Second Class
Magistrate, that he may have so .acted by reason of a mistake of fact
that is, by reason of a mistake as to the extent of his brother’s rights|
and have believed that the complain.int was infringing those rights)
still such a mistake could furnish no defence of his illegal act, fur if

there had been no mistake at all, he would not have been justified in
seizing the boat. It the complainant had conveyed passengers on the
river itself within three miles on either side of the ferry, he would have
been liable to a penalty under section 14 of Bombay Act II of 1868 *

but neither the contractor nor any person .acting in his interests or on
his behalf would have had the right under the Act, or under any other
law, to seize the boat. In such circumstances a person who took the
law into his own hands could clearly take no benefit by the contention
that he acted under a mistake of fact. The Second Class Magistrate
has not only found that the accused has falsely stated that his brother
was allowed by the Government to ply his boat on the creek as well as
on the river, and that he knew that he could not detain private boats
without the permission of the Collector or the Mamlutdar, but the Sub-
Divisional Magistrate has also practically found that the accused could
not have believed that he had any right to seize the complainant’s
boat which had been plying for many years on the creek, where it had
the right to ply. This latter finding is important as bearing on the I

accused’s state of mind at the time when he seized the boat. Illus-

tration ("ij of section 378 of the Indian Penal Code shows that a charge
of theft will lie even where there is no intention to assume the entire
dominion over the property taken or to retain it permanently. It is

the case of a person taking an article out of the owner’s possession
without his consent, ' with the intention of keeping it until he obtains
money ’ from the owner for its restoration. He is declared to hav**.

taken dishonestly and, therefore, to have committed theft. Under sec-
tion 23 of the Indian Penal Code a person gains property wrongfully
when he retains wrongfully, as well as when he acquires wrongfully

;

and a person loses wrongfully when he is wrongfully kept out of any
property as well as when he is wrongfully deprived of it. And under
section 24 whoever does anything with the intention of causing wrong-
ful gain to one perAn or wrongful loss to another person,^ is said to «o
that thing dishonestly. The complainant was Icept by the accused
wrongfully out of his*property from the moment that the accused
seizea bis boat till he returned it^ if be ever returned it* The com-

plainant, therefore, suffered wrongful loss. The presumption is that
the accused intended the natural consequence of his act. He intended
to cause wrongful loss, unless he can show that he had no such inten-

tion. If, under a mistake of fact and in ignorance of the law, he be-
lieved that he had the right to seize the complainant’s boat, when it

was plying at the place where he seized it, his state of mind at the time
of seizing it would have been innocent and not criminal. Though he
caused wrongful loss within the meaning of the Penal Code, he would
not, .IS a matter of fact in that case, have intended to cause wrongful
loss. There would have been no dishonest intention.”

But is sec. 379 of the I. P. Code the only law under which Nagappa
could be punished ?

• •

• •

Maharaja Grij.a Nath Roy of Dinagepore has been exempted from

personal attendance in Civil Courts.

• •

Persons intending to make a pilgrimage to Mecca, have been warned

that for want of sufficient rainfall, there is scarcity of food and great

distress in the surrounding country, and, as a consequence of the forlorn

condition of the people, assaults on (ravcllcrs and merchants on the

Jeddah and Mecca roads are of frequent occurrence.

• •

Section 32 of the Indian Ports Act, X of 1889, has b^n extended to

the navigable rivers and channels leading to the Port of Calcutta as

defined in the notification of the Bengal Government, dated the 24th

June 1886.

On the 31st March next, at the Port Office, there will be a competitive

examination for admission of one locally selected candidate into the

Bengal Pilot Service.

• •

The Governor-General in Council has empowered the Sylhet and
Cachar Magistrates and Judges to send lunatics from their jurisdictions

to the Lunatic Asylum at Dacca.
*

•
• •

The Zemindari DAk Tax in the district of Sarun, for the year 1890-91,

has been fixed at the rate of 12 annas per cent, per annum on the

sudderjumma of estates paying a revenue of Rs. 50 and over. It is

payable in two instalments on the 28th March and 28th September
1890. With the present development of the Post Office, this tax is

a double imposition, and ought to cease.

•
• •

The Kidderpore Docks are nearing completion. The Lieutenant-Gov-

j

ernor has appointed a Committee to consider and advise on the

arrangements to be adopted for the working of goods traffic into and
out of Calcutta after the completion. The CommiClcc aie required to

discuss and settle questions connected with

('aj the shipment and discharge of the cargoes of the vessels fre-

quenting the port of Calcutta
;

the transport of goods, whether rail-borne, water-borne, or partly

rail-borne and partly water-borne, to and from vessels lying at any

place in the port of Calcutta.
^

The Hon’ble Mr. F. M. Halliday, Chairman of the Port Trust, is the

President. The Hon’blc Sir Alexander Wilson and Mr. G. H. Sim-

mons represent the Commissioners for making Improvements in

the Port of Calcutta
; Colonel L. Conway-Gordon, R. E., c. i. E.,

represents the Government of India ; Mr. W. H. Restie, the Bengal

Government
; Messrs. J. L. Mackay and W. W. Petrie, the Bengal

Chamber of Commerce; Mr. D. W. Campbell, C.I.E., and Lieutenant

Colonel G. F. O. Boughey, R. E., the two railways, the East Indian

and the Eastern Bengal State. The Native Chamber of Commerce is

too recent and not strongly formed for a separate recognition.

• •

Mr. a. P. Macppnnell, c, s. 1., has obtained one year’s furlough from

the i6th March next. Mr. C. J. Lyall, C. I. E., relieved of the special

duty at the Andamans, officiates as Home Secretary during that period.

Holloways /’///j.—Changes of temperature and weather frequently
upset persons who are most careful of their health, and particular in

their diet. These corrective, purifying, .ind gentle aperient Pills are
the best remedy for all defective action of the digestive organs. They
augment the appetite, strengthen the stomach,̂ correct biliousness, and
carry ofl all that is noxious from the system. Holloway’s Pills are
composed of rare balsams, unmixed with baser matter, and on that
account are peculiarly well adapted for the young, delicate, and aged.
As this peerless medicine has gained fame in the past, so will it pre-
serve it in the future by its renovating and invigorating qualities, and
the impossibility of its doing hgrm.
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Notes, Leaderettes, and

Our Own News.
The House of Commons has not yet voted the Address to the Queen.

Mr. ParnclKs amendment complaining of unjust and coercive laws

in Ireland,•and regretting omission of mention of any proposal for re-

medying discontent there, has been rejected by 307 votes against 204.

Mr. Balfour maintained that the condition of Ireland had so far im-

proved that Government was enabled to restrict the operation of the

Crimes Act, althoujh it would not hesitate to re-proclaim, if necessary,

certain districts.

The Parnellite cause has received a shock in the sudden death,

from stoppage of the heart’s action while acting as a Teller in a division

ill the House itself, of Mr. Joseph Gillis Biggar, Member for the West

,
Cavan.

Mr. W. H. Smith will ask the House to adopt the Report of the

Parnell Commission, to thank the Judges and to admit it in the journals

of the House.
^

The Commission to enquire into the administration of the Army and

Navy has submitted its report. It is understood to be of a drastic

character.

Although not mentioned in the Speech from the Throne, India has

already been the subject of some questions in the House. A Bill will

be introduced early in the Session which will enable Mr. Bradlaugh

and others to lay before the House the grievances of India as re-

presented in the Indian Congress. It is proposed to reform the Indi.in

Councils Act, in fulfilment of the pledge given by Lord Lansdowne, for

enlarging the Councils and conferring the power of interpellation.

The Government could not agree to the restoration of the right of

raising grievances prior to the Budget statement.

Sfr John Gorst has repeated the old assurance regarding Cashmere.

The rights of the people are superior to the rights of the Maharaja,

and Pratab Singh’s restoration cannot be sanctioned until the existing

situation in the Unhappy Valley has been remedied.

Eemperor William has charged the Council of State to draft Bills for

improving the position of workmen and restricting the employment' of

women and children.

Rumours are again in the air of the retirement of Prince Bismarck

from the Prussian Ministry.

Russia presses Turkey for the war indemnity, and has called upon

Bulgaria for the costs of occupation in the Turkish war.

There is a proposition for a Russian Consulate in Abyssinia.

A disastrous fire has laid low the University buildings at Toronto,

with the splendid museum and library. The loss is estimated at a

million and a half dollars.

After a right royal entertainment in Jcyporc, Prince Albert

Victor of Wales left it for Ajmere where he arrived on the morning

of the 17th. He was receive at the railway platform by a number of

minor cheifs summoned for the purpose. The Prince stayed there 12

hours which, of course, were fully occupied. The pleasing labors of the

day began with a visit to the Chiefs’ College, followed by a drive out to

the temple on the Taraghur Hill. The same afternoon, all the

station was invited by Colonel Walter to meet the Prince at a

Garden Party. The Prince interested himself for some time in watch-

ing a game of cricket played in the gardens between the Ajmere team

and the young Chiefs of the College. At night, the lake, the surround-

ing hills, and the road from the Residency to the railway station were

illuminated. The festivities concluded with a dinner at the Residency.

The Prince then took a special train for Oodeypore.

A RECENT high appointment has much scandalised the public. But

the public don’t know. What cannot rulers do ? Nay, for that matter,

what ought they not to do ? They must assert themselves at any rate.

They must outrage the obeying world on pain of losing their hold upon

it. The proof of the pudding is in the eating thereof. The proof of

power is in the evolution of the laconic* phrase Hoc volo-^sicjubeo.

What is Cassarism without an occasional operation or practice of

the Caesarian kind? It is tha same with sovereignty, be it in propria

persona or by delegation.

A king can make a belted knight,
^

A marquis, duke, and a’ that.

Such is the Shasira^ chapter and verse, as declared 1

^ the inspired

High Priest of Nature, Robert Burns. JErgo^ a king must n>ake A

belted knight, a marquis, duke, and a’ that, to prove his kingshipr

A Vice-king too may well conceive himself bound to loHow the same

miserable game in proof of his own viciousness—or viceness, if you

will. *Abase is the privilege of Power, and, to a certain order of minds,,

the cream of its attributes.

But the British Mogul has gone beyond shara and Skastra. We
have no disposition to be severe. We are ready to make allowances

for the temptations of the head of a vast barbaric state—call him

Emperor or Proconsul, Khan or Khedive, Bey or Bashaw. But it

were much to be wished our Grand Panjandram had confined himself

within the most liberal latitude of the spirit of scripture. The text is—

A king can make a belted knight,

A marquis, duke, and a’ that.

No doubt, that Your Majesty or Excellency or Serene Highness—as the

case may be—can. The monarch is the fountain of honours. That is

no reason, though, that you should exercise your power, in season and

out of season, in that behalf, or forthwith proceed to raise the first man

to hand to a baronetcy or a barony, or pitchfork to the head of the

Peerage any junior lord that catches your eye. But if you will, you

may, as Sterne’s pour ass, jn deprecation of a hiding, in faltering

accents, said 10 him. Bad and ofifensive as every impiopriety is, the

mischief, after all, is no t so very great, specially in countries like India,

where the aristocracy has no recognised duties and certainly no

uthcial function in the state. Very different and serious is the matter

when the sphere of arbitral y will is widened or the venue of caprice

is changed, when from confounding social ranks the ruler proceedsv

to debase institutions and offices charged with the safety of the land

and the maintenance of order. An unworthy lout created a noble-

man or decorated with stars and badges is a laughing-stock—at

the worst, a nuisance. But an incompetent general or foolish

tax gatherer or stupid judge may be a national disaster. It

was rather a serious step taken by the Roman Emperor when bo

gazetted his mule Consul. The Governor* General has mUmy a time

made his and his Lieute nants’ mules Maharajas, without in the least

affecting either the state or society in genetal. In Europe, it was the

practice of the sovereigns to ennoble their mistresses and pimps and

valets. But the prosperity of the state never suffered from the cause.

It is a different thing when functionaries are appointed without

forethought—when favorites are elevated at random to offices to which

they have no claim, and for which they show no capacity. Such is the

present complaint.

«

Nor is such an imperial easy- going method consistent with the text

What is it, says the Sage Rayyet of Ayrshire?

A king can make a belted knight,

A marquis, duke, and a’ that.

So far so good. But go on, let there be no interruption ; allow your

author the full liberty of bis thought and see wliertto he leads you.

The verse runs thus—

A king can make a belted knight,

A marquis, duke, and a’ that

;

But an honest man’s aboon his might,

Guid faith he mauna fa’ that 1

So Monarchy, even at the proudest, is a limited concern. The

Great Mogul of London himself, like his prototype and predeces-

sor of Delhi, can make lords and ladiei of ordinary human ffesh, bul

cannot make a single true man. He can shower sanaXs and mansabs

of rank on his favorites, but he cannot enlarge the mind—he cannot

uplift a sipgle heart. The idea of cleansing the impure is simply out of

the question. The honest man, like the poet, is born, not made. Who-

ever else might be equal to it, the making is clearly beyond the king.

Good faith—honour—probity—conscientiousness—are not to be made

by patent of royalty, any more than evolved by act of Parliament.

Rulers in all parts of the world have claimed to make statesmen and

soldiers. Instances are not wanting in Europe oi Asia of menials

raised to minfsters. Heaven-born generais too are not unknown.

Nor is the dictum of the poet against the phenomenon. He allows

the king the utmost latitude of creation, with the sole exception
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of moral worth, saving from courtly minipulation the pick of the unU
verse— t

An honest man’s the noblest work of God.

Xhc king is to leave honesty or good faith alone. Good faith so far

from a necessary constituent in statesmanship or generalship,

is a disqualifier. *
^

What of a Cady, however ?

A king can make a belted knight,

A marquis, duke and a’ that

;

But is a Cad’ aboon his might.

The Faith appealed to fa’ that ?

Our Government has no doubt on the point. And it has made no

secret of its view. It has expressed itself unmistakably in the

negative. It has treated with scant respect the limitations assigned

to the power of princes. It was never particular about the persons

on whom it rained honour and titles. Hitherto, however, it fought

shy of the department of Law and Judicature. But that scruple has

passed away. Our enlightened Monarchy is now free—absolutely

unfettered. It is a model Sultanate. Courtiers and ladies’ men are

now eligible for offices whose duties they have never learnt. Dancing in

the wife or wit in the daughter may be rewarded with the appointment

of Shekh-ul- Islam. Nor are we to wonder to see a Sudder-os-Sudoos

or Cazy-ul-Kuzzat innocent of old Father Hanifa.

SiDDiQ Husain Khan, the very lucky^ husband of the most unfor-

tunate Begum (Shah Jahan) of Bhopal, died on Thursday last, after

a lingering illness of some months. Even during his illness he was able

to remove out of the Bhopal territory, 30 or 40 lacs worth of move-

able propeity, as well as to make a devise as regards the valuable

Jagheers, which he had managed to secure—for the benefit of , his

two sons and one daughter by a former wife.

We hope the Government will now come forward and put the state

in a proper order ; and first of all they should institute a searching

enquiry into the case of the unfortunate Dewan Tbakur Pershad,

an old man of about 70 years of age, who, we hear, has been lately

sentenced to 7 years’ imprisonment with hard labor and fetters. This

gentleman’s forefathers had held the post of Dewan or chief Revenue

Officer in that state for many generations, and he too, having succeeded

to the hereditary post, made himself the most honored official in the

state. He had been Dewan for 30 or 40 years, held large hereditary

Jagheers, and enjoyed a handsome salary. Siddiq Husain suspected

turn of being unfriendly to him and friendly to the Begum’s daughter,

and managed to get him out of the way to satisfy his revenge.

The Mahomedan Conversazione has already become a popular and

iiueiesting institution. As an annual gathering of the of all

classes of society, who are offered in its exhibitions of art products

and scientific experiments a variety of useful and rational diversion, it

realises a happy idea. Last year was its Silver Jubilee, and the 26tii

Conversazione was held last Monday at the Town Hall and passed

off, as usual, successfully. The Viceroy and the Lieuten.inl-Govcrnor

were there, and particularly interested themselves in the scientific

experiments. Various other exhibitions .ififording both instruction and

amusement kept the large number of guests engaged till about mid-

night. This year’s scientific experiments were of more than usual

vaiieiy. Professor Bose’s experiments were highly appreciated.

The Sessions tiials at the High Court which have just closed have

occupied a large share of public attention. A few of them have caused

great sensation, being talked about in all classes of society, and criti-

cised from the varying standpoints of the popular critics. Whatever,

however, the diversity of popular opinion and sentiment in regard to

some of these cases, there is practical unanimity in the feeling of

approval with which the result of the great libel case of Captain Hear-

»ey against Mr. Allen of the Pioneer has been received. The trial

took place before the Chief Justice, and Mr. Allen having pleaded

guilty and expressed his regret to the Court, Sir Comer Petheram

paid due regard to this, in considering his sentence, and directed Mr.

Allen to pay a fine of Rs. 3,000. We congratulate him on the wisdom of

his course, ife has narrowly escaped a more serious disgmee. The Chief

Justice commented on the libel in very strong terms. It had evidently

cost a great deal of pains to the writer in raking up old stories in

Captain Hearseyii life to make the attack as damaging as possible. The

libel could not pretend to any justification on the ground of serving the

interest of the publicr If, baying regard to Mr. Allen’s line of de«

fence, the Chief Justica did not tl^ink a sentence of imprisonment was

called for, the offence was, nevertheless, of such a gratuitous character

that it was necessary that the sentence should clearly mark the

Court’s sense nf its enormity. The sentence has sufficiently satisfied

the ends of justice, and cannot fail to exercise a wholesome influence

in checking the libellous tendencies in the press and in society.

Another judgment of the same Sessions has failed* to afford

the same satisfaction to the public. We refer to ihft case of

Duncan King who was charged with causing the death of a native

gate keeper by piercing him with a swordslick. The circumstances

of this unhappy case, known as the Municipal Street tragedy, are now
the talk of the town, and we need not go into idem. It was tried

by Mr. Justice Norris who presided over the Sessions from the

second day, there being practically two Sessions Courts silting on

the first day. The sentence of one year’s rigorous imprisonment

passed upon the accused is criticised by the public in general

as too lenient. We must confess, however, we cannot approve t

of all the foolish things which are being said as to the result of

this trial. Mr. Norris himself said that he was going to pass a lenient

sentence. King’s employers, Messrs. Mooie antj Company, acted with

shrewdness and prudence in placing a sum of Rs. 500 in the hands
of the Government solicitor for being made over tjj the widow of

the deceased as some compensation for her loss. This step on the

part of the defence as well as its plea of guilty to the minor charge

of culpable homicide not amounting to murder, must weigh with ahy

Court of Justice. There are also points in the evidence which lay

public critics are apt to disregard in their impatience of what they

too hastily call an instance of over-lenience. On all these grounds,

we are unable to sympathise with the popular out cry.

Duncan King is quite a young man just come to this country and

he received a good character from his masters. It is even strongly

suspected the real culprit has somehow escaped.

But a different question arises from the incidents of this case. It is

apparent from facts brought out in this trial, that young European As-

sistants brought out by Calcutta firms are left very much to them-

selves after office hours, and receive no care from their employers as

to their life and conduct out of the office. This used not to be the

case before. These employers would in those days give an understand-

ing to the parents of these young men at home to be responsible a a

j

guardians for their good conduct before they could have their services,

, This was a good practice, which appears to be followed no longer, and
the effects are certainly of a serious kind. The details of this case dis-

close a state of things which must be highly discreditable to any city.

There is an amount of rowdyism abroad in the Streets of Calcutta

at night, of which one had scarcely any idea. After this case, one nowf

hears of the reign of disorder which has long been going on in

Municipal Street and its neighbourhood and which has made them
too hot for honest folks to live in. It is all very well for Ducan King’s,

masters handsomely to fee the counsel for his defence and pay Rs. 50a

to the survivors of the man who loses his life at King’s hands, but

would it not h.ive been far better if they had been somewhat inorci

careful in exercising a control over their prople’s priva e coniuct.

In the Dum-Dum murder case, tried by Mr. Justice Norris, Private

Thomas O’Hara was convicted of having deliberately and without any
provocation caused the death of Sheik Sold in by shooting him with

bis rifle, and sentenced to death. The other prisoner, Private Bellew,

was acquitted. The verdict in which ‘the jury and Judge con-

curred will be regarded as the only natural one which could be come

to upon the evidence. The case discloses as discreditable a laxness

in regard to the control of soldiers in harr.acks as can well be conceived,

and the circumstances which made such a case possible will no

doubt receive the attention of the authorities. There is a pleasing

side to this painful trial. The gentlemen of the jury, moved by the

!

presiding Judge’s pathetic allusion to the distressing and helpless

state of destitution to which the deceased’s widow has beenieluced,

have made generous contribution towards her maintenance.

Some lime ago quite a scene took place 111 the Court of Mr. Beveridge,

Judge of the 24-Pergunnahs. The Judge and the jury were at variance

over a case of alleged mut;der, the most extraordinary part of which

was that a poor-child wife of ten years stood accused of the crime in

respect of her husband. There were inherent improbabilities in the

story set up by the police, but the Judge was satisfied of her guilt,

while the jury were equally satisfied the other way, till the Judge

eras out of temper, And addressed language to the jurors by no tneana

agreeable to their self-respect. The case was referred to the Hsgh
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Court, and here, the Judge’s theory fell through completely, and the

view taken by the jury was upheld and the child-wife discharged.

This is an event of no little importance in these days, when the

jury system has come into so much discredit. We are ourself not blind

to the abuses and failures of justice, which not unoften attend jury

trials here/but they are defects arising more from the careless selec-

tions of md’n than from any causes inherent in the system. In the present

case, which by no means is singular, we have some evidence of its utility.

The case has another aspect. In the High Court it came out in

course of the argument that the first entry of information regarding

this case in the Police Sub-Inspector’s consecutively numbered diary

had been suppressed from the lower court. This information, recorded

in the Sub -

1

inspector’s own hand, did not incriminate the wife as did

a subsequent information entered in the same book. The discovery

of the first entry put an altogether new aspect upon the case, and its

.wilful suppression so far can only lead to one conclusion, w>., that it

was altogether a got up charge concocted by the police in league with

some dishonest people of the village. The matter, at any rate, should

be cleared up by inquiry.

We have received the following telegram, dated Bankipore lyih Feb-

ruary, in the Durbhanga temple case :

—

“A crowded meeting, consisting of representatives from Durbhun-
gah, Mozuflferpore, Chiipra, Motihari, Cluimparun, Shahaliad, Gya,
Khaugulpore. Monghyr, and Patna, was held yesteiday afternoon in the

Jubilee Club compound under a shamiunti^ the Maharaj.ih Bahadoor
of Hurbhungah presiding. In opening the proceedings, the Maharajah
said that he did not wish to take up much of their time by a hmg
speech. All were agreed that a certain amount of excitement existed

on account of certain transactions which had lately passed in Dur-
bhungah. He did not think that it was his business to enter into the

details of these transactions. Indeed, it would be highly improper for

him to do so, as he had been away in Calcutta, and had heard con-

trary stories from both parties. On one point, however, they were all

agieed, namely, that the Government was most anxious to respect the

religious feelings of the people, and the officers of Government con-

sidefed it their paramount duty to see that the religious feelings of any
class or community were not injured. These reasons had prompted
him to wish that the ill-feeling in Hindoo Durbhungah was allayed.

They ought to be thankful to Government for what it had done. Of
course, whenever they thought that their religious susceptibilities were
in any way touched upon, it was their duty to call public meetings and
to asic Government to investigate into the matter and to redress their

grievances. Th s had already been done, and they knew that Gov-
ernment was publicly making an enquiry, and they ought to be sure

that it would try its best to see that the religious susceptibilities of the

people were not tampered with with impunity. This being so, His High-
ness considered that public agitation was not proper at present, as the

matter was sudjudice, and too many public meetings, especially about

H religious subject like that which they had met to discuss, might

tend to give the people an exaggerated notion of the matter,

and to make men biassed in their opinions. It was their

duly, Ili.s Highness considered, to see that opinions remained un-

biassed. His Highness took this opportunity to mention that only the

Other d.iy he had occasion to meet the Chief Secretary to the Govern-
ment of Bengal, and the Chief Secretary felt much for the ill-feeling

and unrest which had been caused in Durbhungah. His Highness pro-

ceeded to observe that he had been in a manner aulhoribcd by the

Chief Secietaiy to say that he would be glad to see the temple rebuilt,

an l good feeling rcsloretl amongst the Hindoo community of Behar.

In terminating the proceedings, the Maharaj.ih buggested the esiab-

lisnment of a Central Keligiqius Associaiion.”

\Vc quite approve of the spirit shown by tlic Malviraja in this

matter. There is no good in importing rancour into llie controversy.

The Government, we are glad to find, is watching the mailer with great

attention. In the meantime, Mr. Boxwcll, the Commissioner, is taking

great pains to get at the rcahfacts. The best attitude is to await his

report and the Resolution of the Goveinrnent with the fullest confidence

that justice will be done, and the offenders, whoever they may be,

will leceive their due.

Jn the Bengal Council, the Port Trusts Bill is still being fought over.

The debate which has already taken place on the Bill is interesting

for scver.al excellent speeches which were delivered. It is also

characterised by a peifect spirit of conciliation on ttlie part of the

Council generally, and a real desire to meet the views of the mer*

c'antile coinmunJiy. Nevertheless, they do not appear to be satished, and

their representative in the Council, Mr. Moore, is offering the same stout

Apposition as before. At yesterday’s niecimg, the Council was adjourned

for considering a suggestion thrown out by Dr. Rashbehaiy Ghosh

by way of a compromise of the ameiulmchts moved to Section 96.
• .

Me. Peu:iva) Spencer is going to be an institution in Calcutta. His

balloon may be 6eeu any day majestically sailing through the air,

.and each time wirh some new circumstances of interest. On last

;$4aurcay evening, be took up with him three passengers, one of whom
evas.aUdy, besides bis Mftbomedan servant. The party enjoyed a

magnificent view of the country and sea stretching below, and came

down at Bamunghata, where the wonder of the simple Villagers at a

lady having formed one of the adventurous party knew no bounds.

Some of them are said to have touched her dress, probably to mal^

sure if she was a reality.
^

The niisfortune of a minority is developing apace in Morbhanj. The

state has been exploited not materially only but also morally. So far

as the material goes, there will be an ample credit side in the account.

But there will be no such compensation in regard to the moral. It is

there one dead loss. It is all a destruction without reconstruction

—

a bouleversemtnt—^ chaos. The people are losing their institutions.

They have already lost their king. For they will never get their

Maharaja back. For all that, they may be saddled with the

incubus of a fast Baboo, though of the rather rare Tally-ho kind,

who would peep into the sanctum sanctorun of the temple with

his boots on, and give a champagne party to his European friends

in the holy court. That he w.^s the Rnja all the same, the son

and heir of the late Maharaja, was all the more galling. We devoutly

wish the good people of Morbhanj may be spared such a calamity

—such a virtual deprivation of royalty—of their national Chief. But the

prospect for them, is gloomy. Their misfortune commenced when

ihe education and bringing up of the young prince fell into British

hands. The State schoolmaster has not been idle. The poor lad

must by this be half seas over yi th the strong draughts of the nectar

of Civilization. It must be getting difficult for his family to

recognise him. But guardian and ward are not quite satisfied

at the rate of progress towards departure. So there is a grand scheme

for suppressing the backwoods Oorya instanter and evolving the

Saheb—ot at any rate the Baboo-Saheb. Its execution will cause

almost an ethnic transformation. We refer to the rumour of the

youn g Chief’s marrying out of his caste, in a Bengali Vaidya family

which, by its ambitious union with a ruling house, has socially com-

promised itself.

We hope the young prince will not rush headlong, nor be rushed^

into a n inalienable connection of this kind. The matter is one deserv-

ing of the most anxious deliberation. We certainly expect the Gov-

ernment to prevent such a step so long as the boy is in its charge. It

is difficult to make Europeans understand the mystery of Hindu

marriage, but we warn the officials who might be concerned against

allowing such a match.

REIS & RA WET.
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THE PIONEER TRIAL.
Law and Jij.stice have at last been vindicated in

the Pioneer defamation case. And it has not been
a day too soon. The judicial farce and mockery
had gone too long, and a feeling had been near

taking possession of the public mind that there was
no redress to be had against high and mighty offend-

ers. There could be no greater scandal than the

wild goose chase on which Captain Hearsey has all

these weary months been made to run in quest of

justice. In no civilized country would such a thing

be possible. The doors of justice were practically

clo.sed on him. And this notwithstanding there was
substantial unanimity on all hands as to the reality

of his grievance. The circumstances under which the

libel was committed were admitted to IT^ extremely
discreditable and unmanly. The defence itself, though
formall/ pleading guilty, had scarcely the a.ssurancQ.to

put a good face upon the matter. In the first of the

series of proceedings which Captain . Hearsey has been
forced to take in the hope of winning a bearing, Mr.
Chesney, editor of the Pioneer, assumed full ces-

ponsibility for the appearance of the libel. But all of

no avail. The courts were possessed with their own
regards which never missed obtruding when need
was. Magistrates would not admit the complaint ex-

cept under compulsion of higher authority, and when,,

after all, it has a bearing at the Magistracy and goes.
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in the usual course, to the same highef tribunal for

final disposal, that tribunal kicks it down. It volun-

teers its humanitarian services to the scapegrace of a

prisoner at the bar, and makes a reason for smashing

uiithe <|ase, "to the equal surprise of the prosecution

and the aefence, to say nothing of the bewilderment of

the general public. Even the highest court in the

land would not let the case go before a jury, in-

tercepting it in the midway in an ingenious manner.

That such evident degeneracy of our law courts

passed without causing an adequate explosion of

public indignation is, indeed, a melancholy fact. One
can only take it as an indication of social degrada-

tion and political weakness in the community.

That a poor suitor for justice should go on knocking

and it should not be opened unto him, and the public

at large should all the while be looking on with com-

parative indifference, shows the little real public spirit

there is amongst us. Nor was this the worst feature

in the attitude of the public. Captain Hearsey had

no lack of native friends before he entered upon his

arduous task. Many were the offers of support he

received—encouragement and^ sympathy met him at

every turn. How soon, however, the scene changed

after the ordeal he underwent at Mr. Gasper’s hands

at the Calcutta Police Court ! The attitude of his old

adherents was at once cold and even distant. Not a

few openly disavowed him. He was in a word

thrown overboard. The promises of support dwin-

dled by degrees. The enthusiasm of Congress-

wallahs, whose connection had ostracised the Cap-

tain from his own kith and kin, with a solitary

exception here and there, vanished into thin air.

For all their assuring promises, they did vastly

little in reality. Captain Hearsey was in the ut-

most extremity. Away from home and family and

children, with friends falling off, the very courts,

—his last refuge of hope—almost shut upon him,

pressed for funds, his little all of property

exhausted, and now his character, for the vindi-

cation of which he had undertaken all this trouble,

reduced, at any rate in vulgar estimation, to tatters,

any other man would have completely succumbed to

such an accumulation of misfortunes. But his is the

unyielding spirit of a hero. He deserved to succeed,

and he has succeeded. Single-handed, he has fought

against all comers, and won. So far as by sheer per-

sistence the Captain has vanquished the High Court

itself, compelling it as it were to the performance of

its duty, he has done a most important public service.

He has vindicated the d'etre of our elaborate

judicature and scientihe codes. Sir Comer Petheram’s

clear and independent action in the case, enforced

by judicious remarks, is a distinct assurance of

safety to the citizen from the tyranny of the power-

ful. For all this. Captain Hearsey has earned the

country’s gratitude.

The High Court has at last interfered
;
and hope

revives that Justice is not dead. The Pioneer is for

the moment humbled, and Captain Hearsey has

vjon the dear-bought satisfaction of having his enemy
mulcted in purse. The case is as yet far from closed.

There is a civil suit for damages pending in the

Civil Side of the same Court. . The merits ^of the

question." as to the truth or falochpod of the

statements made in the defamatory article, were not

touched in the criminal trial. It was a case of cri-

minal libel/p and the libel being proved, the ques-

tion did not arise whether those allegations were

false or not. !t is altogether a painful business, and

it were yet not too late to bring it to^an amicable close.

In the earlier stage of the quarrel, we suggested a

compromise. We said that the Pioneer could derive

no benefit from the issue of the litigation. There was
no triumph in the prospect, whilst, under the best

circumstances, it could only escape from the clutches

of the law. Our suggestion was not followed—with

consequences which our brother of Allahabad must
for ever regret. Is it yet too late to make up 'i

Wc cannot join those of our contemporaries who
are praising the Pioneer for pleading guilty and
thus enabling the court to relieve the public of

the eternal litigation. Mr. Allen simply made a
virtue of necessity—Captain Hearsey having at last

terrified the enemy with his dogged determination

to pursue war a tonte on trance. So far from ex?

hibition of any superfluous chivalry, he fell short

of the legal requirement. He would have done
better to apologise to Captain ^Hearsey. Prob-

ably the fine to which he has been sentenced,

would have been considerably reduced,• had. the de-

fendant apologised to the complainant, instead of

merely expressing verbal regret to the court, for con-

tempt for the impersonal majesty of the Law. No
gentleman need shrink from confessing when con-

scious of an error. It were not only righteous but like-

wise honorable to make the amende honourable. But
it is now past recall. The future is in his hands, how-
ever, and he may yet show magnanimity. It has been

a sadly protracted affair, and it were well it ended
here with peace to all—to courts as well as the

parties and the public.

THE COUNTESS OF DUFFERIN'S FUND
MEETING.

Speech of the Hon'ble Dr Rashbehary Ghosh.

1 rise with much pleasure to support the resolution which has

just been seconded by Mr. Justice Amir AH. The report for the last

year which has been so carefully analyzed by the Hon’ble mover
is, with the solitary exception alluded to by the previous speakers, a

record of steady progress in the past and is full of promise for the
future. 1 say full of promise for the future, because the best prophet
of the future, as has been well said, is the past, and, therefore, al-

though wc are sometimes warned that wc must not prophesy unless

wc know, 1 may safely predict that at no very distant time the
thin red spots to which allusion has been made will disappear and
the map of India become one vast red. Branch Associations will

spring in every province and in every town, till the land is covered
with a perfect network of hospitals and schools ot medicine for

ladies. But I need hardly point out that this prospect cannot be

realized without a large expenditure of money, and it is no use

disguising the fact that the committee arc badly troubled with that

eternal want of pence which vexes p,ublic men as well as philan-

thropists. If there is any body here present who thinks that enough
is already being done in the cause of suftering humanity, I would
refer him to a paragraph I came across the other day in an Knglish

paper which struck me very much. The charity record gives the

total contributions in England for the past year at 2 'I millions

sterling in round numbers. According to the paper from which

I have just quoted, the sum total of the legacies of 50/ and over

in 1889 was in round figures a million siciling, while the sums

resulting from innumerable small bequests of 50/ and under

and from the fairly regular income produced from Annual Sub-

scriptions, Fancy Fairs, Festivals, Saturday and Sunday Funs,

Civic Gifts, amounted to about a million and a half. Now, with

these figures before me, figures of arithmetic it is true, but far more

eloquent than any mere figures of rhetoric, 1 should feel no mis-

giving in appealing to our European friends for support, although

wc must by no means forget the diminishing rupee growing fine by

degrees and not beautifully less. But 1 must principally appeal

to my own countrymen for whose benefit the Association exists. And
here too I have not the slightest misgiving. For I know I am appeal-

ing to a nation distinguished for charity. I am appealing to a

nation who for centuries have done without poor rates or work-

houses. I am appealing on behalf of vnfTering womanhood to a

nation who have been taught from the earliest ages that when
women arc honored, the gods themselves are pleased. Wc know that

the pagoda tree is now a mere tradition, if indeed it was ever a

native of the soil. But let not unfriendly critics say that the

charity and muiAficencc of the East are also the dreams of

romance ; that wc. hskve inherited the blood but not the virtues
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of our ancestors
; and that, without learning the lessons which

the West should teach us, we have forgotten some of the best

traditions ot our race. Speaking for myself, I must say that t

do not apprehend any such unfriendly criticism. What we want is

not the spirit of charity, but its diversion into new channels, and our

Western culture should instruct us in more refined and bcnchcial

modes of shewing our sympathy with all who arc afflicted or dis-

tressed in body, mind, or estate. Gcnilemcn, I cannot sit down with-

out paying our humble tribute of respectful gratitude to the noble

lady with whose name this Association will always be inseparably

connected and whose mantle we are glad to see has fallen on worthy
shoulders. The Countess of Dufferin, if I may say so without pre-

sumption, has man^ titles to distinction. Her laurels have been

gathered in various fields. But I venture to doubt whether any of her

achievements is likely to give her a purer, a holier pleasure than the

foundation of the society with which her name is connected in this

country. Ladies and gentlemen, 1 trust I shall not be accused of

using the language of exaggeration when I say that, by founding

this institution, the Countess of Duficrin has won the willing

homage of a nation— a homage not given to the mere accident of

her position but broad based on the people's will. Thanks to her

unremitting exertions and the ready sympathy of the august lady

who rules over us, the*lady doctor is now abroad conquering and to

conquer pain and disease in all its various shapes and verifying in a

literal sense the s^rds of the poet when, in addressing the sex, he

exclaims, after saying some rather naughty things which 1 must not

repeat.

When pain and anguish wring the brow,

A ministering angel thou.

Address of the IIodide Rao Saheb K. L, Nulkar.

Your Excellencies, Your Honor, and Ladies and Gentlemen,

—

You will, I have no doubt, agree with me that after hearing the

report just summarised for us, giving a full and lucid account of the

operations of the past year, I ought not to take up your time by

enlarging upon the merits of the movement in connection with

which we have met here this afternoon.

This institution leaped into existence, as it were, with popularity

and success stamped on it.

It redounds to the sagacity and womanly discernment of the

noble lady to whom it was given,—while in search of effective

usefulness to her fellow women in this to her strange land,—to lay

her magic finger on a spot which most required such a touch ;

and the ground being ready, the demand for relief intense, success,

under the energetic prosecution of the object, was, as it has proved

to be, a foregone conclusion.

The entire scheme, with its source, seem* to have commended
itself to the genius and traditions of the Indian people. Deplorable

as is the position which woman holds among us at the present

day, the presence, perhaps even active presence, of queens, prin-

cesses, and noble consorts by the side of the rulers and administra- i

tors of the country, giving rountonance and support to their noble

lords in the discharge of their public duties, is not entirely unknown
to such traditionary history, fragmentary though it be, as we possess.

The character of the relief offeretl, in a form most acceptable to

the long suffering recepients, had only to be made known to be

willingly adopted even in such usually backward parts as feudatory

India. Indeed, the success and popularity of the institution in

native states is simply unexampled, showing, as it docs in my humble
opinion, that when wisely advised and kindly influenced, our prin-

ces and chiefs may set exam|flc8 sometimes worthy to be followed

elsewhere.

The success attained by this movement seems to be so wide-

spread in every part of India, that our women may soon wonder
how they could live and get on before without professional help

from their own sex ; even as we all now wonder how we got on

in our earlier days without our own doctors, public hospitals, dis-

pensaries, railways, post offices, ami other civilised appliances for

the relief of human wanes and suflerings.

The sketch map presented with the report, shows at a glance the

comprehensive character of the work in progress in all parts of

India. It also shows that the paths of the noble lady founder and

her worthy successor during their periodical peregrinations between
Calcutta and Simla, is even more thickly strewn with the blessings

of the first fruits of the movement, seven out of the icvcntcen im-

portant centres of action, and nearly half of the total number of

stations where the Fund operations arc in working order, being

located along those paths.

But, besides these direct blessings, the movement is fraught with

other and far reaching results in an indirect way which may not

yield the palm to its direct benefits, great and everlasting as these

undoubtedly arc. Female education and emancipation arc questions

which, in modern limes,*’ have occupied the best minds in all

civilised parts of the world, and will continue to exercise them with

fresh problems in its connection, even in the most advanced countries

in Europe. We here in India arc yet struggling at the threshold

of these questions, in spite of all the Western knowledge and civil-

ising influences brought to bear upon us for more than half t
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century. Here, people have not yet ceased to ask the initial ques-
tion cut bonof as to any female education at all. However,,
if the Indian people are, generally speaking, among the most
religiously conservative in many social matters, and look askance

upon everything new, especially when it comes from foreigners*

perhaps we need not feel entirely despondent of
^
hope. Happily

there a counterpart, a brighter side to their national character,

which is found sometimes to assert itself in a very unlookcd for

manner. Show them in a concrete, tangible form the practical

benefits to be readily derived from an innovation, and you will find

no people in the world more ready to acquiesce in it in silence, an4
even to take kindly to it. The present movement ought to supply
one convincing reply to the question cui bono? by the practical

proof it will give of the vital usefulness of woman to society

at large in its every day domestic life, when properly educated

and trained in a profession peculiarly suited to her sex. A study

of the details of success attained by this movement may make us

hopeful that the preliminary education of young women which
must be necessarily progressing in all parts of India to qualify them
for medical tuition, may result in a growing popularity of female

education generally
;
provided always that it is conducted on the

lines of usefulness as applicable to our present transition state, and
not on any other simply because they are in vogue in other countries.

This latter observation opens out important questions of detail on
which opinions must widely differ, and this is not the occasion to

discuss them.

I will however beg leave to emphasise one important point which
has to be constantly borne in mind in connection with all female

educational institutions, a poiiy which happily did not escape the

watchful eye of the noble lady founder of this institution. 1 refer

to the all important question of the discipline and moral training

of the young women while under tuition. I have for some years

past, as member of a board of management, actually felt the para-

mount necessity of attending to this point in connection with one

or two female educational institutions of some importance in my
part of India ; and [ am glad to find ready for quotation on this oc-

casion the terse and appropriate language of warning uttered by the

Countess of Dufferin in speaking of the training schools estab-

lished under the auspices of this association. She writes in

her “Record of Three Years’ Work,” that “if there is a

place where modesty, reserve, gentle manners, and unimpeach-

able conduct, should be taught as a science, and should permeate

the very air, it is in such 1 school as this, where the pupils arc

taken from a life of comparative seclusion and ignorance to one of

partial publicity and of professional study. Our duty therefore to-

wards them undoubtedly is to provide them with every possible

safeguard, to surround them with good and well educated women,

and to let them see how gentleness, tenderness, dignity, and self-

respect can go hand in hand, with professional ability and uncompro^
mising discipline.”

These words deserve to be written in letters of gold on the doors

of every female training school in India.

We must further remember that in this country, the necessity for

these safeguards applies equally to hoarders and to day pupils. I can

say from personal experience that it has been found in other female

training schools absolutely n^cccssary to limit admissions of day

scholars to girls who arc known to be under proper guardianship at

home. The danger sought to be avoided is by no means imaginary^

insufficient attention to this point having sometimes jeopardised the

useful existence of an important institution, or marred the success of

individuals through misconception of foreign manners and customs.

As 1 have just said, the success of this movement seems to be

eminently calculated to give a new impetus to female education in

India generally, by opening out at least one respectable and useful

career specially suited to women, and thus act like a lever in re-

moving some of the most formidable obstacles which practically

obstruct the way of all social reform among us. It is a fact which

deserves to be b()rnc in mind by all social reformers, and, for that

matter, by their critics, that among these obstacles, the foremost on

which the reformer stumbles in his first attempt, is the ignoranccy

the utter absence of education and systematic training of our

women, who, as a necessary consequence, arc among the most suc-

cessful opponents of many of these reforms which, wjth their en-

lightened help, might be found easy of accompliffiment. If we
would secure the smooth working of well considered schemes of

social reform in different directions, then the education of our

women must take precedence of all other means to the end, even 'as

social and educational advancements arc among the indispensable

pre-existing conditions of all real political advancement.

We may therefore hail the rapid success with which the exertions

of the National Association for supplying female medical aid to

the women of* India have been blessed, with an expression -of

our heartfelt gratitude for the disinterested labours of the noble

lady founder, her worthy successor in the presidential chair, and

their collaborators and liberal supporters, official and -official, not

only* for organisifig systematic relief of human suffering in quariera

where it was most needed, but also for the effect, which their con-^

spicuous mccest is calculated to have on other necessary reforms.
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THE PIONEER DEFAMATION*CASE.
Thi MANAOiifO Proprietor Fined Rs. 3,000.

At the Criminal Setsiona of the Calcutta High Court on Monday,
‘(February 17, 1890) Mr. Geo. W. Allen was put on his trial for

hj||ing defamed Captain Hearsey in an article published in the
Fmeer in^ January 1889. The public arc quite familiar with the

case : the proceedings in the police court having been from time
to time fully reported in the newspapers ; and it is therefore un-
necessary to recapitulate the facts. From an early hour, the

High Court was quite crowded, evidencing the interest taken in

the result of the trial by a large section of the general public.

The proceedings commenced at 12 o’clock, the Hon. the Chief
Justice, Sir Comer Petheram, presiding. The prosecution was con-
ducted by the Public Prosecutor, Mr. Phillips, with whom was
Mr. Avetoom ; and Mr. Allen was defended by Mr. Pugh. •

.

On the case being called on, Mr. Allen was excused from going

into the dock and permitted to stand by the side of his solicitor,

Mr. Upton.

The Clerk of the Crown (Mr. Apear) then proceeded to read

the charge, which was to the effect that he (the said Geo. Wm.
Allen) did on or about the 26th January 1889 defame one Andrew
William Hearsey by publishing in the Pioneer newspaper in Calcutta,

an article to the following effect, [there was recited the now famous
passage with which the public are well acquainted, beginning ** One
Andrew William Hearsey,” etc.]

To this charge, Mr. Allen pleaded guilty.

The Hon. the Chief Justice (turning to Mr. Phillips) enquired

if he intended to proceed with the o^her charges.

Mr. Phillips.—I do not think it will be necessary. All the other

charges merely profess to set out the natural meaning of the words.

Mr. Pugh then proceeded to address the court in mitigation of

punishment. He said : My Lord—There are two observations

1 have to address to your lordship with regard to this case. The
accused, Mr. Allen, has placed himself entirely in the hands of his

counsel from the beginning with reference to the course which he
has pursued. The responsibility is therefore upon his counsel, and
I trust your lordship will sec nothing to condemn in the course that

they have adopted. Mr. Allen is advised that the publication of

this article was not demanded in the interests of the public. He
is consequently anxious to do anything to show his obedience to the

law, and he expresses regret for having contravened the law in that

respect. Now, my lord, I have to draw your lordship’s attention I

to circumstances which I hope your lordship will take into con-

sideration in considering what punishment is to be meted out for

this breach of the law. Now, it has been said tfiat the Pioneer is a

paper of the highest standing and the highest respectability. There
is no suggestion made, and can be made, that it has ever before the

publication of this article been brought into a court of law with re-

ference to a libel either byway of criminal proceedings or in the way
of civil proceedings. Your lordship will feel and well knows that it

is very difficult for a journalist on all occasions to construe exactly

the correct line between his duty to the public and his duty with re-

ference to a particular individual. That line, my lord, is very often

an imperceptible line, and a man may, with the best intentions,

overstep the limits of that line, as Mr. Allen has done in this

case ; but he has done so, acting throughout in the belief that

he was justified in bringing these matters before the public. This
article was published in the Pioneer of January last, and no steps

were taken in any form until June, and that is a circumstance which

1 ask your lordship to consider. No steps were taken for six months
in any manner or form by the complainant. At the time when he

did take steps the accused was away in England ; and before he took

steps no inquiry of any sort or kind was made at the Pioneer office

as to who the writer of the article was. That, my lord, appears in

one of the depositions of Mr. Chesney. The step that the com-

plainant then took was to summon Mr. Chesney as the editor of the

paper, and I think the printer as well. It is proved, my lord, upon
the depositions that as soon as Mr. Allen heard of these proceedings

he at once sent a telegram in these words, I ask your lordship’s

attention to that because it does appear to me to be of great im-
portance whether Mr. Allen has acted, as your lordship will

think, as a man of honour and right feeling should act when he

finds the editor of the paper of which he is managing proprietor,

is charged with reference to an alleged libel which he has himself

written. Now what was it that he telegraphed. He t telegraphed.

Illy lord, as follows :
—“ Avow me solely responsible Hearsey scrap.

Urge consequent delay November.” The meaning of that is that,

as soon as he heard of these proceedings, he telegraphed to the

staff of the Pioneer to avow him solely responsible for the article in

question, and to ask that the proceedings should be delayed until his

return in November. 1 put it to your lordship whether there was

anything more he could well do. Of course, he was not responsible

for the line that Mr. Chesney’s adviser took under those circumstan-

ces. Then, my lord, the next point that 1 want to draw your

lordship’s attention to, is that the paper is publishfd in the ordinary

sense of the word at Allahabad, and the complainant, it appears,

lives away from Allahabad, at Mussorie ; but he ehooses Calcutta in

which to bring this action, i put it to yourjordship whether that

is a matter worthy of consideration, looking to the great expense

and harassment caused to the accused in being brought to Calcutta

from time to time, when the defendant might quite as well have

proceeded to Madras or to any other place where the Pioneer cir-

culates and is published. My lord, when a man seeks to vindicate

his character, you would naturally expect that he would seek to do

so in the place where he is best known.
Mr. Crown Prosecutor Phillips (interrupting) : I must ask your

lordship whether it is competent for my learned iriend to refer to

that matter in his present address.

The Hon. the Chief Justice thought it did not have any bearing

one way or the other. •

Mr. Pugh : Well, my lord, I do not want to press it any further

than to shew what amount of harassment has been caused to the

defence by the prosecution.

The Hon. the Chief Justice : Mr. Allen has pleaded guilty to

the publication of this libel in Calcutta.

Mr. Pugh : Yes, my lord. "It is not a point T wish to press any fur-

ther than your lordship thinks is warranted. I will leave it as it stands

with the observation that he has chosen this tribunal at this distance.

Mr. Crown Prosecutor Phillips (sotto voce) : Both of them do not

live at the same place. «

Mr. Pugh : Well now, my lord, in regard to the nature of the

libel itself. That, I think, is a point of very great importance. I

am not going in any way to refer to the term? of this particular

libel, and all that I wish to point out to your lordship

—

The Hon. the Chief Justice : If I understood aright what you
said at the beginning of your address, Mr. Allen wished to express

his regret for having published the libel ?

Mr. Pugh : My lord, Mr. Allen regrets that he has done any-

thing which is. not consistent with his duty. He regrets that he'

should have been led to publish this article when the public inter-

ests did not demand that he should
]
5ublish it. That, my lord, I

say on behalf of Mr. Allen, and I shall venture to put it to your

lordship even more strongly again. But as regards the punishment

which has to be awarded it will be of very great importance to

consider what has been laid down so far by the Lord Chief Justice

Coleridge and other eminent Judges that one has to ascertain what

is the nature of the libel and what the class to which it belongs.

Now your lordship is aware that, under Lord Campbell’s Act, you

have two classes of libel and difTerent punishments awarded to each

class, that is, you have one class of libels which are false libels and
you have another class which may be libels, but which at the same

time may not be false. Now, my lord, how does it appear upon

the depositions here ? I am not going to proceed beyond them.

What appears upon the depositions is this : that an assault was com-
mitted by the complainant upon Mr. Chesney in reference to the

former article in the Pioneer, And 1 wish to say in regard to that

Mr. Chesney says that Mr. Allen, the accused, had nothing what-

ever to do with that previous article. The only observation I wish

to make with reference to that is with regard to the class under

which this libel falls. Now, with regard to the class, your lordship

has seen what there is in the depositions ; and I do not want to

go further than Mr. Chesney’s deposition with regard to that. Now
it is a different matter altogether as to what a person may have

suffered in his private capacity, or what the offence may be with

reference to the public. And here what your lordship would con-

sider is—what is the gravity of this offence with reference to the

public. With regard to that, I shall point out to your lordship—and

I venture to ask your lordship to allpw me to read from the Times'

report the law which Lord Chief Justice Coleridge laid down

—

The Hon. the Chief justice shook his head in token of

disapproval.

Mr. Pugh : If your lordship thinks I ought not to refer to it,

I shall not press it. An additional strength is given to these con-

siderations when you find that no step is taken with reference to

this matter up till June. With these observations, my lord, 1 leave

th^ matter entirely in your lordship’s hands, again expressing on

behalf of my client very great and unreserved regret that he should

have been betrayed into any course which was inconsistent with

the law.

After a short pause,

The Hon. the Chief Justice said : George William Allen,—You
have plcadf^d gifdty to having defamed the complainant in this

case by the publication of this article in Calcutta within the

meaning of the Penal Code ; and your counsel tells me that

you regret having done so, and that you desire to express your

regret lor it. It seems to me that you are very well advised

to have adopted the course that you have adopted in this case.

The law of this country defines defamation as anything which

is published with a view to injure the character or the reputa-

tion of another person, and among th« cases in which persons

may write and publish matter of others are cases in which the

matter is true, and it is in the interests of the public that such

matters should be published. Now, this is the law which the [legis-

lature has laid djwn, and there cannot be 1 doubt as to the wisdom
of the law ; the intention of it being that a man shall not for any

ptirposes of his own*^whecher for the purpose of injuring a person.
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or whether for the purpose of obtaining any advantage to himself

rake up old scories in the life of another person and give them to

the public, whether they arc true or false, unless it is for the inter-

ests of the public that those stones should be published. Now, in

this case, and as far as I am concerned, it makes very little difference

whether the statements were true or false. It does appear that it

was really not'hing more than a petty squabble between persons

whose character had no elements of publicity in them, because to

deal with the complainant here as in any sense a public man is out

of the question. If he is a public man, every man who ever held a

commission in the Army and Navy, or for any other reason whatever

has got his name intojhe newspapers is a public man. It is not

necessary to do more than to state that to show how absurd the pro-

position is. That being the case, the public had no interest, could

have no interest whatever, in knowing what the history of Captain

Hcarsey’s life was, whether these stories be true or false. Conse-

quently, in pleading guilty to this charge, you have, as 1 said before,

exercised a wise discretion. If, instead of doing that, you had per-

bisfted in defence before a jury on any of the grounds which were

open to you, and the jury came to the conclusion, after hearing the

matter, that you were guilty of defamation, the question of punish-

ment would have been a very serious matter indeed. Having re-

gard to the course which you have taken, I do not think it is neces-

sary that I should mark my sense of the gravity of this libel by

passing a sentence of imprisonment. Notwithstanding that, as 1

said just now, it seems to me that the offence is an extremely grave

one. Reading this article in this paper, it is apparent that a con-

siderable amount of trouble has been taken to find out materials for

making an attack upon this person’s private life in a way the circum-

stances of the case'did not warrant in any sense ; an^ consequently

it is necessary that that offence should be visited in such way as to

mark the sense of the Court of its enormity. The sentence of the

Court in this case is that you pay a fine of Rs. 3,000.

The fine was paid soon after.—The Statesman,

KRISTO DAS PAL’S MOTHER’S SRAD CEREMONY.
TO THE EDITOR.

Sir,—

I

was invited to attend the above ceremony which took

place on last Sunday, the 5rh of Falgoon. I was most aggrieved to

find that on such a socio-rcligious ceremony, no distinction was

made between the Brahmans and other classes as regards seats.

They were all made to sit together on a common carpet in

the quadrangle of Babu Kristodas Pal’s house. When I came to the

spot, I saw Babu Radhika Prosunno Mukerjee, Chandranath Bose,

Dr. Raja Sourindra Mohun Tagore and a large number of respec-

table people whom 1 know not. Then came Raja Durga Churn

Law, and I was astonished to sec that he did not make a fronans

to the Brahmans assembled. When Raja Sourindra Mohun left

the place, he freely shook hands with some of his friends, but even

he did not observe the common Hindu etiquette of making a pronam

to the assembled Brahmans. Is this not carrying too far the icono-

clasm for which the Calcutta Baboos have gained a notoriety

among the Mofussil people ? As a Mofussil man, I can assure you

that I had never seen such a scene before in a Mofussil town or

village.

Ram Gopal Sanyal.

Feb. 20.

NOTICE.
Their Excellencies the Viceroy and

the Marchioness of Lansdownc will re-

ceive on Tuesday afternoon, the 2Sth
February iSpo, in the Gardens of Gov-

ernment House from 4.-J0 to 6-0 P. M.

All Ladies and Gentlemen having the

entree at Government House are invited

to attend^ and those having children to

bring them.

WILLIAM BERESFORD, Lt.^Coi,

Military Secretary to the Viceroy.

Govt. House, Calcutta,

Military Secretarys Office.

The ijth Februaiy, iSqo.

THE

EMPRESS OF INDIA COTTON MILLS
COMPANY LIMITED.

Proceedings of the Tweniy-fifth Ordinary
Half-yearly General Meeting of Shareholders

of the Empress of India Colton Mills Com-
pany, Limited, held at the Registered Office

of the Company, No. 55, Canning Sueet,

Calcutta, at 3 p. M., on Saturday the 15th

February 1890.

Present : •

D. B. Mehta, Esq., tn the Chair,

Algernon Watkins, Esq.

P. E. Guzdar, Esq.

G. C. Farr, Esq.

D. C. Sethna, Esq.

Jetha Jaichund, Esq.

Baboo Gourisunker Tewary.
Baboo Mohun Loll.

Hajee Abdoola Abdool W.ahed, Esq.

Mahomed Hajee Abdool Wahed, Esq.
R. D. Mehta, Esq.

The Advertisement convening the Meeting

having been read, and the Directors’ Report
.and Accounts circulated among the Share-
holders being taken as read, the following

Resolutions were proposed
Resolution I.

Proposed by D. B. Mehta, Esq.,

Seconded by Baboo Mohanlal

—

That the Directors’ Report be adopted, and
that the Accounts for the naif-year ending 31st

December 1889, as audited and circulated to

the Shareholders, be also adopted and passed

as correct, and satisfactory.

Carridll unanimously.
Resolution II.

Proposed by Algernon Watkins, Esq.,

Seconded by Baboo Gourisunker Tewary

—

That a Dividend at the rate of Rs. 12-8-0

per share, free of Income Tax, for the Half-

^ear ending 3rst December 1889, be declared

payable, forth with, and that the balance of the
profits, vis, Rs. 4,368-2-6, be carried forward
to Profit and Loss Account for the current
half-year.

Carried unanimously.
Resolution III.

Proposed by Jetha Jaichand, Esq.,
Seconded by D. C. Sethna, Esq.—
That the retiring Directors

—

Messrs. P. E. Guzdar
Algernon Watkins and
G. C. Farr

be and are hereby re-elected.

Carried unanimously.
Resolution IV.

Proposed by G. C. Farr, Esq.,
Stic<iiuled by Hajee Abdoola Abdool Wahed

—

That Mr. K. C. Peters be and is hereby re-

appointed as the Company’s Auditor for the
current year upon the same remuneration as
he has hitherto received.

Carried unanimously.
With a vote of thanks to the Chair and to

the Managing Agents, the Meeting separated.

D. B. MEHTA,
Chairman.

Dividend Warrants are now ready for issue.

D. li. MEHTA & CO.,
Secretaries, Treasurers, & Agents.

HIGH COURT NOTICE.
ESTATE RAJAH RAJ KISSEN.

Maharaja Sibkristo Bahadoor
vs.

Krislo Chunder Ghose.

Notice is hereby given that on Wednesday,
the 1 2th March next, at the hour of i O’clock
in the afternoon, the Receiver of the High
Court will put up for auction, at his office on
the third floor of the Court House, a lease for

six years from the ist Bysack 1297 correspond-
ing with the 13th April 1890, of the undermen-
tioned property, on the terms and conditions

of a draft lease which may be inspected at

the said office.

In ZilUth Tipperah Pergunnah, Gungamundle,
recorded in tne Register of the Collector as

Towji No. 545, including the Churs aflpertain-

ing thereto, vis., Nobbo Chur No. 1290, Chur
Bahur alias Teetoor Chur No. 1508, Chur
Surjo and Sunjoora No. 1964, Chur Assad and
Doobur Chur No. 21.

In Zillah Dacca, Chur Goagachia No. 10503,
Chur Jalnalpur No. 10505. •

For conditions of auction and further parti-

ticulars, apply to the Receiver of the High
Court.

J. C. MACGREGOR,
Recplvei^ High Courf.

High Court
Receiver’s Office.

Tbe 19th February, 1890.

H. R. H. Pirace Albert Victor

Reception Fund.
NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

To close the Accounts Subscribers who have",

not already sent in their Subscriptions, will

greatly oblige the Executive Cpmmittee by
doing so without delay.

RAJ KUMAR SARVADHIKARI,
S. E. J. CLARKE,
Jt. Hon. Secretaries.

Calcutta, 9th Jan. 1890.

NOTIFICATION.
To be peremptorily sold pursuant to a decree

and order of the Calcutta High Court in its

Extraordinary Original Civil Jurisdiction

made in suit No. 1 of 1881 (wherein Chulter-

put Sing is plaintiff and Meet Mahomed
Cazeem Johury and others are defendants)

and dated respectively the 15th of August

1887 and the lyih of December 1888 by the

Registrar of the said Court in his sale room

in the Court House on Saturday the 81I1 of

March next at the hour of 12 o’clock at noon
the follmving properties

Lot No. I.— Piitnee Lot Nawanankar Aslce

with Dakhilee situate in Pergunnah Sreepore

in Zillah Purnea Sub-Registration district and
Thannah Arrareah the annual Sudder Jumma
of which is Rs. 3,525.

Lot No. 2—Putnee Lot Saifgunge Aslee

with Dakhilee situate in Pergunnah Havelli

Zillah Purnea Sub-Registration distirct Ar-

rareah and Thannah Matiari the annual Sud-

der Jumma of which is Rs. 10,300.

Lot No. 3.—Lot Mirzapore Aslee with

Dakhilee situate in Pergunnah Havelli Zillah

Purnea Sub-Registration district Arrareah and
Thannah Raneegunge the annual Sudder

Jumma of which is Rs. 14,306.

Lot No. 4.—An eight annas share of Is-

temraree Talook Ramai &c. Aslce with

Dakhilee situate in PergunqaK Sultanpore

Zillah Purnea Sub-Registration district Ar-

rareah add Thannahs Arrareah and Matiari

the annual Sudder Jumma of which is

Rs. 1,124. «

The abstact of title and conditions of sale

may be seen at the office of the Registrar

High Court Original Jurisdiction and at the

office of Messrs. Beeby and Rutter attorneys

for the plaintiff any day before the sale and

will be produced at the sale.

(Sd.) R. BELCHAMBERS,
Registrar.

Beeby and Rutter,

Plaintiffs attorneys,

Calcutta High Court,

Original Jurisdiction.

^
The 9th January 1890.
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Uniform with ^ Travels 8c Voyages in Bengal ”

• ESSATS B7 A BBAHMAN
IN

Folitioa, Sociology, History, & literatore

BY

the Author of “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal,”

Calcutta.

/iets Rayyet Office.

PRICE

:

To Subscribers paying before publication Rs. 4

,, mere registering subscribers ... „ 5

,,
Ordinary purchasers ... ... „ 6

Apply to the Manager, Reis and Rayyet^

1, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

1

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5
-8 .

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL

BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperak,

BV

SAMBHU 0. MOOKBRJEB,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.) •

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, “EEIS & RAYYEr
I, Uckoor Dult’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

We have received from the office pf Rets

and Rayyef^ one of the leading native news-

papers of Calcutta, a most readable little broch-

ure written by Baboo Sambhu C. Mookerjee,

once Minister to the late Nawab P'aridoon Jah,

Bahadoor, Naw.ab Nazim of Bengal, Behar and

Orissa, which gives a graphic account of the

Baboo’s travels to and in Independent Tip-

perah. Written in capital English and evi-

dently by a gentleman of broad views and
enlightened mind, the work is decidedly a

valuable addition to the catalogue of English

written Bengalee literature. This book of

travels should be read widely not only by

English r<tsidents out here, but by our country-

men at home, for it teems with interest and
teaches us far more about the fine belt of

unopened country travelled through^ than any

wortc of the sort written by an Englishman
would have done. Baboo Sambhu Chunder
Mookerjee is one of whom his countrymen

may well be proud, for he writes throughout

with the moderate and educated pen of

a thorough gentleman.— The Indian Planters'

GaMette^ Sporting News. October 4, 1887.

Mr. S. Mookerjee, who will be readily recog-

nised as the editor of that able little paper

the Reis and Ra^ety dedicates his travles in

Bengal to a wide circle of readers—those who
know India and are unable to love her ;

those

who love her, and domot know her ; those who
neither know nor love ; those who d being tire

of l&dia, take to travelling ; foreigners who
want to know, and Englishmen. The author
himself is not the least tired of India, though
he is a traveller by pK>fession, we might almost

say, and though he puts limits upon journeys,

never caring to get very far away from
Calcutta. It jjs not mileage, however, which

makes the traveller. It is the power to ob-

serve sympathetically what is going on at

each stage of a journey, and to keep his spirit

about the minor inconveniences which neces-

sarily occur by ro*^^i river, or rail. This Mr.

Mookerjee does. He never loses his good

humour under any set of circumstances, and

what is better, he conveys a full sense of it to

his pages. The reader may take a choice of

journeys through Eastern Bengal to Tipperah,

or to the heart of Bengal Proper, and will in

each case he fully rewarded by the fruits of

Mr. Mookerjee’s wanderings. Perhaps the

English reader will be mainly struck by the

excellent English style of the writer. The

author is not ashamed nfh'S nationality
;
he

rejoices in being a Bengali, but at the same

time he indulges in prose which has no alien

trace in it. It is not the English of an edu-

cated German or Frenchman ;
it is the nervous

Saxon of a subject of the Empress of India.

Mr. Mookerjee had special advantages in some

of his journeys, especially to Independent lip-

perah, whither he was called to an important

official position. He was thus assured of

many attentions, though, in forming accurate

impressions of a country it is doubtful whether

it is not better to be untrammelled with con-

nections which frighten away ^h® simple folk

and impose reticence on them as a duty, t rom

the notes of his journey through East Bengal,

and to show how genial is his outlook, we take

the following Extract.]

From Dacca he went further East, and his

experiences on the Megna are of a most en-

livening description. He saw many visions of

beauty, and Mr. Mookerjee is no niggard when
he is describing something he has enjoyed

seeing. Here is a sketch on his way up the

river :—[ Extract.]

But it is not phy.sical beauty alone which de-

tains our author’s eye :— [
Extract.]

The same symptoms of material progress
he notes among the boatmen on his course.

—

[ Extract.]

Some portion of the volume has already been
contributed to the Statesmany and will be fami-
liar to our readers. The following description

of natural effects is not known to them. We
doubt whether Mr. Ruskin, or Mr. Black would
accept it as a fin.al account of the sun’s rising

and setting :—[ Extract].— Statesman^

October 7, 1887.

If we have not before noticed Mr. Sambhu
C. Mookerjee’s Travels in Bengal^ which was
published some months ago, it is not because
the little book is either dull or pointless. It

contains, on the contrary, much interesting

matter, though some of the incidents are over-

weighted with detail in what is facetiously

called a “little booklet.” The .author’s view
as a rule is, by the way, facetious ; he is given

even to punning
; but he is also sentimental

in the highest degree—“a naked Whiteman ”

hurts his susceptibilities ; a Hindu girl, bathing

in the river, throws him into an ecstasy of

delight : “she had such large languishing eyesl”
But he is nothing if not philosophical, and his

reflections on this or that social and political

subject are not without their moral. Mr.
Sambhu C. Mookerjee was formerly Minister
to the “last of the Nawabs Naiflm of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa” and afterwards Minister
of the Maharaja of Tipperah. He is a man,
therefore, of experience, and when he speaks
his brethren should listen to him
Travels in Bengal is a readable book, and it

abounds in anecdotes w^ich are often as in-

structive as ainusing, and it is not spoiled \)y
too many political allusions, though, of course
some few have crept in.— The Pioneer

y

Dec., 1887.

THE ^

Pran Kissen Ohowdry Fund
FOR SUPPLYING

INDIA WITH NATIVE SCIENTIFIC

MEN OF EUROPEA?^ TRAINING.

Under a benevolent Scheme now in opera-

tion for several years, started by Baboo Pran
Kissen Chowdry, for assisting meritcrious but

poor Indian students, under certain condition^
to go to Europe for competing for the Indian

Service, there is now room for a native student,

of sound health, who, having passed the Calcutta

Government Medical College, may desire to

compete for the Covenanted Indian Medical
Service. Passage and expenses for two

,
years

residence in England will be paid out of the

fund of the Scheme.

Apply to Dr. Sambhu C. Mookerjee,

Reis Rayyet Office,

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

In Pamphlett Price ^ annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW HEARSE Y.

Apply to Jieis S' J{a}yet Office, Calcutta.

REETHAMS-^

For INDIA and nil HOT CLIMATES this sweetly scented emoUletit Milk is INVALUABLE
IT KEEPS the SKIN COOL and REFRESHED in the HOTTEST WEATHER,
Removes and prevents aU SUNBURN. REDNESS, FRECKLES. TAN, etc., and

RENDERS the SKIN DELICATELY SOFT, SMOOTH and WHITE.

It entirely prevents it from becoming DRY and WRINKLED, and PRESERVES the

COMPI^XION from the scorching effects of the SUN and WIND more effectually than any

other preparation. The IRRITATION caused by the BiTES and 8TlNG6_of INSF^-TS is

wonderlnlly 'allayed by its nse. For imparting that soR velvety teeUng to the skm, this

deligotOil preparatiQ’ has no equal! Bold by all Chemists.

Sole Makera M« BEBTRAM ATOR, Ohemiata, Oheltenbam, Bagland.

CALCUTTA AGENTS: SCOTT THOMPSON A CO.
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**1T BB00MHSND8 ITSlLr.’*

All mho 9uff$r find sure relief Jrom

* The Greatest Pain Cure Extant

It has driven out from the system

AcuteBheuxnatism and RheumaticGout,

After years of scmi-hcIplessness and suffer-

ing ;
while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS,

LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACHE.

SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

sr these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost loo remarkable for CREDENCE.
Arc you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The Manrellous Sore Throat Onre.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the beiH Phy-

oicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands o

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at / Re. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistreet & Co

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &

Co. Limited.
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12 , LAL BAZAAR. CALCUTrA,
(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

HOMOEOPATHIC PHARMACY,
THK >

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSAR Y IN A SIA
OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH
INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE IN

INDEPENDENl HOM(EOPATflI
and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co. beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned
WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

ATo EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
12, Lai Baeaar, Calcutta.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.

Rivers Steam fiavigttion Co.

“Limited.^

This Company’s Steamer **NEPAUL”
will leave Calcutta fgr Assam on Friday, the

2 1 St inst.
*

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel

should be sent to the Compan/s Godowns
at Juggannauth Ghat, not later than noon of

Thursday, the aoth inst.

r'A/'lTAP T IMIP

The steamer ’’THIKAK” of this line will

leave Calcutta for Cachar on the i8th inst.

(Tuesday) for which cargo will be received until

noon of. Monday.
Assam Despatch Steamer Service from

Goalundo
and

Daily Mail Steamer Service from
Dhubri to Debrooohur.

A Daily service is maintained from Goal-

undo and Dhubri for passengers and light goods
traffic, i. e.f packages not weighing over a

ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival

of the previous night’s 9-30 P. M. (Madras time)

train from Sealdah, and Dhubri on arrival of

the mails.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to

almost all stations can be booked through from
or to Calcutta via Goalundo or Kannia with

the EV^stern Bengal State and connected Rail-

ways—Passengers and Parcels via Kannia
only.

All particulars as to rates of freight and
passage by all the above mentioned Services to

be had on application to

—

MACNEILL & CO.,
Agents,

2-1, Clive Ghat Street.'

Calcutta, the 15th February, 1890.

Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short viind/nj^ Keyless Railway Regulat-

ors, of small sizetjezoe/ledf enamelled dials, bold

figftircs and Candian Gold hands, with tem-

pered machinery and dust. tight hinged cases

for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted
to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapness about

them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr.

A. R. Mchta^i from Bandora says:—“The
7-8 watch 1 purchased from yAu tw'o years

back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting Su-

perintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh,

says :
—“ A watch maker has valued your

K.s. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, R.

W. Fusi. Regt., Lucknow, says “ Some valued

it at Rs. 15 and were completely surprised when
I told them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pretty

Candian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-
plete shirt Studs and Rings set with chemical

diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each. Mr. J.

A, Yelsmore, Satur, says :
—“ The best gold‘

smith of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. G,
Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, says;—“A
German valued the diamo’nd ring at Rs. 50 and
the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

C. RINGER & CO. have in hand the

largest stock of Homoeopathic Medicines,

Medicine Cases, Medical Sundries, and Books,

&c., &c., for sale at their Homoeopathic Es-

tablishment, to, Hare Street, Calcutta* Cata-

logue, free on application.

Lovers of a good Trichinopoly Cigar are re-

commended to try the Small Roger Brand,

Price Re. 1-4 per 10a

T. HILL & CO.,

5, Dharamtola Street,

Calcuiia.

JEYES’ PERFECT PURIFIER
OBTAINED

Thirty-three Prize Medals and First Class Certi-

ficates and were specially appointed by the

Royal Commission for the Colonial and Indian

Exhibition in 1886, where not a single case of

illness occurred amongst the native artisans

there employed.

Aui^orized by the Government of India ;

and largely used by the Calcutt^ and other

Municipalities.

Sanctioned

by Her Majestys Board of Trade.

Used in the Royal Households, by Her Majes-

ty’s Government Establishments, by tljc Cor-

poration of London, Parochial Vestries, Smith-

field and Billingsgate Markets, Peninsular

and Oriental and other Steam Navigation

Companies, the Railway Companies, Principal

Hospitals, &c. • •

* i-DYCE, NICOL & CO,.

3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta

REIS & RAYYET
(Prince and peasant)

WEEKLY(ENGLISM) NEWSPAPER
AND

Review of Politics^ Literature., ar^d Society

KATBS OF aUBSORIPTION.

Yearly .y in advance ... Rs. 12

Half-yearly ... „ ••• »i 7

Quarterly ... h »> ^

Monthly ... m •••

Single or sample Cop) „ ... o-*

RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
Advertisements (threccolumns to the page and

102 lines to the column; arc charged by the

space taken up, at the rate of 4 anims a line,

each insertion. The lowest charge feff any ad-

vertisement is Rs. 2, except Domestic Occur-

rences, the lowest charge for which is Rs. 5.

Special rates for Oontritets.

No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance ox 50 per cent,

will be charged. Foreign postage separately •

charged at the rate 01 4 annas a month or

Rs. 3, a yea;.

Business Communications (post paid) to

be directed to “The Manager,^ and Literary

Communications and books wd pamphlets

(carriage paid) to “ The Editor ” of Reis

at Rayyet,
^

Office s /» Vekoor Duifs Lane^ Wellington

SireeL Calcutfa,

Meutieu^b, UVTtr ULL GHOSK, at THE BEE PRESS, No. /, Veteer DutPs Laue,^
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

THE TWO TEMPLES.

Cheerful and loud rang the master peat,

And sweet was the organ’s strain,

As baron and knight stepped forth to kneel,

On the floor of the sacred fane \

The priestly robes were heavy with gold.

And the blase of the altar light

Revealed in many a silken fold

Gems like the ^tars of night.

Fallen are pillar and fretted arch,
*

And the toad leaves its noisome slime

On the pavement, crushed by the heavy march

Of the fell destroyer. Time.

Gone is the wealth from the altar stone,

Ratten the vestments gay,

Dimmed for ever the lamps that shone

Near the shrines by night and day ;

Nought is hear^ but the shrieking owl

Or the distant hunter’s horn,

Laid in the dust is casque and cowl,

And their faith is a thing of scorn.

Huge and grand was the sacred pile,

Like a forest the pillars stood,

Wealth and power had formed the style

From the porch to the holy rood
;

Quaii^t were the carting! over bead,
'

Bright was the storied pane.

Rich were the blazonings of the dead

Who slept ’neath the sacred fane.

But the daisied turf still forms a shrine,

And the skies their blue arch spread.

The lamps of night unfaded shine.

And the flowers theig incense shed ;

The woods and waves raise their hymns again

As they raised in days of yore,—

Man’s temi^es fall, but Nature's fane

Forever stands secure.

The minster gray was a noble pile,

Wealth shone on the altar-stone.

And many who knelt in the vaulted aisle

As warriors brave were known
;

The organ pealed forth its harmony,

And the incense was scattered wide,

And He who taught us humility

Was worshipped with pomp and pride.

Solemn and low was the ocean’s hymn,

And the chant of the forest drear,

As the traveller knelt in the evening dim

To breathe his humble prayer ;

The vaulted roof that o’er him spread

Was the arching azure sky

—

And the lamps that light on the altar shed

Were the twinkling stars on high ;

The scented flowers their incense gave,

The sea-bird’s cry was the bell.

The choristers were the wood and wave.

And the surf as it rose and fell

;

The daisied turf was the jewelled shrine

Where he knelt from care apart,

The falling dew was the sacred wine,

And the priest was his trustful heart.

Years have passed, and a mouldering wall

Stands where the minster stood,

Rough brambles grow and reptiles crawl

Round the base of the holy rood ;

News and Our Comments.

They have started a ^’Women’.s Trades' .Association” to raise

possible, the status of the underpaid and overworked female workers

of all classes in East London. Here, the progressive fair are bent on

fairs and picnics.

• •

Miss Beatrice Stanley Max Miiller, daughter of Professor Max Miiller,

has been married to Mr. T. C. Fergusson, a son of Sir James Rankeii

Fergusson, Bart.

• •

Mr. Labouchere has directed his attention to the purification of the

Mayor’s Court. In a recent issue of Truths it was stated that that

" Court only existed for the benefit of a gang of blackmailing officials

and attorneys.” At request, the editor, in a letter, explained his

meaning in a lengthy statement, summarising the purport thus

**(i) that the practice of the Mayor’s Court is expressly designed to

enlarge the jurisdiction of the court and to increase its business
; (2)

that, in pursuit of this end, a system of extortion is practised upon de-
fendants which has % parallel in any other court, is in some re.spects
illegal, and is in eveVy respect subversive of justice

; (3) that the officers

of the court are responsible for the creation and the working of the
system

;
and (4) that the profits of the system are reaped by those

officers and by the lawyers practising before them.”

The Court of Common Council held a debate on the letter, in the

course of which the City Solicitor, replying to questions, said

—

that costs were taxed by the Registrar or Deputy Registrar as in

the county courts. In the majority of carfes heavy costs were run up
by the defendants themselves who, having no ground of defence, de-
sired to stave off the day of judgment as long as possible. The Cor-
poration had endeavoured on several occasions to get Order XIV of
the Superior Courts applied to the Mayor’s Court, but without success.
At present, in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred the defendants them-
selves were to blame for the heaviness of the costs incurred.”

Subscribers in the countty are re^^ted to remit by postal money orders^ ifpossible, as the safest and most convenient
medium^ particularly as it enures acknowledgment through the Department, No other receipt will

given any other beitfg unne^nsary^ and likely to tansi mfusipn*
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was
On the motion of Mr. S. Spyer, who was of opinion that there

not a single paragraph or assertion in the lengthy statement o e

editor which could not be confuted or contradicted, the matter was,

after some discussion, referred to the Law and City Courts Committee

for investigation and report.

• •

beware of tight collars ! Dr. Forster, Director of the Ophthalmic

University of Breslau, has found, in no fewer than three hundred cases,

that the eyesight jvas affected by the pressure upon the muscles of the

neck, and consequent disturbance of the circulation caused by wearing

collars that were too small. Tight-dressing is the rage of the day.

It is at once inconvenient and unhealthy. The newest fashion ougM

to divert the current into healthy channels.

During the recent dynamite explosion at Antwerp, sixty-seven

Austrian Obligations of i,ooo florins c*ach were reduced to charred

mass in an iron safe. A professor of chemistry examined them .and

deciphered their numbers and letters. The owner has now been paid

the 67,000 f\prms, the vfilue of the charred Obligations.

• •

At Bruenn, a thief cut a circular hole into a jeweller's shop window

through the eyehole in the shutter, and with a rod and hook fished

out a quantity of valuable goods.

• •

The School Board for London have derided for Tree educjition. They

have come to a Resolution that admission to all public elementary

schools in receipt of grants from tl»e State should be free, and that the
|

schools should be under representative management. The statistical

committee has orders to prepare a petition to Parliament. Here, in

Bengal, the Government is preparing for an education cess, without

intending to make the schools free.

• •

The Due d’Aostc, the brother of the King of Italy, died at Turin on

the l 8th January last. Born in 1845, occupied the throne of Spain

under the title of Amedu I, from December 1870 to February 1873.

Everywhere in his new kingdom he%ncountcred nothing but opposition,

and fearing to fall a victim to murder, he abdicated the crown. Ever

since he lived in complete seclusion. His death has greatly affected

King Humbert, who was much attached to him. From being brother-

in-law, the Duke became the son-in-law of Prince Napoleon by

espousing princess Loetitia.

THE Duke and Duchess of Connaught are preparing to leave India.

Their Royal Highnesses have moved out from Poona terBombay.

Sir Steiiart Bayley, accompanied by Sir John Ware Edgar and Mr.

Nolan, leaves for Chota Nagpur immediately. The feuds there are

of alcind to tax all the resources of consummate peace-makers.

• •

The Msiharaja of Vizianagram’s time is up in the Viceroy*s Council.

• •

Another disappointment to the Hon*ble Syud Ameer Hosscin. Mr.

Handley will officiate as Chief Magistrate of the town when Mr.

Marsden goes on leave this summer. The Hon^ble Syud has been

kept out of the officiating appointment on this plea and that. But he

need not despair.

• •

The clerical establishment will be allowed to draw their usual Simla

allowances. This decision will be generally approved. If there is a

real desire for economy, there is enough room for it in other directions.

•
• •

On Thursday, the European and Anglo-Indian Defence Association

held its annual meeting. It was a tame affair. The attendance was

not large, and the President was not present. Mr. L. P. D. Broughton,

the Administrator-General, look the chair. The office bearers for

the ensuing year were eleaed as follows Mr. L P. D. Broughton,

President ;
Messrs. H. B. H. Turner and A. G. Watson, Vice-

Presidents
;

Mr. H. W. Hallet, Honorary Treasurer
;

Mr. W'

C. Madge, Secretary. Members—The Hon'bic Sir A, Wilson, the

Hon’ble Mr. C. H. Moore, Me.ssrs. R. Allen, S. E. J. Clarke, W. A.

Claike, T. B. Curtis, Cairns Deas, S. Dignam, M. P. Gasper, G.

Irving, H. R. MeInnes, J. F- Macnair, H. T. Otlewill, W. -H.

Ryland, J. O’B. Saunders and W. J. Simmons. *

The Chairman announced that the Assdeiation has been registered

as a Company, but no trustees have yet been appointed for the

custody of the funds. The expenses of the past six months were,

moderate and the ’ subscription has been reduced by one-half. He re-

gretted the death of Britannicus" Mr. Judge. The Chairman alluded

to the Factory Bill and the Draft Leper Act circulated by the Gov-

ernment for opinion. He laid particular stress on the fearful state

of Civil Courts in the Mofussil with regard to accommodation and

record rooms. The revenue from suitors* fees exceeded the expen-

diture by 32 lacs, and the Financial Department itself admits the

surplus at 14 He also believed the Judges were too much

hampered with office work for proper discharge of their judicial duties

There is a regular traffic in foundlings in Russia. Parents sell their

children to traders who forward them to the towns in baskets contain-

ing from six to ten babies each. No wonder, therefore, that seventy-

seven per cent, of the children admitted to hospitals die in infancy,

another eleven per cent, scarcely reaching 21 years of age.

.
*

The Indian Mirror has grown sick of the Calcutta Municipal law,

' the Municipal Chairman, outgoing and incoming, the Lieutenant-

Governor, and Bengal Civilians generally, and appeals to the Ordinary

Madras Member of the Governor-Gcncrars Council and the Viceroy

himself for setting it right. Onr contemporary admits that it docs

not know Mr. Lee nor how he will turn out .as the Chairman of the

Metropolitan Municipality. It suspects that Sir Henry Harrison h.ad

recommended him for the post, and, what is perhaps more, finds that

Mr. Lee will be entitled to draw Rs. 2,500 instead of Rs. 900 his

present pay. The last is enough to unsettle our good brother, and

the public is treated daily to indignant outbursts.

. \
• •

For the moment, at any rate, Mr. Hutchins is the idol of the Indian

Mirror. But who will congratulate Mr. Hutchins on his temporary

occupation of a pedestal from which he may be hurled down any day.

« *

The Thakore Saheb of Gondal revisits England once more. This time

be takes with him his1<ani and two children.

It has been officially announced that there is no present intention of

teducing the salt duty in the coining financial year.

Maharawal Udaisinghjee Bahadr of Davalia Partabgarh is dead.

He had ruled the state for 26 years. In the absence of direct heirs,

bis nearest relative Maharaja Sahib Rughunath Singhjee Bahadr of

Arnod has succeeded him.

• •

The London Publishers Macmillan & Co. have obtained from the Cal-

cutta High Court a rule against Suresh Chunder Deb to shew cause why

his book part X of “ Select Short Poems ” should not be pronounced an

infringement of copyright of Palgrave’s “ Golden Treasury of Lyrics.”

•
• •

The Executive of the Calcutta Corporation have submitted the Budget

for the year 1890-91, for consideration of the Commissioners.

The General Fund Receipts with the estimated balance Rs. 3,80,000

of the current year arc pul down at Rs. 29,90,800 and the expenditure

at Rs. 29,71,008. The water-rate with the balance Rs. 90,000 comes to

Rs. 11,18,200 income, while the expenditure is Rs. 10,53,081. The

sewage-rate with balance Rs. 25,000 aggregates 3,47,000 income

against Rs. 3,18,926 expenditure. The receipts from the Lighting-rate

are cRlcululcd at Rs. 3,20,000 and the expenditure alt Rs. 3*42,695.

Cart Registration Fund is put down on both sides at Rs. 72,000.

Hackney Carriage Registration Fund ditto at Rs. 16,500. Jute Ware

Fund at Rs. 26,400 and Jute Ware house Inspection Fund at Rs. 5,280.

The Chairman recommends increase of the General-rate, which falls

equally on the landlord and the tenant, from to loji per cent.

The Budget has been referred to the General Committee for scrutiny.

a
« « V.

Baboo Jodoolal Mullick has served on the Calcutta Municipality

notice of a suit for damages, valuing hit injured dignity at Rs. 20,000.

Last week, the Corporation sold his two carriages for realisation oi
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the rates dui. The Baboo had threatened the Chi^^rman with in-

junction of the ifigh Court in case he proceeded with the sale. The

Municipality, nothing daunted, went on in its usual way and the car-

riages were knocked down to the highest bidders at half the susn due

fron/Aio Baboo.
• •

• • •

The great meeting at Bankipore presided over by the Maharaja of

Durbhunga unanimously passed the following resolutions

1. That this meeting is very grateful to the Government of Bengal

for its efforts to allay the excitement prevalent among the Hindoo po-

pulation in Behar, and for the action it has taken in the matter of the

complaint of Isri Singh and other people at Durbhungah.
2. That, while the inquiry into this complaint is going on, the

matter or matters involved ought to be considered sub judicej and this

meeting is of opinion that the people of Behar should await with con-

fidence the final resolution of Government on the subject, without in

the meantime taking any further action in the matter.

•
• •

The Maharaja of Travancore, out on piligrimage and business, ar-

rived at the British capital last Saturday morning and left it last

night. He took up his residence at Sealdah in the houses hitherto

occupied by the Maharaja of Vizianagram and since purchased by him.

There was the usual exchange of courtesies between His Highness

and the Viceroy.

Haji Adam Haji Abdool LatiH, of the firm of Haji Abdool Latiff

Baladina, in Bombay, is in custody on a%:harge of forgery in respect

of thirteen lacs. He is accused by the Bombay branch of the Bengal

Bank of having forged the names of Ebrahim Haji Jakeria and

others to certain bills of exchange.

Notes, Leaderettes, and
Our Own News.

The House of Commons has voted the Address to the Queen.

The Conference on the Labour Question called by the German Em-

peror meets at Berlin on the 15th March. England, France and Belgium

have already accepted the German invitation. Mr. Bradlaugh is op-

posed to the limitation of hours, as, according to him, it would drive

British trade from foreign markets.

There was when the mail left England considerable dissatisfaction

in the ranks of the Home Civil Service. The Treasury had called

upon its clerks to work seven hours, or one hour additional, for an

extra of half hour’s pay. They protested and sent up a memorial,

respectfully but firmly expressing their inability to comply with the

order.

The Committee, presided over by Lord Harris, on the Militia of

the United Kingdom, has reported material advance in the service

since 1884. It has, however, found a weak point in the officering of

the force.

Early in the week, Mr. Gladstone and Lord Tennyson were reported

to be suffering from severe cold. Both of them are now better.

Influenza is still distressing England. It is spreading with alarming

speed m Norfolk and Devon. Many of the schools are closed.

It has attacked India too. First in the continent, Bombay has

raised the alarm. In a letter to the Times of Jndiay Dr. Blaney says

that during the week his practice has increased enormously and that

during this short period, he has treated probably 200 cases, all with

symptoms closely resembling those of the influenza epidemic. A
fiiAsequent telegram of the 26th ult. says that the day before, 275 pupils

of the Fort High School were absent through sickness, while 300 hands

of the Hindustan Mill and large numbers .in other mills were on the

sick list absent, the general symptoms being fever, cough and catarrh.

We would wish much to keep the new visitor out of ouf doors—but how

to do it ?

GovernmentH not opposed to a proposal for freepducation in^ng-

land, but is not prepared to introduce any measure on that behalf

in the present year.

Government has anticipated Mr. Bradlaugh. On the 2isi February,

Lord Cross read in the Upper House a bill for the expansion of the

Indian Councils. It secures to the Supreme Council the right to discuss

the Budget even when it is not to be followed by any fre*!!! legislation.

It raises the maximum of additional or non-offijial members in all the

Legislative Councils, and grants the power of interpellation^ The bill

has the general approval of both the Past Viceroys Lord Northbrook

and Ripon.

Mr. Goschen is willing to consider any real grievance touching the

assaying of silver plate from the East. He does not consider it neces-

sary to issue fresh orders to the Customs auihorkies in connection

therewith. A relief from that duty cannot be indefinitely put off.

"Replying to Mr. Bradlaugh, Sir John Gorst declined to lay the Gilgit

memorandum on the table of the House of Commons. It is the same

memorandum, a not very accurate version of which in the

Bazar Patrika tempted Lord Lansdowne into a passionate interpi ela-

tion of the Official Secrets law.

Sir Morell Mackenzie sued St. James's Gazette for libel for its remarks

regarding the Doctor’s treatment of the late Emperor Frederick.

There was a similar charge too against the Times. Tffe first has been

cast in 1,500 damages, the Times consenting to pay ;£i5o.

Five new Turkish mcn-of*vvar built in the Turkish Naval Dockyard

have been launched at Constantinople.

A New Yotk telegram of the 24th February reported floods at

Prescott by the bursting of the dam. The details now given shew

that a wall of water, fort^ feet high, swept along a distance of 100

miles, demolishing the town of Wickenburg. The loss of human life is

given at fully a hundred and fifty people, mostly miners and herdsmen.

The disaster had been predicted, and a messenger was sent*from

Prescott down the valley the day before, to warn people of the danger,

but he got drunk on the way and the message was undelivered.

The Prince is still louring in the Native States. He arrived at Jodh-

porc on the 22nd February, the whole city turning out to catch a

sight of their future Emperor. There were illuminations in the

night, and a shooting party the next day. On the 24lh, the Maharaja

gave a banquet at which the Prince, in replying to the toast given by

the Maharaja to his health, spoke many kind things of the State, the hos-

pitality of the Maharaja, and the valour of the Marwars in war. Evident-

ly, His Royal Highness enjoyed his Jodhporc trip immensely, for he said

that nowhere during his lour had he been more heartily welcomed or

more splendidly entertained, and nowheie had he enjoyed himself more

thoroughly than during his visit here. The Prince also complimented

Sir Pertab Sing for the good impression he had made while on his visit

to England as the Maharaja’s representative at the Jubilee festival.

The following day was spent in pigsticking. A notable incident in

the Prince’s stay in Jodhpore was his spearing a fine boar, which

charged him and got speared for its paiiTs. The spear head got bent

quite crooked, and it has been kept as a souvenir. The Royal party

left for Philibhit on 26th en route to Nepal. Major Durand, c n.,

the Nepal Resident, received His Roy.al Highne.ss at Philibhit and

accompanied the party to Mundraghal on the British side of the river

Sardah, where the Prince was received by his Excellency Maharaja

Bir Shumshere Jang Rana Bahadoor, Prime Minister of Nepal.

Mr. Allan O. Hume, if he has not yet given us our Parliament

at College Green, has obtained a privilege for Her Majesty’s

subjects in India long granted but not allowed. On his representa-

tion, the Director-General of the Post Office of India writes that

“ Petitions to lier Majesty and to Parliament are exempt from postage

by sections 40 and 41 of 3 and 4 Viet. Cap. 96, but there has been

some doubt whether this is applicable to India, and hitherto no such

exemption has been claimed or allowed. The subject has now been

under consideration, and as 1 am satisfied that the provisions of the

Statute are applicable to India, I have issued the necessary instructions

in the matter.”
^

The late Mr. Anstey claimed, in his defence of Ameer Khan against

the persecution of Government, that all beneficial Statutes of Parlia-

ment applied to India. He was then laughted out. The feeling is

diflerent now. Wt are told in the Governor-Generars Council itself
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that Acts of Parliament are applicable to India although not acted

upon. It is/however, somewhat anomalous that laws are made in

India regarding matters already legislated upon by Imperial Parlia-

ment, without repealing the statutes. It strikes us that the time has

arrived to enquire by a special Commission which of the Parliamentary

Statutes apply to India and to what extent. The Statutes relating

to India is'sued under authority of the Government of India do not

give full rtiformalion, and are, therefore, incomplete and misleading.

It requires an effort to imagine that there exists a S. P. C. A. in a city

in which the nobles^ of our dumb brethren and best helper of man,

the horse, is daily and hourly treated with crying injustice, and

compelled under the lash to draw a preposterous load for the benefit

of an organised company. But good is various in degree as in shape,

and it were unfair not to acknowledge that we do find from time to

tunc di-stinct traces of the presence of that modern instrument of

duunanity or exponent of philozouism. Just now, we have to confess the

influence of its balmy corrective. Our S. P. C. A. instructed Mr. Garth,

banister, to prosecute at the Police bench two butchers, and has got

them convicted. We ^ish we could say “ punished,” but the punish-

ment is only nojninal. The case was tried by Babii Srinath Chunder

and Nawab Mir« Mahaminad Ali, Honorary Magistrates. They at

first could not agree that the act was a cruelty. They took time and

heard further evidence, and have at last disposed of the case in a

model of a jiulgmeiu for conciseness. It begins :
-

We think the charge against these two defendants has been proved.
|

We find that ihc defendanis committed the offence with which they

have been charged. It is unnecessary for us now to discuss the mean-
ing of the wotcl ‘ wantonly,’ used in the Act. We take it to mean un-

necessarily, and wc cannot hold that because the entite skin which the

dcfeiulants expected to get would have brought more money into their

pockets, they were justified in flaying a goat alive.”

Just so. The judgment thus ends :

—

“ We convict the two accused, and fine etich of them Rs. 30, and in

default of payment, we sentence each to simple imprisonment for a
month.”

We wish the conclusion might be different as regards the chastise-

ment. A Rs. 30 fine is nothing. In fact, a fine seems a mockery

in such a case. This faint-heartedness is, indeed, the characteristic

weakness of “justices’ justice” in this country. We can scarcely

conceive of a worse case in which the highest punishment under the

law might be awarded. We cannot conceive enormity more enormous

tnan that a man should deliberately torture to death a poor creature

incapable of offence, without the slightest excuse beyond a desire to

make money. However, wc arc relieved to find that our Baboo and

Nawab Sahibs have come to so satisfactory a conclusion. The S. P.

C. A. and Mr. Garth are entitled to the thanks of the community.

The Royal Commission on the Blind, the Deaf and Dumb and

Idiots and Imbeciles, make a strong and unanimous plea for making

the State responsible, in its own interests, for education and training

of the unfortunates. They propose to make them useful members

of society and capable of earning their own livelihood. The terms

of reference did not exclude India from the scope of the investigation.

The Commissioners, however, found that it involved a long and

special enquiry in this country, and so submitted their report without

specially dealing with India. They have since, through Lord Egerton

of Tatton, addressed the Secretary of State for India expressing a

hope that “your Lordship would see fit to take the whole subject into

your early consideration, so as to enable the general principles laid

down in this Report, with such local modifications as may be necessary,

to be carried out in India, as well as in other parts of the British

Empire.”

Lord Cross, by his despatch Public No. 87, dated London, 5th August

1889, enquires of His Excellency the Governor-General of India in

Council “ whether, and to what extent, these principles c&n he made

applicable to India.” The Government of India has circulated the

Report and the letter for opinion of Local Governments, and thus

enunciates its present views on the question

“ From—C. J. Lyall, Esq., c.i.E., Offg. Secretary to the Govt, of India.

To—The Secretary to the Government of Bengal, General Department.
Home Department, Education.

Simla, October 1889.

Sir,— I am directed to forward copy of a despatch from the Secretary

of State, No. 87, dated the 15th August 1889, and of its enclosures,

being a letter dated the i6th July from Lord Egerton of Tatton, with

the Report of the Royal Commission on the Blind, the Deaf and
Dumb, and Idiots and Imbeciles, and to request an q^pression of the

views of His Honor the Lieutenant-Governor on the oUestion how far

the conclusions 6f the Royal Commission are applicable to these classes

in India.

2. It appears to the Governor-General in Council, as at present

advised, that the principles advocated by the Royal Commission pro-

ceed upon the assumption that the unfortunate classes with which they

deal, if provision is not made for their training a^id support by the

State, would be dependent upon public or private charity
; and also

upon (he assumption, which is true for the United Kingdom but not for

India, that the State has accepted the obligation of providing for the
compulsory education of all classes of the community. As regards the

first of these assumptions. His Excellency in Council believes that the

family system in India has caused it to be generally recognized as an
obligation by all able-bodied persons to provide for the support of those

members of their fiimilies who, from congenital or other defects, are

unable to earn their own livelihood
;
and as regards the second, the

State has not yet succeeded in securing instruction in the rudiments of

learning for those classes who suffer under no natural disqualification,

and it would seem premature to spend money upon endeavouring to

train persons who at the best could only very imperfectly respond to

the efforts made on their behalf, and whose education would be excep-
tionally expensive.

It would appear, therefore, that for the present any assistance that

may be granted by the State towards the improvement of the condi-

tion of these unfortunate classes should be confined to aiding private

charitable efforts where such efforts have been made. I am to enquire
whether any institutions which might receive such assistance exist in

Bengal, and if so, to request that some ticcount may be given of their

working and the success which has hitherto attended their operations.

In this connection I am to refer to this Department’s letter No. 30-,

d.ated the 26th January 1887, forwarding a letter from Mr. Francis
Maginn, in which he asked for assistance towards the establishment of
n school In Calcutta for deaf mutes, and to enquire whether any action

was taken in the matter by thelGuvernment of Bengal.”

The Revenue Recovery Bill was materially altered in the Select Com-

mittee. The amendments made weie explained by the Hon'bic Mr.

Crosthwaitc, the Member in charge, at the meeting of the Imperial

Council of 14th ultimo, after which the Bill was passed. Its object

is to supply defects in the present law in regard to the realization

of arrears of the revenue or local rates. In the case of arrears

which have accrued in one District or Province, it provides a

speedy procedure for their realization by the transfer of certi-

ficates from one District or Province to another. Another im-

portant Bill, amending the Official Trustee Act, Indian Succes-

sion Act, Administrator-General Act and Probate and Adminis-

tration Act, was also passed on the same day. Its object is to

split up the present huge jurisdiction of the Administrator-General

of Bengal into four smaller divisions having Calcutta, Allahabad,

Lahore and Rangoon for their respective centres. Some of its pro-

visions will come into operation on the occurrence of vacancies in the

offices of Administrator-General and Official Trustee: others will

have immediate effect. The immediate changes will be to include

Upper Burma in the jurisdiction of the Administrator-General of

Bengal, and British Baluchistan in that of the Administrator-General of

Bombay. It also empowers the High Courts to raise the rates of

commission now payable to Official Trustees.

The sixth anniversary of the Sobba Bazar Benevolent Society passed off

with some /^/a/ the other day. Babu Protap Chunder Mozumdat’s was

the speech of the day. As pleasant reunions of respectable members of

society, these anniversaries serve a good purpose. Why not have them

preceded or followed by dinners, which would be an additional

feature of interest ? In the case of the Sobha Bazar Society, at any

rate, there need be no reason for not adopting this improvement.

It will have an insiantaneous effect upon the attendance, we can guaran-

tee. Nor is precedent wanting for such a departure, if one were wanted.

For years, the Ootterpara Hitakari attracted a large gathering from

far and near and both sides of the river by the good cheer it provided

for the guests after the ceremony. Since the death of BabiTRaj Kissen

Moukerjee, the claims of the inner m«m were neglected, and who now
hears of the Hitakari ?

•

Holloways Factory Operatives and Workers in Manu-
factories.—The remarkable remedies which have been discovered and
perfected by Thomas Holloway, and which have for more than forty
years been successfully used in every quarter of the globe, are es-
pecially useful in all the manifold ailments which afflict those who by
reason of their occupation are confined for years, or all their lives, in
crowded buildings and workshops. Holloway’s Pills and Ointment are
associated remedies, the former restoring the vital powers when di-
minished, and always acting as an efficient blood purifier, whilst the
latter felieves local^tnaladies, checks inilammation, and acts as a clean-
sing and healing agent in cases of bad legs, bad breasts, ulcers and
unhealthy sores of all kinds.
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. LORD CROSS’S REFORM BILL.

Secretary of State’s Bill in the House of Lords

for the rfform of Indian Legislative Councils, tYill be

associated with Lord Dufferin's Viceroyalty. It

fulfils the promise he made in his Jubilee Address.

It is a substantial measure of progress, and it will

be to his political insight and liberal sympathies that

India’s gratitude for it will be due. Lord Dufferin

had not been long in his office before the defects of

our legislative chambers attracted his Lordship’s at-

tention. He saw the progress of the people and

sympathised with their aspirations. The work of

Government had also become arduous and compli-

cated and he saw the necessity of more and more

availing of the help of the people in that work. He
made enquiries and became satisfied that the time

had come for more adequately introducing the native

element in our legislatures and giving them a more

representative constitution. Ever since, he had been

in correspondence with the Home authorities, and the

present Bill is the outcome of his arduous and ear-

nest labors. The Bill does not, it is true, adopt Lord

Dufferin’s scheme of reform in entirety. Indeed, in

one important particular, it is very much different.

We refer, of course, to its discarding the elective

principle. Probably if Lord Dufferin were still

Viceroy, that principle would have had a better

chance of being accepted. At any rate, his Lordship

would have had a hard fight with the Home Gov-

ernment before surrendering an important feature

of his scheme. But the Home Government cannot

be blamed for their action, which no doubt is based

upon the present Viceroy’s opinion on the subject.

Lord Lansdowne is the responsible ruler now, and

it is both becoming and expedient that deference

should be shown to his views in a matter of this

kind. If Lord Cross's Bill, therefore, does not accept

the principle of election, the usual etiquette and

procedure of official business are responsible for the

difference. For ourself, we think it would have been

as well if Lord Lansdowne had seen his way to

give election a fair trial, at any rate—
a^

modicum

election. Our own experience of elective Muni-

cipalities and Local Boards has, we must con-

fess, considerably modified our views on the

subject. Nevertheless, the principle of nomination

has generally been such a conspicuous failure, that

we would fain stick to election as the lesser of

two evils. If election tends to vulgarise an essen-

tially conservative people like the people of this

countr)’, and has practically led to the return of

unqualified representatives in municipal boards, the

evil may be remedied by restricting the franchise.

In the case of legislative chambers, the right of

election might be only conferred on well recognised

representative bodies like Chambers of Commerce,

the British Indian Association, and other similar

bodies. Not that effect cannot be given to such a

Strfeguarded system of election even while nomination

remained the statutory method. But in view of

the persistent abuses of nomination in the past, it

were much to be desired that election were formally

recognised in the law. Nomination properly made,

would give rise to no complaints. Lord Reay’s

excercise of^his power has always been attended with

the happiest results. Indeed, nomination has ndt a

little to be said for it. It is essentially election by a

single intelligence, and if carefully conducted, it may

secure more quickly and conveniently the return of

the fittest. Our objections to nomination are there-

fore aimed at its pratical abuses. So far nomina-

tion has almost invariably been synonymous with

Abuse. Men have been appointed to the JVovincial

legislatures as well as the Imperial Council who had

no business to be there. In fact, one cannot but

wonder how a Government so well served, as a

rule, by its civil officers could possibly make
such ridiculous mistakes. The apjiointments could

not wholly be due to favoritism, though that

might have had some part to play. I he fact is

British officials are easily deluded by appearances.

We can at a moment’s notice string together a whole

catalogue of names of men either absolutely worth.-

less or with a mere veneer of polish thrown over

what will not bear examination, who by dint of

self-assurance and intrigue and advertising methods

of coming to the front, have won not merely the good

graces, but the esteem of the bureaucracy. Nomi-

nation has thus naturally come to be distrusted. It

has been a signal failure, and it is time our rulers

knew It. We are therefore disposed to give a trial to

election under some carefully devised limitations. For

the rest, election is the great popular demand. The
Congress has cried itself hoarse over it. Its recognition

will give great satisfaction to the Congress party,

while if it was found not to realise the expectations of

its ardent advocates, it might be abandoned on e,\-

perience of its failure without causing discontent.

The question, whether there shall be election or

not, is as yet far from final settlement. Lord Cross,

however, by introducing the Bill in the House of

Lords, has given a practical assurance that this as

well as other questions relating to the subject will

receive the best possible consideration before they

are decided one way or the other. The House
contains some of the greatest authorities on Indian

questions. Ex-Viceroys are there who will bring the

whole weight of their experience and knowledge of

this country to bear upon the discussion of the

measure. A debate under such distinguished aus-

pices cannot fail to do justice to the views res-

pectively held on the subject of election by the pre-

sent Viceroy and his predecessor. Lord Cross is

also to be congratulated on other grounds upon his

introduction of the measure in the House of Lords.

The country may likewise be congratulated upon

this incident. It .seems to •be an omen of good

augury. By thus forestalling Mr. Bradlaugh’s pro-

posed Bill on the same ejuestion, his Lordship has

shown great wisdom. Not only justice is thus se-

cured to the late Viceroy who initiated the proposal,

but the chances of its acceptance by Parliament are

also made more secure. Mr. Bradlaugh with all his

sympathies, is yet no authority on Indian matters.

It is true he already finds himself on Indian ques-

tions at the head of a Liberal squadron in the House

of Commons whom the Congress has won over to its

support, yhis Indian party, however, is just aform-

ing and would not have availed to ensure the pass-

ing of the Bill in the House of Commons. The
details of his proposal, particularly in regard to the

constitution of electorate bodies, were as yet far from

definite. The leaders of the Congress themselves are

scarcely unanimous on this point. A measure, as yet

far from mature and bristling with difficulties of detail,

would have small chance of a favorable reception

from a Chamber generally ill-informed and unsym-

pathetic In Iqdian matters. Whatever Mr, Brad-

laugh’s general position in the House, on an
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Indian question his influence must, in the be-

ginning, be necessarily small. In the best circum-

stances, there must have been great delay with his

Bill. On the contrary, we have in Lord Cross’s Bill

more moderate concessions, it is true, but they

are the mature and well-considered proposals of the

responsible Government. Coming before the House
of Lords with the imprimatur of the Secretary of

State and two successive Viceroys, and supported as

it has every likj^lihood of being, by ex-Viceroys and

other great Indian authorities among the Lords,

when it comes in due course to the Lower Chamber,

it will naturally command more respectful attention.

Barring the complete elimination of the elective

principle, the other features of the Bill ought to make
n acceptable to all fair-minded people, d he Congress

will probably not be satisfied, though they will jubi-

late all the same for what they will regard as a

triumph of their* agitation. But the genesis of Lord

Cross’s proposed enactment is already matter of

history, 'I'he Congress may try, but will fail to

dislodge Lord Dufferin from his position of /oco

parcnlis with respect to this measure.

SIR AlJCKI.ANn COI.VIN Ox\ THE
NA'riVE PRESS.^

Sir Aiu'kl.iiul Colvin, Lieutenant-Governor of the

North-Western Provinces, in his last administration

report, expresses the following opinion on the Native

Press :

—

“
‘Pile Native Press in these Provinces is, to a considerable extent,

free ffom the charjtc of excess which characterizes the Press of many
other parts nf India. A more temperate tone and habit of thought

exists here ;
Ijui iheie is a tendency—probably a growing tendency

—

to imitate the violent style and umeasoning methods of the Native

Press elsewhere. The adoption of the tone which characterizes much
ttf the Native Press is the more to be regretted as it robs it of value

as a guide and assistance to the Government, its attacks being without

qualification or discernment. All that emanates from Government being

touiui by this section to be equally bad, it is too often useless to turn

to its pages for intelligent or discrimmating criticism on its measures, or

^rany useful statement of the wishes and views of the people. There

exist, happily, in these Provinces, certain native papers which in no way
expose themselves to these strictures. Nevertheless, the Native Press

is in too great measure in the hands of needy men, who use it to black-

mail their respectable fellow-citizens
;
and, apart from its uselessness,

for the reasons above stated, as a guide to general native opinion, the

license which at present characterizes it is in the highest degree odious

to the large and important class who are thus laid under contribution.

The Lieutenant-Governor does not at present see any serious ground
for supposing that the intemperate language of the Native Press, and
its undiscriminating attacks on officials in India, have in any degree

corrupted the general tone of thought among the people, or led them
to adopt its point of view, it is in no sense of the word a represent.v

tive pie. s, need and gieed being its main features. It is difficult,

however, to believe that the uninterrupted and increasing circulation

of newspapers, habitually imputing to the Government of India the

basest designs, and to its officers the most unscrupulous conduct, can

fail m couise of time to create among very ignorant people, such as

are the masses here, a strong feeling of hostility to Government which

is confidently, and so far as they can see, without coiuradictiotv stated

to be animated by such motives and served by such subordinates. All

that can be said at present on the subject is that the ignorant classes

seem so far to have formed and retained jusier conceptions on the sub-

ject than those who have assumed the mission of instructing them.”

We commend these weighty remarks to our coun-

trymen, and in especial to native political writers.

They will repay perusal. As an instance of that

discriminating criticism which Sir Auckland desider-

ates in the native press, it is 'a study. Carefully

read, it ought to teach native [>olitician5 Ijow public

questions have to be approached. 'Fhey will not find

a trace of violence or of bitterness in Sir Auckland’s

attitude towards the Indian pre.s.s. And this, be

it remembered, in a man who has been the noire

of that press. No man, excepting perhaps Lord
Dufferin, has had such wholesale denunciations at its

hands. No man coifld be viler in its eyes. And all

for his plain-speaking of the Congress. Mr. Hume
would bully him into support of his movement, but

he was not to be taken in so easily. openly re-

pudiated the claim which Mr. Hume would fain put

forward by an ingenious construction of some of his

utterances that he had expressed himself ia sympathy
with the Congress, and cried quits. And hence-

forward he was to have no peace, if the* Congress-

ists and their journals could prevpnt it. The
most* serious charges were laid against him. He
was accused of instigating Sir Syyed Ahmed to

establish a counter-movement. He was fomenting the

jealousies of the Mahomedans against the Hindus
and setting classes and sects by the ears. Such was
the foul abuse poured on him by an infuriated press.

And now when he sits in judgment on his traducers,

docs he pay them in their own coin ? Does he indulge

in their violence of tone or imitate their one-sided,

unreasoning, undiscriminanting style of criticism ^

Nor does Sir xAuckland propose any hasty measure

for the repression of its license. He merely states

facts as he finds them, and points out their possible

bearings on present and future public opinion. He
offers no suggestion. It is true that after the deli-

berate manner in which the Gagging-Act has been

removed from the statute-book, any reactionary pro-

posal of the kind would be out of date. But still hold-

ing the views he does, of the mischievous tendencies

of the press, and remembering all that he has suffer-

red at its hands, it argues no small degree of state.s-

manlike moderation and forbearance to exercise such

self-restraint. In this Sir Auckland shows himself to

great advantage in comparison with a late Lieutenant-

Governor of Bengal. Sir Ashley Eden was the idol

of the Bengal press. Whoever else might be in

fault, Sir Ashley was immaculate in its eyes. And
by a curious irony of events, it fell to Sir A. Eden’s

lot to be the prime mover of the Vernacular Press Act.

Our knowledge of the Upper Provinces Press is

not sufficient to enable us to pass an opinion on Sir

Auckland Colvin’s estimate of its character. But he
writes under such an apparent sense of responsibility,

and his opportunities of knowing are so exceptional,

that we have no reason to question its general ac-

curacy. If “ need and greed ” be its main features,

and blackmailing be its chief game, the press of Sir

Auckland’s teritory must be even worse than the Press

elsewhere with its empty and almost innocuous violence

of language.

THE PRINCIPLE OF SELECTION F^OR THE
HIGHEST OFFICES IN INDIA.

LORO HARRIS AS GOVERNOR OF BOMBAY.

India is the slave of convenience of Britain and Britons—their maid

of all work—and camel of all burden—the scapegoat as well as

cafs paw of the establishment—the sink of all refuse—the subject

of all experiments. Of course, anybody is good enough to rule in

this coiinry—to direct its government, or preside in its courts, or

command its forces— in time of peace at any rate. It is thus that the

Empire was called in to meet the gravest military danger to which it

was ever exposed with a succession of incapables at the head of its army.

Thus its socalled responsible rulers do not scruple to promote to the

highest bench, in the teeth of the court’s aversion, no^^ious incom-

petence. The very highest offices themselves—those of the rulers on

the spot—are not treated with more consideration. Caprice or con-

venience rather than discretion is visible in the manner of fiikng

them up, God Almighty, who tempers the wind to the shorn lamb,

moderating the full consequences of human folly and, not unoften,

extracting good out of evil. Take our own times. Oalhousie came

out to recover liis lost family estates, and it was simply an accident

that he was a man of rare ability. Lord Canning was a heavy

young man of education who had been tried in the ministry but

had developed no capacity. It was preposterous to cc.li such a man

to the most difficult charge in the universe. But, then, there was

no help for it, at least the absurdity by repetition had ceased to strike,

while gratitode called for a sacrifice; and what so well to hand
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for the purpose as poor India ? Lord Canning’s, father had en-

couraged the Jtudding genius of young Palmerston and was the first

to introduce him to Cabinet office. It was in remembrance of that

gpod office of qld, that Palmerston the veteran Premier gave the scion

of George Canning the opportunity for acquiring wealth and the chance

offmwn in4he £ast. Talk of absurdity 1 Why, Indian afTaijjS are a

standing anomaly. The circumstances under which the lamented Lord

Mayo came out to this country are well known and admitted between

all parties. As Chief Secretary for Ireland, he threatened the life of his

ministry! But he was too good a friend to be sent adrift in disgrace,

so long as the House of Commons has left an Asiatic Dependency to

redress the balance and shelter incompetence. Accordingly, the

bungler in Ireland was sent over to exercise his tried hand on this

Colossus of Empires. How he acted in office—whether he failed or

succeeded, whether he proved a blessing or a curse, is beside the ques-

tion. That was a lottery. The principle of selection is what we are

now concerned to show. That principle is the negation of all principle.

Sometimes, the absurdity goes to farcical lengths. What can be

more laughable than the promotion of a Patronage Secretary to a dis-

tant satrapy? There is no possible connection between the two

offices—no analogy between their requirements. Nor can the ex-

perience of one be of any help in the other. But such is the reckless-

ness of Power against the weak that, within the last few years, India

has had to submit to this tomfoolery, and one of the most English of

Englishmen, whose mind was wholly^ occupied with the details and

mysteries of British electioneering and party government, who h.ad never

exhibited the slightest trace of extra-British sympathy, was made Lord

over myriads of dark Asiatics who all seemed to him the same. Poor

Madras 1 she has been like the.unfortunate dog in the proverb. Already

handicapped with a bad name—she was simply offered a sacrifice to

make matters pleasant for ministers. The Benighted was bewhipped.

And next, Bombay is to have her turn. She is just now well served,

being most fortunate in her Governor, an accomplished gentleman

of wide sympathies. But his administration is drawing to a close. A
successor has already been selected. And what are his qualifications ?

He is an utterly inexperienced young gentleman, but undeniably

broad in the chest, muscular, strong, and hardy. Whether he knows

Adam Smith or not, he can knock half a dozen Prabhus into a jelly.

A magnificent cricketter, gymnast, acrobat, he may be a Champion

of the Belt. But then the endowments and training of a prize-fighter

have nothing in common with the requisites for governing nations.

We wonder whether there is any symbolism understood in these

peculiar appointments. Is the idea gaining in England that India is

becoming difficult to govern, and requires to be kept down by the strong

arm of the civil power ? Do they fancy that the Mulls are all bloody

Moplahs, that an efficient whip is the ruler for them ? Do they imagine

the Ducks to be veritable Dragons that a young Hercules is needed

to keep them in check and prevent them sowing their ominous dentals

in the land ?

This business reminds us of a famous inter-academic passagc-.ai-arms

in England. We refer to the epigrams which the sister Universities of

Oxford and Cambridge bandied between them in the beginning of the

last century. George I. having made a present of books to Cambridge

at the same time that a regiment was sent to Oxford, Dr. Trapp wrote—

The king observing, with judicious eyes.

The stale of both his universities,

To one he sent a regiment
;
for why ?

That learned body wanted loyalty

To th’ other he sent books, as well discerning

How much that loyal body wanted learning.

That was a hit indeed, and all the worse for the younger academy

for its air of fairplay. The discrimination shown by the writer seemed

to leave her no leg to stand upon. But genius is not daunted by diffi-

culty, and one of her dutiful sons fully answered the Oxonian squib.

If Dr. Trapp’s epigram is good, the following by Sir William Browne

inglorious

The king to Oxford sent his troop of horse,

For Tories own no argument but force.

With equal care to Cambridge books he sent,

For Whigs allow no force but argument.

Is it on some such principle that the Home Government have found

a successor for Lord Reay? It is certainly in the lightest of light

literature rather than the literature of politics, that the rationale of the

appointment is^to be discovered. In the plenitude of official know-

ledge, Bombay may be a barren beach of the Arabian Sea somehow

abounding in wild ducks, for which a modern Nimrod with a gun is

result is that a respectable gentleman, who may be happy and possibly

useful at home, is being transported on a wild-goose-chasing game.

The prospect for the Western Presidency is not very inviting. To the

sober sons of Asia, Christians at the best seem a rum lot, not to say

queer customers, with their boundless animal spirits and apparently

abnormal restlessness. Muscular Christianity is too mqph of a good

thing. But Allah is great.
,

VAGARIES OF THE CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY.

The Calcutta University Examinations began this week with a new

departure. In past years, the Entrance, F. A., an^ B. A. examinations

used to be held simultaneously, and that arrangement involved the

minimum of interference with the ordinary work of schools and

colleges which are then in session. The same thing was to be the

case this year also, as announced at first, but subsequently, for reasons

which have not transpired, it was arranged otherwise. Accordingly,

the Entrance Examination has led the way, and the other two

will follow after the interval of a fortnight. This will mean the

stoppage of work, in at any rate, the institutions where these ex-

aminations are held, for nearly three weeks, if not more. Nothing

could be more agreeable than this long holiday to the teaching

staff in these places, but p.arents of the students mill certainly have

other feelings. Already, there are more of these holidays than

used to be the case before, and the present change in holding the Ex-

aminations scperately, coupled with the extraordinary delay which is

now-a-days made in publishing their results, will have practically

the effect of depriving candidates who appear at them from the

benefit of regular school or college education for over half the year.

The evil of this interruption to studies is particularly seen in the

case of candidates who are ** plucked.” Take the case of F. A.

candidates. They are selected in December as eligible for admis-

sion to the examination, and directly the selections arc made, they

cease from attending lectures, not a few doing so even before. The

Examination as in the present year comes off in March, and the result is

published about the time the long summer vacation begins. The college?,

reopen about the end of June, and resume regular work from July. As

regards the candidates who fail, here is clear loss of six months time

This year’s Entrance Examination has not passed without the usual

crop of complaints. Only in regard to the selection of questions, the

complaints are not so many and so loud as in some past years.

Evidently, the examiners were more careful this time to adapt the

questions to the capacities of the examinees. We wish there were the

same carefulness in regard to more minor points. It would appear from

some of the printed question papers set this year, that it is no body’s

business in this University “ to correct the proofs,” or there would not

have been such ridiculous mistakes as have crept into some of the ques-

tion-papers. We understand that Mr. Tawney had to issue bulletins on

the first three of the days of the Entrance Examination pointing out

the typographical errors in those papers. Is he not going to take sharp

notice of the negligence of those whose duty it was to see that there were

no such things ? These bulletins were of course sent only to the neigh-

bouring scats of examination in Calcutyt within reach of the Senate

House. But what of the centres of examination in the far oft mofussil?

Passing over minor typographical errors, we will mention only some im-

portant ones which occurred in the Sanskrit paper on Tuesday and in

the Translation papers on Monday. In the Sanskrit paper, the last

question was “ Translate the following into English,” while curiously

enough the passage directed to be translated into English was

English already. To be called upon to translate English into English

was to do no less a feat than

To gild refined gold, to p.aint the lily,

To throw a perfume on the violet,

To smooth the ice, or add another hue

Unto the rainbow.

And yet, by ffome freak of chance, this very feat or work of supereroga-

tion, this “ wasteful and ridiculous excess” as the Poet calls it, was to

be done by the candidates who had taken up Sanskrit. It is reported

that one of them solved the difficulty by paraphrasing the passage,

of course into his own worse English. To say that the correction of

the mistake would have easily suggested itself to the candidates as well

as the superintending officers at these places, will not do. The English

passage was, indeed, really meant to bc*rendcrcd into Sanskrit, but

under the hard and fast rules which govern these examinations, no

one is at liberty to suggest any such substitution or correction.

More serious qven than this, were the printing mistakes in the

The passages in Bengali, Hindi, and Urdu
just the Sultan. As the actual ducks are neither here nor there, the Translation papers.
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given for translation into £nglisb| contained several misprints, and

over some of them candidates were likely to stumble. But if we

charitably assume that they caused no real difficulty to the can-

didates whose vernaculars they were, and pass over these slips as no

serious matter, what shall we say of the quaint diction of the

passages which, at the best, is now grown out of date. These

passages were to be translated into English, and formed one of

two papers* in the examination meant to test knowledge in English.

They were therefore selected by the Head Examiner in English,

Mr. Kowe, and were probably his own composition. On any other

hypothesis one cat^not explain how such indifferent, old fashioned,

slipshod Bengali, or Hindi or Urdu could ever be written, far

less selected for the purposes of a University Examination. But

this is not all. We hear that some of the examiners who are to

decide the fate of candidates in this translation business are

Europeans, w'ith no better knowledge of the vernaculars than the

'Head Examiner, and that they will be helped! in their task by

cut and dry translations of the passages which have been made

for them, the exercises of the candidates being appraised by this

rigid standard. This dooks like measuring knowledge by the yard

measure. How justice could be possible under such extraordinary

circumstances paries our understanding. We hope our information

on this point may not be quite accurate. If, however, it be so, the

least we can do is to suggest that these translation papers should

be made over to the native gentlemen among the examiners in

English, and their European colleagues have nothing to do with them.

There is still another matter. It used to be said that questions were

often framed more to show oB the ingenuity and learning of the

examiners than to test the merits of examinees. Some questions in this

year’s English Composition Paper—we are glad they are a few,—are

quite open to this charge. Here are the more objectionable of them :

—

“ 3. State clearly the sense of the following idiomatic expressions :

—

(c.) Their name is * Legion.* {d.) It goes against the grain.

5. ‘^orm sentences showing the difference in meaning between :

—

outlook and look out; overreach and recich over; upshot and shot up;
withstand and stand with'*

A man who has so little knowledge of the acquirements of Entrance

candidates as to set such stiff, out of the way questions, is clearly un-

worthy of the office of examiner. To expect mere boys, mostly

natives, to know the meanings of such idiomatic expressions, and

prepositional phrases is to be doomed to disappointment. To the

examiner who is an Englishman, they seem common enough. But

they are the reverse to even ordinarily educated natives, to say nothing

of boys. Even B. A. students will not stand the test of some of these

questions. And if his past expeiience of Indian students lias not taught

him this, his experience must have taught him very little. Further,

these are by no means fair questions. Candidates are not told to get

up a whole dictionary of phr.ases as a part of their English course, and

in the absence of any such express intimation, to pick and choose from

the vast store-house of English phraseology any but the simplest and

most common ones, particularly for Entrance candidates, is surely to

lake them by a surprise. The examiners in English should thank their

Chief for having provided endless merriment for them to relieve the

tediousness of their task. Over the answers to these questions they will

have much hearty laughing. These answers will be of as many different

kinds as there are candidates who make bold to grapple with them.

Our Ranchi coriespondeni’s letter on this subject may appear in our

next. The daily papers are full of complaints.

PROFESSOR MAX MULLER ON ORIENTAL STUDIES.

professor Max Mullar delivered the following address at the in-

auguration, in London under the Presidency of H. R. H. the Prince

of Wales, of the School for Modern Oriental Studies :

—

For more than 30 years, I may honestly say, T have been looking

forward to what at last I see realized to-night. If you could look

back to the old number of The Timeiy you would findf there, just

32 years ago, my last urgent appeal for the establishment of a

School of Oriental Languages in London. It bears the date of the

10th of January, and was published on the 13th of January, 1857.

And I may say now what was not generally known at the time

—that he who took the warmest interest in this plan, who saw not

only its great literary, but its supreme national importance, and

who never gave up his hope that sooner or later chat plan would

be realized, was, Sir, your* Royal father. (Cheers.) You know.

Sir, how nothing that concerned the greatness and honour of

England was foreign to his noble heart, and how the duties, how-

ever distasteful and unpopular at times, which that greatness im-

poses on ail of us found in him always the most faithful and deter-

;ttined champion. The Prince Consort could not bear tQ see other

countries outstripping England in a work which was pecu-liviy her

own. (Cheers.) England may have her rivals and competitors in

the West ; in the East she stands supreme, unrivalled, unapproached.

England rules over nearly 300 millions of people who speak

Oriental languages ; she probably supplies the markets of I,oo0

millions of the people of the East, and yet, for cultivating a practical

or scholarlike knowledge of these languages, for educating a sufficient

number of young men qualified to serve her interests and to main-

tain her power in the East, England has hitherto been doing less than

either Russia, France, or Germany. When 1 say England, I mean
the Government. (Hear, hear.) For during the many yca^p which

have elapsed since the Crimean war, and since the Indian Mutiny,

the different Universities and colleges of the country have indeed

bestirred themselves and made the greatest efforts to supply Oriental

teaching according to their means, nay, even beyond their means.

The expense incurred by some of them in providing a staff of com-

petent professors and teachers of the ancient and, more particularly,

of the modern languages of the East has been very serious. It is

quite right that the ancient and classical languages of the East

should be represented in every University by the very best scholars,

far more even than they arc at present. But it cannot be expected

that Oxford, Cambridge, Glasgow, Edingburgh, St. Andrews,

Aberdeen, Dublin, King*8 College, and University College ahould

each provide a staB‘ of teachers for Hindi, Hindustani, Bengali,

Marathi, Guzarathi. Tamil, Tclugu, Canarcse, Burmese, to say

nothing of such vernaculars as Tashon, Baungshe, Chinbok, Chinm6,

and others for which, as I see frqm The Tims of January I, the

Indian Government has just offered very tempting rewards.

Nothing can be more creditable than what has been achieved by

the two colleges who have^now united their forces under the

auspices of the Imperial Institute. Were I free to speak of my
own University, 1 could easily show that the generosity of Oxfotd

in supplying the necessary funds for Oriental teaching need fear no

comparison. The same applies, I know, to Cambridge. But when
Imperial interests are at stake, the country has a right to expect

Imperial—that is, concentrated—action. Otherwise, what is the

good of hiving an Empire ? We might as well go back to thb

Heptarchy. (Laughter and cheers.) The Russian Empire has

long been the most liberal patron of Oriental studies. In the
.
Im-

perial Academy of St. Petersburg there has always been a chair for

almost every branch of Oriental learning, and the principal spoken

languages of the East continue to be taught there by professors,

both European and Oriental. In France the Government has long

ago founded a school pour les longues orieutaks vhontes^ where Hindus-

tani, Persian, Arabic, Turkish, Chinese, and Tibetan are taught by

eminent scholars, while the French* Institute has always counted

among its members the chief representatives of every department of

Oriental research. At Vienna there is an Oriental Seminary, and

the Imperial Press has acquired one of the richest collections of

Oriental types. When other Universities and academies to which

I had applied for assistance hesitated about publishing a translation

of the “ Sacred Books of the the East,** the Austrian Government
in the most liberal spirit came forward, ready to bear the expense of

an undertaking that was intended to remove the' religious pre-

judices which separate the East from the West. At Berlin a Se-

minary of Oriental Languages has lately been inaugurated which,

under the direction of my learned friend Professor Sachan, .bids fair

to surpass all the others. As this is the youngest of these institu-

tions, allow me to tell you what excellent work is being done there

at present. According to an official report just received, the

Oriental Seminary at Berlin has now the following staff of professors

and teachers :—One professor of Chinese ; two teachers of Chinese,

both natives—one for teaching North Chinese, the other South

Chinese ; one professor of Japanese, assisted by a native teacher ;

one professor of Arabic, assisted by two native teachers—one for

Arabic as spoken in Egypt, the other for Arabic as spoken in Syria ;

one native teacher of Hindustani and Persian ; one native teacher

of Turkish ; one teacher of Suahcli, an important language spoken on

the East Coast of Africa, assisted by a native. Besides these special

lectures, those given by the most eminent professors of Sanskrit, Arabic,

Persian, and Chinese in the Universities of Berlin are open to the

students of the Oriental Seminary. The number of students

amounts at present to 115. Of these, 56 are said to belong to the

faculty of law, which must be taken to include all •aflio aspire to

any employment in the consular and colonial services. Fifteen be-

long to the faculties of philosophy, medicine, and physical science ;

four to the faculty of theology, who are probably intended for mw-
sionary work. Twenty-three arc mentioned as engaged in mercan-

tile pursuits, three are technical students, five officers in the Army,

and nine are rctnrned as studying modern Greek and Spanish, lan-

guages not generally counted as Oriental, though, no donbt of great

usefulness in thoi East and in America. Suppose that out of this

number 50 only arc turned out every year, well grounded in one

of the Eastern languages—think what a leaven that will be in dif-

ferent parts of the East. Think also of what a poorer they will

consiitute. 1 doboot say hostile to England, but at all events in

competition and rivalry with her, whenever her diplomatic and her

commercial interests arc at stake I (Cheers.) Of course, diplo-

matists of the old school yfitt uU you that ihter|>retert arc
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sufficient for transacting any official business in the East, and that

having to wa4t for an answer, while the dragoman is translating, al-

lows time useful for reflection. Our young diplomatists know better,

yhcy know that a friendly is impossible in the presence

of a. third person, however neutral and machine-like. Dragomans
ar^^^ften . ifritadng, sometime misleading, sometimes actuajly dis-

honest. (Laughter and cheers.) If a new commercial treaty has

to be negotiated in Japan, if a concession has to be secured in China,

if rights of suzerainty have to be acquired in Africa, who is likely

to be successful ? The envoy who arrives in full state with a poisi of

secretaries and dragomans, or the diplomatic agent who can converse

freely with natives of all ranks, who can make allowance for the

prejudices, the temper, the susceptibilities of Eastern potentates, and

who in the end may become their best friend and adviser ? (Cheers.)

No country has appreciated the importance of Oriental studies

more highly than Russia, and no country has been better served by

her polyglot diplomatists. Let me give you one instance only.

More than $0 years ago there was at the Imperial Academy of St.

Petersburg a professor of Pushtu, then the only one in Europe.

People, ignorant of the East, asked what that language might be.

Wc know now but too well that it is the language of the Afghans.

In 1840 Professor Dorn published at St. Petersburg his **Grammairc

Afghane.” We are speaking of ancient history, for at that time

Dost Mahomed was still the ruler of Afghanistan, Burncs and
Macnaghten had not yet been murdered, and the awful tragedy of

the Khyber Pass had not yet been enacted. Yet Russia was all

that time quietly encouraging the study of Pushtu, of which there

is even now, 1 believe, no teacher in England. Call this what

you like, enlightened patronage of (iriental scholarship, or keen

political foresight—in either case Russia deserves full credit, and

she has had her reward. (Cheers.) But it is not only for the

purpose of state-craft and diplomacy that England should follow

the example of Russia, and secure constant supply of wclI-qualiHed

Oriental scholars. The chief object of diplomacy is to prevent war.

But if diplomacy fails and war breaks out, what is an army to do,

how is it to live in Eastern countries without officers who can freely

communicate with the people, whether friendly or hostile ? The
German army has always been very proud because it would possess

in its ranks one officer who could write a report of the battle of

WSrth in Sanskrit. This might possibly prove an mbarrai dt rUhessey

and I am not going to recommend Sanskrit as a panacea for all evils.

(Laughter.) But at the present moment, whether in the Soudan

or in Burmah, the English commissariat is sadly in want of officers

who can freely converse with the natives, who can write letters in

Arabic or Burmese, and are able to explain to the people whether

they want an ox or a cow, a sheep or a goat. The Commissariat

always claims, perhaps rightly, that no victory has ever been gained

on an empty stomach. Much can, no doubt, be requisitioned by

sign language, to say nothing of the language of blows and revolvers.

But a good understanding between an army and the people of the

country is impossible without officers understanding and speaking

the language. Many surprises, painful surprises, might have been

spared to the English army, if what is called the ** Intelligence

Department ” had been better cared for in times past. I remember,

during the Crimean war, a letter from Shamyl arriving in Eng-

land, and no one being able to read it. It could not well be sent

to St, Petersburg for translation. (Laughter.) About the same

time the Russian Governor of the Caucasus was said to have re-

ceived the first information of a carefully planned conspiracy in

Georgia from Georgian scholars at Sc. Petersburg. 1 see that at

present German officers arc studying Chinese, Turkish, and Suahcli

in the Oriental Seminary at Berlin. Why should wc not produce

the same article in the School of Oriental Languages which is

inaugurated to-night under such brilliant auspices? And when,

after war, peace has been restored once more, when commercial

intercourse on a large scale has to be established, so as to knit the

bonds of peace by the strongest chains, is not a knowledge of the

languages more essential to the English than to any other mer-

chants ? You would hardly believe the number of letters I receive

from time to time from manufacturers, requesting me to translate

advertisements, inquiring whether advertisements inserted in Ori-

ental newspapers really mean what they arc intended to mean, or

asking for translation of notices in Oriental journals. (Laughter.)

I am not responsible for the reputation of Mezzofanttasisy which I

seem to enjoy in certain quarters. I have protested ^igainst it

again and again. Still people will write to me and address me as

“ ffi? Professor of the Oriental language at Oxford,” evidently ima-

gining that one unknown language—some Oriental Folapuk—is

spoken all over the East. (Laughter.) No one who kno>v8 what

is to know a language would ever imagine that it is possible for any

human being to know more than two or, at the utmost, three lan-

guages thoroughly. He may be acquainted with many more, he

may even handle some of them dexterously enough in conversation,

but to know a language is a work of a life. To learr. a new lan-

guage means to become a new man. I hope, cheiefore, chat fn

future I shall be relieved of the title of professor of the Oriental

canguage, and chat the Imperial Institute, and more particularly

the new School of Oriental Languages, will supply to every mer-

chant in England, Scotland, and Ireland such information as I in

my ignorance was often unable to give. Every pound laid out on
the proper endowment of this school will bear interest a hundred

and a thousand fold, by opening new and splendid channels to

British commercial enterprise. England cannot live an isolated life.

She must be able to breathe, to grow, to expand, if she is to live at

all. Her productive power is far too much for herself, too much
even for Europe. She must have a wider field for her unceasing

activity, ^nd chat field is the East, with its many races, its many
markets, its many languages. To allow herself to be forestalled

or to be ousted by more eloquent and persuasive competitors from

those vast fields of commerce would be simple suicide. Our school,

in claiming national support, appeals first of all to the instinct of

self-preservation. It says to every manufacturing town in England,

help us, and, in doing so, help thyself. Whenever the safety and
honour of England arc at stake we know what enormous sums

Parliament is willing to vote for Army and Navy, for fortresses and
harbours—sums larger than any other Parliament would venture to

name. Wc want very little for our School of Oriental Languages,

but we want at least as much as other countries devote to the same
object. We want it for the very existence of England ; for the

vital condition of her existence is her coftimcrcc, and the best

markets for that commerce lie in the East. Let the world call

England a nation of shopkeepers (laughter)

—

otf^sn nccip'to—but let

England show that she means to keep her shops against the world.

(Cheers.) The nobler feeling of patriotism may lie dormant for

a time, but if once roused it awakes with irresistible force and fury,

and knows how to defend

—

“ This blessed plot, this earth, this realm, this England,

“ Against the envy of less happier lands.”

(Cheers.) Perhaps I have now said enough, and ought to detain

you no lohger. But, if you could spare me some moments more,

there is one subject, very near to my heart, on which I should be

glad if you allowed me to say a few words. Need 1 say that it is

India ? For ruling India in harmony with the wishes and the high-

est interests of its inhabitants, and at the same time with 4 due

regard for the heavy responsibility incurred by England in becoming

the guardian of that enormous Empire, wc want yonng men who
arc able to do more than merely chatter Hindustani or Tamil.

If we look once more to the lectures provided in the Oriental

Seminary at Berlin, wc shall find that they are not confined to

teaching Oriental languages, or how to write a commercial letter,

how to draw up an official document, and how to draft a poli-

tical treaty. In every department the professors have to lecture

on the history, the geography, the manners, customs, laws, and
religions of the principal nations of the Fast. This is the kind

of knowledge which is absolutely necessary for those who arc

destined to rule over a population nearly ten times as large

as the population of England, a population not only speaking

difierent languages, but thinking different thoughts, believing in

different religions, nourished by different historical traditions, and

divided by different aspirations for the future. It is sometimes

supposed to be not altogether easy to govern England, Scotland,

and Ireland, because on certain points their interests seem
divergent. It is said that English statesmen do not understand

Ireland, Irish statesmen do not understand England, and Scotch states-

men do not understand either. (Great laughter.) And yet these

three countries speak a common language, have a common religion,

and, in spite of occasional jars and bickeyngs, would resist with a

common indignation any insult offered to their common honour, and

invasion of their commonwealth. Think, then, what a task is im-

posed on that handful of young Englishmen, Scotchmen, and Irish-

men who arc sent out every year to govern India, and how much
depends on their being well equipped for that task. The history of

England’s taking possession of India is more marvellous than any

story of the “ Arabian Nights,” and what is the most marvellous in

it is the apparent absence of any plan or plot from beginning to

end. No English statesman was ever so hare-brained as to con-

ceive the plan of sending out an expedition for the conquest

of India. But though there was no plan or plot, nowhere in the

whole history of the world is there a higher purpose more visible

than in the advance of England towards the East. It was the

innate vigour gf the Saxon race, its strong political instincts, its

thirst for work, its love of enterprise, its craving for progress

that drove its sons across the sea and made them the founders of

new empires in India and colonic?. There was no plan or plot ;

but read the history of the English Empire in India, and you will

find that the readiness, the presence of mind, the self-reliance, the

endurance, the heroic bravery in moments of supreme anguish of

Englishmen and Englishwomen, and, taking it all in all, the political

wisdom and moderation of the best of India’s rulers and statesmen,

would supply materials for a perfect epic, more wonderful than the
“ Iliad ” and ** Odyssey.” And as in the “ Iliad ” and the “ Odys-

sey ” the old poet shows us behind the human heroes the Greek gods

fighting their battle, chough unseen by mortal eye, the true historian

also must try to discefirer, behind the conflicts of races and rulers

m India, the working out of higher purposes, chough at the time
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beyond the grasp ot the human mind. (Cheers.) The great his-

torical dramaf of which we arc witnessing the last act in India,

began thousands of years ago, when the Aryan family separated, one

branch moving towards the north-west, the other towards the south-

east. Let us not waste our time on questions which admit of no

scientific solution as to the exact spot of the original Aryan home.

Nothing n^w and true has yet been advanced against it having been
“ somewhere in Asia.” For us, however, it is enough to know that

our ancestors and the ancestors of the Hindoos had once a common
home, that they lived in the same pastures, spoke the same lan-

guage, and worshipped the same gods. Their blood may have been
mixed, and by mixParc may, we hope, have been improved. But
stronger than the affinity of mere blood is affinity of language and
thought which makes Englishmen and Hindoos brothers indeed.

The ring that was broken thousands of years ago is now being

welded together once more. The world is becoming Indo-European.
|

The young men whom England sends to India should greet the I

Aryan inhabitants, not as conquerors meet the conquered, but as

brothers meet brothers, as friends meet friends. It is generally said

that India has been conquered by England. But the true conquest

of India, it seems to me, is still to come. The true conquerors of

India, of the heart of Jndia, will be those very men whom our new
School of Oriental Languages means to fit for their arduous work.
(Cheers.) No doubt they have to acquire the spoken vernaculars,

but in order to understand the people, in order to take a deep
human interest in their own work, in order to sympathize with, nay,

to love, the people with whom they arc brought into daily contact

they must do more. There ought to be a real plan and plot in

this now conquest. There ought to be a will, for we know that

where there is a will there is a way. Our new conquerors will have

to study the ancient literature of India, which is still the leaven of

Indian thought. They must gain an insight into the ancient

religion, which is still the best key to the religious convictions and

superstitions of the present day. They must enter into the spirit

of the ancient law of the country before attempting to reconcile

native customs with the principles of modern legislations. They
must learn to appreciate the beauty of Indian literature before

mcashring it with the standard of our own poetry, or condemning
it unheard. If our young statesmen go out to India half acclimatized

already to the intellectual atmosphere in which they are to spend

the best part of their lives, they will not look upon the country as

an exile and on its inhabitants as mere strangers. They are not

strangers ; they are brothers. They are made of the same stuff as

we ourselves. I have never been in India, but I have known
Indians, both men and women, and I do not exaggerate when I tell

you that some of them need fear no comparison with the best men
and women whom it has been my good fortune to know in England,

France, or Germany. Whether for unselfishness, or devotion to

high ideals, truthfulness, purity, and real, living religion, I know no

hero greater than Keshub Chunder Sen, no heroine greater than

Ramabai, and I am proud to have been allowed to count both among
my best friends. (Cheers.) You may say that these arc exceptions.

No doubt they are, and they would be exceptions in Europe as

much as in India. Mount Everest is an exception ; Mount Blanc
is an exception ; but still we reckon the height of mountain ranges

by their highest peaks, and we have a right to measure the sublimity

of a whole nation by its best men arul women. (Cheers.) Look
for these men and women, and you will find them, if not in the

great towns, yet in the countless villages of Jndia. The great

towns in India, more than in Europe, contain the very dregs of In-

dian society, and it is from them that our opinion of the character

of the Hindoos has been too often formed. And yet what does

Elphinstone say, who knew India if anybody ever knew it :
—“No

set of people among the Hindoos,” he says, “arc so depraved as the

dregs of our own great towns. The villagers arc everywhere

amiable, affectionate to their families, kind to their neighbours, and,

towards all but the Government, honest and sincere.’* < What does

Bishop Heber say f—
** The Hindoos are brave, courteous, intelligent, most eager fo(

knowledge and improvement, sober, industrious, dutiful to parents,

affectionate to their children, uniformly gentle arnd patient, and

more elsily affected by kindness and attention to their wants and

feelings than any people I ever met with.** Sir Thomas Munro
bears even stronger testimony. He writes :

—

“If a good system of agriculture, unrivalled manufacturing

skill, a capacity to produce whatever can contribute to either

convenience or luxury, schools established in every village for

teaching, reading, writing, and arithmetic, the general practice of

hospitality and charity amongst each other, and, above all, a treat-

ment of the female sex full of confidence, respect, and delicacy,

arc among the signs which denote a civilized people, then the

Hindoos arc not inferior to the nations of Europe, and if civiliza-

tion is to become an article of trade between England and India, I

am convinced that England will gain by the import cargo.”

These are the unprejudiced opinions of men who knew the
Hindoos, their language, lircraturc, and religion thoroughly, who
had spent their lives in the Civil Service, and had risen in it to the
highest rank. Who after that will dare to say that the Hindoos arc
a nation of liars and hypocrites, and that no English gentleman
could ever been terms of intimacy and friendship with such niggers?

(Cheers.) I have hitherto spoken chiefly of Hindoos, of those who
are still under the sway of their ancient native literature and reli-

gion, and who speak languages derived from, or strongly impregnated
with, Sanskrit. But what 1 b^ve said applies with equal truth to
the Mahomedan inhabitants of India. No one can understand
them, can sympathize with them, can influence them, who does not
know their religion, who cannot read the Koran and the classical

works of Arabic literature. We have no idea how often their feel-
ings arc hurt by the free and easy, by the ignorant way in which we
speak of what is sacred to them. No Hindoo likes to hear his reli-

gion called idolatry, no Parsec can bear to be called a fire-wor^
shipper. In the same way a Mahomedan objects to hearing hia re-
ligion called Mahomedanism, or Mahomed spoken of as an arcK-
impostcr. Mahomed was no more an imposter than any of the
founders of the great religions of the world. (Cheers.) And nothing
marks the progress of an enlightened study of religion, of the science
of religion, better than the right picture which an eloquent and
large-hearted Bishop of the Church of England has lately given of
Mahomed in his Bamptom lectures* Still, with all their veneration
for Mahomed, those who follow him do not quite like to hear their
religion called Mahomedanism, though it seems to us a most in-
offensive name. It was not made by Mahomed, they say ; it was
revealed to him, and its true name is Is/am (surrender). I doubt
whether a better name has ever been invented for any religion, than
surrender, Isiatn (Cheers.) It is a knowledge, a thorough knowledge,
not only of the languages of India, but of its classical literature, its

religion, its laws and customs, its superstitions and prejudices, its

whole social life, that will form the best preparation for those who
after passing through this school of Oriental languages, are to be-
come both the servants and the rulers of India. When I look at the
list of those who have already been enrolled on the staff of profes-
sors and teachers, 1 see names that offer the best security for the
success of this institution. Aud when I see the name of its Royal
patron, 1 know that whenever this institution requires help and
support it will be granted readily and generously. To carry on the
work which our fathers had to leave unfinished is the best tribute
we can pay to their memory. We could not wish for better auguries
than when we sec, as we see to-night, the cherished idea of a noble
father called back to life by a loyal and devoted son. (Loud cheers.)—The Timn (London.)
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OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

We have received from the office of Reis

and Rayyet, one of the leading native news-

papers of Calcutta, a most readaWe little dmA-

ure written by Baboo Sambhu C. Mookerjee,

once Minister to the late Nawab Faridoon Jah,

Bahadoor, Nawab Nazim of Bengal, Behar and

Orissa, which gives a graphic account of the

Baboo’s travels to and in Independent Tip-

perah. Written in capital English and evi-

dently by a gentleman of broad views and

enlightened mind, the work is decidedly a

valuable addition to the catalogue of English

written Bengalee literature. This book of

travels should be read widely not only by

English residents out here, but by our country-

men at home, for it teems with interest and

teaches us far more about the fine belt of

unopened country travelled through^ than any

work of the sort written by an Englishman

i^ould have done. Baboo Sambhu Chundcr

Mookerjee is one of whom his countrymen

may well be proud, for he writes throughout

with the moderate and educated pen of

a thorough gentleman.— The Indian Planters

Gazetted sporting News, October 4, 1887.

Mr. S. Mookerjee, who will be readily recog-

nised as the editor of that able little paper

the Reis and Rayyet, dedicates his iravlcs m
Bengal to a fTide circle of readers—those who

know India and are unable to love her ;
those

who love her, and do not know her : those who

neither know nor love ;
those who d being tire

of India, take to travelling ;
foreigners who

want to know, and Englishmen, The author

himself is not the least tired of India, though

he is a traveller by profession, we might almost

say, and though he puts limits upon journeys,

never caring to get very far away

Calcutta. It is not mileage, however, which

makes the triveller. It is the power to ob-

serve sympathetically what is going on at

each stage of a journey, and to keep his spirit

about the minor inconveniences which neces-

sarily occur by road, river, or rail. This Mr.

Mookerjee does. He never loses his good

humour under any set of circumstances, and

what is belter, he conveys a full sense of it to

his pages. The reader may lake a choice of

journeys through Eastern Bengal to Tipperah,

or to the heart of Bengal Proper, and will in

each case be fully rewarded by the fruits of

Mr. Mookerjee’s w.anderings. Peihaps the

English rcatler will be mainly struck by the

excellent English style of the writer. The

author is not ashamed of his nationality
;
he

rejoices in being a Bengali, but at the saine

time he indulges In prose which has no alien

trace in it. It is not the English of an edu-

cated German or Frenchman ;
it is the nervous

Saxon of a subject of the Empress of India.

Mr. Mookerjee had special advantages in some

of his journeys, especially to Independent Tip-

perah, whither he w.as called to an important

official position. He was thus assured of
j

many attentions, though, in forming accurate
|

impressions of a country it is doubtful whether

it is not better to be untrammelled with con-

nections which frighten away the simple folk

and impose reticence on them as a duty. From

the notes of his journey through East Bengal,

and to show how genial is his outlook, we take

the following :—[ Extract.]

From Dacca he went further East, and his

experiences on the Megna are of a most en-

livening description. He saw many visions of

beauty, and Mr. Mookerjee is no niggard when

he is describing something he has enjoyed

seeing. Here is a sketch on his way up the

river :—[ Extract.]

But it is not physical beauty alone which de-

tains our author’s eye [Extr.ict.]

The same symptoms of material progress

he notes among the boatmen on his course.

—

[ Extract.]

Some portion of the volume has already been

contributed to the Statesman, and will be fami-

liar to our readers. The following description

of natural effects is not known to them. We
doubt whether Mr. Ruskin, or Mr. Black would

accept it as a final account of the sun’s rising

and setting ;—[ Extract].— The Statesman,

October 7, 1887.

If we have not before noticed Mr. Sambhu
C. Mookerjec’s Travels in Bengal^ which was

published some months ago, it is not because

the little book is either dull or pointless. It

contains, on the contrary, much interesting

matter, though some of the Incidents arc over-

weighted with detail in what is facetiously

called a “little booklet.” The author’s view

as a rule is, by the way, facetious : he is given

even to punning ;
but he is .also sentimentai

in the highest degree—“a naked Whiteman ”

hurts his susceptibilities ;
a Hindu girl, bathing

in the river, throws him into an ecstasy of

delight : “she had such large languishing eyes !

But he is nothing if not philosophical, and bis

reflections on this or that social and political

subject are not without their moral. Mr.

Sambhu C. Mookerjee was formerly Minister

to the “last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa” and* afterwards Minister

of the Maharaja of Tipperah. He is a man,

therefore, of experience, and when he speaks

his brethren should listen to him

Travels in Bengal is a readable book, and it

abounds in anecdotes which are often as in-

structive as amusing, ai*d it is not spoiled by

loo many political allusions, though, of course

some few have crept in.— The Pioneer,

Dec., 1887.

Fran Kissen Ohowdry Fund
FOR .SUPPLYING

INDIA WITH NATIVE SCIENTIFIC

MEN OF EUROPEAN TRAINING.

Under a benevolent Scheme now in opera-

tion for several ye.irs, started by Baboo Pran

Kissen Chowdry, for assisting meritorious but

poor Indian students, under certain conditions^

to go to Europe for competing for the Indian

Service, there is now room for a native student,

of sound health, who, having passed the Calcutta

Government Medical College, may desire to

compete for the Covenanted Indian Medical

Service. Passage and expenses for two years

residence in England will be paid out of the

fund of the Scheme.

Apply to Dr. Sambhu C. Mookerjee,

Reis b* Rayyet Office,

i, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

In Pamphlet, Price ^ annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By CapuANDREW HEARSEY.

Apply to Reis Rayyet Office, Calcutta.

BEETHAMS

rn. mniA and ill HOT CLIMATBS this sweiOy wented imoUient MUk is

ra the SKIM "cutiiTand BBFEESHED to the HOTTEST WEATHEE,

Bemoves and prevents all SUNBURN, REBNBSS, *’^CKWBS,
the SKIN DELICATELY SOFT. SMOOTH aadJYHigiL

It entirely prevents It Irom becomlug DRY and WfiiNKLBB, and PRESERVES the

/s/hwni T?xinN from the Bcrrchlni! effects of the BUN and WIND more effectually than any
COMPLEXION from we wjmc^eiwcw 01 STINOB of INSEcTfi ia

.Llig’tS’tiiJ itoiTihu

• h« ao eqnil! Sold b, ril Chwatoto.

BiTlt Matoro M. BEBtHAM dt

CALCUTTA AGENTS: SCOTT THOMPSON & CO,
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"IT SE00MMEND8 ITSEUP.’*

All who suffer find sure relief from

.
The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AouteRheumatism and RheumaticGout,
After years of semi>hc)plessness and suffer-

ing
; while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS.

LUMBAGO. SCIATICA, FACEACHE,
SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

or these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous
relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs
Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.
Arc you subject to HEADACHES and the

12. LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,
(Opposite the Police Courts

THE CALCUTTA

HOMffiOPATnrC PHARMACY,
TMK

,

EARLIEST Si STILL MOST EXTENSIVE
DISPENSARYIN ASIA

OF PURE HOMOEOPATHY ONLY,
WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE
TEADE IN

INDEPENDENT H0M(E0PAT£Y
and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.
B. & Co. beg to draw the Attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned
WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes
out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited.’^

This Company*s Steamer * BEHAR "*

will leave Calcutta for Assam^on Tuesday, the
4th proximo.

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel
should be sent to the Company’s Godowns
at Juggannauth Ghat, not later than 5 p.m.
on Saturday, the ist proximo.

Cachar Line.

The steamer THIICAH of this line will

leave Calcutta for Cachar on the 4th prox.
(Tuesday) for which cargo will be received until

5 P.M. on Saturday the 1st proximo.
Assam Despatch Steamer Service from

GOALlTtiDO
' and

Daily Mail Steamer Service from
Dhubri to Debrooghur.

A Daily service is maintained from Goal-
undoand Dhubri for passengers and light goods
traffic, f. e.f packages not weighing over a
ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival
of the previous night’s 9.30 P. M. (Madras time)
train from Sealdah, and Dhubri on arrival ofl
the mails.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to
almost all stations can be booked through from
or to Calcutta via Goalundo or Kannia with
the Eastern Bengal Slate and connected Rail-
ways--Passengers and Parcels via Kannia
only.

All particulars as to rates of freight and
passage by all the above mentioned Services to
be had on application to

—

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The Manrellons Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

oicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands o

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at / Re, each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistrect & Co

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Balhgal*: &
Co. Limited.
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Lai Bazaar^ Calcutta.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short winding Keyless Railway Regulat-
ors, of small %\ttJewelled^ enametled di^\s, bold
figures and Candian Gold hands, with tem-
pered machinery and dust tight hinged cases
for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare
glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted
to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.
Have no appearance of cheapness about
them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr.
A. R. Mehta from Bandora says The
7-8 watch I purchased from you two years
back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting Su-
perintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh,
says:—“A watch maker has valued your

I Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, R.
W. Fusi. Regt., Lucknow, .says “ Some valued
it at Rs. 15 and were completely surprised when
I told them it only cost.s Rs. 7-8.” Pretty
Candian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-

1

pleie shirt Studs and Kings set with chemical
diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each. Mr. J.
A. Yelsmore, Satur, says “ The he.ft gold-
smith of this place values the chain for
Ks. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. G.
Smith, .Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, say.s :

—“A
German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and
the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

MACNEILL & CO.,

Calcutta, the 27th

Agents,
2-1, Clive Ghat Street.

February, 1890.

C. RINGER & CO, have in hand the

largest stock of Homoeopathic Medicines,

Medicine Cases, Medical Sundries, and Books,

&c., &c., for sale at their Homoeopathic Es-

tablishment, IQ, Hare Street, Calcutta. Cata-

logue, free on application.

Lovers of a good Trichinopoly Cigar are re-

commended to try the Small Roger Brand.

Price Re. 1-4 per 100.

T. HILL & CO.,

5, Dharamtola Street,

Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY(ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
AND

Review of Politics^ Literature, and Society

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Yearly ... in advance ... Rs. 12

JKYES' DISINFECTANTS:
The best and cheapest Antiseptics,

Deodorizers and Oleansers.

Jeyes' Perfect Purifier
supersedes Carbolic and other Disinfectants,
being much more efficacious, non-poisonous,
non-corrosivc, stainless in u.se, and cheaper.
Prevents contagion by destroying its cause.
Instantly removes bad smells. It is an almost
unfailing C4ire for Eczema and other Skin
Diseases

;
and is the best known Insecticide.

Can be had in tl\fi various forms of Liquid,
Powder, Soap and Ointment.

JEYES’ PERFECT PURIFIER
revents infection by destroying its cause,
illing the very germs of contagious diseasp.

It removes instantly all noxious smells, not
by temporarily disguising them (as is often

the case), but by chemical combination, sub*
stituting instantaneously for a poisonous a
pure and healthy atmosphere, and thoroughiy
eradicating the evil.

Agents :~DYCE, NICOL & CO.,

3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta,

Half-yearly ... „ ... „ 7

guarierly ... ... „ 4

Monthly ... „ ... Re. i-g

Single or sample Cop),, ... o-S

RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
Advertisements (three columns to the page and
102 lines to the column^ are charged by the
space taken up, at the rate of 4 annas a line ,

each insertion. The lowest charge foi>any ad-
vertisement is Rs. 2, except Domestic Occur-
rences, the lowest charge for which is Rs. 5.

Special rates for Contracts.

No additional charge for inland postage or
peon. For arrears an advance ox 50 per cent,
will be charged. Foreign postage separately
charged at the rate 01 4 annas a month or
Rs. 3, a year.

Business Communications (post paid) to

be directed to “The Manager,” and Literary
Communications and books and pamphlets
(carnage paid) to “The Editot,” of “Reis
& Rayye:,

”

Office : /, Uckoor DutVs Lane^ Wellington

Street, Calcutta,

Printed andpublishedfor the Proprietor every Saturday by MuTTV Lall Ghose, at BEE PRESS, No, /, Uckoor DutPs Lane, Calcutta^
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY. IX. •

Oh, vaine the Vow, and vaine the strife I

How vaine do all things seem !

VERS^ *My soul is in the Past, and Life

WRIT BY SIR CHRISTOPHER WHEN A PRISONER AMONG To-day is but a Dreame.

THE TURKS AT MOLDAVIA AND EXPECT- X
ING DEATH AT THEIR HANDS.

In vaine the penance strange and long,
I. And hard for Flesh to bear.

Ere down the blue Carpathian hills The Prayer, the Fasting, and the Thong,

The Sun shall fall again, And Sackcloth Shirte of Haire ;

Farewell this life and all its ills, XI.
Farewell to Cell and Chaine 1

The Eyes of Memorie will not sleep,

11. Its Ears are open still,

These Prison shades are dark and cold,
And Vigils with the Past they keep

But darker far than they Against or with my Will.

The shadow of a Sorrow old XII.

Is on mine Hearte alway. And still the Loves and Hopes of old

III.
Doe evermore uprise

;

For since the day when Warkworth wood
I see the flow of Locks of Gold,

Closed o’er my Steed, and I—
The Shine of loving Eyes.

’An alien from my Name and Blood— XIIL

A Weed cast out to die

;

Ah me ! upon another’s Breast

Those golden Locks recline
;

IV.
I sec upon another rest

When, lurking back, in sunset light The Glance that once was mine I

1 saw her Turret gleam. XIV.
And from its window, far and white,

“ Oh faithless Priest ! oh, perjured Knightc !”

I hear the Master crie,
^

Her sign of farewell stream ;

V “ Shut out the Vision from thy sight.

Let Earth and Nature die.

Like one who from some desart shore

Does home’s green Isles dcscrie.
XV.

And, vainlie longing, gazes o’er.
*“ The Church of God is now my Spouse,

The waste of Wave and Skie.
And thou the Bridegroom art

;

Then let the burden of my Vows
VI. Keep down thy human Hearte !

”

So from the desart my Fate XVI.

' Gaze I across the past

;

In vaine !—This Hearte its griefe must know

And still upon life’s dial-plate Till life itself hath ceased,

The Shade is backward cast

!

And falls beneath the self-same blow
* The Lover and the Priest 1

VII.
XVII.

Oh, pitying Mother i Souls of Light,
1 ’ve wandered wide from shore to shore,

1 ’ve knelt at manie a Shrine,
And SAints and Martyrs old,

And cowed me to the rocky floor
Praye for a weak and sinful Knight,

Where Bethlehem’s tapers shine ; A suffering Man uphold.

VIII. XVIII.

i^d by the Holy Sepulchre

I ’ve pledged my knightlie sword, *

Then let the Paynim work his will,

Let Death unbind my Chaine,

To Christ his blessed Church, and her Ere down yon blue Carpathian hill

The Mother of our Lord 1 The sunset falls again

!

Subscribers in the eountty art nguested to remit bypostal money orders, ifpossUtle, as the safest and most convenient

medium^ particularly as it ensures acknowledgment through the Department. No other receipt will be

. fiven atgt edhtr king unnecessary, and likely to cause cotfDuwn.
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News and Our Comments.

A Russian physician, Dr. Bapchinski announces a cure for diphtheria

by inoculation of erysipelas.

Sapolini,. of Milan, claims to have cured 62 cases of deafness of old

age. The prescription is simple. It is to mop the membrana tympani

with a weak oleaginous solution of phosphorus. Under this applica*

tion, it is said, the opacity of the membrane is diminished, the circu-

lation increased, andtiearing improved.

For ill-treating a Persian officer, two Russian military officers—Captain

Lohmann and Lieutenant Levvaneffsky—have been courtmartialled to

degradation and deportation to Siberia.

« *

A SCHEME has been drawn up for a Siberian railway. The cost is

estimated at 250,000,000 roubles and the period of construction is

calculated to be ten yeath. The line will be 4,375 miles long.

« «

There is a project^for a new military post for the north of the Russian

empire. The site will probably be in the Peninsula of the Fishermen.

There are roadsteads there which are never frozen ; ships could

consequently sail thence at any season fur either the Arctic Ocean or

the Atlantic.

m
m m

The newspaper correspondents at the Court of St. Petersburg will,

henceforth be distinguished by a badge with the name of their respective

newspapers attached to their coats. This is intended to keep out doubt-

ful characters who give themselves the airs of Russian and foreign

correspondents.
• •

• •

The Upper House of the Austrian Reichrath has passed a Bill for the

regulation of Jewish religious societies. It is being discussed in the

Lower. The object of the Bill is to insure the complete independence

of the Jewish religious bodies as far as their internal affairs arc con-

cerned, and to safeguard the interests of the State in their dealings

with other countries. In recommending its adoption by the Lower
House, the Minister of Public Worship and Instruction said that the

present tendency to make an outcry against the Jews was in no way
countenanced by the Government, on the contrary, it strongly dis-

approved it, and regarded the whole question solely from the stand-

point of the law.

« •

Here is another side of the shield. The St. Petersburg correspondent

of the Dat/y TeUf^rnph says

“ Germans, Lutherans and generally all friends of religious liberty in
Russia are indignant beyond words at the repressive measures which,
according to a most trustworthy account, are about to be put in force
against the Lutheran Church in the Baltic Provinces. Not content
with the suspension of independent pastors and the banishment without
trial or hearing of outspoken defenders of the faith and traditions of
their f.ithers, the Government has now resolved to do with the Lutheran
Church what it has already done so successfully with the Homan
Catholic, the Georgian, the Armenian, the Jewish, and the Mahomedan
—transform it into an engine of governmental administration. First
of all, the light of piesentaiion to livings—which from time inime-

j

morial was, and still is, possessed and exercised by barons and nobles I

whose foiefathers defended and died for the Church—will be now I

taken over by the Government, and the appointment of lectors, superin- I

tendents, meumbents, and generally of every Lutheran clergyman, will

rest with the Minister of the Interior. Secondly, the management
of all Church property, now confided to the pastors, who have always
mo.si cieuitably Hcquiilcd themselves of the charge, will in future be
handed over to .a committee dependent upon the civil governor of the
province. Thirdly, the Theological Faculty of Dorpat will be trans-
ported bodily to St. Petersburg, and there metamorphosed into an
ecclesiastical academy—a ptocess the nature of wmch wa-^so thorough-
ly understood by the late Pope, Pius IX., tnat when the Roman
Catholic Faculty of the University of Vilna was subjected to it, he ex-
cuinmimicated all the ecclesiastical dignitaries who had hand or part
in cairymg out the scheme. The indignation of the Russian Germans
is intense. It is seriously apprehended that it will lead to armed re-
sistance.”

•
• •

Prussian drums and military instruments are to be introduced into

the Turkish army. Germany has made proposals for reorganization of

the Turkish army after the German model.

« *
The University students are causing anxiety in Naples. These hot-

headed youKg fellows, the hope of Italy iu the future, are a constant

source of trouble to the local Magistrates* Early last

University was closed and occupied by carbineers and infantry* The

students-*-the fifth power of the realm-~are indignant at 'this violence

against the sanctity of the Temple of Science/’ and^ four hundred of

the mose advanced” have applied for withdrawal of their names from

the books of the Naples University, for enlistment in other Universities

of the kingdom.

e%
For bad treatment of their mother and themselves, two lirothers

Richard and Davies aged respectively 18 and 16, murdered their father

while driving home from Crewe.

• 0

The London and China Telegraph ” recently published the following

particulars of a rich silver mine newly brought to light in Japan :

—

South of the city of Fruhera, in Shribeshi territory, at a point
where the river divides into two branches, the Inakura and Ishinosawa,
and familiarly known by the name of Futatsumata (two branches), is

situated the Fruhera mine. It was first discovered on July xo, 1885,
by three wood choppers. Ten days afterwards they applied for per-

mission to work the mine. A charter was granted in February of the
following year, and on March 2 operations were commenced. Scarcity
of capital, however, compelled them to abandon the enterprise when
only a depth of 13ft. by 15ft. wide, had been reached. But im-
mediately their charter had expired, an officer of the Hokkaido Mining
Company sought and obtained the permission of the discoverers to

work the mine, and then renewed charter. Work was recommenced
on May 24, i888, under the ruperinlendence of Mr. Kono, an en-
gineer, and the mine has already proved to be of a most fertile charac-

ter. Thirteen veins have been struck, and it is expected that more will

be found. It is also stated that precious metal lies in the bed of the

river. Five pits are now being worked by the Company. One of these

the Shachihoki (Grampus) was found to be very rich in silver when
only a depth of 30ft. had been reached. When analysed, the best

yields were found to contain i]^ per cent, of silver, middle ‘4 per cent,

and common '2 per cent, silver and ‘04 per cent. gold. We cannot
expect that the output will continue so abundant, but if experienced
engineers were employed it would not be difficult to maintain an average
of *5 per cent.”

0 0

Bombay has commenced the segregation of the lepar—the present cure

for leprosy. Under stretch of authority granted by the Bombay Act

VI of 1887 for the better sanitation of the city, itenerant lepers will

be arrested and lodged in the Albless Leper Home and Petit Leper

Hospital.

The printer and the publisher of the Bhowna^ghr Exposure GauitU are

being proceeded against in the magistracy—not for the exposures but

or failure to register the publication as a periodical.

0
0 0

Haji Adam Haji Abdool LatifT, accused of forgery of certain bills of

exchange amounting to thirteen lakhs, on the Bombay branch of the

Bank of Bengal, has been committed to the sessions. He is charged

with forging three bills, with usuing them knowing them to be forged,

with using a forged power of attorney and with cheating and
causing delivery of property. He declined to make any statement

to the Magistrate, resigning himself entirely to his counsel.

JHUNDA, the terror of the Meerut district, is dead. He was killed in

an encounter with the Police who had been on watch to secure him.

Jhunda and his party were surrounded by the Police under the com-
mand of Mr. lloskyns, the Superintendent. The dacoits refused to

surrender and offered fight. They fought bravely. Their ammunition

failing, the leader was killed and four followers taken prisoners.

Mr. Arthur Crawford has applied to the Secretary of State for India

for payment of the law expenses incurred by the ex-0tCilian in the

Crawford Commission. He bases his claim on the fact that the Com-
mission havk found the serious charges not proved.

0 •

Sir Arthur Collins, Chief Justice of the Madras High Court, ordered a
pair of his woollen trousers, valued at Rs. 28, to be burnt. They were
left in the butler’<i room whence they were missing. The Police traced

them to one Rangan, who was charged, at the Egmore Magistracy,

by the Chief Justice’s head coachman William Lewis, with theft of

the articles. It transpired in the course of the investigL'^tion, that the

butler had promised the pair to the accused. The Magistrate,

Mr. C. G. Kuppasawmi Iyer, had no hesitation in dismissing the charge.

Had the coacbmao an eye on the unmentionables ?
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A GKNERAI. amnesty has been proclaimed in Spain in celebration of the

recovery of the infant King.

The Egalitt advised German socialists to shoot Emperor William.

The French Government has ordered the prosecution of that newspaper.

The success of the Forth Bridge, opened on the 4lh instant by the

Prince of Wales, has brought down a shower of honors. Mr. Thomp-
son, the Chairman of the Company, and Mr. Fowler, the Engineer,

have been made Baronets, Mr. Baker, another engineer, a Com-
nuinder of St. Michael and St. George, the contractor, Mr. Arnold,

being Knighted.

In speaking to his motion regarding the Cleveland-street scandal,

Mr. Labouchere charged Lord Salisbury with privately warning a friend

of Lord H. A. Soiperset to enable him to avoid, by escape,

service of a warrant for his arrest, and asked for a Committee of

enquiry. Sir Richard Webster repudiated the charge and explained that

though Lord Salisbury had informed Sir Dighton Probyn that a

warrant against Lord H. A. Somerset was imminent. Sir Dighton
never saw Lord H. A. Somerset afterwards.

Mr. Laboiichere gave the Prince of Wales credit and honored and
respected him for attempting to secure the fullest publicity to the

circumstances attending Lord H. A. Somerset’s disappearance. He
handed over to Sir Richard Webster the name—since disclosed in

the papers to be that of Sir Francis Knollys—of his informant, but Sir

Richard declined to look at the paper, Mr. Labmichere was not pre-

pared to accept the explanation tendered on behalf of the Premier
and was so far carried away by his anxiety for proper administration of

justice that he exclaimed, “ I don’t believe Lord Salisbury,” It was
now the Speaker’s turn to order Mr. Labouchcre to withdraw
the unparliamentary language. Mr. Labouchcre was beyond him-

self. He regretted his conscience forbade him crediting Lord
Salisbury’s statement. The Speaker then proceeded to enforce

his order. He named Labouchcre and then suspended him
for a week. To further discredit Labouchcre, Government insisted

on a division on his motion, which was rejected by 206 against 66 votes.

Mr. Gladstone took up Mr. Labouchere’s cause and moved that

if a member prefers a charge against one of the Ministry which is

denied on behalf of the latter, the said member is not to be restrained

from refusing to accept the denial and persisting in the charge because
the Minister is a member of the House of Lords. In the Upper
House, the Premier repudiated his repudiating Attorney-General
Lord Salisbury stated that he was unable to remember the precise

words he had used in his interview with Sir Dighton Probyn but was
sure he said nothing regarding the imminence of the issue of the

warrant. Here is a pretty kettle of fish. If too many cooks spoil the

broth, too many witnesses confuse and confound the truth.

The Indian Councils Bill has been read a second lime. The Past
Viceroys Lords Northbrook and Ripon and the Past Secretary of State
for India Lord Kimberley cordially accepted the Bill, but regretted the

absence of some form of the elective principle. Lord Northbrook express-
ed himself for some kind ofeleciion in the Provincial Councils, but could
not agree to a scheme fora Parliamentary session of the Governor-
General’s Council He hoped, however, that Government would afford
facilities for enabling loyal and educated Natives to enter the Provincial

Councils and that the several Presidencies will be lepresented in the
Supreme Council by at least one Member from each Presidency.
Lord Granville pressed for the reforms advised by Lord Duftcrin. The
Government, he said, incurred a great responsibiliiy by ignoring the
late Governor-General’s recommendations for election. Lord Cross
explained that the Bill afforded enough opportunities for able Natives
to assist in the government of their country. It was preposterous for

outside bodies to be allowed to ‘select the members. It was open to

the Viceroy and the Provincial Governors to choose their advisers
in consultation with Universities, Chambers of Coif.merce and other
political bodies. Lord Salisbury did not see why so much was made
of election in this connection. He thought it was dangerous to open
the small channel which has a tendency to wi(ien, and when once
opened could not be closed. The Bill is safe in the Upper Chamber.
The real fight will take place in the Commons.

One of the Indian Oracles in England has fallen. Sir^Louis Mallet,

long connected with the Home Government of India, is reported to

be dead. He was a keraniraj^xht Prince of Clerks. After rfn

obscure noviciate in some one or more departmenH, he emerged to

name ?ft the Board of Trade, where he acted as Private Secretary to

the President. In this capacity it devolved on him to draw up a tariff

under Mr. Cobden’s Commercial Treaty with France. His success in

this work won for him no little distinction. He was rewaded with a

knighthood and the honourable sinecure of a seat on the India Council

He afterwards became the unparliamentary head of the India Office

as Permanent Under-Secretary. In 1881, he, in conjunction with the

present Governor of Bombay, ably represented the Government of

India at the International Monetary Conference held at Paris. After

an honourable service of many years, he retired in 1883.

Sir Louis Mallet belonged to the small but potent clerkocracy of

which, in former times, Laurie and Peter Auber and, latterly, James
Cosmo Melville and the Mills were the most distinguished members.
More humble than the others, he recognised the gravity of dogmatising

on the complexities of a distant land. The elder Mill indeed claimed

his never being in India for an advantage as an authority on the sub-

ject. Mallet, while in the Indian Secretariat in London, thought fit to

journey to India to see how it was like.

He was an able man strong in currency and statistics. He often

corresponded on these and oif Indian affairs generally with the late

Mr. Robert Knight, who esteemed him.

Perhaps, no name in the English world of letters of the day is so

widely and wellknown as George Augustus Sala. A Prince of the

Press, in all its different departments of reporting, special correspond-

ence, leader-writing, oxfiuilleton producing, or paragraphing-—a veteran

in prose fiction, one of the last two stragglers to our fortune left behind

of the noble band of the Dickenses and Thackerays—he has for half

a century contributed to inform, improve, and inspire the minds of bis

countrymen and the world in general. Such a being is worthy of every

felicity, and it is with sincere rejoicing that we hail his marriage.

If this is his first preniiceship at Hymen’s mart, it was too long de-

ferred. But better late than never. According to our Hindu notions,

marriage is the most important step in life—a necessary purification,

a regeneration. The choicest gifts are inacceplable to the gods from
the hands of the unfortunate condemned to a life of single misery.

Marriage is a sovereign cure for cynicism. Literature itself receives

a specific colouring from the great fact of human life—marriage

or no-marriage. There is no more efficient antidote to the tendency
to the blas^ in modern writing than a good wife and children. For by
marriage we here mean that happy union which we hope and pray has
fallen to Mr. Sala’s lot. A couple of years back, he travelled round
the world, and, on his way back from*Australia, came to this coun-

try. Unfortunately, he fell into the hands of the official wise men
of the East, who sent him off to the bogs of Barrackpore, out o
humanity's reach, where his genial, generous spirit pined, and he
fell ill and was hastily packed out of the country.

It is curious to remark how the great masters of literature fail in the
regular profession of journalism. Thackeray who turned the brush into

a pen, was versatile enough ; he is even understood to have achieved

the summum bonum of literary aspirants, namely, inditing a leader
in the Timtsy but, in reality, he was never attracted to the service.

Dickens, scion of a journalistic house, himself the first editor of

the great Liberal organ, (the Dat7y N£ws\ is a conspicuous and
confessed failure. Not so Sala, his original disciple, who in this,

as in his original pursuit, resembles rather his rival (Tiirckeray.) His
versatility indeed has been the enemy of his permanent fame. His ap-

pearance VI literature was an event. It augured the continuity of the
elder race. But, instead of sticking to elaborate works, he was morif
more seduced to the paths of journalism. Herein his success has been
prodigious. He and Sir Edwin Arnold together have been the making
of the of the British Press—the Daiiy Ttlegraph, But
his shoulders ‘were broad enough for many burdens. Accordingly,
while he was, in different capacities, supporting those marvellous men
of business, the Lawsons, in their determination to make the Daily

a success and break the monopoly and prtf^onderance of the
Timesy giving to the new journal that freshness, life and cblour so
scorned of the intellectual aristocracy, which carried the heart of the
generation by assaglt, without altogether neglecting the claims of
fjtmal literature, he bad taken under bis protection the JllustraUd
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London News, suffering as it did from the competition of newer ventures.

In the days ofVs gloryi this was a double-barrelled concern, depending

alike on art and letters. With the lamented death of the spirited

founder, it sufferred in both departments, until the column or two of

gosslll^on things ^n general under the head of Echoes of the Week

signed ** A. S.” latterly gave the paper a peculiar interestfin the

eyes of English-reading folks throughout the globe. These “ echoes ”

are necessarily of the nature of small talk, but it is no small privilege

to approach genius in diskabille and catch its unpremeditated wisdom

and eloquence. Of late, the echoing columns have lost their charm,

often returning an uncertain sound. At any rate, it is not the same

echo. G. A. S. having left them, the conductors now try to fill the void

with another noted wizard. Mr. Janies Payn is a clever writer and

would be an acquisition to any journal if he took sufficient pains. But

there’s the rub. Under any circumstances, it is no discredit to

Mr. Payn that he could not be a substitute for the charming veteran.

The stoppage of the “G. A. S.” papers in the Illustrated has

been a loss to the whole English-reading public. The announcement

of their revival will doubtless be hailed by thousands. They will be

continued, with the venue changed. India will have the honour of the

Kevival, the Bombay Gazette being the paper through which Mr. Sala

will address the world. We hope our contemporary’s enterprise will

be adequately rewarded. We trust the reading classes in India, Euro-

peans and natives, will manifest an intelligent curiosity and a becoming

appreciation.
•

We have a sneaking partiality for old G. A. $. He was one of our

early favorites. He also did us a good turn when this paper was

started in 1882. A word in George Augustus Sala’s Week is no joke.

Dickens was offered 1,000 if he introduced some article of trade into

one of his serials. There are numerous speculators at this moment

who would pay as much or more to any first class literary man for the

same service. We have reason, therefore, to be specially grateful to

Mr. Sala for his kindness in speaking in the Illustrated London News

of the editor of this journal as an ** esteemed correspondent” and

kindly announcing Reis and Rayyet--& name which reminded him of

something good to eat.

Much as Sheridan was supposed to have exhausted the varieties

of puffing, modern ingenuity has still left some crumbs. The

Anglo-Indian jester with the queer name of Rudyard Kipling

has just, in the columns of the Civil and Military Gazette, hit

upon an original, if gross, method of advertising his own jest-

books and stories. He sends all the way from Europe a sketch

headed “On Exhibition,” which is published with the significant

label “All Rights Reserved,” describing an apocryphal tea party

at which he was on exhibition as a veritable Bengal Tiger. The sole

prodigy of the hour, he was the cynosure of neighbouring eyes—the

favorite of all. He was overwhelmed with attentions as the magnifi-

cent genius from the East whose name was on every lip in Europe,

his works quoted and he there and then cross-examined on his charac-

ters. We say “ apocryphal party, ” or else the writer would be a greater

savage than Anglo-Indians are taken to be in England to publish such

a damaging photograph of an hospitable scene to which he was invited.

Surely, he would not in propria persona to call even a gentleman of

the press—the Editor of the Concertina—“ a burly ruffian with a beard.”

Besides, absurd as, in these regards, British manners may be, the

dear old island has not yet been definitely made over to the adminis-

tration of the Moon. Mr. Kipling is a satirist, and, in order to justify

his satire, he draws with a free hand. He is a downright caricaturist.

The only thing real in the matter is the advertising of the writer

himself as an author—the puff impudent as we may characterise this

outrageous species of the puff indirect. There is no^pretence of

^licacy in the article, which appears in the name of the writer.

Mr. Kipling is a clever writer. He brings out neatly the contrast

between teas at Home and Indian teas. His main theme is, however,

a trifling and a hackneyed one. What hope is there for a writer coming

on the same ground after the Thackerays and Smiths and Hooks

and Jerrolds? The furore of admiration of society for ephemeral

heroes—the idols of the hour—once a phenomenon of much interest,

after having^mployed the pens of literary men, and inspired the

tdngue of many a bel esprit who has set whole tables in roars of

laughter, has at length descended to the bowels of the earth as it were

as a spent,joke.

So long ago as 1837, July 19, on the eve of the Princess Victoria

stepping into the Throne as Queen, the late Earl of B^aconsfield,

then plain Benjamin Disraeli, not yet privileged to write the charming

letters M. P. after his name, in his letter to his sister, anticipated the

main drift of all Mr. Kipling’s elaborate machinery and endless gyra-

tions to show off the absurdity of Lionising, The passage is as

follows :— *

“ There was an agreeable party at Madame Montalembert’s ; but
whether la Comtesse had taken an extra glass of champagne, or what
might be the cause, she lionised me so dreadfully that I was actually

forced to run for my life. She even produced * Venetia ’ and was going
to read a passage out loud, when I seized my hat and rushed down-
stairs, leaving the graceful society of Lady Egerton, much to my
vexation.”

How endless is the caprice of nomenclature ! There is a municipal

township in the Western Presidency called Kasandera or Kasandara.

Why not spell it at once Cassandra and make an end of it? Not

a very auspicious sound to be sure, but, such as it is, the place

has not been able to escape the effect thereof I The town of

Cassandra has been laid low. It has been disfranchised—its muni-

cipality dissolved by authority. On the principle of charity begin-

ning at home, the prophecy of this Indian Cassan^a has come true

at home.

If Cassandra is deemed farfetched, still there is no escape. The

toils of nomenology still bind the ill-fated locality. If not Cassandra,

it is Cassander and no mistake. And that is a change from the

frying pan to the fire. We are reminded of the cruel warrior and

base spoliator of the liberties of Athens. We refer to Cassander, the

son of Antipater, who abolished representative government and ins-

titutions and put one man, Demetrius, in sole authority. There is

surely no comfort in either branch of the nominal alternative. Cassandra

or Cassander, it is a bad business for the poor Indian Municipality.

An awful name ! prophetic of her end.
*

This sort of dissolution of municipalities is becoming far too com-

mon on that side. Complaints against municipalities are by no means

infrequent in the whole empire : they are indeed the order of the

day throughout the world. But nowhere else do these local misunder-

standings, disagreements and even open ruptures are pushed to the

bitter end—to the very loss of the franchise. We cannot speak to

Madras, but our Bengal townships are not better than those of the

Western Presidency, yet they just manage to preserve themselves.

In Bombay, the municipalities, one after another, are shutting up shop,

under compulsion. Is human nature anywise different on the Arabian

Sea coast or in the neighbourhood of the Western Ghauts ? Or, is it

the difference of official nature ? That is scarcely likely. Bureaucracy

is perhaps a pinch more bureaucratic in Bengal than in Bombay.

Be that as it may, the fiat has gone forth, and the municipality of

Parantjit has been annexed and the people disfranchised.

•

Whatever may be the imperfections of the Congress, it is entitled to

fairplay. They are simply unjust who sneer at it as a Baboo aflair.

Nothing could be more misleading. Our Bengalis are a drop in the

ocean. Madras is the backbone of the movement—“ blessings on her

and eternal praise !
” Wo wish our people of the North had half the

earnestness of our brethren of the South, and were capable of their

sacrifice.

On the 15th February, Madras held a great meeting of thanksgiving

to her delegates returned from Congress and of other cognate purposes.

The gathering was so large that the meeting was held in the open air.

The chair was taken by the veteran P. Sooinasoondrum Chettiar, who

delivered on^of his excellent addresses. His speech was interesting for

its personal touches—its very egotism if you will. Such references be-

come only such lips, and their exclusion is niggardly and indicative of

faint-heartedness. They are worth ten times their quantity of impersonal

disquisition. What could be more eloquent in the way of argument than

the single statement that “ despite my physical deterioration 1 attend-

ed the fifth National Congress on an hour’s notice with my respected

friend, G. Mahedava Chetty, as a matter of stern duly ?”

At the very outset, he contributed the following interesting remini-

scence of the early history of our Native Indian politics

“ You put me in mind of my vigorous youth, which enjoyed the com-
pany of that great tribune of the people, whose name is enshrined in

the hearts of every one who knew him or heard of him. I mean the
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noble Gajulii Lukshmanarasu Chettyar, of undying fame. My ideas
were formed (^nd my judgment was matured in his day. What seemed
but a dream in those times is near fulfilment now. 1 congratulate my-
self that I live to see this approaching accomplishment of my cherished
ideas, in the same spirit in which, two years back, my friend Rajah
Sir T. Madhava Row congratulated himself on his being so far well in

health, as to stand before the assembled delegates in Madras, and to
witness iij that gathering and its efforts, the proudest results of the
British rule. I am, as you see, more than three score years old. But
I have, as you well know, mixed with you all freely, and have been
observant of the work and aims of many of you. I should be false to
myself and to my powers of observation, if I did not see in the Con-
gress, its leaders, and its work, the fruition of the aims and efforts of
which my friend, tfTe late Lukshiminarasu Chettiar, may well be taken
as the originator and the embodiment. He and his co-workers were
the germ. The National Congress, with your strength behind it, is the
sturdy growth from that germ. Standing on the border-land of two
generations, I am able to take a retrospect into the past, and have an
outlook into the future on the progress made in this generation. Doing
this, I am bound to declare that while it was only permitted to the
workers of my youth to lay the foundation whereon the great Proclama-
tion of the British Queen was built, the Congress is the logical sequence
following from those materials. More hopefully and more emphatically,
do I now declare, after the fifth National Congress, that the Congress
is the glory of British ^^ule in this land of historic fame—words that
were uttered at the commencement of the third Congress.”

Here, in this city, our boys, old and young, have returned from the

field and quietly merged themselves in the community.

On Wednesday evening, the wedding of the second son of Kassim
Ariff, the well known Surat merchant of our town and the proprietor

of the only silk manufactory in the Bengal Presidency, was celebrated

with the daughter of Nawab Syud Ameer Ilassan Khan of Bhikua-

pahari of Patna. The Nawabs of Bhikuapahari are political pension-

ers. They are the descendants of the first Mahomedan Family in the

Province of Behar, from the Mahomedan Period. They are closely

connected with tbe Oudh, the Nizarniit and the Chitpore Families.

From our town, Nawab Abdool Luteef Bahadur proceeded to Patna
on Tuesday evening, and the Hon’ble Syud Ameer Hosain on Wed-
nesday evening to join in the festivities which continued for several

days.

Mr. Justice John Freeman Norris is under trial—for having condemned
Private Thomas O’Hara to death. At the last Criminal Sessions,

Thomas O’Hara and William Bellew were tried by Mr. Justice Norris
for murder of the toddy seller Sheikh Saleem of Dum Dum.
Both pleaded not guilty. After the close of the reply for the prosecu-
tion, Bellew was, under direction of the Judge, found not guilty by the

Jury, but O’Hara was, after the charge of the Judge to the Jury, found
guilty by them and capitally sentenced by the Judge. The Advocate-
General found that there was misdirection by the Judge to the Jury,
and recorded a certificate under Sec. 26 of the Letters Patent of 1865
for consideration by the High Court of the points of law indicated. A
Full Bench was appointed for the purpose, from which the Native
Judges of the Court were excluded. We suppose they were disqualified

by their nationality to be peers either of tbe prisoner or the con-
demning Judge. The Chief^ Justice himself with Messrs. Justices
Prinsep, Pigot, Maepherson and Norris, formed the Bench. The
suspicion of bias in the black Judges was held sufficient to disable
them from the exercise of their functions, but the inevitable bias, not to
say tbe natural fury, of the While Judge in extremis w.as nothing.

So Mr. Justice Norris tried himself with the help of his brother judges.
The Bench heard the case for 3 days and has reserved its decision.

Mr. Woodroffe argued the case on behalf of O’Hara. Mr. Justice
Norris pleaded his own cause from the Bench by questions, ex-
planations and, last not least, admissions. The Standing Counsel
represented and replied for the Crown.

1

Calcutta has been shocked by the almost simultaneous^ deaths of two
young members of the Upper Ten of native society. Raja Poorna
Chunder Singh of Paikpara, the head of the illustrious Mouse of
Lala Baboo, was aged 38. Kumar Promod Kumar Tagore, the eldest
son of Raja Sir Sourendra Mohun Tagore, was barely 25. The latter
is a peculiarly painful case. He was an accomplished young gentle-
man of amiable manners who will be mourned by all who knew him.
The father bears the loss heroically.

The rules directed against the saltpetre industry in municipal
Calcutta have been extended to the area included in a radius of
two miles from tbe limits of the municipality. *It was a matter of

course, the rules having been already enforced beyond law in this

new area, this was the only way of justifying tbe illegality.

A Native correspondent writes

“ Mr. H. Lee is a Philo-Ti2X\\^, As a private individual, he mixes in

the company of native gentlemen, playing with them at cricket and
lawn-tennis as freely as if he were one of their number. He takes

their leaders into his confidence, and thus keeps himself well-informed

of local wants which he removes with promptitude. With a keen
discrimination of character, he has a good word for every honest

worker in his district. And yet a native newspaper daily ‘ crams
and blasphemes ’ our benefactor.”

M. FOUGUE, the mineralogist, has, with a mixture of silicate of copper
and of lime, produced the brilliant crystalline “ azure ” of Pompeii,
ong the wonder of artists and scientific men. The new “azzurrino

is said to be perfectly unchangeable and identical with the Alexandrian
blue known to the Ptolemies and imported into Italy in the first years
of the Christian era. The lost arts are one by one being recovered.
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THE HOWR.^H MUNICIPALITY.
DIFFICULTIES OF MUNICIPAL ADMINISTRATION.

Dr. Gregg has been found tripping. He reported to
Government, among other things relating to the
Howrah municipality, against its drainage. The
drainage of Howrah was roundly condemned and
the Commissioners came in for some rather sharp re-

proof, It would now seem, however, that Dr. Gregg’s
view is not supported by professional opinion.
Having taken some levels, he came to the conclusion
that the slope of the country was westwards from
the river, while he found the existing drains of
Howrah were designed upon a contrary assumption,
Dr. Gregg naturally became impatient, and was
somewhat severe in his condemnation of the drainage
system which all along had, in his opinion, been based
upon an error. It would now appear, however, from
the Government Resolution on Dr, Gregg’s Report,
that the error is his, rather than the municipality’s.

This is, indeed, a sad contretemps. But it would not
have been in vain if it taught us the need of caution
and forbearance in criticising matters municipal.
Nothing is more common than these criticisms.

Few have any idea of the difficulties besetting
the path of a municipal reformer. We must do the
Sanitary Commissioner the justice to say that he has
given his earnest attention to the subject of drainage
in general, and if his view in the present instance is

found to be wrong, it only suggests the inherent diffi-

culties of the question. We only regret the strong re-
marks into which he allowed himself to be betrayed.
The drainage of Howrah was condemned by Dr.

Gregg as constructed upon an altogether erroneous
system. The slope of the ground in his opinion is

westwards from the river, while the drainage
is made to run in an opposite direction^ into the

HoUoway\s /'/V/j.—Nervous Irritability.—No part of the human
machine requires more constant supervision than the nervous sysienf*^

for upon it our health—and even life—depends. These Pills strengthen

the nerves, and are the safest general purifiers of the blood. Nausea,
headache, giddiness, numbness, and mental apathy yield to them.
They dispatch iika summary manner those distressing dyspeptic symp-
toms, stomachic pains, fulness at the pit of the stomach, abdominal dis-

tension,, and regulate alike capricious appetites and confined bowels—
the commonly awompanying signs of defective or dftiiinished nerve
tone. Holloway’s Pills are particularly recommended to persons of
studious and sedentary habits, who gradually fall into a nervous and
irritable state^ unless some such restorative be occasionally taken.
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Hooghly, «nd accordingly he recommends that it

should be diverted westwards, instead of being

allowed, as • at present, to flow into the river. When
we«)|ead this in Dr. Gregg’s report, some time

ago, we h^ our misgivings as to whether suCh a

gross mistake about the level of an old town like

Howrah could be possible, or, being committed,

persisted in so long. And we now find that we were

not wrong. In the Government resolution are quoted

professional opinions which are at total variance with

Dr. Gregg’s opinion. The Lieutenant-Governor,

however, endeavours to reconcile the difterence in

his usual kindly way. He says :

—

“ Dr. Gregg is aware of this report, but does not accept the conclu-

sion arrived at. It appears to the Lieutenant-Governor that Dr.

Gregg’s scheme is perhaps not necessarily at variance with Mr. John-

son’s opinion, and that his proposals are to drain the town in a different

direction from that which was originally understood. Whether this is

so or not, it is certain that the Sanitary Commissioner’s proposals merit

further consideration, and with this object his report will now be trans-

mitted to the Sanitary Board in order that a further professional en-

quiry may be made. The question is one of such great importance to

the health of Howrah and of the port of Calcutta that no steps must

be left untaken to come to a final decision on it.”

Municipal administration in Howrah has, how-

ever, in other respects, not ajf^arently been much
of a success. The Sanitary Commissioner calls

it the dirtiest, most backward and badly managed
"

of large municipalities. And this is a municipality,

which, with casual interruptions, has always been

under official management. Our present object is

not, however, so much to enquire where the fault lies

as to show hoW faults are hard getting rid of in the

best circumstances. It makes little difference whether

the administration is official or non-official. For defects

are to be met with everywhere, more or less. No town

will bear strict investigation, and this without apply-

ing an ideal standard. In the case of Howrah, Dr.

Gregg attributes the mismanagement to the Com-
missioners who are mostly persons of scant leisure, but

the opinion of the Government points to the officials

of the town as the more responsible of the two. The
blame may be fairly apportioned between them in equal

moieties, but a more pertinent question suggested by

the case remains. If such a disgraceful state of things

may be possible in a place having such manifest ad-

vantages of what is fashionably called the Surrey side

of the metropolis, must not the task of municipal ad-

ministration be in itself a peculiarly hard one ? It

may be all very well to insist upon a high standard

of efficiency in the conservancy and other arrange-

ments of our municipalities. In the growing sense

of comfort and civilized tastes in the people,

nothing could be more desirable than that such a

standard were even approximately reached. But

manifestly there are numerous difficulties of detail,

and the more the subject is studied in its practical

aspects, the more one is confronted by these in-

herent difficulties.

These difficulties will easily occur to those who

have attended to the subject. They are of more

than one kind. At the present moment, there is some

tumult in Calcutta in connection with the question of

-fhe best method for the collection of small rates from

occupiers of huts, and this is suggestive of the larger

question as to the best method of collecting ar-,

rears of municipal dues. There is now^a rigorous

system followed of collecting them by dfstress war-

rants. This is indeed a hard system, and it is no

wonder th^ the self-governing Committees in the

country are; as a fact, chary of having recourse to ‘it.

The effect of their amiable forbearance to exercise

the powers vested in them by law is, however, simply

disastrous upon their funds. They *must command

adequate resources for municipal expenditure, and

with an impoverished exchequer the work of

town improvement can make little progress, if at

all. There are other aspects of the question, and

some of these may be seen in the Government Re-

solution on Dr. Gregg’s drainage report on the How-
rah Municipality. The question of drainage is every-

where a difficult one, and the progress made so far

has been very small. Let us hope th^ new Sanitary

Board, with the assistance of its Engineer member,

will at last succeed in doing something worthy of

itself.

NOTES FROM THE NOTE-BOOK OF A
BOOKWORM.

March, 1862.—In my researches in the Wellington Square

Dutt Family Library to-day, I lighted i;pon a book with

the following title page :
—

“ The Ladies’ Monitor, being a

series of letters first published in Bengal on the subject of

Female Apparel, tending to favor a regulated adoption of

Indian Costume
;
and a rejection of superfluous vesture, by

the Ladies of this Country ;
with incidental remarks on

Hindoo beauty, whalebone stays, iron busks, Indian Corsets,

man-milliners, idle bachelors, hair-powder, side saddles,

waiting-maids, and footmen. By the author of A Vindtea-

tion of tiu Hindoos,

‘From vulgar bounds, with brave disorder dart

And snatch a grace beyond the reach of art.’

London : Printed for the author, and sold by well,

344, near Catherine Street, Strand, Printed by De—ns & Co.

llart-Strcct, Covent Garden. 1809.” The book is in rgost

parts worm-eaten, and hence in copying the title page I

have indicated by—a dash where I have failed to make out.

The motto, from the few words which were left of it, I have

supplied from memory. Though published in London, the

book is one of the early contributions to English Literature

in and by India. It presents too a picture of society and

manners not only in India but also in England more than

half a century ago. Under the head of “ To the Reader”

the author says that most of the letters contained in hi.s

book were published more than eight years ago in one of

the Calcutta weekly papers. They were (in Calcutta) sub-

sequently collected and given over to the Printer with a

considerable Introduction called “ Preface,” &c. The Printer

dying, the MS. was returned to the author who now launches

his work in England. The author is an enthusiastic admirer

of Indian beauty, Indian costume, Indian manners, Indian

morals, and Indian institutions, and earnestly calls upon

his countrymen and countrywomen to imitate them. In

1809, it appears that a short-waisted garment had Just come

into fashion. The author contends that it is in imitation

of the Indian Peshwaz. He at the outset declares that had

he despotic power he would make Englishwomen dress like

the Hindoo females (of Bengal) with their single robe cover-

ing from head to foot. He denies, what is asserted, that

Hindoo beauties arc rather small, and explains any seeming

smallness of the Hindoo beside the European beauty by the

fact that the latter wears shoes and bonnet, and is literally

a mass of clothes. He condemns in the severest terms the

dress of English ladies, says it is unnatural, inconvenient,

ugly, positively injurious to health and painful
;
condemns

stays with whale-boncs, iron busk, &c.
;
instances a lady who

having got a fall was .severely wounded by her busk, another

who wore upwards of two hundred square inches of whale-

bone ;
.says the steel busks are generally three inches in

breadth cach*and that every lady used three of them
;
quotes

the Genuine Memoirs of Asiatims who came to India in

1783 in support of his opinion of Indian women
;
says even

the latter writer’s love for Miss Charlotte Rivers could

not prevent him from ranking Indian beauties above Eng-

lish, &c. The author ably advocates poligamy, advises

ladies to discontinue side saddle, proposes a tax on bache-

lors, advocates early marriages. The book exhibits how
much more than at present language was lax—the author

and even his female antagonists using language which would

be highly indecent and vulgar now. It appears from the

book that even ^at that age there punkahs India.

I also glean that Mahomed Ali Khan, Nawabof the Carnatic^

had born to him by the ladies of his seraglio seven hundred
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and fifty eight children, that three ladies (English) in Bengal

used to ride like men, and that they did the same in England.

There is a nice anecdote. Hussen Reza Khan, late minister

at Lucknow, called at a friend of the author’s where he was

present. ^VVhile talking, the lady of the house appeared

muffled to the chin in a large cravat a la mode. The Maho-

medan Yancied she had caught cold, and expressed his

.sorrow at the circumstance when he was told it was simply

a new fashion.

x\ATIVE OFFICERS AND THE LEAVE CODE.

The native officers generally do not understand the proper

value of leave, nor do they know how to utilise it. They

are rather indifferent to this great privilege upon which

depends a great deal of their hc.'ilth and future prosperity.

' Their unpardonable apathy towards such an important

privilege has made the authorities also rather indifferent to

it, and the consequence is that applications for leave do not

receive sufficient consideration and attention. The practical

effect of the wholesome Leave Code is that officers of

this olass are^not emboldened to apply for leave when they

require it most. Those with any experience in the matter

must admit tliat native officers as a rule do not get leave

with that facility, promptness and case with which Civilians

and European officers generally are allowed to avail them-

selves of it. They wonder at the distinction. They see

that the other classes get leave for the asking, while their

suit is summarily and arbitrarily rejected, or their superior

officer finds excuses not to recommend it. Cases have

occurred of applications backed by medical certificates

being rejected and the applicants obliged to perform their

heavy duties for 2 or 3 weeks with fever on and under

other disabilities for which a European would not stay 24

hofirs in his station. Not unoften the leave is sanctioned

after the occasion for it is gone, and then cancelled wholly

or partially. The reason for the refusal is invariably

want of officers coupled with the diplomatic expression

“ The exigencies of the public service.” There is occasion-

ally an order from the Commissioner or other supervi.sing

authority to the District head not to send up any appli-

cation for leave.

But there arc officers and officers. There are those who
find it beneficial to enjoy the privilege. They must either

suffer for the omission of others, or resort to subterfuges to

gain their end and health.

They make themselves sick for tl]e Doctor’s certificate

not for sick but privilege leave. Their various plans

of obtaining leave cannot but leave an unhealthy influence

over the moral tone of the service.

The application for leave must in the first place be sent

up by the District Officer, then recommended by the

Commissioner and afterwards sanctioned by Govern-

ment After the application has passed through the

first stage, the applicant is obliged to see the Personal

Assistant Saheb of •the Commissioner or the Com-
missioner himself to see that his apj)lication is forward-

ed and not .shelved. Then he must write to his friends

in Calcutta to watch its further progress through the

Accountant-Gcncrars Office to save its being sent back by

the clerks of that office, on some technical plea. After it

has braved through the 3rd stage, the Chief Secretary

is interviewed, either by the officer himself if he can call

upon him, or by .some influential gentleman on his behalf.

1 don’t mean to insinuate that such procedure has to be

followed in each and every case. 'I'hc Civilian or the

European is not troubled with these cares and anxieties.

In urgent cases, even before the leave is Gazetted, he is

relieved at once, or the matter is settled D. O. and the

leave Gazetted after a long time.

Once a Native officer applied for leave on the ground of ill-

health. He was advi-sed by the higher authority of the

division to get a bed and sleep in office for sometime and
then do the work. This was indeed very kind of that*

superior officer but the applying officer could not see his

way to benefit by this practical and kind suggestion.

An officer is overworked or his health fails him. He
requires complete rest. Although entitled to privilege

leave, he must apply with a medical certificate. But such
certificates are not in ordinary cases easily available. If

you don’t know the Civil Surgeon or he Is a queer sort of

man, then you must approach him through some of his pet

Assistants. But I think when an officer absolutely requires

leave and there are not very strong grounds to refu.se it,

he ought to get it quickly without adopting any improper

means. An experienced person with sufficient common
sense can always judge when one requires leave to recruit

his health.

If native officers want to enjoy good health and the

pleasant things of the world and do their duties properly

and not in a half-dead condition, they ought to value their

great privilege of leave and avail themselves of it when they

have won it. They should not always keep it in de-

posit for sradh ceremony of their deceased relations or

.such other occasions. If they shew a desire to value and
appreciate the very liberal and just leave rules which the

wise Government has provided for them, it would, 1 am
sure, remove the obstacles which now lie in the way.

These officers ought to be the judge of their own powers

and functions, and accordingly regulate their leave. I am
inclined to think that the difficulties they experience are

of their own making in some measure.

The great object of these liberal rules is that those for

whom they are intended should fully benefit by them. It

is farthest from their intentions that a man would be in ill

health for years and drag him.self to office in search of
money at the expense of health and die a miserable death

in harness.

A LOVER OF HOLIDAYS.

EDUCATION OF MAHOMEDAN LADIES.
At one time the Mahomedans were justly proud of their female

education and there were very eminent female scholars ana

poetesses among them, as a reference to Taxkeratul Kbatoatift

will shew. Even in the present backward state of our general edu-

cation there are still poetesses and female scholars among us of

whom we may well be proud, but alas ! their number is small, and
within a short time we will lose them in the natural course of

the world, and it is not expected that any one of the present

generation will be able to take their places. It is true that our

general education is comparatively backward and it may be argued

that the education of the sterner .sex must precede that of the

fairer. That remark may be applicable to ignorant, illiterate or

other classes who have no taste or aptitude for knowledge. We
have, indeed, still education of a kind in its different stages

among the ladies of the respectable classes, but if wc do not

take care of what we already possess and try to overcome the

difficulties caused by circumstances for which wc can not be

blamed much, we shall have to repent afterwards. The present

stale of female education in Bengal and Bchar among the respect-

able and middle classes of the Mahomedans, is, I believe, generally

the same as in the other Provinces of India. I mean, therefore,

to confine my remarks to Bengal and Bchar of which provinces

I can speak from personal knowledge.

Our ladies generally read the holy Koran and sometimes

also its Urdu translation and other Urdu books on religious sub-

jects, not unoften taking up in addition books on social topics and

other interesting Urdu publications especially selected.

There are very few who, in addition to the above, read Persian,

write or correspond in Urdu and read Urdu newspapers.

There is another cla8.s who can read a little Bengalee and Hindi

and compose in those languages. This class can be found only

in the interior and not in large or old towns.

The great difficulty in the way of our female education is the

absence of teachers. Ac the present day the mother, the grandmother

or other elderly female relation teaches the girls and young ladies

of a family. In some instances, old, trustworthy and respectable

Moulvis are employed to teach very young girls and in very few cases

governesses (Vitanis) are told off. Now and then the male relations

have to do chat duty.

Tuition by female and male relations is ver]uT>rcvalcnt. I

think in 5 or 10 cases only out of 100, governesses and Moulvis

arc employed. In fact, governesses are not easily procurable, and

it is very difficult to find suitable Moulvis. Again therc^ are

families who would on no account place their girls of 8 or 9 undck

male tuition. In families where there is no female relation

to act the teacher and male members caii not find leisure or

possess a desire to under take it, education is necessarily neglected.

Every respectable and well-informed Mahomedan feels the

great want of teachers and governesses. Anglicized Mahomedans
sometimes get over the difficulty by introducing European or

missionary ladies to their Zenana. Its general effect, as far as it

has been seer^ is to teach the respectable MahomeAsn lady to affect

the. manners, conduct and habits of the Eurasian lady or of the

Bengali who has ** shaken off the trammels of superstition.” Such

a wife may be agreeable to the husband, but she is no gain to the

community. For tnore than one reason, it is not only objection*^
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able buc often most dangerous to introduce this class of teachers

into our Zenana. We should never forget the Patna case.

• There is no^ doubt that English education has directed the atten-

lion^our virise ^and thoughtful men towards the manifold bless-

ings’^^d th^ urgent necessity of female education,' and thjs diffi-

cult problem of education is now engaging our attention, as it is

more frequently discussed than it used to be some 20 years

back. 1 hear that among Bengalis education in the girl is fast

becoming a condition of marriage, and it is no easy task to

persuade a young man to marry a girl with no education. If not

to that extent, signs of such a desire are clearly visible among
our own community, specially among those who have received

the benefits of English education. This desire is quite natural

and laudable, and the Mahomedan parents ought to take a parti-

cular note of it. Enquiries are now quietly made by the would

be bridegroom and mild hints are given to his guardians to select

an educated bride. I am sure that the time is not far distant

when this would be one of the primary conditions of marriage.

It is fortunate that in most cases we have some sort of education,

ahd in all cases as far as other accomplishments besides reading

and writing are concerned our ladies take the first rank in the

best Indian female society.

No one who knows the state of our community will deny that

there is a dearth of female teachers and governesses in Bengal

and jBchar, and that in (consequence female education suffers

not a little. We require a set of respectable, competent, and well-

mannered female teachers. The question, however, is Where can

we find them ? The N.-W. P. cjlli supply a limited number
but they arc not generally properly qualified. The want is

increasing almost daily and the supply is not forthcoming.

Under such circumstances, unless we can fix upon some cheap

and convenient plan to educate our girls, we will have to rue

and suffer.

I have considered the question for a long time and now venture to

suggest the following plan for consideration of the leaders and edu-

cationists of our community. I would respectfully ask them,

bearing in mind the interests at stake, to lay aside all party

feeling and selfish considerations which have thrown back the

advancement of our coreligionists by quarter of a century.

Let then there be established a female Normal school in Calcutta

or some suitable provincial town. To begin with, let there be

three classes with a three years* course. Poor but respectable

Mahomedan girls and young ladies, including young widows

(of whom there arc many) in every old city may be per-

suaded to enter this school. We must find handsome scholar-

ships and a home for them and give every other possible encourage-

ment. After completing their education in the institution where,

besides reading and writing, they would learn needle work. See.,

they may be engaged, on a reasonable pay, by us and will thus get a

sufficient and respectable means of subsistence and at the same time

supply our great want. One lady teacher may be employed by

two or three families when one cannot pay her sufficiently.

This is only a skeleton proposal and, if worked out with care,

energy and unity, is likely to succeed. As regards money, I don’t

believe there will be any difficulty, if the plan is properly and

systematically worked out. I do not deny that there arc obstacles

in the way, but at the same time it must be remembered that

no success has ever been achieved without an effort. In my opinion,

this is the only practical way of solving this troublesome problem

under the present and peculiar circumstances of our community
and the purdah system. No respectable Mahomedan can allow

his daughters and female relations to go out of his house in

search of education, however valuable it may be. This is not

the place to discuss the propriety or otherwise of such a course, but

it is a fact, and is fully consistent with their notions of res-

pectability and propriety as with their practical experience of
the world.

There is a class of men who, without caring to enquire into the

merits of the question, are ever ready to pass an opinion on this

complicated subject and arc satisfied when they find themselves

in print. Such men mislead the public and arc far off the real

issues. Such empty talk cannot remedy the evil. We have had
enough talk and now is the time for action.

A M4HOMEOAN.
^znd March 1890.

ENTRANCE EXAMINATION.
I beg to enclose herein for your perusal two Question Papers

set at the Entrance Examination which is still ^oing on. One
of these contains passages in Bengali and the other in Hindi, both

intended for translation into the English language. 1 wonder
from what s^rce these literary dainties could have emanated

—

more spcciiily the Bengali pieces I Could Missionary Bengali
of our old days go further t If such stuff be imitated by
our young undergraduates, as the specimens of composition in

their own vernacular, there can be but
^

little hope for our

country, at lease in the direction of linguistic excellence. The

orthography, idiom, sense and style of the passages, it will be ob-
served, arc all remarkable. What can our new Vice-Chancellor

now bring forward in defence of his Examiners ? The fault here, at

any rate, cannot be laid at the door of our poor school-masters, or

their ill-prepared pupils. After this, can it not be sai^ that it is

high time that more attention should be paid to the selection of Ex-
aminers ? For a business like theirs, the best available men* arc to be
secured and no policy should be allowed to interfere.

The Hindi paper is hardly better than its Bengali counterpart.

The pyramids in line four have been called “ Patharon kc sab sc

bade dher** Arc they larger than the Himalgya mountains, and
would the examiner be satisfied if a candidate were to translate

them as “ the greatest of all heaps of stones V*—dher, faithfully

translated into English, is a heap, no doubt.

Of course, not a line of either the Bengali or the Hindi, as given
in these two papers, would bear the slightest criticism, as regards
their orthography, perspicuity, or grammar, I should not therefore
aim at anything like a critical review of the passages, but would
simply draw, with due deference, the attention of the University
authorities to the matter and solicit the favor of their preventing a

recurrence of such a state of things in future. The use of such
productions in the examination papers of tnc highest educational
institution in the land, it needs hardly be told, is simply deplorable.

There is another point in connection with tlrfsc papers which
deserves special notice, in justice to the candidates themselves. If

1 mistake not, the pieces given in the several languages arc meant
to be the different versions of one and the same text, and the

English translations thereof arc expected to be all alike. The
examiners may not thus, when awarding marks, refer to the passages
as given in each language, but judge the faithfulness and
accuracy of the translations from the question paper in one language

only. But that will hardly answer. The Examiners arc warned
that, in the present instance, whether inicntionally or otherwise,

material differences have been allowed to creep into the passages as

given in the several languages and that the English translations could
not thus be expected to be identical in all eases. A comparison of

para. 2 of the Bengali with the first sentence of the corresponding

para, of the Hindi version will at once prove the truth of what J

mean to say. And this is not the only instance of the kind. But
as I have already stated, the language of the papers docs not deserve

any detailed criticism.

One Interested,
Ranchi, 26th February, 1890.

DACCA.
March 4, iSgo.

The University Entrance Examination has just been over. Near-
ly seven hundred students were in for the examination at the Dacca
centre. The authorities of schools were a little more careful this

year in sending up their boys for the examination ; so it is hoped,
that the percentage of failure will be diminished. The questions
were all very fairly framed, and they admit of little or no objection.

In the afternoon paper of the first day, a piece of Bengali prose was
given for translation into English. Its style, spelling, grammar,
matter and idiom were all very curious indeed. It must have come
from the pen of an Anglo-Indian who is bold enough to frame
questions in Bengali, pretending to be a professor of the language ;

or if it has come from the pen of a Bengali at all, he has

surely tried to unlearn his mother tongue. Whatever it may be,

the questions ought to have been cai^cfully corrected before they
were sent to the press. Some boys have been misled, by the bad
spelling, into taking the questions in a different light and consequent-

ly their answers have been wrong. Will Mr. Rowe be held respon-
sible for this ? In this connection, I must tell your readers one thing

which reflects seriously on our boasted education and intelligence.

Some of the guards have been known to abuse the sacred trust im-
posed on them, in the examination hall*; or, to be more clear,

they used unfair means in favour of a boy who had the good luck to

be the son of a gentleman who holds high oflicial position. If the

report be true, nothing can be more disgraceful to the University,

and every right-minded man should feel it his duty to wipe out the

reproach. I hope, Mr. Editor, you will strongly urge upon the

authorities to be a little more cautious in appointing guards to

superintend "future examinations.

Is this the way that they mean to spread moral education among
the boys ? The teachers would do well to receive moral instructiun

before they arc called upon to impart moral education to the boys.

The East Bengal Chhatra Samaj has been doing good work
for some years past. The students who come here to appear at the

University examinations find great difficulty in procuring suitable

lodgings, cooks, and servants. To remove it, the members
of the Samaj have formed themselves into a committee to look

after the comforts of the candidates. Babu Rajani Kant Ghosh, n.A.,

was Secretary to the Committee this year. The members did their

best to help the boys in all sorts of ways. Medical assistance was
also given them when required. The mofussil candidates were
entertained in the Northbrook Hall on the evening of the 29th ultimo.

Mr. Mondy, the officiating Principal of the Dacca College, took the
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chair. Baboo Surya Kumar Ghosh, laboratory assistant Dacca Col-

lege, performed several interesting scientific^ experiments to the

great delight of the spectators. The most interesting treat was

furnished by Professor Wilson, of the Dacca College, who de-

livered an ^instructive address on “ Examination ol Life.** Mr.

Wilson is a well meaning, intelligent young man. He has been

labouririg*liard for the moial welfare of the Dacca students with

unremitting zeal. No b^uropcan professor was on so familiar terms

with the native boys as Mr. Wilson. During his short term of

office, he has been pretty well acquainted with the failings and

weaknesses of the Bengali students and has won the love and respect

of most of them. Mr. Wilson got his address printed at his own

cost and distributed it among the students. He touched on several

important topics, such as spiritual welfare, moral courage, habits

ot study, immoral practices among young men, bodily exercise

and so forth. In conclusion, he exhorted the students to ask them-

selves a number of questions at the end of each day or every week.

'I give them below, and earnestly hope they will be laid to heart

by all your young readers.

(1) How have I spent this past day or past week f

(2) Have I deliberately done anything wrong, anything which I

knew to be wrong ?

(3) Have 1 tried to be watchful over myself?

(4) Have I ^^relully avoided evil temptations ?

(5) Have I had in *my mind any proud, vain, greedy, impure,

envious or other bad thoughts ?

(6) Have I told lies or deceived others ; have I used any violent

or bad or impure language ?
^

(7) Have r been obedient, loving, and dutiful to my parents,

teachers and superiors ?

(8) Have I wasted time and been idle in doing my duties?

fo) Have 1 been strictly temperate in eating and drinking ?
^

S. K. Guha.

MONGHYR. •

Jamalpore^ February

General Strachey and Sir A. M. Rendal, having arrived from

England by the first week of the current month, rfre now busily en-

gaged overhauling the system of accounts, 5cc., in the Head
Office at Calcutta and arc expected to be here shortly, to inspect

the way and works. The present topic of the day here, is nothing

but reduction.

A few days ago, there was a case of rioting between Hindoos

and Mahomedans at Benovvra, Thaiina Gogree, in Monghyr Dis-

trict, in which the latter came out the worse. The wounded

have been removed to Dear’s Hospital at Monghyr. The dispute

originated in the right over a Jalkur.

Our Officiating District Magistrate, Mr. T. E. Coxhead, leaves the

District a few months hence. Major Ramsay, the District Superin-

tendent of Police, Monghyr, has been transferred to the metropolis.

The local H. C. English School has sent up 9 boys to the En-

trance Examination this year.

The Volunteers (E. I. Railway) from various stations on the line

have assembled here, for the annual inspection which comes off

this afternoon. Major-General Hudson, Commanding the Allahabad

Division, has come down to do that duty. The inspection lasted for

about two hours during which time the Volunteers were put

through the different manoiuvrcs by the several officers of the

local corps. The General was very much pleased with the way
the Volunteers acquitted themselves, and, in an address which lasted

about 20 minutes, praised thyn highly, assuring them of a favorable

Inspection report to the Commandcr-in-Chicf. The Inspection

over, the Volunteers were treated to a substantial refreshment

on the maidan. A Grand dinner was given to the General by the

officers of the Volunteer corps headed by Lieutenant-Colonel Allen

Mcars, Commanding the Jamalpore Establishment of the corps.

CORPORATION OF CALCUTTA.

Kl'he 12th Oldinary Monthly Meeting

Of the Commissioners of Calcutta,

Will be held in the Town Hall,

on Thursday next, the 13th March iSgo,

at 4 P.M.

BUSINESS TO BE DROUGHT FORWARD.

1. To confirm the proceedings of the Ge-

neral Committee at Meetings held on the 8th,

15th and 22nd February 1890.

2. To confirm the proceedings of the Su-

burban Improvement Committee at Meetings

held on the 7ih and 2isi Febiuary 1890.

3. To confiim the proceedings of the Cen-

tral Road Committee at a Meeting held on the

nth February 1890.

4. To confirm the procee<lings of Com-

plaint Committee at a Meeting held on the

12th February 1890.

5. To consider the proposeil Bye-laws pass-

ed under Section 412 Act 1

1

(Ik C) of 1S8S,

Clauses and (/;* ^ ^
6. Vital statistics for the month of January,

1890. •

JOHN COWIE,

Secretary to the Corporation,

7th March 1890.

~ Corporation of Calcutta.
Scaled tenders for supply of 5 (rive) lars

cubic feel of IndigcMioub Stone dm ing the offi-

cial year 1890-91, will be received by the Vice-

Chairman and will be opened by him in the

presence of lendeiers who may wislito attend

at 2 P.M. on the 191^ instant,

-t The stone most be of the quality of that

obtained from Rajrnehal hills, to be broken

so as to pass freely in all directions through a

ring 2 inches in diameter and to be delivered

and properly slacked in the Municipal Depots

at Bang Bazar and Nimtollah. 1 he quality

of stone must not be inferior to that now being

supplied, samples of which can be seen at the

Municipal Depots. Tenders for supply of

Stone of this quality from any other place than

Rajmchal may be considered.

‘i Each tender may be for 10,000 r.ft. or

multiples of that quantity,and to be accompanied

by samples of stones in a sealed bag, and

earnest money Rs. 100 for every 10,^ c.ft. of

•tone to be tendered for is to be enclosed with

each
whose tender is accepted

muit sign a deed of contract duly stamped and

regiftered at his own expense, withm 15 days

after the acceptance of his tender.

5. The Commissioners do not bind them-

selves to accept the lowest or any tender.

6. .^ny further information required can

be had on application.

UDOYNARAIN SINGHA,

Superintendent of Stores.

5th March, 1890.

ARMY OLOTHINU DEPARTMENT.
Aliporc, March iSgo.

Sealed tenders are invited for the supply of

Miscellaneous stores more or .less as may be

cquired, for the year 1890-91.

2 Tenders will only be received on the

irinted forms which are obtainable at tins

ffice. Blanks in the printed foim must be

lied up correctly.

•i. Each lender must be accompanied by a

tank of Beng.al or Government Trc.asury de-

losil receipt in the name of the Snperimendent

[)r Rupees 100 as earnest-rnoney. Cash or

loies will not be accepted in lieu.

4 The lowest tender will not necessarily be

.ccepied, any tender may be accepted in whole

•r in part.
, i ^

c Any person whose tender mray be ac-

epied, will be re(|uireil lo exceme .1 bond and

0 give security in Cloverninent Promissory

'Jmes or cash for ihe doe fulfilment Qf his

lonlract within one week from the date of

icceptance of his tender, in default of which

ns e.inn’si-nioney will be foifcited. l he se-

lurity will be calculated at 10 per cent, on the

:()ntr.ict.
, . ,

6 Any further information required may

)e 'obtained, and sealed patterns inspected .at

he Clothing Agency.

7 Tenders will be opened by undersigned

It noon on Jlonday the 241!) March 1S90 m
he presence of sucli persons as may desire to

ittend.,
^ MACKESY, dalonel,

Supetintewient, Army Clothing.

R. H. Prince Albert Victor
Reception Fund.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.*

0 close the Accounts Subscribers who have

already sent in their Subscriptions, will

itly oblige the Executive Committee by

i)g SO without delay.

RA) KOMAR

Ji. Hon. Secretariee. ,

iaiculta, 9tb Jan. 1890.

HIGH COURT NOTICE.
ESTATE RAJAH RAJ KISSEN.

Maharaja Sibkristo Bahadoor
vs,

Kristo Chunder Ghose.

Notice is hereby given that on Wednesday,
the 12th March next, at the hour of i O’clock

in the afternoon, the Receiver of the High
Court will put up for auction, at his office on

the third floor of the Court House, a lca.se for

six. years from the ist Bysack 1297 correspond-

ing with the I3ih April 1890, of the undermen-
tioned property, on the terms and conditions

of a draft lease which may be inspected at

the said office.

In Zillah Tipperah Pergunnah, Gungamuncllc,

recorded in the Register of the Collector as

Towji No. 545, including the Churs appertain-

ing thereto, viz,, Nobbo Chur No. 1290, Chur
Bahur •alias Tccloor Chur No. 1508, Chur

Surjo and Sunjoora No. 1964, Chur Assad and

Doobur Chur No. 21.

In Zillah Dacca, Chur Goagachia No. 10503,

Chur Jalnalpur No. 1050$.

For conditions of auction and further parti-

liculars, apply to the Receiver of the High

Court.

J. C. MACGREGOR,
Receiver, High Court.

High Court

Receiver’s Office.

The 19th February, 1890.

JUST PUBLISHED.

Congress Sketches : A Review

OF THE

SPEECHES AND THE SPEAKERS

AT THE

Fourth Indian National Congress

Held at Allahabad.

Reprinted with additions and alterations from

Reis Rayyet

With a portait of Mr. George Yule, President.

Sold by the publishers G. i^.yarma, and

at the office of the Advocate, at Lucknow, and

at the office of “ Reis & Rayyet

"

for 8 Annas a copy, besides postage. *
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Uniform with “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal”

' ^ATS BT A BRAHMAN

Folitios, Sodologj, History, & literature

BY

the Author of “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal.”

Calcutta.

Reis &• Rayyet Office.

PRICE

:

To Subscribers paying before publication Rs. 4

„ mere registering subscribers ... 5

,,
Ordinary purchasers ... ... n 6

Apply to the Manager, ReU and Rayyet^

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. S-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL

BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEB,
Fornufly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Bchar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State,

Apply to Manager, “REIS & RAYYET”

I, Uckoor Dun’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

We have received from the office of Reis

and Rayyety one of the leading native news-

papers of Calcutta, a most readable little broch-

ure written by Baboo Sambhu C. Mookerjee,

once Minister to the late Nawab Faridoon Jah,

Bahadoor, Nawab Nazim of Bengal, Behar and

Orissa, which gives a graphic account of the

Baboo’s travels to and in Independent Tip-

perah. Written in capital English and evi-

dently by a gentleman of broad views and

enlightened mind, the work is decidedly a

valuable addition to the catalogue of English

written Bengalee literature. This book of

travels should be read widely not only by

English residents out here, but by our country-

men at home, for it teems with interest and

teaches us far more about the fine belt of

would have done. Baboo Sambhu Chunder

Mookerjee is one of whom his couiuiynicn

may well be proud, for he writes throughout

with the moderate and educated pen of

a thorough gentleman.— The Indian Planters^

Gazette Sporting News, October 4, 1887.

Mr. S. Mookerjee, who will be readily recog-

nised as the editor of that able little paper

the Reis and R^yet^ dedicates his travles in

Bengal to a wide circle of readers—those who
know India and are unable to love her \

those

who love her, and do not know her s those who
neither know nor love ;

those who d being tire

of India, take to travelling
; foreigners who

want to know, and Englishmen* The author
himself is not the least tired of India, though
he is a traveller by profession, we might almost
say, and though he puts limits upon journeys,

never caring tci get very far away from
Calcutta. It is not mileage, however, which
makes the traveller. It is the power to ob-
serve sympathetically what is going on at

each stage of a journey, and to keep his spirit

about the minor inconveniences which neces-

sarily occur by road, river, or rail. This Mr.
Mookerjee does. He never loses his good
humour under any set of circumstances, and
what is belter, he conveys a full sense of it to

his pages. The reader may take a choice of

journeys through Eastern Bengal to Tipperah,

or to the heart of Bengal Proper, and will in

each case be fully rewarded by the fruits of

Mr. Mookerjee’s wanderings. Perhaps tlie

English reader will be mainly struck by the

excellent English style of the writer. The
author is not ashamed of his nationality

;
he

rejoices in being a Bengali, but at the same
time he indulges in prose which has no alien

trace in it. It is not the English of an edu-

cated German or Frenchman ; it is the nervous

Saxon of a subject of the Empress of India.

Mr. Mookerjee had special advantages in some
of his journeys, especially to Independent Tip-

perah, whither he was C!illed to an important

official position. He was thus assured of

many attentions, though, in forming accurate

impressions of a country it is doubtful whether

it is not better to be untrammelled with con-

nections which frighten away the simple folk

and impose reticence on them .as a duty. From
the notes of his journey through East Bengal,

and to show how genial is his outlook, we take

the following :—[ Extract.]

From Dacca he went further East, and his

experiences on the Mcgna are of a most en-

livening description. He saw many visions of

beauty, and Mr. Mookerjee is no niggard when
he is describing something he has enjoyed

seeing. Here is a sketch on his way up the

river :—[ Extract.]

But it is not physical beauty alone which de-

tains our author’s eye Extract.]

The same symptoms of material progress

he notes among the boatmen on his course.

—

[ Extract.]

Some portion of the volume has already been
contributed to the Statesman^ and will be fami-

liar to our readers. The following description

of natural effects is not known to them. We
doubt whether Mr. Ruskin, or Mr. Black would

accept it as a final account of the sun’s rising

and setting:—[Extract].

—

The Statesman^

October 7, 18S7.

If we have not before noticed Mr. Sambhu
C. Mookerjee’s Tra^icls in Pengaty which was

published some months ago, it is not because

the little book is either dull or pointless. It

contains, on the contrary, much interesting

matter, though some of the incidents are over-

weighted with detail in wh.at is facetiously

called a “little booklet.” The author's view

as a rule is, by the way, facetious ; he is given

even to punning ;
but he is also sentiinentai

in the highest degree—“a naked Whiteman”
hurts his susceptibilities ; a Hindu girl, bathing

in the river, throws him into {in ecstasy of

delight : “she had such large languishing eyes!”

But he is nothing if not philosophical, and his

reflections on this or that social and political

subject are not without their moral. Mr
Sambhu C. Mookerjee was formeily Minister

to the “last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa” and afterwards Minister

of the Maharaja of Tipperah. He is a man,
therefore, of experience, and when he speaks
his brethren should listen to him
Travels in Bengal is a readable book, and it

abounds in anecdotes which are often as in-

structive as amusing, and it is not spoiled by
too many political allusions, though, of course
some few have crept in,

—

The Pioneer^

Dec., 1887.

the

Pran Kissen Ohowdry Fund
FOR .SUPI^LYINO

INDIA WITH NATIVE SCIENTIFIC

MEN OF EUROPEAN TRAINING.

Under a benevolent Scheme now in opera-

tion for several years, started by Baboo Pran

Kissen Chowdry, for assisting meritorious but

poor Indian students, under certain conditions,

to go to Europe for competing for the Indian

Service, there is now room for a native student,

of sound health, who, having passed the Calcutta

Government Medical College, may desire to

compete for the Covenanted Indian Medical

Service. Passage and expenses for two yiars

residence in England will be paid out of the

fund of the Scheme.

Apply to Dr. Sambhu C. Mookerjee,

Reis &* Rayyet Office,

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street}

Calcutta.

In Pamphlet^ Price ^ annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW IIEARSEY.

Apply to Reis Rayyet Office, Calcutta.

IREETHAMS-^
I
JJ nf ^ A /V Dj:

For INDIA and all HOT CLIMATES this swoeUy scented emollient Milk Is INVALTTATtLE

IT KEEPS the BKIN COOL und REFRESHED in the HOTTEST WEATHER,
Removes and prevents aU SUNBURN. REDNESS, FRECKLES, TAN, etc., and

RENDERS the SKIN DELICATELY SOFT, SMOOTH and WHITE.

It entirely prevents it trow becoming DRY and WRINKLED, and PRESERVES the

COMPLEXION from the scorching effects of the BUN and WIND more effcctuaUy Uian any

1 'otter preparaUon. The IRRITATION caused by the PiTES and 8TTNG3_of INBE^^TS is

wonderlTdly allayed by Its use. For imparUng that sott velvety leoling to the skui, this

delightful preparatia* has no equal ! Sold hy all Chemists.

dole Makera U. BBETHAEE SON, Chamiata, Oheltenbam, gpgland .

CALCUTTA AGENTS : SCOTT THOMPSON <Sc CO.
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“IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF.”
All who suffer find sure relief Jrom

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcuteRhenmatisD>and RheumaticGout,

After years of semi-helplessness and suffer*

ing; while in^ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS,

LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACHE,
SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

or these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.

Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion .will relieve you.

In Sorc-lhroat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The ^larvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

oicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands o

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before all.-iined.

Sold in Bottles at / Re. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistreet & Co

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &

Co. Limited.
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(Opposite the Police Courts)

Tt-IT? PAT PITTTA

HOM(EOPATIIIC PHARMACY,
THE

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE
niSPENSAR Y IN ASIA

OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,
WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE
TEADE IN

INDEPENDENT HOMCEOPATHY
.

and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co. beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned
WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
72,

Lai Bazaar^ Calcutta.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short winding Keyless Railway Regulat-

ors, of small size, enamelled dials, bold

figures and Candian Gold hands, with tem-

pered machinery and dust tight hinged cases

for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted
to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapness about

them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr.

A. R. Mehta from Bandora says:—“The
7-8 watch I purchased from you two years

back, gives correct time as yet.’* Acting Su-

perintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh,

sjtyg

A

watch maker has valued your

Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, R.

W. Fusi. Rcgt., Lucknow, says “ Some valued

it at Rs. 15 and were completely surprised when
I told them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pretty

Candian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-

plete bliii i Studs and Kings set with chemical

diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each. Mr. J.

A. Yelsmorc, .Satur, says “ The best gold-

smith of this place values tht chain for

Rs. 7 and the loi.ket for Rs. lO.” Mr. G.

Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, says:—“A
German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and

the rnby at Rs, 30." . WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

JEYES’ SANITARY COMPOUNDS
In the various shapes of

Liquid, Powder, Soap and Ointment

are invaluable in the Indian climate.

They aie iperfectly harmless, non-poisonous,

and non-irritant.

They have proved efficacious in skin

diseases. They cure wounds and ulcers. Even
Lepers have found them valuable.

To the rich and the poor, the healthy and

the sick, they are alike welcome.

They destroy the virus or contagjion of small-

pox, measles, typhus and typhoid fevers.

They ’clean.se your homes and clotjies and

purify the air. They keep your body clean, teeth

strong and skin pure. Your bed free from

bugs, your drains inodorous, and closets free

from bad smells.

They may be used with safety and with

happy results in the sick-room, kitchen, and
overy other part of a house.

Agents NICOL & CO., ,

3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta.

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

"Limited.-

This Company’s Steadier “ BURMAH ”

will leave Calcutta for Assam on Tuesday, the
nth inst.

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel
should be sent to the Company’s Godowns
at Juggannauth Ghat, not later than 5 P.M.
on Saturday, the 8th inst.

Cachar Line.

The steamer THIKAH of this line will

leave Calcutta for Cachar on the i8th inst.

(Tuesday) for which cargo will be received until

5 P.M. on Saturday the 15th inst.

Assam Despatch Steamer Service from
Goalundo

and
Daily Mail Steamer Service from

Dhubri to Debrooghur.
A Daily service is maintained from Goal-

undo and Dhubri for passengers and light goods
traffic, I. ^•., packages not weighing over a
ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival
of the previous night’s 9-30 P. M. (Madras time)
train from Sealdah, and Dhubri on arrival of
the mails.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to
almost all stations can be booked through from
or td Calcutta via Goalundo or Kannia with
the Eastern Bengal State and connected Rail-
ways—-Passengers and Parcels via Kannia
only.

All particulars as to rates of freight and
passage by all the above mentioned Services to

be had on application to~*

MACNEILL & CO.,
Agents,

2-1, Clive Ghat Street.

Calcutta, the 4lh March, 1890.

C. RINGER & CO. have in hand the

largest stock of Horocsopathic Medicines,

Medicine Cases, Medical Sundries, and Books,

Ac., &c., for sale at their Homoeopathic Es-

tablishment, 10, Hare Street, Calcutta. Cata-

logue, free on application.

Lovers of a good Trichinopoly Cigar are re-

commended to try the Small Roger Brand.

Price Re. 1-4 per 100.

T. HILL & CO.,

5, Dharamtola Street,

Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY(ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
AND

Review of Politics^ Literature, and Society

RATES OF SUBSORIPTION.
Yearly ... in advance ... Rs. 12

Half-yearly ... „ ... „ 7

Quarterly ... „ ... „ 4

Monthly ... „ ... Re. i*8

Single or sample Copy,, ... „ 0-8

RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
Advertisements (three columns 10 the page and

102 lines to the column; are^arged by the

space taken up, at the rate of 4 annas a line,

each insertion. The lowest charge for any ad-

vertisement is Rs. 2, except Domestic Occur-

rences, the lowest charge for which is

Special rates for Contracts.

No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

will be charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at the rate 01 4 annas a month or

Ks. 3, a yea;.

Business Communications (post paid) to

be directed to “The Manager,” and Literary

Communications and books'^*and pamphlets

(carriage paid) to ** The Editor ’* of ** Reis

& Rayyet,
^

Office : /, Uckoor DutPs Lane^ Wellington

Street^ Calcutta.

Printed andpublishedfor the Proprietor every Saturday by Mutty Lall Ghosb, ai THE BEE No. i% Uckoor DutPs Lane^ Cakutta,



DROIT ET AVANT,

CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

A RURAL LIFE SCENE.

I.

T
he farmer sat in his easy chair,

Smoking his pipe of clay, •

And his hale old wife, with busy care,

Was clearing the dinner away ;

A sweet little girl, with fine blue eyes,

On her grandfather’s knee was catching flies.
^

II.

The old man laid his hand on her head,

With a tear on his wrinkled face
;

^He thought how often her mother, dead,

Had sat in the self-same place ;

«*As the tear stole down from his half>shut eye,

Don’t smoke,” said the child, “ how it makes you cry !

”

III.

The house-dog lay stretched out on the floor,

Where the shade after noon used to steal ;

The busy old wife, by the open door.

Was turning the spinning wheel
;

* And the old brass clock on the mantle-tree

" Had plodded along to almost three.

IV.

Still the fanner sat in his easy chair,

While close to his heaving breast

The moistened brow and the cheek so fair

Of his sweet grand-child were pressed
;

Ills head, bent down, on her soft hair lay,

Fast asleep weie they both, that summer day.

DELAROCHE’S PICTURE

ON NAPOLEON CkOSMNd THfi: AT.IN

UncONSCIOU.S of the dreary wastes around,

t)f sleet that pierces with each fitful blast,

The icy peaks, the rough and treacherous ground,

Huge snow-drifts, by the whirlwind’s breath amassed

—

Through which the jaded mule with noiseless tread,

l\atient and slow, accrt.un foothold seeks,

lly the old peasant-guide so meekly led
; ^

% Moves the wan conquerot, with sunken cheeks,

o’er heights, as cold and lonely as his soul

—

The chill lips blandly set, and the dark eyes

Intent with fierce ambition’s vast control,

Sad, keen, and thoughtful of the distant pri/.e k

With the imperial robes and warlike steed,

That face ne’er wore such blended might and need !

/

VIVISECTION IN I*NDIA.

To the Editor of Reis and Rayyct. »

Dear Mr. Editor,—Knowing you to be a true friend of dumb animals»

and an ardent upholder of the Law oi Mercy wherever it is possible

for mercy to be exercised, I venture to call your attention to the feeling

with which the Report of the Hyderabad Chloroform Commission

(so-called)—in reality a Commission for Vivisection—has been re-

ceived in this country.

It is not a noisy feeling, or one that is to any great extent represented

in the daily newspaper press
;

but among the calmest and most re-

solved friends that India has in the Rritish Islands, (and I am sure

the same remark will apply to America, and to several European

nations, when once the facts are known) it has a depth and intensity

which I do not remember to have been cr|ualled, in any like case, in

my experience of public afliiirs.

The feeling is one of simple horror that India, of whose geatlcness

and mercifulness many Englishmen have strongly, and often, spoken,

should have been selected for Experiments which it has been publicly

asserted would not be permitted in this country, lax as English law

is with regard to the system of secret torture which goes under the

name of vivisection.

The Lancet states that in Hyderabad 490 dogs, horses, monkeys,

goats, cats and rabbits had been -(kindly notice the word that

I have italicised), and that 600 experiments had been carried out,

under the direction of this Commission. The same animals had, in

some cases, been used more than once, after an interval, say of three

or four days. Every intelligent reader of the words knows what this

means.

“ In order” (the Report says) “ to lest the alleged danger from shock

during chloroform administration, the Committee peiformed a veiy

large number of those operations which are reputed to be pariiculaily

dangerous in this connection—such as extraction, evulsion (tearing

out) of nails, section of muscles of the eye, i&c. In many cases the

operations were performed after the animal was merely stupefied by

chloroform and not fully insensible.” The stories of the liendish

cruelties inflicted by vivisection as we know it in Flngland, I shall ni)t

attempt^ in any case to rc-nairale. They arc too horrible to keep

before one, or to dwell upon.

I am quite sure that tiie Ni^sam cannot know what, in its naked de-

formity, vivisection really is, and how it has been depicted and stripped

of its pretences, by men of the highest character and culture, both in

science and litet^ature, in this country. The vivisectors say that the

operations are in many cases painless. They do not say in all case.s ;

and for what they do say their word is not accepted. From all parts

of the Hnlish Islands have come words as direct as these—“ \Vc do not

believe you! The power, and the exercise of the power, of secret tortuic

are in their very nature brutalising ;
and neither you nor any other

men are to be trusted to draw the line at which you suppose that

there is no suffering. No such power as you claim ever was entrusted

to any human beings without leading step by step to cruelties far be-

yond what was at first contemplated, or at least avowed.”

Subscribers in the countty are requested to remit by postal money orders^ ifpo^ibhy as the safest and most convenient

medium^ particularly as it ensures acknowledgment through the DeparimenL No other receipt zvill be

given any other being unnecessary, and likely to cause confusion.
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We are pointed also to the fact that some eminent men have carried

on these operations. 1 reply that eminent men have condemned these

operations
; and that for one vivisector who might perhaps be trusted

to reduce the suffering to its smallest possible limits, there must, in

the nature of things, be scores of vivisectors who do not care in the

least what amount of su^ering they indict, or bow long their helpless

victims suflibr.
"

i

There *are many strong and unanswerable arguments against the

practice of vivisection in any hands. I will mention three. Eminent

doctors, and scientific men, testify that, in their opinion, Nature does

not give up her secrets to the vivisector ; that her way to knowledge,

for any purposes *of mercy to man never can be the way of cruelty

and suffering intentionally indicted on any other living creatures.

Another argument is that in the medical profession, (in many cases

distinguished by gentleness and pitifulness, and in which these qualities

arc so greatly needed and so deeply prizc<l) there is great danger

that even the habitual sight of cruelty and torture will harden the heart

to the cry of suffering, and turn the mercy into cruelty, the kindness

into callousness.

Others point, with ilndeniable examples from history, to the fact that

the love of cruelty grows ; and that people who have begun by tortur-

ing animals which cannot speak, have generally ended by torturing

helpless human beings.

Each of these arguments is, I think, worthy of consideration from its

own point of view
;
and the concluding one is surely of great im-

portance to India, which depends so much on its power to protect itself

from every form and kind of cruelty. What may not be the conse-

quences if these practices are allowed ? You know that the kidnappers

of half a century ago found in eminent doctors customers for dead

bodies. Allow vivisection to prevail in India and we may have a new

system of Thuggee, sanctioned by the Law and blessed by Science

—

till the evil thing is found out. This is but one reason among many
which will occur to your readers why India in particular should not

have vivisection forced upon it on any plea whatever. For the protec-

tion of India itself, and especially of its poor people, I plead against

this unholy experiment.

Cut, Sir, these arguments, strong as they may be, do not include the

one which I venture to submit to the Nizam, and to you, and to the

intelligent men of India, as the strongest and highest argument of all.

That we have no warrant, in the faiths of India, any more than in the

faith of England, or in any instinct of the human heart, for the claim

to inflict torture on any living thing, be the presumed, or asserted,

benefit to man what it may. The cowardly plea that the vivisector

may, by his researches, learn something useful to m.ankind has been

dealt with by many earnest and gifted speakers and writers
; and I

am sure it will be met in the same spirit by many of the true men
of India, and by none more earnestly than the generous writer who
sketched the picture of the “ Cengalee;^iirinA, my poor Tom.”

I can fancy poor Tom under the viviscctor’s knife, and fastened to

board, every limb bound down so that he could not stir, and his

month gagged so that he <^uld not cry. Can you, Mr. Editor, fancy

this, and then fancy the writer who drew Tom’s picture looking on,

like a philosopher, callous to the suffering? The latter fancy is beyond
me. I can fancy that writer flying at the vivisector’s throat, and
rying conclusions with him, man to man.

1 earnestly appeal to the Nizam, on behalf of many English ladies,

\\hose feeling I know that these words all too weakly represent, and
of many Englishmen, ardent defenders of India’s just rights, that he
will reconsider the permission he has given to this Chloroform Com-
mission

; that he will consider the danger of opening the door to

vivisection in India ; the value to India, “ Prince and Pea$;>ot ” alike,

of the law of mercy, which never before ran so great a risk of being

set at nought .in your land,
*

1 am.

Dear Sir,

Carmarthenshire. Yours Truly,

James Routledoe.
F. 5.~0ne other thought I might have mentioned. There is, I

think, no doubt that ntany vivisectors push their experiments to the

utmost extent that a living being can endure and live, or endure before

death, the object being to giiage the limit of endurance. I leave this

fact to speak for itself.

J. R.

News and Our Comments.
*

The Correctional Tribunal at Nice convicted and sentenced Ernest

Benzon, of Monte Carlo notoriety, to three months’ imprisonment. He

was found guilty of obtaining money by false pretences, the serious

charges of forgery having been dropped. It was |frovcd against him

that ill November last he had given a cheque of over lool to thi land-

lord of a hotel in Mentone in payment of a bill for a smaller amount,

and had accepted and pocketted the balance, knowing at the time

there was no balance at his bankers’, the Coutts. His friends how-

ever had come to his rescue and paid the landlord. The next was

a cheque for 6o/ oflered to an English friend for an accommodation

of 40/ at Monte Carlo Casino. This, again, was followed by cheques

for 100/., 500/., and 1,000/ which Benzon presented to the Credit

Lyonnais in the name of Hargreaves. The first two were re-

claimed, but Benzon stumbled upon the last. Before the money
could be paid, the bank had discovered the fraud and had Benzon

arrested. The culprit coolly admitted that the moneys thus re-

ceived had been gambled away at Monte Carlo. Nor were English-

men—-including the Marquess of Ailesbury, Captain Day and others—
wanting to depose to Benzon’s good character. He had funds also to

employ the ablest Counsel in his defence. Benzon is said to have

wept over the sentence. If there is honour among theives, there is

justice even in Hell.

•

Mr. a. Phillips has nbtaineef leave from the 4th March to the 27th

November. It is not yet announced who Stands Counsel in his

absence. Is it to be Mr. Pugh or Mr. Bonnerjee ? Mr. Phillips has

been Standing much too long and has earned a title to a brief repose.
•

• •

Badoo Chunder Nath Bose has been confirmed as Bengali Translator

to Government, in which post he had been officiating since the

lamented death of Baboo Rajkristo Mookerjec. At this rate, the great

Circumlocution Office will soon lose its head.

• •

Mr. F. J. Marsden’s furlough for one year is Gazetted from the 25th.

But Mr. A. P. Handley has already taken charge as Chief Magistrate

of Calcutta and Judge of the Court for the trial of Pilots. Mr. Handley

has a long time to signalize himself. May we trust he will bring greater

vigour to the office and will not allow things to lake their own courses ?

At present, the head clerks^ virtually act the Chief Magistrate in their

respective places.

• •

A German professor, Victor Mayer, predicted in a lecture at Heidel-

berg ** that we may reasonably hope that chemistry will teach us to

make the fibre of wood a source of human food.” Alas for poor

Malthus’s credit ! The next cheering prospect for Europe—for conser-

vative Asia will none of it—is, we suppose, the success of the experi-

ments of the unsavouiy Professor of the College of Lapiita.

• •

On February 18, at Abbazia, Count Julius Andrassy died of cancer of

the bladder.' The Austrian Empire remembers his services. The Em-
peror condoled with the Countess in the most sympathetic terms. A
monument, at the cost of the State, will be erected to the memory of

the late Count in recognition of his services to the throne and country.

•
• •

Emperor William has taken Tomy Atkins under his special protec-

tion. Officers have been strictly enjoined not to ill-use their men.
“ In my army,” says the Emperor, “ every soldier shall be treated

in a legal, just, and worthy manner
;
because such a treatment forms

the essential foundation for awakening and incre^ing in him a

pleasure to serve and a devotion to his profession, as well as love

towards and confidence in his officers. If cases of continuous and

systematic ill-usage of subordinates occur, the generals in comgjand

are to report to me and make me acquainted with the names of Ae
superior officers who are responsible for the want of supervision,

and with what measures they shall have taken against such officers.”

We are afraid the German soldier, if not knouted like the poor

Cossack, is habitually ill used, of else why this earnest interference

by the Kaiser himself? But what a commentary on the political and

social progress of Europe that the soldiery of armies maintained by

conscription, ate not to this day “ treated in a legal, and worthy

manner 1”
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cording the feati of Richardson, the most celebrated of English

fire-eaters, at the house of Lady Sunderland

“ He beforl us devoured brimstone on glowing coals, chewing and
swallowing them

; he melted a beer-glass, and ate it quite up
;
then

jakine a live coal on his tongue, he pul on it a raw oyster. The coal
wa^^own on with bellows till it flamed and sparkled in his mouth, and
so r<^ained t^il t4ie oyster gaped and was quite broiled

;
then he melted

pitch and wax with sulphur, which he drank down as it flamed. • I saw
it flaming in his mouth a good while. He took up a thick piece of iron,

such as laundresses use to put in their smoothing boxes
;
when it was

fiery hot, held it between his teeth, then in his hand, and threw it about
like a stone

;
but this 1 observed he cared not to hold very long. Then

he stood on a small pot, and bending his body, took a glowing iron
with his mouth from between his feet, without touching the pot or
ground with his hands, with divers other prodigious feats.”

So late as 1718, a Savoyard, of the name of De Higlitrehight or

Heiterkeit, caused a considerable excitement in England. The whole

metropolis was after him. And no wonder. For, he deliberately ate

live coals, chewed brimstone on flaming fire, and swallowed them up.

About the same time, flourished Powell, the greatest English fire-eater

since Richardson. The astonishing nature of his feats may be judged

from one of his bills which we reproduce entire, to wit :

—

“ Please to observe that there are two different performances the

same Evening, will be performed by the famous
Mr. Powell, Fire-Eater, from London :

who has had the honour to exhibit with universal applause, the most
surprising performances that were ever attempted by mankind, before

His Royal Highness William late Duke of Cumberland, at Windsor
Lodge, May 7, >75^ !

before His Royal HighneiA the Duke of Glouces-
ter, at Gloucester House, January 30, 1769 ;

before His Royal Highness
the present Duke of Cumberland, at Viindsor Lodge, September 25,

1769 ; before Sir Hans Sloane and several of the Royal Society, March
4» 175 tf who made Mr. Powell a compliment of a purse of gold, and a
fine, large silver medal, which the curious may view by applying to

him
;
and before most of the Nobility and Quality in the Kingdom.

He intends to sup on the following articles ;

—

I.—He eats reef-hot coals out of the fire as natural as bread.

2.~-He licks with the naked longue led-hot tobacco pipes, flaming
with brimstone. 3 —He takes a large bunch of de.il matches, lights

them all together
;
and holds them in his mouth till the fl ime is ex-

tinguished. 4.—He takes a red-hot heater out of the fire, licks it with

his naked tongue several lime.s, and carries it round the room between
the teeth. 5.—He fills his mouth with red-hot chaicoal, and broils a
slice of beef or mutton upon his tongue, and any person may blow the

fire with a pair of bellows at the same lime. 6.—He takes a
quantity of resin, pitch, bees’-wax, sealing-wax, brimstone, alum,
and lead, melts them together over a chafing dish of coals, and
eats the same combustibles with a spoon, as if it were a porringer

of broth (which he calls his dish of soup), to the great and agree-
able surprise of the spectators

;
with various other extraordinary

performances never attempted by any other person of this age, and
there is scarce a possibility ever will

;
so that those who neglect this

opportunity of seeing the wonders peiformed by this artist, will lose

the sight of the most amazing exhibition ever done by man.
The doors to be opened by six, and he sups precisely at seven

o’clock, without any notice given by the sound of trumpet.

If gentry do not choose to come at seven o’clock, no performance.
Price of admittance to Ladies and Gentlemen, One Shilling. Back

Scats for Children and Servants, Six-pence.

Ladies and children may have a private performance any •hour of
the day, by giving previous notice.

N. B.—He displaces teeth or stumps so easily as scarce to be felt.

He sells a chymical liquid which discharges inflammation, scalds, and
burns, in a short lime, and is necessary to be kept in all families. His
stay in this place will be but shoit, not exceeding above two or three

nights.

Good fire to keep the gentry w'arm.”

In France, fire-eating occurs in one of the charming letters of

Madame de Sdvignd, under date the 30th June, 16S0.

HEALTH OF THE SUBORDINATE
JUDICIAL SERVICE.

The health of thtv Subordinate Judicial Service—of our Sub-Judges
and Munsifs—as aRo of the Bengalee pleaders has begun to

attract attention. Neither the general public nor the authorities

arc aware why their health suffers. Diabetes, nervous debility

in its various forms, and other serious complaints arc making a

havoc in the ranks of these oflicers and pleaders, most of whom
are Bengalis, and not old. Some Deputy Magistrates have suc-

cumbed to them, or injured their health so much as to be unfit for

any active public or private life. I ^believe a large "percentage

^pjA^^he judicial oflicers and about 15 per cent, of the pleaders

suffer from one or the other complaint. Many causes arc assigned

for this deplorable state of things, chief aniong them being seden-
tary and lazy habits, starchy food, great mental work. It is said

by way of apology that these hard-worked officers ai^d members of

the bar have no time for any kind of physical exercise, as they arc

in harness both in Court and out of it. The oflicer writes his

decisions at home and the pleader makes money, and therefore they
arc. unable to wt out of their rooms cither in the evening or in

tbe morningi^Thc men who have ill health arc daily sinking and
losing strength, as in that condition they work voluntarily or are

obliged to go through their routine duty. These men clearly

accelerate their death and commit a sort of suicide uncons-

ciously. Others who are yet healthy do not take any warning

from the pitiable condition of their unfortunate brethren. I am sure

most of these gentlemen cannot realize what is the first and best

standard of health or its normal state, and how a healthy person

enjoys everything in thiHfworld and with what strength^nd clearness

of head he can do mental work. Most of these B. L. judicial officers

and pleaders ruin or injure their health wliile graduating in the

University and they come to their daily avocations with a shattered

constitution to work in climates which no weak person can stand, or

do that amount of work for which they are almost physically

unlit. One finds among these officers men who arc living and

moving pieces of flesh without life or vitality in them. They
can write and write sitting in their rooms, but arc generally

useless for anything else requiring locomotion. These gentle-

men ought seriously to consider this question of life and death,

success and disappointment in this world, and try to change their

habits and turn to good account the education they have re-

ceived. There arc people both in India and in many other parts

of the world who have more important and responsible duties

and less leisure, but still they keep well and preserve their

health by exercise, timely rest and habits jvhich preclude them

from becoming lazy.

Ask any of our officers if he knows what is rest and has

ever realized the practical meaning of that sweet w^Vd, and you arc

sure to be disappointed at the reply. These men have no idea ot

rest, they have never in their whole life utilized their leave or

holiday to any useful purpose. Although they have long holidays

and are also entitled to privilege leave, scarcely lo per cent,

of them ever move out of their stations or malarious homes for

change. Privilege or other leave the judicial Baboo generally

takes to perform the marriage ceremony of his children or the Sr(2(ih

of his parents or to place himself under the treatment of some good

doctor in Calcutta or elsewhere, or to go for a change after he has

completely lost his health. I don’t know any Bengali who has ever

taken leave in order to give himself rest or to recruit and refresh his

health by a change of climate without being pressed by a

doctor. During the Poojhas he goes home generally to bring on a

relapse of the malarious fever or other complaints. It is

a pity that these men would not know what is rest and how
leave should be utilised. Many persons for financial considerations

do not take leave, as that would entail extra expense in several ways ;

others are afraid of losing their old station or an agreeable

superior officer. But the most important reason is the expense.

They will only sit at home and accumulate money at any cost.

Tell them to move in society in a reasonable way and they

laugh at you. The diseased forms of Munsifs and Sub-Judges

arc only visible when the Lieutenant-Governor comes to a station

and they arc forced to pay respects to him.

1 think a man should enjoy his leave and take rest when he

gets tired of his work or finds himself overworked, and not wait till

his disease is declared incurable. Our officers and pleaders

are content so long as they can drag their huge and flabby bodies

to court. I have seen a Munsif working lying down on a quilt

in the ejlas with a pillow under his breast. Even in this state of

health, this worthy officer thought he was fit to work and draw his

full pay. Such ought to take a lesson from their European masters

who enjoy their holiday and live. The Mahomedans come

next as they also know how to live and enjoy life, and who can-

not live without society. When Mr. Gladstone or Prince Bismarck

can find time for rest, exercise and sbeiety, your plea of want of

leisure must fall to the ground. A healthy person can work better,

quicker, and longer than a living piece of flesh with occasional

enforced motion. How many valuable lives have been lost in

the midst of their usefulness only on account of these lapses in

the national habit. Look at the mournful list of the native

Judges of the High Court and other eminent Bengali gentlemen

who died young. Wc sec every day how suildenly and without

the least previous intimation, a civilian or European goes on

leave. From this you must infer that whenever he thinks rest

necessary, he at once quits his desk.

The education which Native officers receive docs them no good as

as regards their habits and ways of living.

It is now high time that the Bengali gentlemen generally and

these officers* and pleaders especially should seriously consider

the matter and try to improve and saf^eguard their health. They
must acquire .active habits, and do regular exercises, if necessary in

some cases they should improve their diet and understand the value

of rest and know how to enjoy it. Society itself is a curcr of many
diseases which grow from indolent and lazy habits. ! have seldom

seen a person sick or sorry who moves in society.

If a European suffers from such bad health in which our men
work for years, he would probably commit suicide, as a person

who knows the comforts and sweets of full health, would not

remain an indoor patient in his own house for years or for the

whole of his life.

Health.
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NOTE ON THE RATES OF WAGES IN LOWER BURMA.

Outside the towns the usual pay for coolies engaged for short

periods and not paid by xesulcs is annas E a day. In the busy

season some Aen are paid Re. i a day in Rm^oon, but they have to

work very hard for it at the rice-mills. An industrious cooly can

earn annas 12 a day cither in town or in the district when paid by

results. The Burmans earn as much as the Indians. The Public

Works Department and Municipalities pay Rs. lo to Rs, 12 a

month to coolies who work eight hours daily. These coolies only

work six days in th^week.

Most of the Indian coolies leave Burma in May. Those that re-

main find work on roads. As repairs only are carried on at that season,

but a limited number can be employed. The coolies come across

to Burma about November and it is believed that every one of them

finris work in the dry weather, />., from November to May.
. In the districts adjoining Rangoon, agricultural labourers arc paid

as follows :—Ploughmen get for the season of three months the

equivalent in grain of Rs. 40 to Rs. 60, and also their food, which

costs about Rs. 5
a month. The ploughmen arc usually Burmans

from the neighbouring^villages, or immigrants from Upper Burma.

Natives of India arc sometimes engaged for ploughing and get paid

in money, a sum^onsiderably less than the value of the grain which

is given to Burmans. Very little rice is transplanted in these dis-

tricts. When coolies arc hired for this purpose, the wages arc

.annas 10 to Re. 1-4 a day. Burmese labourers arc hired for reaping

and winnowing, and receive each for the three months* work grain

equivalent to Rs. 30 to Rs. 60. fn some cases the sheaves arc

counted at the end of the day, and the reapers get one-fourth to
j

onc-lhird of the total number of sheaves. Bands of Madrasccs

under maistrccs take up reaping contracts. The maistree makes an

agreement witli the Burman cultivator to reap his fields for a certain

sum together with rations. These men reap very fast, but not so

carefully as the Burmans. They merely reap the paddy and do not

remain for the winnowing, for which Burmans have to be engaved
at ratps varying from Rs. 16 to Rs. 24 each. The Indians while

reaping earn annas 12 to Re. i a day, it is estimated.

In the Bassfin district labourers arc often engaged from ploughing

lime (June) until the threshing is finished (February). They re-

ceive, in addition to their food, the equivalent in grain of Rs. 60 to

Rs. 1 10 for the season (food costs about Rs. 4 a month). Labourers
hired for ploughing and planting only (June to October) receive in

addition to their food the equivalent in grain of Rs. 30 to Rs. 75.
The rate of wages varies with the skill of the labourer, A good
ploughman gets the best wages. In planting and reaping time day
labourers get a basket of paddy and the morning meal (annas 9 to

annas 12). Madrasee labourers arc not so numerous here as in the

neighbourhood of Rangoon. They do take up reaping contracts,

however, and earn annas iz to Re. i a day while at work. Burmans
arc engaged for the reaping season, and receive in grain the equi-

valent of Rs. 30 and their food (Rs. 6).

In the Tlarr«wM) Mttrkt a the

grain of R*. 30 to Rt. 40 and hit food.fopr*. nnjnthi (Ri.
,

the south of- Tbarrawaddy, for tranipiantJng and dafly

labourcfstcceive in grain the equivalent of annai 9 to Re. l* InT

North Tbarrawaddy, for tranaplanting, wogea are iioniil ® t6 anitai |o

a day, and for reaping annas S or annas 9 a day.
' *

In the south of Pr9mt district labourers receive annas 8 or annas 9
a day. •In the north they get only 4 annas and their food (2 annas).

Indeed, in the north of Mahathaman five labourers of Re. I with

food (annas ^ each) is a common estimate.

In the Tharrawaddy and Prom? districts but few natives of India

are employed as agricultural labourers.

In the Henzada district a ploughman receives in grain the equiva-

lent of Rs. 25 to Rs. 40, and his food for four months (Rs, 16),

Sometimes they arc paid in money at the end of the ploughing

season, and then they get Rs. ao to Rs. 25, or, including the value

of food received, Rs. 36 to Rs. 41. For planting and reaping one

basket a day and the morning meal are usually given (annas 8 to

annas 10). Women do the planting in this and other districts.

Both men and women take part in reaping.

Occupations engaged in by cultivators whose holdings are so small as that the

produce of the land is insufficient for the support of thefamily.

In the north of Henzada and Tharrawaddy and throughout Promc
the holdings are very small indeed. In the northern tracts of

Henzada and Tharrawaddy the average area of paddy land held by

one cultivator is about 6 acres ; in Promc it is from 3 to 5 acres.

In these districts there arc numbers of cultivators whose lands do

not yield sufficient produce for the support of the family. In such

cases the cultivator often wCrks for daily wages in the fields of a

neighbour who has a larger holding. Many of these cultivators

have carts, and care for hire or else travel about the country in the

carts during the dry weather selling provisions. The Settlement

Officer estimated that in this way a cultivator in North Tharra-

waddy or Prome could by occasional carting during the dry season

add without difficulty Rs. 50 to Rs. 80 to his income. The owners
of very small holdings of paddy land often have betel or other
gardens as well. Some also engage in dry weather cultivation on
the islands in the Irrawaddy. Some (especially in the Henzada
district) find employment in the fisheries and others in the forests.

Where the land is cultivable throughout and of average fertility,

it can support in comfort an agricultural population of 400 to the
square mile. In the north of Henzada the density of population
slightly exceeds this number in several circles in which the people
(with very few exceptions) arc engaged in agriculture, and there
arc no other employments except carting of grain. Cultivators do
not generally in this locality engage in trade as in Tharrawaddy,
and the villages and towns in which the bazars are situated are not
within the circles now referred to. The people in these circles
arc comfortably off. It appears then that where the land is culti-

vable throughout, even though there arc but few traders, a popula-
tion of 400 to the square mile is not excessive.

W. T. HALL.

CORPORATION OF CALCUTTA.
Form E,

ASSESSOR’S DEPARTMENT.

Notice under Section 132 of Act II.

(B.C.) OF im
Nolice is hereby given that the valuation of

Ward No. 24.—Bounded
on the north by Kometlan
Bagan Road and Circular
Garden Reaclj Road

;

South by Curia Gatcha
Road andTaratnIla Road

j

East by Diamond Harbour
Road

;
West by Sonai

3rd Lane, Sonai Road and
the new road made by the
Port Commissioners in

place of Sonai 4th Lane.

Street, between the hours

4 P.M.

the District of

Calcutta, noted in

the margin, has
been completed
and that the books
containing t h e
said valuations

can be inspected
on any day (Sun-
days and holidays

e.xcepted) at’ the

Office of the Com-
missioners, No. 4
Municipal Office

of II A.M., and

Any person desiring to object to the said
valuations must, within fifteen days from this
date, deliver at the Office of the Commission-
ers a notice in writing, staling the grounds of
Ills objection.

The Chairman or Vice-Chairman will pro-
ceed to hear the objections under Clause a of
Section 136.

Secretary
Municipal Office, \

gifth March i8go, /

JOHN COWIE,
to the Corporation.

ARMY CLOTHING DEPARTMENT.
AHporCy March iSgo.

Sealed lenders are invited for the supply of
Miscellaneous stores more or less as may be
required, for the year 1890-91.

2. Tenders will only be received on the
piiuted forms which arc obtainable at this
office. Blanks in the piinted form must be
filled up correctly.

3. Each tender must be accompanied by a
Bank of Bengal or Government Treasury de-
posit receipt in the name of the Supcrinleudent
for Rupees 100 as earnest-money. Cash or
notes will not be accepted in lieu.

4. The lowest lender will not necessarily be
accepted, any lender may be accepted in whole
or in part.

5. Any person whose tender may be ac-
cepted, will be required to execute a bond and
to give secivlty in Government Promissory
Notes or cagh for the due fulfilment of his
contrail within one week from /he date of
acceptance of his tender, in default of which
his earnest-money will be forfeited. The se-
curity will be calculated at 10 per cent, on the
contract.

6. Any further inform.ation required may
be obtained, and sealed patterns inspected at

the Clothing Agency.
*

7. Tenders will be opened by under.signed
at noon on Monday the 24th March 1890 in

the presence of such persons as may desire to

attend. •

W. H. MACKESY, Coloml,

t SuperintetMoni, Army Clothing.

C
RINGER & CO. have in hand the

• largest stock of Homoiopathic Medicines,

Medicine Cases, Medical Sundries, and Books,

&c., &c., for sale at their Homoeopathic Es-

tablishment, 10, Hare Street, Calcutta. Cata-

logue, fret on application.

JUST PUBLISHED.

Congress Sketches: A Review

OF 't^E

SPEECHES AND THE SPEAKERS

AT THE

Fourth Indian Nationah^ongress

Held at Allahabad.
I

Reprinted with additions and alterations Jhh*.

Reis Rayyet

With a portrait of Mr. George Yule, President.

Sold by the publishers Q. P. Varma, and

at the office of the Advocate^ at Lucknow, and

at the office of “ ReisV^ayyet
”

for 8 Annas a copy, besides postage.
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an the mimtmft we tiicet with in the said « selection,” The form of
Brahmo which it exponei—call it the Cooch Behar S<JiooI—
is a miserable hodge.p(>dge. The Niw DispematUn of these latter

dajff accentuates the feeblest side of Keshub Chunder Sen without the
compensation of bfS genius. We present to our readers the following

choice morceau which we find in a contemporary's columns, purpoaing
to be drawn from the /Vew DisptnsaHon :

“CHRIST AND KESHUB.
announced his mission to be not to destroy but to fulfil

the Older Dispensation and perfect it. So is Keshub, not an enemy or
destroyer of the previous dispensations of God, but a friend, who seeks
to fulfil thein and carry them out to their logical sequence. Christ
preached faith and hope and heaven to the vilest sinner in the parable
of the Prodigal son. Keshub has no other gospel to preach than this
parable, which is the essence of all scripture. Christ spoke of himself
as the Son of God and declared himself as the universal and eternal
atonement of sinful humanity with the holy Father. Keshub also be-
lieves thoroughly in Christ’s sonship and reconciliation, and bears
witness unto this truth. Christ said, I am the way. So art thou,
0 Jesus, says Keshub. I am the bread of life and shall be eaten by
my disciple, that I may become flesh of his flesh and blood of his
blood, says Christ. And Keshub, the loyal disciple of the Lord Jesus,
lives in Christ Jesus, grows in his strength and rejoices in his joy, and
verily Keshub’s flesh is Christ’s flesh through faith and his blood the
blood of Christ. Christ said truly, wherever my disciples and servants
are, there am I always, and wherever I am there they shall be. So
where Yesudas Keshub is there is the blessed Yesu, and where Yesu
is there is and shall ever be his faithful servant Yesudas. Jesus loves
the poor sinner, pities him, regenerates him and dwells in him,
and he in him and they both dwell together in the Father. So in
Yesudas is Yesu and in Yesu is Yesudas livTng in secret yoga and in-
tercommunion, and both the good master and vile servant, arc one in
the Father. Happy, happy, happy, am I, says Servant Sen, and thrice
blessed is my master Jesus.”

There is no mincing of matters here. The degradation is now com-
plete. These good people who think themselves religious and better

than their neighbours, have now definitively settled into man-
worshippers.

The Chinese Amban reached Calcutta on Tuesday by special train

from Darjeeling, and was received at the Sealdah station with the

usual ceremonies. There was a gathering of Celestials at the station

for greeting his Excellency. The Amban’s visit is in connection

with the signing of the treaty about Thibet, and his stay will be a short

one. On Wednesday, his Excellency paid an offlcial visit to the

Viceroy, Next evening, there was a party in his honor at Government

House. The Celestials of the East, and West met together to hobnob
with each other if possible—-certainly to stare at each other and laugh

in their sleeves, long or short, at one another, as much as to say, What
odd fish ! what unbelieving barbarian for a’ that and a’ that

!

The pbor printer is handicapped enough to require such superfluous

attentions of legislators to make his lot insupportable.

The Press Bill is but another proof of the carelemness with which Indian

laws generally are drafted. We do not speak of the policy,\hich has

in a manner been forced upon Government by unscrupulous*authors

and publishers. We refer to literary lapses—verbal incongruities, con-

flict of diflerent parts and provisions, and so forth. The Bill omits

tlie word “ three ” in the preamble but makes no corresponding change

in Part V. of the Act. The directions under that Part for registration

of books being left intact, the following direction in sec. i8 of Act XXV
of 1867, must, of course, stand I

“ Such memorandum shall be made and registered in the case of
each book as soon as practicable after the delivery of the copies thereof
in manner aforesaid.”

But, then, under the proposed measure there will be only one copy

delivered, the subsequent copies may not be called for or may be

called for long after the registration and the drawing up of the memo-
randum. We do not know whether other corrections are called for.

We leave the Legislative Secretary to find that out.

Not only is the penalty identical in both the existing law and the Bill

in progress, but the very language used. Thus we find in both the

value of the withheld books is to be added to the mulct of Rs. 50. The
more homely counting-house word “ price ” is scrupulously avoided.

We confess we do not like the sound of the more respectable term

in the connection. It is Protean in meaning. Thus, the value of a

thing may be out of all proportion to its price. The other word is

not so equivocal. The price of a thing is just what it will bring—fetch
in the market. Of course, there will always be a difficulty when the

books are out of print and not in court, specially in the case of books

not for sale. Then the word “ value” is likely to enhance the difficulty.

A specialist may put an exaggerated idea of the importance of two-

penny half-penny tractate. A bibliomaniac on the bench is not an

unlikely contingency.

In the Bill for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, the Select Com-
mittee have introduced several important and necessary matters. The
law may be introduced into, or withdrawn from, any local area. The word
“animal ” is made to mean any domestic or captured animal. That beast-

ly operation of phiikd is specifically declared penal wherever committed
and punishable with both fine and imprisonment. Disabled animals

are to be detained in an infirmary and cared for and treated at the

cost of the owner. PoIice-offiLCis are declared ineligible for arresting

offending persons without warrants. But Police Commissioners and Dis-

At yesterday’s sitting of the Supreme Legislative Council, the

Hon’ble Mr. Hutchins presented the reports of the Select Committee

on the Bill to amend Act XXV of 1867 (Printing Presses and Books)

and on the Bill for the prevention of cruelty to animals. The Com-
mittee on the first think that it will be sufficient for a printer to submit

a single sample of every publication in the form of book or pamphlet

which issues from his pi ess, instead of two copies as originally

proposed. The whole effect of the amendment of the existing

Act is, that in place of three copies of every book now paid

for, the printer will have to supply one copy within one month of

the printing of the book, and an additional one or two copies if

called for, within one year, but always free of charge. It will not be

necessary to deliver mere reprints or subsequent editions in which

no additions or alterations have been made, if the first has already

been registered. The same exemption applies to periodical works for

which the printer has made a declaration before the Magistrate. There

is a slight alteration in the procedure for enforcement of the penalty.

The Magistrate will proceed to punish a defaulting printer* only at

JJj^jjU^ance of the Receiving officer or one acting under his authority.

In both the old and the new laws, the penalty against the defaulting

printer is the same as against the publisher refusing to supply the printer

with the necessary copies to be delivered to Government—namely,

Rs. 50 and the value of the books to be delivered. And^whyso.? Is

it not reasonable that the refusing publisher should bear the forfeiture

of the printer defaulting not willingly but being incapacitated by the

publisher? The ^vernment gains doubly by one omjssion. Both

publisher and prfmer are punished for the sin of one of them. This is

so unfair, so manifestly unjust ^that we wonder that the blot has not

been removed. Why should a man suffer for the recusancy of another ?

trict SupenntendeiU'i of Police equally with Magisliaies .are empowered
to issue search warrants on infoimaiion in writing. They are further

enjoined to order immediate destruction of an animal when its sufter-

ings are such as to render such a direction proper. Lastly, the Coni-

miuee save religions prejudices and rites by declaring that “nothing
shall render it an offence to kill any animal in a manner required by
the religion or religious rites and usages of any race, sect, tribe or

class.”

The new measure is more humane and wide in scope than the ex-

isting law. It sufficiently reflects the progress of kindly feelings to-

wards the dumb creation.

Baboo Jodoolal Mullick thrc.'itens to be the Wat 7'yler of Municipal

misgovernment. The cordial sympathy of his countrymen h.is prompt-

ly sol.aced him in his contest with the town Corporation for resisting

a harsh law by withholding payment of rates. Good promises to

come out of evil. An unfeeling law has been recklessly driven over a

doomed people. He who runs may discern that the new assessments

which are being made in the town, are perfectly unbearable. The
discontent brewing for sometime has come to a head, and a move-

ment has been set on foot to apply to Government for relief. Pin -

suant to a requisition numerously signed, a meeting of rate payers

has been called by the Sheriff, for ventilating the grievances of the

house-owners and adopting memorials. We hope it will not be

allowed to degenerate into an affair of boys, great or small. It de-

serves a better fate. The subject is a practical one—-a matter of

business, and the feeling of the town with respect to it is perfectly

genuine.
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We read in the biography of {one eminent Civilian by another this

capital story,* to wit

“When Mr. Hotham was made a Baron of the Exchequer, who
never had any business at the Bar, he [Serjeant Hill] Rave, as usual, a

dinner at Seijeant’s Inn, to the Judges and the Serjeants. Serjeant

Hill drank Itis health thus ‘Mr. Baron Botham^ 1 drink your health.’

.Somebody gently whispered the Serjeant, that the Baron’s name was
not Bothams but Hotham, ‘ Oh !’ said the Serjeant aloud, ‘ I beg your
pardon, Mr. Baron Hotham, I beg your p.irdon for calling you Mr.

Baton Botham, but none of us ever heard your name in the profession

before tiiis day.’”—Twiss’s Life of Lord Chancellor Eldon^ vol. 1 .,

P- 94 - ,

The Calcutta gownsmen have avoided a similar contretemps, by with-

holding from Meer Ameer Ali Saheb the usual compliment of a dinner

to any of their body who climbs to the bench of the High Court.

This is an extreme step. This is the first time that such a slight

has been put upon one of their brethren so elevated. This regard—of

the left-handed kind—of the profession for the new Mahoinedan Judge

is, if possible, emphasised by the special and cordial appreciation shown

for the retiied Hindu. The Bar has decreed a “ trophy ” -as it is called

—to Sir Komesh Chunder Mitter. That is the highest possible honour

from the profes.sion, and the best and most legitimate triumph of his

long career. * Sitles arc nothing to it. It is the old story

—

A king can make a belted knight,

A marquis, duke, and a’ that
;

But an honest man’s aboon his might,

Bound law he mauna fa’ that.

Royalty can lavish honours and even create titles, but it can never,

for any favorite, create a title to the genuine regard of the people, or

extort the admiration of the lawyers.

Luckily for the disappointed, there are Ameers in plenty about, and

one of them has come to the rescue. Hossein is moving heaven and

earth and what not, to get up a demonstration in favour of Ali. He
was even ready to give a party to the City of Palaces at his house in

honour of his old friend and now superior. Remembering that Ali did

his worst to prevent friend Hossein’s last elevation to the Senate,

this was very creditable to the latter’s magnanimity. Latterly, it was

deemed expedient to make a public affair of it. .So the apparition of

an Association was conjured up, and the matter made over to a body

glorying in the name of the Central National Mahomedan Associa-

tion. Accordingly, invitations were issued for an entertainment at the

Town Hall. A good deal of astuteness, not to say finesse, has been

shown in the arrangements. It was no easy thing to fill the great hall

with respectable men, and the name of the self-elected heir of the

Caliphs of Bagdad is not likely to draw the Faithful, let alone the

Nazaiene and the Kafir. Accordingly, they hit upon the “dodge” of

different messages to different persons. Vassals, whether of the pre-

cincts of the Gothic Tower of Babel in Esplanade Row, or not, were

summoned to meet the new Kazy Bahadoor. Gentlemen in general re-

ceived an invitation of the usual kind, namely :

—

“ The Central National Mahomedan Association request the honor of
’s company at an Evening Paity at the Town

Hall, on .Saturday, the 15th instant, at 9-30 o’clock. Syid Ameer
Hossein, Sccieiary, 14, Theatre Road, the ist March 1890.”

They must be a factious lot who talk of the growing poverty of the

people and of disttess on all sides. And the arch-rebel is theii

CorypbtEus .Sir William Hunter who started the queer notion that

forty millions of the people are almost at starvation point. It is .all

nonsense, for we are a prosperous nation, advancing in wealth by such

strides that we are on all sides confronted by the—romance of wealth.

Plutocrats are springing up about us whom their country wots not

of. In a Chandernagore correspondence of the Indian Daily News,
we make the acquaintance of a new benefactor of his kind, thus :

—

“ B.aboo Jogendra Nath Basil, a millionaire, has,
^ understand, offer-

ed to pay Rs. 3,000 for metalling the road to Bazra—a village about
4 miles off, if it is c.illctl after the name of his deceased father. It
speaks much for the Baboo’s liberality in removing a long-felt want,
and I hope the British Government, through whose dominion the road
runs, will accept his offer.”

We may be condemned for grovelling instincts, but, to us, we confess,

the most striking thing in the above is not so much the donation

offered as the declared pecuniary status of the donor. And this con-

fession involves a still more serious one—that of ignorance of his

being. We feel the gravity of our admission and of the offence

it implies. Not to know the very millionaires in your neighbourhood

seems to argue no small perversity. But our excuse lies in the abnormal

activity of the Press—the over production, of the article. The

“chaff” at heroism in the opening verse of Don Juan \% prosaically

pat to colossal fortunes. We may sing, after the nobble Bard

—

I want a Croesus : an uncommon want,

When every year and month sends forth a new one,

Till, after cloying the gazettes with caift.

The age discovers he is not the true one
;

Of such as these I should not care to vaunt,

any more than the Father of our Press.

The situation is not, however, without consolation or moral. Happy

is the land that knows not its millionaires !

For the rest, our contemporary’s correspondent of the French settle-

ment need not be afraid of the British Government declining any

genuine donation for the public good. To our mind, the doubt sug-

gested by him suggests a suspicion of the earnestness of the gift. At

any rate, it is not clear to us, as to “ Della,” that the offer speaks

much for the Baboo’s liberality, seeing that it is contingent on the

glorification for ever and a day of his deceased father. The whole

trumpet-blowing is far too early.

The Indian Daily Ne ws, which, in its generosity to' the weak, is

always bringing to the fore the stragglers and strugglers for public

recognition, notices the criticisms of Baboo Troyluko Nath

Mookerjee or, as since he has been to England he likes to call himself

Mr. T. N. Mukharji, in a native weekly, on the Poona Sarvajanaik

Sabha’s pamphlet on the economical question. This gentleman is

supposed to be great on these subjects. Ever since “ Buck’s Baboo” went

in charge of Indian exhibits to Europe, he promised to be an author-

ity. And he has more than fulfilled expectation. He is given to

speculation, and has a distinct proclivity to originality. In this he

rivals the Prince of Prigs who attests for the stale all the contracts

of the metropolis and utilises his leisure by cultivating the Jains. That

gentleman distinguished himself at a time of drought and impending

famine, by pressing on Government his plan of forcing, at the cannon’s

mouth, the continent heavens to yield the withheld showers, and he is

since understood to be engaged, with all the ardour of his confreres

of Laputa, in reducing his plan to execution in a cheap way so as to

be thoroughly employed in agriculture. Towards this object, be has

himself, after a preparatory course of heroism with the air-gun, accom-

panied shooting parties to the bogs of Behala, and has been in constant

attendance at the artillery practice at Fort William. The connection

between cannonading and raining is, however, no discovery, whatever

may be the ” gumption ” of the practical application of the idea

for relieving agricultural distress. Mr. T. N. Mukharji’s greatness

is all his own. He became famous by his thoroughly original scheme

of drugging the British poor in Great Britain with the Indian hash

of rice and pulse called kichri. He is a man of action as well as of

contemplation, and, instead of contenting himself with making

his suggestion like any other publicist, he made an appeal to

the public for contributions wc believe, and took measures for

opening a dole. The whole idea and the measures for giving it

effect were of a piece. We wonder what came of it all. We re-

member Mr. Mukharji acquiied much kudos from our easy-going

press, and many good people were persuaded that this prodigious

office Baboo had, if not extinguished, at least broken the neck of

pauperism in England.

The enquiry into the Durbhanga temple destruction case held by Mr.

Boxwell has closed, and the Government orders on his report will soon

issue. Meantime, Mr. Beadon, Chairman of the Municipality, has been

transferred, and the Mahomedan Vice-Chairman has resigned. The

Government also do not claim the site on which Jhe temple stood,

while the municipality has been directed to sanction any application

that may be made for the restoration of the temple. So far so good.

But we hope the Government Resolution will rise to the height of the 1

occasion.

The Bar has triumphed over the Bench. The British supremacy in

India is maintained. The Judges have found Justice Norris guilty of

the high cHme of misdirection and sentencing away the life of a

British-born—a Private in Her Majesty’s Army. His Justiceship

pleaded guilty. The conviction has been quashed and O’Hara set free

to hunt dovin the “ black bastards.” v
The Judges are not concerned with the effect of thcH* order. Justice

is blind, and the Full Bench must be presumed to have given their

verdict according jo the statute^ though they would not trouble them-
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selves with the several questions of law raised in argument. But

neither the (Aiblic nor the Government can or ought to be blind to the

political consequences of the trial on the country in general—on native

'India in particular. The result is simply disastrous.

ij^umber of ^Idiers break out of their barracks fully armed and

ammunitione^l. They want more spirits to keep up the Britfsh spirit

for spree or sport They pounce upon a black bastard, a toddy seller,

at dead of night He refuses or is unable to supply the encouraging

liquid as being against law. He is hunted out of his home and to the

edge of a tank and there shot down dead. The death remains a

mystery for a time. The military perpetrators escape detection. That

is military discipline, we suppose. The Viceroy realizes the situation

and presses for enquiry. To calm the popular indignation, the Can-

tonment Magistrate notifies a reward for detection of the braves who

skulked and cannot be found. The reward at length succeeds in

souls untouched with remorse all this long while, and two of the

associates give themselves up. They receive the Queen’s pardon

and depose to the guilt of their comrades in arms and crime. The

special procedure for the trital of the high and British-born is regularly

gone through. The Magistrate sends up two accused to the Sessions.

The High Court tries them with a special jury mostly of their country-

men. They are ably defended. One is let off, and the other is found

guilty and capitally sentenced. The law has its course, the murder

is avenged and the country is satisfied.

It was for a moment. An unwrittefl law more powerful than the

Code or the Acts of the Statute-book remained behind. Frequent

enough as have been murders by White men, there is hardly a prece-

dent to speak of of capital punishment of a Briton for a Black

death. Whether it was or was not against British prestige, it was

certainly against the British grain. It is not for black bastards to claim

blood for blood. The sentencing Judge must have been carried

away by momentary emotion. He himself began to relent. The Chief

Justice was applied to for an escape out of the dilemma. He called

a Council of Five. They considered the matter for several days.

Their understanding was illuminated by the costly White light of

Counsellor Woodroffe, the man of light and leading of the High

Court. Uitirnaiely, it was decided to blot out the crime from the

records of the High Court.

The country will never forget it, though. Just now, the people are

duinb-founded.

We trust Government are not idle spectators of this unparalleled

spectacle. The leaders of the people too have a duty in this situation.

REIS & RA YYET.
SATURDAY, MARCH 16, 1890.

LORD CROSS’S REFORM BILL.
AN APPEAL TO INDIAN PATRIOTS AND POLIPICIANS.

Lord Cross’s Bill is a fair measure, and the Congress
would be well advised to take it in good part. Sir

Madhava Row is a Congressist himself and he, at

any rate, should be listened to. He expresses a
hope that the large and important concessions

made by the Bill will be welcomed by the Congress
with due and becoming gratitude. Nothing could be
wiser than such an attitude. It would go a great

way to redeem the very character of that move-
ment. It would show that the Congress is not

always under the ascendancy of mere agitators, but

that there are men of sound practical sense who
know what they are about and are able *to make

ncHeir influence felt in its councils. Here is a grand

opportunity for the Congress to retrieve lost ground.

In itself, the movement must command the support

of all honest friends of India’s welfare. But the

excesses of its leaders have naturally created prejudice

against it. Our position with respect to it may be

mistaken, though we must confess we fajl to under-

stand h$m such a mistake could arise! Is it pos-

sible for our strangely constituted nature to derive

no pleasure from those dreams of a Regenerated India

which have such a fascination for the Congress mind ?

An Indian Parliament sitting at Calcutta, or the

British Parliament with a large representation there-

in of the Indian peoples—an Indian Army and

Navy manned and officered in sufficient propor-

tions by our own countrymen— Indian Volunteers

in every town and station—the Civil Service in its

upper and lower grades Indianized in its personnel,

—

why, one must be af^/zhuman not to be charmed by

such a gorgeous prospect ! We are hware that the

Congress aims at nothing less than the realization of

j

a state of things like this. If, nevertheless, our

!

ardour is not set ablaze by an institution with such

highly patriotic aims, are we necessarily of the hostile

camp ? Such an inference would be the greatest

wrong that could be done to us. The fact is, it is

impossible for any true Indian not to be in real sym-

pathy with the Congress itself—the absolute ideal,

unconditioned by time and space, and unham-
pered by personality. But there 3Ay be too

great strain put upon this sympathy by the indis-

cretions of its leaders—their individual ambitions,

and demoralising methods. It had and has our

natural sympathy and will continue to have it, even

in the midst of our keenest regret for its tactical

blunders, its extravagances and its want of modera-

tion. The best cause may be spoilt in unskilful hands,

and if we have reproved the Congress in somewhat

plain terms, it is where we found it going too fast

for a prosperous career. Indeed, the Congress has

been too much in the hands of professional agitators

and political irreconcilablcs. The leaders are every-

thing, and the rank and file nothing. We are pre-

pared with proof of this, but even if we were ten times

more opposed to the Congress and its ways, we
would never be a thorn in the side of a movement
in which so many good and true men are en-

gaged. Let us at this moment, when the Govern-

ment of their own motion have brought in a Bill in

Parliament for the reform of Indian administration,

remind the members of the Congress all over the

country that they have a rare opportunity of showing,

if they are so minded, that they are not mere

puppets in leading strings but capable of judgment
themselves. We ask them to think on Lord Cross’s

Bill without bias, and express their opinion of it as

independent men. Is the Bill not a measure of

sufficient importance to merit their approval ? Will

it not put the Legislative* Councils on a more
satisfactory basis, and give them a more repre-

sentative constitution ? Are not the rights of in-

terpellation, and discussion of the Budget the very

things for which the country has cried itself hoarse ?

And when the Government listen to the cry and

concede those rights, is it for us to sullenly reject

the gracious offer, simply because one or two things

have been withheld on the present occasion ? We
put it to the Congress men theni-selvcs to consider

what would be the proper demeanour for Indian

politicians £it this juncture. Let them calmly ponder

and decide for themselves and not surrender their

own common sense at any one’s bidding.

To understand the question in its just lights, they

have only to see what they have got and what they

have not. They wanted a more repre.sentative con-

stitution for the Legislative Councils. They demand-
ed the right of interpellation and the discussion of

the Budget, and they have got all these things. If the

Councils are not to be strengthened to the extent,

and in the manner, they demanded, and if they

really think the Bill objectionable on these grounds,
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the best course for them would be to state those ob-

jections, while all the same expressing their gratitude

for the concessions which they are already promised.

You want a lot of thinc^s of which some are given

while the rest are withheld. This, at the best view, is

the posiNon of the question. Is this at all an occasion

to justify the tone of sullen discontent and bitter

resistance in which the leaders of the Congress
have chosen to criticise the Bill before us ? Mr.

Hume speaks of the Bill as if it were aimed against

the existence of the Congress itself, or some-
thing equally dangerous or sinister. He calls it

“worse than nothing. It is simply an insult to the

country. It is a case of the authorities to whom we
humbly petitioned for bread, casting a stone in our

faces.” And organs of the Congress in the press

have not been slow to follow suit. And it will go
forth in the name -of this vaunted political association

that there is nothing for Lord Cross’s Reform Bill

but unmeasifl^d condemnation from those whom he

intended by this Bill to please.

Now, is that the real Indian sentiment ? Is it even

the sentiment of the Congress ? Has any one been
at the pains of ascertaining public feeling on the sub-

ject ? There has been no such thing, and yet the so-

called leaders of the Congress or, for that matter, of

all Indian opinion, say that the Bill is nothing, while

in truth it is the mature outcome of long and earnest

deliberations on the part of the Home as well as the

Government of India as to the steps which, in their

opinion, were needed for satisfying the aspirations

of educated Indians by enlisting their co-operation in

the administration of the country.

We have already expressed our opinion on the

elimination of the elective principle from Lord Cross’s

Bill. It would be desirable, we think, if a modicum
of election were given a trial. But our recent ex-

perience of its operation in municipalities has not

enhanced its claims upon our regard. Nor is the

Congress iuself very sure as to the best method of

applying the elective principle. At first it would
confer the franchise on the Municipal and local Boards,

but all on a sudden it has lately thrown over those

bodies, and gone in for what are called Electoral

Colleges. The practical difiiculties of constituting

such electorates are conveniently lost sight of, in the

ardour with which the demand for election is made.

We do not know how Lord Dufferin proposed to deal

with the (luestion. Pr(9bably he took the Congress

at its word and proposed giving the franchise to the

local bodies. But the Congress has since changed
its opinion. Altogether, the problem is of great com-
plexity, and from what we have seen of the abuses

and failures in Municipal elections, we are not dis-

posed to enter into another el(!Ctioneering vortex.

Let us not be befooled by words. Let thcr<j be no
prejudice against names. Despotism may be better

than Democracy. And of all tyrannies, Heaven
defend us from the tyranny of the majority from
which, as M. de Toc(]ueville first pointed out, the

vaunted Land of P'reedom beyond the Atlantic suffers

in dumb despair ! On the contrary, nomination is an

excellent practicable system of much elasticity, alive

to circumstances, ready to take shape according

to need—^jtist the thing for grave experiments, if

properly worked. Even the most enthusiastic be-

liever in the mysterious efficacy of the Vote for selec-

tion would be reconciled, provided the selections were
good. The real difficulty lies in securing that proviso.

Men are men, and officials are but too* human !• The
nominations made hitherto .have been, with rare

exceptions, of the worst kind, and hence ^we would

still have some sort of election by some simple and

easily workable system. We are glad, however, to^

find that Lord Cross has expressed himself not dis-

incline^ to have some system of this^ kind. His

Lordship said that the nominations might be made
by the Imperial and Local Governments in consulta-

tion with Universities, the Chambers of Commerce
and bodies like the British Indian Association. This
ought to satisfy all fair minded people, and lead them
to support the Bill. It has a good prospect of

passing, while the phalanx of Radical opposition with

which it is threatened in the House of Commons
may, without doing any good, throw back the cause
of progress for some years to come. The talk of Mr.
Bradlaugh the Invincible carrying his India Bill, is

all “ bosh ” or mere bunkum, and will not delude
any one who knows Parliament and Parliamentary
work.

FIRE-EATERS, LAY AND RELIGIOUS—
KASTEKN AND WESTERN.

The love of wonder is ingrained in man. No culture or training is

proof against curiosity into the marvellous. The sturdiest poco-

curantism, if honest, will dissolve before a miserable /usus naiufce.

We are, therefore, by no means surprised to see that the following

account of a Hindu religious festival, held on the iith February at

Benares, supplied by a Correspondent to the Piomer^ is or has been

teproduced in almost every paper in India, Ceylon and Burma, with

demonstrations of surprise at the marvel related therein

“ Yesterday invitations were issued to all civil and military officers
and other European and native residents to witness a festival known
as • Angi Kund,' which literally means walking over a pool of fire, at
(he residence ot the Rani of Coorg. The invitations were largely
responded to, and all the European spectators were astonished at seeing
the natives walking over a pool of living coals. The spot where the
lire was placed was about 20 feet long, 4 feet wide and 2 feet deep.
At one end of this was situated the god of fires, made of kneaded
flour, and the great god Mahadco was conveyed round the fire three
tunes in a grand palan({Uin, borne by priests amidst great singing and
dancing (something after the fashion of the Indian war dance and
song). After the third turn the priests, with a drawn sword, severed
the head of the god of fiies, which they said had the effect of 'cooling
fire.’ After the defeat of the god seveial natives, young and old, of
different castes, walked across the fire with bare feet. Whether their
feel were buint 1 cannot say

;
at any rale none of them complained,

but repeated their walks. At the conclusion ‘atar* and ‘pan’ were
distributed.”

Inilia abounds in such surprises. Indeed, the commonness of such

phenomena blunt the edge of curiosity and destroy the old exaltation

of feeling at iheir occurrence. To speak after the good lush, marvels

arc simply mailers of course in India—evciy-day incidents. At any

late, this lieiy business is a stale trick. It is known throughout India,

in the feats of jugglers, if in no other shape. Its use as a promoter

of faith in religious ceremonies may not be universal, but it is popular

m the South and the East. The Fiery Festival is observed with great

enthusiasm and much eclat in the Madras I’residcncy. It is the

veritable Southern ceremony that was perfumed at Benares and seen

with so much wondering satisfaction by the European officers and

gentlemen of the Upper Provinces. There is a fiery rite in Lower

Bengal likewise, but not synchronous. It is not over yet. There

arc 25 days for it. When the day comes, oiir poor miserable Bengal

weaklings will pass through the fiery ordeal as gallantly and gaily as

any braves or bullies or Bahadoors from Far North Qt-^outh—the

Far West or Farther East. We have ourself seen men not only walk

over live cojvls, but stir and beat a huge pile of burning faggots and

scatter the burning coals about in all directions and up in the air,

way of sporting with them, to the bewilderment of simple folk.

There is no mantra or charm in all this, and' the secret is widely

known. The clowns attached to the commonest jtUrds often emit

fire from their meuths. Some jugglers go so far as to cook from fire

stowed in the cavity of the mouth.

Nor is the fire-eating business unknown in Europe. There are at

least half a dozen exhibitors in England on record, and n^y more on

the Continent. As early as 1633, Sir Henry Wotton^entions an

English exhibitor in London for two pence. Next we find the re-

fined Evelyn in his Diary, under date the 9th October 1672, thus re-
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** Francb for ihe French ” seems to be the ruling spirit of the new
French naturalisation and military service laws. They are at any rate

being worked i« that spirit. It has been proposed to exclude the

children of all foreigners from the French communal schools, where

French children, are, from wane of room, unable to obtain admission.

There^i^ about j,q6o foreign children, and half of these will be

affected* oy the plK>posed rule. By and by, we are afraid, poor lirance

may be reduced to Celestial exclusiveness.

#%

The curriculum for the German cadets will include German history

and geography and the German language, the practical use of modern

languages, the history and intellectual life of the most important

modern civilized nations, and the various examples of heroic conduct

in ancient and mediaeval times.

Understanding the ^Mntellectua! ’’ to include the ** moral,” that

scheme is to the point and thorough. It keeps clear of all the time-

honoured superstitions. It is no doubt the outcome of much earnest

thought. Its rigid rejection of the claims of pedantry and suppression

of useless knowledge is remarkable in Germany. It might look like

painting the lily over again to ofter advice, but one suggestion we will

hazard. The addition of translation of the Mahabharata, say the

English version of Pratap Chunder Roy, would be a distinct gain to

the studies selected.

•
• •

A MASTERPIECE of Rembrandt has turned up. It represents a man

with an angel on each side of him blessing a table, close to which

there is a servant, and bears Rembrandt’s signature, with date 1656*

At Pecq, near Paris, an old lady died, and her chattels were put

up to auction. At that sale, this picture was put up. It was be-

lieved to be a worthless copy of one in the Louvre, known

as P^lerins d’Emmaus,” and offered at an upset price of 200 frs.

only. A joiner, paid for the purpose, purchased it for a knowing

Paris picture-dealer. A few hours after, the picture-dealer received an

offer of 4,050 frs., but he refused to part with it for less than 25o,ooofrs>

•
• •

At Christiana, before the Gcografiske Selskab, Dr. Nansen, the Artie

explorer, has explained his plans for a North Pole expedition. He

proposes the construction of a ship with a special view to strength, her

sides at such an angle that, instead of being crushed by the ice, she

will be raised by it. The route is to be through the Behring Straitst

whence advantage is to be taken of the favorable current which will

carry the vessel northward and thus attempt to reach the New Siberian

Islands as soon as possible. Here the vessel would enter the ice

docs and would proceed towards the North Pole, in which direction

the current would probably carry her.

• •

The influenza epidemic at St. Petersburg has been followed by a rather

serious spread of recurrent fever. Several cases of cholera are also

reported, though of a mild character. If influenza brings on cholera,

we hope cholera will not introduce influenza in our country. But

influenza has already shewn itself in India.

•
• •

The Insurance Companies have paid down 2,o86,ooof. for damages

caused by fire to the ch&teau of Laeken.

• •

The Papers in India as well as Ceylon warn their readers against the

Melbourne Cup Sweep.

• «

The £eifas/ News Letter reproduced a speech delivered in August

1888, at Enniskillen, by Mr. Porter, in which occurred the following

passage

•

“It was shown a month or so ago, by sworn testimony, in ^The Times

^mcl^ O’Donnell * case, that Mr. Campbell, the M. P. for South

Fermanagh, sat in the office in Westminster, and wrote the orders and

gave the knives to Mrs. Byrne, who brought them to Ireland, by which

Lord Frederick Cavendish and Mr. Burke were murdered.”

Mr, Campbell is the Private Secretary to Mr. Pari.ejl, and he sued

the proprietors of the AftfWJ Letter for libel, claiming 5,000/ damages.

The plaintiff complained that that was a false and malicious publica-

tion, insinuatir^ that he wrote the orders for the Phoenix Park

murders on 6, 1882, and supplied the knives tor the bloody

crime. The defendants traversed the publication of the defamatory

Irlirds and relied on the fact that the alleged libellous matter was

contained in a report of a public meeting. The jury found

for the plaintiff and awarded 200/ damages.

• •

tHE Bengal Chamber of Commerce has re-elected the Hon’ble Sir

Alexandea Wilson and appointed Mr. W. J. M. McCaw in place of Mr.

J. Stevenson, as its representatives on the Board of the^ort Trust.

I

*
I

.
* *

Mr. j. H. S. Cotton having retired from the Calcutta Corporation,

there was a bye-election in Ward No. 16. Dr. K. McLeod has been

declared elected. There was no polling. Dr. McLeod brings his ex-

perience of a past Health Oflicer to strengthen t?iat of the present.

He will enunciate with authority on the Board the schemes of his friend

for the sanitation of the town.
«

• •

With the commencement of the new official year, a distillery in which

spirituous liquors may be manufactured after the native process will

be established at each of the stations of Krishnaghur in the district

of Nuddea, at Berhampore in Moorshedabad and at Soory in Bir*

bhoom. No liquor, not manufactured at the said £adar distilleries, will

be allowed to be sold within certain prescribed limits without a pass

from the Collector of the district, and no still allowed be constructed

or worked or spirituous liquors manufactured, except at the said

distilleries.

• •

The Charitable Endowments Act (VI) of 1890 received the assent of

the Governor-General on the 7th March 1890, and, from ist October

1890, it comes into force in the whole of British India, inclusive of

Upper Burma and British Baluchistan. Under the Act, “charitable

purpose ” includes relief of the poor, education, medical relief and the

advancement of any other object of general public utility, but does not

include a purpose which relates exclusively to religious teaching or

worship.

• •

The first half-yearly departmental examination of 1890 of Assistant

I
and Deputy Magistrates in the Regulation and non- Regulation Dis-

tricts, and of officers in the Police, Medical and Forest Departments,

begins on Monday, the 21st April, 1890.

« *

One good man has taken another good man’s place. Mr. R. W.

Carlyle has been Gazetted Magistrate and Collector of Chittagong.

Mr. P. C. Lyon, Private Secretary to the Lieutenant-Governor,

replaces Mr. Carlyle as Under-Secretary to the Bengal Government.

Captain J. W. Currie, Aid-dc-Camp, acts as Private Secretary to

the Lieutenant-Governor, till the arrival of Mr. E. G. Colvin from

Baluchistan. We are glad to see that .Mr. G. Toynbee is gazetted

Commissioner of the Burdwan Division. Mr. D. Cameron, Joint-

Magistrate and Deputy Collector, Dacca, and not Mr. A. E. Staley,

Joint-Magistrate and Deputy Collector, 24'Pergunnahs, acts as

District and Sessions Judge of Dacc.a.

•

Baboo Brija Mohan Thakur and Rai Bahadr Hari Mohan Thakur,

of Bhagulpore, have made a donation of Rs. 1,000 in aid of the funds

of the Bchar Sanskrit Sanjivan Sabha, and won official recognition

in the Gazette for “their liberality and public spirit.” This brace

of Thakurlogucs conveys, to our mind, a mixed picture of both

love and hate—union in esse and disunion in posse. It shows the

assertion of legal rights against the etiquette of the East and the senti-

ment of submission to seniority.

Noiloways Pi/is.—lmpoiUnt for the delicate.— It is difficult to de-

termine which i| the more trying to the human constitution, the damp,

cold days of autumn and winter, or the keen, dry, easterly winds of

spring. Throughout the seasons good health may be maintained by

occasional doses of Holloway’s PilU, which purify the blood and act

as wholesome stimulants to the skin, stomach, liver, bowels, and kid-

neys. This celebrated medicine needs but a fair trial to convince the

ailing and desponding that it will restore and cheer them without

danger, pain, or inconvenience. No family should be without a supply

of Holloway’s Pills and Ointment, as by a timely recourse to them the

first erring function may be reclaimed, suffering may be spared, and

life saved.
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Notes, Leaderettes, and

Our Own News.

The House of Commons has agreed to Mr. Smith’s motion on the

P.^rnell Commission without division. The closure was repeatedly

applied, and on one occasion there was no House. Lord Randolph

Churchill attacked the Government and caused sensation by a remark

that the “ mountainous labour of the Times had only produced a

ghastly bloody rotten foitus in the shape of the Pigolt forgeries.” Mr.

(rladstonc’s motiot denouncing the Pigott forgeries and urging that

Mr. Parnell was entitled to reparation, was, after a week’s debate,

lost by a majority of 71 votes—339 against 268.

'Phe cause of education in British America has received a heavy

blow. The Toronto University has been destroyed by fire. The

name remains—unhurt amid the war of elements—but the local

habitation is gone. It is, among other things, at once a literary

and an ccsthetic calamity. It was the finest educational building

in Canada and confained a valuable library consisting of 33,000

volumes, valued at 1,00,000 dols. The building with the contents

are estimated *at 1,500,000 dols. The insurance amounts to only

160,000 dols.

A CT.ERGYMAN, Canon Baynes of Bristol, has been sentenced to four

months’ hard labor for robbery. Dr. Dodd evidently left his cloak

behind in the Church for the benefit of holy men in difficulty. In

India, the Dodds and Haynes would be Mohants of Tripati.

The Novoe Vremya having many a time called M. Notovitch, the

Russian agitator, an imposter, the latter, who is now in Paris, repels

the .charge and threatens legal proceedings against the offending

print. In vindicating his own conduct, he divulges some secrets

which implicate him as well as the editor. He makes no secret of being

the prime mover of a Russian patriotic league for rousing public

opinion in favor of a rapprochement between France and Russia.

He claims M. Soui vorin, the editor of the Novoe Vremyay as one

of the most active and important members of that organization.

Notovitch bore a present to M. DiJroul^ide from this parly, and after-

wards, at the special solicitation of the editor and proprietor of

that paper, carried a Russian sword to General Boulanger. The

last was in acknowledgment of the important services rendered

to that paper by the General, by sending the necessary documents,

towards the defence of the action of libel brought by the German

Military Attach^ at St. Petersburg, Major-General Villaume, against

the Novoe Vremya. lie was the correspondent of that journal, but be

ceased to be so since the editor discovered him to be a Jew

and wiihrew his credentials. Notovitch had been to India in 1887,

ostensibly as a Correspondent of that Russian paper, in the interest

of a Russian oliicial, but Lord Dufferin smelt a rat and declined

to see him. Who was this Russian official who has such a deep in-

leiest in India that he aciuafty sent a private Embassy all the way to

this country ? Was it Giers ? Hardly. Lord Dufferin would scarcely

have refused audience to the delegate of a friend. And what business

could M. Giers personally have in India? Whether it was M. Giers

or the holder of a jaw-cracking Sclavonic name that sent over to us

Notovitch, the cnand was assuredly political. He came on slate

business. It would be satisfactory to know what the business was.

Of course. Sir Donald Mackenzie Wallace, who has supplied the Indian

information, knows. It cannot be a very agreeable business to India,

we suspect.

The Indian Councils Bill has passed through another stage—the

Committee. So far so good. For the rest, the telegrams are not very

intelligible, or, intelligent either. Thus, we suppose, we are expected to

be grateful for the information that Lord Cross is willing to empower

Provincial Councils to legislate on local matters, and that he considers

the extension an advantage to India. It is more to the purpose that

his Lordship has announced that negociations are proceeding with the

Viceroy with a view to further decentralisation. But the crowning

conundrum is the news that Lord Herschell has given notice of a

motion for a new clause enabling local Councils, with the approval of

the Viceroy, to amend laws prior to the subsequent passing of the Act.

It is the season of the Simla Exodus. Preparations are making for

the flight. The officers and clerks have drawn their travelling allow-

ances. The Viceroy leaves Calcutta on the 30th MarcR but does not

reach Simla before the end of April. His Excellency travels vid Saha-

ranpore, Dehra, Mussooree and Chnkrata. The Secretariats at Cal-

cutta begin to close within a fortnight, namely, the Finance and Legis-

lative^ Departments on the 28th instant; the Home and Revenue on

the 29th instant, the Public Works on the 31st instant, and the Foreign

Department on the 3rd April.

The Government of India is slow indeed to reduce the Exodus ex-

penses. Last year, the education allowance for children left in the

plains was withdrawn. That was doomed on account of the frauds

practised on Government by their fathers. This year, the travelling

alIow.anres have been curtailed a little, the lowest grade clerks, as a

matter of course, suffering the most.

The family maintenance, the grain, and house-rent allowances will

be continued as before to the clerks, and the officers will draw the

Presidency house-allowance on the heights of the Himalayas.

Bombay has bade fiircwell to the Duke of Connaught and the Duke

has taken leave of India.

Mr. Grattan Geary, of the Bombay Gazette and President of the Bom-

bay Corporation, has taken Mr. Symons, a broker, to task, and has ob-

tained a summons against him for damages, for insinuating, at the

Town Hall loyal meeting in honor of Prince Albert Victor, that Mr.

Geary had openly expressed sympathy with the Fenians. At that meet-

ing, Mr. Geary lost tne chairmanship of the Reception Committee by

one vote. It speaks not a little for the popularity of Mr. Geary

that, notwithstanding such an ugly imputation, be missed the chair

by a hair’s breadth against the whole official influence.

The weakness of our High Court has assumed the character of a

grave public grievance. Unfortunately, we see no signs of a disposition

to redress. Such a disposition would undoubtedly have taken advan

tage of every opportunity to infuse fresh blood. The applications for

even short leaves would not be neglected. And how behold the latest

arrangements ! Mr. R. F. Rampini, District and Sessions Judge

Hurdwan, and Mr, Charles H. Hill, Barrister-at-law, Public Prose-

cutor, Allahabad, officiate' as Judges of the Calcutta High Court in

places of Messrs. Justices Beverley and Trevelyan. Mr. Justice

Tottenham also goes on leave from the 17th April for five months.

Mr. H. W. Gordon, District and Sessions Judge, Sarun, officiating.

At any rate, wc trust Mr. Hill has left his advocate’s conscience be-

hind at Beni Ghat and will now cultivate judicial spirit, and never in

his office wish to advance the interests of his N.-W. P., ’’churns.’

Mr. Tottenham has, we suspect, had enough of his Kazi Bhai and is

diiven to seek a change.

The Chamber of Commerce has complained to Government that the

whole cost of the Fire Brigade is levied on the jutc-pressing industry,

and prayed for adequate relief by throwing a larger portion of the cost

on the general tax-payer. Municipalities must now prepare to vote a

share of the rates fur the Fire Brigade expenses.

There is, or used to be—for we do not sec it now—a weekly publica-

tion under the name of The Liberal and the New Dispensationy written

by a wcllknown Armenian journalist whose position on the daily press

enabled him to continually bring it to the front in the columns of the

Stalesmany just as another gentleman is doing the^same invaluable

service to another paper in another paper. From the dissensions that

had brok^ out in camp of the lamented Keshub Chunder Sen, whose

organ it was, and the way in which his family went on alienating ha s

most valued coadjutors and disciples, until his very brother, the

amiable and accomplished Krishna Behari Sen, himself an experienced

journalist, was driven from its helm and from all participation in it,

we confess, we^ were not very sanguine of its continued existence to any

purpose. But we are glad to have mistaken. Still it moves 1 Life is patent

and beyond misgiving, so far as regards one of the Siamese Twins—the

religious side of the double-barrelled organ. For, we |ee a ** selection
”

from the New*Dispensation in another publication. Life^S^en, is certain.

Would it were worthier I We certainly canoot congratulate the conductors
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OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

We have received from the office of Reis
and Rayyet^ one of the leading native news*
papers of Calcutta, a most readable little brock’
ure written by Baboo Sambhu C. Mookerjee,
once Minister to the late Nawab Faridoon Jah,
Bahadoor, Nawab Nazim of Bengal, Behar and
Orissa, which gives a graphic account of the
Baboo’s travels to and in Independent Tip-
perah. Written in capital Engli.sh and evi-

dently by a gentleman of broad views and
enlightened mind, the work is decidedly a
valuable addition to the catalogue of English
written Bengalee literature. This book of
travels should be read widely not only by
English residents out here, but by our country-
men at home, fer it teems with interest and
teaches us far more about the fine belt of
unopened country travelled through than any
work of fche sort written by an Englishman

have done. Baboo Sambhu Chunder
Md'Bkcrjee is one of whom his countrymen

.^Jjaajwell be proud, for lie writes throughout
with the moderate and educated pen of
a thorough gentleman.— Indian Planters^
Gazette Sporting News. October 4, 1887.

Mr. S. Mookerjee, who will be readily recog-
nised as the editor of that able little paper
the Reis and Rayyet^ dedicates his travlea in
Bengal to a wide circle of readers—those who
know India and are unable to love her

; those
who love her, jupfll do not know her ; those who
neither know 4ror love ; those who d being tire

of India, take to travelling
; foreigners who

want to know, and Englishmen. The author
himself is not the least tired of India, though
he is a traveller by profession, we might almost
say, and though he puts limits upon journeys,
never caring to get very far away from
Calcutta. It is not mileage, however, which
makes the traveller. It is the power to ob-
serve sympathetically what is going on at

each stage of a journey, and to keep his spirit

about the minor inconveniences which neces-
sarily occur by road, river, or rail. This Mr.
Mookerjee does. He never loses his good
humour under any set of circumstances, and
what is better, he conveys a full sense of it to

his pages. The reader may take a choice of
journeys through Eastern Bengal to Tipperah,
or to the heart of Beng.al Proper, and will in

each case be fully rewarded by the fruits of
Mr. Mookerjee’s wanderings. Perhaps the
English reader will be mainly struck by the
excellent English style of the writer. The
author is not ashamed of his nationality

; he
rejoices in being a Bengali, but at the same
time he indulges in prose which has no alien
trace in it. It is not the English of an edu-
cated German or Frenchman

; it is the nervous
Saxon of a subject of the Empress of India.
Mr. Mookerjee had special advantages in some
of his journeys, especially to Independent Tip-
perah, whither he was called to an important
official position. He was thus assured of
many attentions, though, in forming accurate
impressions of a country it is doubtful whether
it is not better to be untrammelled with con-
nections which frighten away the simple folk
and impose reticence on them as a duty. From
the notes of his journey through East Bengal,
and to show how genial is his outlook, we lake
the following :—[ Extract.]

From Dacca he went further East, and his

experiences on the Megna are of a most en-
livening description. He saw many visions of
beauty, and Mr. Mookerjee is no niggard when
he is describing something he has enjoyed
seeing. Here is a sketch on his way up the
river :—[ Extract.]

But it is not physical beauty alone which de-
tains our author’s eye :— [ Extract.]
The same symptoms of material progress

he notes among the boatmen on his course.

—

[ Extract.]

Some portion of the volume has already been
contributed to the Statesman^ and will be fami-
liar to our readers. The following description
of natural effects is not known to them. VVe
doubt whether Mr. Ruskin, or Mr. Black would
accept it as a final account of the sun’s rising

and setting :—[ Extract ].—y’>4^ Statesman^
October 7, 1887.

If we have not before noticed Mr. Sambhu
C. Mookerjee’s Travels in Beny^al^ which was
published some months ago, it is not because
the little book is either dull or pointless. It

contains, on the contrary, much interesting
matter, though some of the incidents are over-
weighted with detail in what is facetiously
called a “little booklet.” The author’s view
as a rule is, by the way, facetious : he is given
even to punning

; but he is .also scniimentai
in the highest degree—“ a naked Whiteman ”

hurls his susceptibilities
; a Hindu girl, bathing

in the river, throws him into an ecstasy of
delight : “she had such large languishing eyes !”

But he is nothing if not philosophical, and his
reflections on this or that social and political

subject are not without their moral. Mr
Sambhu C. Mookerjee was formerly Minister
to the “ last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,
Behar and Orissa” and after\^^rds Minister
of the Maharaja of Tipperah. He is a man,
therefore, of experience, and when he speaks
his brethren should listen to him
Travels in Beny^al is a readable book, and it

abounds in anecdotes which are often as in-

structive as amusing, and, it is not spoiled by
too many political allusions, though, of course
some few have crept in .—The Pioneer.
Dec., 1887.
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Service. Passage and expenses for two years

residence in England will be paid out of the

fund of the Scheme.
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venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
12, Lai Bazaar, Calculla,
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READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern Keyless Railway Regulat-

ors, of small size, yV'Zt/c/Zc^/, enamelled dials, bold

figures and Candian Gold hands, wiih tem-

pered machinery and dust tight hinged cases

for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted

to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapness about

them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr.

A. K. Mehta from Bandora says:—“The

7-8 watch I purchased from you two years

back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting .Su-

perintendent, Government Farm, Khandc.sh,

says:—“A watch in.aker has valued your

Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, R.

W. Fiisi. Regt., Lucknow, says “ Some valued,

it at Rs. 15 and were completely surprised when

1 told them it only costs Rs. 7-8,” Pretty

C.indian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com

plete shirt StinK and Rings set with chemical

diamonds, rubies, <S:c., at Ks. 2 caih. I^Ir. J.

A. YcKmore, Satin, s.ays “ The besl t>old-

smifh of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. lo.” Mr. G.

Smith, Salt Inspector, S.anikulla, says:--“A

0.1 man valued the diamoiifl ling at Rs. 50 and

the luby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADINC; CO., BOMBAY.

TKUK TO ns
JEYES’ “PERFECT PURIFIER”

Is the best disinfectant and exterminator of

all objectionable odours and infeclmus diseases.

It cleanses the road.s, purifies* the atmos-

phere and disinfects the drains, keeps the sick

room puic and healthy.

eoijally useful to
animal AND POULTRY,

It keeps a cowshed pure and swecl.

It improves the coat, destroy vci min, keeps

fly off, stamps out all infectious diseases.

It i^a specific for foot and mouth disease.

It kills all unpleasant smell without setting

up another smell of its own.

It kills fleas, red lice and vermin of every

kind in Poultry, Pigeons, Cattle, Horses,

Dogs, C.ats, &c. Effectually cures Gapes, Roup

and Comb Disease in Poultry.

It IS GARDENER’S FRIEND AS ,WELL.

It destroys moss and weeds on gravel path-

ways and exterminates worms from lawns.

It is a valuable destroyer of all kinds of ants.

It kills green fly, red spider, thrips mealy

bun. removes worms from the soil in pots, &c.
^ Agents \ DYCE, NICOL & CO.,

^
*3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited.’
•

This Company’s Steamer “MYSORE”
will leave Calcutta for Assam oiPTuesday, lh«

All cargo for shipment by the above* vessel

should be sent to the Company’s Godowns

at Juggftnnaulh Oliat, not later than 5 EM.

on Saturday, the I5ih inst.

Caciiar Line.

The steamer THIKAH of this line will

leave Calcutta for Cachar on the iSth inst.

(Tuesday) for which cargo will be received until

c p.M. on Saturday the 15th inst.

Assam Despatch .Steamer Service from
GOALUNDO

and*

Daily Mail Steamer Service from
Dhubri to Dehrooghur.

A Daily service is maintained from Goal-

undoand Dhubri for passengers and light goods

ti-iffic, i. e., packages not weighing over a

ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival

of the previous night’s 9-30 P. M. (Madras time)

train from Se.aldah, and Dhubri on ariival of

the mails.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to

almost all stations can be hooked through from

or to Calcutta 'ina Goalundo or Kannia with

the Eastern Bengal State and connected Rail-

ways-fjPassengers and Parcels via Kannia

only.

All particulars as to rates of freight and

passage by all the above mentioned Services to

be had on application to—

MACNEILL & CO.,
Agents,

2-1, Clive Ghat Street.

Calcutta, the I2ih March, i8yo.

L
overs of a good Trichinopoly Cigar are re-

commended to try the Small Roger Brand.

Price Re. 1-4 per 100.

T. HILL & CO.,

i3>i, Esplanade East, Calcutta.

A
ny Photograph transferred to porcelain

and thus rendered permanent. Apply to.

R. Hotz,

13-5, Government Place, Calcutta.
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

A LYRIC OF THE LOWLY.

T
he itrawberries grow in the mowing, Mill May,

And the bob-o’-link sings on the tree
;

On the knolls the red clover is growing, Mill May,

Then come to the meadows with me !

VVe ’ll pick the ripe clusters, among the deep grass,

On the knolls in the mowing. Mill May,

And the long afternoon together we’ll pass

Where the clover is growing. Mill May.

The sun stealing under your bonnet. Mill May,

Shall kiss a soft glow to your face
;

And your lip the red berries leave on it, Mill May,

A tint that the sea-shell would grace

;

Then, come, the ripe clusters among the deep grass

We ’ll pick in the mowing, Mill May ;

And the long afternoon together we ’ll pass.

Where the clover is growing, Mill May !

MY WIFE’S A WINSOME WEfi THING,

The last Song of Dr. Charles Mackay.^ written two days

before his death.

My wife’s a winsome wee thing,

Wed twenty years or mjiir.

And aye the bonnier growing.

As baith mine eyes declare.

Tis love that made her bonnie,

And love that keeps her sae,

In spite o’ Time and Fortune,

On Life’s uncannie way.

Love scares awa’ the wrinkles

From affher smooth white brow,

And duty done through good and ill

Aye keeps her conscience true,

—

And yield her happy peace of mind,

If e’er the world goes wrong.

And turns the murmur of lament

Into a cheerful song.

The kisses gather on her lips

Like blossoms on the rose,
* And kindly thoughts reflect the light

^

That in her bosom glows,—

As wavelets in a running stream

Reflect the noontide ray,

^And sparkle with the light of heaven
*

When rippling on the way.

She is a winsome wee thing.

And more than twenty year

She’s twined herself about my heart

By all that can endear.

By all that can endear on earth

Foreshadowing things above.

And lead my happy soul to heaven.

Rejoicing in her love 1

December 22, 1889.

News and Our Comments. .

An Ape, much cheer’d (he chatter’d like a man)

Denounced the weakness of the government.

“ Where shall we find true valour ? ’ he began.

“ Not in the craven crew we are content

To call our leaders. Let him lead who can !

Old kingdoms tempt new conquerors. Prevent

Thq impending ruin of this empire old 1

Tho’ big, the brutes that lead us are not bold.”

And so, taken -at his word and his own estimate, ///<?</ by all the boys,

young and old, stuffed with meat and rint, merrily goes he to conquer

Old England.

Three female students from Sidney, Australia, have joined the Cal-

cutta Medical College. Has the fame of our College travelled so far—
for chivalry ?

•
• •

Lady Bayley summers this year in England instead of Darjeeling.

She has booked her passage by the B. I. Steamer Taraba sailing from

Calcutta on the 17th April.
*

• •

Mr. Biggar is said to have left behind him upwards of 50,000/, besides

real property. The bulk of his estate, under his will, goes to his re-

latives—instead of the Irish poor who subscribe the Hint.

• •

Several journals in Lisbon complain of a small geography manual in

use in Indian schools, as giving an offensive description of the

Portuguese. A just complaint. With the exception of the British,

nearly all nations have cause for complaint, most of all the natives of

India.

#
• • •

The man of Iron of War, Krupp, returned the year before last an

income of 4,380,000 marks. Last year, he returned 5,580,000 marks
equivalent to j£279,ooo. Thus in one year the income swelled by

;£6o,ooo—the income of a first class nobleman in England. Krupp,

who is the richest man in Prussia, now makes about 35 lacs a year.

We learn—

“The assassination of the late Emperor of Russia is to be comme-
morated at St. Feterburg. by the erection of a magnificent church on
the spot where the tragedy took place. A large sum had been sub-
scribed towards the work, which is being carried on under the auspices

Subscribers in the. country are requested to remit by postal money orders^ ifpossible, as the safest and most convenient

medium, particularly as it ensures acknowledgment through the Department. No other receipt will be

given any other being unnecessary, and likely to cause confusion.
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of a committee, of which the Grand Duke Vladimir is President.

The confidential functionary who had charj^e of the funds in whom this

aristocratic committee, of course, had ‘ unbounded confidence,’ has dis-

appeared, and ;£50,ooo has disappeared with him, the melancholy
lesult being that the Emperor has insisted upon his brother, the Grand
Duke Vladimir, replacing the deficiency out of his private fortune—an

order which 1ms caused the relations between them to become decidedly

strained.”

Served right.

#%
We arc tired of protecting our own. It is particularly provoking to

see the clever Phcunkc reproduce entire without acknowledgment our

sub-leader on the Principle of Selection for the highest Offices in India,

in regard to Lord Harris’ appointment as Governor of Bombay.

•
• •

An infant Hrinvilliers is reported fiom Chester. Elizabeth Roberts, a girl

of 10, has been found guilty of attempting to poison Annie Hodgkinson,

to whom the girl’s father was engaged to be married. It is reported

that the girl had taken a great interest in the Maybrick case. Sometime

ago, she would put diffident mixtures, mostly innocuous, in Miss Hodg-

kinson’s tea. Latterly, however, the mixture was of lead and Miss

Hodgkinson fell iff. After the administration of the poison, the girl kept

on enquiring how her victim was, and once openly remarked, “ I thought

she would be dead, as I have given her poison.” She said that she had

been advised by her grand-mother to do what she had done, and con-

fessed to having once poisoned the grand-mother herself. There was no

( oiroboration of the first statement, and the second the grand-mother

did not remember. Mrs. Rider deposed to a fact which goes to prove

that the girl had a veiy early predilection for poison and poisoning.

The prisoner and another child used to play Mrs. Maybrick, one

feigning sickness, the other playing the poisoner. The child has been

sent to a reformatory to reform until she grows to be sixteen.

• •
• •

Here is the most amazing record of social degradation in the heart of

Christendom :

—

“ At Deese, a village in Hungary, the schoolmaster died a few weeks
ago, and his widow shortly after his death received from an insuiance

company the sum of 2,000 florins. The following night, a couple of

gendaimes, on their heat, took shelter for an hour or so at the widow’s
house. Towards midnigiit four men wearing masks entered the house

and asked the woman to give them all the money she had in her posses-

sion. She gave them twelve floiins, but they wanted the 2,000 besides.

She then told them that she kept tlie sum in tin; next room, and led the

four roljbeis into the apartment occupied by the gendarmes, who lost no

lime in placing haiidcufl's, on the intruders and taking them into cus-

tody. But what was the general surprise when the robbers turned out

to he the judge, the pope (Greek priest), the public notary, and the

palish cleik of the said village !”

That goes much beyond Coleridge’s account of Sicily. Friar Tuck

is a poor joke beside this association of the most honourable

depredators.
«

Cardinal Newman has entered into his ninetieth year.

*
.

The hearing of the Bishop of Lincoln’s case has concluded. Judgment

icserved.

The following arc the Rules for Petitions to the House of Commons

Every petition offered to be prcsenied to the House must begin with

the words ‘ To the Honourable the Commons of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain .and Ireland, in Parliament assembled or with words
equivalent thereto.

Eveiy member presenting a petition to the House must affix his name
at the beginning thereof.

Every petition mii^t be written and not printed or lithographed.

P-very petition must contain a prayer.

Every petition must be signed by at least one person on the skin or

sheet on which the petition is written. •

Pivery person signing a petition must write his address after his

signature, or his signature will not be counted.

Every petition must be written in the English language, or be ac-

companied by a translation certified by the member who shall present it.

Every petition must be signed by the parlies whose names are ap-
pended lliereto by their names or marks, and by no one else except in

case of incapacity by sickness.

No letters, affidavits, or other documents, may be attached to any
petition.

No eiasures or interlineations may be made in any petition.

No reference may be made to any debate in Parliament.

No applicaiion may be made for any grant of public money, except
with the consent of the Crown.

No application may be made for a charge upon tl^e revenues of India
except with the consent of the Ciown.”

New regulations have been issued for presentations at the Queen’s

Drawing Rooms. By a drawing room in the strange E^igtish tongue

is usually meant what we in Bengal call a baitakkhana
; but here a

drawing roogi is a Durbar. The regulations published are

“ i. The privilege of making presentations to the Queen at a Draw-
ing Ro<^m is restricted to those ladies who have themselves been pre-

viously presented to her Majesty, a/a/ who are themselves present at the

Drawm'^ Room.
2. Under such circumstances a lady has the privilege of presenting

one lady only at a Drawing Room, in addition to her daughters or

datigniers-in-law.

3. The resirietion does not apply to ladies who, from official position

or other circumstances, are specially privileged to make presentations

to her Majesty.

4. It is not expected that gentlemen will present themselves at a

Drawing Room except in attendance on the ladies of their family. Any
gentleman who, under special circumstances, should desire to be pre-

sented to the Queen at a Drawing Room, will observe the same regula-

tions as arc in force for her Majesty’s Lev-des.”

Ate ladies who have not their lords to protect them left to their fate

and the mercy of fiod ?

The following is from 7'he Grocer of Feb. 15, 1890 :

—

“ Our readers will doubtless remember the discovery in the early

part of last year of the admixture of American lard with bleached

cocuanut oil
;
this substance, however, seems likely to find a legitimate

use as a substitute for butter. In Amsterdam a factory is being
started by the ‘ Dutch Vegetable Butter Company ’ for the purpose of

extracting from cocoaniits and similar oily products of the tropics a

substance which is styled ‘cocfianiit butter.' The credit of discovering
that in the cocoanut there exists a good fatty substitute for butter be-

longs to Dr. Schlunk, of Ludwigshafen-on-thc-Rhine. The first attempt

to turn his discovery to commercial profit was made by the firm of

Miiller & Sons, who sank a lot of capital before succeeding in pro-

ducing a fair saleable article. It is no new thing to convert ihe

cocoanut into a food-stuff
;
in those countries where the cocoanut palm

is indigenous the natives esteem it very highly as one of their most
mipoiiant food supplies. The albuminnus flesh of the nut contains

fioin Co to 70 per cent, of fat, which can be transformed into ‘buitei
’

of a rie.'ir white colour, yielding on analysis the following results :

999932 per cent, fat, o*cxx>8 per cent, water, ando‘c/>6o per cent, mineral
matter. The process by means of which it is prepared eliminates all

disagieeable taste or smell. Its flavour, of course, bears no comparison
with that of dairy butter, and it is probably better adapted to cooking
than to table purposes. In Germany the poorer classes arc taking to

inis new ‘ butter ’ very generally, and it is used in many of the State

institutions. It costs about yd. per lb. Some of the hospital author-

ities in Germany have ordered this new substitute to be used entirely

by the patients instead of dairy butter, because they say that it is more
digestible than the latter, since it is freer from acids and other dis-

turbing elements.”

The Indt'pend'ince Beige reports that

“the trade of Antwerp is seriously declining. In 1889 there was an
absolute decrease in the tonnage of 467 tons, while in the whole of the

eight years ending with 1888 there was only an increase of 900,000 tons;

in 1880 the total was 3,063,829 tons
;
and in 1888, 3,920,714 tons. Rot-

terdam, on the other hand, is making remarkable progress. During
the nine years ending with 1889 her trade sprang from 1,681,690 tons

to 2,721,479 tons
;

while the trade of Antwerp only increased in the

same period from 2,766,806 tons to 4,355,511 tons. The tonnage enter-

ing Antwerp in 1880 exceeded the combined trade of Rotterdam and
Amsterdam by 400,000 tons, while now it is 150,000 less. Other towns
also have been striving to deprive Antwerp of her trade, notably
Bremen, Flushing, Dunkirk, Marseilles, and Bordeaux. In 1880
Antwerp had at her command the entire transit traffic between South
and East Germany, Northern and Eastern France, Switzerland, Austria,

England, and America
;

but it is now being distributed between the

ports above named. It appears that excessive dues have driven the

shipping from Antwerp Harbour. For example, ships of 1,800 ions
have to pay in the Scheldt taxes to the amount of 400 fr., which they
do not have to pay either at Hamburg or Rotterdam.”

We liust inter-urban rivalry had no hand in the disastrous fires that

Lately occurred in Antwerp.

• #

Sweden is rapidly multiplying her beetroot sugar manufactories. Last

year, the (our manufactories at Arlaf, Staffanstorp, Sabzholm, and

Trclleborg, all in one district, handled altogether 108,222 tons of

root. At the present moment, a very large factory is being completed

at Helsingborg. It will have a capacity of crushing about 5,000 cwt.

beetroot per day, or about 600,ooq cwt. during the four months of the

“ campaign.” %

*

The Oerlikon Machine Works, Switzerland, have decid^ to draw the

motive power from Burlach—a distance of' 13 miles, wherlil)^Avater-power

of 500 H. P. will be obtained and transmitted by means of electricity

to the works.
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A London tra^e journal remarks that, although India is one of the

principal cotton-growing countries, out of 250,000 tons of cotton-seed

oil consumed in 'England in 1888, only 4,000 came from Indi|. It attri-

butes smallness of export to the very near impossibility of forcing

Indian seed from the fluff and to the smaller percentage of oil in

Indian as compared with American and Egyptian seed. Another

reason given is that good prices are obtained on the native market

for all vegetable oils.

THE Chairman, Mr. Finlayson, of the Glasgow Chamber of Commcrcc>

at the last annual meeting, complimented the members saying that

the British flag carried 45 per cent, of all goods and passengers in the

world, and congratulated the Clyde ship builders on the record of the

City of Paris which had not been beaten. He also pointed out

that the foreigners who worked long hours had the advantage of

the British nation in the textile trade, and hoped the eight hours

Hill would never pass except for colliers.

%

No less than twenty-four glass bottle manufacturing companies in the

United Kingdom have united and formed themselves into a mammoth

company under the style of “The Glass Bottle Industries, Limited,”

with a share capital of ;£i,400,ooo. The object is stated to be

“to acquire and consolidate certain glass works thoughout the

United Kingdom, so as to cope with foreign competition, and remove,

or at any rate check, certain usages that have for some time past been

very injurious to the trade.” How intelligently wideawake these Eu-

ropeans are, compared to our listless stupid ways of depending on

Providence

!

« *

Berlin is to be made a seaport as far as possible. The German Gov-

ernment has decided upon a canal connecting the capital with the

Baltic. This will be a truly imperial and statesmanlike use of the

French milliards.

#

The pre-Victorian light gold coins are doomed. The Bank of England

will receive them till the 31st March, 1890. After that period, they can

only realize their value at their weight--j^3 i7-r. 9^1 per ounce.

• •

Lodge Marine under the Mastership of the ever wakeful Mr. R. D
Mehta, we find the only masonic body in Calcutta who wished the,

Duke of Connaught, Grand Master of English Freemasons in Bombay,

farewell on his retirement from India. The message—telegraphic-

runs thus :
—

“ To-night (Mar. 10) Lodge Marine, number 232 E. C., in meeting un-

animously resolved that, m view of the departure from India of H. R. H.
the Duke of Connaught and the services rendered by him to the cause

of Freemasonry in India, both as Grand Master of English Freemasons
in Bombay, and as the brother of our dearly beloved brother the Most
Worshipful Grand M.ister of Grand Lodge of England, this Lodge
humbly appioach his Royal Highness with valedictory greeting, wishing

all health and happiness to their Royal Highnesses the Duke and

Duchess. I, as Master of Marine, feel proud to convey the message,

which 1 trust your Royal Highness will be graciously pleased to re-

ceive.”

The following reply was received from his Royal Highness’s Equerry :

“To the Worshipful Master, Lodge No. 232 E.C., His Royal
Highness Duke of Connaught sends best thanks for kind telegram re-

ceived, and wishes all prosperity to Lodge Marine and Freemasonry in

India.”

What were the Prinseps and other gentlemen Rajmistrees who are

nothing if not masons about when the Queen’s son, who and his eldest

brother had honoured the craft by lending their names to it, was

leaving the couniiy? I

• I

• •

In their last Report, the Council of the Ceylon Asiatic Society makes

ai^earnest appeal to Government, for recovering the ancient literature

of the Island, by systematically collecting, transcribing and publishing

the manuscripts which are scattered about in the libraries of temples,

as well as in private houses. Within the last three years, private ex-

ertions have secured 69 MSS., some of great value.
,

• #

A POOR Hindu of the Bombay Presidency, wearied of the journeys

m quest of justice through the great Circumlocution Oflice of British

Judicature^^peared in the High Court before the Bench of the Chief

Justice and Mr. Justice Scott, and, after giving them a bit of his mind

as to the farce at which they so gaily presided from day to day and

month to month, finishing with the remark that* he could stand it no !

longer to be baulked of justice from pillar to post as it were, in one

Court after another, produced a knife with which he proceeded to cut his

own throat. He was prevented by the crier and turned out by the

guards. Not, however, before the Chief Justice hnd told him to send a

petition repiesenting his grievance. Herein, the Judge showed humanity

rather than prudence. What relief can the good Chief or 'the Full

Bench for that matter, administer to the victim of a huge and mournful

system—a preposterous machinery, of which the Court is not the

least pan.
^

Notes, Leaderettes, and

Our Own News.

There is a ministerial crisis in Germany. The Bismarcks—father and

son have sickened of their youthful Emperor. The Emperor too seems

wearied of the father, his dominance and const»int threats of resigna-

tion, and has relieved him of the every-day cares of the Empire.

Of course, Prince Bismarck goes out with honori^ The Emperor

thanks him for past services, and expects that the Fatherland may

yet profit by his counsel and devotion in the future as in the past.

Prince Bismarck retires as Duke of Lauenburg, Colonel General of

Cavalry, and Field Marshal-General of the Forces.

Even these philosophical Germans who are up to the feat of evolving

an elephant out of the depths of their moral consciousness, do not see

the absurdity of rewarding success in the cabinet with military honours.

The retiring Chancellor is preeminently and exclusively a Civilian in

every sense of the word. A theologian and a lawyer by education,

versed in jurisprudence Roman and comparative, a parliamentarian, a

diplomat, and minister of state by profession, whaf a mockery to con-

stitute the Grand Vizier at the moment of retiring into private life a

make-believe warrior and military conqueror !

General Von Caprivi, Minister of the Imperial Admiralty, Command-

ing the Tenth Army Corps in Hanover, succeeds Prince Bismarck both

as Chancellor of the Empire and President of the Prussian Ministry.

No orders have yet been passed as regards the son. Count Herbert

Bismarck, whose resignation has not been accepted, continues in charge

of the Foreign oflice.

The House of Lords h.as sanctioned the Indian Councils Bill as intro-

duced by Lord Cross and amended by Lords Herschell and North-

brook. The telegram as regards the first amendment, as we pointed

out last week, is unintelligible. We publish the Bill elsewhere. The

full text of Lord Northbrook’s amendment, which has been accepted

by Lord Lansdowne, has been supplied to the daily press here from the

Government House. It runs thus :

—

“Addition to clause i Provided that the Governor-General of

India in Council may, from time to time, with the approval of the Sec

retary of State for India in Council, make regulations as to the condi

lions under which such nominations, or any of them, snail be made by

the Governor-Gcncr.vl v^f Iiuiia, the GovAnors and the Lieutenant-Go-

vcinors icj.pec lively, and prescribe the manner in which such regula-

tions shall be carried into eflect.”

That addition deprives the Viceroy of the absolute power of nomina-

tion, and binds the Governor-General a^d the Secretary of State to

lay down, from lime to time, the principle and manner of selection of

both Supreme and Local Councillors and, at the same lime, keeps

open the door for election even as recommended by the Congress.

The Bill, it will be observed, quietly justifies all additions—whether

by cession or conquest—to the Indian empire since the passing of the

Indian Councils Act, 1861, or the earlier Acts 3 & 4 »
William IV.,

chapter 85, and 16 and 17 Vic. cap. 95. The Allahabad High Court had

already rectified the Acts, and now Parliament has been moved to sanc-

tion that Court’s interpretation of those laws by declaring that existing

territories include and have always included after acquisitions. It was

not without a purpose that the Acts were limited to the then existing

dominion of Her Majesty. For one thing, the Home Government was

always jealous of extension of territories by the East India Company.

That jealousy may not survive under the direct government of the

Queen, but that cannot justify the sweeping assertion that Parliament

always intended to apply those Acts to “ Indian territories now or

hereafter under the dominion of her Majesty.” The righteous course,

we need scarcely say, was to admit the illegality and to legislate fresh

for the new territoties.
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The British v^orkman continues to indulge largely in strikes, and finds

the game paying. In January, Hollowware trades, brasstube makers,

fire-brick makers, edge-tool makers, boat-builders, grinding and polish-

ing trades, locksmiths, brass-workers, tinplate makers, bedstead makers,

nail makers, &c., struck work and obtained advances of lo and

15 per cent.

Last week, the miners threatened strikes unless they were allowed

5 p. c. increase in July. One hundred thousand colliers stopped work

on the i6th instant, causing stoppage of the Lancashire cotton mills for

failure of coal. There were riots among the dock strikers at Liverpool

and the military had to be called out. There was a meeting of dock la-

bourers on the 17th. A dock owner named Houston exhorted his men

to resume work as he had agreed to their demands. He was only yelled

at, for, they said, none could go to w(irk while any remained starving.

There was a general uproar. The crowd grew furious and were bent

on excesses. A passing load of wheat was pounced upon, the bags

scattered over the street and the waggoner stabbed. The police who

came to the rescue ^ere stoned. Five hundred troops were ordered

from Preston lo preserve pe.'ice. The day following, twenty thousand

engineers on the^Tyneside Engine Huilding Yards threw up work. In

Lancashire too mills and factories suffeted. For tvant ofcoal, they were

f)bliged to burn wood. The latest reports are, however, satisfactory.

The strikes are settling down. The Liverpool dock labourers have re-

turned to work. The colliers’ strike is ended, they having obtained

an immediate increase of 5 per cent, and promise of another like increase

in August.

The Berlin Labour Conference is making good progress. The Em-
peror has dined with the Foreign delegates, and has decorated the

F’rench delegate M. Simon with the Prussian Order of the Red Eagle.

A Ctyhimitiee has 6een appointed to discuss the questions of woik

in mines, Sunday labour and women and children’s labour.

The L.abour Question has received prominence in France. M, dc

Freycinet, in his statement to the Chamber of Deputies on the 18th, said

that the first duty of Government would be to facilit.ite the progress of

the working classes and to belter their position, and that Bills would be

introduced to that end.

1 HERE is a change in the French Ministry. M. Freycinet has formed
a new Cabinet with the following cast :

M, de Freycinet, Premier and War Minister.

M. Constans, Minister of the Interior.

M. Kibot, Minister for Foreign Affairs.

M. de Fallieres, Minister of Justice.

M. Roiivier, Finance Minister.

M. Bourgeois, Minister of Education.

M. Jules Roche, Minister of Commerce.
iM. Develle, Minister of Husbandry.

M. Barbcy, Minister of Marine.

M. Etienne, Under-Secretary for the Colonies.

M. Yves Guyot, Minister of Works.

Government has sustained two defeats in the House of Commons.
The motion to entrust to County Councils the maintenance of rights

of way in Scotland was carried against Government by a majority

of thirteen, including Mr. Chamberlain’s vote. General Hamley’s

motion for meeting from the public revenues the deficiencies caused

by the equipment of Volunteers was adopted by 135 against i02,

many Conservatives and Liberal-Unionists voting with the majority

against Government. These defeats are of no moment, yet, the

Premier has deemed fit to hold a meeting of the Conservative party

at the Carlton Club on the 20th, at which he rated his followers for the

had moral effect of these losses. He ridiculed the idea of an early

dissolution, as ftie results of recent bye-elections were, in his opinion,

not at all disheartening.

The Lieutenant-Governor reached Ranchee on the 8th instant. His

Honor was received with the usual honors. There was a conversemione

the same evening under shamianas spread over the grounds of the

Comissioner’s house, where a municipal address was* read. Sir Steuart

Bayley was exceedingly pleased with it. It was br^ief and asked for

nothing. Sir Steuart Bayley found the district prosperous and expressed

his belief to the Municipal Committee that “there is a great future

before Chota Nagpore both in agriculture and in the development of its

mineral wealth.” On the I3ih, he distributed prizes at the Government

zilla school. The next day, he invested the Zemindar of Padma with the

title of Raja. The day following, there was an entertainment at Do-

runda, by the soldiers. Sir Steuart then moved on to Chybassa, which

little town did its best to receive the Governor. He stayed there one day

and left it on the morning of the lyih. On the 2ist the Governor started

for Hazaribag where be remains two days. His Honor is due at Calcutta

on the 27th, to assist the Viceroy in laying the foundation stone of the

new Laboratory of Dr. Sircar’s Science Association.

After such expression of gubernatorial preference in regard to the

literary form of the demonstrations for receiving the Lieutenant-Gov-

ernor on tour at any town or village, we expect to see an era of, if not

wit itself, the soul of wit. Others will doubtless improve upon the

Rancheewalas, until the ponderous proportions of the orthodox address

of welcome is reduced to a gracile and sparkling epigram. Finally,

some wise people might go the whole hog in melioration, and refine the

thing out of existence.

There is high literary precedent for such a reform. In the satisfac-

tion felt by Sir Steuart Bayley out of all proportion lo the magnitude

or rather unmagnitude of the cause, he merely echoed the principle of

the famous sentiment-—

My pain is great, because it is so small.

And every student of literary biography remembers how the rationale

was carried to its legitimate conclusion, and a distich completed with

the line

—

Then were it greater, were it none at all.

VVe expect to see a bumper attendance at the Science Association

rooms on Thursday next, and the Viceroy ought to be able to announce

some ample donations. It is very good of the rulers to honour and
encourage a national institution of prime importance. It were equally

discreditable tp the people to allow it lo languish for want of support.

We rejoice to learn the result of the prosecution of the Phtenix for

libel. After dragging its slow length along for months, the case

has at length ended in the discharge of our colleague Baboo N.

Gupta, editor of the Pha’nix, and his publisher. The proceedings

arose out of a newsletter from Shikarporc published by our contem-

porary on the 19th June last, reflecting on the administration of the

jail. The Superintendent, Dr. Corkcry, look fire and denounced ven-

geance on the offending print. * He asked for permission to prosecute

and obtained it, but not unconditionally. With an appreciation of

the public functions of the press and of the difficulties of journalism,

bespeaking at once benevolence and broad statesmanship, the Gov-

ernment ruled that the Editor was to be let off, provided he gave up
his informant and besides satisfied the local authority that he had
acted in perfect good faith and with reasonable caution. Likewise,

the correspondent and publisher were not to be troubled, on their sub-

mitting to an apology or retraction such as the Commissioner in Sind

might deem sufficient. Negociations for a compromise were set on
fool, but they ultimately fell through. So at last Superintendent

Corkcry appeared before the Magistrate on the 18th December
last. After several postponements, granted on the application of the

parties, the first hearing came on on the ist March. The trial came
to an end on the i2tb, when the Magistrate passed the order of

discharge.

Sensation upon sensation I If all went—ill, the Bengal public mi^hi
once more enjoy a legal spectacle such as it has not beheld for nearly

thirty years, since the celebrated missionary James Long was sent

to jail by the Supreme Court. The virtual trial of a High Court Judge
in the O’Hara Sqandal has no sooner been closed than we are promised
the excitement of the judicial impeachment of a holy man, who is the
consolidated apostle of the Gospel and of temperance. Who has not
heard, or heard of, Thomas Evans? That man must b^eaf indeed I

Besides going from province to province and district to di^ct and city

to city and preaching in the market place, and from door to door,

he has been sending forth manifestoes innumerable, booklets, tracts,

tractates, leaflets. Ad& to that, be is an indefatigable correspondent
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And contribatoi^to t)ie pr«ft—not in one paper or two or half a doten, he left to the—state, as it ultimately proved, a debt to the tune of

but no end of \lournali. One of his letters appeared in xht S^aiesman

of the 13th instani on ** Temperance Work in India.” It is a character-

istic specimen of apostolic literature in which there is little m^cy for

human frailty and great readiness to damn outsiders. Thus, the

lawyers of the highest grade are thus denounced
“ I have found gentlemien of the bar to be, as a rule, devoted disciples

P to Bacchus, and in more places than one the ‘bar* has been a bar to

the work of reform in temperance.”

That is not a statement to neglect. Such a charge against any

class appearing in a respectable newspaper in the name of a respect-

able person, is a serious matter, and cannot be passed over without

detriment. Silence would mean acquiescence and surrender of charac-

ter and credit. In the present instance, the superior members of the

legal profession have been pointedly denounced as drunkards. It was

therefore with some surprise that people saw no notice tc'iken of the

accusation. On the i8th, however, “A Barrister” appears in the

S^aiesman to tackle the enemy. This limb of the law evidently means

work. Without spending breath, he proceeds straight to the point,

thus

“ I beg hereby to call upon Mr. Evans either to substantiate this

statement or to withdraw it. It may not be amiss to remind your re-

verend correspondent that the Nt7 Durpan trial established the

principle that a man (in that case too a missionary) may be successfully

prosecuted for a libel against a body of Inen^ just as readily as for a
libel against an individual.”

Mr. Evans has not yet come forward in reply, but an indifferent

amicus curia has been sent forward to cover his approach.

Bishop O’Dwyer, in his Lenten Pastoral, read in the Limerick

Diocese, attributes all the poverty and misery of Ireland to intem-

perance. He denounces in unmeasured terms the almost national

practice of the use of drinks at Irish wakes and funerals. We suspect

the episcopal artist lays his colours with a spatula, and on this occasion

he had charged his palette with black only. Surely, the Irish masses

cannot be so very bad. Drunkenness is the special weakness, as the

peculiar necessity, of the North, and it is unfair to single out the Irish

for impalement for a vice common to a great part of Europe. We do

t think that the Sclavonic or Teutonic peasantry are a whit superior

to the Hibernian.

The Englishman of the 27th February writes :

—

“An article on the use of English, by the late Charles Mackay, pub-
lished since his death in the Ninteenth Century^ makes very severe stric-

tures on common inaccuracies of speech and writing. Yet the article

itself contains the following sentence, in which singular and plural are
strangely confused ‘ A concert of music, a garden party, a f6ie

champ^tre, or a dinner, festivity, or a ceremony of any kind, is not a
function, though the penny-a-liner and the alumni of the Board-school
apeak and write them as such.*

”

That is a shame to British literature to be sure, but it affects

more the magazine than the contributor. If Dr. Mackay, in age and

(venkness, and in the hurry for the next world, made a slip, that was

tio excuse for the editor to pass it without correction.

Nor are the people of the Englishman more careful. One would

suppose that for sometime at least, our contemporary would keep clear

of those forms of bad English which, to its knowledge, has been

exposed by the late Dr. Mackay. So far from this, we find the

same issue from which we take the small paragraph quoted

hereinbefore not free from the faults noticed in the very paragraph.

Nor is it any poor Eurasian reporter nor .\nglo- Indian contributor

that is at fault. It is the European specials that are allowed to

talk of a parly, a concert, a dinner or other festivity as a “function,”

The truth is, it is the vice of the day.

Nawab Asman Jah has relieved the Duke of Connaught by taking all

‘ his carriages off His Royal Highness’s hands, at the magnificent sum
of Ks. 20,000. Considering that the Hyderabad Premier already

possessed a splendid well-fiiled coach-house and enjoyed, besides, no

end of conveyancing from the state departments, this is proof of

no ordinary loyalty in this distant Mabomedan grandee to the House

of Brunswick.

Of course, this sort of loyalty must be confined to the few. It is only

great Muss^an grandees and ambitious tuft-hunters* that can afford

such costly demonstrations. Even they cannot always afford, though

they make a show of doing so. The great Salar Jung (the First) was

ruined by this loyalty to Europeans, official 'and non-official, from

Prin)Cei; M. P«i.| globo^trouers^ down tp the veriest adventurprs—until

between thirty and forty lacs !

Fortunately, there is no such fear in the present case. There are

Nawabs and Nawabs, grandees and grandees, even in* Hyderabad.

There is no comparison between the estate of the Salar Jungs and

the resources of the Shumsool Omrah family. Twenty thousand

Rupees is a flea-bite to Sir Aman Jah. Only, we would rather his good

Knightship habitually submitted himself to such minute puncture.<i

in some better causes than overwhelming the hf^h and mighty—or

the rich and tilled—with superfluous succour.

After all, twenty thousand is no joke, even for gr.andees, royal or

extra-royal. To us, at any rate, Rs. 20,000 for the late Commander-in-

Chief of Bombay’s second-hand carriages strikes as rather an extra-

vagant figure. We do not know what equipage his Royal Highness

maintained here. It must have been on a scale of more than the

highest European princely grandeur to justify such a price in disposing

of it at leaving. .Suiely, his landau and char-a-banc are not mounted

in gold or silver or fitted with pearl pendants 1 Nor did he trade in

horses and carriages like some people of the lawyer caste in our

neighbourhood
1

So Mr. Pugh and not Mr. Bonnerjea officiates as Standing Counsel.

The last seems to have lost the confidence of Government. When the

appointment was first offered to Mr. Bonnerjea, he was not disposed

to accept it. Bui now times have changed, and he feels the withdrawal

of the honor.

The Moore-Norton case has not ended satisfactorily to either. Mr.

Justice Shepperd has found for the piaintiff and has awarded only

Rs. 100 damages against the defendant.

The Mohunt of Tripati has but slightly succeeded with the Madras

High Court. The conviction is upheld, but the sentence is reduced

from 3 years’ rigorous imprisonment to 18 months* simple confinement.

The dishonour is all the same, though he suffers less in body.

The Thibetan Convention has been signed, and the Amban is the lion

of the city.

His splendid munificence has earned for Sir Dinshaw Manicjee Petit

a baronetcy.

Dr. Coates tetires from the Medical College and Service. Dr. Birch

replaces him in the Principalship.

Mr. J. H. Bclchambers, for forty years Deputy Registrar of the Appel-

late Side of the High Court, is at last on the eve of retirement. Mr. W,

H. Joyce, the popular Private Secretary to the Chief Justice, succeeds

him. This is expected to be a good selection. Mr. Joyce’s promotion

confirms Mr. J. Lewis as Assistant Registrar.

Mr. H. Lee has joined the Calcutta Corporation, as one of the seventy-

five, replacing Dr. O’Brien who has resigned, and is being initiated

into the Eleiisinian mysteries of the Corporation in order to fit him fur

the Chair which he is shortly to fill.

The Maharaja of Vizianagr.am has, with his truly princely liberalit y

undertaken to bear the entire cost of the new Laborary of Dr. SircarS

Science Association. The estimate is about Rs. 50,000. The Com-

mittee have Resolved to call the Laboratory after the Maharaja.
i

REIS & RA VKET.
SATURDAY, MARCH 22, 1890.

THE METROPOLIS MEETING IN
HUMBLE PROTEST.

The city has spoken and well. Those who were

made to feel have, it is to be hoped, cried sufficiently

loud to be heard. A good case has been made out

against the oppressive incidence of the municipal law.

The citizens assembled in public meeting, at their

Town Hall on Monday last, to complain to the

Ruling Powers of their hardships from operation of

law and at the hands of officials, and they acquitted

themselves of the delicate and unpleasant purpose

with great judgment, resolute y steering clear of all

sources of offence and unnecessary irritation. The
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Hall was filled to overflowing with the respectable

and house-owning classes of the community, from the

highest to the humblest. Notwithstanding the influx

into the* Hall of despairing or excited ratepayers,

many oT them armed with the preposterous notices

of assessment under the new law, the meeting was

most orderly and, considering the sufferings of the

people, temperate beyond precedent. The speciality

of the meeting indeed was moderation. There was

no rabid eloquence or rhetorical denunciation. The
promoters were far too much in earnest for the

mood to attitudinise. The speakers evidently cared

only for the business in hand, and meant not to

air their talents and accomplishments. The nui-

sance of the glib tongue could not altogether be

eliminated. Where so many professions were re-

presented, the ihtrusion of Orators could not well

be prevented. Rut the temper of the vast majority

undoubtedly* kept them in check and there was

abatement—in the ordinary sense if not the legal

—

of the evil. Nevertheless, the connection of these

talking machines of flesh and blood must be ad-

mitted to have been the weakest part of the whole

thing. Their very presence was ominous. But

how could that be prevented ? There is one gentle-

man of our community who has been thrown back

on us by an indiscreet Government, to its misery and

our own, who cannot help himself, to whom the at-

mosphere of public meetings is the very breath of life.

Meetings, or public calls, he never missed

—

To dictate often, always to assist.

Oft he the clergy joined, and not a cause

Pertained to them but he could quote the laws ;

He upon tithes and residence displayed

A fund of knowledge for the hearer’s aid
;

And could on glebe and farming, wool and grain,

A long discourse, without a pause, maintain.

At any rate, every effort should have been made to

restrain the interlopers down to a silent vote at most.

Their taking an active part in the proceedings was

unfortunate. Their interference gives a character of

unreality, not to say puerility, to any business.

That was the single flaw in the affair—the sole

rift in the lute—the only incident that detracted from

the harmony, completeness and force of the meeting

of last Monday.
Whatever may be said of the tactical blunder of

allowing professional agitators and orators to be the

.spokesmen of the classes having the most stake in

town, the meeting itself was no sham as such con-

nections might lead the Government to suppose. It

was a tangible, formidable reality. It was, to begin

with, convened by Sheriff Turner, in obedience to the

strongest requisition possible, signed as it was by

the owners of half the landed property of Calcutta.

It was preeminently a native movement—the cry of

distress of the permanent population—of those who
live in their own houses and expect to die in them,

in the firm and pleasing hope that their children and
their children’s children to the remotest generation

will do the same after them—as distinguished from

the fluctuating units—the birds of passage. We
have seen the propriety of his action questioned, but in

the absence of any constitutional precedent to the

contrary, we think Mr. Henry Turner can scarcely

be blamed for vacating the chair after declaring the

meeting open, leaving the assembled citizens to elect

their Chairman. • Maharaja Jotendro Mohan Tagore,

K.C.S.I., seconded by Raja Doorga Churn Law, with

the consent of all, offered the Chair to Maharaja

Narendra Krishna Bahadur, k.c.i.e. The Chairman,

in his opening, spoke of the ednsternation of

the people at the prospect of having to pay

on four times the existing assessment on their

houses. He said the value of house property, as

of all building materials and the price of labour

and construction, had enormously increased, and it

would be a tremendous hardship were the people

called on to pay on their private residences, under

the new law, on the existing value of property which

had in many cases descended to. them, which had

been built in the era of cheapness fifty years ago,

and which had all been built during a long course of

time and the cost whereof was spread over many
years. In conclusion, he gave the tone to the de-

monstration in these characteristic terms :

**
I earnestly invite you to discuss the objectionable provisions of the

law, and if we succeed in making out a strong case, our good Lieuten*

ant-Governor, Sir .Steuart Hayley, will not refuse our humble prayer to

amend the unjiiot provisions of the new Municipal Act.”

This tone of loyal trustfulness and dependence on

Government, was not only continued but accentuated

by Kumar Devendra Mallick, who was called on to

move the first Resolution. He not only relied upon

the justice of Government but, speaking from personal

knowledge of the character of the retiring Chairman
of the Corporation, he unfcignedly expected Sir

Henry Harrison himself to come to the rescue of his

own victims, and assist them in obtaining relief from

Government, if he but knows the extent of the mis-

chief he had caused. There is no reason to ques-

tion the dona fides of this sentiment. It is genuine

unsophisticated Orientalism, and proves only that the

leaders of this movement come from a wholly different

class from the social and intellectual upstarts who,

under a misunderstanding of Tom Paine, John Mill

and Herbert Spencer, have lost all reverence f>r pa-

rents and society, Government and God. The ri-

gours of the new legislation have forced to the political

platform a grave quiet-loving class, respecting them-

selves and honouring their superiors and rulers,

who rarely venture out into the troubled waters of

controversy. They are not the men to manufacture

grievances ; they would- never cry unless seriously

hurt. Even now, they seem almost ashamed of their

situation and as it were ready to accuse themselves

of impertinence in coming forward to accuse the

authorities. It would be a pity and a shame if

such loyalty went unrewarded. The failure of such

a modest representation would be a direct premium

upon the low arts of blatant agitation and impudent

bullying.

For the rest, the Kumar made a capital speech,

brief and to the point. He is in feeble health, and

could not be heard beyond the precincts of the plat-

form, but his reported words must tell. He moved:

—

Th.->t this meeting desires to pl.-ice on record its respectful but

emphatic protest against the provisions of section 122 of the Calcutta

Municipal Act, which introduces a principle of assessment that is

foreign to the law of the land and is opposed to the maxims of English

I law, as interpreted in a recent case in the High Court ; and the meeting

I views with alarm the severe hardships with which the operation of the

Act has been attended in practice, leading to heavy unease in the

assessments of dwelling houses.

The question then was- -seized by the speaking-

trumpets. No sooner was the first Resolution seconded

.

by Baboo Damodar Das Burman, than the Surrender

Not sprang to his feet and bored the audience until

he had torn the question to tatters, absorbing, after

his wont, all the talk, and anticipating everybody.

Of course, he did not sing in unison with his pre-

decessors. He characteristically defied the Powers

—

• My sentence is for open war. X
He protested, emphasised, gesticulated, stamped,

made himself hoarse, to show how he could—work

himself into freney for the occasion. He lives in an

atmosphere of “protest” and “emphasis.” Fortu-
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nately for the cause, as an active member of the

Corporation* for a long series of years, he spoke not

witnMt the book. For once, he made a creditable

statement, fhe facts and reasoning of which w^ould

have been far more effective, if presented without

their vicious setting. Babu Lai Mohan Ghose fol-

lowed, exposing the erroneous impression under

which the preposterous principle of assessing resi-

dences had been adopted by Sir Henry Harrison

and sanctioned by the legislature. It was understood

to be the English principle. If it was English, it

would not necessarily be suited to India. But Mr.

Ghose challenged Sir H. Harrison to establish its

pretension to be English. He had applied to the

Chairman for his authority, but Sir Henry had

wriggled himself out of it. He had no leisure to

grant the doomed citizens even the assured consola-

tion of suffering from a genuine British principle.

Mr. Lai Mohan Ghose contended that the English

law knew no such principle, and quoted certain recent

cases in the High Court and the Chief Justice’s dictum.

The second Resolution wits moved by Nawab
Syud Ahmed Ali, of the Chitpore Family. As a

nobleman, he used the right word in confessing that he

could not adequately express his sense of “ disgust
”

at the way in which the taxes on bustee or thatched

hut lands are levied, the owners of the land being

required to pay in advance for all his tenants ! The
Resolution runs as follows :

—

That the provisions of the Municipal Law which make it ob-

ligatory upon owners of bustee land to pay the rates leviable from

tenants and then to realize them, have entailed serious hardship upon

owners and loss of revenue to the Municipality
; and this meeting

desires to express the earnest hope that this part of the Municipal Law,

and other sections which the Committee on further consideration may
consider objectionable, may be modified.”

After a good speech in Bengali by Baboo Amrita Lai

Bose, and a long one in English by Baboo Amarendra

Nath Chatterjee, Baboo Koonio Lai Banerjee supplied

the comic element by travelling out of the record.

He took upon himself to propose, without offering an

amendment, that the memorial to the Lieutenant-

Governor then before the meeting be condemned,

and a new one embodying "other minor objec-

tions ” unnamed be prepared by the Committee. It

is needless to say that there was no Pantaloon to

second Harlequin.

The Resolution Final naming a body of gentlemen

to carry out the objects of the meeting, was entrusted

to Mr. R. D. Mehta. It is a mere formality and is

usually performed pro fotma. But such an obscure

rSle does not suit this young Parsee who, if Ormuzd,

the good God, grants life, will yet distinguish himself

farther than his worst enemy apprehends. Ingenuity

can carve an opportunity under the worst circum-

stances, and in coming to plough a thoroughly ex-

hausted field, Mr. Mehta was able to contribute some
golden sheafs of corn to the harvest of discussion.

At the outset, he brought the meeting back to its

normal tone with which it had set out before the

music was shattered by -the Vandals. Lupky Sir

Harrison, even the Parsee believes in him ! Said he

—

I have great pleasure in seconding this resolution. I am quite sure

that if we personally lay our grievances and appeal for justice to His

Honor the Lieutenant-Governor, or to the Viceroy if necessary, those

high-minded statesmen will, with their usual generosity and concern for

the people, redress them. Nor can I bring myself to think that even

Sir Henry Harrison will raise difficulties in our way if we are able to

convince him that our case is a just one and that we have legitimate

grounds of complaint.

Our duty is dear in the matter, we have to go on with our representa-

tion, persev^jfe in it, of course with moderation and ’discretion, and

triumph ultimately we must.

Nothing can ruffle his all-round graciousness. He
fondly strokes the chin of the lamb be has prepared

for immediate sacrifice.

The principle of assessment in the abstract is just, but it is not

expedient to put into pr.TCtice, seeing that it will have the effect o*

doubling, trebling or quadrupling the amount payable at a single step.

He concluded with a couple of practical^ sugges-

tions, to wit—
1. Nothing has been provided for outlay on repairs during the six

years of the continuance of the assessment. This really puts the

Vsiluation higher than it ought to be.

2. The peculiarities in the mode of constructing residential houses

forced upon Hindus, Mahomedans &c., by their habits and customs,

should not be liable to taxation, as the measure involves the imposition

of an indirect taxation on those habits and customs.

These are original contributions to the subject.

The first comes from the man of business. The
second shows a higher speculative grasp.

THE BUDGET.
Notwithstanding some ugly appearances like the increasing drain

of our resources in military expenditure, Dewan. Barbour has on the

whole produced a satisfactory Budget. The Annual Statement for

1890-91 was presented to the daily press in the afternoon of Thursday

the 2oih, but with instructions not to “publisher make known in

any way any portion of it ” until it was formally laid before the

Viceroy’s Legislative Council the next day. With the abolition of

the Press Commissionership, there is a tendency to favor the daily

to the exclusion of the weekly press. The weekly papers on the

Press Commissioner’s list are, we believe, equally entitled to the

courtesy of Government for such scraps of information as are thought

safely communicable to the public, both in the interests of the governors

and the governed.

The Budget estimate of 1888-89 shewed a deficit of Rx: 698,000, the

revised estimate, made a year later in March 1889, reduced it

to Rx. 201,700, the actuals, however, give a surplus of Rx. 37»oi8.

The estimate of 1889-90, framed in March 1889, shewed a surplus

of Rx. 106,300. In revision, after certain special arrangements of

figures and transfers, it is made to yield a surplus of Rx. 1,809,700,

after restoring the Famine Grant to Rx. 600,000 (or Rx. 1,058,100

including the net charge on the revenues on account of the Prctective

Railways constructed through the Agency of Companies), and post-

poning the contribution of Rx. 490,000 from Provincial resources for

which credit was taken in the Budget Estimate, to 1890-91. There is a

steady permanent improvement under all the main Revenue heads

—in Land Revenue, Salt, Excise, Stamps, Provincial Rates, Customs,

Assessed Taxes, Forests, Registration, and Tributes from Native

Slates. Bengal Opium gives an increase of Rx. 286,400, for it sold at

Rs. 1,136, instead of Rs. 1,070 a chest as originally calculated. There

is also a decrease in the expenditure side of Rx. 708,800 for poor crop

in the province. There is a saving of about Kx. 200,000 in exchange,

originally calculated at is. 4'38d. but subsequently taken at is.

4'$$2d a rupee.

For 1890-91, the Budget surplus is Rx. 270,4000. It would have been

more but fo^ the heavy and special cxpe'nses in connection with the

Army. That expenditure for 1890-91 is shewn at Rx. 21,505,100, of

which that in England is Rx. 4,620,100 against the revised estimates of

Rx. 14,950,000 and Rx. 4,126,600 rsepcciively of 1889-90. There is

considerable increase in the English charges, namely, /;6i4,8oo, for

re-arming the British troops with the new rifle and supplying 21 more

batteries of 12-pounder breech-loading guns. The Finance Minister

prepares the country for similar expenditure in the year 1891-92. And

yet he hopes in that year for “a position of comparative ease, with a

surplus in hand, moderate in amount, but sufficient to allow of some

improvement in financial conditions.”

Sir David Bf^bour affords no relief of any kind from the Income

Tax, but raises an additional revenue of Rx. 100,000 by subjecting

imported spirits and Indian brewed beer to the same tax as is levied on

imported beer.

Not the least notable thing in the present Statement is the declara-

tion on the subject of the Famine Insurance Fund. Under the clearing

influence of Parliamentary agitation, the eyes of Indian Bureaucracy

are distinctly opening.

Having produced a satisfactory Budget, though not without fresh

taxation, the Finance Minister is free to speak freely on the Famine

Insurance Fund. He admits the diversion 0! the Fund to other than

its proper uses, but dhys, the Government is alive to the fact and will

make up omissions ifl future years.
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‘ DEATH OF “BEL BABOO.”

One of the most popular figures of the native stage of the

metropolis has been removed by the death, by his own hand, of

Amirta Lai Mookerjee, better known as ** Bel Baboo.” The young

man belonged to a well-known Brahman family of Calcutta—the

House ofVthe illustrious Doorga Charan Mookerjee. He showed a

turn for mimicry from the time when he was a little boy, which

afterwards dcveltped into unmistakable genius. His histrionic

powers were indeed so remarkable that he could always com-

mand attention. He became a favorite of the audience as soon

as he joined the professional stage a little over eighteen years ago.

Before the prc-actrcss days— the Age of Darkness, as it may fitly be

called, of the modern Indian Theatre— his impersonation of female

rsVff was as clever as his later male performances were uniformly

successful. His Mallikn in Denobandhu Mitter*s Nahin Tiipashini

is not likely to b(y forgotten by any one who ever witnessed

it. Not the cleverest of lady artistes has ever been able to

over-shadow ^r even equal him there. After the introduction

of actresses, up to the time of his death, he filled innumerable

characters, in none of which, serious or comic, he failed to make

an impression. Always happy in his conception, it was rarely

that he overstepped the modesty of nature. But it was more in

comic than serious impersonations that “ Bel Baboo ” betrayed

his wonderful force and versatility. His very appearance was a

signal for “ fun,” and he spoke and strutted upon the boards amidst

the deafening cheers of an audience turned mad with laughter.

Comedy was his forUy and in comedy, he was equally at home, in the

higK and the low. He was the man who introduced harlequinade

on the native stage. As harlequin, he was without a rival ; he has

hardly yet found an imitator. It was a marvel what an artist in high

histrionics was this volatile buffoon* As Gadadhar Chandra in

“ Sarala,” Bel Baboo was more than delightful—simply charming.

Gadadhar Chandra will never allow its interpreter to fade away

from our memory. In modern India, genius in any art languishes for

want of proper appreciation, becoming more a source of mortifi-

cation than pleasure to its possessor—the Bohemian's art has yet

to be recognized amongst us. In the West, the death of a

comedian like the late Amrita Lai Mookerjee would be regarded

as a great social, if* not a national, calamity. Here, in our

unformed society, nobody thinks of noticing publicly his death or

regards it as much of a loss, and no memento perhaps will remain

of his worth except in the wicked columns of Reis and Rayyet,

Of course, the Star Theatre was closed on last Wednesday out of

respect to the memory of this Prince of Actors, who was one of

its main pillars.
^

THE INDIAN COUNCILS BILl/
AS INTRODUCED F.Y LORI.) CROSS, THE SIvCKKTAKY OF STATE FOR

INDIA, IN THE HOUSE OF LORDS ON FRIDAY, THE 2IST I

FERkUARY, 1890.

Be it enacted by the yucca's mobt Excellent Majesty, by and

with the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal,

and Commons, in this present Parliament assembled, and by the

authority of the same, as follows :

—

I.—(1) The number of additional members of Council nomi-

nated by the Governor-General under the provisions of section lo

of the Indian Councils Act 1861, shall be such as to him may seem
Iroin time to lime expedient, but shall not be less than ten nor

more than sixteen ; and the number of additional members' of Coun-

cil nominated by the governors of the presidencies of Fort St.

George and Bombay respectively under the provisions of section 29
of the Indian Councils Act, 1861, shall (besides the Advocate-Ge-

neral of the presidency or officer acting in that capacity) be such as

to the said governors respectively may seem from time to time

expedient, but shall not be less than eight nor more than twenty,

(2) It shall be lawful for the Governor-General in Conncil by
proclamation from time to time to increase the number of council-

lors whom the lieutenant-governors of the Bengal Division of the

presidency of Fort William and . of the North-Western Provinces

and Oude respectively may nominate for their assistance in making
laws and regulations : Provided always, that not more than twenty

shall be nominated for the Bengal Division! and not more than

fifteen for the North-Western Provinces and Qude.

^ 3 ][
Any person resident in India may be nominated an addition-

al member of Council under sections 10 and 29 of the Indicn Coun-

cils Act, 1861, and this Act, or a member of the. Council of the

lieutenant-governor of any province to which ^thc provisions ot

the Indian Councils Act, 1861, touching the making of laws and

regulations have been or arc hereafter extended or madc^applicablc.

2. Notwithstanding any provision in the Indian Councils Act,

1861, the Governor-General of India in Council may from time

to time make rules authorising at any meeting of the Governor-

General's Council for the purpose of making laws and regulations,

the discussion of the annual financial statement of the Governor-

General ill Council and the asking of questions, but under such

conditions and restrictions as to subject or otherwise as shall be in

the said rules prescribed or declared : And notwithstanding any pro-

visions in the Indian Councils Act, 1 861, the Governors in Council

of Fort St. George and Bombay respectively, and the lieutenant-

governor of any province to which the provisions of the Indian

Councils Act, 1861, touching the making of laws and regulations,

have been or are hereafter extended or made applicable, may from

time to time make rules for authorising at any meeting of their

respective councils for the purpose of making laws and regulations,

the discussion of the annual financial statement of their respective

local governments, and the asking of questions, but under such

conditions and restrictions, as to subject or otherwise, as shall in

the said rules applicable to such councils respectively be prescribed

or declared. But no member at any such meeting of any council

shall have power to submit or propose any resolution, or to divide

the Council in respect of any such financial discussion, or the

answer to any question asked under the authority of this Act, or

the rules made under this Act ; Provided that any rule made under

this Act by a governer in Council or by a lieutenant-governor

shall be submitted for and shall be subject to the sanction of the

Governor-General in Council, and any rule made under this Act

by the Governor-General in Council shall be submitted for and

shall be subject to the sanction of the Secretary of State in Council:

Provided also that rules made under this Act shall not be subject

to alteration or amendment at meetings for the purpose of making

laws and regulations.

3. It is hereby declared that in the 22nd section of the Indian

Councils Act, 1861, it was and is intended that the words ** Indian

territories now under the dominion of her Majesty” should be read

and construed as if the words “or hereafter” were and had at the

time of the passing of the said Act been inserted next after the

word “ now ;
” and, further, that the Acts third and fourth William

the Fourth, chapter eighty-five, and sixteenth and seventeenth

Victoria, chapter ninety-five, respectively, shall be read and con-

strued as if at the date of the enactment thereof respectively it

was intended and had been enacted that the said Aces respectively

should extend to and include the territories acquired after the dates

thereofrespectively by the East India Company, and should not be con-

fined to the territories at the dates of the said enactments respectively

in the possession and under the government of the said company.

4. Sections 13 and 32 of the Indian Councils Act, 1861, arc here-

by repealed ; and it is enacted that

—

(1) If any additional member of Council, or any member of the

Council of a lieutenant-governor, appointed under the said Act
or this Act, shall be absent from India or unable to attend to the

duties of his ufficc for a period of two consecutive months, it shall

be lawful for the Governor-General, the Governor or the Lieuten-

ant-Governorr—to whose Council such additional member or mem-
ber may have bean nominated, as the case may be—'to declare by

a notification published in the Government Gazette that the scat in

Council of such person has become vacant.

(2) In the event of a vacancy occurring by the absence from

India, inability to attend to duty, death, acceptance of office, or

resignation duly accepted, of any such additional member or mem-
ber of the council of a lieutenant-governor, it shall be lawful for

the Governor-General, for the governor, or for the lieutenant-

governor, as the case may be, to nominate any person as additional

member or member, as the ease may be, in his place ; and every

member so nominated shall be summoned to all meetings held for

the purpose of making laws and regulations for (faC term of two
years from the date ot such nomination : Provided always that it

shall not be lawful by such nomination, or by any other nomination

made under this Act, to diminish the proportion of non-ofljcial mem-
bers directed by the Indian Councils Act, 1861, to be nominated.

5. In this Act

—

The expression “local legislature” means--

(1) The Governor in Council for the purpose of making laws
and regulations of the respective provinces of Fort St. George and
Bombay j and^

(2) The council for the purpose of making laws and regulations

of the lieutenant-governor of any province to which the provisions

of the Indian ^Councils Act, 1861, touching the niakiiu <>f laws or re-

gulations have been or are hereafter extended or maOT^ipplicable :

The expression “province” means any presidency, division,

province, or territory over which the powers of any local legislature

for the time being uxtend.

6 Nothing in this Act shall dc(r«ct from or dlmioiih the powers
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of the Governor-General in Council at meetings for the purpose of
making laws and regulations.

7 Act may be cited as the Indian Councils Act, 1890 ; and
the Inolan Cottnvils Act, 1861, ind this Act may be cited t^cthcr
as the Inditn Councils Act, 1861 and 1890.

^

THE DUM-DUM MURDER.
ACQUITTAL OF THE PRISONER O’HARA.

In this case, on Monday last, wc decided that it was our duty to

exercise the power of review given us by the 26th clause of the
Letters Patent. We accordingly heard counsel for the prisoner

and for the prosecution, and yesterday made an order quashing the

conviction, setting aside the judgment and sentence, and ordering

the prisoner to be discharged. Having arrived at the conclusion

that this must be done, it was our duty to make the order without
delay. But as wc thought it proper to state our reasons in writing,

wc deferred until to-day the delivery of our judgment in the case ;

and wc now proceed to state the grounds on which wc have con-
sidered it our duty to quash the conviction.

In our judgment upon the application for a review of the case, we
had stated the reasons which led us to the conclusion at which we
arrived, namely, (i) the improper reception of evidence consisting

of the communication to the jury of statements said to have been
made by two of the witnesses for the prosecution, and (2), a virtual

misdirection by the learned judge to the effect that one of them,
Goldsborough, was not, within the meaning of the law, an accom-
plice, as we have held that he was.

In reviewing the case for the purpose of determining what judg-

ment should be passed upon it, it becomes our duty to decide,

whether, apart from the evidence improperly admitted, and apart

from what must be considered the natural and reasonable effect of

the misdirection in the case, the conviction can be allowed to stand.

—See Evidence Act,3. 167, and 9 Bo. H. Ct. Report, 375.
Wc must therefore consider this case as the jury had they been

properly advised would have done, namely, upon the footing, that

Goldsborough alias Taylor was not an independent witness but an
accomplice within the meaning of the Evidence Act, giving his

evidence under pardon conditionally granted to him as a witness in

the case, and open to the presumption to which that character made
his testimony liable. He is the witness upon whose testimony alone

the prisoner is charged with the actual commission of the murder.
Wc have no power, under the Letters Patent,’' to send back the case

for a new trial. Wc must conic to our own conclusion as to the

effect of the evidence in the case, using for this purpose, according

to the established practice, the notes of evidence taken by the learn-

ed Judge in the case, and which he -has supplied to us. As Golds-
borough is the source and support of the case against the accused,

it is absolutely necessary to consider the whole case, changed as its

aspect is from that in which it was most probably regarded by the

jury-

It was contended for the prosecution, that our functions in re-

viewing the case were limited to the mere determination of the
question whether there was in the case, as before us, sufficient

evidence to warrant a conviction.

Wc arc of opinion that the nature of the case was such as to cast

upon us a much wider function than this, which would, in truth,

have involved us in a repetition of the same error which made it,

in our judgment, our duty to review the case. For in treating the
evidence in the manner suggested, the consideration of the amount
of credit to be given to the witness Goldsborough would have to be
excluded, and we should have had to consider only the effect of his

evidence (with the rest), assuming it to be free from anything in the

nature of a suspicion attaching to it.

From the evidence of Goldsborough and that of Maedermott,
who also gave his testimony under a conditional pardon, it appears
that these two, with the prisoner O'Hara, and Bellew, while drink-
ing at the canteen, agreed to go out shooting pigs that night, and
that for this purpose they left armed with two rifles, and with some
ammunition which they somehow obtained.

There appears no reason to doubt that the object of the expedi-
tion was, as stated by these witnesses, the pursuit of sport. They
had, however, been drinking at the barracks and appear to have been
all 0^ them more or less intoxicated when they left, and they seem
*bOon to have forgotten their original object and to have gone in

quest of drink. They went towards the village of Gouripore, having

left the barracks about 10-30 p.m. On the way they stopped at the

Holloways Ointment and Pitts.—Travellers and Emi^ants.—Those
who cross the seas change the climate, but they do not change the

constitution. The altered conditions of life, the exigencies of travel

and other causes render the traveller and emigrant peculiarly liable to

diseases and accidents when far from efficient medical aid. With these

associated renmtfes at hand they may be said to have a ^physician al-

ways at theirllall, and they may be certain that situations will be
constantly arising in which they will require a ready resource in time
of heed. The directions for use which accompany each box and pot of

Holloway’s Pills and Ointment are written in plain stnd simple language,
and are applicable in all cases.

house of one Boothnath, woke him and demanded toddy. He took

them to a toddy-seller, Ajudia Passi, who gave them some toddy.

They next stopped at a druggist’s shop on their way, broke into it,

took from it a bottle of Eno’a salt and some other articic of small

value. After a while, they went to the house of thc/lcccascd,

found him lying on hU verandah and asked him for toddy. Up to

this point the evidence of the two witnesses, generally agrees with

that of Boothnath, of Ajudia Passi, of Mataboodin, owner of the

dispensary, and of Beta Bcbce, widow of the deceased ; of these

only Boothnath identifies any of the party, an identification upon
which wc arc unable to rely.

The party soon after, according to these witnesses, left the house
of the deceased. Goldsborough says O’Hara pulled deceased along.

Maedermott says “ He came out of his own accord, so far as I know,
on our asking him for toddy.” They all went, with the deceased,

to a tank about 30 or 35 yards to the south of the deceased’s house.

I

As to what happened on their arrival at that place, there is no
evidence adduced, save that of Goldsborough. It was stated at the

trial by both Goldsborough and Maedermott, that the latter went on
in front of the party, and according to their evidence, he was some
distance ahead (how far is not distinctly stated) when what Goldsbo-
rough narrates is said by him to have taken place.

Goldsborough alius Taylor’s statement is as follow? :
—“The man

was sleeping in the verandah, with a mosquito-curtain over him. Wc
asked him for toddy. O’Hara asked. O’Hara pulled him along.

Maedermott was in front, Bellcw next, O’Hara with the native, and
I was last.

“When we got near to a tank the native started murmuring and
O’Hara shoved him into the tank up to his waist in water, and
whilst he was in the water he murmured again. O’Hara dropped on

his knee and fired at him : the man appeared to have been hit

:

he shouted and threw up his hands. At the moment O’Hara fired

I was three yards away. Bcllcw was a half left turn facing O’Hara.
Bellcw was 10 or 15 yards from O’Hara. Maedermott was in iVont

still walking on. No one did anything 10 prevent the native being
shoved into the tank. 1 asked him, O’Hara, ‘to get up and no’t to

do it ; if anything happened there would be a terrible row.’ He
said * Never min’d, there arc plenty more of the black bastards.* He
loaded after he shoved the native into the tank. He was putting

the round into the chamber in the act of kneeling. There was a

second shot fired by O’Hara a little distance from the tank, after the

native had been fired at. At the time O’Hara fired the first shot,

the other rifle was in Bcllew’s hand. Up to the time the native wa.s

hit, I had not a rifle in iny hands, nor had Maedermott, since he
handed his to O’Hara. The native was about 10 yards off when
O’Hara fired at him. The native was up to his waist in water.

He was on a lower level, O’Hara’s second shot was fired at nothing.

I did not sec when lie loaded the second time. I think Bcllcw’s

rifle was first loaded, after leaving the tank, on the main road. Wc
passed round another small tank, then took a southerly direction for

a long distance. Wc got some more toddy. I got up trees for it.

Wc went on and took a turn to the left, and came to a tope of trees

and wc all four fired at chatties. Wc each one loaded a rifle as we
wanted to fire. I got a rifle from Bellcw, and used one of my own
cartridges. I gave O’Hara one or two more cartridges. I fired two

I or three shots. Wc went on and came out on the jessore road again.

When I had fired 1 handed the rifle back to Bcllcw, left empty car-

j

tridges there. When wc came out [on Jessore Road] wc sat down
and drank toddy. Wc got on a cart to rWc part of the way and got

into barracks. It was about 2-30 a.m., when wc got back to barracks.

I sat on the steps for 10 minutes and unlaced my boots and went
to bed.”

The moon was full on that date. It was a bright night : and at

that time of the niglit the moon must have been high.

Therefore Goldsbnrough’s story is that, in bright light, the three

men, namely, he, O’Hara, and Bcllcw being so close together, this

desperate murder was committed by O’Hara, who before their eyes,

knelt down, loading as he did so, and fired upon the deceased.

MacDermott says :

—

“ The native left the house with us four. I led out first. When
I got on the road I found there was no one with me. He came out
ot his own accord so far as I know, on our asking him for toddy.

1 did not look b%ck to sec how the others were coming, I got to a

pond and went past it. 1 can’t say whether wc passed another.

We got out on the road from the path. I remember passing only
one pond. I do not remember passing two ponds. I came till 1 got

to a road which turned to the right. I heard two shots fired, after

which I turned round to look for my comrades. I walked, went co-

wards them up to the tank I noticed. I went about fifteen yards. I

found my three comrades I had not my senses properly at the time.

I looked for the native, and saw him standing out in the pond. I

asked my comrades whether they gave him a swim. They made no

reply ; they were laughing. Wc came away on to the main road

again. Wc had to go back 40 or 50 yards from this spot to get into

the main road. We ihcn turned again to our right. I could not

say who had the rifles. I swear I do not know in whose hands the

rifles were when 1 went back to the pond. We then saw some
toddy trees to the left, and I went up a tree to cake toddy down.
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1 did not get it down, but Taylor did. We got two chatties which

we took home. I carried them. Taylor told me to come down, as

I knew nothing about it. I carried both chatties. He got both

down.” •

That k the evidence given by these two witnesses in their

direct examination. In cross-examination Maedermott said

—

“ The two shots were fired rapidly ; there was no time to load

between them : but they were not together. There was just an

interval of clapping hands between them.’* The widow of the

deceased states th.ft her husband was brought into the house at

what time of the night she docs not say by her mother-in-law and

one Luchinan, and that he died about daybreak. Luchman was

examined for the prosecution, but gave no evidence as to his bring-

ing the deceased into the house. There is nothing to show how,
or when he got back to his house.

The medical evidence shows that the death of the deceased was

caused by a wound inflicted by one bullet, fired, in the opinion of

the Surgeon, from a higher elevation than where the deceased was
when he was struck by it, and from a distance of about lo yards.

This bullet entered gbout zlz inches above the right collar bone,

passed through the left lung out at the left side and broke the left

arm of the deceased. Death was caused by internal hemorrhage.

It need hardly be observed that, when it is said that the evidence

t)f an accomplice needs corroboration, it docs not by any means
necessarily follow that his evidence, when corroborated, ought to be

or will be accepted. In that ease we arc of opinion that even were
we to take it that in some of the less important parts of his story

Goldsborough is corroborated, his evidence is not, on the whole,

such as could be safely acted on.

In several points Goldsborough’s evidence is without corrobora-

tion :

—

1. That Maedermott handed the rifles to O’Hara at the start

of the expedition.

2. 'I'hat he handed ammunition to O’Hara near the* dispensary ;

a statement which he admits he did not make to the magistrate, but

made for the first time at the trial.

3. That O'Hara laid hold of deceased and pulled him along :

save that the widow dues say that one of the soldiers seized him by

the arm.

4. That O’Hara shoved deceased into the tank.

5. That he knelt down, loading his rifle in the act, and fired,

shooting the deceased.

It is not ncccsbary to deal with contradictions, of which some
exist, in the evidence of Goldsborough. He has certainly by his I

own admissions mended his evidence since his first going before
|

the magistrate. At the trial he admitted that his evidence there

differed, from what he had at first said, in several respects. At first

he said Bcllew led the party when going to the tank ; he now says

that l^acdermott went first ; a change which dbviously made a

serious difference in the ease as to Bellcw.

It was at the trial that he, for the first time, said that 0*Hara

loaded as he was in the act of dropping on his knees : it was then,

also, that he first said that he had supplied O’Hara with any car-

tridges.

But there is a contradiction between his story and that of the

other witness Maedermott which is such as to exclude the possibility

of acting on Goldsborough’s evidence. Maedermott deposes to two

shots close together, while the party were at the tank and before

he returned to it. Goldsborough’s story is wholly inconsistent with

this ; he states positively that one shot only was fired at that time,

and that it was the first shot which was fired after they left the

deceased man’s house. If Maedermott is speaking the truth, Golds-

borough swears what is untrue, and it is quite impossible that this

can be either by mistake or for any other innocent reason. If that

second shot was fired, why did Goldsborough not state it ? Who
fired the second rifle } Not Bcllew, for Goldsborough did not say

so. Who else ?

We cannot reject Maederraott’s statement ; and we think this

inconsistency in the case for the prosecution renders it impossible

to accept and act on Goldsborough’s evidence of what passed at

the tank, unless it be confirmed by other evidence, which it

is not.
^

The conclusion is that the conviction for the crime of murder
cannot be supported : and under the circumstances we consider that

there is no proper course to be taken in this case save to quash the

conviction and set aside the judgment and sentence.

W. Comer Pbtheram.

H. T. Prinsep.

Jones Q. Pioot.

W. Macpherson.

Mar. 12, 1890.

Norris, J.— I have endeavoured to consider this case in the light

in which I should have directed the jury to regard it, if I had pro-

perly directed them that Goldsborough was an accomplice, and in

that light I have been unable to rely upon Goldsborough’s testimony

and I do not find in Maedermott’s evidence sufficient corroboration

to warrant my acting upon it.

John F. Norris.

Mar. 12, 1890.

CORPORATION OF CALCUTTA.

A SPECIAL MEETING

Of the Commissioners of Calcutta,

Will he held in the Town Hall,

on Thursday next^ the ayth March iSgo^

afj P.M.

Business to p.e rrouimit forward.

1. To sanction the Healih Officer’s applica-

tion for privilege leave for five weeks from the

I7lh April next.
*

2. To consider the Budget estimates of in-

come and expenditure for the year 1800-91, as

modified by the General C(jinmiltee, and to fix

the rales at which the rates and taxes shall be

imposed for the year commencing the 1st April

next, in accordance with Section 71 Act II

(IJ. C.) of 1S88.

3. To confiim the following resolution pass-

ed by the General Coimuiuee on the 151I1 of

February with reference to the letter of the

Honorary Secretaries to the Albert V'ictor Per-

manent Memorial Fund of the 7tli idem, tVj.,

that the Commissioners warmly sympathise
with the objects of the Permanent Memorial
Committee and will render all reasonable co-

operation in their power as soon as the scheme
IS sufficiently advanced to admit of their

doing so.

4. To consider the proposed Bye-laws fram-

ed by the Bye-laws Committee under Section

412 Act II (B. C.) of 1888 Clauses <•,/, /, m
and n.

5. To sanction the grant to Hurrish Chun-
dcr Dutt of a nenewal of his license to store

lute at No. 5S Goureebare Lane.
^ 6 . The Chairman to lay upon the table Fire-

bngade Budget for the vear ending 31st March
1891, approved by the General Committee on
tne 1st instant.

7. To confirm the proceedings of the Ge-
neral Committee at Meetings held on the ist

and 8th March 1890.

8. To confirm the proceedings of the Su-

burban Improvement Committee at a Meeting

held on the 7ih March 1890.

9. To confiim the proceedings of the Com-
pl. lints Committee at a Meeting held on the

5ih March 1890.

JOHN COWIE,
Secretary to the Co7’poration,

2 1 St March 1S90.

'
CORPORATION OF^CALCUTTA.

~

Sealed Tenders for supply of Miscellaneous
Stores dm mg the (,)mmer tmding 301I1 June
next insl, will be received by the Vbce-Cliairmaii,

and will be opened by him in the piesenee of

tenderers who may wish lo attend at 2 T.,M., on
the 27ih instant.

2.

Koi ms of Tender and copies of lists of

Slures required can be had on application.

UDOYNARAIN SINGHA,
Supermiendeut of Stores.

201 h March, 1890.

JUST PUBLISHED.

Congress Sketches : A Review

OF THE
‘

SPEECHES AND THE SPEAKERS
AT THE

Fourth Indian National Congress

Held at Allahabad.

Reprinted with additions and alterations from

Reis Gr* Rayyet

With a portrait of Mr. George Yule, President.

Sold by the publishers G. P. Varnm, and

at the office of the Advocate^ at Lucknow, and

^ at the office of ** Reis & Rayyet ”

for 8 Annas a copy, besides postage. *

ARMY CLOTHING DEPARTMENT.
AliporOy March iSgo.

Sealed tenders are invited fur the supply of

Miscellaneous stores more or less as may be
required, for the year 1890-91.

2. Tenders will only be received on the
piimed^ forms which are obtainable at this

office. Blanks in the primed form must be
filled up correctly.

3. Each tender must be accompanied by a

Bank of Bengal or Government Treasury de-

posit receipt in the name of the Superintendent
for Rupees 100 as earnest-money. Cash ’or

notes will not be accepted in lieu.

4. The lowest tender will not necessarily be
accepted, any tender may be accepted in whole
or in part.

5. Any person whose tender may be ac-

cepted, will be required to execute a bond and
to give security in Government Promissory
Notes or cash for the due fulfilment of his

contract within one week from the date of

acceptance of his tender, in default of which
his earnest-money will be forfeited. The se-

curity will be calculated at 10 per cent, on the

contract. ^
6. Any further informatiliyn required may

be obtained, and sealed patterns inspected at

the Clothing Agency.
7. Tenders will be opened by undersigned

at noon on Monday the 24th March 1^90
the presence of such persons as may desire to

attend.

W. H. MACKESY, Coionet,

Superintendent^ Army Clothing.

C
RINGER & CO. have in hand the

• largest stock of Homoeopathic Medicines,

Medicine Cases, Medical Sun^ies, and Books,

&c., &c., for sale at their Hoiliteopathic Es-

tablishment, 10, Hare Street, Calcutta. Cata-

logue, free on application.
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IN THE PRESS.

Uniform with “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal”

•BT A BBAHMAN
^

' IN

Folitios, Sociology, History, & Literature

BY

the Author of ** Travels & Voyages in Bengal.”

Calcutta.

&* /Ca/ye/ Office.

PRICE;

To Subscribers paying before publication Rs. 4

„ mere registering subscribers ... „ 5

„ Ordinary purchasers ... ... 6

Apply to the Manager, Rayyet
^

i,Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

price Post free Rs.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS 4 VOYAGES IN BENGAL

BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah^

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEE,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Naw.ibs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperak State,

Apply to Manager, **REIS & RATYET’’

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

We have received from the office of Keis

and Rayyety one of the leading native news-
papeis of Calcutta, a most read.ible little broch-

ure written by Baboo Sambhu C. Mookcijee,

once Minister to the late Nawab Faridoon Jah,
Bahadoor, Naw.ib Nazim of Bengal, Behar and
t^rissa, which gives a graphic account of the

Bal)oo’s travels to and in Independent T'lp-

perah. Written in capital Elnglish and evi-

dently by a gentleman of broad views and
enlightened mind, the work is decidedly a

valuable addition to the catalogue of English
wiiiten Bengalee literature. This book of

travels sbould be read widely not only by
English residents out heie, but by our country-

men at home, for it teems with interest and
teaclies us far more about the fine belt of

unopened country travelled thioiigb than any
work of the sort written by an Englishman
,wouAd have done. Baboo Saml)ha Chnnder
Mookerjee is one of whom his countrymen
may well be proud, for he writes throughout

>Mth the moderate and educated pen of
a thorough gentleman.— 77/tf Indian Planters'

Ga3ette&* Sportiny' News. October 4, 1887.

Mr. S. Mookerjee, who will be readily recog-

nised as the editor of that able little paper
the dedicates his travles in

Bengal to a wide circle of rcaders—thosc who
know India •ml are unable to love her

;
those

wlio love her, and do not know her ; those who
neither know nor love

;
those who d being tire

of India, take to travelling
; foreigners who

want to know, \and Englishmen. The author
himself is not tie least tired of India, though
he is a travellcnby profession, we might almost
say, and thoughlhe puts limits upon journeys,
never caring tb get very far away from
Calcutta. It i^not mileage, however, which
makes the traveller. It is the power to ob-
serve sympathetically what is going on at
each stage of a journey, and to keep his spirit

about the minor inconveniences which neces-
sarily occur by road, river, or rail. This Mr.
Mookerjee does, lie never loses his good
humour under any set of circumstances, and
what is better, he conveys a full sense of it to

his pages. The reader may take a choice of
journeys through Eastern Bengal to Tippcrah,
or to the heart of Bengal Proper, and will in

each case be fully rewarded by the fruits of
Mr. Mookerjee’s wanderings. Perhaps the
English reader will be mainly struck by the

excellent English style of the writer. The
author is not ashamed of his nationality

;
lie

rejoices in being a itcngali, but at the s.ame
time he indulges in prose which has no alien

trace in it. It is not the English of an edu-
cated German or Frenchman

; it is the nervous
Saxon of a subject of the Empress of India.

Mr. Mookerjee had special advantages in some
of his journeys, especially to Independent Tip-
pcrah, whither he was called to an important
official position. He was thus assured of

many attentions, though, in forming accurate
impressions of a country it is doubtful whether
it is not better to be untrammelled with con-
nections which frighten away the simple folk

and impose reticence on them as a duty. From
the notes of his journey through East Bengal,
and to show how genial is his outlook, we take

the following ;—[ Extract.]

From Dacca he went further East, and his

experiences on the Megna are of a most en-

livening description. He saw many visions of

beauty, and Mr. Mookerjee is no niggard when
he is describing something he has enjoyed

I

seeing. Here is a sketch on his way up the

river

[

Extract.]

But it is not physical bc.auty alone which de-
tains our aiUhoi’s eye :— [ Extract.]

The same symptoms of material progress

he notes among the boatmen on his course.—

[ Extract.]

Some portion of the volume has already been
contributed to the Statesman^ and will be fitmi-

liar to our readers. The following description
of natural effects is not known to them. We
doubt whether Mr, Ruskin, or Mr. Black would
accept it as a final account of the sun’s lising

and setting :—[ Extract].— Statesman^
October 7, 1887.

If we have not before noticed Mr. Sambhu
C. Mookorjee’s Tnwets in Penj^nt^ which was
published some months ago, it is not because
the little book is either dull or pointless. It

contains, on the contrary, much interesting

mailer, though some of the incidents arc over-

weighted with detail in what is facetiously

called a “little booklet.” The author’s view
as a rule is, by the way, facetious : he is given
even to punning

;
but lie is also seiuimentai

in the highest dt?gree—“a naked Whiteman ”

hurls his susceptibilities
; a Hindu girl, bathing

in the river, throws him into an ecstasy of

delight : “she had such large languishing eyesl”
But he is nothing if not philosophical, and his

reflections on this or that social and political

subject are not without their moral. Mr.
Sambhu C. Mookeijee was formerly Minister
to the “ last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,
Behar and Orissa” and afterwards Minister
of the Maharaja of Tipperah. He fs a man,
therefore, of experience, and when he speaks
his brethren should listen to him
Ttavels in Beny^al is a readable book, and it

abounds in anecdotes which are often as in-

structive as amusing, and ii^ is not spoiled by
too many political allusions, though, of course
some few have creot in.

—

The Pioneer,
Dec., 1887.

the

Pran Kissen Chowdry Fund
FOR supplying

INDIA WITH NATIVE SCIENTIFIC

MEN OF EUROPEAN JRAINING.

Under a benevolent Scheme now in opera-

tion for several years, started by Baboo Pran

Kissen Chowdry, for assisting meritorious but

poor Indian students, under certain conditions,

to go to Europe for competing for the Indian

Service, there is now room for a native student,

of sound health, who, having passed theCrdcutta

Government Medical College, may desire to

compete for the Covenanted Indian Medical

Service. P.assage and expenses for two years

residence in England will be paid out of the

fund of the Scheme.

Apply to Dr. Sambhu C. Mookerjee,

Reis &* Rayyet Office,

I, Uckoor Dull’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

/n Pamphlet^ Price ^ annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORUANlZATiON
With special reference to the (Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

ny a}7drew hearsfa-

.

Apply to Reis Rayyct Office, Calcutta.

Ioeetha:
I
JUi

For this sweetly scented emoUient Milk is INVALtJAPLE
IT KEEPS the SKIN COOL imd REFllESliED in the HOTTEST WEAlliEK,

• Kemoves and prevents aU SUNEUilN. HEDNESS, FRECKLES, TAN, etc., and
RENDERS the SKIN DELICATELY SOFT. SMOOTH and WHITE.

It entirely prevents it irom becomuig DKif ana WKiNKLEO, and PRESERVES the
COMPLEXION from the fcrrching eflects of the SUN and WIND more pfroclualJy tiian any
other preparation. The IRRITATION caused by the and BTTNoa of INSFCT^ is

I
•wondertnlly allayed by its use. For imparting that suit velvety leeliug to the skui, this

delightful preparatio' has no equal! Sold by all Chemists.

Sole Maker# M« BEBIHAM & SON, Chemists, Oholtenham, ISngland,

CALCUTTA. AGENTS :feCOTT THOMPSON & CO.
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“IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF.”

4 // who ,sujffer find sure relief p’om

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AonteBhenmatism and RheumaticOont,

After years of semi -helplessness and suffer-

ing ;
while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS*

LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACHE,

SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

for these complaints in their severest and most

' chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.
Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE 1 A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-lhroat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Core.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

oicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

.1 wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at i Re. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistreet & Co.

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co Limited.
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12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,
(Opposite the Police pourt,)

THE CALCUTTA

HOMCEOPATHIC PIfARMACY,
THK '

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSAR Y IN A SIA
OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH
INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE m
INDEPENDENT HOMtEOPATHT

and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co. beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned
WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE,

BERIGNY & CO.
72, Lai Basaar, Calcutta,

READ THIS CAREFULLY.

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited.^

This Company’s Steamer “ORISSA"
will leave Calcutta for Assifm on T uesday, the

25th inst.

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel

should be sent to the Company’s Godowns
at Juggannauth Ghat, not later than 5 p.m.

on Saturday, the 22nd inst.

Cachar Line.

The steamer THIKAK of this line will

leave Calcutta for Cachar on the itt prox.

(Tuesday) for which cargo will be received until

5 P.M. on Saturday the 29th inst.

Assam Despatch Steamer Service prom
Goalundo

and
Daily Mail Steamer Service prom

Dhubri to Debrooghur.
’ A Daily service is maintained from Goal-

undo and Dhubri for passengers and light goods
traffic, I. tf., packages not weighing over a
ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival

of the previous night’s 9-30 p. M. (Madras time)

train from Sealdah, and Dhubri on arrival of

the mails.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to

almost all stations can be booked through from
or to Calcutta via Goalundo or Kannia with

the Eastern Bengal State and connected Rail-

ways—Passengers and Parcels via Kannia
only.

All particulars as to rates of freight and
assage by all the above mentioned Services to

e had on application to

—

MACNEILL & CO.,
Agents,

2-1, Clive Ghat Street.

Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel
silvern short winding Keyless Railway Regulat-
ors, of small jewelled^ enamelled dials, bold

figures and Candian Gold hands, with tem-
pered machinery and dust tight hinged cases

for Rs, 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare
glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted
to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapness about
them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr.
A. R. Mehta from Bandora says:-—“The
7-8 watch I purchased from you two years

back, gives correct lime as yet.” Acting Su-
perintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh,
says:

—“A watch maker has valued your
Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, R.

W. Fusi. Kegt., Lucknow, says “ Some valued

it at Ks. 15 and were completely surprised when
I told them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pretty

' Candian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-
plete shirt Studs and Rings set with chemical
diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each. Mr. J.

A. Yelsmore, Saiiir, says ;
—“ The best gold-

smith of this place values ihe chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. G.
Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutia, says;—“A
German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and
the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

Calcutta, the 17th March, 1890.

L
overs of a good Trichinopoly Cigar are re-

commended to try the Small Roger Brandy

Price Re. 1-4 per 100.

T. HILL & CO.,

13/^, Esplanade East, Calcutta.

A
NY Photograph transferred to porcelain

and thus rendered permanent. Apply to

R. Hotz,

13-5, Government Place, Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY(ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
AND

Review of Politics^ Literature, and Society

RATES OF SUBSORIPTIOK.
Yearly ... in advance ... Rs. 12

JEYES’ PERFECT PURIFIER
OBTAINED

Thirty-three Prize Medals and First Class Certi-

ficates and were specially appointed by the
Royal Commission for the Colonial and Indian
Exhibition in 1886, where not a single case of
illness occurred amongst the native artisans

there employed.

Authorized by the Government of India
;

and largely used by the Calculi^ and other
Municipalities.

Half-yearly ... „

Quarteriy ... „

Monthly ... „

Single or sample Copy,,

„ 7

n 4

Re. 1-8

RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
Advertisements (three columns to the page and
102 lines to the column) are charged by the

space taken up, at the rate of 4 iinnas a line,

each insertion. The lowest change for any ad-

vertisement is Rs. 2, except Domestic Occur-

rences, the lowest charge tor which is Rs. 5.

Special rates for Oontracts. «

Sanctioned

by Her Majestys Board of Trade.

Used in the Royal Households, by Her Majes-
ty’s Government Establishments, by the Cor-
poration of London, Parochial Vestries, l^mith-
field and Billingsgate Markets, Peninsular
and Oriental and other Steam Navigation
Companies, the Railway Companies, Principal
Hospitals, &c. •

Agents DYCE, NICOL & CO.,

C 3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta

No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

will be charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at the rate of 4 annas a month or

Rs. 3, a year.

Business Communications (post paid) to

be directed to “The Manager,” and Literary

Communications and books and pamphlets

(carriage paid) to “ The Eduor ” ox “ Reis

& Rayyet, ^

Office ; /, Uckoor DutVs Lane^ Wellington

Street^ Calcutta,

Printed ami published for the Proprietor every Saturday by MUTTV Lall Ghosb, o/ THE BEE PRESS^ No,, /, Uckowr DutPe Lcme^ Calcutta.
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REVIEW OFPOLITICS LITERATURE AND society

THE SAGE AND THE NYMPH.
A TALB FROM THE SANSCRIT.

B
eneath a fig tree’s spreading shade,

A holy Sage his dwelling made 1

Of twisted reeds and tendrils grove,

And grass and broad leaves strewed above,

The sultry noon to intercept,

Or noxious night dews as he slept.

But noon or eve, in cold or heat,

The tree’s fantastic root his seat,

He pored upon the sacred book,

Or pondered how from fleshly nook

To weed away, as deadly sin

All feeling of the man within.

Or good or bad ; the heart that chains

To this world’s pleasures, or its pains !

That from such vile corruption free

His spirit far from earth should flee,

y^or ever from existence mounting

Back to its pure primaeval fountain.

That beauty in its blossom heightens.

And youth with glow unfaded brightens,

ifer eyes upon the ground were cast

In modest mood, and pensive past

Across her cheek, a sober shade

Of thought, where smiles had fitter played.

The features of the dame expressed,

Some stormy passion swelled her breast

;

Which thus in sobbing accents broke.

As trembling, to the Sage she spoke

“ Most reverend Sir, if I have ever

The laws our faith instils received ;

And a devout and firm believer,

In all our Brahmans teach, believed

“ If duly at the morning hour,

M id-noon, or at the sun’s decline.

My humble offering, fruit, or flower,

Hath still been laid at holy shrine

In no unkindliness to man,

Markanda’s life austere began.

No deed of violence repented.

No hope deceived, no wrong resented ;

Nor age, affecting to deplore

The follies it can share no more.

Scarce had he traversed half the span

That destiny has fixed for man.

Though lonely thoughts and hermit’s fare,

Had done the work of time and care,

And on his furrow’d brow appears,

tThe vestige of declining years.

Not distant from his cottage lay

A city, whence some few would pay

A visit to the Hermit’s cell.

For counsel sage or magic spell

;

% And in requital carry there.

Milk, curds, or fruit, to aid his fare ;

Whilst near at hand, a bubbling tide,

Meet beverage for his meals supplied.

Once, as at dawn, upon his mat,

Before his hut, Markanda sat.

In meditation plunged profound

On man and life, a buzzing sound,

Of voices came—-he raised his eyes

And marked with calm but deep surprise,

A female train that through the wood

Came hurrying, and before him stood.

Of costlier garb, and prouder mien,

dames before the rest were seen

;

»The one of matron form and face,

The other rich with every grace

” If I have held the ‘ gods of earth,*
’

In reverence like the gods of heaven ;

And ever, at my widow’d hearth,

A hospitable welcome given

“ So may you listen to my prayers,

So to my earnest suit attend ;

Or thence, at least, a mother’s cares.

To hear with pity condescend.

“This girl has, from her infant years.

Been cherished as my deareSt treasure ;

The object of my hopes and fears.

My only care, my only pleaAire :

“ Confiding that maturity

Would a sure recompense confer,

And that her age would yield to me.

All that in youth I gave to her.

“ The gods had gracious done their part,

And crown’d her days with health and beauty
;

’Twas mine to see, that taste, and art,

^d talent, should perform their duty.

“ To read, to write, to paint, to dress,

To dance, to sing, to sound the lute ;

And with the rolling eye express.

What hearts would say, when tongues are mute
;

“ All this, and use of varied speech.

And skill in various games, was taught her :

All that to courtly maids they teach,

My anxious love secured my daughter-—

* The Brahmans Are so entitled.

Suisaififts in the amntry are requested to remit by postal money orders^ ifpossible^ as t^ safest and most convenient

medium^ particularly as it ensures acknowledgment through the Department No other receipt will be

9t^ unituetstaty, and liktfy to cause confusion.
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“ Secured in vain, for now she flies

• This life’s enjoyments Aviih disdain :

Her sole desire, in heavenly skies

To dwell, and ne'er be born again :

•

^‘/And distant from the world’s delusion,

Her graces and her charms to hide.

She seeks some thicket’s dark seclusion

With bears and lions to abide.

—

•
“ But tell, oh tell her, thoughts of heaven

Should not in tender maids have birth ;

Who, like the stars of night are given

To scatter light and love on earth.”—

[To be continued.']

HERR is/.e latest revelation of the criminal progress of .Ch.istendon,,

and it is Martling enough in all conscience 1

“TheUlv of a man, aged about thirty, was found recently m a wood

near I’rV.ceton, Canada, and it was clear that the deceased had been

innrdei/d Tin* coipsc has been identified as tlmt of Mr. Frederick

C Itenleil, an lingirshman, who arrived in New York in the Brttann.c

on Keb. l- He travelled with a young man named Pelley '"'d with a

mariicd couple named nnrchell, all going to the ’ »>'*• O"

leaving lliete Mi. llenwell went to Condon, (:>'»<»•'"> 'he ."f

buying a fa.m, and was not hea.d of again till h.s dead body was d.s-

covered. A statement made in connection with the murder tends to

show that a plot was concocted in England to 5'““”’’ '"*?

Canada, and there murder them for their money. The name of the

man Burchell, who has been arrested on '*
^

mentioned in this statement. Mr. Benwell is said to be the »

Colonel Benwell, living at Cheltenhami and Mr. Pelley, who *™*«"*J

with Mr. Benwell and the Burchells, is described as the son of an

English clergyman.”

The feats of the poor Indian Badmashes in their palmy days pale

1 c sU. anrt aiKitnin^d villainv of thCSC

News and Our Comments.

Wk have much pleasure in laying before the lovers of poetry the open-

ing of an ancient Aryan story, rendered in English verse by a distin-

guished wiilcr. More when we complete it.

• •

'J'he Viceroy leaves Calcutta tomorrow at 6*15 H.M., Calcutta time.

The departure will be pi ivate—a kindness to the would-be satellites

which will scarcely be appreciated. His Excellency visits Saharanpore,

Uehia, Mnssooiie and Chakiata, and .arrives at .Simla on or about the

rnd of April. The legislature in India has thought fit to abolish

the sabbath, and Governors do not mind travelling on Sundays. Lord

L.insdowne will be accompanied by Lady Lansdowno, Colonel J. C.

Ardagh, C.R., Private Secretary to the Viceroy, Surgeon-Major E. H.

Keiin, .Siiigcon to the Viceroy, Captain H. A. Pakenhani, A.-H.-C.,

c’aptain G. C. Lister, A.-D.-C., Mr, F. W. Latimer, and Lord William

.^icresfoid. The la.st will be with the Viceroy till only the i8th April,

when the Military Secretary goes on leave. The Viceregal Court will,

we are suie, feel the sepaiation—and all who have to deal with, or

f'ome within the influence of, the Court. The Mastership of Cere-

monies may not be a great thing, but it is a most delicate oftice, and a

pel feet master of ceremonies is as valuable as it is a rare possession.

I.ord William was such a master by virtue of his unceremoniousness—

his sliaightforward hanciling of matters and his frank genial couilesy.

He was no wise old world ass of a Polonius, but a downright English

genilcinan. Wc tan say this without suspicion of flattery now he is

going away, possibly for good. We may add that we speak from obser-

vation and fiom ciedibk* icport, not having ouisclf the honour of his

J. oid-ship’s personal acquaintance.

•
• •

'l l) perpetuate the memory of the visit of Piince Albert Victor of

Wales to India, the isi Regiment of Punjab Cavalry, Punjab Frontier

Foite, will in future be known'as “
'I'hc 1st (Prince Albert Victoi’s Own)

Regiment of Punjab Cavalry.

”

•
# #

SOMK of the English papers report that “a religions .American

millionaiie has offered the Sultan of Turkey the sum of one hundred

thous.aml dollais on f'onditiou that he will embrace the Christian faith.”

'Phis is chaiactensiic illy national. In America, we have a people who

professing Christianity believe in the Almighty Dollar. As for the

h.aid-piessed monarch of insohent Tuikcy, there need be no iloubl about

the reception of the cool proposition. We can alie.ady see the un-

‘^pi-.ikable Chief of an onspraUable people grinning and cursing audibly

J) the Ktimbalcht and l\<ijir ! •'

*
* *

The Duke of Seville, for speaking disrespectfully of (Juecn Christina of

Spam, w.is condemned to a foi tress from which he escaped. Her
-M.ijesty has novv made a viitiie of necessity, and pardoned the Duke.

¥

In h)u ily, four luhians got into a train when leaving the station of

!• icai azzelli, and, cntcMing one of tlie baggage-waggons, bound the

gti.iid and poitei in ch.iige of the luggage, broke open a chest, took

l-.ixx) liic and goods v.iliieil at 4.000 liie, and decamped before the train

CO aid reach the st.it ion of Paleinio. ^

lightened and icfined Thugs.

It is said that the Cz.ar has prohibitted the Princess Dolgorouki, the

morganatic wife of his late father, and her family from re-entering

Russia. She also ceases, to own the Russian estates given her by the

late Czar, valued at thirty million roubles. She will be allowed a full

compensation of fifteen million roubles for the loss of ihe estates—

according to the arithmetic and equity of Autocracy.

• •

A Persi\N letter intimates that the Czar soon visits his Central Asian

provinces, where pieparations arc making for his reception.

«
• •

Hkrf, is a providential escape :

—

“ While two children were playing near the top of the cliff .at

Auchmithie, At hi oath, they slipped, and rolled down a glassy slope that

terminates in a perpendicular piecipice. Seveial peisons who witnessed

the arcident h.isiened down to the beach, expecting to find the mangled

bodies of the cbildien. They were, however, ama/ed lo find the lillle

one.s on their feet and practically uninjured, their only injunes being a

few slight scratches. The height of the clifl, according to the Ord-

nance Suivey Map, is 145 feet.”

Age might have sustained, under the circumstances, a series of

fractures, simple and compound, to say nothing of the nervous shock,

the giddiness, and the lesl of it.

A RARE phenomenon was visible .\t .St. M:i!o on the 51^ March Be-

tween four and five in the afternoon, a little above the western horizon^

in i\ row, were seer three suns. The central luminary shone with

unwonted biilliancy, and the other two supporters darted rays of

all the prismatic colours. Simultaneously, at a little distance, a rainbow

shewed Itself upside down, with its convex towards the horizon.

•
•

Mr. William O’Brien, M. P., 7/. Lord Salisbury is still hanging fire.

There was judgment for the defendant, and a new trial was refused

by the Divibional Court. The plaintiff applied and has obtained lime

for entering an appe.al against the decision of the Divisional Court, on

giving -secuiity for costs for ick>/. There was opposition on behalf of

the defendant, on the ground that the plaintiff was an impecunious

man and ample .security should be taken if time was granted. It

appears that Lord Sali.sbury has already boinc heavy costs, namely,

at the .Manchester trial 3,500/, in the Divisional Court 250/.

Biiiish justice seems as costly at Home as Abroad. Had Lord .S.ilis-

bury been Governor-General of India, or for that matter an Assistant

Magistrate or Collector or Sub-Opium Agent or a District .Siipeiinten-

denl of Police in India, instead of a maker of Indian rulers that he

i.s, he would not have to pay a farthing out of his own pocket. That is

a inaierial difference— for the taxpayers.

4*4
%

'fliE High Couit has revised the Rules for the admission of Advocates.

The old Rules, dated the ist of July, 1874, hjive been repealed and

the new ones came into effect from the 1st March 1890. Any person

entitled to practise as a Barrister in England or Ireland, or as an Ad-

vocate in the principal Courts of Scotland, who is of good character,

may be admitted as an advocate of the Calcutta High Court. He
must apply by letter to the Registrar, Original Side, and file along

I

with testimonials to character a certificate testifying to his eligibility

I

lo practise as a Barrister or an Advocate in the UnitW Kingdom.

1 if the Judges accept him, he will be admitted on payment of the

. admission fee. He will be awarded a certificate of admission under
1 •
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the signature of the Kcgistrar and the seal of the CouV Any
Advocate may? on the payment of a fee of Rs. 5 in Court fecNstamps

obtain a certificate, under the same signature and seal, showiVg that

his name is bdrnc on the roll of Advocates of the Calcntial High

Court. The nnin^s of Advocates me to be entered .alpliabtlically

on a roll and kept by the Registiar, Original Side, and to be open

to all persons for inspection without fee or reward.

SUROEOM-General Sir Benjamin Simpson, M.O., K.c.i.E., retires from

the service from this date, without any other appreciation by the

Government of India of his past services than that evidenced by the

knighthood conferred previously. Deputy Surgeon-General W. R.

Rice, M.D., Inspector-General of..Ci)(|l Hospitals,- N,.W. Provinces,

takes Dr. Simpson's place as Surgeon^General and Sa!nitary Commis-

sioner with the Government of India.

*

Mr. Gay, Comptroller-General, is more fortunate. He goes oh fur-

lough for nineteen months and a half from the 16th April 1890, and

probably does not rejoin. The Governor-General in Council in anti-

cipation of bis retirement, records ** his high appreciation of the public

services rendered by Mr. Gay.”

• •

Mr. C. J.
O’Donnell, c. S

,
has recovered caste, and has been placed in

charge, as Superintendent, of the Census Operations from the ist

April, 1890. ^

During the absence, on privilege leave, of Mr. G. H. Simmons, Mr.

J. H. Apjohn will act as Vice-Chairman of the Calcutta Port Trust.

Mr. C. E. Symth’s time on that Btiard is up, and the Chamber of

Commerce has elected Mr. H. B. H. Turner in his place.

• •

The next Half-yearly Departmental Examination of Assistants and

Deputy Magistrates and of Officers of the Police, Jail, Medical and

Forest Departments in the Chota Nagpore Division will begin at

Ranchi, on the 21st April next.

• •

The First Half-yearly Examination of Compounders will commence,

at the Temple Medical School at Bankipore on the 7th April.

• • •

Another development of the Post Office of India. From the ist April

1890, parcels may be exchanged between India and South Australia on

terms and conditions applicable to parcels addiessed to Victoria,

Australia.

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Owing to extraordinary pressure on our sp.ace, we are compelled to

decline or to postpone many communications of interest, as to pass over

several topics. Our respected correspondent ‘‘An Observer ” (Panihati)

who writes on the silver difficulty must wait till next week.

Notes, Leaderettes, and
Our Own News.

Both the Queen and the Prince of Wales are away on the Continent.

The Queen left Portsmouth on the 25th instant and arrived at Aix-les-

Bains yesterday. Prince George of Wales completed on the 20lh

March his special course of gunnery instruction on board the Excellent

at Portsmouth, and has gone to Germany in the company of his father

to witness the military manoeuvres. The Prince of Wales and his son

arrived at Berlin on the 21st, and were received at the station by the

Emperor, the Royal Princes and Empress Frederick. There was

a banquet at night. In proposing the visitor’s health, the Emperor

eulo^scd the Army and Navy of England and repeated the hope, he

expressed while in England, that the English Army and Navy would al-

ways act in concert with Germany in the interests of peace. Next duy,

the 22nd, there was a Grand Chapter of the Order of the Black Eagle,

and Prince George of Wales was decorated along with various members

of the Diplomatic Service and statesmen. On the 24th, there was an

inspection of the Queen of Great Britain and Ireland’s Own Dragoon

Regiment, aft^r.lirhich the Emperor William and the P^nce of Wales

dined with the officers. The Emperor drank, amid much enthusiasm,

the toast of the Queen, the Honorary Chief of the Regiment. There

was a dinner ton at the British Embassy, at which the Prince of Wales

and the Emperor proposed each other’s health and wished the two

nation •> mniioued prosperity. Prince Albert Victor of Wales, who

has just tinished his tour in Indi.i, has Ivieu admiii'‘d as a Major in the

German tllucher Hussar?» of which the Prince of W.iles is Colonel.

Prince Bismarck has taken farewell of his Emperor. They parted in all

cordiality. The Emperor embraced and kissed the Prince. The retired

Chancellor will bear the title of Duke as his second title. The Prince

of Wales, now on a visit to the Emperor, has lunche<i with Prince Bis-

marck. Count Herbert Bismarck has also given up the Foreign Secre-

taryship, .and Caprivi succeeds both father and son. Emperor William

has assured Emperor Francis Joseph that the new Chancellor will

preserve the triple alliance existing between Germany, Austria and

Italy. General Caprivi and Counts Knlnoky and Crisp! will shortly

hold a conference.

The Berlin Labour Conference closes to-day.^ At Koepenick—

a

suburb of Berlin—a workmen’s meeting to discuss the eight-hours’ ques-

tion, waxed warm and developed into a riot. The gendarmes were

called in to restore order. They charged and wounded several of the

crowd, and the crowd hurt two of the gendarmes.

Mr. Balfour, the Irish Secretary, has introduced the Irish Land Pur-

chase Bill. He proposes to amalgamate the Landed Estates’ Court and

the Land Commissioners’ Board of Works into the Laud Department

for the purposes of the Act. He prescribes 20 years’ purchase at a

net rent without arrears. The Government advances three millions,

which is secured upon a county contribution, the tenant paying four

per cent, annuity. When the grant is exhausted, it will be re-advanced

as it is repaid, thereby securing a perpetual fund. A separate treat-

ment is suggested for congested areas. The measure is permissive,

not compulsory. Mr. Gladstone pronounced it the most complex ever

introduced into the House of Commons, but thought it ought not to be

made a party question. The second reading has been fixed for 14th

April next.

There was serious rioting on Thursday, the 22nd, among the students

of the Moscow University. They demanded certain reforms in regula-

tions which weie refused. Five bundled arrests were made. Troops

are guarding tlie neighbouihood, and traffic is forbidden. The stu-

dents are found implicated with the Army officers in a plot against

the Czar.

The House of Lords has adopted without a division the report of the

Parnell Commission. The Gl.adstoni.Hn-Liberals did not vote, but

recorded a protest against the adoption.

Oxford has beat Cambridge in the boat race. Both boats led alter-

nately, Cambridge had won the toss and |jad the best position. The

race is said to hiivc been the finest ever known. The weather was

lovely, and the crowd of spectators vast. Capibridge was a strong favorite

but Oxford, after a severe contest, proved superior by one length.

Uncovering the head for salute has been abolished in the British

Navy. Perhaps, it is considered an unhealthy custom, exposing the

saluter to cold. The Admiralty have ordered that instead of raising

the hat, a sailor shall salute his officers after the military fashion, but

with the side of the hand not the palm to the front. An Army Order

prohibits quartermasters of cavalry to wear the cocked hat, but allows

them to assume ” the full-dress head-dress worn by other officers of

their respective regiments.”

Flood and fire have made a sad havoc in America. A disastrous cy-

clone has devastated the Ohio valley from Cincinnati to Cairo. There is

disaster at Louisville. Eight hundred lives have been lost, three hun

dred houses demolished, the City Hall with 300 dancers overthrown,

and the railway station blown bodily into the raging waters of the

Ohio. The falling of houses was followed by fire which added to the

confusion and death. The dykes at Greensville, Mississippi, are

strained to the utmost, and a fresh disaster is expected every moment.
I
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Austria has decided to spend four million florins on smokeless

powder, and tlie Minister for War has the command of the Emperor to

apply to the Delegations for the grant.

Old Euroj^e is wont to “chaff” young America as ‘*g#-ahead.

But* the sneer invariably recoils up(»n the sneerer. There is not a

smarterTellow under the sini than Cousin Jonathan. There is not a

more knowing Government than that of Uncle Sam. Take Alaska)

and coinpaie its Past and its Piescnt I Paradoxical, not to say

absurd, as it may sound, it was not without extreme unwillingness that

Europe voluntarily delivered that country into American possession.

Alaska was an appanage of the House of Romanoff—a Province

of the Great Northern Empire. It was one of the Russias of which

the Czar is the Autocrat. But it was no good— of no more use

than to swell the already swollen titles and possessions of that

Sovereign. It lay a de.ad weight on his hands. It was a weakness

to the state—a drain on its resources. It did not pay its own

way. The statesmen of Russia were heartily sick of it. Yet they

had not the heart to igive it up. Earth-hunger is a well-known Mus-

covite weakness. The idea of empiie over all the Continents of the

Northern Hemisphere was dear to the Russian imagination, and the

fact no doubt conferred prestige on the Power. At last, under the

financial stress of the last war, Russia disposed of her America for a

consideration. She cemented her fiiendship with the Great Republic

of North America by making it over to the latter.

Tiie courts of Europe thought that the Czar had made a bargain,

though he got less than 2 million pounds for a vast territory. Of

fouise, tite suggestion was that Uncle bam had been “done in the eye”

—as the vulgar phrase goes—by the wily Bear. The question was

asked, what will Uncle Sam do with it ? But Sam always knows what he

is about. And, besides, he has the gift of making good out of evil, if ne-

cessmy. He did not covet Alaska f<#a mere costly feather in his diadem.

He would not maintain the white elephant like a living god for magni-

ficent woiship, but has made it woik for him and his as an honest beast.

Alsaka was purchased from Russia by the United States for 7,200,00^

dols. Under the last lease, these islands of what was formerly known

in geoj^raphy as Russian America yielded a revenue of 6,350,000 dols

on fur seals. The new lease is expected to secure 20,000,000 dols, or

an annual revenue of about 1,000,000 dols. We wish our Government

might take a leaf out of the book of American statesmanship.

The extraordinary overproduction of silver in our generation has

c.iuscd u currency ditBcuity tliioughuul the civilised world. That diffi-

tuliy is nowhere so embairassing as in Ameiica, where the production

has been greatest. The Americans are, however, showing the Old

World a good example of intelligent activity in dealing with the crisis.

After a series of delicate negocialions, they have appointed delegates

from all the St iles of their Continent to meet and discuss the subject

and, if possible, find out a lemedy. The latest news is that a

Committee of the Pan-American Congress recommends the coinage

of a common silver dollar for legal tender for all American nations

and the issue by the United Stales of certificates on bullion deposited

by the people of the Central or South American States. It is ex-

pected that the said Congtess will adopt these suggestions.

We have been able to gather the following stray bits of economic and

commercial information from various sources, and lay them before the

reader for what they are worth. In the issue of the ijlh May 1888, the

“London and China Telegraph ” has the following note :
—

“Of late shark-fishing has been usually successful on the Java coast.

The desh of these creatures, hard and tough as it is, finds ready .sale as
an ai tide of food. Sailed and dried, it answers among the natives as
relish to rice. Shark’s fins aUo ineei demand among the Chinese, who
look upon them as strengthening diet,”

,

If measures were taken on a large scale for catching sharks in and

about India, our ordinary fish supply would be appreciably augmented,

while tlie diied and salted shaiks themselves furnished an addition of

cJieap food for the million.

Mr. G. Strachey, Hei Majesty’s Chargt^ d’ Affaires at Dresden, in a

despatch to the Foreign Office, dated the nth May 1888, with respect

to the sale of cocoamii but lei in S.ixony, siiys :

—

“The local sanitary police decided some time since that the regula-
tions of the maigarine law were, applicable to cocoanut butteis. On
the complaint of some Mnnnhcim makers of the article, the provincial
auiiio.iues quashed this decision as illegal. *

They /nled that a cocoanut butter, being on analysis to he in the

nature /‘a pure vegetable fat, was not a preparation sUmlar to animal

butters/ in the sense of the margarine law. This surrogate might,

therefie, lawfully bear the designation of cocoanut butter and could

be sola- without lestriction.”

Wh/re are cocoanut butters in India? Ghee having been abolished,

we hudly want an honest substitute.

Again, the Earl of Lytton, Her Majesty’s Ambassador at Paris, in a des-

patch to the Foreign Office, dated the 3rd May 1889, encloses copy of a

decree of the French President, applying to Guadeloupe the law of

the 4th March 1887 and the official regulations of the 8th May 1888,

relative to the repression of the frauds in the sale of butters.

^ The following particulars respecting the egg trade of Denmark arc

exit acted from a report to the Foreign Office, dated the iSth April last,

by Mr. Conway Thornton, Her Majesty’s Chargd d’ Affaires at

Copenhagen, and issue! as a Memorandum by the Agricultural De-

partment of the Piivy Council

“About the year 1866-67 the total exportation of egg from Denmark

is staled to have been, annually, about 45,000 score, with a declared

value of 32,400 kroner, Danish money, equivalent to 1,800/ sterling.

In the year 1877 the total had risen to 944,000 score, at a value of

925,000 kroner, or 51,388/.

in the year 1885 the number exported was 3.624,480 score, repre-

senting a value of kroner 3,3^9.891 *86,660/ nearly.

In 1886 the figures given are 4,650,500 score, value in kroner

4,030,121 or 223,895/ nearly and in 1887 5.546,725 score valued at

kioncr 4,725.255 ^^^out 26^514/.”

A COMMUNICATION, dated the 6th May last, encloses to the Secretary

of the London Office of the Inspectorate General of Chinese Maritime

Customs, a statement, from which it appears that the number of

foreign type merchant vessels owned by Chinese at the Treaty.

Poitson3ist December 1888 was 135, with a total displacement of

34,426 tons. Of this total, 72, with a tonnage of 9.910 tons, were

sailing vessels, and 63, with a tonnage of 26,519 tons, were steamers.

The President of the Si()ckton-on-Tee.> Chamber of Commerce, at the

annual meeting, said that the Teeside salt field now covered an

area of II square miles of the average thickness of 70 feet. In some

places the stratum was even 100 feet thick, and there every acre

contained 200,000 tons of salt. According to him, there was sufificient

salt in the district to supply the whole world for 800 years.

A GENTLEMAN of the name of Lciner, who had formerly been in the

army and risen to majority, was serving a tradesman—a beer agent—

as an office cleik in Vienna. One day, coming out of a bank after cash-

ing for his master 37,600 florins and pulling them in his pocket-book, he

suddenly fainted and fell down iii^msible. On recovering soon after,

he missed the money, pocket-book and all. Some one must have

taken advantage of his helplessness, he declared, to purloin tffe pocket-

book. Tiie Police suspeett 1 Leiner himself, to the derision of his

master who believed his de l: incapable of theft. Lciner aftci wards

issued an advertisement allowing the piirloiner or possessor of the

note-book with its contents, the op mn of keeping for his own use and

enjoyment 7,600 florins if he just quietly, without disclosing himself,

returned him by post the balance, 30,000 florins. We must here, for

the sake of what follows, give the very words of the account which is

going the round

“After writing several letters he went in an omnibus to the Central

Cemetery, and, slanging on the grave of his first wife, he shot himself

dead with a revolver. Early in the afternoon his employer received an

unpaid leiter, which when opened was found to contain the 30,000

florins. The address was printed, and cut from one of the advertise-

ments published in the morning. Had the poor fellow waited a few

hours longer before committing suicide the proof ofjris innocence

would have been seen from the letter. There are, however, some

persons who think that it was he who, before shooting himself, put the

money in^o the post office.”

These “some persons” arc a horrible lot, many, we are aXraid,^

imagine. We confess we incline to think wi/A the “ horribles they

have a truer appreciation of that living paradox, man, and show an

insight into the deeper mysteries of our nature. For us, however, at

this distance, depending on a meagre scrap of fifth-hand report, there

are special difficulties in arriving at a confident conclusion. The very

chronology of the transaction is defective. It is not clear whether

Leiner shot himself the very morning the advertisement appeared. If

that was the case, poor Leincr’s memory must remain fof^ver burdened

with the Pclion upon Ossa of reproach—the suspicion of having sealed

treacherous larceny with suicidal blood.
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Mr. Labouchere has labelled the Premier as—Untruth thy tame is

Salisbury. In addressing a meeting in North St. Pancras on MVrch i,

the day after his suspension from the House of Commons for s\$tem>

atically refusing ^to withdraw the offensive expression that he clld not

believe ^rd Salisbury, he said \

“It dWa mattgr of the most absolute indifference to him whA the
majority in the House decided in regard to him or upon many other
more important subjects. He regarded the majority of the House of
Commons as the most disreputable crew of men that ever Provi<lcnce

in His wrath inflicted upon a people. Why was he suspended ? The
House of Commons seemed to think that the members for Northampton
should be very believing men. The House of Commons not many
years ago expelled his colleague because he did not believe in things
heavenly; they suspended him (Mr. Labouchere ) because he would
not believe in things of the earth, earthy. He declined to believe in

the Marcjuess of Salisbury. He would like to see the Conservative
who would stand up and say on his honour that he believed one single

word the Marquess of Salisbury ever said. When people wanted to

say that a person was telling a lie, and wished to say it civilly, they
said, * You tell a Salisbury.’ He thought Lord Salisbury, when he
(Mr. Labouchere) said he would not believe him, would consider it a
delicate flattery. Everybody liked to excel in some particular charac-
ter. Lord Salisbury’s speciality was that he could not tell one single

word of truth.”

At another meeting, to influence the same election in favor of a

rival candidate. Lord George Hamilton remarked :

—

“ He devoted his attention to what he called the deplorable incidents
of the previous night in Parliament, and after describing what took
place said that while the debate was in progress he said to his neigh-
bour, ‘ Why is our time thus taken up with such things ?’ ‘ Oh,’ was the

reply, ‘do not you know what it is donc^or? It is to influence the
North St. Pancras election.’ He found that was the general opinion
in the lobbies, and he saw that night that Mr. Labouchere was adver-
tised to address a meeting in St. Pancras. They must recollect that

since Mr. Labouchere had been in political life he had been playing
the same game. Personal calumny and rnend.'icious tittle-tattle were
the weapons with which he fought. If his career were cut short the
whole thing to be said of him would be that he had devoted his life to

making personal calumny profitable. If they returned Mr. Graham
at the head of the poll, not only would they be doing great service in

maintaining the unity of the Empire, but a still greater service in

striking a deadly blow at the malpractices of political black-guardism.
It was regrettable that any section of a political party should ever sink
to such methods.”

But Labouchere, however, won the day. The election turned in

favor of Mr. Bolton (G. R.) by 108 votes against the Conservative

candidate Mr. Graham.

The Tichborne claimant has announced that his case will be re-opened

in April. A fund of 150,000/. has been guaranteed towards the

necessary legal and other expenses. He is staying at the Plough

Hotel, Far Green, Hanley, and looks remarkably well. Every evening

he delivers free discourses on his last trial. He has found that of the

385 witnesses, 272 were positives and 113 negatives.

Let nobody laugh at this Udyoga Parva of the Tichborniad—these

preparations for recommencing a lost—all too lost—game. No
matter the cause has been over and over condemned, no matter the

impudent Claimant has been thrice slain, his chances are not ail ex-

hausted, so long as there are subtle lawyers and incompetent judges.

Law is a strange land of conlradition—of Hope and Ruin. It is a

region of surprises. Nothing here is so certain as the unexpected.

From what we have recently witnessed in India, we see no ground to

despair of the fortunes of the adventurous butcher. It was Orton’s

misfortune to fall into the hands of a craty irascible Irishman as his

advocate, who in the same breath ruined both client and counsel—his

own good self. Had the Claimant been advised by, say, a Charles

Paul, had his case been argued and watched over by ^ James Wood-
luffe, what wonder that the perspicacity of a Coleridge would have

been eclipsed 1

The Government Resolution on the Sone Canals Committee’s report

shows the usual difficulties of dealing with recommendations of

Commissions and Committees of Enquiry, where such recommenclations
• involves material changes of administrative principles or policy.

Minor suggestions are more easily given effect to, but where more
fundamental questions are in issue, a Commission may argue ever so

conclusively, the Government always fight shy of its p.oposals. It is

dms that Commissions after Commissions have sat and collected

evidence and reported, without much good coming of it in the end.

In the case of the Sone Canals Committee, some of the matters

which it was recjgired to report upon were of the gravtst import.

1 be complaintiilgainst the canals were not merely directed against

assessment of the water-rate or the exactions of irrigation
|

departmental officers, but against irrigation itself. It was alleged,

for instance, that canal water has an actually deteriorating effect

upon the soil, and a desire was expressed for reverting to old

methods of irrrigation from wells and reservoirs. An equally, if

not morc^ serious grievance, was the injury alleged to be done by

irrigation to the health of the districts by the dampness of tjie^oil

occasioned by its channels, and 2ndly by the obstruction to drainage

caused by the canal embankments. These and some other equally

grave matters were referred to the Committee for investigation and

report. The Committee went into these questions and made en-

quiries with a great degree of pains and diligence.** But cut bono f

The Committee’s finding as to the reality of the alleged grievances

can hardly lead to any practical results. The Epidemic Commission
similarly found the Railway Embankments to have occasioned the

malaria from which the country was free before. But was it possible

for the Government to do away with the Railways in order to

secure the health of the people ? In the same way, it is now too late

to complain of the canals, which must be accepted with their evils for

the measure of protection they afford in seasons of deficient raiii-fall

against the effects of scarcity.

i The controversy on Indian excise administration has proceeded

far too long and with too much bitterness to make it desirable to

pursue it any further. The Government of India have just addressed

an elaborate despatch on the subject to the Secretary of State, in

which they defend their excise policy from the charges formulated

in the Resolution of the House of Commons passed at the instance

of Messrs. Caine and Smith. The Government contend that their

excise policy has always been free from the reproach laid against

it, of being aimed merely at the production of a large revenue at the

expense of the morals of the people. On the contrary, the principle

which has formed the basis of that policy has been to check the manu-

facture and consumption of intoxicants by imposing upon them the

highest possible duties short of prohibition. The contention may be

accepted. The abstract principles that are laid down by the highest

authorities in this or any other case, may be open to little objection,

but the actual administration of sound principles in the hands of a sub-

ordinate agency may nevertheless be as bad as popular opinion, probably

with some exaggeration, describes it to be. Look at the Income Tax for

an example. If one were to read the discussions in the Supreme
Council at the passing of the Income Tax Act, nothing could be more
reassuring than the anxiety expressed by Hon’ble members to prevent

it from being a source of hardship to classes of people who may be

considered poor and who are expressly exempted from its operation.

But who that has any knowledge of the proceedings of the assessing

officers and even of Collectors possessed with a zeal for raising the

revenue, will deny that great illegalities and hardships are com-

mitted by them in utter violation of the law and the wishes of its makers.

The same is the case with excise administration. It is satisfactory,

however, that the agitation on the subject has pointedly drawn the

attention of the Government of India to the weak points of the excise

administration. The ontstill system had /or years received an en-

couragement which it should not have done, and the public ought now

to be satisfied with the orders which have now been issued for its abof

lition in all populous districts. The outstill system will, of course, be-

retained in sparsely inhabited tracts for which the Central Dis-

tilleries are not suitable, but they will be safeguarded by proper res-

trictions on the capacity of the stills as well as by the fixing of a

minimum price for the liquor.

The Metropolitan Institution of Pundit Iswar Chandra Vidyasagar

has sustained a heavy loss in the death of its popular Professor of

English, Baboo Prasanna Kumar Lahiri, M.A. He was a distinguished

graduate of the Calcutta University, a Prem Chand Roy Chand Scholar,

and a favorite pupil of Mr. Tawney's. Vidyasagar’s experiment of

carrying on bis College with an exclusively native staff of teachers, owes

the extent of success which has attended it, in a great part, to,

the deceased professor. Indeed, there must have been stuff in a man
who held his own as an expounder of the higher English classics

in the midst of the competition of more favored State and Mis-

sionary Institutions with their European staffs. He had a rare

aptitude for bis profession, and it is indeed a pleasure to hear his

pupils speak enthusiastically in his praise. Babu Prasanna Kumar
was quiet, modeit aqd il|no8teotatioa8 in his demeanour and maimers
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and, withal, possessed of much true self-respect. It was his self-respect-

ing disposition which made hint shun the service of Government,

Probabiy, be thought be could not thrive in a service in which he found

people prospering by arts which were repugnant to his feelings. Outside

the circle of his own students, he was more widely known as “ P. K.

l.ahiri,” the popular author of “keys” for Entrance and First Arts

Course^ and even for some of the English text-books for the B. A, Ex-

aitiination. He made a small fortune by this means, of which he has

bequeathed no inconsiderable portion for the benefit of the poor, the

rest being divided among his surviving relations.

There was a meeting lately held at the Metropolitan Institution to

do honor to his memory. Judging from the large attendance at this

meeting, and the speeches which were delivered, one can have no

doubt as to the great popularity enjoyed by the deceased. Mr. Tawney

was present, and expressed the high opinion he had of Prasanna

Kumar as his pupil. Mr. Tawney said that he had twice offered him

an appointment in the Education Department of the Government,

but he declined to accept it. But seeing the great popularity which

he had won amongst the large number of students whom he had

taught m a private* college, he, Mr. Tawney, was not disposed to

I egret the choice Lahiri made of masters.

A subscription has been opened among the pupils, friends and ad-

mirers of the deceased, and the form of the memorial, which will de-

pend on the sum raised, will be decided afterwards.

On Thursday, in presence of a brilliant assembly of the rank, wealth,

and intelligence of the land, the Viceroy, assisted by his Law Mem-

ber and his Lord Lieutenant of the Province, laid the foundation of

the Laboratory for the Science Association. They who were not pre-

sent missed a rare enjoyment of the highest order. The ceremony

w.as woilh alteiuling, if only to hear Dr. Sircar on his favorite topic,

lie almost surpassed himself on the occasion. Such an address as

he#delivered, is itself an event,—in India at any rate. But there was

a far more agieeabic surprise in store for the meeting the announce-

ment of the Maharaja of Vizianagram’s right royal benefaction, made

with right royal self-unconsciousness of doing anything extraordinary.

We would willingly dwell on the subject and the scene, but between

the claims of the Budget debate, the invasion of the Influenza, and

other matters, we have space only to reproduce Dr. Sircar’s Address.

We elsewnere give the full text, which is not to be found in the

morning papers.

The epidemic known as the “ Influenza ” has travelled all the way

from Europe to India, and has made its appearance in several towns

in this country. Last week it was very bad at Bankipore. Elsewhere will

be found a special account from that town giving the unpleasant details.

'Pile unwelcome disease seems to have broken out in Burrabazar of our

town. The principal symptoms of the disease arc head-ache, prostra-

tion, aching of the whole body, fever and severe cough.

Kedernath Mookerjee, the well-known Head Assistant of the Gov-

ernor-General’s Agent with the late King of Oudh, has been under sus-

pension, as our readers ar® aware, for several months, while his ac-

( ounts are being audited by an Auditor specially deputed for the pur-

pose by the Accountant-General for Bengal. He had already been

made to pay Rs. 8,000, about a year ago, as he was unable to account for

that sum, which had come into his hands in the course of business.

We now hear that the Auditor has discovered a deficit of Rs. 10,600,

in the accounts. We do not know whether Kedar would be compelled to

give up the remaining 2,600, or whether he would be criminally pro-

secuted. He is, however, a lucky fellow, as we hear he is acting as

a broker, in Mr. Upton’s office, in the private sale of the late King of

OudlPs houses.

Complaint reaches us from Natore, that the Headmaster of the locaj

Municipal High School is bent upon abolishing Persian as the second

language in that school. He has accordingly applied to the Chairman

of the Municipality and he, it seems, has taken up the cause. Persian

IS being taught in the school, since its foundation, and there seems no

very valid reason for its suppression. * H it is not the Court language,

It is still the language spoken and understood by educated gentlemen of

the Old School in every part of India, and it will do Hindoo boys

good to learn that courtly language, and bring them en rapport with

iheir Mahomedan fellow-subjects. It is ignorance thfit divides

the two, to the detriment of both and to the injury of the best inier-
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esis, soaal and political, of their common country. There is ait urgent

local rc/son at Natore for the study. Rajshahye is a Mahomedan Dis-

trict. ^t was Mr. William Adam’s educational enquiries in that part

of thejeountry so far back as the administration of Lord William Bcn-

tinck/ihat brought out the fact of the preponderance of the Mahomedan

elcmfnt in the population. Now, for Mahomedans there can be no

education with any pretensions to liberality without Persian.

The Indian Councils Bill having passed through the House of Lords,

without a definite recognition of the principle of election, it is not to be

supposed that that matter is settled. On the contrary, it is notorious

that the whole question will be reopened in the House of Commons

by the Radicals. At any rate, the democratic India Reformers will

make a great demonstration on the point and try hard for the adoption

of election. Il ls no wonder, therefore, that the communities which

arc in a numerical minority in India, should take alarm at the prospect,

and protest in advance against any such recognition of the system.

We understand that the Mahomedan Literary Society of Calcutta, the

oldest Mahomedan organization in I n dia, founded by Nawab Abdool

Lutcef Bahadur, for the social and political improvement of his com-

munity, are preparing a representation upon the subject.

We regret to have to announce the death, on Thursday the 20th March,

of the widow of the late Baboo Rakhal Chunder Mookerjee, of

Boinchi. This opulent Brahman Zemindar family was founded by the

remarkable and good Thak^irdas, father of Rakhal, Behary and Ramlal.

Boinchi, once a thriving village, has been ruined with a hundred other

places by malaria. Ramlal is dragging on a miserable existence in his

retreat at Monghyr. The death of the lady leaves as sole occupant

of the ancestral seat her honest and amiable son, Baboo Janoki

Nath Mookerjee, once a leader of fashion in Calcutta, himself a vale-

tudinarian. Baboo Janoki Natb is the owner of the estate on which

ihe Battle of Plassy was fought.

Mr. F. B. Peacock leaves for good—in every sense on the evening

ofthei5ihof next mouth, and Sir Henry Harrison takes charge of

the Boaid the same day and, of course, Mr. Lee comes into bis shoes

as Chairman of the Corporation.

Mr. Brett having taken leave, Mr. Carnduff, Under-Secretary in the

Bengal Office, took up the duties of Registrar, High Court, Appellate

Side, to-day.

Univer.sity scandals will not cease. The Calcutta University, at any

rale, would seem determined to imitate the Punjab University in its

morals. It is now an open secret that Question papers in several of the

subjects of examination had been in the hands of several of the examinees

before the examination was held. Is there any Larpent here also ? We

trust there will be a sifting enquiry, and the culprits b roiight to book

Already, some easy-going people are endeavouring to hush up ffie matter .
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the debate on the budget.

The debate on the Budget was, to adopt Sir Steuart

Bayley’s characterisation of it, one chorus of congra-

tulation of the Finance Minister. Sir David Bar-

bour had presented a most satisfactory balance-sheet,

and naturally the Council was thrown into a happy

frame of mind. Compliments and felicitations for hi.s

achievement of a good and substantial surplus flowed

in upon him from all sides, and if therfl^re anxious

cares and toils incident to his position, for once he

must liave felt himself amply recompensed for them
^

in the general and cordial expression of
^

appFbva|',
’

satisfaction and confidence with which his Budget

was greeted by his colleagues. The general charac-

ter of yesterday’s debate being thus pitched m a

pleasant ’key, there were, of course, other notes

touched in its course which, without marring the

prevailing harmony, imparted more fulness and free-

dom to tne discussion. Indeed, with th%45right pros-

pect of a year of surplus before them, it was only
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natural that Hon’ble Members should aftcu' a com-
placent cpntemplation of the outlook, indulgeUach his

own views as to the best way of enjoying tMtr good
fortune. .If in the rainy day they had restricted their

exDMses, hr laid contributions upon Local Governments
or imposed taxation upon the people, these wwe un-

pleasant alternatives to which they had been forced

by sheer stress of want. Now that a brighter day had

dawned, should they not live in a more ambitious

style, relieve the Provinces of their tributes, and the

tax-payers of their burdens ? This was the strain of

the debate, and altogether the proceedings were of a

highly pleasant character.

The debate was opened by the Hon’ble Mr. Nul-

kar who spoke with candour of the shortness of the

interval that had elapsed since the presentation of the

Budget, as well as of the meagreness of the informa-

tion which it offered with respect to the Home
Charges. He expressed a hope that in future Hon’ble

members might be in a better position to master the

details of the document before they were expected

to pass their opinion on it. In connection with

the Home Charges, Mr. Nulkar expressed his

great disappointment at the Secretary of State’s

decision against the abolition of the Statutory

Civil Service. The recommendation of the Public

Service Commission in that behalf, had the merit of

eliminating all distinction of race from the principles

on which that Commission proposed that the services

should be recruited, and if, said Mr. Nulkar, that re-

commendation were adopted by Lord Cross, the In-

dian finances would be relieved of the burden now
and hereafter to be borne by them on account of pen-

sions of the Uncovenanted Service payable in Eng-

land in sterling. His criticisms of the items of Re-

venue were mainly confined to Salt and Abkari. The
enhancement of the salt duty was strongly condemned

and an earnest appeal was made for its reduction “ as

a measure of relief to poor humanity.” The Bombay
Member spoke with almost the warmth of an unsophis-

ticated Hindu on the Abkari revenue and hoped

that the obtru.sive features of its administration would

disappear under the attention which the Government

have been recently bestowing on the subject.

The next speaker was Sir Alexander Wilson who
spoke with great ability. He supported the Govern-

ment policy of maintaining existing taxation intact,

notwithstanding there is a surplus. “ No doubt,” he

said, " when a surplus Budget is declared, there is a

popular expectation of some corresponding reduction

in taxation. But the di.sappointment on this occasion

will be tempered with the appreciation of the wisdom

of the policy which declines in the first flush of pros-

perity to part with any of the resources of the State.”

While Sir Alexander Wilson was at one with the

Finance Member in this respect, he had no hesita-

tion in calling on the Government to embark on a

course of railway extension on a scale of Imperial

magnificence.

We are quite persuaded of the great importance of

railways in these days of commercial comp«y;ition and

^f their value as protection against the risks

of famine. We can therefore sympathise with the

representative of commerce in his. views on the sub-

ject Our only difterence with Sir Alexander is in

regard to his position on the subject, of taxation.

The oppressions and tyrannical proceedings incident-

al to the administration of the Income taxi—the hard-

ships felt by the poorer classes of many, parts of the

country from the enhanced price of salt—-these things

are too great and real evils to be maintained in easy
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times of financial prosperity. The Viceroy’s remarks

on the subject are, indeed, conceived in great wisdom,

and we can appreciate the forbearance ' he has ex-

ercised in coming to the conclusion to retain the

taxes until more confidently assured of lasting

financial prosperity. Nevertheless, we 'hoM that

the evils in detail wrought by those talfes are

not sufficiently realized or believed. We our-

selves do not know them to the fullest extent in

which they exist, but so far as we know is enough

to strongly convince us that their rete^ition can have

only one justification, namely, that of an inexorable

financial necessity not to be met by other means.

But it is useless to quarrel with a decision which has

been deliberately adopted by the Government, parti-

cularly as the Viceroy in conveying this decision has

held forth, as in last year, the hope that on the

advent of more assuredly better times, the recom-

mendations made by Mr, Nulkar and by Sayed

Ameer Hossein for the reduction of the salt duty

and of the exemption of the lower classes of In-

come tax assessees would be favorably considered.

Sir Steuart Bayley and Mr. Evans urged strongly

for the return of the contribution of ten lacs of

rupees, which the Government of Bengal had made
towards meeting the deficit of the Imperial Govern-

ment. That deficit had now given place to a surplus,

and as the Provincial Governments had loyally ac-

commodated the Government of India and in times

of difficulty, it was but fair that that Government

.should in their turn mark their sympathy with the

difficulties of the Subordinate Governments by readi-

ly refunding the money of which they have now no

need. Sir Steuart Bayley’s speech was an earnest

argument :

—

“The Hon’ble Sir Steuart l^ayley also wished to join in the general

chorus of congratulation in the success of the Budget the Hon’hle the

Finance Member had laid before them, and he hoped the Hon’ble

Member would not take it ill if he (the speiiker) introduced the rift in

the lute by leferring to the contributions which were taken from the

Provincial c;overninents. It was scarcely necessary that he should

remind the Council why those contributions were taken. It was sup-

posed that it would be difficult to make both ends meet. Under these

circumstances local Governments, were asked to contribute and they

did; the share of the Bengal Government amounting to ten lakhs.

This year they had cxtrcioe difficullie.s to contend with in Bengal.

There had been scaicity in some parts, the excise revenue had dimi-

nished, and they had been compelled to refuse even small requests— in

fact, theyh.id been actually starving the administration : in other words,

they had nothing to spend on any fiesh developments. It was no

doubt right, when the Government of India were in a grave and criti-

cal crisis, that local Governments should be called on to assi.st. But

now that the gloomy forecast had been dispelled, and they had a sur-

plus of 2^ millions, ought not Provincial Governments to expect a

refund of their conlj ibulions ? Had the state of things which existed

now been known a year ago, he felt sii^e it would never have occurred

to his hon’ble friend the Finance Ministejr to have asked for these con-

tributions as it would have cut the basis upon which the Provincial

contracts were founded. That being so, was there any reason—these

circumstances having been removed—why the money taken from Pro-

vincial Governments should not be restored, and sent back once more

to the status quo ante ? The loss of ten lakhs had put the Bengal Gov-

‘ernmenl to great inconvenience, as among other results it did not

permit them to incrca.se the number of moonsiffis, of which complaiiit

had Just been made by the Hon’blc Mr. Kvans, to improve the police,

and to contiibiite towards woiks of public utility. He therefore asked

his hon’ble friend of Finance Minister if he would not be able to restore

the contribution.”
i r 1 •

Sir David Barbour, however, disposed of this ap-

peal ratherly curtly. He said :

—

“From th^ remarks of his fiiend the LiiMitenant-Governor of Bengal

it would seem that all that was necessary for the prospects of Bengal

as regards the prevention of famine, the improvement (»f com is,

was to get back the ten lakhs. He would, however, take the oppoi-

tuniiy to point out that the ten lakhs were not taken yearly, but once

for all, and if distributed, the contribution would not amount to one

ice per head of population, which would not add very materially to the

appincss or prosperity of the country. ’

The debate was valuable for some valuable reflec-

tions made by Raja Durga Charan Law upon the mis-

called Insurance Fund. The Viceroy’s concluding

speech was a most able defence of the financial policy

of his Government. The opening remarks of his

>
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Lordship on the Bill now passed the House of Lords

for the reconstitution of the Legislative Councils,

ought to remove those misapprehensions which pre-

vail in some quarters as to his Lordship’s part in the

framing of Lord Cross’s Bill. His Lordship said :

—

“ I venture, tiowever, to express iny hope that too much credence will

not beTi\>?vUted to the wholly unauthorized rumours, which are cir-

culated from lime to lime, in regard to the attitude of the present

Government of India towards this most importatu constitutional ques-

tion. For the opinions expressed by us in the correspondence which

the Secretary of State has thought proper to lay before Parliament, we
accept the fullest responsibility. For other opinions, confidently at-

tributed to us, but not* so far as I am aware, disclosed in any statement

of our views, official or unofficial, which has been given to the public,

we disclaim all respoiiMbilny. I will only add that 1 earnestly trust

that even those who would themselves desire to see a scheme more

ambitious and far-reaching than that of the Secretary of State adopted

by the Government of India and liy her iM ijesiy’s Oovcrnmeni, will

not, for that leason, allow themselves to be led to disparage unjustly

the measure which has lately been passed by the House ol Lords—

a

measure which I honestly believe marks one of the greatest advances

which has been made for many years past in the diiection of a liberal

reform of our institutions.”

THE INFLUENZA IN PATNA.
Patna is regularly besieged, and Influenza has created quite

a panic among the people here. The patient is attacked with

strong fever, cough and cold, attended with insufferable pain

all over the body, which makes him quite prostrate. Up to

this time the victims have been left with only a bad shak-

ing after some days, and no more serious consequences have re-

sulted. The prostration, however, remains for some time after.

Luckily, the European camp, with very few exceptions, has es-

caped its ravages up to this time.

Moulvi A. K. M. Abdus Subhan, Deputy Magistrate, Babu

Prokash Chandra Roy, Excise Deputy Collector, Moulvi Hashmat

Husain, Sub-Deputy Collector, the Collcctorate Shcristadar, the

Treasury Accountant, and almost half the Amla of the Collcctorate

arc found absent. It was amusing to notice the Collector going

round the other day from room to room, through silent apart-

ments, inspecting a Sherista without Shcristadar and other principal

subordinates of the Department.

Parties in litigation and their witnesses are also not regular in at-

tendance, A number of Pleaders and Mooktears arc suffering, and

the work is practically at a stand-still. Baboos Gobind Ch under

Mitter, d. 1.., and Shama Churn Banerjee, Pleaders, and Moulvi

Zahccruddin, Government Prosecutor, arc all ailing. The Civil

Court amla arc also down with fever, almost all of them.

Mr. A. S. Phillips, the Headmaster of the Patna Collegiate School,

Babu Shivanath Sinha, the 2nd master, Moulvi Mahomed Ibrahim,

Head Moulvi, and some other teachers of the Institution arc also

down with the epidemic.

Dr. Asder Ali, the Assistant Surgeon in medical charge of the

school, found as many as 4$ boys under its influence, on one day

onlVy and he had to recommend their leave in a body. I hear the

distribution of prizes to the boys of the School, which was to come

off about the end of this month, has had in consequence to be post-

poned sine die.

Neither age nor condition escapes. The venerable Nawab Syud

Velayet Ali Khan, c.i.e., and the young Syud Sharfuddin Saheb,

Barristcr-at-law, are both victims.

Musst. Mahamdi Jan is building a big mosque in the city,

and a very large number of laborers and masons work there daily.

Some 50 of these men have fallen ill, one after the other
; 25 of these

arc reported to have got ill one day. About 18 men employed at a

printing establishment at Bankiporc have also fallen ill similarly,

la fact, every household contains at least hall a dozen sick patients

—if not more—at a time.

The hands of the Doctors and Hakeems are quite full in conse-

quence. Hundreds of fresh cases crowd upon them daily. Besides,

there is a very heavy influx of wotk at the two charitable dis-

pensaries in the city and at Bankiporc.

The great Shikaree Raja of Maksoodporc in Gya, Rameshar
Pershad Narain Singh, who caught alive, sometime ago, four big

man-eating tigers and killed two others, which had caused quite a

havoc for some years together in a number of villages in the

borders of the Hazaribagh District, and which the energetic vigilance

and expensive attempts of the authorities, and the regular

European shikar parties organized by them could not suppress any

xvay—and two of which inan-cating tigers are still to be seen in the

Calcutta Zoological Gardens—came up to Bankiporc for a short

stay to see the outgoing Commissioner, Mr. Boxwcll, off and to wel-

come the new hero Mr. Steven. It is said that even he “the

great ” has been victimised and laid prostrate by the influenza,

though in a mild form. As if by way of compensation, some of the

men of his establishment here are sufl'ering greatly. May God have

mercy upon the people.

Bankiporc, 27th March*

THE HON’BLE DR. MAHENDRA LAL SIRCAR’S ADDRESS.
THE INd/aN association FOR THE CULTIVATION OF SCIENCE.

My Lord/-I have been asked by His Honor, the Lieutenanc-

Govcrnor,/as President of the Association, to lay before Your Ex-

cellency, R brief sketch of the history of the Institution. I wish

1 could alproach Your Excellency with something y^rthy of the

rcprcscntavc of the most intellectual nation on the face of the Earth,

something that might be legitimately expected from a country,

once the mother of civilization and now under the sympathetic

care of that nation. But, my Lord, it has not yet been given to my
unfor: u:\ate country to have made that necessary progress. It would

seem, my Lord, that in this part of the world while Nature in her

lower aspects, nature inanimate and irrational, has delighted to

assume forms of the most stupendous magnitude and of the most

gorgeous description, Nature in her highest aspect, nature rational

and spiritual, as if under some fatal, irrevocable decree, seems con-

tent with mere existence, too unwilling or too idle to take advantage

of endowments capable of infinite progression. Indeed, my Lord,

it is a sad but positive fact that everything human moves here with

extraordinary and annoying slowness. A most convincing proof of

this is afforded by the history of this Institution, the first of its kind

in all India, established with the professed object of cultivating

science in all its branches. It is now twenty years that the desirabi-

lity of a national Institution for the Cultivation of the Sciences by

the natives of India was urged upon my countrymen at the very

time when similar appeals were being made for the teaching of

science in the schools of Great Britain. It took six years of per-

sistent agitation to secure a subscription of about 50,000 rupees for

the establishment of an institution the importance of which to the

country under its peculiar circumstances should have commanded

50 lacs of rupees. The project was fortunate enough to attract the

favorable attention of the then Lieutenant-Governor, Sir Richard

Temple, and his advocacy gave a powerful impetus towards its

realization. For in a short time the subscriptions rose to 80,000,

and the Association was established and formally opened in that

dilapidated building that is before Your Excellency.

For about eight years that building served as lecture hall, labora-

tory, office, library and everything besides. The audience at the

lectures increasing, the lecture hall was found insufficient. In spite

of strong opposition based upon want of funds, it was resolved tO'

build a suitable lecture hall, and a subscription list was opened, and

events justified the expectations of the well-wishers of the Associa-

tion. Liberal donations came in and there was no necessity to

touch the funded capital. The foundation stone of the Lecture

hall was laid by the then Viceroy, Lord Ripon. It took two years

to complete the hall, and it was formally opened by the same Vice-

roy on the 1 2th March, 1884.

But while lectures could be safely delivered in the new Lecture

Hall, the old building became more and more unsafe for the instru-

ments and the office, so much so that it was thought necessary to re-

move as many of the instruments to the lecture hall as we could do

consistently with keeping it free for the delivery of lectures. When
this state of things came to the knowledge of the Maharaja of

Vizianagram, His Highness offered Rs. 25,000 ^towards the cost of

the building, but as the plan of the building then made out was an

ambitious one, and the estimate of the cost then was at least three

limes that amount, the Committed could not recommend the As-

sociation to take immediate steps to commence the building. The
urgency has now however become so great, that there is no other

alternative than to begin at once. The plan had to be modified so

as to bring the estimate of the cost down to Rs. 50,000. The
Honorary Secretary put forth an appeal in aid of the Laboratory

and Professorship Funds, which he circulated with the twelfth

Annual Report, the outcome of which is that four gentlemen, three

of whom are members, have come forward in respose to the appeal,

the amount subscribed being Rs. 2,520. Raja Peary Mohan

Mookerjee and Babu Peary Mohan Roy have each subscribed

Rs. 1,000, Babu Sib Chunder Dev Rs. 20, and Moulavi Mahomed
Yusuf Khan Bahadur Rs. 500. (To these I have now great plea-

sure to add the name of His Highness the Maharaja of Bcttiah

who has just subscribed Rs. 4,000.) In the hope that further

contributions will be forthcoming both from members and from the

general public, the Committee of Management recommended to the

Association at their last annual meeting to commence the bttCTding at

once with the Maharaja of Vizianagram’s Rs. 25,000, the floating

balance in the Bank, and the amount already subscribed, trotting

Providence for the rest.

My Lord, our trust in Providence has not been a vain one. W'e*'

have not had to wait a moment too long for the fulfilment of the

words pregnant with prophecy for all lime, “ Providence helps those

who endeavour to help ihcnisclves.” The Maharaja, who had so

generously subscribed half the cost of the laboratory, prompted by

the same generosity and that enlightened liberality which knows no
distinction between mine and thine, qualities which so eminently

characterize His Highness, sympathizing with our necessity and our

difficulty, and seeing the importance of our undertaking only to

Bengal but to all India, lost no time in relieving us of our aiMciety by

announcing that he bears the entire cost of the laboratory. Your

Excellency, therefore, lays the foundation-stone of a structure which
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will not have to depend for its completion upon the gruccing sub*

scriptionk of ^any, but which will be begun and coroplctcS through

the beneficence of a single individual. \

My Lord, (jvish I could here rest and cease from troubing and

tormeniing th^ublic for further subscriptions. But I do \ot see,

my L^i, how j can do so when wc have other and equally pressing

necessities. A suitable building for a laboratory had indeed become

a first necessity, but the building secured, other necessities, logically

and independently of my will, are springing up, and they must be

attended to, or all our previous labors will end in nothing. The
building is not all that wc want. Wc must have scientific instru-

ments and apparatus to locate in it. Hitherto, my Lord, through the

munificence of a single individual again, Babu Kali Kisen Tagore, still

unknown to fame and the Government, though well known to the

needy and the deserving, and though, to quote the words of Lord

Ripon, ”a member of a family eminent among the families of India

for their public spirit,”—through the munificence of this gentleman,

my Lord, wc have been able to go on with our lectures for the dif-

fusion of scientific knowledge amongst the people of this country.

But the instruments, which his magnificent donation of 25,000 for

that single purpose enabled us to purchase, arc now over a decade

old, and besides, since that time, new and improved forms of old in-

struments, many new instruments of precision, and many instru

ments illustrating the latest discoveries, have been invented

which we must have, in order, at least, to keep pace with the

progress made in more favored countries. But even if wc

have a building filled with all the scientific instruments and

apparatus in the world, including models of thoic big instrumenrs

which have been applied for the purposes of life, we shall not have

all that wc want. A building and instruments arc but the prelimi-

nary requisites. We must have the main requisite. Wc must

have men who will have leisure to continually and patiently work

with them, and then, but not till then, we shall have a laboratory

which will fulfil its legitimate function, that of discovering and appro-

priating the treasures of truth from the laboratory of the Universe.

Aristotle is credited with the sentiment that he would prefer

search after Truth to Truth itself, so great is the pleasure attendant

upon the search, and so powerful a means is it of strengthening the

faculties of the mind. Lessing goes far beyond Aristotle, for he

would prefer the search, though it were with the condition of perpe-

tual error. My Lord, it may be the height of presumption to

question the wisdom of Aristotle and of Lessing, but even at that

risk I cannot help observing that if the search had invariably proved

a barren one, unrewarded by the discovery of a single truth, if the

search were a mere groping in the dark, it would be abstilutcly de-

void of all pleasure, it would be in every sense vexation of spirit,

and could never contribute to discipline or enlargement of the

faculties. The search serves as a powerful educational agency only

because it brings the mind into contact with the eternal verities,

the living facts and phenomena of nature ; it proves a source ol

exquisite enjoyment only because of the gradual revelation by it of

truth, direct or collateral, and because, inconsequence, of the ex-

pectation of further revelation, in the course of the search.

My Lord, I knew a lad of 14 or 15, when I was of the same age

myself, a lad, not at all remarkable for intelligence, but who had

what is called some thirst for knowledge, a little enthusiasm in the

pursuit of knowledge, who would feci an unspeakable pleasure in

the possession of knowledge, and, who, in exact correspondence with

the pleasure he himself felt, had an ardent desire to make others

sliarc with him that pleasure. I remember an anecdote of this lad,

rny lord, which will bear to be related even before your Lordship’s

presence. With the characteristics of mind just mentioned, he was

naturally fond of reading scientific books. One day while reading

Milner's Tour through Creation he came across the tiiscovery of Sir

William Hcrschell that the sun was no fixed body in space, but

with his planets and their satellites, was in motion and probably

around some larger sun. The grandeur of this fragment of truth

so overpowered him that he went out of his study, and for some

time paced the long street on which his house was situated, regard-

less of the state of dhhabiiU'wi which he was. From that day his

thirst for knowledge increased with each drink that he could rake

at the pure fountain of truth. He fully realized that truth was

stranger, more beautiful and sublimcr by far than fiction, and he

resolved to taste nothing but truth preferring to keep his mind blank

rather than fill it with vain and idle faiicieb. Born in a country

\5jtere the intellectual atmosphere is anything but favorable for

scientific culture, and where even European men of science find

it no easy thing to persevere in their favorite pursuits, that lad, my
Lord, met with impediment at every step, but he has not forgrnten

his love. He knows fully and feels keenly that he has not been

able to do anything for his old lov^. All that he has been able to

do, my Lord, is to appear, as he - novv, before your august pre-

sence with indeed the weight and ii/irmitics of age on his shoulders,

and with unrelenting Time dragging him down the vale of tears,

but with not •an iota of his ardour abated,—In this tfiate, my Lord,

and after ifiving, in a manner, wasted the best energies of his life

he appears before you to-day, and supplicates Your Excellency to

do for his countrymen what he has b; en almost^ vainly endeavouring

I

to do, namely, to remove the impediments that stand in the way
I of the Cultivation of Science in this country.

My Lord, it is not for the pleasures of science alone that I am
asking Your Excellency to add your powerful voice to my feeble

voice urging and inviting my countrymen to cultivate science in all

its branches. The applications of Science arc now 90 numerous

and have indeed become so intimately blended with every of

individual and social existence that a knowledge ol science has be-

come indispensable. For as one of the profoundest thinkers ol the

age has put it, “ to the question, what knowledge is of most worth ?

—the unilorm reply is—Science. This is the verdict on all the

counts. For direct self-preservation, or the maintenance of life and

health, the all-important knowledge is—Science. For that indirect

self-preservation which wc call gaining a livelihood, the knowledge

of greatest value is—Science. For the discharge of parental func-

tions, the proper guidance is to be found only in—Science. For that

interpretation of national life, past and present, without which the

citizen cannot rightly regulate his cor»duct, the indispensable key is

—

Science. Alike for the most perfect production and highest enjoy-

ment of art in all its forms, the needful preparation is still—Science.

And for purposes of discipline—intellectual, moral, religious—the most

cificicnt study is, once more—Science.
* *

, Necessary and eternal

as are its truths, all science concerns all mankind for all time.”

Such, my Lord, according to Herbert Spencer, is a comprehen-

sive summary of the advantages of science, which is but a short

name for positive knowledge acquired by the human intellect by

coming in direct contact with the works of God. By the necessity

of our constitution the acquisition of this knowledge is a gradual

process. It was no display of modesty on the part of Newton, but

it was the enunciation of a fact of human nature as universal as

gravitation itself, when he said that what he had achieved was only

by patient and continued application. Yes, my Lord, this is the

only, because it is the natural, road to our knowledge ol Nature,

riicre is no other, certainly no easier, royal road. 'This is what

our educated youth do not seem to have yet fully realized. They
do not seem to me, 1 wish 1 were wrong, they do not seem to me
to believe in the cumulative effect ol small things. 'Fhey do not

bccni to realize in its full significance the fact that Nature effects her

greatest wonders by the integration of infiniiCbimals. And they

will never have this conviction brought home to them unless they

themselves set to work with all the humility ol a child and with all

the earnestness of a devotee. Tliis is what I entreat Your Excellen-

cy to impress upon them. And 1 am confident, my countrymen

will yet achieve things in the field of science, no way inferior to

what are being achieved in countries ol the West. My Lord, it is

not partiality, but genuine conviction, which prompts me to say

that it is not inr^-lligcncc, but a proper clircciion of that intelligence,

that is the chi'-' 1 1 needful in this country.

My Lord, with lamenting the annoying slowness with

which everything human goes on here in India. The reason of this

must have been obvious from what 1 have just said. It is because

wc want to do everything too quickly, it is because wc do not want

do things by slow but sure natural means and methods, but by

impossible, sup' rintural, that is, non-cxistent agencies,— in a word,

it is because in ^’1 <»i , uudcrtakiiigs wc ignore the true rclaiioushi}>

between cause ami ' ifcct, that we lag so much behind, and in most

cases miserably and altogether [ail. My Lord, 1 told you in the

beginning that it is now twenty years that the project of this

Institution w.is put lorili just at the time when men of science were

making similar appeals in England. What mighty advances in the

field of science have been made in P^hgland in these twenty years,

whereas wc here arc just going to lay the loundation-stone ol the

laboratory of the only scientific Institution in all India. 11 my
countrymen had fully realized the importance of the Institution, if

they had but spent a thought as to the amount of money that is

absolutely necessary to fully equip it and set it agoing, wc should

certainly have done better things than we have done. Is it too late

to rectify this error ? Arc there not noblemen and princes, blessed

with abundance of wealth, who arc willing to follow the enlightened

example of the Maharaja of Vizianagram, and found Professorships,

as he has founded the Laboratory? Yes, tlicrc arc, and they have but

to will it, and scientific with its necessary accompaniment, technical

education, will be a

/

ait accompli even in this country in no time.

PROPOSALS IN CONNECTION WITH THE GRANT
FOR FAMINE RELIEF AND INSURANCE.

Being Sec, 111 . of Part I of the Financial Statement fir 1890-91.]

14. It will be seen Irom what I have just said, that the es-

timates for next year would have shown a very considerable surplus

but lor the heavy and special demands that have fallen on them in

connection with the Army. "Fhese special demands come to no

less than Rx. 1,361,300, exclusive of a provision of Rx. 892,300
on account ol Special Defences. It is reasonably certain that there

will be special demands of a somewhat similar nature in 1891-92,

but it is not probable that they will be so heavy as in the coming
year. Nor arc the finances of 1891-92 exposed to any special

dangers, so far as c|n now be seen, other than those vicissitudes

which must alwayskttend Indian finance. On the other hand, we
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may look forward during 1890-91 to the normal growth of revenue.

There arc, therefore, strong grounds for holding that in 1891-92 we
shall at least find ourselves in a position of comparative ease, with

a surplus in hand, moderate in amount, but suliicicnt to allow of

some improvement in Hnancial conditions.

I 3. In view of this comparativdy favourable prospect the Gov-
crnnft-:u^f India has decided to anticipate the future to some
extent and to take immediate steps for the partial restoration of the

Famine Grant. This can be done by measures which I shall now
explain ; but in the first place 1 propose to refer briefly to the

nature of the Famine Grant and its lilsiory.

The policy of strengthening the finances in connection with

Famine was originally adopted in order to protect the country

against the ‘financial effects of Famine. It was calculated that

Famine would cost, either directly in expenditure intended to re-

lieve distress, or indirectly through loss of revenue, no less than

Rx. 15,000,000 every ten years, and it was therefore decided that

in ordinary years the Government should take measures for pro-

viding a surplus of Rx. 1,500,000. This surplus would be used

cither to reduce debt directly by buying up and cancelling public

obligations, or to indirectly reduce debt by diminishing borrowing.

16. It has been |omctimes assumed that the object of this

policy was the provision of funds for the actual relief in time

of famine of persons who were in distress, and it was argued

that when the money so provided was no longer available,

the people could not be relieved in case of famine, and must
perish. This was not the ease. Whether a surplus exists or

not the Government recognises its obligations in case of famine,

and the actual amount of cash in the treasury is regulated from

time to time by considerations which are quite independent of the

absorption or maintenance of the Famine Grant. The objects

which the Famine (irant is intended to secure are purely financial.

So hmg as it is maintained we have in ordinary years a surplus of

Rx. 1,500,000, and this surplus of Rx. 1,500,000 in ordinary years

will, it may reasonably be hoped, balance the deficits which must

occur from time to time in a country of which the financial condi-

tions are so uncertain. The policy of maintaining a surplus in ordi-

nary ^cars was devised with special reference to the injurious effect

on the finances which is produced by famine, but in practice it is

an insurance against temporary financial disaster of any kind, be-

cause to strengthen the finances by creating a surplus has precisely

the same cftcct whatever may be the object of those who rake

measures to strengthen them. In any ease the finances are strength-

ened and arc able to better meet any special demands on them.

17. The misapprehension as to the nature and effects of the

Famine Grant seems to have arisen, to some extent, from the

manner in which the policy was carried out in years subsequent

to its first adfiption. I’hc Famine surplus was intended, in the first

instance, to operate in the direction of reducing debt. At a sub-

sequent period it was decided to use one half of it for the construc-

tion of Railways and Canals which would protect the country from

famine. I tliink this was, under the circumstances of the ease, a

wise and prudent measure, but it was a slight departure from the

objects of the original policy. These were, as 1 have said, purely

financial. In so far as the Protective Canals and Raihvavb con-

structed from the Famine Grant returned a fair profit, or lessened

the cost of relieving lamine, in so far the original purpose of

strengthening the finances was maintained. In so far as they failed

to return this profit the original purpose was dcpar'^cd from. On
the other hand it was an important consideration that the construc-

tion of these Railways and Ganals might have the effect of mitigat-

Jiolloivays Pills and Ointment,—Rheumatism and (jouu—

T

liesc

purifying and soothing remedies deserve the earnest attention of all

persons liable to gout, sciatica, or other painful afiectioiis of the muscles,

nerves, or joints. The Ointment should be applied after the affected

parts have been patiently fomented with warm water, when the ointment

should be diligently rubbed upon the adjacent skin, unless the friction

causes pain. Holloway’s Pills should be simultaneously taken to

diminish pain, reduce inflammation, and puiify the blood. This
treatment abate.s the violence, and lessens the frequency of gout,

rheumatism, and all spasmodic diseases which spring from hereditary

predisposition, or from any accidental weakness of constitution. The
Ointment checks the local malady, while the Pills restore vital power.

ing fainii|c to the extent of preserving human life, which* would
otherwisjf have been lost. •

18. jThc Government of India was willing in past years to go

further m the direction of using the Famine Grant for. the construc-

tion of Frotcctivc Works, than was actually done, would have
approp4atcd it to meet any loss that might arise on Protective Rail-

ways constructed by means of borrowed money ; in 1886 the Sec-

retary of State did actually agree that the interest charge on the

Indian Midland and the Bcngal-Nagpore Railways should be a

charge against the Famine Grant. These Railways were held to

be of importance for the protection of the country against famine^

and it was only on the understanding I have stated that their con-

struction was sanctioned. The decision of the Secretary of State

is contained in a Despatch which is published as an Appendix to

this Statement. This matter has somewhat fallen out of sight in

recent years, because shortly after the decision of the Secretary of

State was given, the financial difliculties of the Government be-

came so great that the P'amine Grant was practically abolished

for the time, and there was no special reason for calling attention

to the fact that a portion of it went to meet the loss on the Indian

Midland and Bengal-Nagpur Railways.

19. The Government of India and the Secretary of State have,

however, always attached importance to the maintenance of the

Grant for Famine Relief and Insurance. If the Indian finances

show bare equilibrium in normal years, the deficits of bad years can

only be met by borrowing ; such borrowing must in time lead to a

large growth of debt incurred for non-productive purposes. The
provision of what is really a yearly surplus of Rx. 1,500,000 is the

most effective means of pre^venting the growth of debt of this

character.

20. The manner in which it is proposed to partially restore the

Famine Grant at once will now l>c explained.

We receive this year a special contribution of Rx. 490,000 from
Local Governments. This transaction is carried out by debiting the

amount to the balances of Local Governments and crediting it to

the Government of India. It is practically the same thing to all

parties whether the transaction is carried out this ononth or next

month. The credit is therefore postponed till next month, and the

effect on the finances is to diminish our surplus of this year by

Rx. 490,000 and to increase that of next year by an equal amount.

After this change is made there will be a surplus of Rx. 2,X43,200

in 1889-90 and of Rx. 794,900 in 1890-91. In both these years a

certain amount of expenditure is already shown under the Grant for

Famine Relief and Insurance, partly on account of the construction

of Protective Canals and partly for relief of distress. Of the sur-

plus of 1889-90, a sum ol Rx. 433,500 will be utilised to raise the

total Famine Grant to Rx. 600,000 ; of the surplus of 1890-91,1

sum of Rx. 524,500 will be utilised to raise the Famine Grant of

that year to a like amount. The surplus of the Revised Estimate

will then stand at Rx. 1,809,700 and the surplus of the Budget

F.stimatc of 1890-91 will be Rx. 270,400.

The amount provided to meet the net charge on account of the

Indian Midland Railway and the Bcngal-Nagpur Railway is

Rx. 458,100 in 1889-90, and Rx. 432,800 in 1890-91.

The final result then of the ^policy which the Government of

India has decided to adopt is that in the current year we havp pro-

vided in all Rx. 1,058,100 (Rx. 600,000 plus Rx. 458,100) on ac-

count of the Famine Grant, that in the coming year we have pro-

vided Rx. 1,032,800 (Rx. 600,000 />luj Rx. 432,800), on the same

account, and that we have nevertheless a surplus of Rx. 1,809,700

in 1889-90 and of Rx. 270,400 in 1890-91 } these surpluses arc

available for the reduction of borrowing and will in practice be

used for that purpose.

The suras provided under the Grant for Famine Relief and In-

surance />/us the sums that go to meet the net charge on the Indian

Midland and Bengal-Nagpur Railways, together with the sorpluses

of the current and coming years, amount to Rx. 4,171,000 in the

aggregate, so that, practically, the Famine Grant has been more

than restored for the years 1889-90 and 1890-91, as we have in

the two years a sum of Rx. 4,171,000 available for the purposes for

which the policy of the yearly grant of Rx. 1,500,000 for Faoiinc

Relief and Insurance was adopted. ^

COEPOMTION OF CALCUTTA.
The 1st Ordinary Monthly Meeting

Of the Commissioners of Calcutta,

under Act IL (B, C.) of iSSS for the year

Will bk held in the Town Hall,

on Thursday next^ the jrd April jSqo^

at 3 P.M.

Business to be brought forward.

I. To consider the proposed bye-laws

framed under Section 442 Act II. ( 6 . C.) of

1888, clauses (e) and (f)

^

2. To confi\ m the following Resolution pass-

I

ed by the General Committee on the 15th of

February with reference to the letter of the

Honorary Secretaries to the Albert Victor

Permanent Memorial Fund of the 7th idem,

Wfir., "that the Commissioners warmly sym-

pathise with the objects of the Permanent

Memorial Committee, and will render all

reasonable co-operation in their power as soon

as the scheme is sufficiently advanced to^admit

of their doing so.”

To confirm the proceedings of the Ge-

neral Committee at a Meeting held on the i5tb'

March.

4. To confirm the proceedings of the Sii- /

burban Improvement Committee at a Meeting

held on the 21st March.

5. Vital statistics for the month of Feb-

ruary 1890.

JOHN COWIE,
c

Secretary to the Corporation.

Mar. 28, 1890.
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TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL
BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah
^

BY

SAMBHU O. HOOKERJEE,
Formet ly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bamadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

iMterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

humour und* any set of circumstances, and
what is better,^ he conveys a full sense of it to
his pages. Tne reader may take a choice of
journeys through Eastern Bengal to Tipperah,
or to the heart! of Bengal Proper, and will in
each case be f|lly rewaided by the fruits of

j

Mr. Mookerjee’s wanderings. Perhaps the 1

English reader will be mainly struck by the
|

excellent English style of the writer. The i

author is not ashamed of his nationality
;
he

rejoices in being a Bengali, but at the same
lime he indulges in prose which has no alien
trace in it. It is not the English of an edu-
cated German or Frenchman

;
it is the nervous

Saxon of a subject of the Em pi ess of India.
Mr. Mookerjee had special advant.ages in some
of his journeys, especially to Inclependent Tip-
perah, whither he was called to an important
official position. He was thus assnied of
many attentions, though, in forming accurate
impressions of a country it is doubtful whether
it is not better to he untrammelled with con-

|

nections which frighten away the simple folk .

and impose reticence on them as a duty. From ,

the notes of his journey thiough East Bengal,
;

and to show how genial is his outlook, we lake
!

the following :—[ Extract.]
)

From Dacca he went further East, and his
i

experiences on the Megna are of a most cn-
j

livening description. He saw many visions of '

beauty, and Mr. Mookerjee is no niggard when
(

he is describing something he has enjoyed
|

seeing. Here is a sketch on his way up the
;

river :—[ Extract.]

But it is not physical beauty alone which dc-
|

tains our author’s eye [ Extract.]
|The same symptoms of material progress
|

he notes among the boatmen on his cuuise.— j

[ Extract.] 1

Some portion of the volume has already been 1

contributed to the Statesman^ and will be fanii-
j

liar to our readers. The following dcsciipiion
,

of natural effects is not known to them. We
doubt whether Mr. Ruskio, or Mr. Black wouhl

j

accept it as a final account of the suns rising
j

and setting :—[ E.\tract ].— /’//<? Stat€sman^\
October 7, 1887. i

structive ns amusing, and it is not spoiled by
too many political allusions, tho'iigh, of coutse

I

some few have crept 'm.— The /Vc/icc;,

Dec., 1887.

C
RINGER & CO. have in* hand^thc

• largest stock of Homoeopathic Me^cines,

Medicine Cases, Medical Sundries, and Book-^,

&c., &c., for sale at their Homreopathic Es-

tablishment, 10, Hare Street, Calcutta. Cata-

logue, free on .application.
*

THE

Pran Kissen Ohowdry Fund
KOR SUPPI.YING

INDIA WITH NATIVE SCIENTIFIC
MEN OF EUROPEAN TRAININt;.

Under a benevolent Scheme now in opn.i-
tion for several years, snarled by Baboo Pran
ICissen Chowdry, for assisting meritorious but
poor Indian students, under certain ( onditions,
to go to Europe for competing for the Indian
Service, there is now room for a native snuleiu,

of sound health, who, having passed theCalrntt.i
Government Medical College, may desite to

compete for the Covenanted Indian Medic.il

Service. Passage and expenses for two years’

residence in England will be paid out of the
fund of the Scheme.

Apply to Dr. Sambhu C. Mookerjee,

Reis Rayyet Office,

I, Uckoor Dull’s Lane, Wellington Stieet,

Calcutta.

JUST PUBLISHED.

Congress Sketches : A Review

OK THE

SPEECHES AND THE SPEAKER.^

Apply to Manager, *<REIS & RAYYET”
I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

We have received from the office of Reis

and Rayyet^ one of the leading native news-

papers of Calcutta, a most readable little brock'

ure written by Baboo Sambhu C. Mookerjee,
once Minister to the late Nawab Faridoon Jah,
Bahadoor, Nawab Nazim of Bengal, Behar and
Orissa, which gives a graphic account of the

Baboo’s travels to and in Independent Tip-

perah. Written in capital English and evi-

dently by a gentleman of broad views and
enlightened mind, the work is decidedly a
valuable addition to the catalogue of English
written Bengalee liieraluie. This book of

travels should be read widely not only by
English residents out here, but by our countiy-
men at home, for it teems with inteiest and
teaches us far moie about the fine bell of

unopened country travelled thiongh than any
work of the sort wiitten by an Englishman
would have done. Baboo Sambhu Chuiuler
Mookerjee is one of whom his countiymen
may well be pioud, for be writes thioughoiil
with the model ate and educated pen of
a thorough gentleman.— y/zc hidian Plantctf
Gazette Spot tiny; Xeiu-,. October 4, 1887.

Mr. S. Mookerjee, who will be readily recog-

nised as the editor of that able little paper
t lie A’m rtW AV/y/c/, dedicates his travles in

Bengal to a wide circle of reader.s—tliose who
know India and are unable to love her

;
those

who lf)vc her, and do not know lier
;
those w-ho

nei^ei know nor love
;
those who being tired

of India, take to travelling
;

foreigners who
want to know, and Englishmen. The author
himself is not the least tiled of India, tliougli

he is a traveller by profession, w'e might almost
"Say, and though he puts limits upon journeys,

never caring to get very far away from
Calcutta. It is not mileage, however, which
makes the tiaveller. It is the power to ob-
seive sympathetically wljat is going on at

each stage ,of^i •journey, and to keep his spirit

%d)out the ininor inconveniences which neces-
sarily occar by road, river, or rail. This Mr.

Mookeijetfdoes. He never loses his good

If we have not before noticed Mr. Sambhu
C. »Mookerjee’s Travels in lien^al^ which was
published some months ago, it is not because
the little book i.s either dull or pointless. It

contains, on the contrary, much interesting

matter, though some of the incidents are over-

weighted with detail in what is facetioinsly

called a “little booklet,” The author’s view
|

as a rule is, by the way, facetious : he is given
1

even to punning
;

but he is also sentimentai i

in the highest degree- '“a naked Whiteman"
hurts his susceptibilities ; a Hindu girl, bathing

[

in the river, throws him into an ecstasy of
|

delight : “she had such large languishing eyes 1"

But he is nothing if not philosophical, and his
I

reflections on this or that social and political
j

subject are not without their moi,il. Mr.
i

.Sambhu C. Mookerjee was formerly Minister
j

to the “ last of the N.iwabs Nazim of Bengal, .

Behar and Orissa’’ and afterwards Minister

of the Mahar.'ija of Tipperah. He is a man, I

thcrefoip, of experience, and when he speaks
|

his brethren should listen to him
I

Ttavch in Beti'^al is a readable book, and it
j

al)oun<ls in anecdotes which arc often as m-
|

I AT THE

j

I'ourth Indian National Congress

Held at Allahabad.

Rtprinied with additions and alterations fnuti

Reis &* Rayyet

With a portrait of Mr. George Yule, Presiilent.

Sold by the publishers G. P. Varma, and

at the office of the Advocate.^ at Lucknow, and

at the office of “ Reis & R.iyyet ’*

for 8 Annas a copy, besides postage.

In Pamphlet, Price y annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

AMV IlKOWiANlZATlOX
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

/>> Ciipt. ANDREW HEARREY.
Apply to A’rvv Rayyet Office, C.ilcutia,

For INDIA .md all HPT CLIMATES thio sweetly scented emollient Milk is INVALTTADLF.

IT KiiEFS tin- 8KIN COOL lUil RKFUKSllED in tho HOTTEST VvEAiHBll,
* Removes and prevents all SUNBURN, RiiUNESS. FhECKLFS, TAN. etc., and

KENDBRS Uie SKIN DELlCATfiLY SUK'l', SMuiiTU diut VVii 11 E.

It entirely pitvouts ii from bt^c.-uiin^ D,'
’ ami Y/iii iNaLED, and PUESERVES thu

COMPLEXION from tlio iconhing elfecls ol tin- “UN ard WIND moie elTcctuaily than any

other pi enaratinD. The IRRtTATTON caused by me ^ and BTiNns_pf TNSF( Tc- ia

^Wonderfully allay3d by its use. For imparting that son velvety leclmg to the smn, this

delighttUl ,)reparaUo has no equal! Sold by all Cheiuists.

SoU Mnlcers SS. BREi'HAM e.\ SON, Ohetnints. Cheltenham. Enfrland.

CALCUTTA AGENTS; SC OTT THOMPSON 4 CO,



1S6 REIS AND RAYYET. [
March' 49, '18^*

"IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF.”

All who siijer find sure relief from

JL II II 1 N

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcuteRheumatism and RheumaticGout,
After years of semi-helplessness and suffer-

ing ;
while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS,

LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACHE,
SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

for these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs
Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.
Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

Ih Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

^The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

oicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a* wide-spread popularity which no similar, pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at / Re, each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistreet & Co.

Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.
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12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,
(Opposite the PoliceICourtJ

THP rAirilTTA

HOKEOPATHIC PKARMACY,
THK

EARLIE.ST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSAR Y IN ASIA
OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH
INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE IN

INDEPENDENT HOM(EOPAT£Y
and m.aintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co. beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned

WOODEN CASE
in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA C/IARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
12^ Lai Bazaar^ Calcutta.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short windin/r Keyless Railway Regulat-
ors, of small size, enamelled dials, bold
figures and Candian Gold hands, with tem-
pered machinery and dust tight hinged cases
for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare
glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted
to stand rough usage. Can be ea.sily repaired.
Have no appearance of cheapness about
them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr.
A. R. Mehta from Bandora says

“

The
7-8 watch I purchased from you two years
back, gives correct lime as yet.” Acting Su-
perintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh,
says ;— A watch maker has valued your
Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe. R.
W. Fusi. Regt., Lucknow, says “ Some valued
it at Rs. 15 and were completely surprised when
I told them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pretty
Candian G(»ld Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-
plete shirt Studs and Rings set with chemical
diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each. Mr. J.
A, Yelsinore, Satur, says “ The best gold-
smith of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. G.
Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutia, says:—“A
German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and
the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

JEYES’ DISINFECTANTS;
The best and cheapest Autiseptios,

Deodorizers and Cleansers.

Jeyes’ Perfect Purifier
supersedes Carbolic and other Disinfectants,

being much more cffcacious, non-poisonous,
non-corrosive, stainless in use, and cheaper.
Prevents contagion by destroying its cause.
Instantly removes bad snails. It is an almost
unfading cure for Eczema an^ other Skin
Diseases

;
and is the best known Insecticide.

Can be had in the various forms of Liquid,
Powder, Soap and Ointment.

JEYES’ PERFECT PURIFIER
prevents infection by destroying its cause,

killing the very germs of contagious ^diseases.
It removes instantly all noxious smells, not
by temporarily disguising them (as is often
the case), but by chemical combination, sub*
stituting instantaneously for a poisonous a
pure and healthy atmosphere, and thoroughly
eradicating the .evil.

Agents ;~DYCE, NICOL & CO.,

3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta.

Rivers Steam Navigation Go.

"Limited.

This Company’s ** BAROOA«
will leave Calcutta for Assam on Tuesday, the

I St proximo.

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel

should be sent to the Company’s Godowns
at Jiiggannauth Ghat, not later than 5 p.m.

on Saturday, the 29th inst.

Cachar Line.

The steamer THIKAK of this line will

leave Calcutta for Cachar on the 1st prox.

(Tuesday) for which cargo will he received until

5 P.M. of Saturday the 29th inst.

Assam Despatch Steamer Service from
Goalundo

and
Daily Mail Steamer Service from

Dhuuki to Dkbrooghur.
A Daily service is maintained from Goalun-

do and Dhubri for passengers and light goods
traffic, f. packages not weighing over a
ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival

of the previous night’s 9-30 p. M. (Madras time)

train from Sealdah, and Dhubri on arrival of
the mails.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to
almost all stations can be booked through from
or to Calcutta via Goalundo or Kanaia with
the'Eastern Bengal State and connected Rail-
ways—-Passengers and Parcels via Kannia
only.

All particulars as to rates of freight and
passage by all the above meLt.oned Services to
be had on application to

—

MACNEILL & CO.,
Agents,

2-1, Clive Ghat Street.

Calcutta, the 26th March, 1890.

W^TERBURY~WATCHES.
Correct timefor little money.

E. The ordinary Waterbury ... Rs. 7-8 each.

J. Ordinary size ** improved
wind ” for Gentlemen ... „ 13-0 each.

L. A small neat watch suitable

for Ladies ... ... „ 13-0 each.

Two years’ Guarantee with each watch.

T. HILL & Co.,

13^, Esplanade East, Calcutta.

NY Photograph transferred to porcelain

and thus rendered permanent. Apply to

R. Hotz,

1 3-5, Government Place, Calcutta.

^EIS (SdlATYET”
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY(ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
AND

Review of Politics^ Literature^ and Society

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Yearly ... in advance ... Ks. 12

Half-yearly ... „ ... „ ^

Quarterly ... „ 4

Monthly ... „ ... Re. i-8

Single or sample Copy,, ... „ o-S

RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
Advertisements (three columns to the page and
102 lines to the column; are hy the

space taken up, at the rate of 4 annas a line,

each insertion. The lowest charge for any ad-

vertisement is Ks. 2, except Domestic Occur-
rences, the lowest charge for which is Rs. 5*

Special rates for Oon^tract&r'
No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

will be charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at the race of 4 annas a month or

Rs, 3, a year.

Business Communications (post paid) to

be directed to **The Manager,’’ and Literary

Communications ' aind books and pamphlets

(carnage paid; 'to “ The Editor ’’ of “ Reis

A Kayyet, ^

Office ; /, Vekot̂ DutPs Lane^
Wellington

StruL Calcutta.

A

Printed andpublishedfor the Proprietor every Saturday by Murrv Lall Chose, at THE BEE PRESS^ No* ly Uekoor DutPi Lane^ Calcutta.
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THE SAGE AND THE NYMPH.

A TALE FROM tHE SANSCRIT.

[ Continuedfrom p, 146, ]

“ Woman, forbear,** the Hermit cried,

** Nor what thou understandest not.

With impious vanity deride, ^

Or with the soil ofcensure blot.

Thou canst not, 8teep*d in sordid care,

Thy daughter’s aspiration share :

Since to this world, thy feelings cling
;

Hers soar to heaven on daring wing.

Two souls are yours, and thus disjoin’d.

Are never more to be combined.

For who would gems to pebbles wed.

Or precious gold, to priceles lead ;

Or charnel lights from funeral pyres

Commix with pure ethereal fires.

Let her pursue her chosen way,

And from the brief and clouded day

Of fleeting life, for ever free

Her spirit one with God sl^ll be.”

This said, he turned impatiently,

Towards his cell, nor sought reply
;

When to his robe, her hand the maid

Put forth, and his departure stayed
;

He paused to listen to her suit

—

But long with eye declined, and mute

She bent—at last, with faultering tone,

She timidly her wish made known.

** Most righteous Sir ! though firm the will

/To scorn this world for final bliss ;

Too well I feel, I want the skill,

To track a path so grave as this.

And much I wish, some saintly guide,

Would point my course to wander forth.

But much I fear ”—and then she sighed.

And cast her lovely eyes to earth.

With guileless heart, and prompt believing

Unconscious of the world’s deceiving.

Nor all exempt from saintly pride,

Markanda said, Behold your guide—

Or rather, let me say, a friend.

The same our hope, the same our end.

And we will travel on our road

Together to that blest abode

With emulous zeal, till all be past,

And Brahm reward our toils at last.”

The maiden murmured soft her thanks ,*

Whilst bolder from the menial ranks

The praises of the Sage arise.

The matron dried her tearful eyes,

And owned his graciousness would leave

Her bosom lighter cause to grieve.

Entrusting to his pious prayers.

The only object of her cares.

—

By his experience directed.

The damsels busily collected

The leaf, the grass, the pliant cane,

To rear a fence from sun and rain ;

And deck with many a simple flower,

Deep in the grove, a graceful bower,

Where the fair Devotee might dwell

Short distance from the Hermit’s cell.

This done—with many a fond embrace

They leave her, and their steps retrace.

Now many a tranquil week had flown

Since youthful Lila, left alone.

Beneath Markanda’s care had given,

fbr seem’d to give, her heart to Heaven.

At dawn ’twas her’s to tread the glade,

And from the vene^'able shade

Cull sticks and leaves, to feed the flame

That rose to the immortal name.

Again at noon, the sacred rite

To tend, and once again ere night

Descending from the western mountain,

Enwrapp’d in shade, wood, vale, and fountain,

And many an interval between

She heard, attentive and serene,

Markanda learnedly dilate

On man and nature, time and fate.

How destiny controuls our deeds*

How still from evil, ill proceeds
;

How good from virtue : how illusion

/Beguiles mankind with deep delusion
;

And weaves fantastic chains that bind

The struggling and immortal mind

In ignorance
; till knowledge burst

,/rhe bonds, and to the source, whence first

The spirit sprang, it wings its way,

Never again to mix with clay.

On themes thus grave and lofty, long

The Sage, as with inspired tongue.

Declaim’d, and still the Maiden near.

Delighted lent a willing ear.

But at the last, the sooth to say,

/His pious fervour felt decay

:

New feelings o’er his bosom stole,

And strange distractions shook his soul.

He strove ashamed, but strove in vain,

By meditation to restrain

Subsertbirs in tki country are nquistid to remit by postal money orders, ifpossible, as the safest and most convenient
* medium, particularly as it ensures acknowledgment through the Departv^nt No other receipt will be

given any other being unnecessary, and likely to cause confusion.
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His erring mind~his musings brought

His Fupil ever to his thought.

No peace his restless spirit knew,

Save when the Nymph was in his view.

He hailed her coming, as the light

Returning to his longing sight :

,
He marked her going, as the sun

Returning when his course is run ;

And counted with impatient pain,

The moments till she dawned again.

In vain he bent his studious looks

As wq|it upon the sacred books.

Before his eyes the page display’d,

No particle of sense convey’d.

Rebellious to his pious will,

One form alone pursued him still ;

One only image still possess’d

despotic all his troubled breast.

’Twas she—his Pupil
; she alone

^ His very being made her own,

And stillitriumphant in the strife,

Enchain’d him to the world and life.

Then came tormenting doubts and fears
;

His days retired, his lapsing years,

His sober mood, his sacred duty,

Were all unmeet for youth and beauty.

News and Our Comments.
We have much pleasure in publishing the following little piece aftei
Hood’s famous song :

—
/ THE SONG OF THE <iUILL.
Write—write—write

Till the brain begins to swim
Wrile— vvri te— wri le

Till the eyes are heavy and dim !

Pen, and paper, and ink

Ink, and paper, and pen

Till worn upon my desk 1 sink

0 the cruelty of men !

Jyotisu C. Banerjee.
The writer, a young Bengali student, deserves credit, .all the more

for not wriggling himself out to any length.

It has been decided to hold the World’s Kiir of 1892 at Chicago, and
to build an approximate Tower of Babel for the purpose. It is proposed
to house the Exhibition in the liigtiest structure the ivorld has ever
seen. There will be a central tower of steel 1,100 ft. high,(supporting
a roof 3,000 ft. in diameter, carried upon cables] without a single
column. The area of the main floor will cover! 162 acres, which
.s twice that of the Paris Exhibition. The tower' will be taken up
several hundreds of feel aj^ove the height of i\I. EiiTel's.

*

ONE member Mr. Cartwright charged .inother-member Mr. Rykert of
the Canadian Parliament, with trafficking in his personal influence with
the Government. Evidence was produced suggesting that Mr. Rykert
was richer by 90,000 dollars by securing timber Kinds for a fiiend A
Committee will investigate the matter,

•

the British Democracy is developing' filibustering. On Sunffiiy, March
9. the bocialists and R.idicals of London held a meeting in HydePark to denounce the treatment of Russian political prisoners. MrJohn Burns spoke violently, declaring that if it were possible to i iise
an expedition to go to Russia and ffike the life oAhe Csar, he wouldbe the first to join it.

the Hon’ble Mr. Justice Norris, who only yesterday misdirected theaw, has, we find, m place of the Hon’ble Mr. Justice Trevelyan on
leave, been appointed President of the Board for examination ofpleaders and muktears and President of the Faculty of Law of ih.
Calcutta University. The Board and the Faculty have ploved Lm
selves typical corporations.

; r-
gives the following hopeful news, without a word of comment

“ Babu Hem Chander Banerji, the poet Vakil, succeeds Babu Annadii
Chararf Banerji as Senior Government Pleader of the Appellate Side
of the Kigh Court, on the retirement of the latter from the beginnine
of this/nonth. • ®

Hejt is Seijeant Holham over again though in chafkan and turban,

wlihopt the compliment of a private dinner—ev^ a phaldr at Sir,

Roinfsh’s floor. (T/VA? Twiss’s Life oj Lord Chancellor Eldon, vol. I.

p. 94., Woolrych’s Lives of Eminent Serfeants-aLLaw, vol. IL, p. 646,
and Reis Or* Rayyet of the I5lh Mjirch 1890, p. 126.) The retiring

gentleman has been so little known to the public, professionally or

otherwise, these many years that we do not wonder that our con-
temporary gives h im a wrong name.

#
• •

Both Messrs. Handley and Leith, applicants for Mr. Marsden’s place,
have been provided for. The first is already officiating as Chief

Magistrate, the second is Gazetted as Deputy Superintendent and
Remembrancer of Legal Affairs in place of Mr. Kilby granted furlough

for one year, seven months and fifteen days from the 9th proximo.
The poor Syud, though an Honourable man, is alone left in the lurch.
He would have been satisfied with the mere title, without acting as
Chief Magistrate or presuming to punish the British-born. But even this

^

modest ambition of an experienced officer, whose assistance has been
repeatedly sought in the Viceroy’s Legislative Council, is not to be
satisfied.

e

Mr. C. B. Garrett, District and Sessions Judge, 24-Pergunnahs, goes
on leave for two months fr^om the i6th instant. The officiating Ad-
ditional Judge Mr. C. A. Wilkins, of the District, will, during the period,

act both as the principal and the Additional Judge. If he can keep
clear the files of the two Courts, that will shew that the Additional
is a mere incubus on the taxpayer,

•
• •

Mr. T. Jones, the Third Judge of the Court of Small Causes, has ob-
t.iined three months’ leave from ist May next. When he is away, Mr.
K. M. Chatterjee, the Fourth, will act for the Third Judge, Baboo
Jodoonath Roy, from Sealda, acting in Mr. Cbatterjee’s place.

• #
Mr, M. Macauliffe, Divisional and Sessions Judge, ist grade, finds the
Punjab too hot for him. He changes place with Mr. F. J. G. Campbell,
District and Sessions Judge, of the same grade, in the Lower Provinces
of Bengal.

* e

The Honorary Assistant Surgeons to the Viceroy have been granted
the privilege of private enirde to Government House. The private
entrance to the Durbar is getting inconveniently crowded.

# •
The National Indian Association has drawn up a list of Indians in
England. Three years ago, the number in the United Kingdom was
160. Now it is 207, exclusive of some half a score or so ’of Parsee
and Hindoo ladies. Of the 207—63 are from Bombay, 53 from Bengal,
31 from the Punjab, 20 from the N.-W. Provinces, 13 from Madras, 10

from the Nizam’s dominions, 5 from the Central Provinces, 5 from
Kaltywar, 4 from Burma, and 3 from Baroda. According to nationali-

I

ties, 4; are Parsces, 54 Mahomedans, while more than half of the total

are Hindoos.

• •
•

I

Dr. Gildemeisler, the eminent Orientalist professor at the Bonn
University, is dead. He was the first to publish a list of the entire

I
field of Sanskrit Literature.

*
• •

J

“ Mahomet,” a new play by .’VI. de Hornier, was announced for the
Fran^ais. Tlie Sultan remonstrated. He was assure^hat Mahomet
w.as treated ih’the pUy with the utmost teapect. HisMajesty still ob-
jecting, the play has been withdrawn.

* #*#
The Lisbon City Council h.is been dissolved. The reasons aR—
vast growth in the size and population of the capital, its importance
as a seaport, and its strategic value as a defensive position, whether
by sea or land, and as the centre of Portugal’s communication with
her colonies! The most pressing rcsnson is stated to be that there has
beenof late a large increase in the municipal expenditure with the
prospect of inevitable increase of rates and taxes, the inbabitanis
of the capital being already overburdened withrimposts of sorts.
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E-Iere, in our capital, the rule seems different The suburbs ha 'e been

added, the port hns been extended and the owners of residential houses

and bustis have been heavily burdened with rates and their collection.

Notice was givM on March 11 to the President of the Comu il to

withdravy^ifrm ofh^. He answered the notice by ordering out the

Chamber tne GoveKimcnt Agent, and, on refusal, putting him out with

his own hands. But, on arrival of larger numbers of Government

officials, the President and his colleagues thought differently and

withdrew, after embracing all the firemen and the other permanent

employis of the municipality.

PRINCE Albert Victor of Wales, after a tour in India of over four

months of pleasure and instruction, left this country by the mail

bieamer on Friday week.

•
• •

There is scarcity in Kumaon and Garhwal. Pilgrims to Badrinath

. and Kedarnath had better keep out of that way.

• #

The survey of the Grand Chord line has been completed, and plans and

estimates are under consideration by Government.

• •

The Chinese Amban His Excellency Sheng Tai bade adieu to the

Hritish metropolis in the East last Saturday, and left a memento of his

visit in donations to several charities of the town.

• •
• •

In Bombay the owners have agreed to suspend the working of

the spinning-mills for eight days a month for three months and the

weaving departments for four days. Lancashire wants a law enforcing

four days holidays in Indian mills.

• •

A Bill has been prepared for the reorganization of the Dutch army.

It creates nine new battalions and makes military service universal and

compulsory, lasting fifteen years—five in the aimy, five lu the

leserve and five in the territorial army Landwehr.

• •

A Sydney paper says that no less than 89 millions of acres out of

1,885,537,120 acres of the five colonies forming the Australian continent,

have been alienated from the Crown, namely, New South Wales,

42,385,244 acres
;
Victoria, 22,493,913 ;

Queensland, 10,927,057 ;
South

Australia 10,780,738 and Western Australia 2,270,676 acres,

***

In continuation of the news given by us on the 22nd February, we have

to record that both complainant and accused in the libel case the Raja

of Faridkote v. the Editor of the De//ii Punch took the matter up to

the Punjab Chief Court, without success in either case. So the sen-

tence of fine of Rs. 1,000 by the xMagistrate against the Editor

lemains in tael. The Divisional Judge who has thus upheld the

original scnience also rejected the Raja’s application for revising the

judgment of the Magistrate and enhancing the sentence. The Raja

has reason to be satisfied with this termination. Much as he has

been wronged by the offending journal, we do not think he cares

to see the miserable penman rut in jail, to the sorrow and dis-

tress of his wife and cluldicn. We prefer to think he allowed the

application to the Chief Court to be made in his behalf simply by

way of preventing the disturbance of the Magisterial order. That

point he has gained. We have no idea of the lesources of the Delhi

Punch man, but a mulct of Rs. 1,000 and the costs of such a litigation

up to the Chief Court, would be ruinous to most vernacular journalists.

\Ve shall not be surprised to hear this Dclhiwala shut up shop.

The more so, as he has not yet come to the end of his troubles.

What about the Raja’s son’s complaint against the same paper ?

•
• •

•

* F(9irpurposes of Act V. of 1864 and the toll limits, in supersession of

Notifications Nos. 121 and 286, of 23rd March and 2nd August 1886,

respectively, Tolly’s Nullah is now made to extend from a lire

drawn across the nullah twenty-five feet west of the Hastings Bridge

to its junction with Biddeadharee River at Samookpota. *

•
• •

The yearly examination of candidates for the foiuh grade of Account-

ants, Public Works Department, will be held at the Civil Engineering

Collegei Seebpore, on the 2nd and 3rd June next.

From and after the ist May 1890, the value for which a single letter or

parcel can be insured during transit by post will be limited to

Rs. (1,000) one thousand.

« *

The Hon’ble Lieutenant Sir Alexander Wilson, Ki., succeeds Thomas

deceased as Captain of the Calcutta Light Horse. Such i% the curt

announcement in the Gazette, Verily, dead volunteers arc treated by

Government like dogs. Poor Thomas ! was he such a dre.adful Heathen

as to be devoid of the least reputable attribute? Had he not religion

enough for a Christian name ?

- _ ,.a

Notes, Leaderettes, and
Our Own News.

Before returning to England, the Queen visits Emperor William and

Empress Frederick at Darmstadt. On his way home from Berlin, the

Piince of Wales vi&iied President Carnot in Paiis.

The American cyclone assumed appalling proportfons. The town of

Bowling Green in Kentucky is in uiins, and every building of note in

the town of Metropolis dismantled. There were heavy floods in the

Mississippi and the low lands are doomed. Tornadoes and torrential

rains in various towns in the Western Alleghany Mountains, have

caused much damage and many deaths. The Desha country, in

Arkansas, is flooded to a depth of fifteen feet. Three thousand people

are said to be fiiiiiishing on housetops.

The retired Gninan Chancellor left Beilin on the 29lh March. There

was a grand demonstration. The route to the railway station was

thronged, and the vast crowd cheered Prince Bismarck incessant-

ly. A Guard of Honor accompanied his caniage, the streets being

lined with tioops. At the station, there were in attendance memb'ers

of the Cabinet, other Slate officials and members of the Corps Diplo-

matique. The station too was heaped with mountains of bouquets. An

ovation awaited him at Friedrichsrtihe. There was a brilliant torchlight

procession.

The Labour Conference has closed at Beilin. It recommends arbitra-

tion Courts to decide all labour disputes
;

periodical international con-

gresses for iiUerchauge of views and experiences towards an inter-

national labour law
;
limitation of labour for women and children ;

stoppage of woik on Sundays, leaving to each State to frame laws

accordingly.

There is a peas.ant rising, attended with much bloodshed, at Riazan,

a province in the heart of European Russia, next to Moscow. The

agitation is spreading to Poland and Finland.

On the closing day of last month, a Nihilist—-an aristocraHc naval

officer—deputed to kill llie Czar, laid violent hands on himself. Many

students have been at rested, and there is renewed rioting at Kieff and

Kharkoffi
*

The Czar seems to have wearied of the attempts at his life and

has begun to think kindly of the attempters. His Majesty and the

Czarina paid a visit to the military prisons of St. Petersburg.

They spoke to some of the prisoners sympcathetically, enquiring

into the causes of their arrest. Their Majesties liberated sixty,

including Madame Tcheborikora, and reduced the sentences of others.

The meaning of all this humanity of the Lord of the Cossacks is that

the Czar feels that seventy has failed in procuring him safety or freedom

from constant anxiety : hence the present departure.

The Russian Budget of 1889 gives a surplus of thirteen and a half

million roubles.
*

Emin Pasha has at last discovered the buttery side of his bread. The

chivalrous knight of philanthropy has dwindled to a place hunter.

He does not, of course, return to Europe. He has taken service under

Germany for thousand pounds a year, and leaves Bagamayo in a fort-

night with German officers and a large caravan for Victoria Nyanza to

oust British and to establish German trade.

England has at last decided to come to the rescue of the depreciated

silver and to move for bimetallism. Mr. Samuel Smith will move, in

)
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the House of Commons, on the i8lh instunt, for a conference of the

chief commercial nations to consider the questtion of establishing the

bimettalic system. Mr. Playfair too has given notice of an amendment

urging that it is not desirable that Kngland as chief creditor should

enter into a conference for the formation of a bimetallic league enabling

d*i4g^ontracied in gold to be repayable in silver.

On the Indian Councils IJill, passed by the Upper House, Mr. Brad-

laugh will move, ill tlic Lower, an amendment regretting that no re-

cognition of the glcctive principle is made in the Bill. Mr. Maclean

will oppose the elective principle as unsuiied to the people of India

and opposed to Btuish interests. A prolonged debate is expected.

We only hope the Bill will not be shelved or withdrawn.

Lord ILan-is, the new ciiketing Governor of Bomliny, left Aden on

the 2nd instant in the Indian Maiine steamer 'J) /lasscy tw.

A MILITARY b.^lloon ascending at Beilin collapsed in the forest of

Posen, killing a solc^er and injuring the Captain in charge.

Sir Tanjore Madliav Row either despairs of the moderation of the

Congrcssisls or is alarmed at their demands. He has ceased to be

of that body, having withdrawn his name from the Madras Standing

Committee. This is another symptom of the beginning of the end.

Kor a’ that and a* that, so long aa any speculators, be they the veriest

Tailors of Tooley Street, can supply funds, there wdl no lacking or

slacking of agitators and agitation, here and elsewhere, within and

without P.irii.'imetit, in the name of “whole India” audits “down-

trodden millions.”

The heat has been unusual lids year. The snow fill on the Hima-

layas has been scanty over a very large area. During the whole

of January the snowy range noiih of Simla was very lightly cover-

ed. The Assistant Commissioner, Kuhi, reported at the close of

the month that the season so far had been the driest and mildest

on record and that foot passengers could still cross the passes of from

10,000 to 11,000 feet in height. According to the Deputy Commis-

sioner, Kohat, there was a good f.ill of snow in Thai on the 17th Janu-

ary, but it was succeeded by rain, and only the Snfed Koh and the

highest ranges remained while. The prolongation of the warm period

—due to absence of r.dn on the plains and of snow on the hills—conti-

nued in February. According to ofTicial report, the meteorology of the

week ending Friday, the 2Sth March, has been chiefly noteworthy

for the very diy weather which has prevailed over the whole province

of Bengal, and consequently the high and steadily increasing tempera-

ture. The temperature has been Largely in excess during both day

and night. At Cuttack, Burdwan, and Darjeeling maximum tempera-

ture has been from 3 5“ to 4*5'' above the normal, and at all the repre-

sentative stations the maximnm temperature has been from i" to 4“

above. The only station where there has been defect during the day

is Gya, but there the relatively highest night temperatures have been

reported. The rainfall has been very scanty, four of the divisions,

namely, South-West, Bengal, Behar and Cliota Nagpore being entirely

rainless, while in Oiissa only the fall has exceeded a tenth of an inch.

The season is abnormally unhealthy in Calcutta, There were

I,fg4 deaths in January against 1,311 in the preceding month,

giving annual rates of 33*0 and 36 3 respectively per 1,000 of the

population. The monthly total exceeds all the corresponding

figures of the past decade excepting iSSi, 1883 and 1885, and
also sui passes the decennial aveiage by 54. There weie 135

deaths fiom cholera against 122 in the preceding month. The num-
ber exceeds all the corresponding figures of tlie last 10 years except-

jiig 1883, i8S6and 18S9, and also exceeds the aver^age of tne decen-

nium by 30. From sinall-pox there were 41 deaths against 6 in the

preceding month. The number exceeds the decennial average by 35.

During the week ending 29th March, the total number of deaths was
327 against 290 and 262 in the preceding two weeks and higher than

the corresponding week of last year by 154. There were 18 deaths

from cholera, against 30 and 22 in the two, preceding weeks. There
were 81 deaths from .small-pox against 57 in the previous week.

A new distressing clement is supplied by Influenza. Almost all

homes and establishments have been invaded. Natives seem to have
been specially marked, chief among them, schoolboys, domestic ser-

vants, runners and coolies. The attendance ati the schools shows a

considerable billing off, neaily 40 per cent of the students being laid

up. The epidemic has also spread to the suburbs. Dt. Mahendranath

Mazumdai, the leading physician of Uaranagar, informs us of the oc-

curreiice of many cases of influenza in the North Sijjirtirban Town.

Thf. noble example of the Maharaja of Vizianagram in offering to bear

the entire cost—Rs. 50,000—of the new laboratory of Dr. Sircar’s

.Science Association, has not been entirely lost on the local chiefs. The

Maharaja of Bcttiah has raised his subscription from Rs. 4,000 to

Rs. 10,000.

Led by Mr. Justice Mahmood, the Full Bench of the N.-W. P. High

Court has held that

“according to the Benares School of Hindoo Law no adoption
can be legally made by a widow without the express permission of her

husband ; that where she makes an adoption without such permission

the doctrine of factum valet as understood in the Hindoo Law or in

other systems of jurisprudence cannot cover the case, because it affects

the very essence of the competency to take a child in adoption
;
that

therefore such adoptions, though aLtually made, are wholly illegal and
invalid, mill and void, iiiuier the Benares School of Hindoo Law pre-

valent in the tcrriioiies within the juriscliclion of this (N.-W. P. High)
Coiut.”

We make this quotation from an editorial note in the Pioneer^ not

having seen the judgment. Tiiat is said to extend to 45 printed pages.

No wonder that, under the circumstance, the other Judges sitting with

him in the case could only ifey “ ditto to Mr. Burke.”

Ill the absence of the judgment, it is more than ever difficult to

hazard an opinion, but our Brahmanic instinct tells us that Syud Mah-

mood Bahadoor is right and entitled to the gratitude of all good

Hindus. We are panic iiiaily glad that he has not been teriifled by tlie

bugbear of Factum valet. There is no such nonsense in Hindu Law in

its mtegiity. It is a figment of European imagination nurtured on

Roman Jurisprudence, having been foisted on us by British judges. It

w.'is time to emancipate the Law from this illicit connection. It is ttue

that something like the doctrine has been set up by the Bengali jurists,

but they are quite singular ill this and receive no countenance from any

other part of India.

The earthen oil tract in Upper Buima is being regularly demarcated

under the superintendence of Dr. Fritz Noeiling of the Geological

Survey. It will be parcelled out into one square mile blocks, which

wdl be sold publicly to the highest bidder. Messrs. Finlay, Fleming

& Co., the lessees of the oil wells under the king, have already secured

a couple of square miles at Yenangyoung, and Sir Lepel Griffin has

obtained for his company four miles. There are other plots in the

market, and by the beginning of June when Dr. Noetling will have

completed the demarcation, there will be many more in the field.

Dr. Noetling, who is a German scientifle man brought out for the

Geological Department, has not only done excellent professional ser-

vice in Upper Burma, but going into the country in the troublous times

following the Annexation, he has had an adventurous career. While

the land was at the mercy of guerilla bands of patriots and brigards, he

had not to complain of absence of incident. He was in an atmos-

phere of ugly rumours and surprises. Exposed to attack on all sides,

he must have had m any a hair-breadth escape, in a situation where

he owed the preservation of life only to his dexterous arm, his fleet

feet, and, last not least, bis alert rniud. All the romance of daring

that he may have cherished in his young German under-graduate days

at his German University must have been satiated. As he was sent

to rusticate in the malarious jungle, presumably to purge him of his

proclivity to society and chivalric devotion to woman, and is fated

not to be at head-quarters with his chief again, for fear 0^ a relapse to

the old viciousness, he is decidedly lucky in this windfall of com-

pensation. His chivalry itself might be satisfied in a country where

the fair Sex is not jealously guarded, as in Gangetic India and other

parts of Asia, and charms all comers, from lascars up to Princes. *

The last hypnotic—the last new thing—is Chloralamide-—a combina*

tion of chloral and formamide. The hypnotising dose is from 20 to 60

grains. It takes five hours to dissolve 20 grains in two ounces of water.

Antifyrin is being specialised. It has been found successful in the

treatment ofliocturnal incontinence of urine. The BirMi%gham Midteal

Review reports two cases. It was tried on a child years of age. He
would pass water in bed several times during the night. Belladona and
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the bromides did him no good. From May 20th to 27th, 1889, he was
|

^iven twenty-twiS grains of aniipyrin^ one-half at 6 P. M. and the other

half at 8. During this time, the child did not wet the bed at all.

The treatment w^repeated off and on for some time, and the child

w.as ultinft^bly cur^. Another child, 8 years of age, under similar

circumstances, was subjected to the same treatment and pronounced

cured. The dose was half a drachm, half at 6 P. M. and the rest at

9 P. M.

Chloroform has run out its hour of popularity. It has begun to be at

a discount. The late Commission at Hyderabad are not calculated

to regain its losing credit. Dr. Roger Williams finds that in ten years

at St. Bartholomew’s this drug was .administered 12,368 times with

ten fatal results. During an identical period, when ether still held

sway, there wefe only three deaths out of 14,581 instances. Dr.

Williams has long been aware of the greater safety of ether and believes

that professional opinion is driving to the same conclusion. Mr. Wood-

house Brainc, the most eminent practical expert in anaesihetics in

London, has discarded chloroform in practice. He has opened an

attack in the Lancet ViW the Report of the Hyderabad Commission.

He disputes the Commission’s conclusions that death from chloroform

is always prefaced by some change or sign of danger in the patient’s

breathing, and that there is not a single death from chloroform recorded

in which it was proved that the respiration alone was attended to

throughout the inhalation. The Coinmsssion’s advice is that the

patient should be placed on his back. Mr. Braine’s experience of 30

years, however, is that, for several reasons, it is better that the

patient should lie on his side.

Coffee—good or bad—is a destructor of microbes. Dr. Liideritz has

found from several experiments that the organisms all died in a longer

or shorter period. In one series of experiments anthrax bacilli

were destroyed in three hours, anthrax spores in four weeks, cholera

bacilli in four hours, and the streptococcus of erysipelas in one day.

Death is due not to the calTcine the cofiee contains, but to the ein-

pyieumaiic oils developed by roasting.

Notwithstanding the maritime progress of Europe since the dis-

covciyof the Manner’s compass and the familiarity of her nations

with the sea, it is only within the last few years that the depths of the

ocean have been ascertained by actual measurement. The heights to

which the raging seas rise seem to be a subject of simpler inquiry.

Waves being an oven manifestation, one would suppose their altitudes

to the utmost have early been determined and must by this be well-

known to manners. Not so, however. The inquiry is beset with

peculiar and indeed obvious difficulty. It is easy, enough to measure

the height of waves in ordinary rough weather. But then the know-

ledge is not of much interest or importance. It is the height of the

water during storm and hurricane that is more to the sailor’s or seafarer’s

purpose, and that is not easy of ascertainment. Passengers during

these convulsions are in too imminent danger to have left any disposi-

tion for scientific pursuits. And the commander and officers on board

themselves are under too severe a trial how to weather through the

siege of iEolus to have time or opportunity for adding to the sum of

their knowledge. As the most formidable heights are reached far out

in the open sea, it is out of the question to measure them from the

shore. In olden times, since the hardy Portuguese navigator christened

the southernmost promontory of the Old World the “ Cape of Storms,”

the southernmost coast of Africa was believed to be most exposed to

rough usage from wind and water and the most terrific waves. Since

then, that unenviable precedence has been transferred to the Southern

Pacific.

Of late years, the South Atlantic had again recovered its olti prestige,

l4migh the situation of greatest disturbance was shifted from the ex-

tremity of Africa to that of America. It was found, by acial measure-

ment, that storm waves near Cape Horn rose sometimes to the

height of 40 feet—the highest rise known anywhere. F.esh light has,

however, recently been thrown on the subject by the* experiences of

some vessels during the storms of January last in the North Atlantic

The Caledonian liner of 4,000 tons, belonging to the Cunard line and

the Allan linei^i>VifimVi, of equal calibre, encountered waves of grander

proportions and altitude. On the 17th January, the fires of both

steamers were extinguished during the height of the storm by the

water pouring down the funnel. It is estimated that, from the depth

to the crest, these waves must have been quite 50 feet in height.

Here, from the “ Newspaper Press Directory,” are the latest statistics

of journalism in the United Kingdom. There are in London

478 newspapers
;

in the Provinces 1,290 ;
in Wales, 89 ;

Scot'

land, 194 ;
Ireland, 160 ;

British Isles, 23 ;
or a total of 2,234. The

magazines, including the Quarterly Reviews, number i,752 » 43® of

which are religious.

These figures are sufficiently startling. They evidence a high ad-

vancement not simply in wealth, but also in culture.** Education must

be common enough to create such an enormous demand. And what

an extraordinary stimulus to all the various arts aud interests of life

must be imparted by the Press with its innumerable sentinels, watch-

ful and informing ! And yet for what good? So far as the progress of

the soul is concerned, all this multiplication of Icitcr-picss is beside

the purpose.

For all those trophied .arts

And triumphs that beneath thee sprang,

H»*aled not a passion or a pang •

Entailed on human hearts !

The last figures are not a little rcm.irkable in this connection. Great

as are the number and energy of the 01 al expounders of the gospel

of the several denominations, of various quality and degree, from

bishops, archdeacons, canons, prebendaries, deans, and so forth, of

Established Opulence, through the struggling preachers of Dissent,

down to Moravian and Moiinon Brothers and other non-dcscript

spouters and ranters and canteis—these are all cast into the

shade by the enterprise .and activity of the interpreters in black and

while. The amount of brain or muscular exertion expended in the

production of sermons and exhortations .and expl.an.ations and mys-

tifications and hymns and lamentations, is prodigious. Day after day,

the Press “ piles up the agony ” of -trash. For, surely, if the general

ch.iracter of the productions were superior, Great Britain would have

longcrethis been a veritable Eden of Innocence. Just imagine the

proportions of the provision for making the British people righteous I

Over and above the exhoitalions of, and confessions to, the piicsls,

and the delivered dll ectly in the cars of the faithful, there

are as many as four hundred and thirty periodicals in this behalf 1

These figures lead one almost to despair of the destiny of onr race.

What hope can we indulge oui selves in when, notwithstanding all this

amplitude of arrangements for protection of morals, we send forth

O’Haras and Goldsboroughs ?

The cause of education in Baranagar could not have a more generous

friend than it has found in Kumar Dowlut Chuuder Roy. The Com-

mittee of the Baranagar Victoria School, it will be remembered, under-

took to build a house for their .School. A Govermnenl grant of

Rs. 8, 5c» was sanctioned on the usual condition ol the Committee

paying an equal sum. The total cost was estimated at about Rs. 17,000,

or thereabouts. The building has been completed and now when on

the expiry of the official year, the Committee must show to Govern-

ment that they have discharged the whole of their portion of the

liability on pain of foifeiting the Government grant, they find that,

notwithstanding all their exertions, they have only succeeded in raising

subscriptions of Rs. 6,500. Thus there was a deficit of Rs. 2,000 when

March was drawing to a close and the time was at hand when the

Committee must settle their accounts with Government or the

Government gr.ant must lapse. It was a critical moment, and

the Committee having exhausted their efforts to raise money

were at a loss. In their despair llv*y applied to Kumar Dowlut

Chunder, their patron, for advice. For aid they could scarcely ask,

as he had already given a handsome donation of Rs, 1,000. Kumar

Dowlut Chunder at once understood the situation, and nobly paid

a further sum df Rs. 2,000 to enable the Committee to fully meet

their debt of honor. It is such acts of generosity that truly give our

aristocracy their claim to public homage. We have no doubt the

Government will take note of the liberality of this scion of one of our

old Houses. His liberality in the present instance has averted an awk-

ward contreietnps. The Government would have found themselves in

no less a disagreeable predicament than the Committee. The Kumai’s

gift, munificent as it is, is worth infinitely more than its money value.

On the 27th March, the Calcutta Corporation passed its Budget for

the year 1890-91, without altering the rates. Mr. William Swinhoe, an

elected Commissioner for the amalgamated area, objected to the
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Budget as submiited. He took initial exception on the following

grounds :— .

“ First, tlie budget had been passed without proper previous intimri-

tion being given. Second, the budget was an incorrect statement of

the account of lercipts and pxpt;ndiiurr, as the balances of last year

were not brought foi w. lid. Third, the accf)nnls were improper, as the

wmlgjjg expenses at the del)it b.tlances exceeded the total year’s in-

come. Fomth, that the biulget was illegal, as it was against the Hue
inteut of the law.'^

The Chairman explained that, under the law, the Budget as origi-

nally framed was icfcried to tlie General Committee who had con-

sidered, modifiedfand reported upon, it for final passing by the Com-

missioners in meeting, and that it was now open to Mr. Swinhoe to

speak to any item or items of the Budget and ask the meeting to

modify it or them. Mr. Swiuhoc simply protested that the Budget

could not be discussed in its then shape but the Chaiiman tuled him

out of order. Mr. Swiuhoc would not lake liis colleagues into his

confidence and ihieaiened an appeal to Goveinmeiit. True to his

threat, he immediately applied to the Lieuten.mt -(governor to supersede

the Corpoiaiiou under the power reseived in Sec. 38 of the Muni-

cipal Act and “ to dTrccl that the yearly expenditure to be incurred by

the Calcutta Municipal Corporation, so far as concerns the added area,

shall be framed and regulated according to the provisions of the law.”

We live in easy times. Formeily, it required all the influence of a Judge

of the High Court to disgrace the municipality, now an attorney

of that Court feels himself competent to put in motion the dreadful

section of suppression or supersession. But it is one thing to wish

and another to realise. Mr. Swinhoe has no /(hus standi. His

application is piein.ilure. He wants the Budget -as the law requires

the Commissioners—'to “ devote to the improvement of the area newly

added to Calcutta by this (Municipal) Act not less than three lakhs

of rupees annually from tiie receipts of the revenue funds described

in sections one hundred and two, one hundred and three and one

hundred and five. Provided that the instalments of interest and

reserve fund payable on any capital sum expended under clauses

(3 )» (4) ‘'^nd (5) of this Section (37) for the improvement of that area

shall be taken as part of the thiee laklis of rupees,” Whether the

Budget is prepared accoidingly or not, it surely is too early to

kick up a row with the Conimissionets for having failed in any of their

duties fixed by law dining a year which had not yet commenced,

to say nothing of the end. At any rate, Mr. Swinhoe shews scant con-

.sideralion for the law or his colleagues on the Board by not allowing

the Commissioners an opportunity for coiisideiing his v.ews on the

Budget itself, in either its form or details.

Thr Nawab Bahadoor of Moorshedabad, we grieve to recoid, has been

stricken with hemiplegia. The attack came on on Wednesday. He
was better next d.ay. We hope he will be spared to Moorshedabad and

Bengal. He is a rare soul of goodness whom the country can ill

spare. His public spirit is exemplary. His l.berality is worthy of

an Indian Prince, but while it is free and ready at all emergencies, it

is intelligently discriminate and without ostentation. And he is just

in his prime.
«

Our present issue is iiniisiially medical. But in presence of more

than one epidemic disease, we need scarcely apologise. Over and

above many medical notes of a general though interesting kind culled

from various sources, we offer a summary of the weather and of the

health of the country. As for the Influenza, besides giving our own

news, we have much pleasure in laying bcfoie the public the observa-

tions of a distinguished man of science and physici.in, the Honourable

Dr. Mahendra Lai Sircar.
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THE VICEROY ON THE PARLIAMENT-
ARY BILL FOR THE REFORM OF
THE INDIAN LEGISLATURES.

Thk Viceroy’s speech at the Budget debate was
meant for a wider audience. It is the fashion to

complain of the gulf that separates the Government
and the people under such a rule as ours. The ways
of bureaucracy are ridiculed as mysterious. Indeed,
much of the exclusiveness of the| Government of
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India is inevitable from its constitntion, and we are

glad at the prospect there is now of reform in that

constitution calculated to remove much of its present

exclusiveness. The Viceroy comny^nded Lord
Cross’s Bill to the acceptance of the people of India.

His Lord.ship thoroughly took them into his con-

fidence, and told them what part he had taken in the

preparation of that Bill. He could not disclose

official information which the Home authorities have
not thought it expedient to make public, but what he

said was sufficient to .show the groundlessness of the

rumours which have been current as to his Lordship’s

attitude towards what he called the most important

constitutional question. For this open avowal of his

policy, the country cannot be sufficiently thankful to

his Lordship. Indeed, tho.se who have carefully

marked his Lordships public utterances could not

have failed to observe that Lord Lansdowne has al-

ways been anxious to enlighten public opinion when-
ever he had an opportunity of doing so. Such op-

portunities are, of course, rare in the very circum-

stances of such high official position, but whenever the

Viceroy had any, he has fully utilised them to vouch-

safe information, and^o correct errors.

It will be in the remembrance of the reader how
this time last year, Lord Lansdowne, in his speech

on the Budget, announced the policy which has since

been embodied in Lord Cross’s Bill. His Lord-

.ship’s Government has been quite at one with that

of Lord Duffcriii in regard to the expediency of

giving the right of interpellation to the Legislative

Councils and of discussing the Budget. As to the

extension of those Councils and the mode of consti-

tuting them, there would now appear to be the same
unanimity. Lord Lansdowne rejoices at the proposal

in Lord Cross’s Bill of strengthening their constitu-

tion, while he disclaims ail responsibility for the opi-

nions which rumour has ascribed to him with respect

to election. After this candid avowal, there should

be no more misapprehensions on the point.

The Viceroy is evidently very earnest on this sub-

ject of constitutional reform. He was in hopes of

the propo.sed changes being made law last year.

Lord Lansdowne contemplates the prospect of having
to carry out those changes with great satisfjiction,

and nothing will please him so much as the early

passing of Lord Cross’s Bill. His Lordship said that
** the Secretary of State was fully prepared to intro-

duce the measure during the Parliamentary Session

of 18S9. Ilon’blc members are, however, aware of

the difficulties which attend Imperial legislation and
cannot have been surprised even if they were dis-

appointed to find that the attempt to pass a Councils

Bill during the Session of 1889 was abandoned,”
His Lordship is full of earnest trust that it may be

law before the present Session terminates. His
Lordship deprecated opposition to the Bill because

it was not sufficiently comprehensive. He^ admitted
that there might be those who would desife a scheme
more ambitious and far-reaching, but, nevertheless,

he advised these men to be satisfied with what they
have got and not to disparage unjustly a measlirc

Holloway's -Weakening weather.—The .sultry summer days
strain the nerves of the feeble and decrepit, and disease may eventuate
unless some rfstorative, such as these purifying Pills, be found to correct
the disordering tendency, Holloway’s medicine gives potency to the
nervous system, which is the source of all vital movements, and pre-
sides over every action which maintains the growth and well-being of
the body. No one can overestimate the necessity of keeping the
nerves well sfVung, or the ease with which these Pills Accomplish that
end. They are the most unfailing antidotes to indigestion, irregular

circulation, palpitation, sick headache, and costiveness, and have there-

fore attained the largest sale and highest reputation.
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which, His Lordship honestly believed, " marked one

of the greatest advances made for many years past

in the direction of a liberal reform of our institutions."

H«e is chjvice from the Viceroy himself, given in a

manlWk and^in terms which ought to make it prevail.

But the Agitator is abroad and he cannot see his

occupation gone. So the country—that is, the

malcontent zone thereof— is girding up its loins for

another series of sham meetings and memorials on

the subject of election. Already, the cry of a “ down-

trodden" India has been started. Everything will

be done as the wires are pulled, while the greatest

actors are gone to make what mischief they can at

home. They are fighting only for a shadow. It is

not Election or Nomination but Stronger Councils

that we really want. And when we are at last to

have such Councils, to say we won’t have them unless

they are constituted by Election, is not only foolish

but dangerous. We know what success will attend

the agitation, but it may just lose us the Bill in

the House of Commons. Not indeed by defeating

the ministry, of which there is now little fear, but by

wearying the Government by factious opposition and

Irish tactics, and leading thrtn to add the Bill to

the number of victims in the Massacre of the Inno-

cents. But what care the Orator and his mana-

ger ? It will be an additional feather to their cap.

And the agitator’s calling is safe. In fact,’ the death

of the Bill will be new life to the Congress.

THE HOLIDAY QUESTION.

Wk trust the Government will be firm on the holiday

question. The Chamber of Commerce is determined

to have the Durgapuja shorn of its hallowed asso-

ciations. And the Chamber wields vast iiilluence.

The European mercantile community arc large em-

ployers of native labor. A dead-set against these

holidays made by men of such power must, in any

case, be an embarrassing complication. The contro-

versy has reached a critical stage, and the whole

native community in Beng.al is in alarm.

At its last annual meeting, the Chamber of Coni-

merce resolved to give itself no rest until the holi-

days were reduced to four days, fhe Presidential

speech was chiefly directed against the holidays. All

other topics were thrown into the background in

the magnitude of imporunce attached to this. In-

deed, Sir Alexander Wilson’s attitude towards the

subject was alarming, and the best tact and influence

of our official chiefs will be called in requisition to-

wards a satisfactory solution of the problem.

The Chamber has advanced the point so far as

to procure a re-opening of the question. Sir Stcuart

Bayley has told the Chamber that its demand for

reduced holidays had not the support of the entire

mercantile body. The Exchange Banks not only

made no such demand, but opposed it. In view of

this divksion in their own house, they could scarcely

complain of the decision adopted by the Government.

To this. Sir Alexander Wilson, in his speech at the

Annual meeting of .the Chamber, replied that there

was no schism of the kind in the mercantile com-

munity, and that the Exchange Banks were at one

with the Chamber in this movement. Surprise will

no doubt be felt by the Government and the public

at this announcement. There has been an open

schism between the Exchange Banks and the Cham-

ber of Coftimerce, and if there is a coalKion now, it

must be of recent occurrence. Apparently, the Banks

have given way to the potent influence of the Cham-

ber. The question now asked is*. Will the same in-

fluence conquer the Government also ?

There could not be a greater disaster to the coun-

try than the abolition of these time-honored holidays.

The greatest religious and social festival of the

country is threatened. The holidays being gone, the

thin end of the wedge will have been introduced, and

the Durga Puja must prepare itself for a process of

slow decay. It may live shrunk into insignificance,

but it will not be the Durga Puja that "is so dear to

the Hindoo mind. The Chamber quotes the author-

ity of a Hindu scholar, and argues that four days are

all necessary for the ritual part of the festival. The
Native Chamber of Commerce h.as given an effective

reply to this assertion. Hindu scholars are not

necessarily strong in Hindu practical theology and

worship, .and the European Chamber’s man either

docs not know or has disingeniously supported his

clients. We have no wish to import any clement

of bitterness into the controversy. We only appeal to

the European community, official and non-official, to

save the country from the threatened encro.achment

upon its grandest institution. C )mmercc has

flourished well enough in the past, without interfering

with religious usages of the people. Merchant

princes have come and gone without complaining of

the suspension of business during these holidays.

They have not only never grudged their men these

days but have themselves enjoyed them, sometimes by

freely mixing in the native amusements of the season.

How different are their successors ! What isola'tion

is daily becoming more and more marked be-

tween the two communities ! The merchants talk

of increased competition in these days, but are

the old traditions and the religious feelings of the

people of no weight in the scale? The ques-

tion should not be allowed to be reopened. Time

and again has it been considered, and the decision at

list and deliberately arrived at should be final.

There may be a co.alition patched up between the

Exchange Banks and the Chamber, but is the deep

sentiment of a whole nation to count for nothing ?

It will be a distinct abuse of power if the Govern-

ment gives in to the superior influeyce of the mer-

cantile community.

The holidays, apart from their religious aspect,

have a great soci.il and moral use. Man is not such

a machine as a clock or a watch. Temporary respite

from work is essential for both the bodily health and

the health of the mind. The tendency of these days

of life at high pressure is to reduce men to the condi-

tion of machinery. The big folks have their long

furloughs, their run to the hills, their sea trips, and

what not. But the drudges and galley-slaves in

subordinate employ must go on toiling and moiling

without rest, as if they were not of the same flesh and

blood. Why should not the Chamber look with com-

posure on these holidays as respite given to enable

these drudges to renew their used up energies ?

TIi’e influenza in CALCUTTA.

Science has its advantages as well as its disadvantages, and singularly

enough the disadvantages arc very often the outcome of the ad-

vantages. Rapidity of locomotion is an advantage of modern

science, but this rapid locomotion means very often rapid spread

of infectious diseases. The present epidemic of Influenza is an

illustration in point. There is not the least doubt that the recent

rapid spread of the Influenza in Europe, and from Europe to America

and India, giving it the character more of a pandemic than of a simple

epidemic, is due to|hc rapidity of transport brought about by steam.
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The disease resembled so much ordinary acatc catarrhal fever that

it is very difficult to say when the first case or cases occurred in

Calcutta. The first telegram received of the Bombay epidemic

was dated the 25th February, from which it appears that eases

must have« been occurring tliere before the middle of the

monthr^ From this I am inclined to conclude that eases must have

appeared in Calcutta during tli: lust week of February at the

latest. The first ease th;U came under my observation was in my

own family and that was in the last day of the first week of March.

The second case occurred a few days after. Then about a week

alter nearly all the other members were down with the fever almost

simultaneously, the intervals between the eases being one day in

some, two or three in others. The onset is apparently so sudden

that the names “lightning catarrh” in English and La Grippe in

French have been given to it. But it is not always, it is very

seldom, tiiat it is really sudden in its appearance. In not a small

number of cases, if well observed, a sort of malaise, consisting of

feverishness, lassitude, loss of appetite, pains, would be found to

precede the violent symptoms which are the exaggeration of the

preceding. So far as I can judge the disease seems to be spreading

by infection ; and the stage of incubation would seem to last from a

few hours to at least two weeks. Some constitutions arc so suscep-

tible as to be affected in the course of an hour or two of their

coming within the influence, and others so strongly resistant as

altogether to repel the morbific cause, or to require its persistent

action for days to succumb ultimately.

The predominant symptoms arc fever and prostration. In the pre*

sent epidemic the catarrhal symptoms of the nose do not seem to me to

offer j/cry characteristic phenomena. Violent headache and muscular

pains (not arthritic as in Dengue) rank next to fever and prostration.

Cough due to tracheal and bronchial inflammation comes next in the

order of frequency. Sometimes in place of inflammation down the

trachea and bronchi, there is inflammation of the throat and larynx

and of their glands. In a great number of eases there is a flush of

redness of the face down to the thorax. In these the nervous prostra-

tion with alarming drowsiness and delirium is very often present.

In a few cases there arc gastric troubles in the shape of nausea and

bilious vomiting. Diarrh ea is very rare. Burning of the eyes,

hands and feet, are met with in these gastric or bilious forms, and

in some general burning of the body is a very distressing symptom.

Some people complain as if fire was issuing from their mouths,

noses, eyes, and ears. • The scquele are, in the order of their fre-

quency, debility, cough, loss of appetite, vertigo. Otitis media is re-

ported to be a frequent symptom and sequela of the disease in Eu-

rope. I noticed it in only one instance, out of more than hundred

that I have observed. Relapses arc not frequent, but do occur

from infringement of dictctic*and other hygienic rules.

With regard to treatment 1 may observe there is hardly any neces-

sary. I have watched the gravest eases with alarming cerebral

symptoms, left them without medicine, and they have made as good

recoveries as those treated with drugs. The disease generally ter-

minates in spontaneous recovery in from three to ten days. We
may require Rhus Tox. for the pains, Belladonna for the cerebral

symptoms, Chamomilla for the bilious vomitings and burnings, Arseni-

cum for the bronchial affections. Gclscmium may be required when,

with strong fever and drowsiness, there is absence of thirst. Aco-

nitum has not been of much use unless there were restlessness and
f

insatiable thirst. In such eases Arsenicum sometimes acts better than

Aconitum.

The disease docs not seem to have spared age, sex, or nationality.

Male and female, old, young, children, and even infants at the

breast have b«cn attacked. I do not know how far our European

brethren have suffered, but other nationalities seem fully under its

influence. The percentage of population attacked is certainly

over fifty. There is scarcely a house that has not had the unwel-

come visitor, and in many houses almost all the members had to pay

due homage to it, .

Observations do not seem to have been made at to bow far the

lower animals have been affected by the epidemic ^influence. I

have heard of only one instance, and that of a cat which had the

chief symptoms of the influenza, namely, fever and tk^ pains in the

body. I doubt not but that if we were more observant we would

find that other animals arc suffering from the epidemic visitation,

though certainly in a much less degree than man.

Mahendra Lal Sircar, m.d.

NOTES OF READING FROM NOTE-BOOKS.
Lucknow^ Sunfitly

^
the 22nd February^ iS6j.

The bitterest want here is the want of books. The city was

better provided when the country was under native Government.

The Princes, as a rule, were educated men and the court and aris-

tocracy aflcctcd letters. It was a well-appointed court and a well-

furnished metropolis. The Rulers patronised not only music, song

and dance, fiddlers and buffoons, talking parrots, singing nightingales^

and fighting cocks, wrestlers, conjurors, palmists, astrologers and

prophets, but also encouraged painters, poets, philosophers and

learned men in general. No kind of liberal art or culture appealed

to them in vain. Mr. Beechy was painter to the Court. A
regular observatory was maintained. The Royal Library was

the largest collection of Mahomedan literature of any city

in India. How diflerent is it all since the fall of Wajid

All Shah ! The British Capital of Oudh no doubt boasts a sort

of public Library, but it is not only not worth mentioning in

the same breath with the right royal institutions gone before, but

a thing of absolute wretchedness and insignificance, a poor thing,

full of “ Circulating” trash to the taste of ladies and gentlemen.

There is no doubt a small residue of wheat, but even that is not

available to the canaille. The Baboo has no business to command,

although he is perfectly welcome to pay. There is no depending

on the institution. The rules arc allowed to be broken by an

unindependent speculative Honorary Secretary, who, expecting

favors from the great, is anxious to avoid the least appearance of

offence, and the result is that the Library presents an array of

empty shelves which give rather the idea of an upholstery store than

a literary institution. The fact is that the contents of the

furniture—the letter-press stitched and bound in cloth or leather

—move about for years together with the lords of the Commission,

from Commissioners of sorts down to Deputies, Assistants, and Extra

Assistants.

Found this morning among the few books of my friend Islur, a

volume of the Household Words for 1857, and CampbclFs Rhetoric.

Read several portions of both. For the first time to-day, I

perused Dickens* famous protest in Household Words against the

article in the July number of the Edinburgh Review 1857 on

the “ Licence of Modern Novelists.’* Even at this distance of time,

I can in some measure appreciate the sensation which the great

Novelist’s Defence of his Circumlocution Office in Little Dorrit

created. The article is wickedly headed “Curious Misprint in the

Edinburgh Review,'^ It is as Mr. Dickens at the outset says it will'

be, an earnest but temperate remonstrance against the reviewer’^

chargc:5, and as a defence perfectly successful. It is one of the most

dignified vindications ever penned. ^
The other book is Dr. Campbell’s Philosopkf of Rhetoric. It is a.

Calcutta edition, and consequently there are numerous errors of the

press, some of them very annoying, such as “vicinity ** for “vivacity.”

It is amusing to hear a man like Campbell discoursing on Rhetoric,

whose composition is not only not elegant, but absolutely defies the

commonest rules of writing. He repeats only the old inconsistency

between precept and example. The precept, for all that, is general-

ly correct enough, if not always correctly argued, but the example

is frightful.

Campbell’s partiality for the word “hath” instead of^as” is a dis-

agreeable peculiarity. He will never use the current word “has.” It isr

curious a philosopher of Rhetoric did not perceive the absurdity of thA
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Biblical pretence. Where the style assumes a high religious tone,

the use of “liath **
is not only proper, but imparts dignity to the

expression, but to always substitute “ hath *’ for “ has **
is the

shecrc^of arftctations.

A goal! exhaustive Philosophy of Rhetoric, taking cognizance of the

revolution in English taste which has taken place since the rise of

the Edinburgh and ^{irterfy Revims and Blackmcd's Magazine^—is yet

a desideratum.

It is remarkable that most of the text writers, including standard

authorities themselves, break their own laws. Blair, long the Oracle

of Belles Lettres in England and still much in request there—in

India I believe his is about the only Code known—is an indifl’erent

writer, who in the same breath commits the faults he warns his

readers against.

There is an article in the old Critical Review about the beginning

of the century, in which Blair*s systematic breach of the laws l.e

teaches is mercilessly exposed. 'I'he writer shows, by means of

copious quotations from the Doctor’s Lectures on Rhetoric and

Belles Lettres^ that the Lycurgus of taste could not move a step with-

out sinning against his own Code. I may here observe in passing

that the Critical Review is a very rare work in India. The only

tolerably complete set I saw was in the Wellington Square Dutt

family collection. The Metcalfe Hill Library set is imperfect,

and particularly wants the volume containing Blair’s exposure.

Yet it is noteworthy that it is to outsiders that England is in-

debted for systematic treatment of her language and literature. Who

are her arbiters of taste ? Not her khas sons. There is no Aca-

demy of Immortals in England. The Royal Society was started

to improve “ natural knowledge ” and has maintained that character

generally, and the Royal Society of Literature, although it num-

bers some of the best men in the land and has published a body

of worthy Transactions, has somehow not been well managed

enough to be able to assume anything like the position of literary

dictator to the nation. Individuals, therefore, take the place of or-

ganization. But they arc not Englishmen who arc the lawgivers

in taste, at least the codifiers and text-writers. Two of the race

denounced by Swift and Johnson and derided by Sydney

Smith himself—two Scotchmen, in fact—have analysed for English-

men their literature and laid down its principles. Making all ne-

cessary deductions, there arc two valuable books—Campbell’s Philoso-

phy of Rhetoric and Kaimes’s Elements of Criticism, of which

Scotland may well be proud. What an irony of Fate that minds

nurtured with the food of horses in England should, under Divine

Providence, be ordained to instruct the proud South Britons in the

philosophy of the refined arts of literature and the technical rules

of composition in their mother-tongue! Sentiment apart, the real

pity is that both Kaimes and Campbell arc behind the age.

A Bengali Bookworm.

THE EXCHANGE QUESTION.
TO I HE EDITOR.

Sir —Observing the frequent remarks in newspapers on metallic

questions, about the great, and continual loss, which both the

Indian Government, and the public in general suffer, in making

remittances to Europe, I—though a man of a very humble edu-

cation and station—respectfully beg leave to say a few words on

this important subject, humbly trusting* that this, if not entirely

wrong or altogether unreasonable, will be allowed a place in your

very impartial and famous journal,

2.

Formerly a sovereign could be had in Calcutta at Ks. 10 to 11,

Government exchange being then is \od ov is \ 0%d. This

gold coin subsequently began to rise in value, so that it cannot

now be procured at less than Rs. 14-12, owing, as is wcllknown,

to the very depreciated value of silver. Tnis circumstance has

increased the price in Indian Rupees of gold, causmg the downfall

of the exchange from is lO^d to ij 4^^ and consequently a great

and cvcr-increasing loss. The only remedy that could possibly

be adopted by Government lies, I believe, in the increase of the

weight of Rupees, if it could be done, wichout^i greater loss to

the state. The loss on this head, might, it is surmised, be pre-

vented to a great extent, by allowing a proportionate increase to

be made in the copper coins—Pices for a heavier Rupee.

3. Another remedy for the existing evil might be devised, were

it practicable for the Indian Government to obtain the permission

of Home Government to coin shillings, which, whatever may be

the intrinsic value of silver, arc invariably accepted in England

as twentieth parts of a sterling : and to forward them in kind to

that country, in payment of debts, pensions, intcrc|ts on Ciov-

ernment loans, &c., fixing their value here, so that they m<iy alter

bearing the freight, &c., reach England as equal to those in circula-

tion there.

4. Unless cither of the above remedies can be adopted by the

Indian Government, there may, in my humble opinion, be no

prospect of the loss arising from exchange, bciqg put a stop to in

future.

5. Soliciting pardon for blunders in this.

An Observer.

The 20th March, 1890.

THE CORRE.SPONDENCE ON THE INDIAN
COUNCILS BILL.

A Parliamentary paper was issued on Saturday (Mar. i.) giving

extracts from the correspondence which has passed relating to the

numbers and functions of the several Councils in India. It begins

with an extract from a minute of Lord Dufferin’s, dated Nov. 6,

1888, in which he says :

—

“ For my own part, I think that a yearly financial discussion in

the Viceroy’s Legislative Council would prove a very useful and de-

sirable arrangement, and a very convenient preliminary to the sub-

sequent debate which takes place on Indian finances in the House of

Commons later in the year. I do not by this mean that votes should

be taken in regard to the various items of the Budget, or that the

heads of expenditure should be submitted in detail to the examina-

tion of the Council, but simply that an opportunity should be given

for a full, free, and thorough criticism and examination of the finan-

cial policy of the Government. Some such change as this would,

I believe, prove as beneficial to the Indian Administration as it

would be in accordance with the wishes of the European and Native

mercantile world of India. At present the Government is exposed

to every kind of misapprehension and misrepresentation in regard to

its figures and its statement of their results. Were the matter to

be gone into thoroughly and exhaustively on the occasion I suggest

by independent critics, who, however anxious to detect a blot or to

p ovc the Government in the wrong, would be at all events masters

of their subject and cognisant of the technicalities and intricacies

of Indian finance, ilic result would be far more advantageous to the

financial reputation of the Indian Government as well as more con-

ducive to the improvement of our financial system than are the pre-

sent perfunctory Indian financial debates in the House of Commons
and the impel feet exposition of Indian finance in some of the Eng-

lish newspapers.
“ The second change in the procedure of the Supreme Legislative

Council which 1 am inclined to rccoinmcni is that, under proper

restrictions to be laid down by the Viceroy, its members should be

permitted to ask questions in reference to current matters of domestic

as distinguished from those of imperial interest that may Jiavc

attracted public attention. One of thc'grcat dangers of the present

situation is the facility with which that section of the press which is

bent upon holding up English rule to the hatred and contempt of

the people can go on day alter day attributing to the Government

intentions of inaugurating some obnoxisus policy, until they have

worked up large sections of the community into a state of excite-

ment and alarm ;
or else of inventing or exaggerating facts, upon

which they subsequently comment in a most malicious manner, with

the view of producing a disquieting effect upon the public mind, and

infusing into it a spirit of disloyalty and discontent. Under existing

circumstances the Government of India has no means of controlling

or neutralising the cficct ot these mischievous practices. It has no

adequate medium through which it can explain its policy, correct a

wrong impression, or controvert a false statement, and, though up

to the present time the consequences of the evils I have indicated

may not have become very serious or widespread, they contain the

germs of incalculable danger. Consequently it would prove as

great an advantage to the Administration as it would frequently be a

satisfaction to*thc members of the Council and the public at large, if

reasonable opportunities were afforded of communicating to those in-

terested the exact facts in regard to any questionable matter.”'

This is enclosed in a Despatch to the Secretary of State from the

Viceroy in Council (May 25, 1889) asking the Secretary of State to

consider what steps should be taken to give effect to the above. It

points out that the terms of sec. 19 of the Indian Councils Act

prevent the Council from entering upon any other business than

that immediately connected with the work of legislation, and, by an

extract from Sir C. Wood’s despatch of Aug. 9, i86i, shows that

this was an intention deliberately adopted by the framers of the Act.

The despatch proceeds

—

** We arc anxious to explain in reference to this question that in

our opinion the Bitdget should be submitted to the Legislative Coun-
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cil for discussion and criticiiim only, and that no power should be

given to make motion regarding it, still less to withhold supplies ;

and we would therefore allow no motion to be made or resolution

taken with regard to any Budget, except so far as it depended on

legislation, in which ease members would be entitled to their usual

rights. Wctwould certainly not make the financial arrangements of

the Goaternment dependent on the passing of an Appropriation Bill.

The advantages to be derived from the public discussion of the

Budget would, in our opinion, be found in the exposure of unpopu-

lar features, in the opportunity afioided for explanation, and in the

.suggestions which would be obtained for future guidance ; but it

would be impos8ibl#» under our system of Government, to recon-

struct a Budget because it did not meet the approval of the Legis-

lative Council, and it would be unwise to encourage divisions, which

would only serve to emphasise the existence of a permament Gov-

ernment majority.
“ We have not excluded from our consideration the f.ict that an

opportunity for the discussion of the Budget might be provided,

either by bringing on a Budget debate in connection with any

measure directly or indirectly raising financial isbues, in the same

way as such a debate was allowed this year in connection with the

introduction of the Patwari Bill, or even by making it our practice

to introduce in every *cssion of the Council some financial measure

which might afterwards be diopped, but the introduction of which

would afford an occasion for a financial discussion. This expedient,

which in fact approaches to an evasion of the statute, is not one to

which it would in our opinion be desirable to resort. We consider,

moreover, that the exercise of the right which we propose to confer

upon the Legislative Council should be secured to it by law, and

should not depend upon facilities which it would be in the discre-

tion of the Government for the time being to afford or to withhold.

“ In regard to the second proposed modification, it follows, from

the argument which we have already advanced, that the right of

interpellation could not, in our opinion, be admitted without an

alteration of the law. We desire to add that, while Lord Duff crin

considered that questions should be restricted to ‘current matters

of domestic as distinguished from those of Imperial interest,* we
arc of opinion that there will be an advantage in conceding a large

measure of liberty in this respect. It appears to us that occasions

may frequently present themselves in which it would be extremely

desirable, in the interests of the Government of India, that ques-

tions should be addressed to it even upon matters which it would,

prtma faciCy be necessary to enumerate among those excluded from

public discussion, if any class or classes of subjects were to be so

excluded.

“In connection with the matter of interpellation, we also desire

to say that, having considered the safeguards under which the right,

if conceded to members of the Council, should be exercised, we
think that for the present it will be sufficient to provide that due
notice should be given to the Secretary of the Council of any ques-

tion which a member may desire to ask ; and that the President,

after communication with the Department of the Government con-

cerned, should be empowered, witliout giving reasons, to declare

that such a question must not be put. We think that the length

of the notice to be given, and all other details, should b: reserved

to be embodied in regulations to be framed by the Governor-Gener-
al in Council and capable of alteration from time to time.

“ We desire, in conclusion, to cxprc.ss our decided opinion that, if

the two changes of procedure which we have described arc admitted
in the ease ol the Legislative Council of the Government of India,

I

it will be desirable to cxre^ul them (perhaps with some further

reservations as to the Budget) to the Provincial Legislative Councils.’*
{

This despatch is followed by one from the Secretary of I

State, dated Aug. i, 1889, as follows
j

“ My Lord Marquess,— I have considered in Council the state- I

ment made by your Excellency in the course of remarks addres.scd

TO your Council w^hen assembled for the purpose of making laws and 1

regulations, on March z9 last, that it is the opinion of the Gov-
ernment of India

—

That the opportunities accorded to the Council for passing
under review the financial situation of the country shoo’d occur
with regularity, and independently of the necessity of financial

legislation in any particular year ; and
(b) That members of the Council ought to have, under proper

safeguards, the right of ’.ddressing questions to the Government upon
matters of public interest.

“ I fully concur with your Government that it ought always to be
possible to obtain for the public the benefits which arc certainly

derived from the discussions of the Budget, and which I have no
doubt will be derived from the reasonable exercise by members of
the Council of the right of interpellation. Subject, therefore, to

any observations which your Excellcncy*8 Government may in the
meantime offer for my consideration, I propose to make, at a suitable

opportunity, an application to Parliament tor such an extension of
the powers of the Governor-GeneraPs Council (when assembled for

legislative purposes), and of the Provincial Councils also, as will

authorise the discussion of the Budget independently of any pro-

posed legislation, and as will also give members the right, under

certain restrictions, of addressing questions to the Government—and
I propose further to take the same opportunity of asking for powers

to increase the number of additional members of the several Coun-
cils. I think the time has come when it is desirable that public

opinion should be more largely and variously reprcscnjred. And this

may, in my opinion, be best effected by a simple extension of the

ex s ing system, such as will, by increasing the number of nomina-

tions to the Councils, extend the circle oi selection, so as to secure,

so far as circumstances admit, due representation of considerable

sections of the community and of administrative knowledge and ex-

perience in the principal departments of the various Governments.
“ 1 enclose, for your Excellency’s consideration, twelve copies of a

draft Bill winch has been prepared with the object of carrying

these proposals into effect, and of dealing with certain cognate sub-

jects which have been brought under my notice by your Excellency

in Council.

I have, &c.,

(Signed) Cross.*’

The draft Bill was enclosed. Then follow the remarks thereon

of the Viceroy in Council, contained in a Despatch, dated Dee. 24,

1889, staling that the Government of Madras approved the Bill;

the Lieutenant-Governor of the N.-West Provinces and Chief Com-
missioner of Oude also accepted, suggesting a verbal amendment
with the view of making it clear that the privilege of asking Gov-
ernors should not be confined to the discussion of the Budget. The
Bombay Government were divided, the Governor approving, with

a blight amendment, while other members of the Government ob-

jected to its main provisions, and deprecated the enlargement of

the Council, the discussion of the Budget, and the interpellation

clause. They also suggestedthat the maximum of additional mem-
bers should be 14 instead of 20, and urged that there should be

power to nominate Native Chiefs of States under the political con-

trol of the Local Government. They also took this objection to

see. 3
:
—“ That it would enable the Governor-General in Council

in concert with the local Councils to entirely defeat the legislation

of his own Council intended for all India.” The Lieutenant-Gov-

ernor of Bengal considered the maximum number of additional

members fixed by the draft Bill to be too low, and recommended
extension to 30. He further desired that the nature of the restric-

tions to be imposed on the discussion of the Budget and upon the

asking of questions, if it could not be indicated in the Bill, should

at least be clearly explained in bringing it before Parliament, so chat

there might be no ground for misunderstanding or .recrimination in

the future. He gave an illustration of the inconvenience which

might possibly arise from the discussion oi the Provincial Budget

touching upon questions of Imperial finance, which it would be

difficult for the Local Government adequately to deal with, and

expressed his apprehension that such a discussion might possibly

lead to “ a hostile resolution.” He therefore suggested that an

alteration in the existing system of provincial contracts should be

made which could admit of dividing the annual financial statement

into two parts, one of which, dealing only with the rcceiptb and

expenditure fixed by contract, should not be laid before the Council

at all, while the other, dealing with those items of revenue which

are entirely within the control of the Local Government, should

I

be submitted for discussion. Ai regards the right of asking ques-

I

tions, he suggested that it should be clearly made known before-

hand that the right would be confined to a single question and

answer, and that matters still under discussion with superior autho-

rity, or which had recently been under such discussion, should not

be thc subject of interpellation save with the previous consent of

the superior authority.

The Despatch of the Viceroy in Council proceeded “ The
majority of us arc of opinion that there should be no increase in the‘

number of members composing the Governor-General’s Council, and

that its enlargement to the extent proposed will have the effect of

adding to expenditure without increasing efficiency, or satisfying the

demands of those who advocate the creation of a much larger

Council. As regards local Councils, we are unanimously opposed to

the reduction of the minimum number of councillors below eight,

as recommended by ^thc Government of Bombay. Some of us

would prefer to adopt" for general application to all provinces a

larger maximum than any of those provided lor in the EUifupoii the

understanding that it should be worked up to by degrees. We arc,

however, unanimously of opinion that an increase up to the numbers

specified in the draft may safely be accepted.

“Referring to the second section of the Bill, we do not think

possible or desirable that rules as to the discussion of the Financial

Statement or the right of interpellation, whicH in the nature of

things must vary from time to time, should, as suggested by the

Bombay Government, be embodied in the Act, It would, however,

be desirable, in order to avoid misapprehension, to add to the section

a proviso that it shall not be competent for any member of Council

to propose any resolution, or divide the Council, in respect of any

matter arising out of any financial discussion^ or the answer to any
question permitted by the Act or the rules made under "it. Such a

proviso would obviate the apprehension lugg^^ted by the LieuceiLani-

Governor of Bengal regarding the discussion of the Badgeu’*
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We have received from the office of Reis

and Rayyet, one of the leading native news-

papers of Calcutta, a most readable little brock-

ure written by Baboo Sainbhu C. Mookerjee,

once Minister to the late Nawab Faridoon Jah,

Bahadoor, Nawab Nazim of Bengal, Behar and

Orissa, which gives a graphic account of the

Baboo’s travels to and in Independent Tip-

perah. Written in capital English and evi-

dently by a gentleman of bioad views and

enlightened mind, the work is decidedly a

valuable addition 10 the catalogue of Englibli

written Bengalee literature. This book of

travels should be read widely not only by

English residents out here, but by our country-

men at home, for it teems with interest and

leaches us far more about the line belt of

unopened country travelled tin oiigli than any

work of the sort written by an Englishman

would have done. Baboo Sambhu Cliuuder

Mookerjee is one of whom his countrymen

may well be proud, for he writes throughout

with . the moderate and educated pen of

a thorough gentleman. Indian I lantets

Gazette Sporting News, October 4, 1887.

Mr. S. Mookerjee, who will be readily recog-

nised as the editor of that able little paper

i\\t Reis and Rayyet, his travles in

Bengal to a wide circle of leaders—those who

know India and are unable to love her
; those

who love her, and do not know her j
those who

iieiiher know nor love ;
those who being tiled

of India, take to travelling ;
foreigners >yho

want to know, and EnglisUiiien. 1 he author

Jiimsclf is not the least tired of India, though

he is a traveller by profession, we might almost

say, and though be puts limits upon journeys,

never caring to get very far away froin

Calcutta. It is not mileage, however, which

makes the traveller. It is the power to ob-

serve sympathetically what is going on at

each stage of a journey, and to keep his spirit

about the minor inconvenieaccs which neces-

sarily occur by road, river, or rad. I his Mn
Mookerjee 4pcs. He never loses his good

humour under any set of circumstances, and
what IS better, he conveys a full sense of it to
his pages. The reader may take a choice of
journeys through Eastern Bengal to Tipperah,
or to the heart of Bengal Pioper, and will in
each case be fully rewarded by the fruits of
Mr. Mookerjee’s wanderings. Perhaps the
English reader will be mainly struck by the
excellent English style of the writer. The
author is not ashamed of his nationality

; he
rejoices in being^ a Bengali, but at the same
time he indulges in prose which has no alien
trace in it. It is not the English of an edu-
cated German or Frenchman

;
it is the nervous

Saxon of a subject of the Ernpiess of India.
Mr. Mookerjee had special advantages in some
of his journeys, especially to Independent T*ip-
perah, whither he was called to an important
official position. He was thus assured of
many attentions, though, in forming accurate
impressions of a country it is doubtful whether
it is not better to be untrammelled with con-
nections which frighten away the simple folk
and impose reticence on them as a duty. From
the notes of his journey through East Bengal,
and to show how genial is his outlook, wc take
the following :—[ Extract.]

trorn Dacca he went further East, and his
experiences on the Megna are of a most en-
livening description. He saw many visions of
beauty, and Mr. Mookerjee is no niggard when
he is describing something he has enjoyed
seeing. Here is a sketch on his way up the
river ;—[ Extract.]

But it is not physical beauty alone which de-
tains our author’s eye :—[ Extinct.]
The same symptoms of in.'iienal progre.ss

he notes among the boatmen on his couise.

—

[ Extract.]

Some portion of the volume has already been
contributed to the Statesman, and will be fami-
liar to our readers. The following description
of natural effects is not known to them. VVe
doubt whether Mr. Ruskin, or Mr. Black would
accept it as a final account of the sun’s rising
and setting :—[ Extract].— 77/^ Statesman,
October 7, 1887.

If we have not before noticed Mr. .Sambhu
C. Mookerjee’s Travels in Bengal, which was
published some months ago, it is not because
the little book is eiiher dull or pointless. It
contains, on the contrary, much interesting
matter, though some of the incidents arc over-
wcighied with detail in what is faceiiou.sly
called a “little booklet.” The author’s view I

!

as a rule is, by the way, facetious : he is given
even to punning

; but he is also .sentimentai
in the highest degree—“a naked Whiteman”
hurts his susceptibilities

;
a Hindu girl, bathing

in the river, throws him into an ecstasy of
|

delight : ‘She h.ad such large languishing eyes !”
j

But he is nothing if not philoso|»hical, and his
j

reflections on this or that social and political
|

subject are not without their moral. Mr. 1

.Sambhu C. Mookeijee was formerly Minister
to the “ last of tlie Nawabs Na-tim of Bengal,

j

Behar and Orissa” and afierwaids Minister
;

of the Maharaj.i of Tipperah. He is a man,
j

therefore, of experience, and when he speaks 1

hi.s brethren should listen to him !

Ttaveh in Benc^al is a readable book, and it I

abounds in anecdotes which are often as in-
|

structive as amusing, and it is not spoiled by
too many political allusions, though, of course
some few have crept in.— 77/^ Pioneer,
Dec., 1887.
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RINGER & CO. have in hand the

• largest stock of Homoeopathic Medicines,

Medicine Cases, Medical Sundries, and Books,

&c., &c., for sale at their Homoeopathic Es-

tablishment, 10, Hare Street, Calcutta. Cata-

logue, free on application.

THR

Pran Kissen Ohbwdry Fund
FOR SUPPLYING

INDIA WITH NATIVE SCIENTIFIC

MEN OF EUROPEAN TRAINING.
Under a benevolent Scheme now in opeia-
tion for several ye.irs, started by Baboo I’ran

Kissen Chowdry, foV assisting meritorious but
poor Indian students, under certain conditions,

to go to Europe for competing for the Indian

Service, there is now room for a native student,

of sound health, who, having passed the Calcutta

Government Medical College, may desire to

compete for the Covenanted Indian Medical

Service. Passage and expenses for two years*

lesidence in England will be paid out of the

fund of the Scheme.

Apply to Dr. Sambhu C. Mookerjee,

Reis &* Rayyel Office,

I, Uckoor Duti’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

JUST PUBLISHED.

Congress Sketches: A Review

OF THE

SPEECHES AND THE SPEAKERS
AT THE

Fourth Indian National Congress

Held at Allahabad.

Reprinted with additions and alterations from

Reis (Sr* Rayyct

With a portrait of Mr. George Yule, President.

Sold by the publisher? G. P. Varma, and

at the office of the Advocate, at Lucknow, and

at the office of “ Reis & Rayyel ”

for 8 Annas a copy, besides postage.

In Pamphlet, Price ^ annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REOR(iANlZATTOi\
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By C.ipt. ANDREW JIEARSEY.
Apply to Ret* Rrfjyet Office, Calcutta.
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For INDIA nnil all HOT CLIMATF.S thin scrnlcd emollient Milk Is INVATjTTAQLE

IT KEEPS Uie SKiw CUUL'und KEFF.LSliED in the HOTTFJST WEATHeH,
Eemoves and prevents all SUNBUKN, KEENESS, FRECKLES, TAN. etc., and

RENDERS file SKIN UtSLlCATELY SOFT. Sl/lOUTH ami WHITE.

It entirely prevents it irom l»;.comiug DRY and WlllI'IKLED, and PRESERVES the

COMPLEXION from the eerrehing effects of the SUN and WIND more effectually than any

other preporatton. The IRRITATION caused by the V’TF.s and STTNG8_of INSErTS is

wonderluUy allayed by its use. For impaiting that buit velvety leeling to the bkui, this

delightful preporatio” has no equal! Sold by all Chemists.

Solo Makar* M. BF.EiHAM ek SON, Ohemtots, Cheltenham. England.

CALCUTTA AGENTS: SCOTT THOMPSON & CO.
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The Greatest Pain Oure Extant
. It has driven out rfom the system

AcuteRheumatisih and RheumaticGout,

After years of semi-helpllssness and suffer-

ing ;
while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS

LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACHE,

SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

for these complaints in their severest and most

hhronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Fftoe and Limbs

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.

Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you. ^

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and-fom^lete that it is universally recommend*

ed as

The'BIarvelloas Sore Throat Oure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

oicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at / Re, each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistrect'd: Co.

R. Scott Thompson ft Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited,

13, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,
(Oppositt*the Police Court,}
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THIS

OF MEDICINE.

• B. &,Co. beg to AW the attention of their

ednstituents and the public to the neat little

turned

WOODEN CASE
in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE,

BERIGNY & CO.
/.?, Lai Bazaar^ Calcutta,

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short winding Keyless Railway Regulat-
ors, of small shty jewelled^ enamelled dials, bold
figures and Candian Gold hands, with tem-
pered machinery and dust tight hinged cases
for Rs. 7-8 per V.* P. P. with spare
glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted
to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have, no appearance of cheapness about
them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr.
A. R. Mehta from Bandora says:—“The
7-8 watch I purchased from you two years
back, gives correct time as yet.’* Acting Su-
perintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh,
says:—“A watch maker has valued your
R?. 7-8 w.atch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, R.

W. Fusl. Regt., Lucknow, says “ Some valued
it at Rs. 15 and were completely surprised when
I told them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pretty
Candian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-
plete shirt Studs and Rings set with chemical
diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 3 each, Mr. J.
A. Yelsmoie, Satur, says “ The best gold-
smith of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. G.
Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, says:—“A
German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and
the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.
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JETES' Si^ITARY COMPOUNDS
In the various shapes of

Liquid, Powder, Soap and Ointment
are invaluable in the Indian climate.

They are perfectly harmless, non-poisonous,
and non-irritant.

They have proved efficacious in skin
diseases. They cure wounds and ulcers. ' Even
Lepers have found them valuable.

To the rich and the poor, the healthy and
the sick, they are alike welcome. ^

They destroy tVe virus or contagion of small-
pdk, meisles, typhus and typhoid afevers.

They cleanse your homes and clothes and
purify the air. They keep your bodyiilean, teeth
strong and skin -pure. Your bed free from
bugs, your drains inodorous, and closets free
from bad smells.

They may be used with safety and.with
happy results in the sick-room, kitchen, and
every other part pf a house.

DYCE, NICOL ft CD.,

Commercial Buildings, Calcutta,

This Company’s Steamer ** CAlSHMERE.’’
will leave fot Assam oa Tutoday, tke

8th instant. '

, / .

»All cargo for shipment by the above vessel

should be sent 'to the Company’s Godowni.

at Tnggannauth Ghat, not 4ater than 5 p.m.

on Saturday, the 5th iiist.

’ Cacrar Link.

The steamer THIKAK of this line will

leave Calcutta for Cachar on the 15th instant

(Tuesday) for which cargo will be received until

5 P.M. ot Saturday the 12th inst.

Assam Despatch Stkamkr SsRviCEtJTROM
Goalundo

and
Daily Mail Steamer Service from

Dhubri to- Dkbrooohur.
A Daily service is maintained from. Goalun-

do and Dhubri for passengers and light goods

traffic, f. r., packages not weighing over a’

ton. The steamer leaves Gealundo on arriyal

of the previous night's 9-30 P. M. (Madras time)

train from Sealdah, and Dhubri on arrival of

the mails. .

Goods Upward or Downward from and to

almost all stations can be booked through fronr

or to Calcutta via Goalundo or Kannia with

the Eastern Bengal State and connected Rail-

ways—Passengers and Parcels via Kannia

only.

All |>articulars as to rates of freight and
passage by all the above mentioned Services to

be had on application to—

MACNEILL ft CO.,
Agents,

2-1, Clive Ghat Street.

Calcutta, the 1st April, 1890.
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£. The ordinary Waterbury ... Rs.* 7-8 each.

J. Ordinary stse “improved
wind " for Gentlemen „ 13-0 each.

L. a small neat watch suitable

for Ladies ... ... „ 13-0 each.

Two years’ Guarantee with each watch.

T. HILL ft Co.,

Esplanade East, Calcutts.

A
ny Photograph transferred to porcelain

and thus rendered permanent. Apply to

R. Hotz,

13-5, Government Place, Calcutta.
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THE SAGE AND THE NYMPH.

A TALE FROM THE SANSCRIT.

By H. H. WILSON.

[
Continuedfrom ]

Should human feelings still remain,

Derision on his suit might wait

:

Should her high hopes the Maid retain,

What could he meet, but acorn or hate ?

At length, despairing to restore

^ The calm that long had been his guest

;

Avhilst shame his features purpled o’er.

He toU the conflicts of his breast.

“ Daughter I I long in solitude,

J^isiakco deem’d that 1 was wise ;

And loved. In proud and churlish mood,

My fellow mortals to despise.

But 1 am punish’d—and ’tis just—

1 own myself as weak as they ;

The strength in which I placed my trust

In flight from all allurement lay

:

•* The charm is broken—thou hast wrought

A change in feelings idly cherish’d.

I blush to speak my every thought

^Of fimil liberation, perish’d.

** My hopes are earthly, and like all

Of tarth, I know that they are vain :

Yet must it be—to earth I fall.

Never to heaven to rise again.

Thou art my heaven—from me as far,

As that to which I late aspired :

As unattainable, as are

The glories .former dreams inspired :

«

“ For in thy heart, it cannot be.

The passion such as mine should prey

:

I cannot deem thou fecl’st for me,

' The love that wears my life away.

“ Then leave me, Maiden—to the hearth

Domestic, be thy steps retraced ;

Believe roc, thou wasl form’d for earth,

And human bliss to give and taste.

“ For there Is bliss beneath the sun :

.

Too late I learn the lesson now.

iThe lonely course that 1 have run,

^ Was never nfant for such as thou.

**The fitter task is thine to plight

Thy hand and faith where love has bound thee

—

To give and to receive delight,

A husband and thy children round thee.

For me, I quit this once loved spot,

/To sojourn to each sacred shrine ;

To wear away my cheerless lot,

In penance, and in tasks divine.

“And when I feel the hour is nigh.

That Yama speaks his dread decree ;

I’ll drag me here, at last to die.

Beneath this fond remember’d tree,

“Where foolish phantasy I nursed,

A sorrow I will part with never

—

Where I beheld thy graces first

—

And where I left thee—and for ever.

“And haply then, a sorrowing band.

Of thee and thine, my leafy pyre

May heap, and e’en that gentle hand,

May trembling light my funeral (ire.

“And thus thy tenderness shall pay.

Some kind requital of my love :

Release me from these bonds of clay,

And waft me to the realms above.”

He ceased, and over his features spread

irhe ashy paleness of the dead ;

And a convulsive quivering came

Across his agitated frame :

/ But soon subdued, he briefly prjy’d

His parting blessing on the Maid ;

And turn’d, as fromdicr to depart.

With drooping brow, and broken heart.

But Lila cried :
—“ Markanda—hold I

Is this the guidance thou hast vow’d :

. And can thy purpose, stern and cold.

Consign me to the heartless crowd ?

To bitter gibes, that still from men

The change of resolution meets :

No, ijcver \^ill 1 tread again.

Yon busy city’s thionging streets.

** Unless indeed thou guide me thither.

And seek yon haunt of man with me ;

Or any other realm—for whither.

Thou goesl, I will go with thee—

' « But let us home—a mother’s tears

Of joy, shall hail my penance done.

Nof less her rapture, when she bears,

That with her Daughter, comes a Son.”

.

^

anyfUur btittf' untuctuary, and liktly to mhx. totifuiwn.
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News and Our Comments.

The days of the expensive Indian yellow, made by some peasants

in the Monghyr district who keep the secret, seem to be numbered.

A Swiss chemist, M. Groebe, has been able to produce its principal

element, euxanlhone.

• •

At an auction sale at Lyme Regis, an oak table was, after a brisk

bidding, knocked down to a London antiquary for 142/. It formed the

property of one JIanbury Miers who certified that it was owned by

Cromwell. The value of the article was further enhanced by the

allegation that it was upon this table that Cromwell appended his

signature to ftie death warrant of Charlclr I. bloody' infernal,

butcher table which ought lobe burned by the hands of the common

hangman, which all respectable people ought to shun, and which can

be treasured up as a relic only by sans culottes, caiiiflTs, Jacobins, Reds,

Communists, Kenians, Nihilists, and In cconcilables of ervey grade and

nation I

.

Thomas Hope, a merchant of New York, recently dead, has bequeathed

the residue of his estate, valued at upwards of 400,000 dollars, to

the town of Langholm, Scotland, for a hospital for the aged and

the infirm. Hope was a native of Langholm, and left it when a

boy seventy years ago, revisiting it only twice duiing this long term.

He was never married.

Who will say there is nothing in a name? Hope is a famous name

for acquisitiveness, and when Thomas is prefixed, the double-barrelled

name is simply irresistible.

• •

Grattan Geary vs, Symons has ended in double disgiace of the de-

fendant. After the cross-examination of the complainant, the defend-

ant professed to be satisfied with Mr. Geary’s denial of sympathy with

the Fenians and withdrew the imputation. But the Magistrate was

not satisfied with the withdrawal, he took time to consider the matter,

and, after a night’s cogitation, fined Symons Rs. 300 with the alternative

of three months’ imprisonment. The Magistrate justly held that the ac-

cusation was clearly defamatory, especially for the time and place

selected for it, and there was no jusiificaiiou and defence.

in

« *

One Chunnu wfis tried for and convicted of theft by the Lucknow

City Magistrate Mr. Bower, and while being sentenced to one

year’s rigorous inipiisonmeut, the accused flung a shoe at the Ma-

gistrate, which, however, did not strike him. For this attempted

offence against judicial dignity, Chunnu will, by order of the Deputy

Commissioner, be further incarcerated for three years including three

months’ solitary confinement. What if the attempt succeeded?

Nothing short of hanging and di awing and quartering would have

appeased the injured susceptibilities of the British Indian bench I
I

•
• *

The Land Acquisition Act, which is made to play such pranks, has

come under the scrutiny of tire Privy Council. We read

“ The Maharajah of Darbhanga v. the Chairman of the Darbhanga

Municipality.—-This was an appeal from a judgment of the High Court

of Bengal of Jan. 24, 1888, reversing adeciee of the district judge of

Mozuffeiporc. Mr. Cowie, (2 Cm J. H. A. Branson were

counsel for the appellant ;
Mr. Robinson, Q.C., and Mr. J. D. Maync

for the respondent. The appellant was until 1879 a minor under the

care of the Court of Wards, the manager of the estate being Colonel

J. Burn. Among his property was a piece of land on the banks of the

river Bhagmali, in the town of Darbhanga. In 1874 a declaration was

made by the Lieutenant- Governor of Bengal under the Land Acquisi-

tion Act X. of 1870 that a certain portion of this land was required to

be taken by the Government, at the cxpcn.se of the Darbhanga Muni-

cipality, for the purpose of constructing a public bathing ghat or land-

ing place. The appellant’s manager (Colonel Burn), with the permis-

sion of the Court of Wards, presented the plot of land* in question to

the town at the nominal compensation of one rupee. The land was

taken possession of by the municipality, and a small bathing ghat was

constructed upon it ;
but the bulk of it was used by the municipality

as a market, to the great loss and detriment, as was alleged, of the

appellant, who had an old and well-established market close by. In

these circumstances the Maharajah brought, in 1886, the present suit to

recover possession of the land. The district judge held that the

guardian, Colonel Burn, had no power to give away the appellant’s pro-

perty, and that the transaction, though the forms of the Land Acquisi-

tion Act* were used, was really a gift. He therefore held that the

whole transaction was illusory and void, and he declared the Maharajah

entitled to possession of the land, with costs. The High Court, on

appeal, reversed that decision, holding that the proceedings were, both

tu substance and in form, proceedings under the Li^d Acquisition Act,

and all that was done by the guardian was to accept nominal compen-

sation when he had a right to insist on substantial coinpensMIon
; that

the municipality were in due legal possession of the land, and were

justified in using it for any purpose for which the Statute authorised its

use, although not the purpose for which it was professedly taken. From

this last decree the present appeal was instituted. At the close of the

arguments on bdlh sides, their lordships intimated that they would not

require Mr. Cowie to reply, but that they would deliver their judgment

at another silting.”

Under the Act, anything is a public purpose whenever the Govern-

ment wills it. And how lightly is it employed !

* #

In the introductory note attached to the Index to Reports of Her

Majesty’s Diplomatic and Consular Representatives abroad on trade

and subjects of general interest (with appendix) 1886-88, commercial

No. 27 (1889), it*is stated that prior to the year 1886 it was the practice

of the Foreign Office to publish the reports of Her Majesty’s diplo-

matic and consular representatives abroad on trade, finance and sub-

jects of general interest, in Blue Books at various intervals, when a

sufficient number had been received to make a fair-sized volume.

These Blue Books were published only during the Session of Parlia-

ment, or shortly .after its close. This system, however, was open to

two .serious objections. In the first place, a person requiring a parti-

cular report on a specific subject found himself compelled to purchase

a volume containing a quantity of extraneous matter possibly of no in-

terest to him, and at a cost consequently in excess of the value of what

he really required. A still graver objection lay in the fact that while

one report might be printed and ready for publication, it had to wait

till others were received in a sufficient number to make up a Blue

Book. Con.siderable delay was thus at times occasioned, and the value

of the earlier papers proportionately diminished. Lord Rosebery,

when Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, readily recognising the

foice of these objections which were then strongly urged, took effectual

steps to remedy them by ordering a separate publication of all reports

both during the Session of Parliament and in the recess. This ar-

rangement met with the unanimous approval of the public and the

press, and the reports were henceforward issued at a. price well within

the reach of all classes.

The series thus established are divided into two c.ategories, ** An-

nual” and “Miscellaneous.” In the former, are comprised reports

on trade, finance and agriculture, which are annually required, from

Her Majesty’s mission and consulates abroad. In the latter, are

included reports on subjects of general economic intciesl which are

either specially called for by the Secretary of Slate or voluntarily

submitted for public.ilion by their authors. These series have

their consecutive numbers which run on from year to year. From

the summer of 1886 down to the end of 1888, 445 reports of the annual

and no of the miscellaneous series have been issued in the separate

form, and it is to the salient fe/iture of these 555 reports that the

body of the present work is designed to facilitate reference. ’

•
• •

Mr. H. Lee is Gazetted Chairman of the Commissioners of Calcutta,

with effect from the date on which he may take charge from the

Hon’blc Sir Henry Leland H.TiTison, KT. Mr. Lee has already

been acting the Chairman under direction of Sir Henry Harrison.

Mr. Lee's appointment as Chairman reduces, during the conti-

nuance of the present period of election of the Corporation, the num-

ber of Commissioners by one. He was nominated by Government a

member in place of a Government Commissioner Dr. O’Brien resigned.

The present translation to the head of the Corporation, leaves no

vacancy arising from death, resignation or disqualification which can

be filled under Sec. 33 of the Municipal Act. #

The Commissioners meet specially next Monday, to sanction—under

Sec. 43 of the Act—the salary of the new Chairman. tITc Act has

limited the minimum to Rs. 2,500 a month. It is left to the Com-

missioners to raise it to Rs. 3,oco or to grant in additioit house-

rent, with approval of the Local Government. The law requiat*-,

“ All resolutions passed by the Commissioners under this section

shall be subject to the approval of the Local Government.” Is it

competent to the Local Government not to approve the allowance of

only Rs. 2,500 jjanctioned by the Commissioners for a Chairman ?

This has gone almost the entire round of the press

“Since the death of Mr. Browning, says the Pall there

has been no imre favourite topic of literary discussion than who could

or should succeed Lord Tennyson. Some are for Mr. Swinburne, some
for Mr. William Morris, some for Mr. Affted Austin, some for Mr.
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Leivis Morris, aim so forth. At last, however, a word has been said

bearing indirectly on the subject by one who speaks in such matters

with the authority of a future Prime Minister. This is Mr. Gladstone

who discoursing on * British Poetry of the Nineteenth Century * in the

Speakir awards the palm to Tennyson, and then says * Piessing

round or upon Him, or walking in the same path, we have had many
true poets, some of extraordinary and many of very considerable powers.

Among those claiming the first of these descriptions 1 liave mentioned

Mr. Browning ;
and the merest justice requires me to add at least the

name of Mr. Swinburne. Beyond this, it would be vain in a paper like

this either further to enumerate or to classify, or to refer particularly

to those legions of the middling and the bad, who constitute, as it were,

the camp-followers of the genuine poetic army.' Presumably, there-

fore, if it ever fell to Mr. Gladstone's lot to nominate a Poet Laureate,

ids choice would fall upon Mr. Swinburne—a choice which, in view of

all the abuse Mr. Swinburne has lavished on ‘Gladstone’s name,'

would be a characteristic instance of great name’s magnanimity."

Another curiosity of criticism 1 Strange that the G. O. M. should

show such a decided preference for the head of the F’leshly School of

Jill others—a libertine writer whose genius is so often hid under a mass

of empty sounding verbiage. Mr. Gladstone too is prone to redun-

dancy and wordiness, still he never degeneiates into mere sound and

fuiy. But then, Mr. Swinburne, though a Pantheist in his poetry and

piobably an agnostic in creed, is a Greek in art. That is no doubt a

strong bond of sympaihy between the two. Still one would have

thought that the Bard of the Life and Death of Jason would be more

after the heart of the most enthusiastic student of Homer and the

Heroic Age, of not only all men in the British Islands but of all states-

men of the day.

Notes, Leaderettes, and

Our Own News.

The Czar h.ad been suffering from nervousness and fever. His Majesty

has had a relapse and is again sutfering seveiely from influenza. To

add to the distress, a number of explosives were delected at Gats-

china, where it was intended to pass the Easier.

The agitation in Finland is spreading. The Universities have been

closed. The students have nvdjbcd the Prefect of Police. At Riazan,

they have flogged the District Chief, Mordinoff, and itoned the police.

The student excesses are coupled with the announcement that the Edu-

cation Minister has resigned. The C/.ar has ab.indoned the idea of

going to Copenhagen, but may visit liis Polish m summer.

In Russian Asia, there seems a tendency to shift the centre of policy

from Tashkend to S.iin.iicund. Tlie (»uv'einor of the new I tans-

Caspian Province has orders to establish diicct inlet national relations

with iiidependcni Asiatic Sl.iies, including Afghanistan. General

Knropntkin snrreeds General Komai^ff as Commandant of Russian

troops in the Trans-Caspian distiict. The Bear fs coming.

Meanwhile, as some compensation, the English have stolen a march

on the Russian in Persia, and have obtained the tobacco monopoly.

Emperor William has made a ficsli start in Army Reform. A

decree allows sons of middle class f.imilies to attain to officeis ranks

The famous fracas at the Calcutta Fire-temple in which Badshaw—

we beg his pardon, Padshah—the poor wandering Parsee— was cudgell-

ed like a thief, for his unhappy practical jest, by the Mehtas, bids fair to

give our metropolis another Zoroasinan place of wor.ship. The pre-

sent temple belongs to the family of old and amiable Mr. Manickjrc

Rustomjee, once of so much imporiaiice in the town. If we remember

lightly, it was at the time said that the presence of the smoking Parsee

and the disturbance in the sacred precincts had detracted from

the purity of the place. Be that what it may, we can easily under-

stand the disinclination of the Mehtas to join in divine service or

other ceremonies at a place with unpleasant associations for them, even

though assured of immunity from future molestation there. But to

start a new firc-tcmple is no joke, h is not a question of purse only.

To procure the elements of the necessary sanctity is a most arduous

affair. Mr. Mehta senioi, father of Mr. R, D. Mehta, at last re-

solved upon the attempt, and has succeeded. We give the account

from the Advot^tUe of India

“ Towards the Uuei pait of last year, Mr. Dliunjeebhoy Byramjee

Mehta a leading Parsee ineichanl ol Calcutta, opened cuiniriuuicalions

with dV Hoshung jamasp Dusloor, the Higii Pnesl of the Parsees in

the Deccan, reqnesMng the learned Doctor to give him f.iciluies for

opening a uew tiie I’cnipie foi Uia own private use at Calcutta. Under

tiie iusu-uciions of the Dustoor a patty of Mobeds, headed by Dustoor

Nusserwanji Byramji Mcheijirana, lett Poona for Calcutta on the ist

of December last, taking with them a small portion of the eternal

holy fire, and other things neccssaiy for the new Eire Temple. The

i'Hrsee Set iptures ordain that the sacicd (iic must be earned to its

destination fiom the chief Fire Temple by priests, who, during the

loiirney, must not touch any one who is not himself a Mobed. Nor

must they touch wood, nor eai food piepaied by a lay man. In the

face of such suict oidinances travelling by rail was out of the queslmn.

The paiiy, therefore, undertook to perform the joiiiiiey on tool—a dis-

tance ot some fifteen huiuticd mile-,, They lefi Pvjoua on the isl of

December last, and, m outer, to avoid passing over wooden biidges

which aie to he found at v.iiious stages of the join ney, they were

»>bliged to make long r/r/tv/rj by the banks of riveis. They tiaveiled

without any senoiLs dilficLihy until they came to the pontoon budge

which spans me Hooguiy between Hoowiah and Cakuiia. Here a

fiifficuliy arose. The budge is made of wood. How should the pious

Isloheds^ pass over to the other side? In their cinharrassineiit they

turned to Bombay for guidance. A telegram was sent by them to the

Hb’li Priest, and that aigmiaiy declared that it wt)ul(l be lawful for the

luiesis to walk over if they 111 St took the precaution of wearing iron

soles to their shoes, and It they crossed when no other person was on

the brid^-e at the time. The laiiei ot these iiijimciions nc«cs8iiHted a

boecial application to the Government of Bengal, which, after due

“Vonsidcralion, kindly arranged that the deputation should be allowed

to cross the bridge on the conditions deemed necessary by the dusioors.

The entire journey lioin Bombay to Calcutta occupied three months.”

Now that the Holy Fire has conic, the temple will, we believe, be

soon ready. There is something truly touching in tl^is patient stead-

fast faith of our Parsee brethren. Their reverence for the symbol of

divinity ought to come home to us Hindus. It is Agni the Eternal

the fire brought down from Heaven by Prometheus and^ maintained by

the Aryan Brahmans and Avestic Priests from a Ume when both

Parsees and Hindus were one people in Central Asia.

and increases the pay of the Army' officeis. It sternly discounten-

ances the growing luxniy and extravagance of ofiicers. The officers

have taken the mandate to heal t and some of them have applied for

permission to retire.

They are r.aismg a fund for a national monument in Berlin for ‘the

retired Chancellor Piince Bismarck.

The German Reichstag has been summoned. It meets on Ma^6.

Emin Pasha wavers and Geiin.iny dcclaies that she has no intention

to acquire any new territory in .Africa. She meant only to extend her

influence in her recognized sphere thiough Emm. He may yet return

to Europe and c.mcel his engagement with Germany. Mr. Stanley

expiesses usiomshmeiu at ijeimau pretensions.

Serious rioting is reported from Vienna among woikmcn on strike in

the suburbs. The men attacked the spint shops and set fire to the

spirits. They committed other lavages and plundered the shops of the

jews, A force of cavalry and infantry at last restored order. There

were forty attests.

The c.iiiists in Spain are in a bad way. On their leader Marquis

Cerralbo reaching Valencia on the loih, the mob attacked with stones

his carnage, and then his hotel, whose windows were smashed. Next,

they burned the Carlisl Club and made a similai attempt on the Jesuit

convent, but just then the troops airived. The populace have, how-

ever, barnc.ided the sticels and a development of the situation may be

expected.

•

AN immediate Fiench blockade of the Dahomey coast has been

ordeied.

The Duke of Oilcans is to be released shortly. Such seems to he the

verdict of the Fieiich Cabinet. The Duke would not, either liimself or

through fneiuks, apply for his release, for he preferred a French prison

which was Fiench soil to fieedom m a non-Fieiich terntoiy.

The Committee of the Landowners' Convention at Dublin have

unanimously condemned the Land Bill as most injurious in its present

form to the landowners, and as unlikely to benefit the best class of

tenants. •

There is great indignation in consequence of General William Jones

being buried on the loih in the ordmaiy way, Lord Wolseley having

unaccountably withdrawn his first order for accoiding military honors.

Lord and Lady Salisbury going to the Casino at Monte Carlo without

tickets from me Consul, were refused admission. There |Was a great

commotion in consequence, the officials were called up, and tickets

were offered with many apologies, but declined. Ihe offended dignity

of the Prime Ministry of England was not to be so easily satisfied,

specially when the offence is given by a Hell under the protection of au

infinitessimal power.
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According to Stanley, who has reached Naples, the Arnwimi forest in

Africa is full of India rubber trees.

The Carnarvon election has been carried by Mr. George, Liberal, by

a majority of i8.

A Gainsborough, valued river a lac (^10,000), belonging to Baron

Ferdinand de Rothschild, lias been lost by fire at Waddesdon Manor.

Sir Louis Jaclcson, retired Judge of the Bengal High Couit, is rlead.

Sir Arthur Havelock, the new (Governor elect of Ceylon, was ban-

queted by the Ceylon .Association in I.oiuion, Lord Knutsford, Lord

Chelmsford, Sit John Coode, Sir James Longden and others being

present. •

China has agreed with England to open up the port of Chungking,

on the Upper Yangtse, to foreign commerce.

Richard and Davies who murdered their father at Crewe were both

sentenced to death. The elder youth l)a\ies has been executed, but

the younger, who is bclicvctl to have taken a greater shaie in the

patricide, has been icspiled and ordered penal bcrvilude for life.

TbE Uncovcnanled agitation is gaining strength. The Home Gov-

rrnment has agieed a Committee of Enquiry. The Secretary of

State for India is willing that witnesses fiom India be allowed

special leave and their expenses. The agitators in P2 ngland signalized

their success by a dinner .a the Hotel Mctropole.

On the authority of Germany’s greatest living historian, Heinrich von

Sybel, in his nf:wly published wmk, rd/t/'/y Fair relates what it calls an

umusing story of Field-Marshal von Wrangel and Prince Bismarck:—
“In 18^4, dniing the war against Denmark, Wi.ingel w.is at the

head of operations. 'I’heie was some fear that the Western Powers
might object to ilie Orman troops entering Jutland ;

in consequence of
wbicli a lelegiain was sent to the Field-M.u sb;d, bohiing Inm .itlvanre

no further, who thereupon wiHvl bark to the Emperor Wdliaiii that
* these diplomatists, who spoil the most sncressfnl ooerations, ricserved

the jfhllowb.’ Bismarck took care to ignore Wiangel's piest'nce when-
ever he met him on later occasions, wljicli could not fail to annoy him.
One day, however, they met at dinner, having both been invited to the
King’s table. It was a p<*<:uliariiy of Wiangel that he always called
ever>l)ody ‘du,’or ‘thou and, turning to Bisin.ru.k, who was seated
next to him, he said ;

‘ .\Iy son, canst thon not forget 1’ ‘No.’ was the
curt reply. After a short plause, \V^ angel began again, ‘ My son, canst
thou not forgive?’ ‘ With all my heart,’ answeted Bismarck, and the two
remained friends till Wrangel’s death.”

Some people have queer ideas of the amusing. Wc arc dull enough

to regard that as rather an instinctive anecdote. It is characteristic

of the loen and creditable to both. Old Wtangel appears the better

man because the more humble and determined to make up. Bismarck

i.s more human, because so proud. He would have been a fiend not

to forgive. Although haughty, to be sure, he is sound at coie.

A CORRESPONDENT of the Army and Navy Gazette says that the

Council of the Roy.al Colonial Institute has acquired, from his son,

the original pencil and water-colour drawings of William Westall,

A.R.A., landscape painter to the expedition of tliscovery and survey of

the coasts of Australia, commanded by Captain P'linders of the

Investigator, in the years 1801^,3. Although the collection consists of

not more than 107 drawings, some of them are only rough sketches.

There are, however, many completed water-colour paintings, comprising

views of various places on the south-east and nottli coasts from King

George’s Sound to the Gulf of Carpentaria, and drawings of the natives

and the flora and fauna of the country, as well as a few sketches of

South African scenery.

He then tells what he characterises an amusing story told with

regard to one of the pictures

“The artist had spread a large canvas on the rocks at King George's
Sound to dry, when a couple of middies belonging to ihe tm/es/i^ator
came up. Wishing to play a practical joke on the painter, they drove
a flock of sheep over his canvas, thus spoiling it. One 9/ these middies
afterwards became famous as Sir John Franklin, the Arctic navigator.”

Amusing, again ! Fiddlesticks 1 It is true North-European wit, not

understanded of the South. Even lower animals are sometimes con-

scious of having done wrong or caused loss. Here your gentlemen
sailors are quite innocent of any mischief-making to speak of. Their

exuberant hwmour broke forth in practical joking ! Verily, they jested

themselves down to Vandals and asses. This Flinders approved him-

self a true descendant of the unlovely and unloved Vikings and obtuse

Northmen adventurers. As for poor Franklin, he almost deserved his

fate—over-powered possibly by some practical humourists of the Eski-

mo race. The most surprising pan of the whole thing is that, after all
* 4

the progress of near a century, an Englishman should relate the act of

barbarism as an innoceiu example of the spirit of the gentlemen of the

British Navy, with the sanction of so high-classed a journal tike the

Army and Navy Gasette, conducted as it is by a veteran^ man of letters

whose own humanity towards the Indians is still gratefully remember-

ed, who indeed at a critical time had the courage to expose the “fun”

of his countiymen in India at the expense of the poor natives, and, in

consequence, brought upon himself no end of obloquy.

We read—
“ The King of Siam formerly had a real Amazonian guard of 400

members. This guard consisted of the ino.st beautiful and the stiung-
est young women in his kingdom. Every recruit had to be at least
thirteen years old and of almost perfect physical development. After
seiving twelve years she was retired to the reserve corps. An active
gu.iids- woman was a personal life-guard of his Siamese Majesty. A
le-seive gnariiswoman, however, had merely the duty of watching the
royal palaces and the Crown estates. Every recruit, before she wa.'4

ailiniiied to the Amazonian guaid, took the oath of chastity, for the
King of Siam allowed only women of the strictest virtue in his per-
sonal miliiaiy service. The Amazonian corps wore most elaborate
uniforms. A fine white gold-embroidered woollen skirt hung down to
the knees. Over this each wore a light coat of mail. The arms were
bare. The head was covered with a golden helmet.”

“ Generally, however, the Amazons carried muskeis. The corps con-
sisteil of four companies of 100 Amazons each, commanded by female
captains.”

This is a far more respectable corps than the King of Dahomey’s
Iiivincibles, of pure savagery bred.

Discipline was well maintained, however these formidable vestals were
a wcll-bchavcd .set. On an average, there was one case for punishment
per year. But they were seiUitive and apt to take fire. After all, they

were only women and, of coarse, quarrelsome. They had learnt the

u^e of weapons more d.ingerous than tongues or hands, fingers and
nails. Hence there were frequent duels.

“ Duels were frequent among the Amazons. Before a duel could be
fought the peimission to fight it bad to be obtained from the Com-
in.iiidei-in-Chicf. Swords were usually chosen as tiie weapons, and the
meeting look place in the presence of the whole company to which the
challenger belonged. An Amazon who fell in a dud was buried wiiU
exiiaordinary pomp, and the priest in his funeral oration usually le-
cominended her to a high place in heaven in consideration of her
btaveiy on the licld of honour. The victorious duellist was congratu-
laietl by her comrades. Slie was obliged, however, to retire from her
company for two inoiiilis, which she passed in fasting and praying,
riieii she was teinslated with high honours in the active service.”

Tliis tliscovery has some anlhiopological value. After all, whether
in Asia or in Africa, this degradation of the sex is a survival of primi-

tive b.iibaiism. The Mongolian races of the hills on the East of
India Pioper and in Ultragaiigetic India, many of whom still depend
upon female labour, are the natural soil for such au institution as female
warriors and dashing guards7c/(7;/fr/i.

*

In this age of rank doubf, disbelief and destruction of every worship-
ful object, when the scriptures of every race are at a discount, and the
aiithiiieiic of Moses and Vyasa is scrutinised with the eye of a pro-
fessional auditor, what hope is there for less venerable objects—lesser
idols ! What havoc has been made with our dearest possessions I One
after one, we have been compelled to give up to the critical Herod for

massacre all our lares and penaie^. First, we were deprived of our
dear wolf and her foster twins, the immortal founders of Rome—im-
mortal in despite of all the Niebuhrs and Lewises. Tlien the people’s

historian Shakespeare was poohpoohed. Then the Patriot Tell and
his orange was demolished. Nor was quarter extended to the famous
Newtonian orange. The process of Iconoclasm continued, and every
year has swelled the hecatomb. ^
Another dainty little pos.session of ours isjust now under attack and

may as well be reckoned Avrs de combat, though not a few valiant

knights ha^e stepped forward to the rescue. Not the least touching
incident in the ruthless war of tbc Indian Mutiny of 1857, was lhS7’<

which has since been enshrined in the memory with the name of
“ Highland Jessie.” It is a story of a Scotch soldier’s wife, one of the
besieged at the Lucknow Residency, whose keen instinct for her
national music,iwhen nobody else in that hour of anxiety, turmoil, and
hard work, as well as noise, within and without, of besiegers and be-
sieged, discerned that anything was in the air, first caught from afar
the faint but iq^her unmistakable strains of bagpiping, and announced
to the desponding garrison the invaluable news that relief was certain,

for the Highlaudcis were approaching. That incidem was soon enougli
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sung in verse and set to music, and became one of the fond beliefs of

the British. But it was no more true than the countless stories of un-

heard of atrocity which were sent to E ijjland to inflame the good people

at Home and led to the counter-atrocities which stained the British

triumph. %

The has come up for discussion in the Home press, and not-

withstanding the'a'dvocacy of Mr. Archibold Forbes, the story has been

thoroughly discredited. The woman is said to have been the wtfe of

a soldier of the ySth Highlanders. How could she have been in the

Residency and heard the band of the same relieving Highlanders?

And then Havelock had to fight every inch of ground from .a great way

ofl Lucknow, and in the city the fighting was too desperate, the small

relieving column being hemned in by a multitudinous enemy, to allow of

the luxury of music.

Besides the writers in the British press, a gentleman from R.tjputana

gives in the Siatcsfnan of yesterday conclusive evidence, as follows :

—

“ Sir,— I sec a great deal lately in yonr papers about Jessie and the

Bagpipes at the Relief of Lucknow. I will just tell you what sevcr.il

f>f the garrison (lelatives and intimate friends who belonged to that

gloi toils b.ind) told me. When the song fust iMine tmt, owing to lecenl

( ircumstances, it took wonderfully; every body was singing it. I w.is

a Him believer in the truth of the iurident, till some of the above men-
tionccLmcmbers of the garrison hurst oiu laujjhmg when I spoke ad-

mirin^y of the incident and song. Tiiey s.iid there was no Jessie

among the 32ncl in the garrison, and if thcie had been, no sound of the

bagpipes could reach her, owing to the noise, and confusion ail round.

H.ivelock’s little force did not march to Lucknow with bagpipes playing

and drums beating, but every foot of ground ilnty had to contest haid
;

for the nearer they came, the fight was severer, and Jessie, if there was
such a lass, could have heard no music ^mid the roaiing of the guns
,iikI the shouts of the enemy. I am sorry the incident is not true, for

the song and jiir set to it are very pretty, and quite suited to the occa-

sion for which they were composed.
AJMERE.”

That ought to end the controversy. We assume the letter to be

authenticated, as its contents bear on them evident marks of authenti-

city. The wiiier should now peimit tlie editor to publish his name.

Thk weather in Calcutta continues unseasonable. There is heat, but

dust-storms are nowhere. There is no rain, and the east wind makes

body and soul ache.

The Influenza still rules. There is no sign of abatement, on the con-

trary, ihiee deaths are reported in Calcutta, and two in Simla.

Lord Harris is come and has been received and sworn as Governor of

Bombay. Lord Reay returns home to-day. He will be always grate-

fully remembered in India for the Herculean labor of cleansing the

Bombay Administration of its Crawford and Crawfordisin.

The retiring Ml*. F. B. Peacock, c.s., has hid all the honors that

sycophancy and peisonal fiiendship could procure. There was an

evening entertainment at the Town Hall on Thursday. As a Native

demonstraliovi, it was a dead failure, the dozen composing the Enter-

tainment Committee, without head or tail, representing Native Bengal.

But what mote could be expected of a hole and corner business got up

between a Jugd.iii.ind and ail ex convict banker. The relations of this

latter woitliy with the otb.ials ate !»o well-known th.ai those of tlic latter

who attended simply compiomised themselves. Next night, at the same

place, his Service bictliren complimented Mr. Peacock with, and over, a

dinner. Sii Sieuait Bay ley, as one of the Service, was present on

both the occasions. But a lo.ist even in the Town Hall could not

lighten the heavy hcail blooding over the Cliief Commissionrrship that

was never oftcied. The deai “governor” at home—how unlike the

lather and the son— will, we date say, be able to procure the returned

ibodigal a cheap knighthood.
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SIR DAVID BARBOUR’S BUDGET.
There never was a better opportunity for affording

some relief from taxation than the present. Sir

David Barbours Budget for 1890-91 is as satisfactory

as possible. There'has been a marked improvement
in the Revisnue under all the principal heads. The
chief improvement has taken place under Opium.

In last year’s Budget, the selling price of the Ben-

gal drug was taken at Rs. 1,070 a chest, while the

actUiil price obtained has been Rs. 1,136. .
This has

brought an increase of about 29 i 'C.s of rupees in

Opium Revenue, while, owing to a short crop, there

has been a saving of expenditure of more thai) 70 lac.s

of rupees. Altogether, the improvement under

Opium comes to nearly a crore. It is true Sir David
Barbour docs not count upon the continuance of a

good selling price, and speaks of the improvement
obtained in the estimates, both of re^ienue and ex-

penditure, as of a character not likely to be maintained.

Nevertlieless, the difference btitween his forecasts

and the actuals is sufficient to give point to the argu-

ment of those who say that good limes have come
when the people shouKl l)e given some relief from the

burdens of faxaiion. Tlie difference looks like a big

discrepancy calling for fuller explanation than what

has been offered. It has at any rate not passed with-

out comment. The Civil and Atilitary Gazette

speaks of it in the strongest terms :

—

“It is a great misfortune that there is no ‘opposition’ finrtn-

cial ainhoriiy in Iiuba—such as the ex-ChaiicclInr of the Exrhe-
qurr at Home—to expose the injustice of a system which hy the simple

device of umier-estimaiing the piobabic revenue of the year leads the

public and (lie piess gener.illy to acquiesce ye.ir after ye.ir in t.ix.itum

which would otherwise nssuirdly be called into question. The im oine

lax and the enli.inced salt tax, aie imposts wliich press unduly upon the

poorer sections subject to them lespectively. .Many of our tenders

fed the fust
;
and for the second it is enough to state ih.at the consump-

tion of s.ill Is sldl less ili.m it was m the yent before the imposition of the

enhanced duly ;
whereas the use of salt ,is a necessary of life ought

to accuiate y lellcci the n.aur.il inciease of population. VVe hold, theie-

fme, ihiU no system of fin.mce is piaisewnithy whirli Budgets for

smplii-. without even discussing the advisability of removing or low'cr-

ing these obnoxious imposts,”

There is great force in our Lahore contemporary’s

contention. As to the charge of underestimating the

probable revenue of a year, it involves, indeed, a

serious rellcclion upon the Government, but the fact

that Budget forecasts are systematically found to be

considerably discrepant from the actuals that occur,

lends great colour to the charge. The single discre-

pancy under Opium to which we have referred and
which the public come to know of for the first time

from the Finance Minister’s late Budget statement,

is sufficient to support such undoubtedly harsh

criticisms.

But this i.s not all. The Budget statement furnish-

es other corroborative matter. The improvement has

I

not been confined to Opium alone. Sir David Bar-

(

hour says himself that “ there has been a very satis-

factory increase of revenue ” under Land Revenue,

Salt, Excise, Stamps, Provincial Rates, Customs,

Assessed 'I'a.xes, Forests, Registration, and Tributes

from Native States. And what is this very satisfac-

tory increase*, of revenue equivalent to ? Docs it not

mean that Sir David Barbour’s last year’s Estimates

have been all very considerably exceeded under all

the Princip.il Heads of Revenue ^ If there was no

intentional uiKleresLimation, it was sometliing about

as bad. The effect in either cast.* is the same, so far

as the taxpayer is concerned. Wilful or accidental,

the revenue was shown at a low pitch enough to dis-

courage hopes of reduced taxation.

The LahoVe journal has at any rate made an use-

ful contribution to the discussion of the Budget.

It is perfectly right, as it says that the character of

the discussion would be far more practical and effec-

tive if there were an “ opposition ” financial authority

in India such as the ex-Chancellor of the Exchequer
at Home. Indeed, as it is, the discussion is a force.

To deal with a labyrinth of figures such as the Bud-

get is to any purpose—figures all settled behind

one’s back, and which one is expected to criticise
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without any due preparation, is wellnigh an impossi-

bility. It is thus that we find that the tone of the

remarks of Hon’blc members, even when a few of

them muster courage to call in question any of the

financial measures of the year, or to suggest some al-

terations like tlie giving up of any source of revenue,

is rather apologetic and supplicatory than possessed

of the strength which comes from thorough know-

ledge and mastery of a financial expert.

We have for the last two years read hopeful signs

in the Viceroy’s Budget speeches with regard to the

discontinuance of the Income-tax. But we must con-

fess to a growing sense of misgiving on the point.

Lord Lansdowne speaks with characteristic straight-

forwardness, but if in view of such ati unusually pros-

perous Budget as the present, his Lordship has not

been able to grant relief to, at all events, the lowest

classes of the pay(*rs of this hateful impost, the case

for its utter abojition must be hopeless indeed. The
restoration of the Famine Grant is considered by his

Lordship’s Government as an object of prior impor-

tance. lioth the Finance Minister and the Viceroy

vindicate this course in the most earnest terms of ap-

proval, and it is not for us to traverse the views of

such res[)onsiblc men. But there have been so many
changes of the Government policy with regard to this

subject, that we do not know that the urgency of the

revival of the Grant outweighed the benefit that

would have beem the direct and immediate effect o(

a revision of the Income Tax. A F'amine Grant is

essentially of the nature of a Reserve Fund, and as

was ably argued by Raja Durga Charaii Law, it were

as well that the name were chang(;d. It is to all in-

t(MUs and purposes a Reserve Pujiid, and if it were

called by tnat name, it vvoukl remove a world of mis-

apprehension and difficulty. 'Faking it then in the light

of a reserve fund, is it too much to say that the Gov-
ernment should have shown better regard for the

circumstances of their subject people by postponing

the revival of this fund till after the oppressions in-

cidental to some of their sources of revenue were

mitigated ? We regret Raja Durga Charan Law, who
last year had made a strong appeal for the repeal of

^he Income Tax, has so thoroughly changed his views

since as to say that “ it is too early yet to speak of

any remission of taxation. There will be time enough

next year to think of it, if the position of affairs

continue to be prosperous.” If a year of such sub-

stantial surplus is not time fit for remission, such

remission could only come in the Greek Kalends.

The year is not only *a prosperous year in itself,

but it cont.iins good promise for the future.

We need not go beyond Sir David Barbour’s

speech for proof of this. The Finance Member
says :

—
“ 1 he large improvement in Revenue w^hich

is shown under the Principal Heads of Civil Re-

venue (excluding Opium) is of a permanent nature

or, in other words, we can safely reckon on obtaining

the .same increase in future years. If there is any

falling off under some heads, it will be balanced by

increase under other heads.” After this, and going

so far as the Raja did in his correct exposition of the

Famine Grant, to stop short of the legitimate conclu-

.sion must be a source of real regret to the people.

If it is not time to speak of reduction of taxation, we
do not know what that time is.

The secret of the Government of India’s preference

for the Famine Relief Fund is not far to seek. It is

now indeed an open secret. The Government on the

spot only echoe with loudness the whisper of the

Home authorities, and these act under pressure from
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the unspeakable Bradlaugh. There is great virtue

in a Parliamentary mouthpiece.

PUNJAB LITERATURE.
^

A RATHER nondescript pamphlet has reached us from the Land of

the Five Waters under the name of the Punjab Magazine for Janu-

ary 1890. It is No. 26, but we never saw it before and can only

judge from what wc see. It has a second little, namely, “The

organ of the Punjab Association.’* Were it not for these last two

circumstances, one might well doubt the periodicity of the publica-

tion. For it is certainly not a work of the ordinary magazine class or

calibre. It is true there is the Indian Magaxrne in London of the Na-

tional Indian Association in Aid of Social Progress in India, of which

the Punjab Magazine is an offshoot, as the Punjab Association is

but a daughter—indeed an acknowledged branch—of the London

society. But the example of good Miss Manning is scarcely safe

authority for departing from the time-honored traditions of the

English language and British society. Besides, an Indian Magazine on

English soil stands on an exceptional tooting. It is unmistakable

—

it cannot deceive ;
certainly people would look into it before having

anything to do with it. The true analogy between the two cases

would have been if, instead of “ Indian,” the Society in question had

called their work the “English Magazine” or the “London Month-

ly.” Indeed, the designations of both the Punjab society and its

organ arc misnomers. The Punjab Association taken by itself be-

tokens a serious business combination, even a political organization.

The full style which we come across at the head of the Rules

given as the last article of the magazine, namely, “ The Punjab

Association in Aid of Social Progress and Education in India,”

trailing as it is, no doubt modifies the impression. But what an

unhappy choice is that ! what a long, straggling, unwieldy affair 1

It is condemned by the very authors fighting shy of it and practi-

cally restricting themselves to the handy abbreviation. Our complaint

is that a loose, unconsolidated fraternity of dilettante philanthropists

had no business, at the very dawn of Civilization on the Frontier, to

appropriate to themselves a name which should, in modesty as well

as justice, have been reserved for serious workers for the ameliora-

tion of the political institutions and administrative machinery of

the country. For themselves, they might well have been content

with a word of three or at most four syllables, instead of aspiring

to the dignity of the most full-mouthed and high-sounding poly-

syllable in the connection known to the not overcopious English

tongue. Then, whatever namc^ they fancied for themselves, they

might at least, in giving a name to their organ, have spared the in-

terests of literature. Would it not have served their purpose tolerably

as well had they called it simply the “Journal” of their Society?

If their ambition would not be satisfied with anything short of the

highest, the word “ Transactions ” was still open to them. That

would have gratified
^
all the aspirations of the Lions, young and

old, of the Punjab, without trenching cither on the dignity or the

convenience of letters. As it is, the name compromises important

interests, without well lending itself to their ends. As the word

is understood, a magazine is not the proper appellation for the organ

of a committee of educationists and reformers. Although respectably

got up—well printed on good paper—the before us is not a

magazine proper. It has not even the common business ^attributes

of one. Though numbered and dated, there is no intimation any-

where of its regular periodicity. We know not wherher it is a

monthly, *a quarterly, or a half yearly publication. This number

is dated January 1890 ; wc received it towards the end of the iirs^

quarter—on the 20th March. There is no knowing when the next

issue will come out. Its connection with the society whose organ

it professes to l^e, seems an artificial, forced connection—at best of

the slightest. Beyond the single circumstance of the Rules of the

society appearing in it, there is no other—not the slightest sign of

association with the Punjab Association.

Of the 55 pages of this number, 6 arc taken up with the Rules of
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the Association and another 6 with social and educational Ates of

the flimsiest newspaper character. The remainder is consumed

between the opening paper and a brief article of five pages—as a

sort of longboat at the end of the flagship—introduced apparently to

keep ujyippearance, and avoid the reproach of a single-article ma-

gazine, ouch a drained mode of satisfying public expectation cannot

tcrvc the purpose, because it never deceives. The conductors might

perhaps have given their chief article of 37 pages by instalments in

two issues, though it is usually hazardous to break the continuity of

an essay, and nobody who can help submits to such treatment of the

brats of his brain. The Notes are probably indispensable to re-

concile to the taxation involved the unlearned supporters of the

movement, to whom the Greek Drama is worse than Greek

—

absolute gibberish. At any rate, the Rules might have been cir-

culated as a fly sheet and their space utilised for some interesting

reading. It is almost an imposition on the readers to fill up a

magazine with the Rules of an institution or such other “shop.”

The minor article is a review of the Life of Dr, Anandbai Joihee

by Mrs. Caroline Healey Dali, published at Boston. We have

not seen this work and we confess to a prejudice against the author.

She is the widow of our late useful and amiable townsman, the Rev.

C. H. A. Dali, She can scarcely be an amiable creature : she cer-

tainly never struck us a good wife. Mr. Dali revived the Ame-

rican Unitarian Mission in Calcutta Srhen it had been forgotten

for an age after the final retirement of the philanthropic scholar,

William Adam, who was one of the leading pioneers of Indian

improvement. He found it more than uphill work— a desperate

adventure. But Mr. Dali with his American energy and per-

sistence and his Asiatic self-sacrifice, succeeded as far as was pos-

sible with his scanty means. He got up a subscription here, got

together a small congregation with whom he held regular divine

service, made friends of the people, attended their meetings, deliver-

ed lectures, issued tracts, started a temperance movement, preached

Unitarianism, and even “annexed ” Ram Mohun Roy, until he was

himself annexed by the greater Keshub Chundcr Sen, as Ram Ma-

han Roy himself had “annexed ” his own predecessor the ingenious

William Adam, Meanwhile, his society in Boston withdrew their

grant, while his handful of a congregation was dispersed by death

<»r departure or sickness or individual losses. Any other man would

have bowed to the inevitable. Not so Mr, Dill. He worked for

gain, going to the length of learning stenography for the purpose.

He reported for the press and opened a class for teaching short-hand,

and not only supported himself but maintained his several institu-

tions. Then he went to England and to America, much like a show-

man, to exhibit a couple of reformed Unitarian Indians, and created

some interest in his wark in Great Britain and the United States.

Thus he was enabled to keep up a numher of useful benevolent

institutions, principally schools for boys and girls, not ilie least

remarkable of which was a genuine ragged school for the reclama-

tion of the little street Arabs of the City of PaUecs. During all

the thirty odd years of the husband’s noble exile, the Christian

wife did not once give him the solace of her company on the

voyage, nor eared to join him in this country. She enjoyed her

remittances and the single blessedness of a “grass-widow” at home,

though V'C dare say she indited decent responses to his aircctionatc

despatches. When at last the goodman—in both senses—went to

his last home, the. widow, we need hardly say, did not bury

herself alive in grief, as a Christian Suttee^ with her husband’s

relies. She, however,—now of something more than a “grass-

widow”—for the first time conceived it time enough and be-

coming to see the scene of his earthly labours. But she came

down like the Assyrian in B/ron*s Hebrew Melodies, to seize

his money and goods, which seizure she effected with, a thorough-

ness that starved the institutions of her late husband into nothing-

ness and extinguished his work. We regard it a piece of impertinence

in such a worngn to set herself up for biographer of any true Hindu

woman like Anand Bai. The reviewer, we must say, has, out of

scanty materials, given a touching account of the good and intrepid

Mahratta girl.

The piece de resistance—the centre of attraction—is 'Dr. W. H.

Rattigan’s paper of 37 pages on “The Greek Tragic Poets as

Moral Teachers.” It was originally a Lecture delivered to the

students of the Lahore Govcriiincnt College. We arc glad to find

the leading members of European society in the Punjab take such

a lively interest in the elevation of the people. The times have

long since passed away in Bengal when a man of Dr. Rattigan’s

position, whose fortune was made and fame cs|ablishcd, would

think of coming down, prepared “ with toil ol sprite,” to amuse and

instruct a lot of blackboys and young men. Besides the conde-

scension, the act involved pains-taking. The subject was a

learned one requiring cautious handling in the interest of

onc*8 reputation, DcOuincy long since exploded the classi-

cal pretensions of educated British society, and on the Con-

tinent the acquirements of English University men only

raise a smile. The truth is that, though , Latin and Greek

from the staple of Liberal Education, the study, that of Greek

in special, is not kept up, until the despised “ crib ” is in re-

quest as with the unlearned to whom the learned tongues arc

ever the “ unknown tongues.” With the British exiles in India-

torn from academic surroundings, influences and associations, con-

demned to work among and for aliens who never heard of Homer

or Troy, whose Greece is almost confounded with Arabia, whose

Alexander the Greek is a myth of the Persian imagination, and

whose Rome is the Ottoman Stamboul, and retiring for recreation

to a local European society which does not recall the studies of

college—matters are even worse. Few such would care to go to

the risk of appearing before the public to hold forth at any length

on a classical theme. For, truth to say, even with the help of

translations and cxpobiiions and histories now abounding, the under-

taking is not without hazard, unless a man is equipped with genuine

first-hand acquaintance with his subject. Armed with this knowledge,

Dr. Rattigan has had no such fear. He is not only a scholar but

/shows uncommon familiarity with the leading productions of the

Tragic Muse of old Greece. Yet his essay could not have been

prepared without considerable work. The popular treatment of

learned topics demands considerable consideration and special tact.

,^hosc only who have done it know what it is to bring recondite

matters down to the level of ordinary comprehension. It is scarce-

ly less difficult to make the ideas of Greek poets interesting to

Hindu, Mussulman and Sikh youth than to bring philosophy from

the clouds. Think, then, of the tedious process of determining the

passages in the original suitable to the purpose in hand and then

selecting from among several versions in difterent translators the most

accurate as well as most forcible, and sometimes going to the length

of translating himself. The mere drudgery of copying has not been

small. Of course, it was, much of it, a labour of love, in more

senses than one. So far as it implies a loving kindness for them, the

students of Lahore ought to be grateful to their instructor. And

now that the Lecture is available to the world, the Indian public

may well reciprocate that honorable sentiment, if only pour ert-

courager la autres.

There was, besides, a literary hazard of a more serious kind than

any individual compromise in the attempt. We refer to the danger,

by weak or inadequate treatment, of prejudicing the audience

against the anci<yu foreign authors dealt with. That was by no

means an imaginary fear. It is one of the hardest things in liter-

ature to recommend to any purpose any writings to those who arc

unacquainted with their language. It is specially difficult by trans-

lation to induce true, that is, cordial appreciation. The difficulty is

intensified to the verge of impracticability where you have to cause

an admiring acceptance of a literature whose spirit and methods and

the mechanism of its tongue arc so foreign to those of your

audience’s literature and tongue as well as to those of your

own literature and particularly your own language, in which your
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exposition is conVcycJ—just the ease with Dr. Rattigan and

his hearers at Lahore. To our mind, there is—there c/m be—no

translation of literature as literature. Accordingly, such a task as

Dr. Rattigan took in hand was eminently risky on the side indicated.

It is specially vain by means of a hissing, partially monosyllabic

language Mkc the Englisli, to give an adequate idea of the grand

instrument of thought employed by the' ancient Greeks—even to

suggest anything like the iinjiression of the pomp of tiie grandest

1 ragedy in the world. Of course. Dr. Rattigan could not achieve

the impossible. He has dotie tlic utmost with his linguistic medium.

It was in the nature of things scarcely open to do more. lie

might easily have done less, without perhaps much obloquy.

It would have been a cruelty to the Lahore youth, and might

have done iiKalcuIablc huriii to the cause of education and leticis

in Northern India, if the Lecture had given a mean idea of Greek

literature. That danger the Lecturer managed to escape. His paper

is calculated to produce a tolerably high impression of his subject^

matter, as far as the case admits o(. He showed judgment in

utterly discarding prose as medium for reproducing the thoughts

of his originals. Prose, always a weak vehicle for conveying the

sentiment of Poesy, is an impertinence in respect of such master-

pieces of literature as the tragedies of Aischylus, Sophocles and

Euripides.

The nature of the literature whose ctliics he took to familiarise

his Indian hearers with, is fairly indicated by the continual use he

makes, often no doubt involuntarily, of the term “sublime" or

“ sublimity." The oft-recurring grandeur of .<t!schylus leaves his

expositor no choice but over and over again to siumblc on that

single expression. No other Greek, not Homer excepted, makes

such a demand.

After what we have said, it goes without saying that the paper is

an able performance. It is a well-written scholarly contribution to

the literature of the subject in the English language. In diction

usually terse and occasionally noble, he not only takes up the

study of the Greek tragedies from a new point of view, with

here and there a brief reference to Eastern literatures, but also

gives a striking rapid view of the three acknowledged masters

of the serious Greek Drama, in their relations to one another, and

to their respective times, fixing their proper place in the history of

their national literature and altogether in the Greek evolution.

There is some discriminate criticism too interspersed, as the defence

of Euripides Ipliigcnia. It was bold to enter the lists against

.'Aristotle on a question of human nature among the Greeks, but the

knight comes from the fray with flying colours. After all, on such

a question a Poet h the greater authority than ilie Philosopher, even

though he is the greatest of all philosophers.

English literature is sr ilarly barren on the subject, though doubt-

less much has been done wirtiin the present generation to remove the

reproach. I he Indian student who has no access to essays scattered

in the clitTercii. periodicals and 1 ransactions, will gain a clearer

idea of the cliief plays of the Greek Tragic Theatre from ^hi^

Laliorc popular Lecture than from, say, either Dr. Major’s CuUr
or Mr. DarlcyV, work on the Grecian Drama. Dr. Rattigan natur-

ally has derived more assistatjcc from Continental sources than

British. It would be easy to pick holes in his presentation of a

recondite subject, in a popular discoiir.se delivered to Asiatic

}outh, he ru ccs.Mrily pasbcs over many facts, some of which might

be used agair.st himself. But on the whole, he shows a deeper

insight into the subject and gives more of rational criiicUm than most

of the old trandators and commentators. La.stly, he has earned the

thanks of us all by collecting all the choice moral sentiments of the

best Greek poetry. In this too he has shown sound sense. It

would not have done, for instance, to familiarise the young Asiatic

with Fluripidcs the misoginisc. The ethics culled by him arc un-

exceptionable, and some of the thoughts of the old Greeks arc of

peculiar interest to the Indian youth of the period,

rayyet: "fApdi la, 1890.
I

CEHEBRATION of THE 135TH ANNIVERSARY
OF HAHNEMANN’S BIRTHDAY.

On Thursday, the loth April, at 8 p. m., a meeting 6f the Hahne-

mann Anniversary Society, in commemoration of 135th Anniver-

sary of the Birthday of Hahnemann, was held at tfic Albert Hall,

College Square.

The President, the HoiPblc Dr. Mahendra Lai Sircar, on taking

the chair, before proceeding to the business proper of the meeting,

begged to place before it a Resolution which he was confident would
be carried unanimously. Gentlemen will remember, he said, that at

the last anniversary meeting he had the sad Jury to announce the

serious illne‘.‘i of B.ibu Rajindcr Diitt, who was one of their Vice-Pre-

sidents, how mournfully that illness terminated, and how it has de-

prived them, all Calcutta, and Hom eopathy of a friend whose like it

will not be their lot to meet here on earth again. It was therefore

out of simple gratitude that he begged to propose

“ That this meeting expresses its deepest sorrow at the death of

Baboo Rajindcr Dnrt who, though not the very first practitioner of

llomccopathy in India, was the very first through whose ^ealou8 and

powerful advocacy, untiring philanthropic exertions, and brilliant

cures, Homicopathy gained a stable footing in Calcutta and thence

spread throughout the country. By his death Calcutta has lost a

most kind-hearted healer of sickness and a public benefactor,

Bengal a worthy son, and Homoeopathy a staunch and enthusiastic

advocate and a most successful practitioner."

The proposition was seconded by B.iboo Ramakshay Chattcrjcc,

and carried unanimously.

'Phe proceedings of the last meeting were then read and confirmed.

Then at the call of the President, Babu Grish Ch under Durt read

a paper on the Life of Hahnemann, and on the Reform, destructive

and constructive, which he effected in Medicine. A vote of

thanks to the writer of the paper having been duly proposed,

seconded and carried, the President brought the proceedings to a

close by remarking that in future years these anniversaries of

Hahnemann’s birthday should be celebrated not by simply dwelling

on the gcncralitic.s of his doctrine, for already all that could and need

be said about the ignorance and opposition of the dominant profes-

sion, about the unscientific character of Old Medicine, and about the

scientific character of the New System, has been exhausted. These

anniversaries should be celebrated by doing something by way of

continuation ot the work begun by the great Master, and he

(Dr. Sircar) could not think that they could do better than bring to

these anniversary meetings at least one new proving and one re-

proving. Their country was a ricli store-house of remedial agents,

and if they only followed in the path pointed out by Hahnemann

they could add immensely 10 the Materia Medica Pura. Those

who practised Homa'opathy must have become convinced that

for a large majority of diseases they have not got the appropriate

remedy, and that the drugs already in their possession require to

be more thoroughly proved than they have been, in the light of

modern advanced knowledge of the structures and functions of

animal organibins. There was necessity therefore not only of pro-

vings of new drugs, but of re-provings of the old ones. He

therefore hoped that they shall be able to inaugurate this new era.

for H(*mtt'opathy in India at the next anniversary.

THE DOORGA POOJA HOLIDAY^r
Calcutta 4th November, 1889,

From—Pundit Mohesh Chundcr Nyaratna.

To—Th<? Secretary, Bengal Chamber of Commerce.
In reply to your letter of the 30th ultimo, No. 884-89, 1 enclose

herewith, in a tabular from, a list of Hindu holidays for the year'

1890. I may add that in drawing up the list I have consulted the

learned professors of the Sanskrit College. The Hindu holidays

arc mostly festivals connected with religion in which worship or

ceremonies mth a religious sanction arc indissolubly associated

with festivities. It sometimes happens that a day of worship with,

or without festivity, is followed by a day of festivity with no

worship, but with only certain observances with a religious sanction.

A few of iheliolidays are days of fasting followed by# no festivity.

In iny list 1 have included no day iu which there is no worship^
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with or without festivity, or ceremony with religious sanction, with

or without fcst^ity.

A List of Hindu holidaysfor the year rSpo,

Holid»|^.

r—^

Month and

aates.

Days of the

week.
Remarks.

Saraswati Puja 25th Sc 26tli Saturday Sc This is a festival observed by

January. Sunday. all Hindus except those

belonging to the lowest

i castes.

Siva Ratri ... 17th & i8tb Monday & The first day is a day of fast.

February T uesday. The fast is kept by only a

few.

Dol Jatra or 5th and 6th There are two days of wor-

Holi. March. ship on this occasion. This

is a very popular festival

with Hindusranccs, but

not so with Bengalees.

Basanti Puja 26th to 30th 1
March. 1 riicsc arc festivals observed

Annapurna zSih March j by only a few people.

Puja.

Ram Navami 29th March This is a moderately popular

festival.

Chaitra San- 12th April Saturday ... This is a holiday observed by

kranti. all Hindus of good caste.

Dasahara 29th May... Thursday... Wiis is a bathing festival and

is universally observed.

The time of the day for

bathing is every year not

the same. It may be any

hour of the day.

Snan Jarra ... 3rd June... Thursday... This is not a general festival.

Rautha Jatra 19th jnne... Thursday... Not an important festival.

Piinor jatra ... 27thjunc... Friday Ditto.

janmashtami 7th and 8tl) Thursday & An important holiday.

August. Friday.

Mahalaya ... 13th Oct.... Monday ... A day for oflerings to the

manes of ancestors, ob-

served by all orthodox

Hindus of good caste.

Durga Puja ... 19th to 23rd Sunday to A most important festival.

October. Thursday

Lakshmi Puja 27lh to 28th Monday & A moderately popular festival.

October. Tuesday.

Kali Puja ... I nil Sc 12th Tuesday Sc An important festival.

Nov. Wednesday.

BhratriDwitya I4tli Nov. Friday. At this festival sisters enter-

tain brothers. A general

and niobt important festi-

val, iliougli the worship

connected therewith has

now for tbe most part

been dispensed with, Cerc-

nio'iies with a religious

sanction are, however,

observed.

Kartick Puja 14th & 15th Friday and A moderately popular festival.

Nov. Saturday.

jagat Dhatri 20th Sc 2 l 3 t 'Thursday k An important festival.

Puja. Nov. Fridav.

Ras 2 eth 26tli('rucsJav & .A festival observed by a few.

Nov. Wednesday.! 25rli according to Saktas,

and 26th according to

A'aishnavas.

I4tli November 1889.

From—Pundit M. C. Nayratna.

"I'o—The Secretary to the Bengal Chamber of Commerce.

In reply to your letter fjfthe I2tli iiisiant. No. 914-89. I beg

to say that the Doorga Puja in 1S90 will really commence on the

I9ih October. On this day the worship is to consist of Bodhana

and Amantrana, /. e.y of rites for awakening the Devi from her sleep,

Hollowav^s Pills and Oinlment.'^^Mwt occupations tend to the

development of certain diseases, .and those wlio toil as miners are pe-

culiarly liable to rheumatism, lumbago, and oilier allied complaints.

In the gold-fields and copper mines Holloway^s remedies have been

largely patronized by the workers to their very great ndtantage, and
they can be confidently recommended as invaluable remedies for inw.ard

congestions, spasms and cramps in the bowels, and all those conditions

of the lungs and liver to which those who work underground or in

impure aimosph||res are so peculiarly liable. For cuts, bruiecsi sprains

and stiffened joints, the action of Holloway’s Ointment is eminently
healing and soothing, and a supply should always be at hand in case
of need.

for the season being one for sleep to the god's and goddesses accord-

ing to Hindu belief, and for invitation to her. This ceremony,

like that of awakening and Inviting, is performed by the priest

in the morning of the aoth October and continues \o the 22nd. On
the 23rd there is to be Bisarjana, i, the part n' ceremony with

the Devi. This ceremony, like that of awakening and ipviiing, is

performed by the priest in '*the mornfng. There is, however, the

ceremony of throwing the ieJol into rjvers or tanks in the afternoon^

with attendant processions, and the exchange of grcciings among
relatives and friends in the evening. The strictly worship days

for others besides priests in 1890 will thus be the 20th, the 2tst and

22nd October. The strictly worship day in the Lukjii Pooja will be

the 27th October.

In conclusion, I think it proper to observe that among the peo-

ple the festivities, &:c., attendant on Poojas arc matters of greater

interest than the Poojas (strictly religious worship) themselves.

From the same point of view I consider that the day following the

day of worship on the occasion of Kali Pooja, instead of Pooja day

itself, should be holiday when only a day’s holiday is given on this

occasion. The Pooja takes place at night and the attendant festi-

vities and processions take place for the most part the following day.

The enclosure if your letter is returned herewith.
•

THE NEW GERMAN CHANCELLOR.
In a telegram, dated March 19, the Berlin correspondent of the

TiM^s sends the following account of Prince Bismarck’s successor :

—

Both yesterday and to-day General von Caprivi had special

interviews with the Emperor, and his appointment as partial suc-

cessor to the offices now held by Prince Bismarck will probably be

published to-morrow bimultancoiibly with the announcement of the

present Chancellor’s complete retirement from affairs. I say “ par-

tial successor ” because General von Caprivi will only succeed to

the two-fold function of Minister-President of the Prussian Cabinet

and Chancellor of the German Empire, leaving the post of Prussian

Minister for Foreign Affairs to some one else. But his non-accept-

ance of the latter office has little intrinsic importance, teeing that

the Prussian Minister for Foreign Affairs proper has only to deal

with the relations of the Monarchy to the other Federal States of

the Empire, while the relations of the Empire to all non-German
countries will remain in the hands of the new Chancellor.

General George von Caprivi de Caprera dc Montccucculi, to

give him his full title, is now in his 59th year, having been born

at Berlin on February 24, 1831. His father, descended from an

illustrious Italian stock, was a high legal functionary in the service

of the Prussian State. Entering a general regiment in his i8th

year, he won rapid promotion and served with distinction in the

campaigns of 1864 and 1866. In 1870 he acted as Chief of the

Staff to the loih Corps, of which he is now the commander, and

reaped fresh laurels in all the battles on the Loire. Swiftly ascend-

ing the other stops of the military ladder, he was appointed in 1883

to the command of the 30th Division at Metz ; and next year,

passing at a single bound (roiii the army to the navy, he succeeded

to Herr von Stosch, on the latter’s retirement from the head of the

Admiralty.

In a short time naval men by profession were amazed at the

mastery of their art and the perception of'ihcir interests which were

displayed by a mere lands-mari and soldier like von Caprivi, and his

administration conclusively proved at least that there was a man
with a rare power of adapting himself to new modes and lines of

activity, a faculty which will render less ^strange and less dangerous

his impending transition from soldiering to diplomacy and states-

manship. Soon after the present Emperor’s accession, on the death

of Count Monts, he reorganised the navy; the command of the

Imperial fleet being vested in Admiral von Dcr Goltz, while some-

thing like a ministry of marine was created under Rear-Admiral

von Heusner ; and it was on this occasion that General von Caprivi,

sharing in the redistribution o( milit.iry comman’ds, returned to his

first love, and was rewarded for his loyalty thereto, no less than for

his naval services, with the loth or Hanoverian Army Corps, which

is one of the finest in the whole army.

During the raanuriivres of last autumn, when the Hanoverians

and Westphalians met in mimic warfare, with smokeless powder

and other innovations on their trial, the Emperor had opportunity

enough anew to yudy the character of General voti Caprivi, and

this general’s character and ability to serve him in a political capa-

city must have fiiirly convinced his Majesty, otherwise he would
never have asked him to assume the enormous burden of responsi-

bility which Prince Bismarck has now laid down. It was not with-

out grave scruples and self-distrust that General von Caprivi listened

to the flattering proposals of the Emperor ; but his Majesty, as it

is said, finally decided to have a soldier for his new Chancellor,

thinking, as he does, with Frederick the Great, that a general must
be the surest conductor of a foreign policy, as knowing best how far

he can go vvith the army behind him.

But, though a soldier of the first order, General von Caprivi, in

the opinion of all who know him, is very much more than a sold’cr ;

and if personal appearance is to count for anything, he must be a
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man of great force of character and will, combining in a high degree
tlie sUiWitcr in modo with the firtiter in rt\ blending sagacity with
patience, resolution with good humour, and German thoroughness
>\ith Southern fire. 'I he new German Chancellor looks a typical

’^I'eiuon ol the hugest and most impressive type. Me might very

well pass,for a brother, or even a double, of Prince Bismarck him-
&clf the personal likeness between the two men being most remark-
able. In point, indeed, of statun- and breadth of shoulders General
von Capri vi even has the advantage nf the man he is going to suc-

ceed, but otherwise he is charactcribcd by the same massive jaw,
heavy gray moustache and bushy eyebrows, thick neck, solid scjiiare

head, shrewd, j^'nctrating glance, and general air of bhiod and iron,

tempered with the polished suavity of a 19th century statesman.

A difference in the character of the two men might by some be
discerned in their walk, for, while Prince Bismartk treads sharply

and Iicavily, like a trooper, the gait of General von Caprivi has
suinething in it of deliberation and leisurely clcg.incc, while not
l.Kking ciflicr in or emphasis. Me is .a good enough speaker

but a brief one, and when at the head of the Admiralty he never
failed, from his place on the Federal Council bench in the Reich-
stag, to put his ease clearly and well. Indeed, it may be said that

it was his tenure of office at the Admiralty which enabled him to

b:comc acqiiaintcfl with the interrial machinery of the Imperial
Government to a degree which will render his novitiate as Chan-
cellor comparatively easy.

Such, then, is a hasty sketch of the career and character of the
man on whom the F.mpcror is about to place the now discarded

maiule of Prince Bismarck.

THE RAMNAD PARTITION SUIT.
IN THE .SUn-COURT (EAST) OF MADURA.

Uriginai. Suit No. 5 ok 1890.

Srimat Heraniya Garbayagi Ravikula Muthuvizia Rc-

gunada Rajali Dinakarasainy a//ns Ramesamy Sc-

tupati ... ... ... ... Plaintiff,

versus

Stimat Heraniya Garbayagi Ravikula Muthuvizia Re-
gunnada Rajah Bhashkarasamy alias Annasawmy
Setupati

^

... ... ... ... Defendant.

The plaintiff is the younger and the defendant is the elder of the
two and only sons of the late Muthuramalinga Setupati, Zemindar
of Ramnad, who died on the 21st February 1873.

2. The plaintiff and defendant are and always have been mem-
bers of an undivided Hindu family governed by the mitakihara.

3. The plaintifFs lather was hiinscdf undivided from his sons.

4. At the time of their father’s death the defendant was a minor,

5
years old, being born on the 3rd November 1868, and the plain-

tiff, a minor, 2 years (^Id, being born on the 26th of April 1871.

5. The Court of Wards wrongfully took possession of all the

estate, moveable and immoveable of the late Zemindar Muthura-
malinga Setupati, upon his death and wrongfully continued posses-

sion thereof until the 3rd November 1889, on which date the de-
fendant attained majurily. On the 4th November 18X9, the de-
fendant was wrongfully given by, and wrongfully received from, the

said Court of Wards all the estate, moveable and immoveable, of the

late Zemindar with the accretioob thereto.

6 . The said property cunsit i d and still conists

(a) Of an extensive landed estate which pay an annual peish-

kush to the Government of about Rs. 32.P444--3— 10 and the net
annual revenue of which the pbuiuiff estimates to be about
Rs. 500,000.

*

(h) Of moveable property of the value of Rs. 70,000 or there-
abouts.

(c) Of a rurihcr sum of Rs. 330,000 or ihcrealiouts represent-

ing the savings by the Court ol Wards during its pob.scssioii and
in.anagemcnt of ilic Zjniindari which sum was handed over by the
Court to, and was received bv, the defendant on the 41 h November
1889.

(d) Of various devastanams, chuttrnms, eh .nltrics and other
charitable institutions with their respective endowments, over liic

incomes of which the plaintiff s family lias tlic right to exercise

a hereditary c >ntrol.

7. In all such property, being joint estate, the plaiiuifT is en-
titled to a one-half share under the Hindu Law.

^
8. I'hc Court of Wards took and kept wrongful possession of the

persons of the defendant and the plaintiff from and after the date
of their father’s death, and the plaintiff was not released from such
wrongful control until the said 3rd day of November 1889.

9. The plaintiff attained majority on the 6th of April 1889.
10. In November 1889 the plaintiff made demand upon the

defendant for a division of the said estate of tlieir father. Such
demand the defendant unlawfully refused and referred the plaintiff

to a suit.

It. The cause of action arose on such last recited refusal.

12. The plaintiff appends hereto a true and correct genealogical
tree of the joint family.

13. The plaintiff prays

{ft) For a declaration that he and the defendant arc members of
an undivided Hindu family subject to the law of partition.

{b) For a decree giving him one-half of the entire estate of hU
deceased father and as the said estate stood when the Court of
Wards wrongfully handed it over to the defendant.

^

(r) For interest thereon at the rate of 12 per cent, per annum
from date of plaint to date of decree, and further interest thereon
at 6 per cent, per annum from date of decree till payment.

{d) For mesne profits from the 4th November 1889 '^^^h in-

terest thereon at 12 per cent, from date of plaint to date of decree
and further intciest thereon at 6 per cent, from date of decree till

payment.

{e) For an injunction restraining the defendant from alienating,

wasting or in any way cncunibraiicing his deceased father’s property
moveable and immoveable.

{)) For the appointment of a xcctwcr pendente Ute.

(,tf) For the costs of the suit.

(/') For any other relief which it may seem fit to the Court
under the circumstances of the ease to accord.

The plaintiff in this suit on solemn affirmation states as follows :

1. The plaintiff is the younger and the defendant is the elder
son of the late Zemindar of Ramnad, Muthuramalinga Setupati.

2. The plaintiff and defendant are undivided members of a
joint Hindu family governed by the tnitak^hara^ and the plaintiff' is

entitled to a one-half share in the entirety of the property of the
said family.

3. On the 4th day of November 1889 the defendant took wrong-
ful possession from the Court of Wards of the entire joint estate

moveable and immovcable^and wrongfully continues at this moment
in possession thereof.

4. The plaintiff in November 1889 demanded of the defendant,
and the defendant refused the plaintiff, a partition of the said estate.

5. The plaintiff has filed the suit No. 5 of 1890 in this honor-
able Court for a one-half share of the said estate.

6. Since the date of his aforesaid wrongful possession the defend-
ant has wrongfully received from the Court of Wards, and spent
within the space of one month of the receipt thereof, the sum of
Rs. 3,30,000 or thereabouts, the said sum being the accumulations
of 16 years* management by the said Court and constituting a por-

tion of the moveable property of which the plaintiff claims a one-
half share.

7. Of the expenditure of such sum of Rs. 3,30,000 the defend-
ant has not furnished, and refuses to furnish, any account to Plaintiff.

8. The plaintiff has received no portion thereof, and no portion
of such expenditure was for purposes binding on the plaiiuifTs in-

terest in the estate.

9. In addition to such last-named expenditure plaintiff is in-

formed, and believes the same to be true, that the defendant ha?

borrowed 3 lacs or thereabouts from one Ana Luna Ana Roon^
Ramasami Chetti of Devakotta and Mr. Ranganada Tawker^ jewel-
ler and merchant, Matlra?, for purposes not binding on his share.

The plaintiff' has received no portion thereof.

10. The defendant has further granted to said Ramasami Chetty
the lease of all the villages in Kravusari division for 50 years at an
annual rent of Rs. 3,200 whereas the income of the villages in the

said division is at least Rs. 10,000 annually, and the said' villages

p.nd a rent to pldiniifl ’s faihcr and the Court of Wards of Rs. 6,700
a year. Such alienation is unlawful and prejudicial to plaintiff’s

interests in the estate.

11. The defendant has also granted a lease of a village called

Sheloogay in another division to the said Rama&amy Chetty by the

same document and for the consideration of Rs. 400 by way of rent.

The said village of Sheloogay produces an annual income of
Rs. 1,000.

12. In tlic same document, and for the consideration of

Rs. 433 2-0 the defendant has included another village named
Sitliiinoor in the division of Sclugai. The annual income of tti I

village is about Rs. 1,000.

13. 'Fhe defcndatit is supporting an enormous establishment at

a great pecuniary cost and has embarked upon a course of reckless

expenditure.

14. The aforesaid alienations of the defendant arc in derogation
of pl.iiniiff’8 right to a onc-lialf share in the estate.*** They create

burthen upon the said estate which the defendant is not entitled in

law lotcrcatc.

15. T'hc plaintiff submits that the defendant has been and is

guilty of acts of waste and cxiravagation which jeopardize the^fo-
*

perty in dispute.

16. For the preservation, better custody, and management of

the property, moveable and immoveable in dispute, the plaintiff

prays that ijiis Court may be pleased, subject to the approval of the

District Court, to order the appointment of a receiver pending the

determination of the plaintiff’s right, unless which is done plaintiff

has good grounds for the apprehension that the estate will be very
seriously itnpaired both in value and extent an^ plaintiff’s share

therein be very seriously diminished.
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IN THE PRESS.

Uniform with ‘^rnveU S Voyages in Bengal ’’

ESSAYS BY A BRAHMAN

,
History, St Literatore

the Author of ** Travels & Voyages in Bengal.”

Calcutta.

Reis Rayyet Office.

PRICE:

To Subscribers paying before publication Rs. 4

„ mere registering subscribers ... » 5

„ Ordinary purchasers ... ...» 6

Apply to the Manager, Reis and Rayyet^

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

Price Pos^

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5*8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

post.

TRUVELS t VOYAGES IN BENGAL

BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEE,
Foftnetly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, ‘‘REIS A RAYYET”

I, Uckoor Dull’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta,

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

We have received from the office of Reis

and Rayyety one of the leading native news-

papers of Calcutta, a most readable hiile bioch-

ure written by Baboo Sainbhu C. Mookerjee,

..nce Minister 10 the laic Nawab Faiiuoon Jali,

Bahadoor, Nawab Naziin'ot Bengal, Beliar and

Orissa, wbicli gives a graphic accouiii of the

BalWs travels to and in liuiependcut lip-

perah. Wniieii in capiuil English and evi-

dently by a genilcniHU of bioad views and

enlightened mind, ihe work is deauedly a

valuable addiiion lu the catalogue of English

wiitten Bengalee literature. This book of

navels should be read widely not only by

English residents out here, but by our couniiy-

men at home, for it iceins with inlcrcht .and

teaches us far more about the hne bell of

unopened country travelled ihiough than any

woik of the sort wriiien by an Englishman

would have done. Baboo Sambhu Cliimdcr

Mookerjee is one of whom his couiiiiyiiien

may well be proud, for he writes tlirouglioiit

with the model aie and educated pen of

a iliorough gentleman.—

7

Indian Planters

uuzette&‘ Spottinji^ Hews, October 4, 1887.

Mr. S. Mookerjee, who will be leadily recog-

nised as the editor of ihai able liulc paper

xUt Reis and Rayyet, his travles in

Bengal to a wide circle of readers*—those who

know India and are unable to love her
;
those

who love her, and do not know her
;
those who

neither know nor love ;
those who being tired

<rindia,takc to travelling; foreigners who

want to know, and Englishmen. The author

himself is not the least tired of India, though

he is a traveller by profession, we might almost

say, and though he puis liniiis upon jouiiieys,

never caring 10 get very ^r away front

Calcutta. U is not mileage, however, which

makes the traveller. It is the power to ob-

serve sympathetically what is going on a

each stage of a journey, and to keep his spirit

about the minor^ inconveniences

sarily occur by road, river, or rail. This Mr.

Mookerjee does. He never loses nis good

humour under any set of circumstances, and
what is better, he conveys a full sense of it to

his pages. The reader may take a choice of

journeys through Eastern Bengal to Tipperah,
or to the heart of Bengal Proper, and will in

each case be fully rewarded by the fruits of

Mr. Mookerjee’s wanderings. Perhaps the

English reader will be mainly struck by the

excellent English style of the writer. The
author is not ashamed of his nationality ; he
rejoices in being a Bengali, but at the same
time he indulges in prose which has no alien

trace in it. It is not the English of an edu-

cated German or Frenchman
;

it is the nervous
Saxon of a subject of the Empress of India.

Mr. Mookerjee had special advantages in some
of his journeys, especially to Independent Tip-

perah, whither he was called to an important
official position. He was thus assured of

many attentions, though, in forming accurate

impressions of a country it is doubtful whether
it is not better to be untrammelled with con-

nections which frighten away the simple folk

and impose reticence on them as a duty. From
the notes yf his journey through East Bengal,

and to show how genial is his outlook, we take

the following :—[ Extract.]

From D.acca lie went further East, and his

experiences on the Megna are of a most en-

livening description. He saw many visions of

beamy, and Mr. Mookerjee is no nigganl when
he is describing something he has enjoyed

seeing. Here is a sketch on his way up the

liver :—[ Extract.]

But it is not physical beauty alone which de-

tains our author’s eye [Extiaci.]

The same symptoms of material progress

he notes among the boatmen on his coutse.

—

[ Extract.]

Some portion of the volume has already been

contributed to the Statesman, and will he fami-

liar to our readers. The following description

of natural effects is not known to them. We
doubt whether Mr. Ruskin, or Mr. Black would

accept it as a 6nal account of the sun’s rising

and setting;—[Extract].— The Statesman^

October 7, 1887.

If we have not before noticed Mr. Sambhu
C. Mookerjee’s Travels in Beny^al, which was

published some months ago, it is not because

the little book is either dull or pointless. It

contains, on the contrary, much interesting

matter, though some of the incidents are over-

weighted with detail in what is facetiously

called a “ little booklet.” The author’s view

as a rule is, by the way, facetious : he is given

even to punning
;

but he is also sentimentai

in the highest degree—“a naked Whiteman ”

hurts his susceptibilities ; a Hindu girl, bathing

in the river, throws liim into an ecstasy of

delight : “she had such large languishing eyes !”

But he is nothing if not philosophical, and his

reflections on this or that .social and political

subject are not without their inoial. Mr.

Sambhu C. Mookerjee was formerly Minister

to the “last of the Nawabs N.izim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa” and afterwards Minister

of the Maharaja of Tippeiah. He is a man,

therefore, of experience, and when he speaks

his brethren should listen to him

Trax'els in Bengal is a readable book, and it

abounds in anecdotes which are often as in-

structive as amusing, and it is not spoiled by
too many political allusions, though, of course

some few have crept \n,-^ 7'he Pioneer,

Dec., 1887.

C
RINGER & CO. have in • hand the

• largest slock of Homoeopathic Medicines,

Medicine Cases, Medical Sundries, and Books,

&c., &c., for sale at their Homoeopathic Es-

tablishment, 10, Hare Street, Calcutta. Cata-

logue, free on application. •

Pran Kissen Ohowdry Fund
FOR SUPPLYING

INDIA WITH NATIVE SCIENTIFIC

MEN OF EUROPEAN TRAINING.

Under a benevolent Scheme now in opera-

tion for several ye.ars, started by Bahno Pran

Kissen Chowdry, for assisting meritorious but

poor Indian students, under certain condilion.s,

to go to Europe for competing for the Indian

Service, there is now room for a native student,

of sound health, who, having passed the Calcutta

Government Medical College, may desire to

compete for the Covenanted Indian Medical

Service. Passage and expenses for two years’

residence in England will be paid out of the

fund of the Scheme.

Apply to Dr. Sambhu C. Mookerjee,

Reis 6^ Rayyet Office,

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

JUST PUBLISHED.

Congress Sketches : A Review

OK THE

SPEECHES AND THE SPEAKERS
AT THE

P'ourth Indian National Congress

Held at Allahabad.

Reprinted with additions and alterations from

Reis b* Rayyet

With a portrait of Mr. George Yule, President.

Sold by the publishers G. P. Varma, and

at the office of the Advocate, at Lucknow, and

at the office of “ Keis & Rayyet ”

for 8 Annas a copy, besides postage.

In Pamphlet, Price 4. annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve fer the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW HEARSEY.
Apply to Reis Rayyet Office, Calcutta.

-

V.. INDIA Aid MI HOT CLIMATES this sweetly scented emollient Milk Is INVALHABIiE

14.8 BKlM COoITuia RErRESKED hi the HOTTEST WEAIHEB.

B^oies and prevents aU BDNBURN. REDNESS, FBECELE8, TAN and

• BRMTiERS the 8KIH DELICATELY SOEi. EMUHIH slid .V» 111 IL..

wtth^t pmehU a ftoin bec.mmg DRY S^̂ KLED. and PEEmVES the

SMTS* w iKFsS w?*! »«—«!»» .«« » u»

piwparatiO' has no equal! Sold by all Chemiste,

“
'"CAL^TTA AQEN^ I'sfc^T THOMPSON & CO.
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" IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF.”

All who 'suffer find sure relief jrom

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It lias driven out frotn llie system

AcuteRheumatism and RheumaticGout,

After years of semWlielplessncss and suffer-

ing
;

while in ASTHMA, HKONCHITIS

LU M r>A GO, SC IAT I CA, FACEACH K,

SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

for these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgria in the Head, Face and Limbs
Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.
Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

toitures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In. Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

oicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at / AV. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : .Smith Stanistrcct & Co.

H. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.
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12. LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,
(Opposite the Police Courts)

THE CALCUTTA

fI0M(E0PATHIC PHARMACY.
THK

EARLIE.ST & STII.I. MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSAR Y IN A SIA
OF PURE HOMCF.OPATHY ONLY,

WHICH
INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE IN

INDEPENDENT H0M(E0PATflY
and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
Tins

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co. beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned

WOODEN CASE
in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against bre.akage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
12 , Lai Bazaar, Calcutta.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short winding Keyless Railway Regulat-
ors, of jewelled, enamelled dials, bold
figures and Candian Gold hands, with tem-
pered machinery and dust tight hinged cases
for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare
glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted
to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapness about
them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr.
A. R. Mehta from Bandora says The
7-8 watch I purchased from you two years
back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting Su-
perintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh,
.‘Jays:

—“A watch maker has valued your
Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, R.
W. Fusi, Regt., Lucknow, says :

—“ .Some valued

it at Rs. 15 and were completely surprised when
I told them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pretty
Candian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-
plete shirt Studs and Rings set with chemical
diamonds, rubies, &c., at Ks. 2 each. Mr. J.

A. Yclsmorc, Saliir, says :
—“ The best gold-

smith of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. G.
.Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutia, says:—“A
German valued the diamond ling at Rs. 50 and
the ruby at Rs. -50.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

TRUE TO ITS NAME,

JEYES’ “PERFECT PURIFIER”
Is the best disinfectant and exterminator of

.all objectionable odours and infectious diseases.

It cleanses the roads, purifies the atmos-
phere and disinfects the dr.ains, keeps the sick-

loom pure and healthy.

EQUALLY USEFUL TO
ANIMAL AND POULTRY,

It keeps a cowshed pure and sweet.
It improves the coat, destroy vermin, keeps

fly stamps out all infectious diseases.

It is a specific for fool and moifth disease.
It kills all unpleasant smell without setting

up another smell of its own.
It kills fleas, red lice and vermin of every

kind in Poultry, Pigeons, Cattle, Horses,
Dogs, Cats, &c. Effectually cures Gapes, Roup
and Comb Disease in Poultry.

IT LS GARDENER’S FRIEND AS*WELL.
It destroys moss and weeds on gravel path-

ways and exterminates worms from lawns.

It is a valuable destroyer of all kinds of ants.

It kills green fly, red spider, thri^s mealy
bug, removes worms from the soil in pots, &c.

Agents \ DYCE, NICOL & CO.,

• 3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta

Rivers Steam Navi^tion Co.

"Limited.^

This Company’s Steamer “INDIA”
will leave Calcutta for Assam on Tuesday, the

iSth instant.

All cargo for shipment by the .above vessel

should be sent to the Company’s Godowns
at Juggannauth Ghat, not later than 5 P.M.

on Saturday, the 12th inst.

Cachar Line.

The steamer THIKAK of this line will

leave Calcutta for Cachar on the 15th instant

(Tuesday) for which cargo will be received until

5 P.M. of Saturday the 12th inst.

A.'^SAM Despatch Steamer Service from
Goalundo

nud
Daily Mail Steamer Service from

Dhudri to Debrooghur.
A Daily service is maintained from Go.alun-

do and Dhubri for passengers and light goods
traffic, i. e., packages not weighing over a
ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arriv.al

of the previous night’s 9-30 P. M. (Madras time)

train from Sealdah, and Dhubri on arrival of

the mails.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to

almost all stations can be booked through from
or to Calcutta via Goalundo or Kannia with

the {eastern Bengal State .and connected Rail-

ways—Passengers and Parcels via Kannia
only.

All particulars as to rates of freight and

E
assage by all the above mentioned Services to

e had on application to—

MACNEILL & CO.,
Agents,

2-1, Clive Ghat Street.

Calcutta, the Sth April, 1890.

WATERBURY WATCHES.
Correct time for little money.

The ordinary Waicrbury ... Rs. 7-8 each.

Ordinary size “ improved
wind ” for Gentlemen ... „ 13-0 each.

A small neat watch suitable

for Ladies ... „ 13-0 each.

Two years’ Guarantee with each watch.

T. HILL & Co.,

I3>^, Esplianiide East, Calcutta.

A
NY Photograph transferred to porcelain

and thus rendered permanent. Apply to

R. Hotz,

i3'5, Government Place, Calcutta.

RElS'^RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY(ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
.AND

Review of Politics, Literature, and Society

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Yearly ... in advance ... Ks. J2

liali-yearly ... „ ... „ 7

(Quarterly ... „ ... „ 4

Monthly ... „ ... Re. 1-8

bingle or sample Copy,, ... „ 0-8

RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
.^dveiTisemeius (three columns 10 the page and
102 lilies to the column; are charged Oy the

space taKcn up, at tne rate 01 4 annas a line

eacn insertion. The lowest charge for any aa-

vertiscment is Rs. 3 , except Domesue Occur-
rences, the lowest charge for which is Rs. 5.

Special rates lor Oontracis.
Noaaaitional cnarge lor inland postage or

peon. F or arrears an aavance of 50 per cent,

will oe cnargea. Foreign postage separately

cnargea at the rate 01 4 annas a month or

Rs. 3, a year.

Business Communications (post paid) to

be Qirecied to “Tne Manager,'' and Literary

Communications and booKs and pampnleis

(carriage paid; to “ The Editor ” of “ Kcis

& Rayye:,

Office ; /, Uchoor DutPs Lam^ Wellington

Street, Calcutta.

Printed andpublishedfor the Proprietor every SotHrday by MuTTy LaLL Qhose, at THE BEE PRESS^ No, /, UcHoor Duifs Lone^ Colcutto^
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THE SAGE AND THE NYMPH.

A TALE FROM THE SANSCRIT.

By H. H. WILSON.

[ Continued,from ]

Scarcely believing what he heard,

Breathless, Markanda caught each word,

That fell from Lila’s tongue—then flew,

And to his heart the Maiden drew
;

And on her willing lips express’d,

Jhe voiceless feelings of his breast.

/Then hand in hand they sought the town,

’ With sacred rite their love to crown.

Approaching to the populous track.

Whoever passed them, turned him back,

To marvel, what the Seer had led

To town, and so accompanied.

Thus as they tranquil move along.

Around them draws a curious throng,

Who gating, pointing, whispering, pressing,

Each to the other oft expressing.

In sign or speech, his wonderment.

And gathering numbers as they went,

Fast swarm’d, like clustering bees, around

The Sage abash’d, who wish’d the ground

Would ope, and seasonably swallow,

The rabble who his footsteps follow.

At last the Maid and Sage attain,

The portal of a stately fane,

With bastion vast, and turret high,

And banners fluttering to the sky.

Before the gate a guard appears.

With maces arm’d, and shields and spears.

Who bar, in stern and sturdy mood.

The access of the multitude
;

K But courteous yield the gentle pair

A ready leave to enter there.

They pass, and brisk the Damsel treads

Where each broad court successive spreads ;

Where column’d porch, and long arcade,

» Diffuse at noon profoundest shade ;

And in the midst, the fountains play

That scatter freshness on the day.

** Above, from gilded jalousie.

Was many a bright and laughing eye,

4 Darting its sparkling looks between
^

Th« openings of the glittering screen.

At length they come, where green and bright,

A garden opens to the sight,

And cheerily their way pursue

Through many a sheltering avenue,

Suhcribirs in the country are requested to remit

medium^ particularly as it ensures

Where flill, in bland and frequent shower,

From overhanging branch and bower,

f The blossoms, which the zephyrs bear

Abroad in perfume through the air.

And beauteous nymphs arc roaming round.

The guardians of the smiling ground :

And as they careless seem to range,

^Expressive looks they interchange

With Lila but though questions sly

Lurk in each broad and beaming eye,

They ask her not what brings her here,

With such unwont attendant near :

Her errand needless ’twcrc tp tell,

Their glances shew they know it well ;

And why she brings a willing prize,

The Stranger, to their paradise •

And one fair maid, their path who cross’d,

A wreath to Lila playful toss’d,

Who in like frolic humour cast

The garland o’er the Sage—as fast

To hold him with a flowery band,

'^A captive in her gentle hand.

Meek as a lamb to slaughter sped,

The wilder’d Hermit bow’d his head,

And silent follow’d, where she led.

Nor far their route extends, for now
^ Where many an intertwining bough.

With foliage dark, and clustering high,

^Inweaves a verdant canopy,

A train of regal port and staler

Appears their nigh approach to wait.

One man alone, whose garb and mien,

Display’d the marks of kingly pride,

Was seated
;
and who seem’d his queen,

Sal on a throne the prince beside.—

Around them stood a beauteous troop

Of dames and nymphs—a brighter group

Within Pdt^la’s golden walls

And jewell’d porches, never trod
;

Nortsmil’d amidst the gorgeous halls

’'Of Swarga’s king—of gods the god.

Here Lila stopped, and homage paid

With heighten’d charms, and smiling said

“ My lord, my lady, sec ’tis done
;

My prize is here ; my wager won.” •

y/Thcy bowed approval—from the crowd

Then burst the laugh, and plaudits loud ;

And then the Sage too late perceived

Hit.wisdom fool’d—his hopes 4nceived.

by postql money orders^ ifpoisihUy as the safest and most convenient

\gmmi through the Department* No other receipt will be

and likely to cause confusion.
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News and Our Comments.

A MOSQUE in Paris— is the latest development of toleration—or shall

we say indiiTereiitisin ?— in Christedom. Subscriptions are beinj; raised

for the purpose in Al;;fria, and the French Government will add a

handsome contrii)ntion. How is Eurr)pe chaiij^ed since Peter the

Hermit led her out to war aj^ainst Islam, in behalf of the inte>;rity of

the scene of the birth, mission, death and resuirection of Jesus Christ

!

Orator Snrendra Nath Hanerjee has arrived in England and opened

the campaign for the conquest of that country. Last Monday, there

was a public meeting at Clei ken well. .Sir Wdliam VVedderbuin in-

troduced the Paboo, and the llaboo, in the language of the telegram,

pleadeil for the extension of the soc ial and polilic'al privileges of the

Natives of India, and said that Legislative Councils were shams, the

members being the nominees of the Government. They were all,

all sliams, the only eternal verities being demagogic oratory and agita-

tion. Mr. Uadabliai Naoroji too was piesent and, williout sharing the

nonsense of the Orator, put in a word recommending the Congress

to the meeting. They passed resolutions supporting the Congress pio-

gramme for elective Indian Councils. There was another meeting on

the if)th at Northampton, where Mr. Biadlaugh was the chief speaker,

and related his Indian experiences of a week on the Arabian Sea

coast. He and Sir William Wedderbuin and Baboo Banerjee all

spoke of the aims and objects of the Congress, and a resolution was

earned.
•

• •

Lists of persons liable to serve on Common and Special Juries in the

High Court, for the year ensuing from ist May 1S90, have been circu-

lated as appendix to la.st week’s Cakuitd Gazette. The total number

in lire firat is 1S31 and that in the second 319.

Lord Reay, before he laid down the reins of the Bombay Government,

was created a Knight Grand Commander of the Most Exalted Order of

the Star of India. A tardy acknowledgment of the merits and services

of one of the best rulers of India. His successor, more fortunate,

commences with a triumph—the elevation of Lady Harris to the

Order of the Imperial Crown of India.

• •

Bahus Ramessur Persad Narain Singh of Maksiidporc and Baijnath

Singh of Gya h.ivc contnbuleil, through (rovernment, Rs. 15,000 and

Ks. 12,000, respectively, towards the Gya Branch of the Lady Dufferin

Fund. They have, of course, earned “ an expression of the LieutenaiU-

Governor’s appiecialion of their public spirit and liberality.”

The Narail Victoria College has been affiliated to the Calcutta Univer-

sity in Arts up to the B.A. standard.

% %

The Hon’ble Syed Ameer Hossein, c.i.E., has ceased to be of the

Native Lunatic Asylum at Dfdlenda, the Hon’ble Mahomed Furrukh

Shah succeeding him as a visitor of that institution.

•
• •

Mr. R. C. Dntt, Magistrate and Collector, has been posted to Burdwan,

his place in Mymensingh being temporarily filled by the Statutory

Joint Mr. Barotla Chinn Miltra of Jamalpore in the same district.

We read that the Zemindars entertained Mr. Dutt out of the District.

This appreciation is veiy satisfactory and creilitablc to both sides.

Mr. Mitira is a young gentleman of splendid paits, and we are glad to

see him making impression on his superiois.

n,

# *

A DOOD story of examination at Cambridge in England :
—

A certain professortjf some subject connected with medicine, who
IS also one of the examiners for medical degiee.s, happens to be a man
of exceedingly cadaveious appearance. During the examination the
students h.ive to proceed to Addenbrooke’s Ho'^pital, and there, in the
presence of the examiner.s, find out the patient’s ailments. No pait

of the examination Js more dieaded than this, because diagnosis is

iialurully .i weak point with every medical student. Now a certain
Muilcni went to the Hospital dui ing his degree examination, and in the
passage met the cadaverous piofessor, whom he had not seen before.
* My good man,’ said he in a huiried whisper, ‘Just tell me what’s the
matter with you, and here’s a ^oveieign for you.’ Fancy the student’s
feelings when he afieiwaid% met the Professor in the examination
room !” *

It was under direct divine command that Keshub Chu^der Sen married,

against the plain injunction of the Brahmo marriage law, his daughter

Suniti to the Maharaja of Coach Behar. When# the outcry was

laised that resulted in a schism in the Church, Keshub assured

his followers that he had consulted God and that He had ordered

him to agree to the marriage. Mr, Alfred S. Dyer, of the Bombay

Gutirdian^ has been equally fortunate, though for a different purpose.

At a meeting for United Prayer in Shanghai, he said he had an as-

surance fiom Goil that within two years the importation of Indian

opium into China will be stopped.

The most successful student at the last Final Examination of the

Rniki Civil Engineering College, is a Easi-Bengali— Bepin Behary

Chatteijee. He stands first in every subject and carries off every prize,

such as, the Council of India prize of Rs. 1,000, Thomason’s Rs. 250,

the Cantley Gold Medel for Mathematics, and prizes for the best en-

gineering design.

• •

Our staid contemporary, the Ens^lishmatt^ believes in badinage. The

following is an example :

—

“ Hirendra Nath Dutt, M.A., is the author of the works on Vedanta
philosophy with the wonderful prospectus, of which something was
said lately. He writes to us complaining, as we understand, that he
bhoLild be held responsible for the farrago of nonsense heralding his

books. It is suggested, but not clearly stated, that the prospectus wa.s

written by ‘the manager, an*humble personage.’ But, at the same lime,

Hirendra evidently admires the prospectus, in which he says he can

see nothing to laugh at. Let us recall one of its gems :
—

‘ Hurled from
its high pinnacle by the cyclic changes of matter, our dearly beloved
mother-land ’ ha.s become ‘a field for successive striles,’ and has
‘ turned from the paths of pristine innocence, pmity and knowledge.’

Doubtless a field that has been hurled fiom a pinnacle by cyclic

changes is capable of many eccentricities, but it is appalling to be told

by the gentleman who disclaims the authorship of this passage that it

is an unimpeachable specimen of classic style. ‘With regard to the

style, 1 beg to submit that it is the ordinary impassioned style of Jean
l*aul and De Quincey. It is not the gift of the Director of Public

Insiiuclion, but of ihe.se eminent writers.’ Shades of John Paul

Fiederirk Richter and his exquisite expositor 1 ‘Ordinary impassioned’
style ! This is what comes of adopting a system of flashy lectures and
flimsy text-books in a foieigii country. Really the ‘eminent writefs

’

are highly honoured, and the Univeisity has reason to be proud of

Hirendra, ‘ M.A.,’ alike for his erudition and his modesty.”

It is no wonder that Baboo Hirendra should object to be laughed at

(especially when he secs nothing to laugh at in the fact of an M.A. of

the Calcutta University comparing such a “farrago of nonsense’’ as

his manager, whoever he may be, lately indulged in at his expense, to

the “ ordinary impassioned style of Jean Paul and De Quincey”) for

the fact remains that, it is bad form for H. E. (Ali Baba’s) Bengali

Baboo to laugh at any ordinary human absurdity, much less at a “ field

hurled from a pinnacle !” a C.I.E. or even an M.A. of the Calcutta

University. Though, if the truth must be written, a C.I.E. is generally

speaking a funnier fellow than a Fellow of the Calcutta University.

But this en passant. Probably the advertisement in question was

drawn up in all seriousness for extensive circulation in the Madras

Presidency. That unfortunate Presidency continues a source of wonder

to all right-thinking and really capable P>engali writers, who are at

a discount in the South in proportion to their influence at home,

whilst it is the never-failing milch-cow for all sorts and conditions of

patriots who can make themselves notorious only through the employ-

ment of language which our contemporary rightly calls a “ farrago of

nonsense.” Verily, H.muman was a native of Southern India and his

descendants evidently still people the benighted Presidency.

• •

The Legislative Session in Ceylon was wound up with the following

p.ulcy between an Honourable Member and His Excellency the Gov-

ernor President ;

—

“ The hf)n. member said In connection with the motion for ad-
journment might I be peiinitted to say that in the meantime this punkait,
should be removed? At the piesent lime this punkah is no use, and it

would be better if two were put up, so that we might derive some be-
nefit from them.’ In answer to this, the Governor said ; ‘For my own
part I have no objection to that being done. This one 1 find suffi-

cient to carry all the sound out of the room
;
and if we have two, 1

think you will iKive to provide us with ear trumpets. 1 shall be glad to

get nd ol the punkah, for i hate to see the thing swinging over my
head.”

That’s an honest John Bull who has kept himself honourably free

From^luxury’s contagion, weak and vile 1

His horror of the everlasting swinging of the huge flapper, backwards

and forwards, reminds us of a country-mouse who, on a visit to town,
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wss overpowerej by a drop too much and was provided with a bed.

litii the poor fellow could not get a wink of peace in consequence of a

( lock, probably of Brummagem American manufacture—which, with

Its lick-trtibunceas^ng, proved another inurd«rer of sleep like Macbeth.

So, at last, losing all patience, he bnmght up a stool and got up on it

and punished the machinery into silence and then, becoming conscious

of what he had done, fled in shame and dismay at dead of night

!

* «

The Ramnad Partition suit has had a hearing on the 22nd March in

the Sub-Court, Madura East, Messrs. Norton, Desikacharri and

H.isyacharri represented the Plaintiff and the Hon. V. Bashyam

Iyengar, Rai Bahadur S. Subramania Iyer, Rao B.ihadur R.

R.iinasubhayar and Mr. M. S. Narayanasami Iyer appeared for the

defendant. The following issues were agreed to :

—

‘•(1) Whether the Zeinindari in suit is partible or impartible ? (2)

Wiiether the late Zemindar left a will, and if so what is its effect and
\vlieihei- it is binding on Plaintiff ? (3) Whether Sinuhettu and other

lands were sold for arrears of Pcisheush and purchased for the Defcnd-
oit and if so wlieiher Plaintiff is entitled to a share therein, even if the
Z^'inindari were held impartible ? (4) Whether the petsnnal property,
'j.ivings, &c., are divisible or indivisible.^ and (5) To what decree is

Plaintiff entitled ?”

There wa.s also the enevitable application for appointment of a

Receiver. It was argued at length by Mr. Norton and the Hon. V.

Bashyam Iyengar, In the end, on latter proposing to offer

Defendant’s half-share in the Zemindary* as security and to deposit

Rs. 60,000 for mesne profits up to the end of this year and also one

lac of Rupees, being half the savings of the chaiitable endowments

attached to the Zeinindari, Mr. Norton agreed. An order was ac-

cordingly passed by the Court directing the Defeud.ant to secure

his half share for two lacs of Rupees and to deposit in Court

Rs. 160,000 within a month.

•
• #

The Influenza has not yet been taken notice of by our Bards, and we

are afraid he is lashing us all the more for our want of proper respect

t*)r him, and will not shift his camp without obtaining his due honours.

What is Webb about ? We don’t know if Aliph Cheen is in the land.

Captain Hcarsey has driven Kipling away to Europe, Ram Shnrma

to the rescue ! A sonnet in season may save a heroi-coinic epic in

the end.

Meanwhile, we allow our juvenile friend to sing —

THE INFLUENZA.
A CATCH.

Why so pale and wan, sons of Ind ?

Prithee, why so pale ?

Dread’st thou the Influenza fiend ?

And before him quail ?

Piithee, why so pale ?

Why so lank and lean, Age and Youth ?

Piithee, why so lean ?

For tears too deep thy “ woful ruth
”

Surely is, I ween.

Piithee, why so lean ?

Fly, fly for life
;
swift as the toe,

Tears cannot melt him
;

If of himself he will not go,

Nothing can make him :

The devil lake him.

jYOTlbH C. BaNERJEA.

We have received from one of the unsavoury slums of unpoeiical

Welle.sley Square a couple of stanzas “To the Bengali yev 1297.”

They have not only no thought to recommend it, but no metre to

pass muster.
,

nollowa^s Pills.—With darkening days and changing temperatures
th« digestion becomes impaired, the liver disordered, and the mind
despondent, unless the cause of the irregularity be expelled from the

blood and body by such an alterative as these Pills. They directly at-

tack the source of the evil, thrust out all impurities from the circulation,

restore the distempered organs to their natural state, and correct all

defective or con^minated secretions. Such an easy means ctf instituting

health, strength, and cheerfulness should be applied by all whose
'Stomachs are weak, whose minds are much harassed, or whose brains

are overwoiked. Holloway’s is essentially a blood tempering medicine,

whereby its influence reaches the remotest fibre of the fren^e and efiecis

a universal good.

Notes, Leaderettes, and .

Our Own News.
«

Parli.ament rc-assembled on the 14th after the Easter rccc'.s.

The Opposition arc girding up for a campaign. Mr. Parnell has

given notice of a motion for rejection of Mr. Balfour’s Irish Land Bill.

As for foreign affairs, poor Portugal has recovered from her patriotic

paroxysm, and Germany, notwithstanding the retirement of Bismarck,

is as agreeable as ever. Sir James Fergusson assured the House that

Portugal would suspend all action in the Shitd region and that he was

not awaie of any fresh expedition in that quarter. Regarding Emin

Pasha’s expedition to the Albert Nyassa, Sir James said that it would

be strictly confined to G u iuan spheres wiihout any prejudice to British

interests. The bountlaiy line was fully recognized by Germany and no

two Powers ever co-oper.aleil more loyally. Replying to an Egyptian

question, he s.iid tliat the prosperity of tliat country had greatly in-

creased. The occupation, indeed, was an inconveifient duly but had

not disturbed relations between England and other Poweis. He could

say with pride that England had fulfilled her duty in a manner honour-

able to the country and nation, and he gave the oft-repeated answer that

there was no desire to abandon her mission till the object has been

attained. Arabi Pasha must pine away in exile with his associates.

Their return is not considered advisable. Where was it ever, in similar

circumstances ?

The Chancellor of the Exchequer h.as already performed wonders,

and now he threatens to take the wind out of the sails of the G. O. M.

On the lyih instant, Mr. Cioschen introduced a highly satisfactory

Budget. It is au all-round remission of taxation—a liberality of con-

cession which has been constiued by the Gladsloni.in Liberals as .in-

dicating approaching dissolution. The Budget shews a surplus of

^3,221,000, of which ;£i,8oo,ooo is credited to increased consumption

of alcohol. The estimated suiplus for the next year is given at

^3,549,000. ^3<X),{X)0 is set tlown for new bariack accommodation

and ;{jioo,ooo for equipment of the volunteer Force. Credit is taken

for reduction of the National Debt by eight millions, or twenty,

three millions in thrre years, 'fhe beer tax is reduced by three

pence per barrel. The duty on currants is brought down lo five

shillings per hundred- weight. Postage to India and the Colonies is

reduced to two-pence half penny. We may now look forward to a

lesser postage on our mail letters. The duly on gold and silver plate

is altogether abolished, but the Hall-maiking is retained, India being

allowed a special H ill-maik by the local Assay Offices of the standard

of rupee fineness. Tea also comes in for a share in the remission of

tax.ilion. While in Calcult.a, occupiers of their own houses have been

driven lo madness, Mr. Guschcu makes a point of largely lowering the

house duty. The tea duty is decreased by two-pence in the pound.

The only rise is in the duty on spiiits -by six pence per gallon.

Five thousand dock labouiers have struck woik at Birkenhead

Though regretting the.impending ch.ingel in the Army and Navy,

the Duke of Cambridge has no intention—as he said at the Lord

Mayor’s Easter Banquet—of resigning the Chief Command,

j

Mr. Gladstone is confined to bed, suffering from a cold.

1 'J’hcre were renewed disturbances among the strikers in Vienna-

Troops were summoned and several arrests made. Strike riots are now

a feature in the manufacturing centres in Austria.

The new German Chancellor has announced a new departure. lie

of course sticks to the peace policy of Prince Bismarck, but has pro-

posed a change in the constitution of the Prussian Cabinet. He gives

the ministers full^ liberty. He releases them from leading strings.

They will no longer be the servants ofithe Chartcellor but will form a

consultative assembly, meeting on equal terms aiKl sharing a common

responsibility.

The Committee of the American Congress has reported on the

Silver Bill raising the minimum purchases by the Treasury to four-
f

and-a-balf million dollars monthly.

Surgeon Parke is of opinion that Emin is suffering from an incurable

cataract which is sure to end within twelve months in blindness. The

Pasha has given reasons for his preference for German marcks. He

resents the observations concerning himself Stanley’s speeches and

is sorry that he could o))taiD no employment under the British East

African Company.
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Youth, beauty and gold have not availed a Russian girl in her en-

deavour to obtain a copy of the new Russian mobilization scheme. For

the attempt, she has been cast into prison.

The Aifieer of Bokhara the Noble will be present at St. Petersburg

in the autumn at the installation of his son as a Court page. What a

destiny for the heir of the king of the theologians of Central Asia !

The Marquis Tseng is dead at Pekin. A serious loss to China. One

of the most distinguished representatives of Young China, educated in

Western languages which he spoke with fluency and wrote with force, i

this Mandarin of high degree— Marquis as Europe conveniently called

him—was a deep diplomatist and a sturdy patriot. He will be long

remembered in the world out of China by his contributions to the Eu-

ropean Press. A good life of him ought to prove interesting and would

have, besides, a professional value in the relations of the Western

Powers with the ultra Eastern nations. Will no body attempt it? We
mean no catch-penny trash, but a genuine book founded on the

journals, memoranda and despatches of the deceased statesman.

Mr. Childers has expressed to a press interviewer his high opinion of

the resources of India and the capacity of the Natives. Perhaps our

people owe their cei tifleate to the influence of a gentleman of the same
ilk who holds offlee in the Ordnance department in India.

I

A Great English artist died last month at the ripe old age of eighty.

Mr. John R. Herbert first tried his hand at portraiture and then passed

to romantic history. Elected in 1846 to the Royal Academy of which he

had in his earlier years been a student, he was in 1848 invited to

decorate the Robing Room and subsequently the principal Committee
Room of the Upper Chamber in the new Houses of Parliament, with

frescoes of Old Testament scenes. In the latter, he painted his

famous Moses descending from the Mount with the Tables of the Law,
and the frcscoe known as “ Illustrations of Justice on Earth, and
its Developments in Law and Judgment.” This last work was so satis-

factory that, besides the stipulated price, he received from the apprccia-

lion of Parliament a handsome reward. His fame travelled to the Con-
tinent, and France, so jealous of British genius, at last elected him in

1869 a foreign member of her Academy of the Fine Aits.

We see in the official that the mighty arm of the Land Ac-
quisition Act X of 1870—which is competent to annex whole shires—

has been invoked to acquire, at the expense of the Hooghiy Munici-

pality, half a cotiah of land—about one hundred and twentieth fraction

of an acre—for a well in the village of Bhoothkhana—literally ** Devil’s

Home”—in the fiscal circle of Arsha, in the Hooghiy District. This
IS opening a battery to demolish a mosquito. Is the devil of a Zemind-
dar—or whoever may be the owner—such a stiff customer or such a

veritable screw that he cannot be induced to part amicably, for love or

money, with a slice of his Pandemonium ?

This is a confession of extraordinary want of influence and tact in

the local authorities, Municipal, District, and Divisional, But the Sec-

retariat is not a little 10 blame for consenting forthwith to compromise
the dignity and the very popularity of Government, instead of soundly
rating the Commissioner and the Magistrate for their incompetence,

and requiring them to do their duty—a duty, by the way, of no great

difficulty to any officer worth his salt. Apart from the serious aspect

of the matter, how ridiculous is it all ! Here we have the very reductio

ad abiurdum of government. Dickens, in his description of the Great
Circumlocution Office, has left a scathing satire on the disorganization

and misfhanagemeni during the Crimean War, to which so many thou-

sands of British soldiers were sacrificed in the camp. Had the great

artist lived to this day, he would have found in India materials for a

companion picture of—the Official Microscopic Society. If the motto of

the London Office is Not to do it^ that of this Society of Calcutta is

To overdo it^ always omitting the necessary and important to concentrate

all energies on the unnecessary and the trivial. Here would have
met his eyes the spectacle of dignitaries in Church and State, while

maintaining their haughty isolation and their national scorn for other
nations, ready to*amuse themselves with paper schemes of conversion
or reformation of the people, and delighting to honour not only respect-

able hobby horsemen but also sharp operators—Secretaries of imagi-
nary institutions, Moderators of improvised missions, et hoc genus omne
—who may be prepared to humour them in their amiable game of

cheap philanthropy. He would have seen officers, instead of patiently
working the existing rules, continually fretting that the rules were

not better. Here they are the most ambitious law^ reformers who

have no loyalty for law at all. There are magisirntei who, leaving

their proper work to subordinates, distinguish themselves by sitting

on clerks.

The Distiict Judge of Kurnool referred (he following question for the

opinion of the Madras High Court :

—

“ C.an a judgment creditor, by the procedure prescribed in Sec-
tion 272 of the Civil Procedure Code, attach, while in the hands of the
Postal authorities, covers containing notes sent to the address of the
judgment debtor, by a third party ?”

Mr. Justice Shephard has answered the reference thus :

—

“The question forming the subject of the reference arises in con-
sequence of a claim to have released from attachment certain letters
containing cuirency notes, on the ground that the right and title of the
judgment debtors had ceased before the attachment took place. The
letters which are addressed to the judgment debtors, were attached
in the hands of the Post Master in the manner indicated by Sec-
tion 272 of the Civil Procedure Code. A day before the attachment
took place, the claimants, being the persons who had sent the letters,

had applied to the Post Master General through the Post Master to
h.ave the letters returned. The question is, whether, in the circum-
stances stated by the District Munsif, the letters with their contents
were on the 6ih April liable to attachment as being the property of
the judgment debtors and whether they were held by the Post Master
in trust for them or in their behalf. I am of opinion that both questions
must be answered in the affirmative. The notes were sent by the
claimants to the judgment debtors on account of purchases of indigo
totade or to be made by tffe. latter on behalf of the former. In the
hands of the judgment debtor, the notes would clearly have been part

of their general property and subject to attachment by their creditors.

The question is whether the ownership in the notes was vested in the
judgment debtors or liable to be divested at the date of attachment.
According to English law it seems clear that the Post Office holds
every letter that is once posted, as agent of the addressee, and that,

therefore, where dclivciy of a thing is requisite to pass the property, it

is generally sufficient to deliver it for tiansmission by the Post Office.

Cote Law Reports, ch. 2 p.age 32. 1 find nothing in the Act XIV. of
1866 to indicate a different state of law in this country. On the con-
trary, the illustrations to Secs. 4 and 5 of the Contract Act art in

accordance with English Law. 1 think that the provision in the Act
reserving to the Post Master General the liberty of returning the letter

to the sender, which is in effect a proviso to the declaration that the
sender shall not be entitled to have his letter returned, cannot possibly
be construed in the manner suggested by the Vakils for the claimants.
Construed as giving any absolute right to the sender the pioviso would
be inconsistent with the former part of the section. When once the
letter has been posted, the property in it becomes vested in the ad-
dressee and the sender has no power of reclaiming it without the ad-
dressee’s consent. The doctrine of stoppage f’n transitu can have no
application, because the parties do not stand in the relation of vendor
and purch,aser. In my judgment the question referred by the District
Munsif must be answered in favour of the judgment debtors.”

The Judge seems to hold that the sender not only loses all control

over the letter as soon as it is consigned to the post box, but also

ceases to have any right in the letter. With its posting, the letter at

once becomes the property of the addressee, and in transit, the Post

office holds it in trust for the addressee. This view is opposed to or-

dinary understanding. One would think the property in a letter remains

in the sender till it is delivered to the addressee. The liability of the

sender for the money enclosed is not discharged before the delivery

of the letter with its enclosure to the person entitled to that money.

Under the ruling of the Madras High Court, it may be argued that,

in case of loss during transit, the addressee must not look to the

sender for fresh payment. He must seek from the Post office the

satisfaction of his claim against his debtor the sender. Will a re-

mittance of money order for revenue in proper time and due form,

under the rules recently sanctioned, save an estate, if the order is lost

during transit and the revenue is not deposited in the treasury by that

Lapse? The Post Office or Government, however, under the law quoted

in the judgment, is not “ responsible for any loss, or dama^^^hich may
occur in respect of any thing entrusted to the post-office for con-

veyance.” Who then will bear the loss?

The other day we read the following case in Syud Ameer Hossew’s

Court

“ Soicndro Krishna Ghose, a student in the F.A, class. Presidency
College, residing in Grcy-sireet, charged a young Hindoo named
Taruck Krishna, with causing him grievous hurt by biting off half of

his left ear. ^A number of witnesses were called to speak to the above
fact, but on his worship enquiring of inspector Surbauuudo Roy, who
was in charge of the case, as to where the exhibit (the torn-off portion
of the ear) was, he replied that as soon as it dropped from the mouth of

the accused^ a crow picked it up and flew away with it.* The magistrate
wittily suggested the prosecution of the crow for destroying evidence.
The inspector said he could find no trace of the bird. The facts con-
nected with this case, as was opened by Baboo T. K. Bose, who ap-
peared for the complainant, were that the accused had given some in*

formation to the complainant’s guardian reflecting on his moral ebauc*
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ter. This comiwfr to the knowledge of the complainant, he became
orcatly incensed and meeting the accused on the street last Wednesday,
questioned him as to the truth of the information. Defendant flatly

denied havinij giVen any information, whereupon the complainant asked

and even ^lib^ssed him to accompany him to his guardian’s hotter, but as

lie revised, main foi1:e was tried to compel him to do so. Defendant,

in order to extricate himself from the complainant’s grasp, bit otT his

He was, on conviction, sentenced to two months^ rigorous im-

prisonment.”

By Day and Night but this is wondrous strange ! Cannibalism surely

IS a queer development of vagetarian Hinduism under the teaching

and influence of Muscular Christianity I Hindu lads have their quarrels,

like the juveniles of other races ; like them, too, they have even their

litile wars and negociations and treaties after the manner of greater

powers. But their wars mostly are simply figurative—mere sound and

tiiry signifying ill will perhaps, but nothing more serious. As a rule, our

buys do not go in for fighting in earnest, and they have a wholesome

dread of drawing blood. Our people are not yet learned in the art of

kissing, and the naughtiest feat of our scapegraces is a bite on the

cheek, but the attack never causes a wound. Surely, the manners

of the school and the college cannot have completely changed since

we were in the What process, then, has of late been

in operation at the Presidency College, to lead to such bellicose

15.ihooing, or produce such a bloody Babooling as Master Tarak

Krishna Bahadoor ?

The Police managed to change the tragedy into a farce. Mr. Lam-

lieit bhoulcl promote this precious Roy for^is prompt and unhesitating

explanation of the missing piece of human cartilage. We hope it was

not utilised in the station cook-room.

To scholars and mathematicians in especial, it will be news indeed

that Euclid is still in the flesh and may be seen by mort.al eyes. Nay,

the Alexandrian geometer has been so far reduced as to be had— if

not for the asking, at least for money. Euclid has his price—th.at is all.

Count Poioki, an Austrian noble lately in Calcutta, is the lucky pur-

chaser of the grand old Oriental for the stiff sum of /[700 equal to

about Rs. 10,000. He will take him with himself over to his native

land—not, however, to teach his own sons, nor to fill the chair of

mathematics at the great Imperial University, but to—increase and

multiply ! Surely, the degradation of poor Euclid is complete, when he

IS put to such base use as breeding, and given no better quarters for

the purpose than the stable.

In fact, Euclid turns out to be a—horse !

The follies of fashion are endless. They are specially rife in its

favorite branch of the Turf. Not the least of the vanities of it is in its

nomenology—‘in the nomenclature of its beasts, in especial. Horses

have in all ages received from the favor of its riders the most sounding

appellatives. Alexander had his Bucephalus. The Prophet of Isham

had his Barak—a name since appropriated to a famous English

quadrupcd- Eclipse. There is meaning and propriety in that name.

But what shall we say of giving horses and dogs the greatest names in

history—Alexander the Great, Cssar, Hannibal, Scipio, Marlboiough,

Napoleon, and so forth? Still theie is some analogy here. We sec

no fun but fatuity rather in a poor animal by the name of an illustrious

mathematician or philosopher or bard. It is simply a mark of bar-

barism to name a horse Euclid or Socrates or Homer or Vyasa or

Manu. But Europe goes farther, and does not scruple to call a horse the

Pope. I» is more than impertinence— it is blasphemy.

We are amused to see the Army and Navy Gazette puzzled by the

name of the latest Anglo-Indian humourist. Frst our London contem-

porary writes “ Rudyard Kipling ’’—the inverted commas the Gazette's

own—and then if he ventures on “Mr. Rudyard Kipling ’’—here the

quotation marks are our own—adds apologetically, “ We are in a phase

of quaint names, Rider Haggard, &c.” The editor, who besides a

weighty presence, is peculiarly lucky in the possession jof the grandest

possible double-barrelled English name, may well wonder at the

vagaiies of British nomenology. But Rider Haggard need not be a

pseudonym.
^
At any rate, there was in Bengal, some years back, a

gentleman of the surname who retired from the office of Magistrate of

Serampore and toqk an active part in England in the controversy on

the Ilbert Bill. The literary Qui Hyc—the Gazette ought to know the

word—is Rudyard Kipling and no mistake. He is, we believe, a son

of the Principal of the Lahore School of Art.

Mr. E W. Hamilton, of the Treasury, has publi'^hcd a most interesting

and fanful pamphlet on the history of Mr. Goschen’s Conversion

and redemption operations and how they have been carried out,

going into their leading incidents and results. The arduousness of the

undertaking taxed ail the patience and judgment of the department.

The difficulty of identifying the holders of stock was enormous and al-

most insuperable. For instance, the name of Smith* recurred in the

books of the Public Debt no less than 5,429 times, that of Brown

2,478 times, and that of Jones 2,190 times, while there were found to be

1,043 Smiths, of whom 524 were John Smiths and 519 William Smiths.

Under the circumstances, it seems incredible that not only no mistakes

were committed, hut no delays occurted. Scarcely a complaint against

the Bank was pi efeired.

A VAST number of notices amounting to 68,800 had to he posted. Of

these, 12,700 were returned through the Post Office, either for defect

in addressing or in consequence of death of the addressees. These

enormous business operations afforded a good opportunity for the dis-

play of national character nr individual idiosyncrasies. Thus :
-

“Some persons were ready to sign any form that was presented to

them
;
others would sign nothing. Not a few rushed at the offers to

be paid off in advance and then did not take the trouble to claim their

money for months afterwards. Many were reminded by the notices

that they were the owners of stock which they ha<l been too careless

to claim for many years
;
while others were made aware for the first

time that they had money in the funds, in some instances the slock in

question amounting to as much as ^1,000 with many back dividends

accrued.”
*

We hope Indian officials will take a note of these facts. When even

a people so intelligent, so careful of their interests, so businesslike, so

wedded to punctuality, fail in their most important private concerns,

how much more at fault must be the notoriously listless careless

Indians ! We do not preach thoughtlessness, sloth, indifference, un-

punctuality, or waste. On the contrary, we rejoice at, and are thankful

f{»r, the moral effect of our connection with Europeans—the salutary

change which British education and administration caused in our

people. We only ple.ad for mercy for national failings of a venial kind.

Our rulers are righteous over-much. They delight to act up to a

standard of perfection which is not only above the people, but which is

not to be found anyvvliere. The wisdom of Shakespeare again asserts

itself—

One touch of Nature makes the whole world kin.

Here is official and statistical proof that Britons are no belter than

Baboos. From the easy persuasion that they are infinitely better, what

ills has not India suffered ! Litile knowledge of India + less of Europe*

has been the bane of the administration. The people have been passed

through impossible drills at the point of the b.iyonet. Such operations

as of late the English Treasury have qtiielly effected, without any

notable hitch, would, in India, under the combined heedlessness and

harshness of our oftici.'ils, have cau.sed incalculable loss, heart-burning,

and despair to thousands.

The Influenza has been specially hard upon the Press. It has had al*

the effect of a gag in many quarters. Journalism depends for its life on

its periodily, and the Infliicnz.i has interfered with its regularity. The

Kathiawar Times is stopped until such tune as the epidemic allows.

Nearer home, our contemporary Hope is laid up with its whole estab-

lishment. Las^ week, there was a delay of some days in the issue.

The conductors were evidently struggling bravely with the disease, but

the enemy has got the better of them, and this week they confess

themselves beaten. Instead of the always lively, cheery Hopey we have

received a brief bulletin from the office, beginning with this unwelcome

announcement, to wit—

“The Editor of Hope having been taken seriously ill with bron-

chitis threatening to turn into pneumonia, and all our staff being in-

valided by the influenza, the undersigned has found it impossible to

issue Hope of the i6th instant.”

The language of the Manager who signs this Notice is, we are glad,

full of hope, and he promises to bring out the paper by next Thursday
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morning. We devoutly sfiy Atnen/ Our journalism, though prolific

enough in number, is sadly weak in quality, and we can ill spare such

a model paper for the million. We may mention that the Manager
offers all the compensation possible under the accident—one week’s

extra marter to readers and one week’s advertising free to advertisers.

The condition of the Editor makes us truly anxious. We know too

well to our cost what that condition is, having scarcely yet thoroughly

recovered from it and its not uncommon development. From bronchitis

to pneumonia is but one step. And Oh how imperceptibly easy 1

Factit's descensus Averni

:

Sed revocart gradum superasque evadere ad auras^

Hoc opus^ hie labor est.

Before you are prepared to yield that your every-day cold is a nasty

thing without a name in honest vernacular, you discover to your

consternation that the main pipes of your breathing apparatus are red

and sore and ready to give way I Then, if you are fortunate enough to

escape with life, you do so on conditions which most people find irk-

some in the extremv-under a discipline which taxes the patience and
obedience to the utmost.

The weather, however, is in his favour, and we pray and trust that

there is no real cause for alarm. There is stuff in the man. He is one
of our wisest, bravest teachers.

The Calcutta Corporation has been cast in Rs. 100 fine, for keeping
a trenching ground on the Diamond Harbour road to the annoyance of
the neighbourhood. It is a legacy of the Suburban Corporation now
amalgamated. The whole question of a trenching ground for dis-

posal of the nightsoil of a municipality requires a solution. It is no
easy matter—*that is if the solution is to be more wholesome than
the subject, in its full reality. Prizes ought to be offered to tempt the
ingenious to lash their wits for a satisfactory devise. The question is

not local but imperial, and Government ought to move in the matter.

Herr Hoper, of the Dresden Institute, a short hand-writter, has cal-

culated the rapidity of speaking at the Reichstag. He thinks that it

might be interesting to know that Herr Rickert speaks at the rate of

153 words a minute, Count Bismaick 144, Frhr. von Stumm 148, Dr.
Bamberger 129, Heir Singer 121 and Dr, Busing 112. It would be
more to the point to know who speaks to the best purpoc>e.

Hajee Abdool Laliff Baledina, a Bombay merchant, charged with
forging bills of exchange for Rs. 50,000 and cheating by impersonation,
has been sentenced by Mr. Justice Bayley to ten years’ rigorous im-
prisonment.

Mr. J. a. H. Louis sued the/Talcutta University for Rs. 500, claiming
that sum as his proper fee as French examiner in the Entrance and
First Arts Examinations for 1889. The University admitted only
Rs. i 8o-2-ii or 12 annas and i Re. per each paper examined, the
University rate, and tendered the amount in Court. The Small Cause
Court Judge Mr. MacEwen held that Mr. Louis had not shewn that he
was entitled to a higher rate or fee, on the contrary. Sir Alfred Croft
and Messrs. Pedler and Tawney, all University men, for the defence,
had deposed to the fairness and reasonableness of the rates, and the
Judge accordingly deciced the suit without costs for the amount already
paid in.

Sir Henry Harrison has made over charge to Mr. H. Lee. The Com-
missioners have recorded the following appreciation of the knight’s

services to them and the town,

“ That before the Hon’ble Sir Henry Harrison leaves the Chairman-
ship of the Corporation of Calcutta, the Commissioners desire to place
on record their high appreciation of the services rendered by him to

the Corporation of Calcutta during his incumbency. They could not
but admire his genial disposition and courteous manners, which, added
to his uncommon ability and persuasive eloquence, have in no small
degree secured the success attained by him in the discharge of his

onerous duties.’* •

Sir Henry presided at the meeting when this resolution * was moved
and carried. The motion was not uncontested. One of the Suburban

Commissioners opposed it, but only three other Cotfimissioners were

found to support him. So far so good. The failure was emphasised

by the indiscreet friend. Indeed, Baboo Norendra Nath Sen here

introduced by way of an interlude a one act farce. He, the supporter of

a forlorn hope, without knowing where he stood, demanded a poll.

Though a professional limb—of the nether side—of the law, he

showed his ignorance of the Municipality’s Act. For, the full number

under the law—five—was wanting and the pall was not taken. Such

a compliment was Sir Henry’s due and he has obtained it. His ability

is unquestionable. During the nine* long years that he presided over

the affairs of the municipality, several improvements have been intro-

duced and eftcctcd in the town—the native quarter specially has been

better ventilated and enlightened. Much of the reproach of Calcutta

as an unhealthy city has been removed. That may be due to the

progress of time, still the head of the municipality must have some

share of the distinction, whether he himself was instrumental or not

in originating the reforms. The late Chairman, undoubtedly brought

eloquence into the deliberation of the Board and introduced and

allowed a freedom in the debate which satisfied all parties if it some-

times degenerated into rude personalities. He would have made
a model Chairman if he could muster half the physical energy of Sir

Stuart Hogg. The town would have prospered more quickly and pre-

sented a much healthier appearance. Unfortunately, he generally

allowed the Heads of Departments to take care of themselves and

would not allow the Commissioners to find fault with them. He
knew how to deal with the Commissioners or to win them over. He
early won their confidence and got them to vote for his house allow-

ance. True, once he landed the Corporation on a rock but he also,

with rare pluck and a droitness, got it out of it safe. *

Mr. Justice Prinsep, as the senior Civilian Judge of the High Court,

performed the last rites that remained to be done in India on the death

of Sir Louis Jackson in England. Addressing the Advocate-General,

he expiessed, in half a dozen sentences, the regret of himself and the

Court for the demise of one who could exact dignity and gave some
dignity to the Court. To prove the deceased Judge’s superiority as it

were, the living Justice stumbled on the very first sentence. If left to

himself, he would have closed the Court for the day. Here we have

an inkling of what to expect under the government of Civil Service in

the highest court.

Many as hiive been the remarkable events and extraordinary political

and social changes, in our times, such as the downfall of dynasties and
nations and rise of peoples, the abolition of serfdom, the emancipation

of slaves, the most startling surprise was reserved by the lone Empire
of an archipelago of the Pacific Ocean off the Coast of Asia. The
people of that country, in nowise ethnically or otherwise different

from their insular or continent.al neighbours, have outheroded Herod.

The most Eastern community of the Farthest East has taken the

shine out of the very Western Stars of the West. Japan has gone
ahead of goahead America. To say she has proceeded at a rattling

pace is nothing ; she has run a steeple-chase—nay, taken leaps and
bounds across seas and over the heads of cloud-capped mountains

—

without risk to her neck, without as yet a simple fracture or visible

contusion. The slow effects of centuries of institutions ages of

human progression, she has achieved in a trice. Without social pre-

paration, her reformers have ordered a stupendous revolution. Apd, as

yet, all Wave gone merrily as a marriage bell. History has been
thoroughly discredited

; the human mind, as it was understood in olhef

parts of the world, has been shamed. At last, faint signs of difficulty

seem to loom ahead. The insulted genius of Political Economy
threatens to raise the standard of revolt. The giant triumphant over

all obstacles is ticing baffied by an apparently insignificant foe—Dirty
Pelf. The Laws of Money will brook no interference.

The writer of an article in the /apan Gasiette significantly headed

“The Coining Crash,” observes that it does not require a very far-

seeing person to discern that unless something is done to relieve the

scarcity of capital in Japan, a commercial and industrial crisis is not far

off Many circumstajices have led to this state of affairs, the chief
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being the ‘Mimuless” floating of new companies. The total of the

nominal capital ^of the Japanese joint stock companies amounts to

as much 1^00,000,000 dols., while a little over 100,000,000 dols. of

capital is mfccirculalion in the country. Of course, calls on shares can-

not be met. Nor are the Japanese satisfied with the abnormal spirit

of enterprise and speculation so suddenly evoked at home ; they have

diverted their limited capital for investment abroad. There is now a

call for stringent laws for governing the floating of companies, and it is

urged that the National Bank and other institutions should be author-

ised to aid the companies already established, if a great crash was to

be avoided. But laws cannot multiply money. Considering that the

share capital required is three times the amount of money in circulation,

not even the most cordial compliance with the wildest suggestions

of these financial publicists will help Japan out of the situation. The

hankering after the capital of other countries shown by some Japanese,

js more to the purpose. It is urged that Government should raise

money in Europe and America and allow transactions in Japanese

bonds in the maikets of the West.

REIS & RAYYET
SATURDAt, APRIL 19, 1890.

TERMINATION OF THE GOVERNMENT
RAID ON THE SALTPETRE

MANUFACTURE.
The appeal to the Viceroy, of the Saltpetre-washers

of Calcutta, has for the present been disposed of to

the satisfaction of both the parties. Mr.
J. E.

O’Conor, the Assistant Secretary to the Government
of India, had from the beginning actively interested

himself in bringing about a good understanding by

taking the petitioners into confidence and explaining

to them without reserve the intentions of Govern-
ment. The washers have taken out licenses in the

form A, none of them having expressed any desire to

become manufacturers of edible salt. The Register

heads that they had at first been required to fill up
for the eclat of a great department and which were
quite unmeaning as applied to the saltpetre industry

carried on at Calcutta and its suburbs, have been
withdrawn. In their Stead, the Assistant Commis-
sioner of N. I. Salt Revenue, Mr. Ashton, has sup-

plied a much simpler form which, it is believed, the

washers will not find very difficult to fill up. The
language of many of the heads in this form is not
very clear, and in one instance it is directly opposed
to a commercial technicality. The Government officials

in this country however exercise very large powers.
If they do not command the sea by an order in the
Gazette, they can compel those placed under them
to call a spade a cucumber. Our legislative Acts
teem with definitions of words whose ponnoiations as
accepted by the world are widely different from those
which the legislature associates with them. While
settling the Register heads in consultation with the

representatives of the washers and in the presence of
the Assistant Secretary to the Government of India,

‘Mfc Ashton repeatedly assured the gentlemen that
the form was not intended to be a trap. The assur-
ance was scarcely needed, for a trap it cannot
well be however plaguy its look may be and how-
ever subservient to purposes of eclat. The en-
tries under additions to stock ** and reductions of
stock ” both with regard to the crude and the vgashed
article, will afford no check on the quantity of refuse
that may be registered. The washers contended
that when those entries would not rejilty afford

j^ny kind of check on the refuse shewn, the slightest

harm would not ensue if the entries under crude salt-

petre and washed saltpetre were not insisted upon.

Unanswerable as this contention is, Mr. AshtoTi, true

to himself as an official and believing that the very

foundations of Britain’s grand empire in the East

rested on official infallibility or the reputation of such

infallibility, wished to get rid of it by the somewhat
stale reply that it was the Government fa grandilo-

quent form of expression implying kis own august

self) and not the washers that were the judges of the

question. In other words, according to Mr. Ashton,

the Government might enact a law requiring any
class of its subjects to cut three capers at every

seventh step before taking the eighth while walking

the Queen’s highway, without the persons burdened
with the obligation being able to pobu out, how-
ever respectfully, that while constantly exposing

themselves to the public gaze in such undignified atti-

tude, the Government would derive no advantage

by subjecting them to such an obligation. Mr.

Ashton’s ideas again of moderation and etiquette in

official correspondence seem to be susceptible of con-

siderable improvement. Having despatched to one

of the washers a tentative Register form devised by
himself, he wrote to say that he was willing to con-

sider any suggestion that might be made to him
about any change in the heads for obviating any in-

convenience that might result from its use. The
party addressed heartily thanked Mr. Ashton for his

kindness and courtesy and respectfully informed him
that he had referred the form to the committee spe-

cially organised for corresponding with the Govern-
ment on the entire question. Such a reference to the

committee was too much for Mr. Ashton’s powers of

endurance. It was a sheer insult to him
;
a piece of

impertinence that called for rigorous measures. An
ukase was at once issued, peremptorily commanding
the person that the Register should be forthwith

brought into use without a word more of explanation.

The washers were all the more surprised at this sud-

den change of attitude on Mr, Ashton’s part,

specially as they had experienced nothing but the ut-

most courtesy and consideration at his hands in every

other respect.

All, however, is well that ends well. But for the

interference of Mr.
J. E. O’Cornor and the exertions

made by the washers themselves^ the subordinate

Salt Officers would have, by their zeal, killed the Salt-

petre industry in Calcutta by this time. The policy

is certainly questionable of interfering in this way
with such an useful industry upon which the Govern-

ment itself has to depend for the supply of its own
gunpowder. Such an interference, to the annoyance

of those engaged in it, for the small advantage of

regulating the sale or disposal of a few thousand

mauiids /^//-edible saline refuse, argues extreme

shortsightedness. The very position that England
has won in the polity of nations, ‘has in no small

measure been due to her supplies of Indian saltpetre.

The brilliant campaigns of William III. and the still

more glorious achievements of Marlborough on the

oontinental fields of Europe, were directly attributable

to the loyalty of the East India Company in sup-

plying the Crown with Indian saltpetre at cost price.

History has recorded that towards the latter part of

the seventeenth century, *‘all Europe would hardly

produce in a year saltpetre enough for the siege of

one town fortified on the principles of Vauban. But
for the supplies from Jndia, the English Government
would be unable to equip a fleet without digging up
the cellars of London in order to collect the nitrous
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p:irticlcs from the walls.” The curious reader may
consult the brilliant pages of Macaulay’s history of

the period of W'illiam III. for further information

on the subject.

THE MAHj^MEDAN LITERATURE OF THE DAY
The vitality and intellectual activity of a community can be

well judged by the quantity of its publications. They correctly

and clearly shew tlic various stages of progress in thought and ex-

pression and ifi the arts ol rcfinc*mcnt which it has reached, at

the same time that they display its shortcomings. They arc the

best evidence of its moral, material, and intellectual condition,

and unmistakably point out the direction towards which it is

advancing, cithci^ by slow or rapid marches. Tiiey throw ample

liijht upon the state of its education one way or the other, and

ah'ord materials for the just conception of its educational deficiencies.

The Reports of the Bengal Idbrarian and the elaborate lists of

publications and books which arc published in the Ciihutta Caztfie

f’rntn time to rime, deserve more careful attention than what they

generally receive from the people concerned, and should be

regularly studied by those who take interest in the education

of their co-rcligionists. The report for 1888 is a very sad com-

mentary on the education and literary taste of the Mahomedans

oi‘ this province, and forcibly presents even to the casual ob-

server a deplorable picture of educational backwardness and literary

inactivity. It shews what their place is now as authors and pub-

licists in their own vernaculars as well as in English, and how fast

they arc forgetting the Persian and Arabic languages without

knowing which a Mahomedan cannot be properly called a perfectly

educated man. To come to a sufficiently correct conclusion as

TO the number and merits of the works compiled in the three

above languages, I have considered the Lists of books from 1877

upto September 1889, published in the Calcutta Gazette and read

most of the books which concern us particularly, and the result

is most discouraging from every point of view. The contrast

between the works m these languages and other vernaculars is
!

extremely disappointing and prf)ve8 that literary life and intcl-

Fctual vitality is extinct in the Mahomedans of Bengal. The

following figures I take from the report of 1S88.

No. of Publications. Language.

1,190. Bengalee.

31*- English,

125. Hindcc.

90. Urya.

3 *- Urdoo.

I think the proportion of Urdu, Persian and Arabic hooks to other

publications in the vernaculars is nearly the same for 1877 and

1889 as for the )car abovc-r.amcd, namely, i to 40, or in some rcs-

]'ccts even worse. I'hcse lists shew that the books in other verna-

cularSj in which the Bengali language of course takes the first

place, arc generally on useful and scientific subjects. In most

ca-^cs the sources of their materials and matters are English.

Where they arc not translations or compilations from, they arc

imitations of, English authors. In few cjftcs, we come across

original works. The subjects dealt with in these, the style

in which most of them arc written and the names, designation's,

Arc. of the authors and compilers, make it clear that most of

them arc English-knowing men of the present generation, a large

number being either graduates or undergraduates. These

facts tend to prove that the work of regeneration of the

\crnacular languages in the present generation is chiefly in

the hands of men who have received an English education, of

some kind.

Persian and Arabic works not really falling under the category

uf vernaculars and their number being quite insignificant, I would

not deal with them at great length. I must, however, say that the

few books which arc in these lists arc mostly on religi9U8 and miscella-

neous subjects, and their literary merit is far below par and they

arc not of much value for any useful purposes. Some religious

books arc now written in the form of pamphlets on theological

controversies by the Wahabis or their antogonists and tend to excite

religious and sectarian disputes by irritating the minds of those

classes. Some Persian books are for the use of schoolboys who

acquire an imperfect and useless knowledge of Persian in our

schools. In the List for the quarter ending 30th September 1877,

I find two Persian, 3 Urdu and 3 Anglo-Urdu books. In that for

the quarter ending 30th September 1889, the number is about 16.

Among all the Urdu books in the above Lists, there is scarcely one

useful book, not reckoning translations of medical works, &c., which

is worth perusal or which shews cither the power of writing that

language decently and correctly or a proper conception or arrange-

ment o f the subject. They are the most conclusive evidence of

the intellectual incapacity and educational deficiencies of their

authors who have deplorably mistaken their vocation and wasted

their time and energy upon things which are productive of little

good—morally, mentally or financially. They arc, most of them,

either meant for distribution gratis or doomed to the ravages of

the white ants. These books arc generally written more for the

sake of getting a name as an author or compiler and satisfying

ambition which is not at all laudable, than for any other earthly use.

In the List for 1888, I find only one book on Geography, but the

author is a missionary gentleman whose name shews that he is not

a native. The other works arc mostly poems and ordinary third-

rate translations, worthless in every way.

Now, the question is, Who arc the authors of these precious

productions ? Excepting some professional persons, who have

translated some English books or compiled some grammar or

school primer, nearly all of them arc obscure men who arc not

quite fit to write an intelligent article on any useful subject, not to

speak of books.

Poetry—of a sort— is the great resource of the frivolous part

of Mahomedan society. The half educated Mahomedan Reis

too goes in for it. To write verses is considered an accomplish

ment and brings importance and honor. There are those who,

without possessing any capacity or literary merit, want to be*

come autljors by the assistance of moje competent men ; these art.

liberally paid and employed to improve or compose the poems of

their patrons. Others, again, rush to print without any previous

knowledge, merely to make money by publishing worthless books.

I have now briefly explained the merits of these works and the

qualifications of their authors and compilers. The Mahomedan

graduate or undergraduate, however, is nowhere either as compiler,

translator, or author. 'Phis absence from the important literary field

is ominous. With hundreds of Bengalee graduates, undergraduates,

professors and masters who have revolutionized their once obscure

and poor lang uage to the great glory of their nation and country

and enriched it with the literary treasures of Western science and

literature, there is not the slightest symptoms of Mahomedan

activity. ^
There arc, of course, books and books in Bengalee as wef-

There arc dozens of Hindu authors and compilers who have simply

mistaken their profession or who arc not qualified for their

self-imposed task. At the same time it cannot be dcnie^“thaf

there is a very large number of useful books in Bengalee which

arc replete with the reflection of Western literature and science.

Why thT:n is there such a dearth of books and authors in Bengal

among the Mahomedans ? Why arc they so much neglecting then'

own languages ? Why arc they far behind their Bengalee brethren

in this*rc5pect } The answer is very clear. With some honorable

exceptions, there is scarcely a Mahomedan graduate who can write

on any ordinary subject in any of the languages which we so

prize and wh*ich are still generally taught at second languages ^
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all the Government schools and colleges and in which again

bpecial instruction is given in the three Government Medressas.

These ^nng men have little or no taste or love for their own

special uffratureW language, and after acquiring a dangerous little

knowledge of English, £ght shy of their own language and literature.

Let them compare the number of Urdu books in the above Lists

with those in Urya, Assamese and Hindee, and blush. Even the

rouch abused and wretched Masulmani Bengalee is making appre-

ciable progress and such names as are given below adorn the list of

authors of books.

Sharratullah Sarkar.

Bukhashali Khundkar.

Ghuribullah Saheb.

Sadullah Sarkar.

These authors are evidently the fruits of the Primary Education.

So the once illiterate masses are turning out authors of books

which command a large sale.

Who are the best Bengalee novelists, dramatists, and poets ?

They are the best fruits of the University. They have turned their

knowledge of English to the best account and have established their

reputation as authors and poets, &c. Leaving aside original con-

tributions there are scarcely any translations of any useful scientific

or other works by Mahomedan graduates or undergraduates worth

naming. 1 think the total number of such translations is not more

than a dozen.

It is a good sign that books are being written in Mussalmani

Bengalee, but it is a bad sign for the respectable classes of the Ma-

homedans. It shows that the lowest fringe of the middle classes

is benefiting by the spread of education, to the ultimate confusion

of the idling better classes.

Our graduates and ungraduates are the dumb spectators of this

literary revolution which is going on for years in Bengal around

them, without once for a moment realizing their own responsibility.

Look at the large number of, Bengali newspapers and periodicals

that arc edited and published in Bengal by Bengalis, In the

whole of Bengal proper, I believe we have only two miserably

conducted Urdu newspapers and two in Bchar, while there are

hundreds of Urdu newspapers and periodicals in the North-

Western Provinces and the Punjab, the last of which was only a

few years back one of the most backward Provinces in education.

The Punjabis are not up to this time considered intellectually

superior to Bengal Mahomedans^ but they are men of strong

resolution and steady habits and have a keen sense of shame in them.

They have begun to realize that no nation in the world can be

considered properly educated or civilized who know not properly

their own vernacular and possess not their men of literature and

science.

The Mahomedans of Bengal ought to open their eyes to the

absolute necessity of acquiring a useful and practical knowledge

of their own languages, specially Persian and Urdu, and possessing

a taste for their own literature. Just now I can only dream of

the happy time when wc shall see in the Bengal Provinces Maho-

medan graduates in charge of wcll-conductcd Urdu newspapers

and distinguishing themselves as authors and compilers of useful,

entertaining and improving books in their own languages.

A Mahomedan.

9th April, 1890. •

' THE DANGERS OF STATE RAILWAY
TRAVELLING.
TO THE EDITOR.

Siv-On the 15th of March after paying ray humbjc respects to

you I took the night passenger train that runs from Calcutta to

Goalundo. At Naihatty the train as usual stopped for a few

minutes. During that brief interval t collie with a passenger came

to the compartment next to my own and called upon* the sleeping

occupants of it to get up in rather coarse terms. Far from the use

of coarse terras there was no need for calling upon them to get up

as there was ample room for a single passenger to sit down or for

that matter to lie down even. A passenger replied to the coolie

in contemptuous terms and this the coolie retorted by calling

him yala and* threatening to pull him down from the carriage

by his cars. Receiving a box or two from two gentlemen in

answer to the insult, the coolie brought a native officer to see

justice done to him. Hearing the statements of one or ^wo disin-

terested passengers, the native officer dismissed the coolie or rather

the coolies, for a few others had in the mean time joined him, by

telling them not to quarrel with their betters. He also advised the

Baboos not to embroil themselves in quarrel with mean people

and compromise their honor. This did not satisfy the coolies,

however. They used vulgar and abusive language^ and in return

received a few strokes from the thick end of a stick. By the coolies

a Saheb officer was led into the compartment next to the one occupied

by the real parties and there two innocent persons were pointed out

as having thrashed a policeman for wakening them up from sleep to

make room for a passenger or in the discharge of his duties. They de-

nied the charge. The Saheb gave the word for arrest saying “you shall

answer the charge before the Barrackporc Magistrate and I tell you

if you delay in coming down you shall have to pay for the deten-

tion of the train.” One of them answered “ Sir, 1 have no stick to

beat with.” On search no stick was found in^ the compartment.

The Saheb then came down to the platform but only to return

soon after to the same compartment while two coolies entered the

other compartment, that in which the persons really concerned

were, and brought out the stick from under a bag and pointed out

two other innocent persons in the compartment in which the Saheb

stood. A whole host of men cried themselves hoarse alleging the

innocence of these men and'the provocation given to the passengers,

but the Saheb was not minded to hear them. He took their tickets

which he handed over to the guard giving him instructions to take

the men out at Goalundo and identify them to the Police Inspector

who was to take down their names and addresses for prosecution.

They, however, got down at some intermediate station leaving the

Railway authorities, high and low, to chuckle to the stretch of their

stupidity over their tickets. Although the tickets were from

Calcutta to Narainganj, they preferred being mulcted and enduring

the miseries of dropping at obscure stations, to standing a pro-

secution.

Truth.

loth April.

THE EXCHANGE QUESTION.
Your correspondent “An Observer” has attempted two solutions

of the important silver question. I do not understand him. One
solution is “ the increase of the weight of rupees.” So according

to his own showing the ten heavy coins must come up in weight to

the fourteen and threclburths, of light ones. The difficulty remains

all the same. I do not see how if the quantity of silver to be paid

remains the same or nearly the same—no matter what the number
of coins may be—matters will improve. His second solution

“ to obtain the permission of the Home Government to coin

shillings” “and to forward them in kind to that country (Eng-

land) in payment of debts, &c....” overlooks the fact, important

above all others things, that in payment of debts over 40J. silver

is not a legal tender in England. The only remedy as shown

by many eminent men lies, perhaps, in equalising the demand to the

supply, which can be effected by (i) double standard in India and

elsewhere j it) increasing the volume of Indian internal trade.

B. C. DAS.
Tipperah, April lo.

•

MONGHYR.
Jamalport^ April y.

The influenza has assumed an epidemic form both at this station

and Monghyr. It has attacked both the native and European

quarters of the station. In the audit office alone here, out of 300

Baboos, &c., some 120 are laid up with this disease. In the Loco-

motive Workshops, both European and native workmen have* been

victimized in large numbers. Of the former 40 and of the latter

about 900 and in the Locomotive offices about 35 Baboos arc

down witli it. The people call it the brother of Dengue fever

which prevailed a few years back. The symptoms arc more or

less alike, spccmlly as regards the pain in the body.

The people here had anticipated to pass their time in some-

what gay and mirthful or in pleasurable mood the three days

of the Barwaree Poojah which comes off during Easter holi-

days, when dancing, kcertun and opera parties from Parna and

Calcutta keep the station alive. But the epidemic stood in the wa),

causing many persons to be sorely disappointed. The dciiv

worshipped was Raj Rajeshari, and the Puja went off with great

eclat as usual. This is the 3rd year of celebration. The
Monghyr Barwaree has unavoidably been postponed owing to the

prevalence of the disease.

There was a river accident the other day. The E. 1. Railway

Co.’s steamer “ Bradford Leslie ” whilst plying between Monihaii

Ghat and Sahebgun^ all of a sudden got aground at the former ghat,

fortunately no injury was done to any of the passengers.
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TIIK PARTITION SUIT.

IN THE SUn-COURT (EAST) OE MADUK.A.

OkiciNAi. Suit No. 5 of 1890.

SriRTU Her.iniya Ciaibawgi Ra\ikula Miithu\i/ia Re-

siunada Rajah Dinakarasaniy alias Raniabaniy Sc-

uipaii ... ... ... ... Plaintiff,

C'lT-V/j-

Srimat Hcraniy% Garbavagi RaMkula Muihuvi/ia Rc-

giinaila Rajah Bhashkarasaray alias Annasawmy Sc-

tiipati ... ... ... '... Defendant,

(From p. lyS.)

The plaintiff in this suit on solemn alhrm.iiion states as follows

1. That in addition to, and in .support and continuation of his

jtiidavit for the appointment of a Receiver in this suit filcil as of

roi.ord on the ^rd d.ty of February 1S90, he begs leave to file tliis

tunher atlidavit, which lie prays may be received and read as part

of his aforesaid former afhdavit.

2. 'Fhat plaintiff has been informed, and believes the same to be

true, that the delendatu herein owes :

(a) The sum of Rs. 2,40,000 (two lacs forty thousand) or

tliercaboius, to one T. Runganaiha 'Fawker, a Jeweller and Mcr-

chant rcbiding at Sowkarpet, Black Town, Madras, who holds the

said defendant’s promissory notes for the said stun which represents

debts incurred by the said defendant since he attained his majority ;

(b) The sum ol Rs. 1,75,000 (one lac seventy-five thousand)

to one Ana Lana Ana Roona Ramasawmy Chetty of Devacottah,

who holds the defendant’s promissory note or notes for the same.

V That the two debts recited in the last paragraph, which
aggregate Rs. 4,00,000, arc the details, so far as plaintiff can ascer-

tain, of the dents referred to in paragraph 9 of his former affidavit

as amounting to “
3 lacs or thereabouts.”

4. That in addition to the debts recited in paragraph 2 of this

.affidavit, the plaintiff is informed and believes the same to be true,

that the del'cndant is indebted in the sum of Rs. 30,000 (thirty

thou.sand) or thereabouts, to the firm of Moses Co., Tailors,

Mount Road, Madras, for clothes.

5. That the defendant is now building a bathing ghat on the

hanks of the river V'igai in Madura, close to the Dufferin Bridge,

at a cost of Rs. 15,000 (fifteen thousand) or therc'abouis, the

foundation stone of which has already been laid with great pomp
and ceremony in the presence of the Collector of Madura, Mr. K.

Turner, C.S.

(S. That the defendant, it has been publicly stated in the Hindu

newspaper of the 13th day of February 1890, has promised the sum
nt' Rs. ^,000 (four-thousand) for a building to be erected at Madura
tor a public library and re.iding room.

7. l'h.it the season for the current fusli 1299 has been and

still is, owing to failure of rains, most unfavourable, thereby consi-

ilerably reducing the revenue of the Ramnad estate ; that the

plaintiff* lias reason to anticipate that the revenue for the current

vear in consequence of failure of crops wiB produce onlv 5 lacs or

thereabouts, in lieu of 7 lacs or thereabouts, which will be insufii-

' lent, after the payment of the Government dues amounting to

Ri. 3,54,444-3-10, or thereabouts, to meet and cover the expenses

oi’ihe establishment now enieriained by the dcfeiidan*'.

:v d’hat so far as the plaintiff can ascertain the defendant’s said

establi-hmcnt necessitates, a monthly expenditure of about

R . 19,1 10.

9. That in addition to this monthly expenditure of Rs. 19,110
which means an annual expenditure uf Rs. 2,29,320, the dcfciulant

iiKurs an annual expenditure of Rs. 29,000. The two items

tggregaring a total estimated expenditure per annum of Rs. 2, 58,320,

10. I’hc defendant further entertains an establishment cobiiiig

not le-.s ilian Rs. 3,000 or thereabouts per mensem for the manage-
ment of the se\ eral Dcvasianums, Chuttrums and other charitable

iM<icirutions of ivhich the plaintiff and defendant arc joint Trustees.

I I. 'Fhar, apart from the roughness of the csiimaies above given,

.'he plaintiff has made no provision for such necessaries a.s drc.ss,

rravclling, legal expenses, amusements, medicine, books, stationery,

gifts, costs of irrigation, and other permanent works which involve

A very heavy annual outlay of about Rs. 1,50,000 (one lac fifty

Thousand.)

12. That in view of the above recited facts the retention by the

defendant of the joint family estate without any check or control

upon hit gross and profligate extravagance must plunge the said

estate into serious debt and gravely imperil and embarrass the right

of the plaintiff to an unencumbered one-half share therein.

The Defendant in this suit states as follows :

I. The Muihur.amalingam Setupaty, father of Plaintiff and
Defendant herein, was at the time of his death possessed of certain

personal propcrtic.s and the Zemindary of Ramnad with its appurten-
ances specified in Schedule A. to the plaint and Devastanams and
Chutcrams and other charitable institutions specified in Schedule D.
to the plaint with their respective endowments'.

2. 'J'hat the said Zemindary of Ramnad is an ancient principa-

lity which w'as a Raj till about the beginning of the present century.

3. That the said Zemindary with all its appurtenances inclusive

of Devastanams, Chuttrams and other charitable institutions has

all along descended to a single heir and been held and enjoyed

by such heir as an impartible estate which devolved, as a general

rule, according to the rule and custom of primogeniture governing

the descent of ancient estates that arc impartible either by reason of

their having been kingdoms, or in the nature of a raj or principality

or by custom.

4. That Defendant denies the broad and unqualified statement

made in para 2 of the plaint that the law of Mitakshara governs the

Uniily of Plaintiff and Defendant and states that the incident of

partibility attaching, under the Mitakshara law, to the property of

an undivided Hindu family is inappllicable to the said Zemindary
and ir.', appurtenances inclusive of Dcv.n5ranam8, Chuttrams, &c.

5. 'I'hat on the death of the said M uihuramalingam Setupaty,

the said Zemimlary of Ramnad with its appurtenances, inclusive of

Dcvasianas, Chuttrams, &c., devolved upon the Defendant to the

exclusion of his younger brother the Plaintiff according to the afore-

said rule and custom of impartibility and primogeniture and in

accordance with the last Will and Testament left by the said Muthu-
ramalinga Setupaty dated 26th April 1868.

6. i'hat by reason of Defendant’s minority when the said •

Miithur-amalinga Setupaty died, the Court of Wards in 1873 as-

sumed charge of the estate under the provisions of Madras Regula-

tion V’’. of 1804.

7. That at the time of the death of the said Muthuramalinga
Setupaty who was deeply involved in debt, the pesheush due to

Government on account of the Zemindary was considerably in

arrears amounting to 5 lacs of Rupees and that for the realization of

the said arrears of pesheush all the personal properties as well as

all PannarKolkriem Seruthettu properties, the palace at Ramnad,.

Bungalows, houses, buildings, topes, &c, left by the said Muthura-
malinga Setupaty deceased were sold in 1874 under the provisions

of Madras Act II of 1864.

8. I'hat at the said revenue sales certain real properties des-

cribed in Schedule No. I hereunto annexed and certain personal

properties being items Nos. 2, 3, 6, 22, 27 and part of 25 in

Schedule B to the plaint were purchased for the defendant by the

Court of Wards out of the current income of the Zemindary ; that

items Nos. 13, 16 and 20 were purchased by the Court of Wards out

of the incomes of the Zemindary for the defendant and Nos, 4, 5,

7, 8, 14 and pan of 18 were similarly purchased by them on the

occa.sion of his marriage in 1888 ; that item No. 17 was presented

to him on the same occasion by some of his tenants : that items

Nos. 12 and 22—9 and 21 were presented to the defendant by his

mother, sister and step-mother respectively ; that items Nos. 1, 10,

II, 15, 19, 23, 24 and parts of 18 and 25 were purchased for the

dcfciulant by his mother or himself in or about 1889 ;
and that

item No, 28 was purchased by defendant’s mother and presented to

temples.

9. That on his attaining the age of majority on the 3rd Novem-
ber 1889, the Court of Wards .placed him in possession of the

Zemindary with its appurtenances inclusive of devastanams, chutt-

rams and other charitable insiitiitions, the properties purchased as

aforesaid by the Court of Wards for the Defendant, the cash

balance referred to in .schedule C to the plaint and the Devastanam

fund referred to in plaint schedule D which includes Government
promissory notes of the value of one lac of rupees that yet remain

to be endorsed in favor of the defendant and handed over to him.

10. That the estates of which partition is sought for by the

plaintiff consist of the imparl ihlc Zemindary of Ramnad with its ap-

purtenances inclusive of devastanams, chuttrams and other charitable

institutions with their endowments, personal and real properties pur-

cliascd as aforesaid by or lor the Defendant out of the Zemindary
incomes which accrued subsequent to the death of the said Muthu-
ranialinga Setupaty the savingb out of such income and personal

properties presented to him as aforesaid and that Plaintiff is therefore

not entitled to any pijrtion of the properties sued for.

11. That Schedule A contains a description only of the^emind-
ary but gives no description either by name, boundaries or otherwise

of the appurtenant properties claimed under the heads of Siruthettu,

&c., and {hat the Plaintiff should be required to furnish particulars

of the properties claimed by him under the said heads so as to enable

the Defendant to state more particularly if necessary his defence

respect thereof.

12. That the valuation of certain items of properties comprised

in Schedule B to the plaint as therein given is excessive and
erroneous.

13. That the Plaintiff has wrongly described himself in the

plaint by assuming the title of Srimat, &c.. See, preceding his name
and the title of Setupaty following h’s name which titles appertain

only to the i^emindar for the time being of Ramnad apd that plaint-

iff’s proper description is Dinakarasami alias Ramasami Tevar.

14. That the plaintiff is not entitled to any of the reliefs sought

for and the defendant therefore prays plaintiff’s suit may be dis-

missed with costs. •
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OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

We have received from the office of Reis

and RayyeL one ot the leading native news-

papers ot Calcutta, a inobi readable little broch-

ure written by Baboo Saiubhu C. Mookerjee,

Aaice Minister to ilie late Nawab FarKiooii Jali,

Hahatioor, Nawab Nazim of Bengal, Bcliar and

Oiibsa, which gives a grai>hic account of the

Baboo’s travels to ana 111 liulepeiulent lip-

pciah. Wriuen in capital English and evi-

uenily by a gentleman of bioad views and

enligliteued iiinid, the woik is dcciuedly a

valuable addition to the catalogue of English

wmien Bengalee literature. This book of

navels should be read widely not only by

English residents out here, but by our couniry-

lueii at home, for it teems with interest and

leaches us far more about the hue belt of

unopeneu country travelled Ihiough than any

Avoik of the sort written by an Englishman

would have done. Baboo Sambhu Chunder

I^iookeijee is one of whom his countiymeii

may well bo proud, for he wines throughout

with the model ate and educated pen of

a thorough genileinan.— 7 //6‘ Indian Planters'

ilasettelis* Spo^tin^ News. October 4, 1887.

Mr. S. Mookerjee, who will be readily recog-

nised as the editor of that able little paper

the Rets and Rayyef dedicates his travle^ in

Bengal to a wide ciicle of readers—those who

know India and arc unable to love her
;
those

who love her, and do not know her
;
those who

nenher know nor love j
those who being tiled

of India, take to travelling ;
foreigners who

'vain to know, and Englishmen. 1 he* author

himself is not the least iiied of India, though

he IS a traveller by profession, we might almost

j’iiy, and though he puts limits upon journeys,

never caiing to get very far away from

Calcutta. It is not mileage, however, which

makes the traveller. It is the power to ob-

j>erve sympathotically what is going on at

each stage of a journey, and to keep his spirit

about the minor inconveniences which neces-

sarily oQicur by road, river, or rail. This Mr.

Mookerjee does. He never loses his good

humour under any set of circumstances, and
what IS belter, he conveys a full sense of it to
his pages. The reader may take a choice of
journeys through Eastern Bengal to Tipperah,
or to the heart of Bengal Proper, and will in
each case be fully rewarded by the fruits of
Mr. Mookerjee’s wanderings. peihaps the
Eng ish reader will be inainlv striirk by the
excellent English style of the writer. The
author IS not ashamed of his nationality • he
rejoices in being a Bengali, but atthelnme
lime he indulges in prose xvhich has no alien
trace m it. It is not the English ofan edu-
crited German or Frenchman

; it is the nervoust* e .
, It 13 iiic nervotisSaxon of a subject of the Empress of IndiaMr Mookerjee had special advantages in sonic

of his journeys, especially to Independent Tin-
perah, whither he " ‘

structive sis amusing, and it is not spoiled by
too many political allusions, though, of rour‘>e

some few have crept in.— 7 ’//^ Pioneer,
Dec., 1887.

c.
RINGER & CO. have in hand the

largest stock of Ilomcuopaihic Medicines,

Medicine Cases, Medical Sundries, and Books,

<S:c., I’tc., for sale at their Hoiiueopathir Es-

tablishment, 10, Haie Street, Calcutta. Cata-

logue, free on application.

*.*
colled to an important

official position. He was thus assured ofmany attentions, though, in formincr armrate
impressions of a Country it is doubtful whether
It IS not better to be untrammelled with con-
nections which frighten away the simple folkand impose reticmice on them as a dutjk From
the notes of his journey through East Bengal,
and to show how genial is his outlook, we take
the following :—[ Extract.]
iMom Dacca he went further East, and his

experiences on the Megna are of a most en-
ivening description. He saw many visions of
beamy, and Mr. Mookerjee is no niggard when
he is describing something he has
seeing. Here is a sketch
river :•—

[ Extract.]

enjoyed
on his way up the

sun s rising

Statesman.

But it is not physical be.auty alone which de-
tains our author’s eye :^

[ Extract.]
Ihe same symptoms of material progress

le notes among the boatmen on his couise.

—

L Extract.]

Some portion of the volume has already been
contributed to the Statesman, and will be fami-
liar to our readers. The following description
of natural effects is not known to them. We
doubt vyhether Mr. Ruskin, or Mr. Black would
accept it as a final account of the
and setting :-[ Extract ].— The
October 7, 1887.

If wc have not before noticed Mr. Sambhu
C. Mookerjee’s Travels in Beny^al, which was
published some months ago, it is not because
the little book is either dull or pointles.s. It

contains, on the contrary, much interesting
matter, though some of the incidents arc ovei-
weighted with detail in what is facetiously

called a “little booklet.” The author’s view
as a rule is, by the way, facetious : he is given
even to punning

;
but he is also sentimentai

in the highest degree—“a naked Whiieman”
hurts his susceptibilities

; a Hindu girl, bathing
n the, liver, throws him into an ecstasy lif

delight : “she had such large languisliing eyes!”

But he is nothing if not philosophical, am! his

lefieclious on this or that soci.il ;iiid political

subject are not without their moral. .Mr.

.Sambhu C. Mookerjee was formerly Minister

to the “last of the Navvabs Nazim of lieng.il,

Behar .and Orissa” and afteivvaids Minisier

of the Maharaja of 'rippetah. He is a man,
therefore, of experience, and when he speaks
his brethien should listen to him
Ptavels in a leadable book, ^d it

abounds in anecdotes which are often as in-
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“IT EEdOMMENDS ITSELF."

A /I who supr find sure relief Jrom

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,
(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA.

UOJIffiOPATHIC PHARMACY,

Rivers Steam Navigation Co

"Limited.
•

UOMffiOPATHIC PHARMACY, will leave Calcutta for Assam on Tuesday, the

22nd instant.

«... All cargo for shipment by the above vessel
EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

gi^QuId be sent to the Company’s Godowns

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcuteRhenmatisiA and Rheumatic Gout,
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ing
;
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1
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on Saturday, the 19th inst.

Cachar Line.

The steamer THIKAK of this line will

leave Calcutta for Cachar on the 29th instant

(Tuesday) for which cargo will be received until

5 P.M. of Saturday the 26th inst.

Assam Despatch Steamer Service from
Goalundo

and
Daily Mail Steamer Service from

Dhuuri to Derrooghur.
A Daily service is maintained from Goalun-

do and Dhubri for passengers and light goods
traffic, i. packages not weighing over a

constituents and the public to the neat little ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival

. of the previous night’s 9-30 p. M. (Madras time)
lurnea

\\tr\r\r\xp\r rAcir train from Sealdah, and Dhubri on arrival ofWOODEN CASE
the mails.

in which every phial of medicine that goes

for these complaints in their severest and most Establishment is packed.

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgiain the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.
Arc you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The lilarvelloas Sore Throat Oare.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

Ro EXTRA CHARGE,

BERIGNY & CO.
/^, Lai Bazaar^ Calcutta^

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short windirt^^ Keyless Railway Regulat-

ors, of small jewelled^ enamelled dials, bold

figures and Candian Gold hands, vvith tem-

pered machincty and dust tight hinged cases

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is u.sed by the best Phy-

oicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of I

glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted
to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapness about

them. Others sell at double our rales. Mr.

A. R. Mehta from Bandora ^ys ;
—“The

7-8 watch I purchased from yiui two years

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting Su-

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pie- penntendent. Government Farm, Khandesh,
says:

—“A watch maker has valued your
paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at / Re. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistreet Co.

K. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.
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R«. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, K.

W. Fusi. Regt., Lucknow, says “ Some valued

it at Rs. 15 and were completely surprised when
I told them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pretty

Candian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-
plete shirt Studs and Rings set with chemical

diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each. Mr. J.

A. Yelsmore, Sathr, says “ The best gold-

smith of this place values the chain for
|

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. G.
,

Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, says:—“A;
(lerman valued the diamond ring at Rs. qo and
the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING COm BOMBAY.

JEYES’ PERFECT PURIFIER

Thirty-three Prize Medals and First Class Certi-

ficates and were specially appointed by the

Royal Commission for the Colonial and Indian

Goods Upward or Downward from and to

almost all stations can be booked through from
or tS Calcutta via Goalundo or Kannia with

the Eastern Bengal State and connected Rail-

ways—Passengers and Parcels via Kannia
only.

All particulars as to rates of freight and
passage by all the above mentioned Services to

be had on application to—

MACNEILL & CO.,
Agents,

2-1, Clive Ghat Street.

Calcutta, the 15th April, 1890.

WATERBURy” WATCHED
Correct time for little money.

E. The ordinary Waicrbury ... Rs. 7*8 each.

J. Ordinary size “improved
wind ” for Gentlemen ... „ 13-0 each.

L. A small neat watch suitable

for Ladies ... „ 13-0 each.

Two years’ Guarantee with each watch.

T. HILL & Co.,

^y/z% Esplanade East, Calcutta.

A
ny Photograph transferred to porcelain

and thus rendered permanent. Apply to

R. H0T2,

13-5, Government Place, Calcutta.
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WEEKLY (ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
AND

Review of Politics, Literature, and Society

RATES OF SUBSORIFTIOK.
Yearly ... in aavance ... Ka. 12

Hull-yearly ... „ ... „ 7

Quarterly ... „ ... „ 4

Monthly ... „ ... He. i*8

Single or sample Copy,, ... „ o-il

BATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.

... in aavance

E.\hibiiion in 1SS6, where not a single case of Advertisements (three columns icr»«fie page and

fiC .11
w

J ^ «

8 2 ft

s c S

ilhicss occurred amongst the native artisans |q2 lines to the column; are charged oy etn

there employed. space laaen up, at tne rate of 4 annas a line

Authorized by the Government of India; each insertion Tne lowest charge for
^

and largely used by the Calcutta and other veriisement is Ks. 2, except Uomesttc Occur-

MnnirioAlitipe; rcnccs, trte lowcsc cnargc lor wnicn is Ks. VMunicpalmes.
OoniraCtft.

Sanctioned No axiaitional cnarge for inland postage or

by Her Majestys Board of Trade. peon. For arrears^an advance of 50 per ccn;.

rr 1 i. r, I Li u ij L tj M • Will DC coargcd. Foreign postage separately
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potation of London, Parochial Vestries, Smith-
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THE SAGE AND THE NYMFlt. !

A TALE FROM THE SANSCRIT.
j

By H. H. WILSON.
j

[ Concluded from p, iS/.
]

|

The prince, who saw their niirih had brought
1

Conviction to his sober’d thought
;

|

And pitying, maik’d the pangs that stole,
]

. Shaip o’er his self-accusing soul
;

The laughter still’d, and strove to heal,

The agony he seem’d to feel—

“ Grave Sir—thcse giddy girls have dared

Your saintly quiet to molest,

« Nor sanctity and wisdom spared

To gratifir an idle jest.

“Of fleeting youth and beauty proud,

They deemed that not a heart secure,

• Should brave their power ; and boastful vowed,

To spread for thee the fatal lure.

“This nymph,—the faire.st of the train,

The foster-sister of our queen,—

Engaged her freedom, she’d enchain

Thy heart, and has successful been,

“ Yet hlush not if thy strength were frail,

Against the god that rules us .all

:

^When Kdma’s flower-tipped shafts assail,

The gods, not man alone, mu.st fall.

“ I need not tell thee how his dart

The great C»eato|js self could tame ;

How Rudra’s fierce relentless heart

Was taught to feel Love’s scorching flame

“ Then let not what in sport was done,

Thy mind composed to anger move :

Forgive this silly Girl, and own

That Wisdom’s self must bow to Love.”

“ Prince, thou hast said," the S.age replied,

“ Nor fear that 1 resentment cherish ;

’Tis just, that man’s mistaken pride

By female levity should perish.

“ I own my error, and forgive

The fair disturber of my peace :

And hence with humbled thoughts shall live,

Till all the world’s vain cares shall cease.
4

“ Peace be with all—and might I leave

These nymphs one wish ere I depart ?

They will not hold it sport to grieve, •

Again, a fond and faithful heart.”

He meekly bowed, and forth had gone,
*

But ill 1)1 icf whisper to the queen

Had Lila bent
;
and in low tone,

Speech passed the royal pair between.

.Then thus the Prince “ A moment stay,

Ere thou re-serk thy lonely cell ;

And if thou coiildst be tempted, say,

Once moie amongst mankind to dwell.

“ Thy councils I would gLad retain,

To aid me in the toils of state ;

And the fiist honours of my reign,

Upon thy future days shall wait.
*

“And if within thy bosom swelling,

No spark of indignation stir ;

The guide that in thy saintly dwelling

Thou wast to Lila—be to her.

“ A dangerous pastime she pursue*?,

Who sports with love :—and Lila now

The freedom that she won must lose,

And to her captive captive bow.

“ I scarce dare venture to believe,

My suit thy grave resolve may bend :

Yet be prevail’d on
;
and receive,

A Wife in her - in me a Friend.’’—

Markand.a, doubting fresh device

His passi«>ns might again entice,

Stood silent—and mistrustful eye

On Lila and the prince, he threw

Alternate— till the Damsel nigh

With timid step, and blushing, drew
;

Then closely to his bosom prest

—

Conwal’d her blushes on his breast,

And all his doubts and fears for ever charm’d to rest.

Thus Wisdom learnt the power of Love to prove
;

And thus from Wisdom, Beauty learnt to love.

Hollowafs Ointment and Pills, -Counsel for the Delicate.—Tho.se

to whom seasons of changeable temperatures are protracted periods of

trial should seek the earliest opportunity of removing all obstacles to

good health. This cooling Ointment, perscveringly rubbed upon the

skin, is the most reliable remedy for overcoming all diseases of the

throat -and chest. Quinsey, relaxed tonsils, sore throat, swollen glands,

Ordinary catarrh, and bronchitis, usually prevailing at this season, may

be arrested As soon as discovered, and every symptom banished by

Holloway's simple and effective treatment. This Ointment and Pills

are highly commended for the facility with which they successfully con-

quer influenza ;
they allay in an incredibly short time the distressing

fever and teasing cough.

Stihsevib^t^s itt the country are retfuestpd to remit by postal money orders^ ifpdssible^ as the safest and most conveuicut

mdium, particularly as it ensures acknowledgnunt through the Departmnt. No other receipt will be

given any other being unnecessary, and likely to cause confusion.
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News and Our Comments.

After ihe termin.'ition of the present fair season, the homeward mail

will leave Hoinbay on Fridays diirin)f the monsoon and on Saturdays

durinj; the fair season. Accordingly, the overland mail will continue

to leave JBornbay on Fridays up to the 19th September 1890. The

latest safe day of posting at Calcutta is Tuesday.

•
• •

A Durw.\n in the employ of the Administrator-General accompanied

a bailiff of the Small Cause Court to serve a suintnons on one Slack,

sued for rent of a house he had taken from the Administrator-General.

Dr. Chew, Mr. Slack’s son-in-law, shied two shoes at the Durwan,

and the man’s discomfiture was completed by the Durwans of the

house beating him out of the premises. On complaint to the officiat-

ing Chief Afagistrate (.Mr. A. P. Handley) and evidence being taken,

the father has been acquitted of the charge of abetment, but the

dutiful son-in-law, for zeal beyond the law, has been fined Rs. 25 and

the two assaulting Durwans Rs. 10 each.

•
• • •

A MF.MIJER of the pensioned Royalty of Mysore glorying in the proud

name of Sultan Mahammed Suleiman Bukht, is labouring for rather

a protracted period under a cloud. He is charged with theft and

criminal breach of trust and criminal misappropriatirui of a trifling

sum— Rs. 194-12-8, amount of a pension bill which he is said to have

made over in payment of a loan and of which bill he afterwards ob-

tained the benefit by force and fraud. The money-lender (Kali Charan

Palit) had once before applied to Mr. Marsden and been refused.

He was not to be so easily done out of his pound of flesh or whatever

else there was to get. So he engaged great lawyers and moved the

High Court, which, after taking the Magistrate’s explanation, instructed

him to take evidence and ascertain whether there was any case.

Accordingly, Palit, irrepressible like his namesake of the bar, again

appeared at the Magistracy, before Mr. Marsden’s new locum linens.

After some evidence, Mr. Handley adjourned the case.

« *

On Thursday, before the Hon’ble Syud Anleer Hossein, one Kali-

kristo Shaoo returned to the charge against his worthy friends Gooyee

Ram, Hurrish Mullick and Amrita Mitter, for having, under false

pretences and when he was drlink, got him to execute an agreement

to sell his share of the family estate without knowing (he contents of

the document or even understanding its nature, lie was referred to

the civil courts, the accused being discharged. They will doubtless

in future take care not to trust even the drinking Shaoo—a bacchanal

of the publican tribe.

The nuisance of washermen wearing their employers’ clothes and even

hiring them out, is so great that we turn with relief tOgthe strict watch

kept over them in China—at least in the Treaty Ports. Quite a dozen

of them were lately arrested at Shanghai and brought before the

Magistrate, one half of them being master washermen. These made

a tolerably good defence. They said that this misdiversion of their

customers* articles took place without their knowledge. As for what

their servants did when they took the clothes to wash, they could not be

held responsible, as they could not possibly control their men at

such a time. The remaining six had not a leg to stand on, having been

seized and produced in court in the clothes of genilemen, and any

amount of these. But though they were decked in their best, they weie

scarcely genteelly dressed and would not pass muster at the club.

One fellow had been going about and was caught in as many as six

suits of underclothing. They were all convicted of course, but the

court was discriminate in piini.shment. The masters were sentenced to

a fine of 10 dollars each, while the employ^ were condemned to wear

the halter or wooden collar called canque for five days.

•
• •

Sir Henry Harrison, although he has ceased to be the Chairman, does

not cease his connection with the Calcutta Corporation. He will be on

the board as the representative of the Port Commissioners. Will he

still represent the Calcutta Corporation on the Port Trust } We be-

lieve his last election to the Port Trust was on the distinct understand-

ing that he would resign hi* place as soon as he ceased to be the

Chairman of the Municipality.

•
• •

The Vice-Chairman of the Calcutta Corporation has been granted and

Gazetted six weeks’ privilege leave. The Secretary Mr. Cowie, as on

former occasions, during the period will do both the duties, the assess-

ment appeals being heard by the Chairman. The Commissioners do

not seem disposed that any one from among themselves be entrusted

with the duties of the Vice. The late Chairman had proposed, on a

pay of Rs. 700, one of the active Suburban Conih)issioner$ who never

misses a meeting and knew all the inns and outs of the suburban

working and takes as much interest in the urban, but there was a howl

raised against the proposition. The choice of the new Chairman fell

on another country mouse, who, whatever his capacity, thinks himself

competent to command the Channel Fleet. He had offered his gratui-

tous services for the good of the town. His fellow labourers, however,

declined them without thanks.

•
• •

Mr. D. J. Zemin’s term of office having expired, the Calcutta Trades’

Association has elected Mr. A. H. Wallis—a Past Master,—to represent

the Association on the Port Trust. »

Raja Govind Rao Doliar, son-in-law of the Holkar, has been be-

laboured within an inch of his life by two worthy menials of his,

J)oorga and Bishnath, for refusing to p.ay their wages when demanded.

The matter is in the hands of the Police.

• •
• •

The Siatesmatis Banda correspondent, writing on the 17th April, says

that influenza is making rapid progress throughout the country with

fever, cough, headache and pain in the body for symptoms. Meanwhile,
the city is in a ferment from the progress ol civilization under British

auspices. Thus

“Lallu Mahajun, who has lately built a new house very close to the
puhlic road, giit a culvert built over the Goveinmenl drain passing be-
low the house in the .same way as has been done by other men in the
same quarter. When Lallu Mahajun’s house was completed, the police
at the instigation of the municipal officers chalUined him for building
a culvert, drains and pi ivy. The MHh;ijun was fined by the Bench
Rs. 75 (Rs. 50 for building the culvert, and Rs. 21; for building the drain
and the piivy), and was ordeied to remove them all within 24 hours
otherwise he would be fined Rs. 2 a day. The matter was referred to
the magistrate, but to no purpose, and the Mahajun paid a further sum
of Rs. 64 (the fine at Rs, 2 a day). After all Lallu M.ihajun had to pay
a fine of Rs. 139 in toto and as a further fine he had to demolish the
culvert and to close the diain. A similar case is now pending. The
platfoini built before the temple of Mahabirji near Maheshri Devi and
which was completed in January last, has now lately been ordered by
the Bench to be dismantled. Bairagi Buldco Das, living in the temple^
has absconded for fear of paying the fine ordered by the municipality*
I fear it may meet the fate of the Durbhunga temple.”

We hope Government will keep a watch over these proceedings
betimes.

New Rules have been notified, under clauses (j) and (q) of section

138 of Act III. (B.C.) of 1885, with respect to public schools over

which District Boards exercise control of various kinds.

.
•

• •

We read in the week’s Calcutta Gazette that “the District Engineer for

the time being of the Brahmini district of the Bengal-Nagpore Railway

is appointed to be an Honorary Magistrate, and is vested with the

powers of a Magistrate of the third class to be exercised in the railway

lands within the eastern part of the Gangpore State.” In other words,

the Distiict Engineer is made supreme within his own jurisdiction, he is

to be both prosecutor and judge for breach of rules and orders made by

himself. ^

The Publie Works cess in Bengal in all the districts to which the Cess

Act (IX. B.C. of 1880) has been extended, for the year 1890-91 has been

fixed at one-half of an anna in the rupee on the annual value of lands

and on the annual net profits from mines, quarries, tramways, railways,

and other immoveable property (excepting such as may have been

exempted under* section 2 of the Act) ascertained respectively as in

(he Act prescribed.

«
« *

Hurry Mohan Thakoor, of Bhagulpore, who lately was made a Rai

Bahadoor, died on the 18th April,
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Notes, Leaderettes, and
. Our Own News.

MvMENSInS^'^s on Vthe I Jtli instant visiled by a tornado. It fnimed

in the Brahmapootra nver close to the Sub-tlivisi(»iMl nunjjalow at

J.imalpoie, and extended to the town and the ncighboui inj* villages of

Nisincli, Garparah, Shabajpore, Koidola, Shengiia, Tiilsipore and

E.iinnagar, taking in life and property in its course. There is distress.

Mo oBicial report has yet been published, and the extent of help

required is not known. It will be satisfaction to know that the

visiiation has purified the di:»trict and made it healthy amid surrounding

intiuenza.

Heavy defalcations to the tune of 7 lacs have been detected in the

Chartered Bank of India, Australia, and China. For the moment,

the c hief native cashier has been fixed n|)on as the gUiliy party, but

theie seems no disposition to bung him to justice.

The Bengal Chamber of Commerce has at last scored a victory over

the Bengal Government. Undismayed by repeated repulses, it stuck

to Its proposal for reducing the Durga Puja holidays to four days.

It at last secured the co*operation of the Political Pandit, who with the

.authority of the Principal of the Sansknt College gave it as his opinion

that the strictly religious days were only four in number. Armed with

this opinion, the Chamber returned to the attack and has succeeded.

The Bengal Goveinment, which hiiherio stood firm as a rock, now

thinks that it is a scandal to civilization to close the public offices for

twelve consecutive days, and has accordingly lecommended to the

Government of India that only four of the twelve days of the Durga

Puja holidays be Gazetted under the Negotiable Instruments Act,

leaving the remaining eight to the mercy of the Executive, to allow

them or not as it may suit their fancy. To the woild at large, the

holidays will be for four days only. That means the extinction of

the long holiday and with it of the Durga Puja itself in Bengal. The

Bengal Government has attempted a serious step, and we hope the

Supreme Government will find its way to avoid such a blow in the

tenderest part of a loyal people who first gave Britain empire in

the East.

Frederick Gainsford, B.a., Deputy Sheriff of Madras and a reporter

on the staff of the Madras Mail^ a candidate for the January B. L.

Examination of the Madras University, has been declared ineligible for

any of the future examinations of that Univcisity. He has been found

guilty of having fiaudulenily olitained early mfoimaiion of the con-

tents of the question papers before they were issued to the candidates

and having obtained the said infoi mation for the pin pose of enabling

him fiaudulently to pass the said exainiiiatiun.

In Calcutta, two of the exammation papers— Sanskrit poetry and

the second half of the English prose—in the last F. A. Examination

have been cancelled wholesale, on suspicion of eaily disclosute fur ihe

benefit of the candidates. No paiticular individual or candidate has

been spotted. The Senate has decided that, instead of holding ftesh

examinations, the maiks in the Sanskrit prose paper be doubled,

and the passing marks reduced from 25 to 20 per cent., and the maiks

in the first half of the English ptose paper be doubled. On the day

of the examination, a series of questions on various subjects appeared

in the Sanjibani newspaper as having been recommended to be set

as questions by Ftofessots. Some of the questions bore resemblance

to the questions set. The examination was held, but a Committee

consisting of the Vice-Chancellor, Mr. C. H. Tawnt/, Sir Alfred

Trofi and Mr. A. M. Bose, were appointed to enquire into the matter.

They have only partially reported, recommending the cancellation of

the two papers.

When will the schoolmasters who rule in the University and are

able to appoint themselves and their professional brethren examiners,

be brought to shame and surrender of their unhallowed privilege?

It is no doubt a profitable privilege, enabling them to put money in their

purses and earn a cheap reputation in their calling. But it is a pre-

posterous privilege, which is discrediting University honours and

^^pping the foundations of Liberal education in this country. Scandals

I 9 S

will never cease so long as the teachers themselves are the public ex-

aminers of their own boys.

The piogtess of converting refuse to value is mnk’ng gieat strides in

our day. They riretiying to uiilise the plant for lope ftbre after

the extraction of the j^anja. The Sub-divisional officer of Nowgong

has been in communication with the Agricultural Department and the

Agri-Horticultural Soceity on the subject, but as yet to little purpose.

The experiments show that the plants are enervated under encourage-

ment to give out the drug and simply exhausted after yielding it. The

fibre of used-up cannabis popularly called Hemp-^ hecomes weak

and woody and snaps easily. It is urged in extenuation that the

curing so to say of tlie fibic was to blame. Perhaps— it occurs to us

—the extraction too was not peifect, Tnese causes may account for

the failure. At anv rate, the matter is worth a retrial.

It is implied in these experiments that good Hemp plants in their

integrity, unsubjected to special culture for the production of the drug,

would yield pioper fibre for good rope-making, 'riieic ought to be

explicit statement on tlie subject, or special expeniments to lest the

point. Will the Agrirnllnral Department conduct them ? And if the

cxpcriinenis succeed, will the Publican (iovcinmeni allow the culture

for the pm pose of tlie harmless industiy of exliaciing rope fibre?

Besides, it seems to be already established that the fibre of the refuse

plant—that is the fibre of Hemp drained of the drug— is useful for

paper-making. What prevents Government allowing such use ?

Local self-government has at last, in Benaies at least, discovered its

—the local patriot who will slave for the people as his only and

sufficient resource against ennui. Baboo Gobmd Das offered himself,

and has been thankfully accepted, as Honorary Assistant Secretary to

the Holy but supremely dirty Municipality. The Secretary, Mr. Bau-

mann, has gone to Europe on ten months’ leave, and, although Mr.

Tresham, the former Secretary who after a brilliant service had resigned

some years ago, is back, he is not quite a Hercules and confessedly re-

quired assistance. For this, while fully alive to its necessity, the

Augean stable-keepers could ill affoid to pay. The Gordian knot

of difficulty has been cut clean in the most handsome way by the

public spirit of Baboo Govind Das. M.iy Kal Bhairab help him,

and Lord liisweswutji bless him for aye !

Here is a characteristic case from up-country

“ Munnn, a servant of the joint m igistiate at Kirwi, went to the rail-

way siHiiun at Kirwi to receive Ins iiMsiei who was coining back to

headquarters from tour. When all leined to their lespective dwell-

ings, Munna was in the station. When .isked foi a ticket by the ticket-

collector, he (Munna) did not s.iy wlio In* wa*-, and began to abuse the

Baboo. Munna went to the joini-magishaie’s hnnMalovv and complain-

ed. The juiut-inagislialt* the next inu! ning sent for the station master

and aficiwaids the in ket-cullemor who denied the charge. Munna
stepped forwaid and gave the Baboo a slap. -Tne Baboo began to weep

biiicily; agieat sensation was created in the office. The joini-magis-

iiate obsei ving this saul ‘ Babuo, you weie saying that ytm did not beat

him, look how ’ (pointing to the man's body) ‘ yi>u have beaten him.'

The jomt-magistiate then fined his servant Ks. 10, and ordered him to

bung aiiolhrr suit against the Baboo. The case has been brought

against the B.iboo but it h.is been tianslcirefl to the lebsildar.”

All three, Saheb, Saheb’s servant, and Railway Baboo are typical --

most of all the weeping willow of a railway officei. Notwithstanding

his readiness to melt, we dare say his Babooship attended all the Con-

giess demonslraiioiis in that pan of the countiy and has come to be-

lieve that Baboos aie better rulers than “ Britishers.”

The Scnhaii (opposite to Khoolna) correspondent of the Statesman

writes on the i8ih instant

“A most diabolical murder was committed here the day before yes-

rerday. The name of the deceased was Kailas Chandra Karmakar.

He was a man of dangerous chaiacter—immoi al, profligate, and addic-

ted to excessive drinking. While in a drunken stale he used to enter

forcibly into the houses of his neighbours at night for immoral pur-

poses. That his death was brought about by his own misbehaviour can-

not be doubted, but the murderer, who is still undetected, has to be dis-

covered and punished.''

And why ? What a confusion of ideas and conflict of feelings the

writer labours under I In the same breath he in the same person

vindicates the homicide and denounces and proscribes the murderer.

The man who has despatched that wretch Karmakar is evidently an

honourable soul, who has, with rare courage and determination, rid his

native town of a pest. That Law is to be pitied which reserves such

salt of our Indian earth for the felon's doom. Well, whatever an alien

law may do, surely we of the country ought to keep our heads and not
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play into iis hands by raising a hue and cry against men who are

morally innocent, though they may be technically guilty.

])r. Luryi, of the Wesleyan Mis?.i()n, who had been less than a year

a nlls^^on.lly in Imii.i and had on letuin attacked the present

mission system and exposed the ini*..sionai ies as a l)ody steeped 111

luxury, has now turned his atteiuioii to leligious abuses at Home.

He does not care to be very choice m his company, having joined the

redf)iibiable W^T. Stead, of l\ill M>iil and Modern Habylon

Jiotonety, m .1 ciusade against the p.ominent men and pre.icliers of the

Kailh in Engl.nul. Mr. Stead’s energy is unbounded. The new

/'it'vinv of Rc-’ieiv'i on winch he is now engaged certainly does not

suffi' e for Its exercise. Kor, It is said, he has alieady made arrange-

ments for a weekly aiticle or letter from him to ap))ear on the same

tiatc m v.uio'us papers aiul places in (iieal Hiilfim. Tins is to be the

vehicle of the .itiai k ouihe diftcient sects and their chiefs in which

Dr. Limn will assist him.

Ml. Sieatl, wliosj element is hot water fiom which, thougli scalding

others, he not unfi cqueiitly sulfi.TS himself, on his return fiom the Con-

tinent, si nied, in conjuinnion with Mr. Newnes, who i the chief pio-

prietor, tlie sms.itional Rroit'w of Reriews, He has already quaiiellcd

with that gentleman, over an aiticle of Ins against the yW/zer, which

was so violent and contained sm h awful and indiscriminate ch.aiges

against the unfortunate loading journal that Mr. Newnes, with a due

sense of his responsibility, cut and consHlerably toned it down.

Wk have never been near to Europe and have no idea of its inner life.

For one thing, we do not know what suit of .mt’f they have in that

part of the woild. The ditferences between men are endless. Differ-

ent circuinsiances impose diffeient manners and habits. Hrsides, iliete

IS no accounting for the peculi<iiiiy of national taste. Among us Hindus,

btiange as it may sound, the employments of cooking and d.iving were

held III tiie higliest esteem, and the most honourable and distinguished

men weie selected for them. Even at this day the sacerdotal caste has

tile monopoly of llie. profession. liiahmans are the only Bawanhcc^

of the Hindus. We do not know what are the qualifications expected

in in Europe, but they seem to be a much supei tor class to the

miser.ihlc countei parts we arc acquainted with m tliis country. Are

they drawn from good families reduced in circumstances whose mem-
bers re.sorl to thi.s mode of satisfying their hereditary love of horses

and making profitable matches At any rate, they must be charming

fellows. They must certainly be the luckiest dog.s, judging from the

facility with wliich they raid into ilie hearts of the unsophisticated

liriiish fair. I'he fondness of young ladies for their father’s syce is

ratlier a common occurrence in Europe. It is ,a marvel how charming

lassies themselves aie charmed by such indifferent wizards. What-

ever the causes, iheie ran be no doubt as to this strange partiality.

One continually hears of elopements with grooms in the most fashion-

able circles. Neitliei wealth nor rank nor birili nor culture is safe

The peace of the Church itself is invaded by tbe lascally menials and

their occult fascinations. Who can forget the sad story deposed to by

the kite Dr. Newman Hall? Sadder still are the depositions on record

in the two volumes of the Proceedings of the Trial of Queen Caroline.

What a pait was played by the ostlers and ouiiideis and other menials

and their kinsmen and relations on the establishment and about the

person of tlicir accommodating Royal Patroness !

We wonder wlieluer .ill this is the le.istm why the husband of a new-

ly marned woman comes to have in English the name of “groom.”
To tlie long list of glooms’ successes witli the f.iir sex, hcic comes

an addition

“At Taunton, cm J.inuaiy 23, James Levey, 20 years of age, was
charged with h.ivmg a>saulted liis wife. Last ye.ir the parlies eloped,
the lady being the daughlei of Mr. Ilanbury Williams, of Abeigavcnny!
She is a lad) -like person, 24 yeais of age. She mairieil Levey, who
was a gioum, at Leamington, where they were discovered, aixl the
huly’s bi other thi ashed Levey. Since then they have lived at Derby
Skegness, and oilier places, and for the past few months they have
lived ill Taunton. Piisoner has been in the habit of ill-treating Ins
Wife, and on Monday evening he struck her about the f.ice with his
hands. Her scie.iins attracted ilie attention of a neighbour, who ran
into the house. Piisonei, in this woman’s presence, said: ‘ I’ll gel
the whip .mcl beat you the same as your brother beat me at Learning-
ton.’ He got the whip and lasiied her across the back. He had
thieatened that if evei she put him in prison he would pul a bullet
through her when he came out. On Wednesday night she was in a
neighbour’s house when the prisoner threw a brick ihiough the window
of the room in which she was sitting. The iV|agi5li’ate5 sentenced tbe
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prisoner to three months’ hard labour, and it was ii^timated that pro-

cccdmgs would be iiisiiliited to obtain a judicial separation.”

And tilt* following seems daikly, obscurely, significant

At a hall by the boHry;einsie^ in Clausenbmg, the thief town of Tian-

sylv.mi.i, a noblcMiian w:is repiesenied by his man-servant who capitally

pcistin.iied his master and won tlie good graces of many young lar.ies

with whom he danced. Subsequently, the baud oozed out and tlv*

public indignation against the ai isttx racy w.hs great. Several duels

wcic foiiglii. An editor fought lliiee duels in one week but without

bloodshed.

Wc should think, instead of the indignation being directed against

them, it is the aristocracy that had most icason to complain. But vvh.ii

do vve Asiatics know of love ?

Tiik discoverer has been discovered. Tbe explorer has been probed

—with the quill of a brother penman. The American press has by

its enterprise ihrowii the Europe.in newspapers into the shade. The

great Stanley himself, though an Englishman by birth, w.rs the agent

of a New York journal. Anoilier American paper, the New York

/I’azAf, not to be outdone, sent out its repreaentalive, Mr. 'riiomas

Stevens, to penetrate to the heart of Africa to meet Mr. Stanley. He

encountered 110 small diffirully in executing his commission. The com-

mander of the Gitiiii.m oicupaiion in Zanzibar would not allow Inin to

join tlie Geiman expedition to the inleiior. Bui he was not to be stopped

or baffled. He broke a way from the settlement, evaded the outposts

and succcedetl in joining Stanley, and was enabled to give the civilised

world the first news of the Afiicaii explorer returning to the coast.

He was not slow to utilise his splendid opportunities, and has of course

given the most copious authentic account of Stanley. Mr. Stevens not

only found Stanley but also explored the explorer. He clearly man

.aged to find a way to his lieait. The following confession into

which the “interviewer” beguiled the suliject of his operation has

no little autohiogiaphic value and suggests a re.ason why .Stanley was a

second lime driven to the recesses of the Dark Continent.

“ I thought I had made a capture once. It was aboard an Atlantic

steamer'. 1 was going across to New York. The captain, with whom
I was well acquaiiiled, w.is a great friend of mine. His great delight

was to get me seated next to him and get to tell stories of my African

experiences. Wcdl, on this occasion, I sal on his right, and opposite

me, on his left, was a very charming young woman. She was slukingly

h.iinlsome and looked veiy lovable and all that. .She seemed as de-

lighted as my friend, the captain, was at my stories of African adven-

tures. I, at the same time, was charmed with her. With me it was

a case of love at first sight. The captain iiiirodiiced us to one another,

an<l for several days my suit seemed to progress swimmingly. She
seemed to have eyes and ears for no one but me. My next neighbour

to the left was a young dude, all collars and cuffs, who didn’t seem to

have two ide.is in his head, and bad never achieved anything more

heroic than smoking cigarettes and wearing an eye-glass. Well, thi.s

youth hardly ever said a word at the table, but one day at dinner he

happened to remark that he knew how to make an exceptionally good

salad. At the mention of salad the angelic young fairy opposite imme-
diately dropped ail interest in what I was saying to her and bestowed
her attentions on him. Very well,

^
the dude was not blind to this dis-

play of interest m his salad, and that evening had a dish of it prepared

and invited her to help him eat it. The end of it all was that she cruelly

throw me over, and shortly after reaching New York married the young

man whose sole recommendation, so far as I could see, was that he

knew how to make a good salad, and whose accomplishments consisted

in wcaiiiig an eyo-gl.rss and puffing.’cigarettes. Yes, it’s sad, but n

seems to be only too tuie, that a salad will make a deeper impi'ession on

the daintiest piece of femininity yon might meet in a month than all the

rom.ance and chivaliic devotion in the world.”

The lone of sneering jocul.irily of that declaration scarcely dis-

guises the pang of being jilted. Wc do not hold the sneer at the

f.iir sex justified by lire cir cumstances. These only prove the youth-

ful simplicity of the adventurous traveller. He had evidently set

his heart upon a conquest at (list sight on the credentials of his

pluck and his sufferings. He had met with a Desdemona, he thought.

The whole account seems a free translation into modern prose of

Shakespeaie’s blank verse. 'I'he skipper proved a very Jp<her-in-laN'

to our explorer, even as Br.abanlio to Othello.

'Fhe Captain lov’d me
;
oft invited me

;

Still question’d me the story of my life,
^

From year to year, -the battles, sieges, fortunes,

That 1 have pass’d.

1 ran it thiough, even from my boyish days;

To the veiy moment that he bade me tell it

:

Wlvu ein I spoke of most disastrous chances,
Of moving acciclent.s by flood and field

;

Of hair-breadth ’scapes i’ ih’ imminent deadly breach ;

Of being t.ikeii by the insolent foe,

At^d sold to slavery
;
of my redemption thence,

And pmtance in my travel’s history :

Wherein of antres vast, and deserts idle,

Rough quarries, rocks, andTiills whose heads touch heaven,
It was my hint to speak,—such was the process j
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And of the Cannibals that each other eat.

The Aniitropophagi, and men whose heads

Do grow beneath their shoulders. This to hear,

Would Desdernona seriously incline
;

s • ^
#

She gave me for my pains a world of sighs :

She swore,— in faith, ’tw.is strange, ’twas passing strange ;

’Tfias pitiful, ’twas wondrnus pitiful :

She wish’d Ihc had not heard it
;
yet she wish’d

That heaven had made her such a man : she thank’d me ;

And bade me, if I had a friend that lov’d her,

I should but teach him how to tell my story,

And that would woo her. Upon this hint, I spake :

She lov’d me for the dangers 1 had pass’d
;

And 1 lov’d her that she did pity them.

Put alas ! the whiieman, even in wooing one of his own white girls,

wr^s not half so successful as the Moor in winning a doubly, trebly,

qtiadruply fair creature—one of the fairest— 111 every sense—of Eve’s

daughters. It is all nonsense that

She loved me for the dangers I h;ul passed
;

And 1 loved her that she did pity them.

'Not a bit of it. He may have beguiled the dreary monotone of

life on board with the thought that

She listen’d with a flitting blush,

With downcast eyes and modest grace.

For well she knew, I could nut chuse

But gaze upon her face.

And she, on her part, might well have innorently encouraged the

lovelorn moonling into the fancy for the nonce that

She listen’d with a flitting blush.

With downcast eyes, and modest grace
;

And she forgave me, that I gazed

Too fondly on her face !

If she did so, she would never have thought that the love play would

be retnembered on shore. Hut she does not seem to have done even

that. It is a huge “sell—himself being his own vendor.” //^, poor

fellow, may have loved her after a fashion, but there is no trace that

she ever loved him on any ground. It is a case of misunderstand-

ing all round. The hero certainly does not know his own mind. He

loved her not for her tenderness but her beauty, although we confess

we miss in him that enthusiasm which one who had been confined

to the desert with savege African belles might be expected to evince.

Rather, he liked her looks, saw her “a charming young woman,”

“ strikingly handsome and all that ’’-—he did not care enough for her

to dwell upon her charms—and it was easy for him to conclude that

such a creature might be a good pretext to turn from Benedick to

Benedict and thus determine his gadding about existence. Directly

he decided that the connection would be a good one, he saw all

difficulties in the way vanish. He believed himself most interesting

in her eyes. She may have pitied him if she believed all his “ moving

accidents by flood and fleld,” but, as for loving, she never pretended

it. We have his own authority for saying so. It is plain enough

from his account that it was all a jumping to an agreeable conclusion

on his part. She is incapable of loving on such a trumpery ground

as the dangers passed by a man or the daring shown by him. She

might as well be expected to wed every piivate of the Pioneers or

Sappers and every fool who goes in for the barren letters V. C. She,

the Girl of the Period, wanted something better to fall upon, something

that might at once give an order for a well-furnished house and

table and cellar. As for hair-breadth escapes, she had been wont

to yawn at Hlondin performances. She may have pitied him, for his

miserable choice of a life. She evidently allowed herself to be bored

with his stories of ugly monsters, human and unhuman, surcharged with

jaw-breaking names.

The very head and front of her offending

Hath this extent, no more. '

Sir Henry Harrison is in no sense among the Monarchs Retired from
Business. At the worst view, he is a Napoleon relegated to his Elba—
but a ruler still in his empire in miniature. But really it does rank in-

justice to the sacred institution—that administrative fetish—the Board
of Revenue to compare it with a Chur in the Mediterranean. It is true

our late Chairman is neither sole monarch there, nor supreme. He is

a sort of Tycoon or Dhurm Raj—a second king, but far mbre efficient

than the alternative or Junior Ruler in any Constitution, present or
past, rejoicing in a double-barrelled head.

Nor has he left the Corporation of which he was the undisputed head

for near a dozen years. He has his seat there still, though he has de-

scended from /he Chair. His burden of office having devolved on an-

other European member of the same Coven.^nted Civil Service, who is

presumably his personal friend and who could scarcely get suc|^ a lift

without his recommendation to Government, Sir Henry, if so minded,

will still be able to rule in the Municipality benami through his tulchan

as it were, without in the least feeling the weight of his former respon-

sibility. Such a prospect is to miany minds exceedingly fascinating.

Rut Sir Henry Harrison is too serious-minded a man to ^use such an

opportunity. The utmost that he may do, and do legitimately, is to

see that his policy is not unfairly disturbed.

Meanwhile, the great man cirndcscends to mingle in the mob of the

Coimiiissinn. Sir Henry held his last Durbar— Council—on the I4lh

April. That day was his last as Chairman—

The first dark day of nothingness

—

The last of danger and distress.

On Thursday last (24111), the new Chairman held his first palaver.

Sir Henry Harrison graced the occasion. The two Wngs, being more

than allies, the one being original holder and the other his chosen heir,

met one another without embarrassment. Always genial, the veteran

since his abdication is almost mercurial. With the weight off his

shoulders, he was jolly as a frisky girl and agreeable as any jilt.

The monarch quits his throne, and condescends

Humbly to court the favour of his friends
;

For pity’s sake tells undeseiv’cl mishaps.

And, their applause to gain, recounts his claps.

Thus the victorious chiefs of ancient Rome,

To win the mob, a suppliant’s form assume.

In pompous strain fight o’er tb’ extinguish’d war,

And show wheie honour bled in ev’iy scar. ,

Hut though bare merit might in Rome appear

The strongest plea for favour, ’tis not here
;

We form our judgment in another way
;

And they will best succeed, who best can pay :

Those, who would gain the votes of British tribes,

Must add to force of merit, force of bribes.

For “ British” you may as well read “Baboo.” As for “bribes,”

these arc of two kinds, positive and negative. If you don’t pay, you

may put the ratepayers’ money into one’s pocket or divert it to ex-

pected channels, or grant offices. The ratepayers in general them-

selves care nothing but to be let as much alone as possible. They

cannot afford—the majority of them—to pay more than they do for

I

even the blessings of a civilised municipality.

It is a serious matter among so many patriotic representatives of the

town for any one, without a long preliminary canvassing and in-

fluencing, to aspire to the prize office of Vice-Chairman carrying a

pay of one thousand a month. Wlieti Sir Henry Harrison, at his

farewell meeting of the Corporation as Chairman, proposed Baboo

Preo Nath Mullick for acting Vice, be was assailed from all sides with

deafening cries of No ! No ! After that, it is evidence of no little

courage in Baboo Janokinath Ghosal to present himself for the danger-

ous elevation. He is scarcely to be pitied if he found that a

Municipal Corporation is a different thing from a National Congress.

The public estimate of bis v.ilue on the Board is emphasised by the

fact that he cheapened him.sclf lo an old song. But though they

were offered a Baboo in all the glory of a chimney pot (he is supposed

to have crossed Suez) for nothing, they’ll none of it.

Last December, three Frenchmen—the brothers Rogue and another

Frenchman—and a native servant were carried off by btigands in

Annam. They have now been ransomed for 50,000 dollars, a dozen

silk pieces and a dozen watches. It was a difficult business to exe-

cute the conditions and effect the release and conveyance home of

the captives. A trifle might raise the suspicions of the raiders and

marauders. A single false step might invite failure. So fitr from

bringing back those alteady in the hands of the enemy, there was danger

of leading the mission and the ransom all into the grip of the brigands.

Happily, the event has proved otherwise. The mission went under

an escort, but perhaps the presence of a priest was the more efficient

protection for the pAUy.|
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We are glad to see the leading organ of the defenders of the Enopire

—the Army and Navy reproduce the well-merited tribute

paid by the Ttmts of India to the Indian service of the Duke of

Connaught who has just vacated the Bombay command. The ex-

perimeat of officering the Army and Navy with Piinces of the Blood

and kinsmen and relations of Royalty is not without risk from the

difficulty, in the first place, of maintaining discipline, and, next, the

liability of nepotism in promotion to the injury of legitimate claims

and, of course, the inefficiency of the Service. When, therefore, such a

personage in londcscending to serve does, in very sooth, earn his wages

as soldier or sailor under the Crown, when he in right earnest pursues

his calling, patiently submitting himself to all the drill and drudgery,

learning all his duties and giving genuine woik, the fact should be

freely and handsomely acknowledged. There is no reason in the

worl'i why the Royal Caste should not turn out good soldiers and

sailors. In all ages, in all parts of the globe, war has been the

occupation of Princes. It is the privilege of sovereigns to lead their

armies in the field. It is only in modern degeneracy that princes have

been relrgated »o a life of inaction, or, what is worse, a career of

show-soldiering. In England, under the constitution and public

opinion of the land, the condition of the scions of royalty is specially

hard. The Princes of Gieat Britain have peihaps less scope than

those of the absolute monarchies of the Continent. The profession of

arms is, however, still open to them. But they have not achieved in it

any remaikable success,—either in the field or in camp. There are a

few honouiable exceptions, however. Indeed, when such a personage

does succeed, he usually succeeds excellently well. Such is His

Royal Highness of Connaught. He is no dunghill cock, or milk-sop.

Without being a Hector or a Quixote, he is far from a drawing-room

knight. He is not a military man for the flashy uniform, but for the

chances of Ll.stJiiciion of that line, with full knowledge of the mischances,

fie is proud of liis profession, because proficient in it. Having entered

the army, he has not only always been to the fore in any duty of

danger but also cheerfully undertaken every drudgery. In fine, he is

an acitnirahle soldier.

In India, he has won golden opinions. This is a bad country for a

royal peison.ige in office. A hundred temptations assail him. Hun-
dreds of men, many in loyal good faith, are ready to seduce him from

the path of duty. Happily, he proved himself superior to all such

d^ngeis. He is a true .soldier whose first discipline is e.xercised on

himself. Socially, the Duke gave a good tone to (he army in Indi.a.

To the native soldiery, he was most gracious. Accessible to the private,

he delighted to converse with the native officers, who loved him for his

merits and legarded him for his mother.

We have to apologise for not having yet thankfully acknowledged the

handsome that the Bengal limes made to us, after having

done us no little injustice, even to charging us with something like

forgery. Tlic fact is, having mislaid the number of the Dacca paper,

we forgot the matter. Wc dare say it will turn tip one of these days.

Till then, we can only generally express thanks and reciprocate the

good feeling—both which wc do with our wonted sincenty an<l

ihorongliness. Under all his difficulties and trials -specially from

Hindu tall talk and impertinence—there was always the right stuff in

the ediior which we hoped would come out at a favouiable moment.
His individuality not even a runner, provided he owns a head piece,

could rm^v— it is so aggressive. But though not peihaps a very ami-
able iridu iduality, no one po.ssessmg himself any personality to

spcik <d, or cultivating the courage of conviction, could fail to

.ippjL-f i.ue it -there being both capacity and honour visible in it.

As for Its conibativcr.ess, that was thoruuglily appreciated in a quarter

which cuuld leturn as good as it got.

The L.ibour Revolt is extending in Austria. Miners and others struck

woik in Moiavia and at Osirau. They wanted other workmen to

follow suit. They look to riots. There were many conflicts between
the ;>ink :rs and the military and the police and many severely wounded.
The stnkers have since calmed down. At Cracow, there was, on the

23rd, looting of the Jewish shops, the military were called and eleven

persons killed and many injured. The latest telegraphic report speaks

of a demonstration by four thousand workmen at Biala in Gallicia.

They grew unruly, and made for the taverns which they wrecked.

The riot could only be ended by military firing, caijsing bodily injury

and several deaths.

Mr. Balfour’s Irish Land Purchase Bill has attained its second

reading. Mr. Parnell moved for its rejection. He urged that the Bill

justifies the Land League. While it will relieve a large class

of landlords, it will only make a quarter of the tenants owners.

The fund proposed was inadequate, meeting only half way the

demand. He would rather prefer the advance to landlords from the

local rates to enable them to dispose of encumbrances and for

compensation for reduced rent, to advances to tenants as in the Bill.

Mr. Gladstone opposed the Bill on ground of insufficiency of

gunrantee for British credit, and characterised Mr. Parnell’s alter-

native as vague and, tlierefoie, incapable of discussion. The debate

has been adjourned to Monday next and may be concluded by Thurs-

day following.

On the iSili, Mr. Samuel Smith introduced in the House of Commons

a motion for an International Conference on the subject of bimetallism.

He said that it was not yet shewn that the fall in prices was due to the

fall in silver. Sir William Harcourt considered the step undignified and

dangerous. Mr. Gladstone expressed himself against the motion. Mr.

Balfour was for it and approved the principle of bimetallism. Mr,

Goschen was of opinion tfiat bimettalism would only be practicable if

all parlies to the agreement remained true, which obviously was ex-

pecting too much. The motion was rejected by 1S3 against 87 votes.

It has since, however, been announced in the House that the Govern-

ment intended to arrange for silver imported from India being admitted

at the rupee standard of purity or its equivalent.

In the United Slates, too, the proposed Silver Purchase Bill has

been abandoned, and an amended Bill is being framed, empowering the

Treasury to puichase, from time to time, silver bullion of an aggregate

value of million ounces of pure silver monthly, and making

Treasury Notes eligible for all public dues, and further enabling the

Treasury to coin such portion of the purchased bullion as may be

necessary for redemption of notes.

The London merchants are opposed to Mr. Goschen’s proposal for a

new hall-mark on plate of a rupee standard from India. They held a

meeting over it and referred the matter to manufacturers in India.

Speaking at a merchants and bankers’ banquet at the Mansion

House, Mr. Goschen hinted at the probability of a reduction in the

income-tax, in c.ase of a surplus, next year. Will the Government in

India take the hint ?

The reduced mail postage to India probably takes effect from next

month. There is no indication that wc in India shall be allowed any

saving on our letters to Great Britain.

Replying to a question, Sir John Gorst said in the House of Com-

mons th.at Lord Cross sees no reason to interfere in the Durbhimga

temple matter.

Her Majesty has arrived at Darmstadt and the Prince of Wales in

London,

There is a strike among the railway and traffic is suspended

between Queenstown and Dublin.

The Brazilian Republic has abolished religious teaching in the

Slate schools.

The German Atlachd Baron PIcssen at St. Petersburg has, without

notice, gone to Copenhagen. It is said that he bad employed agents

to obt.ain plans of Russian fortresses.

They have abolished the gambling saloons in Egypt.

Mr. Stanley is being feted at Brussels. He has advised Belgiiijp

to persevere in her undertakings in Central Africa. The Premier has

announced to the Belgian Chamber of Deputies that King Leopold

had proposed that the Congo State should form a Belgian colony.

Orator Surendranath Banerjee goes on repeating his denunciations

of the Government in India and of the Indian Legislative Councils.

There was^ meeting at Exeter with Sir John Budd Phear in the Chair.

Of course, a resolution was carried urging election in the Councils as a

necessity of the time and civilization.
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Wk receii^ed ^sterday by post a printed invitation, dated overnight, to

a public meeting of the inhabitants of Calcutta, to be held at a theatre

in the Native quarter this evening, at 5 o^clock, to protest against

Lord Cross’ IncRan Councils Bill and to urge the introduction of the

elective principle. The whole thing is suspicious in the extreme, and

of a piece with the methods of tlie knot of wire pullers who have, for

these several years, undertaken to manufacture public opinion. To
begin with, this circular to the select is signed by Baboos “ Rajkumar

Sarvadhikary and J. Ghosal, Secretaries.” But who appointed them ?

Are they Secretaries of their own creation ? And what for ? Of which

institute or what body are they .Secretaries. There may be respectable

people in this ignorant land to attend to such a call, devoid as it is

of all political viilue and indeed wanting in assurance of authenticity.

There is no taking the public into couhclence—no, not even a seiioiis

call to the public. On receiving the circular, we looked into the papers

of the day, but not the faintest suggestion occurs in any of them, of

the tornado for overwhelming poor Lord Cross and his measure that the

duet of Secretaries—to nothing were preparing for this evening’s enter-

tainment of the politicians of Black Town. Of course, the Town Hall

IS discreetly avoided. Far be it from us to repioach our brace of

pairiofic Secretaries. They are scarcely free agents. The real opera-

tors are not visible, being probably not in the country. There are

all the elements of a discreditable hole and corner movement. And

yet, we know, how the news will be reported by telegraph.

We arc sorry, ihongh scarcely surprised,*to learn by telegraph of our

old friend Nawab Syud Lootf Ali Khan, C.I.E.’s death this morning,

at his residence at Patna. He was long suffeiing from heart-disease.

His death removes an important figure in Behar society. He was

about 80 years old, and was a link between the past and present

generations. He has left with his immense fortune three sons, namely,

Syud Mehdi Hassan Khan, Syud Ibiaheem Hosain Khan, and Syud

Akhar Ali Khan, and two daughters, one of whom is a widow. Here is

a splendid opportunity for the men connected with the C<Hiits, by

bringing about a quarrel between the heirs.

A’/^/S & RAYYllT.
SATURDAY, APRIL 26, 1890.

THE PEOPLE’S TRIBUTE TO LORD
REAY.

Bombay has spoken unmistakably of Lord Reay’s

administration. Nothing could be more enthusiastic

than the terms of admiration in which the Western
Presidency bade farewell to its retiring Ruler. Vale-

dictory addresse.s rained down upon him, and his last

days in Bombay must have been to him glorious and
happy days indeed. Lady Reay also had her share

of the kind things which were said on all sides on the

close of their Indian career, and we congratulate

them both on the honor they have achieved. Certainly,

Bombay has not had for many a day a Ruler of such

high character. Marked has been the: progress made
by that city, and the Presidency in general, under

Lord Reay’s just, active, and sympathetic rule. And
he has had his reward in the remarkable display of

good will and esteem which his departure called forth

from all classes of the people. The demonstrations
in Lord Reay’s honor were characterised by as great

a unanimity as is po.ssible in these days. Not that

there is not a rift in the lute, but perfect harmony
of opinion in public questions is perhaps no 'more to

be looked for in this country.

The Rast Goftar which has showm a remarkable
moderation in its notice of Lord Reay's administra-

tion, regrets the attitude of a section cf the European
community. There were, indeed, a few prominent

Europeans present at the Town Hall meeting held in

honor of the Governor, but the majority of the com-
munity kept aloof. “ This is most unfortunate—this

severance of race from race, in their respective

opinion of the Governor’s administration. The wide

diversity of feeling with which it has been regarded

by the two great sections of the community gives rise

to many painful reflections and minimises the hope of

the gulf which divides them being ever bridged

over.” These melancholy reflections must dxcite an

echo in every true lover of the country. And so far

as these movements to do honor to a retiring proconsul

serve to emphasise the schism in the body politic,

their political effects are not altogether of a salutary

kind.

Barring this inevitable element of regret, the de-

monstrations in honor of Lord Reay have been of a

remarkable character. The Town Hall meeting re-

.solved to raise a statue in commemoration of his

services as well as to found some institution calculated

to be of permanent benefit to the people. Tht
speakers at the meeting were some of the most

conspicuous citizens of Bombay, and* they all spoke

with genuine feeling of admiration of Lord Reay’s

eminent services. Mr. Butlrudin Tyebji, who moved
the first resolution, passed the whole of his Lordship's

administration under review, and let his public

acts speak for him. Lord Reay’s singular success in

the appointments and nominations made by him—the

progre.ssive tendencies of his legislation—his firm

support of local self-government—“ his righteous

wrath against corruption and mi.sconduct ”—his sup-

port of the dignity of the Native Princes without

sacrificing the interests of their subjects—his great

educational reforms—his rare tact in calling forth

public benevolence in aid of institutions for the relief

of suffering—the numerous hospitals, asylums and

other charitable institutions which have owed their

existence or their development to his fostering hand

—and last, but by no means least—his gracious and
charming courtesy, and accessibility to all classes

—

these are by no means small claims upon a people’s

regard, and the people of Bombay acknowledged

those claims at their fair value. Mr. Pherozeshah

Mehta made, a fine .and humorous speech in seconding

the resolution. The Ras^ Goftar summarises the

opening portion of his speech so well that we need

no apology in tr.ansferring its note to our columns.

“Mr. Mehta” says our contemporary, “generally

has some anecdote apt to the occasion, or some idea

to turn his imriginalii.ni upon. I'liis time he dis-

coursed pleasantly upon the striking dissimilarity

between the likeness of Lord Reay at the 'fechnical

Institute taken when his Lordsjiip was on the brown
heath and shaggy wood of his own native land, and
his living presence in Bombay. The portrait showed

him pale and thin, while his own self looked very

much better for its stay in India. How could he

have thrived in this much abused climate of ours

—(and no one just now abuses it so much as the

Uncovenanted Civil .Servants of India
)
with

hard work and the cares of office 1 Might not J.ord

Reay be a fraud, after all ? Mr. Mehta, of course,

di.smissed this thought, as soon as it had entered his

mind, and deduced an inference that

His Excellency had thriven and thickened on hard,

earnest, conscientious toil. Lord Dufferin, who
claimed to have labored very hard while he was
Viceroy of India said that that he was but ‘a

pale and attenuated shadow ’ of his former self. So it

would appear that one man’s meat is another man’s

poison!” Speaking .seriously, Mr. Mehta .said : “The
sympathetic character and robustness of his policy

had been conspicuously manifest in his desire to un-

derstand the real wants, wishes, and sentiments of

the people, atidi in the courage with which he had
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invited and welcomed knowledge, information and

criticism from all quarters. While thus calmly and
judiciously administering the affairs of the Presidency,

Lord Reay was not lacking in firmness where firmness

was required. He never faltered nor wavered when
misconduct and corruption had to be exposed and

eradicated. He (the speaker) thought that it would

yet come to be universally acknowledged that his

action in such matters had not only been in the in-

terests of th? purity of the administration and of the

public welfare, but also in the best interests of the

honor and prestige of the Services of which England
was justly proud and of the English name.”

I'he Rev. Dr. Mackicha!! made a very able speech

in commending the proposal for two se[)arate memo-
rials. “ He believed that it was no exaggeration of

the truth, nor was it any injustice to the memory of

loved and hono|;ed Governors of this province to say

that Lord Reay had impressed hitnself upon the heart

of the people to an extmn which had not been often

attained in the history of our Presidency.” Mr. N.

G. Chandravarkar spoke with equal warmth of Lord
Reay’s many merits. His Lordship had been a most

assiduous inspirer of philanthropy and work of pub-

lic utility, but the crowing glory of his administration

was its adherence to lofty principles of rectitude. Dr.

Cowasjee Hormusjee spoke chiefly of the medical

reforms introduced by Lord Reay, and specially of

his reorganisation of the Grant Medical College. Mr.

Grqttan Geary, and the Hon. Mr. R. M. .Sayani paid

glowing eulogiums u[)on his Lordship’s rule. Speak-

ing of Lord Reay’s self-denying decision to postpone
the construction of the much-needed Government
House in favour of the European Hospital, Mr. I

Grattan Geary remarked; “This incident is one of

many which might be adduced to illustrate the al-

truistic spirit in which Lord Reay had dealt with many
difficult and thorny questions. An administrator of

a different stamp would have consulted his own ease

or sought an ephemeral popularity by leaving them to

his successor. Lord Reay had not been deterred from

doing what it seemed to him to be his plain duty
through fear of misconception

; he had not feared

to make enemies of the unworthy or the malevolent.

An administrator of this type might make mistakes,

for to err was the lot of all men. But honesty of pur-

pose had been always manifest, and his kindliness, his

eminently sympathetic nature combined with a high

and even austere sense of justice might have
saved him from much liarsh and resentful criticism

—

a criticism not always to be distinguished from un-

scrupulous misrepresentation of which we have had
in these recent days so many unsavoury examples.”

Mr. Sayani said :
“ His character was that of a

simple, unpretending, solid nature—that of a real

diamond—which by use gained in brilliancy. He
had often noted in the Legislative Council that in-

stead of holding the members to the strict rules of pro-

cedure, he gave them every facility of expressing their

views, even when such members were not in order.

He carefully listened to their arguments, and in fact

he managed matters so well that every one not only
was, but felt himself to be, perfectly at liberty to

speak and to vote as he thought proper Again, it

was marvellous to observe how true to conscience was
his Lordship. No opposition, no adverse criticism,

would induce him to abandon the part which con-
scientiousne.ss and duty had marked out. The same
straightforward conduct had been conspicuous in the
exercise even of patronge and hence his selections

bad commanded universal approbatiot^,"

All the speakers vied with one another in paying

their tribute of respect to a ruler who ha^d left his

mark on their province. The Bombay Town Hall

meeting was indeed the most important demonstra-

tion in his honor, but the other cities were far from
behindhand. The Native Princes also were equally

enthusiastic in their prai.se of a Governor whose bear-

ing towards them had been one of real friendliness.

Some of Lord Reay’s parting words to the Native
Chiefs deserve to be laid to heart by our terriorial

aristocracy. In replying to the address from the

Princes and Chiefs of Kattywar, his Lordship said;

“It will give us the greatest pleasure to welcome you
to our home in England, but I should be departing

from the truth if I led you to think that frequent ab-

sence from your states is desirable, because I know
that it is the desire of your own subjects that they
should .see as much of you as possible, not only in

your capitals, but also in your villages, and that per-

sonal rule entails constant personal supervision

Then as to your sons being educated in England, that

is an extremely difficult question. On the one hand,

by sending them there at an early age you secure to

them the full benefits of an English education, but on
the other hand, there is a risk that if they go at too

early an age to England, they will be alienated from

their own surroundings and not be in touch with

their own people. That would undoubtedly tend to

weaken their influence and power for good. Perhaps
the best solution of the problem is that they should

receive their first education at the Raj Kumar Col-

lege, and at a riper age they should be sent to Eng-
land to some of the best institutions to finish their

education.”

The number of addresses and entertainments with

which Lord and Lady Reay have been honored is

legion. The cordiality of the demonstrations of

good will on the part of the people is unmistakable.

Lord Reay has elevated the tone of the Government
by his high moral character. He has won the res-

pect of all classes without distinction. With the pro-

gress of constitutionalism, statesmanship of the high-

est order has become a lost art. Under the central-

ization established by the Duke of Argyle, there is

scarcely room for it in the Government of India:

there is certainly none for Provincial Governments.

All talk of statesmanship is, under the circumstance.s.

idle. All that we care to claim for Lord Reay i.s

ability of a high order, untiring energy and thorough

earneisiness of purpose. At the same time, he possessed

in a large degree those attributes of justice and honesty

which are essential to the success of an administrator.

The great secret of his success was his deep sym-

pathy for the people over whom he was placed.

We believe Dr. Mackichan did not drop a random
statement, when he claimed for Lord Reay a popu-

larity and influence among the people more exten-

sive and deeper than those of any of his predecessors.

That, to our mind, is a debatable point, considering

that the Presidency has been ruled by Governors
like Diincan, Monstuart Elphinstone, and Clerk.

But there is little in common between the conditidns

of the country in their times and those since, and

no useful comparison is possible. There, is no doubt

that Lord Reay .succeeded beyond all the modern
Governors 'of Bombay—we mean the last six from

Sir Bartle PTere downwards—and, indeed, with

perhaps the sole exception of Sir George Russel

Clerk, bettifer than any of the twenty heads of the

Presidency since the retirement of Sir John Malcolm
towards the end of 1819.
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HERO-WORSHIP:
OR,

Suppres^io veri ci suj^^^esiiofalu.

Inaccuracies will creep into the most carefully edited publications,

even a<1^j^ccideF^8 will happen in the bcst-rcgulatcd houscholdb.

Bceton in a philological fit says that the Brahmans derive their title

from the Jewish Patriarch Abraham. But he is beat hollow by

Dr. Brewer who represents Aycen Akbari as a Brahman king that

erected the temple of Juggunnath. “Bunkum,” asserts a third

white “ was a senator of South Carolina,” while the wisest

and brightest of Britishers, n.iy of mankind, makes the Prophet of

Islam say “ If the mountain do not come to Mahomet, Mahomet

must go to the mountain.” There is no escape from inaccuracies.

Flv them and they will follow you. Reis and is no excep-

tion, the lynx-eyed literary leviathan presiding over it notwith-

^tanding. The fine Roman hand of the philosophic sage is not

.certainly discernible in the few lines which lead me to the above

remark, but as the responsible editor, he cannot but be made the

scapegoat ot those that conceal their identities.

The writer of the leaderette in question evidently assumes book-

learning to be the be-all and end-all of one’s existence—forgetting

that education is nothing unless it fills tjje heart with a due sense of

what we owe to God and man—or else P. K. Lahiri would not have

been regarded as entitled to the honor of a pretty long obituary

notice in Reis which, by the way, deliberately omitted to notice

the death of a sound scholar like A. Bania whose edition of

Bhabavuti’s Vircharita is an invaluable contribution to Literature.

T.earning is a good thing, but it is not the one thing needful. A

man may be as brilliant, as clever, as scholarly as you like, but with

all this, if lie is not good, he is a paltry fellow, and the death

notice of such a man need not take up half a column of a journal

that has ever been characterized by keen discrimination and well-

balanced judgment. But what though, as a moral man, Mr. Lahiri

lived and died very poor and very small, he had, we arc told,

charity—and charity, you know, covers a multifndc of sins—for he

has left no inconsiderable portion of his fortune for the poor. This

will be news indeed to not a few, for, however great an “ expounder

of the higher classics” he might have been, he was never guilty of an

exuberance of charity in any bcnsc of the term. That writer

must cither be indebted to his imagination for his facts or it is

fellow-feeling that makes him wondrous kind. His hero might

have done the good Samaritan, but that always without the oil and

the two pence. He might have been sentimental to a degree like

that “most seeming virtuous” author of 'Fristrani Shandy, who in

spite of his flood of tears for a deceased donkey, suffered his own

to rot in jail for debt while he himself was basking in the sunshine

of prosperity, but sentimentalities no more make a good man than

fine feathers make a fine bird.

But let alone the poor ; what has he left for his widowccl sister

siarccly passed her teens, who was, during his life time, compelled

to throw herself on the hospitality of a distant kinsman, and the

generosity of that relative failing, had to be bred in the kitchen to

the eternal glory of his Pandit brother under petticoat government ?

What provision has he made for his old aunt whose life he managed

10 render not worth a day’s purchase } The other sister has indeed

been provided for in the will. But is the icbtametu worth the

paper on which it is written ? Was it not made simply to save

appearances, or why was care taken not to have it registered ? Who
knows that it has not already been made away with.

It may be true that Mr. Lahiri was twice ofl’ered an appointment

in the Education Department which he did twice refuse, but docs

it necessarily follow that “he was possessed of much* sclf-rcspcct ?”

It is certainly “a pleasure to hear his pupils speak enthusiastically'

in his praise,” yet his life with all his scholarship was simply time
j

elaborately thrown away, and olight to be a great wariiing to those

who are willing to take a lesson. Thoroughly wanting in a kindly

culture of unselfishness, a perfect type of Mammon-worshipper he

fell a victim to the greed of filthy lucre, and those that sat at his feet,

however much they may admire him, should think twice befnn

they take a leaf out of their deceased Professor’s book of life.

They should never lose sight of the fact that neither littjraturc nor

cultivation, nor knowledge will avail one anything unless it is the

cause of noble deeds and worthy actions.

Be good, sweet maid, and let whom will be clever.

Do noble things, not dream them all dav long.

In condiision, 1 hope I shall not be taken to task for disr'*g:iriliMg

that most pernicious precept De mortuis nil nid honum. Were it acted

upon. Biography would not have been the most universally pleasant,

universally profitable of all reading that it is. Wc should certainlv

Be to one’s faults a little blind.

And to his virtues a little kiml.

But wc ought at the same time to remember that

Praise undeserved is scandal in disguist.

Whole Truth.

ELECTIVE SYSTEM AND THE MCSS.XLMANS
OF INDIA.

ro iHE rnnoR.

Sir,—Many arc anxious to know the reason why do the Miis-

salmans, wlio form onc-third of the population of India, object to

the introduction of the elective system in this country For the

edification of these men I wish to explain the matter in the follow-

ing few words which I hope will prove the justification of the

attitude taken by the Mussalmans of India at the present time.

Though there are not many Moslem orators and public speakers

and wi iters, yet the few that arc to be found in this country are

sufficient enough to let the CJoverument and the public know the

views of their community on questions concerning themselves. It

is gratifying to see that the leaders of the Moslem community
headed by Nawab Abdool Luteef, from the very foundation of ilie

Congress refused to join that body in their political movements.

Were the objects of the Congressists not cnemical to the interests

of the Faithful, the Nawab and others would not have refused the

repeated invitations of the “ political agitators.” Besides this the

present demand of the Congressists is the introduction of the elec-

tive system in the Legislative Councils of the realm, which sclf-in-

icrcstcd demand is highly injurious and greatly detrimental to the

interests of the Indian Mussalmans. In the way of verification I have

to mention that l^ord Kipoii’s local self-govcrnmciu scheme based on

partly election principle is yearly doing much harm to the cause of

the Islamites. Had not the Government kepi in its hands the

power of nominating a certain number of its members, every Local

Board would have been entirely free froip the Moslem clenicnr in

it. The result of the elections for the Local Boards shows that ex-

cepting in very laic cases Moslem candidates never succeeded in

their endeavours to get seats on the B o.iid. 'I'hc few names thai

wc find in the Civil List arc almost all (tovernincnt nominees. The
reason of this is evident. 'Fhe Moslem eandidai'‘s on account of

their being penniless have not much inlliienec in the locality and con-

sequently cannot successfully cope w’ith their Hindoo antagonists in

secuiingihc adoquaic number of votes for seals on ilic Board. Again

in cases of tracling classes such as liidc-mcrchants, meat-suppliers,

boot-sellers ami the like, if one of them ever succeeds at a great

expense to secure a siilhcicnt number ol votes t(; make him eligible

for a seat on the Board, the otlier elected Hindoo members deadly

object to sit with him, forgetting that among themselves there aie

many Te/.vj (oil-dealers), P,v\ufhmiiki (barbci s), or (milLmei.)

who arc alwavs seorncil on aeeoiint of their mean eallingi by tiu

respectable people and never gel a respectable place in high society.

On Municipal Boards the case is the same as the above. Tio

elected Moslem moinbcis arc seldom to be found. 'Fherc is a gM')4{

number of educated M iissalmaiis in each locality wd\o are qu'ir.

comjicteiit and eligible to serve on the local corporation or th-

Rfjard, bur on account of their being empty-pursed they have n>>i

sufficient means and influence to beat the Hindoos in the canvassini.

contest. The nominated Moslem members who arc very few in

number never get opportunity to do good to tlic community ihev

represent. Whenever they propose anything for the benefit of their

coreligionists they arc outvoted. Where there are European

.and in special cases impartial non-oflicial chairmen, the intcresi.-.

of the followers af Islam are occasionally protected. These Boards

arc without any hindrance doing much injury to the poor Miissal-

maus. In the Reports of these Boards it is seldom found that the

Hindoo members 4vcr proposed anything for the good of the
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Fairhi*Lil. It cannot be said without disparaging the local experience

and knowledge of the Hindoo members that they do not know

the grievances of their Moblem voters and their neighbours

and the hardship they arc daily undergoing for the non-redress of

the same.. Such being the slate o( affairs what good could the

Miissaliiians expect at the hands of these so-called patriotic and

representative men.
Under these circumstances any wise and impartial man can

easily see that the existing elective system has already done and is

tloing much injury (o the cause of the M iiss.dnians. To introduce

the elective systt^pi in the general administration of the country is to

deprive the Mussalmans of what little political power and influence

they now possess and to leave them entirely at the mercy of the

apathetic Hindoos. When it is hardly possible for the Mussalmans

to secure by election scats on the L(ical Boards, it would be absurd

to suppose that tliey will be able to enter the Legislative Councils

by means of election. By empowering the public bodies to send in

their representatives to the Jioral Councils, the interests o( the

50 millions of the Indian M ussalnuns will not be properly protected.

Consequently the nomination system which the Marquess of

Salisbury, Viscount Cross and the Marcjiicss of Lansdownc advocate

is the safest course 10 piotcct the inteicsis of the different nation-

alities of India. The Viceroy and his able and impartial counsellors

will never do injustice to any communities in nominating their re-

presentatives and protecting their interests in matters of legislation.

I now beg to say a few words as to the elective principle itself.

The Marquess of Salisbury in his masterly speech justly said :

“The elective principle—government by representation is not an

Eastern idea ; it docs not fit Eastern traditions or Eastern minds.**

This frank and unbiassed expression of a stubborn fact has put the

Congressists out of their senses. They in their madness gave

vent to many objectionable utterances and tried their utmost to

gainsay the noble Marquess by unsound arguments and inisieprc-

sentations. They cited the examples of the Punchayct system

prevalent in India from olden times, and also the recently created

so-called election system under which the delegates to the Con-
gress arc annually appointed. In the first place I beg to say that

the Punchayets arc never made by election, but they are made
by nomination or sometime by selection. For the appointment of

a Punchayct or Punchaj^ts no voting papers ever issued nor were

there ever any lists of voters for the purpose. It was generally

the ease that the most influential man of a locality sent for the

intelligent men of the place and nominated some of them to perform

the duties of Punchayets, and in the absence of any such influential

man the intelligent people of the locality met together and selected

some from among themselves to supervise the doings of the ignor-

ant masses. These men on account of their advanced intelligence

easily managed to rule over the ignorant. Similarly a certain

number of Congressists meet together at one place and select

some to represent the local inhabitants at the Congress.

Let tiic leaders of the Congress honestly say if they had ever

during the last five years anything like constituencies and any lists

of their constituents, ami if they ever invited the people of any

locality to give votes regularly and in a formal way, or if there was
any regular polling for the election of delegates to the Congress.

When with so much zeal and energy the congressists could not

act on the lines of election principle, which they so much desire,

in sending representatives to their annual gathering, it is very

strange that their “mouthpiece” Mr. Bradlaugh means to propose

in the House of Commons that elective system should be introduced

by the Governments in Intlia and for each million of popula-

tion 12 representatives should be elected. It would be prudent

for the advocates of the elective system to first set the example
ihcmsclvcs by appointing the delegates to the Congress on the

elective principle, atul have their socallcd C'jngrcss representatives

elected by fair and formal means as it is the ease vdth the honour-
able members of the Imperial Parliament. Moreover, let the

congressists first try to introduce the elective system into the Inde-

pendent and Protected Native States which arc in most eases

managed by the highly educated and learned Hindoos. If they
can do this with success and to the satisfaction ot’ the different

sections of the multifarious communities that comprise the population

of the Native States, there would be no difiiculty then to have the

Government of India introduce the same in its administration.

As long as the Hindoos cannot achieve this, so long the remark,

of the noble Marquess of Salisbury will remain unshakable

Nomination versus Election.

A VINDICATION.

TO THE EDITOR.

Sir,—Kindly allow me to correct one or two errors which have

unwittingly crept into your comment on the Englishmarts

badinage of me. No man knows better than the editor of Reis and
Rayyet how unsafe it is to get information at second hand, from the

Englisbmaft, Who told him that 1 am the author of the works on

Vedanta Philosophy ? Sure, there ii not a single wor^ to that effect

in my letter (which, of course, he had not the fairness to publish).

How your “staid (.?) contemporary” the Englishman^ came to under-

stand that I should be held responsible for the “ farrago of non-

sense heralding my books,” in face of distinct intimation, in the

Prospectus of their authorship (Lala Sreeram Saheb and the late

Mr. Dhole, being the authors) can only be explained upon the

hypothesis of his proverbial obtuscncss. I never suggested in iny

letter (wliich I herewith enclose) that “ the prospectus was written

by the Manager,** having distinctly intimated at his express request

that he, “an humble personage” should not come up for chastise-

ment. These are grave enough slips. Surely, one, who “recalls

a gem ** should not object to “ a dearly beloved motherland,’*

being “ hurled from a pinnacle.” But that is not my concern,

1 can well understand the provocation of the Englishman and
you will understand it too, when you read the enclosed letter.

Bui I have been extremely pained to find you, holding me up to

public ridicule and not only myself, but the entire category of

Calcutta University M.A.’s, on the bare pretext of a supposed com-
parison, which I, according to the Englishman^ instituted between
the prospectus of my (?) manager, and the impassioned style of

Jean Paul and DcQuincy. Surely I have given you no provocatioi

,

Believe me, I never contended that the prospectus was “an un-

impeachable specimen of classic English.” To confess a truth, I am
no admirer, even at its best, of flowery long-drawn diction. What
I objected to was the Englishman's calling it a trumpet-blast of

Bengal. I contended that it was not indigenous but exotic.

“ It had its origin not in Bengal but in Germany and England.”

I appeal to you as to an nAcharjya—answer me this hypothetical

question. Supposing DcQuincy had attempted to anticipate his

organ-music of fifty at twenty years, or say at fifteen, had he not

produced something very like the prospectus in question f The
exquisite “ impassioned style ” of DcQuincy, when imitated by an

inferior hand and that hand not at all practised in composition,

became the style of the prospectus. This is what 1 meant, by

submitting that it was the ordinary impassioned prose style of Jean

Paul and DcJ^uincy.

For the rest, your contemporary has not one word to say with

regard to my protest against his attempt to heap ridicule upon the

Upanisads. I admire them with all my soul. And my only object

in writing at all was to point out to your Philistine contemporary

that “the only means of counteracting the heat-lightnings of

English education was to let in ** as the Vedanta publishers have

attempted to do, “the pure broad white light of the Hindoo

Sastras.”

HiREND RA Nath Datta.

139, Cornwallis-strcct, April 21, 1890.

TO THE EiHTOR OF THE Englishman,

SiR^—One or two words, with regard to your leader of the 26th

March last, in which a person comes up for rather severe handling.

What is there in the Prospectus to justify the tone of superior con-

tempt which inspires your leader-writer ? Is it the style or the

sentiments. “’J’hcsc are no ordinary books to judge from the

author’s prospectus.” If the Prospectus is the author’s, why should

the Manager, an humble personage come up for chastisement ?

“ A philosopher should avoid the suspicion of levity.” He should,

to be sure ; but much more should a publicist avoid slips of pen

and intellect. There is, I repeat, nothing in the prospectus to

fasten the “ plantigrade phrases ” on him.

With regard to the style 1 beg to submit that it is the ordinary

impassioned prose style of Jean Paul and DeQuincy. It is not

the gilt of the Director of Public Instruction but of these eminent

prose-writers. li had its origin, not in Bengal but in Germany and

England.

You speak snecringly of the English style of Bengali youths.

The only rejoinder that I care to send is this : there are graduates

ainong’my friends and associates who will feel highly gratified if

any English gentleman of their age, will consent to make a trial of

style with them. ^
As for ^hc sentiments of the prospectus I believe they arc fully

shared in by the best men of this country (for whom they arc^ in-

tended). There is no denying that English education is converting

the country to “ scientific atheism,” or what is worse to atheism,

based upon pseudo-science or as Carlyle would have called it

“ nc-5cicncc and that the only means of counteracting the

hcat lightning, of English education is to lee in the pure broad

white light of the Hindoo Sastras. Why this should be talking

I

“ridiculous nonsense” is more than one can understand.

Is not spirit more than matter ? And is not spiritualism of abso-

lutely greater worth than materialism ? To think otherwise would

be thinking like a Philistine. By your heaping of ridicule on

Kaivalya, one is reminded of the ill fate which attended the word

sain/f in the England of Charles II.’s cavaliers.
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A WONpERFUL MEDICINE.

beechaITs pills
A REiiniversally ad-

mined to be worth
A GUINEA A BOX.
For Bilious and Ner-
vous Disorders, such
as Wind and Pain in
the Stomach, Sick
Headache, Giddiness,
Fulness and Swelling
after Meals, Dizziness
and Drowsiness, Cold
Chills, Flushings of
Heat,Lossof Appetite,
Shortness of Breath,

Cosliveness, Scurvy and Blotches on the Skin.
Duturbed Sleep, Frightful Dreams, and all
Nervous and Trembling Sensations, &c.

Thi first dose wtll
give relief in twenty
Minutes. Thi:! is no fic-

tion,for they have done
it in countles.s cases.
Every sufferer is

earnestly requested to
try one Box of these
Pills, and they will be
acknowledged to be
WORTHAGUINEA

A BOX •

For females of all

ages these Pills are
invaluable. No female
should be without
them. There is not a
medicine to he found
to equal them for re-

moving any obstruc-
tion or irregularity of

|

the system. If taken
accortling to the di-

rections given with
each box they will

soon re.siore females
of all a^'es to sound
and lobust health.

This has been proved

j^EECHAM^S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

JJEECHAM’S PILLS

DEECHAM’S PILLS »>y thousands who
T) have iiicci the

IJEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

IJEECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

JjEECHAM’S PILLS

I^EECHAM’S PILLS

them, and
fmmd t h e henefiis

which are ensured by
their use.

For a Weak Sto-

DEECHAM’S PILLS mach, Impaiicd Di-
gestion, and all Disor-

DEECHANrS PILLS ders of the Liver, they
act like magic, and a

few doses will b e
found to work won-
ders on the most im-
portant organs in the

h u m a n Machine.
They strengthen the
whole muscular sys-

tem, restore the long

lost complexion, bring
back the keen edge rrf

DEECHAM’S PILLS appetite, and arouseD into action with the

DEECHAM’S PILLS rosebud of healtli the
whole physical energy

DEECHAiM’S PILLS *he human frame.

Thesearefactstestified

DEECHAM’S PILLS to continually hy mern-
bers of all classes of

DEECHAM’S PILLS society, and one of theD best guarantees to the

DEECHAM’S PILLS Nervous and Debilita-
yy ted is, BEECHAM’S
DEECHAM’S PILLS FILLS have the
D Largest Sale of any
DEECHAM’S PILLS Medicine in

O the World.

Sole Agents for India :

NAYLOR, SON, GRIMES & 00.
Wholest^ Depdtfj^, Clive Street,

CALCUTTA

:

'T.uccr. .....
Notice

I
nESE Pills can be obtained at all Bazaars
throughout India, or from the Wholesale

^Rents. Naylor, Son, Grimes & Co., at the
'^Mowing rates :-ij. size, Re. 1-2, and

• 9«- size, Rs. 2-4 per box, including V.-P,
ost. Shopkeepers can obtain Wholesale

'^Ries upon application.

IN THE PRESS.
Uniform with “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal ”

ESSAYS BY A BBAHMAN
IN

Politios, Sociology, History, & Literature

BY

the Author of “Travels & Voyages in Bengal.”

Calcutta.

Reis Rayyet Office.

PRICE :

To Subscribers paying before publication Rs. 4

„ mere registering subscribers ... „ 1

„ Ordinary purchasers ... ... „ (

Apply to the Manager, Reis and Rayyet^

I, Uckoor Diitt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

Price

Cloth Gilt

Cloth Bound

Post free Rs. 6.

Rs. 6.

Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable
Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL
BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah^
BY

8AMBHU O. MOOKERJEE,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahapoor,
(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister ofthe Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, “REIS& RAYYET"
I, Uckoor Dun’s Lane, Wellington Street,

CaLCU'ITA.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
We have received from the oflfice of Reis

and Rayyety one of the leading native news-
papers of Calcutta, a most readable little broch-
ure written by Baboo Sambhu C. Mookerjee,
once Minister to the late Nawab Faridoon Jah,
Bahadoor, Nawab Nazim of Bengal, Behar and
Orissa, which gives a graphic account of the
Baboo’s travels to and in Independent Tip-
perah. Written in capital English and evi-

dently by a gentleman of broad views and
enlightened mind, the work is decidedly a
valuable addition to the catalogue of English
written Bengalee literature. This book of
travels should be read widely not only by
F.nglisli residents out here, but by our country-
men at home, for it teems with inteiest and
teaches us far more about the fine belt of
unopened country travelled through than any
work of the sort written by an Englishman
would have done. Baboo Sambhu Chunder
Mookerjee is one of whom his countrymen
may well be proud, for he writes throughout

with the moderate and educated pen o;
a thorough gentleman.— 7’-*^ Indian Planters'
Gazetted Sporting News. October 4, 1887.

If we have not before noticed Mr. Sambhu
C. Mookerjee’s Travels in Bengod^ which was
published some months ago, it is not because
the little book is either dull or pointless. It

contains, on the contrary, much interesting
matter, though some of the incidents are over-
weighted with detail in what is facetiously
called a “little booklet.” The author’s view
as a rule is, by the way, facetious ; he is given
even to punning

; but he is also sentimentai
in the highest degree—“ a naked Whiteman ”

hurts his susceptibilities
; a Hindu girl, bathing

in the river, throws him into an ecstasy of
delight : “she had such large languishing cyesl”
But he is nothing if not philosophical, and his
reflections on this or that social and political
subject are not without their moral. Mr.
Sambhu C. Mookerjee was formerly Minister
to the “ last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,
Behar and Orissa” and afterwards Minister
of the .Maharaja of Tipperah. He is a man,
therefore, of experience, and when he speaks
hi.s brethren should listen to him
Travch in Bengal is a readable book, and it

abounds in anecdotes which arc often as in-

structive as amusing, and it is not spoiled hy
too many political allusions, though, of course
some few have crept in.— Pioneet.
Dec., 1887.

c.
RINGER & CO. have in hand the

largest stock of Homcsopathic Medicines,

Medicine Cases, Medical Sundries, and Books,

&c., &c., for sale at their Homoeopathic Es-

tablishment, 10, Hare Street, Calcutta. Cata-

logue, free on .application.

JUST PUBLISHED.

Congress SketWies: A Review

OF THE
SPEECHES AND THE SPEAKERS

AT THE

Fourth Indian National Congress

Held at Allahabad.

Reprinted with additions ana alterations from
Reis dr' Rayyet

With a portrait of Mr. George Yule, President.

Sold hy the publishers G. P. Varma, and

at the office of the Advocate,, at Lucknow, and

at the office of “ Reis & Rayyet ”

for 8 Annas a copy, besides postage.

In Pamphlet, Price 4. annas
or 6 copies for a Rupee,

AUMV lUiOllGANlZATION
With special refi^enre to the (Jiiestion of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.
By Capt. ANDREW HEARSE Y.
Apply to AWr »Sr* Rayyet Office, Calcutta.

Ireethams

For INDIA and all HOT CLIMATEg this sweetly scented emollient Milk is INVALUABLE
IT KEEPS Uiii SKIN COOL ami REFRESHED in the HOTTEST WEATHER,

* Removes and prevents all SUNBURN, REDNESS, FRECKLES, TAN, etc., and
RENDERS tho SKIN DEHCATiiLY SOFT. SMOOTH and WHITE.

It entirely prevents it trom becoming DRY and WRINKLED, and PRESERVES the

COMPLEXION from the senrebing effects of the SUN and WIND more effectually than any
othM preparation. The IRBITATION caused by the P^TF.8 and STtNOS of INSECTS la

wonderlully allayed by its use. For Imparting that suit velvety ieeling to the akm, this

dellgbtlhl preparatlo'* bai no equal! Sold by all Chemists.

CALCUTTA AGENTS; SCOTT THOMPSON A CO.
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“ IT RECOMMENDS ITSELP."

All IVho sujffcr find ^ure relief front

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

Il has driven nut frnin the system

AcuteRheumatism and RheumaticGout,

Afier ye.iis of <.emi-lielpU'S'>ness and suffer-

,n-; while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS

l.UMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACHK

St'RAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

for these complaints in their severest and most

rlironic foi tn.

lis majjic cfTect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Nouralgr^^^ H«ad, Faca and Limbs

Is almost too rcmaikal>lft for CKEOKNCE.

Are you subject t<» HKAOACflKS and the

tortures of ’rOOTHACHE ? A siuj'le applica-

tion \vill relieve you.

In Sorc-ihroat its power has been so rapid

and complete that il is ui^vcr.sally recommend

ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oiicntal Halm is used by the best Phy

oicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessinij in thou.sands of

homes. Hy its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which 110 similar pie-

pai.iiion has evi*r befoie aitainod.

Sold in Bottle'^ of 1 A’c. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemist

thiou^hout the woild.

A-euts in Calcutta : Smith Stanistreet h Co

K. Scott Thompson & Co. and Halh^jate &

Co. Limited.
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12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,
(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

lOMniOPATHTO PHARMACY.
THF

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

nrsPENSAR Y nv as/a

OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY.

WHICH
INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRABT! TN

INDEPENDETTT HOMffiOPATflT
and maintains to this dav

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THIS

SCHOOI. OF MEDICINE.

H. & Co. be» to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned
,

WOODEN CASE
which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

A‘n FXTBA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
/.?, IaiI Bazaar,, Calcutta,

READ this CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern hhort 'tvindintc Kevlrss Railway Kegulat-

ors. of small size, jewcllrd, enamelled dials, bold

fi. Mires and Can'dian Gold hand.s, with tem-

pered machiuerv and dust tight hinged cases

for Ks. 7-8 P^r V. P. P. with spare

<»lass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted

To stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapness about

them. Others sell at double our rales. Mr.

A. R. Mehta from Pandora says:
—“The

7-8 watch I purchased from you two years

liack, gives correct time, as yet.” Acting Su-

perintendent, (lovernment harm, Khandesh,

I,,,Ys A watch maker has valued your

Ks. 7-8 watch fnr Rs. 15.” Mr. J.
SiirclifTe, R.

W. Fusi. Kegt., I.uckuow, says :
—“Some valued

It at Rs, 15 and were completely surjiiised when

I told them it only costs Rs. 7-8,” Pretty

raiulian (Jnld Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-

plete shirt Studs and Kings set with chemical

diamonds, rubies, t^c., at Ks. ^ eath. Mr. J.

\ Yelsmore, Satnr, says “ The hesf gold’

wiifh of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. io.“ Mr. (

.Smith, Salt Inspe< tor, .Sauikutla, says “ A
(lei man valued the diamond riii? at Ks 50 and

ihe iiibv at Rs, 3^.” W h.S FERN INDIA
TRADING CO., HOMHAY.

Rivers Steam Navigation Co

“Limited.’^
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J 1-:YES’ DISINFECTANTS :

The best and cheapest Antiseptics,

Deodorizers and Cleansers.

Jeyes' Perfect Purifier

supersodes L.ubohc and other Disinfectants,

being much more elTicacifuis, non-poisouous,

non-corrosive, stainless in use, and cheaper.

Prevents contagion by de.slroying tis cause.

Instantly removes bad smells. It is an almost

unfailing cure for Eczema and other Skin

Diseases ;
and is the best known Insecticide.

Can be had in the various forms of Liquid,

Powder, Soap and Uinimcni.

JEYES’ PERFECT PURIFIER
prevents infection by destroyinu its cause,

killiiv' the very germs of contagious diseases.

It rcnioves instantly all noxious smells, not

by temporarily disguising them (as is ofien

the case), but by chemical combination, sub-

stituting instantaneously f(»r a poisonous a

pure and healthy aiinospheie, and thoroughly

eradicating the evil.

A^^ents ;-DYCE, N ICpL & CO.,

3,
Commercial Buildings, Calcutta.

This Company’s Steamer “INDORE”
will leave Calcutta for Assam on Tuesday, the

29ih instant.

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel

should be sent to the Company’s Godowns
at Juggannauth Ghat, not later than 5

p.M-

on Saturday, the 26th inst.

Cachar Line.

The steamer THIKAK of this line will

leave Calcutta for Cachar on the 29th instant

(Tuesday) for which cargo will be received until

5 p.M. of Saturday the 26th inst.

Assam De.spatch .Steamer Service from
CJOALUNDO

and
Daily Maii. Steamer Service from

DHUJIRI to l)Lin<(.)OGHUk.

A Daily service is mainiained from Goalim-

do and Dluibii for passengers and light gotids

traffic, i. e.y packages not weighing over a

ton. The steamer leaves (ioalundo on arrival

of the previfuis night’s 9-30 P. M. (Madias time)

train from Sealdali, and Diiubri on at rival of

the mails.

(loods Upward or Downward from and to

almost all stations can hfc booked thiough from

or to Calcutta via Goalundo or Kannia with

the Eastern Bengal State and connected Rail-

ways -Passengers and Parcels via Kannia
only.

All particulars as to rates of freight and

passage hy all the above mentioned Services to

be had on application to—

MACKEILL & CO.,
Agents,

2-1, Clive Ghat Street.

Calcutta, the 23rd April, 1890.

WATERBURY WATCHES.
Correct time for little money,

E. The ordinary Waierbury ... Rs. 7-8 each.

j. Ordinary size “improved
wind” for Gentlemen ...

L. A small neat watch suitable

for Ladies ... „ 13-0 each.

Two years’ Guarantee with each watch.

T. HILL & Co.,

i3}jy Esplanade East, Calcutta.

NY Photograph tiansferred to porcelain

and thus lendcied peim.incnt. Apply 10

K. Huiz,

13-5, Government Place, Calcuii.i.

REIS' & RAYYET
( PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY (ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
.AND

Review ot Politics, Litetature, and Society

RATES OF SUBSORIPTIOK.

Yearly ... in uaxance ... K®. 12

H.ili-ycarly ... m ••• »»

l^uarieriy ... }>
••• »*

.Monthly ... o •••

bingie or sample Cop) „ ••• »»

RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
Adverusemems (three cominns to tnc page and

102 lines to the column; are charged oy etn

^oace taken up, at tne rate 01 4 a line,

eacn insertion. Fhc lowest charge for any aa-

vertiseinent is Ks. 2, except Domestic. Occur-

rencea, me lowest enarge for waicii is Ks. 5*

Special rates for Oontracis.

Noaaaitionai enarge lor inland postage or

peon. F or arrears an aovaiicc of 50 per cent,

will DC cnargea. Foreign postage separately

13-0 each.

A

7

4

1-8

0-8

cnargeti at the rate 01 4 annas a month oif

Rs a yeat

.

business Communications (post paid) to

be oirecieo to “Tne Manager,” and Literary

Communicuiions and books ana

”

(carnage paid; w “
'I ne Laitor " oi Keis

Jt Rayye:,
‘

ovfice : /. Uckoer Butt's Lane, Wellington

Street, Calcutta.

Ochoor Butt's Lant, Calcutta^
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REVIEW

(PRINCE &. PEASANT)
WEEKLY NEWSPAPER

OF POLITICS LITERATURE AND SOCIETY

Vol. IX. CALCUTTA. SATURDAY, MAY 3. 1890.

CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

LOVE AND NATURE.

O YE birds there, our sweetest in singing,

Did ye learn your glad music of^treams

From yon fountain melodiously springing

Like a sleeper awakened from dreams ?

So the love-note, the love-song, the warning

When the hawk is abroad in the sky, ^

Are love’s offspring, immediately born in

Love’s heart, and without love they die.

For a thousand sweet notes may be ringing.

Heard Nature’s rude harpstrings along
;

But the charm of them all is in singing,

And the heart is the charm of the song.

Hark, that bell-note 1 How sweetly it tinkled

Over ledges, thro’ mosses and fern 1

As ye bathed there at noon dew-besprinkled,

Did the first bird its first note there learn ?

And would ye too, our singers, not perish,

But live on, and sound thio’ the years,—

Know, ’tis Nature alone we most cherish,

But Nature made human thro’ tears.

No. 422

And the winds, now in Autumn-leaves moaning,

Now joyous and gay after rain.

Did ye bear them, your answer intoning,

With a sadder or gayer refrain ?

And the storms, were they also your teachers ?

Say, thou Eagle, dread monarch on high,

Lord of air and of all feathered creatures,

Came it thence, thine unearthly shrill cry ?

Was it thus, now such melodies pouring,

That ye learnt your first lesson, sweet birds ?

Even as eloquence, high in its soaring.

Was content first to stammer in words ?

Till the nightingale all notes combining,

Song of finch, thrush, and warbler, oft-told,

Came last, like a Homer, refining

Rude lays to an epic of gold.^

Ah, not thus, came the answer, replying

From a songster, the sage of the grove.

Not from wind, stream, or fountain outlying,

Hut within us the teacher, from love 1

Love, it may be, the picker, the chooser,

Nature’s sweetest sounds apt to recall

;

Love, it may be, the borrower, the user,

Hut ’tis love at the sohrce after all.

* Love a joy, and a bliss, and a yearning.

Love a pang, and a pain of desire ;

Ask yon lark there whose rapture is burning

In the firmament, catching its fire :

Ask the skylark, our wonder, our glory.

As he sings from his honest sweet breast,

Tho’ a world may be listening, his story.

To his little brown mate in the nest 1

* ** Inspired mocking-bird, greatest of plagiarists.”

For a thousand sweet thoughts may bf winging,

Love-born, youthful fancies along,

^ But as pearls to enchain us need stringing,

So love to enthrall us needs song.

A. G. B.

The SpectatOf^ March 15 .

LIFE’S AFTERNOON.

[Extract from the Poem under that name in Violet Fane’s Autumn
Songs just published,

]

1 sit at rest and Autumn-time is heie !

Her first red leaf lies quivering at my feet,

—

“At rest,”—not yet at peace ! Oh, hurrying year 1

Oh, Youth, and Summer, that were once so sweet,

Ere I renounce you,—with your joys and woes,—

I must await the numbing Winter snows !

* * * » ,
»

How shall a minstrel wake the trembling lyre

And sing of Love, in Autumn-time, and live?

Yet could the verse that lacks the sacred fire

Which Hope, and Youth, and Love, alone can give !

T strike the lyre ; the answering echoes ring

Say, oh, my Friend ! is it too late to sing ?

Nay I for in serer Autumns have I seerf

Some slim brown bird start up upon a spray

And warble as tho’ all the world were green

And chill October blossoming like May,—

Yet droops the rose, and howso’ sweet the song

No bird nor minstrel may rejoice for long.

Nolfoways Pills and The attention of all sufferers is

drawn to these well-known remedies, for they possess conspicuous ad-

vantages as a safe and reliable aid in all those emergencies to which

travellers, emigrants and sailors are so especially liable. They have
been largely patronized by wayfarers by land and sea, and, in fact, by
all classes of the community, to their very great advantage. The Pills

are beyond all doubt one of the most effective remedies ever discovered

for cases of obstinate constipation, confirmed indigestion and colic,

complaints which are engendered by exposure and irregular feeding.

The Ointment will be found of the very greatest service in cases of

piles, abscesses, erysipelas and all kinds of local ulcerations.

Subscribers in ike country are requestedJlo remit by postal money orders^ ifpossible^ as the safest and most convenient

medium^ particularly as it ensures achwwledgment through the Departmnt. No other receipt will be

giviH any other being unnecessary^ and likely to cause confusion.
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News and Our Comments.

VVe gladly publish in another column a letter from Maharaja Hur-

ballabh Narayaii Sinha, of Sonbarsa, explaining his purchase of the

household fuinituie of the furlough^going Collector, Mr. Wacc, of

Bhagalpur.
^

• •

The Viceroy and the Commander-in-Chief .an ived at Simla last week.

They were both welcomed by plentiful and replenishing showers.

• • •

The High Court vacation for 1890 has been fixed from September 17

to November 28, the two senior Judges -Messieurs H. T. Prinsep and

A. Wilson—doing vacation duly. The High Courtis too high game

for those of our mercantile friends who, in the amplitude of their leisure,

are vexing their souls and tiieir Chamber and the Government over

ihe bare 12 days’ holiday duiing Doorga Pooja of the poor native clerks.

The Fellows of the C.alciitta University have wearied of the Act of

Incorporation so old as 1857, and appointed a committee to examine

the .\ct and the amendments called for by time and necessity.

•
• #

Have the Nizam’s Courts jurisdiction over European British subjects

living in Hyderabad within native jurisdiction ? The question has been

raised on the prosecution of a young English lady for assault of a

native. She disputes the competency of the native Court to try

her, and quotes the Treaty of the lolh July i86r in support of the

contention. The question has been argued before a full bench of

the Nizam’s High Court, but the result is not yet known. Whatever

tlic decision of the Court, if it is adverse to the lady, will it bind the
j

British Government ? We are afraid tlie Nizam must prepare to give

up his .sovereign lights— if any is still left—against Biitish-born sub-

jects of Her Majesty.

• •

In the Hearscy-Allen suit for damages, the High Court— Mr. Justice

Wilson—has, on the application of the defendant, ordered the issue of

a commission to Allahabad, Bareilly, Cawnporc and Mussoorie, for

examination of eighteen witnesses. 'Ehc defence contended that the

plaintiffhas suffered no damages and that the matters to which he takes

exception aie true, and that it is necessary to examine the witnesses

at the several places named on (he issue of justification. There was

objection to the issue of the commission on the ground of the heavy

cost to a poor man like the plaintiff. The Judge in reply made the

semark that all litigation is expensive and thitt the plaintiff should

have counted the cost before embarking on it. A reply worthy of a

Court which has pulverised so many opulent families and wasted so

many big estates and ruined a legion of poor men who fondly believed

that the Justice of the Crown was for pour and rich alike.

Under the sanction of the Local Governments of Bengal and Assam

confirmed by the Govcrnor-tieneral in Council, the High Court has

piomulgaied new Rules for the preservation and destruction of the

Registers of Subordinate Civil Com is. They are published in the

Calcutta Gazette^ Part 1 ., of ili“ 30ih April, 1889 and come into force

from tile cuinineiicemeiit of the year 1891.

In le city, they have decided to levy a uniform duly of Rs. 3 per

cent ' .. all piece goods, Europe or couniiymade.

it

Till 1 liarajci Mongal Singh Bah,idi of Ulwar has arrived at Bombay

after < -• .pieiing Jiis Aiistialian lour. Uid he lake his Becbee and

Bel

o

Lhildreu with him fui the benefit of the sea breeze and the

bi.i'-.iig dimale ' f <)ie .Southern Coiitinenl ? By the bye, we womlcr

whtimi our friund of the Hcn^al Times knows this family. His

ness makes, a hliurt stay in Bombay, and then starts for his own

ic ' < I '.’iy.

#

AccouniKci to the Builder^ the German Government is in for pasle-

1 ,r.l '.in.ickb. It iniciuK quartet ing one of the line battalions in camp

ot ‘wi Ive such huts. They will measure 32 meties by 7 metres each.

'J .<< ii.inicwuik will be of wood, the walls and roofs being of pasteboard

doLinV, with an insulation of compiessed pent and similar materials.

I that they will keep out cold and keep off heat. If they can

the ram, they are welcome in India. The corrugated iron sheds

are a perfect nuisance. They draw all the heat of the sun, which

itself proves less warm to a traveller on the Indian railways than a

corrugated iron waiting room.
^ ^

• «

Sir Robert Sandeman ivill be back from the Zhob Valley to Quetta by

the evening of the 25th, and Sir George White a few days later.

• •

Under the magnificent bequest of the late Sagore Dutt, a dispensary

was not long ago opened near his country seat at Kamarhati. It ha.s

now been raised to a hospital with 12 beds.

Mahomed Azim, charged with the late robbery at the Industrial Ex-

hibition School of Art, Bombay, having been caught at Gujrat in the

Punjab, with the stolen articles, is now on his way to Bombay for trial.

•
• •

The papers report the sad death of

“the Indian wife of an Eurasian gentleman, who claims to be Lord

Gardner, from injuries received on the previous evening, by a spring

door closing unexpectedly, striking her a severe blow on the forehead,

and causing concussion and compression of the brain.”

The Indian wife of a Eurasian nobleman, or even would-be noble-

man is .so suggestive of a romance of ethnology, that one cannot

help wishing to know something more. Who is this unacknowledged

Lord Gardner.!’ The Eastern Guardian ought to be able to say.

A DISTURBANCE last week fix TripHcane between the sons—-assisted by

their people—of the late Muthuvali of the Wallajah and Mar\v;^an

mosqufts, and the servants of the present Prince of Arcot, so serious

as to call for the interference of Colonel T. Weldon, C.I.E., Commis-

sioner of Police, Madras, is reported. Muthuvali is, of course, oui

familiar friend Mutwulli, But what is the Marwari mosque ?

• •

An offender of daring and originality has for sometime been amusing

himself at the expense of our civil defenders in the Upper Provinces.

In the assumed character of Police Inspector Mahomed Ali, the

fellow so far bamboozled the Mainpuri police, as to get a sub-

inspector and several constables to accompany him, in an imaginary

pursuit after dacoits. He is supposed to be the notorious Lnl Khan

who had been personating the police in the district of Moradabad.

He has been arrested by the railway police, at Elavvah.

A SERIOUS affray of the olden type seems to have taken place at

a village in the Knn.aghat Subdivision of Nuddea, between the retaineis

of the Paul Chowdlirys of Kanaghat and those of tlieestafeof the

late Rasmani Dasi, of Jaun Bazaar, Calcutta, resulting in a couple

of deaths on the spot from spear-shot. The fight must have been an

unusually determined one, or dangerous missiles were freely used fiom

the first. Wc confess we rather like this kind of thing—at a distance.

Life is getting too safe and dull for all and sundry—even the most

foolish and most rash. We shall not be sorry to see the matter

amicably settled, between the parties and the Police. The two deaths

are the difficulty. The surviving families of the poor victims will, how-

ever, be glad to receive adequate compensation.

• •

The grant for the establishment of Guru-training classes in connec-

tion »viih Middle .schools was, during the last year, laised from

Rs. 6,000 to Rs. 9,000. It was distributed as foIlo\ys ;

Piesidency Circle ... ... 4.800

Western ... • • • » « I

R.ijshahye ... 1,200

E.isicrn ... ... ... 1,300

Behur • . • • . » 1 ,200

Total ... 9,450

he following table shews the number of Gurus under instruction
;

Schools. Pupils.

Presidency Division ... ... 85 (a) 343

Cliota Nagpore ... 19 90

Burdwan ... 5 - 13

Orissa «... ... 20 (b) O3

Dacca ... ... 18 40

Chittagong ... 11 19

Rajshali^e ... 19 67

Bhagalpore ... 2 (c) 18

179 653
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The Guru-iraining system, which owes its origin to a suggestion of

C. B. Clarke’s, stilt flourishes most in the Presidency Division.

It has been now extended to Blw'igulpnre.

(a) Includes 7 unaided schools with 26 pupils.

(b) Includ^.i unaided school with 5 pupiU.

(c) Returned as aid<^d schools.

warrant is out for the arrest of the Due de Luynes for complicity in the

conspiracy against the Republic, but be has already given the slip,

having cro<;<ied the Swiss frontier over to Lausanne. There have been

several ai rests among royalists as well. M. Constms, Minister of the

Interioi, is reported to have threatened expulsion from Fiance of five

thousand foieigners prominent among the .rnarchisis.

Notes, Leaderettes, and
Our Own News.

Her Majesty returned to England on the last day of the last month.

They are still on it. The Deceased Wife’s Sister Bill has been read

a ^econd time m the House of Commons.

Ml. Goschen holds that the Slate lias no right to iiiicifere in remedy-

mg the causes of depreciation of silver. That is Political Economy,

pine and simple.

Mr. Parnell’s amendment to reject Mr. Balfour’s Irish Land Bill, has

it.'.elf been rejected by a inajoniy of 80 votes, the same luimbei that

had passed the second reading of the Bill. Mr. Balfour is of opinion

that the Irish had not shewn themselves worthy of Government con-

huence, and it is not yet lime, even partially, to hand over

Loniiol over transfers of land, as sngge.'sied by Mr. Chamberlain,

to I fish County Councils, which are sure to work on political lines

with a determination to finstrate the objed of Government.

At the annual Banquet of the London Chamber of Commerce, on

the 30ih April, at the Hotel Metropoie, Sir Charles Tapper, High

Cuiimiissioner in London for Canada, denied that there was a wide-

spread desire in the Dominion for annexation to the United States, and

a:isuied the audience that England could always depend on the

:>uppott of tlie colony in time of emergency.

Another assurance, at another festive gathering—the annual Civil

Service dinner—on a pievious date, was given by Lord VVolseley iioin

me Chau. He lecuimnendcd an ehiueni aimy, but nuicuied the iciea

mat EngluiKl’s whole stiengih lay m her navy and that with its sui-

lunUer, sue would be unuone. There was always, he said, ample pro-

visions fur eight months lu stoie, and that it was not possiuie to

oluck all English ports against fresh supplies.

The new auiokettss gunpowder, iiaiiiea WaUhaiiiite after the place of

lib manufaciuie at me VVailiiaiu Factoiy, has ucen successtuliy tested.

WiUi the iiiaga^me tide, it leaciica a iiiaivelious atcuiacy up to one

Uiousaiia yaius ui over naif an EngUsU mile.

i'lie Secreiuiy ot State tot iiiuia lias invited lendeis fur a three per

cent, loan ol ^5,400,000 at 98, closing 011 me 8m May. llie total sum

will ue thus UisinouieU—^ 1,700,000 tor me consuucuon ot railways iii

India by Companies, 500,000 tor me Uisctiarge ut me Uuuu ana

Kuiiilcuiia Kaiiway ueoeniuies, anu ^3,^oo,ouu lor the puiciiase ol

lilt buuili Indian Railway.

i'lie end ot ihe railway strike in Ireland is not yet. Mr. Michael

Duviic and Archbishop VVaish atteaipied 10 bung auuut a coiiipiuiiiise

between the masters and men, out tailed, i'ne strike urigiiiated at

Cotk and has spteau to all me bouliicrii and Western disiiicis.

\i\^ Navo6 Vmnya is alaiiiied at the success ot Biiiish intluence

111 Liiiiia. AS a counterpoise, it auvises Kuss*a lu Uiveii to Ueiselt

me CciUitU Asiatic iiade witli iuaia.

1 HURSDAY, the 181 of May 1890 dawned on Europe and America with

a wide-spiead Labor deiiioiistiaiion. It passed ott peaceiully. There

vveie demonsiraiioiis at Vienna, Brussels, Liege and Amsterdam.

Client crowds paraded the siieeis v)t Pans, i'ne Loudon labouiers

made a feeble show. The Germans avoided a public manifestation,

ihe French were nut conteni with mere show, in Paris, in the evening

a lUbordeily crowd assembled in me siieeis and were charged by

cavalry. Tnirty were wounded and many arrests made. Next day,

two thousand strikers at Turcuing and Kuuuaix attacked their factories

and assaulted those who nad replaced them there.

*

A Royalist conspiracy has been detected in Paris. The arrange*

ment seems to have been to declare the Cuiiiie de Pans King on May

^sc. Large quantities of explosives were seized. Miqiy auarchtsts

and maicoutents in the army are suspected. F ifieeii anarchists were

arrested af Lyons with explosives ana a seciet pnnimg press. A

The Indian Post office has limited the insurance of a single letter

or parcel during transit to one thousand rupees.

•

The Government of India, in the Home Dep.Triment, has issued the

following iinpoitant Resolution :

—

“Srction2 of H«‘giilaiion XXXVIII of 1793 prohibits Cfvvcn.Tnted

Civil iServanis fiom leiuiing money, directly or mdiiei:ily, to any pro-

prietor or faimer of land, or dependent laluqdar or iinder-farnier or

rayyct or their sureties, and by Home I9 ep.iitnient Kesoliition of 17th

March 1882, tins prohibition has been extended to Natives of India

appointed to an office oidmaiily leservcd for meinl)crs of the Co-

venanted Civil Service undet the piovisions of 33 Vict., Cap. Ill,

Section 6.

2. Instances have recently been brouglii to the* notice of the Gov-
ernment of India in which uncovenanied giizclied officcis of Govern-

ment have lent large sums of money at various, and sometimes very

high, rates of inieiest to l.andliolclers of the province, and even of the

district in which they aic serving. It appears to the Governor-General

in Council very desirable that this practice should be discontinued at

once. His Excellency in Council is accoidingiy pleased to direct that

the existing rules on the subject, which apply to Covenanted Civil

Servants and Membeis of the Siaiuimy Civil Service, shall be ex-

tended to all uncovenanied officers m the Suboidinaie Executive and
Judicial Services of the (tovei ninmi. Such officers aie hereby pro-

hibited from lending mi>ney at mieiesi, whether directly or through

relatives or other ageius, to landhoUleis,* witli or without security,

wilhm the province m which ihcy aie employed.”

The Resolunon is addressed to all Local G«)vernments and Adminis-

trations for informaiiuii and guidance, and to all Departments of the

Government of India for iiifoi ination. *

We have received ihc following telegram from Mymensing :
—

“ A crowded meeting of the Mohammandans was held this morning

(Ap, 27) at the Juma musjid at the instance of Anjamani Islamia. The

following resolutions weic waiinly passed: that this meeting most

respectfully enters its strong and emphatic pioiest against the Bill

introducted in the House of Commons by Mr. Bradlaugh
;

that

this meeting records its lirm and strong conviction that the time for

the introduction of a representative council on elective basis has

not come ;
that this meeting unanimously records its cordial approval

to the Bill intioducied by Lord Cross.”

Our Mahomedan brethren arc gradually waking up throughout the

country lu the prospect before them.

The British Indian Association held this week its annual meeting.

Only 29 membeis including the office-bearers were present, or a dozen

less than the ofiiice-bearers and Comnmtee lor the present year. On

account of the illness of ibe President Dr. R.ijendialala Mitra, the

half yearly meeting had not been held, alihough lite Association boasts

of a goodly number of Vices, and the business of the year, such as

could not be postponed, was done by Raja Doorga Cliurn Law. The

Dr. President could only attend to one maticr—ihat of the Lepers, and

he expressed himself very strongly against their isolation. The Presi-

dent for the year is Maharaja Sir Narendra Krishna, and he thus

expressed himself on the Doorga Pooja holidays

“ I regret to observe that the Chamber of Commerce has submitted

a representation to the Government, proposing * the reduction of the

Govenimcnt Doorga Poojah holidays from 12 to 4 days. Our ex-

perienced Lieutcnani-Govcinor, Sir Steuari Baylcy, has explained to

the Chamber that its request for their curtailment does not meet with

the approval of the entire English mercantile community. Much
uneasiness prevails in the minds of the Natives for this proposal of

the Chamber, as no possible inconvenience can be felt by the mer-

chants, when a part oMhe Custom House is kept open on the Poojah

days for the transaction of business, as ships arriving in the port

obtain passes to discharge their cargoes on these days. Natives living

at a distance from Calcutta proceed to their houses to associate for

a few days with their relatives, with whom they jointly observe the

religious rites in connection with the celebration of the Doorga Poojah.

Our wise and sympathetic Viceroy, Lord Lansdowne, would not, 1 am
confident, wound their feelings by curtailing the Poojah holidays m
accordance with the wishes of a few English merchanrs. To the

honour and good sense of the British merchants in general, I must

say that they do not share in the views expressed by a few of their

class in the matter. Our just and enlightened Government, I am
firmly convinced, never dbntemplates to interfere even indirectly with

the performance of the religious rites of its native subjects.”

I
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The Mahni.ij.i is a belter authuiiiy on the subject than the Govern-
|

menl I’aiidil who, for some incompiehensible rrason, has 1,^110 over >

to the Clj.iinbpr nf Cotnioercc. Tlie Ibiucipal of the Sanskiit C<>ll«*<;e
j

a doctor of Nyaya, and no iheolo^tau at all. Ilis patt iti ll»e I’ooja
|

or (nhen Hnulii iltc is easy- -to pocket the piesenis made to Utah-
|

mans and Pandit. The Mahaiaja is ahcirdiiaiy woislnpper of the I

^;oddess Doorga, and lie would be lost in this woikl as well as in the
;

next, were he testi u.tcd to a w 01 ship ot four days, which Pandit

Mohesh Cluiiulet Nvaxaialna declaics sufficient.

A thnviu;; attorney, true to Ins pioles-smn and piactice, wished the

A>sociation 10 take steps for extending the jui 1 sdictioii of the lli};h
|

Court to the ainalj^'atit lied area of Calcutta for municipal piiipo-»es.
|

Paboo Koonjo Lall Pj.ineiiee for once spoke sen.se, and in leply

s.iul that a gi eater misfoitime could not befall the achled aie.i ih.in

ilic imposition of tlie iiimoiis machineiy, and ilio.se who fatten by it,

t f Onoinal justice.

Tnr financial ^'ain to Fiance by the Pans F.\hibition is thus calculated

by .\1. Ni’ymai ck :
—

The deposits the Pank of France weie 3.000.000/. in e.vcess of

the noimal lotah Pel ween May and the close of the F.xhibition Ooo.uoo

Kn^^iish and Amrrn .m tourists am veil
;

tlie Aincin.ins had liMteis of

Cl edit and cheques, for which thr-y obt.imed ;^old amountin'^ to

14,000,000/., and there were 1,500,000 other foreign visitois. Deposits

in private hanks rose hy a sum of 3 5,300,000/, 'Phe i.iilway cmnpaincs

mcie.ased then iisu.il income fioin p.is.seiij^ei .s’ irafiic by 260,000/.

The .Seine liver steamers Gained 63,000/. What wajj^onettes and

nther wheeled vehicles earned seems inciedibie. M. Neym.uck knows
the owner of .a wau^'oneiic which did 3} double joiiiiieys a day, ( 011-

veying at each joiiiney eight persons at a fi anc a piece, thus i.iking

about 20/. a day.”

This i.s indeed enjoying the holy sight of Lord Jagannath drawn in

his tower-car and making a pmfitable sale of plantains on the oc-

< ision. What activity and locomotion are indicated in those figuics !

wlval wealth ! The most heavenly exhibition m Asia would not—c‘(»uKl

not di.nv like that. We do not care enough for our benefit to ino\e

shopkeepers ought to shame them. If the English <be described as a

n.ation of tratlesmen, they themselves may he called a nation of tailors

and milliners on the one liand and of dandies, m.de and female, on

the other. As such, they must have heard of the precept to cut your

coat according to youi cloth. First set your house in older before you

go out to exploit distant Continents of savage men.

The world circnm-cycli-cised ! Tliat is the latest novelty in globe

ti oiling. Tlie difficult operation was last year successfully performed

We now read of two promising aspirants wlio have been trying their

prentice hands on Europe

“Two entcrpiismg cyclists, Mr. Waller Goddard, of Leeds, and Mr
James Pkliiumds, a iJnxton gentleman, arrived in London the other

d.iy, .ifiei li.iimg accomplished the lem.ok.iblc feat of jouineying rouiul

Eniope on bicycles. The two gentlemen left London last summer with

I

the intention of making the lour loimd Euiope on wlicels, never leaving

I ilu-ir iii.ichincs except when absolutely necessaiy, such as crossing the

I

ih.iimel, Cvc. With the exception of .such instances, the wliole journey

I was peifoimed on bicycles. All they look with them was an ordinal

\

' toiuisi s kii.ips.ick siof.ked w'lth such few necessaiics as tliey niighi

reqmie diiiing ihis exieiuled lour. Siarimg fiom London last July,

they loile ilietr bicycles down to Dover, whcie they and their machines

were conveyed across the Channel to Calais, whence they went on

thioiigh Abbeville and Amiens to Pans, ami thence across Fiance iim-

Swii7.'‘ilancl, staying foi a shoii time tv/ at such places as tliey

coMhideied atliaciive and interesting. From .Switzeiland they got inti

Austria, journeying tliroiigh Gialz, V'lenna, and Piida-Pesili, souihwaids

to Teiiie.svai and Kioiisi.idt. Tlience they and llieir machines were

conveyed across the South Carpathian Mountains into Koiimnnia, and

so on to Pucharest, (imigffro, and across the Danube to Kustclmk ami

I

V.irna, thence tiiiongh Tuikey as far as Constantinople, where they

' took boat to Dde.s.s.i, wheie, le.-aiming their bicycle.s, they proceeded on

i thioiigh the Russian fCmpite to Moscow and St. Petersburg. Thev
journeyed fiom the Russian capital to Riga, wlicie iliey look steamei

I across the Paine to biockbolni, going across Sweden and Noiwny noiti.

I
as far .is 13 ' igen, and then south waids, rccio.ssing the Paine to Danuig

i through Prussia to Berlin, Potsdam, and Piemen, and back through

I

IPillamI lino Pelgium, staying at such places a.s Antwerp, Brussels,

i
Bulges, &c

,
to Osiciul, ihem.e to Calais, wlicmce they crossed to Dover

! foi laiiidon. ‘Die cyclists wme* eveiywhere well leceived, and expre.ssed

themselves much giaiified with their remaikable lour.”

for it. We aic doubtful of man’s power to help himself. Then, we aie

loo poor 10 jiut much money in others’ puiscs. If the goiLs themselves

entered appearance, there might be a conrourse of poor famishing

pilgrims and sluidy beggar.s localise dcaith and spie.id dirt ami disease,

whose conservancy and other ai laiigeinenis would swallow up the fees

that might be paid by lheliadei.s and opulent visitois.

Their detailed cxpeiience.s ought to be entertaining and suggestive.

We aie afiaid the Indian Aimy is cleicuoraling in di.scipline. It is a

h.ird thing u) s.iy .so and leinble to think of it, but so many ugly 111

ciuents, even of the ihaiacler of ouiiages many of them, are cioppmg

up m all diiections that one is being gr.uiually tonsil.lined to a conclu-

sion adverse to the leputation of our defenders. Nothing would give

The P'rench having succeeded, against the opinion of the whole civi-

liscd world, in connecting the Mediteiianean aiul the Red .Se.i hy a

ship-canal, aie now ciying for the moon. Noluiihstanding their f.ulnie

in Panama, they aie as leady as ever for the wildest piojects.

M. Georges Rolland, .in eminent Fienrh engineer, recently le.id a

paper, before the Academic ties Sciences, m whicli he insisted on the

necessity of constiuciing a railway acioss the Sahara.

“ .M. Rolkantl says that it is time for France to make up her

miml as 10 the pail wliich she intends taking m the economic coiK|ucst

of the interior of Aliica. In his paper he defines what .ue the regions

of ilie Wesiei n piiid Cemial Soud.m upon winch Fiench comnieicc

« ould reason.ibly leckoii, Ins conclusion being that nothing dui.ible 01

leally useful could be efl'ei ted m the .Soudan willioul tiie assistance of

Algeiia, while, m Older to n.ike any effective .iction m Aigrii.i, ihal

« olony w ould need lo be connecietl wiih llie .Smid.m by- nuMiis of a

lailway cio^smg llic Sahaia. Dwelling upon the necessity of a Tians-

.Sahaia lailway fioni a stiaiegic, political, and commeinal point ol

: lew, he as.sfi Is lli.it ihe route II oni Algconi to tlie .Soud.m, allliougli

It nnglu be the longest, might be in.icle the most expeditious if propci

influence weie gained ovei ihe Touaiegs, who hold in then hands all

the Hade between the Medilei 1 ane.an aim ilie Wesiein.imlCcnh.il
.Siuiflan. In tins view he uaiinly siippoUs .1 piojiosal m.uie by (/ic-ncial

J'hilibei l,
to .send a co'.iimo of 2<»o men to ihe Toiiaiegs, with tlie e.s-

sfniially paciric mission of cic.iiiug a Ficncli post .at rMnassmm, winie

.t second post sliuuld be esi.ioiislieil at Aiiiguid, which would give .1

poiit i .il .iml coinmeic-.il < oinm.iml o\ei the wliole of Onhal S.ih.ii.i.

M. Rolland comb.Us the ide.i of lust sending a cokiiim to In-,S.il.ili,

upon iliegiound th.U it woulil give 1 i*.e to gie.it difliculiies, whuh woiilu

.solve themselves it the Toii.iiegs wcie om e gamevi ovei. 'Phe loncln-

Sion aiMved at by him is that ihe only piaclic.il .iml speedy ineilio«l of

opening up the .S.ihata is to constim i .1 liglit lailway of the Dccaiiville

type by way of Duaigla and Amguiu.”

Tliere i.s not much haim for the Pandits and Ilaquiins to amuse

themselves with discussions in specula! ive engineering. But there

is a time for every thing. At this crilic.il nmmeiii of Fiemli hibioiy, ilie

one thing for all Fienchmen wijo caie lor their country and iis very

existence— let gloiy alone— whcilier engineeis or asitonomeis or

< hcmibls or inet.iphysicians, fioeis or polmciaiib, whether men of busi-

ness or ineie men of the world, with or without any occupation, is to

a.ssist at the formation of a .stable governing macliiiiciy and to discovci

the light men to work it. Tlie example of tjieir despised nation of

Ub greater salibfactiou ih.in to l>e piuved wiong m our view m this

beh.vlf. riic m. liter i.s worth c. ireful inquiry. We hope the miliiai

>

auihoniieb will, m the interests of the reputation of their depariiiient

and ol the soklieiy, do the needful. Happily, the Aimy is now umlcr

the best possible command. A brilliant .soldier himself, at once brave

and learned in Ins profession, Sir Ficdeiick Roberl.s knows belter than

anybody could tell him how fatal must be a growing tendency to row-

dyism m the lankand file to tlie efikieiicy of the Force.

The Punj.ib seems acquiimg an evil repute for unhiaiy outrages on

poor natives. '1 he latest case ^occuiied at Lahore. According to iht

account, on the night of tlie 7th April a pnvale of the Seafoilh

I lighlandeis on senii y duty challenged a native whom he ob.serveil

ne.ir the lines, and receiving no .insvver hied ^at liim. Luckily, tlie shot

missed and tlie man fled, but he was caught by another soldier. Dther

soldieis now came and ihiee natives, employed in the iMilitaiy Work-

Depaiiineni wlm had been sleeping in a 1ml not far off, were aiiracteii

to the sijoi lu see vvh.il vv.is tlie matter. That piuvcd their death—at

least of one of them. The soldiers attacked them as bad diaiacler.s

They fled and look lefiige m their hut— their Imine. But it was a fi.iil

casile befoic a siege by Biitish soldiers. They weic unearthed ami

seized and tieaicd so louglily that one of them died of his vvouiuk

bdoie moinmg.

Thiy aie evidently trying to gel up .'mother O’Hara scandal in'llifr'

I’unjab. We le.ul :

—

“Among the men of the Miiriee Depot there seems Jo be a consen-

sus ut opinion that the coipoial of the 5th FusiIicms, wim is iindei

Micsi loi the inuiilei of a native, is not the culpiil. Some of the party

who weie on the ni.irch up must know who filed the shut, but Thomas
Atkins has strange laeas about such mailers.”

Yes, very strange and uiieily discreditable ideas, which must be

knocked out^of his pale, if he is to be an honest Clinsti.iii soldier and

not a brutal mercenary. But we see plainly what these writers are

driving at. They liave only to produce a Judge of exemplary candour

who u Ul leserve deliberation after judgment.
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At the last of the University Senate, the Diieclor of Public

Instruction put his foot on the weak point in what we may call ilie insti-

tutional side of^our vaunted educaiionnl progress. That progre?? had

been mainly collegiate, instead of professoriate. We had mnliiplied

seminaries, but no fresh personal agencies for instiuction. Not that

the new pi^j^ ofteajjhing opened had not been provided with leacliers.

but no professorships of new branches of knowledge had been added

to the University, or attached to any of the colleges. And that is true.

The lamented Bengali scholar the Rev. Dr. K. M. Banerjea tried his

jiebt for several years to have a Chair of Comparative Philology in the

Calcutta University. His efforts did not bear fruit, however. Bombay,

in this as in many other matters, has been rather more fortunate.

'Die unexpected f.ivour of a foreigner has come to her assistance wliere

the liberality for which her sons aie famous has for the nonce been

wanting. Tlie considerate benevolence of that Prince of Mission-

.uies and educationists, the late Dr. John Wilson, has endowed foi hei

University at least a modest Philological Lectureship, which has

djuring these years brought to the front many able men to deliver their

views who might else have remained unknown in .such a connection

i he choice has this time fallen on a native gentleman of culture and

experience in the superior medical Service of Government. Suigeon

Kirlikar, proud of his vernacular—the same in which the Sainted

Tukaram lisped in numbers for the numbers came—has chosen for

subject the Mahratta Language and Liieratuie. We have reason to

.'iniicipate for him an unquestionable succeiw. The Introductory to the

tourse which he lately delivered is an earnest of it. It shows at once

capacity and confidence, without undue priggishness. The most im-

portant part of it concerns the relation of thought to language and

tlieir respective piecedence or siib.sequcnce. Piofessor Max Muller

when he first came to lecture at the Royal Institution rather adroitly

kept himself out of this controversy by declining to assert any older

of time or the absolute dependence of one on the other. Since then,

liowever, he has cast off all hesitation. His latest woik—Lectures on

the Science of Thought—contains a Lecture in which he asseits the

nleiuily of Language and Thought. He explicitly declares that L in-

giiage is the prune and necessary factor antecedent to thought

which depended on it and could not and cannot exist without. T he

Bombay Lecturer took up this vexed question, and joined issue with the

great Master. To whichever side of the controversy one may belong,

no one can fail to be struck by the manner in which our Indian grap-

ples with the famous German savant. Dr. Kirtikar said

“The lecturer next discussed the dictum of Professor Max Muller -

Without speech no reason, without reason no speech.’ ‘ It is curious
to observe,’ says Max Muller, ‘the unwillingness with which many philo-
sophers admit that there is no reason without speech, no speech with-
out reason.’ Professor Max Muller says that ‘it is curious to observe
the attempts that are made to escape this conclusion, all owing to the
very influence of tlie language which owing to the most modern dia-
h’cls, has produced two words—one for lan^^uit^e the other for fiutson
thus leading the speaker ' to stippo.se that there is a substantial dilfei-

pnee between the two and not a formal difference.’ To this Dr.
Kirtikar replied that there was a substantial difference between a man
posscssm;, language, by which tlie lecturer undei stood power of speech,
.tud a man p«':..' - mg le.tson

;
thitdly, a man possessing both

;
and

fourthly, a in.m jj' s.scssing neithei. The man possessing power of
speech, I -ul in ' iv.i.on, w.t.s in i-tmimtin pai l.ance, a lunatic, (ir a in.m
ot unsiomd niuid. T'm* m.an possessing neither was not far leinoved
from a nmin or .i jellyfish fir woildly intcicoui.se, and as siu li not
useful to t'm- inquiry. It was wliere man posse.ssed re.ison and
u.as absoh .tly wanluig in the power of arlKul.ite speech that iJi.

Kirtikar fo.uid an illusiration disproving the <lictum of Professor M.ix
Muller. V. bat about the deaf-mute.'’ he asked. Could Max Muller
say a de n i.i' ie was void of allieason? Born deaf, he was an utter
sirangM i loumv!, iiich is the common, but not the only, vehicle of
all ration, 1! itioughi iietween man and man. He is, therefore, unable
to repro(!i!ce vvii it lie hns never expeiienced, iievei had any knowledge
of. Am! ^-hat w.is kr.v)v I'.'dge, lint all experience It did not aiise out
of man's imici < imsciousncss. If the growing cliild, as soon as it beg.m
to take imi'iessiuiis from the outside world, was brought within aiKlible

distance <>f me human voice it look impiessioiis ; inemoiy helped the
Ite.'ucr tv* pifscive them or repiocluce them in articulate spet?ch. An
Knglish child in the constant company of an ayah speaking Hindustani

^nily, shi.wtid ofien a piedileciion for the Hindustani speech. Similarly,
a deaf-mum w.i.s im.iblc to repioduce any language, for it had hrard
not the liuman voice. The psychological condition of the brain of the
Icelander who learnt Sanskrit from books alone was exactly the same
with reference to the pronunciation or certain Sanskrit letters such as
* SH,’ ‘ la,’ as that of a deaf-mute. The Icelander was aM,.af-mute so
far as the articulate Sanskiit was concerned. Deaf-mutes are known
to be able to read in a similar mannei wiiiten books without being
able to read them aloud. The only diflerence is that the Icelander
has the power to speak if he chose, the deaf-mute has not A female
deaf-mute is reported to have applied to Lord Hardwicke in 1754
(Chanceiy Reports, quoted by Beck) for the purpose of possessing
her real e.state. He put her questions in writing, and she gave sensible
answers in writing. She had reason but no speecli. Tlie education

I

of deaf-mutes is known to be a highly successful institution and the
glory of our age. It is capable—only through physical expres.sion—
of educating the mind of those hapless children, from whom ‘ know-
ledge at one emiance is quite shut out.’ Nothing struck the lecturer
so much as the training of the deaf-mutes and idiots in P3arle.swood
Asylum, in Sussex, fifteen years ago, which showed that, flrough one
may be lost to hearing and thence to speech, one is not lo.st to reason.
Among deaf-mutes, as Taylor says, there is only a ‘ difficuliy in the
means of communicating knowledge.’ So much for the ulciiim of
Professor Max Muller, * No reason without speech, no speech without
reason.' ”

For ourself, we have never been oppressed with an^ doubt on the

point. No one who has seen deaf niul dumb persons and marked their

ways can doubt, we should think. They arc all rational, though without

the gift of articulate utterance. Some of those: wc have come across

have consirleiable capacity for lho*iglu. They have no vernacular,

never having heard any laiigu.ige. They communicate only by sight

and touch, and these communications betray ideas unreduced to vcrl al

symbols. It is strange bow a fact of common expciiencc can be ig

noted by the wisest, and a plain question mystified by learning.

AbmiSsIO.n being flee and nmesmeted, the Theatre* in Beadon-stieet,

Black Town, were ci.immed to snlfircatioii on Saturday evening. TTie

farce announced might be n.imed “ Ci oss Piiiposesoi How to Take
the Name of the Nation in V.nn,” the object of the Managers

being the condcmiraiion of Loid Cross’s Reform Bill passed by

the House of Isolds. B.iboo Noieuilei ii.ub Sen, of the Indian

Mirrflf\ the I’lince of Low Comedy Unconscious, was the leader

fit of the actors. But it passes us how on eaiih was the Rishi’s

quiet son, who always resented the imputation of being a politician,

to say nothing of an agitator—liow was Dwijpndeinnih the Good,

found among the Philistines ! Tlie ciy of the bisected meeting was

-'No taxation without represcntalion. The assembled hosts, how-

ever, without declaring a War of Independence, coniented themselves

with recording the stereotyped Resolutions adopted throughout

the couiuiy condemning Laid Cioss’s sober measure and praising

up Mr. Bradlatigii’s fanciful icform. If the papers of the party are to

be believed, the country was never exercised so much as over the

Cioss Bill. Telegiams to the same effext are being transmitted from

all sides, from all possil)le and impossible places. But those who know

know that the agitation is only the pulling of the wires—telegraphic-

nothing muie.

Truly, as the En\^hshman recently rernaiked, the Cakutia Gazttie

needs editing. Under date the 29th April 1890, the Gazelle of the

following day allows Sir John Kilgai, K c I.L., c.s.l.. Chief Secretary to

the (xoveinmeiU of Bengal, six months' leave from the loth May or

such subsequent date as he may avail himself of it. But Sir Jolin had

already left Calcutta before the date of the order. Mr. P. C. Lyon,

we see, signs all orders as Orficiating Chief Secretary, but his own

appointment to tin: post has not >pi been (i i/elled. T ill h

officiating apptnntnivnt is notilied, is any of the oulris issued or nolitird

under the signature of Mr. Lyon from the Political, Judnial and Ap-

poimiiieni Departments of the Bengal Secielatiat, legally binding

t

Mr. Colimn Macaulay arrived by the last mad fiom furlough to take

up the duties of the officiating Chief .Si-nelaty to tin* Bt-ugal liovcin-

ment. He met Sir John E-igar at Bombay, and .ariived at the capital

on TIuiisday. Those who received him at the lIow!;* • lailway station

s.iw that he was not in himself, and wondered what could be the

matter. He was siiffeiing, ihongh the dortois knew not fioin what,

and ascribed his state of lieahh to the !e.ij;th oT the i.iilway journey

at the height of the Indian summer, lie drove direct to 32,

Chowfinghee, to leside as a guest <4t So* A. Cioii's bou.se, wbeie,

the next day, at 6 P.M., be had a (it of shiveiiiig. Later in

the evening. Sir S. Bayley came to v.vc him rid dine with Sir

Alfred. Wliilc .Sir .Sieuarl was in tlie ho':se Mt M u. inlay became

worse. Sir Steuart immediately sent his can iage f'vn doctois. Befoie

they arrived, Mr. Macaulay was nomoie. He h.ul not lakt-n charge of

his office. The emiie Secretariat is closed to-day to allow the

A.ssistants an opportunity of attending the funetai wlncli conies off this

evening at 5-30 at the Roman Catholic Crmetiy, Circular Ro.ul

By Mr. Macaulay's death the Government lose.s one of its ahle.'.t

penmen, and the Iiish Catholic Party in Bengal one of its imporiaiii

members. His taste for literature was shown by his making time out of

his engrossing duties to contribute to a native periodical— Baboo Kali

Prosunno Dey’s l^ational Ma^usine. He was not happy in his domes

lie life. *
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These bein«r d.'4ys when the dog-star rages, the Police Commls-

j.ioncr has noticed that all dogs, found straying m the streets, both in

Calcutta and the subnibs, shall be destroyed. The notification is dated

the tgih April and will be in force till the 31st May. VVe cannot con-

t eivc anytlong more atrocious than this wholesale treatment of our

inferiors —this war of exteiniination. Mr. Lambert himself we do not

much blame, he is but the mouthpiece of his society, if he dors not

.iclually act under supeiior bidding. We only lament the heaitlessiiess

of a great Christian community. We must warn the Police, however,

against caiiying^but the order in Hurra Bazaar—the stronghold of

uiisophisticaied Hindu, and, above all, Jain sentiment.

The Indian Congress has lost its mother. Mrs. Allan Hume is dead.

We brg to offer our cordial condolences to the bereaved husband for

this deprivation, so late in life, of hi.s help-meet, who doubtless sym-

jialhised with hini in his joys and sorrows, and presumably shared his

spiritU'il views and plans fur human impiuvcinent, even if her health

did not permit her ^o be actively useful to him. It is well for her

perhapsth.it “her long disease of a life has terminated before her

lord. But to him the event, although relieving him of the constant

anxiety and trouble of looking after a dear one who could not look

after herself, and notwithstanding the cheering assurance of her relief,

can only be a blow. The loss of a seasoned wife cannot be replaced.

To be condemned to the loneliness of a widower in age is a calamity

of the most trying kind-—a prospect of frowning positive black without

the faintest silver lining—

O daik, dark, unutterably dark.

Total eclipse without all hope of day 1

The Congress may, as a consequence of the sad occurrence, come to

a winclfrill of foitune as a legacy by the death of its mother, under

the faw and custom of the couniiy. The father, freed from domestic

distractions—lelieved in the due course of Nature from the

harrnssing obligations of cherishing the slowly wasting spectre in

the cupboard of his hearth and heart— will have more leisure and

more spare energy to devote to the movement of his creation. In

fact, he must by a deeper plunge prevent, if possible, his personal

grief overtaking him.

Wit deeply regret to notice the bereavement of another Congress

Chief—our colleague and friend Subramanier of the Hindu. Ma-

dias is the chief stronghold of the Congress and the persistent,

spirited and well-reasoned advocacy of the ///W/z—the leading daily

in the native English press in India—and the untiring activity of its

Editor have, in a large measure, brought about this result. Mr. Subra-

manier is at once a social and political refoiiner. As good as his

word, he recently gave his poor widowed daughter in marriage.

Strangely enough, he was not excasted—evidence of the strength

acquired by the reformers. But a greater trial awaited him. Mrs.

Subramanier died—we hope under no revulsion of feeling from their

brave stand against popular error and antiquated ciisloin. Then
came the difficulty—how to dispose of her remains. On a previous

occasion—the death of Mrs. Gooty—none of the Hindus would go

near the dead, or assist in peifoiming the last rites to the body. Mr.

Subramanier has been more lucky. Warned by experience, his friends,

lieaded by Dewan Bahadoor Rnghunath Rao, made prompt efforts and

prevented any scandal. While sympathising with our colleague’s loss,

we rejoice at this evidence of advance. .Altogether, the earnestness of

the Southern refoiniers and their deserved success ought to embolden

us of Bengal.

The annual Report of the Chemical Examiner to Government is a

document of some public interest. According to Dr. Warden, “opium
and arsenic, the two most commonly known poisonous drugs,

are still the favourite agents for suicidal and homicidal purposes,

respectively, while the more easily procurable, and in many instances

as deadly, vegetable poisons are comparatively still very little used

in spite of the advance of civilization.” The reason seems to

us that these two are easily procurable and retained without sus-

picion, in consequence of not only their wide prevalence in particular

medicines, but also of their habitual use among the people, specially of

the former among all classes, high and low, as a prophylactic against,

and panacea fur, unnumbered ills that flesh is hftr to.

I

In connection with the examination of spirit for deletcjlous adultera-

tions, the Chemical Examiner, in his report for the year 1889 remarks :

“ Sixty-three samples were examined, compared wit(j 18 during the

previous year. The object of the examination was to ascertain whether

or not noxious drugs were added to increase the intoxicating effects of

the spirit. The following drugs were especially sought for :— Indian

hemp, opium, mix-vomica, datura, aconite, and in some cases tobacco.

In every case negative results were obtained. Bearing in mind that

some of the drugs supposed to he used are highly toxic, and not usually

credited with producing intoxicating effects, and having very distinctive

and unpleasant tastes, and also remembering that others are costly, it

seems highly probable that the idea regarding the adulteration of

country liquor with noxious drugs is based on incorrect deductions

made by persons not possessed of any technical knowledge. There is

no doubt that drugs are added in some cases to the contents of the

fermfntin^ vats^ as, for example, nux-vomica seeds in hakur pills^ and
the incorrect conclusion has been arrived at that the distilled spirit

must also contain the same drugs. But this iuference, as I pointed out

some years ago, is founded on a misconception. The active principles

of such drugs as aconite, datura, luix-voinica, Indian hemp are non-

volatile, and, though the fermented liquid m.iy be saturated with such

poisons, the distillate under ordinary conditions will be harmless.”

In the list of articles tested for purity and qu.'tlity in the Chemical

Examiner’s Report or rather the Government Resolution on it, occui—
Fort William Arsenal, Medical Store Department, Telegraph Store

Department, Commissariat Department and other Departments.

There is against each, the number of examinations. We are not,

however, given the verdict^ of the Examiner—how far they are pure

or how adulieiated. Are we to suppose that the P. W. Department,

Bengal and India, is, like CcCsar’s wife, above suspicion ?

Captain Hearsey is not the only European who cannot control his

temper under insolence. Mr. Wall, an assistant master in the

local Boys’ High School, was fined by Captain G. B. Crawley, Canton-

ment Magistrate of Allahabad, for admitted assault on the Head Mas-

ter’s khiinsama. A magistrate is a different thing from a native servant,

or Mr. Wall might have lost his temper in Court at the strange up-

shot of his litigation. He curbed himself and simply cried out—
“ But, Sir, complainant was most impertinent, and I could scarcely

help raising my hand to him under the sadden piovocation. The
Magistrate :—You had uo business to raise your band to him. If you

were not satisfied with him you .should have dismissed him. Mr, Wall :

— I could not do so, as he was the servant of the head-master. The
Mafristrate Well, all ilic more reason that you should not have struck

him. Your duty was to have complained to the head-master. I know
if any one struck my servants, without first complaining to me, 1 should

feel very much annoyed. On this the defendant left the court.”

We believe the complaint would never have been heard of, had not

the servant been dismissed by hi.s master the he.ad-tna$ier, presumably

at Mr. Wall’s by no means generous representation.

REIS & R'A YYET.
SATURDAY, MAY 3, 1890.

THE ENGLISH CIVIL SERVICE AND THE
INDIAN CIVIL SERVICE.

A CONTRAST.

In England there is but one Civil Service. There
the administrative agency is not split into something
like hostile camps of conquerors and conquered. No
invidious distinctions are tolerated where there is no
inherent difference. In that land of freemen and a

homegenous population, no gulf separates Whii« anJ
Black—Covenanted and Uncovenanted. Like the

ethnology of the people, the service of the state is

uniform. There is, of course, a necessary distinction'

between the political part of the service and the ordi-

nary subordinate agency—between the Parliamentary
executive , and the permanent administrative machi-

nery. There is an inalienable distinction. It arises

out of the nature of the thing. There surely must
be a difference between the persons for the time

constituting the Government responsible to the coun-
try and removable under pressure of Parliament, and

the hxed subordinates in the various departments who
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assist and giye effect to their Chiefs' decisions, views,

and policy. These lesser servants of the public, in

their humbly sphere, not only form an essential factor,

but perform an important part, in the state machinery.

J3 y their fj^ty of tenure they maintain the continuity

ofadminis7fttion.% Without it, Parliamentary institu-

tions would be an intolerable nuisance. Indeed,

Government would be impossible : Order would dis-

solve into Chaos.

In our counny, too, with a different history and

under anotlier constitution, there is, as there ought

to be, a difference. Here, the whole administration,

from top to bottom, cannot be one, any more thati in

Great Britain. But the distinction is of another kind,

and the limits of the difference should be circum-

scribed. Here, there are offices which, at least for

years to come, must be independent of any general

rules of qualification—they could not be consigned

to the chances of general competition. They must,

to begin with, be held by Englishmen. And well

for India and Asia that they were so held, for long

years to come ! But the range of the monopoly need

not be extensive. The monopoly maintained under

the name of the Covenanted Civil Service is prepos-

terously wide. It retains a large proportion of the

Judicial and Revenue patronage— it has annexed the

Chief Superintendence of the Jails and the Police.

In fine, it embraces within its ample arms offices in

all departments and various grades from the political

and governing situations—which ought to be a re-

serve for the Leading Agents of British Power and

Authority,—down to the situations of officers of

Inland Collectorate, Customs, and Excise. In its

giant proportions and greedy grasp at trifles below

its dignity, it is at once an administrative mistake and

a political blunder. It is, of course, an injustice

—

not only to the Natives but also to the British public

at large—to the hundreds of Englishmen, Scotchmen,

and Irishmen, as well as East Indians and Eurasian

Christians who are thus unfeelingly debarred from a

useful and honourable career.

Formerly, this favoured Service was an appanage
of the members of the Governing Body of the East

India Company—Nepotism was one of their dearly

cherished franchises, and the Indian Civil Service

was set apart as a preserve for their proh^gds. That
was a natural, not to say necessary, state of things,

arising out of history, and with some inherent weak-

ness of principle and more corruption in practice, it

was not without its good points. That arrangement

was broken through in 1853, and in 1858 the Com-
pany itself was swept away by the Mutinies. But
the monopoly remained, though its conditions and

personnel were changed. The separate existence of

the Service, to be recruited by arbitrary examination

in England, planned, not so much by specific experi-

ence as by amateurs, Pandits and theorists, and the

reservation for its members alone of all the fat posts

and snug sinecures in this empire, constitute it a

monopoly and, of course, a grievance to the p\iblic.

Far be it from us to harbour schemes for vulgarising

the administration and opening the door of office to

inferior men, any more than lowering the prestige

or weakening the securities of British Rule. But,

surely, the Empire may be preserved not only in it^

integrity but in all its pride and glory, without inflict-

ing a wrong on the whole profession of Government
officials. Surely, the dignity as well as efficiency of

administration may be maintained without dividing

the employes into Brahmans and Sudras.

No doubt, the tendency to caste is unconquerable.

It is the natural disposition of human numbers.

Every society, every considerable body of men— is

apt to crystallise into castes. But that is no reason

for encouraging the thing. Nor is it all expedient

to make hard and fast distinctions between scirvanis

of the state who have so much in common. The dis-

tinction between Covenanted and Uncovenanted are

of a severe and adamantine character, unknown even
to ancient Hindu polity and social organization.

The authors of the Hindu caste system jut least left

it possible for inferior classes to aspire to promo-
tion to the superior ranks. Under the British Indian

system of administrative castes, there was no such
provision. According to the unalterable decree of

the official Manu, once a Sudra always a Sudra.
There is no getting oiit of the rut of the depressed
and despised Uncovenanted.

How different the case in England! There is no
distinction except from the dignity of fhe office and
the worth of the official. The homogeneity of the

Service leaves ample room and verge enough for in-

dividual talents and ambitions, and allows of many
possibilities. Although below the Parliamentary

Service, and, in consequence, more analogous to our

Uncovenanted, it enjoys advantages which the Indian

Junior Service sighs for in vain. Accordingly, the

British Civil Service is a far better career. It is an

incentive to exertion and a path of ambition to merit.

Its annals have been illustrated by many bright names
and not a few remarkable successes.

The English Civil Service may as wedl be called the

Kerani Service. There is no necessary opprobrium
in that well-known Indian word, which we owe to

our first visitors from Europe round the Cape, any
more than in the much-abused title Baboo. Kerani
means simply a clerk or “ writer.” The members of

the White Covenanted Civil Service bore the official

designation, dropped of late years, of the Company's
writers, rendered into Hindustani Company Ka
Kerani—briefly simply writers—and their posts were
denominated ivriterships. Hence the long pile

on the North of Dalhousie Square and facing

it, now the Bengal Secretariat, as their residence, was
called Writers’ Buildings and known among the

people as the Keranis Barracks. With the spread

of British empire in the East and the consequent

increment of pretensions and finally with the rise of

Paramountcy, the more clerical functions devolved

more and more upon an inferior agency usually

picked up on the spot, whil5 an enlarged field of

offices of great dignity and high emoluments was
opened to an e.ver-increasing number of the favoured

sons of the Company. Thus, gradually, the word
writer or kerani became an anachronism and a mis-

nomer. The true Keranis now are the non-profes-

sional sections of the Uncovenanted Service. And
these are the true analogues and counterparts of the

English Civil .Service. But what a gulf parts the

Keranis of England and the Keranis of India in res-

pect of position and prospects and social repute!

Much of the degradation of Indian Keranidom, no

doubt, lies in the men, but the system is very much to

blame too. It constitutes the Service the resource

generally of inferior men. Better men are scared

away from its blighting precincts. The superior

men who, for want of a better opening, enter it,

dwindle, for want of encouragement or communion
with their belters. In the absence of opportunities

for improving or for distinction, these poor fellow.s

decline on a lower plane, until they, in a few years,

rust and decay, ^or absplutely go to the bad.
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RESULT OF THE COMMONS’ CONDEM-
NATION OF INDIAN EXCISE.

Mk. Caink, M.P., the apostle of teinpeMaiice, may as

well rest on his laurels. Havinrr got the House of
Corninvns to pass a practical censure on the Govern- I

meat of India’s excise policy, he miijht well afford to

pass over in silence the carj)ing criticisms of well-known
apologists of that Government. 'J'he Government
itself scarcely denies the charge that there have been
<a*rors and ifregnlarities in its excise .administration.

It only pleads the extreme difficulty and complexity
the subject, and it promises reform. 'Phis alone

is sufficient vindic.atiori of th(‘ efforts made by Mr.
Caine and his fii^mils. That the Government in re-

plying to Mr. Caine’s ch.arges has been al)le to throw
discredit upon some of his facts and figures, is a small

iiiatter. d'he Calcutta correspondent of the Thjica

has, indeed, made capit.al of this, and this has proved
too much for Mr. Caine’s patience. Mr. Caine has
dashed off a long letter replying to the Times corres-

pondent’s strictures.

Probably it were as well now that the controversy
should cease, or at any rate be free from bitterness.

J'he Government has promised reform, and .already

some action has been taken to give effect to the pro-

mise. It was in Bengal, far more than in other pro-
vinces, that the evils of excise administr.ition reached
their highest point. The outstill system here attained

its greatest e.xp.insion, and although the mischief
produced by it vvvis patent to the public, the Local
Government shut its eyes to its evils. Now, how-
ever, that the Government has been brought to .see

those evils, and Sir Steuart Bayley has from the out-

set of his administration shown himself earnestly de-
termined to remedy them, our best course is to cease
(ILiarrelling, and to wait and watch the progretss of
the reform. Our contemponiry of the Statesman
rightly thinks that the present is a fitting occasion for

our public Associations to thankfully recognise the
great public service rendered by the present Govern-
ment of Bengal by ordering the gradu.^1 abolition of

outstills from populous districts. We quite agree
with our contemporary. Sir Steuart Bayley is

Justly entitled to the thanks of the country for his

attitude loward.s the excise question. 'J’he reform
will not have been fully eftected without a consider-

able sacrifice of the jjufjlic levenue, ,ind it requires no
small mural strength in a Government always pressed

for lund.s to undertake a reform in tlie face of such
.1 saciitjce. In fa :l, were, it not for Sir .Sttuiart’s per-

sonal determination in the matter, the reform would
have little chance of being taken in hand, .and even
now we are not aitogetlier without mi.sgivings as to

the extent of progress it may make in the long run.

'The resolution of the House of Cofiunons has no
doubt come in good time, and it will strengthen the
hands of officials sincerely earnest in carrying out the

reform.

But we .slionld not expect too mwch even from a

vote of ilie House of Commons. The Government
out here is not a P.irliamentary Government, and it

carries on its work according to its own lights. In-

deed, anybody who read tlie despatch of the Secretary

of .State in which the vote of censure w.is communi-
cated to the Government of India, could not have
failed to be struck by the almost contemptuous tone

in which that vote was spoken of by that supreme
executive authority. Nor does the Government of

India in its elaborate reply speak of it with more
reverence. The Government is a despotism, u.sing

the term in no evil sense, and the detail^, of adminis-
tration will scarcely be affected by a debate in Par-
liament. At any rate, it will always hijve the right

of the last word, and it can always make that last

word tell. For instance, in its reply several of Mr.
Cainc.’s statements have been contradicted, and on
questions of facts, the Government must always have
.'in authoritative position. Mr. Caine himself is com-
pelled to admit the inaccuracy of some of his infor-

inati(Mi. d'his ^was inevitable in the very circum-
stances of his position, and need not cause him any
uneasiness. I'hc GovcrnmefJt can easily turn the
tables upon its opponents in any statistical contest,

d'he st.ui' tics themselves are often misleatling, being
compih'J uj)on no uniform system in the different
provinces. Mr. Caine has therefore done W'ell in

frankly admitting, after the explanalions given in the
Government de.spatch, that his inforni.ition had in

some instances been wrong. But these are minor
points. Let it be sufficient that the Government has
at last admitted that its excise administration has not
b(‘en all th.at it should be. It has taken, indeed,
a very long time in seeing the error of its ways, and
Mr. Caine is wcicomij* to his triumphant reliections

that it is the vote of the House of Commoiis that
has awakened its conscience. Mr, Caine writes:
“

'^'he ‘ Reply ’

[
of the Government (T India

J
shows

conclusively ih.it the Government is at last roused
to a sense of its duty, and it furnishes abundant evi-

dence, in the abolition of the out-still system in Ben-
gal, the taxing of the strong native beers, the ad-
mission for the first time of thei principle of local

<)[)tion and in many other ways, that the censure of
the House of Commons is almost the only means of
awakening the conscience of the Indian Government.”
Mr. Caine has worked too hard not to be entitled

to these com|)lacent feelings, but he cannot be un-
aware of the fact that, if it is a con.science so hard to

awaken, it may go to sleep again after making .some
signs of waking up. The Government has it in its

power to defe.'it the result of the debate in many ways.
In reforms involving financial sacrifice, success prac-
tically lies in the hands of quite subordin.ite authori-

ties. Even the most earnest orders of the Govern-
ment may be marred in the execution. I^et us there-
fore cany the Governnunit " with us, now that the
Government itsidf h.is shown a commendable desire
to s(‘t its house in l:)eit(T order. Let our policy now
be to help the Govenunent in its efforts and to wait
and w.itch their results.

UNCOQUIDNE.SS AND GIDDINESS: OR THE
Al^OSTLE OE ABSTINENCE.

Mr. Thomas Evans, ilm I'.vansclist of ihe Gospel of Jesus and of

l>et«)ialisin, the ally of Mr. Camp, M.P., is— in the estimation of him-

self and, let us hope, of many a poor piiv.ito who h.ad sold his voul to

drink and the Devil before his redemption— .1 hero. Ikit, iinfortimaiely

for him, he is not the only heio. He lost si^ht of this little and
of another, namely, that private men are not so easy to misrepresent

and run doVn as States and Governments. And so he has come to

grief. He has had the rashness to tackle tht? icdonbtable Atkins of

Allahabad. Of course, lie has m.ide himself a lanj^jhing stock as tiie

raptor of a Tartar.

Flushed with success, Mr. Thomas Evans is not only cjuarrelling with

all sorts of peopte, but also t.iiling out with his friends, as.sociates and
supporters. A man embarked, as the mission of life, in a war against

the entire trade of publicans and a great publican Government, has

need to conciliate all other parties and interests in order to husband

and concentrate all his resources on the one objective. His heart and
soul are tixed on the great war for which he lives

; he cannot afford to
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flitter away forces on desukoiy skirmishes fidin time to time with

various minor enemies. Not so the heioic Evaii'i. He <loes n«)t c.ue

10 multiply foes. He represents the Church imlitatu rather than the

(iospel of the meek son of Mary. Like a mettlesome steed well used

to strife, pii ft s with svvellin;^ nostiils fiom afar the hrcalh of war

and dance with Jelij'ht at the piospect. liefore he had wngjjled

himself out of his conrtict witli the lawyers, he was in for another. He
elio.se the Press as a convenient object for sitting' upon. He ana-

thematised the Po^t foi— what enoimny, does the reader

fancy -why, for opening; its columns to di mk *adv et ii',finfiiis. 'Phis

siiifnlness of his neij,dil)ouis is tm^ inmJi for ilie j;oody-;.;aody Evans

to bear. His puie soul w.is not only agitated by the circulais of the

vendors of spirits and wines, but .lUo by the trade amiouncemenls of

the business in mall liquor. He would crush the ir.lant mdustiy iu

that aitii'le in India. His ire is specially dneiMed at the veiy honour-

able cntei pi ise of the Murree Brewinjj Company. He had denounced

the Mointfi^ Post for jiivm^» publicity and encoui a^ement to that

Ijomble business. Tins of coutse diew the Munee Company into the

held, aiul between the Prmtin;; office and the lirevveiy, the Saint has

been well dished. Indeed, the coup de <^iiici! has bemi applied by

Mr. H. J. Wiiymper, of the Biewcry. in a well* written temperate

l)ut incisive letter, he piobes the enemy to the quick. The paits

lie teveals are indeed of the most stuhboni calibre. He repays

scorn witli scorn, and cairying the war into the very heart of the

enemy’s camp, leaves him hors de combat.

After slating the c.iuse of action, Mr. Whymper plunges in medias

res. He says that at this moment the Murree Ilreweiy is probably

the hugest subscriber to the Army Temperance Association, and th.ii

in Its own inleiesi, because brewing distinctly gams by temperance

as opposed to intemperance. At the same time he fieely confesses

that the Company docs not, uatuially enough, believe in total absti-

nence being good for all.

Then the formidable man introduces his hand into hi.s pocket as it

weie and produces a letter received last ye.ir from the Aimy Tempci-

aiice Association, to wit
“ Simla, 24th September, i8-s8.

H. J.
Whymper, Esq., Murree IJieweiy Company, (ioia Ciully.

Dear Siu— i have the pleasure to send you a copy of the ^imlt
y/e’/v/A/, a paper stalled here for the purpose of assisting the funds of

iliis Aasocialiou, and to s<ilicil the fivour of your veiy kindly supple-

menting your liberal donaiioii of Rs. 500 by giving iis a peimaiieni

adveriisemeiit of your Company’s ales, for tlie Simla Herald.

'I‘he rate will be for a 'whole any position you //Xv, Rr, jo per
mensem. For half-page Ks. 35 per meiiseoi. I send you a specimen
eopy t)f the paper, winch ciiculates hugely in the hill stations siii-

loumlmg Simia wheie troops .11 e kepi, such as Kasauli, Subathu,
.Sulon, juiogh, Dugshai, and also m Lluiballa, besides .1 libeial local

c iKUlalioii.

The Simla Iletald is the mainstay of our Prc'i^^ for which I appeal

to )oui gciiciooiiy in tnc tnici csls oj the Assoiiation,

Youi s 'I'l uly,

Atti.kn Walker,
Otifg. Hony. Tieasiirer, A. T. Association.”

That takes one’s breath awriy. Is it possible ih.ii ilic saints should

sneak to the smneis, leady to sell their souls for a mess of pottage

The smneis are alvvays moie generous and the Ibcwery gave the

AsscKialion a full page advei lisemeut, which has appeared in the

hittei’s organ regularly since November hist. The samts, however

they may affect to damn the publicans and sinners, have undoubtedly

a pailiCLilar afieclion—an tiUensc crave—for their money. For one

h'lvour only leads to another solicitation. In less than a cpiarter after

that grant of the foiegoing advertisement, another appeal was made

marked “ Frivate and Confidential—without prejudice,” which on that

account is nut published, bin the purpoil wheicof is biieflv stated to

lie to explain that the temperance oigani/ation was on its last legs for

want of funds, and praying the dreadful Brewers to come to the rescue

with an advance payment for their advertisement.

Mr. Evans was not the man to sit quietly under such a disaster. But

the ground had slipped from under his feet, and he could only feebly

inoiier the following excuse :

—

“ Sir,— I am sorry to find from your rcmaiks on my last note that

the Post has pulled thiwn its tempeiance fl ig, and tli- t it now seeks the

jiatroiiage of piiblUans. Witli sncli money expc< t no blissing, for it is

stained with the blood of those who have fallen victims to the demon
drink. It may be as well that 1 should tell you m reply to your

tu quoque argument that it is not .applicable to me. I would not fiom

jiiinciple knowingly accept money acquired by the sale ^of an article

which has killed more than famine, pestilence, and war. And I may
add that 1 refused to minister to a large church in England while

liquor sellers were allowed membership. I am happy to be able to say

that few if any churches at home now recognise tlie fellowship of

those who traffic in alcoholic poison.—Thomas Etjans.”

There is no absence of tall talk in that epistle. This holy man is a

Bully IJawson wiio takes a (liul)bmg with all the airs of enjoymeni.

He never reiiies, but only makes a strategic movement. But his as-

suiancc will not alter facts. Since Sydney Smith louie^l his ne^t

of coM.seciated cobblei^,” there ha-^ scaiccly been such an c.vpoMiu*

Nor aie we pel mitted to pity. The vain, blustcimg, canliiig piicst has

brought it all himself.

MAJlOiMKDAN KDUCATION IX fiEXGAL.
AN OFl’lCIAL KF.roKT.

The follcnviug table compares the attendance and expenditure nf

all Mcdre.sbas under Governinent iiiaiiageineiit during the last twn

years. The Calcutta iVlcdrcssa, liie Nawab of Moorshedabad’^
iVledrcssa, and the Cox’s B.r/ar Mcdrcs'ia arc m.dntairicd from pro-

vincial levcnue, and the rest from the Moli.sin Fund

NuinbiM of Receipt fiom Total

Mediessas.
pupil s. Gove* I IIIIKMlt. e!ipeiul luite.

l8cS8. 1889. 1888. 18% 1888. 1889
C.ilciitta (Arabic

Depaitmeiu')... 408 10,030 I 1,251 1 1,658 12,984
Hooghly (At able

Department j... V 6u 2,117 2,380
Daci .1 (Ai.ihic

Drpai liiieiil}... 33^> 424 13,710 14.17^
Chittagong (Aia-

bic Dept.) 35 '^ 401 ».«S 5
C«»\’s Bazai Med-

lessa, Chiiia-

gong 34 28 401 600 56 ,

Mo<iv.sheda h.id

Naw.ib’s Mctl-

lessa 5H 5 ’; 14,680 15,899 I 4 ,
6!ji.

Rajsliahye 4b 70 3,u2o 3>655

T'olal 1,229 h4S(> 26,417 26,332 55,«59 58,865

Calcutta Medressa.
—

'Fho number of students on the 31st March
la.si was 1,170. Of these, 25 were in the College Department, 4.0S

in the Arabic Department, 437 in the Anglo-Persian Department,

and 300 in the Colinga Branch ScJtool.

Tlie total expenditure was Rs. 48,867 against Rs. 48,373 in the

previous year. 'Fhe amount of fees and fines was Rs. 8,409, against

Rs. 10,276. The falling oft* is partly due to the fact that in i88s

the fees for April, May and June were collected in March, and

included with the fees for that month. Tivcnty students were

sent up for F. A. examination, of whom one passed in the second

and 5 in the third division. 17 candidates went up for the Riuranct.

examination, of whom 6 passed, 2 in each of the 3 divisions.

'Fhc number of resident students was 605. The new boardiiu*.

house sanctioned by (iin'crnmcnt Resolution dated the 31st jiiU

1888 contains 12 siudciiis.

The number of pupils in the Dacca Medressa rose from 336 tf*

424—238 in the Arabic and 186 in the Anglo-Persian Dcpariincnt.

riio receipts from fees and fines were Rs. 1,222. The number
of boarders was 33, against 36 in the piovious year. The number
of students in the Chittagong Medressa was 401 against 356 in iIk

previous year. A sum of Rs. 1,255 uas realised from fees and fines.

Out of 291 students who were examined locally, 124 passed the

annual examination. In the Hooghl/ Medressa the number of

stmlcius rose to 60. The income from fees was Rs. 208. In thi

Cox’s Bazar Medressa the receipts were Rs. 40 from fcc.s, Rs. 6:

from municipal funds and Rs. 18 from subscripiions. There wen
28 pupils on the rolls. Jn the Nawab of iVloorshcdabad’s Mcdre''si

a gymnastic master has been appointed and a debating club starico.

'Flic number of boarders was 16, as iu the previous year.

The Sitnporc Mcilrcssa in Burdwan rccciyed last year Rs. 2,172

from the Mohsin Fund. It had 60 pupils on the rolls. Mmihie
Abdiil Eiai examined them and reported favorably ( 1 :licir progress

ci’pccially in arithmei ie. d’hc jorghat Middle fuiglish School re

ceivctl Rs. 480 from the Mohsin Fund. The roll number was 55.

The roll number of the Mir Ahya Medressa went down from 147

to loS owing to the promotion of 50 boys to the Governmcni

Medressa and the opening of a new Medressa, called the Angl >-

Arabic Medressa by Moulvic Abdool Udud, lately a teacher in the

Government Medressa, with a roll number of 2 1 8. The Sasscrain

Medressa had 96 pupils on its lolls, against 105 in the previous

year. The total expenditure was Rs. 6,650 against Rs. 7,000.

There are two Medressas in the CJya District. One at Gya, called

Medressa Islaniya, with iii, and another at Aurungabad with 22

pupils.

'Fhc order to notice especially the number of institutions wholly

or mainly intended for Mahomedaiis, with the number of their

pupils, reached too late for the purpose of the present report,

but it will be fully carried out in subsequent years. Meanwhile

an attempt has beenpade in this section to give all the information

on this point that was available.
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GOVERNMENT AID TO HORSE-RREEDING
IN ITALY.

The following is extracted from a report on Government Aid to

Hnroe-Brccdir>g in Italy, which h.^s recently been issued from the

-)lHcc (if thc*Board of Agriculture :

—

rhe May number of “Annali di Agricoltura,” the valuable

journal published under the auspices of the Italian Minister of

/igriculture is entirely devoted to the provisions made by the

(lovcrnment of Italy to improve the breed of horses in that coun-

try. From this it is seen that the encouragement given, both in

diiect and indireft forms is very great. Among the direct forms arc

the establishment of stations for stallions, Staziom di moutay in all

parts of the country, the cost of whose construction and mainte-

nance is borne by the district commune. There arc also seven

centres, Deposit!, or head-quarters, from which stallions arc sent
'

from time to time to the stations. Three-fourths of the cost of

building and maintaining these falls upon the province in which
they arc locat'd, in proportion to the number of stations and the

number of stallions within them, the other fourth is charged to the

district. t

The Government^ provides stallions which arc bclectcd and

purchased by committees appointed by a council, (onngHo ippicoy

consisting of the Director-General of Cavalry, the Commandant
of the Royal Horse Corps, delegates nominated by the National

Veterinary School, and, besides, others, seven members chosen by

the Minister of Agriculture, of whom four must be owners of studs.

Everything connected with horse-breeding is regulated by this

Council, which is consulted by the Ministers of Agriculture and
War upon these questions.

In pursuance of a law passed in 1887,10 take effect upon the

ist January 1889, a Royal decree was published in June 1888, pro-

hibiting the use of stallions for service by private individuals unless

they have been duly certified as sound and suitable in all respects,

by a Commission, Cotnmissione uppiaiy appointed for each province in

the Kingdom. These Commissions consist of a member nominated
by the Minister of Agriculture, who shall be the president ; a

Veterinarian, appointed also by the Minister ; a breeder of horses,

nominated by the Prefect, PrejettOy of the province. Each Com-
missioner may charge travelling expenses first class by railway,

and }}id. per mile by road and 8j. for each day occupied in examining
stallions. In the examination season (1889) 870 horses were ex-
amined by the various Commissioners in the regions of Piedmont,
Lombardy, Venice, Liguria, Emilia, Marches of Umbria, Tuscany,
Lazio, South Adriatic, South Mediterranean, Sicillia, and Sardinia.

Of these 818 were certified as lit for service. These stallions

submitted for inspection belonged to 620 owners.

In addition to the stallion stations there are five establishments

for purchasing and bringing up colts brought in the neighbourhood
and for collecting horses for army purposes. These arc termed
Depositi di allcvmcnti. They arc at Persano, Palmaiiova, Groseto,
Portovccchio, Scordia and Bonorva. From 1883 to the end of 1888,

41,021 colts had been purchased and brought to these esiabli.sh-

menis. Of these 31,961 were brought in Piedmont, Lombardy,
Venice, Emilia, Umbria, Lazio, Sardinia, Sicily and other parts of

the Kingdom ; 2407 horses fu for service were also purchased for

army service by means of these a/levementiy besides 22 French mules.

The average price for the colts was ^^25 ; that for the horses >^37
and ;f33 per head for mules. No less than 9,895 colts were pre-

sented for purchase at the allevmentiy of which 5,800 were refused

for various causes, unsoundnl-ss, exorbitant price and excess of age ;

1,705 were under the standard of height. During 1888 the num-
ber of horses sent to the army from the ailevementi was 3,989.

The directors of these Jepo^iti for rearing and collecting horses

furnish reports to the Government as to the progress and work of

each establishment. In most of these there arc statements shewing
that much improvement has been effected in the horses of the

respective districts by the influence of the stallion stations and the

examination of the stallions belonging to private individuals. Thus,
concerning the deposito of Pisa, the director says that “ in the

province of Pisa, there is a sensible advance in breeding year by
year as well in point of numbers as in stamp and type.”

Colonel Raunizzi remarks of the dtposito at Groseto that the
animals arc “ better made, more strong, and vigorous.** Coloqel

Gcrini, in charge at Persano, speaks of the improvement in the

horses in some of the provinces and suggests that the number of

Government stallions should be increased, as being $0 much more
satisfactory than those belonging to private individuals.

The report from Sardinia is, however, not quite so satisfactory.

Colonel Sosso observes that the number of horses rejected was
large, chiefly owing to deficiency in height, caused, he is inclined

to think, by the exceptionally inclement winter.

In the season of 1888 there were 209 stallion stations, Jtazim

di mouta^ as against 201 in 1887.

During the season of 1887 stallions on service

at the zoi stations, to which 13,006 mares were brought, an

average of 36’23 marcs per stallion. Of thes^ 6,910 proved in foal,

but from abortion, 965 ; death, 21 1 ;8ale, 242 ; the actual produce

was only 5,495 ; or 2,752 coles and 2,740 fillies.

225 mares were not allowed to be covered in 1888 for various

reasons. The average fee paid for the 12,255 *’'**‘^s covered in

1 838 was The amount ranged from paid per head

for 31 mares put to an American trotter. Amber, to £^y tor 41 mares

,
put to an English thoroughbred, Audred, to 10,578 mares put to

various sires at lo/. per head. The fee for no less than 307
stallions was only ioj. The total amount received for fees for

the 1888 season was ^^7,000.

Among the stallions in the season of 1888 were 74 English

thoroughbreds, 94 half-breds born in England, 5 common bred

horses born in England, and two cart stallions, making altogether

170 horses born in England, out of the 360 stallions at the stations

in 1888.

The report of the Commissioners appointed to buy horses in

1888 and 1889 in England is interesting. I'hc Commissioners
were Professors J. Baldcssare, Captain Masino, and Signor Ciuc, a

veterinary surgeon. They visited 26 studs in Norfolk, 6 in Suffolk,

12 in Yorkshire, 12 in other counties. They examined 238
stallions, of which 198 were intcriLed in the Hackney Stud Bock
and 40 in fhc General Scud Book.

Lamentations are made by the Commissioners over the deca-

dence of the breeding of haif-breed horses in England, as cviderced
by many facts and especially by the willingness of the ow'iicrs of

the hackney stallions to take much lower prices than in the pre-

vious year fur the same animals. Thus the owner of one horse

is said to have refused to take **one penny less** than *^^1,000, for

him in 1887, and accepted #£400, in 1888 ; while the possessor of

another sold him for ^500, though in 1887 he declared he would
not sell him at any price whatever. In spite of a most suitable

climate, and the renowned skill of the English breeders, and all

the aids given to encourage horse-breeding by societies and by the

Royal Commission in placing the services of the best stallion at the

disposal of breeders at a very low rate, the breeding of horses, ac-

cording to the opinion of the Italian Commissioners, is not by any
means advancing.

To encourage horse-racing a sum of £1^700 was given by the

Government for flat racing, and £760 for trotting races in 1888.

Ill the case of the flat races this was divided among 17 race

societies, jorie/ia di cem al gdoppo to whose funds the Jockey Club
and the municipalities in the provinces also largely contributed.

For flat races in 1888 the sum from all sources amounted to 21,340/.

Trotting races arc also held under the auspices of societies,

socieia di arse al tretto. To these the contributions from all quarters

equalled 3,800/.

Prizes were given at the Agricultural Exhibition of Aquila for

stallions, marcs, colts, fillies and groups of saddle and light draught

horses, also for heavy draught stallions, marcs, colts, and fillies.

'Fhese consisted of 11 gold, 15 silver, and 5 bronze medals, and

265/. in money. Towards these prizes the Government contri-

buted a proportion. Premiums were also awarded to the private

owners of the best stallions. The amount spent by the Govern-

ment in 1888 upon exhibitions and premiums was 1,498/.

The expense to the Government of the seven centres, Depositi

and 209 stallion stations for the year 1888, that is for wages, forage,

veterinary attendance, saddlery, harness, shoeing, insurance, in-

cluding the 3,875/. for race premiums, prizes' at exhibitions, and

premiums for stallions, was 46,890/. Adding the amount spent

in purchasing 97 stallions, 18,756/., the total sum spent U equal to

65,640/. It will be remembered that the construction and main-

tenance of the buildings fall upon the provinces and communes.

AN EXPLANATION.

TO THE EDITOR OF Reis Rayyet,

Dear Sir,— In a late issue of your paper, I have noticed with

surprise and regret, mis-statement and insinuation in connection

with the purchase made by me of certain furniture from Mr. Wace
Collector and Magistrate of Bhagalpur now on furlough.

You have stated that the furniture have been disposq^f “ to

the best advantage to his good and obliging friend Rajah Harballabh

Narain Singh at cost price.”

1 regret that you have been led to make this observation on in- »

correct information ; and I therefore in the interest of justice to

all parties hasten to correct it. 1 have purchased the articles not

on cost price but on a fair and reasonable price, the list of the

same along \gith other articles with prices fixed on them having

been duly circulated among the people of thi place, I request

you therefore to rectify the mistake you have been led to fall into.

Yours Faithfully,

* Harballabh Narayan Sinha,

Maharajah, Sonbuxsa.

Dated the April 1890.
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A WONl^ERFUL MEDICINE.

BEECHiWS PILLS
A RE universally ad-

mitted to be worth
A GUINEA A BOX.
For Bilious and Ner-
vous Disorders, such
as Wind and Pain in

the Stomach, Sick

Headache, Giddiness,

Fulness and Swelling
after Meals, Dizziness

and Drowsiness, Cold
Chills, Flushings of

Heat,Loss of Appetite,

_ Shortness of Breath,

Cosliveness, Scurvy and Blotches on the Skin,

Disturbed Sleep, Frightful Dreams, and all

Nervous and Trembling Sensations, See,

The first dose will

f^ive relief in twenty
minutes. This is no fic-

tion,for they have done
it in countless cases.

Every sufferer is

earnestly requested to

tiyone Box of these

Pills, and they will be

acknowledged to be

WOKTHAGUINEA
A BOX ,

For females of all

ages these Pills are

invaluable. Nofem.alc

should be without

them. There is not a

medicine to be found

to equal them for re-

moving any obstruc-

tion or irregularity of

the system. If taken

according to the di-

rections given with

each box they will

soon restore females

of all ages to sound
a n d robust health.

This has been proved

b y thousands who
have tried them, and
found t h e benefits

which are ensured by

their use.

For a Weak Sto-

mach, Impaired Di-

gestion, and all Disor-

ders of the Liver, they

act like magic, and a

few doses will b e

found to work won-

ders on the most im-

portant organs in the

h u m a n Machine.

They strengthen the

whole muscular sys-

tem, restore the long

lost complexion, bring

back the keen edge of

appetite, and aron.se

into action with the

rosebud of health the

whole physical energy

of the human frame.

These are facts testified

to continually by mem-
bers of ail classes of

society, and one of the

best guaiantees to the

Nei vous and Debilita-

ted IS, BEECHAM’S
PILLS have the

Largest Sale of any
Taient Medicine in

Jie World,

I^EECHAM’S PILLS

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

igEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

IjEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

I^EECHAM’S PILLS

|^EECHAM*S PILLS

jjEECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

I^EECHAM’S PILLS

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECIIAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

|)EEC HAM’S PILLS

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

Sole Agents for India :

NAYLOR, SON, GRIMES & 00.

Wholesale Depdtyjs, Clive Streel
j

CALCUTTA

;

Notice
'T'HESE Pills can be obtained at all Bazaars

throughout India, or from the Wholesale
Agents, Naylor, Son, (irimes Co., at the

following rates I J. I size, Re. 1-2, and
2r. 9rf. size, Rs. 2-4 per box, including V.-P.

Post. Shopkeepers can obtain Wholesale
Rttes upon application.

BENGAL BONDED WAREHOUSE
ASSOCIATION.

In conformity with Section 5 of Act V of

[

1854 a General Meeting of Pioprietors will he

held on Wednesday the 14th instant, at noon,
for the inspection of accounts for the half-year

ended 30th April last, the declaration of a

Dividend, the election of two Directors in the

room of Mr. Money Madhab Sain and Mr.
A. £. Harriss who go out by rotation but offer

themselves for re-election and the transaction

of such other business as may be brought
forward.

S. E. J. CLARKE,
Secretaiy,

Calcutta : 1

1st May 1890. /

IN THE PRESS.

Uniform with “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal”

ESSAYS BY A BRAHMAN
IN

Politics, Sociology, History, & Literature

BY
I

the Author of “Travels & Voyages in Bengal.”

Calcutta.

Jleis &* Rayyei Office.

PRICE:

To Subscribers paying before publication Rs.
4|

„ mere registering subscribers ... „ 5
|

„ Ordinary purchasers ... ... „ 6
|

Apply to the Manager, Reis and Rnyyet^

I, Uckoor Diitt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payiible

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL
BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,
BV

SAMBHU C. MOOKERJEE,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jaii Bahadoor,
(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, <‘REIS & RAYYET”
J, Uckoor Dutt’.s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINIONS OF THE PRE.SS.

We have received from the ofl'ice of Reis

and Rayyet.^ one of the leading native news-

papers of Calcutta, .a most readable little broch-

ure written by Baboo Sambhu C. Mookerjee,

once Minister to the late Nawab Faridoon Jah,

Bahadoor, Nawab Nazim of Bengal, Behar and

f)rissa, which gives a griiphic account of the

Baboo’s travels to and in Independent Tip-

perah. Written in capital English and evi-

dently by a gentleman of broad ^’iews and

enlightened mind, the work is decidedly a

valuable addition to the catalogue of English

written Bengalee lileratuie. This bonk of

travels should be read widely not only by

English residents out here, but by our country-

men at home, for it teems with interest and

teaches us far more about Ae fine belt of

unopened country travelled through than any

work of the sort written by an Englishman
would have done. Baboo Sambhu Chunder
Mookerjee is one of whom his countrymen
may well be proud, for he writes throughout

with the moderate and educated pen of

.a thorough gentleman.— The Indian Planters'

Gazette!^ Sportiny^ News, October 4, 1887.

If we have not before noticed Mr. Sambhu
C. Mookerjee’s Travels in Rcnyal^ which was
published some months ago, it is not becau.se

the little book is either dull or pointless. It

contains, on the contrary, much interesting

matter, thuugii some of iljc incidents are over-

weighted with detail in what is facetiously

called a “little booklet.” The author’s view

as a rule is, by the way, facetious : he is given

even to punning
;

but he is also seniimeniai

in tlie highest (legrce-““a naked Whiteman ”

hurts his susceptibilities ; a Hindu girl, bathing

in the river, thiows him into an ecstasy of

delight : “she had sucli laige languishing eyes !”

But he is nothing if not philosophical, and his

reflections on this or that social and political

subject are not without llu-ir moral. Mi.

Sambhu C. Mookerjee wasfoimeiiy Minister

to the “last of the Nawabs N.irim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa” and afterwards Minister

of the Maharaja of Tipperah. He is a man,

therefore, of experience, and when he speaks

his brethren should listen to him
Travels in Beny^al is a readable book, and it

abounds in anecdotes which are often as in-

structive as amusing, and it is not spoiled by
too many political allusions, though, of coinse

some lew have crept in.— 77/^ Pioncei

,

Dec., 1887.

C
RINGER & CO. have in hand the

• largest stock of Homoeopathic Medicines,

Medicine Cases, Medical Sundries, and Books,

&c., &c., for sale at their Homoeopathic Es-

tablishment, 10, Hare Street, Calcutta. Cata-

logue, free on application.

In Pamphlet, Price ^ antias

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW HEARSEY.
Arjolv to I vc/ Office, Calcutta.

PEETHAMS—

Far INDIA and all HOT CLIMATES this Bwectly scented einoUient Milk Is INVALDABLE

IT KEEPS Uic SKIN COOL &nd REFRESHED in the HOTTEST WEATHER,
Removes und prevents all SUNBURN. REDNESS, TRECKLES, TAN, etc., and

* BENDERS the SKIN DELICATELY SOFT, SMOOTH ancLWHlTE,

It entirely lu’cvcnls It from becoming DRY aiiG WRINKLED, and PRESERVES the

COMPLEXION from the scorching effects of the SUN and WIND more effectually tLiui any

other preparaUon. The IRRITATION caused by the PH ES and BTT|Jfi8_otlNFE0Tfi is

wonderluUy allayed by Its use. Por imparting that suit velvety teeling u> Uie fckui, ilu.;

delightful preparatio - has no equal! Sold by all Chemists.

Sole MftkoTf M. BBBTHAM ffc SON, Chemists, Ohe^nham,

CALCUTTA AGENTS : SCOTT THOMPSON & CO,
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“IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF."

All who stiffor find sure relief Jrom

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcuteRheumatism and RheumaticGout,
After years of semi-helplessness and suffer-

mg; while in aStHMA, BRONCHITIS
LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACHE,
SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

for these complaints in their severest and most

rhronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs
Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.
Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In^Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

led as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

oicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Hollies al / Re. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistrect & Co.

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.
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12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,
(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

HOMOPATHIC PHARMACY,
THE

EARLIE.ST & STILL MO.ST EXTENSIVE
DISPENSAR Y IN A S/A

OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,
WKICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE
TRADE IN

INDEPENDENT HOMCEOPATHY
and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & C<». beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned
WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

A^o EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
12, Lai Bazaar, Calcutta.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short winding Keyless Railway Regulat-

ors, of jewelled, enamelled dials, bold
figures and Candian Gold hands, with tem-

pered machinery and dust tight hinged cases

for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare
glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted
to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapness about
them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr.
A. R. Mehta from Bandora says:—“The
7-8 watch I purchased from you two years

back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting Su-
perintendent, ('tovernment Farm, Khandesh,
says “ A watch maker has valued your

Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr, J. Sutcliffe, R.

W. Fusi. Regt., Lucknow, says :
—“ Some valued

it at Rs. 15 and were completely surprised when
I told them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pretty

Candian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-
plete shirt Studs .and Rings set with chemical
diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each. Mr. J.

A. Yclsmore, Satur, says The best gold-

smith of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr, G.
Smith, Salt In‘;pector, Sanikutla, says:—“A
German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and
the ruby nt Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

JEYE8’ SANITARY OOMPOUNDS
In the various shapes of

Liquid, Powder, Soap and Ointment
are invaluable in the Indian climate.

They are perfectly harmless, non-poisonous,
and non-irritant.

They have proved efficacious in skin
diseases. They cure wounds and ulcers. Even
Lepers have found them valuable.

To the rich and the poor, theehealthy and
the sick, they are alike welcome.
They destroy the virus or contagion of small-

pox, measles, typhus and typhoid fevers.

They cleanse your homes and clothes and
purify the air. They keep your body clean, teeth
strong and skin pure. Your bed free from
bugs, your drains inodorous, and clolets free
from bad smells.

They may be used with safety and with
happy results In the sick-room, kitchen, and
every other part of a bouse.

Agents NICOL A CO.,

3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta.

Rivers Steam Navigation, Co.

“Limited.'^

This. Company’s Steamer NAGPORE ”

wilt leave Calcutta for Assam on Tuesday, the
6ih instant.

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel

should be sent to the Company’s Godown^
at Juggannauth Ghat, not later than 5 p.m.
on Saturday, the 3rd inst.

Cachar Line.

The steamer THIKAK of this line will

leave Calcutta for Cachar on the 13th instant
(Tuesday) for which cargo will be received until

5 P.M. of Saturday the loih inst.

Assam Despatch Steamer Service from
Goalundo

and
Daily Mail Steamer Service from

Dhubri to Debuooghur.
A Daily service is maintained from Goalun-

do and Dhubri for passengers and light goods
traffic, /. e,, packages nut weighing over a
ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival
of the urevioiis night’s 9-30 P. M. (Madras time)
train from Sealdah, and Dhubri on arrival of
the mails.

Goods Upvvard or Downward from and to
almost all stations can be booked through from
or to Calcutta via Goalundo or Kannia with
the Eastern Bengal State and connected Rail-
way-Passengers and Parcels via Kannia
only.

Ail particulars as to rates of freight and
passage by all the above mentioned Services to
be had on application to—

macneill a cd,
Agents,

2-1, Clive Chat Street.
Calcutta, the 1st May, 1890.

WATERBURY WATCHES.
Correct time for little money.

E. The ordinary Waterbury ... Rs. 7-8 each.

J, Ordinary size “improved
wind ” for Gentlemen ... „ 13 0 each.

L. a small neat watch suitable
for Ladies ... ... „ 13-0 each

Two years’ Guarantee with each watch.

T. HILL A Co.,

Esplanade East, Calcutt.*!.

A
ny Photograph transferred to porcelain

and thus rendered permanent. Apply to

R. Hotz,

13-5, Government Place, Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY(ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
AND

Review of Politics, Literature, and Society

RATES OF SUBSORIPTIOK.
Yearly ... in advance ... Rs. 12

Half-yearly ... „ ... „ 7

Quarterly ... „ ... „ 4

Monthly ... „ ... Re. 1.8

Single or sample Copy,, ... „ 0-8

RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
Advertisements (three columns to the page and
102 lines to the column) are charged by eth
space taken up, at the rate of 4 annar'a line,

each insertion. The lowest charge for any ad-
vertisement is Rs. 2, except Domestic Occur-
rences, the lowest charge* for which is Rs. 5.

Special rates for Oontraota.
No adaiiional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,
will be charged. Foreign postage separately
charged at the rate 01 4 annas a month or
Rs. 5, a yea:.

Business Communications (post paid) to

be directed to “The Manager.’’ and Literary
Commtinicaiions and books and pamohlets
(carnage paid) to “The Editor” of *‘Reis

• A Rayyet,
’

Office : /, Uckoor Dutfs Lane^ Weilington
Street, Calcutta.

Printed andpublishedfor the Proprietor every Saturday by Muttv Lall Ghose, at THE AeE PRESS, No. /, (Ichoor DutPs Lane, Calcutta.
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

HORACE.
BOOK 11., ODE 16.

When the pale moon is wrapt in cloud,

And blinding mists the stars enshroud,

When on the daik iEgean shore

The bursting surges flash and roar,

The mariner with toil opprest

Sighs for his home, and prays for rest.

So pray the warrior sons of Thrace,

So pray the quivered Medc’s barbaric race .

Grosphus, not gold, nor gems can buy

That peace which in brave souls flnds sanctuary :

Nor Consuls* pomp, nor treasured store,

Can one brief moment’s rest impart,

Or chase the cares that hover o'er

The frettdd roof, the wearied heart.

Happy is he whose modest means afford

Enough—no more : upon his board

Th’ ancestral salt-vase shines with lustre dear,

Emblem of olden faith, and hospitable cheer :

Nor greed, nor doubt, nor envy’s curses deep

Disturb his innocent sleep.

* Why cast on doubtful issues life’s short years }

* Why hope that foreign suns can dry our tears ?

^The exile from his country flies,

*^Not from himself, or from his memories.

Care climbs the trireme’s brazen sides
;

Care with the serried squadron rides ;

Outstrips the cloud-compelling wind,

And leaves the panting stag behind
:

I

vBut the brave spirit, self-possesl,
I

Tempers misfortune with a jest,

With joy the allotted gift receives,
j

The gift denied, to others frankly leaves.
I

I

A chequered life the gods bestow ;

Snatched by swift fate Achilles died : !

I

Time-worn Tithonus, wasting slow, !

Long wept a death denied :
,

A random hour may toss to me •
|

Some gifts, my friend, refused to thee.
j

IloHowa^s Ointment.—Sores, Wounds, Ulcerations, and other !

diseases affecting the skin, are capable of speedy amendment by this I

cooling and healing ointment, which has called forth the loudest praise

from persons who had suffered f»»r years from bad legs,^ Had breasts,

piles, abscesses, and chronic ulcers, after every hope of cure had long '

passed away. None but those who have experienced the soothing I

effect of this Ointment can form an idea of the comfort it bestows by!
restraining inflammation and allaying pain. Whenever Hollowy’s Oint-

ment has been once used it has established its oyrn worth, fhid has again
|

been eagerly sought for as the easiest and safest remedy. 'for all such
complaints. Iti neuralgia, rheumatism and gout, the same application,

prqperly used, gives wondeiful relief.

A hundred flocks thy p.Astiires roam,

Large herds, deep-uddered, low around thy home
At the red close of day :

The steed with joyous neigh

Welcomes thy footstep ; robes that shine

Twice dipt in Afric dyes are thine.

To me kind Fate with bounteous hand

Grants other boon
;
a spot of land,

A faint fl.ime of poetic fire,

A breath from the >Eolian lyre,

An honest aim, a spirit proud

That loves the truth, and scorns the crowd.

Stephen de Verb.

The spectator.

MY BOY.

There is even a happiness

Which makes the heart afraid.

Hood.

One more new claimant for

Human fraternity, •

Swelling the flood that sweeps

On to eternity.

1 who have filled the cup.

Tremble to think of it
;

For be it whai it may,

1 must yet drink of it.

Room for him into the

Ranks of humanity ;

Give him a place in your
*

Kingdom of vanity ;

Welcome the stranger with

Kindly affection.

Hopefully, trustfully,

Not with dejection.

See, in his waywardness,

How his fist doubles
;

Thus pugilistical

During life’s troubles.

Strange that the Neophyte

Enters existence

In such an attitude,

Feigning resistance.

Could he but have a glimpse

Into futurity,

Well might he fight against

Further maturity
;

Yet it does seem to me

As if his purity

Were against sinfulness

Ample security.

Sutscriiers in the country are requested to rentit hy postal money orders^ ifpossible^ as the safest and most conirnient

medium^ particularly as it ensures acknawledgment through the Department No other receipt will be

; / / ,
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Incomprehensible,

Budding immortal,

Thrust all amazedly

Under life’s portal ;

Burn to a destiny

Clouded in mystery,

o Wisdom itself cannot

(3uess at its history,

%
Something too much of this

Timon-like croaking ;

See his face wrinkle now.

Laughter-provoking
;

Now he cries lustily

—

Bravo, my hearty one !

Lungs like an orator

Cheering his party on.

Look how his merry eyes

• Turn to me pleadingly f

Can we help loving him--

Loving cxceedinglj ?

Partly with hopefulness.

Partly with fears—

Mine, as I look at him,

Moisten with teais.

Now then to find a name :

Where shall we seaich for it?

'1‘uin to hih ancestry,

Or to the church for it ?

Shall we endow him with

Title heroic,

After some w-anior,

Poet, or stoic ?

One aunty says he will

Soon “lisp in numbers,’’

Turning his ihoiighis to ihyme.

E’en in his slumbers
;

Walls ihyincd m babyhood -

• No blemislvspots his famc-

Christcn him even so
;

Young Mr. Watts, his name !

News and Our Comments.
I'l has been officially notified that the Birthday of Her Majesty the

gucen, Empress of India, will be kept in India on Saturday the 24th

May—the very day Her Majesty was born. There will be the usual
Slate dinner, after which Hi^ Excellency the Viceroy and Governor-
Gencrai w'lll hold a Levde at the Viceicgal Lodge, Simla, at 9-45 p M
But the Slate ball comes off later—on the 29111. There is no in-

dicalion that the new Lord Mayor of Calcutta will gratify the town on
the birthday as heretofore with his show of a Garden Party. Per-
haps he has not been able yet to make his airangemeius.

•
• •

There was a Garden Pally at Beliedere on Thursday. .Sir Sleuart
Iheie took leave of t^alcutta society and staits for ihe hills on 'i'uesday
next. But he does not go direct to Darjeeling. He spends a day or
two at Cooch Behat under the hospitable loof of the Maharaja.

*

Mr. Macaulay was bulled last Saturday, the Lieuteiiant Govcrnor and
the Director of Public Instruction acting the chief iiiooiiieis. The
former thus notices the death in the Gazette in black

“ 7 '/tf 5M 1890.-11 is with deep regret that tiie Liciiteimnt-Gc
cinor has to announce the death, on the 2iKi May, of Mr C P
Macaulay, C.I.E., who had just iciurned from England to take up t
post of Officiating Chief Sccictary to the Government of Bengal.
By his death at the caily age of 40 the Government have lost i

Officer of distinguished mem and ability, and one who,

***liS* ^ikf
**

^f**"®®**
given pi oofs of high administrative capacity

Mr. Macaulay had been associated foi many years with the adinini
traiion of Bengai, and the Lieiueiiant-Goveinur desires 10 place i

lecoid his high sense of Mr. Macaulay's services, and his keen regi
at his untimely death.” 1

"

The Bengal Government has been prompt in making itAeIcctron and

a proper one of the officiating Chief Secretary. Mr. C. C. Stevens,

Commissioner, Patna Division, will act for Sir John *£dgar, doing

duty from the 13th, Tuesday next. In the meantime, the Officiating

Under- Secretary P. C. Lyon remains in charge of the Judicial

Political and Appointment Departments.

• •

The Government of India, for itself and as representing the Cashmere

Government, has agreed to a telegraphic line from Suchetgurh to Jam-

mu, preliminary to a railway enmeshment of the Unhappy Valley.

• •

The shortest period on record in Literature for journey round the

world is 40 minutes. In his Dream, Shakespeare could not make

Puck “put a gridle lound about the earth” in less than that time.

But a French sa7fani has considerably shortened the distance. He

calculates that a man walking day and night without resting would

take 428 days to make the complete round of the earth
; an express

train would do it in 40 days
;
sound at a medium temperature in 32^2

hums
; a common ball 21)^ houts

;
light a little over one tenth of a

second
;
and electricity passing over a copper wire a little under one-

tenth of a second.

• •

Henclforwakd the District SiJiff Officers, ist and 2nd class, will be

known as Assistant AdjiuanliGencral and Deputy Assistant Adjutant-

General, lespcciively.

• •

Last year, the Indian lea yielded over ro2 million pounds. In the

present, the estimate is 115 millions.

• •

It is announced through the Pioneer that “the Legislative Council is

not likely to commence sitting at Simla for another month to come :

and when it does open, the Session will probably be a quiet and

unostentatious one.”

The Chief of Palitana has offered Ks. 2,000 for a portrait of the Duke
of Connaught.

• •

Nana Naray.an Bmor, the blind Mahratta, has obtained permission

to piactise as a pleader in the Poona Courts. His advocacy must

be cosily, and he will be the wonder of the age, if he succeed in the

profession he has cliosien. He has combatted many difficulties
;

there are yet many more to surmount, not the least of them the

jealousy of his brotiiei pleaders.

The Thakore Saheb of Gondal returns from England earlier than he

had arranged for. He has grown acclimatised to that climate, but

it dues not seem to xigree with the Rani.

• •

A Jain from Culch arrived at Bombay in 1885. He proposed the

construction of a Jain temple, and to prove his ardour and siuceiity

offered Rs. 1,500 as the basis of a subscription. The collection

gradually swelled to Rs. 8,000, and was put in a bank. The astute

Culchee who had by this lime earned the confidence of his com-
munity, proposed a more lucrative investmem of the sum and him.self

offered a higher interest. There was no suspicion and the Rs. 8,000

was transferred to him. The Jain having now gained his object,

made himself scarce. A wairaiu Wxas issued for his arrest. He
has surrendered himself and is in custody.

•
• •

A Fund is being raised in Hyderabad for relief of distress in Mecca
and its neighbomhood. The Nizam himself heads it wiih 4<?. 25,000
from his privy puise.

• •

I HE head Bal Kishen Das --of one of the leading banking firms in*

Hyderabad lias been convicted, by the Niiain's High O/urt, of dis-

honestly using a forged document, and sentenced to one yeai’s im-
prisonment and a fine of a lac of Rupees.

• *
«

The local Government has permitted the Port Commissioners to ex-

pend Rs. 12,417-10-3 for a Jetty at Dabec Roy’s Ghat.
• V

Mr. H. M. Kisch, Postmaster-General, Bengal, acts as Director-
General of the Post Office iii India^duriiig Mr. Fanshawe’s absence
on furlough.
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we take the following report from an English paper of April x8

'*The ninth German Congress on International Medicine was opened
in Vienna on April 15 with an address by Professor Nothnagol, and
speeches by Baron Gautsch, Minister of Public Instruction, and the
Burgomaster. About 500 ph\ sicians and others, including the first autho*
rities in Austria and Germany, are attending the Congress. On April

t6 Dr. Unna, of Hamburg, read a paper on the Physiology of the

Skin. From numerous experiments he had found that by covering the

skin with fatty substances the perspiration was reduced, and the
temperature of the body consequently raised, while the application of

crelaiine had just the opposite effect. Professor Senator corroborated

these statements, and added that the covering of the skin with gelatine

• was a good anti-pyretic. Professor Mosler, of Greifswald, followed with

,i paper on Pemphigus, a malignant vesiculous eruption of the skin.

In his bacteriological examinations of the products of this disease he

had failed to discover micro-organisms, and he inclined to the belief

that the disease belonged to the order of nervous disorders, as he
found that it was always accomp.'inied by pitthological derangements

of the spinal cord. During the discussion which ensued, Professor

Kaposi pointed to the great mortality prevailing among p.aiients suffer-

ing from this disease. Of 200 cases which had come under his obser-

v,ii)OT) 90 per cent, proved fatal. Professor Weber, of H.ille, stated

that he successfully treated a case of pemphigus with warm baths
cijiiiaining permanganate of potash.”

•
* •

The new German Chancellor, with leave of the President, on opening

of the proceedings of the Prussian Diet on April 15, after the Easter

Vacation, addressed the following speech

“
I have to-day for the first time the honour to appear before this

pvalted House. In asking leave to address the^ House before the Orders

of the Day, I have not been animated by any intention of developing

10 you a programme in the name of the Ciuveriuncnt. Such procedure

would appear to me questionable in itself, and, on general grounds, it

would be for me personally, at the moment, impossible. Hitherto a

stranger to political affairs, I am introduced to a sphere of activity, to

obtain even a general survey of which has not up to the present

moment been possible for me, but I consideied it my duty, and I had a

desire to appear here to take the first step towards the establishment

of personal relations between you, gentlemen, and myself. You will

understand that, in view of my great predecessor, 1 must have a keen

desire to enter into personal relations with you, at least in so far as

such personal relations promote the real despatch of business. I

roiikl not but feel like a Minister who commences his official activity

with a serious deficit if I only took my own personality into account at

this juncture ; but if, nevertheless, I have entered upon my new office

with good courage, it is because of the consciousness that other con-

siderations make it possible for me, if not in such measure as my great

predecessor, yet in a humbler degree, to conduct public business for

the well-being of my country. (Applause). I am convinced th.at the

emrice which arose under the distinguished co-operation of Prince

Bismarck, by the force of his genius, his iron will, his profound love of

his co(intry--that this edifice is firmly enough built and ebtablished to

continue, now that the support ot his hand is withdrawn, to resist wind
and weather. (Loud applause). I consider it an cxtieinely gracious

dispensation of Providence, that at the moment when the departure of

Piincc Bismarck from public life came, Providence should have caused
the personality of our youthful exalted Monarch to stand forth so

clearly in its .significance for our own and other lands, and that this

personality is fitted to fill the void and to step before the breach. 1

have, therefore, an irrefragable belief in the future of Piussia. 1 be-

lieve that the continuance of the Prussian State, and of the German
Empire, which rests on its shoulders, will long remain a necessary event
111 the world’s history

;
and 1 believe that this country, and this empire,

liave still before them a future full of hope. (Loud applause). You will

h.ive read his Majesty’s words that the course steered remains the old

one, and the ciicuinstaiices that my colleagues continue in their offices

undisturbed will demonstrate to you that the Government has not any
intention to inaugurate a new era. (.applause on the Right). But it is

involved in the nature of the ca.se and in human nature, that against
a foice like that of Prince Bismarck’s other forces could hardly find

place, that, in the face of his resolute and self-reliant ways of regarding
^nd conducting affairs, many another tendency had to fall into the
hnckground, many an idea, many a desire, even if justifiable, could
not be fulfilled. (Hear, hear, on the Left.) The first consequence of

1

a personal change, with reference to the Government itself, will be this,
|

that the particular Ministerial Departments will gain larger scope and
greater prominence than hitherto. (Applause on the Left.) It will, i

tiien, be inevitable that within the Prussian Ministry the old collegiate

conbmution of the Ministry shall obtain more recognition than was
possible under that mighty President of the Ministry. (Applause.)

Without possessing any formal authorisation, I believe I am warranted
•n d«*claring, in agreement with niy colleagues, that the Governrqent
will everywhere be ready to receive such arrears of desires and ideas,
('I subject them to fresh examination, and, so far as the Government
becomes convinced of their practicability, to fulfil them. (Applause.)
We shall accept what is good from wherever and through whom-
'"ever it may come—(loud applause)—and we will execute it when its

Execution, according to our convfction, is compatible with the good of

.Slate. (Applause). If the Government is ready to n^cet thp House
'nd the desires of the country in this fashion I may venture to express

hope that I also may reckon upon the same attitude on this side
1

if the House and of honourable gentlemen. We will willingly co-
j

operate with all, and we hope for their close union, in view of the
iiideniably difficult home situation which we shall probably have to

We will co-operate with all who have the welfare of Prussia at

and are minded to aid in the further conduct of the eitablith-
Qeiu and development in a national sense uf this Empire.”

M. Pasteur^s chief assistant has found cinnamon fatal to the typhoid

fever microbe.

• •

At the Hoogly Criminal Sessions, Sairavi Dast» aged 25, was cibnvicted

of false personation of another woman before a Sub-Registrar and

execution of a deed of sale for a valuable consideration, and sentenced

to one year’s rigorous imprisonment. Two men who identified her

before the Registrar have been ordered two years each.

#*# >
As a rule, rural Sub-registrars are miserably paid and too much work

exacted of them. It is therefore not to their interest to be sufficiently

careful or punctilious in the discharge of their duties, and whenever

they find it profitable they make no scruple to relax the rules of the

department. The whole system needs amendment, specially in the

selection and remuneration of Sub-registrars.

***

The Magistrate of Hooghly has sentenced a village Guru to four

months’ hard labour for introducing two passed bqy-students at the

last Primary Examination. The two boys have received as their

prizes, by order of the same Magistrate, ten stripes each. We are

afraid, the pass system—payment by results— is at the bottom of this

disgrace.

• •

An old and systematic swindler has at last been spotted. Amrita Lai

Duy, of 69, Aheritolla-street, Calcutta, has been sentenced to two

months’ rigorous imprisonment by the Ranchee Deputy Magistrate. He

h.id applied to the Maharaja of Chota Nagpore for contribution towards

an institution which existed in his imagination, named the Lansdowne

Royal Scientific College. The Maharaja smelt a rat, and made enquiries.

The Police at last took up the matter and brought to light other de-

linquencies of the Baboo.

Two months hence, Mr. Dey will doubtless be found in Upper India,

an eloquent missionary uf the Congress, like another well-known to the

Bengal Police, who is now an oracle to our friends of the Advocatt.

• •

Gkokue Ckofton’s Pastoral Theatre in the maidan closes after to-

night’s performance. It seems not to have been patronized sufficiently

for a longer duration.

The Hardings make their last appearance at the Corinthian on Mon-

day next.

Notes, Leaderettes, and

Our Own News.

The tenders for the new three per cent. Indian loan of ;^5,4oo,ooo

came up to ^10,500000. Tenders at ^99-3-0 will receive 16 per cent,

and above la lull. The price of issue was 98.

bir John Gorst, in reply to a question, said* that Lord Reay had

threatened out not tendeted iiis resignation, as he was reported to

have done in his speech while leaving Bombay.

The Poor-house Lunatic Asylum near Norwich, New York, was, on

the 8ih instant, reduced to ashes. Eleven idiots and two other inmates

perished. A ferry steamer on the Ohio was capsized the same day drown-

ing twelve passengers. Another lunatic asylum, at Montreal, has also

been destroyed by fire, burning and killing sixty inmates and damaging

property valued at a million dollars. The lunatics who escaped are

still at large and are coininiiting mischief by setting fire to houses

A loss of 10 million dollars by frauds over a period of years has been

discovered in the Customs Department of the Argentine Republic.

The railway strike in Ireland has closed and the men have returned

to duty. Those at Koubaix and Tourcoing in France are nearing

their end.

Mr. Stanley bad been to Windsor where he dined with the Queen,

staying all night at the Castle. He had certainly a grand opportunity

for dating his communications for the nonce from the royal abode.

There was a monster reception of the explorer by the Geographical

Society at Albert Hall on the sih. Royalty and authority were repre-

sented by the Prince of Wales, the Duke of Edinburgh and the Duke

of Cambridge. Mr. Stanley described the geographical results of his

journey and the Prince of Wales presented him with a special gold

medal of the Society.
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Mr. Smith announced in Parliament that Government was prepared

)0 discuss the Crawford case but could not aif ud facilities for a

discussion.

Portugal has agreed, as was certain, to submit the Detagoa Bay

dispute to arbitration.

The Emperor himself opened the German Reichstag on the 5th.

His Majesty declared that his efforts were unceasingly directed to the

continued maintenance of peace and that he had succeeded in strength-

ening the con^dence of the Powers by that policy. He will cultivate

existing defensive alliances and friendly relations with all foreign

Powers. Any displacement of the balance of power will, he said,

endanger the equilibrium forming the basis of the peace policy of

Germany.

The Emperor passed under review the resolutions of the Berlin

Labour Conference, and expiessed his greatest solicitude for the inter-

ests of workmen. He pointed out the urgency which existed for the

amelioration of the conditions of Labour, in regard to which the Powers

were concerting jneasures of relief.

The proposed increase of the army, which begins on the 1st of

October, was, the Emperor said, in consequence of the action of neigh-

bouring Powers in the same direction. I

Among the bills announced are the Military Bill, which is already
j

known, and measures for the protection of woikmcn.
j

I'HE heat is e.xcessive in Calcutta. But the epidemics are dying out.

The Influenza has almost ceased, the later attacks proving fatal in

some cases. The moitality last week from cholera was reduced to

15 from 18 and 27 of the two preceding weeks. The deaths from

smull-pox were 20 against 36 in the previous week. The total deaths

from all causes were 230 against 270 and 345 of the earlier fortnight.

On account of the heat of the season, under advice of the Health

Otificer, the Port Officer has advised the commanders of vessels

not to expose their crews to the sun between the hours of u a.m.

and 4 P.M. That is of course an obvious necessary precaution, but, like

many other obvious truths of grave importance, often strangely neg-

lected, resulting in disease and even death among the poor sailors.

To sailors equally with landsmen we are prepared to give advice

which, if not of the obvious kind, will, we trust, be found nonetheless

useful. Take frequent draughts of the sherbet of the pulp of green

mango thrown into the fire and taken out before it is calcined. The
green mango, indeed, in diflfcrent forms, is a tried preventive of sun-

sickness. Announced to the European world by the late Raja Radhakanu
Deb Bahadoor, of Sobhabazar, during the Mutinies, for the express

purpose of saving the invaluable lives of the British soldiery who were

succumbing daily to the heat of the march or the halt under exposure,

and adopted not without reluctance, it was a discovery of the highest

importance. Thus the Bengalis who had invited the British to the

sovereignty of this country, again helped them in their hour of sorest

trial to maintain the h&ld.

The noble example of the Maharaja of Vizianagram is already bearing

fruit. The Cooch Behar Government has sanctioned, as a permanent

charge on the State, a monthly grant of rupees one hundred towards a

professorship in Dr. Sircar’s Association for the Cultivation of

Science. This liberality of the Maharaja is worthy of Bengal’s own
Prince. The amount may not be enough to draw a Professor, but

the Durbar may increase it in lime, and other Princes and Chiefs

may come forward with their quotas.

While an expedition has been sent to Europe to speak down Lord

Cross and the existing rt[^ime and cry up Mr. Bradlaugh and De-
mocracy and altogether sumjhno the good people of England into

faith in the Congress as the true political Saviour, patriots of less en-

terprise have kept themselves within the Kalapani to conquer and
consolidate at home. In the North, Pandit Ajiidhia Nath has been

taking city after city. And what wonder ? The notice of bis coming
circulated in advance is itself a triumph :

—

“May the Empress
CONGRESS ! of India’s pros- CONGRESS !

PKRITV ENDURE,
CONGRESS I

Be it known that on April 4, 1890, on Friday, at 3-30 p.m., a very
gieai Congress meeting will be held, at which thousands will be pre-

sent, .at (such-and-such a place). At that meeting the Hon’ble Pandit
' Adjiidhia Nath will explain Congress matters, and wifi speak about the
petition which will be presented to Parliament, of which the object
is the remission of tax (maafitikas)y the advancement of Hindustan,
and the strengthening of the English Government. All raises and
residents are invited to attend.”

The cleverness of that writer is beyond doubt, whatever may be

thought of his principles. He starts with the assurance of success.

There will be a great meeting of thousands in favour of the Congress.

It matters little whether you attend or not, but in your own interest

you can not well neglect such an opportunity of showing the stuff

in you.

The notification does not stick at trifles. It roundly offers the most

tempting of all political baits—remission of taxation. As for the

elective system, a discreet silence is maintained.

Here is another of the recent orders of the Government of India,

in the Home Department, evidently the outcome of the inglorious

ending of the Calcniia Town Hall meeting in honor of His Roynl

Highness Prince Albert Victor of Wales. It is addressed to all the

Local Governments and .Administrations ;

—

“ I am directed to say that the Governor-General in C<uincil has had

uniler consideration the attitude which should be maintained by offi-

cers in the service of Government towards political and quasi-political

movements with which they may be brought in contact. Servant*^

of Government have not the same liberty of action as private indivi-

duals and are bound to hold them.selves aloof from many movements

which are perfectly legitimate in themselves and which private persons

are free to promote. Their participation in such movements is open

to objection, because their connection with tlicm is likely to creatf'

and even to be appealed to for the purpose of creating a false impres-

sion in the minds of ignorant persons that such movements have the

countenance of Government and because their influence with the com

munity at large is liable to be impaired by their indentifying themselves

with the class by which the movement is promoted.

2. For these reasons His Excellency in Council desires that the

following rules may be observed by all Government servants

As a general rule no officer of Government should attend at h

political meeting when the fact of bis presence is likely to be miscon-

strued as to impair his usefulness as an official.

No officer of Government may take part in the proceedings 01

a political meeting or in organizing or promoting a political meeiin^;

Or agitation.

(c) If in any case an officer is in doubt whether any action wliu l.

he proposes to take would contravene the terms of this order, the

matter should be referred to the Head of the Department or District

and if necessary to the Local Government or Administration.”

Pandit Prannath Saras waii, M.A., B.L., the worthy son of the late

Justice Sambhu Nath Pandit, has been elected the Tagore Law Profe^

sor for the next session. He came, he saw, he conquered, for he had

the appointment almost for the mere asking, as he had not, like hb

brother pleaders, to wait and wait till other favorites had been pr')

vided for. The University has done itself honour as well in the selec-

tion as in the manner thereof. Pandit Saraswati is one of the n)o>i

accomplished and learned of our lawyers and publicists.

The practice of flaying alive goats in Calcutta, coupled with the m

adequate punishment awarded by the Honorary Presidency Magis-

trates, has, we see, attracted the attention of the Press in England, -

Mr. Labouchere, in particular, making it an occasion for attributing

hard-heartedness to the natives of India generally.

tn simple justice, we must exonerate our Mahomedan brethren

all responsibility in the scandal. It was the brutal conduct of some

Hindoo butchers of Calcutta, that first brought the matter under public

notice. That it has reached the dignity of an English agitation, cvr

owe to the incapacity of the Honorary Magistrates who tried tbeni<

to rciUise the gravity of the offence committed by the butcherb

The chief responsibility, however, rests not with the unpaid

The Indian journals never dealt tenderly with the practice, and alwap

sevcrtjly commented on the insufficiency of the punishments awarded.

But no body took the trouble to enquire why alt these cases of

exceptional character were made over to the Honorary Magistrate^

for trial, and why not a single one of them was retained on ih«

I
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tik of the Stipendiary Magistrates, These quietly allosved the cases

ti) be transferred to the Benches, without making a precedent for them

to follow. We must not, however, omit to mention that the highest

penalty under tlie Cruelty to Animals Act-^under which these prose-

cations were made, is only a hue of Rs. too, and it was doubted whether

the Act was4(|j|,ended to cover the particular oflfence.

The tendency of th^ stipendiary magistrates has long been to take a

brief magisterial airing on the bench, doing as little as they can and

making over the bulk of their work to the poor Honorary Magistrates.

It is strange that Government do not take notice of such a state of

alT.iirs, so long continued, at the very capital.

A Jew, Elias H. Solomon, is under arrest for colossal frauds on the

bank of Bengal and tlie Hong-Koug and Shanghai Bank. He is

charged with defrauding the Banks of over ten lacs of rupees by foigcd

documents—opium passes. The Bank of Bengal started the prosecu-

tion, but Government intervened and wanted to take charge of the

case. The Bank resisted the altctnpt. It brought down Counsel-

lor Woodroffe to the Magistracy but ultimately retired, leaving thoi pro-

.seculion to Government. Mr. Apear thus opened the ^case on behalf

of Government against the accused

“The accused was for some years a constituent of the Bank of

Bengal. ‘ He was a purchaser of opium from the Government sales,

and was both a dealer and shipper of opium. On many occasions the

accused had received advances from the Bank of Bengal on what were

called passes issued by the Board of Revenue alter the usual monthly

sale of opium. These sales were notifiedin the beginning of the year.

The purchasers paid the necessary deposit and then paid the balance,

and obtained passes, showing that the chests were in the godown, and

were the property of the persons to whom the passes weie granted, or

in whose name they were endorsed. On the 2lst of January last the

accused took four opium passes, representing 600 chests of opium, to

Mr. Balfour, the then Superintendent of the Loan Department in the

Bank of Bengal, and representing them to be opium passes for which

chests of opium were in the godowns of the Board of Revenue, he got

an advance of six lacs of rupees. On the 6ih of February in the same

way he brought two passes representing 350 chests of opium, and ob-

tained an advance of three lacs and forty thousand. Mr. Balfour gave

over charge of the Loan Department on the nth ^^arch to Mr. David

Crowe. On the 2oih March, Solomon, the accused, paid one lac on the

four passes which he had pledged with the Bank on the 21st of Janu*

ary, and redeemed one of the four passes, so that three passes were

left, and five lacs still unpaid. On the yih of April accused brought

two more passes representing 335 chests of opium, and obtained from

the Bank of Bengal two lacs and eighty-three thousand rupees. The
passes bore the endorsement of E. H. Solomon, and were forgeries.

Subsequently, accused, being pressed, sent another pass representing

75 chests of opium as adJtional cover for the loans of advances

made to him by the Bank. These forged passes purported to bear the

Signatures of J, Knox Old, Superintendent, and G. C. ChuckerbiUiy,

Assistant, in the Board of Revenue, which were forgeries. The genuine

passes bore the Government stamp which were not on the forged pass-

es. Mr. Apear .said he would nl.so prove that comparing the willing in

the body of the documents and the signature of the accused, they were

in the same handwriting, and that the signaiiiics of J. Knox Oid and

Ci. C. Chuckerbutiy were foi genes. He would also show that when
these passes for opmm were alleged to be in existence, theie was not

the quantity of opium in the Government godowns. It would also be

proved that the Nos. of the lots shown on the passes wcMe the Nos.

sold to Mr. Gubliuy, and ihe opium dclivcied to him when called for.

It would be shown conclusively that, on the representation made by the

accused that the documents were genuine passes, cheques were given

to him by the Bank of Bengal, and the cheques bore his endorsements
on them.”

The case stands adjourned to Monday next.

Meanwhile, our King of Isriiel—the same Solomon—we find, figures

in the Insolvent Court.

After having done all the mischief possible, Mahnmahnpadhya

Mahesh Chandra Nyaraina now awakes from his sleep of Kumbluik.iina

to pour oil over the troubled water. He was evidently not prepared to

be caught in the act—of striking at the religious and social institutions

of his Hindu fellow-subjects. Our publication of his secret corres-

pondence with the Chamber of Commerce forced him out from cover.

He now makes a virtue of necessity and lays hi.s correspondence before

the public. In his coveting letter to the Siatesmany he thus justifies

his conduct in connection with the Doorga Pooja holidays

“ Several letters condemning me in connection with the question of

Hindoo holidays having appeared in your correspondence colunins,

I beg the favour of your publishing the annexed copies of correspond-
ence that passed between the Chamber of Commerce ‘and me on the

subject. 1 shall feel much obliged by your kindly drawing your readers’

attention to tlie fact that I was asked only to furnish a list of the

Hindo^ holidays, fartuutarisinji the days that are days of ’actual
worship,’ and to indicate, in the list of Hindoo^ holidays given in the

Bengal Goyernineiit notification, the days * imperatively required for

the performance of religious rites, and especially the stnetiy w.oribip

day^ in the Doorga and Lakhsmi Poojas,’ but that 1 was not asked to
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mention Ihe number of days for which 1 thought offices should be
closed on the occasion of each Pooia. For the Doorga Pooja, as a

matter of fact, I consider 12 days holiday, for various reasons, by no

means too long.”

The Pandit, after his wont, wants to please everybody. When he

rushed into correspondence with the Chamber, he knew whjy he was

doing and knew why the Chamber selected him, of all men, and for

what purpose, and now that he is assailed from another quarter, by his

own people, the Nayaratna lakes shelter under a quibble, and assures

his people that the 12 days’ holiday is by no means too long.

Some one—doubtless no friend to the Papacy—has calculated that the

Cardinals at Rome receive an aggregate pay of j£7So,ooo a year. But

then the revenues of the Anglican Bishops ? The receipts of the

various Churches together form no doubt a v.ist and fonninable total,

before which the emoluments of all the Bnihinans that ever lived sink

into a veritable beggar’s dole.

AmariCA maintains its n.ame for being “go-ahead” in every thing.

The latest discovered Continent has itself in our age taken rank as the

Land of Dincoveties. It has now surpassed itself by the invention

of a new and perfectly original grievance. There is a Brummagem

in L.incashire in England and there is a Biumin.igeiii in Connecticut

in the United States. The British Brummagem takes the lead of

the whole world in brass, Paris itself corning after it. But for

brazenness all round, the Transatlantic Brummagem beats the

universe. The girls of the Brass Factory there have, after the manner

of workingmen elsewhere, struck work. The problem here is not

economical but rather emotional—not so much political as poetical.

The girls’ ground for mutiny is thoroughly characteristic. They

inveigh against the lyianny of Capital encroaching on the right divine

of gals to make love and be foolish. They would rather starve than

continue to earn the wages of such slavery. •

Lest the reader think we arc drawing upon our imagination for this

picture of the female proletariat of the go-a-head Continent, we extract

the foilo^ving paragraph which is going the round of the press

“At Birmingham, Connecticut, the girls employed in the llousatonic
Brass Company’s factory have struck because they are not allowed to

fiirt with men across the street.”

Poor Brass Giils ! Kelcntles Brass Masters ! The prohibition sub-

tracts all poetry fioin the factory. What is the life of a factory gal

worth after the loss of the dear privilege? Down with the Black Act I

Flirting for ever I

The Director of Public Instruction thus reports on the working of the

Government School of Att during 1888-89

The number of students has risen from 158 to 172, and the expendi*

ture fiom public revenue from Rs. 24,978 to Rs. 25,462.

Mr. Jobbms remaiks that the students in the technical classes are

doing excellent work, pariicularly in the wood-engraving and litho-

graphic classes, and a considerable amount of outside work has been
satisfactonly executed. Less work has been done this year in the ad-

vanced paiiuiiig classes owing to the fact that 22 of the advanced
students havp euteretl as candidates for the first certificate of the 3rd

grade. Tne woik prescribetl for this certificate includes examples in

various stages of drawing as light anti sh.ide, outline, drawing with

insiriimenis, &c. Tlie second cciiificaie, “ Painting and Design ” will

tie commenced after the complriion of the fit st. It is estimated that

the execution of the woiks and preparation tur the examination wilt

take a year for each ceriificale.

The holdei of onemr moie certificates of the 3rd grade will be eligible

for employment as teachers.

Special classes have been instituted for those students desirous of

becoming tcaclieis. Lectures on Per^periive, Practical Geometry and
Model Drawing, arc now given every week.

Another innovation is the e:»t.iblishment of, .i class for still-life paint-

ing. The progress of the students in this class has been most
satisfactory.

In the elementary classes free-hand test papers (to be worked in a
given time) are given out every week. The Superintendent examines

and marks them himself and the results ate put tip in a conspicuous

place in the class rooms.

The following prizes have been ofiered for competition among
students of the school.

His Excellency the Viceroy. A silver medal to be awarded to the

student who at the end of the year has made the greatest progress

in any of the classes under instruction.

The Hon’ble Sir Alfred Croft. Four silver medals.

1. For the best head painted from life in colours in any medium.
2. For the best study of still-life in oils or water-colours.

3. For the best example of modelling in clay or wax.

4. For the best architectural drawing.

These piizes have been instituted in connexion with the Calcutta

An Society.

His Highness the Bara Thakur of Tipperab. A gold medal.

Maharaja Sir Joteadro Mohan Tagore. A silver medal.

i
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The Superintendeut mentions the great assistance be has received

fiom Mr. Ghilardi, the Assistant Principal, and liaboo Annoda Prosad

Bagchi the Headmaster.

' yeZf/5 (Sr YYET.
SATURDAY, MAY 10, 1890.

A CONGRESS PUBLISHER AND THE
LITERATURE OF THE CONGRESS.

Whatever opinions niay be held by different politi-

cians and thinkers about the objects of the Congress,
or about the seasonableness or unseasonableness of
the agitation or its methods, the phenomenon of the
agitation itself is indisputable, though its proportions
and influence may be exaggerated. The movement
has drawn thousands in all parts of the Kmpire, in-

cluding men of all sorts—good, bad and indifferent.

The prime movers and their immediate followers are
not a few, and they are all working with no little

energy. Their wisdom may be questioned, their

tactics condemned, their very sincerity suspected,
but their apparent zeal is patent, h'ew as the chief
leaders may be, they have plunged into the thing
with heart and soul. They have made sacrifices and
shown ability. They have maintained the movement
with their purse, and have planned and perfected a
great organization with numerous branches and wide
ramifications, brom thi.s point of view at any rate,

they are entitled to indulge the highest hopes, and
may well declare

—

’Fis not in mortals to command success
;

But we’ll do more, Sempronius
; we’ll deserve it.

The Congress h.-is its press of course. All the Hindu
journalism of the country, with three notable excep-
tions, is devoted to its service. That is a phenomenal
fact. The Congress has found its Publisher too. Not
that it has any recofjnised publishing House, but, with
its luck in other re.spects, it has received the advantage
of one. The times have evolved it—the movement
has created it. A speculative printer has seized the
opportunity. That enterprising gentleman is Mr.
Ganga Prasad Varma, of Lucknow. .Although not by'

Appointment, he is to all intents and purposes Pub-
lisher to the Congress. And he is the sole Publisher.
There is no other in the field. Nor is there any
likelihood of one. For, his publications are the des-
pair of all brethren of the craft who might aspire to
have a hand in the pie. By his cheap and prompt pro-
duction he will always* distance all competition. His
work is far from handsome, but it is good enough,
and, what is the prime consideration, within the
means of the reading classes. His paper is not milk-
white, nor his ink jet-black, but as the paper is thick
and the type new, the print is clear. And surely
sumptuous letter-press is much of a waste in matters
so ephemeral, and distinctly out of place in this
country. •

Mr. Varma—the trade name of his business is

G. P. Varma and Brothers (sic) Press—has, by his
printing and publishing activity, doubtless advanced
the cause. During the last two years, he has issued
tract upon tract. These were not original works, but
they were virtually such to most, and useful to all.

Made up of matter from the newspapers and
periodicals in England and in this country, they from
the ITfst allowed the masses of the Indian reading
public a real opportunity of perusing and pondering
what was said on the great Movement in the
two countries. Newspapers like the Pioneer are
in no sense popular. The circulation they boast

of is exclusive and sectional—simply rai:ia]—being
confined to Europeans. Even the official Gazette
is caviare to the general, and publicaUon in the
newspapers under European conduct is no pub-
lication to the people. As for the journals of
Great Britain, the very names of most of them
had not been heard by most natives. Even the
more educated among them have not to this day
seen a copy of the Times or the St. James's Gazette.
Hence the value of Mr. Varma’s labours in educating
the popular mind on the subject of the Congress.
Even those who had seen the speeches, epistles and
essays in their original spheres at their first appear-
ance, appreciated their reproduction together in a
durable and handy form.

Mr. Varma’s most important publication was one
of his earliest. In a thick royal octavo volume, in un-
boaKled coloured paper cover rather than a pamphlet
—under the name of India in England, he fairly

broke ground and laid the solid foundation of his
claim to be the Publisher of the Congress. This is

a reprint of all that had been said and written on the
subject in England in 1888. First, we have so much
of Sir William Hu'.itcr’s addre.ss at the annual
meeting of the National Indian Association at
Willis’s Rooms on the 3rd March of that year, under
the presidency of Lord Hobhouse, on Recent Move-
ments in India as relates

, to the National Congress,
with Sir Charles A. Turner’s remarks thereto and
Mr. Dadabhai Naorojee’s speech too. After another
short speech by the last named, comes a longer
speech from Mr. Caine, M.P. Then comes the Pro-
gramme of the Indian Political Agency, followed by
the covering letter of the President forwarding the
Proceedings of the Third National Congress.
1 he really valuable matter now appears in Sir
W. W. Hunter’s letters to the Times. Then come
extracts from the newspapers. The pamphlet which
the late Chief Justice of Bengal published soon after
his retirement

A

Few Plain Truths about India”—is next reprinted, followed by Mr. Boniierjea’s
speech at- Wainfleet, then Messrs. Bonnerjea and
Norton’s speeches at Gateshead, again Mr. Bonner-
jea’s speeches at four different places, Mr. Brad-
laugh’s speech on Our Indian Empire, Sir William
Wedderburn’s Lecture on Our Duty to India, an
extract from a letter from Sir John Phear on the
Congres.s, and a short letter to the Times by Mr.
Digby on Sir Auckland Colvin. Then follow two
appendices containing Mr. Norton’s letters to the
Hindu and various letters and articles bearing on
the subjects. The whole is preceded by an original
Introduction of some dozen pages.

“ The National Congress Vindicated ” is another
of Mr. Varma’s publications of last year, containing
Lord Dufferin’s St. Andrews’ Dinner Speech and Mr.
Norton’s Open Letter to the Marquess of Dufferin.
The same year he published "Two Memorable
Speeches of Mr. Eardley Norton delivered a|,^Pat-
cheappah’s Hall, Madras, giving an account of the
work of'the Indian Political Agency and his English
1 ravels. ’ 1 hesc are all interesting brochures, and
their value will be daily more and more recognised as
people require to refer to any of the incidents of the
movements going on. Such a publisher is an im-
portant ally to the cause.

NEPAL.
The Indian Political Agency is doing magnificent
work. That will be conceded by friends . and foes
alike. No candid mind can help admiring die ability
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with which il is being worked
;
above all, its energy

fairly staggers one. The Indian Congress whose in-

terests it was started to promote, would have been

sufficient to engross the working capacities of any

organization. To recommend such a novel move-

ment with the gY’ave problems and wide possibilities

involved in it to a practical unimaginative people

like the British, is a task of the heaviest and most

exhausting kind imaginable. But the Congress is

but one departnjent of the Agency, though by no

means the least important. The Political Agency

is a grtidt unofficial India Office in London and no

mean rival of the official institution. It is regarded

by the people of India, suffering from the indiffer-

ence of the official classes and the secret methods

of government prevailing in this country, as a final

board of appeal. It lends ear to all complaints,

and advises and helps parties to the best of its power.

What an enormous amount of work must be thus

thrown upon it, may be imagined ! Up to this, it is

struggling valiantly with the ever-crowding demands

upon its resources. In its miscellaneous department,

the Agency has done some notable work. We are

only afraid that the discerning public is unable to

keep pace with the quick succe-ssion of public ques-

tions turned out by it. Certainly, amidst the vast

mass the proportions of different subjects are a[)t to

l)e missed.

Some such cau.se must account for the strange neg-

lect which has befallen the Agency’s literary effort

in behalf of the despoiled and exiled Princes of Nepal.

Neither in the cause nor in the treatment thereof, was

there anything to justify indifference. It must there-

fore be that the multiplicity of the interests forced on

the notice has bewildered the public and the press

into an attitude of dumb show before a brilliant per-

formance. Such undoubtedly is Mr. Digby’s ela-

borate pamphlet. We call it a pamphlet advisedly,

as advocating a cause in practical politics, otherwise,

it might well be described as a grave work. To be-

gin with, it comes to us in all the dignity of a well

printed and profusely illustrated octavo, bound in

doth gilt. The matter is historical, involving no

little research, and the manner is of the best. Apart

from the particular cause advocated, the book is a

valuable contribution to the history of Nepal with

special reference to the course of British relations

with that country. Indeed, but for its immediate ob-

ject, it would pass for a smart historical essay. The
main portion sets out with an account of the kingdom

of Nepal and proceeds to relate its various fortunes

until the ascendancy of Sir Jung Bahadoor who con-

.solidates the power and cements the alliance with

Great Britain in the most splendid manner by fight-

ing her enemies during the Mutinies. Then it goes

on to recount the story of the pre.sent usurpation

effected by base ingratitude and treachery and attend-

ed with massacre and spoliation and the present

wretchedness of Sir Jung’s family. The whole is

preceded by some striking prefatory matters.

We will content ourselves with quoting the greater

part of the preface as a specimen of the writing and

an introduction into the subject :

—

“In 1857

Sir Jung Bahadur places the resources of the Kingdnmof Nepal at

the service of the Governor-General of India. The offer is accepted.

Less than a year after Lord Canning expresses cordial thanks for the

aid which the Prime Minister of Nepal and his brave soldiers renderrd

in the suppression of the Mutiny, and add.s :
‘ The friendly^condiict of

his Governmei\t, and the exertions and successes of bis troops, will be

held in grateful recollection not less in England than in India.’ That
Lord Canning was speaking the mind of England in so saying the

English oewspai^fS or the day bear testimony.

In 1886 and 1887

another Viceroy and Governor-General of India is, in view of what was

said in 1858, asked to interest himself in Nepal, and to show some
kindness to the f.imily of India’s friend in Mutiny days. The D<»wager

Queen of Nepal, a daughter of Sir Jung Bahadur, and other relatives of

the late Prime .Minister of Nepal, ate refugees in India. TMey have

been driven from their country and their homes by an act of wholly

unjusiifi.iblc usurpation, the country not being misgoverned, and by a

series of peculiarly base assassinations of most dearly beloved relatively

The Maiqiiis of DufTerin and Ava is Viceroy and Goveinor-General.

In culture, in broad-mindedness, and in a chivalrous sensitiveness to

every honourable obligation binding upon the British nation Lord

Dnfferin is regarded as without a superior, and as nctf having many
equals. Nevertheless, incredible as il may seem, with Lord Canning’s

plighted woid on behalf of both England and India brought specially

to his attention, his Excellency leaves the distressed daughter and

nephew of Sir Jiing Bahadur wluilly without sympathy, and refiauis

from exercising that fiicndly intervention which was asked for and

which could so easily have been rendered. One explanation, apparent-

ly, IS alone possible. The Indian Foreign Office evidently had no

ropy of Lord Canning’s letter to the Secret Committee of the East

India Company, and Sir Mortimer Diiiand was, therefore, unable to

verify the accuracy of the statements attributed to the Viceroy of thirty

years ago.”

“The ‘grateful recollection not less in England than in India’

vouchsafed with siiiccnly to Sir Jung Bahadur by Lord Canning has

been wholly effaced from the minds of the rulers of India, riiere

remains England, whose ‘grateful recollection’ Lord Canning felt

himself justified in proffering. It is the object of tliis liitle work to

ascertain whether gratitude for such unique and most valuable aid as

Sir Jung Bahadur rendeied is as little cherished in England as, appa^

rently, it i‘« m India. The Dowager Queen of Nepal, her cousin Gener

al Dhoje Nursing, and other Nepalese refugees in India, entertain n.»

doiihi on this point. They believe British statesmen who ruled India

in past days said wh.at they meant and meant what they said, and that

the British nation will stand by what they saitl. Not statesmen only

have spoken. H. K. H. the Prince of Wales, and not a few of ih^

nobles of England, have been lavish in their acknowledgments of

Nepalese belt) and goodwill to Britain in India, and, it iiui.st be

presumed, have not been uniniiulfnl of the obligations consequen-

tial on such .acknowledgments. The belief is cherished, with .i

confidence and fidelity that have in them much that is touchm-g,

that sei vices so splendnl and so timely as those rendered by

Sir Jnng Bahadur in 1857 and in 1858, and the subsequent hearty

recognition of those services, cannot fail to bear some fruit. The

Cl op looked for is not large. Only a little thoughtful consideration,

and friendly intervention in a quarter where one word spoken with

firmness from the Viceroy and Governor-General of India would be

butficient, in redemption alike of Treaty provisions and personal pro

mises, are sought. These pages will have been written in vain if at

least this much of justice is ii(»t granted through the friendly efforts of

English people, or, better still, of his own generous and grateful motion,

l)v The Marquess of Lansdowne, Viceroy and Governor-General of

li d a, with whom is the power and, I would fain hope, the will also to

do all* that is desired and all that is due.”

Mr. Digby has evidently had very able assistance

in the correspondence of some of the fugitive princes.

General Dhoj Nursing in particular, on the subject of

their grievances. He has with a true artist’s eye

enriched his pages by freely quoting from their

letters. For example, we quote a capital letter ad-

dressed to the head of the Jungs by the other mem-

bers who had made up their minds that the good

offices of the British Government should be

invoked :— »

“ May it please your Royal Highness,

With piofound deference and submission we, the undersigned,

beg to approach your Royal Highness with this humble representation,

expressive of our deep disappointment at the ungenerous treatment

which we have experienced at the hands of the Government of India.

After ihc treacherous murder of our universally beloved Prime Minister,

Maharajah Sir Ranadip Sing, and the usurpation of p^.wer by Ibr

Shiimshere and his brothers, we were induced lo come to British India

in the confident hope of receiving every assisl.ance from our powerful

ally in rescuing our country from the hands of the usurpers. Thar

hope
services which Nepal had rendered to the Govern-

ment of India during the Indian Mutiny ;

and,

2ndly. On the third claus" of our Treaty with the British Gov-

ernment (No. XLVII of 1801), which provides ‘ that

the principals and officers of both Governments will

cordially consider the friends and enemies of either

Slate to be the friends and enemies of the other ;
and

this consideration must ever remain permanent and in

force, from generation to generation.’

But our hope was doomed to bitter disappointment. Within about

two months of the cruel murder of Maharajah Sir Ranadip Sing, the

Government of India, perhaps at the instance of a new Rcsiddftt,

wholly unacquainted with the country and the real sentiments of the

people, and before we had hardly any opportunity of stating our case,

precipitately recognised Bir Shiimsbere as Prime Minister, and entered

into political relations with him as the rightful representative of the

Nepal Durbar. On our arrival in British territory, memorials were

submitted to the Viceroy and Governor-General of India in Council on

behalf of our country, amj also for the restoration of our property, both
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personal and immovable ; but our representations have been al-

together unheeded, and we iiave been subjected to a most galling police

e%pionRge as if we were the enemies of both States. The G‘>vcrniiient

of (ndia, which is never slow to insist on the oliservance of treaty ob*

lu’aiions on the p.irt of its allies, has shown its singular hdelity to

Nf^pal bf taking the part of the nnscriipuloiis tr.iilor.

Me.uiwhiir, the countiy is being gfouiul down under the iron heel of

Dir .Shiinisht*ic. There have been lepeatcd massacres of innocent men
since his iismpaiion of power; nc.irly all the nobility and trusted

le.iders of llie people have been cilhei k.lled or fort.ed into e.^ilc, and
their property seized by bim

;
theic is no security of life and propel ty,

justice being p^olluled at its veiy fount
;
tiade and every industrial en-

itii prise arc being fast ruined by systematic oppiession, and by jealous
restrictions imposed on free inteicouise between Nepal and the rest

of India
;
the public revenue is wasted in promoting either the personal

indulgence or the self-aggrandisement of the usurper, whose aibitraiy

will constitutes the law of the land
;
and ihe entire nation is utterly

demoralised by a policy of siein repression, and emasculated by tlie

deprivation of all means of huccessful resistance to tyianny. And
who can s.iy, now that llie pill.trs of the and the natural defeiuleis
of the (hionc have been lemoved, lliat liir Sluiinslicte will not, in the

pursuit o( his lawless ambitiun, crown his supreme guilt and infamy
by ultimate regicide ?

Under these circimistanres, we humbly but most earnestly pray, that

your Royal Highness will be graciou'.ly plea>»ed, on behalf of oui

ancient kingdom, to make an appeal uinler llie exisimg treaty to the

I^ehplc and the P.irliament of Gre.it Uiitain. England is no less just

and generous tlian gieat and powciful among tlie n.itions of the eaiih
;

and we are sanguine ihat liie moment her symj>aihies aie awakened
in favour of Nepal, the downfall of the tyraiii is ceil.iin. We would
ask ihe IJiiiish Government, in fulfilment of iis iieaty engagements, to

withhold Its suppoi I fiom IJir Sluimsheie, and to assist us m estab-

lishing a regency, composed of the senior mem))ers of the Royal family,

to conduct ihc adtninisiralion of the State duiing the minority of our
beloved sovereign. Such a regency, we are sure, would be most ac-

ceptable to all classes of the people, as being in entiie haimony with

precedents in our past history, and calculated to ensure the speedy
restoration of internal peace and tranquillity by vesting the supreme
authority of the State in those who are naiuially emuled to our al-

legiance and venei.iiion. And we are confident that if, under Biitish

auspices, your Royal Highness, attended by your faithful Sii dais, now
appeared with a small force in Nepal, the army ami the people—by
this time wholly disillusionised —would leadily flock to your Royal
Highness’s siandatd, and throw off the hated yoke of Bir Sluimshere
with heartfelt alacrity and with feelings of deep giatiiude to their Bri-

tish delivercis.

With sentiments of profound loyalty and reverence,

We i email!,

Your Royal Highness’s most devoted and humble servants,
(sd.) Padam Jung Hana Bahadur,
(sd.) Dhoji Nursing Kana Bahadur,

and others,”

We will conclude with the Jaitha Maharani’s re-

presentation to the Viceroy :

—

“To Her Royal Highness Sri Punch, Dowager Jaita Maharani of Nepal.

May it please your Excellency,

It is now upwards of two yuars since the writer of this, the Senior
Dowger Mahaiani of Nepal, anddaughicr of Sii Jung B.ihadui, came
to British India iiiKler most melancholy ciicunisiances. The late Sii

Uanudip Sing, Prime Mmisler of Nep.il, had l)';en lieachcrously miii-

ciered by Genetal Bit Shumshere and his bioihci-s
;
and I inysflf,

though a woman, h.id been slitd at by them, and would have sh.ued

the same tragic fate but that 1 succeeded iii escaping into ihe Rf.*>i-

cicncy by timely flight. Witli the aid ofiht* Biigadc siationed at Kh.ii-

mandii, to whose command Genet al B i .Sluimsheie had been appoint-

ed by the generous contidence of the l.ne Pnine Minister, the conspi-

ratoii had killed General Juggut Juiig and his son Yudli Proi.ip
;
sent

the leading Bhardars inV> captivity, or otherwise compelled ihem lo

seek protection at the Residency
;
and thus establtslied a military des-

potism on the ruins of the coiistitulioiial Government of the country.

In this unhappy situation, I determined to leave Khatinandu for Butish
territory ;

and 1 am ihanktul that I was enabled to fulfil my inieiui«m

through the friendly assistance of the Residency olfiieis and men.
But I had lo leave behind me my only daughter, who is Heir-Piesump-
iivc to the throne of Nepal, as well as ail my personal piopcity, with

the exception of the jewelleries I had on my peison.

As the head of the Royal Family of Nepal during the minority of

the Maharaj Aclhiraj, I may be permitted lo say a few words on the
present situation. By the old laws of Nepal, the King only could
appoint his ministers for carrying on the work of adinmisiraiion

;
bm

if the king happened to be a minor, as in the case of Rana Bahadur
Shah, Gnvan Yudh Bikram Shah, and Kajenclro Bikr.im Sh.ih, the
authority to appoint ministeis, as well as the control of the adminibti.a-

tion, was usually vested in a Regency, composed of the senior qualified

members of the Royal family. Phis law was, during the Picmiership
of my father, M.iharaja Sir Jung Bahadur, abrogated in favour of a
settled rule of succession to the Ministry, which was solemnly accepted

by the then reigning Sovereign, Surendra Vikrain Shall, and his father,

Kajendro Bikram Shah, and by all the Bliaidars ot the State. But
neither under the old law, nor under Maharaja Sir Jung Bahadur’s

Rule of Succession, is General Bir Shumshere lawfully or constitution-

ally entitled to exercise the authority of the Durbar which he has as-

sumed m his hands. The King is a minor, and could not have given
him the power ;

of the three senior qualified members of the* Royal
family two, namely, the Senior Dowager Maharani and the King’s
uncle, are decidealy opposed to his elevation, and vieiy his usuipaiion
of power with the greatest distrust and consternation

; while he stands
only fifth on the constitutional roll of succession to the Premiership.

Successful violence, therefore, is his only ( title to power
; and if the

[May Id, iSijo.

British recognition is founded on that fact, then I subryit, it is opposed
to the Treaty of i8oi, the 3rd Article of which provides as follows

‘The principals and officers of both Governments will cordially co«.
sider the fiiends and enemies of either State to be« the friends and
enemies of the other; and this consideration must ever remain pei.

ni.inent, and in force, from generation to generation.’

Surely the men who murdered the Prime Minister of Nepal ; who
attempted the life of a number of the Royal family, wj-., of the Senior
Dowgar Maharani (which is felony punishable with death under the
law of tny country)

;
who have placed the King’s uncle in captivity;

an<l subverted the constitutional government of the Stilte
; can only be

regained as her greatest enemies. I would respectfully ask your Ex-
cellency to think for a moment, if these unhappy events had occurred in
England, how would the British people, how would all lovers of con-
stitutionalism, regard the perpetiaturs of the crime? It is true Nepal
IS not England, but that is all the more reason why the truest friends
and allies of Nepal should openly discountenance all political violence
subversive of established order and tranquillity in the State.

Since my arrival in Biitish India my minor daughter, I deeply regret
to s.iy, has been married by the party in power, into an inferior family
and lo a person acknowledged to be devoid of education, against niy
wnhesand in spile of my strongest objections as communicated to the
Foicign Office. No exigencies of policy nor considerations of political
advantage could be pleaded in justification of the measure

;
it was, ap-

paiently, deemed not enough to have separated mtUher and child, and
so the cruel wiong must needs be ci owned with a crueller one, in order
to inflict deep pain and humiliation on the exiled mother, if not to
oveiawe the people of Nepal by a show of the irresistible power of the
wiongdoers.

It IS now, as I have said, over two years since I came to British
India, but I am sorry to observe that no provision whatever for my
snppoit has been made by the present Government of Nepal. At the
lime of iny departure from Khatmandii a promise in wiiting was ex-
torted from me that I shoiifd not claim any personal property nor ask
for maintenance during my recidence in Bniish territory

;
bin, as the

promise was given under compulsion, and without a consideration, it is,

of course, not binding upon me. According to the established usage of
iny coiuiiry, members of the Roy.il family, while residing in British
India, have alw.ays been liberally suppoited at the expense of the State

;

and the Government of India has; in the past, henevolenlly inteifered
to secure for them fitting provision from the Durbar. Wliat crime, what
felony have I committed to merit a different ircalmeiu ? Even the
Junior Mah.irani of Rajendra Bikram Shah, although guilty of the
grossest excesses, was amply provided for on her retirement to Benares.
These considciations have induced me to seek the good offices of the
great Government of India

;
and, therefore, in reliance on the friendship

and amity which have long subsisted between it and out family I beg
that your Excellency’s Government will be graciously pleased to exer-
c sc its benevolent interference in securing a suitable maintenance for

me and in recovering my personal property which i left behind at Khat-
mandu, from the pieseiu Government of Nepal.

I remain, your Excellency’s most obedient servant,

Sri Fanch,
Senior Dowager Maharani of Nepal.

168, Lower Circular Road, Calcutta, May, 1888.”

Nothing could be berter expres.scd or more forcibli*

But cu/

P

The despoiled Nepalese exile is a

de.spoiled exile for a’ that, and a’ that.

A MAHOMEDAN TROTE.ST AGAINST ELECTIVE
COUNCILS.

To the Hon’ble the Commons of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland, in Parliament Assembled.

The humble petition of the

Committee of Management of the

Mahomedan Literary Society,

Calcutta.

Sheweth,—That the Mahomedan Literary Society of Calcutta,

founded in 1863, is the earliest educational and political organisation

established for the purpose of representtng their orthodox co-

religionists throughout India, and promoting their interests, and

your petitioners arc the Members of the Managing Committee
thereof.

That Your Petitioners arc satisfied with the Indian Councils Bill

as passed by the Hon’blc House of Lords, acting upon the advice

ami suggestions of the responsible rulers of this great Empire.
That your petitioners especially desire to express satisfaction at

the orakssion of any elective principle from the said^11, in as-

muchas owing to the peculiar religious and social circumstances of

India,' the country is not yet fit for the exercise of such privileges,

and it is their firm belief that should election form the basis' of ai),y

portion of the contemplated legislation on the subject of the Indian

Councils, the Mahomedan community though numbering some

50 millions will be at the mercy of a strong arid compact Hindu
majority whose notions of right and expediency are so different in

many vit&l points from chose entertained by the Mahomedaus.
History, both ancient and modern, is replete with instances of con-

flict between contending factions ; and it is submitted that the

Legislature may therefore well pause before enacting any measure

which will have the practical effect of committing the interests of

one community to the control of another.

In consequence of the backwardness of the 'Mahomedans in re-

gard to English education and political organiaa^ion, their com-
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munity will be un«ble to benefit by »ny system of election, end
€vcti if they fhould secure r certiin number of rcprcscntstivcs,
their numerical proportion could never be strong enough to ensure
a due regard to their vital interests.

Your petitioners therefore whilst accepting gratefully the Bill
abonemcniipned as an appreciable movement in advance towards
reform, nfiJjMfesting the confidence and good will of the British
Government towaAli the Natives of India, humbly pray that in
dealing with the Bill Your Hon'blc House will be pleased not to
allow any system of election to be introduced therein, but leave
the responsible executive Government of India to make such selec-

tions for the several Councils in India as under proper safe-guards
they may consider right and proper in the interests of the’ various
nationalities which form the subject races of Her Imperial Majesty
the Queen-Empress.
And your petitioners as in duty bound shall ever pray.
Calcutta, the isc April 1890.

THE ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY.

THE KILIMANJARO MOUNTAIN.

At the Council meeting of the Royal Geographical Society on
April 14 the awards of the honours for the year were finally decided
upon. It may be as well to explain that at the meeting of March
24 the award of the gold medals of the society was virtually agreed
to, though, in accordance with the rules, the final decision was
deferred till April 14. At the same time it may be stated that

upwards of a fortnight ago the president of the society telegraphed
to Emin Pasha that one of the Royal ipcdals had been awarded to

him in recognition of the great services rendered by him to

geography and the allied sciences by his cxploraiions and researches
in the countries cast, west, and south of the Upper Nile during his

twelve years* administration of the equatorial Province of Egypt.
Emin Pasha was at the same time invited to come to London and
receive the medal in person at the anniversary meeting of the

society on July 16. In a telegram to the society sometime pre-

viously Emin had expressed a hope that he would be able to come
to London. As no reply has yet been received to the telegram an-

nouncing the award of the medal, it is not known whether the

message has reached him. If Emin means to accompany a German
expedition into the interior, it is of course highly improbable that

he can be in London in the summer.
The other royal medal of the society has been awarded to Lieu-

tenant F. E. Younghusband for his journey ocross Central Asia in

1886-87, from Manchuria and Pekin r/W Hami and Kashgar, and
over the Mushtagh to Cashmere and India, a distance of

7,000 miles.

Africa has claimed another honor this year from the society.

The Cuthbert Peek grant has been awarded to Mr. E. C. Hare for

his valuable observations on the physical geography of Tanganyika
made during his many years* ' residence on that lake. The Mur-
chison grant has been awarded to Signor Vittorio Sella in consi-

deration of his rcctjiu journey in the Caucasus and the advance
made in our knowledge of the physical characteristics and the

topography of the chain by means of his series of panoramic photo-

graphs taken above the snow level. Finally, the Gill memorial
has been given to Mr. C. M. Woodford for his three expeditions

to the Solomon Islands and the important additions made by him
to our topographical knowledge and the natural history of the

islands. Mr. Woodford has just published a richly illuminated

volume describing the results of his visits to these islands.

Dr. Hans Meyer then read a paper describing his ascent of the

Kilimanjaro mountain, supposed to be the loftiest within the limits

ot Africa. This great snow peak of Eastern Africa has already been
described by Dr. Meyer himself with great minuteness, and before

his day more than one naturalist passed some time on its slope. When,
in 1848, Mr. Rcbman, of the Church Missionary Society, iniiniaicd

to the world that there was in Africa, three degrees south of the
Equator, a mountain covered with perpetual snow, his intelligence

was received with something like incredulity, although it was fully

confirmed by his companion, Dr. Krapf. All doubts on the matter
were, however, finally set at rest by the visits paid to the mountain
by the party of Baron Von dcr Dcckcn, in 1862, and by that of

Mr. New, who, in 1867, reached the lower edge of the snow. Since

that date, it has been frequently examined, and (^escribed with

more or less fulness. Sportsmen have haunted around its base and
far up its lower reaches, and Mr. Johnston, now our Consul in

Mozambique, passed several months collecting natural history speci-

mens within the temperate area of its many climatic zones. In

reality, it is now believed that long before modern African travel

or travellers were dreamt of, Aristotle alluded to it when he wrote
of “the so-called Silver Mountain,’* from which' flowed the mighty
Nile. But, says the Standard^ no one will dispute Dr. Meyer’s claim

of being the first to attain the summit, or deny that to him belongs

the glory of being its most exhaustive explorer,* although he had
the experience of more than one predecessor by which to profit.

Of late years, Kilimanjaro—or Kilma-Njaro, as the purists in

Bantu philology insist on writing the name—has assumed an entirely

novel aspect. It has been found to be only one of several snow-
capped peaks in the same region, and one of many dormant or

extinct volcanoes in the African Highlands. Kenia, not to mention
the white top of Ruwenzori, which Mr. Stanley has described

in his preliminary account of his latest explorations, cquab,

if it does not surpass it in grandeur, though Kilimanjaro

is undeniably the highest known point in Africa. * Some ol

its rivals have, it is understood, been ascended, though then-

arc, or there have recently been, such a number of private-

expeditions in Central Africa, that it is difficult to keep account
of the work done by travellers, many of whom are sportsmen

who do not essay literature, or arc engaged on behalf of rival

trading companies, which have every interest in kcCfing secret the

movements of their agents. But Kilimanjaro is within the sphere

of the German Company’s operations, so that Dr. Meyer is justified,

in making the patriotic boast that in ascending the summit of tiiis

mountain he has been able to plant the flag of his country on the

loftiest ground in German territory.

Kilimanjaro stands quite isolated from all other heights on ilu

Eastern edge of the great plateau of Equatorial Africa, though
Kenia and Lcmcru lie only a hundred miles away, while due wc^r,

at a distance of between thirty and forty miles, towers the nobU
mass of Mount Mcru. It has two principal summits, besides

various volcanic craters now filled with vcge’iation, or, in one in-

stance at least, with one of those strange tarns which are so familiar

to geologists in the Eifcl and other volcanic regions. 'The great

peaks arc Kibo, or Baremi, a magnificent dome distinguished by a

smooth and regular outline, and Mawenzi, or Kimawenzi, which, tm
the contrary, is dark and rugged, the saddle between the two being

a ridge several miles in extent. The first of these summits Di.

Meyer, during his three weeks’ stay on the upper slopes of the moun
tain, ascended four times, while the latter was reached almost m
often. Hence, perhaps, in spite of his modest disclaimer, there

not a great deal to do for those who come after him, the botan),

zoology, and geology of the mountain having been thoroughl)

examined. The latest scries of ascents commenced in October last.

Dr. Meyer and his companion, Herr Purtscheller, being accom-

panied by a native of Pangani, though, as a rule, the tribesmen

living on the sides of the mountain, unable to bear the cold’of thi

higher reaches, decline to go as far as the snow line. 'The saddle-

shaped plateau above Marealc’s village, 14,270 feet above sea level,

formed the ba*8i8 of their operations. From this point they ere pi

upwards along the great lava streams running in a south-easterly

direction. At 16,400 feet they met the first snow, though in mucti

smaller quantities than in July 1887. At 18,240 feet, in an at-

mosphere hard to breathe on account of its rarification, the lowci

limits of the ice-cap of Kibo were attained, and there what would
bo called in Switzerland the real Alpine work began. Coloured

spectacles to prevent the climbers from being blinded by the glare

of the snow, ropes to keep them from slipping, and axes to cut fuo:

holds in the slippery glacier, now came into use. Crevasses wort

numerous, and that difficulty of breathing which affects men
differently that, on the greatest heights of the Andes and tlu

Himalayas yet attained, the “ zorochc” has sometimes not been

noticed, was so intense that a halt was necessary every few

minutes. At length, just when their strength was all but ex-

hausted, the rim of the Kibo crater was reached. But though

they saw its highest elevation on the south side of the moun
tain rising some few feet above the ice-cap, they were unablc

to go further unless at the risk of having to bivouac without the

least protection from the bitter cold of an elevation over 19,000 feet

above the sea-level. Having climbed 5,700 feet in eleven hour.,,

and, by discovering the eruptive cone in the bottom of the crater,

havin? solved the problem of Kibo, they considered, not without

reason, that for that occasion they had done enough.

Their next attempt was crowned with complete success, for they

reached, with comparatively little labour, the highest point

—

Kaisei

Wilhelm Spitze—which, by the aneroid barometer, an instruim nr

by no means trustworthy at great elevations, was found to be Ky/xyc

feet in height. Shifting their quarters, Mawenzi was next essay tii

This summit seems much older than its twin peak
; and owing t(

its ragged crumbling rock, worn away by ages of rain and wind and

snow, it affords a less secure foothold than Kibo. Detached jjatchis

of grass straggle up to 15,750 feet. Beyond this all vegetation,

except lichens and mosses, ceases. However, the different side.-,

of the summit are not equally difficult, so that three ascents w^rc

accomplished to an elevation of over 19,300 feet. If, therefore,

Dr. Meyer’s estimates by the aneroid barometer are not inaccurate,

the mountain is considerably higher than was previously supposed,

18,715 feet being the elevation usually given for it. The mere

climbing of this peak, though creditable to the perseverance of

Messrs. Meyer and Purtscheller, who, for sixteen days, worked at

a height of over 13,000 feet, is of less geographical than biological

importance, since the observations of previous explorers had made

us fairly well acquainted with its general features, the 2,000 or

3,000 feet which were left for the Germans to traverse not being

the most interesting of the 19,000. The lower reaches of the
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mountains are those which will in future years be found mo^t im-

portant. Already they arc dotted with native villages, some of

which ascend to a height where the climate is almost temperate.

In the fertile, well-watered valleys of this volcanic mountain all

vTops can grow, from the fruits and grains of the tropics to the

.‘creals and garden vegetables of the North. At 5,900 feet the

last banana is passed, when a forest region is entered, which extends

ro about fi,ooo feet. 'I'hen come grass-covered lava fields, which,

we have seen, extend to between 15,000 and 16,000 feet, and, in

detached patches, even further, though the zones of vegetation, of
|

which there are six well defined, vary a little in different exposures,
j

After this lichens and mosses assert their sway, until snow and ice

•^top the upward range of life. Kilimanjaro may, therefore, with
|

its bister peaks, become, if not the most lucrative of the German
possessions in Africa—and Sir Samuel Baker declares that he never

saw anything in Africa except ivory “ worth a shilling the pound

—at least the most important. For here Ruropcans can live in

comfort ; and no doubt, in the ages that are before us, sanatoriums

like those on the Inditin hills will be established on the heights

of Kilimanjaro. The Germans are, indeed, fortunate in this res-

pect. For if they have entered the field of African colonisation

r.uhcr late in the day, they have fccurcd in this summit in their

Fast Coast possessions a health resort rivalled only by the Came-
roons Peak in their pestilential territory on the Western shore of

the Continent.

THE CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.

ORIGINAL JURISDICTION,-May i and 5.

(Before Wtlson^ J.)
Stephen vs. Stephen.

The respondent in this ease, which was a suit for divorce brought

by a wife, did not enter any appearance or defend the suit, and in

January last a decree tihi for divorce was obtained against him by

the petitioner. Mr. Pugh now applied to the Court, on behalf of

the respondent, for a rule to the petitioner to show cause why the

Court should not set aside the decree nisi^ orrctjuirc further inquiry

or havt the affidavits of the applicant filed and placed on the record

for c)nsid< ration should it be deemed fit to make the decree absolute,

or otherwise deal with the case as justice might demand. Mr. Pugh

in support of the application said : The matter has been discussed

by Mr, Justice Baylcy at Bombay who reviewed all the English

eases bearing on the point, as for example, Stoatc t^r. Stoatc, 2 Sw.

and Tr., 384 ; Boulton vs, Boulton, 2 Sw. and 'I'r., 405 and de-

plored the noii-cxistcnce in this country of a Proctor.

The l6th section of the Indian Divorce Act (No, IV, of 1869)

provides that at any time after a decree mu has been granted, and

before such decree has been made absolute, any person shall be at

liberty, in such manner as the High Court, by general or special

order from time to time, directs, to show cause why the said decree

should not be made absolute by reason of the same having been

obtained by collusion or by reason of material J'acts not being

brought before the Court ; and that on cause being so shown, the

Court shall deal with the case by making the decree absolute or by

reversing the decree or by requiring further inquiry or other-

wise as justice may demand.
Wilson, J.

—What is the general character of the ease ? Which
do you allege, collusion or suppression of material facts ?

Mr. Pugh.— Both. The respondent’s affidavit in support of this

application states that he married the petitioner, who had been a

Mahomedan, on October
188J?,

she having on the previous day

been baptised as a Christian. That after their marriage she be-

came acquainted with one Mr. Greet, and at her request, he was

engaged to teach her English, and after a time, besides visiting

respondent’s house for that purpose, used to visit it at all times and

up to a late hour in the night as a friend. That in December
1888 during respondent’s absence from the house she allowed Mr.
Greet to put his arm round her neck and kiss her, on learning which
the respondent thrashed him and turned him out of the house.

That petitioner and respondent made it up together on the next

day upon the distinct agreement that Mr. Greet should be for-

bidden the house. That during his visits to the house Mr. Greet

was guilty of various other familiarities with the petitioner. That
on several occasions in January and July 1889, during the respond-

ent’s absence from the house, petitioner without his knowledge 01

assent visited Mr. Greet at his private residence. That in Novem-
ber last she left respondent’s house with the ostensible object of

going with her mother to Dacca for a fortnight
; but in reality

stayed in Calcutta and instituted this suit for divorce against him,

of which suit he knew nothing till he was served with the summons.
That after the institution of the said suit the petitioner, who was

the owner of the premises No. 31-1, Theatre-road, subject to a

mortgage for Rs. 14,000, toH respondent that if he would promise

not to enter an appearance in the suit she would make over to him
the said premises in Theatre-road, which he could if he wished,

settle for the benefit of their child, who was to remain in his cus-

tody. But that in ease he would not consent, and opposed her in

getting a decree in the said suit, she would revert to her former

religion of a Mahomedan and not part with thc^cuatody of her

child, but bring her up as a Mahomedan.
That the respondent agreed with the petitioner that he would

not, and did not, enter an appearance and defend the suit. That
before the decree was made he consulted his attorney with refer-

ence to the carrying out of the agreement between him and peti-

tioner as stated above. That after the decree had been obtained, the

respondent’s attorney had an interview with the petitioner’s attor-

ney, who told him the petitioner had made up her mind not to

carry out the agreement as to the premises in Theatre-road, but

was prepared to give the respondent Rs. 10,000. That the said

suit had been managed on her behalf by the said Mr. Greet and
that the suit^was not a bond fide one, but was brought by the peti-

tioner in order to obtain a dissolution of their marriage solely with

the object of marrying the said Mr. Greet with whom,. as respon-

dent was informed, and verily believed, the petitioner had on many
occasions since her marriage with the respondent committed adul-

tery. That the respondent had not been guilty of adultery or

cruelty to his wife.

Wilson J.—There is nothing whatever in the affidavit except an

allegation that he was a party to the corrupt bargain. There is

no reasonable suspicion against the petitioner. He merely says, he

believes she committed adultery with Mr. Greet.

Mr. Pugh having read the affidavit of Aratoon Simon Galstaun,

his Lordship inquired whether he put it as a corrupt bargain nego-

tiated between the two attorneys.

Mr. Pugh.— It docs not seem that my client’s attorney was em-
ployed in making the bargain at all,

Wilson J.—This represents the two attorneys as parties to the

bargain.

Counsel then cited in support of his contention the cases of—
Boulton V, Boulton and Page 2 Sw. and Tr. 405 ; Stoate v. Stoate,

2 Sw. and Tr. 384; King v. King. I. L.R., 6 Bomb. 416 ; and
Clements v, Clements and Thomas, 3 Sw, and Tr. 394. In King
V, King it was ordered that the petitioner should appear in Court

in person for examination, and the case was adjourned for that

purpose. What happened then does not appear in the report.

Wilson, J.
—Who is to cross-examine her ?

Mr. Pugh.—That is the difficulty. There is no Queen’s Proctor

here.

Wilson, J.—In England the divorce law has two provisions—the

first, for the protection of the interest of the parties ; and the

second, for the protection of public morality. In this country the

legislature seems deliberately to have left out the second provision.

Mr. Pugh.- -There being no Queen’s Proctor here, and no other

authority established in his place, any one who is willing to inter-

vene ought, I contend, to be allowed to intervene.

Counsel then asked for a rule in the terms of section 16 of

the Divorce Act, the terms of which have been already set out.

Wilson, J.—That is really a motion fora new trial.

Mr. Pugh.— It comes 10 that.

Wilson, J.—Suppose tlictc affidavits arc pul up with the papers in

the suit, an i notice is giv .n to the petitioner, and she goes into the

witness In x, who is to cxainiftc her unless she is examined by her

counsel an! answers ‘No.’ when the truth of each allegation is

put to her. ,

Mr. Pugh.

—

7'hat is the difficulty.

Wilson. J.— 'There is this difficulty as to section 16. This is an

Act taken from the English Act, and yet one is to put an inter-

pretation on the section totally different from chat put on corres-

ponding section in the P^nglish Act. Under the Indian Act no

public officer is provided like the Queen’s P.octor, to intervene in

eases which seem suitable for such intervention.

Mr. Pugh.—Section 7 of the Act provides that subject to the pro-

visions contained in the Act, the Indian Courts shall act and give

relief on principles and rules, which in the opinion of the said Courts

are as nearly as may be conformable to the principles and rules on
which the Divorce Court in England for the time being acts and
gives relief. Section 16 says any person may intervene r., ac-

cording to the English practict'any person may do so, except the

respondent or some one moving at his instance. Yet in practice

only the Queen’s Proctor moves.

Wilson, J.—In England there have been numerous instai^^s of

private interveners.

Mr. Pugh.---In the contemplation of the Act the great mass of

the eases would be intervened in, day the Queen’s Proctor. A
liberal interpretation should be placed on section 16.

His Lordship intimated that he would take time to consider

the matter, and on Wednesday delivered the following judgement
1 shall follow the course adopted by the Bombay High

Court in King v. King, I.L.R., 6 Bomb. The affidavits which
have now been filed by the respondent and others in this matter

will be put up with the record of this suit. As in the Bomr
bay ease, when the case comes on for the decree to be made absolute

I sl)all not allow t^e respondent to be heard, but I shall direct that

notice be given to the petitioner’s attorney that her decree shall not

be made absolute till the matter of collusion hat been fully cleared

up. She must ttke what course the may be advised in the matter.
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A WOND^FUL MEDICINE.

beech-aSts pills
A RE universally ad-

milted to be worth
A GUINEA A BOX.
For Bilious and Ner-
vous Disoiders, such
as Wind and Pain in

the Stomach, Sick

Headache, Giddiness,

Fulness and Swellini»

after Meals, Dizziness

and Drowsiness, Cold
Chills, Flushings of

Heat,Loss of A ppetiie,

Shortness of Breath,

(Jostivencss, Scurvy and Blotches on the Skin,

])isiurbed Sleep, Frightful Dreams, and all

Nervous and Trembling Sensations, &c.

B
eechAM’S pills I'he first dose will

ffive relief in twenty

EECHAM’S PILLS

EECHAM’S PILLS

EECHAM’S PILLS

’S PILLS

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

B
KECHAM'S PILLS

I^EECHAM’S PILLS

EKCHAM’S I’lLLS

EECHAM’S PILLS

EECHAM’S PILLS

I^EECHAM’S PILLS

EECHAM’S PILLS

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

j)EECHAM’S PILLS

EECHAM’S PILLS
B'

I^EECHAM’S PILLS

jjEECHAM’S PILLS

jjEECHAM’S PILLS

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

EECHAM’S PILLS
B

sJ^EECHAM’S PI I

jjEECHAM’S PILLS

jjEECHAM’S PILLS

EECHAM’S PILLS
B
j^EECHAM’S PILLS

DEECUAM’S PILLS
I)

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

,

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

Soi.E Agents kor India :

NAYLOR, SON, GRIMES & 00.

Wholesale Depdt, Clive Street,

CALCUT PA

;

minutes. 7'his is no fic

tion.for they have done

it in countless cases.

Evciy siiffercr is

eaincsily requested to

try one Box of these

Pills, and they will be
acknowledged to be

WORTHAGUINIiA
A BOX

For females of all

ages these Pills arc

invaluable. No female

should be witliout

them, 'rherc is not a

medicine to be found

to equal them for re-

moving any ob.stiuc-

tion or irregularity of

the system. If taken

according to the di-

rections given with

each box they will

soon restore females

of all ages to sound

a n d robust health.

This has been proved

b y thousands w h o

have tried them, and

found t h e benefits

which ar e ensured by

their use.

For a Weak Sto-

mach, Impaired Di-

gestion, and all Disor-

ders of the Liver, they

act like magic, and a

few doses will be
found to work won-

ders on the most im-

portant organs in the

h ii m a n Machine.

They strengthen the

whole muscular sys-

tem, restore the long

lost complexion, bring

back the keen edge of

appetite, and arouse

into action with the

rosebud of health the

wliole physical eneigy

of the human frame.

These arc facts testified

toconlmually by mem-
bers of ail classes of

society, and one of the

best guarantees to the

Neivous and Debilita-

ted is, BKhXTIAM’S
PILLS have the

Largest Sale of any
Patent Medicine in

fhe World.

Notice

These Pills can be obtained at all Bazaars

throughout India, or from the Wholesale

Agents, Naylor, Son, Grimes & Co., at the

following rates 1^//. size, Re. 1-2, and
2 s. ^d. size, Rs. 2-4 per box, including V.-P.

Bosi. Shopkeepers can obtain Wholesale

Hates upon application.

BENGAL BONDED WAREHOUSE
ASSOCIATION.

In conformity with Section 5 of Act V of

1854 a General Meeting of Pioprieiors will be

held on Wednesday the 14th instant, at noon,
for the inspection of accounts for the half-year

ended 30lh April last, the declaration of a

Dividend, the election of two Direriois in the

room of Mr. Money Madhab Sain and Mr.
A. E. Harri.s.s who go out by rotation but offer

themselves for re-election and the trans.action

<if such other business as may be bi ought
for ward.

S. E. J. CLARKE,
Secretary.

Calcutta : 1

1st May 1890. j

IN THE PRES.S.

Uniform with “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal”

ESSAYS BY A BRAHMAN
IN

Politics, Sociology, History, & Literature

BY

the .Author of “ Fravels & Voyages in Bengal.”

Calcutta.

Peis Hayyel Office.

PRICE :

1*0 Subscribers paying before publication Ks. 4

,,
mere legistei ing sulisciibcis ... „ 5

Ordinary pnrrbasers ... ... „ 6

Apply t o ttik M \ n \gkr, Reis and Rayyct,

I, Uckoor DutlN Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

Puce Post free Rs. 6.

Ch>tl) Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Pay.able

Post.

TRAVELS 4 VOYAGES IN BENGAL
BFTWKRN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,
BY

SAMBHU C. MOOKERJEE,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoo.n Jah Bahadoor,
tibe last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Bchar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, “REIS & RAYYET"
I, Uckoor Dint’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Cai CUTTA.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

We have received from the office of Reis

and Rayyet, one vif the leading native news-

pa peis of Calcutta, a most leadable little btoik-

ure written by Baboo Sambhu C. Mookerji-e

once Minister to the late Nawab Fandoon Jah,

Bahadoor, Nawab Nazim of Bengal, Behai and
Orissa, which gives a graphic account of the

Baboo’s travels to and in Independent Tip-

perah. Written in capital Englisli ipid ev»

dently by a gentleman of bioad views and
enlightened mind, the work is decidedly a

valuable addition to the catalogue of English

written Bengalee literature. This book of

travels should be re.Ad widely not only by
English residents out here, but by our country-

men at home, for it teems with* interest and
leaches us far mure about the fine bell of

unopened country travelled ihiougb than .any

work of the sort written by an Englishman
would have done. Baboo Sambhu Chundcr
Mooketjee is one of whom his countrymen
may well be proud, for he writes ihioughout

with the moderate and educated pen of

a thorough gentleman.- y/iv” Indian Planters'

Gazetted Spot iinir News. October 4, 1887.

If we have not before noticed Mr. S-amblui

C. MooUerjee’s Travels in Benya/, which \v.^^

published some months ago, it is not because

the little bt»()k is eiilicr dull or pointless. It

contains, on the contrary, much interesting

matter, though some of the incidents aie ovei

weighted with detail in what is facetioii'ily

calli:d a “little booklet.” The authoi’sxiew

as a inle is, by ilie way, facetmii.s : he is given

even to punning
;

but he is also sentiineniai

in the liighest degree—

a

naked Whitem.in ’

hints his susceptibilities
;
a Hindu girl, balhinj

in the river-, ihiows him into an ecstasy ‘'f

delight : “she li:id such laige languislnng eyes '

But he is nothing if not pliilosophira), and Ir-.

leflecTions on tliis or that social and |)ohli< .d

sulvjcci are not without their moral. .Mi

.Samblui C. Mookeijce was formerly Minisii-r

to the “ last of the Nirwabs Nazim of Beng il,

Behar and Orissa” and afterwards Minister

of lire Maharaja of Tipperah. He is a man,
theiefore, of experience, and when he speaks

his brclhien should listen to him
Travels in Bcn\^al is a readable book, .ind u
abounds in anecdotes which are often as in-

strnciive .as amusing, and it is not spoiled by

too nrany political allusions, though, of coui^e

some lew have crept rn.— The PtotK^t,

Dec., 1S87.

C
RINGER & CO. have in hand the

• l.irgest Slock of Homceopathic Medi -.ine",

Medicine Cases, Medical .Sundries, and Books,

&c., &c., for sale at their Homampaihic Es-

tablishment, 10, Hare Street, Calcutta. Cata-

logue, free on application.

In Pamphlet, Price 4. annas

or 6 copies for .a Rupee,

miY REOUGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Armv.

By Capt. ANDREW HEARSEV.
Apply to AVfr iV AV/| 17’/ Office, C.Tlcutt.i.

For INDIA and all HOT CLIMATES this sweetly acented emollient M:!k is INVATJTAF^

IT KK£r& ibu bJMN tOuL uiiil EKFRESllED m HOTTEST WHA'itiEH,

Eenioves and pievnits all SUNBUFN. REDNEFS, FFLCKLEB. TAN. lIc., ai.u

KPnarv.^ in- SKIN DELICKfF.LY SU^T, FIVluull
I
Jind_WH 1 TT3.

It entirely prevents it uoui bcc imiig DRY auu WKidKLED, and PRESERVES th*

roMPLFXION ftoni the rcnrchirig efivets ol the SHN am WIND nar'e .UiVS Fepar^^^^^ IFKiTATK'N caused by the and STTWUS.MjN^rT^

wondertully allayed by Us use. For imparting that r«ut velvety leeUug to Ine .-km, Uuh

» deUghtftil preparatio has no equal! Sold by aU Chciunts.
^ r-sn Boie Makirt M. BREIHAM * SON. OhninisU. Chflttnham. -ntlftna.,

CALCUTTA AGENTS: ^COTT THOMPSON * CO.
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“IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF.”
All who Stiffer find sure relief from

The Oreatest Fain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcuteRheumatism and RheumaticGout,
After years of seini-helplcssness and sufTer-

luj;
;

while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS
LUM 13AGO, SC I I CA, KA C EAC 1

1

SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

f*r these complaints in their severest and most

ohronir form.

Its inasjic effect in affording instantaneous
relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost loo remarkable for CREDENCE.
Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,
(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

HOMOEOPATHIC PHARMACY.
THE

EARLIE.ST h .STILL MOST EXTENSIVE
DISPRNSAR r IN ASIA

OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,
WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE IN
INDEPENDENT HOMCEOPATHY

and maintain.s to ihi.s day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THI-S

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.
15 . & Co. beg to diaw the Attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned
WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These case.s while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

Mo EXTRA CHARGE,

BERIGNY & CO.

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited.

Tbi» Company's Steamer “OUDH*^
will leave Cakutta for Assam on Tuesday, the
I3ih instant.

All cargo for shipment by the aljove vessel
should be sent to the Company’s Codowns
at Juggannaiith Ghat, not later iiian 5 p.m.
on Saiurdayr the loih inst.

Cachar Line.

The steamer ‘'THIKAK” of this line wil
leave Calcutta for Cachar on the 13th instani

( ruesday) for which cargo will be received untilt

5 P.M. of Saturday the loth inst.

Assam Despatch Steamer Service from
Goalundo

and
Daily Mail Steamer Service from

Dhuuri to Debrooghur.
A Daily seivice is maintained from Goalun-

do aiul l.)hul)i 1 for passengers and light goods
traftic, i. e., packages not weighing over ,i

ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival
of the previous night’s 9.30 P. M. (Madias lime)
train from Sealdah, and Dhubri on arrival of
the mails.

Cioods Upward or Downward from and to
almost all stations can be booked through fioiii

or to Calcutta via (ioalundo or Kannia with
tlw Eastern Bengal Stale and connected Rail-
ways—l»asscngcis and Parcels via Kanma
only.

All particulars as to rales of freight and
passage by ail the above mentioned Services to
be had on application to—

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

I;i Sorc-lhroat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Pby-

oicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

H wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

pat alion has ever before attained.

So/ti in Rottlcs at / Re, each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

.Agents 111 Calcutta ; .Smith Sl.inistrect & Co.

k. .Siott Thomp.son & Co. and Bathgate &
Co Limited.

13
,
Lai Bazaar, Calcutta.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short winditto Keyless Railway Regulat-
ois, of small s\it,je7velled, enamelled dials, bold
figures and Candiaii Gold hands, with tem-
pered machinery and du.st tight hinged cases
for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. wiili spare
glass, spring, box and guarantee. Wan anted
to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapne.s.s about
them. Others sell at double our rales, Mr.
A. R. Mehta from Bandora says;—“The
7-8 watch I purclMsed from you two years

back, gives correct lime as yet.” Acting Sii-

permteiulent, (»oveinim*nl Farm, Khandesh,
says;—‘*A watch maker has valued your
U<;. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Siili liffe, R.
W. Kusi. Regt., I.iicknow, says :

—“ .Some valued

It at Rs. 15 and were completely *:urpiised when
I told them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pielty
Candian (iold C'h.rins, Lo( krts, Pencils, com-
plete shirt Stinls and Rings .set with chcmiral
diamonds, rubies, tN^c,, at Rs. 2 each. Mi. J.

A. Yelsmnre, Satur, says:— ** The best ^old-

^mith of this pl.ncc values the rli.iin for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. G.

Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, says ; .A

(icrman valued the diamond ring at Rs. i;o and
the iul>y at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

TRUE TO IT.S NAME,

JEYES’ “PERFECT PURIFIER”
Is the best disinfectant and exterminator of

all objectionable odours and infectious diseases.

It cleanses the loads, purifies the airnos-
pheu: and disinlccts the drains, keeps the sick-

room pure and healthy.

equally useful ro
ANIMAL AND POULTRY,

It keeps a cowshed pure and sweet.
It improves the co;it, destroy vermin, keeps

fly off, stamps out all infectious dwca.ses.
1 1 is a specific for foot and mouth disease.
It kills all nnplea.sant smell without setting

up another smell of its own.
It kills fleas, red lice and vermin of every

kind in Poultry, Pigeons, Cattle, Horses,
Dogs, Cats, &c. Effectually cuies Gapes, Roup
and Comb Disease in Pmiliry. •

IT IS GARDENER’S FRIEND AS WELL.
It destroys moss and weeds on gravel path-

ways and exterminates woi ms from lawns.
It is a valuable destroyer of all of ants.
It kills green fly, red spider, thiips mealy

bug, removes worms from the soil in pots, &c.
Aj^erts : DYCE,. NICOL & CO.,

3, Commercial Buildings^ Calcutta.

MACNEILL & CO.,
Agents,

* 2-1, Clive Ghat Street.
Calcutta, the 8th May, 1890.

WATERBURY WATCHES.
Correct time for little money.

E. The ordinary Waterbury ... Rs. 7-8 each.

J. Ordinary size “ improved
wind ” for Grnilcinen ... „ 13-0 each.

L. A smalt neat watch suitable
for Ladies ... ... „ 13.0 each.

Two ycaib’ Guarantee with each watch.

T. HILL & Co.,

13.^1 Esplanade East, Calcutta.

i NY Piiotograph tiansferred to porcelain

and thus rendered permanent. Apply to

R. IlO'iz,

13-5, Governmem Place, Calciiti.i.

REIS & RAYYET
{I’KINCE AND FEASANTj

WEEKLY(ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
ANti

Htvtcw of Politics, Literature, aud Society

RATES OP SUBSORIPTIOK.
Yearly ... in advance ... Ks. 12

ll.iii-yearly ... „ ... j

(.Juaucrly ... „ 4
Muauiiy ... ... xe. “’j-8

iiingje or sample Cop>„ ... o.g

RATES OF ADYERTIfiBMBNT.
Adverusements(threecolumns to the page and
102 lines to the column; a/e charti^ by etn
space laKcn up, at ttie rate of 4 annas a line,
each insertion. The iowe.st charge for any aa-
vertisement is Rs. 2, except Domestic Occur*
rences, the lowest cnarge lor whicn is Rs. 5.

^

Special rates lor Contracts.
No additional cnarge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an acvanceof 50 per cent.
w'ill be cnarged. Jh oreign postage separately
charged at the rate 01 4 annas a month or
Rs. 3, a yea:.

Business Communications (post paid} to
be directed to “The Manager." and Literary
Conimunicaiions and dooms and pamphlets
(carriage paid) to “ The Editor " of “ Reis
& Rayyet, ^

Office: /, Uckeor Dutt*s Lane, Wetlinffton
JStreet, Caiatitao

pointed andpubKshedfor the Proprietor every Saturday by Mim v LAtt Gho^K, at THE BEE PRESS. No. t. llehoor CttimP“
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

THE INVINCIBLE ARMADA.

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN OF SCHILLER.

BY A BRITISH OFFICER.

Affl^vit Detis^ et dissipaii Elizabethan Medal.

And perish thus my noblest heroes’ stock?

Oppression’s rocky barrier crumble down,

And last obstruction ’against a tyrant’s power

Be swept away from off the hemisphere ?

/'Shall manly worth’s firm bulwark be destroyed ?

God, the Almighty, blew

—

And scattered to each wind th’ Armada crew !

She comes, she comes, the southern haughty fleet,

Borne on the bosom of the groaning main,

With shackles laden and a hated creed.

And threatened thunders from a thousand mouths.

Rig with the world’s destruction she bears on,

A swimming host of towering citadels,

(Such as the sea ne’er looked upon before,)

Her boastful name—The Invincible Armada.

How loud the title by the spreading fright,

She strikes on all around
;

/Old Neptune, awestruck, with majestic pace

His burden onward bears.

Behold, she nears 1 each gale, each storm is hushed.

See, where she floats right opposite thy shores.

Thou happy isle ! Fair ruler of the seas.

Great-hearted, proud Britannia !

/T is thou they threaten, with their galleon hosts :

Woe, woe to thy free-born gallant sons 1

See, where she floats 1 A thunder-laden cloud.

Who won thee, say, that high and priceless gem

That made thee queen of nations upon earth ?

Didst thou not conquer, from thine own proud kings,

Of nation’s laws the wisest ever known ?

/The Magna Charta, that turns your kings to citizens,

Your citizens to kings ?

The sea’s proud sway ;

Hast thou not wrung it from a million foes.

In bloody battle on the foaming main ?

Who won it for thee ? Blush, ye nations all !

/who, but thy mind, thy spirit, and thy sword ?

Thou doomed one 1 Mark those grand batteries yonder

Mark 1 with forebodings of thy glory’s fall

;

Throughout the world all eyes are strained on thee,

In anxious fear. /Each freeman’s heart beats high,

And every good and beauteous soul bewails.

In sorrowing brotherhood, thy glory’s fall !

God, the Almighty, cast his eye on earth,

And saw thy foe’s proud lion-flng unfurled ;

Saw, threatening, open thy too certain grave.

Shall, said He, shall my Albion pass away,

LOVE IN SORROW.

What shall I do for thee ? Thou hast my prayers,

Ceaseless as stars around the great white throne ;

No passing angel but to heaven bears

Thy name, wreathed round with some sweet orison ;

/Yet evil on thy path may come and go,

Taking deliberate aim to lay thee low,

^ While I stand still, a looker-on, to prove

The penury and silence of my love !

How can I comfort thee ? my tears are thine ;

Full duteously uponlhy griefs they wait

;

If thou art wronged, the bitterness is mine,

If thou art lonely, I am desolate
;

Yet still upon thy brow the darkness lies,

Still the drops gather in thy plaintive eyes,

The nails are sharp, the cross weighs heavily--

] cannot weep away one pang for thee !

The midnight deepens—and I cannot guide
;

The tempest threatens—and I cannot shield
;

1 must behold thee wounded, tempted, tried,

Oh, agony— I may behold thee yield !

What boots that altar in my heart, whereon

’'Thy royal image stands, unbreathed upon,

And pure, and guarded from irreverent glance,

With a so vainly jealous vigilance ?

Oh, were this all ! But no— I /tave the power

To grieve thee by unwary lone or deed,

Or, niggard in my fear, to miss the hour

For comforting with hope thy time of need,

To hide, too shyly, half the love I feel,

Too roughly touch the wound I seek to heal.

Or even, (oh, pardon ! ) wayward and unjust.

To wrong thee by some moment of mistrust.

Yet 1 would die for thee, and thou for me ;

We know this of each other, and forgive

^Those tremblings of our frail mortality.

So prompt to die, yet so afraid to live.

Lift we our eyes to heaven I Love greets us thence

^Disrobed of its earthly impotence,

Even human love—below, still doomed to be

Stronger than death, feebler than infancy !

Subscribers in the country are requested to remit by postal money orders^ ifpossible, as the safest and most convenient

medium, particularly as it ensures acknowledgment through the Department No other receipt will be

given any other being unnecessary, and likely to cause corfusion.
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News and Our Comments.

It is jjrnvcly announced that the Nizam has been elected an honorary

member of the Northbrook Club in England. Great condescension

on the part of the Club.

• •

The difference between His Highness Siyajirao Holkar and his mother

have been made up, and they have together gone to Nowsari.

*
. *

The Mysore mines yielded last year gold worth Rs. 20,00,000.

*
« «

A STRIKING proof of the futility of moral text-books is afforded by

a late incident in the London Police Courts. On the person of a

burglar caught breaking into a hshmongePs shop in the city, was found

.1 slip of paper filled with the following writing :

—

“
‘ Keep good company or none,’ ‘ Honesty is the best policy.*

‘ Drink leads to ruin,’ ‘ Honour thy father and thy mother,’ ‘Civility

costs nothing,* ‘ Do not mock at sacred things.’
”

•
• «

An infant, two and a half years old, of the Teli caste, has lately been

given in marriage at Ramkristopore, Howrah, to a man aged

thirty seven.

• «

In consequence apparently of recruiting dififictilty, Government have

withdrawn the orders against recruiting for Native regiments fiom

Afghanistan consequenct upon the number of desertions during the

Afghan War, and have sanctioned the foimation of new Afridi com-

panies in certain selected regiments.

• •

The following “ home news ** comes to us all the way from Hyderabad
in 4he Deccan, by way of the far Punjab :

—

“A correspondent sends to the Lahore paper an account of what he
mildly describes as ‘a strange event* which occurred at a village called
Panagram in the sub-division of Jessore in Lower Hengal. In his own
words ‘ A Bengalee pleader, named Chatterjea, swooned away in the
Court of the Deputy Magistrate after finishing his pleadings in a case.
The doctors, after examination, decided that death had taken place,
'fhe corpse was accordingly taken to the cremation ground, and direct-
ly the fire was applied to it, there was a terrific noise like that of a
thunderclap, and the body flew up to a height of about 100 feet and
fell into the river that flowed past the cremation ground. The body
was no more seen as it sunk down directly .it fell. The phenomenon
has created a sensation in the village, and the superstitious among
natives are attributing the thing to causes which only the superstitious
can bt\\eve.'*—/JyJeradaii Rccordy qih May.

« *
It will be remembered that soon after the executors of the late General

Nassau Lees sold the limes of India to the editor Mr. Curwen and
the manager Mr. Kane, they were presented with an address of

grateful appreciation by the employes on the establishment. On the

eve of Mr. C. E. Kane’s departure for Europe, there was on the loth

another meeting of the servants to present him with an address.

The two proprietors of the limes of India have subscribed liberally,

out of their pockets, in aid o/the Provident Fund which their emfloyh
have started.

It is said that as many as 61 Parsis have been admitted into the Poona
Volunteer corps, and they are undergoing recruit drill with com-
mendable assiduity. Meanwhile, news comes that the relations

between the European and Eurasian members of the Poona Volunteer
corps on the one side and the Parsecs on the other have already

become strained, and the former have taken objection to the admis-
sion of the latter.

There is at least one hero and statesman among our Mahomedan
brethren of Madras. He glories in the characteristic name of Ma-
homed Anwar-ud-Din. Speaking at the late annual meeting of the

Mahomedan Association of Madras, for the purpose of inducing his

co-religionisls to educate themselves, “ If Russia attempted to invade
India,** he is reported to have said, “she would not only be repulsed,

but lose all her conquests in Central Asia, in governing which educated
Indian Mahomedans would be called on to help. Mahomedaus would
then reap the reward of their labours.”

• •

The Opium Agent, Behar, Mr. W. Kemble is Gazetted to act as Com-
missioner of the Patna Division, during the absence, on deputation,

of Mr. C. C. Stevens, Mr. VV. H. D’Oyly, Magislratf and Collector,

MozufTerpur, acting as Opium Agent.

# •

Mr. P, G. Melitus, Bengal Civil Service, officiates as Postmaster-Ge-

neral, Bengal, for Mr. Kisch, promoted temporarily to the Directorship-

General of the Post Office of India.

#
• •

The Damuda-Rupnarain Survey Division has been abolished from the

ist instant.

• •

The Chitpore Lock of the Circular Canal, hitherto closed for examina-

tion and repairs, has been re-opened for traffic since yesterday.

• •

In October 1886, the Bengal Government pomulgated rules for the

payment of revenue not exceeding Rs. 50 in amount a year by means

of postal money-order in the Burdwan and Dacca Divisions. The

system being found successful, the rules were, in April of the following

year, extended to all the districts in the Lower Provinces. In March,

1888, further extension was ordered in respect of all demands on ac

count of land revenue, of whatever amount, and of Zemindari and

other cesses. In July 18S9, the system was experininentally introduced

for six mouths in the Burdwan Division for payment of rent. The

Board of Revenue then recommended the general adoption of the

system, but the Lieutenant-Governor is cautious enough and is un-

willing “ to extend too rapiifly a change which may have important con-

sequences, and considers that the power conferred by the Act ( Bengal

Tenancy Act, VIII of 1885) should be exercised in the divisions which

in their circumstances most resemble Burdwan.** Accordingly, from

the 1st July 1890, payment of rent by means of postal money-order has

been authorized in the Burdwan, Rajshahye, Presidency, and Dacca

Divisions.

• •

The Calcutta University has commenced to announce the results of

the last examinations. In Medicine, 9 students have passed the Preli-

minary Scientific L. M. S.
;
20 in the First L M. S.

;
and 13 in the

Second L. M. .S. It is bungling too lung over the Entrance and First

Arts Examinations.

* «

From the commencement of the current month, the Lieutenant-Gov-

ernor has been pleased to empower the Port Officer of Calcutta

to receive the fees payable in respect of surveys in the Port of

Calcutta ;

to receive declarations of Surveyors in the Port of Calcutta
;

to deliver certificates of survey of steam-ships, to give notice to

owners or masters of steam-ships when certificates are

ready for deliveiy, and to receive expired, cancelled, or

suspended survey certificatfcs in the Port of Calcutta.

These duties, we believe, were hitherto entrusted to the Port Com-

missioners, and is it in the interests of the Port that they are now

transferred to the Port Officer? We hope there will be no friction

between the Surveyor and the Officer of the Port.

#
• •

In Russia, they have proposed to connect St. Petersburg with Arch-

angel, a distance of over 500 miles, by a railway to be worked entirely

by electricity. The cost is estimated at a little over 3,000/ a mile, in-

cluding rolling stock. The current will be supplied from a series of

generating stations distributed along the line. It will be neces^Sry

to span a wide stretch of country between the Baltic and the White Sea.

•
• •

Professor Kaufmann, of Paris, is said to have successfully treated

snake-bite by putting a light ligature over the wound, an<!*Tnjecling

into the wound, with a morphia syringe, a mixture consisting of one

part of chromic acid to two parts of water.

•
• •

The latest development of surgery is digraissage^ or the removal of

fat from the body. It is reported by a Paris correspondent that

Doctors Marx and Demars successfully operated upon a literary man,

M. liiroguelle. They raised the skin and cut away four-and-quarter

pounds of the adipose tissue. Of course, the patient was put under

chloroform. ^The skin was stitched up and it healed in about a week

The patient is said to have suffered only from headache, ihc effect vf

the chloroform.
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A Barisal coripspondent communicates to the Statesman the following

information of archaeologic interest

« About eight years ago a couple of copper plates of the same size,

together with Ifrass idols, numbering 40 in ail, were found by ;i Maho-
inedan cultivator when levelling a mound at Asraflfore, thann.i R lipura,

in the disti^of Dacca. One of the plates some parts of wiiirh had
been comffluely mt^ilated by age, was purchased fnim \he finder by
Babu Protap Chandra liannerjee, the well-known Zemindar of Mura-
para in Dacca, and was presented by him to the Asiatic Society. It

was deciphered by Raja RAjendralala Mitra, and afac simile of the in-

scription and an English translation of the same were published in

the Journal of the Asiatic Society. The plate was said to have borne

the names of Raja Khadga Shinha and his wife Ranee Probhabati, who
made a gift of certain lands to a Buddhist monastery in the eighth

century, i. e., eleven hundred years ago. I have seen another plate

which is still in the possession of the Mahomedan who is not willing

to part with it unless Rs. 25 be given him. No part of this plate has

been mutilated at all. At present a few idols remain with the Maho-
medan after distributing most of them to the ncighbouiing Hindoos
who have taken to worship them. Any one interested or willing to

purchase the above plate and the remaining idols may write for further

information.”

, We hope this will draw the notice of the Asiatic Society. If they

do not rare, the trustees of the Indian Museum ought to secure the

plate and as many of the idols as passible.

I r is said that the head of the Police of Rampore State was, on his

way to Moradabad, set upon by four men, one of whom attempted to

stab but was shot dead by him.

# # I

The Lahore Tribune accuses Mr. Warburton, District Superintendent

of Police, Amritsar, among other things, of compelling people to make

false declarations that they have never been ill-used in the manner

described by the Tribune previously ; that he is “ indebted to the

amount of Rs. 70,000, of which some Rs. 25,000 are moneys extracted

from Amt itsar people. Our contemporary adds, “ We are prepared to

prove many of these debts, and have knowledge of them all.” “ Other

serious charges are brought against Mr. Warburton and his sub-

ordinates, and an appeal is made to the Lieutenant-Governor for the

instant suspension of Mr. Warburton. Matters have now pone too

far, and the only course open to Sir James Lyall is to call upon Mr.

Warburton to clear himself of these charges by prosecuting tnc Tribune.^'

* #

Mr. Le Maistre, Deputy Magistrate of Allahabad, last week, convicted

one J. Bose, booking-clerk at Nynee station, under Section 417 of the

Indian Penal Code, and sentenced him to pay a fine of Rs. 50 ; in de-

fault, to suffer three months’ imprisonment. The accused took from

the complainant, Massamut Lachmin, Rs. 3-13 as the fare from Nynee

station to Fyzabad, while the actual fare was Rs. 2-13, thereby ap-

propriating one rupee for himself.

•
• *

Mr. Ratnavaloo Chariar, B.A., an Assistant Conservator of Forest in

the Nizam’s Service, has been elected a Fellow of the Royal Geological

Society of London.

Notes, Leaderettes, and
Our Own News.

Before the King of the Belgians and all the members of the English

royal family, the Queen, on Monday, unveiled the equestrian statue of

the Prince Consort at Windsor,—the Jubilee gift of the women and

children of the United Kingdom.

Her Majesty has been on a visit to B«aron Rothschild at his seat at

Waddesden Manor, Aylesbury.

Djevdet Pasha, the Turkish Minister of Justice, has been dismissed

in consequence of his action in the Moussa Bey case.

Several officers are under arrest for huge and systematic robberies of

bombs from the Sebastopol magazines.

Destructive American cyclones are reported from Ohio, Iowa, In-

diana, and Kansas. Hundreds of houses have fallen, and many persons

been killed and more injured.

Influenza has reappeared in Warsaw and in acute ffirm, this time

attacking both men and cattle—horses in especial. Was it

On mules and dogs the infection first began
;

And last, the vengeful arrows fixed on man ? •

we wonder. If the disease in its Aggravated form is to make an im-

mediate and second round of the world, the prospect is fearful indeed I

Stanley is going bravely through the penalties of greatness in Chris-

tendom. Having, besides escaping death, discovered the rich India

rubber trees and been the guest of the Queen at Windsor Castle, he

has, as usual, been made the hero of a poor medieval pl.iyfor present-

ing him with the freedom of the city of London, as it is called.

The gasmen of Hamburg have gone into strike, leaving the city to

darkness.

On the 13th, Lord Alcestcr was run over in Piccadilly by an omnibus,

breaking three of his ribs. Notwithstanding, he is expected to recover.

Even an English Lord is hard to kill. »

The Colonial Bill has been introduced in the German Reichstag.

The new Chancellor explained that it was impossible for Germany to

go back without loss of honour and purse. He assured the House

that there was no conflict between Germany and England and no in

tention of any encroachment on the British sphere. Emin’s mission will

be confined to entering into relations with the tribes in the interior and

making an estimate for the establishment of fortified stations
;

in

other words, to sticnglhening Germany’s position in East Africa.

In unofficial language, it is the introduction of the thin end of the wedge.

The Minister of course omitted all reference to the thousands of ele-

phants’ tusks on which poor Emin’s huckstering heart is set. In the

meantime, Emin’s progress is not smooth and easy. The caravan has

met with a serious check. After a five days’ march, fully a quarter of

the porters deserted in a body.—Major Wissmann bombaided and

captured Lindi on the loth.

Italy is as conciliatory to England. Speaking in the Chamber on

the 13th, Signor Crispi said that Italy was in accord with England

and Austria, and would not allow any revolution in the Balkan States

which menaced the peace of Europe. Italy was content with her por-

tion in Abyssinia. There was concord between Italy and England,

and Italy would do nothing which England disapproved.

In speaking on the Army Bill, on the I4ih, Count Von Moltke de-

clared that the European situation was a problem of ever increasing

difficulty, and that the only guarantee for peace was a strong army.

Senator Plum has introduced a bill in the American Senate making

the unit-value of the dollar, whether in silver or gold, legal tender.

Senator Jones, in opening the debate, recommended free silver

coinage. His remarks were received with many marks of approbation,

shewing the direction of the wind.

The Congress agitation is progressing valiantly in England, aided by

loudly and expensively expressed sympathy from unexpected recruits

in India. Just now there is cause enough.

The dog-star rages ! nay, ’tis past a doubt.

All Bedlam, or Parnassus, is let out :

Fire in each eye, and papers in each hand,

They rave, recite, and madden ^round the land.

Reuter, under date the 12th, reports :

—

“ The delegates of the Indian National Congress have addressed

meetings at Bristol, where a telegram from Mr. Justice Norris, of the

Caicuua High Court, was read, wishing every success to the movement.
Sir Charles Hobhouse presided at meetings in several of the London
divisions last week, and the Hardwicke Debating Society in the Tern

pie, after four hours’ warm debate, carried a resolution favouring Indian

reform. A meeting of delegates takes place at Reading to-night, ancl

on Friday the Manchester Reform Club will ehtertain them at dinner,

and a meeting will take place afterwards. On the 20th instant the

delegates will be at Birmingham, where they hold meetings under
the presidency of General Phelp.s. On the 22nd instant, the Oxford

Union will hold a debate, which the delegates have been specially

invited to attend. During the Whitsuntide holidays, meetings will be

stopped. Meetings will be held on the 2nd of June at Newcastle, and
subsequently at Aberdeen, Dundee, Glasgow, Edinburgh, and Dublin.

A meeting of ten federated associations of South Wales will be held at

Cardiff on the 16th of June. Mr. Mudholkar Joshi and Mr. Eardley

Norton, with Mr. Surendianath Banerjee, will take part in the later

meetings.”

The governing body of the Imperial Institute has been formed to

consist of 120 members. All the industries of the United Kingdom are

to be represented. India will have 15 members. The Viceroy will elect

3, the different Provinces 6, the Chambers of Commerce 4» and the

Native Institutions 2. The Congressists will not fail to make capital

of this concession.
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In the House of Lords, Lord Cross, repeating the oft-given assurance

of non-interference with the internal affairs of Native States, informed

the House that he would ask the Viceroy of India to advise them

to follow the factory legislation of British India. That is, of course,

a Parli;un%ntary way of enforcing the order in those States.

In the HoUbC of Commons, on the r4th, the Irish members stole a

march on Government. The House being thin, the Irish moved the

second reading of the Bill for the erection n( Labourers’ Dwellings.

There was an attempt to adjourn the debate, but it proved unsuccessful,

'rite adjourntne#t was negatived and the second reading was agieed to

without a division. Was the tylcr—we mean the whip—fast asleep at

his post ? To recover countenance as it were, Mt. Balfour said th.at

the vole for adjouinincnt caiiicd against Government, was without

significance.

'riicic is ijiiiei in Crete, and the reserves have been disbanded.

Sfiious liots aie reported fiom Bilbao— Spain -among the miners

.ami other workmen on strike. Troops were callofl. They were re-

( eived by the nu)b with volleys of stones. The military in reply fiied

on the mob, killing and injuring several.

jVIr. Bradlaiigli has presented to the House of Commons a petition

from 500 rayyets of Jessore accusing the Magistrate of cruelty ami

perversion, and praying for an enquiry, 'fhe Home (government has

agreed to refer the matter to the India Government.

TEMPbKANCh is g.'iinitig ground in Parliament. After three days’

debate, the Lower House, in full assembly, has passed by 73 votes

the Local Tax.ilion Bill empowering County CounciI.s to withdraw

publicans’ licenses by compensating the holders. That is Reuter’s

report. According to the Central News, the Bill to amend local taxa-

tion was 1 ejected by as many votes.

Maharaja Sivaji Rao Holkar must put his house in order, without

further delay. In the House of Lords, the Secretary of State for India,

in reply to a question, announced that the last report was not ftivorable

to the Maharaja’s administration, but that there was no immediate in-

tention of any interference in that quarter.

Soudan is not all peaceful yet. There is admitted to be much in-

security and great distress in the Eastern Districts. The dervishes

of Tokar and Handoub occasionally laided on the neighbouring dis-

tricts. The Soudan Trading Company, however, have been able to

conclude agreements with Native Chiefs for growing cotton and open-

ing up the Berber route.

There was a report in Paris that M. Pasteur was dead. The truth

is he is in excellent health.

The Times' correspondent at the Porte reports the dismissal, by ihc

bultan, of a swarm of Palace spies, who, in the language of the corres-

pondent, while quite po\verle.¥s for good, did a great deal of mischief

by furnishing nurncriess fantastic reports to his .Majesty. That means
a saving of nearly ro,ooo/ a year, and a possibility of strengthening

other Departments of the .State.

The Lieutenant-Governor left Calcuiia on Tuesday, under the usu.al

salute. A goodly number of officials and others' weie present at the

Sealda railway station to see him off. Sir .Sieuait Hayley, accompanied

by Miss Bayley, Mrs. Colvin, Mr. Colvin, I’rivate Secretary, and

Captain Greenway, A.-D.-C, left for Cooch Behar by the ordinary train.

After partaking of the hospitality of that Durbar, the parly yesterday

moved on by road to Buxa, where halting this day, they again

drive on to-morrow, Sunday, to Kalrakotta, and thence on Monday

the 19th to Julpaigori. Here there will be a halt of two days, and

Daijeeling will be reached by road from Siligori on Thursday the 22nd.

This is a rational and agreeable way of breaking the dangerous fall of

temperature from the plains to the heights of the Himalayas.

Mr. H. J. S. Cotton has been fully restored to the good graces of the

Bengal Government. He has been conhrmed as Secretary in the

Financial and Municipal Departments, and will be taken in in the

jocal legislative council in place of the deceased Mr. Macaulay, if only

the Supreme Government will allow it.

If Sir Steuart Bayley can take to his bosom the Secretary who, by a

secret compact with a professional agitator, contrived to insult him and

royalty alike in the same breath, at a public meeting, by^a pack of in-

solent boys, Lord Lansdowne too may well think it none of hit business

to part them.

Th.at confirmation confirms Mr. C. E. Buckland as Senior^ and Mr.

K. G. Gupta as Junior, Secretary to the Board of Revenue.

The new officiating Chief Secretary does not go to Darjeeling till

alter the arrival there of the Lieutenant-Governor. Mr. Stevens will

work away the period in Calcutta.

Go-a-he.\d again ! There is at New York a juvenile actress of the age

I of seven, .uul she has found her match—in an actor of eight years of

age ! These little imps of the mimic art, precocious beyond their years,

have actually concluded a treaty of marriage between them. It runs

to the following effect :

—

“ We, the undersigned, do promise and vow three things in our

names—fiisi, th.it at the ages of 20 and 21 we will get married
; second,

that we will .star together b>r ten years and not get divorced ; third, th.it

at the ages of 30 and 31 we will retire from the stage and live in Fifth

Avenue.”

Notwithstanding this business-seeming transaction, there is romance

at bottom. Indeed, a parol iiiiclerstanding, whatever may be its legal

value, modifies the contract. The little actor is up to a considerable

chivaliy of sentiment. He has allowed his contingent inamorata the

important privilege of changing her mind, saying, “Gertie, if you ever

do marry another man, I will feel very much distressed, but I won’t sue

you.” A supeifluuLis piece of generosity.

Go A-HEAD to the bitter end. There is at this morwent a lady in the

United States who boasts, and is ready to prove, that she has been

married nine times since 1S67 I Thus she has tasted of the joys of

matrimony once in two years and a half. Three of her husbands are

dead and five divorced. Her ninth mate—rather than lord—has been

only recently taken in— in every sense we are afraid, poor fellow!

The advanced girlhood of the great Republic has adopted a new

reading of the customary marriage vow of obedience to the husband.

Instead of “ I will obey you,” the bride would say “ I will Bay you !

”

—a novel formula suggestive of not the brightest prospect for the un-

happy gloom.

Such is the “ adva need ” solution of this important problem of

marriage in the great democratic community beyond the Atlantic.

These A mcricans at any rate have actually carried into practice the

wilde.st suggestions of European speculators like Goethe. There is some

thing to be said in favour ol their choice. It must be a delicious pros-

pect to enjoy a honeymoon every second year. The tree of matrimony

is loo often discerned to be an upas, but not before it grows to seed.

Marriage is a nuisance only by flux of time. In its virgin freshness

and purity, it is a right good thing. And the honeymoon—there is

nothing like it ! The go-a-head reform offers to surfeit you with it.

Hurrah for Paradise Regained !

Herr is news that comes home to suffering humanity

“ The ninth congress on internal medicine was closed at Vienna on
April 18. Among the papers read at the last two sittings was one by
Professor Senator, of Berlin, on Blight’s disease, which created special

interest. The Professor remaiked that this terrible malady was nffi

incurable, as was generally believed. The greatest importance was to

be attached to the diet. Food containing albumen ought to be avoided,
while fats and carbon hydrates were desirable. Fish and the meat of

young animals might be given to patients, but not eggs. The milk cure

and the koumiss cure had been found efficacious in many insj^inces.

Piofcssor Ziemssen, of Munich, recommended hot-air baths ffTTd hot-

water packings, while other speakers dwelt on the curative effect of

prolongcif rest in bed. Dr. Klemperer, of Berlin, lectured on the treat-

ment of fever. He recommended large doses of bicarbonate of sodium.
Professor Eppinger, of Graz, reported on the newly discovered micro-
organism cladothrix, which produces a disease similar to tuberculosis.

Great interest was manifested in Professor Strieker’s electric micros-

cope, by which microscopical preparations under a magnifying power
of ii,ocx> linear wore made visible to an audience of 300 persons.

The pulsating heart of a dog and the heart beats produced by suffoca-

tion were successfully demonstrated* and the experiments convinced
the spectators that the teaching of natural science wOuld be greatly

assisted by this appliance. The next meeting of the Congress will be
held in 1891, Wiesbaden.”

Why should not there be an annual conference of the numerous

medical men scattered throughout India, Burma, Ceylon, the Straits
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Settlements ftnd|China, and even Japan and Australia ? It would do them

and science a world of good to have such periodical opportunities of

exchanging notes. No congress or society in Europe would afford them

equal facilities. They are a class hy themselves, confined to a sphere of

their own, in a different climate from Europe, engaged in battling with

new forms of disease under different conditions of not atmosphere only

hut also society. Such a class can expect little sympathy from medical

men in Great Britain, far less from those on the Continent. At the

smt time, these Eastern physicians and surgeons have doubtless a

stock of experience and ideas to communicate which, valuable to the

East, is not to be despised by the faculty in general throughout the

ulobe, but which miturally perishes in the absence of a record. We
commend the proposition to the enterprising founder of the new

popular medical journal, the Medical Reiord,

1‘»reparaTIONS are making, or rather orders on that behalf are issuing

thick and fast, for the next cetisus. It will be taken on the night of

\\\e 26ih February iS^i. Mr. C. J. O’Donnell has been appointed

Piovincial Superintendent of the Operations for Bengal. A happy

^jclection, Mr. O’Uounell has a facile and smart pen, and he is, we

believe, blessed with the patience and tact that other penmen of his

grade in the service lack. Certainly, he has, from an eaily period, been

accustomed to statistical inquiries and economical speculations.

With regard to the Census of 1891, the Commissioners of Divisions

have received some itrtroductory instructions. They are reminded to

he particularly careful about two initial' proceeding.s—namely, the

accurate and exhaustive demarcation of all inhabited areas, and the

appointment of intelligent, and, If possible, educated enumerators.

These need not be appointed immediately, but a list of them should

be piepated without delay, selecting men capable and willing to do

the work. In rural parts, it will not do to blindly depend on the

village Funchayets without enquiring into their educational qualifica-

tions for the work. It is suggested to choose young men with the

requisite literary proficiency, leaving the Funchayets to aid the

youthful enumerators by their influence and local information. The im-

portance of good and trustworthy enumerators is beyond question,

and we trust Government will not be wanting in its efforts, nor niggard

of purse, to employ them in proper time to make a proper return.

The whole of Dacca District has been thrown into commotion by an

extraordinary occurrence. We translate from a local vernacular paper ;

'' Srinagar and Sholaglmr are two villages in Bikrampore. The

Babus (Zemindars) of Srinagar are a wellknown family
; Sholaghur is

the birthplace of the Hou’ble Justice Chunder M.idhub Ghuse. Of

late, Srinagar and Sholaghur have been at feud on many points.

From Dacca the way to Si inagar lies through Sholaghur, where pas-

sengers leave their boats in the canal, and proceed on foot to Sri-

nagar. Recently, on the occasion of the wedding of B.ibu Kali

Frasanna Ghose’s son, the bridegroom’s party went to Srinagar v/d

Sholaghur. After the marriage, the bridegroom and bride with the

bridegroom’s friends took boat at Sholaghur and left for Dacca. In the

meantime, an affair look place which dumbfounds us to hear. At 2

O’clock in the morning, a man with the title [r/c] of Khasnavis, with

about 200 or 300 men armed with clubs, boarded the boats

and attacked the boatmen and belaboured many of the gentlemen

within an inch of their lives, (besides) smashing the boat and

wasting the goods and articles contained in it. Many gentlemen saved

their lives from the fury of the attack by swimming. Next day. many
reached Dacca naked and barefooted. Some are still laid up from the

beating received.

“ We are sorry to hear that the aforesaid Khasnavis is dewan or

steward to Justice Chunder Madhub Chose. It is said that it was under

the orders of this Khasnavis that the lattials (professional clubmen)

committed this horrible outrage upon the harmless gentlemen at

dead of night. One of the leading pleaders of the Dacca bar was

*amongst the wedding party, of course he could not come out un-

scathed. The pleader, we hear, by giving information to the police,

has caused some 12 or 13 men to be arrested. Khasnavis, we hear, has

escaped and cannot be found.

"Every one is pained at hearing the villainous conduct of Mr. Justice

Ghnse’s servant. Mr. Ghose will, we are confident, by surrendering

the wicked to the police, see them duly punished. The hon’ble

Judge should keep a strict eye upon his servants so that,'under cover

of his good name and wealth, they might not commit such crimes any
j

more.”
j

Wrril an eye to the traffic from transmission to town of the imports

of the kerosine oil landed at Budge Budge down the river, a branch

of the Eastern Bengal State Railway was run up—or down perhaps

—

to that country port. But it was no sooner opened than closed—for

having nothing to do. It is not only cheaper but every itay moie

handy to transport the cargoes of oil from the Budge Budge dep6t to

Calcutta by boats. The Railway authorities are doubtless thinking of

a reduction of their rates. But can they without risk make a reduction

out of all proportion to their general tariff for all their lines

throughout ?

The reduction must be considerable, we suspect, to enable the Rail-

way to crush the competition of the boats. But will it be worth the

Railway’s while to do so? Can the railway afford to come down so far?

At any rate, the matter was worth considering before going to all the

expj^nsc of opening a new, however short, line to catch a single traffic

which has now, after all, given it the slip. Who is responsible for the

waste of public resources ?

At tlie Allahabad High Court, on May 9, Mr. Justice Straight made

some veiy pertinent remarks on the ways of the Police in this country.

It was at the hearing of the appeal of Maurakhan and three othcis

against a sentence of the Sessions Judge of C.uvupore, condemning

them to death for murder. According to the prosecution, Bugwandin

and Ramcharan, his son, whilst returning from the inaiket of Haniia-

pore were set upon by men armed with clubs. The assailants knocked

down the son and knocked off the father fiom his pony, which they

took away, the said pony having wallets containing jewellery attached

to the saddle. Bugwanctin died some weeks afterwards from the

injuries to the head he received m the assault. Evidence was given

that, befote his death, he recognised the four accused as his assailants,

and the son also identified them. Mr. Justice Straight, with the full

concurrence of Mr. Justice Brodhurst, remarked in his judgment :— .

“The deceased was taken to Cawnpore, and it is obvious from what
appears in the diaries that no intimation ever came from him as to

who the persons were that assaulted him until after the police had
already themselves fixed upon these four men. . . . The attack upon
deceased look place on the 21st December, 1889. Before the 3rd
January these four men were under the control of the police, though,
according to the charge-sheet, they were not arrested until the 181I1

January. The learned Sessions Judge has made some strong remarks
on this matter, and has said, what is perfectly true, that for a period
of more than a fortnight these men were in a condition of unauthorised
aricst. If the police will act in this way, they must expect that their

conduct will be regarded with the gravest suspicion, and that what
happens while this unauthorised arrest continues will always be re-

garded with the greatest suspicion by us. 1 think the police made
up their miuds that because three of these men were absent from their

homes, and that the fourth was found under circumstances considered
to be suspicions, that they were the persons who had perpetrated the
crime . . . Noiliing was found in their houses. Looking to all the
circumstances of the case, I think it would be most unsafe to go upon
the evidence produced as establishing- the guilt of the accused. The
appeal is allowed, and prisoners wdl be released.”

We hope these remaiks will be taken notice of by Government.

Mr. Straight usually speaks with the manliness of an English judge,

and he has the further advantage of not being a lunatic.

We are delighted to see Mr. Dadabhai Nayroji’s Fai’H^amentary pros-

pects brightening up. The Central Finsbuiy Liberal and Radical

Association met recently to consider the following Resolution :
—

"That the Executive Committee recommend to the Council as
Farliamentary candidaie for Central Division of Finsbury the Hon’ble
Dadabhai Naoroji, who being in a position to devote his whole time
and aiicnlion to the .service of the constituency and repiesenting the
great cause of 250 millions of our fellow subjects, is, in tlie opinion of
the Executive Committee, the best eligible candidate, and likely to re-

gain the seat for the Liberal and Radical paity. The Executive Com-
mittee further recommend Mr. N.ioroji to the Council because of his
well-known view.s in favour of Home Rule and his adhesion to the
London piogramme.”

As a result, Mr. Dadabhai Naoroji was definitely selected as their

Parliamentary cadidate. The old Association, who nominated Mr.

Richard Eve, may still pul difficulties in Mr. Naoroji’s path. But

then, whether in love or war, Eve is a slippery name for an ally.

Their Eve may give them the slip any moment. He is understood to

be contemplating a strategic movement to carry himself out of the

field before it is too late. His friends are indignant that he is not

earnest in his own cause, and seems not unwilling to retire as soon

as he can do so gracefully. We wish him God speed ! It is time enough

to have a Baboo installed in old St. Stephen’s historic chapel. The
whirligig of Time brings in its own revenges. The irony of Fate would

be a myth if it did not send Lord Salisbury’s own " black man ” to

the House of Commons, to confront bis Lordship’s own ministry

!
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Tnii new oifian of the Kayastha community of Behar is destined at

no (Jistant dale to make its maik. Tlie Kayastha truseite is now in

its 19th mirnber, and it is already one of the ablest members of the

press. It needs only a proper material expansion to constitute it a

journal (xf wci;4ht .md authority. As it is, the .single small sheet of

which It consists, is brimful of readable matter. The present issue opens

with an excellent leading article on the Importance of Soci.al Reform.

'J'aking for his text Mr. Justice Telang’s I.'ito speech at the Elphins-

tonian gatlieiing, the writer notices the speaker’s rernaik that “he did

not disapprovi^of the agitation in f.^voiir of election to Legislative Coun-

cils, but asked them to lemember that they yet lequired the ///t* to

make such systems woik," and adds

—

“ Tliis remaik is both pithy and profound. Yet in order to woik

nut our pnliMcal salvation, we must aitain a certain staiidaid of eleva-

tion in our social life, and althoingh we do not go sn far to say that

i; wniihi he like pninng the cait before the horse to begin wiih political

.'igifation liffore y<»n h ive reache<l an Utopian standard of peifection

111 your social sysiein, yet it woiihl be hni the bate tintli to say that

social reformation is the wheel of political reformation ;
wilhoul the

wheels the horse m.iy pull :ind pull ever so haul, but it will be able

only to drag. Yon cannot have tlie one without (lie other, the two are

interdependent on each other for progress
;

both must be synchronous
to be successful.”

Under the bead “To Kayasiha Students. [By one of Them.]”

occius a remarkable discourse, much too well written for the most part

for nlmnst any student, Brahman or Kayastha, or, for the matter

of that, British, made up apparently of scraps of Smiles and other

popular writers, but none the less useful on tli.at account. In the

Local division is another leading article rrf so formidable a kind lb. it

the conductors have deemed it necessary to anticipate criticism and

whittle down their responsibility by labelling this portion of the p>aper

“ The independent Section.” This article is significantly headed

“ The Government of Bengal Defied, or Mr. Tweedie out-Tweedied by

Hipiself.” It is a bold and un.sparing attack on the District Judge.

Local journalism in this country, as a rule, is feeble journalism on

matters local. It is usually the vehicle of the most fulsome fl.itteiy

of local magnates and the powers geneially. For the rest, its is

confined 10 advertising small projects of doubtful utility and obscure

imliodics of doubtful ambitions. Local giievances it haldtually ignores.

We trust the A^a/as/Jid Gascitc will steer clear of these liabilities.

The Kayastha organ ch.^rges Mr. Tweeclie with going out of his way

to arbitrate, in a private, megular, or at least extra judicial way, in the

<liflferences of partie.s,—di (Terences which may any day come before him

ill his official capacity of Judge. Tne GaactU quotes the Bengal Gov-

etniiient Circular No. 25, dated Febmary 20tli, 1873, which lays

down the “ Rule.s of Aibiiiaiion by Public Officers” as following

(u) No Public Officer shall act as an arbitrator unles.s authorized
by his immediate supenor or unless directed by a com-
petent court.

(b) No Public Officer shall act as an arbitrator in arty case which
IS likely to come before Imn in any shape in virtue of any
Judicial or Executive Office which he may be holding.

And with this circular before him, cries our contempoiary :

—

“And with this circular inexistence, not only inexistence, but in

force, not only technically in force, but in universal application, Mr.
Tweedie has cljosen to ctinstiiuie himself, or allowed himself to be
named, an arbitrator in the division of the estate of the late Nawab
Syed Lulf Alii Khan, c l.R., of Patna city, between the surviving sons
and daughters of the deceased, among whom there are disputes of
various sorts as to succession and extent of shares

;
and for this pur-

pose, Mr. Tweedie has during the past week, not infrequently even
subtracted from his Court-hours to go to Patna City on his charitable
errand. It is certain that the words of the circular in question do not
admit of being quibbled into meaning anything in extenuation of Mr.
Tweedie’s conduct

;
it is also cprt.iin that Mr. Tweedie has not been

* authorized by his immediate superior ’or ‘directed by a competent
Court’ to act as an arbitrator in the matter, and it is more than certain
—not only ‘ likely ’— that the matter in question will come before Mr.
Tweedie in more than one shape in his judicial capacity as Judge of

Patna.”

We hope the attention of Government and the High Court will be

drawn to this new direction of judicial activity.

In another column will be found a letter from a suflTcrer disclosing the

insecurity of life and property still in the heart of Deltaic Bengal and

the laxity of the administration of criminal justice.

Thursdav se’nnight, in midckiy, the village of Sanko, in the Burdwan
distiict, one mile south of the Kanoo Junction, was, in a few hours,

laid in ruins, leaving an insignificant wreck behind. A disastrous fire

broke out in Hazrapara, and spread until it entirely destroyed not only

that quarter but also Babupara, Bamunpara, Pathukpara, Chopter-

para and Baruiapara. Above 450 houses belonging to about 200 persons
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have been completely burned down. Only the Raijpara was saved,

where the people took protection that night, for not a tree was left

elsewhere to give any shelter.
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THE ICONOCLAST IN BEHAR.
The present Administration of Bengal maintains its

popularity. Notwithstanding certain adverse signs,

the country on the whole is still disposed not simply
to treat official measures with perfect fairness but

even with extraordinary liberality. A crucial instance

has just occurred. The press generally has received
the Government orders on the Durbhungah Temple
case in good spirit. Those orders were announced in

this journal in due time. Mr. Beadon has been
declared incapable of being retained in charge of the

Durbhungah district and has been transferred. The
Mahomedan Vice-Chairman has been condemned as

unfit for his position, and as he is not a servant of
Government, his resignation meets the case so far as

he is concerned. The Government has announced
that it lays no claim to the temple site, while the
municipality have been advLsed to sanction the con-

struction of a new temple.

These orders arc characterised by Sir Steuart
Bayley’s usual amiability and some practical-minded-

ness. They evince tact to be sure, but no statesman-
like grip of facts—no firm determination to do the right

to the full measure. The Bengal office review of the

proceedings is an elaborate painstaking document of

considerable ability. The Government appreciated

the difficulty of the subject, and the writer approaches
it with great circums|)ection. But that hesitation it-

self had in it, unknown to him, a sinister element,
which hampered his powers and led to an unsatisfac-

tory result. There was doubtless a disposition to do
justice. Unfortunately, it was a sense of justice

handicapped with a lively wish to save a brother Civil

Servant, high in the service and of high connections.

'I'he broad salient circumstances of the case were
too plain for any Secretariat .sophist to confuse and
confound the public about them. The aggrievfid

Hindus had thoroughly proved the substantial nature

of their grievance. A patient and protracted official

inquiry had established a grave official outrage on the

religious feelings of the people. All that remained
for the Government reviewer was to whittle down its

proportions, and no opportunity for this was lost.

There is in the Government decision a visible leaning

to lend ear to every excuse of the offending officer,

and to put the victims in the wrong.

The aggrieved Hindus have just cause to complain
that the Lieutenant-Governor has been rather fOo

lenient with Mr. Beadon. Who will say that leniency

is never a virtue in a ruler ? The virtue may, how-
ever, be misplaced, or carried too far, and we do
consider that it has been so in the present ii*<tance.

'Fhe (question had assumed a serious aspect from its

connection with religion, and it behoved Government
to deal with it frankly, without the slightest personal

regards. What boots it to insist that the temple
party endeavoured to make too much of this re-

ligious element, and spoilt their case by resorting to

falsehood, *as well as by violation of the municipal

procedure. That when they received a notice from

the municipality not to go on building the temple,

they set up a false plea that an old temple was being
merely repaired, in consequence of its being out of

repairs and falling down, and that there was no ^new
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constructidh. On this point, the evidence is de-

clared to be altogether against them. We confess we
are not prepared to gO so far. But even at the worst,

this is a minor matter, which does not affect the sub-

stantial*|6erits of the case. The Government in fair-

ness nicikes sufficient admission in favour of the

people. The Lieutenant-Governor says that he “ is

satisfied that at the time when the new temple

was commenced, there was not, and had not been

any building in existence on the same site. Upon

this point the evidence appears to be conclusive.

Whether there had or had not been a temi)le at some

])revious period on approximately the same site is

more doubtful. That there had at one time been a

building there is certain, and it is equally certain that

in recent years there had been a shrine or asthan with

-a sacred image kept by a devotee or holy man in

charge.” This had either fallen in decay or may have

been carried away in the fall of a pepul tree. 1 his

as regards the religious aspect of the case. As to its

legal aspect, the temple party were in the first iiy

stance fortunate in the Commissioner’s finding in their

favor. Mr. Boxwell held that the procedure laid

down in section 175 of the Bfengal Municipal Act

not having been observed, the action of the Munici[)al

authorities was illegal. But the Legal Remem-

brancer, with whom the Advocate-General concurs,

differs from this view, and says that section 175 dois

not apply to cases coming under section 241. I Im

Lieutenant-Governor accepts this view. We confess

we incline to thipk with the Commissioner. The

present case is no doubt governed by section 241 of

Part VI. of the Act, but the procedure is laid down

in section 175 of Part V.

For all that. Sir Stenart Bayley is satisfied that

the action of the municipality was not strictly or

technically illegal. He rightly thinks the question

of legality of much less importance than the ad-

ministrative questions involved. Considering these

questions fully, he administers a sharp censure to Mr.

Beadon. The following extracts from the Govern-

ment letter e’xpress the better side of the Govern-

mental consciousness :

—

“TnrninR now to the atlmiiiistrative aspect of the question, the

Lieutenaiil-Govcinor is consirained to remark first of all on the ne^-

W.i of proper business precautions on the part of the Municipal aiithu-

jities. Mr. Beadon had his attention called to the fact that the build-

ing' was being begun without a license in October
;
yet for two months

the work waS allowed to goon without any effective action being taken

to call the lesponsible persons to account. Under a proper adminis-

u alive svstein this would not have occuned
;
the question would have

been definitely settled one way or the other in Oriober, and all sub-

sequent diflic-ulties would have been obviated. The pioceedings, as

Mr. Beadon him.self says, show first extreme dil.ilonness, and lastly

undue haste
;
in other words, by neglecting to deal in the fust inst.ince

in a business-like manner with a tolerably simple question, the Muni-

c ipal antliorities found themselves involved aftci wards in veiy trouble-

some complications which they endeavoured to tear asunder wiiliout

considering the consequence.

In considering the general question of Mr. Beadon’s responsibility,

the Lieutenant-Governor cannot hold him, as Chairman of the Muni-

cipality, free from blame for the slack system of administration ad-

verted to in p.ar.agraph 2. It was in this that the whole trouble had

ils origin, and it is impossible to acquit Mr. Beadon on the plea that

it was badly served. When the neglect of the first few months had

led up in its natural course, to a state of things which required the

most careful handling, an accurate enquiry into all the facts, ideliberate

judgment, and special clearness in the orders passed, Mr. Beadon’s

• action was characterised by the conspicuous absence of ail these re-

quisites. In the concluding words of your letter, you justly observe :

‘The falseness of the temple party, Mr. Bcadnn’s rashness, and

thoughtlessness about consequences with the nature of the subordinates

through whom Mr. Beadon worked, led to the triisfortune.’ Whil^

concurring generally in this view, the Lieutenant-Governor must point

out that to Mr, Beadon’s heedless ignorance of the nature of his

subordinates, and his placing undue confidence in a man whose ante-

cedents could have indicated the necessity of the greatest vigilance is

to be imputed a great portion of the trouble.” p

It was all to no purpose. As soon as the Lieu-

tenant-Governor came to award punishment, his hand

faltered. The outraging Magistrate has doubtless

had the benefit of astute advice from his brethren

of the service. Unlike our own Surenclra Nath

Banerjee, who, on being caught in the act of tamper-

ing with the record, sought to browbeat his superiors

into silence, Mr. Beadon candidly admitted the

error he had committed, and threw himself on

the mercy of the Government. He expressed his

profound regret for what had happened, and pro-

tested in the most solemn manner ^hat he did

not mean that the temple should be so hastily de-

molished, although there was no denying that his

orders were capable of that construction. He re-

ferred to his past career of 27 years as affording

testimony of his usual conciliatory attitude towards

the Hindoos or any other religious section of the

community. After this appeal for mercy from an

officer “of ri[)e experience and of unquestioned

ability and industry,'* the Head of the Government
was bound to come to the rescue, and appease the

public as best he could, by pronouncing on him a

tolerably severe wigging, and relieving him of charge

of a district where he had made himself so un-

popular. Sir Steuart had to do justice not to the

temple party alone. He had to do justice to Mr.

Beadon also—yea, to maintain the prestige of the

glorious Covenanted Service. Mr. Beadon’s candid

acknowledgment of error has been gratifying to

the Litaitenaiu-Governor, who is fully convinced that

Mr. Bt^adon is innocent of intending outrage or in-

sult to the Hindoos. The truth is, in a case of this

kind, the Lieutenant-Governor is necessarily an

indifferent judge, and he allowed himself to be easily

satisfied that Mr. Beadon’s regret was sincere and

candid. Any unbiassed man of the world could see

the hollowness of the pretence set up. Such is the

universal deference to the great, that we are surprised

to see many of whom better might be expected

lavishing encomiums upon Mr. Beadon’s candour.

These praises are as wasted upon this occasion as

they were lately wasted in another quarter. To us,

the British magistrate has not shown ordinary man-

liness. His attempt to make a scapegoat of his

poor Mahomeclan subordinate, is most mean. The
stress laid on his long service only goes against him.

Nor had he borne a good character during all the

period. Altogether, it was a most unfortunate case,

and. between the pressure of the Civil Service and the

claims of the people, the Government had no small

difficulty in regard to it. We ijow hope the decision

which has been passed by Sir Steuart Bayley will

serve to allay the excitement of feeling which still

exists in Diirbhungah. The practical objects of the'

temple party are secured by that decision, while the

two executive officers of the municipality, through

whose rash and inconsiderate conduct they have

suffered insult and loss, have been brought to disgrace.

DISEASE, ACCIDENT, AND DEATH.
Since the begining of the year, the public health of the city has been

miserable. Cholera and small pox have counted many victims, not

a few have succumbed to chest complainis, while the Influenza has

r,agcd in every household. The provision markets were for some lime

deserted and business threatened to come to a dead lock. Of late, a

favourable change has been distinctly visible.

There have been several deaths in respectable Hindu families in

town. The most painful is that of a young member and prop of the

Guho family. With a magnificent figure, 6 feet high, passionately

attached to athletic games, who could have thought that Annada Churn

Guho was hovering over bis grave ? But he caught the Influenza, got the

pneumonia, and lingered on for thirty days, struggling against the

heroic treatment of blgid Medicine, and then confessed himself beaten.
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h must have cost all the resources of science to kill him. He belonged

to a long-lived family, his father and grandfather still living.

'I'hc death of poor Girij a Sunker Sen, eldest son of I3abuo Ram Sunker

Sen, retired Deputy Magistrate, leaving, besides his sorrowing parents,

SIX little ohildren, is a heart-rending case. He went out in a dog-rari

crammed with native Christian ladies to the Strand. He was stopped

at the Eden Gardens for driving without lights. As in the absence

of A syce he stooped to light the lanip leaving the reins to one of his fair

companions, the horse shied and bolted. They were all thrown out with

violence, Sen b(|^ng taken up almost, if not quite, insensible, and one of

the ladies fracturing her jawbone and losing some of her teeth. In-

stead of being sent to hospital or taken home, they were taken to the

house of a native Christian at Hhowanipore as if to dine— for there

was an engagement for the purpose at that house, where in fact the

patty w’cie proceeding 7 'Ai ilie Strand. The rr ison more prob.ibly was

that this genilcin.in was a doctor. Thence, late in the night, Sen w'as

sent in a/;6tvzgati to Sen’s house in town. He never regained conscious-

ness and cxpiretl next day without receiving any medical treatment.

His life was as miserable as his end. He went to England clandes-

tinely, without permission of his family who were aftcrw.ards obliged to

suppi^rt him there to the best of their power, and succeeded in getting

himself called to the bar. He lanied there for many years—much too

long for his good, we aie afraid, lleie, he did not succeecl in his pro-

fession, his sole dependence for maintaining himself and family jn the

e.xpensive European style of living. All the faults and misfortunes of

hss life were due to this single cause. Otherwise, he was not without

parts and maintained to the last the habit of general reading. Latterly,

he w;is getting into some practice in the interior, and it is much to be

pitied that just at this point his life should close.

The most recent death is that of Habu Deno Nath M.allik, of Upper

Circular Road. His constitution was enfeebled by diabetes, which

he hkd kept under by dint of constant exeicise. He might every day

be seen running rather than walking in the Eadcn Gardens. He went

on Thursday on his usual drive. On Friday, however, he complained of

a colic and by 10 at night he was no more, quietly expiring in his chair.

He was a typical Calcutta Baboo of the worst species, without either

the simplicity and humanity of the old school or the eiiuration and

patriotism of the new. His family were not remarkable for grace or

amiability, but in him ail their worst peculiarities culminated. Though

a Kulin Kayastha by birth, his mind was filled with the grovelling

notions of the Shaoo Uis very seat in his high lumbering

barouche was that of the upstart. It was not even a decent attitude,

and he has escaped by death from the liability to a whipping from some

one of the European gentlemen who are accustomed to make use of ihe

same evening drive for themselves and their Limilies. Of course, it

goes without saying that he was a snob of the first water. At school he

used constantly to assert the new prosperity of his family .and deride

the waning opulence of the Sobhabazar Rajas, and through life he was

the enemy of the respectable and happy families in the country whom
he envied. Luckily, his knowledge did not extend beyond Calcutta and

its suburbs. The ouly family who escaped his contemptuous denun-

ciaUon were the Ghosal Rajas of Bhookoylas, Kiddorpore. Indeed, at

the lime when they were somebodies, he used to mention them with ex-

traordinary deference. The reason was that they kept open table at

which he cheaply enjoyed his new taste for European delicacies. But

this very family he, by persistent intrigue, got brought to disgrace, dis-

memberment and ruin. As an evil adviser to the members of our joint

families, he was a public pest. He once seemed to meet his match in

the Registrar of Calcutta—a gentleman otherwise his superior in every

respect, whether for heart or brains. But he revenged himself on him

by causing a separation between Babu Pralap Chandra Ghose and his

brother, who was Deno Nath’s son-in-law. It is strange that our

Kayastha friends should have cared to form alliance with such a man,

but mammon worshippers forgive everything to a man of wealth.

Without education or feeling, purse-proud, ostentatious of wealth

without ever lapsing into charity, indeed a notorious miser, living only

for himself according to his narrow ideas, superstitious without faith,

he had but one quality, which, however, only served to make him mote
repulsive. Strangely enough, he had a capacity for a grotesque humour.

Disease and difficulties with his tenantry for a time seemed to make
him humble, but, with better times, his true character again reasserted

itself. The death of his wife drove him to seek consolation in the

mysteries of spiritualism, but he soon became himself again. He was

not on speaking terms with his brothers and nephews, and passed a life

of lonely misery, barely in town but away from the jaunts of men.

His death is a relief to his household. We congratulate his sons and

daughters-in-law whom he foully persecuted, on the possibility of com-

fort and happiness which at length opens on them.

We have gone into this analysis with great reluctance. But we do

not believe in the ii rational and immoral doctrine of sparing the dead.

For the benefit of society, the strange individuality that has just passed

out of our community is worth describing. No other opportunity can

possibly occur.

OUTRAGE IN RURAL BENGAL AND THE
ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.

Kartikpur^ i^th May iSgo.

On the 8th Falgoon 1296 B. S., corresponding with the 19th

February last, some people, residents of the village of Kocaynagar,
which is abour half a mile off from here, attacked my house. This
they did in the broad day light of morning. They were armed.
No sooner they appeared on our road than they made a horrible

yell or llallah, I mean a sort of war-cry. During this time 1 was
also on the road taking a morning turn.

'They attacked me but, though not at all prepared for defence,

I stood firmly where I had been. One of the aggressors named
Nakari Mondal perhaps aimed at my life with the Hashur in his

hand, but his aim missed and 1 took courage to catch hold of it

and succeeded in wresting it out of his hands, before Nakari
could use it again. With that weapon in hand I defended my-
self, with a view to detain them at any risk on the road for

some time, so that in the#, meantime my large family might es-

cape. My fourth brother who was within came to my assistance,

but I instructed him to manage the escape of our family. He
instantly obeyed me. After struggling with the enemy for

some time, 1 was so much pressed that 1 could not but shew
them my back and run towards home. They followed me as

far as the female apartments (Andar Khanda), where one named
Ibrahim struck me on my head with a bamboo stick. 1 then fell

down insensible. Blood gushed out in torrents which perhaps

brought the aggressors to the sense of consequences which might
befall them hereafter. They ran away.

My brother went to the Thanah of Palang about 5 miles off

from here and gave the Police the information of this occurrence.

The Police accordingly appeared on the place of occurrence, saw
my wound and examined its depth, length and breadth, held

local enquiries and subsequently sent the case as a Police cognizable

one to -the criminal court of the Sub-Division of Madaripore for

trial. The said informant could name only twelve men out of the

numerous accused. He became plaintiff and 1 myself a witness

of the occurrence.

When the trial began, his worship the present Joint-Magistrate

did not allow the complainant to name the rest of the accused,

whom he could not name in the Thanah on account of his breath-

less condition and entire confusion as he knew not whether I wa^

alive.

Sir, this is an old village. It has never seen such a horrible

occurrcMicc in broad day light even during the administration oi

Ka/.ccs under the Mogul Governmenf. That is the opinion of the

oldest men here. The neighbours arc so much alarmed that

some of them arc ready to leave for ever their birthplace, if in

this case the accused are not properly taught a lesson.

But to the surprise of all, the joint Magistrate seems to take it for

a slight occurrence, because the Doctor of the Hospital has remarked
niy wound lo be a slight one—slight because it did not touch the

bone. I would not care much for the report of the Doctor if the

court would pay attention to the terms of sections 447 and 143.
With regard to these charges made by the Police, the court seems

indifferent. The court has not charged any of the five challaned by

the Police nor has it asked any of them whether they arc guilty or

not. Only one has himself given answer
( 'JaM ) and has cited sorift

witnesses who are going to be examined. The trial has taken 2}^

months and yet the case is not decided. The frequent change of

dates has emptied the purse of the complainant, whereas the accused

being forty in number, they subscribe and bear the cost of the

case easily enough. They arc the rayyets of the local MaMnedan
Zemindar, and the Hakim is reported to be hand and glove with the

Zemindar? Who knows what will be the end of it all !

A Sufferer.

Holloiva^s Pills .—Enfeebled Existence.— This medicine embraces
every attribute required in a general and domestic remedy. It overturns
the foundations of disease laid by defective food and impure air. In
obstructions or congestions of the liver, lungs, bowels, or any other

organs, these Pills are especially serviceable and eminently successful.

They should be kept in readiness in every family, being a medicine of
incomparable utility for young persons, especially those of feeble con-

stitutions. They never cause pain or irritate the most sensitive nerves

or most tendei* bowels. Holloway’s Pills are the best known puriiieri

of the blood, the most active promoters of absorption and secretion,

whereby all poisonous and obnoxious particles arc removed from both

solids and duids.
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INCOME-TAX ON CONSIGNMENTS.
No. I 5 > 5 > dated the 3i8t March, 1890.

From—J. F. Fijilay, Esq., Deputy Secretary to the Government of

India, Department of Finance and Commerce.
To—The ^rotary to the Bengal Chamber of Commerce.

Sir,--l dircc^d to acknowledge the receipt of your letter

No. 238-’90, dated the 21st, March 1890, forwarding a letter from

ilic Rangoon Chamber ot Commerce and enclosures, regarding the

levy of Income Tax on the profiis on consignments made to British

India by persons not resident in British India, and requesting that

(he orders on the subject may be withdrawn.

2. 1 am to state that the (Government of India will await the

reports of the local authorities belore further consivlering the dcci-

;,ion arrived at on the subject in the Resolution No. 5441, dated

23rd October 1889.

Telegram, dated 25th April 1890.

From—Calcutta.

From—Secretary, Bengal Chamber of Commerce.
To—Simla.

To—Secretary, Department of Finance and Commerce.
With reference to your No. 1515, dated 31st March, the Col-

lector of Income Tax here has issued a circular to the commercial
community of Calcutta calling upon them to send in a return show-

ing names of persons, &c, who consign goods to them for sale, also

a statement showing the profits made by consignors on the sale of

their consignments. Committee understood from your letter re-

ferred to that the expediency of attempting to tax profits made by

consignors on goods sold in India was uidcr consideration of Gov-
ernment, and they respectfully request that the Income 'Fax Col-

lector here be instructed to suspend action pending further ordcis.

The Circular referred to in the telegram is as follows :

—

From S. J. Kilby, Esquire, Collector of Income-Tax, Calcutta.

I have the honor to invite your attention to sections 42 and 45,
Act II. of 1886, and to request you to be good enough to furnihh

me within days from the receipt of this requisition, with a list

of the persons, firms or companies who consign goods to you for

sale.

2. I have further to request you under section 43 of the Act, to

furnish me at the same time with a Return of the profits upon such

consignments, which arc taxable in India. In the event of the in-

formation at your disposal being insufficient to admit of your doing

this, 1 have next to request you to furnish me with a Return show-

ing the gross proceeds realised by you on account of each consignor

during the financial year 1889-90, a percentage of which, varying

according to the circumstances of each case, will be held to be

profit.

3. In order to facilitate the work of assessment, as well as to

enable me to make it as equitable as possible, may 1 ask you to give

me a Return of the gross proceeds of the various descriptions of

jioods consigned to you, with your opinion as to what the percentage

of profits may fairly be assumed to be on each description.

4. In future, it is desirabie that consignors of goods should fur-

iiisU their representatives in India with such information as will

enable them to make a correct Return of profits, and 1 shall feel

obliged by your making this known to them.

5. In due course I shall issue an assessment notice upon you
under the provisions of section 21, and I would therefore refer you

to section 23 which will explain your powers, and section 49 which
indemnifies you for deducting arul paying tl»e tax in respect of

income belonging to another person.

The reply of the Government of India runs thus.

From Government of India, Department of Finance and Com-
merce, Nos. 2157, Simla, the I8t May 1890.

To the Secretary to the Bengal Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta.

Sir,— I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your telegram,

dated the 2$th April 1890, and of your letter No. 345, dated the

26th April 1890, requesting, with reference to paragraph 2 of the

letter from this Department No. 1515, dated the 31st March, 1890,

that the Collector of Income Tax may be instructed not to proceed

with the assessment to income tax of the profiis on goods consigned

for sale to an agent residing in British India.
,

2. I am to state that the purport of the letter quoted has been

•misapprehended. What the Government intended to convey was
j

that its decision to assess to income tax the profits on goods con-

signed to agents would not be reconsidered at present. The local

authorities had already been instructed some time previously to
|

cause the profits to be assessed, and the Government of India pro-

posed to defer further consideration of the matter, if*furthcr con-
j

sideration should be found to be necessary, pending receipt from
the local revenue authorities of reports on the operation of the

orders. ,

I have, See,

(Sd.) £. ]. SiNKINSON,

Secy. CO the Government of India.

The Chamber again asks for suspension of action pending consi-

deration of memorials ;

Private deferred Telegram, dated Calcutta, 9th May 1890.

From—Bengal Chamber of Commerce.
To—Secretary, (Government of India. •

Department of Finance and Commerce.
Your letter No. 21 57 of first May has caused great discontent

among all classes in Calcutta resulting in Meeting at Chamber’s
Rooms to-day at which were represented British India, Dcfcjice

and Trades Associations, Chamber and N.nional Chamber. Re-

solved to solicit Government to instruct Collector to s‘Sbpend action

under Resolution No. 5441 of 23rd October finding consideration

of memorials to Viceroy in pieparation. Kindly reply.

The Government of India at last agrees :

—

Telegram, dated Simla, 15th May 1890.

From—Simla.

From— Finance.

To—Calcutta.

To—Secretary, Bengal Chamber of Commerce.
Your telegram, 9ih May, Income Tax. Government has no doubt

of the legality of its orders and as the information before it shows

that similar profits are now liable to assessment in the United King-

dom, it cannot admit beforehand that the difficulties in the way of

their assessment in India arc insuperable. The Government, how-

ever, is willing to fully consider any arguments the Chambers may
wish to put forward and will wait receipt of pending memorials.

Local Governments have been instructed meanwhile to suspend

action on orders of 23rd October last.

PUBLIC OPINION AND LEGISLATIVE
MEASURES.

The following is the full text of the letter on the above subject,

dated Calcutta, !9th March, 1890, addressed by the Secretary of

the Bengal Chamber of Commerce to the Government of India :-7-

Thc Committee of the Chamber of Commerce instruct me to

address you upon a matter which they venture to consider is of

very considerable public interest. It is generally admitted that ii

is to the advantage of Government that its measures especially its

projects of Law should, to as large an extent as possible, have the

support and sanction of public opinion. When the necessities of

the State or the character and organisation ot the administration

preclude that thorough discussion by the Legislative body which is

so marked a feature in the history of modern European enactments,

it seems to the Committee that the very greatest care should be

taken to ascertain the views, as well as the wants and requirements

of those who may be interested in the labours of the various Indian

Legislatures. The Government appears to some extent to recog-

nise that this is a reasonable public expectation, since besides avail-

ing itself of official experience through the dificrent local Govern-

ments and Administrations, it seeks from time to time to obtain

expressions of opinion from the more important and permanent of

the public bodies of the three presidencies. 'Phat its efforts in this

direction arc not more successful or encouraging appears to be due

to the practice of not calling for outside opinions until suggestions

for amending existing laws or enacting new ones, have assumed a

definite form as Bills actually or about to be introduced into the

Legislative Councils.

'This system is open to two objections :,thc statement of objcc^Js

and reasons is too meagre to sufliciently explain what has inducca

Government to cause the Bill to be prepared, and the Government

by putting forward a Bill is loo often in a position from which it

finds it difficult to retire or even to make concessions. It is not to

the advantage of Government that it should so often appear as con-

testing principles and even details against non-official opinion ex-

pressed either in the Lcgislauirc itself or through some public body

interested. In the opinion of the Committee, the disadvantages

and difficulties they have indicated might be lessened to an ap-

preciable extent, if all proposals for alteration, in at least mercantile

laws, were submitted when received by Government, to those who

would be affected by them for their opinion. The experience of

this Chamber is that under the present system, the time given for

consideration of any project or measures is as a rule, too brief, and

that too many projects are considered together within the space of

any given sessions to be so cft'cctually dealt with as might be de-

sirable. A Bill the Committee arc aware, represents a very con-

siderable amount of correspondence and serious work on the part ol

the Departments and officials concerned with its inception and

preparation, and may mean and often should mean a proportionate

expenditure of time on the part of those to whom it may be re-

ferred. With men unmixed in business, it is not easy to secure the

leisure required for thorough examination and criticism of a measure.

Besides, it is not easy for those who arc constantly occupied witli

the cares of business to follow with minute or special care the

technical terminology of a proposal put in a form ready for legisla-

tion. They would find on the other hand no such difficulty in
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scaling with proposals supported by arguments and reasons couched
ill familiar terms.

What has been said of projects of Legislation applies with equal

or greater force to the Rules which, under the sanction of the Law,
rhe Grtvernment is in so many instances left to frame as the ma-
thincry for working a particular law.

The Committee wanted therefore to suggest that the Govern-
Tiient of India should lake this matter into consideration with a view

tliat when it is necessary or desirable to obtain non-official opinion

upon proposals affecting existing laws or for prospective legislation,

or upon anyJoules or amendments of Rules already declared, the ut-

most care should be taken to obtain that opinion at as early a stage

as possible.

COCOANUT BUTTER IN GERMANY.
The fol](nving is an extract from the last report of the United

States Consul at Mannheim on the subject of the manufacture of

cocoa -nut butter in Germany :

German chemists discovered in the cocoannt a fatty substitute for

butter. This discovery was made by a Dr. Schluck, practical

chemist at Ludwigshafen, just over the Rhine from Mannheim.
Sliortly after the discovery was made a firm was cstablishetl in this

city under the “ P. Miillcr and Sohne,” which sank a large amount

of capital in an enterprise having for its object the production of

the new article, to which they gave the name of “cocoanut butter.’*

The results achieved have more than justified their expectations.

The firm is not able to meet the con‘5tant demands made upon
it. Although in existence only one year, it employs 25 workmen,
who get from 25 to 75 cents, a day, has a 40 horse-power engine,

and produces daily 3,000 kilos, of butter, which retails at from 55
to 65 pfennigs, or from 13 to cents, per pound, or 25 to 30
cents, per kilogramme.

The nuts arc obtained from almost all lands lying in the tropics,

especially from the South Sea and Coral Islands, Arabia, the coast

countries of Africa, and South America. Natives in countries

where the nuts grow have for a long time used the milk of these

nuts, instead of food oils. It contains 60 to 70 per cent, of fat,

and 23 to 25 per cent, of organic substances, of which 9 to 10

per cent, is of albumen. Liebig and Fresenius had already dis-

covered the value of the cocoanut oil, or fat, but did not succeed

in its production as a substitute for butter. The new butter is of a

clear, white colour, melts at from 26'’ to 28“ Celsius, and contains

o-ooc8 p T cent, water, o*oo6 per cent, mineral stuffs, and 99*9932
per cent. fat.

It hardens at 19“ Celsius. It is better adapted, however, for the

kitchen than for the dininig-room, that is, for cooking purposes,

than for the uses to which butter is put on our table#. It is neither

disagreeable to the taste nor smell. In a country where real butter

runs all the way from 25 to 35 cents, per pound, and cocoanut

butter costs but 15 cents., a great future must open *up before the

latter. At present it is chiefly used in hospitals and other State

institutions, but is also rapidly finding its way into houses or homes
where people are too poor to buy butter. The working classes arc

rapidly taking to it instead of the oleomargarines, against which so

much had been said in the papers during the last two or three years.

The new butter is said to be singularly free from acids and other

disturbing elements so often found in butter, especially that made
from milk taken from cows diseased with tuberculosis. Here it is

estimated that fully lo per cent, of the milk-giving cows arc so

troubled. This absence of acids and other matter renders its diges-

tion much easier, hence the preference already shown for the new
article by hospitals and such institutions. I’herc arc those who do

not hesitate to declare this new substitute as healthier, and
infinitely preferable to the too often bad butter brought on the

markets, and not to be named in the same breath with oleo-

margarines made too often from the diseased fat of horse and
sheep (Icsh.

When it is remembered that Germany has already some 50
factories making oleomargarines and other artificial butters, and
that some 180,000 centners arc produced annually, it will be

readily seen that regular butter will have hard work to hold its own
in a hundred uses against its new rivals, and especially so since the

oleomargarines and artificial butters of all kinds arc placed under
severe, careful, and watchful State inspectors. It is hoped, how-
ever, that no losses, but ^ains rather, will arise ; for besides the

profits resulting from the new substitutes more meat and milk, as

such will come on the markets, and consequently into use. If,

with Konig, we assume that the principal nutriments—albumen,
fats, and carbon hydrates are paid for in the ratio of

5 : 3 : 1,

/>., a kilog. of albumen costs five times, and a kilog. of fat three

times, as much as a kilog. of carbon hydrate, we arrive by com-
parison of the nutritiousness of milk with other articles of diet, at

the following results :— If we pay for i kilog. of milk, 15 pfennigs,

for a mark we get 21*33 per cent, of nutriment ;
for i kilog. larcl

(bacon), 172 pfennigs, 16*08 per cent. ; for i kilog. fatty cheese,

162 pfennigs, 14*32 per cent. ; for i kilog. pork, 13 1
pfennigs,

14*01 per cent. ; for i kilog. veal, 112 pfennigs, 10*33 per cent. ;

for 1 kilog. beef, 128 pfennigs, 9*11 per cent. ; for i kilog. eggs,

200 pfennigs, 4*97 per cent.

Now, if these facts arc once known, milk as an article of diet will

be more in demand, and the quantities no longer needed to make
butter will find their way into the families where formerly pure

butter was unknown, but where its substitute, cocoanut butter, has

taken fast hold.

BENGAL BONDED WAREHOUSE
ASSOCIATION
loist Dividend.

The Dividend fnr the Half-year ended 30th

April i8go, of Ks. 16 per share, will be payable

on and from the 17th instant.

S. E. J. CLARKE,
Secretary,

Calcutta : \
14th May, 1890. /

‘^BEN&ATBOND^WABraOUSE
’

ASSOCIATION.

14TH May 1890.

The Half-yearly General Mcclfm; of Pro-
prietors was held this day.

Present D. Cowie, Esq.
; J. A. Crawford,

Esq., by his Attorney, D. Cowie, Esq. ; the

Honor.ible Rajah Doorgachurn Law, c.i.E. ;

Shamchurn Law, Esq., and Joy Gobindo Law,
Esq., by their Proxy, the Honorable Rajah
Dvjorgachurn Law, c.i.E.; the Honorable H.
Pratt

;
Sh.amachurn Dey, Esq., Executor to ihe

Estate of Issur Chunder Dey
;

Sarodaprosad
Mookerjec, Esq. ;

Surrut Coinniar Sen, Esq.
;

Atal Coomar Sen, Esq. ; G. H. Kiernander,

Esq.
;
G. H. Kiernander, Esq., Executor Estate

of Mrs. M. Kiernander, Mrs. M. E. Fitzgerald,

G. E. A. Kiernander, Esq., Miss M. S. Kicr-

niinder, Thomas H. Kiernander, Esq., Miss
K. A. Kiernander, G. A. £. Kiernander, Esq.,

Miss F. J. Kiernander, J. Z." Kiernander, Esq.,

Mrs. M. A. Kiernander, £. T. Kiernander,
Esq., and R. H. Kiernander, £sq., by their

Proxy, G. H. Kiernander, Esq.

It was proposed by the Honorable Rajah
Doorgachurn Law, c.i.E., and seconded by the

Honorable H. Pratt,

That Mr. D. Cowie do take the Chair.

The advertisement calling the Meeting
having been read,

—

It was proposed by the Chairman and se-

conded by Mr. Surrut Coomar Sen,

That the Report of the Directors be received

and the Accounts passed as correct.

Carried.

Proposed by the Honorable H. Pratt, se-

conded hy Mr. Atal Coomar Sen,-—

That the divisible surplus of Rs. 37,096-6 9
be appropriated in terms of the 3rd and 61 h

paragraphs of the Directors’ Report, and that

a divifhmd be declared of Rs. 16 per share
payable on and from the lyih insianf.

An amendment proposed by Mr. Saroda-
persad Mookerjee and seconded by Mr. G. H*
Kiernander,

That the Dividend be increased by one
rupee per share and the amount carried for-

ward proportionately reduced

was put to the Meeting and lost.

The resolution was then put to the Meeting
and carried.

by the Honorable Aajah Doorga-
cliurn Law, c.i.E.. seconded by the Honorable
H. Pratt,—

That Mr. Monymadhnb Sain be re-elected a
Director, and that Mr. George Irving be elected
a Director in the room of Mr. A. E. Harriss
who has left the Presidency. •

Carried.

With a vote of thanks to the Chair, the
Meeting separated.

DAVID COWIE,
Chairman.

REPORT OF THE DIRECTORS

OF THE

BENGAL BONDED WAREHOUSE
ASSOCIATION

. FOR THE

Half-year ended 30th April 1890.

1. Your Directors submit for examination

and approval the accounts of the Association

for the half-year ended 30th April 1890.

2. On the 31st October last, the uncollected

rentbills amounted to Rs. 13,151-9-iq ;
during

the subsequent six months bills were issued for

Ks. 64,294-0-5 ;
of these two amounts

Rs. 62,834-9*9 have been realised, leaving

Rs. 14,611-0-6 outstanding.

3. The divisible surplus amounts to'^Rs.

37,096-6-9. Your Directors have set apart as

usual the sum of Rs. 2,000 to the credit of the

Repair and Building F'und.

4. Two of your Directors, Mr. Mnnymadhab
Sam and Mr. A. E. Harriss, retire jbf*' rotation.

Mr. Sain offers himself for re-election.

5. The Hydraulic Lifts continue to work

well and satisfactorily.

6. After deducting the sum set apart under

the Act for repairs, the divisible balance will

be Rs. 35,0^6-9. Of this amount your

Directors recommend that Rs, 32,000 be ap-

plied in payment of a dividend of Rs. 16 per

share, and the balance Rs. 3,096*6-9 be carried

to the next half-year’s account.

D. C. LAW.
DAVID COWIE.

Calcutta: \ M. M. SAIN.
,

loth May 1890. j W, J. M. McCAW.
H. PRATT.
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A WONDERFUL MEDICINE.

beechaSs pills
A RE universally ad-

milted to be worth

A GUINEA A BOX.
For Bilious and Ner-

vous Disorders, such

as Wind and Pain in

the Stomach, Sick

Headache, Giddiness,

Fulness and Swelling

after Meals, Dizziness

and Drowsiness, Cold

Chills, Flushings of

Heat,Lossof Appetite,

_ Shortness of Breath,

Costivene&s, Scurvy and Blotches on the Skin,

Disuwbed Sleep, Frightful Dreams, and all

Nervous and Trembling Sensations, &c.

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

IJEECHAM’S PILLS

|)EECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECllAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

I^EECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

jjEECHAM’S PILLS

I^EECHAM’S PILLS

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

I^EECHAM’S PILLS

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

I^EECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

IjjEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

I^EECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

T'he first dose will

give relief in twenty

minuter, this is no fic-

tion,for they have done

it in countless cases.

Every sufierer is

earne.stly requested to

try one Box of these

Pills, and they will be

acknowledged to be

WORTHAGUINEA
A BOX •

For females of all

ages these Pills are

invaluably No female

should be without

them. There is not a

medicine to be found

to ec|ual them for re-

moving any obstruc-

tion or irregularity of

the system If taken

according to the di-

rections given with

each box they will

soon restore females

of all ages to sound

and robust health.

This has been proved

b y thousands who
have tried them, and

found I h e benefits

which are ensured by

their use.

For a Weak Sto-

mach, Impaired Di-

gestion, and all Disor-

ders of the Liver, they

act like magic, and a

few doses will b e

found to woik won-

ders on the most im-

portant oigans in the

human Machine.

They strengthen the

whole muscular sys-

tem, restore the long

lost complexion, bring

back the keen edge of

appetite, and arouse

into action with the

rosebud of health the

whole physical energy

of the human frame.

These are facts testified

to continually by mem-
bers of all classes of

society, and one of the

best guarantees to the

Nervous and Debilita-

ted is, BEECHAM’S
PILLS have the

Largest Sale of any

Patent Medicine in

the World,

TENDERS INVITED
|

For lease ot Chiipore Victoria Jute Press. !

Applications to be made to the Executors of

the Will of the late Rajah P. C. Singh of
;

Paikparah. The Executors do not bind them-

selves to accept the highest or any tender.
|

JOGENDRA NATH BHATTACHARJEE*
j

I, Harrington Street.

j

IN THE PRESS. '

Uniform with “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal”
j

ESSAYS BY A BRAHMAN
IN

Politics, Sociology, History, & Literature

ItY

the Author of “Travels & Voyages in Bengal.”

CAi.curr.A.

AWs Rayyet Office.

Sole Agents for India :

NATLOE, SON, GRIMES A 00.

Wholesale Depdt, 35, Clive Street,

CALCUTTA

;

Notice
,

'"PHESE Pills can be obtained at all Bazaars
^ throughout India, or from the Wholesale

Agents, Naylor, Son, (kimes & Co., at the

following rates :

—

is. t}id, size, Re. 1-2, and

21. 9rf. size, Rs. 2-4 per box, including V.-P.

Post. Shopkeepers can obtain Wholesale

Kates upon application.

1»RICE :

To Subscribers paying before publication Rs. 4

„ mere legistering subscribers ... 5

„ Ordinary purchasers ... ... 6

Affly to the Manager, Reis and Rayyef^

I, Uckoor UiilPs Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR .SALE

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Ks. 6.

Cloth Hound RS' 5
-8 -

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS I VOYAGES IN BENGAL

BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEE,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Fakidoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, *'REIS & RAYYET”

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

We have received from the office of Reis

and Rayyef one of the leading n.uive news-

papers of Calcutta, a most readable little hroch’

ure written by Baboo Sambhu C. Mookei jee

once Minister to the late Nawab Faridoon jah,

Bahadoor, Nawab Nazim of Bengal, Behar and

Orissa, which gives a giaphic account of the

Baboo’s travels to and in Independent Tip-

perah. Written in capital English ,and evi-

dently by a gentleman of bioad views and

enlightened mind, the work is decidedly a

valuable addition to the catalogue of English

written Bengalee literature. This book of

travels should be read widely not only by

English residents out here, but by our country-

men at ho ne, for it teems with* interest and

teaches us far more about the fine belt of

unopeneu country travelled thiough than any

woik of the sort written by an Englishman

would have done. Baboo Sambhu Chunder
Mookerjee is one of whom his couniiymen

may well be proud, for he writes throughout

with the moderate and educated pen of

a thorough gentleman.— The Indian Plante*
s'

Gazette Sporting Xeivs. October 4, 18S 7.

If we have not before noticed Mr. Sambhu
C. Mookerjee’s Travels in Bengal., which was
published some months ago, it is not because

the little book is cither dull or pointless. It

contains, on the contrary, much interesting

matter, though some of the incidents are over-

weighted with detail in what is facetiously

called a “little booklet.” The author’s view

as a rule is, by the way, facetious : he is given

even to punning^; but he is .hIso senliment.'ii

in the highest degree—“a naked Whiteman ”

hurts his susceptibilities ;/R Hindu girl, bathing

in the river, ihiows him into .an ersl.rsy of

delight : “she had such large languishing eyes!”

But he is nothing if not philosophical, and his

reflections on this or that social and political

subject are not without their moral. Mi.

Sambhu C. Mookerjee was formerly Minister

to the “ last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa” and afterwards Minister

of the Maharaja of Tippeiah. He is a man,

therefore, of experience, and when he speaks

his brethren should listen to him
Travels in Bengal is a readable book, and ii

abounds in anecdotes which are often as in-

structive as amusing, and it is not spoiled by
too many political allusions, though, of course

some few have crept in .— The Pioneer

^

Dec., 1887.

(
1 RINGER & CO. have in hand the

A largest stock of Homoeopathic Medicines,

Medicine Cases, Medical Sundries, and Books,

&c., &c., for sale at their Homampathic Es-

tablishment, 10, Haic Street, Calcutta. Cata-

logue, free on application.

In Pamphlet, Price 4 annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY RKOROANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

Ity Capt. ANDREW HEARSE Y.

Apply to /ft’/f &• Rnyyet OITice, Calcutta.

ETHAM’S
-aro

For iNntA and ^11 HOT CLIMATES this sweetly ecenled emolUcnt Mitt l8 ^TALPABLE

iTTcEiiprttS*SKrM COOL and REFUESHED in

Kemovfa and prevents aU SUNBURN, REDNESS, FRECKLES, etCM and
• fPM.'T-na Ih. RinN TiET.TCATEEY SOFT, SMOOTH and WHITE,

It entirely lirevents it from becommg DRY and WRINKLED, and PRESER^S the

IPPITATION caused bv the P^TK.S aud STiNOS Of IWpBLTH is

JZhtW^arLo - h^noeQual Sold by all Chemials.

Bolt aink-«. M, BKETHAJ^SON^R^rtJ^heUjnhnm^Bnjrinjld.

CALCUTTA AGENTS: SCOTT THOMPSON & CO.
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" IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF.”
//// who suj^er find sure relief Jrom

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It h.is driven out from the system

AcuteRheumatism and RheumaticGout,
After years of semidielplessness and suffer-

in^r
;

^vhile in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS
LUMI-IAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACHE,
SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

or these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous
relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs

Is .ilinost too remark.'ible for CREDENCE.
Are yon subject to HEADACHES and the

12. LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,
(Opposite the Police CourtJ

THE CAIXUTTA

HOMEOPATHIC PHARMACY.
TIIR

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE
DISPENSAR Y IN ASIA

OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,
WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE
TRADE m

INDEPENDENT HOMCEOPATHY
and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
Tills

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

n. & Co. beg to diaw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned
WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is parked.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE,

BERIGNY & CO.

Rivers Steam Navigation Go.

“Limited.’^

This Company’s Steamer “BENGAL”
will leave Calcutta for Assam on Tuesday, the
20th instant.

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel

should be sent to the Company’s Godowns
at Juggannauth Ghat, not later than 5 p.m.

on Saturday, the 17th inst.

Cachar Line.

The steamer “THIKAK” of this line will

leave Calcutta for Cachar on the 27th instant

(Tuesday) for which cargo will be received until

5 P.M. of Saturday the 24th inst.

Assam Despatch Steamer Service from
Goai.undo

and
Daily Mail Steamer Service from

Dhuhri to Dehkoughuk.
A Daily service is maintained from Goalun-

do and Diiubri for passengers and light goods
traffic, i. e.^ packages not weighing over a

ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival

of the previous night’s 9-30 P. M. (Madias time)
train from Sealdah, and Dnubii on arrival of

the mails.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to

almost ail .stations can be booked through from
or to Calcutta via Goalundo or Kannia with

the,£a.stern Bengal State and connected Rail-

ways—Passengers and Parcels via Kannia
only.

All particulars as to rates of freight and
passage by all the above mentioned Services to

be had on application to

—

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Oure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

oicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

So/d in Bottles at / Re, each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : .Smith Stanistrcct & Co.

K. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.
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7.2, Lai Bazaar, Calcutta,

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-Liced Nickel

silvern short winding Keyless Railway Regulat-

ors, of smi\\\s\zt,jewelted, enavielled dials, bold

figures and Candian Gold hands, with tem-

pered machinery and dust tight hinged cases

for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted
to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapness about

them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr.

A. R. Mehta from Bandora says:—“The
7-8 watch I purchased from you two years

back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting Su-
perintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh,
says “ A watch maker has valued your

Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, R.

W, Fusi. Regt., Lucknow, says :
—“ Some valued

it at Rs. 15 and were completely surprised when
I told them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pretty

Candian Gold Chains, Lcnkct.s, Pencils, com-
plete shirt Studs and Rings set with chemical

diamonds, rubies, (S:c., at Rs. 2 each, Mr. J.

A. Yelsmore, Satur, says :
—“ The best gold‘

smith of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. (j.

Smith, Suit Inspector, Sanikutla, says;—“A
German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and
the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

JEYES’ PERFECT PURIFIER
OHTAINLD

Thirty-three Prize Medals and First Class Certi-

ficates and were specially appointed by the
Roy.d Commission for the Colonial and Indian
PIxhibition in i886, where not a single case of
illness occurred amongst the native artisans

there employed.

Authorized by the Government of India ;

and largely used by the Calcutta and other
Municipalities.

Sanctioned

by Her Majestys Board of Trade,

Used in the Royal Households, by Her Majes-
ty’s Government Establishments, by the Cor-
poraiion of London, Parochial VestrieS, Smith-
field and Billingsgate Markets, Peninsular
and Oriental and other Steam Navigation
Companies, the Railway Companies, Principal
Hospitals, &c. •

DYCE, NICOL & CO.,

3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta.

MACNEILL & CO.,
Agents,

2-1, Clive Chat Street.

Calcutta, the 13th May, 1890.

WATERBURY WATCHES.
Correct time for little money,

E. The ordinary Waierbury ... Rs. 7-8 each.

J. Ordinary size “improved
wind ” for Gentlemen ... „ 13-0 each.

L. A small neat watch suitable
for Ladies ... ... „ 13-0 each.

Two years’ Guarantee with each watch.

T. HILL & Co.,

13^, Esplanade East, Calcutta.

A
ny Photograph transferred to porcelain

and thus rendered permanent. Apply to

R. Hotz,

13-5, Government Place, Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY(ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
AND

Review of Politics, Literature, and Society

RATES OF SUBSORIPTIOK.
in aavanceYearly

Half-yearly

Quarterly

Monthly

Single or sample Copy,,

Ks. J2

„ 7

If 4

Re.

„ 0-8

RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
Advertisements (three columns to the page and
102 lines to the column; are chargea by etn

space taken up, at the rate of 4 anim^ a line,

each inseriion. The lowest charge for any au-
vertisement is Ks. 2, except Domestic Occur-
rences, the lowest charge for which is Rs. 5.

Special rates for Contracts.
No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an aavance of 50 per cent,

will be charged. Foreign postage separately
cnarged at the rate of 4 annas a month or

Rs. 3, a yea:.

Business Communications (post paid) to

be directed to “The Manager,’’ and Literary
Communications and booKs and pamphlets
(carriage paid) to “ The Editor of “ Reis

& Rayyet, ^

Office : /, Uckoor DutPs Lane, Wellington
StreeL Calcutta,

^rintfd <tndpublisM for tht Proprietor ever/ 'Saiurda/ 1/ Mun v Ull U hose, at THE SEE PRESS, Ni,l~Uekoor Duet's Latte, Calcutta.
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

ENGL.\ND ; AN OI)E.

BY ALGERNON CHARLES SWINBURNE.

Far E^nd near from the swan’s nest here the storm-birds bred of her fair

while breast,

Sons whose home was the sea-wave’s foam, have borne the fame of her

east and west
;

North and south has the storm-wmd’s mouth rung praise of England

and England’s quest.

F.imc, wherever her flag flew, never forebore to fly with an equal wing
;

Trance and Spain with their warrior train bowed down before her as

thrall to king
;

India knelt at her feet, and felt her sway more fruitful of than spring.

All the terror of time, where error and fear were lords of a world of

slaves,

A«c on age in resurgent rage and anguish darkneingas waves on waves,

Tell or fled from a face that shed such grace as quickens the dust of

graves.

Music made of change and conquest, glory horn of evil slain,

"Stilled the discord, slew the darkness, bade the lights of tempest wane,

' Where the deathless dawn of England rose in sign that right should

reign.

Mercy, where the tiger wallowed mad and blind with blood and lust,

^Justice where the jackal yelped and fed, and slaves allowed it Just,

Kose as England’s light on Asia rose, and smote them down to dust.

Where the footfall sounds of England, where the smile of England

shines.

Kings the tread and laughs the face of freedom, fair as hope divines

Ihiys to be, mute brave than ours, and lit by lordlier stars for signs.

All nur past acclaims our future ; Shakespeare’s voice and Nelson’s

hand.

^Jilton’s faith and Wordsworth’s trust in this our chosen and chainless
[

land,
I

And loud as the sea’s voice thunders applause of the land*that is one

with the sea

bpcaks Time, in the car of the people that never at heart was not inly

free.

The word of command that assures us of life* if we will but that life

If the race that is first of the races of men who behold unshamed

the sun,

Stand fast and forget not the sign that is given of the years and the

wars that are done,

The token that all who are born of its blood should in heart as in

blood be one.

The word of remembrance that lightens as fire from the steeps of the

stormlit past

Rids only the faith of our fathers endure in ns, firm as they held it fast :

That the glory which was from the first upon England alone may
endure to the last.

Change darkens and lightens around her, alternate in hope and in fear

to be :

Hope knows not if fear speak truth, nor fear whether hope be not

blind as she :

But the sun is in heaven that beholds her immortal, and girdled with

life by the sea.

THE LAST OF THE LIGHT BRIGADE.

“Twenty-four pounds represented the response, so far, of the British
public to the appeal made by the Committee for funds to enable pro-
vision to be made for the declining days of those of the survivors of
the Balaclava Charge who are known to have come to misery and w.int,

and whose number now scarcely excccfls twenty A few shillings

weekly could be granted to the necessitqns survivors, and there-

by relieve the minds of the recipients from the fear of starvation and
the dread of the workhouse.”—Sec Daily Papets.

There were thirty million English who talked of hlngland’s might,

There were twenty broken troopers who lacked a bed for the night ;

They had neither food nor money, they had neither service nor trade -

They were only .shiftless soldiers—the last of the Light Brigade,

They felt that Life was fleeting
; they knew not Art was long,

Or, though they were dying of famine, they lived in deathless song.

They asked for a little money, to keep the wolf from the door
;

And the thirty million English sent twenty pounds and four.

They laid their heads together that we scarred and lined and grey

Keen were the Russian sabres, but want was keener than they ;

And an old troop-sergeant muttered, “ Let’s go to the man who writes

The things on Balaclava the kiddies at school recites.”

They went without band or colours-^a regiment ten-file strong—

To look for the Master-Signer who had crowned them all in his song ;

And, waiting his servant’s order, by the garden-gate they stayed—

A desolate little cluster, the last of the Light Brigade.

They strove to stand to attention, to straighten the toil-bowed back~-

They drilled on an empty stomach—the loose-knit files fell slack
;

With stooping of weary shoulders, in garments tattered and frayed,

They shambled into his presence—the last of the Light Brigade.

The old troop-sergeant was spokesman, and, Beggin’ your pardon,”

he said,

** You wrote o’ the Light Brigade, sir. Here’s all that isn’t dead.shall be
;

Suhscrihers in tJu country are requested to remit by postal money orders^ ifpossible^ as the safest and most convenient

medium, particularly as it ensures acknowledgment through the Department. No other receipt will be

given any other being unnecessary, and likely to cause confusion.
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“ An* it’s all come true what you wrote, sir, regardin’ the mouth of Hell

;

“ For we’re all of us nigh to the workhouse, an* we thought we’d call

an’ tell.

•

“ No, thank you
;
we don't want food, sir

;
but couldn’t you take an’

write

** A sort of ‘ to be continued,* and ‘ see next page * o’ th* fight ?

*• We think that some one has blundered, an’ couldn’t you tell ’em how ?

You wrote ^ve were heroes once, sir. Please wiiie, we are starving

now."

The poor little army departed, limping and lean and forlorn,

And the heart of the Master-Singer grew hot with “ the scorn of scorn”;

And he wrote for them wondrous verses that swept the land like a

flame,

Till the fatted souls of the English were scourged with the thing called

Sliame.

They sent a cheque to the felon that sprang from an Irish bog,

They healed the spavined cab horse
;
they housed the homeless dog

;

And they sent (you may call me a liar), when rebel and beast were

paid,

A cheque for—enough to live on, to the last of the Light Brigade.

O thirty million English that babble of England’s might,

Behold, there are twenty heroes who lack their food to-night
;

Our children’s children are lisping to ‘‘ honour the charge they made,”

And we leave to the streets and the workhouse the charge of the Light

Brigade.

— Rudyard Kipling, in the S/.Javtes\f Gazette.

News and Our Comments.

The Deccan Times has opened a fund for the relief of the Last of the

Light Brigade. Benevolence may be absurd and officious. But is it

the genuine article, or mere advertising ?

•
• •

The Salvation War Cry recently reviewed “ 7'he Gospel According to

the World Revised and authorised edition. Edited by the Devil and
published in Hell.”

* #

The Vernacular papers of the Western Presidency are forcing them-

selves into unenviable prominence. They are no longer too low for

notice. Prosecutions arc becoming commoner. The Assistant Poli-

tical Agent at Kathiawar has sued a native Bombay paper for

criminal defamation in the City Magistracy of Ahmedabad. The
editor was arrested on a warrant, but bailed out.

•
• •

A TELEGRAM was recently wired to the Australasian Colonies an-

nouncing the fact that Mr. Vanderbilt had given
J[^ 2o,ooo for Turner’s

’’Canal in Venice.” Fhercupon, a New Zealand paper, with sense
of the Fine Arts befitting the community of European adventurers

in the Southern Ocean, thus comments “ By cable we learn that

Mr. Vanderbilt has brought a canal in Venice. The astute Vankee
millionaire doubtless sees in the canal a source of revenue present
and prospective."

•
• •

‘ We have received some metrical trifles called “Calcutta University
Melodies.” We can print only one by way of sample. Apropos io Wit
complaint in the papers, about the value of University degrees in the
native marriage market, out of all proportion to their importance in the
world, the following may be taken as expressing the genuine under-
graduate view

Come o’er to me,

B. A. degree,

Mine by all means, fair or foul
;

Times may alter,

*Tis no matter,

B. A.’s are B. A.’s, by my soul.

Let fools growl, B. A.’s are society’s shame,

Earn shall we rupees thirty per tnensyn.

^
--

Then come o’er to me,

B. A. degree,

Mine *from Indus to the pole
'

;

Times may alter,

’Tis no matter,

B. A.’s are B.A.’s, by my soul.

The piece is not unworthy of the alumni of a University which shows

a wonderful instinct for selecting notorious ignoramuses, worthless

intriguers and mere tuft-hunters for the honour of its Fellowship.

* «

The following diamond paragraph is going the round

“The estimated value of the total display of diamonds at the Paris

Exposition was about $40,000,000. The wonder of the display was a

model of the Eiffel tower, feet high, composed entirely of diamonds.
The Koh-i-noor is now out-ranked by several others. The Kon-i-noor
weighs loyA carats, but the Imperial displayed at the Exposition,

weighs 180 carats, and is valued at $200,000 ;
and one is still larger.

The largest in the world weighs 228^^ carats, and is valued at $500,000.
The largest diamond mines in the world are the Kimberley, in South
Africa. From 1871 to 1885 these mines yielded diamonds to the value

of $130,000,000, weighing as precious stones three and a half tofis.

To obtain them 20,000,000 tons of earth and rock were excavated.
During the past eighteen. years the Afiican mines have produced more
than 40,000,000 carats or eight tons of diamonds, valued at

$280,000,000."

•
• #

Here is a gold and silver calculation :

—

“The quantity of gold in the world is not so large as it is commonly
consideied to be. There is not more than the worth of ;£7,000,000,000,

which is about half pure gold and half silver. The annual production

is about ^100,000,000 worth, and the production has decreased 44 per

cent, during the last thirty years. The production of silver, however,
has increased too per cent., and now equals that of gold. One-thinl

of the gold goes to wear and tear, one-third goes into circulation, and
one-third into the arts and manufactures. AH the gold in the world
would make a pile only 25 feet wide, 45 feet long, and 25 feet high."

It is one of the mysteries of poor human nature, how the most strug-

gling of us feel a vague and not unpleasurable interest in reading

these bewildering details of fabulous wealth. The figures ought tu

humble the richest.

#*#

Here, from an unexpected quarter, is the genesis of the diversity of the

human race from original unity
“
’rhe Seminole Indians have a singular tradition regarding the

white man’s origin and superiority. They say when the Great Spirit

made the earth he also cieateil three men, all of whom were fair-com-

plexioned. He then led them to a small lake and bade them jump in.

One immediately obeyed the command and came out purer and fairer

than before
;

the second hesitated awhile, by which time the water

became muddled, and when he came up he was copper-colored
j
the

third did not leap until the water became black with mud, and he

came out with his own color. After this the Great Spirit laid before

them three sealed packages, and gave the black man the first choice,

so that he might have a chance to amend his former misfortune. He
I

closely examined each package, and having felt their weight, chose the

heaviest in preference to the rest believing it to be the best and most

valuable. The copper-colored man chose the next heaviest, leaving

the white man the lighie*,i. When the packages were opened the

first contained spades, hoes and other implements of labor : and the

second unfolded fishing tackle, and bunting and warlike weapons
;
the

third gave the white man pens, ink and paper—the means of mental
improvement, social ink of humanity, the foundation 01 the white man’s

superiori ty.”— Christian Gleaner.

That is a charming explanation at once poetical and instructive. It

is certainly better than the explanation of many phenomena given in

the religious records of many of the proudest races.

Under the eye of the Political Agent at Cambay, the enquiry into the

attempted murder of Mr. Shamrao Narayen Laud, the Nawab’s Dewan,

has been concluded. One of the persons implicated is Ruttonchand,

a mebta in the employ of the Nawab’s brother. An application was

made to get him out on bail on the ground of a marriatj^ about to

take place in his family, but refused by the Nawab. This man with two

others were committed to the Sessions. One of them has been acquit-

ted and two sentenced to seven years’ imprisonment each.

The Mahajans of Bhownugger met last week at the Mahajan Dhurma-

sala, underthe presidency of Nugger Sett Bhagwanbhai, and passed re-

solutions expressive of great sympathy with the Maharaja Saheb “ f*’*'

the undeserved annoyance caused to him of late by foul and mendacious

aspersionstcast on him by ungrateful persons," of confidence in the pre-

sent form of government by the Council, against which the attacks were

aimed, and of sorrow at the collapse of the Brahmachari commission

which, in consequence, did not allow the witnesses to depose to their
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“ loyal and grafcful feelings towards their popular ruler.” The meeting

was unanimous in showing ** its unqualified abhorrence and contempt

for the foul attacks made on His Hig))ness and his present advisers.”

The utmost enthusiasm of loyalty prevailed among the assembled

bankers anj|gierchants.

• •

KaisRR Wilhelm is laying himself out for popularity. Lately, he

.iiiended a dinner on board the Fulda where he spoke thus :

—

“ I thank you, and express my pleasure that 1 am enabled to make

myself acquainted with the work and objects of the North German

Lloyd. Every success of the Company fills me with pride, for its ships,

which go to all points of the compass from the great emporium, are the

subject not only of our own, but also of foreign admiratiem, examples

of the efficiency of the builders of the merchant navy, and able to show

themselves everywhere without misgiving. Of course, my eff iris are

directed to the maintenance of peace. Commerce and trade can

Nourish only when the safe conduct of business is giuaranteed by peace.

As a friend of maritime affairs, I follow the phenomena of Nature.

When I sailed the Baltic with a squadron for the first time the question

..t a change of course arose. The change was made, but the ships were

Separated in the fog in consequence. Suddenly the German flag

einerged from the mist high above the clouds— a surprising sight,

which filled all of us with admiration. Later, the whole squadron, ac-

curately steering its new course, emerged after the fog had blown off,

Tnis seemed to me a sign. Wnatever dark hours may come to our

Fatherland, we shall reach our goal by dint of pushing forward, accord-

ing to the grand watchword, ‘ We Germans fear God, and nothing else

III this world.’ If, in the Press and in public life, symptoms of danger

appear, one must console oneself with the thought that matters are nut

nearly so bad as they seem. Trust in me to preserve peace, and if the

Press sometimes interprets my remaiks Mifferenily, think of the old

saying of another Empcior, ‘An Enipeioi’s words are not to be turned

and twisted and quibbled over.’ 1 ask all present to join me in cheers

inr Lloyd’s continued progress and prosperity.”

The Empire is Peace and good will to all men.
«

• •

IT is not likely that the Delhi-Koiri scheme will be approved by Gov-

eminent. Mr. Croudace has completed the survey, and estimates the

cost at four millions sterling, or about a mile.

• #

The North-Western Railway is in for a considerable reduction in the

establishment, specially in the Traffic and Local Departments. T.he

immediate cause is given out to be the slackness of traffic, on account !

of small crop. That cause is temporary, but the men will be thrown

out permanently.

* •

In July, last year, a passenger boat sank while crossing the ferry on

the Indus at Atiock, at one of the most dangerous spots where the

river is narrow and the rush of water great. Some of the boatmen, at

the risk of their own lives, rescued 31 of the passengers. These boat-

men have now been awarded Rs, 120. R.ither too niggardly a reward

fur imperilling even water-men’s lives.

• •

The Madras Railway Company have agreed to admit passed students

from the Madras College of Engineering to the Perambore Workshops,

for a course of practical instruction in mechanical cngineering,*for two

years, on a premium of Rs. 5^0- Government will bear each year half

ihe cost of the best student passed by the College. Students desirous

of learning mechanical engineering will be trained fiee at the Public

Works Workshops.

• •

Sixteen municipalities in the Belgaum district and two in Sural have

been disfranchised. The Governor declares the municipal Acts unsuit-

able to these municipalities, for want of interest on the part of the in-

habitants in municipal administration. Government has taken upon it-

self the nomination of Commissioners. But will that improve matters ?

If the so called townships are supremely rural, it is too early to force

municipalities on them. The original mistake lies there, we arc afraid.

•
« • •

The Port Commissioners have obtained permission of the Lieutenant-

Governor to expend Rs. 15,653, for certain improvements at the Petro-

leum Dep6t at Budge-Budge.

For raising the embankment and lails between ii6th and I2ij^ miles

on the Eastern Section of the Eastern Bengal State kailway, about

TOO bigahs of land, in the vill.ages of Khoord Durgapur, Shcrkandcc,

Baikamara, Durce Batkainara, Buhonoor Mohubutpur, Mysokala,

Sudkee Mohomudpur, Nischindabaree and Sumuspur, pergunnahs

Kerahimpur, Jangtrabad and Sudkee, jilla Nuddea, have been declared

under the Act (X of 1870.)

For improvement of the drainage of a portion of the Scrampore muni-

cipality, the Government is willing to advance a loan of Rs. 30,000,

repayable in 20 years with interest at 4)^ per cent, or Rs. 2,306-4-8 on

the first of every year commencing from 1891, till it hns paid oft

Rs. 46,125-13-4. The advance will be made, unless good reasons are

shown to the contrary within one month. Recently, the municipality

was condemned as very unhealthy. The native Chairman explained,

complained of funds and resigned. A European now guides the deli-

berations of the Commissioners, and the Government is prepared to

assist them in the sanitary improvement of the town, -^n due course,

it will go down to posterity how the natives were content to wallow in

dirt until a white man came to the rescue and converted the old Danish

town--the scene of the labours of Carey, Marshman and Ward, and

of Mack, Marshman, Townsend, Smith, Routlcdge, Jennings, and

Hooley—into a healthy and savoury place.

« *

It is announced that Mr. Bradlaugh has determined to enter the

Theosophical Society. India is slowly getting into the head of the

great Secularist.

• Notes, Leaderettes, and

Our Own News.

The blustering Boulanger has been played out. He has made up his

mind for retireinciU to private life. Not a day too soon. Ihere is no

more chance for an opening for him. Fiance is tired of him. H11

countrymen’s passion is for meteorological politics. No Fabius for

them 1 They cannot endure a rebel who is nut always ready to tisk

his neck.

They have managed the Cleveland-street scandal in their usual neat

way and h.inged—metaphorically—their understrapper, thus preserving

at once their virtue and their connections. The righteous indignation

of England h.as been appeased by the conviction of Solicitor Newton,

on a minor charge to which he pleaded guilty. He has been

acquitted on five counts and sentenced on the sixth to six weeks’

imprisonment. The big scapegraces were sent out of harm’s way

betimes.

The Brussels miners have, at a Conference in Jolimont, declaied

for the eight horns’ movement.

In thejiulian Civil Service examinations, it is probable that science

will be belter recognized by additional marks.

Sir James Fergusson has denied in the House of Commons in the

Committee of Supply that England was making s.arrifices to Germany

in East Africa. Negotiations between the two Powers are proceeding

amicably, and England’s rights and interests will be maintained.

Her Briltanic Majesty’s Government ha.s, of course, protested proudly

and persiblently-io-^Porlugal against foreign interference in the British

settlements in Nyassaland and Shir^ region.

At the Merchant Taylors’ banquet on the 22nd, the Premier took up

the pawble with encrKy. Lord Salisbury contradicted the insinuations of

Mr. Stanley that the British Government had ceded to Germany large

tracts of country in Africa. His Lordship further denied that any

agreement was concluded between the two countries or that there was

any possibility of one. Elsewhere be declared . that the Zambesi and

Shire rivers were international highways, and that there was no ques-

tion of negocialing with Portugal as regards the stoppage of vessels.

A Portuguese scientific expedition will start for Mozambique in July

next. The British Government has already ordered the despatch there

of two gun-boats of light draught.

The German East African Company worked last year at a loss of

eighteen thousand pounds.

THERE is a Russian difficulty for Turkey which may lead to grave

results. It is reported that five Turkish officers at Constantinople

committed indecent assault on the wife and daughter of M. Ivanoff,

Chief Dragom.an to the Russian Embassy. Whilst they were out on a

walk at Buyukdere, they were seized and kissed. Some Russian sailors

went to their rescue and secured four of the assailants who are now

•lodged in the Embassy. The Ambassador, M. Nelidoff, refuses to



n\;\kc over the men to Turkish authorities, he having no faith in

Tuikish justice. The same Ambassador immediately before had firmly

demanded of the Porte the payment still due of the last war in-

demnity out of the new loan, and threatened, in the event of refusal, to

follow up ^iih adequate measures for recovering ihe same. The im-

pecunious Slate may be compelled to yield its rights in the other

matter in exchange (or grace to pay its dues.

In maintenance of Armed Peace, the German army is to be reor-

ganised with addition of fifty-three thousand men over and above

the eighteen thousand already provided for. Under orders of the

liritish Admiralty, llie torpedo depot ship Ihda is to be transformed

into a cable bhip, to accompany squadrons during mantenvres, and

(luring war as a means of communication with home. She will be

in.ade to cany two thousand miles of cable on board.

Ill the House of Loids, at tlie instance of Lord Wemyss, there was a

debate on Socialism. Lord .Salisbuiy remarked that it was a great

mistake and implied the Sl.ite taking upon itself the duties of an in-

dividual. Yet the agitation indicated existence of evils which Govern-

ment could not well afford to ignore.

On the 191I1, the Prince of Wales, in the presence of the Duke of

Cambridge, Mr. Stanhope and Lord Wolseley, unveiled the Royal En-

gineers’ memoiial statue of General Gordon at the School of Military

Engineering at Chatham.

The latest report of the Congress agitation in England is

“The delegates were entertained on the iqih by the Man-
chesier Reform Club at a banquet. Mr. Jacob Bright, who pre-
sided, said that he thought the claims of the Congress moderate,
;ind tliat it was desirable th.at they should be conceded. Mr. Mudholkar
described in det.ail why India needed representation, and quoted Mr.
Maclean 111 support of his argument. Mr. Batieijee, in itqjlying to

IVIr. Goschen’s recent charge that the Indian reformers were in coiies-

pondeiice with the Irish American League, declared the assertion to be
.absolutely baseless. Only one Indian, he said, had been known to

corre.*>pond witli the Kemans, and he was an anti-Congi ess- wallah, and
was recently quoted in the Tunes as such. .Sir W. Weddcrbiirn also

spoke, and all the speakers gratefully referred to the late Mr. John
Briglu’s services to India.”

We .summarise the following items from the news by the latest Austra-

lian mail :

—

The committee of the London Mineral exhibition think it only right

that they should make special reference to the splendid collection of

minerals sent by New South Wales, which has been quite a feature of

the exhibition.

CllARLES Calderhood, Rose Calderhood, and Daniel Coughlin, are

under trial for conspiring to defraud the Australian Widows’ Insurance

Company of ^r,ooo.

Mr. Cosmo Newbery, after examination of the ore, is unable to give a

decided opinion regarding the alleged discovery of platinum near Colac.

The anti-Christians and infidels have got a grievance. On April 18,

a contingent of the parly of Frcetliought, as they love to call themselves,

with a camp following of members of Parliament and others, besieged

Postmaster-General Powers on the refusal to transmit free through the

post as a newspaper, the freelhought organ, the Stockwhip. Mr. Powers
was not to be bullied however, lie made vigorous reply, exposing

the pretensions of the Stockwhip to rank as a newspaper. It was
not even registered as such. Finally, he showed the mischievousness

of its contents, giving point to his remark by reading extracts from it.

He had no hesitation in thinking that in the interest of the majority

of the people that paper should not be sent through the post at the

public expense.

The tanners and curriers at Hindmarsh on strike in furtherance of the

eight hours’ principle, had made an offer of a concession, but the

masters declined to accept it, insisting on the Victorian system, but

paying flushers 50s. instead of 45s. The masters are obliged to lake

up that position on the ground of severe competition with the manu-
facturers in Victoria and New South Wales, and other handicaps by
the South Australian tanners.

The Electric Light Commission have recommended the incandescent

circuit for Parliament House and the railway station.

[May 24, 1890.

The Australian Federal Council having, on the loih February, recom-
mended an increase in the number of representatives for each Colony
on the said Council, according to population, the Legislatures of

several of the Colonies adopted addresses to the Queen praying for an

Order in Council granting the proposed increase. The Attorney-

General of Tasmania, however, doubted whether an Order in Council

could issue. The Secretary of State consulted the law officers of the

Crown, and they without being able to give a decisive opinion, were of

the same mind. Under the circumstances, Her Majesty could not

accede to the prayer. At any rate, all the Legislatures concerned must

send in a request before even an order for specific increase (that is,

irrespective of the numbers of population) could be made. A letter

to this effect from Lord Knutsford to the Governor of Tasmania has

just appeared in the Colony. Similar answers have doubtless been sent

to the addresses from other Colonies.

The question of the appoiiument of an Englishman as Tutor to the

young Scindhia against the dying request, duly accepted, of his frtlher

the late ruler of Gwalior, has been raised in Parliament. There never

was a more shocking piece of business transacted even in the Foreign

Office. The financial aspect of this high-handed arrangement is of a

piece with its general character. Here it is, pul in stubborn arith-

metical array ; one may run and see :

—

“ The late Scindia’s arrangement cost the State Rs. 4,000 nearly as
under

,

Monthly. Yearly.

Rs. Rs.
Pandit Ramkissen 200

„ Anandi Lall 125

Total. .. 325 X 12 = 3,900
Then Sir Lepel Griffin introduced a new scale by which the cost was

raised to Rs. 15.000 yearly :

—

Pandit Dhaiani Narayan 1,000

„ Plan Kissen 250

Total... 1,250 X T2- 15.000
The Present arrangement introduced by the Government of India

more than doubles the cost :

—

Mr. Johnstone 1,500
Pandit Dharain Narayan 1,000

„ Pranklssen 200
Principal, Maliaiaja’s College 250

T()taI...2,95ox I 2 s= 35 ,4cx>"

Tims bravely goes on the exploitation of the Native States under
Biitish auspices.

Khushal Chand, a wealthy jeweller of Indore, slipped out of the

State to defeat his creditors. Travelling with a prodigious retinue

and baggage, he was arrested, on suspicion, by the Opium Inspector

at Kh.andwa who, receiving no satisfactory explanation from the man,

informed the Indore Durbar, and sent his jewel boxes back to Indore

under police guard. One of the creditors of Khushal Chand now
filed a suit in the Indore Court for the recovery of his dues amount-

ing to half a lac of Rupees. He was advised to prosecute Khushal

Chand criminally under section 206, I. P. C. The Chief Justice

of Indore, on affidavits filed before him, ordered the Magistrate to try

Khushal Chand. The Dewan of Indore, however, stepped in and

quashed the order and prevented the prosecution. Ofcourse, there

is a great outcry against the administration, specially from the enemies

of Khushal Chand, and their lawyers. The courts of Indore are de-

clared to be a farce, the Dewan has himself superseded them, and the

Maharaja is said to be at the bottom of all. We are not prepared to

endorse the view. As yet, we have the ex parte but the cir-

cumstances have a bad look.

There is ^ome chance of some justice from the public to the Holkar.

Hitherto the case has gone ex parte^ Highness, ignorant of the

power of repetition to damage any reputation however exalted or well

fortified, having disdained to vindicate himself through hrs friends.

But a champion has at last started up. One J. A. Manuel, who des-

cribes himself ajs “Late Pleader High Court, Calcutta,” is persistently

attacking the public ear through the columns of the Eastern Herald^ in

favour of Maharaja Sivaji Rao. For, if we mistake not, we remember
reading Mr. Manuel’s present communication in the same journal

before. The revival thereof shows determination. In^a long rambling

and confused letter, Mr. Mannel points to Sir Kashi Rao Holkar,

uncle of the ruling Holkar Babadoor, and his factotmn Martand Rao,
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.IS the root of all mischief and cause of all the differences in the

Maharaja’sy/^mily and of all his bad name, and denounces ihcin as

intriguers oWe firsyvatcr and almost rebels.
. VVe dare say they will

have something to say to these heavy chrir^^es. Or the Residency will

compel them to notice them. The public can only gain by an obstinate

campaign without quarter between tlie parties.

K.ii Bahadr Jai Prokash Lai, Dewan of the Maharaja of Diimraon,

hue member of the Bengal Legislative Council, Honorary Magistrate

and President of the Independent Bench at Dumraon, in the district of

Shahabad, has, at length, with tardy liberality, been vested with the

powers of a Magistrate of the second class. In an independent raj,

he would have ruled the Courts, both civil and criminal, and Dumiaon

with a clear income of ten lacs a year is materially more important

than many a minor political chicfship.

llfAliOO Janoki Ballav Sen, Zemindar of Himla, in the district of Rung-

pore, a far more respectable person, by the way, than his fellows who

have won titles—has subscribed Ks. 20,000 in aid of the drainage

s cheme for Rungpore, and anoih-ir Rs. 20,000 for a building to be

named the Janaki Ballav House, to be attached to the native sani-

tarium at Darjeeling, for the exclusive accommodation of Hindu

patients. Rungpore—thanks to Dr. K. D. Chose, and other sanitary

leformers— is now a decently healthy to\tn, but a good supply of

water is still a crying want, and we arc glad to see the landlords of

ihe District so alive on the subject. We congratulate the good Com-

missioner, Mr. Lowis, on the success which is attending his zealous

elforts in behalf of the native sanitarium at Darjeeling, which we owe

to him and to the devotion to the cause of his Personal Assistant

Baboo Hari Mohun Chandra. Of course, the zeal would have come

to nought, unless the Maharaja of Cooch Behar had come forward to

grant the ground, or Baboo Gobind Lai Roy had, in view of title,

placed the rragnificent sum of Rs. 80,000 at the disposal of the Com-

missioner. And now the liberality of Baboo Janoki Ballav Sen has

substantially enh.aiiced the usefulness .and dignity of the new Native

Sanitarium by a splendid gift. All honour to him.

Hinduism is far from defunct, even in go-a-head Bombay. It is like the

.Sick Man of European politics—always dying, by account of the enemy,

hut never allowing them the full satisfaction of burying him and divid-

ing his estate. Caste though, as befits a conservative, slow in its opera-

tions, is pretty sure in its vengeance. Thus, in January last at Bombay,
there ivas a dinner at Dr. Atmaram Pandurung’s house, attended by
Hindoos of diflferent castes. There were also a European lady, Dr.

Emma Brainerd Ryder, and the well-known Pandita Ramabai who,

ufter her unfortunate attachment for a Bengali Shaoo and a brief stay

111 Brahmoism, has found a refuge for body and soul in the bosom of

the Church and the Christian community. It is now announced that

Hindu society has called the defiant transgressors of the Hindu

scheme of purity to account, and they are understood to be, one

hy one, clearing themselves by eating the very humble and far from

savoury or odoriferous pie prescribed for such oflfenders. They
are required to perform prayaschit and renew the ceremony of re-

generation for the twice-born and take to the symbolic sacred thread

anew. Among those involved, the Rast Go/tar names Mr. Nursingrao

Hholanaih, Civil Servant at Sholapore, and his brother, and Ramanbhai,
son of Mr. Mahipatram Rupram. Mr. Ramanbhai at any rate will be

able to partake with a good face of the sanctifying refreshments, which
aie no new delicacies in his family.

The Calcutta University could not bungle and bungle and not make
known the results of the examinations for ever. To-day it publishes

.the Entrance results, namely, 347 in the first, 1185 in the second and
1106 in the third division. The First Arts is not yet.

Holloways Ointment and /’/V/x.—Old Wounds, Sores and Ulcers.—
Daily experience confirms the fact which has triumphed oxei all opposi-
tion for more than forty years, viz., that no means are known equal to
Holloway’s remedies for curing bad legs, bad breasts, sores, wounds,
diseases of the skin, erysipelas, abscesses, burns, scalds, and, in truth,
^ill maladies wherq the skin is broken. To cure these infirnqttes quickly
iii of primary importance, as compulsory confinement indoors weakens
the general health. The ready means of cure are found in Holloway’s
Ointment and Pills, which heal the sores and expel their cause. In tne
very worst cases the Ointment has succeeded in efifecting a perfect cure
^fter every other means bad failed in giving adequate relief.

Of the four engines working at the Tallab water station, through which

the whole supply for the town passes, one has suddenly been found out

of order and needing repairs. That means restricted supply of water, hut

the Engineer to the Corporation thinks that the remaining three are able

to give the present daily supply equally distributed over the 24 hours. In

the absence of the fourth pump, the water, however, cannot he raised to

the required height. It will be necessary therefore for the inhabitants

to economize the supply. Much water is usually allowed to waste,

through the carelessness of servants and want of siipervi§ion of owners

of houses. That must be checked. Indeed, house-owners themselves

are inviting measures which cannot be palatable to them. If they

mean to avoid forced restriction, their conduct at this or similar occa-

sions will hasten or postpone the evil day.

The Bengal Secretariat press establishment are far from a happy and

contented body. For a long lime past, there appears to have prevailed

amongst them a spirit of deep rankling discontent with the manage-

ment of Mr. Lewis, accompanied at times with a spirit of resistance to

his authority. A number of the compositors, smarting under real or

supposed injuries, seem to have at last hit upon the usual devices of

such like folk of adcliessing anonymous complaints to the Government,

and setting up a newspaper agitation against Mr. Lewis’s treatment of

his hands. For these indiscretions, a dozen of them have been dis-

missed afier an enquiry held by Mr. Secretary Cotton. One of these

is not satisfied with the finding of Mr. Cotton, and has appealed to the

Government of India. We do not know what the chances of an appeal

from such a poor person against a Loral Goveinment arc, but it is

pitiable that there should arise any cause for such a stale of disorder

in a Secretariat depaitment.

We following is the list of hfinours on the Queen’s Birth-Day

STAR OF INDIA.

His Excellency the (.rand Master of the Most Exalted Order of the
.St.ar of India is pleased to announce tli.ii Her Majesty the Queen and
Empress of India has been giaciously pleased to make the following

appointments to the said Older

To be Cooiminders.

The Hon. Andrew Richard Scoblc. C. S. 1., Q. C., Ordinary Member
of the Council of ilie Governoi-Ooer.al
Dennis Fii/.patrif k, Es(|., C. S. I , Bengal Civil Service, Resident

at Hyaerabad and lately Chief Commissioiiei ol Assam.

Ti? be Companions

Colonel Ch-arles Kenneth Mackenzie Walter, Bengal Staff Corps,

lately Agent to the (Governor-General in Rajputana and Chief Com-
missioner of Ajmere-Merw.'ira.

Frederick Baines J’e.acock, Esq., Bengal Civil Service, retired,

lately a Member of the Board of Revenue, Bengal, and Member of the

Council of the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal.

James Richard Naylor, Esq., Bombay Civil Service, Remembiancer
of Legal Affairs, Bombay.

Fiederick William Richards Fryer, Esq., Bengal Civil Seivice, Finan-
cial Commissioner in Burma. *

The lion’ble Robert Joseph Crosthwaite, Bengal Civil Service,

Judicial Commissioner in the Central Provinces, and Additional Mem-
ber of the Council of the Governor-General for making Laws and
Regulations.

Surgeon- Major Alfred Swainc Lethbridge, M.D., Indian Medical
Seivice, Inspector-General of Jails, Bengal.

Indian Empire.

Hi.s Excellency the (^rand Master of the Most Eminent Order of the

Indian Empire is pleased to announce that Her Majesty the (^ueen
and Empress of India has been graciously pleased to make the follow-

ing appointments to the said Order :

—

To be Knij'hts Grand Commanders.

His Excellency the Right Hon’ble George Robert Canning, Baron
Hams, Governor of Bombay.

His Highness Bahadur Khanji, Mahabat Khanji, Nawabof Junagarh,
in Kathiwar.

His Highness Amin-ud-DauIah Wazir-uI-MuIk Nawab Muhammad
Ibrahim Ali Khan Bahadur Saulat Jang, of Tonk, in Rajputana.
Ihtisham-uLMuIk Rais-ud-Daulah Amir-ul-Umara Nawab Sir Saiyid

Hassan Ali Khan Bahadur Mahabat Jang, K. C. I. E., of Murshida-
bad Bengal.

To be a Knifrht Commander,

James Bellot Richey, Esq., C. S. I., Bombay Civil Service, retired,

lately Member of the Council of the Governor of Bombay.

To be Companions.

James Robert Reid, Esq., Bengal Civil Service, a Member of the

Board of Revenue, Norm-Western Provinces,
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Raja Proiab Nntayan Singh Deo Baliadur, of Jashpur, Chota
Na)4}>ore.

Colons*! Samuel Swinton Jacob, Uombay Staff Corps, Executive En-

gineer of ihe Stale of Jaipur, in Rajpuiana.
Rai iialmdur Pundit Suiaj Kaiil, Member of the Kashmir Stale

Council.

John David Rees, E'^q., Madras Civil Service, Private Secretary to

the Govertior of Madras.
Khan Halradur Shaikh Hafiz .Abdul Karim, of Meerut.

Tlie Hon’ble Alexander Me Hindi. Additional Member of the Coun-
( il of the G<»veinor rrf Homb.iy for making; Laws and Regulations, and
Lieiuenani'Col#.iel of the Sind Vtrlunlcer Rifle Corps.

Ran riahadiir Kesri Singh, Thakiir of Kuchawan, in Marwar, Raj-

)uit.’)na.

Robert Tut nbull, Esq., late Secretary to the Municipal Corporation
t f Calcutta.

James Puckingham, Esq., Major Commanding the Sibsagar Mounted

Jciemiali Garnett Horsfall, Esq., Madras Civil .Service, retired,

lately Collector, Disttict iMagisliatc, and Agent to the Governor in

(i.'inj.am, *\fa<lias Piesidency.

James Oorge Hemy Glass, Esq., Superintending Engineer and
Secretary to the Cluef Commisbioner of the Central Piovmccs in the

I’lihlie Woiks Department.
Edmund N»*el, Esq., Assistant Secieiary in the Political and Secret

Dep.iiimeni of the India Office.

Capi.on George Lindsay Holfoul, 1st Life Guards, Equerry to

H. R. n. Pi luce Allien V^icior of Wales.

Native Titles.

Dt'ioan Bixhiuiur.

P. Rajar.athna Mudaliyar, Rai Bahadur, Secretary to the Commis-
sioner of Revenue Settlement and Uirect«>r of the Department of Land
Records and Agticulture in the Madr.as Presidency.

Shams-ul- Ulema.
Mouivi .Abdur R.auf of Patna.

Khan Bahadur.
N.inahhai Kavasji, Inspector of Police, in the Bombay Presidency.
lluijofji Riistomji Misiry, Contrar tor, of Bombay.
Liaicat Iliis.ain, Tahsildar of Meerut in the North-Western Provinces.
Muhammad Amir, As.sistant 1 )istiict Supeiintendcnl of Police, and

Commandant of the Peshawar Boidei Miliiaty Police.

Aziin Klian, Kiindi, of (iul Mi.ani, near 'Pank, in the Dera Ibinail

Khan Distiict.

Karim-ud-din Ahmed of Kotana, in the Meerut District, Tahsildar of

Susa, in the His.sar Disiiict.

Khoda Buksli Khan, Ushtarana, Deputy Inspector of Police in the
Punjab.
Gliulam Kadir Khan, Superintendent of the Detective Police,

(iwalioi, in Cential India.

Y*ir .Sluh.'imm.id Kii.ui, Assistant Commissioner, Hyderabad As-
signed Distficts, and Minister of the Stale of jaora, in Central India.

Mouivi Muhammad Unvvar-iil-lluq, Mir Munshi of the Rajputana
Agenev,

Sliaik Ainlur Rahim, Senior Hospital As.sistant, Subordinate Medical
Depaitment, I>eng.il.

Ran Bahadur.
R. Smiya Rao N.iyiidu, Deputy Collector in the Kistna District, in

the Madras Piesidency.

Chadasing Kansing Shahani, late Mukhtyarkar of Mehar, in the Pro-
vince of Smd.
Thakui Jewan .Singh of Jaklinoda, Alirajpiir, in Central India.

G.ij man Kiishna Bhatavadekar, Subnidinale Judge in the Bombay
Presidency, Settlement and (bras Commissioner in the Baroda Si.ate.

Dhakji Cashinalliji, Personal Assistant to the Commissary-General of
pjoinbay.

Rai Bahadur,
Babu N.alinaksha Bose, honorary Magistrate and Chairman of the

lUirdwan Municipality.

Sobha Ram, Assistant District Superintendent of Police in the
Punjab.

Tliaudi Ram, late Extra Assistant Commissioner in the Punjab,
Amar Sir.gh, Inspector of Police in the Punj.ab

Thakur Maharaj Singh, Honorary Magistrate of Saugor, in the
Central Provinces.

Kai Seth Samir Mull, Vice-President of the Ajmere Municipality.
Rao Sahib.

Ant.'iji Naraycn Kotnis, Vice-President of the TaUik.i Local Board of
Vmgurla and Member of the Vmguila Municipality, in the Bombay
Presidency.

Damodar Narayan, late Honorary Assistant Engineer in the Public
Works Department of the Government of Bombay.

Balwant R.io Bhuskute, Ilonotary Magistrate and Honorary Extra-
Assistant Commissioner of Nimar, in the Central Provinces.

Rai Sahib.

Raja Lai, late .a Supervisor in the Military Works Depaitment.
Lalla Jowahir Lai, Supervisor in the Military Works Department.
Bliola Ram, Supervisor in the Military VVoiks Department.#
Babu Maiak Raj, Station Master at Sabaruiati Junction, Bombay-

Baroda and Rajpiitana-Malwa Railway.
Rai.

Diwan Chand, of Sialkole, in the Punjab.
Uri Pershad Tewari, Contractor, in the Central Provinces.

Ihuye ^aun^ N^wc Da Ya Min.
Mating Kyaw Gaung, Shwehmeu or Myoihugyi of Seinnan, Ye-u

district.

Mating Dun, Myoihugyi of Moda, Katha district.

Mating Man, Assistant Superintendent of Police, Paungd^, Prome
district.

. Maung Shwe Thin, Assistant Superintendent of Police, Yandoon.

RB/S & RA YYET.
SATURDAY, MAY 24, 1880.

THE INDIGO CRISIS IN JESSORE.
It seems time enough the Government of Bengal

should allay the public feeling on the subject of the

long continued indigo disputes in Jhenida and Ma-
gura, by publishing its own statement on the subject.

We have refrained so far from noticing the subject,

although we have not cea.sed in our private efforts

towards pacification of the difficulty. But there

appe^ars to be no indication of an approaching settle-

ment. The facts of the subject have indeed been

considerably obscured by misrepresentation on both

sides. Even the correspondent specially deputed by

the Statesman to the spot, is unable to make any

better case for the planters than to harp on the fact

that Mr. Sheriff keeps schools for the education of

the tenantry. But often school-starting, with native.s

as with Europeans, is a dodge of charity to cover

a multitude of sins, or to gain selfish, sordid ends.

We have really been not a little amused by reading

some of the despatches of this writer. Evidently,

Mr. Sheriffs hospitality has proved too much for

faithful discharge of duty, but no sensible man will

be favourably impressed for his clients by his play-

ing on the one string of the so-called planter ecluca-

tional philanthropy. It is the old story—the plea of

collateral advantages of Indigo manufacture finally

urged at the famous Indigo Commission of Sir John

Peter Grant, to save the then doomed industry. Our
contemporary, however, has made amends for the one-

sided statements of his special correspondent, by

freely throwing open his columns to writers on the

other side. One of these writers, not axacily on the

oth(‘r side, is Babu Dhirendranath Pal, the pet of

Anglo-India. He has written some clever letters on

the subject which we have read with great interest.

In fact, his letters are up to this time the best un-

official presentment of the subject. Babu D. N. Pal

is an indigo-planter him.self and a Zemindar, and his

leanings arc not likely to be overmuch towards the

rayyets. Yet, he seems to have succeeded in pro-

ducing on the wht)Ie a fair and impartial statement

of the case. He does not' spare the rayyets where

they are in his view in fault, nor their “ advocates.

But at the same time, he lays thick on the other side.

He shows conclusively that, in spite of the material

benefits accruing to the district from the presence of

the indigo business, the business itself is propped up

by zoolm. There is a great degree of personal vio-

lence and oppression committed by the planters or

by their myrmidons. For the rest, Mr. Luson would

appear to be about the worst man the Governnlent

could select for the delicate task of evolving harmony

from the complications and disorders that are pre-

vailing in the districts. Babu Pal gives a vivid

account of almost military raid by Mr. Lu^on in

a market, which ought to have at once** led to

his reVnoval from his duty. No doubt, the Gov-

ernment is clo.sely watching his conduct, and,

we expect to see it every day rise to the height

of the situation. Perhaps the light of Parliament-

ary agitation will quicken its conscience. Peo-

ple have* been sent to jail in batches, and quite

a reign of terrior instituted. In the market scene,

Mr. Luson headed almost a regiment of quas7

military 'force, and fire arms were freely opened

indi.scriminately upon those assembled there foi*

buying and selling, without the least compunc-

tion. All this, however, seems to have failed of
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its object of cowing down the peasantry. No signs

of the restoration of order are visible, nor does the

Governmeht give any hint to show that it is alive

to the gravity of the situation. On the contrary, its

sLifferanelr of Mr. Iwuson’s extraordinarily wild pro-

ceedings is far from being of a reassuring character.

Another correspondent of the Statesman, P. N. M.,

shows, by facts and figures, that indigo cultivation is

anything but profitable to the tenants. Indeed, the

chronic tyranny of indigo planters over their rayyets,

both in past and present times, lends some colour to

this view. At any rate, the rayyets seem to be allow-

ed very little margin for profit by the grasping avarice

of their European employers. This is more or less

the case in all relations between Capital and Labor,

and is at the root of the strained state of feelings be-

tween them. How far this is the case in regard to

indigo cultivation, and whether or not it is forced on

an unwilling peasantry by a system of force overtly

or covertly countenanced by officers of Mr. Luson’s

type, are fair questions for the decision of another

Indigo-Commission. Anyhow, the silence of the

Government, while things are drjfting to an anarchy, is

sure to be interpreted into support of the cause of the

industry and the abnormal conditions on which it is

maintained.

The attitude of the Government has led friends of

the aggrieved party to carry the matter to the

House of Commons.
On Monday, the 2<Sth April, Mr. Bradlaugh was to

have put the following questions in the House, to wit

:

“To ask the UiKlcr-Sccreiary of State for Indi.i, whether the Secre-

tary of State is aware that ffrave disaffection exists in Jessore,

nensal, in consequence of the action of Mr. Liison, a inember of the

Civil Service, towards certain rayyets in indigo cultivation tracts :

Whether certain Hindoo ina};i.stratcs have been removed from the

subdivisions of Jhenidah and Magiirah, Jessore district, to other sub-

divisions, at the instance of the indigo planters of the district

:

Whether Mr. Lusun was appointed to take charge of these sub-

divisions ;

Whether such an arrangement is in accordance with the practice in

Indian administration :

Whether he is aware that Mr. Luson was formerly in charge of the

iicighboniing snb-di vision of Mcherpnie, and, while so in charge, «»r-

(leied fifty villagers to be whipped for fishing, which conduct was

rharacierised by Sir Comer Pethcram, the Chief Justice of the High

Court of Calcutta, as violent and illegal :

Whether the rayyets of the snh-divisions of Jhenidah and Magurah

have addressed a p»^tition to Mr. Luson alleging various illegalities and
oppressive conduct in his magisterial capacity :

Whether Mr. Luson, for alleged misdemeanors in reference to indigo

riiltivation, summarily tried, is now sending cultivatois to gaol in

batches, and imposing heavy fines :

And, whether, if these circumstances have not been brought to his

notice, the Secretary of State will, wiihoiu delay, inquire into the facts.

That que.stion was duly asked, and answered by

Sir John Gorst with ministerial evasion, as follows :

—

“ I he Secretary of State has no ground for supposing that grave dis-

affection exists in Jes.sore district, but he is awaic that ceri.iin N.itive

newspapers have made statements similar to those indicated in the

question. The Secretary of State has no official iiiformaiion on the

points raised except as to the conviction of villagers by Mr, Luson for

illegal fishing. The convictions were quashed, but the Secretary of

State is not aware that the Chief Jn.stice stated Mr Luson’s conduct to

he violent and illegal. The Secretary of State has no reason to inter-

fere with the vigilance which the local (iovernment always exercises in

matters between indig«> planter!* and rayyets.

Mr. Bradlaugh : May I ask the right hon. gentleman if he is aware

from the newspager reports that such facts are alleged, and if they are

not sufficiently giave to require an answer?

Sir J.
Gorst ; The Secretary of Slate is not in the habit of addressing

inquiries to the Local Government of India in regard to statements in

• the local newspapers. If the hon. member will make a proper com-

plaint no doubt it will be made the subject of a report to the Secretary

of State.”

We are now informed that

—

“ Mr. Bradlaugh gave notice that on the I5lh M.ay he wMl present a

petition from the Jessore indigo rayyets respecting the ui|;ent necessity

of transferring Mr. Luson from the indigo sub-divisions, and holding

an immediate enquiry into their grievances. Sir John Gorst having

refused enquiry Mr. Bradlaugh asks the House to discuss the subject-

matter of ^e petition forthwith.” *

The petition of the rayyets referred to is in the

following terms
The Honourable the Commons of Great Britain and Ireland in

I^arlfament assembled

The humble petition of the undersigned inhabitants of the villages

situated in the District of Jessore in the Presidency of Bengal
;

Respectfully Shcwetli :

—

1. That your humble petitioners are the cultivating rayyets of the

European Indigo planters of the Bijulia concern in the .Sub-iiivision of

jhenidah in the disirici of Jessore.

2. That they liave been for years nppiessc<l in various ways and

forced to cultivate indigo against their will by the said planters.

3. That failing U) obtain juhiice in the ordinary Conns of law they

submitted peiiiions to the Lieiiienant-Govei nor of Bengal, the Com-
missioner of the Presidency Division, and the District Magistrate of

Jessore praying for the redre'^s of their grievances in .Se)>tember 1889.

4. That the then District Magi.strate of Jessore held an enquiry int«>

the subject matter of ihe.lr s.nd petitions in the middle of October 1889,

and found that the allegations against the planters were siibsianiially

true and reported accordingly to the Liemenant-Govcnior of Bengal.

5. That after the sard District Magistr-aie had srthmitted his report

and the rayyets refused to cultivate iruligo against their will, the iiidigr*

planters began to harrass your humble petitioners by instituting a large

number of vexati<ius civil and crimin.il suits against them, with the

object of binding your hninble petitioners to llieir will.

6. Thar, in the meantime, the Government of Bengal transferred

the then Sub-Divisional Officer ot Jhenidah, a Hindoo, to another plai c,

although there was no allegation of bias and partiality again.st him by
the planters, and placed Mr. Hewling Luson, C.S., in charge of

Jhenidah, as well as Magiirah, the arljoining snb-divisioti, where loo the

rayyets had petitioned the local Government and refused to cultivate

indigo.

7. That the s.aid Mr. Luson was only about three years ago severely

censnicd by the Calcutta High Court for having “ brought the adminis-

tration of jnstice into contempt,” to use the language of the Chief

justice, in connection with the Mehcrporc fishing case, in which he had
caused about fifty rayyets to be illegally whippeil for no other offence

than that of fishing in a lake.

8. Tliat Ml. Luson took charge of Jhenidah on the 7th January last,

and from that day up to the qih April, he has convicted 153 persons, of

whom 123 have been fined Rs. 1,097, 30 sentenced to vai ions terms of iin-

piisonment, whereas his predecessor on title had occasion to convict six

men only in the cour.se of four months from among the indigo rayyets.

9. Tnat there are still criminal cases peiuling against 348 person.s

before .Mr. Lnson and the police officers under him.

10. 'Phat Mr. Luson is openly siding wiih the planters and punishing

the rayyets wiih the object of coercing them into indigo cultivation.

11. That of the adult male population of about two thousand men,

about 1,400 persons have been sued against by the plaiiiei.s, 900 in the

Civil and 500 in the Criminal Courts.

12. That if Mr. Luson brought the justice into contempt while at

Meherpore, he has biought it into greater contempt here at Magurah
and Jhenidah, where llie rayyets charge him to his face with being

paitial, and where he is being petitioned by them not to try their cases

on the ground of his being hi.as.sed in favour of the planters who are

his coimtrymen and with whom he is on friendly and iniim.ate terms.

13. That your humble petitioners have submitted several peiiiions

to the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, but have received no redress of

their grievances, nor even replies to their petitions.

Your humble peiiiioners, iheicfore, pr.iy tliat the Government m
India be directed to appoint a Commission of Inquiry to enquire into

their grievances and to transfer Mr. Luson from the Sub-divisions of

Jhenidah and Magurah.”

The petition embodies the extmordinary state of

things that has been prevailing under Mr. Luson s

reign of terror all these weary months. If the ap-

peal to Parliament has even the • effect of inspiring

the Government here with a due sense of the nature

of the crisis, which its own indifference in regard

to these indigo disputes has precipitated, it shall not

have been made in vain.

THE DEAD AND THE LIVING.
We do not look into the Hindoo Patriot or the Indian Mirror, though

we thereby lose a treat. There is always something or other in them.

And the latter is positively .amusing. For that matter, to give the—

clown his due, we confess the former is running close on the ()fher\-

heels. Opening the last issue of the Hindoo Patriot we find the editor

writing, oral least publishing, on the 19111 May, as follows :

—

‘‘Gre.at preparations arc being made in Europe and America for the

labour demonstration on the 1st of May. The outlook is serious in

Austria, where the labour agitation is intense. Everywhere in Austria

the cry is raised for higher wages and shorter hours. Military pre-

cautions make Vienna like a city preparing for a siege. M. Zola, the

novelist, believes th.at whether by pacific or violent me.ans the present

social state of the world is about to disappear. He regards the May
day demonstrations as a premonitary sign of the univers.al crisis. The
realistic instincts of M. Zola see evils which do not affect the social

order one way or another.”

That is the whole paragraph and all that our contemporary has on

the subject. There is not a word about America after the opening

sentence, unless Austria may be taken for an American country. Cer-

tainly, Zola is either Austrian or American—-or the paragraph is an in-

coherent strain. But what on earth has the ” realistic instincts ” of the

notorious novelist got to do in the business, is what “ no fellah cau

understand.”
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Turning to the Indian maiter, we are arrested by an obituary notice.

The same paper records with sorrow the death of Baboo Deno Nath

Mallik. This is the expression of the true milk of—assinine kindness.

'I’he very i^eUtions who as in duty bound visit the sons of the deceased,

make no secret of congratulating them on their emancipation from the

nuculent yoke of an imperious, self-willed, abnormally conceited,

uiteily inconsiderate parent. Uoes this Proser Laureate to Calcutta

Baboodom know that when the siiier of Denonath, living with another

brother, on reviving the news of de.iih, attempted a feeble demon-

stration of grief in the customary way, she was slopped instanter by

the other lady relatives and rebuked for wasting breath on such an

object? And the Hindoo Patriot foi sooth is sorry 1 Has the writer

—

we cannot say editor, for the paper has scarcely any editor—lost his

appetite?

The whole is couched in the same vein of unreality. The notice is

so rich that we quote it entire.

“ His wealth and his culture commanded respect from all classes of

the people. He w.as passionately fond of metaphysical study, and was

a firm believer in the limhs of Hinduism. He was of a quiet disposi-

tion, but he felt deeply, and where occasion required it, he boldly spoke
out his sentiments. He was for many years a member of the Managing
Committee of the Biiti'^h Indian Association and though he never took

.in .active part m public movements, he evinced a deep interest in the

political welfare of his coiinti > men."

His wealth may be .admitted, though he was vain of it out of all

proportion. Rut it was by no means stunning. Many obscure widows

in town may be found to possess as much or more. He owned only a

fourth of the est.ate of the Pataldanga Malliks. Yet he was wont to

compare himself with “Joiindro"—as he used to call the Maharaja—

a

preposterous pretension. The respected head of the Tagore family

is not perfection, but to use one of Macaulay’s striking compari-

.soiis, the difference between the soaring angel and the creeping

snake is a type of the difference between the accomplished Sir

J. Tagore and the unspeakable Baboo Mallik just gone to his

final rest. It is an insult to the country to say that the wealth

of this braggart miser commanded the respect of all classes.

What ! have our countrymen declined so far that the mere possession

of wealth, unaccompanied by the capacity to employ it to any purpose,

constitutes a claim on their respect ? Great as is our degeneracy, we

hope our people cannot feel aught but contempt for an intflleclnal and

moral eunuch who brandishes at them a tightly gripped and carefully

stringed purse. Whatever the degradation reached by many inaivi-

dnaU, the nation is still free from this grovelling fetishism. His

culture was an unknown quantity—an unsuspected possession.

We cun positively assert that he could not tell the meaning of the

word. We really doubt whether this eulogist knows it. His hero cer-

tainly knew the alphabet, and indeed was versed in all knowledge short

t)f the grammar. And to talk of metaphysics because he Iciu himself

to charlatans who showed him ghosts ! and of his firm faith in the

truths of Hinduism because he s.acrificed his life in a weak adhesion to

another charlatan who pretended to teach him Yoga I why this is

worthy of George Robins ! As for his connection with the British

Indian Association, he would not pay unless they put him on the Com-
mittec, and he paid for the bagatelle because, like a genuine snob, he

thought the connection gave him status. But did he ever take part in

any subject? He did not pretend to understand any public question,

wisest of mankind as he roundly asserted himself to be. The whole is

fulsome to nausea.

The Mirror outHerods Herod. We hear this unique journal, be-

.sides the usual obituary firlsehoods of the other, has praised the

deceased for his liberality. He
Did good by stealth and blushed to find it fame !

Yes, it was a remarkable case. Not only did his right hand not know
what heart’s blood was extracted from his left, but he was not him-

self conscious of his loss. And well for him and his people that

it was so. The knowledge would only have made him restless and
them miserable too. He would not have rested till he had recouped
himself. His charity was a profound secret beyond men and gods—
unless he made a timely provision for elegiacs and epitaphs in a strug-

gling press.

The panegyrists have ignored his character as a Zemindar. He was
a bloated absentee. He was not without merit, however. He was
sober and continent.

The only people who affect to be indignant with us for telling the
truth, if not to sympathise with him, are those who love not this

paper for its unamiable weakness, and the Upstarts and hypocrites

and pretenders of all kinds who have cause to be afraid of itn

outspokenness. We have received from all sides expressions of

satisfaction at our courage and devotion to duty in a^thankiess and

thoroughly unpleasant cause, from persons whose opinion is valuable.

One young person only has taken the trouble to write in protest. As

he is wellknown to be afflicted with the cacoeihis scribendi^ we need not

care. We will not humour him with printing his unmannerly abuse,

without facts or argument. The more so as his communication appears

to have been rejected in other quarteis for which it was expressly

composed.

Still less do we care the beasts who are openly trying to minimise

the moral of our lay sermon, by assuring the boys that their father was

quite within his right to ride his own carriage in an indecent posture in

a public diive. What can we feel but contempt for the officious men

—

beggars on horseback at last—who are ostentatiously going about

trying to put us in court for writing which they are not able to parse.

CIVIL COURTS REFORM.
In India during the time of Hindu Rajas the administration of

justice was considered to be a buunden duty of sovereigns, and sub-

jects were allowed to have their dissensions decided without having

their pockets touched. But now wc find chat litigation has increased

beyond all proportions and its cost docs not know any bounds. If

any person desires to ascertain the present impecunious circum-

stances of this country, 1 believe he will take the cost of litigation

to be one of the principal causes. The cost which the party pays

docs nut go to maintain the civil establishment, but increases the

revenue of the state. Sir Richard Garth, late Chief Justice of Ben-

gal, has censured the Government for selling justice. The estab-

lishment is maintained by the Government at a nominal cost. No
party can obtain from his sovereign redress of his grievances or even

approach the courts without a preliminary paying, more or less.

Suppose a person institutes a suit for Rs. 1,000 and the case is

decreed ex purte. It docs not take the Judge’s time more than

five minutes and the plaintiff should pay the entire cost when
he instituted the suit, Now a person who is incapable of re-

paying his just debt is saddled with an enormous cost for which

he could not accuse the plaintiff. The Government shows tlu

greatest solicitude for the welfare of its subjects by disallowing

appeals in Small Cause Court cases and otlier petty suits. When
the Court Fees Act was formulated it was said by the Governmenr, it

my memory serves me right, that the litigants should pay on^

third and the Government the r<?maining part of the cost of judicial

establishment. But now we find that quite the reverse is the case.

It commonly happens that a person drawing a salary ranging between

Rs. 200 and Rs. 400 is appointed Munsif and to help him there

arc one Shcrisiadar, drawing a pay of Rs. 40 to Rs. 60, and three

Mohorurs drawing Rs. 20 to Rs. 30 each per month, one Nazir

and Accountant drawing Rs. 30 to Rs. 40 and Rs. 20 to Rs. 40
respectively, and comparing clerk drawing Rs. 20 to Rs. 30,

besides a lew peons. These officers arc entrusted with most res-

ponsible business, but their pittance is no better than that of an

ordinary menial of a gentleman. I'hcy arc men of good birth and

of good education. Their hours of business arc not from ii a.m.

to 5 p.M, as in all Government offices, but they arc compelled to

transact all busincfs however enormous it be no matC(.r whether

it be Sabbath or holiday.
,
They have no fixed office hours. They

come at dawn in court, return home at lO a.m. and taking

breakfast within half an hour, like a saddled horse, repair to the

court before the Munsif takes his scat and labour till dusk.

Your readers may well conceive how the constitution of these

officers is undermined by such over work ; and you may well

imgine that it is not unnatural for men drawing such a poor pa)fcgito

fall into temptations, with families at home to support, children to

educate, daughters to marry and their own expenses to defray.

These officers are not to be blamed for the charge of corruption

which is always levelled against them. It is the Government which

compelled them to resort to such mean acquisitions. TJ^ people

pay heavily for the litigation,, the officers having charge of it arc in-

sufficiently paid, and our Christian Government makes capital out

of it. Now what more preposterous can there, be? The litigants

I

do not get speedy relief. A simple case of small value takes al-

most a year for disposal and a good many adjournments arc made for

no fault of the parties ; and the coat incurred outweighs the relief

granted. If the case goes up to the High Court it takes another two

years for final adjudication, and the parties have to sell their pro-

perties to meet the expenses. Such cases are not isolated but are

of ordinary occurrence. The present business of the Civil Court is

more than enough, and the Calcutta Municipal Act has enjoined that

the owners 6f holdings should pay rates' and realize them from' the

occupiers by help of the Civil Courts, unlike the former procedure.

The establishment of the Civil Court is quite inadequate to meet the

Ldemands of the people* A chowkee consisting of two, three, or of

' four Munsifs has only one Nazir, one accountant and one comptflt^S
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clerk. Now it the disposal of the file of the chowkee referred to
above requires more munsifs than one, it is difficult to understand
why the Government appoints a single officer on such slender
pay for transacting business of such enormous magnitude. The
Legislature is theoretically wise, but docs not care how the law is

administered When the present Rent law was enacted it was
the aim of the Government to have the rent eases decided speedily ;

but now we find that even in ex parte eases, adjournments are granted
lor want of time.

Lately Mr. Stevens was appointed a Commissioner for the reform
of the Civil Courts ; but Heaven knows what has become of his
report. Most probably it has been pigeon-holed in the Secretariat.

Does it not speak ill of the Government that it derives an income
of Rs. 35,00,000 per annum after covering all expenditure in
Bengal ?

People pay handsomely for relief and yet they do not get it.

The officers draw miserable pay. They are even denied the
casual leave to which they are entitled, and the State derives
a sovereign income by these means. Some members of the Sub-
ordinate Judicial Service applied for privilege leave on the occasion
of their daughters’ marriage, mothers’ sradh, &c., and the Hon’blc
High Court did not think it proper to grant the leave even on such
solemn business which every Hindu even at the risk of his life is

enjoined by religion to celebrate. Europeans of the celestial Civil
Service are allowed furlough even on slightest occasipns. The
Indians are born to serve, no matter if their health be shattered,
religious scruples wounded and social duties neglected. This is a

serious question and there is very little hope of redress at the hands
oj our bureaucratic administration. But we have profound respect
towards the British public, and as they arc always kindly disposed
for the weak and helpless, we hope the above will attract their

attention and relieve the helpless British subjects from these
unspeakable grievances.

RAKHAL CHANDER TEWARY,
Pleader,

IJublic |3apcr0.

Revenue, No. 25.

India Office, London, 27th March, 1890.

To Ills Excellcfhy the Most HenourabU the Governor-General

of India in Couneii,

My Lord Marquis,— I have considered in Council Your Ex-
cellency’s letter No. 29 (Separate Revenue), dated the 4th Feb-
ruary, with enclosures, concerning the Excise Administration
in different parts ol India. When I forwarded a copy of the
Resolution passed by the House of Commons on the 30th
April 1889, I expressed my belief that the Government of India
and the Local Governments accepted and were carrying out
the principles recited in ray Despatches, and approved by the House
ot Commons, for the guidance of all authorities concerned with
Excise affairs in India. 'Ehe full and interesting accounts contained
ill your present letter, and in the enclosed papers, confirm the view
taken in my Despatch of the i6th May 1889. 'Lhe detailed in-
lormation' now furnished places, in important particulars, a different
complexion on some of the matters mentioned during the debate
ill the House of Commons on the 30th April ; and steps have already
been taken to procure the presentation of these papers to Parliament.

2. 1 shall not trouble Your Excellency with a detailed review of
all the many topics discussed in your comprehensive letter, which
affords valuable evidence of the careful consideration given both
recently and in past times, by the Government of India and by the
subordinate Governments to the intricate problems of Indian Excise
Administration. I consider these papers demonstrate among other
things

—

(1) that total prohibition of all traffic in intoxicating spirits and
liquors is not possible in India ;

‘

(2) that while absolute local option in Excise matters is not
feasible, weight can be, should be, and is given to local

opinion in regard to licensing liquor shops
;

(3) that the only practicable way of repressing intemperance
among the drinking classes of India is to restrict oppor-
tunities for drinking, and to levy on intoxicants as high a
revenue as may be possible without promoting smuggling ;

(4) that by reason of the circumstances of the country^ and
according to actual experience in many parts, illicit deal-
ings in and consumption of liquor occur when vigilance is

relaxed, or when restrictions on lawful trade a^e pressed
too far

;

(5) that diversities of circumstances and of tastes in the many
countries which compose India render differences,of prac-
tice and of results in the several Provinces unavoidable, even
though the same principles are everywhere followed

;

(6) that, so far as information is available, the Excise system or
practice of Native States is less stringent, and tends less

to check intemperance than the system and practice or
I adjacent British districts with similar inhabitants

;

(7) that the increase of the Excise revenue during the past

twenty years, though in part due to enhanced consumption
caused by the growth of population and by the general
increase of earnings, is yet largely, and in some localities

mainly, the result ot improved Excise adrainistratioti,

which doubled or trebled the rates of liquor duty, and has
at the same time restricted the use of illicit intoxicants ;

(8 )
that there has been of late years much reduction in the
number ot licensed liquor shops, notably in Bengal, where
there are now 4,539 licensed spirit shops as compared
with 8,937 licensed in the year 1871-72, but that there
is room for further reduction in some Provinces ;

(9) that the action of Indian public servants in Excise afiairs

is not warped, and their evidence on such topics is not
vitiated by the duty which lies upon them to administer
the public revenue to the best advantage on the principles
and under the rules laid down for their guidance.

3. I fully accept the general principles stated at the 103rd
paragraph of Your Excellency’s letter as those which should guide
the Local Governments .and their revenue officers in admiiiistcring

Excise affairs. I consider that, save under very exceptional cir*

cumstancesand in strictly limited areas, the central distillery system
of Excise management should be preferred to the farming system
or the outstill system. The former system provides that all licit

spirit shall pay a still-head duty per gallon proportionate to its al-

coholic strength, whereas the other two systems permit, if they do
not stimulate, the production and sale of large quaiuiiies of com-
paratively cheap spirit, even when effort is made to limit the capacity
of stills, and to prescribe a minimum retail price.

4. 1 am confident that, as I stated in May 1 889, Your Excel-
lency’s Government and the Local Governments arc fully as de-
sirous as 1 am, or as the House of Commons can be, to prevent
the increase of drinking habits and of intemperance among the peo-
ple of India ; and I anticipate that the discussions of the past two
years,—even though aspersions, which I believe ro be incorrect,
have fallen upon Indian Excise arrangements,— will have done
good by strengthening the hands of your officers, and of the people
themselves, in their efforts to restrict within the narrowest limits

the evils that are unhappily inseparable from the popular use of
intoxicating liquors and drugs.

I have, &c.,

CROSS.

TRANSFER RULES FOR COLLEGES AND
HIGH SCHOOLS.

(;enkral department-—education.
Caleutta^ the lotb May^ 1890.

RESOLUTION.

Read again the following papers

Resolution recorded by the Government ol India in the Home
Department, No. 6/371-383, dated the 17th August 1889.

Letter to the Director of Public Jnsiruction, N0.76T (J,

dated the 7th October 1889.
Transfer rules for colleges and schools appended to the Resolu-

tion recorded by this Government, dated the I3ih Se[>-

tember 1887. ,

Read also—

Letter from the Director of Public Instruction, No. 1995,
dated 1 6th April 1890.

In the Resolution of the Home Department cited in the
preamble, the Government of India suggested that intcr-schooI
rules, defining the conditions under which pupils should be
allowed to pass from one school to another, should be extend-
ed to all schools aided by public funds, as a 'condition of the
continuance of such aid

; and that the Senates of the Universities
should be invited to use their influence to procure the adoption of
this system in schools and colleges which do not receive aid from
Government. The essential points which it is necessary to secure
by the intcr-school rules were further stated to be, that without the
consent of the Educational authorities a boy shall not be taken intr

a school who has been dismissed from another school for misconduct ;

that failing to pay Jiis school fees in his former school shall debar a

boy from admission to another school, except under similar consent
of the Educational authorities

; and that, if received into another
school, a boy shall not be placed in a higher class than the class he
was in before leaving the other school, except at the beginning of a
new term

2. In accordance with the above views, the Director of Public
Instruction has submitted revised intcr-school rules, as appended to
this Resolution, and has suggested that Circle Inspectors should be
authorised to issue simplified rules based upon them to govern the
transfer of pupils in middle and primary schools. The Lieutenant-
Governor approves the rules and the suggestion of the Director of
Public Instruction^ 1
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The Syndicate of the Calcutta University have expressed

their desire to co-operate fully with the Education Department in

the maintenance of discipline, and arc prepared to give their careful

attention to any ease of infringement of the rules that may be

reported to them.

OanER.—Ordered, that a copy of the Resolution and of the

Rules be forwarded to the Director of Public Instruction for in-

formation and guidance.

Ordered also, that a copy of the Resolution, as well as of the

Rules, be published in the Culcutta CnZf'/U\

By m-dcr of the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal,

P. NOLAN,
Secretary to the Govt* of Bengal*

TRANSFER RULES FOR COLLEGES.

I.—A student, before he is admitted to a college, shall be rc-

cjuircd to produce a transfer certificate from the Principal of the

college in which he has last been reading. But if he applies at the

beginning of a session, without having joined any other college, for

admission to the first-year or to the third-year class, the certificate of

having passed the last Entrance or First Arts Examination rcspeciivc-

Iv shall be accepted in lieu of such certificate. A student who has

failed at the First Arts or the B. A. Examination, and has not mean-

while joined any other college, may be admitted in the following

session to the second or finirth-ycar class of the college, on pro-

duction of the Registrar’s receipt. The fact of his admission, with

the date, should be written across the face of the receipt.

II.—The certificate shall run as follows :

Certified that son of

, an inhabitant of has been a

student in the class of the

College from to 18 . His character

and conduct have been . All sums due by him
to the College have been paid, including college fees up^o
His scholarship of Rs. per mensem has been drawn and

paid to him in this college up to . His attendance

in each course of lectures is given below :

—

Subject. Number of lectures delivered. Number of lectures attended.

Dated PrindpaL

III.—Application for a transfer certificate must be made, either

personally or by letter (registered, if necessary) to the Principal of

the college ; and when so made the certificate is to be given with-

out any avoidable delay. The only grounds on which it can be re-

fused are (l) gross misconduct
;
(2). failure to pay the sums due to

the college, including tuition fees and fines and transfer fee (if any).

If a certificate is refused, the cause of refusal shall be notified in

writing to the applicant.
|

IV.—Any instance of “gross misconduct” on the part of a'

student, whether followed by expulsion or not, must be at once

notified to the Department, failing which no tuiurc action can be I

taken on it. A student expelled for misconduct cannot be admitted

to another college without tlie express sanction of the Director of
j

Public Instruction.

V.—For the purposes of the transfer certificate, the date on which

a student presents his application for transfer, or the date of receipt

of the letter (Rule HI), shall be regarded as the date upon which

his connection with a college ceased, and no fee shall be charged

to him for any subsequent month. But if the student does not pay

the sums due from him to the college within.^ three days of his re-

ceiving intimation of their amount, he shall be treated as “ absent

without notice” until such sums arc paid, subject (as regards any

further sums so accruing) to the limit stated in Rule VI.

VI.—A student quitting a college without notice shall be liable to

pay fees, together with fines for absence, for one month subsequent

to that in which he last attended the college, after which his con-

nection with the college shall be considered to have ceased.

I

VII.—A student quitting a college, except at the close of a scs-

I

sion, sliall be liable to pay a transfer fee before obtaining his certi-

ficate. The transfer fee shall not (except under -special orders of

the Department in the ease of free colleges) exceed the ordinary

monthly fee of the class.

VIII.—For students sent up to the First Examination in Arts or

to the B. A. Examination, the session ends in May ; for other

students it ends in February, the month preceding that in which

the new second and fourth-year classes arc formed.

IX.— If a student withdraws from a college after the Durga Puja

Vacation, he shall be liable to pay fees in that college up to the

end of the^scssion,

X.—A student shall not be sent up to the University examination

until he has paid all sums due to the institution in which he has

been reading, including fees up to the end of the session in May.
XI. When a student* has held a scholarship, free studentship,

or half-pay studentship, under express stipulation in writing, signed

by himself, that the whole or a portion of the sum drawn by or

remitted to him shall be refunded to the college in case of with-

drawal from it within a certain period, the transfer certificate may
be withheld until the sums so due have been repaid, provided that

the amount so claimed shall not exceed the amount actually drawn
or remitted.

XII.—The transfer of Government scholarship-holders shall be

subject to the previous sanction of the Director of Public Instruc-

tion, which will be withheld unless satisfactory reasons are assigned

for the transfer.

XIII.—A student who has failed at the test examination (if any

is held) of his college shall not be sene up to the University exami-

nation as a student of any other college.

XIV.—All questions arising between one Principal and another

respecting the enforcement of these rules shall be referred as soon

as possible to the Dircetor of Public Instruction,

XV.—If a student be found producing a false document or

making a false statement as to his attendance at any college, he

shall be liable to expulsion and shall be reported to the Departmciu.

XVI.— Wilful transgression or colourable evasion of any of the

foregoing rules will render a college liable to forfeit the right of

sending up candidates for senior scholarships and to be reported to

the University for further penalties.

THE
CORPORATION OF CALCUTTA.

Loan Notikivation.

1. The Commissioners of Calcutta are pre-

pared, with the sanction of the Governor-Ge-
neral in Council, given under Section 404 of

Act 11. (B. C.) <)f 1888, to open a Debenture
Loan for Rs. 20,00,000 on the security of the

rates, taxes and dues imposed and levied

under the Calcutta Municipal Consolidation

Act 1888.

2. The Debentures will have a currency of

thirty years from the 1st October 1890, and will

hear interest at the rate of 5 per cent, per

annum, payable on the ist April and ist Oc-
tober of each year.

3. The fonn of Debenture-bonds will be
that given in the twelfth schedule of Act II.

(B. C.) of 1888.

4. No Debentures will be issued for any
sum less than Rs. 500, and above that amount
Debentures will be issued only for even sums
of Rs. 100.

5. Tenders for the whole or any part of the

above loan will be received by the Secretary

to the Corporation up to 2 o’clock P. M. of

Thursday, the 19th June 1890.

6. Each tender must be made out in the

form annexed to this Notification and enclosed

in a sealed cover addressed to the Secretary to

the Corporation, and superscribed “Tender
for Municipal Loan of i890'’9t.”

7. Each tender must be accompanied by
C^overnment Promissory Notes, Currency NotA

or Cheques for not less than 3 per cent, of the

amount tendered.

8. When a tender is accepted the deposit,

when made in currency notes or cheques, will

he held as a payment in part of the amount
tendered, and will bear interest at the rate of

5 per cent, per annum from the 19th June 1890,

provided that the whole amount tendered is

paid up in the manner hereinafter prescribed,

but no debenture will be issued for the sum so

deposited so long as the entire amount of the

tender is not paid,

9. The deposits or tenders which may not

be accepted, will be returned on application,

and no interest will be payable on such de-
posits. If an allotment after being made is

not taken up and the full amount allotted is

not paid as hereinafter prescribed, the deposit
will be forfeited.

10. The rate .at which a tender is made,
must be specified in rupees, »ur rupees and
annas : a tender in which the rate is not so
specified, win be rejected as null and void.

11. The rates stated in a tender must not
contain any fraction of an anna. If a rate

containing a fraction of an anna is inserted in

any tender, such fraction will be struck out,

and the tender treated as if the i^te did not

contain such fraction of an anna.
12. The amount of the accepted tenders

must be paid into the Bank of Bengal in the

following instalments

^

One third on I9ih July 1890, one-third on
19th August 1890 and one-third .on 19th Sep-
tember 1890.

Parties whose tenders are accepted will have
the option of paying all or any of the instal-

ments before the dates specified above, and
will receive interest from the dt-iie of such
payment.

13. Anticipation interest will he paid on all

instalments from the respective dates on which
such instalments are paid into the Bank of

Bengal to the 30th September 1890.

14. In the case of two or more tenders at

the same rate a pro rata allotment will be

made (if the lenders are accepted), but no

allotment will be issued if the amount distri-

butable on any tender is less than Rs. 500.

15. A mininuim having been prcvioubly

fixed, tenders will then be opened by th^TLoan
Committee of the Commissioners at 2-30 P.M.,

on Thursday, the 19th June 1890, at the Mu-
nicipal Ofiice.

JOHN CO^ ws;,

Secretary to tJie Co^, pep^^-

Municipal Office, \
'

Calcutta^ lyth May i8go. /

Form of Application for Debenture.*

I

hereby tender for Rs. of the

Municipal five per cent. Loan for 1890-91, and

agree to pay fur the same subject to the condi'

tions notified at the rate of Rupees

annas for every one hundred

rupees allotted to me.

1 enclose Government Promissory Notes,

Currency Notes or a Cheque for Rs.

Dated Signed
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A WONDERFUL MEDICINE.

BEECHAM’S pills
A RE universally nd-

initted to be worth

A GUINEA A BOX.
For Bilious and Ner-
vous Disorders, such
as Wind and Pain in

the Stomach, Sick
Headache, Giddiness,
Fulness and Swelling

after Meals, Dizziness

and Drowsiness, Cold
Chills, Flushings of

Heat,Lossof Appetite,

_ Shortness of Breath,

Costivc'iess, Scurvy and Blotches on the Skin,

Disiurbed Sleep, Frightful Dreams, and all

Nervous and Trembling Sensations, &c.

PEECHAM’S PILLS

I^KECHAM’S PILLS

gEECIIAM’S PILLS

I^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAIW’S PILLS

I^EECHAM’S PILLS

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

I^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

jjEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

The first dose will

give relief in twenty

JJEECHAM'S HUS "."it
it in countles.s cases.

Every sufferer is

earnestly requested to

try one Box of these

Pills, and they will be
acknowledged to be

WORTHAGUINEA
A BOX

For females of all

ages these Pills are

invaluable. No female

should be without

them. There is not a

medicine to be found

to equal them for re-

moving any obstruc-

tion or irregularity of

the system. If taken

according to the di-

rections given with

each box they will

soon restore females

of all ages to sound

and robust health.

This has been proved

b y thousands w Iv o

have tried them, and

found t h e benefits

which are ensured by

their use.

For a Weak Sto-

mach, Impaired Di-

gestion, and all Disor-

ders of the Liver, they

act like magic, and a

few doses will be
found to work won-

ders on the most im-

portant organs in the

h u in a n Machine.

They strengthen the

whole muscular sys-

tem, restore the long

lost complexion, biing

back the keen edge of

appetite, and arouse

into action with the

rosebud of health the

^ whole physical energy

PITTS human frame.jjLECHAM S PlLLb
^hese are facts testified

to continually by mem-
bers of all classes of

society, and one of the

best guarantees to the

Nervous and Debilita-

ted is, BEECHAM’S
PILLS have the

Largest Sale of any

Patent Medicine in

fie World.

Sole Agents for India :

NAYLOR. BON, GRIMES ft 00.

Wholesale Depdt, S5, Clive Street,

CALCUTTA

:

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

IJEECHAM’S PILLS

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

I^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

JJEECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

,

IJEECHAM’S PILLS

Notdoe
'T'HESE Pill* can be obt.iined at all Bazaan

throughout India, or from the Wholesale

Agents, Naylor, Son, Grimes 5: Co., at the

followingrates:—tr. size. Re. i-e, and

9* size, Rs. 3-4 per box, including V.-P.

Post Shopkeepers can obtain Wholesale
Kates upon application.

FOR SALE.
Valuable Horses, Carriages, Furniture,

Jewelleries, &c., belonging to the Estate of the

late Rajah P. C. Singh. Inspection may be
had at any time on application to Baboo
Tariny Churn Ghose, or to Baboo Purnaniind

Ghose Roy, Paikparah Rajbatti, who will re-

ceive and register all offers and will also give

what information may be required as to price

and other matters. Parties desiring to pur-

chase should send their tenders within a week
from this date (i.e.) before the 26th instant.

JOGENDRA NATH BHATTACHARJEE.
Harrington Strickt, \

Calcuua, iqih M.ay 1890. /

IN THE PRESS.

Uniform with “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal”

ESSAYS BY A BRAHMAN
IN

Politics, Sociology, History, & Literature

BV

the Author of “Travels & Voyages in Bengjil.”

CAT.CUTTA.

Peis 6r* Rayyet Office.

PRICE:

To Subscribers p.iying before ‘publication Rs. 4

„ mere registering subscribers ... „ 5

„ Ordinary purchasers ... ... 6

Apply to tiir Manager, Reis and Rayyct^

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Ps- 6.

Cloth Bound Rs.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS 4 VOYAGES IN BENGAL

ure written by Baboo Sambhu C. Mookerjee

once Minister to the late Nawab Faridoim Jah,

B.ahadoor, Nawab Nazim of Bengal, Behar and

Orissa, which gives a graphic iiccoiint of the

Baboo’s travels to and in Indcp^ulcnt Tip-

perah. Written in capital English and evi-

dently by a gentleman of bioad views and

enlightened mind, the work is decidedly a

valuable addition to the catalogue of English

written Bengalee liicraiure. 'I'his book of

travels should be read widely not only by
English residents out here, but by our country-

men at lio ne, for it teems with interest and
teaches iiS far more about the fine belt of

unopenen country travelled through than any
work of the .sort wrilien by an Engli.shman
would have done. Baboo Sambhu Chunder
Mookerjee is one of whom his countrymen
may well be proud, for he writes throughout
with the moderate and educated pen of

a thorough gentleman.— Indian Planters'

Gazetted Spotting News. October 4, 1887.

If we have not before noticed Mr. Sambhu
C. Mookerjee’s Travels in Bengal^ which was
published some months ago, it is not because

the little book is either dull or pointless. It

contains, on the contrary, much interesting

matter, though some of the incidents arc over-

weighted with detail in what is facetiously

called a “ little booklet.”. The author’s view
as a rule is, by the way, facetious : he is given

even to punning
;
but he is also sentimental

in the highest degree—“a naked Whiteman”
hurts his susceptibilities

;
a Hindu girl, bathing

in the river, throws him into an ecstasy of

delight : “she had such large languishing eyes’”

But he is nothing if not philosophical, and his

reflections on iliis or that social and political

subject arc not wiihoui their moral. Mr.

Sambhu C. Mookerjee was formerly Minister

to the “ last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa” and afterwards Minister

of the Maharaja of Tipperah. He is a man,
therefore, of experience, and when he .speaks

his bre*thren should listen to him

Travels in Bengal is a readable book, and it

abounds in anecdotes which are often as in-

structive as amusing, and it is not spoiled by
too many political .allusions, though, of course

some few have crept in.

—

I'he Pioneer

^

Dec., 1887.

BETWEEN

Calaitta and Independent TippeYah^

BY

SAMBHU C. MOOKEBJEE,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawah Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister ofthe Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, **REIS & RAYYET”
I, Uckoor Dutl’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

We have received from the office of Reis

and Rayyet, one of the leading native news-

papers of Calcutta, a most readable little broch-

C
RINGER & CO. have in hand the

• largest stock of Homoeopathic Medicines,

Medicine Cases, Medical Sundries, and Books,

&c., &c., for sale at their Homceopathic Es-

tablishment, 10, Hare Street, Calcutta. Cata-

logue, free on application.

In Pamphlet, Price 4. annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW HEARSEY.
Apply to Reis &* Rayyef Office, Calcutta.

RE^HAMS^,

BcincTez WA prevento all BtJHBOBM. BEOME8S, FI^CK^S. and

„
tN.

TJfcl St. ao».

CALCUTTA AGENTS : SCOTT THOMPSON 4 CO.
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“ IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF."
W// sujffcr find sure relief from

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.
If lias <lriven out fioni the system

AcuteRheumatism and RheumaticGout,
After years of semi-helplessness and suflfer-

in;.;
;

while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS
LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACHK^
SIM<AINS, it is the surest and safest remedy
or these complaints in their severest and most

rlironic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous
relief in

Neuralgfiain the Head, Face and Limbs
Is almost too remarkable for CKKUENCE.
Arc you subject to HKAUACHES and the

torture.s of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid
and complete that it is universally recommend-
ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.
'Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result .speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy.
oicians in the world in their practice. It has
been pronounced a blessing in thousands of
homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved
a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paraiion has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at / AV. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists
throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistreet & Co.
K. .Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate
Co. Limited.
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12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,
(Opposite the Police Courts

THE CALCUTTA

lIOJKKOPATHfO PHARMACY.
THE

EARLIEST & STILL MO.ST EXTENSIVE
n/SPHXSAK V IN A S/A

OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,
WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE
TRADE m

INDEPENDENT HOMCEOPATHY
and maint.'iins to thi.s d.iv

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THI.S

scHaoL or medicine.
li. & Ci>. bc" to draw the attention of ilicir

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned

WOODEN CASE
in which every phi.al of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con

venient and u.seful.

AY> EXTRA C/IARGE,

BERIGNY & CO.
T2^ Lai Bazaar^ Calcutta.
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READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short winding Keyless Railway Regulat-
ors, of small s\zeyje7vette(f enamelled dials, bold
figures and Candian Gold hands, wiih tem-
pered machine! y and dust tight hinged cases
for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare
glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted
to stand rough u.sage. Can be easily repaired.
Have no appearance of cheapness about
them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr.
A. K. Meht.a fn)in Bandora says :

—
** The

7-8 watch I purcliased from you two years
back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting Su-
perintendent, Government Faim, Khandesh,
says

A

watch maker has valued your
Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, R.
W. Fusi. Regt., Lucknow, says “ Some valued
It at Rs. 15 and were completely surprised wlien
I told them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pretty
Candian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-
plete shirt Studs and King.s set with scientific
diamonds, rubies, &c., at K.s. 2 each. Mr J
A. Yelsmore, Satur, says The best jrold.
smith of this place values the chain for
Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. G.
Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikiitla, .says;—“A
German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and
the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIATRADING CO.. BOMBAY

JEYES’ DISINFECT.'\NTS:
The best and cheapest Antiseptics,

Deodorizers and Cleansers,

deyes’ Perfect Purifier
supersedes Carbolic and other Disinfectants,
being much more efficacious, non-poisonous,
non-corrohive, stainless in use, and cheaper
Prevents contagion by destroying its cause.
Instantly removes bad smells. It .;s an almost
unfailing cure for Eczema and other Skin
Disea.ses

;
and is the best known Insecticide.

Can be had in the various forms of Liuuid
Powder, Soap and Ointment.

^ *

JEYES' PERFECT PURIFIER
prevents infection by destroying its. cause,
killing the very germs of contagious diseases.
it removes instantly all noxious smells, notby temporarily disguising them (as is often
the case), but by chemical combinatjpn, sub-
stituting instantaneously for a poisonous a

erad^c\lSe'e^ir.‘'"“‘'’'’“'’

:-DyCE, NICOL & CO.,
3» Commercial Buildings, Calcutta.

HENRY PORNARO & 00.

Builders, General Contractors and
Artificial Stone Manufacturers.

Removed from No. ij8, Balliaehata to

17 , CONVENT ROAD, ENTaAv,
H alf or any portion of the same spacious, airy

2 flat garden House will be let out for any term.

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

"Limited.’^

This Company’s Steamer “BEHAR”
will leave Cakuila for Assam on Tuesday, the
27ih instant.

All cargo for shipment bv the above ves.sel
should be sent to the Company’s Godowns
at Juggamiauth Gliat, not later than 5 p.m.
on Saturday, the 24th inst.

Cachar Link.

The steamer “THIKAK” of this line will
leave Calcutta for Cachar on the 27lh instant
(Tuesday) for which cargo will be received until

5 P.M. of Saturday the 24lh inst.

Assam Despatch Steamer Service from
• G0A1.UND0

and
Daily Mail Steamer Service from

Dulmiri to Deuroohhur.
A Daily service is maintained from Goaliin-

do and J3 hubii for passengers and light goods
traffic, i. packages not weighing over a
ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival
of the previous night’s 9-30 p. M. (Madras time)
tram from Scaldah, and Dhubri on arrival of
the mails.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to
almost .'ill stations can be booked through from
or to Calcutta via Goalundo or Kannia with
the Eastern Bengal State and connected Rail-
ways '-Pas.sengers and Parcels via Kannia
only.

All particulars as to rates of freight and
passage by all the above mentioned Services to
be had on application to

—

MACNEILL & CO.,
Agent.s,

^ ,
2-1, Clive Ghat Street.

Calcutta, the 2i5t May, 1890.

A NY Photograph transferred to porcelain

^ and thus rendered permanent. Apply to

R. Hotz,

i3-5»,^<’vernment Place, Calcutta.
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

HOME. V
'

HoM* 1 in that word bow many hope* are hidden^

How many hour* of joy serene and fair ;

How many golden Vision* ri^e unbidden,

And blend their hue* into a rainbow tierel

Round home what image* of beauty cluster,

Link* which unite the living with the dead,

Glimpse* of scenes of most surpassing lustre,

Echoes of melody whose voice is fled !

Ho,me is the place where we have ever blended

Our hope* and happiness, our tears and sighs,

Whencewn'r united wor*^io.h|lh asMud^, ^

As’grWyulineensWi^oflildrt^^^

Where we have nourished bright thoughts while beholding

Some son-eyed flower, the centre of our love j

And while we watched it* gradual unfolding.

The angels came and carried it above.

Scenes gay and IJ^dsome «the golden glory

Which decks the death'bed 0/ teparting dpy.

And many an.old anSl'dl^iflt-stirringyotyj

Whose memory is fadinji fpit lilplli! ,

< . 'i* • ;

Flash 4‘er tjie spMt oft Itpeated

And never toHforgotten accent. Home I

Friends whom.^ tMosand tiije* our love ha* greeted,

t'Iih ii
I

*—
**

,

A foftier’a joy, a :*»other** dd%1tev*tto6.

Untiring energy and cohftaht cate.

The reverential love, the pureemojitfo.

The evening hymn,-the heavenward wafted prayer

;

The Sal^th bells, whose glad and gentle pealing.

Falls on the spirit like the early dm.

Evoking every high and holyfeeltejjyd'. ^

All that hath “ power to chastiih ah4 sahdue 1

"

Sisters and brothers fbadlg idtodand cherished.

Our comrades AMs hs, (tie stem march of life.

The edriy o^ld (^foiiiiikfeaad^ghting, perished.

And left us single-hiindediA the strife j
>

• *
* ••

The weeds and tmters where edr childhood dhurished,

The'^oairy Mils our wanderingWstcps'lre^,*

Thnfairy piMffpcts whitfo our ianey nourUhed,

Tife old ckwoh' splfe midi‘lifted us to God j

Such are the visions which are ever stealing

Around our spirits wheresoe'er we roamg

Full fraught with beautiful and hallowed ^eling,

Evoked like phantoms by the spell of bbme.

Needs there a beautiful ancestral mansion
.

To mark the spot where household joys abide.

Bounded on all sides by a broad expansion

Of lawns and level meads and woodlands wide ?

Need there be sunny slopes and pastures sweeping,

In glad and verdant beauty far away,

Old forest trees and crystal waters sleeping

In tranquil silence in the sunset's ray ?

Need there be twilight groves and orchards shedding

Their purple plenty on the fertile ground ;

Brooks flashing back the noontide while threading
'

Cfetd^wafelfea* Wiin fotofffewy roimdli^

No ! home is not confined to halls of pleasure,

To regal pomp and dwellings of the great

;

It is not meted to us by the measure

Which appertains to things of low estate. ^

i Where’er wc find warm hearts and fond afiection,

Whether in straw-thatched hut or gilded dome,

Wo fin^ what claims our notice and reflection,

We find the primal elements of home.

On Alpine mountains where the hunter buildeth

His fragile dwelling like an eagle's lafir ;

In southern climates where the sufi-ligM gildeth

The vine-clad bills with colors ever fair.

In Arctic regions 4%e lha winter heapeth,

In hoary piles, the everlyting snows ;

Where the poor persecuted negro weepeth

His kidnapped kindred and his country's woes

;

Where’er of fellow-men we find the traces.

Where'er a wanderer hath his footsteps bent,

In|K>puloa9 cities and in desert places,

The Indian’s wigwam and the Arab's tent

;

In far-off islands where the savage roameth.

The untutofedlord of many a scene sublime,

In groves and glens and where the ocean foameth,

In every country and in every clime

;

‘^'^ankind, bowevar foutrad and benightad,

. , ^ How^ oppratsed by panury and cate,

cxistadca by am beacon lighted,

Hava hlut which all may freely share.

Subscridm in tie country cm rtqwsUd to remitby postal money orders, Vpess^, as t^ safest and i^t convenient

moihmtPcsrtieidmrfy as a ensures adPi^leigment through^ p^iafimi^. No other receipt mil be

other bo»^;nnneeem*yi^l^
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Home 1 cries the world-sick wanderer as he wendeth.

With baffled footsteps, o’er his weary way
;

Home ! sighs the wretched outcast as he sendeth

A longing look, whence once he longed to stray.

% Home ! says the toil-worn rustic when returning

From daily labor at the fall of night
;

Home 1 sings the emancipated soul as spurning

This world of woe, it plumes its wings for flight.

Hgme like the burning lens collects together

Into one point aftection’s scattered rays,

And in tlie sternest storm, the wildest weather.

Kindles a bright and spirit-cheering blaze.

Home is the watchword firing with emotion

The patriot’s heart, and nerving him to fight
;

Home is the pole star, o’er the storm-swept ocean,

Guiding the sailor through the gloomy night.

Home cheers the solitary student, burning

With high and heavenward hopes till he has furled

His wings of fire upon the heights of learning
;

“ Home is the lever that can lift the world.

A never-failing source of consolation,

A fountain sealed with hidden virtue fraught.

The pilgrim’s prayer, the poet’s inspiration,

The nurse of every noble deed and thought.

Horne is a boon to erring mort.als given.

To knit us closer in the bonds of love.

To lead our spirits gently up to heaven.

To shadow forth the brighter home above.

J. W. Fletcher.

News and Our Comments.
A coon book has appeared in England under the name of Impresaions

of Russia. Translated from the Danish of Dr. George Braudes, dy
Samuel C. Eastman. A keen observer, Dr, Braudes had great oppor-
tunities for uuder.sianding Russian character and institutions. The
condition of Russian society is sad indeed. Ono fact is better than
a dozen speculations. Dr. Brandes reports that, in 1887, at the
height of hostile feeling between (Germany and Russia, when war was ex-
pected to break out every moment, the most intelligent and patriotic

Russians, in every part of the country, prayed for defeat, as the
only way of escape from a hated crushing incubus. Cod save
the Queen ! May the British Bower endure at Home and abroad 1

And may we remain out of the range of the Great Bear’s paw, and free
from all Continental contagion, autocratic or constitutional !

OUR native readers willVicase take note that tomorrow is the anniver-
sary of the death of that friend of native education—David Hare.
1 he placets Dr. Sircar’s Science Association, and the hour 5-30 in the
afternoon. The Secretary, Mr. N. N. Ghose, will lead the discussion
with an address quaintly entitled, “Our Educational News.” It
•will be worth listening to, we are sure. Mr. Ghose bears a headpiece
on his shoulders, and he is besides thoroughly acquainted with his
subject. Admission free.

•
• •

News gains shape and volume as It travels from mouth to mouth or
newspaper to newspaper. The FeopUs I'rUml of Madras ascribes the
death ot Mr. Macaulay, the Bengal .Secretaiy, at Calcutta, to Influenza.

The income tax will not be levied on fines. That is, the pay of a Gov-
ernment servant for purposes of the tax will be less the fine inflicted.
That is hardly a concession. The amount deducted as fine is not an
earning. But it has cost not a little discussion to the Government to
arrive at this elementary conclusion.

Lord Rayleigh recently read a paper on » Foam ” at the Royal Insti-
tution m London. He said the liquids which foamed were essentially

I

impure, contaminated— in fact, dirty. Sea water foamed not for the s i

but for the weeds and the destruction they underwent from breat...*
'’

rough weather.

• • *

Fumigation of sulphur as a destructive of disease germs is considered
out of dale in the New World, and is to give way to currents of steam
Dr. J. G. Johnson read a paper before the King’s Coi^

Medical
Society, shewing that the fumes of burning sulphur did^ penetram
woollens as do disease germs. He further emphasised bis verdict b'
relating that he had propagated diphtheria from the clipping,
blankets After they had undergone thorough orthodox fumigatma
The experience of Dr. Prudden, of the New York City Board of Health
tends to the same conclusion against the efficacy of sulphur fumigation

**»
The French sub-marine boat Goubet has again been tried at Clierbourt:'
witli unprecedented success. The usual evolutions over, she
lowered to a depth of two mdtres under water, and thus passed iiiirirr

five torpedoes, repre.senting a torpedo-dep6t attached to an English
ship. Afterwards she plunged down and worked for two hours, sever-
mg one after another the attachments of five buoys, wedging with an
iron bar the screw of the Kongan, and placing under a raft a false
torpedo of 102 kilogrammes. There were many gentlemen, oftidah,
military officers, and independent men, including the officers and
crew of a Russian ironclad anchored in the harbour, present. They
all seemed greatly itiipiessed.

According to the New York Titnes, the pneumatic dynamite gun
which will be shipped to England for test at Shoeburyness, is the
design of Captain Rapielf. The English Board will decide whether
preference is to be given to the electrical fuze invented by Capiam
Zalinski or the mechanic, il fuze of Mr. H. F. Merriam. A second
mechanical fuze, the invemioii of Captain Rapieff himself, will be sub-
mitted to the English Board. The speciality of this fuze is that it is

placed in the rear of the projectile instead of the head.

• •
The Caicntia Mahomed.an Literary Society’s petition to the House of
Commons liaviiig been presented, was communicated to the press in

this country and received a fair share of attention. By this week'i.

mail we see that it is attracting notice in England. The OvfrUnJ
Mail of the 9th May devotes its only leading article to it. As it is short,

we quote it entire

file last report of the House of Commons’ Committee on petitions
contains a petition from the Committee of M.iimgement of the Malio-medan Literary Society at Calcutta, which we reprint. It was presented

I a SJ 1

“ strong portest on behalf of thelodian Moslems against the proposal to introduce into India the elective
principle. It also expresses satisfaction with the Indian Councils Bill in
the form in which it passed the House of Lords. This influential expo-
nent of Mahomedan opinion declares that, ‘ owing to the peculiar religious
and social circumstances of India the country is not yet fit for the exer-
cise of such privileges, and it is their firm belief that, should election fnrin
the basis of any portion of the contemplated legislation on ihe subject of
Indian Councils, the Mahomedan community, though numbering some
fifty million.s, will be at the mercy of a strong and compact Hindoo
majority, whose notions of right and expediency are so different in many
Vital points from those entertained by the Mnhomedans.’ This is not
only the opinion of the bulk of intelligent Mahoinedans throughout
India, but it is a warning of the consequences that would ensue upon arfy
attempt to hasten the development, however desirable in theory, of
representative institutions in a congeries of vast provinces and various
classe.s so wholly unfitted for such institutions as the Indian Empire.
Indeed, as yet, as is shown in the letter we print to-day from the most
distinguished of the advocates of Indian political reform, on whose letter
to the 7tmes we lately coimneuted, no practical scheme of represfntation
for India has really been propounded. He entirely throws over the rash
and raw scheme which Mr. Bradlaugh, much against his own judg-
ment, if we are correctly informed, has been induced by the extreme
Congress people to submit to Parliament

; but he pronounces in favour
of the election by public bodies. We reiterated in our recent article the
objections to this proposal, which some time since were^tTdvanced in a
series of leaders in these columns, and as yet we have seen no satibfac-

tl'l, ’I'l M help thinking that ,
tb.it of Mr. Bmdlaughs Bill IS fairer and more reasonable than the
proposal to create such a limited and sham electorate as one composed

*1 Chambers of Commerce, and Universities.
With what possible justice could the elected of -such an oligarchy be
granted an infliieiuial voice in legislation for the whole Indian Empire?We have the highest respect for the writer of the letter, and believe that
ne and nis friends are sincerely anxious to offer counsels of niocleniiion
to the exiremer spirits of the Congress party, but we confess we cannot
understand how any Radical reformers can advocate a scheme for
handing over the election of independent members of the Legislative
ConnciIS to bodies which are so imperfectly representative of the interests

India'^?*"*^*
general body of the vast and vaiious populations of
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Mk. jHiwes Nai^nyth, the inventor of the hammer bearing his name,

(lied last month in London. He was born in tSoS, in Edinburgh. He

(lied of no illness but of old age. A* the age of 48, he retired from

business and tlitn devoted his time and attention to astronomy.

•

ir has beaS<(piled iiyhe United Slates that every man who enters the

navy must be either a born or a naturalized American. Just so. The
young Republic is growing wiser with experience.

#
# *

Mr. P. C. Sen, barrister-at-law, will officiate as Official Assignee,

Rangoon, from the beginning of June. He is a native of Cliiliagong

.md has been at Rangoon for some years, since he returned from

Kurope after being called to the bar.

#
• •

I'HE United Service Institution’s gold medal has this year been ob-

tained by Captain M.icguire, Hyderabad Cavalry, for his essay on the

“Organization and Employment in War of Native Cavaliy. ” The
Mac(;regor memorial medal has gone to Captain Youngluisband for

Ills expluraiiuns in Kanjut last year.

* *
i)N the 26ih April last, the Madura Mail published the news that

“ Nawab Khurshed Jah Bahadr •of Hyderabad arrived at iMadura on

the morning of the 23rd instant on bis way to Rameswaram. He was

putting up at the Veiikatasami Naiker’s chatrain and left Madura

yesterday morning at 9 O’clock.” This palpably wtong news was

. orrected in the next issue of the paper. But M. V. Appasami Naidii,

son of the deceased founder of the chatrain and present manager of

the institution for the accommodation ^ Hindu travellers and pilgrims,

( onsidcrs that the original paragraph was maliciously put in in that

newspaper to injure the piesiige and .reputation of the chatrain, to

.uinuy tlie present manager, to blacken and defame the memory of

the founder, and to stir up the hatred and evil will of the people against

his family, and has accordingly sued the paper for damages fixing bis

loss at Rs. 100.

The system of payment of land revenue by postal money orders

proving successful here and elsewhere, is to be tried for one year

in Madras from isi August 1890. The districts selected are Chingle-

put, Tunjore, South Arcot, Madura and Tinnevelly.

Madame Patti is said to have sued an American for reproducing

without authority her voice in a phonograph.

• •

The new Fire Temple of the Mehtas was consecrated last week.

Notes, Leaderettes, and
Our Own News.

The Russian difficulty of Turkey has been tided over. The Sick Man
—and bankrupt into the bargain—stood upon his rights. The Russian
Ambassador at Constantinople made over the five Turkish officers who
were detained by him for indecently assaulting the wife and daughter
of the Chief Dragoman to the Russian Embassy. These five officers

have since been courimartialed to six months’ imprisonment. They
will be afterwards banished for life to Tripoli. The Russian Am-
bassador has expressed himself satisfied. We hope no private assur-

ance was previously given him us to how the courtmartial would deal

with the five prisoners.

Parliament has gone into Whitsuntide holidays. It meets ,on the

-nd June.

I

How are the mighty fallen 1 The Empress Eugenie has sunk into com-
humanity.

Fallen, fallen, fallen, fallen,
^

Fallen from her high estate,

the poor lady was insulted In a railway tram at Liege and com-
pelled to move to another compartment. But yesterday as.it were—

a

few short years back—the greatest would have been flattered at

being looked at by her. Now foams she over the earth, and none

so poor to do her reverence I The incident recalls the fate of another

Fiench sovereign lady and Burke’s lament on the decay of chivalry.

Prince Albert will he henceforth known as Duke of Clarence and

Avond iie and Earl of Alhlonc.
^

There is excitement in Newfoundland over the fisheries. A French

war vessel ordered the Colonial fishermen at St. George’s Bay to re-

move their nets. The people there demand compensation and have

agreed among themselves not to pay the taxes before receiving satisfac-

tion. A British cruiser has been ordered there.

Empkror William is confined to bed. While driving at Postdam on

the 25th, the carriage was upset, and he fell twisting his foot which is

much swollen.

A MEE'iiNC at Tipperary was proclaimed. Notwithstanding, it w'as held.

The Police chaiged and scvcial persons were injured. At another pro

scribed meeting at Cashel on the outskirts of the village of Boherlahin,

Messrs. O’Brien and Dillon made speeches. Here too the Police

charged, and struck Mr. Dillon with a baton. The struggle was fiercer

than in Tipperary, and cavalry were called up to disperse the croud.

Messrs. Dillon and O’Brien were chased by the Police to Cashel.

From first August next, Sebastopol will be a purely military port, its

commeicc being diverted to Theodosia.

A Nihilist plot to murder the Czar has been detected in Paris.

Fourteen men and three women have been ai rested with bombs and

c.\plosives.

The Bulgarian plot to murder the Piince has been unearthed and

the plotters brought to book. Major Panilza has been Courtmartialed

to be shot, with recommendation to mercy. M. KHloubkoffi

the Russian, sufleis nine years’ imprisonment. Six other officers

undergo teims of from three to six years’ imprisonment. Six have

been acquitted.

The Directors of the Comptoir D’Escomptc and Societd Des M^taux

have been tried for fraud and infringement of the law of companies,

Three have been found guilty and sentenced, M. .Secretan to six

nionlbs’ imprisonment with a line of ten thousand francs, M. Lavcissicre

to three months’ with three thousand francs, and M. Henisch to

fine of only three thousand.

In a lecture on India at PLlmbiirgh, Mr. Childers s.iid that the great

object of Pjigland should be to secure the sympaihie'* of the people and

thus continue in possession of India.

The petition to Parliament from the rayyei.*^ of Jhenida and Magiirt

has begun to bear fruit. Mr. Luson will be withdrawn from the sub-

divisions. If it were only done earlier ! Of course, every effort will be

made to sweeten the pill for the brother Civilian. It is undersioocl

ihat he will be promoted to the office of M.igistrate in Moorshedabad.

At any rate, after the strong terms which we were compelled to use in

our leader of last week in reference to the oflicial proceedings in

Jessorc, we sincerely rejoice to learn so soon that ilie notorious Magis-

trate is to be transferred from a scene which requires an officer of

known judgment and tact.

The Inland Steam- vessels Act, 1884, is to be amended. The Calcutta

Gazette oi the week publishes the papers on the subject and invites re-

presentations till the ist July, 1890. Is this previous publication due to

the recent representations of the Bengal Chamber of Commerce ?

The following Notification appears in the Calcutta Gazette^ Part IB.,

May 28, 1890, page 178

“ 7^^ /«5*pc>.— It is hereby notified that, under section 33,
Act II (B.C.) of 1888, the Lieutenant-Governor is pleased to appoint
Surgeon-Major R. Cobb to be a Commissioner of Calcutta, vice Mr,
H. Lee, c.s., appointed Chairman of the Municipality,

H. J. S. COITON,
Secretary to tfte Govt, of Bengal'^
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The section of the law alluded to runs thus

“ In case of the death, resignation or disqualification of any Com-
missioner, a person shall forthwith be appointed or elected in his

ste.id and such person shall remain a Commissioner for the

residue only of the term for which the Commissioner in whose
Mead he was appointed or elected was originally appointed or elected :

Piovidr«i that no act of the Commissioners, their officers, or of the

Commissioners in meeting, shall be deemed to be invalid by reason

only of the fact that the number of the Commissioners at the time did

not amount to seventy-five
;

or that a disqualified person has con-

tinued to act as a Coinmissionrr
;
or that any C<)mmissioner has taken

part ill any proceedings in coiuravenlion of the provisions of section

rhirty-lwo.” ^
Number seventy-five is the full complement of the Commissioneis

besides the Chairman and Vice-Chairman, and section ihiriy-iwo

treats of disqualifications of a Commissioner. Mr. Lee was nominaind

a Commissioner in place of another (rovernment Commissioner wlio

had resigned. But Mr. Lee has not resigned his place on the Hoard as

a Commissioner, .111(1 he is not disqualified under the Act by virtue of

his elevation to the head of the Corporation. Sn there was no legal

vacancy, whether by death, resignation or disqualification, to fill, and the

appointment of the .Surgeon-Major is a supeifluity. He has therefore

no place in the Corporation, and his presence there will expose the

Corporation to illegality and will, we aie afraid, nullify the action

of the Corporation or its officers.

Another Notification in the same Gazette is as follows :

—

“ The 2yih May iS(y).—The main stream of the river Ganges (or
I’ndda) having shifieil to the mwih of mouzah Mircliadiar, that mnuzah
is now separated from the district of R.ijsluihye, nod has become at-

tached to the district of Nadiya. The Lieutenant-Governor according-
ly sanctions the tiansfer of that inouzah, together with its subordinate
villages or hamlets

,
from the Civil, Criminal and Revenue Jniisdic-

tion of R.ijshaliye to that of Nadiya, with effect from the ist April 1890.

C. C. Stf.vens,
Chief Secy, to the Govt, of Ten^al'*

Which District officer then exercised jurisdiction in the mouzah in

April and up to 2710 May The mouzah is now declared to be included

in the District of Nadiya from the 1st April. Up to the zyih M.iy it had

not been declared to have ceased to be part of Rajshahye. Any pro-

ceedings by the Rajsh.ahye officers during the period are now declared

invalid, while the Nadiy.i offi cers had not acfpiired any such jiiiisdic-

tion. Mouzah Mirchadiar had therefore no Civil, Criminal, and

Kfvenue District Administration from ist Ajiril to zyih May 1S90, and

had ceased to be the Queen’* dominion.

Mr. Derry sued the Secretary of .Stale for eight lacs of rupees, for

breach of contract in connection with the construction of the Bcllary-

Kisina State Railway. The Madras High Court dismissed the

suit, in a judgment of 16 printed pages foolscap delivered by Mr.

Justice Shephard. The issues were

—

"(r) Did the plaiiuiff and defend.mt enter into a contract in January
and Febiuaiy 1884 for tlie construction of a railway between Nandi-
c.mi/i tunnel and Cumbum.? (4) Did plaintiff proceed with due dili-

gence
;
was he impeded in his wnik by the defendant's servants, and

if so, IS defend.mt responsible and to what extent ? (5) Was there a
contract on the 15th December 1884 in respect to the extension to the
Gundalacama river ? (6) W^s there a further contract for a further ex-
tension referreci to in the plaint? (ic) What were the terms of the
provisional adjustment referred to in the plaint and has the plaintiff

committed any breach thereof ? (15) Was there an agreement to sub-
mit to arbitration

;
was there a In each thereof

;
if so, by whom

;
if the

breach was committed by the defendant, is the plaintiff entitled to any
and what damages ? (17) Is the plainiifTs claim or any and what por-
tion theicof baited by limitation?"

Nos. 12, 13 and 14 were struck out in the course of the hearing,

4) 5) *5 *7 were found for the defendant, ihe rest were not

dealt with. The Judge holds there was no contract in law. The agree-

ment to enter into a future contract without naming the terms was void,

and each party was free to back out of the bargain. The plaintiff was

entitled to no relief except to the remuneration for woik actually done

as contended for by the defence. In plain language, Derry was a fool

to believe that he had the entire contract for the work. This may be

good law, but we have not the least doubt that it is bad government.

It is vain to talk of generosity, for officials seem to regard that as their

own privilege. Still there is a justice beyond the four corners of the

statute-book or of judicial precedent.?. Nor can it conduce to ad-

ministrative efficiency, if Government stoops to take every advantage

of the simplicity or trustfulness of those with whom it hat dealings,

whether employes or contractors. The State finds alike its honour

and interest best in being above pettifogging as above peddling.

The Cochin correspondent of the Travancon Times su^jiplies some in-

teresting items of news nnd^r/^;—

“The Kist arrears collected by the Tebsildar at Chittoor, was, I am
told, escorted to the Head Quarter Treasury at Ernacoilam under the

additional guard of a Christian constable. The constable abusing the

tiusi imposed on him exchanged the money Dubbi for that containing

stones and sealed it by the badge of his Police coat. This took place

on the way at Tricboor. This opportunity was offered liim when the

revenue peon and the bandy-driver were away from the spot for refresh-

inent and natuie’s call. On their return hue and cry was raised and
the constable w.as searched. The money Onbbi was found in a ThceiVs

house near Tricboor but not the constable. The amount recovered was
Rs. 1,500 less than the sum of Rs. 30. The case is under enquiry be-

fore the Trichoor Tahr. Ma^Qte.’*

Then comes something more piquant

“ I hear that a mango tree in the garden compound of Badake Mottam
Samnham was sit tick by lightning and the mango tree which was
the abode of a huge .serpent since died, was cut by a Moplha contrac-

tor for r.ifiers, a big manikum was toiind in tlie body of the tree and
w.is sold to one Gtivinda Pandiihan, a merchant, for Rs. 40 : some
rrqniries [r/V] between the parlies were complained of and subsequently I

leHin a regular complaint was filed before the Magistrate. 1 think the

tight of claiming tlie emerald belongs to the Cochin Government and
will be claimed for accordingly ”

We wish onr contemporaiy's writer could procure the plaint and

lay it before the public. It would be interesting too to read the pre-

cise terms in which the Cochin Durbar might lay its claim. The sug-

gestion, of course, is that the serpent was a true Nag Raj or Yaksba,

and that the royal jewel (manikum) belonged to him. The emerald

is all right, we dare say, and may be of tite finest water to boot. But

then the snake-aye, there’s the rub. We are anxious for the fate of

the genius of the garden. Enquiry, we are afraid, will reduce the land

monster, the huge tree serpent, to the level of the Great Sea Serpent.

The next news probably supplies a clue to the marvel. Tiees down

that coast seem to have the valuable property of crystallising into miner.

d

matter. At any rate, we read in the same letter of another “ find” :

—

“At V.idadalay about 10 miles from Cochin, a Christian cooly while

cutting a mango itce, found when digging the roots a big copper vessel

containing numbci less pure gold coins. I am told the owner of the

tree found nearly 100 coins on the spot and the cooly hooked away
with the vessel and was not heard of any more."

That is a more vulgar experience. Still it is not essentially different

from the preceding one. riie jewel was found in the body of one tree

and the coins at the root of another. In both cases, they were deposited

by human agency, and the sioiy of the huge serpent killed by lightning

in the case of tlie former is merely the surplusage of local superstition.

Such deposit* aie custumaiy in India m border districts.

The Pioneer lately bad a generously appreciative notice of native efforts

in the cause of science in the Southern Piesidency. Speaking of

Mr. A. V. Nursingh Rao, K.R.A.S. and F. G. S., of the Vizagapaiam

Obscrvaioiy, it says

“ Mr. Nursingh Rao has for many years given himself up to obser-

vations and original research in astionomy and meieoiology, while he

has every year piesented to Government and the public a volume of

the lesulis of his woik in both these branches of science. But praise-

worthy as tliese labours are, no one is less disposed ^an their author

to take more than a share of the credit of them, for equal to his devo-

tion to science is his regard for the name and fame of the original

founder of the Observatory—the late highly-esteemed Mr. G. V. Jagga
Rao, a wealthy zemindar of former days. This gifted Hindu gentleman,

who bad an absorbing passion for scientific pursuits, and who invented

several meteorological instruments to this day the best of their kind,

built in 1841 the Observatory which bears his name. The link be-

tween the living and the deceased astronomer is the daughter of the

latter and the wife of the former, Sri Ankitham Achayyamma Garu.

This public-spirited lady resolved that the good work begun by her

father should not cease with him, and instigated her husband to con-

tinue it, with the result already noticed. But science does nbt stand

still, and the original Observatory had soon to give place to the present

large and noble structure which is stocked with the most modern
instruments and appliances. To give perpetuity to this institution this

lady has further assigned by deed of iiust and set apart for its main-

tenance and management the munificent sum of three hic^ of rupees,

and has asked the Government of Madras after her deactrto take oyer

all the buddings. But wealth can do more than endow observatories

or contribute to the advancement of science ; it can feed the huiigry

and relieve the distressed, and this use of it has not been forgotten b)^

the heiress of her fathei’s riches. In times of famine and of scarcity

the portals of Daba Gardens fly open, and as many hundreds as can

be ministered to are daily saved from the pangs of hunger or have

other wants supplied. No wonder then that the poor, the needy and

the tenantry of this generous benefactress know her only by the name

of * the Rani,’ which, It is hoped, may only foreshadow a real title of

the same nature by the powers that be."

It is strange nobody has yet thought of recommending these modest

worthies 16 the notice of Government. We hope Lord Lansdowne,

a hereditary patron of genius, will call for a report from the local Gov-

ernment of the services of the good genilemau and the still better lady«
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VVe owe an apology to Babu Haridas Sastri, Director of Public In-

struction, Jeypore State, for omitting to notice his interesting report on

education in Jeypore for the last year. It is a record of considerable

progress in several directions. For all the trumpeting in pievious

annual reports, it would now appear that Babu Haridas’s predecessors

left him a deaUo do as well to undo. Even proper and reliable

Statistics of educttion were not in existence when he joined his office,

while the methods of instruction followed were susceptible of great

improvement. In primary schools, the system of learning by rote was

much too prevalent, and useful subjects like arithmetic, history and

geography received little or no attention. These things had to be

changed, and Babu Haridas had to contend with the old prejudices

of the people who were wedded to the system in vogue, in order to carry

out the reforms that were needed. A large measure of success appeals

now to have been attained, and vve have great pleasure in congratulat-

ing the Director of Education in Jeypore and his officers on the good

work they have done in the face of all their, difficulties. There has

been a marked increase in the number of pupils under all sorts of

instruction from ten to sixteen thousand, which fact alone testifies to

the energy which has been infused into the education department.

As regards higher education, the progress made is equally creditable.

The success of the students at the University examinations is remark-

able, the percentage of passes having risen very much since the reor-

ganization, under Babu Sastri’s direction, of the higher schools and

colleges. Two boys of the Maharaja’s College have graduated with

honors, being the first who obtained any University degree in Rajpu-

tana. Altogether, the great and arduous work of education in Jeypore

has fallen in good hands, and Babu Haridas and his Inspectors have

deserved well of the State.

A PRODIGIOUS blue-stocking is said to be in our midst under the

name and style of Mrs. C. Mountford that was before Miss Von.

Finkelsiein. She was lately in Madras, and must be now somewhere in

Bengal, so that some of our Babuos may, one of these days, feed an

angel unawares. An accomplished Orientalist, specially strong in the

life and costumes of the Uands of the Bible, she is now taking in the

peoples of the Farther East, in order, doubtless, to augment her capacity

nf usefulness in her profession, which is that of popular lecturer. She

has abandoned her intention of giving a course in India. We hope she

might be prevailed upon to alter her mind. If she could here draw

houses by tickets paid for, we would cordially vote her the most charm-

ing of charmers. For such a conquest she would be remembered with

gratitude by all thoughtful friends of India. It would be no common
service to the country to persuade our people to pay for instruction and

enjoyment orally given out of school or college. They have no idea

that lectures and discourses, recitations and readings, are, and ought to

be, paid for. Hence the extreme inequality, not to say contemptible

character, of the discourses usually delivered. It does not do to look

a gift horse in the mouth, and accordingly every public bore, after his

hour or two’s inflitlion on his audience, is sure of a vote of thanks

duly proposed, seconded, maybe ///m/rrf—as at a meeting some years

ago by a light of the Congress of this city—and carried rter/t con. Hence,

there is heie no profession of public lecturing. This important function

IS entirely left to the cruel mercy of wordy sciolists, fussy ignoramuses,

and pretenders of all kinds. Readings and recitings are absolutely un-

known. Our most enlightened men have no idea of such delightful

entertainments as those of the Mathewses, of Albert Smith, or of

Artemus Ward. Nor would they go to any such, even for half prices.

We have yet many things to learn, and not the least important of them
to pay for such instruction and refined pleasure conveyed face to face

hy experts.

Mr. Stanley’s return has caused a furore throughout Europe. He
J'HS caused in England more than a royal interest and received

unprecedented reception. The Royal Geographical Society held a
special seance in his honour. The late Governor of Madras, Sir Mount-
stuart Grant Duff, presided, with the Prince of Wales and the Duke
‘^f Edingburgh on either side of him. There was no end of magnates
and notables on the scene, the front seats in the auditoitum being
occupied by the Princess of Wales, Princesses Victoria and Maud, the
I>uchess of Teck and the Princess Victoria of Teck. The chairman in-

troduced the traveller, who delivered his address which was frequently
cheered. At its conclusion, the vote of thanks to him was moved by the
^*nnce of Wales In a neat speech. He said Mr. Stanley’s name vfould

go down to posterity as that of one of our greatest travellers and

philanthropists. He recapitulated his career. Fifteen years ago, under

the auspices of the New York Herald^ Mr. Stanley went out to look for

the grc.4t traveller Livingstone, and succeeded in finding him. He dis-

covered the Congo, which had become now a great free Stale ; 'hnd last,

not least, he was sent by some phil.inthropic geutlenMin to find and

release Emin Pasha, the last of the lieutenants of jthe ever-to-be-re-

gretted Gordon. He asked the meeting to pass a hearty and unani-

mous vote of thanks to Mr. Stanley for his interesting address, and also

to extend to him a hearty welcome on his return and to en^bracc in that

welcome those brave and distinguished gentlemen who accompanied

him.

The motion, seconded by the Duke of Edinburgh, was carried by

acolamtion.

The Prince of Wales now presented Mr. Stanley with the Society’s

gold medal specially struck for the occasion and bronze copies of it to

the explorer’s European staff —Lieutenant Stairs, Dr. Parke, Captain

Nelson, Mr. Jephson, and Mr. W. Bonny.

Mr. Stanley returned thanks for himself and his officers, and the

meeting ended with a vole of thanks to the Prince of Wales.

Mr. Stanley’s latest journey for the relief and rescue of Emin Pa.sha,

the Governor of Equatorial Africa, occupied 987 days and extended

over 6,000 miles. Of the 987 tl.'rys, 500 were spent in the Central

African forest and 487 in journeying through grasslands. He calculates

the forest to be 621 miles long with an average breadth of 517 miles. He
found this sp.ice with a compact area of 321,057 square miles covered

with palm trees vaiying from 20ft in height, so close and interlaced as

to form a

...thick shelter of bl.'tck shades cmbowei’d.

During the day, the sun is nowhere, and at night Chaos leigns

In double night of darkness and of shades.

Calculating the forest at 224,000,000 acres and allowing each tree

thirty feet, the total number gives 10,752 millions of trees, leaving out

of calculation the saplings and the undergrowth.

Mr. Stanley’s next discovery was the pigmy race who have outlived

the Pharaohs of Egypt and the empires of Nineveh, Persia, Rome and

Macedon, holding their lands for over fifty centuries. The first man

be named Adam and the first woman Eve. They were found in the

midst of a wild Eden, peeling plantains. The man was four feet and

the woman a little less high, only one of the 50 pigmies captured was

54 inches. The man might have weighed Sslb^. Their colour was of

a half-baked brick. These people planted bananas amidst the pros-

trate forest trees, and an acre of bananas produced more food than an

acre of wheat in England.

The other discoveries were the connection between Lake Albert

Edward and Lake Albert, the famous Mountains of the Moon and the

extension of Lake Victoria to the South-West. To the thoughtless

question of many. What good had been deiived from the expedition

Mr. Stanley an.swcrs

“to humanity the gain had been great. The world was richer by
the knowledge that there were lu,000,000 Vnore trees in it than they
knew of before

;
that there were exhausilcss quantities of gum and

lubber
;
that there was navigation furnished hy nature by which those

interested in these articles could proceed to collect them
; and by

means of these vegetable products the millions of degraded human
beings within that great forest would, in process of lime, learn that
their fellow-creatures had far vaster value than the value of their flesh.

As a Christian nation also Engdand should lejoice that the few thousand
pounds devoted to the expedition had rescued over 400 men, women,
and children from slavery, had returned 290 people to their homes in

Egypt, and had restored an experienced African governor to active
service. Then, as geographers, they must he gratified with the ex-
tension of their knowledge. That classical river, the Nile, they knew
to its fountain-head

;
those lofty Mountains of the Moon, which had

been anxiously sought for since Homer’s time, had been located; the
most glorious portion of inner Africa had been traversed for the first

lime, and tjiey knew that there was scarcely an acre which was not a
decided gam to our earth. Every mile of new land traversed by them
would serve in coming time to stimulate Briti'^h commerce and civilis-

ing industry. Finally, they had extended Briti.sh possessions to the
Eastern limits of the Congo, Their promise on setting out on this ex-
pedition was to do as little harm and as much good as possible.”

We find the subject of address at the Hare Anniversary tomrrow is

“Our Educational Needs ” no/ “ News ” as we were first led to suppose

Last week, the result of the Entrance Examination was out. This

week, the Calcutta University gives the names of the pased candidates
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in the B. A., the B. A. Honours, and the B. L. Examinations.

In the B. A., the total successful number is 345. Honours have been

won by 6 in the first division and 53 in the second in English ;
2 in the

first and 5 in the second in Mathematics ; 3 in the first and 15 in the

second in Philosophy ;
2 in the first and 9 in the second Physics; one in

the first and 3 in the second History; 2 in the first and 14 in the 2nd

Sanskrit, 2 in the fust and 2 in the second Latin
;
and i in the first and

5 in the sectmd division in Persian. The B. L. lesults give 33

first, and 223 in the second division.

We are glad that the Maharaja of Tipperah was able to conquer his

misgivings and hesitation and make up his mind to accept H.ihoo

Umakanta Das, of the Subordinate Executive Service of the Govern-

ment ot Bengal, for Minister to the Raj. He made formal application for

the services of that ofiicer for his administration. The request was

complied with as a matter of course. The more so as it ofTered (iovern-

inent a fine opportunity for a little saving in these days without detri-

ment to British interests. The office of Political Agent at Agartala

was at best a sinecure from the fiist, and subsequent events have

reduced the remnant thereof to an anachronism. Accordingly, the

Agency at the capital of Tipperah with its Assistant is abolished, the

Magistrate of the British District of Tipperah continuing as before

Political Agent cr

We sincerely congratulate the Maharaja on the new arrangement.

Under all the circumstances of his chaiacter, his habits and occupa-

tions, his entoura^e^ and the pass to which the administration has been

reduced under his well-meaning, mild and amiable rule, it was the

best possible thing for him and his people. A minister supported by

the Bfitish Government and carrying the prestige of one who has long

held the office of Assistant Political Agent at the court, is not only a

guaiantee for reform, but the only re.source against bankruptcy and

dismemberment—maybe the only .safety for the old principality. Nor

must we omit to congratulate, as we cordially do, Rai Llinakanta

Bahadoor on the glorious career—worthy of the highest Bengali

ambition—that opens to him. God giant him success !

A PhllTlON has gone up to the Governor for mercy to the Mohunt of

Tnpalliy and for his lelease fiom jail. Tlie universal sympathy foi

this Pnar Tuck is most discreditable to the native public of the South.

It is positively sickening to sec tlie gyrations of the writers on the pi ess

in stiess of aigument for the robber saint. But if the speci.il

pleading is specially feeble and contempiiblc, theie is no lack of

kindness and zeal for the holy convict. This Mohunt must be a

true miracle woiker, to have caii.sed such a sudden and extraordi-

naiy change in the minds and consciences of all Hindu Madras. The

spectacle of so many of the foremost in the land apologising for the

bold bad man and desperate bully, and a( lively exerting themselves to

slay the course of the Law’s justice in his favour, is truly mournful.

The entire Hindu community cuts a sorry figure before the Maho-

medans, Jews, Christians* and Parsees. These several communities

will not be slow to point the moral of this public immorality to which

the Hindus are pledged. With such an example of moral reckless-

ness and infirmity of purpose before them, they have excuse enough to

doubt the reality of the new-born pretensions to political freedom

and social advancement of our brethren in the South. We can only

hope that the (Government will prove more fiiin than the governed.

We confess we are not sorry that the convict’s hard labour has been

commuted to simple imprisonment. 'I'hat was the utmost stretch of

consideration which the Mercy of Justice could, without sacrificing

herself, grant him. For the rest, his fate is of his own persistent in-

Hclloways Pills and —Travellers to and from distant climes

would do well to bear in mind that these changes and the altered clict

and surroundings of their lives entail manifold risks to health. Occa-

sions are sure to arise in which they will need a remedy such as these

renowned Pills and Ointment, and no traveller by land or sea should

ever fail to have a supply at hand. Then he may truly be said to have

a physician always at his call for the various emergencies of travel.

Chills and fevers should be promptly tieated, and the printed direc-

tions should be carefully studied at the coininenccmeiu of any illness,

ur Holloway’s remedies can be safely used in all climates.

vitatiou. The demonstrations in his behalf by the pul^lic are simply

wasted. There should be but one language from all honest souls to

priests like the Mohunt of Tiipathy—a religieuse without the slightest

tincture of true religion

Feed fat, ye locusts, feed 1

And, in your lofty temples^ thank the Lord

That, from the faithful Hindoos utter need,

Ye pile your own full boaid.

How long, 0 Lord ! how long

Shall such a priesthood barter truth away,

And in thy name, for robbery and wiong

At thy own altars pray ?

REIS & RA YYET.
SATURDAY, MAY 31, 1890.

THE PROPOSED DEGRADATION OF THE
PUNJAB UNIVERSITY.

Considering the pressure put upon the Calcutta

University, resulting in the unprecedented number of

candidates passed at this year’s Entrance Examina-
tion, we are not surprised at the movement set on

foot in the Punjab for lowering the standard of the

local University. The strength of the movement is

demonstrated by the alarm of the true friends of the

Higher Education in the Land of the Five Waters.

No one is, or ought to be, more anxious on the sub-

ject than the head of the University himself. His
anxiety is not, thank God, the nervousness of a

weak soul trembling before a danger and at his wits’

end how to determine upon what to do. The Vice-

Chancellor is a scholar and a public man with formed

i
ideas and used to difficulties. He is not only not

sleeping at his post, but is equal to, and ready for,

the occasion. He called for the statistics of his de-

partment, and collected those of the sister Univer-

sities. Having with the zeal of an enthusiast ob-

tained all available information, he compared and

analysed his facts and figures with the acumen of

a practised lawyer and controversist. Thus well

equi[)ped and armed at all points, he has repulsed the

enemy with great slaughter. The intending inno-

vators, beaten at every step, have been left not a leg

to stand upon. »

The movement against the existing standards came
to a head at the recent Educational Conference in

the Province. In a long and elaborate Minute brim-

ming over with ability, Dr. Rattigan has replied to

the proposals formulated by that Conference to lower

the standard of the examinations. The reply is

pervaded throughout by a charming courtesy, but his

reasoning loses not a jot of force for the studied

moderation of his expression. We for one are in

perfect accord with him, and we need only add that

we have every reason to hope that the various ar-

guments which he brings in support of his view

will carry conviction to the Senate before which the

question now lies. The recommendatioiwT' of the

Conference are opposed to every sound principle of

University education. The existing standard (tf

pass marks has been in operation since the

University was created, and the Conference has yet

to show that it has been felt a practical hardship.

Of course, to be entitled to relief, that hardship

must be of a character to command the sympathy
of those who appreciate the functions of a University.

To us, judging from a distance, these proposals come

with a suspicious leer, directly on the heels of the

recent disclosures of Mr. Larpent’s corrupt adniinis-
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iraiion of n|be University. A University is an in-

stitution for the advancement of culture. It is an

organ for the discovery of those who have been best

prosecuting" their studies. It offers a sort of hall-

mark, which carries a recognised value in pub-

lic esti#|(^tion.^ Any attempt to reduce the stan-

dard is to confound the character of the machi-

nery and upset the essential prestige of the Uni-

versity. 'I'he remarks made by Lord Lansdovvne

in his remarkable Convocation Address last year at

Lahore on this subject, ought to be our guide. How
in view of the Viceroy’s strong opinion against a re-

duction of the standard, any such proposals could be

made is, indeed, surprising. We have never been

much in favor of the creation and multiplication of

Universities. When the question of giving a Uni-

versity to the Punjab was first mooted, we felt some

'hesitation in supporting the movement. Our hesita-

tion, however, was to a great extent removed by the

fact that it was proposed to give the University a

distinctly Oriental character. Still we were not al-

together without misgivings as to whether the field

was as yet fit for the experiment, and we find that

these proposals for tinkering the rules of the Univer-

sity before they have been sufficiently long in opera-

tion, coupled with the discreditable revelations of the

management of the Punjab University, show that our

misgivings were not altogether imaginary.

THE PHILOSOPHER’S STONE, GRAPES,
AND HEROES.

The long, long search for the philosopher’s stone, vain for

mankind in general, has at length been crowned with success

for our countrymen. Our patriots are rich in the possession

of the miracle-working instrument which converts every-

thing to gold. Every belonging of the Congress is pre-

cious—man, beast, or thing. All its cocks are hens— its

crows arc simply nightingales. Mr. Hume is of course the

Maharshi—-the Saint. Its very reporter is a light of the

world. Mr. Reed, who came out with Mr. Bradlaugh to

take notes of the last Congress at Bombay, and is now, in pur-

.Miance of the same employment, following the orators of

the movement now in England, having said that the

native Indian siu-akers at Bombay spoke as if English

were their molher-tongue, our good friends are in

eestarios. And poor Mr. Reed, who is really a clever short-

hand writer, is furthwilh raised to the sevc^nth heaven of the

(k)ngi css’s own. We arc told,

•‘’('iie testimony of so «>ieat a man is undoubtedly valuable and en-

c.ourajJini; to our publu- spcfiUers.”

h'iddlcslicks ! The testimony of an educated man of cx-

])erience in eloquence of the senate, the bar, and the plat-

form, may be quite as valuable as even a professional rt!*

j)orter’s, and the te.stimony of a practised speaker is, we
conceive, far more valuable than that of a mere shorthand

e.Xpert.

Our papers arc complaining of the want of appreciation

by Government of Jicngali genius, virtue, and public spirit.

Even the leaders of the Congress arc left to pine in the cold

shade of bureaucratic neglect. Speaking of the List of

Honors on Her Majesty’s late Birthday, one journal says :

—

“ 13 at trn* nanifs nf the Bengalis arc conspicuous by their absence iti

these big alphabetical tides.”

After the first burst of qiienilousncss, however, our contem-
porary recovers its composure and tries to be gi*and and

virtuous. Says the editor :

—

“ Knowing as we do the manner in which titles are distributed in

this country by our paternal Governmeut, we have no teason to rcgtei

the paucity of Beng.ali names in the li.st.”

Just so. Hang the grapes, they are .so indisputably

sour, if so tempting-looking ! Let them hang oh, or drop on
the lap of the mean wretches that care for them ! That is a

wise reflection, if not particularly original. The writer

finally clinches the point with an interrogation

** Are not Raja Sivaprasad and Printer Newolkishor recipients of such
GoveruniCiU lUles ?

”

I

Which tempts us to answer with another. And do you

really think that these men do not deserve the consideration

and honour shown them by Government? If you do, have

you satisfied yourself on the point? No doubt, they have

.set their faces against the Congress. But is that a suflicient

reason for their exclusion from the favour of their .sovereign ?

Apart from the single crime of not joining the standard of

the Congress, have they not many claims to respect? Wc do

not insist on all the perfections in their behalf. But wc be-

lieve they can f.iirly meet the tests of respectability of their

respective classes of society in the country, though that is not

saying much. At any mte, they do not starve tbair mothers

or swindle their brothers, or trick their .servants out of their

just wages. Can as much be said for all your loudest and

most eloquent patriots? Whatever the deficiencies of Raja

Siva Prasad and Moonshee Newulkishore, wc believe they

have presented a better example for the country to profit

by than the patent flesh and blood engines for the produc-

tion of literary platitudes and political commonplaces.

Both the Benarcsi and the Agrawalla (now of Lucknow)

were originally poor and obscure, but, by dint of hard and

patient effort and ingenuity, they have risen to the pinnacle

of wealth, influence and honour. How different your ora-

tors ! They have been shamed at every step, and even found

themselves within the four walls of a jail. What a life of

noble enterprise, and successful too, has been that of each of

our two fellow countrymen of Upper India ! Nearly all enter-

prise is a public service, from its inspiring influence on the

minds of the community. Some arc, however, of a peculiarly

public character, and of these were the enterprises of Siva

Prasad and Newulkishore. Their work, while it advanced

them in the world, reacted for the benefit of their nation.

The former is more of a scholar, but the latter has pro-

moted scholarship far more. The Caxlon of Upper

India, Newulkishore has, for the last thirty-five years, from

his establishment at Lucknow, deluged India with literature

of every pretension, new and old, and printed matter ol

every calibre, from voluminous encyclopaedic works of .solid

worth like the Ajftrfi Akberi and indeed the whole Akberna-

ma and the most famous Epics and Masnavis and Kulliyats

and Dewans down to deivana ghazels and thhoon^ris and

cpl\cm<‘ral fly leaves. It is impossible to overestimate the

work of this “ unspeakable ” printer. What the combined

intellects and resources of many eminent men have done in

Europe itself, has been achieved more (juickly and without

the least ostentation by this single Indian. And not in

quest of fame or pompous parade of public good, has

he done it, but in the far from sublime, though not

disrei)Utablc, struggle for pence in which almost all man-

kind arc madly engaged. Not in pursuit of pure philan-

thropy to be sure, but to thorough philanthropic purpose,

noncthelc.ss. And if honour comes to such a man, is

that a public grievance ? Should we not rather delight

to honour s\ich a man and pardon .some faults in a great

public benefiictor ? So of Siva Pra.sad. He has doubtless

played his cards successfully in the game of life, like better

men. That can form no excuse tor public fret. It were

more to the point to laugh at the simplicity of the magnates

who could be so cheaply bamboozled. For the rest, the Jain

is not the contemptible fellow that so many who know him

not deem him. It was not .simply by humouring the offi-

cials that he could rise from a common clerk or .schoolmaster

to the highest office in the Education Dci)artment open to a

native in the North-Western Brovinccs. His service indeed

commenced in the camp in the Hanj.ib War. Transfcried

to the ICducation Department, lie was of' great help towards

the spread of instruction in the Upper Provinces. He was

enabled to do good work in a far more important way as an

author. He was early struck by the literary destitution of

his country, and the impossibility of advancing popular

education without a body of sound elementary literature

was felt by him every hour of his office and he strove to sup-

ply the want. He prepared himself for the purpose by con-

siderable reading and meditation, and wrote book after book,

from the most elementary primers to works' of higher pre-

tensions, which were adopted into the educational institu-

tions of the country and formed the nucleus of the modern

Hindi literature. Is such a man, because he happens to

have political opinions of his own not in accord with raw

fire-eaters, or other faults of manner and method, to be

trampled under foot and made the mark for undying

hostility ?
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THE NEW CALCUTTA TORT ACT.
The Act to consolidate and amend the law relating to the Port of

Calcutta and to the appointment of Commissioners for the said Port,

otherwise called the C.ilonta Port Act, 1890, passed by the Lieutenant*

Governor of Pengal in Council and assented to by His Honor, received

the assept of the Viceroy on the 15th May 1890. It repeals all the

seven previous laws on the subject, and comes into operation from the

first day of June 1890.

The Port Trust, under this law, will consist of a Chairman, a Vice-

Chairman, and thirteen Commis.sioncrs to be known as Commissioners

for the Port q^Calcuita. The Local Government is given the power of

appointing the Chairman, the Vice-Chairman and five of the thirteen

Commissioners. The other eight Commissioners will be elected—

five by the Bengal Chamber of Commerce, one by the Calcutta Trades*

Association, one by the Commissioners of the Town of Calcutta, aiul

one by such body or bodies or firms as the Local Government shall,

from time to time, select as best representing the interests of the

native mercantile community. The (Government would not openly

recognize the native Cliamber of Commerce,

That half-form’d insect on the bank of Nile

—

we mean the (Ganges, or rather the Hoogly— which seems ushered

into nebulou.s existence with the oliject of whitewashing a (ondemned

criminal and smuggling him into society.
“
‘Phe election shall

be made in such manner as may be detei mined by the electing

bodies, subject to the approval of the Local (Government.” Is

it the election or the manner of election that must be sanctioned

by Government.? All the Commissioners, elected or nominated,

must go out on the expiration of two years, but are eligible for

re-election or re-appointment. The remuneration, when any, of the

two chief executive-s and of the Comniis'jioncrs will be at the absolute

discretion of Government under conditions and restrictions that may

be attached. We hope Goveinmcnt will not sanction the appropriation

of the fee of any absent Commissioner at a meeting. The objects of

the Trust or r<aiher the works to be constructed and carried out by the

Commissioners are

**(i) Docks, wharves, quays, stages, jetties and piers within the port,

with all necessaiy and convenient arches, drains, landing-places, staiis,

fences and approaches
;
and quarters and buildings necessary for the

residence of the officers employed therefor.

(2) Tramways, werchousc, sheds, engines and other appliances for

conveying, receiving and storing goods landed or to be shipped, or

carried, and accommodation for the sampling and selling of such

goods. Such tramways, with the pievious sanction of the Local Gov-
ernment, to be worked by locomotive engines or other motive power,

drawing or propelling cairiages and wagons, for the conveyance of

goods therein.

(3) Lnying down moorings for carrying out the purposes of this Act

;

aim the erection of ciane.s, scales, and all other necessaiy means and
appliances, for loading and unloading vessels.

(4) Keclaimitig, enclosing and laising any part of the river bank or

the river bed within the port, which may be necessary for the execution

of the works authorised by this Act, or otherwise for the purposes of

this Act.

(5) The construction and application of dredges and other machines

for cleaning, deepening and improving the river bed within the port.

(6) The building of steam-vessels required for the pui pose of towing

vessels in the port.

(7) The construction of such works, without the limits of the port, as

shall be necessaiy for the prolc^ciiun of works executed under this .'Xct ;

and all such other works and appliances as may, in the opinion of the

Commissioners in meeting, be necessaiy for cairying out the purposes

of this Act.”

Government, however, does not absolutely resign itself to the

Port Commissioners for the improvement or maintenance of the Port.

As in the Calcutta Municipal Art, it reserves to itself the power of

enforcing the woiks it thinks necessaiy. Thus

“ If, at any time, it shall appear to the satisfaction of the Local Gov-

ernment that the works intended to he accomplished under tbi.s Act

have not been, and are not likely to be, propeily c.iiried out, or (if

carried out) have not been, and are not likely to be, properly maintained

by the Commissioners, it shall be lawful for the Local Government, by a

notification to be published in the Calcutta Gazelle^ to declare that if,

within a period of six inonlhs from tnc date of such notific.itiun, the

Commissioners fail to take measures to the satisf.iciion of the Local

Government for the carrying out or proper maintenance of the said

works, the powers by this Act conferred on the Commissioners will, at

the end of such period, be withdrawn and revoked.

By such last-mentioned order, and without the necessity of any con-

veyance, all immoveable and moveable property, all rights of levying

and recovering tolls, Oue.s and rates, all benefit of contracts and all

rights of suit, which at the time may be ve.sted in the Commissioners

under this Act, shall be transferred to, and vested in, Her Majesty ; and

the rights of all creditors of the Commissoners, under this Act, shall

continue as against the Secretary of State for India in Council to the

extent of the property so transferred to, and vested in, Her Majesty.”

Upon these terms, a question suggests itself. Can the Local Govern-

ment, under the Act, order new works which the Commissioners do
not consider ncce.ssary ?

SUPREME COURT,--February 8, 1856!

{Before the full Court.)

In the matter of the Commissioners for the Improvement of the

Town of Calcutta, and Denobundo Mullick and Brijobundo
Muilick, Executors and Trustees of the last Will and Testament of
Bustumdoss Mullick, deceased.

In this matter, Mr. Peterson, on behalf of the Executors, had
obtained a rule nhi calling upon the above Commissioners to show
cause why an inquisition taken by the late Sheriff pursuant to a

warrant issued by them should not be quashed.

The Advocate General and Mr. Cvtvie appeared for the Com<
missioners.

Mr. Peterson and Mr. Doyne in support of the rule.

The Court after hearing the arguments reserved its decision, which
was delivered by the Chief justice as follows.

His Lordship said ;

—

'This is an application by the executors of Bustumdoss Mullick,.

deceased, to quash an inquisition taken by the late Sheriff of Cal-

cutta on the nth of December last for the purpose of .ascertaining

the price for compensation to be paid for certain lands belonging

to the estate of Bustumdoss Mullick and sought to be taken by the

Commissioners under the provisions of Acts XII of 1852 and
XX 11 . of 1847. A special jury cmpannelled according to the direc-

tions of the latter Act has assessed the price and compensation at

the sum of Co.’s Rs. 31,369, and the Sheriff has adjudged that sum
to be paid by the Commissioners.

The inquisition, however, is assailed on three grounds,— ist, that

neither the inqui.sition nor the warrant of the Commissioivers

which is annexed to it states that the consent of the Lieutenant-

Governor to the taking of these lands by the Commissioners had

been given, or facts from which by necessary intendment the giving

of that consent can be inferred ;
zndly, that no such consent as is

contemplated by the Acts in question had in fact been given ; and
lastly, that no such consent could be regularly given, inasmuch as

the Commissioners, in taking these lands for the purpose of deal-

ing as they propose to deal with them, are acting in excess of the

powers vested in them by these Acts.

Upon the first question many authorities have been cited, *but

they are all or nearly all collected in the reports of Tay/or vs.

Churm in the Exchequer Chamber 2 J). B. 978 ; and of the same
case in the House of I.ords ii C/We and Finnelly 610. With the

exception of certain dicta to which I will presently advert, they all

seem to admit that a statutory power to take lands for public purposes^

when it is exercised adversely and not by consent, is an authority to

be carried into effect by means unknown to the common law ; that

it must be strictly pursued ; and that subject to the following

justification those exercising it arc subject to the rule which
applies to all Courts of inferior and limited jurisdiction, viz., that

they must show on the face of the proceedings that they have

jurisdiction. The qualification which must be taken to be con-

clusively established by Taylor vs. Chuhon is this—that the circum-

stances which arc essential to the existence of the jurisdiction need

not be expressly stated on the face of the inquisition ; it is sufficient

if by fair and necessary intendment they can be inferred cither from

the Inquisition or the warrant or any other document annexed to

and made part of the proceeding. The principal dictum that can be

opposed to this view of the law is contained in the observations of

Lord Cottenham at page 651 of Clarke and Finnellfs Report. But

those were not necessary for the decision of the case ; and if they

are to be understood to import that it is unnecessary that proceed-

ings should show either the circumstances out of which the jurisdic-

tion arises, or facts from which the existence of those circumstances

may legitimately be inferred, or that the proceedings need not state

or show anything which is not cognizable by the Sheriff and his

Jury, then Lord Cottenham certainly went beyond Lord Brougham
in the same case, and the judgment of the Exchequer Chamber
which was under review. Hut though he certainly intimated a

doubt of the correctness of the view taken by Lords Mansficitf an4
Denman in the cases to which he was referring, I do not under-

stand him to have expressly overruled those authorities to which

may be added that of Mr. Baron Parke in Doe dem Payne vs. The
Briitol and Exeter Railway Company^ 6 M. and IV. and others. Again

in the observations made by Lord Abinger in the Qoursc of the

argument in Taylor vs. Churson to which Lord Cottenham refers, he
expressly guards himself against the inference that he thought the

statement of th^ preliminary matter unnecessary. He says—“ I do

not, however, state this as shewing conclusively that the preliminary

matter ought not to appear on the face of the inquisition.*’ And
he ultimately concurred in the judgment of the Court as delivered

by Chief Justice Tindal. In truth had either the House of Lord^

or the Court below intended to affirm broadly that k was uanccei^
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j,ary or improper to state the preliminary matter, the case of Ta^kr

\%, Churson might have been decided on a far shorter and simpler

ground than that on which the decision rests.

it remains to notice some of the objections urged on the other

side. It is safd that if this preliminary matter which the Sheriff

and his Jury have no power to try were stated on the face of the

inquisilionjJj would be conclusive ; and that the party whose land is

taken wouWbc injufcd rather than benefited by the rule. I do

not know that ihis coiisequencc would justify our dispensing with

the rule if it exists ; though no doubt it may be used as an argu-

ment against the existence of such a rule if otherwise doubtful.

Hut would such a consequence flow from the statement even in

the inquisition of tliis preliminary matter not as matter adjudicated

upon by the Sheriff and his Jury ; but by way of recital or narration

as facts arc stated in a caption ? All that was decided in Bastin vs.

Cnrew^ 3 B. and C., was that the record of certain proceedings before

rvvo Magistrates was conclusive evidence in an action of trespass

against three Magistrates. But it appears from Mr justice

Holroyd*8 judgment, citing the earlier case of Strickiand vs. IVard

that the principle is that the record of the judgment or the pro-

ceeding in the nature of a judgment of an inferior Court is con-

clusive, until that judgment or proceeding is reversed or quashed.

Therefore if it be admitted that in any proceeding on the inquisition

stating the preliminary matters, the matters so stated could not be

controverted, it does not follow that the truth of those matters could

not be inquired into on an application to quash the inquisition.

Lord Denman, in the vs, Bolton^ 1 ^B. 66, very clearly dis-

tinguishes between the cases on which extensive evidence is re-

ceivable to show that the inferior tribunal acted without jurisdiction,

and those in which it is not receivable, the test being whether the

faces on which the question of jurisdiction or no jurisdiction turns,

were those which the tribunal in question had on inquiry regularly

commenced to try. Here the argument assumes that the Sheriff and

his Jury had no power to try such preliminary matters on the con-

sent of the Lieutenant-Governor or the like. The ease of the

i^^en vs. the Justices oj Chc^hire^ 8 Ad. and Ellis^ is one in which

atiidaviis to prove that the Justices acted without jurisdiction were

received.

Another point taken by Mr. Advocate-General was that there is a

distinction between an inquisition under these acts, and an inquisi-

tion under the English Railway Acts, the latter being expressly made
a document of title whereas here a further conveyance is necessary.

Hut all the cases turn not on the effect of the inquisition or the title

of the party taking the lands ; but on the nature of the tribunal

before which it is had.

Again, Mr, Advocate-General distinguished between the inquisi-

tion under those acts which are returnable into and become quasi

records of this Court ; and inquisitions which under particular Acts

of Parliament are returnable into and become quasi records of the

inferior Courts of (Quarter Sessions. That circumstance may give

rs a form of amendment which is not possessed by the superior

Courts at home in like cases ; but the reason of the rule appears

from Tailor vs. Churson and most of the authorities to be the charac-

ter of the tribunal before which the proceeding is had (the Sheriff

and his Jury) ; not the character of the Court to which the in-

junction is remriuble. The only authority which so far as I have

^'•en gives any color to the argument is an obiter dictum of Mr.

justice Littled.tlc in the vs. the Masters of Swamea Harbour ^

and he is there stating the contention of one of the parties rather

than expressing an opinion of his own. On the whole, then, I have

come not very willingly to the conclusion that upon the authorities

ihc conbciu of the Lieutenant-Governor, if it be a circumstance

necessary to give the Sheriff jurisdiction, ought either to be stated

on the form of the proceedings, or be capable of being legitimately

inferred from what is there slated.

Then is the existence of such a consent or sanction necessary to

give the Sheriff and his Jury jurisdiction ? Under the 4th section of

Act Xll of 1852 the Commissioners have no power to make or alter

streets except with the consent of the Governor of Bengal ; under

the 6th section of the same Act, which is that which pcihaps bears

most directly on the question, they have no power to take land for

any purpost! authorized by cither that Act or Act X of 1852 except

by and with the consent of the Governor of Bengal. The 2d

section of Act XXII of 1847 is still stronger, for by that the Com-
missioners when they think it necessary to purchase lands are to re-

present the same to the Governor of Bengal, and if he shall consent

thereto but not otherwise, arc in certain events to apply to the

Sheriff to summon a jury. This is one of the provisions which by

the 6th section of Act XII of 1852 is incorporated in that Act. It

is therefore impossible we think to doubt that in the absence of the

consent of the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal the warrant of tfic

Commissioners directing the Sheriff to summon a jury would be ir-

regular
; and the subsequent proceedings before the Sheriff would

be coram non judUe, It is no answer to say that the Sheriff's authority

is the warrant of the Commissioners if that consent is irregular ; the

consent of the Lieutenant-Governor under these Acts seems to be

least as essential to the jurisdiction of the Sheriff as the dis-

iigreemeiit of the parties was in the case of Ta^flor vs. Churson,

Then is the giving of this consent stated on these proceedings, or

can it be inferred from what is there stated by necessary intend-

ment? It is said that although not stated in the injunction or in the

warrant it was stated in the notice to the parties which is inserted

in the warrant, and also though more briefly in the inquisition. But

the notice is made no part of the proceedings before the Sherift ;

it is not in any way annexed to, or incorporated in the injiAiction ;

and the recital of it in either document omits to mention the con-

sent of the Lieutenant-Governor. Then how far from what is

stated can the existence of that consent be inferred ? In Tailor vs.

Churson the fact of ihe disagreement was legitimately inferred from

the act of summoning a jury ; for it was irrational to suppose that

the p.irrics if agreed would go before a jury. But ntre you can

only inter the consent by supposing that the Commissioners would

not act in excess of their authority ; in other words by presuming

ominia rite acta fuisscy which is just the presumption which in the

ease of an inferior or extraordinary tribunal the law forbids you to

make on a question of jurisdiction. We arc therefore reluctantly

brought to the conclusion that these proceedings arc defective.

We should most unwillingly yield to such an objection il we saw

that the proceedings had been regular in fact ;
and that the party

who was dissatisfied with the verdict of the former jury was seeking

in this way to obtain a new trial. In such a ease we should con-

sider whether as the Act makes the injunction a quasi record of our

own Court we could not direct it to be amended.

But we arc unfortunately unable to satisfy ourselves that in this

ease there has been in fact such a consent of the Lieutenant-Gov-

ernor of Bengal to the proceedings of the Commissioners as is con-

templated by the Acts. It is admitted that the first letter of the

Commissioners and the answer signed by Mr. Hodgson Pratt do not

import such a consent. The Commissioners were seeking to do

what they were afterwards advised, and as we think correctly ad-

vised implied a taking of land for other purposes than those author-

ized by the Acts ; and acting under that advice they treated the

consent evidenced by that correspondence as null. We cannot

read the letter of the 17th of March as conveying to the Lieuten-

ant-Governor any proposition but the old proposition in a new

shape. It slates the objection that has been suggested to the taking

of lauds with the avowed object of selling them at a profit, and

admits the sufficiency of that objection. But it proceeds to argue

the desirableness of not merely opening up a new and broad

thoroughfare ; but of building on each side of it houses and shops

of superior order arranged with a view to the sanitary condition of

the inhabitants ; and the consequent necessity of taking a moderate

space on cither side of the new street. It further states that the

quantities of surplus land stated in the previous report arc not pre-

cisely those which the Commissioners would now demand of a jury;

claims the right of the Commissioners to resell or relct for improved

houses or compounds only ;
and comes to this conclusion “ The

Commissioners have undoubtedly a bona fde intention of taking such

portions of land in excess of the actual width of the street for public

purposes onlv either themselves to build upon it, or to resell to

others to build such houses or shops only as will add to the appear-

ance and improvement of the Town.*' But the letter docs not show

what definite portion of land the Commissioners proposed to take

for those purposes. On the contrary, though the passage already

stated implied that they required less than that indicated by their

June letter and this letter ends by “ soliciting the sanction of His

Honor to the Commissioners abiding by- their requisition for the

larger quantities df lainl as advised by Mr. Thomas being in reality

required for the public improvement of the 'fown in connection

with the new proposed street," Mr. Thomas* letter is not set out

in the affidavit, but I entirely underst^id this letter of the Com-
missioners as asking the sanction of Government to the taking of

all the land specified in the former application if they should see fit ;

although all was not required for the purpos-'s contemplated.

1 am confirmed in this view by the answer to tiie proposal which

was conveyed in the letter signed by Mr. Russell as Uudcr-Sccre-

tary to the Government of Bengal which limits the outlay to be

made by the Commissioners to the precise sum previously sanctioned,

viz. Rs. 1,08,298.

It is true that Mr. Rowe swore that before the Commissioners

sent their second letter to the Government of Bengal he had pre-

pared for them the plan annexed to his affidavit and marked C,

shewing that what was required was $0 feet on cither side of the

road. But it is not stated that that plan was submitted to Govern-

ment, and the correspondence leads us to the contrary conclusion.

It is impossible to conceive a more general consent than is given

in the letter signed by Mr. Russell.

The only limits imposed on the discretion of the Commissioners

are that the land taken shall be necessary for the general sanitary

improvements contemplated in connection with the new thorough-

fare ; and that their expenses shall not exceed the former estimation

of Rs. 1,08,298.

Now it appears to us that when the Legislature made the consent

of the Governor of Bengal a condition precedent to the taking of

land by the Commissioners it intended not only to check the ex-

penditure of the Commissioners, but to protect the proprietors of
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land against any arbitrary exercise of the powers vested in the Com*
mIsAioners. It follows we think that whenever the Commissioners
do take land under these .Acts the) ought to submit a proposal de-
finite as to the quanrity and locality of the land to be taken, and as
to the purpose for which it is taken ; and to obtain the sanction of
flovcrnmcnt to that definite proposal. We cannot say that that

course h^s been here pursued. No doubt it may often happen that

cither from the impossibility of estimating precisely the quantity

required, or from the necessity of taking some land in order to
^

carry on the operations by which the permanent work Is to be I

effected, more may be taken than is ultimately used for the purpose
|

contemplated, so that no valid objection could be raised. Bur here
|

the CommisSIbners seem to have asked for and obtained a consent 1

which conveys more land than that which they admit they require
|

and thus to have obtained a discretion which the Legislature never

intended to give them.

It may be premature to give a decided opinion on the question

which the Advocate Cicneral and Mr. Cowic have hardly had an

opportunity of fully arguing. But wo cannot refrain from intimat-

ing the very grave doubts which vve entertain whether the purpose

announced by the Commissioners even in the second letter is one of

the purposes authorized by the Act. It is perhajjs dilHciilt to limit

the power to build streets given l)y the 4th section, as the learned

Counsel for the MuHicks would have us limit it to the making of tlie

thoroughfare and its appendages as drains or the like. The words

“to htiild x street” certainly seem to imply the iigl»t to build the lines

of houses on either side of the road which with the road constitute

what in common parkincc is called “the streoi.” But if this were
intended one slioiild have expected the Legislature to have impo.scd

some limit as to the nature of the buildings to be erected on either

side, and the quantity of ground to be taken on cither side for that

purpose. It cannot have intctulcd to authorize the construction on

the land of others of a I’nc of palaces yielding a piofit. And it is

not easy to see where the line which is to limit their^operations is to

be drawn. But even if the power given to the Commissioners is

taken in its largest sense, they and they only are authorised to build

streets. They are not authorised to take land fof' the purpose of

I

letting it on buildnig leases; or to speculate in the sale of it to other

I

persons for building purposes according to their plans. Yet some
i such operations as these arc contemplated even in their second

communication to Government, and the distinction is important

because, as was well observed by I think Mr. Doyne, the power
of the Commissioners in building for themselves arc limited by the

funds at their disposal; whereas they would be increased to an

extent to which it is difficult to assign a limit if they were thus

permitted to work through others and to speculate in land.

Upon the whole, then, we arc of opinion that the formal objection

taken to these proceedings is valid; and that as we are not satisfied

cither that a suflicient consent of the Lieutenant Governor was

obtained in fact; or that the purpose contemplated by the Cominis-

i sioriers is one authorised by the Act, we cannot exercise in this case

such power as we may have to amend the record. We arc most

unwilling to throw obstacles in the way of anything which tends to

the sanitary improvement of this city which is so much in need of it.

The plan proposed may be an excellent one. If not within the

powers now possessed by the Commissioners it may be one which

might be fitly authorized by a special Act of the Legislature. But if

that were done, new conditions in aid and protection of the proprie-

tors of land might possibly be imposed. We mu.st not allow a desire

for improvement to interfere with the duty which is cast upon us of

protecting the rights of property, by confining those who arc intrusted

with extraordinary powers over the pro perry of others within the

strict limits of their authority. 'I'he inquisition must be quashed.

Rule Absolute,

The ^rd OuUtuiry Monthly Meeting;

Of the Commissioners of Calcutta,

under Act II. ( B. C.) of iSSS for the yea

Wilt, be held in thf. Town Hai.l,

o/i Thursday nexfy the ^th fune iSgo^

at ./ p.M,

Business to re brought forward.

1. To confiim the proceedings of the Com-
pl.iknts Committee, at Meetings held on the

30th April and 14th May 1890.

2. To confiim the proceedings of the Ge-
neral Committee, at Meetings licld on the 26lh

April, 3ul and loih May 1890.

3. To confirm the pioreedings of the Water
Supply Extension Coinnmiee at a Meeting
lieUl on the 9tli May U.90.

4. To confiim the pmceedings of the Loan
Committee, at Meetings held on the loih April

and 151I1 May 1890.

5. T'o confiim llic proceedings of the Subur-
ban Improvement Commit lee, at a Meeting
held on the 25th April 1S90.

6. To confirm the pioceeclings of the Market
Coinmiitee, at a Meeting held on the i2ih

May 1890.

7. To confirm the following resolutions of
the Bustee Committee, held on the 2nd April

1890.

Items Nos. 8 and 10 to pass orders under
Section 257 of Act. 11 ( 13 . Cfj of 18S8, in res-

pect of ;

—

(a) Machooa Bazar, Khalaseetola Bustee.
(b) No. 100 Lower Chitpoic Road, 94

Lower Chitporc Road, 15, 25 and 27 Aimenian
Street, 4, 5, 7 and 14 Koop Chand Roy’s Street,

6 and 7 B.ihoo Lai’s Lane.

8. To confirm g<?ner.illy the proceedings of
the Bustee and Town Improvement Conimiltee,
at their Meetings held on the 2nd and 7tli

April 1890.

9. Vital statistics for the month of March
1890.

10. Mr. Osmond to ask for the following
informaiion, vls.t ;

—

(a) The number of flushing chambers now
actually constructed .and in use in connection
with the public sewers with details of locality,

size and construction of such sewers.

(h) The number (with simil.ir details) of
flashing chambers now in course of construc-
tion but not yet in use.

(c) The number (with similar details) of
flushing chambers which are proposed to be
constructed in future in order to complete
flushing arrangements to the whole of the
sewers now in use.

(d) The number and locality of air-shafts
now constructed and in use in connection with
the drainage system whether through chimneys

as at llalliday Street or oiheiwise (the answer
not to include small ventilating pipe's) and how
iniiny, if any, of these aie connected with

chimneys that ate the propeity of private in-

dividu.ils or rompames.
(ej Whether it is m contemplation to con-

tinue to construct surf.ice veniilalots fiom pub-
lic sewers in nai row streets and lanes, or are

any of the existing ones to lie closed.

JOHN COWTE,
Secretary to the Corporation.

301h May 1890.

THE
CORPORATION OF CALCUTTA.

Loan Notification.

1. The Commissioners of Calcutta are pre-

pared, with the sanction of the ( 3overnor-Ge-
neral in Council, given under Section 404 of

.^cl II. (B. C.) of 1888, to open a Debenture
Loan for Rs. 20,00,000 on the secuiiiy of the

rates, taxes and dues imposed and levied

under the Calcutta Municipal Conbuhclation

Act 1888.

2. The Debenlnres will have a currency of

thirty years from the ist October 1890, and will

bear interest at the rate of 5 per cent, per

annum, payable on the 1st April and ist Oc-
tober of each year.

3. T’he form of Dcbcnlme-bonds will be
that given in the twelfth schedule of Act II.

(Ik C.) of 1888.

4. No Debentures will be issued for any
sum less than Rs. 500, and above that amomu
Debentures will be issued only for even sums
of Ks. 100,

5. Tenders for the whole or any part of the
aliove loan will be received by the •Secretary
to the Corporation up to 2 o’clock P. M. of
Thursday, the 19th June i8tM

6. Each tender must be made out in the

form annexed to this Notification and enclosed
m a sealed cover addrc.ssed to the Secretary to

the Corporation, and siiriersrribed “Tender
for Municipal Loan of 1890-91.” '

7. Each lender must be .accompanied by
Government Brornissory Notes, Currency Notes
or Cheques for not less than 3 per cent, of the
amount tendered.

8. When a tender is accepted the deposit,

when m.'ide in rurrrncy notes or cheques, will

be held as a payment in part of the Amount
tendered, and will bear interest at the rate of

I

5 per cent, per annum from the I9ih June 1890,
provided that thcr whole amount tendered is

aid up in the manner hereinafter prescribed,

lit no debenture will be issued for the sum so
deposited so long as the entire amount of the
tender is not paid,

9. The deposits or tenders which may not
be accepted, will be returned on application,

and no interest will be payable on such de-
posits. If an allotment after being made is

not taken up and tho full amount allotted is

not paid as hereiiialier prescribed, the depo.sic

will be foi felted.

10. The rale at which a tender is made,
must be specified in rupees, or rupees and
annas : a tender in which the rate 1$ not so
specified, will be rejected as null and void.

n. The rates stated in a tender must not
contain any fraction of an anna. If ’a rate
containing a fraction of an anna is inserted in

any tender, such fraction will be struck out,

and the tender treated as if the rate did not
contain sndi fraction of an anna.

12. /fhe amount of the accepted tenders
must be paid into the Bank of Bengal in the
following instalments :

—

One third on I9ih July 1890, one-third on
19th August 1890 and une-ihiid on 19th Sep-
tember 1890.

Parlies whose tenders are accepted will have
the option of paying all or any of the instal-

ments before the dales specified above, and
will leceive^ interest fiom the d.ite of such
payment.

13. Anticipation interest will be paid on all

insialmenls from the respective dates on whicli

such instalments are paid into the Bank of

Bengal to the 30th September 1890.

14. Ill the case of two or moie lenders at

the same rate a pro rata ailuiineiit will be
made (if the lenders aic accepted), but no
allotment will be issued if tiie amount distri-

butable on any tender is less than Rs. 500.

15. A minimum having been pieviously
fixed, tendeis will then be opened by the Loan
Committee of the Commissioners at 2-30 P.M.,

on Thuisday, the 19th June 1890, at the Mu-
nicipal Uffice.

JOHN COWIE,
Secretary to the Corporation,

Municipal Office, 1

Calcutta^ iph May iSgo, / ^
Form of Application for Debenture.

I

hereby tender for Ks. of tho

Municipal five per cent. Loan for 1890-91, and

agree to pay fur the same subject to the condi-

tions notified at the rate of Rupees

annas for every one hundred

rupees allotted to me.

1 enclose Government Promissory Notes,

Currency Notes 04: a Cheque for Ks.

Dated Signed
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A WONDERFUL MEDICINE.

BEECHAM’S PILLS
A RE universally ad-

milted to be worth
A GUINEA A BOX.
For Bilious and Ner-
vous Disorders, such
as Wind and Pain in

the Stomach, Sick

Headache, Giddiness,

Fulness and Swelling
after Meals, Dizxiness
and Drowsiness, Cold
Chills, Flushings of

Heat,Los8of Appetite,

Shortness of Breath,

Costiveness, Scurvy and Blotches on the Skin,

Disiutbed Sleep, Frightful Dreams, and all

Nervous and Trembling Sensations, &c.

gEECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

I^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

jgEEC HAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

JgEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

I^EECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

I^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

I^EECHAM'S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

|)EECHAM’S PILLS

jjEECHAM’S PILLS

EECHAM’S PILLS
B
JjEECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

EECHAM’S PILLS
B
gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

The first dose will

jS^ve relief in twenty
minutes, Thii is no fic-

tion,for they have done

it in countless cases.

Every sufferer is

earnestly requested to

try one Box of these

Pills, and they will be
acknowledged to be
WORTHAGUINEA

A BOX
For females of all

ages these Pills are

invaluable. No female

should be without

them. There is not a

medicine to be found

to e(j[U.il them for re-

moving any obstruc-

tion or irregularity of

the system. If taken

according to the di-

rections given with

each box they will

soon restore females

of all ages to sound
and robust health.

This has been proved

b y thousands who
have tried them, and
found t h e benefits

which are ensured by

their use.

For a Weak Sto-

mach, Impaiied Di-

gestion, and all Disor-

ders of the Liver, they

act like magic, and a

few doses will b e

found to work won-

ders on the most im-

portant organs in the

human Machine,

They strengthen the

whole muscular sys-

tem, resioie the long

lost complexion, bring

back the keen edge of

appetite, and arouse

into action with the

rosebud of health the
whole physical energy
of the human frame.

These are facts testified

to continually by mem-
bers of all classes of

society, and one of the

best guarantees to the

Nervous and Debilita-

ted is, BEECHAM’B
PILLS have the

Larked Sale of any
Patent Medicine in

the World,

Sole Aoknts for India :

NAYLOR, SON, GRIMES A 00.
Wholesale Depdt, ]S, Clive Street,

CALCU'ITA :

Notice
'T'HESE Pills can be obtained at all Bazaars

throughout India, or from the Wholesale
Agents, Naylor, Son, Grimes d: Co., at the

following rates :—iJ. size. Re. i-2, and
2 s.c)d, size, Rs. 3-4 per box, including V.-P,

Post. Shopkeepers can obtain Wholesale
Kates upon application.

IN THE PRESS. <

Uniform with “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal”

ESSAYS BY A BBAHMAN
IN

Politics, Sociology, History, & Literature

BV

the Author of “Travels & Voyages in Bengal.”

Calcutta.

Reis Rayyct Office.

PRICE ;

To Subscribers paying before publication Rs. 4

„ mere registering subscribers ... „ ]

„ Ordinary purchasers ... ... „ i

Apply to TitK Managf.r, Reis and

I, Uckoor Dult’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Ks. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL

BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah^

BY

SAMBHU 0 . MOOKERJEE,
formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jaii Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the I'ipperah State.

Apply to Manager, '’KEIS & BAYYET’’

I, Uckoor Dult’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

We have received from the office of Reis
and Riiyyct,^ one of the leading native news-
papeis of Calcutta, a most readable little broch-
ure written by Baboo Sambhu C. Mookerjee,
once Minister to the late Nawab Faridoon Jah,

Bahadoor, Nawab Nazim of Bengal, Behar and

Orissa, which gives a graphic account of the

Baboo’s travels to and in Independent Tip-

perah. Written in capital English and evi-

dently by a gentleman of broad views and
enlightened mind, the work is

^
decidedly a

valuable addition to the catalogue of English

written Bengalee literature. This book of

I

travels should be read widely not only by
English residents out here, but by our country-

men at ho ne, for it teems with interest and
teaches i s far more about the fine belt of

unopeneu country travelled tjiiough than any
work of the sort written by an Englishman
would have done. Baboo Sambhu Chuiitler

Mookerjee is one of whom his countrymen
may well be proud, for he writes throughout
with the model ate and educated pen of

a thorough gentleman.— TV/^r Indian Planter^

Giisette IS* Spotting News. October 4, 1887.

If we have not before noticed Mr. .Sambhu
C. Mookerjee’s Travels in Bengaf which was
published some months ago, it is not becau.^e

the little book is either dull or pointless. It

contains, on the contrary, much interesting

matter, though some of the incidents are over-

weighted with detail in what is facetiously

called a “little booklet.” 'Idic author’s view
as a rule is, by the way, facetious : he is given

even to punning
;

but he is also sentimentai

in the highest degree—“.a naked Whiteman ’

hurts his susceptibilities
; a Hindu girl, bathing

in the river, throws him into an ecstasy of

delight : “she had such large languishing eyes!”

But he is nothing if not philosophical, and hi-t

refieciions on this or that social and political

subject are not without their moral. Mr.
.Sambhu C. Mookerjee was formerly Minister

to the “ last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar .and Oris.sa” and afterwards Minister

of the Maharaja of Tipperah. He is a man,
therefore, of experience, and when he speaks
his brethren should listen to him
Travels in Bengal is a readable book, and it

abounds in anecdotes which are often as in-

structive as amusing, and it is not spoiled by
too many political allusions, though, of course

some few have crept vd.— The Pioneer.,

Dec., 1887.

C
RINGER & CO. h.ave in hand the

• largest stock of Homoeopathic Medicines,

Medicine Cases, Medical Sundries, and Books,

&c., &c., for sale at their Hointeopalhic Es-

tablishment, 10, Hare Street, Calcutta. Cata-

logue, free on application.

In Pamphlet^ Price 4. annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW HEARSEY.
Apply to Reis fir* Rayyet Office, Calcutta.
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For INDIA and si! HOT CLIMATES this sv/ceUy scented emollient Milk is INVATiTTABLE

IT KEEPS the SaIN COUL and REFRESHED in the HOTTEST WEA’lHER,
Ben.ovcs and prevents aU SUNBURN. REDNESS, FRECKLES, TAN, etc., and

RENDERS tho SKIN DJLLICATi:.LY SOFT, SMiiOTIl and WHITE

.

It entirely prcvcuta It from becoming DRY and WKENKLED, and PRESERVES the

COMPLEXION ffom the scorching effocte of the SUN and WIND more efliCtuaily than any

other preparation. The IRRITATION caused by the P^TF.S and 8T>NGS of INBEt is

wonderfully allayed by its use. For imparting that s:ott velvety leelmg to the bam, t!ua

'delightful preparatio has no equal! Sold by all Chemists.

Sole Makera SI. BBErHASS! A; SON, Chemists, Chsltenham, England,

CALCUTTA AGENTS :^COTT THOMPSON & CO.



"IT ESOOMBiatNDB ITBXLr."
AU wA» siif» /tm tur* rtlitf from

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcnteRhenmatism and RheumaticGout,
After years of semi-helplessness and suffer-

ing ;
while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS

LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACHE,
SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

or these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgiain the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.
Arc you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

oicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

SM in Dottles at / Re. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta ; Smith Stanistrect & Co,

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.
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REIS AND RAYYET

12
,
IaL bazaar, CALCUTTA,
(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

HOMffiOPATHIC PHABMACY,
TH(

EARLIEST it STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

I

DISPENSAR Y IN A SIA
OP PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH
INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE m
INDEPENDENT HOM(EOPATflY

and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
Tills

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co. beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned

WOODEN CASE
in which every phi.al of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

tVo EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
12^ Lai Bazaar^ Calcutta.

READ THIS CAtiEFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short winding Railway Regulat-
ors, of small size, enamelled dials, bold
figures and Candian Gold hands, with tem-
pered machinery and dust tight hinged cases
for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare
glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted
to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapness about
them. Others sell at double our rates, Mr.
A. R. Mehta from Bandora says The
7-8 watch 1 purchased from you two years
back, gives correct lime as yet.” Acting Su-
perintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh,
says “ A watch maker has valued your
Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, R.
W, Fusi, Regt., Lucknow, says :

—“ Some valued
it at Rs. 15 and were completely surpiised when
I told them It only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pretty
C.andian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-
plete shirt Studs and Rings set with scientific

diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each. Mr. J.
A. Yelsmore, Satur, says “ The best gold-
smith of this place values the chain for
Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. G.
Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, says:—“A
German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and
the ruby at R.s. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING C0„ BOMBAY.

JEYES’ SANITARY COMPOUNDS
In the various shapes of

Liquid, Powder, Soap and Ointment
arc invaluable in the Indian climate.

They are perfectly harmless, non-poisonous,
and non-irritant.

They have proved efficacious in skin
diseases. They cure wounds and ulcers. Even
Lepers have found them valuable.

To the rich and the poor, the healthy and
the sick, they are alike welcome.
They destroy the virus or contagion of small-

pox, measles, typhus and typhoid fevers.
They cleanse your homes and clothes and

purify the air. They keep your body clean, teeth
strong and skin pure. Your bed free from
b^*K*i your drains inodorous, and closets free
from bad smells.

They may be used with safety and with
happy results in the sick-room, kitchen, and
every other part of a house.

Agents NICOL & CO.,

3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta.

HENBY FOBNABO & CO.

Bdlden, Oenonl Oontraotdn and

ArtifiW Stone MaimSwtam
Removed firm No. BalUaxhata to

17, CONVENT ROAD, ENTALLY,

Half or any portion of the same spacious, airy

2 flat garden House will be let out for any term.

Rivers Steam Navigation Go.

“Limited.^

This Company’s Steamer “ORISSA”
will leave Calcutta for 'Assam on Tuesday, the
3id prox.

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel
should be sent to the Company's Godowns
at Juggannauth Ghat, not later than 5 p.m.
on Saturday, the 31st inst.

Cachar Line.

The steamer “ THIKAK^ of thi.5 line will
leave Calcutta for Cachar on the loth proximo
(Tuesday) for which cargo will be received until

5 P.M. of Saturday the 7ih proximo.

Assam Despatch Steamer Service from
Goai.undo

and
Daily Mail .Steamer Service from

DHUBRI to i-lKBKOOGHt/R.
A Daily service is maintained from Goalun-

do and Dhubri for passengers and light goods
traffic, i. e., packages not weighing over a
ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival
of the previous night’s 9-30 p. m. (Madras time)
train from Sealdali, and Dhubri on arrival of
the mails.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to
almost all stations can be bonked through from
or to Calcutta via Goalundo or Kannia with
the Eastern Bengal State and connected Rail-
ways—Passengers and Parcels via Kannia
only.

All particulars as to rates of freight .and
passage by all the above mentioned Services to
be had on application to -

MACNEILL & CO.,
Agents,

2 -1, Clive Ghat Street.
Calcutta, the 27th May, 1890.

A
ny Photograph transferred to porcelain

and thus rendered permanent. Apply to

R. Hotz,

13*5, Government Place, Calcutta.

REIS. &" RAYYET"
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY(ENGU8H) NEWSPAPER
.\ND

Review of Politics^ Literature., and Society

BATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Yearly ... in advance ... Rs. 12

Half-yearly ... „ ... „ 7

Quarterly ... „ ... „ 4

Monthly ... „ ... Re. i-S

Single or sample Copy,, ... „ 0-8

BATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
Advertisements (three columns to the page and
102 linei to the column; are charged by eth

space taken up, at the rate of 4 ann^sra line,

each insertion. The lowest charge for any ad-

vertisement is Rs. 2, except Domestic Occur-
rences, the lowest charge* for which is Rs. S-

Special rates for Oontracts.
No additional charge tor inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

will be charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at the rate of 4 annas a month or

Rs. 3, a year.

Business Communications (post paid) to

be directed to “The Manager,” and Literary

Communications and books and pamphlets

(carriage paid^ to „The Editor ” of “ Reis

& Rayyet,

Office: /, Uckoor DutPe Lane^ IVellimton

Street^ C akutieL

Printed andpublished/or tfu Proprietor every sj^turday by Mutty Lall Guose, at THE BEE PRESS^ No, /, IHhoar DutPs Lane^ Calcutta,
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

1 WOULD NOT HAVE THEE YOUNG AGAIN,

1 would not have thee young again,

Since I myself am old
;

Not that thy youth was ever vain,

Or that my age is cold
;

« But when upon thy gentle face

• 1 see the shades of time,

• A thousand mcmoiies replace

The beauties of thy prime.

Though from thine eyes of softest blue

Some light hath passed away,

Love looketh forth as waim and true

As on our bridal day.

1 hear thy song, and though in part

’Tis fainter in its tone,

I heed it not, for still thy heart

Seems singing to my own.

Glide around my wakeful pillow

With their prai‘;e or mild reproof.

As I listen to the murmur

Of the soft rain on the roof.

And .another comes to thrill me
• With her eyes* ’delicious blue

;

I forget, as gazing on her,

Th.at her heart was all untrue
;

I remember that I loved her

As I ne’er may love again,

• And my heart’s quick pulses vibrate

» 1*0 the patter of the rain.

There is nought in art’s bravuras

That can work with such a spell,

In the spirit’s pure, deep fountairrs,

Whence the holy passions swell,

As that melody of nature

—

That subdued, subduing strain,

Which is played upon the shingles

By the patter of the rain.

RAIN ON THE ROOF.

When the humid showers gather

Over all the starry spheres,

^And the melancholy darkness

• Gently weeps in rainy tears,

’T is a joy to press the pillow

Of a cottage chamber bed,

And to listen to the palter

Of the soft rain overhead.

Every tinkle on the shingles

Has an echo in the heart,

•And a thousand dreary fancies

• Into busy being start ;

« And a thousand recollections

Weave their bright hues into woof,

As I listen to the patter

.
Of the soft rain on the roof.

• There in fancy comes my mother,

• As she used to years agone,

To survey the infant sleepers

Ere she left them till the dawn.

I can see her bending o’er me,

As I listen to the strain

Which is played upon the shingles

By the patter of the.rain.

Then my little seraph sister,

With her wings and waving hair,

And her bright-eyed cherub brother,

As serene angelic pair,

News and Our Comments.

There will be an annular eclipse of the sun on June 17, m the after-

noon. Calcutta will miss the aslionomical iamasha. The ring will not

be visible here.

***

The advice of Sir Morcll Mackenzie to singers is— Avoid tobacco,

alcohol and fiery condiments. Hot spices and specially spirits have

immediately a dealing and strengthening etfect on the voice and the

breath. Probably their long continued n^se is hurtful. Tobacco, how-
ever, is not understood in India to do any harm. Opium-smoking
seems somehow prejudicial, though the drug itself is a powerful subduer

of phlem. Rut there is a decidedly injurious piactice much in vogue
among our singcrs—ihe Hashish.

In favour of the fragrant weed—
Bacchus’ black servant, Negro fine

—

it has been remarked that in Switzerland, not a single person employed
in any of the cigar and tobacco manufactories was attacked by

influenza, while around them it was raging high.

e *

A London society paper tells an anecdote of a young man, not a

hundred degrees removed from succession to the throne. He was tak-

ing pan in one of those mild intellectual games that drawing-room

misses dearly love, and being asked to write down the name of some
heroine in history, was at a loss. A young lady near him came to his

rescue. She prompted him, suggesting Jeanne d’Arc. The name wa>

written and handed in. It was written Jane Dark.”

This carries us back to the times of the earliest Princes in England

of the dynasty. At this day, it is a worse libel on Royalty than the

Examinees on the “ Adonis of fifty.”

Subscribers in the country are requested to remit by postal money orders, ifpomhle, as the safest and most convenient

medium, particularly as it ensures acknowledgtnent through the DepamnenL No other receipt will be
given any other being unnecessary, and likely to cause confumn:
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The Viceroy has permitted Sir Sieuart Rayley to appoint Mr. H. J. S.

Cotton a member of the Bengal Legislative Council in place of Mr.

F R, Peacock, retired. When will the llon’ble Cotton have the

c.i.E. and the c.s.l. of the gentlemen whom he has now replaced in

the Secre^aiiat and the Council? He is a man of undoubted ability and

energy, and if he fliitcd with the genius of pave it was time for him

to recover caste by jilting her before she definitely discovers him to be

fat and passed foity. Be that as it m/iy, we welcome him as a distinct

accession to the stieiigtli of the hjcal CouiumI. The death of Mt.

Macaulay lefMhe chamber visibly weak. Except Sir Henry Hartison,

we do not know the officer who can fill the vacancy better than Mi.

Cotton. If Sir Henry is a veteran and unrivalled in debate, Mr.

Cotton is far from a bad speaker and he will soon come up to ihe«maik.

•
• •

By a fresh order dated Simla, the 29th May 1890, the Hon’ble F. M.

Halliday of the Board of Revenue, Lower Provinces, is restricted to

the exercise of the duties, powers and authority in the Department of

Land Revenue. That includes revenue, survey and settlement, land

registration, land improvements, the sale or lease of waste land and

Government estates, the management of wards and attached estates,

the collection of cesses, the realization of arrears of revenue, and the

recovery of public demands, rent suits, embankments, pensions, the ex>

amination, enrolment, &c., of revenue agents, putni sales, and the

supply of provisions for troops. Sir Henry H.irrison has, with retro-

spective effect from the isih April 1890, charge of the Departments of

Miscellaneons Revenue, including excise, assessed taxes, salt, opium,

customs, stamps and stationery, tolls and canals, the partition of es-

tates, and the acquisition of land for public purposes. Could not the

order be made when Sir Henry took charge ?

*

The order for exchange of services between Mr. M. Macauliffe of the

Punjab and Mr. F. J. G. Campbell of Bengal has been cancelled.

Lieutenant S. H. Pollen, Wiltshire Regiment, has been added as an

Extra Aid-de-Camp to the Viceroy’s Personal Staff.

• •

The Deccan Times learns on what it calls reliable authority that Sir

Steuart BayJey intends taking six months’ leave pteparatory to

retirement.

• •

The historical painter who painted “A Scene at the Mas.sarre of

St. Bartholomew,” Mr. Robert Fleury, ex-Director of the Ecolc des

Beaux Arts, is dead. He died at the age of 94, at the Villa de Medici,
|

at Rome.

• •

The May number of Blackwood contains a good Indian article by a

rising member of the Bengal Civil Service, Mr. H. H. Risley. His

subject is Sikkim. According to him, the struggle of races and creeds

there will gradually end in that little Himalayan State being completely

Nepalicised. He contemplates the prospect with pleasure, as it means

ascendancy of Hinduism and- the extinction of Thibetian influence.

Already, the influx of Nepalese threatens the Thebetian interest. As

matters stand, we believe Mr. Risley is quite right. ] 3 iit he makes no

allowance for possibilities. A strong personality on any side may
change the circumstances and, of course, falsify all calculations.

•
• •

During the past year, about twenty thousand persons, representing

thirty-nine nationalities, paid for admission to Shakespeare’s house in

Straifoid-on-Avon.

The editoj of a vernacular newspaper printed in V^^^wW-Jaiwad-Ezdi

—has been lined rupees ten, under section 292, I. P. C., for publishing

an adverliscinent for the sale of aphrodisiacs in obscene terms.

• •

On May 31, Mr. Luximonrao Jagannaihjee Vaidya made over and

Dewan Bahadur Manbhai Jusbhai assumed charge as Dewan of

Baroda. The same afternoon Jagannathjee left Baroda on a visit to

the Gaekwad at Umrat.

The Collector of Moorshedabad assessed a Prem Chand Roy Chand

scholar for the income tax for the scholarship he draws. The scholar

thought It hard and appealed to the Presidency Commissioner. Mr.
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Smith looked differently on the matter and has decided against the

Collector.

The People's P'tiend of Madias has information that

“ Retention in the service until the yst March 1891' has been sanr-
tioned in refereorc to the lowing officers who have attained the .age of

55 years or wlio will attain that age dining the year 1890 91.”

So

The lowing herd winds slowly o’er the lea,

to the end of the administrative chapter.

What IS the composition of the herd ? Our coniempoiary docs iioi

keep us long in the dark, but immediately tneiuioiis by name seven of

the members. Thus

“(i) M. R. Ry. P. T, RajagopalaChariar AvergnI, General C harge
Deputy Collector (of whom it is remarked ‘efficient, and in ly bi»

retained until the end of the next official yeai.’) (2) M, R. Ky. T.
Pattabirain Pillai Avergal, General Charge Deputy Collector, (i<i a
strong man, fit for several years* further service;. (3) M. R, Ry. T.
Rajaram Rao, Dewan Bahadur, Treasury Deputy Collector (Is mentally
and physically fit for fuilher service and may be retained until Ins

sixtieth year). (4) M. R. Ry. M. Snriyamurthi Pillai AvergnI, Treasury
Deputy Collector (strongly recommends this officer’s retention for

another year). (5) Mr. E. G. Ricketts, Treasury Deputy Collector (fu

for further service). (6) Mr. W. E. Underwood, General Charge De-
puty Collector (physically fit for further service. This officer has
served for 23 yeais in the VVynaad, and ought to be transferred to some
post on the plains). (7) T. Mahomed Ali Khan, Sahib Bahadur, As-
sistant Conservator of Foiests (has had little oppoiiunity of judging
his fitness for work, but sees no objection to his being retained for

another year. The Conservator says that Mahomed Ali Khan Sahib
is peifectly officient and may be allowed one more year of service.)”

“ Lowing officers” may not perhaps be a very complimentary term for

Civilians whether of Covenanted or Hneovenanted,

but it is withal a capital designation. The Univeisities in India have of

late commanded the attention of its examinees to the differences between

the speech and eloquence of the lowing herds of India and England.

Mr. Justice Norris presiding at the reading of Mr. A. Chaudhun’s

paper, in which a quesiii>n to that effect at one of the Calcutta Univer-

siiy examinations was brought to notice, with blunt truth called the

author of the question an ass. Mr. Norris is given to saying me-

moiable things, but he never .said anything moie true or to the point.

The ass happened to be present and could not help betraying himself.

He was the Simon Puie, hailing fiom Bseotia, he brayed.

An ass his feelings has.

And the feelings of this ass, alas !

Were wounded.

He said, to.ssing his head,

(And the scorn his speech bctiay’d, loud bray’d,

Resounded)

lice ! haw I

Lighter than straw

On the wind, fools run '

After what glitters. The taste of the day 1

Sound woiiii they shun,

Their praises give to the sun’s display,

And to me give none.

Ungrateful and frivolous fools, I say !

For, if 1 were the sun, they would flatter me, they

Who all fly me now. Yet, if I were the sun,

What could I do for them moie, I pray.

Than, being .in ass, 1 already have done?

1 should simply have nothing to do but to shine -

Shine, or be seen, ’(would be all us one :

And no great merit in that, I opine,

If one happens to be the sun.”

Just so. There is no appreciation of originality in this wAttfl. He

has by force of uncommon genius boldly deviated from the common

track. Aiitl the rcw.ird is— to be the butt of Barrister Baboos and

Barrister Judges ! What could he do better if he had, like the best of

your dons and hidalgoes, asked questions of the approved and time-

honoured character ? He could be only another man iii the East. His

ambition was greater. He would fill the public ear from the Indus to

the Naff. He i^ould inaugurate a new era in University examinations.

He was not for imitating the jogtrot sun. Of course, Mr. Justice

Norris iininediutely apologised.

• «
• •

Amir Ahmed, a wealthy Zemindar in the Bareilly district, hat been

sentenced by the Judge to one year’s simple imprisonment. He was
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Accused of abductin" the daughter of Haji Kudrat Ali. The Judge

found that at the date of abuuction the girl was more than sixteen

years of age aiKl that she was cairied ofT by force, and that he

married her in proper form ifterwards. The marriage did not save

the Zemindar, although it mmg.ited the rigour of puuL,hment tor the

ofience.
*

« *

Tiiii Assam Volunteer Coips—the Sibsagar Mounted Rifles, the

Lakhimpur Mounted Rifles, the Nowgong Mounted Rifles, the Shillong

Volunteer Rifle Coips and the G iuhaii Rifles—have been ordered to be

formed into an Administrative Battalion under the name of the

“Assam Valley Administrative Battalion,” and to be under the orders

of His Excellency the Commander-in^Chief in India. This is an

important measure for the defence of not only the frontier Province

but of East Bengal too.

• •

The man who was arrested as the dacoit Harpal is no dacoit at all,

but one Mahomed Ali Khan of Meerut, a landlord’s agent. He was

taken to the Tahsildar to have his statement recorded. But he

had been to the Tahsildar the day before—to pay revenue, and pro-

duced his receipt for the same. The Tahsildar recognized the

man, and he was discharged. We may sympathise with the Police

discomfitted attd disappointed for the moment in their cherished

hope of reward on the dacoii’s head, but we rejoice that an innocent

man has escaped the gallows.

• •

Two more results of the Calcutta University examinations are out

this week—the F. A. and the F. K. In the First Arts, 27 students

have passed in the first division, 183 in the second, and 879 in the third,

making a total of 1089. Engineering, the numbers are 2 in the

first and 8 in the second division.

• •

In Servia, they have passed a Bill granting monopoly to an Anglo-

(Icrman syndicate to work the rich parafliu and petroleum fields in

Servia.

Notes, Leaderettes, and
Our Own News.

The Silver question is still under discussion in the American Senate.

Public opinion still wavers. At one time the feeling was strong for

free coinage. The indication now is on the other way. On the 5ih

instant, Senator Sherman opposed free coinage of silver, for that, he

said, would demonetize gold and make silver the only standard. A
compromise has been suggested providing for the purchase of four

and-a-half million dollars of silver bullion monthly, making tantamount

notes legal, rendering private and public debts redeemable in silver

bullion, and allowing free coinage when the ratio of silver to gold

reaches sixteen to one. A meeting of the Republican Caucus has

approved of this compromise.

A New York telegram speaks of a terrific cyclone sweeping over

Nebraska on the 4th, carrying destruction throughout the whole district.

At Bradshaw several houses have fallen, several hundreds of persons

been killed and many more injured.

In Oakland, California, a passenger train in full motion ran through

an open drawbridge into the river below. Thirteen passengers are

reported to have been drowned and forty injured.

Teh House of Commons has rejected by 8r votes the Bill for the

Channel Tunnel across the straits of Dover. Government was opposed

to the measure, but it had the support of Mr. Gladstone, w^o, in his

old age, is in for almost any innovation that can be styled “ Reform.”

The House of Commons would not allow precedence to a discussion

on the action of the police in forbidding the procession to Hyde Park
on Saturday last to protest against the compensation clauses of the

Licensing Bill. A motion for adjournment of the House to enable it

to take up that subject was, after a long and hot discussion, lost by a

majority of no votes.

Sir James Fergusson denied in the Lower House any surrender

to Germany of British territory in Africa.
*

The question to which it was a reply, was evidently suggested by a
speech of Mr. Stanley^ the present lion of London society, at a ban-

quet at the Fishmongers’ Hall, in which he inveighed against the

abandonment by Great Britain of her commerce in East Africa in

favour of Geiinany.

FunUa aic being raised in London for a steamer on the Victoria

Nyanz.i. On the 5th, theie was a crowded ineeling at llie ^fansio^

House. Mr. Stanley was present of course and spoke. Tiie Duke of

Fife presided. In the course of his addiess he said that England

would not be outstripped in Africa by the zeal of her rivals. Which is

mere opinion.

The Bulgarian Government has decided to address England, Italy

and Austria for recognition of Prince Ferdinand.

On the 27th May, the Prince escaped a narrow capture by an armed

band who waited at Bellova while he was travelling by rail. Fortunate-

ly, the plot got wind, and the anti-Russian Premier M. Stambuloflf

hearing of it managed to frustrate the design.

The six acquitted associates of Major Panitza have been exiled out of

Bulgaria. The Duke of Orleans has received pardon and been con-

ducted to the frontier.

The Suez Canal Company have declared a net dividend of eighty-

five francs.

Emperor William is still confined to his room, though able to walk.

Prince Bismarck will shortly visit London.

The First Lord of the Admiralty, speaking at the Academy dinner, pro-

nounced the following remarkable opinion

“The modern ship-of*war from year to year more and more resem-

bles a great storehouse of ingenious mechanism cind of deadly com-
pounds. If, then, the modern .ship-of-war is to be an effective fighting

instrument, it is absolutely es.seiuial that our naval offleers should go
through such a course of training as will enable them to use both with

confidence and with energy the new weapons which are placed in their

hands. It is necessary lor us to endeavour to establish such a system
of training and education as will give both officers and men adequate

knowledge of the duties they are called upon to perfoim. The one fact

which the recent naval manceuvres have .brought to notice is that no
general training, however excellent, can compensate for the want of

individual knowledge of the ship which has to be managed, of the gun
which has to be trained, of the machine which has to be used in time
of emergency.’

The Armjf and Ni^ivy Gazette quotes that passage with approval, and

devotes a leading article to urge and illustrate the same view. We ex-

pect soon the beginning of a thorough change in the system of man-

ning the Navy. Even the common sailor must start with some educa-

tion, and both men and officers must be under continual training, to be

able to work efficiently the complicated or delicate machinery now used

on the modern vessels of war. This will, of course, largely increase

the cost.

Meanwhile, the Navy is more than ever rising in importance. Rear

Admiral Colomb, in the last instalment of his treatise on Naval

Warfare appearing m the Illustrated Naval and Military Magazine,

holds success in niiack to depend upon cummanded-sca co-operation

between the Army and the Navy, the Navy’s first care being to place

the Army in position, and then sinking to play a subordinate part in the

game. .

The Supreme Government has in right earnest taken up the brich of

discipline—not a day too soon. It has called upon the Local Govern-

ment to explain its conduct in connection with the native fiireweil

entertainment to Mr. Peacock. When Mr. Reynolds was so honored,

the Bengal Government was warned that the demonstration was against

standing orders. How in the face of order accentuated by warning,

Sir Steuart Bayley attended the entertainment at the Town Hall to Mr.

Peacock, India has .asked. As well it may. But it is easier to ask than

to answer. The correspondence between the two Governments is not

yet concluded.

The Indian Penal Code provides for all existing and future offences.

During the thirty years that it is being worked on the people of India,

the commoner offences have received no end of interpretations at the

hands of acute lawyers, experienced Judges and raw Magistrates.

But it was reserved for a Civilian Magistrate in Bengal to convict,

under that Code, at the instance of the local municipality, the owner

of a tree for cutting it down, for theft of the shade the tree while

standing afforded to passers-by along the street adjoining ! And it was

this model magistrate—Mr. Luson—who was sent to troubled jessore

to do justice between the Planters and the people and heal the fester-

ing sores of passion and discord !
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In Southern India, they have just formed a native company under the

name of the South Indian Steam Navigation Company for small steamer

service, for both passenger and traffic, between Kalasegarapatam

and Cuddaiore. The coast service is already in British hands, and the

friends of the new venture seem uneasy at the prospect of hostility from

that quarter. Surely, the native pioneers well calculated their chances

their dangers as well as their resources for meeting them—before

their start. For the rest, we think it neither policy nor propriety to

bespeak indulgence by appeals ad tnisericordiam as the Native Press

in the Souiti is doing. Thcie is no room for tenderness in trade any

more than in war. Commerce is indeed a sort of bloodless war in

which no quarter is given—-a struggle between men to take advantage

of one another. Those who inti tide into ground already occupied

have no right to complain if they are bundled out by lawful means.

After the tone that our countrymen have been taught to assume to-

wards Europeans by an indiscreet journalism and an irresponsible

oratory, the attitude of submission and solicitation ill becomes them,

and cannot, we think, be of much earthly use. Indians can only

obtain ridicule by their pains. Men ot business are not to be won

over by cajolery to spare those who threaten their trade—particularly

when the competitors belong to a class which is habitually far from

cordial in its attitude. Nor is it necessary for our friends in Madras

to resort to these petty extra-business arts. There is doubtless room

for another company on the Coromandel. At any rate, the new com-

pany may offer special facilities to minor ports and be the instrument

of developing business and even opening new centres. Intelligent and

energetic Indian men of business can always do wonders in the countiy

commerce which few foreigners can attempt. We hope the new com-

pany will pay particular attention to the comfort of passengers and

the convenience of shippers.

In connection with the Agricultural Exhibition to be held in Vienna in

the course of this year, it has been proposed to hold as well an In-

ternational Agricultural Congress during the first days of September

next. Before and after the Congress, there will be General Assemblies

in which reports will be presented and speeches made, but no debates

allowed. At the second general meeting the resolutions passed by the

various sections will be published. Two languagcs—German and

French— will be permitted for the debates.

Such is the information published officially for the benefit of Her

Majesty’s lieges by Government in the official Gazette. This publi-

cation, in the manner of it, is well worthy of the Gieat Indian Circum-

locution Office. For any earthly use to the said lieges, the informa-

tion in question might as well have been hermetically sealed as a

secret of state and deposited in the archives for the enlightenment

of the future historian. People from India could not well at such

short notice attend the Congress at Vienna, still if any one, at great

sacrifice, offered himself, he would not be allowed. For, the time fixed

in the same notification for such application has expired—long since

expired. All this information about the .Austrian Agricultural Congress

occurs in a letter of the Imperial and Royal Austro-Hungarian Consul-

General at Bombay to thcr Secretary to the Government of India

in the Foreign Department, which was to be communicated to the dif-

ferent Provincial Administrations with a direction to give the matter

publicity. We find the Consul-General writing on the last day of

March and allowing only the whole of the next month—April—for
persons desiring to attend the Congress to apply to him. It was a

matter that obviously required immediate attention, as well in courtesy

to a Great Power with which Her Majesty is, and has always been, at

peace and on the most cotdial terms, as in the inteiest of the agricul-

ture and commerce of this Empire. At the same time, it was matter

requiring no protracted conferences of the highest conclave—no cogita-

tion whatever by a single soul. It was a matter of mere departmental

routine, for any junior Secretary to dispose of with a scratch of the

quill. In fact, this is the justification for tiic Consul-General (unless he

had just received his despatch from home,) for addressing our Govern-

ment so late. But our Lotos-eaters dreamed over it in the pleasant

heights of Simla. It was not till the middle of May that they awoke.

The Government of India circular is dated the 15111 May, a fortnight

after the expiry of the period—the whole month of April—which in-

tending visitors were allowed for application. For that matter,

any energy and promptitude afterwards exhibited or observed by

the Local Administrations would have been unavailing—could

not have helped the object in the least. Still, under such circum-

stances, ordinary human nature would in decency, or weakness if

you will, rouse itself to a feat of unaccustomed celerity. But the lotos

of irresponsible power is a strong poison which unnerves the motor

organs and deadens the faculties, banishes the sense of danger, steels

the heart against public opinion, and promotes recklessness. Thus it

was not till nineteen days after that the locjil Gazette published the

circular containing the Consul-General’s letter inviting Her Majesty’s

Indian subjects to the Congress.

Mr. Charles Marvin, in his last weekly despatch to the Morning Post

^

gives an account of the haunts and habits in London of our friend

Professor Arminius Vambeiy, of Pestb, now on a visit to England.

Simple in his living, rising early though compelled, by the demands of

“society ” upon him, to go to bed late, without cither the untidiness

or the absent-mindedness or even the pedantry of the typical German

savant of the British popular imagination, without a trace of the

Hohemianistn which might be supposed to cling to the European who,

during his travels, personated to perfection the Eastern Haji in all

the lousy dirtiness of that character, the great Pandit and publicist

is altogether a nice person in the best sense. Cordial with men,

agreeable to ladies, a good raconteur, no wonder he has made himself

a general favorite and is fiooded with invitations. We are particularly

glad to hear that he is in perfect health and the best spirits, ruddy as a

young fox-hunter, and seemingly up to any expedition for search of

Prester John. At the Junior Travellers’ Club dinner at the end of April,

he said, “ I have never had a day’s illness in my life, and, as for nerves,

I don’t understand what they are.” What I Shall we all turn Durwesh

and wend our way to Bokhara the Noble? Alas for us 1 his successful

enterprise was possible only to one starting with such a constitution

and such health as his. Of course, he has met Stanley and been

closeted with him. Does that meeting of the two “powers” augur a

new geographical mission to the Dark Continent made clear by the

Spekes and Grants, the Bekes and Bakers, the Livingstones and

Stanleys ? With his command of Arabic, written and spoken, and his

perfect familiarity with Islam, in its life as well as history and teach-

ings, the Professor would be just the pioneer for the Islamite and

Islamite tribes in the interior. Mr. Marvin informs us that Mons.

Vambery has matured a plan for a new expedition, but whether its

destination is Africa or any other quarter, Mr. Marvin is not permitted

to say.

Towards the end of 1881, a poor peasant at Vajrakarur, a village in

the Bellary district, the site since of the .Madras Presidency Diamond

Fields Company Limited, picked up a shining stone. It passed to

Messrs. Orr and Sons for a song. The original weight of the stone

was 67 carats. The purchasers sent it to England, where it was

priced at from /i35,ooo to ^65,000. ^Thc difficulty was how to cut it.

No one in England was found equal to the operation. At last, it was

sent to the famous lapidaries of Amsterdam. There the most experi-

enced cuttcis were so afraid of the almost certain risk of cutting

by “cleaving,” that the “grinding” process was preferred to give the

stone shape—a process very wasteful to be sure but attended with

much diminished risk of breakage. This grinding was continued

for many months, before the stone was brought to the present

perfect form. But now a slight flaw was discerned, near the surface

apparently. Grave consultations were once more held, till under a con-

sensus of opinion it was decided to remove the flaw, even at sacrifice

of weight. The cutting was successfully completed. Though reduced

in weight fiom to 34 7/16 carats, it is now at the head of gems,

the purest, the most brilliant, and altogether most perfect diamond

in the whole world. About two years ago, it came out to India

but had to be sent back to London, whence advice camv^f its sale

for ^10,900. The speculator who made the purchase, failing to pay on

due date, the matter went to court, and after a year’s litigation through

all the stages, the plaintiff won j£3,45o by way of damages and costs.

It was now time to dispose of the gem. It came a second time back

to India and to Madras, to the famous jewellers and gem merchants,

Messrs. Orr & Sons, from whom His Highness the Nizam has just

purchased this unique gem for Rs. 1,65,000. It is worthy of the

leading Indian Prince. It is called the Gordon Orr Diamond. Messrs.

Orr & Sons have, at His Highness’ order, set it In a headpiece.

At Quetta, the other day, in the Court of lowest civil jurisdiction, at

the trial of the suit of one Hyder Ali vs, Charles for Rs. 19 for board,
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Witnesses deposea lo the defendant having paid but neglected to lake

receipt. The plaintiff still persisting in his demand, the defendant

offered to pay if the plaintiff would on the head of his child swear to

his claim. ,Thereupon Hyder Ali swore accordingly, and the Munsiff

decreed tH*& amount.

This is reported even in the native papers as a cmioiis incident.

But the challenge to swear which is regarded so odd is really m confor-

mity with the customs of the land
;
in fact, it is quite a common thing

in the countrj’, and is occasionally heard of even in British Courts.

Even at this day, disputes are settled by challenge to take oath at the

leet of a Brahman Dr on the head of the swc.arer’s son, or with

the Koran in hand. And, where there is no son, or the sacred

volume is not at hand, the swearer h.as to invoke on his own head

the vengeance of Heriven in specific form, in the event of his swear-

ing false. Such is the force of habit and such the belief in the truth-

compelling powers of the oath that, afraid of the worry and trouble

and cost of litigation or impatient of the law’s delay, suitors not unfte-

qnently offer to abide by the result of solemn or imprecatory oaths

taken by their opponents. It is a pitty tliat the Biitisb judicature

discourages the piactice. In fact, the oath has been virtually abolished.

The Hon’ble Synd Ameer Hossein has applied for leave. When he is

aivay, it is probable Moulvi Abdool jobber Klian Bahadr will officiate

as Magistiate of tite Not them Division of the town.

A CORRESPONDENCE is going on in the on an old custom

of the Hindus of Bengal. We subjoin some inietesting remaiks fiom

the letters of a well-informed writer hailing from, and indeed signing

himself, “ Piesidency College
”

“You correspondent ‘ K..S. M.’ is mistaken when he says the cn^ius

])lant helps to draw the elecinc fluid into the house. The electric fluid

will be diawn into the hoiue by the attra<'tion of the electricity m the

cloud above, whether there be a cactua plant or not. The caitus plant

only serves to scatter tl»e electricity of the house into space and theieby

to neutralise that of the clouds; for these two electricities are of op-

posite kinds. Placing a plant on the roof may or may not be

.1 Hindoo custom, but our ladies insist on having it on the roof. The
Bengalee name of tlie plant used on the roof is 7>,apie-
ventivc of lightning. This conclusively piovcs that the Hindoos arc

acquainted with tlie useful propeiiy of this sort of plants. It is not at

all improbable that the ancient Hindoos who displayed so much
learning in other matieis should have been acquainted with the princi-

ples of electnty ;
the explanation is now lost but the custom remains.

Or it may be that they found out this property by experience without

knowing the explanation, which is now clue to the Americans. The
reasons given in the EncycUipaidia Dictionary are simply absurd and
meaningless. To think that the Hindoos seriously believe that be-

cause the caJus protects their grounds from stray cows and goats, it

will also similarly protect their houses from lightning, is too absurd.”

Is this Encyclopiedia Dictionary the same as Hunter’s.^ If not, then

we have not seen it, and care not to make the acquaintance of a book

for te.aching language with an ungrammatical title. And Presidency

College and other students and teachers of whatever seminary had

belter be warned against it and Us fellows. Not on account of the

queer name only. These European lexicons and books of reference

are not simply misleading on matters Eastern, but revel in the grossest

absurdities and most ludicious blunders. A man who knows may

turn up almost any page to convince himself of the truth of our re-

mark. “ Presidency College ” in the course of the same controversy

says ;
—

“ Your coirespondent says that the cactiia is exotic and bases his argu-

ment on this fact. But theie ate two or three kinds of similar other

plants which ate not exotic and are used for the same purpose.”

Again

“ The Custom of placing a cactus plant on the roof is based on a

highh scientific principle, v/>., that of the power ofpoints. Electricity

escapes far more easily through a pointed conductor than through a

louud one. For this reason the end of the brass conductors in an

electric machine are mounted with brass knobs. The principle of

saving a house from lightning with a metallic pointed conductor and
with a prickly cactus plant is the same. When a cloud highly charged

with electricity passes over a house, the house becomes charged with

elecii icily of an opposite kind through induction, and these two elec-

tricities attract each other. Lightning is only the result of this mutual

aiiracijon, when a portion of the electricity of the cloud attracted by
that of the earth below siiikes the house. But if the house is proviaed

with something having points, the electricity of the earth escapes into

the air through these points and neutralises the electricity of the cloud,

and thus the discharge cannot take place. Every one knows that the

cactus plant has hundreds of sh-arp pointed prickles. The more the

number of points a conductor charged witti electricity 1ia$, the more
easily the electrical fluid escapes from it. Therefore in this respect

the cactus plant is far better than an ordinary conductor which has
only one point. Now-a-days the conductor of a house is provided with

four 01 five points, and 1 have seen with satisfaction that the good

Fathers of St. X.ivier’s College have adopted conductors of the above

description. The great drawback in the use of the cactus plant is

that it cannot have proper connection with the earth : the connection

is chiclly tliroiii^li bad conductors. But still something is better than

nothing. I would theref ore advise every one "Uo raimot afford to

pay for a metallic coiiduclor, to have two or ibi ee or similar

prickly plants in pots placed in the corners of the roof (d the hftuse.”

There is no doubt about the custom in Bengal or its object. Whether

the object is fulfilled is open to question. The matter is important

enougii to merit proper inquiry. We h.ave not observed the custom

in Upper India, but any one who has had peeps into the arcana of

the Hindu home in Bengal must h.rve repeatedly seen a ,flant in a tul>

placed on the house-top, in a corner, and always the same plant—at

least in these parts. The most casual query would have elicited the

f.u t that the plant was neither for worship nor medicine, though it

both sacred and medicinal, but as a protection from ligbining. 'riu*

modus operamii the botanical lightning protector is beyond the pen

pie. Men like “ Piesidency College” may, with their European science,

suggest explanations moie or less plausible -the Bengalis in geueial

only follow an old custom. Seeing how diffeient substances arc more

or less poweilul conductois or non-conductors, it is not improbaldc

that ibis plant has a poweiful relation to the electiic curient and that

the old Hindus in the course of observation found this out. They

found out the attraction of the thunder-bolt to certain metals, and to

this day men and women make haste to remove metallic ware from

exposme to a cloudy sky. It is thus that the plant is m use as the

domestic remedy against lightning. It is time, howevei, to lest the

electric affinities of tiiis plant.

Tlieie seems fiom this coriespondence a doubt or confusion about the

identity of the plant. Boili writers c.'ill it cactus,^ though they are at

loggei heads about the spccie.s. Nor is this mailer for surpiisc, con-

sjdeimg that the botanists themselves are not quite agreed on the

subject. The plant that is put up on our housetops is not the Indian

so suggestive of the hooded serpent and appropi iaiely called

Nagphtvii \\\ Bengal and on the Coromandel coast. That plant,

though common enough, is neither sacied nor, so far as we know, used

as a medicine against snakes in this Province. The plant piized as .1

protection from lightning is the TekiMA sij. It is not a cactus but .1

Kuphofhia. We do not lemembe.r the plant so used called bAjbaran

It must be the name in the district from which “ Presidency College
”

hails. Where is it ?

REIS & RAVVET.
SATURDAY, JUNE 7, 1890.

THE INCOME TAX ON FOREIGN
CONSIGNMENTS.

The intention of the Government’ of India to impose

Income tax on foreign consignments has naturally

been received with prompt opposition by the mercan-

tile communiiy. The memorial of the 13engal Cham-
ber of Commerce against the threatened impost is a

strongly worded and argued document. The Cham-
ber has made out a good case against the orders of

the Government, and the Government had better

pause in carrying them out. 'Fhc cry of the inde-

pendent Kuro[)ean community is not to be suppressed

as that of miserable Baboos.

Indeed, it is a strange and unlooked-for develop-

ment of a hateful tax. While public hope has been

looking forward to the Income tax being gradually

shorn of its most oppressive features, towards its ulti-

mate abolition altogether, the determination to widen

its sphere gives a painful shock to the mind. It

comes to us all as a surprise. It is scarcely an indica-

tion of a will on the part of the Government to do away
with, at any rate, the more objectionable features of

the tax. The Chamber has therefore done well in

protesting against the tax on consignments to grapple

with the whole question of the retention of the tax

at all. The country should be grateful to the mer-

cantile community for its attitude towards the ques-

tion. The Chamber concludes its memorial in words
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which will be cordially endorsed by the whole of the

tax-paying community. Tliose words are :

—

“'fhe exisiin}» Income Tax levied under Acl 11 . of 1 886, was, Your
Memorialists would point out, a special call upon the country, and was
met and accepted as such a special call, and ou^’ht now to be removed.
With a surplus of two and ihiee quailer ctoies of rupees and with the

finances in a sound and healthy condition, the (/ovcrnineut is in a

position to recognise the loyal and pall iotic efifort-s made in i886, so

i'heeifnlly, at the call of Your Excellency’s ilhistmius predecessor, the

Marque-ss of Duffel in. In wiiifhiig up the debate upon the measuie,

whiclt took place on the nth Jaimaiy iSo6, His Loidship admitted that

it was ‘ a mc.ji^urc which the (.iovermneni have introduced with a con-

siderable amount oI anxitMy and ndiu lance.' His Excellency at the

.same time accepted the support Uccoideci to Guveriimeut on that oc-

casion as--
* A belter proof and test than any that could be produced of the

solidarity of the imercsis whith unite Her Majesty’s Native and Hiitish

subjects in one common feeling of loyally towaids Her Alajcsly’s

petsfui nnrl Hen Empnr.’
Your M emon.'ilists would llierefoie mo*>t humbly solicit Your Ex-

cellenc)—
Tliat the orders of Oci«>ber la.si diieciing the levy of Income Tax on

piofits made on c<»nsigi;meiits of j^oods to Imlia by perstjiis resident

out of India, may be wnhdr.awn in confoimity with the similar decision

ai lived at by Cjoveinuient so iar back as 1803.

And that having ri‘gaid to the following facts,

—

that .\ct II. of 1886
tepresented a speend nrcessiiy of the Stale, that the coiulition of the

finances now is not only favour.ible but encouraging, and that tlie

accumulated experience of thirty years has not removed a single ob-

jection to the Income Tax, but has, on the other hand, confirmed its

unsuitability to the character and ciicinnsiances of the people of this

country, an assurance be given to the public that the whole subject of

the coiitimiance of tlie Income Tax shall be taken into consideration.”

Into the Chamber’s arguments on the particular

question of the assessment of con.signments, we
need not enter at large. The idea of such an as.sess-

ment is by no means a new one. .So far back as

1863, it was fully considered, and deliberately given

up. The Local Governments, with the exception of

Madras, are generally more or less opposed to the

present decision of the Ciovernment of India. As
has been clearly shown by the Chamber of Commerce,
the appraisement of the profits on consignments to

India is a hard and wellnigh inpraciicable task. It

was in view of this fact, which is admitted even by

the Government of India, that it has so long been

deemed inexpedient to extend the Income tax to

this branch of mercantile business. The Bengal
Board of Revenue is still of this opinion, and the

Government of Bengal agrees with the Board. The
Government of Bombay is also of this view. It is

only the Government of Madras that supports the

proposal of the Supreme Government. The decision

of the Government of India was counter to almost a

consensus of official opinion. The mercantile com-
munity concerned are up in arms. How, under the

circumstances, it will be worked in practice may easily

be imagined.

The [)ractical difficulties of the measure are fully

set forth in the Chamber’s memorial. Tho.se diffi-

culties are almost of an insuperable character. At
any rate, they have hitherto been held by previous

Governments to be such as to deter them from the 1

step. It is true the present measure is adopted as a

trial, but the past history of the subject affords small

grounds of hope that the trial will be a successful one.

It is especially inexpedient to invest Income tax

Collectors with summary powers in a case of this

kind. We know too well how they stretch their

authority even in plain cases where it should not be

stretched. 1 heir one subject is to swell the revenue

by any means they can. How they will proceed

when they are armed with the express orders of Gov-
ernment to make summary assessments where con-

signors fail for any cause to submit the necessary

return of the profits, makes one .shudder to contem-

plate. The failure to ascertain such profits may be

often no fault of the consignees. The following facts

urged by the Chamber in its memorial will show this:
“ Y(»ur Memorialists would respertfuily confess ihemselves unable to

compiehencl upon what grounds merchants in foreign countries could
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possibly be expected to disclose the results of their business to collect-

ors of Indi.'iu Income Tax, and they would ask to be allowed to point
to the inevitable friction, irritation and discontent which must wait
upon any attempt to levy an Income Tax on profits oie consignment^
There will naiiiially be the greatest possible objection on the part of
consignors to disclose to their consignees the profits they make on ihnr
consignments. Such a system, supposing it could be followed, would
upset all business anangemciils and confidence and would be most
inisrhievous m its results.

Thru assuming for instance a consignor had hit on an article of ex-

port the sale of which in India left him a j^rofii of 25%, to disclose this

to his consignee, to his consignee’s office, to the tax collector and liis

office could not fail to iiave ihe effect of flooding the Indian market
with the article .hiuI completely spoiling the consigMioi's business. On
the other hand it may be said that the consignor may, if he choose,

leave his piofil in he assessed by the Income Tax collector, in which
case it will be assessed at something like lo% of the gross proceeds,

hill this again will lead to trouble inasmuch as consignors may only

declare their profits when they arc under io%, so th.at lie who is making
only 10/, pnifit will he subjected to the same lax as he who is making
25,^. In the same way a dishonest consignor may return his profit

at 2/2 while it may he ai lu.illy ten times that figure, and an honest

1

man will he obliged to diTlaie his leal profits and will thus be handicap-

ped by Ills dishoncnt nciglilioiir. The pintiosal to tax profits made on
consignments will, in the opinion of Youi Memoiialisis, be nothing shoit

of placing a premium on dishonesty.

Then again the amount of trouble .and correspondence which i.s

honiid to follow a piopci woiking of the rule will he so great that Your
Memorialists feel sure it cannot have been realised when the Govein-

ment of India decided to introduce the rule. In many cases consign-

ments made to this country are soUi not only without profit but at an
.'iciiial loss to the consignor, and, in such cases, while no profit is re-

turned to the tax collector, Your Memoiialists well know from their

past experience of the in(|iiisitorial system which is in force in the col-

lecloi’s office, that such st.ateinents will only be accepted wlien proofs

of their coriertness are produced, and as these pi oofs can only he given

by the production of the consignors’ hooks possibly in Chinese, Persian,

Sw.ahili, Arabic, Eieiich, (ieiman, Poringncse, Italian, Japanese or

English, it will only he possible to produce the necessary proofs at the

expenditure of a gi eat amount of lime and labour. In fact consignees

in this conntiy as well as the. tax collectors will require large augmenta-
tions to theii estahlisinnents (mcliiding interpreters) to cope with the

additional wmk which will he tin own upon them by the rule under

reference, if it is to be pioperly earned out.

In very many cases indeed Your Memorialists fail to see how con-

signees or consignors ate to be able to stale properly the profits made
on individual consignments by consignors. Con.signL)is are m many
cases maniifactuicrs of the ai tides which they consign, and the profit

or loss made on their Indian consignments is mergetl in their general

husincss and cannot be kept distinct.”

The Government of India may justify the impo.si-

lion on abstract grounds. The measure is also in

harmony with English practice. It is likewise urged

that the extent of the trade in goods consigned to

India has materially increased since 1863 and that the

revenue lost by its exemption from taxation is con-

siderable. Nevertheless, the attempt is doomed or

to be a failure on account of the many peculiar diffi-

culties of ascertaining the profits.
9

APOLOGIA PRO VITA SUA.

Those who have done us the honor of reading J^ais and ior

.any length of time, could n^ have failed to observe the iin^rttulity

and general moderation that characterise this journal—our habitual

solicitude for fairplay and truth without fear or f.ivour—how we en-

deavour to hold the balance even between Europeans and native.s,

governors and the governed. The d.ays of the Ilbert Bill agitation
,

were an c.xcepiional time— i period of madness. Even then, ready

to give as we received, we exercised no little forbearance. We have

unimpeachable European testimony to this—a military officer high

in the service of the state who knows that we postponed answering an

outrage on us for more than a week and then penned our answer and

set it up in punt, hut before publishing it we thought it pro(9Sr to send

it to this gentlem.in— with whom we stood on terms of brotherly

intimacy—for his independent judgment. The result was iliat Reis and

Rayyet was the only paper in the native press in which the notorious

“ Che Ch.iw Chum ” received no particular answer. Still it was a time

of mutual exacerbation in which bitter things were said on both sides.

We have at any rate made ample amends thereafter. We have en-

deavoured to heal wounds and to cause a better understanding be-

tween the two races, preaching conciliation in private and exhibiting

the example thereof in public. On the Rent Bill though, from long

previous study of old literature and papers, leaning on the historic

side of the controversy to Zemindari pretensions, we kept ourself free

from the temptations to be a partisan of the landlordly propaganda

to wliich so m«any submitted. We have interpreted between the peo-
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pie and l^eir rulers with fidelity, sparinjr neither the one nor the other.

We are not among the

• Haranguers of the throng

That seek to get preferment by the tongue,—

or the p^(|J.either. On the coniraiy, we have always been in the un-

fortunate ^sition if friciullessness of those who cannot take sides but

are impartial to ail sitles,

ll is not that I adnjate the people :

Wnitotii me ihrie are Demagogues enough,
And infidels, to pull down every steeple,

And set lip in their stead stjme proper stuff.

Wltcther they may sow Scepticism to reap Hell,
As is the Cittistian dojima rather tough,

I do not know ;— I wish men to he free
As much fiom mobs and kings—from you as me.

The consequence is, being of no parly,
I shall offend all parties.

’J ros 7 vnu'ique mtht nttilo diset imifir vve are naturally regard-

ed with suspicion in both camps. With respect to the movement for

' i.idical and sweeping constitutional changes, we aie equally unlucky.

Not ours Sedition’s trumpet blast

And ihicaiening woid
;

We read the lessons of llie Past,
That firm endurance wins at last

More than the sword,

or premature fiet and clamour. Hut moileration is the ivorst siu in the

eyes of those who have woiked themselves into fury from a fancied

^ense of gtievous wrong.

Of late years, since the growing acerbity and violence of the native

press, we have purposely been very particular in our tone and attitude

towards Government and Europeans. And we tiust we ha\e shown
that it is possible to write with temper without sacrificing one iota

of independence.

After such a record, attained by long years of patient loyalty to

tiuih and duty according to our lights, and at a cost which the woild

may know when we are gone, it has come to our lot to be hoisted

on the highway as an example of the recklessness and violence of the

Native Press, by no less a public censor than the unimpassioned, ever

accurate and mealy-mouthed iita/esman. Wc are, however, thankful

to our contemporary for the opportunity givep to correct a glarnig

mistake. We only regret that in its rij^liteous indignation and haste to

make a point against a neighbour, it did not recognise ‘ the palpable

mistake we had made. It was a slip—a blunder. Has the SiaUsman
<»f late become so Celtic as to accept a French epigram for gospel and

believe that a blunder is worse ihan a trime. There are no doubt

liluiiders which arc almost ciiminafxbut ours was not of that serious

< iiaiacter. Our mistake was open to anybody to detect. For we
liad given our anilioiity—wc were quoting from the Statesman's

iuvn correspondenie. Fiom (iist to last in our article no other source

of information is named nr alluded to. In fact, our contempoiary is

evidently conscious of this, but it was too bent on contrasting its virtue

with the viciousness of another to be scrupulously fair or merciful. If

the writer had taken the passage which he has produced from our

as aq^ instance of our sinfulness, from a few lines above he

would his readers know that we were only following Ids own
correspondent Baboo }*al, .and that we had lamentably mistaken that

gentleman on one paint, though a material point.

We would have come out earlier with our own confession of mistake,

Ihu we were precluded fiom doing so by a personal reason. Of the pre-

^jrdigo quarrel in Jessore, we had been free until almost this moment. Not
indeed from any want of interest in the subject but under compulsion.

When the difficulty first arose we were stretched on the bed of sickness

which had almost proved the bed of death. The Almighty was pleased

to preserve us, however. Thereafter we could not easily venture to

t?nier on a question the beginning and progress of which we did not

know. Men came to us to request our aid, but they did iv)t fulfil

the coilSiiions we thought necessary to ensure fidelity. We may
‘*>>ay in passing that in this way we are prevented from taking up or

taking up early, many matters of more or less interest or even

iniporiance. But we sacrificed much lime and thought in the

matter, giving advice and trying to induce a settlemept. At Inst

matters came to such a pass that we could not remain .silent.

Then the editor requested the friend who had acted for him so

satisfactorily during his illness, as likely to be mor^ informed

than bimseif, to give an article. He did so and it appeared on the

24th May, It was this article which the Statesman noticed. We could

do anything without consulting thjs gentleman who does not live

in town, but we fully expected him to do the needful. He did not do

so, unfortunately. We have now seen him, however, and he explains

that he had blundered. He caught an erroneous impression from

Baboo Pal’s description of the ^i/tu/'-military raid, and writing

afterwards partly from memory without going through the long account

line by line, he wa^ landed on that inisstateinenl, A most natural

thing, however lamentable. But it could mislead no one who had

access to the Staiesman, as the anthoiity is mentioned.

The very head and front of my ofiending

Halil this extent, no mure. o

After all this, we conceive ourselves bound to lay the account of

B.iboo I). N. Pal before our rea{lers. We regiet we have absolutely

lit) sp.ice for the whole of his interesting letter, but We will not miss

any p.ii t of his In fact, omilling only a fifth of his commu-

nication and that relating to personal explanations and so forth, we

give it entire as follows :
—

“ Benodepore is deserted
;
— ill thf* male portion of the popnlatitm,

numbering about 4,000, are hiding ihc*mselves in the jungles or iu tlm

houses of irlatives; many again have left the vill.ige allogeiher with
their families and chattels. Well this is no doubt a very sad si.ite of

things, but we must see how it came about. Mr. Sage, ‘the assistant

manager in charge of Chaiili.i factory—by-lhe-bye, Ch.tulia factory
stands just opposite the Benodepore /m/—applied for and obtained
police proleriion to sow indigo on a certain plot of land, of which he
got It‘gal possession. It may be possible that the court ene<l iu giving
him possession. However for this Mr. Sage cannot be found fault

with. When Mr. S.igc was engaged in sowing, the rayyets came m
iininbeis, atiarketl Mr. Sage’s party, and drove them from the field.

The case is %uh judice\ but I hope the rayyets will not dispute the
fails here staled. But by no manner of means can we find any
f.iult with Mr. S.ige. He took legal steps to get possession of the

plot of land, then he took the ptecainion of taking police pioieciion,

and finally he jiuiiciously h-ft the fiehl else blood might have been
shed and the m.itter ended most seriously. Aithongli the riot

ended in nothing worse than throwing some clods of earth by the

rayyets on ihe pi.niter’s pai ty Mr. Sage’s well regulated retreat with

his men resulted most disastiously with the people of Benodepore.
rhou.s.nids of innocent men suftered for a guilty few: the village

was lediued to desolation^ and all ihi.s because Mr. Lusou was not

quite eqii.il to the occasion. When Mr. Sage reported the so-called

not lo Mr. Liison, he at once s.illied fortn with his treasury guard,
twelve siiong, with a havildar lo boot, himself armed with a couple of

revolvers, and I think I need not add, he had liis whole police coniin-

gent behind him : -all this pi ep.nation not to bombard a fort, but
to arrest a few m.il.iria-sii irken Bengalee imieis. Mr. Luson is in

chaige of the hub-division for a sufficicnlly long time lo know the

chaiarier of the people, the slate of their miiuls and the nature of

their tlispntc with the planteis
; ami beaiingin mind the fact that he

w.is selected out of many to settle the indigo distin bances, lie should
h.ave been more cautions and discreet how he acted. But he is young
and hasty. He should have known that the rioters were not then
on tile field

;
they could not be possibly ai rested on the spot

;
Mr. Sage,

would h.ive to identify the men who weie now quietly living in their

houses, or had most probably left the vill.igc lo cscap-; ancst. it w.is

not now an easy task to arrest the real culpiiis when they vveie all dis-

persed. All this did not enter Mr. Luson’s head ; he slatted with his

army to airest people wlio were nowheie to be found, and unloitunately

when he reached Benodepore hat the time hatl come and many thou-

sands of people hatl assembled to buy and sell. He shoultl not Itave

gone diiect into the //r2/ with his treasui y guard .and ai my of police,

for at least he should have known the stale of the feelings of the peo
pie -how they weie all almost frantic regarding the indigo disputes.

If he went he should not h.ive arrested people in the hat^ where many
thousands of men had assembled and wheie idenlificaliou was impos-

sible. Blit he arrested ihirlL'cri men, im^l probably innocent men.
This ariival of the Luson army and final arrest of men, I need not say,

created quite a panic in the luif
;
people began to run aw.iy in all direc-

tions
;
only those whose relatives and fiiends were .iriested came to-

w.uds Ml. Lnson lo appeal lo him to lele.isc the innocent men. Mr.
Lns»)n, the strong and cour.igeoiis, lost his head. Seeing a sudden

amongst the hat people numbeiing about five to six iboiisand,

he frncied that they were coming to att.ick bis pirty. It would be
indeed an epoch in the histmy ol Bengal whfn h.ilf-starved and mala-

ria-stricken Bengalee rayyets ventured to attac'k an Iviiopean magis-

trate with twelve ireasni y guaids with bayonets glittering in ihe .sun

and a contingent of police. It is .s.aid th.il Mi'. I.,us«m w.is also sup-

ported by two other Europeans, Mr. Selby and Mr. S.ige, of the indigri

f.iclory. They also were well armed. Mr. Lnson w.\s surely reading

the nairatives of iiots now taking place in many Eiiropean cities and
thought he was in Europe instead of in a Bengal vill.ige. Fortunate
howevc'i* that he did not give orders to fire. But he dul not however
rest heie

;
he piecipiiaiely left Benodepore and sent such a harrowing

report of the aftair lo the Government that police Inspector Peters with

40 men vveie at once directed lo proceed to Benodepoie to preserve

the pe.'ice or to pn>ieci Mi. Luson, I did not know that an European
officer’s weakness could have cairied him so far. Even Inspector
Peters with his 40 imm can not .suffit'ienlly teassure Mr. I^ison. A
detachment of military police has also been sent to help Mr. Luson
out of the difficulty. How Sir Steuart ILiyley or Mr. .Smilli could

believe Mr. Lusoii’s report is a wonder ! Tliey have made -a m<Hintain

out of a molehill. The rayyets lieard lltat s-oldiers were c oming, and
they were also told by designing men that they would be all bayonel-

ted by the se^ovs. They were panic-stricken and fled from the

village. If iney really defied the Government and ventured to

attack Mr. Luson,— if they were really so determined, they would
not have sur^lv fled thtis. Inspector Peters with 40 sepoys would

iK>t then l>e sufficient quell a rebellion of thousands. The
I

i
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.,f the people of Iknotlcpoie breakinR o.lo a >

in Mr Lnson’s over-excited imaKioation. Howcvet, the looltnx

of the villaKe by Hie police and factory men is not a lad.

•1 he people deseiled the village not for the there was tooting

at all, biiu for the soldieis’ rutnouied connntj and sacking

Mlhme. If the soldiers had );<me, they would have seen tha tin.

solnies whom they pay were sent not to maltieat them, but to protect

them, when they would soon have come back to their homes. If they

h i\e stiffeied, they have soHfered for the lawless condnrt of then neiso-

mms -nte,;- netKhbottrs had no business to take the law into their

own hattds and attack Mr. Sane. They should have Son« ‘o Mr

Litson, instetsd of allowing Mr. bage to go to him If ‘'''V *

uronged and if ihey were suie ili.ii justice would ni)i be meiet out to

them^by Mr. Lttson, still they wete not justified m taking
^

J’

their own hands. This is British law, and they must abide by 1 .

They had the Magistrate of Jrssoie, the L)isliu.t Judge, the llig 1

Cout\, the Lieutenant-Governor, the Viccioy, the Societal y of Siato,

iiid the Parliament to apiie.tl to, but they had no business to attack or

mthrelerto attack Mt' S.tge. And 11 they have '>"'<7

must Siift'or. It is not proh.ible that 4,(x.>o men of lleood- poie wt.te all

in the not; but why did not the law-al.iding poitnm .advise the

oihds to be law-abiding,’ and why did they not
.J'""

bteakim- the law? It their ath ice w.is not listened to, why did the) m t

oonit out the law-bieakets and have them punished II they wete all

n leagiie, they must thank themselves for the tioublo that they ate m.

u Bauida h:anta Siikar Called Ml. Ltisoti to his fa. e mAt, and M .

l.n-on gate him a hoise whipping, eien Mi. Lnson woul.l ‘'j*'®

lined by an honoiaiy inagistiair ten iiipees and told that he had no

hnsmess lo take the law int.i his own hands. 1 beg to tell the ft lends

of llie rasyels most .-mphal.t ally tli.tl they sin,ul.l one •>"‘1 >''

tell the r.txyots to be l.uv abnling -noiwiihstan.ling all llyy

mtier, else thiyfuifeit the sympathy of all riglu-niimied men. As for

the Imiliii-' -—On the 24th Apiil the police went to Uenodcpoie to in.tke

further anests of the iiotris, and some lactory men went w.ili

hem t<i identifv. Well, we should remember that the same evening

Inspector Petei's with Ins se|,oys tea. hed llenodepore. Ihe news . f

then coming teache.l the villagets long befoie their .-iritva ,
so the

police futmd the village almost .leseited. But the police aic the police

always, .and the oll'ner in rhaige wci.t on to attest pyiple that wete

nowheie They entered many houses to cnquue, but found them

eseiiedtso, Ineednottellyon, th.tt they diet not fall to give heie

a kick and there a knk.scattei mg things .all over the house to show

that they were the police and nitist be feated and tespyted. Ihc

D-ihce undei lings and factory coo.tcs pel haps dtd some business for

their own benefit, pi.tking up this and that f.om the deserted houses-

1 hope quite unnoticed by the police olhr.er. Thus we see tt is not at

all .a /...>//«? affait, but a police enquiry. As the encjitiry was hel.l tn

a deserted village, the poll, e t.n.leilings tiled to display their prowess,

and .as there were men from the opposite party to iden.ify, theie is no

doubt a good deal of damage was d.me. 1 hy is als.) the result of Mr.

Lnson's indiscretion. Evi.lently the police ofheer was not quite coin-

Dcient for his task ;
when he found the village in such a st.ite he shon .

have returned and state.l the f.tct to .Mr. Lnson. If he at al thought

ptoper to enter houses to see whether people were hiding themselvys

or not. he should have kept a veiy sliaip eye on his men, especially

those of the factory. Suiely he did nothing of the sort, ot else sn.;h

sensationalrepottsof /, if an entire village by the po ice would

not'havc come to ns. Keally, iheie was no and no g. eat

damage done,-simply the vilhtge is ien,p..raiily des,wted and that too

not for the so-called lootini; or the police either but for . the coming of

the soldiers. Still such leports have been ciiculated and a gie.it slur

has been cast on the police.”

It was grievously unfortunate that our estceme.l contributor missed

the sbateinent that no guns were fired. We can only express our sorrow

at having been the vehicle of such a gross misstatement in so giave

particular.

A SURVIVAIw Ol*’ CflNFRAL ASIAN BARBARISM
IN ARYAN INDIA.

Some oF the Brahmans, Rhettris and Aroras of the Punjab arc

afflicted with a more than ordinarily inconvenient obligation imposed

on them by themselves or rather their lorclathers. It is tor the

whole womankind of every tribe to mourn For every individual

loss. That the near kith and kin and relations should grieve and

even demonstrate their grief in an overt way, is but natural.

Among these people the demonstration oF sorrow, if not the sorrow,

extends to all the connections ol the family. Nay, more, much

*1 more than that; whole tribe or clan goes into mourning. Nor is

this universal and evcr-rccurring mourning lightened by ihc manner

thereof The mere assumpiion of an inky cloak of alpaca or the

custom’arv suits of solemn black, would not matter much. But

these Brahmans and Khettris are far more exacting on themselves

and their castc-Fcllows. Their custom is vcxatiousnc.^s itself, hot

a whole year, they have to maintain this absurd mummery of a

make-believe general woe. It is bad enough that the female relatives

should grieve for a single death from morn to noon, from noon to

dewy eve, from day to day, all round the year. But it is incredible

that all the women folk of the whole caste should repair to the house

of mourning to keep the family in countenance and swell the chorus

of lamentation—to their own and the others’ injury, in health,

in substance, and in moraU, and the distress of the whole neigh-

bourhood. Yet so it is, wc are informed. And this in the heart

of India !—in centres of civilization like Lahore, the capital of

the Punjab, and Amritsur, the Jerusalem of the Sikhs ! The height

of absurdity could no further go. The ver^^ nomads of the steppes

• of CqntrarAsia are wiser than these prou<| Aryas of the original

home of the Aryas in India. These Brahmans and Aroras certainly

carry with them the proof of their descent. fhcir customary

sorrow for the dead is in the main strangely identical with that of

the denizens of the desert beyond the Himalaya and the Hindoo

Koosh. Only it seems as though their kind had, in the course

of the ages and cycles, made some progress even in their bleak

home and in the uncertainties of their mode of mug, while

the more favoured colonists down South, with all the advan-

tages of cliimuc and order and govenimciu and learning

and arts, had remained stationary-thc barbarians of old.

The wiki Tartars too drag the burden of a protracted sor^

rowing for the dead of the most conventional and mechani-

cal kind. But in making of themselves fools enough they show

more common sense than their Indian brethren. 1 hey work

I
all day, men, women, and children, and reserve their weeping and

1
wailing for their leisure in the evening. Indeed, they arc always

I busy or usefully cmplovcd all their waking hours. In the day

I
the women work in the open around their habitations, b^ut at

fall they retire within and devote themselves to light duty, chiefly

'

spinning. It is while at this monotonous occupation that they

all strike up their sing-song lament, describing the dead and painting

the consequences of the loss with realistic minuumess. This,

continued all through the twelvemonth, as it is is scarcely less

impressive as a demonstration and undoubtedly tar less wasteful than

the mode of these peculiar Hindoos of Amritsar and Lahore. Be-

sides, in Central Asias the thing is confined to the women of the

household. The Khirghiscs and others never go the length of prescrib-

ing the mourning for the wliolc clan for any death in any particular

family It is fortunate that the inconvenient and degrading custom

is confined to tl.c members of the three castes in the two cities or

districts. It is a relief to learn that the Aroras of Lahore at least

have at length had the common-sense to discard the Phi>n, as their

mourning is called. T'hc reformers among them had a JlfildHt task

in persuading their caste-fellows. Their names shouhl be published.

We congratulate them on their success. They have done a dis-

tinct service and promoted civilization among a not unimportant sec-

tion of the Hindu community and of the people of India. And wc

venture to hope that their example will soon bring the rcst-the

majority—round. _
A DEMONSTRATION.’

TO THK EDITOR OF AV/r Art/jrA

Sir,-A public Thanksgiving Service for the recovery of Dr.

Sambhu Chundcr Mookerjee from his serious illness, was held at

the Suburban Town of Baranagar (his Native fown), on Satur-

day the 5lst May, and Sunday the ist June, 1890, when the follow-

ing Programme was observed

—

^ ^ SATURDAY.

q p M —(;athering of all classes and sections of the community
^ ’*

and spuiitaneons deinonslrations of thanksgiving.

The rcciinig of a Congratnlatot y Poem composed for the

occasion by Haboo Satya Prakas Baneijee,

Q w P M -Naiitch commenced—dancing and singing opened by
"

‘

Since J.ln and followed l)y Boggl

1 1. cc PM— Kuiopcaiis and other non-Hindoos left, and

12 p.m’.— Hindoo Worship began, followed by dinner to Brahmsins

and others. #

SUNL)\Y.

,, M Naiitclies were resumed, and continued till 7 A.M. in the

8 AM.-Bcngnii'I'perntic phiys (/'tira) by Rnm Chnran Manna,

nil 5
ill the afternoon.

. ,
-

The Nahabat kept playing seasonable pieces of music during

the interlu.lcs. The arch of the Nahabat stand was decorated with

the words painted on crimson cloth m hnglish and Bengali characters.

“God be Praised for Dr. Mookerjee s Recovery.

The folhMving is the congratulatory poem referred to above—

In Kasierii style we all unite

To ih.ink Him who .Siipirme doth reign ;
—

Rejoic’d to h.iil our Village Light

UcTtoied to health and us again.

The Princes’ pet —the Peasants’ friend,

To us all here an idol dear ;

Though meek not weak to Right defend.

Humble yet rich with genius rare.

A Scholar Sage of steiling n.anie,

• Keiiown’d- -revered, nrai, far and wide

By ‘ breath ’ not berthed on heights oLFame,

liiit own’d by all as ih’ country’s Pride.

God bless thcc Sire !
yet spare thee long

To wield the pen in India’s need,

The A’fij';vA rights to shield from wrong,

To yield the /<ns what is his meed.

I take tMs opportunity of publicly conveying my grateful ac;

knowlcdgmcnts to Baboos Sarada Prasad Banncrjee, Nilmani Bagchi,

and Kumod Nath Bancrjce, my colleagues in the Committee, lor

rhe great telp and cordial co-operation which 1 received from them

in the successful management of the work, as well as to the large

number of persons who have subscribed funds for meeting the cost

of the ceremony.
ty^QOMESH CHUNDER MITTER,

Secretary^ Public Thanksgiving Service CommitUt-
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ACQUfJ^rTlON OF SURPLUS LAND FOR RESALE TO
PAY THE COST OF NEW STREETS.

From the Secretary to the Commissioners for the improvement

of the Town of Calcutta,

To W. Gicy, Esq., Secretary to the Govt, of Bengal.

Dated Calcutta, 13th March, 1836.

Sir,

I am directed by the Commissioners for the Improvement of
the Town of Calcutta to forward for the information of His Honor
fhe Lieutenant-Governor, a statement of particulars and results

ol their endeavours, to purchase land under the provisions of Act
21 ol 1847, for the purpose of opening out a new street in Soortee
Bagaun, from Machooa Bazar Road to Colootollah, and for the pur-
poses of the Oriental Gas Company adjacent thereto. For facility

ol reference, I have the honor to forward a plan of the locality on
which the various parcels of land are marked with letters, the pur-
poses for which they were required arc given in a reference in the
margin ; and is also herewith appended.

2nd. In the Commissioners* letter cited in the margin (No. 1530,
dated 6th October, 1854) it was proposed to commence upon the
above portion of a new street which was intended to run the whole
length North and South of the Town ; this portion being selected
as the most easy and least expensive of the whole line, from the ab-

sence of all expensive property standing thereon. The several
parcels of land required for this purpose arc coloured on the plan
and marked C. F. E. H. I. and a portion of A. respectively.

J^rd. To this portion the Government sanction (Government
letter. No. 2282, dated i6th October, 1854) was received, specify-

ing also, that the estimated cost Rs. 1,08,298 is to “be subsequent-
ly in part recovered by the sale of the surplus land lying on either
side of the new street.”

\th. Subsequently to the receipt of this letter however, doubts
having arisen as to the powers conveyed in the Act (12 of 1852) to

take any more land than that which was absolutely essential for

the street or thoroughfare only, and under advice from Counsel the
Commissioners in a letter (No. 1721, dated 17th March, 1855) to

Government more especially explained that their intention was nor
to take land for the actual width of the intended street only ; but
also portions of land in excess of the actual width ol the proposed
street, to the extent of 50 feet on cither side, and cither themselves
to build on it, or to resell to others to build such houses or shops
only, as would add to the appearance, ventilation, cleanliness,
health, and general improvement of the Town.

Cyth. To this a reply from Government was received (a copy of
which for facility of reference is appended, Government letter.

No. 443, dated 30th March, 1855) by which His Honor authorizes
the Commissioners “ to purchase so much land with the buildings
thereupon, as is required to open out a new street between
Colootollah and Machooa Bazar Street ; including both such land as
is necessary for the construction of a public road, and so much on
cither side thereof as is necessary for proper frontage, for ventila-
tion, and for the general sanitary improvements contemplated in
connection with the said thoroughfare.’*

6/^. The site of the Oriental Gas Company’s central station
having been also fixed in the Soortee Bagaun, with a frontage to the
proposed street, the further portions of land shewn on the plan and
marked respectively A. B. C. D. were eventually required for this

purpose. That marked A the property of Government was early
in April 1855 placed at the disposal of the Oriental CJas Company,
in accordance with the terms of the Government letter No. 129
dated 25th January addressed to the Oriental Gas Company. The
Commissioners having previously made the necessary arrangements
lor compensating the tenants, under the authority of the Govern-
ment letter No. 306 dated 1st March 1855, the entire expenses
thus incurred, viz., Rs. 1,740 were repaid to the Comniis‘?ion,er8 by
Government. That portion of A coloured green, on the plan zvlthin

//w ^ was afterwards given up to the public for that
})urposc by the Government in their letter No. 132 dated 2^ih
January 1855. The portion B for the purposes of the Oriental Gas
Company, was sanctioned by His Honor in the Government letter
No. 306, March 1st 1855 ; and that of the further portions C and
D in the letter No. 1,023 «^atcd 8th June 1855. marked

was public property. The small triangular portion O, belonging
to a private proprietor it had been mutually arranged should be given
'ip in lien ol the adjacent portion marked P. #

l^h. It therefore was the duty of the Commissioners to effect
the purchase of the several portions marked B. C. D. E. F. G. H.
2nd I. respectively

; and their powers for this purpose were con-
tained in the Act 22 of 1847.

%tb. The Commissioners bearing in mind the larger work of

improvement, which they contemplated would ultimately be carried

ov\t, viz., the opening of a magnificent central thoroughfare from

North to South, through the entire length of the town >(and to-

wards which tliis was only the commencement of operations) were

anxious to take such steps as would enable them to execute the

entire work with the greatest possible economy ; and well knowing
that the first purchases made would be a material and important

guide for the rates to be afterwards paid, they proceeded with ex-

treme caution to make their first purchases, and proposed to put

the powers of the Act in force to obtain an equitable adjustment

of the early purchases
;

preferring then to meet the law expenses

incidental to forced sales, rather than to make amicable terms at

higher rates for the reason above stated.

()tb. The first portion, towards the purchase of which their

attention was directed is marked E
;

proceeding in accordance with

the provisions of the Act and entirely under advice of their lawyers,

a HOC ice for purchase of this land was served on the proprietor on

the 28th November 1854, a reply was received thereto on the i ^ih

January 1855 demanding Rs. 300 per coitah for the land, the Com-
missioners after mature enquiry and consideration instructed their

Solicitors to offer Rs. 1 00 per cortah for the sapic, which was be-

lieved to be the full value. To this no reply was received ; ac-

cordingly in pursuance of the provisions of the Act, a Precept was

issued by the Sheriff for assessing the amount of compensation by

a Common Jury, and the case was tried on the 23rd March, when
a verdict was given for Rs. 8,800, which was at the rate of R.s. 100

per cottah, precisely the amount offered by the Commissioners
;

the

total amount of costs incurred in the case, in accordance with the

provisions of existing law was divided ; and the amount of costs

paid by the Commissioners was Rs. 795
“
9“* 0 * Some considerable

delay took place on the part of the opposite side, in furnishing a

good and valid title, notwithstanding the repeated application of the

Commissioners* Solicitors; who then advised that the amount of

compensation money Rs. 8,800 should be deposited with the Gov-

ernment Agent, and the Commissioners on the 8th May paid the

above amount to their Solicitors for this purpose ; but the attorney

on the opposite side having again requested further time, to enable

them to furnish the required title, the payment of compensation

money was delayed till June 8th 1855, and on the nth June the

Conveyance of the land to the Commissioners was received by them,

together with a Bond of Indemnity to the Commissioners and a

declaration before a Notary of the fact, that the late proprietor had

been in possession of the land for upwards of 30 years
; these two

latter documents having been necessary on account of the old

Pottah under which it was held having been slightly incorrect ;

and under advice of their Solicitors the Commissioners completed

the purchase under these conditions, a further Bill of costs was
paid by the Commissioners on account of charges incurred subse-

quent to the award of the jury amounting to Rs. 266.

The total cost of this 4 Biggahs 7 Cottahs 14 Chittacks was

therefore as follows :

—

Amount of compensation awarded by Jury Rs. 8,800 0 0

isc Bill of Cost 795 9 10

Subsequent Costs 266 o o

Rs 9,861 9 10

and the time expended in obtaining possession, from the first in-

stitution of proceedings for that purpose,* viz., from 28th Novem-
ber 1854 June 1855, occupying a period ol nearly 7

months.

lotb. The portion of land marked B sanctioned by Government
on the 1st March 1855, was next purchased, on the lyih of the

same month notice for the purchase of this was served on the pro-

prietor, the Commissioners at the same time offering the full value

estimated according to the adjoining lot before- valued by the Juty,

at the rate of Rupees 100 per Coiiah ; on rlic 17th April following

a reply was received, asking at the rate of Rupees 300 per Cottah,

and intimating that in the event of the Commissioners objecting

to give this rate, the proprietor would refer the matter to arbitration,

and naming an arbitrator on his behalf.—The rate being in the

opifjion of the Commissioners altogether unreasonable they therefore

at once directed their Solicitors to take the necessary steps for re-

ferring the matter to arbitration, according to the provisions or

the Act 22 of 1847—which allows the proprietor to select this

mode of settlement if he think fit. After some delay contingent

upon the different constructions of which the Act is susceptible,

in consequence ol which the opinion of Counsel as, to the correct

mode of proceeding w'as obtained, the Arbitrators were appointed,

and an Umpire nominated by them on the 25th May fidlowing.

The land was inspected by the Arbitrators and Counsel and on i6rh

of June evidence was taken before the .Arbitrators at the Town
Hail ; at this meeting the Arbitrators were unable to agree upon the

amount of compensation, one Arbitrator required that further evi-

dence should be taken, and the other objecting thereto ; the matter

was then referred to th</ Umpire, who having personally inspected
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the land, a sitting was hold on the 14th Jul> ; Counsel on both
{

‘'ides ucre then heard, and an adjournment was made till the i6ih,
j

u hen the arguments on both sides were brought to a close ; and
j

'Ml the 3<3th 01 the same month (July) the award of the Umpire
in the case was forwarded to the Commibsioners, vi/.., for the

'

14 Cottahs 7 Chittacks and 9 square feet of land, Company’s
1

Rupees 2 ,i 67-8’9 ; or at the rate of Rupees 150 per Coitah ; this
}

award being at a higher rate than the offer made by the Commis-
j

^i incrs, althcugh only half (d' that demanded by the proprietor,!

entailed upo^ tlicm, on tlie behalf of Government, the paymenr *

of the entire costs ol tlic case, amoniiting to Conipan)’s Rupees 1

2,919-1-6.
I

Immediately upon receipt of the award, the Commissioners paid
j

over the amount to their Solicitors, and instructed them to obtain
|

the necessary title deeds and conveyance to them, but delay i

occurring on the part of tlic opposite side in furnishing the tieccs-
|

•ary documents, on August lorli the Commissirim-rb’ Solicitors

were instructed, on the expiration of a notice of one week to tliat

effect, to deposit thi: amount with the (iovcrnmciu Agent as pro-

\ idcd by the Act j— tliis however became unnecessary and on the

2isC August the title deeds, convcvanccs, &c. were duly for-

warded to the Commissioners. It will be seen by the statement
rererred to that tlie cost of this land to Go\crnmcnt was,

Parchasc Money 2,167-S o, Costs 2,919-1-6, Total j;, 086-9-6,

and the time occupied in effecting the purchase under the pro-

Msionsof this Act, notwiilistanding the anxious endeavours of the

Commissioners to expedite to the utmost the procuring of the land,

which was required by the Gas Company, occupied from
tlie i~th Marcli till the 21st August upwards of t; months. After

tlic expiration of a notice to the tenants to quit within one month
rue land was handed over to the (las Company, in accordance with

the provisions of the Government instructions, and the works of the

Giicntal Gas Company arc now rapidly progressing thereon.

For the land marked F on the plan the Commissioners

first gave notice for purchase of a portion, containing 4 Biggahs

14 Cottalis on the 28th November 1854.

Oil the 19th December following, a reply was received objecting

to sell more than the quantity of land actually required for the bare

width of the proposed new street ; and on the 26th December a

further communication was received asking Rs. 350 per Cottah.

Tiic Commissioners however delayed proceedings in this case,

till the amount of compensation to be paid for ilic portion K should

be determined, and when the award of the Jury on the 23rd March
for that land was given at Rs. 100 per Coitah, the Commissioners
immediately instructed their Solicitors to issue a fresh notice for

purchase, and to offer the same rate, viz., Rs. 100 per Cottah, for a

Mr.allcr portion than that included in the 1st notice, viz., for that

tinted and marked F containing 3 Biggahs.

The proprietor declined to accept these terms, and demanded that

the amount of compensation should be referred to arbitration in a

letter dated April loth 1855, accordingly arbitrators and an Umpire
were appointed.

The Government sanction (Government letter No. 1023 dated

8th June 1855) to the purchase of the portion D, belonging to

the same proprietor as F, for the purposes of the Oriental (jas

Company, having been received on the 8ih June—a notice for

the purchase of this portion also, was immediately served by the

Commissioners’ Solicitors.

Prior however to further proceedings being adopted, a letter was

received from the proprietor on the 30th July 1855, offering to

take the same rate for botli portions, viz., for that marked D and for

as much of the portion marked F as was required for the street ; as

that which should be awarded by the Arbitrator for the portion B,

and requesting in the event of the Commissioners agreeing to this

proposition that further proceedings with reference to the Arbitration

should be stayed.

The Commissioners assented to this mode of fixing the value

of the land, and after the decision of the ease B, viz.. Rupees 150

per Cottah (on the 30th July) they immediately gave instructions

to their Solicitors to examine the title deeds, and prepare the con-

veyance of the land to them.

An intimation was however received by the Commissioners on

the 23rd August that there was another party, a minor, who had

an equal share in the property, with Baboo Ncclmadhub Scin who
had hitherto appeared as the only proprietor.

The land moreover was mortgaged to a third party. Under these

somewhat complicated circumstances, the opinion of Counsel was

obtained as to the correct mode Of proceeding. This was to the

effect, that all previous proceedings with regard to this land, must

now be rejected as useless ; and that it would first be necessary to

petition the Supreme Court to appoint a guardian to protect the

interests of the infant co>proprictor with Baboo Ncelmadhub Scin

that according to the 5ih Section of the Act 22 of 1847 it would

be necessary, that the amount of compensation should be settled by

a specialJury^ and by Section 8th fresh notices must be issued to all

persons interested in the property.

Accordingly the above proceedings were duly instituted, and

two separate inquisitions were held before live Sheriff on the 24th

and 25ih September 1855, when a verdict was given for the por-
tion of land marked F at Rs. 9,000, and for the portion marked
D Rs. 862-8-0, these prices being at the rate of Rs/ 150 per Cot-
tah as per former amicable agreement ; and in consideration of
tlicre being no opposition it was necessary that the Commissioners
should pay all costs. The above amounts were accordingly paid

to the Commissioners’ Solicitors on the 1st October, to be invested
in Government papers, and fortliwith deposited with the Govern-
ment Agent, according to the terms of an order which was obtained

from the Supreme Court.

The deeds of sale were received and signed by the Commission-
ers on the 1 2th October ; and the lands in question passed into their

possession.

The portion F comprises 3 Biggahs amounts as per

verdict 9,000 0 0
Messrs. I’lionias and Dow’s Bill of cost 896 1 5 3
Do. f«>r Bill f)f S.ilc 152 3 o
Portion of Messrs. Smoult and Denman's Bill of cost

amtg. to Rs. 68 62 o 0
Do. tor arbitration lOO o o

Total 10,211 2 3

and for the portion D comprising 5 Cottahs, 12

Chittacks amount of compensation as per verdict

Co.’s Rupees 862 8 o
Messrs. Thomas and Dow’s Bill of Costs 699 12 0
Do. for Bill of Sale 85 0 o
Proportion of Messrs. Smoult and Denman’s Bill of

Costs amtg. to Rs. 68 6 0 o

Total **653 4 0

Thus the total costs in this amicable suit was Rs. 2,001-14-3,

and the period from the 28th March till 12th October upwards of

6 months, was consumed in order to obtain possession of this land

and before it could be entered upon for the purpose in view.

i2/^\ For the portions marked H, and I, in the plan a notice

was issued on the 28th November 1854 to Chiitroinoncy Dossee

as co-proprietress with Baboo Tarraiiauth Mullick. It was
afterwards found that the proprietors were distinct, I being the

property of Chittromoney Dossee and II the property of Baboo
Tarranauth Mullick.

Accordingly fresh notices were served on both proprietors for

their respective portions, on the 28th March 1855 and again on

July 2nd 1855; replies were received from the Solicitors

to the proprietors Chittromoney Dossee naming Rs. 600 per Cottah
for her portion (I) ; and Baboo Tarranauth Mullick naming Rs. 400
for his (F) ; and both demanding in ease of the Commissioners*

refusal to accede to these terms, that the amount of compensation
should be settled by Special Jury.

lyb. On December 1 2th, the Commissioners instructed their

Solicitors to offer Chittromoney Dossee at the rate of Rs. 225 per

cottah, that being the full estimated value of the whole plot, for

her portion I ;
it was then fouitd that since the service of notice

(2nd July) Chittromoney Dossee had died, and a fresh notice was

ordered on the 91)1 January 1856 to be served by the Commissioners’

Solicitors on the present proprietors—since which no further pro-

ceedings have been taken with regard to this land, marked I.

on the plan.

14//&. On the 1 2th December, Commissioners’ Solicitors were

directed to offer Baboo Tarranauth Mullick at the rate of Rs. 180

per Cottah for his portion H—on the 23rd January 1856, the Com-
missioners however sanctioned the terms which had been made

by their Surveyor for this land, viz., Rs. 10,700 free of all charges

to the proprietor, or at the rate of Rs. 210-13-3 per Cottah to

avoid all law charges, and instructions were given to the Commis-
sioners’ Solicitors, to prepare the deed of conveyance of the land to

the CommU.sioncrs at these terms. This is the present state of

affairs in reference to this portion, marked H on the plan.

( To be Coniinued. ) ^

Holloways Ointment and Pills.—A frequent cause of gout and rhcu-*«

matism is the inflammatory state of the blood, attended with bad diges-

tion and general debility. A few doses of the Pills* taken in time are

an effectual preventive against gout and rheumatism. Any one who has

an attack of^ither should use Holloway’s Ointment also, the powerful

action of which, combined with the operation of the Pills, must infalli-

bly effect a cure. These Pills act directly on the blood, which they

purify and hnprovc. Having once subdued the severity of these dis-

eases, perseverance with the Ointment, after fomenting the affected

joints with warm brine, will speedily relax all stiffness and prevent any

permanent contraction.
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A WONDERFUL MEDICINE.

BEECHAM’S pills
A HEnnivcrsally ad-

milted to be worth
A GUINEA A BOX.
For Bilious and Ner-
vou« Disorders, such
as Wind and J*ain in

tlie Stomach, Sick

Headache, Giddiness,

Fulness and Swelliii"

after Meals, Dizziness

and Drowsiness, Cold
Chills, FInshinss of

Hcat,Lossof Appetite,

Shortness of Breath,

Costiveness, Scurvy and Blotches on the Skin,

Disuubed Sleep, Frightful Dreams, and all

Nervous and Trembling Sensations, &c.

pEECHAM’S PILLS

pEECHAM’S PILLS

pEECHAM’S PILLS

pEECHAM’S PILLS

pEECHAM’S PILLS

pEECHAM’S PILLS

pEECHAM’S PILLS

pEECHAM’S PILLS

pEECHAM’S PILLS

pEECHAM’S PILLS

pEECHAM’S PILLS

pEECHAM’S PILLS

pEECHAM’S PILLS

pEECHAM’S PILLS

pEECHAM’S PILLS

pEECHAM’S PILLS

pEECHAM’S PILLS

pEECHAM’S PILLS

pEECHAM’S PILLS

pEECHAM’S PILLS

pEECHAM’S PILLS

pEECHAM’S PILLS

pEECHAM’S PILLS

pEECHAM’S PILLS

pEECHAM’S PILLS

pEECHAM’S PILLS

The first dose will

give relief in Hventy

minutes. This is no fic-

tion,for they have done

it in countless crises.

Every sufferer is

earnestly requested to

try one Box of these

Pills, and they will be
acknowledged to be

WORTHAGUINEA
A BOX

For females of all

ages these Pills are

invaluable. No female

should be without

them. There is not a

medicine to be found

to equal them for re-

moving any obstruc-

tion or irregularity of

the system. If taken

according to the di-

rections given with

each box they will

soon restore females

of all ages to sound

and robust health.

This has been proved

b y thousands w h 0

have tried them, and

found t h e benefits

which are ensured by

their use.

For a Weak Sto-

mach, Impaired Di-

gestion, and all Disor-

ders of llie Liver, they

act like magic, and a

few doses will b c

found to wnik won-

ders on the most im-

poiiant organs in the

h 11 ni a n Machine.

They sliengllien the

whole muscular sys-

tem, lestorc the long

lost complexion, bring

back the keen edge of

appetite, and arotise

into anion with the

rosebud of health the

whole physical (Mieigy

of the human frame.

These ai diets testified

JjEliCHAM S ..ILLS "“f
pKECHAM’S PILLS

|)EECHAM’S PILLS

pEECHAM’S PILLS

pEECHAM’S PILLS

all

society, and one of the

best guarantees to the

Nervous and Debilita-

ted is, BEECHAM’S
PILLS have the

Lafgest Sale of any
Patent Medicine in

the World.

Soi.R Agents for India :

NATLOR, SON, GRIMES & CO.

Wholesale Defidt^ Clive Street^

CALCUTTA

:

Notice
PHESE Pills can be obtained at all Bazaars
^ throughout India, or from the Wholesale

^Reuts, Naylor, Son, Grimes 5; Co., at the

luilowing rates size, Re. i-2, and
2^. 9rf. size, Rs. 2-4 per box, including V.-P.

Shopkeepers can obtain Wholesale
Estes upon application.

IN THE PRESS.
Uniform with “ Travels & Voyages in T5engal ”

ESSAYS BY A BRAHMAN
IN

Politics, Sooiology, History, ds Literature

uv

the Author of “Travels & Voyages in Bengal.”

Calcutta.

Reis Rayyet Office.
|

PRICE:
I

To Subscribers paying before publication Rs. 4 ,

„ mere registering siihscribcrs ... „ 5

„ Ordinary piirchascis ... ... „ 6
1

Apply to the Manager, Reis and Rayyet^

I, Uckoor Dint’s Lane, Wellington Sued,
Calcutta.

FOR SALE

Price Post free Ks. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Ks. 5*8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS 4 VOYAGES IN BENGAL
BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,
BY

SAMBHU 0 . MOOKERJEE,
Formoly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Baiiadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bcng.tl,

Beh.ir and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, ‘‘REIS & RAYYET”
I, Uckoor Dint’s Lane, Wellington Slieet,

Calcutta.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

We have received from the office of Reis

and Rayyet, one of the leading native news-

papers of Calcutta, a most read.ible little broch-

ure written by Baboo Sambhti C. Mookerjee,

once Minister to the late Nawab Faiidoon Jah,

Bahadoor, Nawab Naziin of Bengal, Behar and
Orissa, which gives a graphic account of the

Baboo’s travels to and in Independent Tip-

perah. Written in capital English and evi-

dently by a gentleman of bioad views and
enlightened niincl, the work is decidedly a

valuable addition to the catalogue of English

wiiitcn Bengalee literature. This book of

travels should be ie.4d widely not only by

English lesidents out heie, but by onr counliy-

men at home, for it leems with interest .and

teaches us far imne about the fine belt uf

unoptMieu couiUty travelleil ihiougli liian any
i

work of the sol t wiilien by an Englishman
wonhl have done. B.ihoo S.uubhu Chnnder
Mookeijee is one of whom his < Aninii) men I

may well be proud, for be wines liiroughout I

with the model,lie and educated p<*n of
,

a thorough gentleman.— The Indian Plante* t*

Gazetted Sporting News. October 4, 1SS7.

If we have not before noticed Mr. Samblui
C. Mookerjee’s Travels in Bengal, which was
published some months ago, it is no»i becau‘«e

the little book is either dull or pointless. It

contains, on the contrary, much interesting

matter, though some of the incidents are ovei-

weighted with det.ail in wh.at i.s facetiously

called a “ little booklet.” T*hc author’s view
as a rule is, by the way, facetious : he is given

even to punning; but he is als'L* sentimental
in the highest degree—“a naked Whiteman ”

hurts his suscepiibilitics
; a Hindu girl, bathing

ill the river, throws him into an ecstasy of

delight : “she had .such large languishing eyes!”
But he is nothing if not philosophical, and his

reflections on this or that social and political

subject are not without their moral. Mr.
.Sambhu C. Mookerjee was formerly .Minister

to the “last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Bcliar and Orissa” and afterwards Minister
of the Maharaja of Tipperah. He is a man,
therefore, of expeiience, and when he speaks
his brethren should listen to him
Ttavels in B€niiar\'h a readable book, and it

abounds in anecdotes which are often as in-

structive as amusing, and it is not spoiled by
too many political allusions, though, of course

some few have crept in.— 7*^^ Pioneer.

Dec., 1887.

(
i RINGER & CO. have in hand the

largest stock of Homceopathic Medicines,

Medicine Cases, Medical Sundries, and Books,

&c., tS:c., for sale at their Homceopathic Es-

tablishment, 10, Hare Street, Calcutta. Cat.i-

loguc, free on application.
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For INDIA nn<i a ll HOT CLUVIATSS uns uccnled em.lJIent Milk i.s INVALtT/

IT the BivI’n CUOL iUiu KEFUESHKD iii llie HOTTEST WEATllEK,
• Removes and prcvcLt^ all KEUI lIBIj, IRECLIES. T. N. clc., aiid

BENLrrvS tm; SKIN DELICATELY SuFT. SM OiiTH arid WHITE.

It entirely prevents il Horn beci.nL.a;' Lll/ .luu Wi^.lSKbED, ana PRISERVES tlie

COMPLEXION from tlm rcerchuig cficcls ol Urn SDN .nufl WIND more eflectually than any

oUier preparatirn. The IRRITATION cam.rd ly tht> and STiNra e^ 1NSF,> T^ is

wonderlully allayed by its use. For imparting that toil velvety leeimg to the skui, this

deUghtfoI preparatio’ has no equal! Sold by all Cliemiita.

Sole BEERHAM & BON. Chemlate, OheltenhAm. England.

CALCUTTA AGENTS : SCC^TT THOMPSON & CO.
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CALCUTTA PUBLIC LIBRARY.
AN APPEAL.

His Honor the Lieulenant-Governor of Ben-

g il li.is promised to double the amount

ulucli muy bp r.'iised for the Calcutta Public

Libiary by piivaic contribution up to a limit

('f 5,000 It is iheiefore most desirable

itiat Ks. 5,oix> should be raised by subscription,

.i> this will produce a sum of Rs. 10,000,

which IS intently wanted for the purpose of

hookbindinjT^ calaloguinj^, ^as fittinjis, new

furniture and fittings for the reading; loom,

The public are accordingly hereby invited

to contribute. The following subscriptions

b.ue already been promised.
Rs.

Moharaja Sir Norendro Kiishna Ba-

hadoor, K.C.I.E. ... ••• 250

Mr. If. Brveiidge, C,S. ... ... 5^^

Mr, C. E Di.ssent... ... ••• 250

Subscriptions may be p.aid to the Secretaiy

to the Libiary, Metcalfe Hall, or to any of the

f'>ll'>wing gentlemen—
Moliaraja Sir Norendro Krishna Bahadoor,

K c I.E., S.ibliabazar.

.Mr H. Bevriiilge, C.S., No. 6, Artp«)rc Road.

Mr. C. K. Dissent, No. 75, Wellesley Street.

}ty Older of the Council,

M. GREGORY,
Secretary.

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,
(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

HOMtEOPATlI 10 PHARMACY.
TIIK

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSAR Y /M AS/

A

OF PURE HOMCEOP.VTHY ONI.Y,

WIIK'H
INTROUUCEI) TO THE EAST THE

TRADE IN

INDEPENDENT HOMCEOPATHY
and m.aintaiiis to this dav

tup: dignity and integrity of
I HL'

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

“IT
Att

RECOMMENDS ITSELF.”

zv/io super find sure relief from

..fUE’S
0R>ENTAl.

g

li. iJv: Co. beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the piibbc to the neat little

turned
WOODEN CASE

1 which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

ag.iinst breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
12, Lai Bazaar, Calcutta,

[June 7, 1890.
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The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcuteRheumatism and Rheumatic Gout,

After years of scmi-helplcs.sness and suffer-

ing ;
while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS

LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACHE,

SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

for these complamls in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic, effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head; Face and Limbs

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.

Aie you subject to HEAnACHE.S and the

tortures of TOO PHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend

ed as

The Manrellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy

sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spre.ad popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

So/R in Bottles at j Re. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistreet & Co.,

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &

Co. Limited

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvein short winding Kcylc.ss Railway Regulat-

ors, of small jeiuelled, e/iamelhd dials, bold

„Lires and Candiau Gold hands, with tem-

pered machinery and dust tight hinged cases

for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

glass, spring, bo.x and guarantee. Warranted

to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapness about

them. Oiheis sell at double our rates. Mr.

A. R, Mehta from Bandora says The
7-8 watch I pui chased from you two years

back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting Su-

perintendent, Government Farm, Khanclesh,

says:—“A watch maker has valued your

Rs. 7-8 w.atcli for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, K.

W. Fusi. Regt., Lucknow, says :
—“ Some value<i

it at Rs. 15 and were completely surprised when

1 told them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pretty

Candian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-

plete shirt Studs and Rings set with scientific

diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each. Mr. J.

A. Vcismoie, Satur, says “ The best gold-

smith of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.’' Mr. G.

Smith, Salt Inspector, .Sanikutla, says “ A
Geiman valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and

the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

TRUE TO ITS NAMK,
JEYES’ “ PERFECT PURIFIER”

Is the best disinfectant and exterminator of

all objectionable odours and infectious diseases.

It cleanses the roads, purifies the atmos-

phere and disinfects the drains, keeps the sick-

room pure and healthy.

EQUALLY USEFUL TO
ANIMAL AND POULTRY,

It keep.sa cowshed pure and sweet.

It impioves the coat, destroy vermin, keeps
fly off, stamps out all infectious disease-s.

It is a specific for foot and mouth disease.

It kills all unpleasant smell without setting

up another smell of its own.

It kills fleas, red lice and vermin of every

kind in Poultry, Pigeons, Cattle, Horses,

Dogs, Cats, &c. Effectually cures Gapes, Roup
and Comb Disease in Poultry. •

IT IS GARDENER’S FRIEND AS WELL.
It destroys moss and weeds on gravel path-

ways and exterminates worms from lawns.

It is a valuable destroyer of all kinds of ants.

It kills green fly, red spider, thrips mealy
bug, removes worms from the soil in pots, &c.

Agents '. DYCE, NICOL & CO.,.

3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta*

In Pamphlet, Price 4 annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

Py Capt. ANDREW HRARSEY.
Apply to Reii Royyet Office, Caicntt.'i.

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited."

This Company’s Sieamer “BURMAH”
will le.ive Calcutta for Assam on Tue.sday, the

loih instant.

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel

should be sent to the Company’s Godownb
at Juggannauth .Ghat, not later than 5 pm.
on Siilui'day, the 7th iust.

Cacbar Line.

The steamer “Til IRAK” of this line will

le.ive Calniii.H for Cachar on the loth instant

(
Tuesday) for which cargo will be received until

5 P.M. of Satin day the 7ih instant.

A.‘^sam Despatch Service from
GOALUNDO

and
Daily Mail Steamer Service prom

Dhuuri to Deuruuohur.
A daily service is maintained from Goalun-

do and Dim bri for passengers and light goods

tr.iftic, /. e., packages not weighing over 10

cwt. The steamer leaves Goaluiulo on arrival

of the previous night’s 9-30 M* (Madras time)

train from Sealdah, and Dhubri on arrival of

the mails.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to

almost all stations can be booked through from

or to Calcutta viA Cioalundo or Kannia with

the Eastern Bengal Stale and connected Rail-

ways—Passengers and Parcels viA Kannia

only.
* * . , 1

All particulars as to rates of freight anti

passage by all the above mentioned Services to

be had on application to—

MACNEILL & CO.,
Agents,

2-1, Clive Ghat Street.

Calcutta, the 31 d June, 1890.

A
ny Photograph transferred to porcelain

and thus rendered permanent. Apply to

R. Hotz,

13.5, Government Place, Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY (ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
.\ND

Review of Politics, Literature, and Society

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.

Yearlv ... in aoviince ... Ri>.

Half-yearly ... m

Quarterly ... m

Montuiy ... »»

Single or sample Copy,, •••

RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
Advertisements (threcroiumns to tne uage ana

102 lines to the column! aic charged by tnt-

space taken up, at tne rate 01 4 a hne,

each insertion. The lowest charge for any an*

vcnisement is Ks. 2, except Domestic Occur-

rences, the lowest charge for wnich is y

Special rates for Contracts.

No additional cnarge for inland postage o-

For arrears an advance of 50 per ccn.

Re.

4

1-8

0-8

peon, ror aiicrtia r-

Will DC charged. Foreign postage J
charged at the rate of 4 annas a month

Ks, 3, a year
,

. *v

Business Communications (post

be directed 10 “The Manager,” and
;

Communications and
kei-.

(carnage paid) to ‘ Ine Eauor 01

& Rayyet,
”

UckoorDutPs Lane, Weltingto

Street, Calcutta,
Office: /,

Prinied anadpublishedfor the Proprietor^ry Saiurdety by MOTTV Lall Ghose, It THE BEE PRESS, No. i, (/eioor nZtt's Lmtu,
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

A FEW SHORT YEARS.

A FKW short years—and then

What changes Time hath wrought 1

So strange they seem, we scarce can deem

•"The world, our life, ourselves are aught

• But one long fitful dream.

The clouds that fly

Across the sky,

Waves tossed upon the sea,

* Shadows that pass

Before a glass,

Our fitting emblems be.

A few short years—and then
*

Where are the hopes that shone

When youth with flowers enwreathed the hours.

And earth had but one music tone

Of joy for us and ours ?

The rainbow’s hues,

The morning’s dews,

The blossoms of a day,

The trembling sheen

On water seen

More stable are than they.

A few short years—and then

Where is the ad’mant chain

That passion wrought, and madly thought

Nor time nor change could ever strain

Till life’s last strife was fought ?

A rope of sand,

A gross’mer band
;

•The filmy threads at e’en

»The spider weaves

Amongst the leaves

A firmer bond had been.

A few short years—and then

Where is Ambition’s pile.

That rose so high against the sky,

O’ershadowing all around the while

With its proud boast might vie ?

4 A shadow’s shade,

A card-house made

By children for their play ;

The air-blown bells

The folly swells

May vaunt a surer stay.

A few short years-and then

W'hcre is the mighty grief

That wrung the heart with torture’s art,

And made it feel that its relief

Time’s hand could ne’er impart ?

A stream that’s burst,

And done its worst,

Then left the heaven more clear
;

^A night-mare dread,

With morning fled.

These sorrows now appear.

A few short years—and then

What of our life remains,

The smiles and tears of other years,

» Of passion’s joys, of sorrow’s pains,

* Ambition’s hopes and fears ?

A faded dream

To-day they seem

Which memory scarce can trace—

But seals they’ve set

Shall Time nor yet

Eternity efface !

Agnes Smith.

DEVOTION.

I NF.VER could find a good reason

Why sorrow unbidden should stay,

• And all the bright joys of life’s season

Be driven unheeded away.

^ Our cares would wake no more emotion,

Were we to our lot but resigned,

• Than pebbles flung into the ocean.

That leave scarce a ripple behind.

The world has a spirit of beauty.

Which looks upon all for the best ;

And while it discharges its duty,

To Providence leaves all the rest.

That spirit’s the beam of devotion,

Which lights us through life to its close,

And sets like the sun in the ocean,

More beautiful far than it rose.

Holloways Pills,—Pure Blood.—When the Blood is pure, its circula-

tion calm and equable, and the nerves well strung, we are well. These
Pills possess a marvellous power in securing these essentials of health

by purifying, regulating, and strengthening the fluids and solids.

Holloway’s Pills can be confidently recommended to all persons

suffering from disordered digestion or worried by nervous fancies, or

neuralgic pains. They correct acidity and heart-burn, dispel sirk

headache, quicken the action of the liver, and act as alteratives and
gentle aperients. The weak and delicate may take them without fear.

Holloway’s Pills are eminently serviceable to invalids of irritable con-

stitution, as they raise the action of every organ to its natural standard,

and universally exercise a calming and sedative influence.

Subsmbers in the country are requested to remit by postal money orders, ifpossiple, as the safest and most convenient

medium, particularly as it ensures acknowledgment through the DepartmenL No other receipt will be

given any other being unnecessary, and likely to cause confusion.
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News and Our Comments.

Thf. heat in Madras at the end of the last month and the beginning

of this was unbearable. The educational institutions were closed.

So wer€5,the Civil Courts of the City for the most part, the Chief Justice

alone keeping himself ready at 24 hours’ notice for urgent matters, and

in the Small Cause Court Mr. Poonoosawmy Pillai alone of the three

Judges attending. The magistracy could not for obvious reasons be

closed.

«
1% • •

A Fi.iGllT of locusts passed over Lucknow on the 4ih instant. A

million or two lighted on and about the cantonments. Luckily, there

were no crops to injure.

A'=; a result of the melting of snow high up the hills, fndus has from

the latter end of May been rising gradually, until on the 31st ultimo

It was 16 feet high above the watermark.

• •

In the United States the newspapers do not mince matters but tell

plain and plump what they think of a man. This is what a leading

Californian journal prints about a great millionaire of San Francisco

“ Money is Mr. \ only god, and the hope of attaining the

sacred circle of the New Yoik Four Hundred is the Mecca to which
he turns and bows and makes his daily prayer. To do this he has
purchased as son-in-law an expensive and profligate German prince

;

rumour fixes six millions of dollars as the price. To attain this social

position, he purchases a lot on Fifth Avenue for 400,000 dols., and is

building a palatial family residence thereon at the rumoured cost of

two millions of dollars, and yet Mr. has the effrontery to pretend
that it is his intention to reside in San Francisco .and identify himself
with California people and make his home among them.”

•
• •

As we announced last week, the Hon’ble Syed Ameer Hossein, C.I.E.,

goes on thirty-one days’ leave from the 20lh instant, and Moulvie

Abdul jubber, from Alipore, acts as Northern Division Magistrate of

the town of Calcutta.

«
• •

Mr. H. Luson, the Joint, is after all Gazetted away from Magura and

Jhenida, and is to act as full Magistrate of Moorshedabad.

• #

Surgeon-Major E. A. Birch is Gazetted Principal of the Medical

College, Calcutta, in place of Brigade-Surgeon J. M. Coates retiring

from the service.

• •

The Godhra and Rutlam Railway may be commenced by October or

November next. It is estimated to be 120 miles long, connecting the

Bombay, Baroda Railway with the Ajmere-Khandwa branch of the

Rajputana-Malwa system.

• #

The Calcutta Medical College Session, 1890-91, begins from the 23rd

June next. Applications for admission must be made on or before

that date. Students who have not passed the First Arts e.xamination

will not be eligible.

f •
• #

They had a Horse and Dog Show at Simla last Saturday. But for the

weather, it is reported to be a complete success. Tlie entries were many
and there was satisfaction on all sides. The best horse proved to be a

waler of General Luck’s, and the best dog a spaniel owned by Dr,

Owen. The Maharana of Dholpur was awarded the jumping

competition.

Undfr I he advice of our Foreign Department, the Alaharaja of

Jodhpur h.is abolished all transit duties throughout his territory.

Thk Agricultural Exhibition held in December at Bellary is declared

a failure by the Madras Board, the Governor in Council concurring.

Only a little more than half the prizes offered were awarded.

The properly of the Elia Rajah of Cochin, who lately died at Benares,

has been bold for educational and other charitable uses.

An Abu letter dated the 2nd June in the Eastern Herald reports that,

under pressure from the politicals, the Maharaja of Serohi has rescind-

ed the sale by public auction to Dhunjeebhoy of Xhw Uqtior contract

in his territory, and given it to Messrs. Framjee & Co, And this,

“notwithstanding the oppo.sition made by another Maharaja to whom
the matter had been referred for opinion and who spoke highly of Mr.

Dhunjeebhoy and even went so far as to stand surely for any breach of

contract that might hereafter be committed by the latter."

It is believed that a high official in the Serohi service is at the

bottom of this vacillation. This unfaithful man is said to have taken

the part of the Framjees and misrepresented poor Dhunjeebhoy to

Colonel Powlet, Political Agent, Western Rajpuiana, and, through that

officer, got the regular sale cancelled. The letter adds :

—

“The occurrence of a stirring event like the present one has, no

doubt, caused a great sensation amongst merchants of all classes who
ate much afraid lest their business connected with Native Slates be

wholly or partially stopped by the interference of the Politicals without

any ground of their so meddling.”

The Madras Times of the 5th publishes the following “ urgent, strictly

private and confidential ” Congress circular, which has come into its

possession :

—

“The Committee Office, too, Mount Road, Madras, 13th May, 1890.

Dear Sir,--From telegrams, extracts from which are printed overleaf,

you will see how urgently money is required by the Indian Political

Agency. I sent about seven circular letters to the secretaries of sever-

al district committees for funds, but not one of them remitted any
portion of its contribution. The Madras Committee promised to pay
Rs. 6,400 as a contribution this year, but not one pice has been paid

yet towards that amount. No day passes without my receiving tele-

grams or letters from the Hon’ble Pandit Adjudhia Nath of Allahabad
to remit funds forthwith. He receives letters by every mail and urgent

telegrams eveiy week from Mr. Hume and Mr. Digby, urging him to

send money at once as the expenses in England are getting very heavy.

If money is not sent forthwith to the London Committee, I fear the

whole work* will have to be stopped there. May 1 ask you, therefore,

to bring the matter before your local committee, and to urge them to

take urgent steps in the matter? If each delegate and sympathiser

with the Congress will pay Rs. 10, the amount required would be easily

collected. This is a very critical time, and we must redeem the pro-

mises to Mr. Hume which we made most solemnly : so I entreat you

to send any amount you can towards the payment of the Madras con-

tribution fur the year 1890, whether your committee moves in the

matter or not.”

The telegrams referred to in the above circular are from

Pandit Ajudhia Nath. One, dated loth May says : “Digby wires

for ;£5oo. No funds. Send money.” Another, dated iilh idem, says :

“ Digby again telegraphs to-day. Must have money or work must
stop. Make country send thousand pounds, very urgent, home.”

The following is an extract from Mr. Hume’s letter

“ We have now made a beginning towards establishing the

finances of our movement on a healthy footing. I appeal to you

all, as honest earnest men, now, when the time has come to make
bond fide strenuous exertions, first to get all the promised contribu-

fions paid in promptly
;

secondly, tn get the rest of the allotted con-

tributions raised in due course
; and lastly, to secure from every one

round you, rich and poor, some additional aid for the General Congress
Fund. You are all proved to be hot enough and enthusiastic enough
about these matters in the Congress, but when you get back to your

homes you seem to grow cold and callous, and I can get little real work
out of too many of you. What words can 1 use strong enough to

pierce your hearts aiul to sting you into exertions such as Englishmen
would make in like cases? You do owe something to me for subordi-

nating everything in my life to your cause and your welfare. liMeed,

you acknowledge this in words, and cheer me and make fiir more fuss

over me personally than I either desire or deserve. Do now, for once
show by your acts in this your own work that you really and truly feel

something of wnat you so generously profess.”

Our Anglo-Indian friends are making merry, as is their wont, over

the literary laches of a poor uneducated native. We read :

—

“A Bengali Habu applied a few days back to the bead of an office

for an appointment, and was requested to write an essay on the horse.

This is what he wrote ;
—

‘ The horse is a four-footed animal. He is

very important to the hum.m being. He has a long smoothed hair on

his neck and his foot is not cut into two parts just like other ffilff-footed

animals. He is very useful to the man in the battle-field. His head
is supported to the neck. The horse who is trained perfectly well can

understand the voice of the people and can thoroughly perform the

duties to his master. His speed is very swift and he can easily drag a

I

long heavy gun on his back, though the road is uneven. He can gallop

I very quickly at least twenty miles in an hour. Arab horse is better in

! every respect than that of India. It is no doubt that the horse is the

I

best of ail animals in the world.’ There are two remarkable points

I

about this essav
;
one, that the horse’s * head is supported to the neck ;’

and the other, that ‘ he can easily drag a long heavy gun on his back.’

That Bengali Babu did not get an appointment.”

Of course every wretched Bengali is, in European estimation, a

Babu. As for the curiosity of literature quoted, at least the Indian

essayist can spell and punctuate, which is more than can be said of

millions of Her Majesty’s Christian subjects throughout the globe.
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the new regimenti raised in Upper Buraia from the Indian Military

police, says thd Pioneer^ are to be known as the first, second and third

Kegimenis ofj^rma Infantry.

IN December last, Brigadier-General W. T. Budgcn, D. s. o., command-

ing the Bombay District, had a fall from his horse while on duty.

The Bombay Government have, for that fall, now ordcicd a daily

gratuity of ^2-10 to the rider for six months.

• •

OM the recommendation of the Government of India, the Secretary

of State has sanctioned an increment of Rs. 50 for Sub-Assistant

Superintendents, ist Grade, Telegraph Department, who have more than

hve years' continuous service in that grade, and a second increment

of Rs. 50 for officers of the above grade who have more than ten

* years’ continuous service in that grade. But in neither case is the

increment to be granted to more than two-thirds of the number who

,nay be eligible by length of service in the grade, one extra being

counted for a fraction in each case. The increments will not merely

depend on the length of service. There must be special recommenda-

tion in each case to the Director General of Telegraphs who is

empowered to make the grants. The concession comes into effect

from the 5th April 1890, the date of sanction by the Secretary of

State, and will be in operation for five years.

« #

There is a complaint in the Court of the Head Assistant at Negapatam

against the Rev. Mr. Darvall of the S. P. G., for dogging a native of

Manjakollay.

Maharani Surnomoyec has filed a suit in the Original Side of the

High Court, ^Calcutta, claiming Rs. 25,000 as damages, against one

Omrao Sing for obstructing the light and air of her premises No. 374,

Upper Chitpore Road, by building a bouse close by.

# «

Bombay is primus urbs in Indis even in law. The London Corres-

pondent of the Indian Spectator writes under date the 9th May :

—

“Yesterday was decided by the Judical Committee of the Privy

Council an Appeal case from Bengal, which has a special interest on

your side, because of the Bombay authorities on which the final

decision was founded. Rajah Upendra Bhupat Mahaputra, the Rajah

of one of the tributary zemindary estates of Orissa, died in 1857,

leaving an illegitimate son born of a Dasiputra or slave girl, and a

legitimate son, Rajah Nuiikshore Bhupat. The latter succeeded to the

Raj. He died m 1878, and the estate and raj-gaddi was claimed by his

illegitimate brother, born of the slave girl, as aforesaid, named Nitja-

nand Mansing. The Rajah’s family were Sudras and the ques-

tion was—did the illegitimate son of a .Sudra succeed as heir

jointly with his biotlier on the death of the father, so as to

let III the docirine of survivorship among them 1 The law governing

the family was the Hindu Mitkashara law. A decision of (the late)

Ml. Justice Haridas, lepoited in the 4ih volume of the Indian Appeals,

Bombay series, was approved of by Sir Michael Westropp and was
followed, in tins case, by the High Couit of Calcutta. Their lordships

of the Privy Council in their decision approved of that ruling of Mr.

Haridas and have held, in accordance therewith, that the illegiliinaie

Niijanand Mansing succeeds to the gaddi of the Raj, which is an im-

partible one, that is, held by one member at a time. The lawyers

amongst your readers will note this case with much interest as the

decision is one that no doubt conflicts with general opinion in Bengal
;

but it appears the Bombay men were right once more.”

How so? Because the British Judges up to the Privy Council have

come to a particular view of Sastra ?

• •

Bullion and coin received in the Mint for coinage during the year

1889-90, were--Goid 14,385 tolas Private and as many tolas State
;

Silver 59,60,520 Paper Currency Department and 55,65,265 State ; and

Copper 9,34,29,710 State.

R^VYET. m
The trial of the Jhanda dacoity cases will commence on Monday next

the 16th at Meerut, before a Special Judge, Mr. H. G. Pearse, Judge of

Agra, having been appointed for the purpose.

• •

A Parser merchant of Karachi is probably the greatest Globe-trptter

among our countrymen. His name is Jehangir H. Kothari, and he

has lately returned to Bombay from his second tour round the world,

after having traversed $5,278 miles including sea voyages of a total of

15)^ months’ duration, 12,170 miles by railway and 400 miles in dili-

gences and on foot.
, ,

• •

The Times of Indians English sporting correspondent lately gave some

particulars ol a curious monument at Marlborough, saying

** A woman WHS selling stale fish on the spot where that monument
stands, and, on the freshness of her wares being doubted, she declared

that God might strike her dead if her fish were not caught the day be*

fore. She fell down dead, on the spot, and that monument bears wit-

ness to it. Dradlaugh, on the other hand, has been known to take th.'^t

oath frequently, and at the risk of being guilty of a digression, the fol-

lowing incident is, I think, worth quoting of him, though his Congress

admirers may not perhaps know it. At an atheistic address in Scotland

he was, as was his custom then, enforcing his belief in there being no

God by pulling out his watch and saying, ‘ If there be a God, let him

strike me dead within a minute.’ Whereupon a burly Scotchman leapt

up to the platform and broke the spell by saying, ‘The gude God would

no trouble himself to strike a puir worm like thee, but he hath deputed

his humble servant to do it in his stead ! And he forthwith did.”

Upon this the Morning Post:—

‘•This is no new statement concerning Mr. Bradlaugh, except that

the ‘ burly Scotchman ’ is thrown in for dramatic effect. The member
for Northampton has repeatedly denied the correctness of the story,

and if we mistake not has on one occasion criminally prosecuted a

clergyman for making it the basis of a bitter personal attack. Such a

Bombastes Furioso attitude is very incompatible with Mr. Bradlaugh’s

usual habit, and we may remark en passant that he must have been a

very ‘burly Scotchman ’ indeed who ventured to hit a stalwart Briton

who required the services of a dozen policemen to illegally expel him

from the House of Commons. The whole story is an undoubted lie

and the responsible authorities in the 'Times of India office must have

known this.”

That’s strong language, but if the Post is right, as we suppose, in its

facts, it is not too much for the occasion.

We arc curious about the monument at Marlborough. Is there such

a monument and for commemorating such an accident ?

The following appears in the Sheffield Independent

“Things in India are better now than they used to be within the

memory of natives of the present generation. The poor Indian cannot

now be kicked and cuffed with impunity as was the daily habit of the

lordly Englishman at a date long subsequent to that at which Jos.

Sedley was a collector. When I was in India only five yeais ago I saw

in one of the principal hotels frequented by the dominant race printed

apV^'ls on the walls of the dmmg-room and smoking-room begging

guests not to ill-trcat native servants ! rhis little placard incidentally

threw a flood of jight on the relations between the English residents

and the natives of India.”

#*#

Jeye.s’ Disinfectants are making their way into official favor. They are

already recognised for Her Majesty’s Board of Trade, Marine Depart-

ment, both for Merchant and Passenger ships, and the North Atlantic

Steam ships. The Iqdian Governments loo have accepted them 'as in-

dispensable medical stores under the Indian Emigration and Colonial

Emigration Acts. The latest recognition is by the Officer administering

the Government of the Colony of Hongkong and its Dependencies.

By a notification in the Hongkong Government Gazette, dated Victoria,

Saturday the 22nd March 1890, His Excellency Francis Fleming

“ proclaims and declares that the scale of medicines and medical com-

forts be further altered by the addition thereto of the disinfectant

known as jeyes’ Disinfecting Fluid.”

Beath is announced of Bapudev Shastri at Benares. He had been

ailing and breathed his last on the morning of Wednesday on the £ank

of ihe river.

• #

The Maharaja of Vizianagrara has arrived at Ooty where he summers.

• •

There have been several deaths at Cawnpore from heat apoplexy.

«
«

The magazine of the 45lh Sikhs at Rawal Pindi was blown up the

killing three sepoys and seriously injuring three more. It was a

spontaneous combustion.

Notes, Leaderettes, and

Our Own News.

The Ministry is weary of Obstruction from the Opposition, On the

nth, the leaders of the Conservative party met at the Carlton Club to

consider the matter when several propositions were made—to alter the

rules of debate, to drop some Bills in the ministerial programme or to

hold an Autumn Session of Parliament. Nothing definite was decided

upon pending reconsideration of the subject. There was to be a

meeting yesterday Qf Libcral-Uoionists under tbe presidency of Lord

Hartingtoo.
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There is friction again between Mr. Matthews, the Home Secretary,

and Mr. Monro, the Head of the London Police. The Commissioner

drew up a scheme for pensions for the Police force which the Secretary

would not support. They, however, fell out on the appointment to the

Assistant Commissionership rendered vacant by the death of Colonel

Pearson. Mr. Matthews, ignoring the nomination by Mr. Monro, ap-

pointed his own Secretary glorying in the voluminous name of Evelyn

J. Rnggles Hiise to the post. This Mr. Monro seriously resented and,

by way of giving point to his point, resigned his own appointment.

d .

’

Lieutenant l)e Vismes De Fonthicu, Bombay Staff Corps, has been

charged at the Westminster Police Court with causing, in complicity

with a Belgian doctor, the death of the wife of a Barrister—Hall by

name—by attempting to cause abortion. The wife had been living

separate from the husband.

Cyclones and floods are the order of the day in America. Terrible

fires are now reported from Russia. A St. Petersburg telegram of the

nth inst. speaks of whole villages being destroyed in the Ural mining

districts. Forty lives have been lost and 20,ocx) persons rendered

homeless.

The American Senate having referred the Caucus Silver Bill to

the Finance Committee, that body have reported unfavorably on it.

They do not approve of the proposal to issue silver certificates as

legal tender or to redeem the certificates in bullion on demand or at

the option of the Secretary to the Treasury. They also report against

the bullion redemption clause and free coinage on certain conditions.

The measure when passed is to come into force after a month and to

continue for ten years.

Europe is Peace and Good will. In the Austrian Reichsrath, on the loth

instant, Baron Bauer announced that it would be necessary to increase

the army next year in the interest of peace. The same day, in the

German Reichstag, General Caprivi declared that the relations between

France and Germany had recently much improved. But the Germa-

nisation of Alsace could not, he said, be retarded by the cancellation

of the passport rules. According to Count Kalnoky, the Triple Alliance

was never more clear or sincere. Although relations with Servia

were less friendly, those with Bulgaria were being steadily consolidated.

The Italian Heir-Apparent, Prince Victor Emmanuel, has arrived in

Berlin and been received with royal honors.
^

Major Wissman has reached Cairo on his way to Berlin. He is sure

to be the African *Mion” at that capital as is Mr. Stanley in London.

The Major wonders at the attitude taken up by the great American on

the German policy in East Africa. In the meantime, Mr. Stanley’s

protests have not been in vain. Sir James Fergusson answered in the

Lower House that negotiations between Great Britain and Germany

were pending and the s/n^/us quo in Africa would be maintained. Ger-

many has given her word to respect the treaties of 1886 and 1887

respecting the possessions of the British and German East Africa

Companies.

Notwithstanding the progress towards emancipation of women,

the British Upper House is not prepared yet to accept them for

County Councils. The Lords have rejected by a majority of seventy

votes the Bill on that behalf.

Miss Philippa Fawcett, daughter of the late Professor, has proved the

superiority of woman over man even in Mathematics. She has ob-

tained more marks than any Senior Wrangler in the Cambridge

Mathematical Tripos. Since Mary Somerville, there has not probably

been in the British Islands such a woman of science.

The discovery of the Nihilistic plot in Paris has been followed by

numerous suicides in various parts of Russia. At least, the Russian

Police connect them as cause and cflect. In course of investigating the

suicide of a student of bt. Petersburg, the Police have chanced upon

another extensive conspiracy to murder the Czar. Truly, the Czar if to

be pitied.

RAYYET. [June r^r

The Secretary of State for India is not convinced! that the people of

Cashmere long for the restoration of their ruler et the ceseation of

British interference in the Unhappy Valley.

There was a disturbance of harmony among the menrbers of thr British

Cabinet. Led by Mr. W. H. Smith, some of them proposed to shelve

the Irish Land Bill. This was too much for the Irish Secretary, and

Mr. Balfour threatened to resign. To restore peace, Lord Salisbury

called a special meeting of the Council, whereat it was decided not only

to retain the Irish Bill but to place it on the top of the programme

relegating the Licensing Bill to the bottom. The leader of the

House has, in consequence, betaken himself to the pouting-piace.

Mr. Smith says he is sick—-as he well may be—and keeps himself away

from the House.

Meetings of thousands have been held at Hyde Park to protest

against the clauses of the Licensing Bill granting compensation to pub>

licans. The proceedings were orderly so far that there Wiis no charge

by the Police and the military were not called out General Allan and

Mr. Monro were mobbed and hooted but not injured.

The Indian Congress in England has secured the sympathy of the

G. O. M. That is something, though it would have been more to their

purpose if Mr. Gladstone had been in power. Mr. Gladstone received

the delegates in his private room at the House of Commons. He was

at one with the Congress in demanding the elective principle in the

Councils Bill and wondered why it was not granted when more than

one Viceroy had recommended it. He dismissed the deputation with

the consolation that former ministries were more favorable to India

than the one now in office.

On Monday, the 19th May, at the Westminister Town-hall, the East

India Association held a meeting. It was presided over by our ex-

Viceroy the Marquis of Ripon. Mr. Reynolds, ex-member of < the

Bengal Board of Revenue and of the Supreme Legislative Council of

India, read a paper on “ Some Results of the Permanent Settlement.”

Mr. Reynolds is unquestionably a competent authority on Che sub-

ject, and we accordingly quote his views

“The lecturer said that at the late meeting of the Indian Congress

in Bombay it was resolved to petition the Government to extend to

other parts of India the permanent settlement concluded 100 years ago

by Lord Cornwallis for Bengal and Behar ^ but, he said, it did not

seem likely that this request would meet wuh a favourable response.

It was significant that the request should have been made, especially

when the origin and composition of the body from which the request

proceeded were taken into account. Consideration of the results of

the settlement as a whole would lead to the conclusion that* it was a

wise and statesmanlike measure
;
that politically it had been a tower

of strength to the Empire ;
that from a social and economic point of

view it had stimulated the prosperity and fostered the inteUigence of

the Province of Bengal ; and that, even from a strictly financial stand-

point, the surrender of an increased land tax had been in some measure

compensated by a steady development of other branches of the public

revenue. The marvellous change which had transformed the aspect

of the country was unquestionably due to the feeling of security pro-

duced by the permanent settlement, to the conviction that ihe worker

would be left undisturbed to reap the labour of his handSrand would

not be compelled to share with the State the fruits of the prosperity

he had created. The settlement, withal, had resulted in making

Bengal the most loyal province of the Empire ; it had bound up, as

nothing else could do, the interest of the people with the stability of

the Government. The effect of the settlement had been to facilitate

the transfer of the ownership of land to those who were likely to turn

it to the best advantage, to extinguish the village accountant, and to

create and foster the growth of a middle class in Bengal. Results

like these should induce those to pause who condemned Lord Corn-

wallis as having squandered the resources of the State by misplaced

liberality to the zemindars of Bengal. The experience of a century

had shown that in Bengal the Government was not a loser by limiting

its demand upon the land, while its adoption of this policy brought with

U a train of public benefits ;
and, therefore, he suggmed that the

principle of the permanent settlement should be extended to the zemin-

dars*of Orissa and to the talookdars of the Government estates in

Chittagong.”

That is testimony of the highest, coming as it does from a retired

Lower Provinces Civilian of the highest culture, .probity, devotion i‘>

[

public duty, and long experience, who held the highest office in

Land adqiinistration, who stooped to flatter no man, and whom the

Bengal Zemindars so misunderstood, thinking him their enemy, that

they stood aloof from the public demonstration held in his honour

before )}is final departure from the country.
,

We hope Sir Steuart

Bayley will earnestly consider Mr. Reynold’s advice to extend the

Permanent Settlement to Orissa.
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The memorial of the residential house-owners and bustee proprietors

in Calcutta for amendment of the municipal law for relief from the

new burdens irnposed on them, has met with no better fate than that

of the agitation on it during the progress of the Bill through the Bengal

Legislativ^ouncil. True, the Bengal Government does not summarily

dispose oM^e matter. It has indeed given the subject the dignity of

a Gazette publication, recognizing some of the signatories to the me-

morial as the most distinguished and influential citizens of Calcutta.”

Blit ail for nothing. The author of the measure was allowed to argue

down the signatories. The memorial was subjected to the ruthless cri-

ticism of the able and accomplished Knight-errant, and the me-

morialists, as suggested by Sir Henry Harrison, are asked to wait

till the whole of Calcutta has been reassessed. Sir Steuart Bayley has

no other words for the plaintive cry of native Calcutta than those of

the late Chairman of the Corporation, who, in his capacity of a

member of Council, while disposed to give partial relief to the

White Town or occupiers of rented houses, was determined to raise an

.additional income, for reclamation of the new Suburban Calcutta,

from the Black Town or resident house-owners. The gubernatorial

reply amounts to—You have been hitherto underassessed and you

must now make up for past omissions and at once. Whatever

the propriety of fixing upon the residential house-owners and bustee-

proprietors for the additional ways and means, the measure that raises

ibe assessment of houses by leaps and bounds can have no justifica-

tion in any system of administration, unless it were general in times

of danger and distress, say, during a patriotic war.

It is significant that, while the Local Government persistently insists

on percentage of cost of building and value of land as the only true

datum for municipal assessment, the Supreme Government recognizes

only the standard of letting-value of houses for its purposes of taxation.

In the new rules under the Income Tax Act, one of the instructions to

Collectors is •

“The amount to be assessed under section 24, sub-section (i), of the

Act on account of a building occupied by the owner thereof shall not

in any case exceed 10 per cent, of the aggregate income of the owner

derived from all sources. It must not, however, be understood from

this that a maximum of 10 per cent, of the aggregate income of the

owner is to be assumed in every case as equivalent to the Ictiing-valuc

of his house. The leuing-value should in all cases be ascei tamed on

the best data available in view of the circumstances of the locality in

which the house is situated.”

Hitherto, we believe, Mr. Kilby has accepted the municipal assess-

ment of residential houses in Calcutta for assessing the income tax.

He must now follow a different procedure of his own to the worry and

annoyance of house-owners. He cannot easily give up the new and

higher municipal assessments. This difference of standards of assess-

tiient mtiodiices a new clement of discontent in Calcutta.

We arc surprised at the taste of the English journals, both in Great

Briiam and in India, which are publishing a news-paragraph headed

“The Queen and the Bear,” meaning by “ The Queen” our Sovereign

Lady. Surely, the good sense of the loyal conductors ought to have

warned them of the iinpropiiety, in the brief heading, of associating,

without a word of explanation, the Royal and Imperial Lady and the

hideous brute. The paragraph, however, gives a not uninteresting

incident of the Queen’s drive on Saturday afternoon, the 3rd May,

(.oinrnunicated by a Windsor correspondent

“ Upon reaching the road which intersects the Long walk near the

Prince Consort’s farm, about a quarter-past six o’clock, Her Majesty

and Prince Albeit Victor of Wales saw two foreigners with a brown
hear resting under the shade of the old elms in the avenue. The
Queen ordered her carriage to be stopped, and the men were requested

to allow the beai to give a performance. This command was at once

obeyed, the animal dancing with stick in its paws, on the green-sward

.iiid occasionally hugging its keeper, much to the amusement of

the Royal party, who laughed heartily at its antics. At the finish Her
Majesty gave the men some money. The bear-owners, who were

greatly delighted with the honour conferred upon them as well with

tlie Royal largesse, refreshed themselves after the Queen’s departure

^-iih ginger-beer and lemonade, and the animal was rewarded with a

biscuit or two from the stall near the scene of the incident. The
Queen was so charmed with Bruin that he was invited to the castle on

Monday (the 5^b May).”

We wish Her Majesty, besides giving money to the men, had ordered

a dinner for the chief “ caterer ” of amusement to the royal party.

These men are frequently the worse brutes, not only beating their

bread-winner mercilessly on every occasion and no occasiot^ but also

going the length of starving poor Bruin. To us, we confess, the

most satisfactory part of the account is that in which we are told

that the bear too got a crumb or two from the stalk We hope those

who order these shows of our dumb brethren will make a point of

giving some little refreshments to the bear or monkey, before their

eyes, before dismissing the party. We can assure them of the best

enjoyment. To those to whom the tricks of trained bears and monkeys

are stale, it is the better enjoyment to have an opportunity of* putting

some pence in the pockets of the poor showmen and giving a feed to

their dumb but interesting friend and companion. Sterne as Tristram

Shandy, having crowned his good Samaritan’s talk with his immortal

overladen donkey by giving his worthy chance acquaintance a macaroni,

speaks apologetically of the conceit of seeing an ass eal macaroni

as his governing motive in the act. It is all bosh, of course—a mere

amiable self-depreciation of a soul overflowing with the milk of

human kindness which shrinks from a harsh world’s suspicion

of a false—at least a maudlin—sentiment in himself. It was a genuine

and sacred sentiment, as the universal heart of unsophisticated huma-

nity will testify, from the depths of individual consciousness. Let any

honest soul try the effect of a toothsome vegetable or some good fruit

upon one of these dumb but feeling creatures. It will do both good

—

good to the beholders likewise—good to all.

Last week, the Municipal Commissioners were chiefly occupied with

a privy, and this week with a hanging verandah. The Health Officer

had ordered the destruction of the first and would not grant permission

for the second. The Commissioners, however, overruled their Officer

of Health in both. These personal matters are somehow calculated

to draw large houses and the Commissioners mustered in strong force.

In the privy business, Dr. Simpson was reminded that he should not

travel beyond bald facts in his reports, or make remarks on the

action of the Commissioners. On the verandah question, the doctor

Commissioners were divided. While Dr. McLeod strongly denounced

the contemplated projection as most unhealthy to the neighbourhood,

Dr. Sanders voted for its sanction.

The subject of Hindu marriages is, we see, under discussion in the

Indian press, native and European. The writers are occupied with

the difficulty of Hindu families in giving their daughters in marriage

from the extravagant demands made by, or for, boys, specially such as

have any educational pretensions. That difficulty we are disposed to

regard with despair. But there are other evils, in connection with our

marriages which, though of a minor class, are hairassing enough, and

yet open to easy correction. Accordingly, we think it more profitable

to expose them. The Madras Letter in the Tanjore Southern Star of

the 7th June touches on one of them in the following :

—

“ This is the season for Hindu marriages. If one holds ^ respectable
position, if his name is in some Almanac, he is quite flooded with
printed invitations, no matter if he were not even an acquaintance.

1 am not opposed to humanity rejoicing in the joys of others, but if one
wishes to treat these invitations in an earnest fashion, he shall have
nothing else to do, but going the round to the houses of those persons
who wish the gratification of seeing the greatest possible number of

painted coaches, stately horses, and dazzling livery stand in front of

their houses.”

The writer does not seem to be conscious that he has quietly told the

public of his own “painted coaches, stajely horses, and dazzling

lively” of his retainers. With respect to the social question of

attendance at weddings and marriage ceremonies and assemblies

among the natives of India, the custom in Lower Bengal is, we do

not say worse but, far more exacting. Had its incidence been

confined to the owners of gilded equipages and masters of liveried

menials, we would not have cared. Such lucky folks ate generally

masters of their time, and are frequently oppressed with leisure,

while their lapses too are readily pardoned by an obliging com-

munity. As for the cost—the drain of £. s. d, literally—the rich

always manage matters cheap. As a fact, the rich and poor alike are

indiscriminately summoned to our marriages—only strangers escape.

When we remind the reader how multitudinous is the circle of near

relationship and lively acquaintance of every one of us, and how every

boy and every girl among us must marry as a rule, and have always

a family besides, if possible and as soon as possible—necessitating,

in many cases, repetition of marriage, in consequence—he will be able

to form a tolerable idea of the extent and onerousness of the obligation

imposed upon the members of our community and specially on the

heads of households and families and of separate sections of families,

by the frequency of these marriage invitations. These heads of poor

households have usually little time to spare, being often the only bread-

winners for a group of men, women and children. Here, as in Madras

and indeed throughout alj Hindudom, there are seasons for marriage.
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At such times, the cry of marriage is heard on all sides
;
the air is

laden with the noise of wedding preparations and wedding parties.

Besieged with calls from various quarters, the poor Hindu is reduced

to a far worse plight than that of the ass between two stacks of hay.

'fhe Hindu has not two but fifty stacks presented befofe him, and he

has not the right of choice of tlie ass. He must do justice to all, by

himself or by proxy, even at the cost of his and his people’s health.

'Hien, there are three diffc*rcnt invitations on iliree different dates

from a biidegrooin’s house and two invitations on separate days to

a bride’s. Cast not least, it is not enough to make time and sarnfice

convenience and comfort for attendance. You are required to send

a present of swceiineals and some apparel on the occasion of the

ante-nuptial dinner and pay at least a Rupee w/zijji’r to the bride for

the honour of beholding her unveiled face on the day of the post-

nuptial feast. What a terrible season must every marriage season be

:o most Ilimlus! it may now be imagined. We have known respect-

able men condemned to struggle with a family on a small income,

spending their whole month’s pay in a single week.

The writer adds :

—

“The Coinaties are most mad after processions. Even a trifling in-

cident gives lise to one. These proccssi«)ns aie very gaudy and consist

of cairiages, palanquins, horses with riders, other emblems and a danc-

ing girl, bedecked with jewels and flowers, marched with native bands
and music playing. The streets are blocked at night by lengthy pro-

cessions. OUi, simple and fiugal motlcs of living are forsaken and
there is a wide departure from the traditions of ages in the habits and
customs of Comaties. It is one of such processions that raised the
first smoke of quarrel between the Mahomcrlans of the Godown Street

and the Comaties, which eiulcd in a blaze in a few months of that time
and led to the conviction of a good number of Mussulmans,”

What is the social standing of the Comaties, and what is their origi-

nal profession and the occupation of most of them at present ? We
hope our contemporary or his correspondent will tell us, to enable us

to compare them with their analogue here.

The Cochin Argus is not among our exchanges. It is a con-

temporary for a’ that, and of course a brother. Accordingly, we

have much pleasure in acceding to its request, although that request

reaches us second-hand, to publish its latest business notice, which is

as follows :

—

“ We would kindly ask onr subscribers, and in particular our con-
temporaries to give publicity to our reduced rates. In order to place

Cochin Argus within the reach of eveiy body we have reduced
our trrms of subscription to Rs. 6 per annum, cx<.lusive of postage for

those whose salaiy is only Rs. too and below—a full year’s subscription

being paid in advance, W’e hope that the general public will not fail

to take advantage of our present terms.”

Wc hope loo, with all our hcim, but scarcely expect. In India, as

a rule, those who pay, pay, and don’t particularly mind a few Rupees

more or less. Those who don’t, don’t. They beg, borrow, steal,

rather than pay for their paper. Many of them are otherwise respect-

able people. Some are voracious readers and really enjoy their read-

ing and admire their journal, only they cannot draw on their purse in

proof of their appreciation. It is not their nature. Such anomalies

are truly to be pitied. In such a country, the prospects of journalism

may be imagined.

The Lotos is no ordinary fruit. The noble Laureate has minutely de-

scribed its physiological effects on the fortunate or unfortunate 'eaters.

Is there anything peculiar in the Lotos of the Himalayas at Simla ? It

promotes, we know, “Exod”atlon and, shall we say, Hibernation in sum-

mer. But now it would seem as if it leads to Hibeinianization. Out of

the Green Island, it were difflciilt to imagine such a project seriously

made as is attributed to the Simla authorities. We read that

“ An attempt is likely to be made to reduce the number of indigent
Indians in the Simla Hills by levying a t.ax on * all those who could
prove no visible means of existence.’ ”

Capital I If the beggars cannot pay, Down with the beggars ! Dra-

goon them down the Hills I Paradise has no room for poverty. They

are incompatibles. Misery can only be an impertinent intrusion on the

happy scene. As for charity, the Immortals do not, like mortals, need

the exercise of it for their salvation by establishing thereby a claim on

the Divine Mercy. If the beggars, by hook or by crook, by begging,

borrowing, stealing, can pay, that’s not bad— it is something—nay,
so much the belter, from a fiscal point. Humanity being simply a

degradation for gods, no more splendid idea has, it must be conceded,

ever been conceived than this of taxing paupers. The author ought to

be forthwith made a G. C. S. I. If he can raise a revenue on absolute

poverty, he can doubtless perform the miracle of making a silk purse

out of a sow’s ear. Brick-making without straw is nothing to him.

Mr. T. E. Coxhead, of Her Majesty’s Bengal Civil Service, had ap-

plied for permission to retire from the first July 1890. Hut before the

permission could be Gazetted, he retired from the world for good on

the sth June last, under call from a higher Power.
.
That permission

we now fiml (razetted on tl^e 71b, under orders of the 5^h June,

He died at Darjeeling and was buried the next day, the Lieutenant-

Governor attending. All that is born of woman shall die, and as the

origin of gods individually is not in manner different from that of men,

they loo are not exempt from the common lot of creatures. Neverthe-

less, a god’s a god for a’ that. And doubtless all the divine brother-

hood of both the Gieaier Olympus and the Lesser were on tip toe pen-

sively watching the struggle with the grim King of Terrors of one of

iheinsflves. Under any circumstances, in a small place like Darjeeling,

the critical condition of such a man would be known to everybody,

and the ^lite of the European community in especial would, one and

all, keep themselves informed from hour to hour of the progress of the

illness. Nevertheless, while Mr. Coxhead lay gasping or lifeless on

the bed of death, on Thursday se’nnight, the Government of India,

who were within half an houi’s telegraphic distance, were quietly pass-

ing orders on his application for retirement and granting the permission

sought. Two days afterwards, when he was a day old In the grave,

their gracious permission to him was authoritatively amiounced for

what it might be worth to bis ghost and to the world.

We read the following in the Pioneer's news column :

—

“The suggestion has been made by somebody in Bengal that the

best thing whereby to protect the bead against the sun is not a soink

hat, but a large plantain leaf worn as a bat. It is contended that ic

will be a capital head-dress, and cheap. For the rest of the costume
a belt of plantain fruit round the waist would be equally appropriate.”

We don’t know the quarter from which our contemporary’s Sub

derived that really fine suggestion—perhaps from the Patrika, It is

of a piece with the grotesque wit with which our Bengali brother

occasionally enlivens and instructs his readers. But the slow Briton

does not catch the meaning. Is there anything more hideous

than the all-round sola topee—or solar hat—which Europeans wear and

doubtless find most convenient ? To the native, it suggests the Bengali

coolie’s head-dress—the palm bat. The European is doubtless remind-

ed of a dish-cover with the handle broken. Surely, a banana leaf or a

mdn leaf would be equally to tlie purpose—a great deal more cool— and

more lusthctic.

On the 15111 July next, at Calcutta, Sir Sieuart Bayley will hold .a

Durbar for investiture of titles granted on the New Year’s Day and

the last Birthday of Her Majesty to mark Bengal’s loyalty.

Notice to Corrfspondent.s.—

G

onesh Chunder Chunder—Under

consideration. Jyotish C. Banerjec—ditto. S. C. Sen, Jamalporc, E.

I. R.— Inadmissible. S, (Lines, &c.)— Hereafter.. Saupin—Received,

thanks. S. Chuckerbutty— Will be written to. S. K. Guha—ditto.

REIS & RA YYET.
SATURDAY, JUNE 14, 1890.

WARBURTON WARNED & DISCHARGED.
THE PUNJAB RESOLUTION ON THE AMRITSAR POLICE.

The letter of the Punjab Government on the

Amritsar Police does not certainly err on jthe side

of severity. The proceedings of Mr. W^rburton,
District Superintendent, were simply disgraceful.

Fired with a zeal for ideally perfect registers of con*

victs and bad characters, he went to work in a way

which one would hardly expect from a British o65cer.

He constituted himself above Jaw, above all propriety

and public decency, and issued instructions to his

subordinates to hunt up and assemble at central

places, not merely habitual offenders, but every

person,^however long ago he might have been con-

victed, or however trivial might have been the of'

fence—and this for holding a most annoying and de-
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=f
grading examination of the person of every male and

female offender for the revision of his descriptive

rolls. Nothing could be more illegal, more arbitrary,

more tyrannical than this. As observed in"'the Gov-
ernment letter, no discrimination was shown be-

tween r^.gula^ bad characters and the most inoffen-

sive and at present respectable persons who may
have once been convicted of'erimes not sufficiently

serious to require their record in the police registers.

Such were Mr. Warburton’s proceedings. To what

frightful abuse of power in the hands of the lower

officers of the department they tended may well be

imagined. It was a reign of terror, and no man or

woman’s dignity was safe. A severe reprimand is

by no means too harsh a punishment for an offence

of such gravity. For the rest, the Lieutenant-Gov-

ernor of the Punjab deals with the case in a considerate

and impartial way. His judgment is delivered in

the following words :

—

“The Deputy Commissioner and Commissioner, tlie Deputy In-

spector-General of Police nnd yourself (Inspector-General of Police)

all assert unhesitatingly that Mr. Warburton’s motives were merely
j

zeal for carrying out what he considered to he orders received,

and anxiety to correct his registers and improve his power of

sinveillance over bad characters. The Lieutenant-frovernor ac-

cepts this view with confidence on their and your aulbority,

and because it agrees with his own knowledge of Mr. War-
buriou’s conduct and character, and is couhrmed by non-official

opinions which His Honor considers reliable. f3ut the absence of bad

motives does not excuse Mr. Warburton’s failure to foiesee or to attach

proper importance to the annoyance and injury which his instructions

were likely to cause to many people who, though not of stainless cha-

racter, are entitled to the full protection of the law, and, as a policeman,

he was bound to know what his legal powers were, ancl as his instruc-

tions exceeded them, it is no excuse that he overlooked the fact. It

may no doubt be true that there is an old custom or tradition in the

Punjab dating from the early years of our administration, whereby the

police assume the authority .to call up or collect on occasions for de-

partmental purposes persons supposed to be convicted offienders or bad

characters, but His Honor believes that this has never been exercised

with the want of discretion and discrimination revealed by these

Amritsar proceedings, and all intelligent officers must have long known
that the procedure was illegal if it involved any compulsion. Mr.

Warburton may have been blinded to the illegality of his proceedings

by his familiarity with such old customs of the department in its earlier

stages, but this, though some extenuation, is no real excuse. Mr.

Warburton seems also in his proceedings to have entirely overlooked

the fact, that by the Police Rules, Registers y and IX whicy he was

revising as well as Register X are confidential documents. The Lieute-

nant-Governor, therefore, directs that he be severely leprirnaucled for

his pioccedings, which have brought discredit on the department to

which he has the honour to belong. On the subject of Mr. Warbur-

ton’s indebtedness, and the further action which the Lieutenant-Gov-

ernor may be compelled to take in his rase, you will be addressed

separately. A copy of this letter will also be sent to the District

Magistrate through the Commissioner of the Division for information,

and it will be intimated that, thvnigh it appears that no complaints

were made to him, yet the Lieutenant-Governor considers that it is not

altogether creditable to his hold on his district and control of the

police as district mngistr.ate that he did not know all that was going

on. It is true that the Tribune has greatly exaggerated the annoyance

inflicted and the excitement aroused by these pioceedings, but there

was enough to have come to the ears of a district magistrate known to

be prepaied to check the police as well as to support them.”

Sir J. B. Lyall may wonder how orders charac-

terised by such moderation and so entirely free

from the least suspicion of passion, could have given

umbrage in any quarter. He may well be amazed

and bewildered if told that no quarter is free from

umbrage. Such indeed is the feet. Dissatisfaction is

universal. The Anglo-Indian press has nothing but

ridicule and sneer for the letter. The native press,

on the contrary, complains of the inadequacy of

the punishment. The differences of the tvfro sec-

tions of public opinion are evidently growing more

and more irreconcilable. This is much to be

regretted. And we see no hope of remedy so long

as one side will never admit the truth against a

brother White, and the other will alwnys go on

aggravating ills and throwing itself Into hysterics on

every occasion. But this unanimity of discontent

with so well conceived and well reasoned a*document

is not to be explained by the antagonism between

natives and Europeans. It is the well-merited fate

of all trimming and all political jugglery. Running

with the hare and hunting with the hound may,

from a worldly point, be a desirable policy, but it

never pays. They who try to please everybody

usually efid in pleasing nobody. The Lieutenant-

Governor of the' Punjab appears in that letter a

fine amiable gentleman, but he carries his amiabili-

ty too far, we are afraid. Statesmanship requires a

backbone—it is not a simple r3le of indijcriminate

conciliation all round. We are simply disgusted at

the utter inadequacy of the punishment. We call

,it punishment by courtesy. The Punjab Government

are so fond of their dear Police a.s to .spare them the

slightest pinch. Warburton does not receive even a

nonunnl punishment. It is only a sentence of “ warned

and disch.irged ” that has been pronounced on him.

Such a ridiculous award in .so grave a case—its gravity

fully admitted— is an outrage on the Punjab people

and a trilling with the public of the Empire at large.

Our contemporary the Tribune has been com-

plimented in the Government letter in the following

terms :

—

Mr. W.irhurton’s own orders thus m.ike any further inquiry un-

necrss.uy, anti show that il>»* pioceediiijjs taken by the Amiitsar

Police deserve all the subsequent abuse ai \\\^ Tribune

;

anti ihou^b.

that paper has, as usual, iudul^'ed in ex and in libebous

attiibution of bad inf)tlves to Mr. Warhiutoii, yet tlie Lieiiteiianl-l^ov-

ernor is coi^'pelled to hold it has done a public service by the expobure

which will make such things impossible in future.”

We congratulate our contemporary on this authori-

tative vindication of its conduct. The compliment

is indeed qualified with reservation, but what jour-

nalist in such circumstances will ever be cordially

recognised by official men ?

It is something, at any rate, to have wrung that

certificate. We say wrung, advisedly—on the ad-

mission of Sir J. B. Lyall himself. “The Lieute-

nant-Governor is compelled to hold it (the Tribune^

has done a public .service by the expo.sure which will

make such ihing.s impossible in future,” says the Chief

Secretary. No journalist in India has ever re-

ceived such an official recognition of any service, and

no Government has ever paid such a testimony to the

power of the pre.ss. After that, the carping at the

•• usual exaggerations ” of the journal and “ its libel-

lous attribution of bad motives to Mr, Warburton”

is not in keeping, and only shows want of firm-

ness in the inditing pen. If, notwithstanding the

“ usual ” character of the journal, or at least notwith-

standing the prejudice of Government against it, “the

Lieutenant-Governor is compelled to ” bow to it,

that is no ordinary victory. It sHows how official forces

were all arrayed and determined to support the ac-

cused Police and show up the Tribune and blow up

its broad based and huge pile of facts. It shows

how Government went into the consideration of

the matter with a prepos-session in favor of War-

burton—how they would have been glad to find

that the Tribune was no better than it should be—

a

vile native print, edited by, of all luii.sances on earth,

the Baboo, “ usually ” dealing in " exaggeration and

libellous attribution of motives” against officials and Eu-

ropeans, possibly also a seditious rag, whose function

is to set the people against the British Power. But

there was no help for it—the Lieutenant-Governor

was compelled to hold otherwise and make a low, if

not a gracious, bow to the cantankerous Baboo.

What a pity the Lieutenant Governor is “ com-

pelled" to do a simple act of justice. Why cannot

our rulers cordially do it—their absolute duty ? When

will the man arise among them who will be delighted

to hold that a newspaper • has done a public service

which will prevent the recurrence of such things as
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the doings of the Amritsar Police ? Is that small

sf^rvice ? What more do Governments do ? What
can the most successful administration do ? To
l>rt!vent the recurrence of offences is as much as

cuiy Government can attempt or hope to achieve.

Hut grant it is small service—what more can be ex-

)>ected from poor native journalists, despised and sus-

pected as they are ? Yes, it is entirely honorary .service

to the state by men who, so far from being honored,

arc treated with scant courtesy by Government and

officials. It becomes the drawers of fat pay to re-

ceive our gift of a country tat with thanks as if it were <

a high-bred young steed, without a too close scrutiny.

Small .service indeed ! Be it so.

Small service is true service while it lasts
;

Of friends, however humble, scoin not one
;

The daisy, by the shadow that it casts,

Froiects the linucrioK dew-diop from the sun.

/the FENIAN BABOO—A BOGUS BOGIE.

We rejoice to see that our contemporary the Editor of Hpe has

vindicated himself from the charge of seditiou publicly preferred

against him by no less a man than Mr. W. Digby. Baboo Amrita

Lai Roy has indited a long, luminous, transparent and thoroughly

satisfactory explanation. Wc extract the cream of it :

—

“ 1 was a student in the colleges of Calcutta between the years

1874 and 1879, when Babu Surendra Nath Banerji was in the hey-

day of his glory as an orator, having come upon the young men of

the time as a novelty in India’s political firmament and being looked

upon by them as the Coming Man thrown out of the Civil Service

to avenge the country’s wrongs and lead it out of the galling fetters

of an alien despotism. Many Calcutta students of the time I

refer to will confess with shame the influence that the captivating

dcclaimer acquired over their susceptible hearts, and how they

regarded him as a possible Mazzini, Kossuth, or Garibaldi, heroes

upon whose exploits he was so fond of lecturing. Nor was the

rising tribune at all anxious to discourage the delusion of his youth-

ful admirers or rather worshippers, among whom I had the mis-

fortune to be one. Indeed, it is a well-known fact that playing at

Mazzini was Babu Surendra Nath Banerji’s favourite role in the

early part of his career as a public speaker, and oftentimes he would

be heard to say that with the help of students he could accomplish

anything. I do not mean, nor do I believe now, that Babu Surendra

Nath would really have ever followed in the footsteps of his

Italian model even if he had the capacity for it, or if he could have

retained the admiration and confidence of his school boys beyond

the thoughtless period of their lives ; but what other effect could his

speeches and bearing have upon impressionable and ardent young

men than to fill their beads with all sorts of false notions about their
j

duty to their country and vague ideas as to the ways of freeing it

from an “ alien despotism ?”

I was never intimate with Babu Surendra Nath Banerji, though

in the days I am speaking of I was fortunate enough, as I then

thought, to come near him now and then and exchange a word or

two with him at the end of a lecture. No wonder that with the

bupcrstitioiis regard I thci\ entertained for him, along with other

contemporary students, 1 should have berhought myself of him

whenever any matter of importance had to be consulted upon. I

have said in the first part of my “English and American Remini-

scences ” (p. 4) that my plan of visiting America was first formed

when I was about seventeen or eighteen years old, and in the year

1877, when between eighteen and nineteen, I together with two

fellow-students, who were to be my associates in the enterprise, had

occasion to take advice from Babu Surendra Nath Banerji more than

once. The object of our visit to America was to learn practical

mechanics, paying special attention to engineering and not

failing to take one or more courses in nrmy drill ; and the two as-

sociates arc living now, along with whom wc discussed the matter

over one night at Babu Surendra Nath’s residence in Taltolla. Wc
all deplored the condition to which India had been reduced urtder

the “ iron heels of despotism,” &c., Acc., and came to the conclusion

that the remedy lay in our young men taking to such pursuits as I

and my two friends were thinking of. Babu Surendra Nath said

we had his hearty support in our undertaking, and even undertook

to try if he could raise money to help us. I am quite ready to be-

lieve that he was not serious, and was talking in that reckless fashion

in which he often speaks in public, regard’ess of the consequences

of what he says ; but so far as wc were concerned the effect was

the same as if he had been areal Mazzini in the flesh instead of the

would-be author of the late Town Hall fiasco.

Of course, our project ended as such projects do and ought to

end, namely, in nothing. It was about two years and a half after

fhis interview that I left for England, in March 1880, and I arrived

""
^

in America towards the end of l88a. My actual visit to those

countries was undertaken for purposes very difl^crent from that of

the one whose puerile project failed, but though more than six

years had elapsed between the time of that project ‘and the date

(sonic time in 1884) when the letter which has called forth this ex-

planation was written, the associations of my early youth had not

altogether left me at the latter date. Indeed, there were cir-

cumstances in my American life which were calculated to re-

awaken whatever vitality was left in those associations. I have ex-

plained in ray “Three Years among the Americans” how the ne-

cessity of making my way in New York, without money and with-

out friends, threw me into contact with all the numerous kinds of

people of every nationality who congregate in that city—among

others Russian Nihilists, German Socialists, and disaffected men of

all sorts ; and it was the most natural of things that I should have

come to know some of the leaders of the Irish-Americans in a city

which is peculiarly their own. The acquaintance did not come of

seeking it for its own sake, but in the direct way of trying to find

a livelihood for myself. It was in 1884, when I was making my
living by writing, and the Iris/o World was one of the papers for

which I wrote for a period of not more than three or four months.

That paper being the leading organ of the Irish-Amcricans 1 could

not but come across some of their principal men. Naturally the

talk with them turned upon matters of Indian Government, and

I gave ideas about it and of the popular feeling towards it that

could be given by one whose best education in Indian politics had

been derived from Babu Surendranath Banerji’s fiery speeches and

from newspapers whose contents led to the passing of the Verna-

cular Press Act. By a curious coincidence of circumstances, too,

at the time I am speaking of the flame of the fierce llbcrt Bill

controversy had not yet subsided in India and Babu Surendranath

had just come out of prison as a hero and martyr. The Bengalee

was one of the papers that used to be pretty regularly sent to me
by friends at home, and my heart naturally throbbed in response to

its appeals to the patriotism of its countrymen, while my admiration

for the hero of my boyhood was increased. When therefore I was

asked by some of the Irish-Amcrican gentlemen I came to know
to sound the feelings of the leading patriots of my country, and to

put them in mutual communication, what could be more natural

for me than to open correspondence with the man who was said

to have recently declared, when sentenced to imprisonment, that

he would “shake the foundations of the British Government?”
With the sort of political education 1 had had, and living far away
from my country in circumstances calculated most to alienate my
feelings from its Government, what could be expected of me at

that lime but that I should write a most silly letter to my quondam

idol, ignorant alike that there were forms of patriotism which what-

ever their motive, were “ treasonable ” according to the law, and

that even the “best” men of educated India, as understood at the

present day, might take advantage of confidence reposed in them

to serve their personal ends.

At this date I cannot recollect the contents of that letter, though

I remember that it was written at a stage of mental development

and political knowledge when I believed or rather fancied (for the

word belief is not applicable in reference to such a state of mind)

chat the best remedy for Indian eyils lay in the subversion of the

British Government. I declare, however, with the same honesty

and frankness with which I have always written since I learned

to wield a pen, fearless of consequences whether from the dis-

pleasure of the Government or from the vindictiveness of my
“patriotic” countrymen, that this incident of the letter was a

single episode in my life having no relation of continuity with my
future career, and that it was the result of the thoughtlessness of a

moment, and not of deep deliberation, in a condition of life \vhcn

even whatever judgment I might have had was kept in abeyance

under the strange and exciting impressions which were taking hold

of my mind every moment. Its value or valuclessncss as having

any relation to my present life may be judged from the fact that

the letter was written nearly two years before even my much-talkcd-

of article in the North American Review^ whose sentiments I have

declared more than once as reprc.scnting an immature and experi-

ciiccd state of ray intellect. I further declare that my connection

with the Irish-Amcricans in any sense lasted only a few^onths,

ceasing, as it had begun, with the necessity of making nTy way in

a new w^lk of life, and that from a short while after the writing of

the letter, in 1884, up till now I have had no intercourse, either

by word or writing, with men of the Irish-Amcrican League,

though nearly a year and a half of this period was spent in New
York. If I had cared to mix myself up with the Irish-Amcricans

in the sense in which “communication” with them is generally

understood when the loyalty of a British subject is questioned, I

could have had a most easy time of it in America instead of being

driven to the necessity of carrying a prolonged struggle for my
daily bread.”

Mr. Roy fiot only defends himself but gives a homethrust to his

enemy. Baboo Surendra Nath Ban^rjca will now regret that he

I ever gave the editor of Hope such an opportunity.
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THE INFLUENZA IN TIPPERAH.
Sir,—

T

he Influena epidemic hat not ipared Tipperah. Mr.
L. PtlU is Slid to h«ve brought it here ; so it must be afflifting

the people for over six weeks. God be praised, that it has appeared

in a mild form. But here it has a larger and wider range than

clscw^.i^ Doctors aver that nearly 90 per cent, of the people at

Comilfffl have,offered from its attack. This, however, may be an
exaggeration. I myself can’t and shan’t give you the percentage.

High fever, violent head-ache, acute muscular pains, prostration,

cough due to tracheal and bronchial inflammation, inflammation of

the throat and larynx and their glands, debility, loss of appetite and

vertigo, seem to be the general symptoms here. Hcad-ache remains

for some days after the fever has left. Catarrhal symptoms of the

eyes and nose, drowsiness and delirium, nausea and bilious vomit-

ing with the accompanying symptoms of the burning of the eyes,

hands and feet, and diarrhsea are to be scarcely met with. Re-

lapses are frequent. One very often hears from the mouth of the

doctors themselves of the many cures they have effected. In fact,

1 am not aware of any case of Influenza turning out fatal. That
Influenza does not kill is the common belief in the town. In

some villages, fevers of various other types arc carrying away a good

many lives, and they arc by the ignorant people in the country,

I suspect, readily mistaken for the new fever— Influenza. In some

villages, cholera has also entered appearance. The old people will

tell you that while they were young they knew not even the names

of so many diseases, for there were not as many. The good old

times are gone. The present is more vicious than the past and the

future will be still more. Hence these visitations.

Truth.
Comillah, June lo, 1890.

Public Papers.

INCOME TAX NOTIFICATION.

Ihe 6th Junit 1890.

No. 276*.—In exercise of the powers conferred by sections 6

and 38 of Act II of 1886, the Governor-General in Council is

pleased, in supersession of previous Notifications,

—

(A) to exempt from liability to the tax payable, and to assessment,

under the said Act

—

(i) the income of persons (other than persons in the service of

the- Government) residing in—
{a) the scheduled districts of the Presidency of Madras ;

(^) the Hill Tracts of Chittagong ;

\() the Mewas States under the Khandesh Political Agency ;

(d) the Khondmals and the Mahal of Angul in Orissa ;

(z) the income of Universities or other associations or bodies ex-

isting solely for educational purposes, and of local authorities as

defined in section 3 of the Act, provided that the exemption shall

not extend to interest payable on a Government security in respect

of any period (the period running to date of payment of interest

from last date of payment thereof) during which a transfer of the

security has been effected j

(3) the ofHcial allowance which an Agent of a Prince or State in

India in alliance with Her Majesty, who has been duly accredited

to represent the Prince or State for political purposes in any place

within the limits of British India, receives as such Agent in British

India from the Prince or State ;

(4) any capital sum paid in commutation of the whole or a por-

tion of a pension ;

($) so much of the income of a person as is derived solely and

directly from the production of indigo or the preparation thereof

for the market :
provided that nothing in this clause shall be con-

strued to affect section 5, sub-section (2), of the Act with respect to

the liability of an officer or servant of a person to whom this clause

applies

;

(6) such portion of any person’s income as is paid to any Service

Fund, Mutual Benefit Fund, Friendly Society, or other legally

established Association, not being a company within the meaning

of section 3, sub-section (2), of the Act, in respect of an insurance

or deferred annuity of his own life or on the life of his wife, in the

same way as if the payment were made to an Insurance Company ;

(7) such portion of the income of any person in the service of

the Government, or of any Local Authority, or of any Railway

Company, as is paid into any Provident Fund established under the

authority, or with the permission, of the Government, and as is not

repayable to him at his option so long as he remains in such service

:

Provided that the amount of income exempted under No. (6)

and No. (7), together with the amount exempted under section 5,

sub-section (i), clause (g), of the Act, shall not exceed one-sixth

of the whole income in respect of which the person would, but

for these exemptions, be liable ;
^

(8) Interest on securities which are held by, or are the pro-

perty of, a Service Fund or a Friendly Society, as defined below :

For the purposes of this exemption, a Service Fund is a fund estab-

lished under the authority, or with the permission, of Government

for the purpose of securing deferred annuities to thg subscribers, or

payments to them in the event of their resignation of or dismissal

from the service in which they arc employed, or provision for their

wives or children after their death, or payments to theit estate or

their nominees upon their death, to which the servants of the Gov-

ernment, or of a Local Authority, or of a Railway Company, are

alone admissible as subscribers or members, and the funds of which

are cither deposited with the Government or invested in Govern-

ment Securities ; and a Friendly Society is a Mutual Association

established for the purpose of securing deferred auPliuitics to the

subscribers, or provision for their wives or children after their death,

or payments to their estate or their nominees upon their death, and

in which the payment which may be made in respect of any one

nominee does not exceed either a single payment of Rs. 3,000 or an

annual payment of Rs. 500.

Note.—The East Indian Railway Savings Bank shall be deemed
to be a Service Fund within the meaning of this clause.

(B) to rule

—

9 that a claim to exemption preferred under section 5, sub-

section (1), clause (g)^ of the Act on that portion of income taxable

under Part I of the second Schedule of the Act which is paid as a

premium to an Insurance Company shall not be entertained if the

claim is made after the expiration of six months from the last day

of the financial year during which the premium was paid ;

(10) that officers and men of the Indian Marine Service shall not

for the purposes of section 5, sub-section (i), clause (ijy of the

Act be treated as belonging to Her Majesty’s Indian Forces ; and

(11) that for the purposes of the Act

—

(a) the tentage allowance included in the pay and Indian allow-

ances of an officer in military employ under Article 748 of the

Army Regulations, India, Vol. I, Part I, shall be deemed to be

salary, unless the officer has provided and has in his possession the

camp equipage of his rank in a serviceable condition ;

(b) the horse allowance shown as included in the consolidated or

staff* pay of the several appointments specified in Article 91 of the

Army Regulations, India, Vol. 1 , Part I, shall be deemed to be

salary, unless the officer has provided and actually maintains the

number of bond fide chargers prescribed for his rank.

No. 2763.—In exercise of the powers conferred upon him by

Act II of 1886, and of all other powers enabling him in this behalf,

and in supersession of previous Notifications, the Governor-General

in Council is pleased to make the following rules under the said Act :

1. The time within which amounts deducted from salary, an-

nuity, pension, or gratuity paid by a Local Authority under sec-

tion 8, sub-section (i), of the Act must be paid to the credit of the

Government of India is fixed at one week from the date of pay-

ment of the salary, pension, annuity, or gratuity. The payment to

the credit of the Government shall be made by remitting the

amount to the Collector with a statement giving the following parti-

culars for each person from whom the tax has been realised :

(i) Name. (2) Period for which the salary, pension, or annuity

has been paid. (3) Amount of salary, pension, annuity, or gratuity

paid. (4) Amount of tax.

2. The return required by section 10 of the Act shall be in

Form A hereto appended.

The name of any person who is reebiving, at the date of the

return prescribed by section 10 of the Act, a salary, pension, or

annuity which docs not amount to Rs. 300 per annum, or has re-

ceived during the year ending on that date a gratuity which docs

not amount to that sum, need not be shcfwn in the return.

3. Any sums, such as payments to regimental mess or band

funds or the like, compulsorily stopped from salary by the orders, or

with the approval, of the Government, shall be deducted from the

salary previous to assessment.

A portion of salary withheld in pursuance of an order of a Court

is not a sum compulsorily stopped from salary within the meaning of

this rule.

4. When a deduction is made from the amount of salary, pen-

sion, or annuity liable to assessment on account of a payment made

to a*Lifc Insurance Company, the sum deducted shall, if the pre-

mium is payable in sterling, be the actual cost of remittance ai>

stated by the asscsscc ;
or, if the assessee is unable to state such

actual cost, the equivalent in rupees of the sterling payment calcu-

lated at the official rate of exchange for the year in which the de-

duction is made.

5. A deduction such as is mentioned in the preceding rule must

be supported cither

—

(1) by the original receipt of the Insurance Company ; or

(2) (in the case of a deduction claimed by a servant of the Gov-

ernment or of a Local Authority) by a copy of the same presented,

together with the original, to the officer who pays the salary, pension,

or annuity, and attested by that officer, who should, after such at-

testation, return the original ;
or

(3) by a duplicate receipt given by the Insurance Company ; or

(4) by a certificate of payment given by the Insurance Company.
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In cases (i), (3), and (4), the receipt or certificate should be re-

turned as soon as the fact of payment is admitted in the due coarse

of audit.

Where the Obllcctor is satisfied that none of the above prescribed

documents can be produced without an amount of delay, expense,

or inconvenience which, under the circumstances of the case, would

be unreasonable, he may accept such other proof of payment of the

premium as he may deem sufticient.

6, The amounts exempted from the tax by section 5, sub-section

(1), clause fgjt of the Act, and referred to in rule 4 of these rules,

shall not be deducted from income for the purpose of determining

w'hcthcr the jneome is Ijablc to the tax, or of determining under

Part I of the second Schedule of the Act the rate at which the

tax shall be levied.

7. The amount to be assessed under section 24, sub-section (i),

of the Act on account of a building occupied by the owner thereof

shall not in any ease exceed 10 per cent, of the aggregate income of

the owner derived from all sources. It must not, however, be un-

derstood from this that a maximum of 10 per cent, of the aggregate

income of the owner is to be assumed in every case as equivalent

to the letting-value of his house. The letting-value should in all

eases be ascertained on the best data available in view of the cir-

cumstances of the locality in which the house is situated.

to the credit of the Government within one Week fromNhe date on
which interest is paid. The person deducting the amount ilmuld
pay^it to the credit of the Government by remitting the amount to
the Collector, with a statement showing the following particulars.

(i) Name of owner. (2) Description of security. tS) Number
of security. (4) Date of security. (5) Amount of security, (m
period for which interest is drawn. (7) Amount of interest,

(g)
Amount of tax.

13. After the close of the year of assessment, each Accountant-
General and Comptroller shall submit Return No. II, in the form
hereto appended, to such officer as the Local Government may
direct.

14. In calculating the amount of tax payable, the amount due
on a fraction of a rupee shall be neglected. Thus the tax to be
realised on a monthly salary of Rs. 166-10-8 is Rs. 4-5-2 only.

15. All public servants arc forbidden to make public or disclose,

except for the purpose of the working of the* Act, any information

contained in documents delivered or produced with respect to

assessments under Part IV of the second Schedule of the Act, and
any public servant committing a breach of this rule shall be deemed
to have committed an offence under section 166 of the Indian

Penal Code.

All public servants are further enjoined to be most careful to

After the close of the year of assessment, each Accountant- regulate their proceedings as far as practicable in such manner as to

General or other auditing officer shall submit Return No. i. In the prevent information which should be kept secret from becoming
form hereto appended, to such officer as the Local Government known. It should be noted that information of this nature is to

may direct, be tvirhheld by officers administering the Act from persons in the
p. The certi^CMtes referred to in the second column of Part III employment of asscssecs.

of the second Schedule of the Act shall be in Form B or in Form C 16, Power to make further rules is hereby delegated to the
hereto appended,

^

several Local Governments, and no rules already made by Local
to. Any claim under section 5, sub-section (i), clause fej. Governments, under authority given by the Governor-General in

of the Act to exemption from the levy of the tax on the Council, shall be deemed to be cancelled by the supersession of any
interest of securities employed solely for religious or public of the notifications quoted in the present Notification,
charitable purposes within the meaning of that clause must be sup- 17. Each Local Government will prescribe forms of registers to
ported by a certificate from the Collector, which shall be in Form D be maintained by Collectors and others for the purpose of showinz
hereto appended.

11. in the case of securities the interest on which is payable by
the Government of India, the amount deducted on account of the

tax under section 13, sub-section (i), of the Act shall be paid to the

credit of the Government on the same day as the payment of the

interest is made.

12. In the case of securities the interest on which Is not payable

by the Government of India, the amount so deducted shall be paid

the demand and collections of the tax, the various classes of in-

comes assessed, and the working of the several provisions of the Act.
18. After the close of the year of assessment, each Local Gov-*

ernment will submit to the Government of India in the Finance

and Commerce Department a report on the working of the Act.

E. J. SINKINSON,

Secretary to the Government of India,

^0 be peremptorily sold pursuant to a De-
cree and order of the Calcutta High Court

Original Side made in suit No. 256 of 1888,

Kanyc Lall Khan and others versus Surrut

Coomary Dassee and dated respectively 27th

August 1888 and gih December 1889 by the

Registrar of the said Court in his sale room in

the Court house by public auction on Satur-

day the twelfth July next at the hour of 12 !

O’clock noon the following properties of the

defendant viz,

Lot No. 1.—No. 68-1 Machooa llazar .Street

in the Town of Calcutta being all that upper-

roomed brick built messuage tenement or

dwelling house together with the land there-
j

unto belonging and on which the same is erect-

ed containing an area of 6 cottahs and 14

chittacks comprised in Holding No. 184-5 |

Block No. 13 Noilh Division and which pro-

perly is bounded as follows :-S-On the North

and East by the land and premises No. 68

Machooa Bazar .Street on the South by the

said Machooa Bazar Sircel and on the West
partly by a private Lane leading to the house

and premises No. 69 Machooa Bazar Street

belonging to one Raj Narain Chuckerbutty and
partly by the said house and premises No. 69

Machooa Bazar Street.

Lot No. 2.—No. 18 Grish Vidyarutno’s Lane
[formerly No. 16 Bye Lane Upper Circular

Road and previously No. 58-11 Upper Circular

Road and before that No. 59 Upper Circular

Road] in the Town of Calcutta being all that

piece or parcel of tenanted land containing by

estimation three bigghas and ten cottahs be

the same a little more or less comprised in

bolding No. 188 but mentioned in the pottah

No. 299 as being comprised in Block No. 13

North Division and which property is bound-

ed as follows {—On the East partly by the

house of Creesh Chunder Vidyaratno partly

by the house of Sowdamini Dabee partly

by the house of Monemohini Dassee partly by

the land of Joykally Dabee the wife of Miid-

doosudun Mookerjee and partly by the house

of Nistarini Bewah and Sowdamini Bewah on

the North partly by the house of Greesb

Chunder Vedyarutno partly by a private pas-

sage forming part of such last mentioned pre-

mises partly by the house of the late Bhoy-
rubee Dassee partly by the house and land of

the late Seetul Misiry and partly by the liouse

of Beer Chaiid Byragee on the West partly

by the house of UlUingomoiipy Dassee partly

by the house of Giecsli Chunder Chose and
partly by the said Greesh Chunder Vidya-
ruiiio’s Lane and on the .South partly by the

said tenanted land No. 68 Machooa iLizar

Street and partly by the tenanted land of

Kliyroo Moonshee.

Lot No. 3.—No. 15 Greesh Chunder Vidya-
rutiio’s Lane in Calcutta [formeily No. 15 Bye
Lane Upper Circular Road and previously

J8-14
Upper Circular Road and before that 59

Upper Circular Road] being ail that piece or

I

parcel of icnanied land with a tank or land
covered with water containing by estimation
four biggahs be the same a litile more or less

comprised in Holding No. 188 (but mentioned
in the INittah as being comprised in Holding
No. 300) Block No. 13 North Division and
which property is bounded on the South by the

said premises No. 68 Machooa Bazar Street
on the West partly by the house formerly be-

longing to Paiich Coiiry .Sircar partly by the

house of Kristo Mohun Sircar partly by the

house of Har Gobind Sein and partly by the
garden land of Sumboo Chunder Singhee on
the North by the garden known as the garden
of Nawab Ally Nukkee Khan also called

Rusiomjee’s garden now the property of Deno
Nauth MuUick and on the East ^partly by
the house of Jodoo Nath Chuckerbutty and
Sitia Nath Chatterjee and Tarrapado Bon-
nerjee and partly by premises No, 17-1 Greesh
Chunder Vidyarutno’s Lane hereinafter men-
tioned and described and by the house of

Bunnomally Mookerjee deceased partly by the

house of Troyluckho Nath Mitter partly by
the said lane and partly by the holise of

Obboy Churn Dhoba.

Lot No, 4.—No. 68 [formerly No. 66] Ma-
chooa Bazar Street Mirzapore in the 'Rown of

Calcutta being all that piece or parcel of land

containing six biggahs fourteen cottahs and
two chittjicks and cumprisccl in Holding No.
184 and 185 Block No. 13 North Division of
Calcutta and which property is bounded on the
North partly by the said premises No. 15

Greesh Chimder \'jdyarntno’s Lane and partly
by the house of the said Bonomally Mooker-
jee deceased on the South partly by the

public load called Maclioo.i Bazar Street and
partly by a Musjeed Batty on the East partly
by the premises formeily of Mowlah Budder
Ally and afterwards of Khadu Mally and pail-

ly by the tenanted land of one Allabadad and
on the West pfiiily by the said dwelling house
No. 68-1 Machooa Bazar Street and partly by
premises No. 69 Machooa Bazar Street and
the houses of Sieeram Baneijee Jodoo Nath
Nundan and Hurry Dass Hazra.

Lot No. 5.--~No. 17. 1 Greesh Chunder Vidya-
rutno’s Lane in Calcult.'i [formerly No. 58-14
Upper Circular Road Bye Lane] being all that

piece or parcel of tenanted land containing by
estimation three cottahs be the same a little

more or less comprised in Holding No. 188
Block No. 13 North Division and which pro-

perty is bounded as follows -On the North by
the house of Obhoy Dhoba on the West by the
tank being portion of premises No. 15 Gieesh
Chunder Vidyarutno’s Lane aforesaid on the
East by the said Greesh Chunder Vidyarutno’s
Lane and on the South by the house of Bono-
mally Mookerjee deceased.

The abstract of title and the concUi^ns of
sale may be seen at the Registrar’s Office in

the Court house or at the office of Baboo
Gonesh Chunder Chunder the plaintiff’s At-
torney at No. 5 Hastings Street in Calcutta on
any day before the sale and will be produced
at the sale.

R. BELCHAMBERS,
lieyistrar,

G. C. Chunder,
Plaintiffs Attorney,

High Court,

Calcutta,

Original Side.

The 94th April 1890,
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A WONi^JERFUL MEDICINE.

BEECHES PILLS
A RE universally ad-
^ mitted to be worth

A GUINEA A BOX.
For Bilious and Ner-
vous Disorders, such
as Wind and Pain in

the Stomach, Sick
Headache, Giddiness,
Fulness and Swelling
after Meals, Dizziness
and Drowsiness, Cold
Chills, Flushings of
Heat,Los8of Appetite,
Shortness of Breath,

Cosliveness, Scurvy and Blotches on the Skin,
Disturbed Sleep, Frightful Dreams, and all

Nervous and Trembling Sensations, dec.

jgEECHAM*S PILLS TAe first dose will

ffive relief in twenty
minutes. This is no fic-

tion,for they have done
it in countless cases.

Every sufferer is

earnestly requested to

try one Box of these

Pills, and they will be
acknowledged to be
WORTHAGUINEA

A BOX
For females of all

ages these Pills are

invaluable. No female
should be without

them. There is not a

medicine to be found
to equal them for re-

|

moving any obstruc-

tion or irregularity of

DEECHAM’S pills ‘he system. If taken

n according to the di-

PILLS rections given with

each box they will

soon restore females

of ail ages to sound
and robust health.

This has been proved

b y thousands who
have tried them, and
found t h e benefits

which are ensured by
their use.

For a Weak Sto-

mach, Impaired Di-

gestion, and all Disor-

ders of the Liver, they

act like magic, and a

few doses will b e

found to work won-
ders on ihc most im-

portant organs in the

h 11 m a n Machine.
They strengthen the

whole muscular sys-

tem, restore the long

lost complexion, bring

back the keen edge of

appetite, and arouse

into action with the

rosebud of health the

whole physical energy

of the human frame.

These are facts testified

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

I^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

I^EECHAM’S PILLS

J)EECHAM’S PILLS

I^EECHAM’S PILLS

PjEecham’s pills

jJEECHAM’S PILLS

EIXHAM’S PILLS
II

gF.1,iCHAM’S PILLS

pEECHAM’S PILLS

pEECHAM’S PILLS

PEECHAM’S PILLS

l)EECHAM’S PILLS tocontmunlly by mem.
D bers of all classes of

DEECHAM'S pills society, and one of the

1) best guarantees to the

]{KECHAM’S P,LLS S™Tl?ECHAM.5

B"'
EECHAM’S PILLS

Nervon.s and Debilita-

ted is,

PILLS Aavc the

Largest Sale of any

pEECHAM’S PILLS

Sole Agents for India :

NAYLOR, SON, GRIMES & 00.
Wholesale Depk, 35, Clive Street,

CALCUTTA;

.
Notice

I HESE Pills can be obtained at all Bazaars
throughout India, or from the Wholesale

^pnts, Naylor, Son, Grimes & Co., at the
Nlowing rates size. Re. i-2, and

9d. size, Rs. 2-4 per box, including V.-P.

Shopkeepers can obtain Wholesale
^aies upon application*

IN THE PRESS.

Uniform with “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal ”

ESSAYS BY A BBAIMAN
IN

Folitios, Sociology, History, & literature

BY

the Author of ** Travels & Voyages in Bengal.”

Calcutta.

Heis &* Rayyet Office.

PRICE

:

To Subscribers paying before publication Rs. 4

„ mere registering subscribers ... „ 5

„ Ordinary purchasers ... ... „ 6

Apply to the Manager, Reis and Rayyet,

I, Uckoor Dult’a Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

Price

Cloth Gilt

Cloth Bound

Post free Rs. 6.

... •». Rs. 6.

Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable
Post.

TRIVELS 4 VOYAGES IN BENGAL

BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEE,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs N.'izim of Bengal,

Bchar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, “REIS & RAYYET”
I, Uckoor Dulib Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

We have received from the ofifice of Reis
ami Rayyet, one of the hMdmg native news-
papers of Calcuila, a most readable little broch-

ure written by Maboo Sanibhu C. Mookerjee,
„nce Minister to the late Naw.ib Fandoon Jah,

Bahadoor, Nawab Naxim of Bengal, Behar and
Orissa, which gives a graphic account of the
Baboo’s travels to and in Independent Tip-
perah. Written in capital English and evi-
dently by a gentleman of broad views and
enlightened mind, the work is decidedly a
valuable addition to the catalogue of English
written Bengalee literature. This book of
travels should be read widely not only by
English residents out here, but by our country-
men at home, for it teems with interest and
teaches us far more about the ffne belt of
unopened country travelled through than any
work of the sort written by an Englishman
would have done. Baboo Sambhu Chunder
Mookerjee is one of whom his countrymen
may well be proud, for he writes throughout
with the moderate and ediicaied pen of
a thorough gentleman.— Indtan Plemieri
Gaoette^ Sporting News, October 1887.

If we have not before noticed Mr. Sambhu
C. Mookerjee’s Traveis in Bengal, which was
published some months ago, it is not because
the little book is either dull or pointless. It
contains, on the contrary, much interesting
matter, though some of the incidents* are over-
weighted with detail in what is facetiously
called a “little booklet.” The author’s view
as a rule is, by the way, facetious : he is given
even to punning

; but he is also sentimental
in the highest degree—“a naked Whiteman ”

hurts his susceptibilities
; a Hindu girl, bathing

in the river, throws him into an ecstasy of
delight : “she had such large languishing eyes t”
But he is nothing if not philosophical, and his
reflections on this or that social and political
subject are not without their moral. Mr.
Sambhu C. Mookerjee was formerly Minister
to the “ last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,
Behar and Orissa” and afterwards Minister
of the Maharaja of Tipperah. He is a man,
therefore, of experience, and when he speaks
his brethren should listen to him
Travels in Bengal is a readable book, and it

abounds in anecdotes which are often as in-
structive as amusing, and it is not spoiled by
too many political allusions, though, of course
some few have crept in.—

7

’An Pioneer,
Dec., 1887.

C
RINGER & CO. have in hand the

• largest stock of Homoeopathic Medicines,

Medicine Cases, Medical Sundries, and Books,

&c., &c., for sale at their Homoeopathic Es-

tablishment, 10, Hare Street, Calcutta. Cata-

logue, free on application.

In Pamphlet, Price
f. annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

AUAiy UEORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW HEARSBY.
Apply to Rei^ Rayyet Office, Calcutta.

ETHAMS
-ANPI

Tor INDIA and all HOT CLIltfATBS this Bwcctly scented emolUent Milk is INVALTTATtLE
IT KEEPS liie SKIN COOL and REFRESHED in the HOTTEST WEATHER,

• RemoroB and prevents aU SUNBURN. REDNESS, FRECKLES, TAN. etc., and
RENDERS the SKIN DELICATELY SOFT. SMOOTH and WHITE.

It entirely prevents it from Dccoming DRY and WiUNKLED, and PRESERVES tbs
COMPLEXION from the scorching effects of the SUN and WIND more effectually than any
other BTsparation. The IRRITATION caused by the and STINOS of INSEnTs ig

wondertoUjr allayed by its use. For imparting that soft velvety leeiiog to the skin, this

delightfiil preparabo ' has no equal 1 Sold by all Chemists.

Sole BCekere BE. BEBTHAM A SOK, Obemiete, Cheltenham, Borland/'

CALCUTTA AGENTS iSCOTT THOMPSON A CO.
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“IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF.”

All who sujcr find sure relief from

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the sysiem

AcuteRheumatism and Rheumatic Gout,

After years of semi-helplessness and snffer-

in-; while in ASTHMA, IlRONCHITIS

LUMHAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACHK,

SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

for these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,
( Opposite the Police Courts

THE CALCUTTA

HOMIEOPATHIC PHAllMACV.
TH R •

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE
OrSPENSA A! Y IN A SIA

OF PUKE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,
WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE
TRADE IN

INDEPENDENT HOMEOPATHY
and maintains to this day

THE DK'.NITY AND INTEGRTPY OF
THI-J

SCHOOL OI* MEDICINE.

1 ). & Co. beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to llie neat little

turned
WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of tlieir Establishment is parked.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found veiy con-

Rivers Steam Navigation Go.

“Limited.".

This Company’s Steamer “BEHAR”
will leave Calcutta for Assam on Tuesday, the
17th instant.

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel
should be sent to the Company’s Godosvns
Hi Juggannauth Ghat, not later than 5 p.m.

on Saturday, the 14th inst.

Cachar Line.

The steamer “THIKAK” of this line will

leave Calcutta for Cachar on the 24lh instant

(Tuesday) for which cargo will be received until

5 P.M. of S.iturday the 2 1 si instant.

The Rivers having risen, Steamers are now
ahlc to proceed as far as Sylhet and Silchar.

As.sam Despatch Service from

Goalundo
and

Daily Mail Steamer Service from

Dhubri to Dkbroogiiur.

A daily service is maintained from Goalun-

do and Dhubri for passengers and light goods
trartic, /. c., packages not weighing over half a
ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival

of the previous night’s 9-30 H. M. train (Madras
time) from Sealdah, and Dhubri on arrival of

the mails.

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.

Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and lei the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Ralm is used by the best Phy-

sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has a< hieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at t AV. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistreet h Co.,

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &

Co. Limited.
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venient and useful.

Ao EXTRA CHARGE,

BERIGNY & CO.
12^ Lai Bazaar^ Calcutta,

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short windinfr Keyless Railway Regulat-
ors, of small size, yVwt’/Av/, enamelled dials, bold
figures and Candian Gold bands, with tem-
pered machinery and dust tight hinged cases
for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. with spare
glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted
to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapness about
them. Oibeissell at double our rates, Mr.
A. R. Mehta from Bandora says:—“The
7-8 watch I purchased from you two years
back, gives coirect time as yet.” Acting Su-
perintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh,
says:—“A watch maker has valued your
Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, K.
W. Fusi. Regt., Lucknow, says :

—
‘‘ Some valued

it at Rs. 15 and were completely surprised when
I told them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pretty
Candian Gold Chains, Lorkets, I’encils, com-
plete shirt Studs and Rings set with scientific

diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each, Mr. J.

A. Yelsmore, Satur, says:—“The best gold-
smith of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. G.
Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, says:—“A
Geiman valued the tliamond ring at Rs. 50 and
the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

JEYES’ PERFECT PURIFIER
OBTAINED

Thirty-three Prize Medals and f'irst Class Certi-

ficates and were specially appointed by the
Royal Commission for ilic Colonial and Indian
Kxhibiiioii in 1S86, where not a single case of

illness occurred amongst the native artisans

there employed.

Authorized by the Government of India
;

and largely used by the Caltutia and other
Municipalities.

Sanctioned

by Her Majestfs Board of Trade,

Used in the Royal Households, by Her Majes-
ty’s Government Establishments,

Jjy
the Cor-

poration of London, Parochial Vestries, Smith-
field and Billingsgate Markets, Peninsular
and Oriental and other Steam Navigation
Companies, the Railway Companies, Principal

Hospitals, &c.

Axents DYCE, NICOL & CO.,

3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to

almost all stations can be booked through from

or to Calcutta vid Goalundo or Kannia with

the Eastern Bengal Stale and connected Rail-

ways—Passengers and Parcels vid Kannia
only.

All particulars as to rates of freight and

passage by all the above mentioned Services to

be had on application to

—

MACNEILL & CO.,

Agents,

2-r, Clive Ghat Street.

Calcutta, the loth June, 1890.

A
ny Photograph transferred to porcelain

and thus rendered permanent. Apply to

R. Ho'i'Z,

13-5, Government Place, Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY (ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
AND

Review of Politics^ Literature,^ and Society

RATES OF SUBSORIPTION.

. m aavance Rs. 12

Re.

4

1-8

0-8

Yearly

Half-yearly

Quarterly

Monthly

Single or s.amplc Copy,, ... „

RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
Advertisements (three columns to the page and

102 lines to the column; are charged by the

space taken up, at tne rate of 4 annas a line,

each insertion. The lowest charqe^for any an-

vertisemcni Is Rs. 2, except Domc.stic Occur-

rence.s, the lowest charge for which is Ks. 5
*

Special rates for Contracts.

No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an aavance of 50 per cent,

will be charged. Foreign' postage separateijr

charged at the rate of a annas a month oc

Rs. 3, a year.

Business Communications (post paid) to

be directed to “The Manager,’^ and Literary

Communications and booKs and pamphlets

(carnage paid) to “ The Editor of “ Re'

»

& Rayyct,
^

Office *. /, Uckoor DutPs Lane^

Street^ Calcutta,
,

Tiintcd amtfuHiihtdjor tht ProprUtor (vtry Saturday by Murrv Lai,L CHOSE, at THsTbEE PRESS, No. /, Uckoor Dutt'i Lam,



mOIT ET AVANT.

CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

EXPECTATION.

FROM THE FRENCH OF DELAVIGNE.

»The morn has chased the shades of night,

The streams grow bright beneath her eye ;

A golden veil of purple light

Hangs o’er the rosy eastern sky.

To catch the sun’s awakening rays

Upon the turf still wet with dew,

With trembling haste the rose displays

Her crimson chalice to the view.

A sweeter zephyr Hlls the place,

The birds in sweeter concert sing ;

More closely in a fond embrace

Around the elm the vine doth cling.

Amid these etfad^s so caUn still . .

All things partake of my delight—

Fresh turf, fair sky, transparent rill

—

Ah 1 can you know she comes to-night ?

THE ELFIN BKIDE.

FROM THE GERMAN OF DE La MOTTE FOUQUE.

Gaily the sun ascends his throne.

And gilds the dewy sod below :

“ O, youth I what chains thee to that stone,

Where cooling breezes blow ?

O, Mourner !—from the new-lit skies

The darksome gloom hath ta’en its (light :

Methinks no sleep has blest thine eyes

Through all this weary night

!

And tears, thou valiant youth and true

Have fallen upon this humid stone
;

Or is it but the nightly dew

That down from heaven hath flown

“ The dew would show its wonted care,

And weep on iny beloved stone ;

But ah 1 the pearls that glisten there

Are but my tears alone !”

“A noble hero and in tears ?

A brave young man—and weakly pine ?

O come where gleams the sheen of spears,

And Love’s warm glance divine !”

“ Let others kneel at Beauty’s throne.

Or up the gleaming falchion take ;

For me

—

I tarry by this stone

Until my heart will break I"

I tell me, then, thy heart’s deep woe—
-Wh-at sorrow chains thee to the stone ?”

“Ah ! yes, from lips the tale will flow,

That speak of this alone !—

Last night I crossed the mountain near,

And sought this verdant vale of rest
;

A sweet voice whispered in mine car—

A sweeter lip to mine was prest !

—

It was a beauteous Fairy form,

That thus about the wanderer played,

And twined a garland bright and warm

Around us twain, that ne’er can fade.

She called me her beloved lord—

She called herself a wife’s dear name
;

And gave to me, with glad accord,

Her wondrous sweet and tender frame.

That moment did the Night withdraw

Hci veil so UtirK auu uainp ;

As through the roof of leaves we saw

The Moon suspend our nuptial lamp.

And as it paled before the day,

And sank amid the silent sea,

She reached her hand and cried— ‘ Away !

Beloved, hence ! from me !

Hence !—hence !—for ere the sun has smiled,

1 too must far from this have flown :

One beam on me, the Fairy Child,

Would turn me into stone. ,

For this, through Time’s unnumbered years,

Has been the Sun’s unquestioned right ;

But till the morning-red appears,

The Fairy People rule the night !

’

Audacious boy ! Oh 1 s.ad event !

I prayed, and kissed her thousand charms,

Until she, weeping, gave consent

To linger still within my arms.

But through her tears she sang this strain—

‘ Ah ! many and .many a happy night

Might I within thy arms have lain,

If thou didst not that promise blight.

•I cannot bring my lips to speak

Denial to that prayer of thine—

And see ! upon the purple peak

The day begins to shine !

Suhscrihers in tite country are Requested to remit by postal money orders^ ifpossible^ as the safest and most c^fenient

medium^ particularly as it ensures acknowledgment through the Department No other receipt will be

given any other being unnecessary
^ and likely to cause^ confusion.
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Farewell, beloved murderer mine !

Farewell ! thy clasping hands unbind !’

—

Scarce shrieked I ‘ fly I
’ when came the Shine,

When came the cooling morning wind.

There in my very hands she grew

A lifeless stone, so hard and cold
;

'I'here from my heart the life-blood flew,

And strength grew weak, and youth grew old.

Tv lifeless stone !—O bitter woe !

My joy ! my grief! my Elfin Bride 1

On this, through life, my tears shall flow

—

In death I’ll sleep beside !”

News and Our Comments.

Tiik following neat epigram has appeared in England on the appoint-

ment of Lord Reay, G.C.I.E., late Governor of Bombay, as Knight

Grand Commander of the Most E'calted Order of the Star of India ;

—

Fit that a Queen, of India’s realm posscst,

With India’s “ Mount of Light ” upon her breast,

Whom India’s people honour and obey.

Should add to India’s Star another R(e)ay.

*
*

We are glad to observe that a Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Animals has been founded at Secunderabad. The advent of an en-

thusiastic surgeon like Mr. Lawrie ought to have been the signal foi

such a measure. Since the influence that he has acquired m the Hy-

derabad State, it had become imperative.

# «

At the last University Examinations, the Medical College has passed

in the Preliminary Scientific M. B. Examination three student.s in the

Second Division
;
in the First M. B., one in the first and six in the

second division
;
in the Second M. B., one in the first and five in the

second ; and in the M. D,, one, namely, Nihatan Saikar.

• «

'f'HK first spinning and weaving mill in the island of Ceylon has been
.started, liie mill is aiieaay svippiyiug lucui uiUcia—grey sheeting,

driis, and towelling of e.xcellenl quality.

^ *

The American Silver Queen, Mrs. Mackay, residing in Paris, is said

to own ilie finest jewels in the world, Among them is a sapphire

bought fiom a Russian Piincc worth £30,000, a necklace of pearls

worth £’0,000 and a pair of solitaires worth £85,000.
at

A FARMER named Thomas Morrison, near Shelburne, Onl.ario, lately

took tbiee of his five children from their beds and drowned them in a

water band, their ages being two, five, and .seven years respectively,

and then himself took some carbolic acid. The poison was pumped
out and Morrison rallied, but his recovery is regaided as doubtful.

He is supposed to have been suffering from temporary insanity. His
wife was absent on a visit to a sick sister.

• •

It is satisfactory to learn that the Government of India has ordered the

Urdn.mcc Department, Madras, to comply with the enliie indent sub-

mitted by the Travaucore Slate of arms and accouiiements, v'xc., for

the u.se of the Nay.ir Biigade. Befoie Lord Dulierin struck out his

policy of utilising the inililary materiel of the Native Slates, the Gov-

ernment of India used to be far too suspicious.

•
• m

A CORRESPONDENT of the Ceylon Observer relates ; One day, a lady,

on returning from a drive, had the cushions of her cairiage lifted to re-

cover something she mi.ssed, when, to her horror, a huge cobra was dis-

covered under one of them. The lady had been three hours in the

cartiage !

• •

It is sad to learn that three upcountry girls of the same village

clubbed together to commit suicide. Laying themselves across the

lailway line near the B.ilpore station, they were run over by the night

mail for Mokameh, and their heads entirely severed from their bodies.

What a visita of romance is opened to contemplation by this iriph.

cation of self-murder at the same moment and in the same place !

The short and simple annals of the poor

are surely not all a humdrum monotone. There are *incidents of pain

and passion, known to the sympathetic observer. We are afraid theie

are general causes in operation in our society, pressing, perh.aps, with

undue severity, upon particular classes, goading them to deeds of des-

peration. As regards these country girls, we hope some gentlemen

of the quarter will enquire

Into their mutiny

Rash and undutiful,

—

how the poor things were,

Mad from life’s history,

Glad to death’s mysteiy

.Swift to be hurl'd

—

Any wheie, any where

Out of the world !

• «

The Lieutenant-Governor has considerately ruled that a notice under

section 17 of the Income-tax Act, II of 1886, shall be served on every

person whose name is included for the first time in the list of persons

chargeable under Part IV, or in whose case the amount of income-tax

10 be paid is enhanced.

• «

In supersession of the old rules of 1888, new rules coming into pfiert

from the next month, have been made relating to Revenue-mom*y

orders. They will be found in the Calcutta Gazette^ Part 1 . of the iSili

June 1890.

# #

The Government of India is still undecided as to its course in regani

to the proposal of the Bombay Chamber of Commerce, supported hy

the Chambers of Madras and Bengal, that railway receipts should be

declared to be iiansferable and negotiable instruments, carrying a title

to properly like bills of lading. Contrary opinion has been expressed

in other quarters, and the Government of India is anxious to obtain

further opinion on the subject. Accordingly, Local Governments .and

Administrations, and the Public Works and Legislative Departments

have been addressed on the subject and the papers made public.

• •

Her Majesty’s Consul at Jedd.ih writes under date the I4lh April,

but appearing only this week in the Calcutta Gazette^ that “all Indian

pilgiims coming via Suez being considered as coming direct from

India, unless they can show by their papers that they have been living

in Egypt or other places in the north for sometime, are subjected to

10 days’ quaiantme in the island of Abu Saad in Jedd.ih haibour
’’

Indian pilgiims are therefore warned that before their departure from

Bombay they should have lliejr passports visi5d by Her Majesty'N

Consuls in those places through which they pass, in oitler to enable

them to obtain free pratique on their arrival at Jeddah.
*

• *

Rai Surruth Chunder Ghose Bahadr, Honorary Assistant Engineer,

first grade, Fiist Calcutta Division, has been in charge of the Calcutta

Woikshops Llivision since the afternoon of the jrd February 1890, but

this transfer is Ga/elled only this week.

***

The Public Works Chittagong Hill Tracts Division ceases to exist ftom

the i ilh July nc.\t.

* ^

Under the Indian Steam-vessels Act, Monghyr and Bhagulpore have

been declared to be pl.n cs for the .survey of inland stcarn-vcssels, the

.SuperintendcMii of the Tirhoot State Railway being Surveyor,

in Monghyi, the Magisiraie of the District, and in Bh.igulpore, the

Senioi. Suboidinate Magistrate at head-quarters, /.c., the Joint-Magife-

traic, or in his absence the Senior Deputy Magistiate will receive

Holloways I'ills and Oinlmcnt,— It is impossible entirely to pi event

the noxious vapours which are given off in miiies and tunnels, and

those w'ho, like miner.s.aiKl i.aiivvay operatives, li.ive to woilc day afiei

day ill such viii.ued atmospheres, suffer in health and strength in coiu

sequence.' The chest anti liver often become clogged with the products

of coal coinbiisiion, necessitating great attention to the health. No
remedy i.s more valuable for miners and the like th.in Holloway’s Pilb*

as they cany off all effete matter from the blood, and healthily siinio-

laie the JiVer. They are also invaluable for costive bowels and for ail

bilious disoideis. The Ointment is a priceless remedy for

sprains, uh ers and all mantifi of soies.
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declarations of the surveyor, deliver certificates of survey, give notice

to owners or masters of steam-vessels when certificates are ready for

delivery, and receive expired, cancelled or suspended survey certificates.

Offences against the Act will be tried in those two places.

^ ,
%

SUBADAR Shaik Imdad Ali, Bahadur, Governor-General’s Body (inard,

has been taken in as an Aide-de-Camp and Risaldar- Major Nawab
Muhammad Afzal Khan, C.S.I., A7/a;i Bahadur, nth Bengal Lancers,

as an Honorary Aid-de-Camp of the Viceroy’s personal staff.

• •

The Cantonment of Cachar will henceforth be known as the Silchar

cantonment.
• ^

I f is reported thtff “ for the protection and liberty accorded to Catholics

in Persia,” the Pope has presented the Shah Nasr-ud-Deen with the

Order of Pius IX., forwarding the insignia with an autograph letter.

INFI.UENZA has had its run among our Simian brethren of Kichkinda.

li is reported from Kurnul, Southern India, that

“The animals were quite conspicuous one day by their absence, so

that everything, left out to dry on ten aces, was undibturbed,—quite an
unusual experience. Next morning they were seen m groups here and
there, some coughing terribly, others reeling like drunken men, and
then, later on, ' the unpleabant stillness, that reigned under the trees,

which afforded them shelter, was often distuibed by the crash of a
heavy monkey, coming precipitately down to the ground to die.’

”

In Russia, they have adopted stringent measures against adulterated

food. A person convicted of adulteration or sale of injurious sub-

stances as food is liable to a fine of 300 roubles (^48), or three months’

unpiisonmeiu. A repetition of the offence doubles the penalty, while

the third conviction depiives him of all civil and political rights.

« «

A Russian globe-trotter from Archangel returning home with some

samples of tea grown m Ceylon, oistributed them among his friends.

There is now a demand at Archangel for the Ceylon tea.

•
*

• •

It is a hundred years since the dome of St. Peter’s at Rome cracked

and was put to iiglub by ubiiung nieiailic band. Fissures are again

tiuw icpotied.

To lender help to Transatlantic Imcis in distress, an ocean patrol is

being talked ot in Amcuca. The suggcsiiou is to divide the steamer
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NiJipTES, Leaderettes, and
^UR Own N p:ws.

Another pli‘

!

Oil the night of the n3th, it was

discovered
parts of\^|,e Gatschina palace had been under-

mined. \

Thk difference in tf ' Patched up, it *ems. Mr.

Smith has been '"X."'vn w.iy. He has ac-

cordingly been drawn o|f
ghusufgkar and i.

, rapjjiy recovering
iulks. He has proved the c

and is bound to rise to the

pot yet-even near. Just nov^
the ministry, his influence is i

very far from a fool,

to his talents. Hence, we suspcrl’

from his recent attack ol

Balfour is a brilliant man

mentary position, but that is

he is one of the Icailing props 3

to Mr. Smith’s. The latter

parly value is out of all proportio’

the Irish Sec.etary has been prevtV "P”"

hly, Mr. Smith’, great e.xperience
,,^>^>K«es^ted some wise reasou for

postponing Mr. Balfour’s pet measure.

Lower House that he would move for a st.^

[Ir. Sn'iith has notified to the

iidmg order enabling Govern-

ment to cany over Bills to next session, r

Bill, the Government proceeding with tlv

and Indian Councils Bills. This has elici

Mr. Gladstone that the previous opin

was a preliminary requisite to the

eluding the Land Purchase

Licensing, Tithes, Police

a counter notice from

of the Select Committee

ru’ernment proposal.

The American Senate voted the Silver

five voles, rejecting all the amendti

with the exception of the one for

clause, which was adopted by a laj*

ill by forty two against twenty

ts of the Finance Committee

moving the bullion redemption

majority. The Bill so amended

by the Senate was presented/^
of on

Wednesday, the iSth. The 11^*® ‘"/Commiir-
'

" 7se to enal^
' ”

a motion by Mr. Wand that tif
Committee should

House to discuss the Bill wa

jlse to enab;

of eleven

e the

Vites.
^

iTly ot eleven v(i .

The Senate has made the di 412 *a grain^”*

standard silver of twenty-fi*

coinage under certain coir

.hs of gold, and retained fre

The most important tclegiaphic news of the week is the conclusion of

the convention between England and Germany regarding East and

Central Africa. By the stipulation of July 2, 1887, the German sphere

of influence was leserved south of the Victmia, England confining

herself to the regions north of ih.il line. Mr. Stanley thus describes

the German sphere :

—

\

routes into eight squares, each with a p.iiiolliiig vessel leady always to

lender aid. Old war-ships are proposed to be utilised for the puipose,

England and the United .States each contributing two vessels, and Italy,

France, Germany and Sweden making up the leinaindtr. The Con-

gress will be applied to for an Inieriutiunal Conference for the details.

• •

The latest news regarding Sir Frederick Roberts is that he does not

succeed Lord Wolseley as Adjutant-General of her Majesty’s forces,

but remains in India and continues to be the Conimandcr-in-Chiel

for an extended term of two yeais.

•
• •

Sirdar Cbarat Singh, Sub-Judge of Montgomery—son of John Law-
lence’s frieiwi Neiial Singh, Chhuchhi, K.c.s.i., wlio assisted him during
die Mutinies- -accused of bribery and corruption, has been acquitted

of the charges, and transferred at his own request to Hissar.

«
• *

Here is progress in agriculture

“An exhibit at the last Royal Society’s meeting by Mr. D. Morris,
of the Royal Gardens, Kew, was ol great practical interest

; this was
•i 5>ugHr-caue seed ami seedlings. As the result of some experiments
''Uti self-sown seedlings, it is aiiiicipaied that, by cross fertilisation and
a careful selection of scealings, it wni now be possible to raise new and
mipi-ovcd varieties of sugar cane, and renew the constitutional vigour
ot plants that have become deteriorated through continuous cultivation
by cuiimgs or slips. Great importance is attached to the subject m
^uRar-produciug countries, as it opens up an entirely new field* ol inves-
tigation in regard to sugar-cane cultivation.”

We hope our local Agri- Horticultural Society and planters and prac-
tical men will attend to the suggestion.

“Its easlr.Mi coast is about 450 milns long, it extends from east to

west about 950, us western line is the length ol ilic Tanganyika Lake,
363 miles, iioiih and souili lU ceuiial line .is ov’i;r 700 miles long, and
the whole cmbiaces appio.vimalely 600,000 scjnaie miles. On the north
It has a lake shore line of 350 miles, lo the vveu it h.i> iliu Tanganyika,

I

3O3 miles, on Nya^'ia Lake lo the soiiih il h.i-i a shoie line of about
180 miles. By these tliiee spacious lake^ she commands the Victoria
Lake coast hue of I,3(X) miles, the Tangan>*ka c-m .1 hue of 950 miles,
the Nyassa coast line, 950 miles— total, 3,20 > inih^s of laciiiinnt: coast
inhabited by tubes uLCUsioincil to trade. It is ihe finest region of
Africa

;
it grows wheat and rice and coffee equally well. Its inhabi-

tants are born traders, and lake kindly to labour of any kind. They
arc indusliious, keen at barter, fiugal, and, if they aic considcialely
treated, will make the best of subjects. They ha\e been accustomed
to comincice for the last sixty yeais

;
iliey are acqiiainied with white

men since 1857? when Buiton and .Spider* discoveitd tiie Tanganyik.i.
Though English cxpiuieis h.ive made ihe coiintry known, and eight
English mission stations have been planted there .since 1876, the Bri-

tish Goveimnent meekly sunendered the whole to Germany as her
sphere of lufliicnce, on the. understanding that norlli »)f the southern
shore of the Nyan/.i hhould be reserved for (ircat Biiuin.”

>

The pievious coticessious were Kilima-Njaro, discovered by a

missionary in Biiiish pay, a tract of the M.isailand 20,000 square miles

in extent, first explored by a British traveller, and a coast line 200

miles long along the shores of the Victoria Nyanza, also explored by a

traveller in British employ.

The terms of the present convention, as telegraphed by the Central

News Agency, are

“ England i.s to hold Wituland, Stephenson Road, and Uganda

;

Germany extending her Congo frontier from Tanganyika to the first

degree of South Latitude, but reserving to England the right of free
transit northward.

Zanzibar cedes the rights of sovereignity to England and Germany
conjointly. With the assent of Germany, England assumes exclusive
protection of Zanzibar

;
in return for which concession,’ England cedes

Heligoland to Germany., The islanders living there now are to be
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.s at pr/sent,
exempted from compulsory Naval and Military service aia for ^'period
The prevailing customs tariffs are not to be interfered wi>'

^

of twenty years.”

Heie is a description of the ceded island North Se/
“ Heligoland (Holy Land), a small island int‘6, and about 2^,piles from

from Denmark in 1807, situate opposite I eser, and the in 7** ci*
the mouths of the Elbe, the Eider, the Wfjandy Island it U^nUnilt twn and
E. long, and 54^ iT N. lat. Including ^and has an area pf Xlit three-
two-thuds of a mile in cirrumfeiencopulation in 1881 In con-
fourths of a square mile, with a pue and unrivalled

jg ,pi,ch
sequence of its s.ilubrious cliii\:e by German and otlm„
resorted to ..s a batliinK pla.i the season. It is a co.;^\

^.u„,d and "oXt
to the number of 15,000 •..ts, who live by fisliina ‘

lodginRS,
station. Ihe inhabitiniii-imge of their own, whj{?^

linguists say is tin-
have an iinwniien 1 :^axon. Lobsters to the nuiKu^., ari»

d..b„di, od ,h. ...cu. r
gathered annuiCd in boxes for local use, or ^ ^ - •

they aie stre average price per lb. varies/
where th.'e annual yield of the Hshcncs

' .-.;i j . L

around the

rare sent to the continent,

/^frorn 7}iei. to l.r. 6f/. The
1

' r 11 i - 1 .
about /7,ooo ; there is also a

averaiie in the skins of wild birds shof vital
tiadatistics of Heligoland are marvelloo

.,ver.age life of the inhahi-
s tarns IS staled to be over 63 years.

i„ tgg,- ,£11,7151 Ex-
pendilurc in 1886, 1 1,786.” ' »/ j »

Mr. Stanley, who had been dei>;„„„^i„„ concession to Germany,
s reported to have highly euloKi^^^, ne„ Anglo-German Conven-
tion, which adds a hundred th^';,

,1,^ Em-
pite. The Radicals ate Heligoland. The
press notices it favoiirably.p

replying to a question in the
Lower House, said that,

jf p.rrliament rejects the cession of the
uland, the whole conventio.

,

The solar eclipse of Tliursda.y
obscured by clouds in Calcutta.

The weather was fine and sk.^ Bhagulpore the
phenomenon was clearly visible,

j,, ,he fourth stage.
Father Pei.eranda h.ad been to

n|,..rgo,pore to observe the annular
eclipse. At Coiiimillali it was prob.

,,,,^ to better advantage than
anywhere ;ns{Vngal. At 5 f. M. the

.ry of 00/00, which does duty in

that blowing of shells a,,,,
^,r,kiiig of gongs in these

‘‘"‘""'’s wtis heara '>‘1 >hi»t the attack on the sun

-‘'^oimnenced. The ‘-eeded, till at 5-57 P. M. the

orb of the moon haA'gdl!
'.'''amelyi I'ntre of the great luminary

/lasto leave a luminous rim\. .*• his was a most interesting

sight which continued for about 3 miniill

The Governor-General in Council lias “ declared every railway ad-

ministration to be liable from and after the ist May 1890 to pay every

tax which it was lawfully required by or on behalf of any local autho-

rity to pay in aid of the funds of such authority during the year ended

on the 30ih April 1890.”

What is this enigma and what the occasion ?

But that is the evil of modern legislation in India. The law is made

general, all control is vested in one authority, enabling that authority

to delegate its powers or sanction byelaws for effectual carrying out

of any particular measure. Thus you take power only to delegate op

to make subsidiary laws. That only bespeaks lax legislation and lends

to careless administration.

The Nizam's High Court shiiks responsibility for trial of European

Biitish subject. It has come to the conclusion that it has no juris-

diction over British-born offenders of law. The young English lady

who assaulted a native will, therefore, be tried by General Campbell,

the English Judge in the Nizam’s service, and a Justice of the Peace

under the Foreign Jurisdiction Act. Which law will be applied in the

case—ihe English, Indian or Hyderabad! ?

The clever writer who furnishes the Moffiisil Notes in iht I/idian Plant-

ers^ Gasette reports a hunting accident followed by a remarkable rescue

from an unexpected quarter. He says :

—

“ Behar is not likely ever to forget the heroic defence by Mrs. Fred.

Needham of her husband after he had been bowled insensible off his

pony by a gang of /<i////-armed cowards, nor will Cooch Behar ever

cease to boast of Mrs. Evans Gordon’s plucky encounter with a tiger.

But we have now to chronicle a further act of cool bravery on the pait

of a Lower Bengal lady which is certainly worthy of being handed down
to posterity. Almost all residents in Behar and Bengal are well ac-

quainted with that excellent old sportsman and planter, Mr. Morey.
About three weeks ago he was out pigsticking accompanied by his

daughter, when a pig suddenly sprang from the jungle, and charging

Mr. Morey sent horse and man a terrible crumpler, the brute proceeding

to make havoc of his fallen foes. But scarcely was Mr. Morey down
ere his brave girl was on terra-Jirma too, and unhesitatingly rushed

to place herself between the boar and her insensible fatlier. Unarmed
as she w.as, it is horrible to think what the result might have been, but

fortunately she had with her a large greyhound who went straight fur

the boar, drew his attention away and firnally drove him off. Miss

Morey then running to the nearest pool and hlling her topee with water

managed to bring lier father round. The natives instead of assisting

came up only when all danger was over. Hats off boys to Miss Morey !”

And may God bless her I we say with all our heart. Miss Morey is

a heroine beyond question, but, above all, she has proved herself a

true daughter—a treasure worth half a dozen indifferent or insouciant

soTis. Wc .hope Mr. .Morey adequately appreciates his possession.

Whatever may be urgctl in favour of the Salic law in roycl hou.scs,

how hideous appears the law and custotn of primogeniture, in the fiice

of such deeds of high emprise by tender woman I It would be a fitting

response worthy of the parent of the heroine, if Mr. Morey bequeath-

ed the bulk of his properly to her. The honour of the incident would

then be complete.

On the last Ecd there was a large gathering of all the Mussulmans in

England at the only mosque ih Great Britain, and probably in all

In the case of a railway administered by the Government, the Director-

(Jencral of Railways has been peimiticd to be the officer who is to

make general rules under sec. 47 of the Indian Railways Act, 1890.

The Governor-General in Council also delegates to Local Governments

the following powers exercisable by himself :

—

^^ (/) Sections 7y g and Ir.— All the powers and functions of the

Governor-General in Council, subject to the proviso that the exercise

and discharge of such powers and functions will not entail any expendi-

ture in excess of the general powers of sanction of the Local Govern-

ment concerned.

(:i) Seition 4S.—All the powers and functions of the Governor-

General in Council, only in c.ises where the railways concerned are

under the control of one and tlie same Local Government.

( ^) Section j/.— All llie poweis and functions of the Governor-

General in Council.

(4) Section jy section 31, clauses (a), (h), (c),(d), and (e); and
section 35.—All the poweis and functions of tlie Governor-General in

Council.

(3) Section 6j.—The power of determining the vernacular lan-

guages in which the maximum luiiuber of passengers to be carried in

each compartment shall be exhibited.

(6) Section i^j.—Thc power of notifying the Magistrates and

Folice-officcrs to whom notices of railway accidents arc to be given.”

It is not an unconditional delegation, though. The powers and func-

tions may be revoked or varied, and the exercise and discharge thereof

fonlrollcd, as may from time to lime be thought fit. Was this special

reservation absolutely necessary ? We believe, the Viceroy is always

competent, with or without any express authority, to supervise every

department or to control any action of any local Governor. It is cer-

tainly too much to expect the Governor-General in Council to do the

minute functions of the sections of the Railway Act quoted above.

Western Europe, namely, that erected with Indian subscriptions at

Woking. We read

“ A considerable number of Mahomedan gentlemen went from Lon-

don, Cambridge, and other places to the Oriental Institute at Woking,

on the 2ibt ultimo, in order to celebrate the Eed festival at the mosque,

which IS in connection with the institute. After the conclusion of the

religious ceremonies, which were conducted by some of the Mahomedan
residcfiis at the insiiiule, the members of that creed present on the

occasion whether belonging to the Sunni, Shiah, or other Mahomedan
persuasion, embraced one another fraternally and adjourned to the

meal that marks the conclusion of the month of Ramzan, during which

‘ the faithful ' are obliged to fast.”

That was indeed a most interesting ceremony, showing the advance

of toleration. Fifty years ago, the mob with the cry of No Turk

would have razed the mosque to the ground. Are these all Oriental

Mussalmans or are some of them native converts—men like the Whites

and Greens of Madras who have exchanged ChristianifJT for Islam?

It would be interesting to have a list of these gentlemen, giving the

names, addresses, nationality, persuasion, position, of each. Such a

list would be a good indication of the progress in secular education

and Western enterprise made severally by the Eastern nations

and communities whose representatives were thus assembled at Dr.

Leitner’s mosque.

The incident is not without political value. England is thus annexed

by Islam—theologically, a fact which constitutes a religious claim on

the luyiilty of Mussulman residents.

Poor Time is in a fix—on all sides. Steam first, and Electricity after-

wards, annihilated him, in the phrase of the day. If the former
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reduced the old Conqueror to an Elba Napoleon, the latter shut him

up in the dTistant island-prison of St. Helena as it were. But a worse

fate remained, and now poor Chronos is little better than a crone.

The nmrt of science in especial are his worst enemy. Theyaiecon-

tinuall^ushin^im into a corner. And now the very traders snap

their hngers at him, defying him to do his worst. Articles on wnich

Time has exercised his characteristic debasing and deforming powers

are now-a-days easily touched up and habitually passed for brand-new.

His influence came thus to be confined to the one trade in which he was

a real benefactor—the wine trade. But alas I he has been dislodged from

his last stronghold—deprived of his remaining prot^gh. The wine-

merchants are now prepared to do without him. The silent action of

years which so improves the quality of their goods, they will obtain

tn a trice, and they no longer mean to wait upon the pleasure or con-

venience of the old warrior armed with the scythe and holding an

hour glass.

Light has been found to age new wines. The method is to expose

layers of young wine, in vessels covered with coloied glass, to the

direct action of the sun, which considerably improves both the

flavour and the quality.

Apropos of our re mark of last week on head-dresses, we pick up the

following

“A member of the Allahab.'id Rifle Volunteers, on taking down his

helmet a few days ago, found that a pair of sparrows had built a very

comfortable nest therein, and had raised a brood of young ones !

”

So all nature is in a conspiracy of derision against the ugly

The wily sparrows ! what practical jokers are they,!

In connection with the New World Exhibition of 1892, Mr. Barnum

has started an exhibition idea of his nwn, calculating the income at a

million of money. He advises the Fair Committee to obtain of the

Egyptian Government, the loan of, and exhibit, the mummified corpse

of Rameses II., the Pliaroah of the Exodus, with that of his daughter,

ilie saviour of Moses, and other less distinguished members of the

royal Egyptian family of that era. He thus speaks of his idea

Think of the siupeiulousness of the incongruity, to exhibit to the

people of the niiicieeiiih century, in a country not discovered until

2,000 or 3,000 years after his death the corpse of the king of whom we

have the earliest record ! Consider, too, that that corpse is so perfectly

preserved after thousands of years in the tomb that its features arc

almost perfect ;
so perfect that every man, woman and child who looks

upon the mummy may know the countenance of the despot who exerted

so great an influence upon the history of the world.”

We confess it is a capital idea. It is easy to deride, but Mr. Pbincas

Barnum is indeed a man of genius who would have distinguished

Iiinibclf in almost any sphere of action to which he had chosen to

devote himself.

We copy the following from the Indian Planter^ Gazette :

—

“We hear that ‘ strong efforts are being made in New Zealand by a

confederacy of capitalists to push the trade of horses, frozen meat and

preserved fruits in India, and that an experienced mail in the matter

, will shortly visit the Madras and Bengal Presidencies to see what

chance there is of opening up a market for New Zealand and Aus-

tralian produce generally.”

Horses, frozen meat and preserved fruits may be a delectable oUa

podrtda in Southern Pacific, in the neighbourhood of the Fiji

Islands, and possibly welcome to some heroic stomachs nearer home.

But, as a rule, we fear it is not the thing for palates used to delicacies

like rke and curry and cutlets. As regards carnivorous Young India, he

will have none of it. And for India in general, neither Hindus nor Mus-

sulmans are hippophagi.

•

But what are the hippophagi of New Zealand before the anthropo-

phagi of New England ! Go-ahead America has developed a new

industry. It is said—

“ Ear-makers in New York confine themselves tp their own speciality.

Ears are frequently lost in America in personal fisticuffs, for there is

nothing your American enioys more than a good chew at the car of

an antagonist, not to speak of the chance to slash it off with a bowie

knife or a razor. Ears are also frequently tost through frost-bite. The
restorer models them cleverly out of plaster of Paris, taking the re-

maining ear as a copy, then makes them from a composition of wax,

India-rubber, and a peculiar sort of gum, and affixes them by rubber
suction to the side of the bead.”

What 1 the American enjoys nothing so much as a good chew at the

ear of a mi^n I We hops the Americans who come to this country

leave their peculiar taste in the West Indies or in Japan, just as Eu ro-

peana used, as was said, to leave their conscience at the Cape.

As for the ear-makers, they are an ingenious set. How wondrously

they make their bogus organs of wax, India rubber and gum ! Only we

are afraid these are rather too melting ears which would dissolve even

before a tale of pity was recited. And, above all, how tliey affix them !

But the question is, can you pull them—the ears, that is, not the

makers ?

The banished Yaksha in Kalidasa’s beautiful poem beseeches a

passing cloud to convey a verbal message of love and fidelity for him

to his lonely wife at home far off. Modern lovers have the benefit of

the handy medium of writing through the post. Now they have to

hand a mode of exchanging their thoughts even more to the purpose,

because more direct—in Mr. Edison’s great discovery. Besides,

valuable as writing is, toward this and other ends, it is after all an

art confined, even in these days of enlightenment, to a miuoriiy.

Accordingly, correspondence through the Post Office is a luxury frqpt*

which the many are debarred. Not so the phonograph. It is the

sovereign resource for the masses—a truly universal boon.

Heaven first taught letters for some wretch’s aid,

Some banish’d lover, or some captive maid
;

They live, they speak, they breathe what love inspires.

Warm from the soul, and faithful to its fires,

The virgin’s wish without her fears impart,

Excuse the blush, and pour out all the heart.

Speed the soft intercourse from soul to soul.

And waft a sigh from Indus to the pole.

Great as is the invention of letters, all that is the language of ex-

aggeration in respect of it as a channel of inter-communication between

soul and soul. What is predicated of it, however, is strictly true of

the new American instrument. We are glad to find that not only

individuals but nations have already begun to make the most of it in

this behalf.

The Mexican Post office is utilising the phonograph to the rescue and

relief of the illiterate

“The Mexican Post Office authorities have taken up the phonograph
and placed it at the disposal of the public at a charge of six to twelve

centimes the 1,000 words. The intending user, having paid the fee,

speaks into the machine, after which the cylinder is packed in a case

and forwarded to the persons addressed, who receives, besides, from

the Post Office, a phonogr.aph which repeats the message, and is then

returned to the office. As a large proportion of Mexicans have not

yet solved the my*.iery of reading and writing, this method of corres-

ponding is found very serviceable.”

That ought to shame the United Stales, to say nothing of Western

Europe.

We rejoice to hear the best reports of the Nawab Bahadur of Moor-

shedabad’s health. He has been steadily, if slowly, improving, until ho

is now in a condition to dictate and sign simple letters. Last week,

such a letter was received in Calcutta.

REIS & RA WET.
SATURDAY, JUNE 21, 1890.

THE EXTENSION OF HONORARY AD-
MINISTRATION IN BENGAL.

Sir Steuart Baylcy’s scheme of enlarging the powers
of Honorary Magisterial Benches is receiving prac-

tical application. Independent Benches are being

constituted to supersede the Benches where the

Honorary Magistrates sit with a stipendiary Magis-
trate. The idea is an excellent one which will afford

some relief to the overworked official staff, while it

will tend to train up a body of non-official auxiliaries

in the Administration who might be left to deal with

the less onerous portion of magisterial duty. The
Government are wisely cautious in not vesting all pre-

sent Honorary Magistrates with higher powers. We
fully approve of this as the best guarantee against

future failure. We even go farther, and think the
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present departure a good occasion for a careful revision

of the lists of Honoraries. Among them there are

not a few who should never have been appointed as

not fulfilling the requisite intellectual standard.

There are others who have no time or take no inter-

est, and yet do not resign, nor have been compelled

to resign. With an initial overhauling of the exist-

ing Hoi.orary staff, the experiment of Sir Steuart

Bayley would have a better chance of success. As
it is, we would not be surprised if there occurred

failures here and there.

The course followed in the constitution of the Inde-

pendent Benches in the metropolitan district of the

24-Pergunnahs, deserves wider application. It makes

a discreet advance upon the present system, with

sufficient safeguards against miscarriage. If only care

is taken in fixing the rotation of the Honorary
Magistrates with due regard to their qualifications, and

none but simple cases are made over to them, at any

rate in the beginning, the new experiment is very

likely to be a success. These precautions will be

imperative at the outset, and the working of these

Independent Benches will require close watching by,

and sympathetic attention from, the district officers.

Under orders of the Government of Bengal dated

the 22nd April last, and at the recommendation of

the Presidency Commissioner, the Regular Benches

of Alipur, Sealdah, Barranagar, Dum-Dum, Bussir-

hat, Baraset, Barrackpore, Diamond Harbour and

Naihati have been converted into Independent

Benches with the powers of a Magistrate of the 2nd

class as well as with power to try summarily the

offences mentioned in Section 261 of the Criminal

Procedure Code. Any two of the Honorary Magis-

trates attached to these Benches may in future form

an Independent Bench, and exercise 2nd class powers,

although personally they may be vested with only

3rd class powers. In this arrangement we find exem-
plified the wise caution with which the Government,

as we have already observed above, are giving effect

to the measure. It is necessary that the present

Honorary Magistrates should go through a period

of training before they are vested with 2nd class

powers personally. Of course in saying this, we
make an exception in favor of those, if any, who by
their legal knowledge and past career, may have now
sufficient confidence with the authorities to be vested

w’ith the higher po>ver.s. As a rule, however, the

Honorary Magistrates in the interior of the country

have yet to prov(! their desert. We know of some
who cannot but prove failures, unless they have the

advantage of sitting with better qualified colleagues.

In any case, it is discreet that at the begiuiiiiig of

the experiment, in the generality of cases, the Ben-

ches rather than the officers individually should be

vested with the increased powers.

These Benches will try only such cases as may be

made over to them by the Magistrate who will re-

ceive the complaints, and fix the rotation of the

Honorary Magistrates. Cases likely to be of a protract-

ed character will not ordinarily be made over to these

Benches by the Magistrate. Their work will thus be

light and simple, and it is hoped they may do credit

to themselves and to the authorities appointing them.

THE INDIAN POLICE ADM I N ISTRAT ION.
The earnest attention of the Government has at last

been directed to the subject of police administration.

This is in fulfilment of the promi.se made by Lord
Dufferin on the eve of his departure. There are

grave defects in that administration, and they are ad-

mitted by all the Local Governments. The only dif-

ferences that exist are naturally about the remedies.

We are not at all sorry that the recommendation of
our Local Government for the appointment of a

Commission of Enquiry has not found favour with

the Government of India. The faults in the police

system are sufficiently known to require an elaborate

investigation. The Public Service Commission in its

enquiries into this special department has moreover
left on record its views as to the lines on which the

police service should be reformed. The Government
of India have sufficient information on the subject.

The necessity for early reform is also recognised.

The question, however, has to be viewed with refer-

ence to financial considerations, and it is here that

the practical solution of the question presents the

least hopeful aspect.

Apart, however, from the financial issues involved

in the subject, the administration of the police is sus-

ceptible of improvement in other ways. Although
we believe there will be no satisfactory settlement of

the question unless the Government were prepared to

provide a far more liberal scale of expenditure for the

police service, nevertheless the police is but a limb

of the magistracy, and the action of the magistrates

must have its effects upon the working of the police.

The broad question as viewed by the Government is.

How efficiently to control crime ? Towards this, the

agency of a capable and trustworthy police is of

course of the last importance. But the administra-

tion of the criminal law by the magistracy and the

judiciary must also be an important factor in the pro-

blem. In the Government despatches lately publish-

ed on the subject, all the various causes leading to

the present unsatisfactory state of things in regard to

the control of crime are referred to, or discussed

more or less fully, and the Local Governments are in-

vited to cooperate with' the Government of India to-

wards more effectually dealing with crime and

criminals.

Of the causes other than the incapacity and untrust-

worthiness of the police accounting for the present

lax control of crime, the following are assigned by the

local Governments :

—

1. The jury system is unsuitable.

2. The native magistracy is weak, and the Sub-

ordinate Executive Service has very few Europeans
in it.

3. The drafts made from the Civil Service for

Burrnah, Assam, &c., have seriou.sly crippled the •

administration.

4. The delay in disposing of criminal cases is

inordinate.

5. The district magistrates exercise imperfect

supervision over the subordinate magistrates.

These statements are generally accepted by the

Government of India, with more or less reservations.

The information before them aa to the wTJVking of

the jui;y system justifies, it is said, a more detailed

enquiry into the manner in which it has operated, or

at all events as to the extent to which it has been

applied. As to the question of the adequacy of. the

judicial staff, the Governor-General in Council refers

to a statepient given in the Secretary of State’s des-

patch on the proposal of the Public Service Com-
mission which gives the number of cadre posts which

are consUlered to be necessary for the administration.

It is further stated to be unlikely that there will in

future be any such disturbing influence as the. anhexs*-

tion of Burrnah to lead to the^ drain of qivjl o^cers^

from Bengal to other pafi#
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of the Government of India on the shortcomings of

the Subordlhate Executive Service are of great ini-

portan^. It is said:—“The Governor-General in

CouncflWoes loot doubt that the absence of Europe-

ans in the Subordinate Executive Service has not

been without effect on the criminal administration,

and he hopes that the present defects in the service

may be to some extent remedied by the action to be

taken on paragraph 15 of Home Department letter

No. 30a dated 14th February 1890. While, how-

ever, the Government of India hope that these orders

will not be without effect, the fact must be recog-

nised that the Provincial Service will always be

mainly composed of natives of India, and that the

proper remedy for the defects in the procedure of

.subordinate magistrates is to secure that their work

shall be regularly supervised by the Magistrate of the

District and experienced Sub-divisional Magistrates.”

The tendency to delay and adjournments, favoring

the escape of criminals, as well as the further

tendency to impose inadequate punishments should

also be checked. The Government of India also

refer to the necessity of making better provision for

the punishment of habitual offenders and for the

improvement of the agency engaged in prosecuting

cases in Magisterial Courts.

We cannot dismiss the subject without saying that

the Government of India betray an evident natural

bias, imbibed from too implicit a reliance on the re-

ports of their European subordinates, against the

native personnel of local and subdivisional adminis-

tration. Whatever the amount of that bias, it has

been expressed with a temper worthy of the Supreme
Government. Still any prejudice in such a quarter

on such a subject is a serious thing, detrimental not

only to individual servants of the state but to the

efficiency of administration. There is certainly an-

other view of the matter, and the class of public

servants affected ought not to be remiss in bringing

it forward. We hope on another occasion to lay our

view before the public.

REGISTRATION OF MAHOMEDAN
MARRIAGE.

Nawab Abdool Luteef Bahadoor, although he has

not interest enough with Government, Local and Im-

perial, to be appointed to the Viceroy’s Council for

making Laws and Regulations, is umjuestionably the

most distinguished public man among the Mahome-

dans in Bengal, and the leading representative of that

community.- His se.rvices to that community during

a protracted career have been repeatedly acknow-

ledged by Government. And, although he has now
some years retired from his professional work on pen-

sion, he..is still at his public labours of love, and un-

remitting in his exertions for the benefit of his fellow

Mahomedans. Not the least of his cares in that be-

half has been devoted to the question of marriage,

that important bond of society and factor in domestic

peace and happiness. For thirty years, the Nawab
has laboured on this field, with varying degrees of

success, hut with unvarying tenacity of purpose which

was bound to be successful in the end. :His first ef-

fort in this connection was in endeavouring to retain

the old Kazis for the registration of marriages at' the

time that the abolition of tliat office was under con-

sideration of Government.- Although the Na^vab in-

duced the Lieutenant-Governor for the time being.

Sir John Peler Grant, to accept the suggestion and

urgo it uppn-ithe consideration of the Supreme Gov-
eram^Q^^-jhlji jo bis e.^ea[v6ur8 aiid Act XI

of 1864 was passed abolishing Kazis root and branch.

The apprehended results followed. The number of

offences against marriage began to increase, ’espe-

cially in the Eastern and Mahomedan Districts of

Bengal, to such an extent and the number of convic-

tions for the same began to be proportionately so

small, that the attention of Government was arrested

and enquiries instituted which shewed that ’the ab-

sence of any authorised system of registration for

Mahomedan marriages and divorces was at the bot-

tom of the mischief. The first attempt to tackle with

the difficulty was that of Syud Azimuddin Hussein

Khan, who obtained the permission of Sir Cecil

Beadon to introduce into the Bengal Council a Bill for

the appointment of registrars for Mahomedan mar-

riages. The Syud, however, committed the mistake

of making the registration compulsory, which raised

such a howl from different quarters that the measure

had to be abandoned. In 1869, the grievances of

the Mahomedan community, due to the want of faci-

lities for keeping proper record of marriages and di-

vorces, were brought prominently to public notice by

the Nawab during the discussion of his paper on the

Mahomedan Law of Marriage and Dower befqre the

Bengal Social Science Association. Continued ham-

mering at last attracted the attention of Sir George

Campbell, who ordered the preparation of a voluntary

Registration Bill, that being the cardinal point of dif-

erence between the proposals of the Nawab and those

of Syud .Azimuddin and the party identified with him.

The Bill was brought in by Mr. Dampier in Novem-
ber 1873, and it progressed well through the usual

stages, the Nawab (then a member of the Council)

taking, as might be expected, a prominent part there-

in, and the Bill was ripe for final passing when the

Nawab vacated his seat in the Council by efflux of

time. By a strange coincidence, attempts were im-

mediately made, and a great deal of wire-pulling re-

sorted to in order to prevent the passing of the Bill

on the ground that it would interfere with the Maho-
mcdan religion. It does not speak much for the

politic.al honesty of the instigators of this agitation,

when we recollect that they were the very men identi-

fied with the previous abortive compulsory Bill.

Government had no difficulty in seeing through the

real character of the agitation, and the Bill was final-

ly passed in November 1875, and it became law as

Act No. I. of 1876. •

.Since its passing, the measure has had to struggle

against various adverse influences. The party who

pose as the party of reform amongst the Mahome-

dans have been always incessantly endeavouring to

introduce a compulsory system running after a false

imitation of the Frankish system. The Registration

Department, which stands in a step-fatherly position

to the Mahomedan Registration, would only be too

glad for such a huge addition of grist to the mill.

The Mahomedan registrars themselves would be only

too delighted to make such a prodigious addition to

their work and their income. Accordingly, from time

to time, serious assaults have been delivered against

the present voluntary system, and it has taxed all

the courage and skill of the Nawab to defend the

same. Not unoften he has carried the assault into

the enemy’s camp and bettered his position there-

by, The representative Committee appointed by the

Bengal Government to consider the Mahomedan

Registration question, reporting in 1881, unanimously

condemned in "Indignant terms any form of compul-

sory registration. the "reform party” who would

be only too glad to prove the Nawab wrong in any-
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thing* returned to the charge, alleging the voluntary

system to have failed and suggesting a compulsory

system of registration of Mahomedan marriages and
divorces, subject to a pecuniary penalty for non-re-

gistration as in the case of births and deaths. In

a well-reasoned Minute dated the 2Tst October last,

.supported by merciless logic and convincing facts

and figures, the Nawab has combated the assertions

of his opponents, given the true history of the

measure from its inception, upheld the necessity of

the voluntary as against the compulsory system, de-

monstrated that the present Act is in no sense a

failure, but pregnant with the best hopes for progress,

and suggested certain measures for the better work-

ing of the Act. The Minute*, has been printed for

private circulation, and it would do the rising genera-

tion of Mahomedans good to study the same as

forming an important chapter of their social history

and as a model of public controversy. We are glad

to find that the Nawab has again vindicated the use-

fulness and inviolability of the voluntary Registration

Act, as appears from the following communication :

—

“ From Sir John Edgar, K. C. I. K., C. S. I.,

Chief Secretary to the Government of Bengal,

To Nawab Abdool Luteef Bahadur, c. i. E.,

Dated Ranchi, the 20th March, 1890.

With reference to your letter dated the 21 si October 1889, 1 am
directed to convey the thanks of the Lieutenant-Governor for your in-

teresting and valuable Memorandum therewith forwarded, regarding the

working of th^ Mahomedan Marriage Registration Act I. (B.C.) of 1876.

2. I am at the same time to inform you that the Lieutenant-Gover-
nor has decided not to consider any proposal for compulsion in the

matter of registration of Mahomedan Marriages and Divorces whether

such compulsion be direct or indirect, unless he is satisfied that the

measure would be favorably received by all classes of Mahomedans.
On the other hand the suggestions made in the Memorandum, especial-

ly those contained in paras : 31, 34, 37) 38, 39, and 42 will receive careful

attention.”

In resisting the proposals for compulsory registra-

tion, the Nawab is fighting the battle of all Indian

communities. In these impecunious days, from a

compulsory marriage registration Act to a marriage

tax is but a step, and would be the signal for the so-

called reformers to agitate for the prevention of re-

gistration for early marriages, plural marriages and

so forth. The country in such a case would be dis-

turbed from one end to the other, and serious ad-

ministrative difficulties created.

MOURNING IN A TEMPLE OF PLEASURE.
They fall or arc plucked and then they arc trodden under un-

heeding foot or they lie and wither and arc buried in the dust

whereto they are kin—v^ho knows, who marks, who cares ? Who
cares for the Fallen Leaves of society—even though some of them

are more useful and beautiful than many on the tree ? Least of all

is the concern for the emphatically fallen—the fallen leaves of fallen

plants—the dropped leaves or even flowers of dropped-down

creepers. Who will mourn for our sister of the Temple of Plea-

sure who is gone

—

Fallen, fallen, fallen, fallen ^

A Temple indeed ! A heathen pagoda, to be sure ! a sanctuary

of Satan ! As for the pleasure, it must be an unhallowed enjoyment

—an improper pleasure. And, after delivering this appropriate

sentiment, Mrs. Grundy settles herself in her easy chair, draws

close around her her cloak of virtue, and vigorously fans her face

livid with the strain of assuming her easy look of piety and

propriety.

Well done, Mrs. Grundy ! your sentimenta arc excellently good.

But perhaps such a capital speech is too much for your poor nerves.

Perhaps you require some repose after that, and, perhaps, some

sort of pick-me-up too. No ! that word is too profane for ladies’

cars, we beg your pardon. We understand you. Here you arc—the

smelling salts. You forget, Mrs. Grundy, Aie punkah is overhead

and in full swing, don't tire your delipatc hgnd with
.
fanning.

Do you require the thermantidote ? Biarab /—No f Don’t care

for it? All right. No ‘thanks,* please, only try to^ snatch a bit of

a nap while we record a bit of a social event which you, Mrs.

Grundy, need not trouble yourself to know about.

Death has p*lucked away another “star** from the native stage.

The heroine of the “Star** boards—Srimati Kiran Kumari—is

dead, having fallen a victim to the fell epidemic of smallpox

of late raging in the city. The dead actress was a rare flower

of her profession—another young genius who promised to

burst before long into full bloom and splendour. In so young

an age, she betrayed extraordinary talents. To natural versatility

and a clear fancy, she joined a good fund of vivacity and a

nervous pluck that removed every obstacle before her. On
the retirement of the former heroine from the stage—an actress of

unrivalled ability, she was chosen out, while yet very young

and in the initial stage of her apprenticeship, to fill the vacancy,

to the mortification of the veteran lady artistes who had all

hoped for the prize promotion. It was a nervous step in all

conscience for both the veteran manager and the young novice.

But the trepidation was all over with the first night of the experi-

ment. The sudden and irrevokablc resignation of the lady “Star”

had plunged the manager into a sea of despair, and the wreck of his

bark on the rocks ahead of incompctcncy seemed imminent. In-

deed, the success of the rather hold experiment averted what may

be called a financial disaster. The young novice proved to be the

real pole-star of the manager's hope to save his theatre from the

impending peril. That very night she re-assured all hopes and

belied all fears. The test she was put to was trying for the nerves

of any actor or actress in the world. She had to interpret

Chaitanya^ perhaps the most difficult of Bengalee dramatic charac-

ters, and in her delineation of it she proved herself thoroughly de-

serving of the exalted lift, if not equal to her glorious predecessor.

Ever since she was fixed to fill all the title ro/es and she filled them

with equal credit. Her great drawback in the acting of these old

parts was the brilliant triumphs of her predecessor, the glowing

tints of which could never vanish or fade from the memories of

her audiences. She kneW. this and wisely contented herself by

imitating the great actress even at the risk of being considered

affected and artificial—the inevitable result of all imitations. But

soon the day of her true appreciation came. The new drama of

the realistic school was placed upon the boards, the title role being

allotcd to her. As Sarala she might be said to have' made her real

debut, and as Surala, it is enough to say, she can never be forgotten,

for, even now, at the mention of the picture, many a playgoers* eyes

must glisten with a tear. In short, if her imitations were

wonderful, her own work was simply marvellous, and Sarala proved

the greatest of financial successes to her employers. The Star

Theatre has sustained in her death, occurring so soon after that of

the inimitable “Bel Baboo,** a loss which is beyond repair, unless

indeed the old heroine reappears on its boards, while the lovers of

the Native drama have lost one who, perhaps born to be society’s

curse, wonderfully converted herself into a boon which afforded

them very high and healthy intellectual treats.

KILLING IN PLAY.

^
Narail, Jtaedtn, tSgo.

At present the townlct of Narail is in great excitement. It has

been of late the scene of a tragic occurrence. It came to pass in

the following way. On last Friday morning, some of our boys,

confined within doors on a rainy day, betook themselves to card-

playing, as a means of whiling away their time. There was, as usual,

a lot of idle spectators around. One Shuklal Ghosh, a boy of

or 20, son of the late Baboo Wooma Charan Ghosh, was among the

number. This jolly blade of a young Bengali was cutting jokes

and mischieviously telling each other's “ hands.’* This annoyed

all, but particularly roused the anger of one of his opposing set

in the game. This was Ramlal Rakhit, who^ now and then,

threatened Shuklal with his displeasure. The boy was not to be

stopped, however ; he went on as before with fatal pertinacity-

Ramlal grew furious. He forbade Che imp of mUjcHiff
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again, but it was “crying only in the woods” At last, losing all

patience, Ramlal suddenly got up, darted to the next room and pro-

duced a goodly^ stick capped with a steel ball. Gentle reader, it is

needless to say* what followed next—the stick fell and knocked the

poor boy on the head. It was a thoughtless blow resulting in

fracture. The boy died the next day at 3 a.m., for sheer want of
proper Mjj^catmcnti Serious as was the case, had proper care been
taken, he raighi^havc survived this accident.

Now, while all were engaged with the boy, our hero Ramlal took

to his heels, and no one knows, as yet, his whereabouts. Where-
cver he may be, whether in British dominion or in alien lands, he will

be brought to justice. I only pray that when the time comes.

Justice may be tempered with Mercy. It is evident from the above

that the act was done in a fit of juvenile passion and not of malice

aforethought. I hope and trust that the public will not be remiss

in coming forward to save the poor boy from unnecessary severity.

A. Mitra.

“TIIK LOST RING.”

Carry gentle reader your imagination a century and a halfback,

when the sun of Clive’s genius was just rising in the horizon of

fame and when the sky of India was overcast with clouds. In

Bengal the able and prudent Ali Verdi had just died and the

sceptre had passed to his “ spoiled grand child.” At that time lived

in the busiest quarter of the town of Moorshedabad, a Mukim-clcct

to their Highnesses, the Nawabs. He was a man popularly believed

to be rich as Croesus and his articles were quite objects of admira-

tion and boast in the zenanas. No wonder that reports ot his

wealth reached the ears of the ruling Nawab, leading the Prince

to covet in secret the subject’s colossal fortune. Only the too

alarming news of Clive autt portas gave him far other occupation

and he therefore waived his intentions for the present. But soon

an opportunity presented itself. One of the Nawab’s Secretaries

had taken a Christian lady for his wife, and she was very

handsome. Then it followed as a natural sequence that ofliccs

and honours were lavished on the husband for the very reason

that Siraj became a slave to the captivating charms of the

lady. From what we have said it is evident that she had a strong

hold on the Nawab’s mind. To her were now turned his eyes

and he bethought himself of making her his instrument in

carrying out his long-cherished aims.

One gay summer evening, a richly liveried chaise of four-in-hand,

apparently of the Prince’s stable, pulled up before the gates of the

Mukim Bahadur. In the twinkling of an eye, a man in military

costume alighted and helped a lady, a perfect blonde of resplendent

beauty, out of the carriage. In swan-like gait the lady, hand-in-

hand with the man in whiskers, began ascending the steps of the

grand staircase in front of the building. The Mukim in great

hurry and excitement ran out to meet the happy pair half way
down. There making a low and prostrate salaam^ peculiar only

among the Orientals, he escorted the twain round the whole edifice

and conducted tljem into the great hall, where lay temptingly dis-

played the hoarded “wealth of Ormnz and of Ind.” To give an

adequate idea, or to attempt it even, of the splendour of that hall

would beggar even a bold poet’s imagination. They, after closely

inspecting the whole collection for many hours, made purchases of

bijouterie of no considerable price, and left the premises much grati-

fied and in excellent humour, after promising to call again shortly.
|

The Mukim was much honoured by their short visit atid was quite

out of himself with joy. It is quite ludicr(His to state that the

Mukim in his grey hairs was deluded by the sweet smiles of rosy

lips—alas ! the delusive smile that had once ruined old Adam and

brought woe to this earth. In his ecstacics he forgot to make an

inventory of the articles sold that evening.

O how soon time fleets away ! Months followed months in rapid

.succession. It is six months since, one evening the Mukim sudden-

ly found himself to be the happiest mortal under the sun But
as Dame Nature has enunciated the great laws of action and re-

action and as every act has its counterpart, so obeying Nature’s

behest, grief follows joy as truly as joy succeeds sorrow. One day the

Mukim found to his utter confusion and dismay that a diamond-
ring “of the purest ray serene,” the best of the lot, was missing.

O what a fall ! O what a change ! From the happiest of mortals

enjoying ethereal bliss, he began to consider himself to be tlje most

miserable and unfortunate of created beings. He minutely searched

all the corners but to no purpose. The city Kotival was imme-
diately communicated with. It now furnished the tavern with

idle gossipping and wild conjectures for the whole week following,

and the story getting distorted from mouth to mouth swelled to

enormous proportions till at last the repeaters themselves gave ’t

up apparently in disgu.st ot repeating it too often and as quite stale.

As goes the proverb “after storm comes a lull,” so it happened
now. People began to forget all about it, in process of time.

But meanwhile the Kotwal was not idle. He had employed many
smart hands to trace the whereabouts of the culprits and to bring

them, if possible, to justice. One of these, a Feringhee, and more
shrewd than the rest, Bad hit upon a capital idea. He began his

researches in quarters where success was least possible or dreamt of.

He well disguised himself as a Mogul, made friends with the eunuch

guards of the Navvab’s Harem. It so happened one day that he

picked up some stray hints from the unguarded chat of these quite

innocent and unsuspecting creatures. - He more than ever

persevered in those quarters with redoubled energy and vigilance,

until his labours were completely crowned with success and

he was chiefly instrumental in unravelling one of the most

enshrouded mysteries that is ever recorded. A decent looking

Mogul (huprmi^ one bright morn, ushered himself into the arcana

of our well-known happy pair, who were lounging listlcsJly in their

drawing-room, a perfect fairy land in miniature. He making
low sabuvm presented them a bill, in the name of such afid such

Mukim for payment. A moment’s examination of the contents made
them stagger back a little and stare at each other. A silence pre-

vailed. It was long before they recovered from their utter surprise.

In the meantime, the quan Mogul was surveying them from the cor-

ner of his eyes. His look met theirs which made them draw back

again. After they had recovered sufficiently, the lady with an arch

smile playing on her lips, slowly approaching the detective, took a

ring out of her fair fingers, and handed the same to the supposed

chuprnsi remarking that, as they were not apprised of its high price

till very then, they have no mind to retain it any more. The man
snatching the ring—the identical “lost ring”—returned back, in

great triumph, to his master the kotwnl. The latter returned the

same to its owner, pressing him, however, to prosecute the parties

before a court of justice. He with his characteristic timidity

stubbornly refused to comply. In the event of his consenting, it is

doubtful whether he would have been able to bring the culprits

to grief, for the apparent reason of the law being in their own
hands, and moreover he would have to run a considerable risk of

losing the Prince’s favour.

Now that our hero did not push his case further, it but behoves us

we shall drop the curtain here. Thus ended the story of the mys-

terious lost ring.

We cannot well conclude this without unconditionally apologising

to those of our readers of the fair sex who may consider their suscep-

tibilities wounded and their weak vanities brought to light in bold

relief by the present authentic narrative.

Next must we apologise to those who may be deluded by the

title of the story—“ The Lost Ring—” and who may expect to find

in it something akin to the immortal story of the Lost Ring of the

towering genius of Kalidasa. Last we must ask pardon of the

shade of Kalidasa, for the seeming presumption involved in our title.

M.

3ln ODlb (Official iJapcc.

ACpUISITION OF SURPLUS LAND FOR RESALE TO
PAY THE COST OF NEW STREETS.

From the Secretary to the Commissioners for the improvement
of the Town of Calcutta.

To W, Grey, Esq., Secretary to the Govt, of Bengal.

Dated Calcutta, 13th March, 1856.

[ Concluded from page ]

15/^. The portions of land marked G ^nd C belong to the same
proprietors. After the verdict obtained in the case of the portion

F on the 23rd March, the Commissioners instructed their Solicitors

to serve notice for purchase of the portion G. 200 feet in width,

but offering to take the whole of the remainder of the plot to the

West. Further proceedings however were not taken till the receipt

of the Government letter of the 8th of June No. 1023 conveying

the sanction of His Honor to the purchase of the further portions

C. ami D, for the purposes ol‘ the (»as Company, the portion C,

belonging to the same proprietor, as the portion' G, the Commission-

ers directed their Solicitors to issue a fresh notice includii.g so much
of (5 as is tinted on the plan 200 feet wide, and referred to in the

reference, witli the portion C, so as to proceed with the whole case

under one process.

The notice was accordingly served on the 27th June 1855, a

reply was received from the proprietor’s Solicitors dated 12th July

naming Rupees 300 per Cottah, as the price at which they were

willing to dispose of the land, and infimaiing that in the event of

the Commissioners declining to give this rate, they desired that the

settlement of compensation should be referred to a Special Jury.

On the 29th September the Commissioners’ Solicitors offered

Rupees 175 per Cottah, for the whole of the land, assuming the

average of the whole between Rupees 150 and Rupees 200 for

different portions, no reply being received, the warrant to the

Sheriff for summoning a Special Jury was delivered on the 3rd

October, and afterwards withdrawn in consequence of the inter-

ference of the Doorga Poojah Holidays,

A letter was received from the proprietor’s Solicitors on the 41

U
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October oflcring to sell to the Commissioners the portion of land
(C) at Rupees 175 per Cotiah, but they could not accept that offer

jis regarded (G) ; on the 2nd November steps were taken by the
Commissioners* Solicitors for the summoning of a Special Jury, and
on thc^/th November the Surveyor, as the representative of the
Commissioners*, attended at the office of the Sheriff*, with the re-
presentatives of the opposite party, to agree upon eight Jurymen
for the purpose of the enquiry, this having been done, a meeting
ot the Special Jury was arranged for the 17th November, and
afterwards postponed for their convenience till tlie 24111 j a furilier

postponement for the convenience of the Sheriff took place to the
1 2th December, when the verdict of the Jury was given, fixing
the price of the whole of the land at Rupees 175 per Cottah, this

being the exact amount which had been offered by the
Commissioners.

The Commissioners on receipt of this information, immediafely
directed their Solicitors to take the necessary steps for obtaining
possession, and on the 19th paid Rupees 160 fees for the Special

Jury in the case. On the 26th of December the Commissioners
were informed by the proprietor's Solicitors, that it was intended
to move the Court to quash the inquisition before the Sheriff on
three grounds, as will be seen by the annexed copy of the
judgment delivered in the ease, as published in the Hurkaru
newspaper dated 13th February 1856 (reproduced in Reis and
Rayyct of the 3151 May, 1890), the chief of which however appeared
to be, that no such consent as is contemplated in the Act had been
given by His Honor the Lieutenant-Governor, and also that no
buch consent could be regularly given, inasmuch as the Commis-
sioners in taking these lands, for the purpose of dealing as they
proposed to deal with them, were acting in excess of the powers
vested in them by the Acts.

On the 8th February 1856 the cause came on in the Supreme
Court when the Chief Justice delivered the judgment of which
a copy is annexed, by which the rule Nisi was made absolute with
costs, in other words the inquisition of the Sheriff was quashed,
and the whole proceeding declared informal ab initio and the right
of taking land in excess of the bare width of the street denied.

i 6tb. It is to this fact, in connection with the other eases which
the Commissioners have had in hand,—but more especially as to
the bearing of the decision on Municipal Improvements generally,
that I am directed to draw the special attention of His Honor, and
to solicit his interference to endeavour to amend the Law.

17/^. It is with respect to the carrying out the instructions of

Government contained in the correspondence noted in the margin
(Commissioners* letter No. 1872 dated ist June 1855,) for the
purchase of the remaining portions of land required for the Gas
Company's works that the Commisbioners arc now chiefly anxious,
in prosecuting this new thoroughfare, the further portion C is still

required for this purpose (Government letter No. 1023 dated 8th
June 1855) ; but with the recent decision of the Supreme
Court before them, the Commissioners do not feel justified in

again endeavouring to procure this, or any other land, by putting
in foticc the powers of the Act 22 of 1847, which has proved so
utterly insuflicient for the purpose

; they desire therefore to lay the
whole case before Government in its present position with a view
to immediate and radical correction.

18/^. So far as the proposed street is concerned the Commis-
sioners believe, with the present law which is said to prohibit the
taking of 4i frontage for any purpose whatever, that any further
attempt will be a useless waste of the public funds, and they have
therefore directed their Solieitors to stop all further proceedings
pending the passing of a new Act.

\gih. This then is the result of the endeavours of the Com-
missioners extending from the 28th December 1854 to February
1856 upwards of i year, during that period the y\ct 22 of 1847 has
been put in force, in all the various modes procedure of which
it is susceptible, viz., by submission to petty jury, special Jury, arbi-

tration, and amicable negotiation. In these several cases, (the
statement of wiiich is abbreviated as mucli as [jossiblc) the amount
of labour has been very conside rable, and the delay arising from
various causes incidental to tlic peculiar tenure of property in this
country, and more especially to the operation of this Act 22 of
1847, has b CM productive of the most serious vexation and annoy-
ance. A large portion of the time of the Commissioners and of
their ollicers, has been given to the several eases, the Surveyor in

particular, the Chief Executive officer of tlie Conservancy has been
required to devote so much time to these eases as, to a considerable
extent, to deprive the usual operations of the conservancy of
his valuable superintendence which is so necessary to their proper
execution. The estimated outlay for a great and bend fide public
improvement, amounting to upwards of one lac of Rupees has been
resisted and frustrated, and all works of a similar character cannot
of necessity be proceeded with.

zoth, 'Fhe time required for negotiating the purchase of any
given parcel of land appears never to be less than from 5 to 6
months, and even then, possession to commence public works can-
not be obtained, while the legal expcnces, where the plots arc
small equal, and even exceed, the purchase of the land—and

for larger parcels, the costs boar a considerable proportion thereto^
The costs in fact are as large for obtaining one Cottah, as for ten
Biggahs of land, all this the Commissioners submit to be utterly
obstructive to progress, and to improvement, and to carrying out the
provisions of the Act for which they were appointed.

2ij/. As before slated this portion of the proposed new street
to extend the whole length of the Town, was selected as less ex-
pensive, and offering fewer difficulties than any other part of the
line; it is in fact merely covered with huts, there is no reason to
hope therefore, that any further attempts of a similar nature in

part of the town, would afford better results than these now at-

tained; but there is every reason to fear that the success attending
the present opposition, would increase the difficulties the Commis^
sioners would have to contend with. The project after the outlay
of Rs. 28,552 must therefore for the present be abandoned. ’ (This
amotifu docs not include the costs incurred in the ease of the
lami C and G.)

22////. As Commissioners for the Improvement of Calcutta
1 am directed to state, the Board arc of % opinion, that the opening
out of new streets and improving existing ones, is a duty they
arc called on to perform, second only in importance to the
Complete and efficient drainage of the town ; this latter is really

a matter of life and death; the former, while having a direct

influence in improving its sanitary condition, by improved ventila-

tion, will be imperative in several instances if a new general system
of drainage is to be carried out, and is most desirable for the con-

j

venicncc of traffic, and for the general beauty of this metropolis
i of India. To make new streets without securing some sort of ar-

rangement for building leases, and thus obtaining respectable and
decent frontages, seems to the Commissioners to be preposterous, of
what public benefit or sanitary improvement they ask would it be to

make a road 100 feet wide, from Colootollah to Machaooa Bazar
Street, leaving the sides in their present filthy disreputable state, or

to be made even worse perhaps at the option of the owners ? It is not

in their judgment either expedient or equitable that a few miserable

hovels along the sides of a aplcndid opening should reap the whole
of the advantage of the outlay. The enhanced value of the front-

ages, bought with the town funds should become the porperty of the

town for public purposes of an approved character; and unless this

principle can be carried out Calcutta must remain as it is, and fhe

Fund saved after much economy and forethought, turned to other

objects.

23r<a^. It is beyond question, that of all parties benefited by the

opening out of a new street, those through whose property the

improvement is carried, derived infinitely greater advantage by the

increased value given to their surrounding property than any other

portion of the public. By the operation of the present law, which
according to the recent decision of the Supreme Court, it appears

docs not give power to the Commissioners to take and resell land for

frontages, or even to take and 10 retain it, imposes on the public

generally, the entire and excessive cost, of the purchase of the land,

from those very individuals who are most benefited by the improve-

ment; this the Commissioners submit is unjust to the general public,

and entirely obstructive to all future progress on works of this nature.

2 \th. For these reasons the Commissioners earnestly and respect-

fully request that steps may be taken 10 enact an entirely new law,

for the procuring of land for public purposes; that to avoid delay

after the expiration of a reasonable notice for purchase is given, they

should be empowered to lake possession, leaving the settlement of

compensation,&c., for after adjustment; and that when taking land

they should have power to take, not only the actual quantity for the

street surface, but also an additional portion within fixed limits on

cither side of the Street, with sufficient frutuage for resale under such

conditions as they may choose to impose for the improvement of

this city, as is the ease in all other European towns, and without

which no improvements can be made. Tins subject has been re

pcatedly (more particularly in their letter No. 1448 dated 29 June

1854, and in letter No. 2234 dated 15 Dec. 1855 para. 7 forward-

ing tlieir Report and the new Conservancy Bill), and recently urged

upon the consideration of Govcinmcni, but the Commissioners

again address His Honor thereon, tecling certain that the experi-

ence of the operation of the present law, will shew its utter insuffi-

ciency for carrying out public improvements.

25//^. In conclusion, the C«)mmissioncrs observe tlvjn in the

proposed resale of lands for the benefit of the public, there is

nothing new. It is a practice which they understand is follow-

ed in carrying out improvements in the Metropolis both of Eng-

land and France, and the secret of success in both these instances,

forced sales of property should, and will ever obtain for the

proprietors a liberal compensation ; and with* this opinion, the

Commission^irs would again ask for a law, which while it made this

liberal compensation to all individuals affected by its operation, yet

should overrule their right so to use, or withhold their property as

to prevent the public good,

I have the honor to be,

Sir,

Your obedient servant,

(Sd.) W. CLARK,
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A WONDERFUL MEDICINE.

BEECHAM’S PILLS
Are universally ad-

mitted to be worth

A GUINEA A BOX.
For Bilious and Ner-
vous Disoiders, such

as Wind and Pain in

the Stomach, Sick

Headache, Giddiness,

Fulness and Swelling

after Meals, Dizziness

and Drowsiness, Cold
Chills, Flushing's of

Heat,Lossof Appetite,

Shortness of Breath,

Costiveness, Scurvy and Blotches on the Skin,

Disturbed Sleep, Fiij;htful Di earns, and all

Nervous and Trembling Sensations, &c.

B
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jjEPXIlAM'S PILLS
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I^IEECIIAM’S PILLS
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DEECHAM’S PILLS

77n; JirU dose will

give relief tn twenty

minutes. This is no fic-

tion,for they have done
it in countless cases.

Every sufferer is

earnestly icquesied to

try one Box of these

Pills, and they will be

acknowledged to be

WORIH AfiUINEA
A BOX

For females of all

ages these Pills aie

invaluable. No female

should be without

them. There is not a

medicine to be found

to equal them for re-

moving any obstruc-

tion or ii regularity of

the sy.siem. If taken

according to the di-

rections given with

each box they will

soon restore females

of all ages to sound

and robust health.

This has been proved

b y thousands who
have tried them, and

found the benefits

which aie ensured by

then u^e.

For a Weak Sto-

mach, Impaiied Di-

gestion, and all Disor-

deis ot llie Livci, they

act like magic, and a

f c w doses will I) e

found to woik won-

dcMS on the most iiii-

poi taut org.ms in the

h u in a n Machine.

They sliengihcn the

whole iiuibcular sys-

tem, lesime tlie long

l().st compU-Mon, bring

batk the keen edge ol

appetite, and .1 rouse

into action with the

rosebud of health the

whole physical energy

of the human fiame.

These aiel.icts testified

to continually by mem-
beisof all clashes of

society, and one of the

best giiaianlees to the

Nervous and Debilita-

ted is, BEECIIAM’.S
PILLS h't've the

Sole of any

Paient Mediune tn

the Wot Id.

SoT.E Agfnts for India :

NAYLOR, SON, GRIMES & CO.

Wholesale Depot, J5, Clivc Street,

CALCUTTA

:

Notice
, ,, ,,

rilESE Pills can be obiained at

^ throughout India, or from the Wholesale

gents, Naylor, Son, Grimes & Co., at the

Bowing rates .—is. i^td. size, Re. ^*2.

^ ^d. size, Rs. 2-4 per box, including y
ust. shopkeepers can obtain vSnolesale

iiies uts on application.

IN THE PRESS.

Uniform with “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal”

ESSAYS BY A BRAHMAN

IN

Politics, Sociology, History, & Literature

RY

the Author of “Travels & Voyages in Bengal.”

CALCUriA.

Reis Is* Rayyet Office.

PRICE :

To Subscribers paying before publication Ks. 4

„ mere legistcrmg subscribers ... „ 5

„ Ordinary purchasers ... ... „ 6

Apim-Y to the Manager, Reis and Rayyet,

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Sued,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

Price Rost free Ks. 6.

Cloth Gilt R^- b.

Cloth Bound Ri»-

Mofubsil Orders supplied by Value Pay.ible

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL

RETWKKN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,

BY

SAMBHU C. MOOKERJEE,
Fonnetly Minister to the late

Nawar Faridoon Jah Baiiadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Bchar and Oiissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, "REIS & RAYYET"

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wdlmgum Street,

Cat cu ita.

Bahadoor, Nawab Nazim of Bengal, Beh.ar and

Orissa, which gives a graphic account of the

Baboo’s travels to and in Independent 'I'lp-

perah. Written in capital English and cm-

denlly by a gentleman of broad views and

enlightened mind, the work is decidedly a

i valuable addition to the catalogue of English

i wnticn Bengalee literatur«\ This book of

}

ir.ivels should be read widely not only by

j

English residents out heie, but by our country-

I

men at home, for it teems with iiuere.st and

I teaches us far more about the fine belt of

' unopened country travelled through than any

j

woik of the sort wiitten by an Englishman

I would have done. Baboo Samlihn Chunder

I

Mookeijee is one of whom his coimliymt-o

;

may well be proud, for he writes throughout

I

with the modeiale and educated pen of

!

thorough gentleman.— The Indian Planters

j

Gasetlets* Spotting News. October 4, 1887.

If we have not before noticed Mr. Sambhu
C. Mookeijee’s Travels in Rengaf which w^as

published some months ago, it is not because

the little book is cither dull or pointless. It

1 contains, on the contrary, much interesting

1 mailer, though some of the incidents ate ovei-

I

weighted with detail in what is facetiously

I

called a “little booklet.” The authoi’s vunv

I

as a rule is, by the way, facetious : he is given

I

even to punning
;

but he is also sentimental

i in the highest degree—“ a naked Whiteman
"

1
hulls his susceptibilities

;
a Hindu girl, b.iihing

' ill the liver, throws him into an ecstasy of

1
deliglit : “she had .such large languishing eyes!

’

i
Bui he is nothing if not pliilosoiiliical, and his

I rcflociions on this or that social and political

i subject arc not w'ithoiit their moral. Mi

j

Saiiilihu C. Mookeijee was formerly Minister

: to the “ last of the Naw-abs Nazim of Bengal,

I

Beliar and Oiissa” and afterw'ards Minister

I

of the Maluaraja of Tippeiah. He is a m.an,

:
therefore, of expiuience, and w'hen bespeaks
his brethren sliould listen to him
Ttavcls in Rengtil is a readable book, and it

abounds in anecdotes which are often as in-

falriictive as amusing, and it is not spoiled by

loo many political allusions, though, of course

some few have crept xn.— 'The Pioneer,,

Dec., 18S7.

C
RINGER & CO. li.ivc in hand the

• largest stock of Homa‘opathic Medicines,

Medicine Cases, Medical Snmliies, and Books,

&c., &c., for sale at their Homaiopathic Es-

tablishment, 10, Hare Street, Calcutta. Cata-

logue, free on application.

In Pamphlet, Price ./ annas

or Ci copies for a Rupee,

AMIV llHOIKiANlZATION
OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

We have received from the office of Re/s

and Rayyet, one of the leading native news-

papeis of Calcutta, a most read.ible little bnuh-

urc w’lilten by Baboo Sambhu c: .Mookcij'-r,

once iMiiiir.ler to tiie late Naw.ib l•.lluloou J.ili,

Wiih special icfeience to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDRllW IIEARSEV.
Apply to Reis Rayyet Office, Calcutta.

For INDIA ?nrl tdl HOT GLmATES thi.- w. ctly scritcit cmolJiert Milkjr

IT Ui'* lUiil ItSI 1 ui llif VvEAlK^.k,

tn,. SKIN dli.icat;:ly

*
It

btCumuAH Ulii ..n-i Wi.iNKLf:D, aiut FiiEGELVES the

rOMPLExToN 1.0m tho rc..rchu.K .ficUe of Iho EUH
J.”!, V/VriNSF'

T

CUWrDri-^
TT>tJtTATTON rau- '^fl bv the L* 1Jv^ and S I Nt S hi iniori—

St°dorlilTaliayod by Importing Una u.l velvety leelmg to tbe Han. Uus

orep.u’itiO' has no equid! Sold bv atl Oipnui.ts.

rCalc.'C? M. B^ETHAM A SuX, Cb-miatG,

CALCUTTA AGENTS: SCOTT THOMPSON d CO.
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"IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF”
AH ivho sitter find sure relief from

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcuteRheumatism and RheumaticGout,
After years of semi-helplessnoss and suffer-

ing
;

while in ASTHMA, HRONCHITIS
LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, KACEACHE,
SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

f »r these complamls in their severest and most

rhronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous
relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Iambs
Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.
Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself,
f » r

T^he Oriental Bairn is used by the best Phy-

sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

SoAl in at / Rc, each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith .Stani«.trcct Co.,

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.
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12. LAL BAZAAR. CALCUTTA,
(Opposite the Police Courts)

THE CALCUTTA

fIOM(EOPATHlC PHARMACY,
THE

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE
DISPENSAR Y IN A SIA

OF PURE UOMO-OPATHY ONLY,
WHICH

INTRODUCEO TO THE EAST THE
TRADE IN

INDEPENDENT HOMtEOPATHY
and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THI.S

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited.'^

This Company’s Steamer “CASHMERE”
will leave Calcutta for Assam on Tuesday ih^
24th instant.

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel
should be sent to the Company’s Godowns
at Juggannaiiih Ghat, not Jaier than 5 p.m.
of Saturday, the 21st inst.

Cachar Line.

The steamer “MAKUM” of this line will

leave Calcutta for Cachar on the 24th instant
(Tuesday) for which cargo will be received until

5 P.M. of Saturday the 21st instant.

The Rivers having lisen, steamers are now
able to proceed as far as Sylhet and Silchar.

Assam Despatch Service from
Goalundo

B. Co. beg to diaw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned

WOODEN CASE
in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

and

Daily Mail Steamer Service from
DlIOItRI TO DEBROOjpHUK.

A daily service is maintained from Goaliin-
doand Dhubri for passengers and light goods
traffic, i. ^., packages not weighing over half .t

ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival

of the pievious night’s 9-30 p. M. train (Madras
time) from Sealdah, and Dhubri on arrival of
the mails.

venient and useful.

lYo EXTRA CHARGE,

BERIGNY & CO.
12, Lai Bazaar, Calcutta.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to

.almost all .stations can be booked through from
or to Calcutta vid Goalundo or Kannia with

the Eastern Bengal Stale and connected Rail-

ways—Passengers and Parcels vid Kannia
only.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, acciir.ale, pretty, open-ftred Nickel

silvern slwrt winding Keyless Railway Regulat-

ors, of small size,je7oe//ed, enamelled dials, bold

figures and Candian Gold hands, with tem-

pered machinery and dust tight hinged ca.ses

for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

glass, spring, box and guarantee. Wan anted

to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapness about
them. Othets sell at double our rates. Mr.

A. R. Mehta from Bandora says;—“The
7-8 watch I purchased from you two years

back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting Su-

perintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh,
says:—“A watch maker has valued your
Ks. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, K.

W. Fusi. Regt., Lucknow, says :
—“ Some valued

it at Rs. 15 and were completely surprised when
I told them it only costs Ks. 7-8.” Pietly

Candian Gold Chains, Lockets, I’encils, com-
plete shirt Studs and Rings set with scientific

diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each. Mr. J.

A. Yelsmore, Salur, says : The best

smith of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. G.
Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, says:—“A
German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and
ilie ruby at Rs. 30.” WES'l'ERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

All particulars as to rates of freight and
passage by all the above mentioned Services to

be had on application to—

MACNEILL & CO.,

Agents,

2-1, Clive Ghat Street.

Calcutta, the 17th June, 1890.

A
ny Photograph transferred to porcelain

and thus rendered permanent. Apply to

R. Hotz,

13-5, Government Place, Calcutta.
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RATES OF SGBSORIPTIOK.

Yearly ... in aavance ... Ks. 12

JEYES’ DISINFECTANTS:
The best and cheapest Antiseptics,

Deodorizers and Cleansers.

Jeyes’ Perfect Purifier
supersedes Carbolic atul other Disinfectants,

being much more efficacious, non-poisonouj,

non-corrosive, stainless in use, and cheaper.

Prevents contagion by destroying its cause.

Instantly removes bad smells. It is an almost
unfailing cure for Eczema and other Skin
Diseases ;

and is the best known Insecticide.

Can he had in the various fortns of Liquid,

Powder, Soap luid Ointment.

JEYES’ PERFECT PURIFIER
prevents infection by destroying its cause,

killing the very germs of contagious diseases.

It removes instantly all noxious smells, not

by temporarily disguising them (as« is often

the case), but by chemical combination, sub-

stituting instantaneously for a poisonous a

pure and healthy atmosphere, and thoroughly
eradicating the e.vil. •

Aitents :-DYCE, NICOL & CO.,

3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta.

Half-yearly ...

Quarterly

„ 7

» 4

Moiuiny ... „ ... Kc.

Single or sample Cop)„ ... „

RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.

1-8

o-t

Aaveriiseinencs (tnrec columns to me page and
102 lines to the Luiumii; ate chargeu uy tne

space laKcn up, ai uie rate ui 4 annas a line,

eacii insertion. I’ne lowest charge lor any au*

veriisemeni is Rs. 2, except Domestic Occur-
leiices, the lowest cnarge for wnicn is Ks. 3.

Special rates for ContTfccs.

No additional charge for inland postage or

peon, b or arrears an auvance 01 30 per cent,

will oe cnargca. i’oreign postage separately
cnarged at the rate of 4 annas a month or

Ks. 3, a year.

Business Commun canons (pose paid) to

be directed to “Tne Manager," and Literary

Communicaiions ana bouKs ana pampniets

(carriage paia) to “ Tne Editor " ox Re»s

& Rayyet,
”

Offick : /, Clchoer Dutfs Lanc^ Wellington
Street, Calcutta.
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No. 4;

CONTEMPORARY POETRY. Then, boatman ! wind that horn again !

Though much of sorrow maik its strain,

Yet are its notes to sorrow dear
;

THE BOAT HORN. What though they wake fond memory’s tear !

BY WM. 0. BUTLER. Tears are sad memory’s sacred feast.

0, BOATMAN ! wind that horn again.
And rapture oft her chosen guest.

Fur never did the libt’ning air

Upon its joyous bosom bear
LOVE IN SORROW.

So wild, so soft, so sweet a strain !

What though thy notes are sad and few, What shall I do for thee ? Thou hast my prayers,

Hy every simple boatman blown. Ceaseless as stars around the great white throne
;

Yet each pulse to nature true.
No passing angel but to heaven bears

And melody in every tone. Thy name, wreathed round with some sweet orison
;

How oft in boyhood's joyous day, Yet evil on thy path may come and go,

^Unmindful of the lapsing hours. X Taking deliberate aim to lay thee low,

I’ve loitered on my homeward way While 1 stand still, a looker-on, to prove*

••
^
By wild Ohio’s brink of flowers. The penury and silence of my love 1

Wbil#some lotra boatman from the deck-^ ^

Poured his soft numbers to that tide. How can I comfort thee? my tearsVe thine
;

As if to charm from storm and wreck Full duteously upon thy griefs they wail
;

Tiie boat where all his fortunes ride 1
If thou art wronged, the bitterness is miiic,

# Delighted Nature drank the sound. If thou ait lonely, I am desolate
;

Enchanted Echo bore it round Yet still upon thy brow the darkness lies,

In whispers soft and softer still, Still the diops gather in thy plaintive eyes.

From hill to plain and plain to hill. The nails are sharp, the cross weighs heavily -

Till e’en the thoughtless, frolic boy, 1 cannot weep away one pang for thee !

Elate with hope and wild with joy.
1

Who gambolled by the liver’s side, ! The midnight deepens—and I cannot guide
;

And sported with ihc'fictimg tide, The tempest ihieatens—and I cannot shield
;

Felt something new pervade his breast. 1 must behold thee wounded, tempted, tried,

Change his light step, repress his jest. Oh, agony— I mrty behold thee yield !

Bent o’er the flood his eager ear What hoots that altar in my hear?, whereon

To catch the sounds far off, yet dear— Thy loyal image stands, unbreathed upon,

Drank the sweet draught, but knew not why And pure, and guarded from irreverent glance.

•The tear of rapture filled his eye. With a so vainly jealous vigilance,?

And can he now, to manhood grown,
•

Tell why those notes, simple and lone Oh, were this all ! But no— I haue the power

• As on the ravished ear they fell, To grieve thee by unwary lone or deed.

Bound every sense in magic spell? Or, niggard in my fear, to miss the hour

There is a tide of feeling given For comforting with hope thy time of need,

To all on earth, its fountain heaven. To hide, too shyly, half the love I feel,

Beginning with the dewy flower. Too roughly touch the wound I seek to heal,

Just oped in Flora’s vernal bower

—

Or even, (oh, pardon ! ) wayward and unjust,

• Rising creation’s orders though To wrong thee by some moment of mistrust.

With louder murmur, brighter hue—

That tide is sympathy 1 its ebb and flow Yet I would die for thee, and thou for me ;

Gives life its hues, its joy and woe. We know this of each other, and forgive

Music, the master-spirit that can move «Those tremblings of our fr.ail mortality.

Its waves to war, or lull them into love

—

So prompt to die, yet so afraid lo live.

Can cheer the sinking sailor mid the wave, . Lift we our eyes to heaven ! Love greets us thence

And bid the soldier on 1 nor fear the grave

—

'Disrobed ot its earthly impotence,

Inspire the fainting pilgrim on his road, Even human love—below, still doomed to be

And elevate his soul to claim his God. Stronger than death, feebler than infancy 1

Subscribers in the country are requested to remit by postal money orders^ ifpossible*^ as the safest and most convenient

medium^ particularly as it ensures acknowledgment through the Department. No other receipt will be

‘ pven any at^r being unnecessary, and likely to cause confusion.
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BENEATH THE WAYSIDE TREE.

Beneath the wayside tree

A pale one sat and sang her tale :

—

“ The gorse upon the common blooms, the clover on the lea ;

That Love should bud and fail I

“ I had a lover true,

But now he’s gone far, far away ;

And T*ne new things have grown old, and from the old things have

sprung new.

Since last he came this way.”

“ Let the new things grow old,

P'rom old things let new spring again I

True love is neither new nor old, one ever— for, behold !

I love thee now as then !”

His frame was no mOrc young,

Wrinkled his brow, his hair grown gray
;

Yet round him not less tenderly her arms the pale one flung
;

And life for both once more was May.

Ivan T.

News and Our Comments.

The weather is seasonable—with a vengeance. The rains are in full

swing all over Bengal and Upper India. Here we have been com-

pletely drenched.

• •

A CORRE.SPONDENT from Jhang writes to the Civil and Military

Gazette :

—

“ You extend your sympathy to Jacobabad, but what about us ? Tem-
perature on i6th at 10 P.M. 106 ! We are not shown in the weather re-
port. Has science failed to construct instruments to record such high
temperatures, or does Government fear their publication making the
task of finding our successor too difficult? Rain since October last
something under an inch ! Railway distant some 60 miles. Intervening
journey a perfect nightmare of horrors. Two of us started on a few
days’ leave, went 20 miles and had to return. We could not face the
hot wind, though it was about midnight.”

That is a very Purgatory to be sure. But Hell is not far off in the

same direction, if the travellers to Central Asia from Burnes down-
wards may be believed.

%

The Port Officer has advised the commanders of vessels in the port

not to permit their officers and men “ to bathe in the river, as, besides

the treacheious under-currents, there are numerous sharks and alli-

gators that lay under the banks on the off chance of getting a victim.”

The warning concerns a far wider circle than those formally addressed.

We all had better forego the pleasure of a swim in the cool water in

the present season.

*
i

* *

Bad news for the gods and god<icbses of fashion up in the Hills.

His Highness of Cooch Hehar will not enliven Simla this season.

We only hope this means no failure of health in our young and amiable

Chief.

• •

We learn from the Pioneer

“The Maharaja of Patiala has bought the raring pony Little Wonder
II., which supposed (sic) to have a chance for the Civil Service Cup.”

The new Civilization is introducing new crimes among us. One of the

most notable is suicide by boys and young men disappointed in ednra-
lional examinations. On the publication, lately, of the results of the

last University examination, there have occurred some deaths of the

kind among students in Calcutta and other places in Bengal. All

the three suicides in Calcutta, mentioned in the papers, were plucked in

the First Arts,

A correspondent in the Morning Post brings into prominence the

remai kale success of a Bengali in the last Calcutta and Allahabad
Examinations. Sarat Chunder, son of Rai Aubinash Cliundef

Banerjce Bahadar, Subordinate Judge of Agra, has passed with highest

Honors the last B. A. Examination in both the Universities. The
Calcutta Examination commenced on the 17th March and that of the

Allahabad on the 24th, the text books being different. The father may

well be proud of such a prodigious boy. We only hope the progress

made by the boy in bis studies is real and substantia) and not simply

to “ pass.”

• •

A remarkable case of self-immolation has just taken place at Palghat,

Madras. It was in essence a suicide of a broken heart—and in the

modus operandi a male suttee. A poor Nair had loved above him and,

disappointed in winning the forbidden fair one, burnt himself to death

on the burning pyre, after the regular Indian manner.

• •

!n Trichinopoly, they wanted to try vaccination with assinine lymph.

But our Southern brethren would have none of it. Benighted though

they are called, they have too much self-respect to introduce anything

.subhuman into their blood. The Sanitary Commissioner reports th.it

some castes look upon the donkey as an unclean animal and a goddess

of ill-luck, and if its lymph is persisted in, it will render vaccination

which is already unpopular more difficult. That is all nonsense. The

Trichinopolitans only object to embruit themselves and their rate.

And very properly so.

• #

Thp: new phase of Woman Emancipation in the New World, is bicycl-

ing, locally called coasting. There is already a school for the purpose

in St. Louis. The course consists of three lessons only. Ladies do not

mind riding twenty miles a day and find coasting gentler, pleasanter

and more invigorating than any other mode of conveyance.

• •

A Hindoo Purdasee at Bombay took a fancy to a Banya boy of 12

in bis neighbourhood, and took him, unknown to his guatdians, to .Suiat

and other places and fed and clothed him and felt himself happy.

For hi.s fancy he was prosecuted for kidnapping. The Purdasee

pleaded guilty, and the Magistrate sentenced him to one year's

rigorous imprisonment

!

• •

A SUB-ACCOUNT clerk at the Aligarh Post Office, Baldeo Gharn, has

been sentenced by the Sessions Judge to seven years’ rigorous im-

prisonment for emblezzling Ks. 750, There are other charges regard

ing other sums amounting to Rs, 6,900, but the Judge thinks Baldeo

has been sufficiently punished, and has accordingly applied for per-

mission of the High Count to drop the other charges.
•

• •

The European manager of Marcks and Co., Limited, watchmakers,

jewellers, &c., Poona, is charged with misappropriation of a large sum

of money in the Cantonment Magistrate’s Court. On the case being

called, the defendant did not enter appearance, but an application on his

behalf was made for adjournment on account of his illness. The Magis-

trate enquired when would Burby be well and, being informed in about

a week’s time, readily assented to the postponement. But which is the

next day lo be fixed ? “ Mr. Merwanjee : Thursday, 26, will suit both

my learned friend and myself. Mr. Gungram Bhao < The reporteis

of the press say that the day will not suit them, as it is the day on

which Lord Harris will make his first appcar.ance on the cricket field

and they think it ought lo be a general holiday. His Worship : I arn

sorry I cannot meet the gentlemen’s wishes, I would like a holiday

myself, but 1 am afraid I cannot take it.”

A Ceylon paper thus speaks of the effect of the contact of the human

body with a jelly-fish :

—

“ While a Mr. Lyford was bathing at Hentota, his hand came enn-

t.aci with one of ilicse medusaj, and he immediately felt a twinge. The
b.'irk of the haml soon afterwards began to swell, and was covered with

large blisters. For about three days there was no pain^ After that,

gieat pain was fell, then the swelling subsided, and the Itftnd recoveicd
its fulr usual strength, but not .so the fingers

\ though they look all right,

llieie IS a numbness about them, which is veiy uncomfortable, and a

sensation like an eleciiic shock is fell right up to the shoulder when the

tips of the fingeis come into contact with anything, especially steel,

although about a month has elapsed since the contact occurred.”

•
• • •

A CHAMAR woman after living for some years with her husband, of the

same caste, gave him up, betook herself to Mahomedanism and was

taken as a wife by a Mahomedan, Kareem by name. The new union

too proved unhappy and the wife preferred to live separate from the

husband. But Kareem had not ceased to regard her as his wife,

one day, finding a coreligionist, Faizoo, with bis Bebee charged him
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Our Own News.

vvuh adultery. The Cantonment Magistrate of Mhow found Faizoo

i'uiltyi convicted him and sentenced him to six months’ imprisonment

and a fine of Rs. }o. There was an ap peal to the Judge of tb^ Ap-

pellate Court at Indore. The cn^e w.'^s argued by Kh.in li.ihadur

Khory, and Mr. Tucker quashed ihe conviction and acq liticd Fai.:oo.

The poinL^ntcndcd for was that Kaieem the complainant v\a*. no

husband orxhe woAnn, and that, under a ruling of the Hom bay High

Court, the secoml marriage of the woman io the life-time of the first

husband, was void, it being bigamy.

•
• •

Thk Lofoten (Norway) cod fishery has closed. The season has been

highly fruitful. Thirty millions of fish have been taken valued at^

7,250,000 crowns. The number of fishermen engaged is given at

• •

A London paper says

“ It is being observed with great satisfaction by philanthropists that

there is a very marked filling off in the prison p«)piilaiion of ilie coun-

tiy during the past dexade. Out of 113 prisons, no fewer than 57 h.ave

been altogether clo.scd. Male prisoners arc lewer by 28 per cent

;

females by some 45 per cent. A noticeable decrease has taken place

also in the number of children under 16 yc.us committed to g.Hol. The
Importance of this last fart is only realised by those who remember that

ii is an ascertained fact that iheie is scaicely an habitual criminal in

the country who has not been imprisoned as a child. Many of

those who make up the prison statistics are persons of dninken

and disorderly habil.s, of whom one recently said; ‘I’d sooner

be in prison than outside it
;

the food is better, and the work I

nothing like so hard.’”

Is^this the effect of education ? When the first measures for diffus-

ing instruction among the people were taken, in the earlier yeais of

the Long Peace, there followed h large accession of crime.

« *

Mr. Mackenzie, the Chief Commissioner of the Central Provinces,

is for raising the age all round for the Civil Service. But, following

.Sir T. C. Hope, he thinks there should be a limit to the number

of natives in the Service, and that now rather than hereafter, when it

might be considered invidious. He fears that the raising of the age,

without such a limit, would overstock the Imperial Service with edu-

cated Natives with “fantastic conceptions of progress” to the prejudice

of “ the safety of the Empire and perpetuation in the administration

of Western ideas and modern civili/aiion.”

•
• •

Another fire from spontaneous combustion broke out on Thursday

night at Bombay—at the jewraj Halloo Mill at Tardeo. The fire was

quickly put down. The damage is given at 1<j». 10,000.

•
• •

There was a foot race at Poona on the 36ih, between Corporal

Sawyer, of the Royal Fusiliers, and Private Homer, of the Worcester

Regiment. Distance 135 yards, and stakes one thousand rupees a side.

Homer won.

Lady Lansdowne goes to England on a short visit, leaving Bombay

on the i8lh July and returning before the Season in Calcutta.

• #

Early in August, Lord Lansdowne goes on an excursion along the

Thibet Road for some days. He may go up to Chiui.

Holloways Pills.—fiiny dyspeptic sufferer aware of the purifying,

regulating, and gently aperient powers of these Pills, should pprmit no

one to cloud his judgment or to warp his course. With a box of Hol-

loway’s Pills, and attention to its accompanying “ Directions,” he may
feel thoroughly satisfied that he can safely and effectually release him-

self from his miseries without impairing his .ippetiie or weakening his

digestion. This most excellent medicine acts as a nervine and bodily

tonic by aiding nutrition, and banishes a thousand an oy’ng forms of

nervous complaints. An occasional resort to Holloway’s remedy will

prove highly salutary to all persons, whether well or ill, whose digestion

is slow or imperfect, a condition usually evinced by weariness, languor,

listiessness, and despondency. >

Reports have reached Cairo that Oiman Digma’s army ha^ left

Tokar, marching northwards.

As an evidence of august satisfaction at the last Anglo-German con-

vention regarding Africa, Emperor William has decorated Count

Hatzfeldt with the Order of the Black Eagle. Major Wisstnan has

been ennobled loo. ^
Prince Bismarck disapprove.*! of the English protectorate over

Zanzib.ar, as prejudical to the Gc.rm.an element there. The German

Colonial Company is dissatisfied with it too, as is manifcbl from

Its abandonment of the idea of a banquet to the Major for his

services.

France objected to the English protectorate over Zanzibar as against

the Anglo-French Convention nf 1862. There was correspondence

between the two Cabinets. The explanations are supposed to be

satisfactory. Does that explain the seizure by the British Cruiser

Emerald oi the two British lobster factories in Newfoundland, on the

ground that their continuance would be a violation of the modus

Vivendi with France ?

Mr. Monro h iving resigned and not been taken back as was once

hinted, Sir Edward Br.adford has succeeded as Chief Commissioner of

the London Police, his phice in the India Ofllce in the Political and

Secret Section being filled by Major General Samuel Black, Bengal Staff

Corps.

Major Panitza has not succeeded in his appeal against the sen-

tence of death.

There is trouble again in Armenia. A serious revolt is reported.

There have been several engagements between the Kurds and Arme-

nians, and many persons killed.

The Brazilian charter granting a federal system of government has

been proclaimed.

Owing to obstruction. Government has withdrawn the clause in the

Licensing or Local Taxation Bill empowering County Councils to pur-

chase and extinguish licenses, and put in a clause allowing the sums

voted for that purpose to accumulate until Parliament lays down the

I

way for its appropriation. That is encouraging perpetuity, so

opposed to the spirit of modern legislation. The publicans in the

meantime have been assured that the money so accumulating under

the amended Bill will be applied to no other purpose than the extinction

of licenses. A later telegram says that the .Speaker has ruled that the

Government pioposal of the perpetuating clause is without precedent.

The Cabinet has now decided to withdraw all the licensing clauses of

the Bill.

The American Silver Bill keeps on moving backwards and forwards.

The Coinage Committee having reported against them, the House of

Representative'* rejected the amendments made by the Senate, and

sent the Bill back with a request to leplace it betore the Confetence

Committee of both Houses.

Sarah Beinlnirdt had overdosed herself with chloral after a per-

formance. Wall great difficulty she could be brought back to

consciousness.—A few yeais back she would, in all probability, have

taken a dose of chlorodyne. Even angels cannot do without stimulants

and narcotics.

Prince Aloeri Victor, Duke of Clarence, retains direct connection

with India. His Royal Highness has been Gazetted Honorary Colonel,

4ih Bengal Cavaliy.

The Central News Agency telegraphed on the 25th that “ Romesh

Chunder Muter, of Calcutta, has received the honour of Knighthood.”

It has not explained what it means. The retired Judge is already

a Knight.

Count Kalnoky is seriously ill of dysentery.

The President of the Republic of San Salvador, General Francisco

Menindez, died suddenly after a banquet at the Capitol. There is sus-

picion of poisoning.

The Turkish soldiery in the last war were supplied with saw-dust bis-

cuits. But coniraciors ,aie contractors all the world over, though

doubtless there are contractors and contractors. Matters are scarcely

better in Western Europe. What disclosures were made in France

during the struggle for existence with Germany 1 These things are re-

called by a question put in the British House of Commons on June 3.
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It appears that during the late sports at Dover a British trooper broke

his sword in striking at a lemon. It must be too finely tempered

steel that becomes bisected in twain under the formidable resistance

of a fruit like a fresh lemon. The Government did not deny the soft

impoAchment, but promised a full report which has been called for.

The Scotsman complained of bad food supplied by the Commissariat

Department in the Chiri-Lusliai expedition. The Commissory General-

in-Chief has now leporied on the matter. He finds that the unfavor-

able repTiris .arc gross exaggerations, and have little or no foundation

in fact. The stores were already condemned by the Commissariat

l^epartmenl, before the troops could be reduced to inferior rations.

Under the .system followed it could not be otherwise and it was so as

a fart. All the condemned articles were replaced by good ones

before distribution. The Major-General Commanding the Burma

District bears high testimony to the Commissariat arrangements. He

is of opinion that never in any campaign of like difficulty had the

troops fated better.

The 4;^ Per Cenf’Loan of 1878 and the Transfer Lo.an of 1879, 4^2

per cent, portion including the Per Cent. Loan of 1880, mature on

the 15th September 1893. They will be discharged at par on that date.

But three months’ notice of repayment must be given on the 15th June

1893. At the same time, it is left to the holders to have their

holdings transferred into the ordinal y 4 per cent. Loans. The Gov-

ernment of India have accordingly aiuhorizcd the Public Debt Office,

Bank of Bengal, Calcutta until 3otli December 1890 to deliver 4 per

rent. Promissory Notes or Stock Certificates in exchange for 4^ per

cent. Secuiities of the above loans upon the following terms :
—

“(l) Rs. 100 of 4 per cent. Promissoiy Notes or Stock Ceitificates

will be deliveied foreveiy Rs. 100 of 4J-^ percent. Securities recei\ed,

and any interest (accrued and not already paid) on the per cent.

Securities tip to the last preceding half-yearly date for the payment of

iiiieie.st, and also the excess interest payable upon them up to the dale
nf maturity (15th September 1893), will be paid in cash. This excess

in the case of Securities on which interest has been drawn up to I4tli

March 1890 is Re. r-12 0 per cent.

(2) The Promissory Notes or Stock Certific.atcs delivered will be of

the Loan of 1854-55, and interest will run upon them from the half-

yearly date of that loan next following tlie last half-yeaily date of the

f*®*' Cent. Loan (namely, 3cuh June if the Securities are piesenied

for conversion between 15111 M.ircli and 14th September, and 31st

December if presented between 15111 September and joih Decembei).

(3) Anticipation inieiest at 4 per cent, uill be paid for the period (3
inonihs and 15 days) between the last h.^lf-yeaily date for payment of

interest upon the 4*2 per cent. Securities received, and the date from
which the intetesi will run upon the Promissory Notes delivered in

eKchr'iiige. The amount of this anticipation interest is Re. 1-2-8

per cent.

(4) A brokerage of 4 annas per cent, will be paid to the person who
tcndeis the Secuiities,

(5) The Serurilies tendered for transfer should be receipledj'n the

following foi ni :

Received in lieu of this note a note of the same value of tlic 4 Per
Cent. Loan of 1854 55 beaiing interest from 30th June 1S90 (01 31st

December 1890 if iciideied after I4lh September 1890).”

The papers relating to the Chota Nagporc agragrian disputes trace

tho.se disputes to almost an anciemt date. They have taxed all the

resources of successive rulers of Bengal. The best revenue officers

at their disposal have been deputed to cope with the work. The

highest officials have brought their personal iiiHucnce to bear on the

contending parties towards a pacilicaiion of the difficulty. Leniency

and steinness have both been resoited to. Surveys and registration

of lands with enquiries into the various kinds and classes of lights

claimed therein have been, for a long course of years, in progiess at

great expense and trouble. The present Lieuteiiant-Goveinor of

Bengal has personally visited the district and conferred with landloids

as well as tenants, and endeavoured to reconcile their dififcrences. But

all to little puipose. The diflferenecs seem to be irreconcilable, and

the worst feelings continue to prevail between the two classes.

We have been led to these remarks by a letter which appears in

the Englishman of the lytli instant, reporting an explosion of the pent-

up feelings which exist between the landlords of Chota Nagpoieand

the Roman Catholic suppoaers of the Koih tenantry. Here is the

letter

“ Ranchi, June 11.

It is now two months since his Honor the Lieutenant-Governormade
his tour through the Lohardugga district, leaving behind him, as all

fondly thought, a track of peace and quietude. Late events, however,
go to show that one village at least is not in as happy a state as it

might be. There is a small colony of Roman Catholic teachers

(German) near Mandu, and two of them have been in the habit fnr

some time past of daily leaching in the village. After they had left

their pupils 011 the 22ud of May last, the zemindar of# the village auct

some of his people beat two of their pupils severely, and the next day
when the teacheis arrived he turned them out of the village, saying that

he would shoot them if they returned again.

On the following day, the piiesl himself, accompanied by his teachers

and others, proceeded to the village and found the zemindar seated in

the verandah of his house surrounded by several villagers. Woids
passed between them, and eventually the priest turned to go away. N(»

sooner was his back turned than the zemindar look up a gun and
covered him. Fortunately some one warned the priest, and he im.
mediately dismounted and called for his Winchester. I forgot to me.,N

lion that he had two guns and a revolver with him, besides the

Winchester rifle. It appears that the two fired simnitancously, ihg

piiest’s bullet lodging in the wall and the zemindar’s pellets taking effect

in the priest’s arm, chin, and sola topee.

By this time all had made thcnnselves scarce except the priest, who,
s#»eing a liead suddenly appear round the corner of a pillar, promptly
fiie<l, an(l, as it turned out eventually, wounded the zemindar’s brother

in the upper pail of the arm. What happened after this appears to be
a m.tiier of some doubt, as everyone has his own talc. So we mu.st

leave it for the trial, which is now pioceediiig, to divulge.

What effect lhi.s event will have on the district it is hard to say, hut

It is to be hoped that tlie guilty party will receive such a punishineiii a.',

will prevent anything of the kind recurring, The case has been in-

vestigated by Mr. Dawson and Mr. Byrne of the Police, and theiiial is

now pioceeding before Mr. O’Brien, C.S.— Bov.”

It is telegraphed from Poona that Mr. Scott, of the Deccan Brewery

Company, was drowned on Wednesday evening in one of the vats.

Dr. Baines, of Kiikee, ascribes the death to asphy.\ia due to the large

amount of carbonic acid gas generated in the vat.

That accident remind.s us that the stench from indigo vats is horrible

too, and we wonder how those engaged in the process of the mami-

factiire can .stand it. In fact, many trades have processes equally

offensive and deleieiioiis. Perhaps the worst is gas manufacture.

It has always been a marvel to us how men and animals manage to

live in the immediate neighbourhood of gas works. Thus there is a

considerable settlement of huts and poor dwellings and shops opposite

the main works at Naikeldanga for the supply of this town. In what

misery must the people pass their days in such a place ! What must

be the effect on their health of breathing such an atmosphere ! Are

they beyond the pale of protection of tlie Health Officer ?

We lead—
“ At Adelaide, South Australia, a gentleman who had resided for

some yeais in India, gave an addre.ss on the country and its people.

In the course of lii.s remarks he said he had been vastly impressed bv

the enthusiasm for education displayed hy even the poorest of the in

habitants, an enthusiasm which unfoi innately had not any parallel

either in England or the colonies, but something approximating to it

existed in Scotl.and. In India a poor man having to suppoit a family

on an income of fifteen rupees a month would devote thiee rupees a

montli to the higher education of one of his sons.”

What is staled about the British Islands is tiue enough, but of late

ye.irs some paits of the European Continent beat the Scotch in the

passion for education. In India, the cause of the phenomenon is

simple. In this countiy, among both Hindus snd M.ihomcdans, the

pootcsl arc usually the highest classes.

.Some one with more leisure than work has calculated that

“One of the* fastest wi iters among the public men of to-day Is

Admii.il Poller, wliose brain works like the wheel of a dynamo, throw-

ing off spaiks at eveiy turn, and whose pencil rushes anoss the papei

at almost a lelcgrapliic speed. Admiral Porter wrote his history of

the United States navy in eleven inoiuhs, and dunng this lime his

aveiage was at least 75,000 word.s a month, or nearly 2,500 words a

<i.'iy, including .Sundays. 'I'lie hook is as big as a dirtionaiy, and it

contains from 700,000 to 800,000 words. During many of,4hese days

lie <tid not write at all, and his average during his woi kii?g period mu
as high As 5,000 woicls a day.”

That does not look to us—and we are rather slow coaches otH'selve.s

—a thundering outcome of extraordinary rapidity of mind. Many

jouinalisis habilu.ally iiirii out as much literary matter. Of course, such

literature is rarely of much consequence.

We read

“Eveiy one in the East knows how beautifully the rice is served,

iliorouglily looked, yet the grains remaining separate and distinct, ana

not in a sodden mass, as is too often the case at home. The follownjg

recipe for cooking rice has been givep by a skilful Japanese cook.

It will be well to state that the Japanese rice pot is used only for
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cooking rice
;

its peculiarity consists in n heavy wooden cover^ which

rests by its weight on the rim of the pot, so as to fit siuigly, and yet

allow the stetim to force its way under it. The rice is first washed
thoioughly in cr^d water, rubbing hard with the hand till all milk-iness

passes off and the water runs clenr. It should then stand all ni^ht in

water; the three essentials I. rite rue imut be thoroughly washed,

tubbing it hard in several waters before bttiling. 2. T iir .imoont of

water in boiling the lice is the sauif, by mcasur»‘ as tl>e am'utnt

of rice to%e boileH— pint for pint
;
or cup for cup. (It will he found

.ilinost impossible to cook a very small quantity of 1 ice in this way)

3. When once the lid has been put on the pot, after stirring the rice

into the boiling water, it must not be removed till it is ready to be

served.”

So there is hope for Europe when her sons show a respect for the

ncc'-one of the most delicate, inoffensive, innocent and healthy mc.iU

—in every sense—in the world. As for serving it, Europeans—and

Japanese too, we may add—have no idea of the elegant form in which

cooked rice is in Bengal served for eating.

In America they are riding the'phonograph to marriage. It is said,

“ A man waited upon the minister with a phonograph. The minis-

ter spoke into the apparatus the questions and tiie bridegroom the

icspouscs of the marriage ceremony. The impression was then posted

to the bride one hundred miles away, and she and the minister of her

village went through the same process, the last minister pronouncing

the couple man and wife.”

That is the very reductio ad ahsurdum of the contractual form

of marriage. We wonder how the Courts will rcgaid it. We
suppose it could not be recognised without a change in the law.

We really expect a considerable alteration in the law in various

directions to bring it into harmony with the progress of science

and the arts of civilised life. Great changes must take place in parti-

cular in the procedure and the law of evidence. If a phonographic

marriage IS admissible, why not phonographic depositions Such evi-

dence would be a natural supplement to the provisions dispensing with

the attendance in court of men of rank and veiled Oriental ladies. For

the rest, we envy not those who cannot wait for a meeting to be united

111 the bonds of wediock. We are not sure^that we understand them.

Do they hope to consummate by proxy through the medium of some

Edisonian invention—some internal machine”? They surely cannot

h.ive friends—they probably care for none. They who have no time

to meet for marriage cannot have leisure for friendship or love,

involving as either does the interchange of little attentions. They are

too occupied for remembering God or man, to say nothing of duty to

either. They are in too great a hurry to go to Heaven to all. If called,

they would perhaps like to send a representative. They need not care

they may have unconsciously secured admission to another place.

REIS 6^ RA YVET.

SATURDAY, JUNE 28, 1890.

SANITATION AND LOCAL SELF-
GOVERNMENT.

Sanitary improvement continues to be unsatisfactory.

The cause of this is chiefly financial, and the new
policy adopted by the Local Government of granting

loans on easy terms to public bodies for the prosecu-

tion of sanitary work.s, is intended to supply the

necessary remedy. How far in the long run this

system of giving loans will go in accomplishing the

end in view, it is yet too early to say. For the pre-

sent, it is satisfactory, however, to notice that during

the present year Municipalities have applied in sever-

al cases for loans, and the Government is doing
everything to encourage such applications. As re-

j^ards municipal expenditure from current income for

sanitary purposes, Dr. Gregg is far from satisfied.

He remarks in his last report : “It will be seen
that on the whole Municipal Commissioners are doing
what they can to improve the sanitary conditjon of
their towns

;
but although a good deal has been

done, and is being done, I am again compelled to re-

xijark that in many cases municipal income is wasted

on temporary works and on works of minor import-

ance, while works of a more needed, substantial, and

lasting nature, such as drainage, water-supply and

public latrines are neglected.”

The state of things as regards rural areas under

the administration of the District Boards is still

more unsatisfactory. The following remarks record-

ed by the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal would

seem to indicate that the imposition of a i^anitary

ce.ss cannot be far off :

—

“The S.'init.'iry Commissionrr’s report dops not touch on the work of

sanitation under District Bonds. The truth is that, although tli^e pro-

motion of salination is a duty entrusted under the Local Self-Govern-

m»^nt Art to District Bonds little or no progress is made in this dner-

lion, because the Jioaids possess no funds for the purpose. The
Boaids in Bengal are not vested with powcis to impose local taxation

to meet the •eqniieinents of local sanitation. And yet no giievanre

presses more h ndly on the people than those which arc created by the

insanitary condition of the countiy. Constant complaints come to the

notice of (ioveinmenl, through the vernacular picss and elsewheie, of

the neces^ny of improved drinking water, and in a liarilly les> degiee

of improved drainage, from almost every district of these provinces.

The agency for the execution of sanitary reform in ruial areas, and the

means by which such refoims may be executed, are questions now
under the consideratitm of Government.”

The Sanitary Board ha.s now been constituted. It

consists of vSir Henry Harrison, Member of the

Board of Revenue, as President, and Colonel Me
Neile, Chief Engineer and Secretary to Government

ill the Irrigation Branch of the Public Works De-

partment, and Dr. Gregg, the Sanitary Commissioner,

as members. A whole time officer will be placed at

the disposal of the Board as Sanitary Engineer.

This officer would be the right-hand man of the

Sanitary Commissioner, accompanying him on his

tours, working in concert and concurrence with him

in the preparation of design.s, plans, and estimates,

guiding the municipalities in getting up projects,

and doing inspection duty while the works are

in progres.s. The Sanitary Board will be the ex-

ecutive agency through which the Government

will act in the Sanitary Department, and Sir

Steuart Bayley expresses a hope that, if judiciou.sly

worked, it will exercise a powerful initiative and a

valuable control in all departments of sanitary work.

Financial and administrative help being thus

provided by the Government, it remains for the

local authorities to dcvelopc more efficiency of

administration in themselves. So far their work

in the Sanitary Department has not been much

to their credit. F)ven in a comparatively simple

matter like the kee[)ing of vital stfitistics, they

have been remarkably careless. , I he Sanitary Com-

missioner in his last report brings to the notice

of Government certain facts in regard to the

registration of these statistics in towns which are

simply discreditable to the Municipal Commissioners.

He says while the approximate standard of birth-rate

in India is 40 per thousand, or perhaps even higher

than this, there are no less than 15 Municipalities in

which the statistics are so im[>erfectly recorded that

the ratio is less than lo per thousand. Among these

is no less a favored municipality under the chairman-

ship of a pet ot the district officers than the South

Suburban Municipality, where the ratio is about 7*

In four municipalities—Muktagacha, Jhalokati,

Goberdanga and Nasirabad—the rate is less than

5 per thousand. These, however, may be pardoned

for their sequestered situation. But what are we to

say when centres of intelligence, population and

wealth like Dacca, Kishiiaghur, Berhampur, Midna-

pore, Jessore, and Patna show no better results ?

Well may Dr. Gregg say that when the registration

in important Municipalities, at the head quarters of

districts, is still so de/ective, it is hopeless to attempt
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registration with any approximation to accuracy in

rural areas.

Equally discouraging is the result of registration

of deaths in Municipalities. The South-Suburban

town is again conspicuous, says the Goyernment, for

its imperfect registration. 1 hese statistics in regard

to many municipalities are utterly unreliable. It is

rather curious how the results could so widely differ

in two Tiiunicipalities, touching each other geogra-

phically. The Government Resolution points out

with dry humour that the two newly created Muni-

cipalities of Cossipore-Chitpore and Manicktolla,

where, in the former case, a mortality is registered

of ',8-9 per thousand, and in the latter only 14-5 per

thousand, afford a marked illustration of good and

bad work in adjoining localities. And Manicktolft is

a municipality which has always since its formation

been jealously kept under an official Chairman.

Altogether, there is much room .for improvement

in the ways of our newly created municipalities.

Failure in such elementary, though important, duties

brings discredit on the system. Such mistakes as are

now pointed out by the Sanitary Commissioner are

certainly avoidable by diligence, and more attentive

supervision of the work. The Municijial Commis-

sioners cannot complain of the want of guidance and

counsel from Government officers. 1 he normal

rates of birth and death are known things. The

methods of going to work so as to approx-

imate those rates are laid down by the Sanitary

Department for their help. Dr. Gregg has been

specially at great pains to teach them in this subject,

and if still they fail, and what is more curious, are

unconscious of their failure, the sooner they divest

themselves of the ambition of shining as local some-

bodies, the better for the cause of Local Self-

Government.

JAIL ADMINISTRATION IN BENGAL.

The last was a busy year with the Jail Department in

Bengal. Dr. Lethbridge had his, hands quite full.

The total number of admissions was the largest

since 1879. The dally average number of convicts

rose from 12,378 in 1888 to 13 . 59 ^ in 1889. The

increase is accounted for by the ruling high prices of

food-grains lading to a large number of convictions

for theft and other minor offences against property.

In support of this view, a statement of offences

against property in the Patna Division, in which

considerable scarcity prevailed during the year, is

given by the Inspector-General. The details of such

crimes in the Districts of Mozufferpore, Chumparun

and Durbhanga, in which the pressure of the scarcity

was the greatest, still further bear out the view.

These details show that true cases of burglary and

theft nearly doubled in these districts in 1889 as

against the previous year.

The prevalence of high prices led naturally to in-

creased expenditure on account of prison diet and

hospitals. In regard to the latter item, another cause

which has contributed to the increase is stated to be

the more liberal scale of diet now allowed to sick

prisoners.

The recommendations of the Jail Committee for

increasing the sleeping space for each prisoner have

chiefly affected the central jails, in which there has

been a reduction of nearly 4 per cent, of prisoners in

the year. The district and intermediate jails gener-

ally had sufficient accommodation to meet the re-

quirements of health, but it was otherwise with the

central jails. The recommendation of Dr. Leth-

bridge to reconvert some of the intern\ediate jails

into district jails, awaits the consideration of the

Government, which is likely to deal with the question

on a large scale after the effects of the scarcity on the

number of the jail population have passed away.

There is a slight decrease in the number of releases

of convicts on a^ppeal, but this is not accepted as an

indication of improved judicial administration. On
this subject, the Lieutenant-Governor observes

:

“ There had been a steady increase in the number

of such releases since 1882, and the slight decrease

of last year, although it occurred in a year of numer-

ous admissions, does not show any marked improve-

ment in what is an unsatisfactory feature in the

criminal administration of Bengal.*’

'Phe number of convicts transported "increased from

797 in 1887 and 803 in 1888 to 829 in 1889. These

statistics are for the whole country. 1 he numbers

for Bengal are 97 and 119 ^hc last two years.

The steady increase is the effect of orders relaxing

the rules which formerly regulated the selection of

convicts for deportation. In the number of executions

there was an unusual decrease from 21 in 1888 to 17

in the year under review.

The jail administration is to be congratulated on

its improved control of Burman convicts. I heir

conduct is pronounced to have been on the whole

good. The Government, however, inculcates caution

in treating them and discourages overmuch of con-

fidence in them. “The Burmese,” says the Govern-

ment Resolution, “ are a dangerous class of prisoners

on account of their instability of character, their

impulsive nature, and their great impatience of res-

traint, but their ca[)acity tor work is superior to that

of other native convicts, and the Superintendents

are naturally inclined to appoint them freely to jail

offices. It is not, however, safe to have a large pro-

portion of these men as overseers and convict

warders, for even holding offices of trust is not

sufficient to restrain their longing for freedom. 1 he

Jail Committee have therefore propo.sed the intro-

duction of a ticket-of-leave system for them, a

measure which has been advocated by this Govern-

ment for the last three years. The question is now

under the consideration of the Government ot

India.”

The proportions of criminals in regard to race anci

religion remain almost unaltered. During the year

1890, they were about 61 per cent. Hindus, 35

cent. Mahomedans, r24 per cent. Christians, 0*36

per cent. Buddhists and Jains, and nearly 3 per cent,

of all other redigions. The nuhiber of juveniles ad-

mitted in 1889 was 434 against 306 in the preceding

rather large increase. Both the Reformatory

.schools at Alipore and Hazaribagh are said to be

doing excellent work. The number of female con-

victs also shows an increase from 1218 to 1280. 87

per cent, of prisoners admitted during tVwi^ear were

unable to read and write, 9*48 were able to read and

write a little, and 3*48 to read and write well.

There is an increase of .sentences to simple im-

pri.sonment for which an explanation is necessary.

This was particularly the case in the four

of Singbhum, Manbhum, Puri and Patna,

Government has directed that the matter should ^

enquir(;d into. The Government in noticing a slight

decrease in the number of re-convicted prisoners,

observes: “The recent rules regarding the identi-

fication and classification of habitual offenders have
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been worked with great care both by the Jail and

Police Departments ;
still the Lieutenant-Governor

thinks that .much more remains to be done.” The
punishment of habitual criminals is not often suffi-

ciently deterrent. The Inspector-General says that

therel^lfe in the central jails 300 or 400 incorrigible

thieves for ^hom transportation for life is the only

effective punishment. Experiments in the system

of anthropometry on the model of jail administration

in Paris have been recommended for the sanction of

the Government of India. The number of persons

imprisoned for failing to give security for good be-

haviour had been somewhat rapidly increasing since

1884, but the last year shows a slight falling off.

Strict discipline continues to be enforced among

the jail guards, and their improved appearance and

efficiency have been noticed by the Government with

satisfaction. The discipline among the prisoners has

also improved.

The death-rate shows no improvement. Over-

crowding was the cause of unhealthiness in some of

the jails, but this defect is being gradually remedied.

The chief cause, however, of the present rate of

mortality is stated to be the fact that the health of the

prisoners of the year under report was greatly affect-

ed by the general poorness of the crops in many

parts of the province. The principal di.seases were

cerebro-spinal fever and cholera. The first proved

very deadly and the Lieutenant-Governor h.as

directed a special enquiry into the matter. As a set

off, as it were, there is a bright side to the picture.

It is satisfactory to learn from a statement given in

the jail report that there were considerable numbers

who left the jail in better health than they entered.

THE A^E/S & RAYYET DEFAMATION CASE.

The local event of the week is a drama of which we are the nn-

envied and unfortunate hero. The phenomenon is -/I’m ^ Rayvet

in court ! Ordinal ily, this would be nothing particular. To be rightly

or wrongly charged with libels is the inevitable fate of public writers

a common incident of journalism. But there are circumstances, of an

accidental character perhaps, in this case which separate it fioin its

everyday fellows. One of these peculiarities may be mentioned.

Thi.s journal is in its ninth year, and thuugli anything but a mealy-

mouthed organ, the charge of defamation undeigoing investigation in

the Police Court is the first case, either of a criminal or civil nature,

which has ever been brought against it. The editor has been dabbling

in printer’s ink from before the Mutinies, having edited a Calcutta Eu-

ropean daily fur several weeks at the beginning of 1S56 and aflcrwaich

jpined as contributor to the defunct Hindu when he was a

student at College, and published a pamphlet on the events of 1857 to-

wards the end of that year in London. In this long career of an out-

spoken publicist of thirty-five years, during which he has, wittingly or

unwittingly, touched the corns of no end of persons, high and low, he

had never received a process of court on account of anything ever

written or published by him until he was called to appear in the Police

this week. This call at the fag end of his life on an old journalist-

old sinner caught at last if you will—invests peculiar

interest in the eyes of all such as have watched him for any length of

time. The other peculiarities we are not permitted to touch, hor

one thing, the case is sud judice^ and that itself, for all men Drought

up in English principles, is sufficient reason for reticence. Although

we have always combatted this among other notions, legal, political,

moral, social, and literary, which we in our humble sincerity regard

as nocent popular or class prejudices or errors, we insist respect it

ourself in our own case. Besides, we have no wish to say aught

which may be construed into prejudicing the cause of the prosecutors,

as we would avoid prejudicing our own. ’

It is no doubt a task at once difficult and delicate to reconcile

our professional duty with the obedience we all owe to the hw and

the profound respect we always feel for Her Majesty’s administrators

of justice. We shall try to perform it as best we can. For, whatever

may be the case with other papers, in this connection, it is ob-

viously expected of us that we should not content ourselves with giving

the Police report like our contemporaries. Some explanation, seems

ui gently due from us to the public.

On the 17th May last, in the usual course of business, we noticed in

a subleader headed “ Disease, Accident and Death ” the deaths which

had recently occurred in native society of its mote prominent members.

In that article we gave, upon such information as we pO‘.'^essed, an

(“.limate of an important inemlrer of the Hindu community, Baboo

Deno Nath Mallik, (one of those just deceased,) who had not, in our

jiidgmenl, presented to his countrymen, either as a public or a private

man, such an example as from his great position he might and should

have done, concluding with tlie best wishes for his sons, whom we

wished to make a departure from the parental model. Immediately

after the appearance of the article we were told that, as we wished and

anticipated, it had beftn thankfully received by the family. A few

days thence, however, we weie stai lied by the news that eflforts weie

being made to proceed against this paper in the Courts. In our next

impression, that of the 24lh May, in criticising some of the notices

of the deceased in a different vein, in some of the other journals

of the metropolis, we reiterated our view and alluded to tliose

efforts. We treated the matter cavalierly, because of the feeling

.aheady mentioned in the family and the general opinion in town. Doubt

was removed when, in the following month, we received a letter from

Babu Gorvsh Cliunder Chunder, as attorney for B.ihus Nogendra Nath

Mallik and Jogendra Nath Mallik, sons of the late Babu Denonath

Mallik, expostulating on their part with us for the articles of the lyih

and 24th May as containing “imputations of the grossest kind

on the character and position of my client’s father recently deceased,

and having naturally caused them the deepest pain and annoyance ”

and, after complaining of the publication in the terms of the

law, calling upon us for full retractation and ample apology, on

pain of being proceeded against in court. Friends on both sides

now intervened and led us to expect that the matter would

not be pushed to extremity but be amicably settled. But as, in

the dilatory ways of our people, nothing definite was done, we,

in our issue of the r4th June, prominently, under the head of

Notice to Correspondents, acknowledged receipt and intimated to

our correspondent that his letter was “under consideration.” Our

correspondent did not wait, however. In three or four days came

the great Hindu festival of the Rath Jatra of Jagannath or the

Lord of the Woi Id’s Ride in his tower-chariot. On that auspicious

day, on which Hindus delight to begin any interesting ceremony

or arduous operation, he hurried to the Police Court, applied

before Mr. Handley, the Chief Presidency Magistrate, and obtained

summonses against the Printer and the Editor of Reds and Rayyet

respectively, and [lad them served—that on the Editor as he was

waiting for the appearance in all his glory of the Lord of the

Woild. Under tlie circumstance, our “ consrderation ” remained

locked np in our breast, though even j now we have an article

in proof never published headed “ Babu Uenn Nath Mallik once

more.” Pursuant to summons, wc .appeared .ts defendant in the

Police Court on last Thuisday. In whatever light the pleader’s

art migh^repiescnt us, wc can honestly say that wc had 09 intention

whatever of hurting the feelings of Babu Deno Nath Mailik’s sons,

and, strange though it may seem, the ihonglit never struck us that wh it

we wrote might be construed to bean offence against them. Seeing

that we had unwittingly done so, we at once thro'igft the mouth

of oiir counsel expressed our sincere regret. The editor having

assumed all the responsibility of our action, the piosecution did not

press the case against the printer, but they insisted on the editor

pleading guilty. This was not done.

Then after some formal evidence for the prosecution was recorded,

the case was adjourned to next week.

We wrote, as we believed and still br ia.\»*, in the interests of the

public. Ouis is an old society and we c oiu'dve it to bf the duty of

every man who claims to be a le.Tding member of it to do all he

can to conserve the best that there is in it. Babu Dono Nath Mallik

certainly was a leading member of our society, and we wrote of

him as we did as a matter of duty, without peisonal bias of

any sort and, as we have said, without intending to hurl the
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feelings of any one, much less his sons. We see they have faken
ntrencc at what we wrote, and once more disclaiming any intention

of giving offence, we thus publicly apologise to them.

THE TIPPERAH RAJ.

Sir, -Your leaderette which appeared in the “Reis and Ravvet ”

of 31st May on the appointment of Rai Bahadoor Umakant Das as
minister tj^thc Raj, reveals an amount of statesmanship and poli-
tical foresight which none sees better than do the Tipperah men.
it is a pity that you do not deal with the causes of the Maharaja’s*
debts and embarassments.

From the extracts published in the “ Englishman ” in the yj.‘ar

1885 or 80 from the diary of an Englishman, apparently Mr. Skrine,
it appeared that he attributed all, if 1 remember aright, to the “eye
shame” of the Maharaja and the evil counsels and machinations of
the Dacca men whom he styled “ the Scotchmen of the E.ist.” That
ihe Maharaja is not above “eye-shame,” is quite true. He docs not
and cannot say “ no ” to any prayer. With rarl; goodness His High-
ness believes all his servants, ratlicr too much ; ami among them
some happen to be more confidential than others with whom the
r al power rests ; and they in their turn have an interest in the dis-
order of the state. Being full of the milk of human kindness, he
will not starve the family of a corrupt officer by dismissal, or other-
wise punish him. It is widely known that had His Highness been
surrounded by men of virtue, ability and wisdom, thev, by utilising
his virtues, instead of lending themselves to his failings, could
perform achievements to the lasting glory of the Maharaja and
themselves over and above raising the Raj to a model state.
Now 1 intend to return to Mr. Skrine’s “Scotchmen of the

East.” I feel bound to say that our Dacca brethren have not de-
served this epithet. Notwithstanding, it is certain that the
natives of Tipperah have more interest in the welfare of the
state than men of any other district who may come to serve
the Maharaja for money and scarcely for love. There is not a
man in Tipperah, whether Independent or British, who has not
or whose forefathers have not eaten the Maharaja’s salt. The dis-
tinction “Independent Maharaja” is a subject of pride and glory
to them. They, an overwhelming majority of them at least, look
with reverential awe and veneration upon this prince, inasmuch
as there is great religious merit in beholding a real Hindu Prince—
Rajdnnan. Besides, both talukdars and rayycts know that they are
no units in a ^soulless body politic, but arc under a prince who is

affectionate as a father. They can and do, during any mis-
fortune, obtain pardon of a year or two’s rent or at least
permission to keep the rent in arrear. Not only that, the
Maharaj.a usually makes liberal grants during marriages or
sradhs or other important ceremonies to his people. The
whole district is supplied with timber, burning fuel, bamboos,
rattans, thatching stuff, cotton and other necessaries of life for
a nominal price. The Gods and Brahmans of the Hindoos
arc .supported bv the Maharaja. Yet the natives of Tipperah arc
being successfully eliminated from the Maharaja’s service. Among
the many high officials only two belong to this district. They how-
ever have no power in the central administration of the state. The
Bhadracracy of this district generally belong to the Janded interest or
arc otherwise substantial men ;and any loss that they may occasion
to the state can be easily recovered, but not so in the case of the
Dacca tnen. Out of 57 officers in the or the head
office of the Zemindary or 'Rousliunabad, at Comtnillah, only 15
belong to this dihirict ; and in the inoffusil under the jurisdiction of
Cbakla Kucbcri out of 60 posts 24 fall to the Tipperah men. Those
of the officers that belong to this district only fill the rank and file.

In the leaderette you say “ A minister .‘upported by the British
Governmeht and carrying the prestige of one who has long held
the office of Assistant Political Agent at the court is not only a
guarantee for reform but the only resource against bankruptcy and
dismemberment—maybe the only safety for the old principality.” For
all that the Rki Bahadur will not find it smooth sailing all over.
Already in hi.s attempt against the favourites, he has not been able
to achieve any appreciable success. He will have to show much
pluck and courage in his fight with them ; and if he has the welfare
of the old principality at heart, as I am sure he has, he should
take no rest until the territory of the Maliar.ija is cleared of iheir
presence, He should take good care that neither they nor their friends
have access to His Highness. Favourites have since the creation
proved themselves of the Devil’s crew. How many kings, lords
and wealthy men have they ruined ! How the favourites of the
Maharaja ruined the late lamented Babu Nilmony Das who did
right yeoman’s service to the Maharaja’s state ! His Highness
wept over his death only too late. Nor was the Roman hand of
the statesman who succeeded him permitted to touch them.
Then the eyes of the people and the '^election of their Ma-
haraja fell upon the excellent and intelligent Thakur Saheb
Phananjoy, blessed with a hereditary capacity for administration.

He, after deliberate and mature consideration and consultation
with men of known ability and integrity, submitted a Budget
which provided for retrenchment and economy and a scheme
calculated to increase the revenue of the state ^s well as to
purge it of the favourites. In due course of time, His High-
ness asked the opinion of his favourites upon the Budget

; and
the Maharaja was of course convinced that Dananjoy Thakur
Saheb—the brightest jewel of a nobleman at the court—was
only a green youth—although he was wellknown to have for many
years successfully administered the entire Southern half of the
principality. Indeed, his successor. Baboo Dino Nath Sen, m. a.
Joint-Inspector of Schools, spoke of his predecessor’s Budget as in-
capable of any improvement. But he too having failed to get it passed
was glad to hurry off to rejoin his own post in the British Service.
He was succeeded by Babu Mohini Mohun Bardhan, b. l.. Gov-
ernment Pleader, Comillah. After pinching the favourites, it was
reserved fur this weak and vacillating minister to be won over to
their side. He quarrelled with his old friends and after their sup-
[U)rt was gone he was easily insulted and forced to resign. These
favourites in fact enjoy a monopoly of real power in the state
without appearing to have anything like it, for the arch favourites
hold no responsible position. In every good and important under-
taking the ostensible minister is hampered by these favourites who
are the virtual ministers. For the doings of the latter the former
is responsible. When these favourites think of ruining any
high official, their preliminary step is to close to him all the
avenues of access to the Maharaja. Letters to His Highness arc
carefully intercepted in the way. Had the Maharaja known that
his favourites arc his enemies, he would certainly pray

“Ye sacred powers, whose gracious providence

Is watchful for our good, guard me from men
From their deceitful tongues, their vows, and flatteries.”

But the Maharaja cannot perceive all this. Verily, these hangers-
on live a charmed life ! In a land of mysteries and miracles
where every Tipperah or Kuki is believed by himself and ignorant
Bengalees to possess the secret wherewith to hold captive the
wildest of tigers and perform other wonders, a handful of para-
sites is ruining the state. Who. will rescue the Maharaja out of
their hands

Secret.

Tipperah, June 25, 1890.

THE /^£/S AND DA WET DEFAMATION CASE.

THE POLICE COURT.-June 26.

(Before A, P. Handley, Esq., Ojjr^r, Chief Presidency Maj^istrafe.)

This ease had a near chance of being .struck off the boards yester-
day (June 26). When called on before the Chief Presidency
Magistrate neither of the prosecutors was in court, and his
worship was on the point of dismissing it in consequence of the
default, when one of them put in an appearance and asked for a
short postponement to admit of His counsel, who was engaged in
another court, attending. The request was granted, and the
ease put back until ii o'clock. When taken up at that hour, Messrs.
Garth and Woodroffc, junior, instructed by Baboo Gonesh Chundcr
Chundcr, appeared for the prosecution, and Messrs. Henderson and
A. F. Abdiir Rahman, instructed by Baboo N. C. Bose, and Baboo
Kanyclal Mookerjec, Pleader, represented the defendants. Be-
fore the facts of the ease were enquired into, Mr. Henderson re-
presented to the magistrate that his client, Dr. Sambhu Chundcr
Mookerjec, was in indifferent health, and he begged that as a special
concession he might be allowed a scat alongside of his counsel in-
stead of being compelled to go into the dock. This having been
agreed to, Mr. Henderson again rose and addressed the magistrate.
He said that to save the time of the court he would state at once
that Dr. Sambhu Chundcr Mookerjec admitted the responsibility
of the articles complained of, and expressed his sincere regret for
the pain their publication has caused the relatives of the deceased
pntlcrnan to whom the obituary notices had referred. Ffthad no
idea that Phe notices would have caused the pain they were said to
have produced. Efforts had been made to compromise the case,
and now that his client had publicly expressed regret for his error
of judgment, he hoped the magistrate would consent to the with-
drawal of the charge against his client. He was instructed that the
prosecution would offer no objection to a compromise.

Mr. Garth wished to know if, by expressing regret. Dr. Shambhu
Chunder Mookerjec pleaded guilty. Unless that was done, he
(Mr. Garth) could say nothing more at present ; if there was no plea
of guilty, he would have to go on with the ease. He desired it to
be thoroughly understood that his clients were prepared to prove
their case. He did not press the ease against the printer, but Dr.
Shambhu Chunder Mookerjec must plead guilty to having publish-
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cd the libel before he, Mr. Garth, would say anything further on
the matter.

MrJpcndofion said that if the prosecution were not prepared to
acceptive apology tendered and the expression of regret for the
publication, his^client would plead not guilty.

Mr. Garth desired to say that, by accepting this apology and ex-
pression of regret without the plea of guilty, the effect would be
that it would be thought the case had been compromised. There
was no suggestion of a compromise, and he therefore suggested that
there should be a plea of guilty recorded. There had been an
expression of regret tendered, which was as much as pleading guilty.

His Worship did not see how there could be an expression of
regret unless the person was guilty.

Mr. Henderson submitted it did not amount to that.

Mr. Garth said it must be remembered that his client, through
Baboo G(»nc^h Chuiidcr Chufider, had called upon the defendant,

by a letter, dated 6th of June, for an apology, but none was ten-

dered. On the contrary, in the current number of the paper,W Rnyyet^ there appeared a most insulting paragraph in answer
as notice to correspondents Gonesh Chundcr Chundcr.—
Under consideration.” This was simply a gross aggravation of the
offence. If the defence were not aware that the articles would
cause pain, as stated by their counsel, and now expressed regret,

why was it not done when they were called upon by letter, unless

th(*y thought the complainants were devoid of all feeling ? They
were asked for a public apology to be tendered in a public way, so

that the public would understand that the family did wish to vin-

dicate their father’s character. If, on receipt of the letter from
Baboo Gonesh Chundcr Chundcr, they for the first time became
aware that pain had been caused, why did they not apologise and
express regret in ilie next issue ? Instead of this, there was a grossly

insulting and impertinent paragraph in the notice to correspondents

{in issue of 14th June), which only aggravated the offence.

After some consultation with his client and attorney, Mr. Hender-
son said that the course he would propose to take was that he would,

on behalf of his client, consent to the papers in which the articles

appeared being put in, and would admit responsibility. He w'ould

ask for an adjournment in order to consider what course to adopt.

He wished to place no obstacles in the way of the prosecution, or

put them to any expense, and there was the statement of his client

admitting responsibility of the articles.

His Worship thought there must be a plea, and he could only

grant an adjournment by consent of the prosecution.

Mr, Garth said he was very willing that the defence should have
leasonable lime to consider whether there would be a plea of guilty

or whether the case was to be proceeded with, but the time should

not go over to-day. All the witnesses wore present, and his client

did not wish to be put to more expense than was necessary.

His Worsliip observed that the defendants had already had a week
to think over what they were going to do.

Mr. Ciarth suggested that the defence should have half an hour
j

or an hour the most to consider wdiat course they would adopt.

Mr. HtMulerson submiiiod that was not cnougli, and asked for at

least another day.

His Worsliip decided that he could not do so unless the other side

tonsenied. The dcleiicc had a week to ronsider the m.uter, so that

if was not a thing which had been suddenly sprung on them, ddicy

must have known that they would either have to fight the case out

or plead guilty.

Mr. Hendeison said his client admitted responsibility and publi-

cation of the articles, and would consent to the issues in which

those articles appeared being put in, so as to save the prosecution

any expense ;
and then an adjournment might be granted to some

other day in order to consider whether the case would be proceeded

with or a plea of guilty recorded with the expression of regret.

His Worsliip observed that if tlie ease was proceeded with, he

would send the case to the Sessions, and would therefore have to

take the depositions on Sessions paper, 'riu re was not only one

article, and publication would have \o be proved in the icgular way.

After some consultation between counsel, Mr. Garth proceeded

to prove publication, and the following witnesses were then

examined

The information of Chooney l.all Durt :—

1

live at No. 18,

Ocknor Dint’s Lane. No. 1 forms part of No. 18, My uncle, my
lousins, and myself all live here. 1 know Samblui Ciluiub-r

Mookcrjcc. He edits at No. 1. The press is also

at No. I. Muity Lai Bose is the printer of the paper Rn'j (Vul

Rayyet, I see them here. They arc the defemlani.s. 'Lhc

oflice of the paper is at No. i. These are issues of Rth and Rayset

dated 17th and 24th May and 14th June. These copies were
issued from No. i. •

Mr. Henderson produced the letter of the 6th June from Baboo

Gonesh Chundcr Chundcr, which was tendered by Mr. Garth, and
marked as an exhibit.

,

The information of Nogendro Nath Mullick :— 1 am one of

the complainants in this case, and the eldest son of Deno Nath
Mullick, deceased—that is, the Deno Nath Mullick referred to

in the articles in RtU and Rayyet, The accusations made against

ray father in that paper arc false. They have caused pain and
annoyance to me and the rest of the family. They are such
as* to lower my family and myself in the estimation of the
Hindoo community.

Mr. Henderson said he would reserve cross-examination in the
event of the case being proceeded with.

Mr. Garth submitted that his Worship should now frame a charge.
His Worship observed that it would take a considerable lime to

frame the charge, which was practically drawn in the summons.
I he charge would, of course, be under Section 501.

^
After this, on the application of Mr. Henderson, the case was bv

consent adjourned till Wcdnesilay next at 11-30 a.m,—The morning
papers.

TRANSFER RULES FOR HIGH SCHOOLS.
1 .—A student, before he is admitted to a high school, shall be

required to produce a transfer certificate from the head-master of
the school (of whatever class) in which he has last been reading.
He should be accompanied by, or hhould present a letter of appli-

cation from, his father or /md Jide guardian, whose name should be
registered in the admission book of the school. His father’s name
and place of residence should invariably be registered, in order to

secure identification. If he has failed at the previous Entrance ex-
amination, and applies for admission in the following session without
having joined any other school, the Registrar’s receipt shall be
accepted in lieu of a certificate. The fact of his admission, with
the date, should be written across the face of the Registrar’s receipt.

JI.—The certificate shall run as follows :

—

“ Certified that
,
son of ,

an inhabitant of w'as in the class of the

school up to
,
and left with a character. All sums

due by him to the school have been p.iid. He has (or has not) pass-

ed the annual examination for promotion to the class. His age

on leaving is believed to have been years months.”

Dated Head Master.

in.

—

Application for the transfer of a student must be made by
his parent or bond Jide guardian, cither personally or by letter (regis-

tered, if necessary), to the head-master of the school which he is

leaving ; and when so made the certificate is to be given without
any avoidable delay. The only grounds on which it can be refused
are (1) gross misconduct, (2) failure to pay the sums due to the
school, including schooling fees and fines and transfer fee (if any).

If a certificate is refused, the cause of refusal shall be notified in

writing to the applicant. If the certificate is not received within
three days of the payment by the student of the amount (if any)
due to the school, the matter may be referred to the Inspector of

Schools, or to the Director of Public Instruction, as laid down in

Rule XIJ.

IV.—Any instance of “gross misconduct ” on the part of a

I

student, whether followed or not by expulsion, must be at once
reported to the Department, failing which no future action can be

taken on it. A student expelled for nii.^-conduct cannot be admitted

to another school without the express sanction of the Department.
V.“-For the purposes of the transfer certificate, the date on which

a student presents his applicatifm for transfer, or the date of the

receipt of the letter (Rule HI), shall be regarded as the date upon
which his connection with the school ceased

;
and no fee shall be

charged to him for any subsequent month. But if the student docs

nor pay the sums due from him to the sclu^l within three days of

his rereiving intimation of their amount, he shall be treated as

“ aboeiii without notice” until siuli sums arc paid, subject (as re-

gards any further sums so accruing) to the limit stated in Rule VJ.

VI.—A student quitting a school without notice shall b^liable

lo pH} fees, together with fines f'»r absence, for one month subse-

quent to that iti which he last aiiended the school, after which his

connection with the scliool shall be considered to have cc.ascd.

VII.—A student quilting a school, except at the close of a session,

shall be liable to pay a transfer fee before obtaining his transfer

certificate. 'Fhe transfer fee shall not (except under special orders

of the Dcparimcni in the ease of free schools) exceed the ordinary

monthly fee of the class.

VIH.—The session of each school ends in the month in which
the annual examinations for promotion arc held, and proceeding that

in which the new classes arc formed. For students sent up to the

Entrance examination, the* session ends in May.
iX.—If a student withdraws from a school after the Durga Puja

vacation, he shall be liable to pay fees in that school up to the end

of the session.

X.—A student shall not be sent up to the Entrance examination

until he has paid all sums due to the institution in which he has

been reading, including fees up to the end of the session in May.
XI.—When a student of the first or second class has held a

scholarship, free studentship, or halLpay studentship, under express

stipulation in writing, signed by himself and his guardian, that the

whole or a portion of the sum drawn by or remitted to him shall

be refunded to the schocj in ease of withdrawal from it wdthin a
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certain period,, the transfer certificate may be withheld until the

^\Jm8 so due havx* been repaid, provided that the amount so claimed

shall not exceed the amount actually drawn or remitted.

Xn. The transfer of Government scholarship-holders and free

studont's shall be subject to the previous sanction of the Inspector

or loiut Inspector of Schools, or (in the ease of schools attached

to first-grade colleges) of the Director of Public Instruction, which

will be withheld unless satisfactory reasons arc assigned for the

transfer.

XHI.-iA student shall not, on admission to a school, be placed

in a class higher than that in which he was in the school ho

has quitted,^ or if he has passed the annual examination for

promotion, than the next higher class. This rule shall apply to

admissions to the three highest classes. Thus, a student Uiling

at the annual examination of the fourth class of one school cannot

be admitted to the third class of another.

XI

V.

If a student has been absent from a school for a full year,

and if the Inspector of Schools or the Director of Public fnstnic-

lion {vUe Rule Xll) is satisfied that his absence was not due to mis-

conduct or rustication, the preceding rule may, with the sanction

of the Inspector or the Director, as the ease may be, be relaxed

in his favour.

XV.—The fact of a student applying for admission without

having undergone the annual examination of his old school must

be regarded, unless the reverse is certified to by his former head-

master, as sufficient evidence of his not having been fit for promo-

tion. Ho should not therefore be admitted into a class higher than

that in which he was in the other school.*

XVI. After admission under the foregoing rules, no student

shall be promoted to a higher class before the next annual exami-

nation of the school. 'Phe application of this and the preceding

rule shall be confined to the three highest classes. (See illustration,

Rule XIII.)

(l). It would be a violation of this rule to send up a student

to the Entrance examination before he has been promoted in due

course to the first class of the school.

Notf (2).—The annual examinations arc held at various times from

December to February. In the ease of a student admitted under

Rule XV, the “ next annual examination” means the annual ex-

amination held in the following session.

(3),—The annual examination will not be recognised in any

school which has not been Ifona fide in existence from the beginning

of the session.

XVII.—The provisional of a student to a school will not

be recognised. No student will be regarded as belonging to a school

unless and until his name is entered both in the admission book and

on the register of a certain class.

XVIir.—A student w'ho has failed at the test examination of his

school shall not be sent up to the Entrance examination as a student

of any other school, nor shall he be sene up to that examination as a

private student.

XIX.—All questions arising between one head-master and another

respecting the enforcement of these rules shall be referred, as soon

as possible, to the Itispector or the Director [vide Rule XU).

XX.—If a student be found producing a frtlsc document or making

a false statement as to his attendance at any scliool, he shall be

liable to expulsion, and shall be reported to the Department.

XXI.—Wilful transgression or colourable evasion of any of the

foregoing rules will render a school liable to forfeit the right of

sending «p candidates for junior scholarships, and to be reported to

the University for furthc? penalties.

THE NIMTOLLAH BURNING GHAT.
This is the chief place in Calcutta for the disposal of the Hindoo

deadt# 'Plus Burning Ghat, as it is popularly called, is not exactly

the old site, but it is, as it must be and has always been, immediately

on the river. The town having steadily cncroachcfl on the Hooghly,

the ghat ha^ many a time shifted its stituation. The present struc-

ture is the construction of the Port Commissioners, who have at no

small co:^ improved the river bank.

The Hindoos do not bury but burn their dead. It is undoubtedly a

quick and sanitary process. The horror hitherto attached to crema-

tion is decidedly dying out. Modern civilization has fairly begun to

look kindly on it. Tlic practice is slowly but surely gaining on

Christian Europe. It is about to be tried in Manchester. The
only place in England where as yet the plan of burning the bodies

of the dead has been substituted for that of allowing them to slow-

ly moulder—and fc.stcr away into ashes, under five feet of earth, or

much less— is Woking Cemetery, near London, although many
great cities on the Continent have for some years practised the sys-

tem on rather a large scale. The experiment at Woking has been

satisfactory, although it has had to contend with a great deal of

hostile prejudice ; and on April 25t|i the Manchester Cremation
Society resolved upon the formation of a company to establish

and carry on a crematorium in the neighbourhood of that

city. The names on the directorate include that of the Duke of
Westminster,

The old ghat could scarcely be approached. The Hindoos

bitterly complained of the inconveniences experienced by them in

the performance of their sad duty at the ghat. But tjiosc days are

gone by and the present ghat has ceased to be the dreadful place

associated in the Hindoo mind with sashan. In 1856, we find the

Municipal Commissioners for the Improvement of the Town of

Calcutta, reporting to Government as follows :

—

“In para. 56 of our last Annual Report, we alluded to the con-

tcmplatcd improvement of the Hindoo Burning Ghat at NimtolUh,

and the removal of the Skinning Ghat altogether from its present

locality, which being in close contact with the Burning Ghat, leads

to a most offensive and objectionable collection of birds of prey,

and of odour from the carcases of the animals, which arc daily

deposited there, to the number on an average of about one hundred,

and thereby a serious objection to the respectable Hindoo com-

tnunitv, who.sc religious customs compel them to resort to the

place.' A plan and estimate were drawn up by our Surveyor for the

improvement and ornament of the site, with additional con-

veniences for the sick and their attendants, which was circulated by

the Native Members of the Board amongst their friends ; and we

have now the satisfaction of stating that, through the munificence

of Baboo Ram Narain Dutt, of Wellington Square, one-half the

entire cost, which is estimated at Rs. 5,000, has been promised to be

defrayed by himself ; in consideration thereof, and with a view to

promote a great improvement, which when effected, will, we have no

doubt, be highly appreciated by the native community, we have

decided to defray the remaining portion of the expense from the

Conservancy Funds, and we further arc directing our^ endeavours to

make the improvement complete by removing the Skinning Ghat al-

together away to a locality quite out of the precincts of the Town,

and where its disgusting presence will be productive of no incon-

venience to the public, as is now the ease. We have received re-

peated complaints of the nuisance now arising from these places,

but up to this time have been unable to make permanent arrange-

ments for their removal.”

The Skinning Ground has long been removed far away from the

city. It is not to be denied that the Burning Ghat by itself cannot

but be somewhat of a nuisance in the midst of a populous and busy

city. During the sixties, there was a movement to make the Burn-

ing Ghat follow the Skinning Ground. There was a great Hindoo

outcry. The Hindoo corpse is sacred. None but relatives and

caste-men are permitted to touch it. Hindoo feeling prescribes the

carrying of the dead on the shoulders of kith and km. Hindoo

scripture, at any rate, permits no other conveyance of the dead than

that on the shoulders of fellow Hindoos. The Hindoos scouted

the idea of sending the remains of their near and dear ones as goods

by railway or any other impersonal agency to a distant Burning

Ground. The agitation was echoed by the Press at home. Anaojig

others, the Spectator, conducted by a former distinguished Anglo-

Indian editor, strongly supported the Hindoo movement. The late

Ramgopal Ghose surpassed himself by a wonderful strain of patm

lie oratory against the proposition for the removal of the Ghat. By

the effort of one brief hour the man, who from his life and conver-

sation in disregard of Hindoo orthodoxy, was regarded as the im-

ncrso.iation of the Iron Age, became the idol of the people, and

I hough dead for many years, is still regarded with affectionate

gratitude. The end of it all' was that ihc Hindoos escaped the

contemplated outrage. Not only did the Commissioners vote with

Ramgopal, but the Oovernment, at whose instanec the innovatmn

was proposed, abandoned the idea. The Nimtollah Burning Ghat

was saved, and it was made the decent place that it is shewn to be

in onr ilbisiration. c \

The process of cremation is cheap and simple. A pyre o woot

is erected. The corpse is washed and robed in new clothes, a lew

man ras arc uttered by the son or the nearest relative, the corpse

is then laid on the pyre and fire applied to it, when it is reduced

to ashes in two or three hours. The whole, ordinarily, costs only

Rs. V7 adults, and Re. i-ii-8for minors under 10 years, ac-

cording to the tariff fixed by the Municipal Commissioners.

Paupers arc burnt at the other Ghat—adults for Re. 1-8, and minors

for annas 136 only—and absolute paupers for nothing, the Charge

being borne by the Municipality.

In former days, a sore grievance of the poorer part of the popu

lation in especial was the tyranny of the firewood veiM^Ors. In tlic

absence of a fixed tariff, they stuck out for absurd prices, and kept

up an indecent wrangle which not unoften degenerated into a row,

while the corpse was suffered to lie neglected and decomposing

under a tropical sun. The complaints were so many and numerous

that some of the Native Justices of the day were induced

tor a definite price. The negotiations ended in a monopoly. We

the last Municipal Act of 1881 as also the present (1889) empower

ing the Commissioners to grant licenses for the sale at the

Grounds of the articles used for cremating corpses, and to prcscri

a rate for the sale of such articles. Under the law, the
^

Commis'sioners have the full control of the Burning Ghats, ^

are not competent to close one unless another is available witni

convenient distance. Both Lord Dufferin and Lord Lanido

have visited the Nimtollah Burning Ghat.->-Thc Bmpmf* ’
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A WONDERFUL MEDICINE.

BEECHAM’S PILLS
A RE universally ad-

niiiicd to be worth

A GUINEA A BOX.
For Bilious and Nci-

VOU5 Disorders, such

as Wind and Pain in

the Stomach, Sick

Headache, Giddiness,

Fulness and Swelling

after Meals, Dizziness

and Drowsiness, Cold

Chills, Flushings of

Heat,Lossof Appetite,

Shortness of Breath,

Cosliveness, Scurvy and Blotches on the Skin,

Disuiibed Sleep, Fiightlul Dieanis, and all

Nervou.s and Trembling Sensations, &c.

B
EECHAM’S PILLS The first dose will

ffive relief in twenty

T.Mrr H A M’S PI I IS **dnutes. 'I'his is no fic-ELCHAM S I
tion,for they have done

it in countless cases.

Every sufferer is

earnestly requested to

try one Box of these

Pills, and they will be

acknowledged to be
WORTHAGUINEA

A BOX
For females of all

ages these Pills are

invaluable. No female

should be without

them. 'I'heie is nut a

B
j^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

eecuam’s pills

B
I^EECHAM’S PILLS

pEECHAM S PILLS found

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

j^eecham’s pills

ijEECHAM’S PILLS

I^eecham’s pills

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

jjEECHAM’S PILLS

IJEECIIAM’S PILLS

j^eecham’s pills

p:ecuam’s pills

jjjEECHAM’S I’lLLS

|)EEC 11AM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

jjeecham’s pills

JjEECHAM’S PILLS

JjEECHAM’S PILLS

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

|)EECHAM’S PILLS

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

I^EECHAM’S PILLS

jjEECHAM’S PILLS

jjEECllAM’S PILLS

I^EECHAM’S PILLS

^EECHAM’S PILLS

to equal them for re

moving any obstruc-

tion or iiregulariiy of

the system. If taken

according to the di-

lections given with

each box they will

soon restore females

of all ages to sound
a n d robust health.

This has been proved

b y thousands w h 0

have tried them, and
found t h e benefits

which aie eusuied by

their use.

For a Weak Sto-

mach, Impaiicd Di-

ge-’iiion, and all Disor-

deis ol the lavei, they

aa I ke magic, and a

f e w doses will b e

found to woik won-

dcMs on ilie most im-

poitani oigans in llie

li u til a n Machine.

They siiengtlien the

whole inubcular sys-

tem, lestore the long

lost complexion, bring

back the kecMi edge ol

appetite, and aroii.se

into action with the

loscbiul of health the

whole physical energy

of the hnm.m fiame.

These aie facts leslified

to continually by mem-
bers of all classes of

society, and one of tlie

best gu.iianlces to the

Neivousaiid !) b.Iita-

led IS, Bli.hA HAiMS
BILLS hnve

Laiytst Sale (\f

Potent Medii :ne

the Woild,

SOLE Agknts fou India :

NAYLOE, SON, GRIMES & CO.

Wholesale I)ef'dl,J5>

CALCU'l ’l A :

Notice
^

:^ESE Pills can be obtained at all Bazaars

throughout India, or from the Whole and

nts, Naylor, Smi, Grimes & Co., at sale

wing rates u. \%d. size,

sd, size, Rs. 2-4 per Box, •

. Shopkeepers can obtaiu Wholesale

;s upon application.

IN THE PRESS.

Uniform with “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal”

ESSAYS BY A BRAHMAN

IN

Politics, Sociology, History, & Literature

IIV

the Author of “Travels & Voyages in Bengal.”

Calcutta.

Reis &* Rayyet Office.

PRICE:

To Subscribers paying before publication Ks. 4

„ mere registering subscribeis ... „ 5

„ Ordinary purchasers ... ... 6

Apply to the Manaukr, Reis and Rayyet^

I, Uckoor D lilt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

Price

Cloth Gilt

Cloth Bound

Post free Rs. 6.

Rs. 6.

Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL

HtrWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,

UY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEE,
Fonncfly Minister to the late

Nawal Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Naw.ibs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Oiissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, *'R£IS & RAYYET’*

I, Uckoor Dull’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

We have received fioin the office of Reii

and Rayvet^ one of the le.idmg native nt-ws-

papeis of Calcutta, a must ir.ulable liliir hnuh-

ure wiitten by B.iboo Samiibii C. Mookeijf-e,

once Mini-.ter to the late Nawab F.iridoon J.ih,

Bahadoor, Nawab Nazim of Bengal, Behar and

f)rissa, which gives a graphic rficcount of the

Baboo’s travels to and in Independent Tip-

perah. Written in capital English and evi-

dently by a gentleman of bioad views and
enlightened mind, the work is decidedly a

valuable addition to the catalogue of English

written Bengalee liteiatme. This book of

' travels should be read widely not only by
English residents nut here, but by oiir country-

men at home, for it teems with interest and

I
leaches us far mote about the fiyc bell of

i
unopened country travelled through than any

I

woik of the sort written liy an Englishm.iii

I

would have done. B.iboo Sambhu Chunder
Mookeijee is one of whom his countiymen

I may well be proud, for he writes throughout

j

with the nioder.'ite and cduc.ited fu-n of

I

a thorough gentleman.— /'/i^ Indian Planters'

I Gazette ijp Spot tiny iVews. October 4, 1887.

If we have not before noticed Mr. Sambhu
C. Mookeijee’s Tmveh in Renyaly which was

' published .some months ago, it is not because
I tlic little book is either dull or pointles.s. It

1
contains, on tlic cuntraiy, much iiiterestiug

matter, though some of the incidents aie over-

weighted with det.iil in what is facetiously

called a “ little booklet.” The author’s view

as a rule is, by the way, facetious : he is given

even to punning
;

but he is also sentimental

in the highest degree—“a naked Whiteman”
hints his susceptibilities ; a Hindu girl, bathing

in the river, throws him into an ecstasy of

deliglit : “slic had such large languishing eyes!”

But he is nothing if not philosophical, and his

icfleciigns on this or tliat social and political

subject are not without their moral. Mi.
S.imbhu C. Mookeijee was formerly Minister

to ihe. “ l.ist of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Beh.'ir and Orissa” and afterwards Minister

of the Maharaja of Tippeiah. He is a man,
therefore, of experience, and when he speaks
his brethren sliould listen to him
Travels in Pcnyal is a readable book, and it

abounds in anecdotes which are often as in-

structive as amusing, and it is not spoiled by
too many political allusions, though, of course

some few have crept in.— The Pioneer^

Dec., 1887.

C
RINGER k CO. have in hand the

• large.st stock of Homoeopathic Medicines,

Medicine Cases, Medical Sundries, and Books,

&c., &c., for sale at their Homoeopathic Es-

tablishment, 10, Hare Street, Calcutta. Cata-

logue, free on application.

In Pamphlet, Price 4. annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY RliORRASIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW HEARSEY.
Apply 10 Ret^ Rayyet Office, Calcutta.

1^1

For INDIA nnrf all HOT OIiTlVIATES this s.vcf'Uv sr-c-ted emollient Milk is INVAyTARI^

Fr LiO blUN 'cuuL*iuul 111 ti’e HOTTEST WEATaEK,

. Rena ve^- and pitveiiifi aU SUIHIUL:?. H'da.L'LES. TAN. cti;., and

URN >LRS mh- skin DLL I I-’AT.'.LV &0J.’ t'. I »'. H ajiiL WillTtA.

n entiiely piev.aUi il Tioui bee iwug liiiY ’ uU WiaNKijED, and PflESERVES the

rnMPLEXION from the f'cacUiiig elTectr (>i the £t.K i nd WIND n'ore eCectualiy than anyS IRhiTAjigi^ rairvd by the Ijm and ST^NOB.ol^CTg is

wonderluHy allvycd by lu wc. For tbi* hoit velvety itelmg lo tbe okm, this

delightful prepamUo- has no equal’ Bold by all Chemibts.

I Sole MaliH/e I.T. BEBT-iAX vt Cliemfsts, Cheltenham, Hngland.

CALCUTTA AGENTS: SCOTT THOMPSON & CO.
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"IT RECOMMENDS ItSELF."
All who hijff^r find sure relief from

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It lias driven nut from the system

AcuteRheumatism and RheumaticGout,
After years of semi-helplcssncss and sufifer-

ing; while in ASTHMA, I^RONCHITIS
LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, LACEACHE,
SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

for these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.
Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

tesult speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in ihousaiKK of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity whi< h no similar pre-

paration has ever before attaineil.

Sold in Bottler at r Re. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the v.orld.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith .Stanistreet & Co.,

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.
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12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,
(Opposite the Police Courts

THE CALCUTTA

110M(E0PATHIC PHARMACY.
THK

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE
niSPENSAR y IN ASIA

OF PURE HOMCEOPATHV ONLY,
WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE
TRADE m

INDEPENDENT H0M(E0PATflY
and m.uutains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
1 iii-i

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. iS: C<». beg to draw the .attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

tui lied

WOODEN CASE
in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against bre.rk.age will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No JiXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
/.?, Lai Bazaar, Calcutta.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short winditijc Keyless Railway Regulat-

ors, of small jewelled, enamelled dials, bold

figures and Caiulian Gold hands, wiih tem-

pered niachineiy and dust tight hinged cases

for Rs. 7-8 per Y. P. P. with spare
glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted
to btami rough usage. C.in be easily repaired.

ILave no appeal auce of cheapness about

them. Otheis sell at double our rates. Mr.

A. R. Mehta from Bandora says:—“ Tlic

7-8 watch I purchased from you two years

back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting Su-

perintendent, Go\ernment Farm, Khandesh,
says: --“A watch maker lias valued your

Kb. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, K.

W. i''nsi. Regt., Lucknow, says :
—“ Some valued

It at Rs. 15 and weie completely surpnsed when
I told them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pretty

Candian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-
plete shirt .Sludh and Kingb set with scientific

diamonds, rubies, &r., at Rs. 2 each. Mr. J.

A. Yelsmore, S.atur, s.tys:—‘‘The lest ^t'oUB

smith of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the U>cket for Rs. 10.” Mr. G.

.Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, says:—“A
German valued the diamond ting at Rs. 50 and
rhe ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMB.AY.

JEYES’ SANITARY COMPOUNDS
In the various shapes of

Liquid, Powder, Soap and Ointment
are invaluable in the Indian climate.

They are perfectly harmless, non-poisonous,

and non-irritant.

They have proved efficacious in skin

diseases. They cuic wounds and ulcers. Even
Lepers have found ilicni valuable.

To the rich and the poor, the healthy and
the sick, they are alike welcome.
They destroy the virus fir contagion of small-

pox, measles, typhus and t>phoid fevers.

Theycleinse your homes and clothes and
purify the air. They keep your body clean, teeth

.strong and skin pure. Your bed free from
bugs, your drains inodoious, and clSsets free

from bad smells.

They may be used with safety

happy results in the sick-ioom, kkehen, and
every other part of a house.

Agents NICQL & CO.,

Rivers Steam Navigation Go.

“Limited. •

This Company’s .Steamer “NEPAUL”
will leave Calcutta for Assam on Tuesday, the
1st proximo.

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel
should be sent to the Company’s Godowns
itt Juggannauth Ghat, not later than 5 p.m.
of Saturday, the 28th inst.

Cachar Line.

The steamer “THIKAK” of this line will

leave Calcutta for Cachar on the 8th prpximo
(Tuesday) for which cargo will be received ubtil

5 P.M. of S.tturday the 5lh proximo.

The Rivers having risen, steamers are now
able to proceed as far as Sylhet and Silchar.

Assam Despatch Service from,

(iOAI.UNDO

and

Daily Mail Steamer Service from

Dhubri to Debrooghur.

A daily service is maintained from Goalun-

do and Dhubri for passengers and light goo'ds

traffic, i. e.., packages not weighing over half a
ton. The steamer leaves (ioaluiido on arrival

of the previous night’s 9-30 p. M. train (Madras

time) from Scaldah, and Dhubri on anival of

the mails.

C'fOods Upward or Downward from and to

almost all stations can be booked through from

or to Calcutta inA Goalundo or Kannia with

the Eastern Bengal Slate and connected R.ail-

ways-—Passengers and Parcels viA Kannia

only.

All particulars as to rates of freight and

passage by all the above mentioned Services to

be had on application to—

MACNEILL & CO.,

Agents,

2-r, Clive Ghat Street.

Calcutta, the 24th June, 1890.

A
NY Photograph transferred to porcelain

and thus rendered permanent. Apply to

R. IIOTZ,

13-5, Government Place, Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET
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* and
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EATES OF SUBS0E1PI16n.

in auvanee Ks. 12
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4
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Yearly
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Monthly
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BATES OF advertisement.
Adverti!.cinenis(threecolumn3 lo the page iind

102 lines to the column; aie’- charged oy me

space lailen up, at me rate of .4 annas a line,

eacn insei non. Tne lowest charge for any aa*

vertisement is Ks. 2, except^ Dong^iKj Qccur-

renccb, me lowest cnarge for wnicn u Ks. 5 -

Special rates for OCfxftrabts»

No additional cnarge for inland pdsiage, or

peon, h or arrears an aavance 01 50 per' cen^

will oe cnarged, foreign postage separately

ciiargea at the rate ol 4 annas a pionin

ks. 3, a year. ;

' _
Business Communications * (post paid) 1
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

THE MASSACRE OF GLENCOE.

Do not lift him from the bracken,

Leave him lying where he fell—

Better bier ye cannot fashion :

None beseems him half so well,

As the bare and broken heather,

And the hard and trampled sod.

Whence his angry soul ascended

To the judgment-seat of God !

Winding-sheet we cannot give him—

Seek no mantle for the dead,

Save the cold and spotless covering,

Showered from heaven upon his head.

Leave his broadsword, as we found it.

Bent and broken with the blow.

That, before he died, avenged him

On the foremost of the foe.

/Leave the blood upon his bosom

—

Wash not off that sacred slain

• Let it stiffen on the tartan,

« Let hi.s wounds unclosed remain,

Till the day when he shall show them

At the throne of God on high,

When the murderer and the murdered

Meet before their Judge’s eye !

•

Nay—ye should not weep, my children !

/^Leave it to the faint and weak ;

'/^obs are but a woman’s weapon—

'.Tears befit a maiden’s cheek.

Weep not, children of Macdonald !

Weep not thou, his orphan heir—

•Not in shame, but saintless honor,

Lies thy slaughtered father there.

Weep not—but when years are over,

And thine arm'is strong and sure,

And thy foot is swift and steady

^
On the mountain and the muir—

Let thy heart be hard as iron,

And thy wrath as fierce as fire,

Till the hour when vengeance cometh

* For the race that slew thy sire !

./Till tn deep and dark Glcnlyon

^Rise a louder shriek of woe.

Than at midnight, from their eyrie,

Scared the eagles of Glencoe.

Louder than the screams that mingled

Wi^h the howling of the blast.

When the murderer’s steel was clashing,

. And the fires were rising fast.

When thy noble father bounded

To the rescue of his men.

And the slogan of our kindred

Pealed throughout the startled glen.

When the herd of frantic women

Stumbled through the midnight snow,

With their fathers* houses blazing,

And their dearest dead below I

Oh, the horror of the^tempest,

As the flashing drift was blown,

Crimsoned with the conflagration,

^And the roofs went thundering down !

Oh, the prayers—the prayers and curses

;That together winged their flight

From the maddened hearts of many

Through that long and woful night !

Till the fires began to dwindle,

And the shots grew faint and few.

And we heard the foeman’s challenge,

Only in a far halloo.

Till the silence once more settled

O’er the gorges of the glen,

Broken only by the Cona

Plunging through its naked den.

Slowly from the mountain summit

Was the drifting veil withdrawn,

And the ghastly valley glimmeied

In ^he gray December dawn.

•Belter had the morning never

Dawned upon our dark despair

!

Black amidst the common whiteness

Rose the .spectral luins there
;

But the sight of these was nothing,

More than wrings the wild dove’s breast,

When she searches for her offspring

Round the relics of her nest.

For, in many a spot, the tartan

Peered above the wintry heap,

Marking where a dead Macdonald

Lay within his frozen sleep.

Tremblingly we scooped the covering

From each kindred victim’s head.

And the living lips were burning

On the cold ones of the dead.

And I left them with their dearest -

Dearest charge had every one—

Left the maiden with her lover,

Left the mother with her son.

I atone of all was mateless,

Far more wretched I than they,

For the snow would not discover

• Where my lord and husband lay.
.

But I wandered up the valley,

Till 1 found him lying low,
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With the gash upon his bosom

And the frown upon his brow

—

Till I fomul him lying muidered,

Where he wooed me long ago !

Woman’s weakness shall not shanie me !

Why should I have tears to shed ?

Could 1 rain them down like water,

O iny hero, on thy head—
Could the cry of lamentation

Wake thee from thy silent sleep.

Could it set thy heart a throbbing,

It were mine to wail and %veep I

Hut I will not waste my sorrow,

Lest the Campbell women say,

That the daughters of Clanranald

Are as weak and frail as they.

1 had wept thee, hadst thou fallen.

Like our fathers, on thy shield.

When a host of English foemen

Camped upon a Scottish field—

] had mourned thee, hadst thou perished

With the foremost of bis name,

When the valliant and the noble

. Died around the dauntless Grieme I

But I will not wrong thee, hosband,

With my unavailing cries,

Whilst thy cold and mangled body.

Stricken by the traitor, lies :

Whilst he counts the gold and glory

That this hideous night has won.

And his heart is big with triumph

At the murder he has done.

Other eyes than mine shall glisten,

Other hearts be rent in twain,

Ere the hcathbells on thy hillock

Wither in the autumn rain.

Then I’ll seek thee where thou sicepest,

And I’ll veil my weary head.

Praying fora place beside thco,

Dearer than my biidal bed.

And I’ll give thee tears, my husband,

If the tears remain to me.

When the widows of the foemen.

Cry the coronach for thee !

News and Our Comments.

Lady Lansdowne leaves Bombay on the iSth July,

* *

Lord Lansdowne, immediately after her departure, strays into Pangi,

seventeen miles beyond Ohini, doing the trip by borne fifteen marches,

in eight days. Hope he’ll not be caught by some fartar chamois-

hunting on the Northern slopes of the Himalayas.

It is too early to say when the Viceroy goes on his cold weather tour.

It is likely His Excellency tours through Kajputana, starting from Agra

about the end of October.

• •

The Lieutenant-Governor starts on his monsoon tour on the 2ibt July,

arriving at Hooghly on that day, and visiting Burdwan, Krishnaghur,

Berhampore, Moorshedabad, Rampore Beiilcah, Maldah, Bhagulpore,

Monghyr, Bankiporc, Anali, Buxar, Ghaziporc, Chwpra, Hutwa,

Sadowa, Bettiah, Motihari, Mozuflferpore, Gya, Durbhunga, Purneah,

Kungpore, returning to Darjeeling on the 25ih September.

***

In two months more, Colonel Conway-Gordon, the Director-General

of Railways, leaves for England, making over charge to Major Sarge-

auni at Simla. Major Brackenbiiry relieves Colonel Sargeaunt in

charge of the Oudh and Rohilkhand Railway on the 15th instant.

The Mohunt of Tripati must live out his sentence ir. jail. Lord Con-

nemara does not see why the sentence should be further reduced.

The High Court has already done what could be done in His favor.

The petitioners for his leleasc were not well advised in the niatter.

• •

During the nc.xt calendar year 1891, Government will rot offer fr.r

sale more than 57,000 chests of Bengal opium or more than 4,75 j

chests in each mouth. Of these 4,750 chests, not more than 2,500 wiil

consist of Benares and not more than 2,260 of Patna opium. Any

leduction in (piantity will be notified three months previously

« *

It is difficult for our times to realise the awed surprise with which the

invention of printing* was regarded by the contemporaries of Gutien.

berg and Faust and even of Caxton. People considered it a black an

and believed those in the secret to be the creatures of the Devil. In-

deed, we have to this day the phrase dtnfi/s applied to compositois.

The following story to the same purport has lately appeared in Enrope
.

“When printing was introduced into Paris, one of the earliest works

pnnitd F.uchtfs Eiemenis. Thewoikmanperceivingth.it he had

10 iiuercale circles, squares, triangles, etc., into the text, believed that

tiie book treated of sorcery, and was calculated to evoke the Devil,

who would carry him off in the midst of his work. The employer in.

sisied, and the printer concluding that his ruin was contemplated, died

of fright a few days later.”

#
# #

The Abbe Desgodins, Vicar Apostolic of Tibet, who has laboured as

a missionary for 35 years on the Eastern frontiers of that country,

has lately brought to France for publication the manuscript of a dic-

tionary of the Tibetan language in Latin, Ficneb, and English.

• •

A LOW Hindu was brought up before the magistrate at Bombay for

theft in a dwelling house. Two persons had entered it in the afternoon,

of whom one e.scaped. The other too would have followed suit—at

least would not have been touched as a woman, but for the fact (T

being caught in the act of carrying away two silver drinking cups,

belonging to a Bhalia. It was no common being. This intruder

performed a miracle. A stiange tra isfoimation scene now took

place. On touch the woman vanished ! and the—man remained !
—

with all his imperfections and sins on his head. His womanhood

was all a pretence—indeed a mere matter of a petticoat. That

taken off, he disclosed himself in his native hideousness as a de-

predator of the vulgar male oider. To account for his being found

there in female attire, he pretended, .iiui tiicd to prove that the com-

plainant was in the habit of indecently as.saulting him. He was an

old offender, however, having only ten d.iys before left jail on

completing a sentence of six week^’ rigoioiK imprisonment. He was

again convicted and sentenced to si.xteeii weeks’ hard labour,

* •

There was .1 tegular fight in the Esplanade Police Court, Bombay,

between two M.ihoinedaiis being the complainant and the defendant m

a case there. Befoie the hearing, the latter seeing the former went up

to him for amical)lc settlement. * He was repulsed. Thus Words rose

high and from words they went to blows, till the police in attendance

arrested and the magislrae fined them for disorderly behaviour

Rs. 2 each.

* •

Tiify commemorated the defence of the Lucknow Residency on the

nth June last, at the Holborn Restaurant, after the British fashion, by a

dinner which is held annually, to keep up the memory of the bloody

mutinies. General C. A. Barwell presided, and there were present 14

members including some who weie infants at the time of the sieg**,

besides ihice of ibc relieving force. The most noticeable fe.atiire of ih^:

festive gathering was that, after the u.sual loyal and special toasts,

at the instance of Sir Joseph Fayrer, a warm tribute of praise and

gratitude was accorded to the natives of India who were faithful to the

English at a time when the temptation to side with tb^cnemy was so

strong.

• •

Last month, 36,095 persons visited the Indian Museum—Europeans

484 male and 163 female
;
Natives 27,424 male and 8,024 female ;

or an

average of 1,640 during the 22 days it was open to the public.

In the Bombay High Court, one Edalji Jamsbedjl Makhanra sued

Shapurji Adarji Kalfati for Rs. 10,000, being damages for the loss 0

serviceib of his daughter Kuvarbai. The plaintiff and the dc

fendant with their families lived in the same housey in Cowasjee

street, but on different floors. There grew up an intimacy between the
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(lefendlnt and the plaintiff’s dauRliier aged 21 years who, on account
of the illness of the mother, munaged her father’s household. She
eventually left her father, according to the plaint, being enticed away
by the defendant. To console liimself in his grief, the father instituted

^hesiiit, estimating the loss in rupees, and basing his claim on the

English pi inciple and precedents. The panics, we find, have settled

their claims and differences out of Court.

Notes, Leaderettes, and
Our Own News.

It is telegraphed from Madrid that the Sagasla ministry has i^signed

.and will be succeeded by a new Conservative Cabinet with Senor
Canovas as President.

*

THE Secretary of State for India has sanctioned the appointment of a

Deputy Secretary and tlm abolition of that of Junior Under-Secretary

in the Forein Department of the Government of India. That come into

effect retrospectively from the 17th May last. Accordingly, Mr. Under-

secretary W. J. Cunningham becomes Deputy Secretary but will con-

tinue to olliciate as Secretary ; Mr. H. S. Barnes, Political Agent of the

2iid Class and Officiating Under-Secretary becomes Under-Secretary

but continuing to act as Deputy Secretary, Mr. J. A. Crawford, Junior

Under-Secretary and Officiating Political Agent of the 2nd Class, goes

back as) a substantive Political Agent of the same class; and Mr. G.

K. Irwin, Political Agent of the 3rd Class and Officiating Junior Un-

der-Secretary, officiates as Under-Secretary.

We much regret that Mr. M. V. Joshi, the Patriot of Poona, who a short

time ago proceeded to England with such commendable pluck and

self-sacrifice, has been driven back by ill-health.

• •

Bombay has lost one of her worthiest citizens in the late

“ Mr, Jeliangier Burjorji Wacha, an old Elphinstonian, a merchant,

and an useful public citizen. He was a J. P. and a Fellow of the

University. To the day of his death he was one of the Trustees of the

Students’ Literary and Scientific Society, and in this capacity rendered

valuable service to it. His papers on tbe Undulatory Theory of Light

and a Chapter in the History of India before that body marked him out

as a deep thinker and a man of erudition. He was a silent worker.”—

Opinion,

•
• •

A Brahmin aged about forty had fallen into a public well. A crowd

of spectators immediately assembled round the mouth of the well, but

only to make a noise. Just now one Narayan Jagannath Datar, a clerk

in the Office of the Reporter on the Native Press, was passing that w.ay

and, attracted by the concourse, came to enquire what it was all about.

He found the poor fellow in ihe well struggling desperately. Without

a word or a moment’s hesitation, good Narayan doffed his clothes

and jumped into the well. At considerable risk to himself, he tied the

body of the Brahamin to a rope and asked the bystanders to take out

the man. Here is a hero among tlie much abused native clerks. We
hope the incident will be formally reported by some of our Bombay

friends to the Royal Humane Society for its medal. And might not the

Government too go out of its even tenour, by way of encouraging

courage and manliues.s among the people, to notice such a brave good

Samaritan’s deed.^ It would surely be some compensation for the

sneaking wortiilessness that is habitually favoured and not rarely even

exalted.

m •

News comes from Dacca that the case between Ralli Brothers and the

Nawabs about the obstruction of a road—the latter appetiling against

the orders of the trying Magistrate Mr. Rattray—has been referred by

judge Cameron to the High Court.

• •

A Hrahmo of Barisal went to court to proceed criminally against a

strolling company of players. This company, which combines a

hippodrome show with dramatic representation, had net only in its ad-

vertisements ridiculed the Brahmo community but also gone ^be length

of performing a play misrepresenting and reviling the Brahmo religion

Itself. Hence the prosecution. But it was . not proceeded with, tbe

players apologising, and the Brahmos being not particularly anxious to

send them to jail or smash the company—even though they do not

<^usider the latter’s profession an innocent one.

Sir Frederick Roberts being detained in India, Sir Redvers Duller

succeeds Lord Wolseley as Adjuiant-General. Mr. SlanhvJpe stated

in the House of Commons that Government was unwilling hastily to

decide the question of the abolition of the post of Commander-in-
Chief of the forces. The War Minister also announced that Govern
ment had accepted the proposal of Lord Hartingion's Committee to

establish a Naval and Military Council to discuss all matters afifecting

the War and Marine Departments. The Council will be presided over

by the Premier and be a Committee of the Cabinet. All departments
will be represented. It is further proposed to form a Military Council

consisting of Civil and Military officers of the War Office, as also a
Council to decide questions relating to promotion.

That will be but a multiplication of wheels within wheels—an ag-

gravation of the present difficulty—a leap from the frying-pan to the fire 1

The modern political mind seems incapable of going beyond govern-

ment by public meeting. They implicitly believe there is safety in a
crowd. But they forget the evil of a multitude of councillors—even

' wise councillors. Of all spheres of action, war is the one that least

admits of the interference of a number of heads of equal authority

working by a majority. Councils upon councils for war administration 1

Do these great statesmen forget that councils of war never fight ?

Under the least real pressure of circumstances all these boards would

be swept away, and under danger the nation will install a dictator as a

necessary measure of safety.

The House of Commons is in no mood to entertain the complaints

of the Maharaja of Cashmere as put forth by Mr. Bradlaugh. The
House would not accede to his request for a Select Committee to en-

quire into the deposition of Maharaja Pertab Singh. The House also

declined, by 226 votes against 88, Mr. Bradlaugh’s motion for adjourn-

ment in order to discuss the Maharaja’s removal from the government

of his own territory. There was a long debate, in the course of which

Sir John Gorst explained that the step was taken in the interests of th#

people of Cashmere.

It is reported from Belgrade that the Serivan Consul at Pristina was

murdered by Arnatus in his own house, .and that the Servian Govern-

ment have demanded satisfiiction from Tuikey for the murder of their

Consul.

The gas men of Leeds struck work and for two nights ihe city was

left to darkness and the military. The employers were then forced to

accede to the terms demanded.

Cambridge has beat Oxford in the cricket match by seven wickets.

The Uncovenanted Inquiry Committee un^er the presidency of Sir

John Gorst have commenced work. On the 2nd instant, six witnesses

were examined. Witnesses from India will be allowed privilege leave

but not their expenses. •

The General Act of the Anti-Slavery Conference at Brussels has been

assented to by all the Powers represented, except Holland which has

taken six months to consider the matter. Is it to be the British Parlia

meniary six months ?

The Premier Sir William Vallance Whiteway, denies the reported

excitement in Newfoundland over the fisheries question, and yet is

confident of an early satisfactory settlement.

The Reichstag has finally passed the Army Bill. SimulUneously

with that news is telegraphed the resignation of General Von Verdy

du Vernois, the Prussian War Minister.

The English revenue returns for the June quarter shews an increase

of half a million each in stamps and excise.

The Duke of Connaught has been Gazetted a Knight Grand Cross

of the Bath.

It was reported on the 30th June that the Argentine National Bank

of Buenos Ayres had suspended payment. In consequence, there was

panic on the Bourse, tbe shares fell fifty dollars, the collapse, including

further lowering of the currency, exceeding fifty million dollars.
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Next day, however, the President of the Bank explained there was

no stoppage but only suspension of payment of the quarterly dividend

to increase the reserve. This reminds us of the action brought by

Francis W. Addie against the Foreign and Colonial Exchange Bank

to recoifer £62,180 penalties for publishing in Victoria an advertisement

containing misleading statements as to its capital. The suit has just

been decreed by the Victorian Full Court (Melbourne.)

The last census just con^pleted of the United States gives a popu-

lation of millions, or an increase of 14 millions in ten years.

Mr. Stanley’s book on Africa is out. It has been named “Darkest

Africa." It appears that Mr. Stanley^ offered Emin Pacha the option

of returning to Egypt or remaining in the Equatorial Provinces, the

Congo State assuming the government over them with Emin as
|

(Governor ;
or to establish Emin and his followers north-east of Lake

Nyanza in the name of the Impel ial British Eiisl Africa Company.

The Ministry have found the need of public support. On the 28ih

June, they held a monster Conservative and Unionist fi'te and de-

monstration at the Crystal Palace. There were present the Hon’ble

E. Stanhope, Lord Knuisford, Mr. Balfour, Mr. Goschen, Lord Hals-

bury and several members of the House of Commons. There was a

mass meeting at the large central hall at which, at the instance of

Sir Algernon Borihwick, a resolution of confidence in Government

was unanimously passed. Mr. Balfour denied that the Unionist Gov-

eminent had been shaken by the African Treaty, it had rather removed

every probability of a difference witli a close ally.

It is loo late now to condemn for any practical purpose the Anglo-

German Convention regarding Africa. It was signed by the repre-

sentatives of the two Powers on the ist July. The Russian picss

is disposed to regard the agreement as part of a secret Anglo-German

alliance, and recommends as a set off an alliance between France and

Russia.

Major Panitza has after all been shot dead. In the presence of the

whole garrison, he met his fate courageously and fell pierced by

21 shots.

For murdering a German merchant eight years ago in the interior,

four Arabs have just been hanged at Bagamoyo.

•The Simla session of the Supreme Legislative Council opened on

Thursday, the 3rd instant. Three measures were to be brought for-

ward but only two could be taken up. The first was the introduction by

the Law Member of a Hill to amend the Indian Evidence Act of 1872,

one of the monuments of the mibdirecied genius of Sir James Fiiz

James Stephen. In moving to obtain leave for the purpose, Sir Andrew

Scoble stated the principal object to be the rectification of sec. 54, so

as to render the previous conviction of an accused person irrelevant

where the Crown sought to prove previous conviction for the mere ob-

ject of shewing that the accused is a bad character and therefore likely

to have committed the offence charged to him. It has been remarked

by Mr. Justice Pigot in yueen-Empress vs, Kaiiick Chunder Dass,

that while the English Legislature sheilds an accused from prejudice,

the Indian Legislature makes express provision for prejudicing him.

The Bill will not, however, be passed at Simla ;
only the preliminary

stages will be settled, the final consideration being reserved for the

Calcutta meetings. And very properly so. Where is the reason or

the rhyme either of legislating for India away from it, in Little Tibet
|

or Chinese Tartary 'i We wish advantage might be taken on this occa-

sion to purge the Act of all such Gallic innovations on the noble prin-

ciples of British criminal jurisprudence introduced by the same band.

The other ineasuie, brought forward by the Home Member,

was the Bill to amend the Cattle Trespass Act. It has been

decided that the Act of 1S71 affords inadequate protection to planters,

and that further legislation was necessary to provide against cattle

trespassing in planting districts and near towns, it is proposed

to give Local Governinetus the power to increase, in any area

where cattle arc allowed to stray, the fines leviable for animals

impounded and to extend to other animals the special provision now

made in the case of pigs.

The Census Bill, not being ready, could not be introduced.

A POINT of law of interest to the struggling professional classes

has just been decided. It has been held by the High Court that

the subscribers to the General Family Pension Fund ar^ not a

company, association or partnership for the purpose of carrying

on business having for its object the acquisition of gain by the

association or by individual members, within tlte meaning of

section 4 of the Indian Companies’ Act. W. H. Kraal sued J. H.

Wliymper to ascertain whether the Fund was not registerable

under the Indian Companies’ Act. It came on as a special case before

Messrs Justices Wilson and Pigot, and was argued by Mr. Woodroffe

on behalf of the plaintifif and Mr. Evans for the defendant, on the 28th,

29tb and 30lh May last. Their lordships took time to consider their

judgment. It “was delivered on Wednesday last, the 2nd July, by

Mr. Justice Wilson. The Statesman thus summarises the judgment

“The judgment, which de.alt very fully with the arguments advanced

on both hides, both as regards the cases cited and the law on the sub-

ject said that the mailer had come up before their lordships in the foini

of a special case submitted for the opinion of the Court under section

527 and the other sections of chapter XXXVIII Civil Procedure Code.

The first quesiion submitted to the Court, and the only one their lord-

ships pioposcd to answer, was wheiher the subscTibers to the General

Family Pension Fund were a company, association or partnership for

the purpose of carrying on business other than that of banking, which

had for us object the acquisition of gam by the company, association,

partnership, or by the individual members thereof, within the meaning

of section 4 of the Indian Companys’ Act, 1882? If the Fund came

within this description, then undoubtedly it would require to be regis-

tered under the Companies’ Act ;
but if it did not, then registration

was unnecessary. In order to bring the association within the meaning

of the section in question it must, be formed for the pui-

pose of carrying on business, and, secondly,, it mii.st have for its obje«_t

the acquisition of gain : the acquisition being either by the association

or individual members. It may be assumed the association was formed

for the purpose of cariying on business. That being allowed, the le.il

question remained whether its primary object was the acquisition of

gain. Among the sources of gain .suggested were the foifeiture of all

past payments on non-payment of subscription
;
the imposition of fines,

on members for not paying their subsciiptions regularly, and the

accumulation of a large and increasing reserve fund derived from sui-

pUis of coniiibiuion over expendmire. This accumulation, it was urged,

was a decided gam to the association, inasmuch as it was applied

towards lessening contributions fiom members. Their lordships did

not think that any of these could be looked upon as sources of gain to

the business, which was intended for mutual benefit, and they could not

therefore hold that the acquisition of gain was one of the objects of

the business of the Association."

The Principal of the Residency College, Indore, is to be ex-officio As-

sistant to the Agent to the Governor-General for Central India. Is

the amalgamation inten-led to be an aid to the educaiioo of the princely

sludeiils? Are they to be initiated into the mysteries of diplomacy.^

Is it to give the Principal jurisdiction in certain possible contingencies ."

Or, is it to lend the pedagogue the prestige of the caste political ?

Even on the lowest ground, as adding dignity and weight to the

authority of the Principal, we regard this a move in the right direction.

For the same reason, we think it was highly proper to reward the sei-

vices of the head of the Education of Bengal with a Knighthood. It

was a visible recognition of the importance of the department, and

a public expression of the interest of Government in the cause of

national instruciion.

The Deccan Times of the 26th June opens with a short leading article

headed “The Police and Zenanas," in which the Calcutta case of tres-

pass and breaking into the Zenana brought some time ago against a

European Inspector and a native sergeant of Police by one Nobodeep

Chunder Ghose is noticed. We need nut give the particulars which

must be fresh in the mind of the reader. The officiating Chief Magis-

trate dismissed the complaint, with the following expression of

opinion :

—

“ Although I hold that a police officer can enter a Zenana in charge

of an offender, I hope it will be understood that I do not approve of

such a course. In a country like India, where Zenanas are regarded

as sacred, the police cannot be too cautious whenever they have to

deal with female apartments. As far as I can gather,^is is the first

case 10 which this question has arisen, and now that I am constrained

to hold that a police officer may break into a Zenana, in search of an

offender accused of a cognizable offence, it may be well to consider

whether section 48 should not be extended to Calcutta. It mu 3 t be

remembered that many comparatively light offences are cla,ssed as

cognizable here. In England a police officer can arrest, without a

warrant, only in most serious cases, such as mtirder or forgery : hete

if two men quarrel and have a scuffle, and one dislocates the top joint

of his little finger, it is considered a serious offence, and the police

may arrest the offender without any warrant being necessary. As a

warrant can always be applied for and obtained in Calcutta in a fc'V

minutes §uch powers would seem to be unnecessary.”

In this connection we cannot say that Mr. Handley exactly suited the

action to the word, the word to the action. Yet there is no conflict. On



the contrary, there is a fine and ample appropriateness between his

action—by which we mean bis order—and his speech. The latter is a

necessary complement of the other. The judgment is the best justi-

fication of the order, because of its straightforward sensible explana-

tion. As our Southern contemporary writes

—

“ This^s a very practical, business-like way of considering the
matter, WKjl no dcmbt so far as the Presidency and the larger towns of
India are concerned where a warrant can be obtained in a few minutes,
it would be as well for all parties if the police would make it a practice
to apply for a warrant before searching a house. In many places in
the mofussil, however, where Magistrates are few and far between,
great difficulty is sometimes experienced by the police in procuring
warrants, and much precious time must necessarily he lost in a great
number of cases before a house can be searched. On the other hand
as the Magistrate pointed out, the police in India can—and do—take
cognizance of a number of cases of a trivial nature, and tlie unrestrici-
fd right of search in such cases opens the door to the police Zoolum^
which forms such a constant topic of complaint among Natives.
The Zenana questmn too, is one that requires very delicate handling,
and though it must be admitted that the police very seldom abuse their
aiiihorily in this direction, still it might be as well if it were rendered
compulsory for the police to obtain a warrant before proceeding to
enter rooms set apart for Zenanas."

We commend to the attention of the public and the authorities

these words as the evident outcome of knowledge and experience.

The writer indeed has had opportunities of comparing the methods

of two diflferent states and systems and their respective practical

results. Residing now in a native capital, he must be specially aware
of the jealousy with which the people guard the privacy of their homes
and the women’s apaitments in particular.

Mr. Handley’s judgment discloses a real blot in the criminal proce-

dure governing the Presidency Towns. There docs not seem to be

sufficient ground for the difference between the law here and the law

in the country at laige. We hope the subject will attract the attention

ot the public, so that the legislature may be moved to remove the

anomaly.

I-Asr month, the Municipal Commissioners by a resolution requested
the Health Officer to withdraw certain rcmaiks he had made on the
action of the Complaints Committe. Dr. i>impsun has thus answered
to the Secretary the resolution :

—
” *’”**^*^ acknowledge receipt of your Memo. No. 2552,

dated l6th June 1^90, and I have in consequence carefully reconsidered
my note of the 2otii March addressed direct to the Chairman, and I can
tind nothing m it which incorrectly represents my views, or which is
vxaggcraied or which in my judgment ought to have, wounded the
susceptibilities of the Sub-Committee, and I regret that I cannot
theietore, consistently with iny duties as Health Officer of the city andmy own self-respect, withdiaw the remarks referred to."

The Commissioners at their last meeting would not take up this

matter but have taken time to consider their next resolution. We are
Sony for our Commissioners, the more so for the singular absence of
harmony among themselves on a question of honour of the whole body.
The Europeans think it none of .their business. They all vole solid for
the Commissioners’ humiliation, though many of them think-rightly or
wiongly-and say-“ aside "-their officer was to blame. This unhappy
division in the municipal camp on the one occasion in which oui repre-
=>entatives (for all are more or less directly representative) might be
expected to present the expectacle of a united phalanx, is, to our
mind, the most disheartening part of the business. For the rest
the Commissioners have brought their situation themselves. It never
does to push an advantage to the extreme. It is neither honourable
nor expedient to reduce a man to the dust because he is down, or
hack one because he happens to be in your power. Cruelty or harsh-
ness is not even policy. In the long run it never pays to act accord-
trig to the cynical cry of-“ Kick him, he has no friends," or ‘‘No
mercy 1 the fellow is completely in our clutches.” Under the mys-
terious government of the universe, the fellow may possibly piove a
inrtar. As for friends, they start up from the ground as it were.

,
For,

‘dter all, the Almighty is the friend of the weak. Power and ail advan-
tages are a trust which should not be abused. The Commissioners,

they expect respect, should show it themselves to others-even
their servants. We believe Dr. Simpson’s original remarks were

not quite so respectful as they should have been. But, even at the
'»orst, a lapse of language is not a grave offence. It wouh’ h'avc been
enough if the Commissioners had noticed it and passed it ovcr-wiih
a warning at most. They cannot have forgotten the difficulty they
experienced in getting a proper Health Officer. Surely, they were not
Xoing, even if they bad the power, to dispense with the services, of to
remarkably competent an officer as Dr. Simpson, specially invited from*

Europe for the purpose I If they had observed moderation, the public

feeling would have gone against him. Instead, we are afraid, they will

now find all the sympathy with their officer.

•

There is an interesting letter in the correspondence columns of the

East giving the news of the Tangail subdivision. After giving an ac-

count of a pi o-Congress meeting on the 4th June, the writer regrets

the spirit of opposition to the Congress among the Mahomedans
supposed to be fomented by a Mahomedan B. A. who is the R»ral Sub-
Registrar of Pakullah.

“At a icreni Congress meeting held at Delduar the seat of the four
M.'ihomedan Zemindars of Atia, .it the instance of Mr. Abdul Hamid
Khan, the able Editor of Ahamadi, this gentleman opposed the meet-
ing and denounced the Congress. Subsequently an anti-Congress
meeting was held at K.iratia, probably at the instance of the same
gentleman.”

The writer then remarks—
It is much to be regretted that many people oppose the Congress

through ignorance. A pamphlet in Bengalee explaining in an easy
way the objects of the Congress is a want which is keenly felt by the
friends of the CongiCbS."

Why so? Arc there no such tracts in the veinacular? We know the
celebrated “Old Man’s Hope" was translated into Bengali by a
member of the Tagore family, as into the vernaculars of other Provin
CCS too by different hands. So, doubtles.?, other tracts. Is there no
Bengali version of Mr. Hume’s no less famous Dialogue on Repre-
sentative Government? We have not seen any. Our Dacca
contemporary’s corrcspondeiU has touched on a real flaw in the
management of the movement. In an agitation in the name and
interest of the nation, with so much energy and money freely ex-

pended in the composition and printing and publication of pamphlets
and papers in English, it seems incredible that there is no Congress
vade mccum in the language of the millions of Bengal.

Here is a short paragraph of local news from the Tamgal letter in

the East

“ pie Bhattacharjea Talukdars of Bethair have become notorious
for their internal quarrels. Although the contending parties bear near
relations to each other and occupy the position of spiritual guides in
the Hindu society, their conduct with regard to each other is brutal
and despicable. Not many years ago, in a dispute between them a
murder was committed and then recently one member of the Bhutta-
charjea fiiiiiily was brutally assaulted and now in a squabble two men
have been badly wounded. I'he present case is now under inquiry and
we hopeful] justice will be done to 11 by the Sub-Divisionai Magistrate
of Tangail.”

It appears that

“ Influenza is raging furiously in the town and the interior of Tangail.
Such a fell disease, spreading its infection like a wild fire is altogether
new lierc."

The writer contemplates with anxiety the possibility of the new dis-

ease reappeaiing periodically, like Cholera and Small-pox., He may
well feel alarm for his poor countrymen. The worst about these mala-

dies is ilieir tenacity of existence. They may be crushed to all ap-

pearance, but they are not wholly eradicated. Once they arc in a

country, they are never out of it. They settle in the land, lurking in

some obscure cornei—-holding possession of some unfortunate constitu-

tion—until at a favorable moment they again spring upon others and
once more spread apace with the old virulence ! Thus, we still hear

of cases of dengue, fiom time to time. So may it be with this nasty

Influenza— God forbid !

The Lieutenant-Governor returns to the capital next Friday, reaching

Sealdaatitin the forenoon. Sir Steuart Baylt^ holds the Durb;ir

for conferment of lilies on the 15th, and starts on his monsoon tour

on the 2ist.

The Damooda has burst its bank or rather breached its embankment,

and there is distress. A telegram to the Lieutenant-Governor says

“The villages of Lakhara, Barugram, Nasiporc, Bolorampore, Gunga-
rampore and Salindanga in the district of Rurdwan, on the right bank
of the Damooda, are in great dusiress, for two new breaches on the
Damooda embtinkment have occurred during the recent unprecedented
flood. Cattle and implements of agriculture have floated away, many
houses have been thrown down and others dilapidated, Standing
crops are destroyed and arable land covered with sand. Many people
arc houseless, the rice granaries arc destroyed and the distress is great.

Immediate relief is necessary."

n

The Mabarani of Cooch Behar has given birth to a son—her fifth

child, and (here is rejoicing at the capital.
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.THE REFORM OF THE POLICE.
Thk subject of crime and of more effective control

of crime is receiving careful consideration at the

hands of the Government of India as well as of the

subordinate Governments. Some improvement on
our present methods may well be expected to be the

result of an overhauling of the whole question.

But the prospect of reform in the personnel of the

police does not appear quite promising. Reform to

be effective in this as in other matters is mainly a

question of cost, and it is, indeed, much to be re-

gretted that, whenever a large increase of expenditure

has to be faced as the prime condition of a reform,

our Government fight shy of the situation. The
same is the case in the present instance.

Of course, there are other factors in the problem
of improved criminal administration, besides the

police. Some of these do not involve the necessity

of increased expenditure. The administration of

the criminal law by courts of justice is susceptible

of amendment, particularly in regard to a stricter

enforcement of the law against habitual offenders and

the greater prevention of crime. A better system of

tightening the hold on habitual criminals—stricter

enforcement of provisions of the Indian Penal Code
and the Criminal Procedure Code relating to their

punishment—more solidarity between the rural and

the regular police as well as between the police of

one province and another and the Government police

and the police of Native States—all these are desi-

derata which may be removed without necessarily

incurring a great increase of expenditure. Adminis-

trative changes in these directions may reasonably

be looked for from the movement now on foot. And
these changes will have no doubt their due effect on
the control and prevention of crime. But there is

no adequate reform without an improvement of

the police. This must be admitted to be the chief

factor, and it is as regards this, that the question of

reform, from its dependence on important financial

issues, presents the greatest difficulty.

So far at any rate, as Bengal is concerned, there

appears to be much divergence of views between
the Local and the Supreme Governments, as to what
should be considered adequate pay for the police

—

adequate, that is, to the nature of its duties, and for

the purpose of improving its efficiency and character.

The following extract from a letter of the Government
of India to the Bengal Government will show how the

case stands between the two Governments :

—

“ The Lieutenant-Governor expresees rhe opinion that the head con-
stables should not as a rule be placed in thai;;p of thanas or outposts,

and should not be employed in the investigation of olfences. These
functions the Lieutenant-Governor would resit ict to sub-inspector-s, but

adds that to carry out this improvement it would be nci cNsaiy to in-

crease the number and pay of this class. If this view of the Lieuten-

ant-Governor only implies that no officer should be employed in the

invcsiiRaiion of ciinie, who'-e pay and position do not fortify him
against the temptations atl.K hin.. to hi*, employment, the

General in Council fully coiuaiis in .t, but it seems to tlis Excellency

in Council that if the pnsiinm of head consi.iines is impioved, there is

no reason why they should not be more gcncrtilly employed in the con-

duct of investigations. Sub- Inspectors in Bengal are at present di-

vided into five grades, on Rs. 30, Rs. 50, Rs. Oo, Rs. 70, and Ks. 80,

respectively, while head-constables are divided into four grades, on
Rs. 10, Rs. 15, Rs. 20, and Ks. 25. These rates and this gradation of

pay seem to His Excellency in Council to require reconsideration, and

be would suggest that the class of sub-inspectors might consist of three
grades, on Rs. 50, Rs. 75, and Rs. 100, while the head-constables in

charge of polic:: stations or posts m'^ght also be divided into three

giades, on Rs, 25, Rs. 30. and Rs. 40 a month, with a station-house
allowance varying according to the importance of their charge from
Ks. 5 to Ks. 10 a month.

“ In making these suggestions the Governor-General in Council docs
not wish that the precise scale of pay proposed should be regarded

as absolutely fixed : it will be for the Local Government to say whether
it is sufficient or more than sufficient, having regard to the circum-
stances of Bengal, it must however be considered as essential that
the position of investigating officers should be improved without delay
There appear from the latest information before the * Government of
India to be 904 sub-inspectors and 2,351 head-constables employed in
Bengal, and some set-ofif against the increased expenditure involved in
the above proposals might possibly be secured by increasing the num-
ber of hcad-constables and decreasing the number of sub-inspectors
employed in charge of police stations.

“The question of the position of inspectors is not referred to by the
Covet nment of Bengal. Their pay at present ranges from Rs. 100 to
Rs. 250 a month, and they have for all practical purposes no prospect
of advancement beyond a first grade inspeciorship. The Goveruui-
General in Council would be glad if the minimum pay of an inspector
could be raised to Rs. 150, and he thinks that deserving and competent
inspectors might be promoted as deputy magistrates ond collectors in
the provincial service, especially as the work of many deputy magis-
trates and collectors must, the Governor-General in Council appre-
hends, tend to become more and more purely magisterial,

“ With reference to what is said below with regard to prosecutors
it seems desirable that a certain number of the officers attached to

the Courts should have the rank of inspector, but no one should be
eligible for such a post unless he has passed either the Pleader’s
examination so far as it relates to Criminal Law and Evidence or an
examination of equal difficulty to be preset ibed by the Local Gov-
ernment.

“ The pay of constables in Bengal ranges from Rs. 6 to Rs. 9. The
Governor-General in Council fears that Rs. 6 is too low a rate of pay
and he would be glad if it could be arranged, that no constable should
receive less than Rs. 7 net pay.

“ I am now to ask that the preceding remarks may be taken into his
Honour’s consideration and a scheme submitted with the usual pro-

position statement which while paying due regard to financial con.si-

deratinns will place the police of Bengal upon a satisfactory basis as
regards pay and promotion.”

The scale of pay suggested by the Supreme Gov-
ernment is scarcely likely to secure the desired end.

That Government profess their entire concurrence in

the necessity of improving the pay and position of

the lower grades of the police service so as to fortify

it against temptations, but this object can only be at-

tained at a cost which the Government do not appear
at all prepared to incur. The proposals of the

Government of Bengal do by no means err on the

side of over-liberality. Probably, this Government
would recommend a more liberal scale of expenditure

if there were not those very financial considerations

in their view on which the Government lay so

much stress. But as Sir Auckland Colvin, in a tren-

chant minute which he has written on the subject,

roundly says, there is no hope of any reform unless

the Government of India were prepared to sanction a

sufficient increase of expenditure and that from the

Imperial exchequer. The Lieutenant-Governor of the

North-West Provinces a/id Oudh speaks out freely :

—

“ As I have already said the Government of India must be prepared,

if the results of any such inquiry ate to be of use, to contribute to the

resulting increase of charges If it is left to the Local Government to

furnish the funds which may be deemed necessary, I feel little hesita-

tion in saying that the inqMiiy had better not be set on foot. I have
aheady expressed my conviction that suggestions for reform, emanating
from the Government of India and requiring considerable increase of

expenditure, unless accompanied by practical proof of the desire of the

tiovei nment of liuli;t for refoim by the roiilribulion of substantial

financial aid, have, if cosily, little chance of being cordially adopted by
local (Jovernmcni.s, or activity pio.secuted to completion.”

The question is put by Sir Auckland in its just

lights. No half-measures would avail. The one re-

medy is a liberal scale of pay, and if the finances of

the Imperial Exchequer would not allow it, the pre-

sent enquiry had better not been started. For the rest,

the scale recommended by the Goveriimenj of India

would be attended with some increase "of expendi-

ture' without any corresponding advantage.

SIR RICHARD GARTH ON THE
CONGRESS. .

No one probably has read Sir Richard Garth’s recent

letter in the Times on the Congress’s demand for

elective Councils without admiring the judicial tem-

per which he brings to the consideration of a

vexed’question. His views do great honor to himself

and to the position he lately filled in this country

as its highest judiciary. We do not agree in all that
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he says on the subject of Lord Cross’s Indian

Councils Bill He is far from satished with this

moderate rneasgre. His free-born English instincts

are ^pellea from a measure, which, while it makes
some^Wautiojis advances, leaves the whole initiative

in the hands of the Executive Government. We
feel, however, differently, and are thankful for the

concessions which it offers. These concessions mark

one stage of the experiment in administrative pro-

gress, and an experiment is wisely approached with

caution. All the same, however, do we acknow-

ledge Sir Richard’s calm and independent deliver-

ance on the subject. Apart from the merits of the

question, it is such example of fairness and impar-

tiality in individual Englishmen that goes a great

way to invest the race with the respect it enjoys

in general estimation. Here is a late high func-

tionary of the State and an Englishman who feels

no hesitation in condemning a Bill deliberately

devised by his own Government at a peculiar junc-

ture. Sir Richard Garth’s opinion of Lord Cross’s

Bill is expressed in the following terms in his letter

to the Times :

—

“ What we do want in the Councils (and in this I believe 1 am quite

in accord with your correspondent) is a selection of the best men, as

honest and independent as we can find, to represent all classes and in*

tcrests of the community. VVe want to see the landed interests, the

trading, commercial, and manufacturing interests, the legal and judicial

elements, Tiirly and properly represented.

But It seems to me, in the first place, that the Government Bill, in its

present form affords no sufficient room for a representation of this

kind ;
and, in the next place, I think that no selection of additional

members will be satisfactory to the public which is made by the Gov-

ernment itself.

I wish I could take a favourable view of the Government Bill, but it

really seems to me in its present shape to concede little or nothing.

There are now ten additional members of the Supreme Legislative

Council selected by the Governor-General, The Bill says that there

must be ten, and there may be sixteen, such members, but still all

selected by the Governor-General
;
and whether he appoints the six

extra members or not is entirely at his own option.

The Bill certainly provides that a discussion of the Budget should

take place in each year, and allows questions to be asked of the Gov-

ernment officials
;
but it is impossible to say what these provisions

mean, without knowing the rules and conditions by which the proceed-

ings are to be regulated, and which will be entirely under the control

of the .Secretary of State.

It will be observed that there is no power given to move for the pro-

duction of papers or accounts, and, however objectionable any item of

the Budget may be, tliere is no means of taking the opinion of the

Council upon it. I confess I should have thought that some more

liberal meiisure of reform at the present impoiiam juncture might have

been both politic and advisable. But at the same time I am bound to

add that if anything c«uild justify the Govetnment in shutting its doors

to any refi)rm at all, it would be the extravagaiKc and danger of the

Congress pteiensions as disclosed by Mr. Bi.idlaugb’s Bill.”

Sir Richard condemns Mr. Bradlaugh’.s Bill in

more unequivocal terms. As the opinion of an emi-

nent judicial officer and of one in sympathy with

the cau.se of liberal administration in this country,

his words must possess peculiar interest at the pre-

sent time. We therefore quote him in extenso :

—

‘‘When I^oid Uiiflfrrin made his now famous speech at C-ilcnlti, on

the eve of his dep.muie, I confess 1 w.is one of those who thought that

he did the Congress an injustice by imputing to lliein an intention to

intiodiice into I ndia a Parliament.n y system such as that which pre-

vails in Great Biiiain. It seemed to me that at that lime there vvas

nothing in the Congress piogramine, nor imle»'d, in the les*,-guarded

utterances of some of ihtir more zealous pailiz.ms, to warrant any im-

putation of the kind. .11
But it uii ns out now that Lord l)nffi;rm was right. Ills keener in-

stincts had evidently divined what was the le.tl aim and object of n.ilive

ambition, and he did well to wain hii. Kmopeau friends .igainsl the dan-

ger which tlirealcued them.

For it is indeed, in my humble judgment, a most set ions d.anger.

Much as I desire to see a wholesome reform in the Li gi-.latiye Councils,

much as I deplore the many grievances of which onr Indian fiiends

have reason to complain, I oelieve it would be far better for us ail that

matters should remain in tlieir present condition than that Mr. Bi ad-

laugh’s proposals, even in a modified form, should pass into a law.

The result of his Bill would inevitably to all* the elective

scats in the Councils in the hands of the Hindoos, to tlie e.xdusion of

all the other great sections and interests of the community except the

Mahomedans. Under Clause 27 of the Bill, which |irofesses to piotect

the interests of minorities, the Mahomedans might secure ^ small pro-

portion ot the seats in each electoral body
;

but whether this would

avail them anything in obtaining admission to the Councils is ..nqther

matter. The Hindoos would command nearly four-filths of the vote,

and it is probable, therefore, that none but Hindoos would be elected.

Need 1 add that such a result would tend to set class against class,

would be productive of the bitterest feelings of animosity, and would

be utterly destructive of the very purpose for which the reform of the

Councils has been so much desired.

The truth is that, in order to remedy the defect of the Councils, we
w.aiu no represeniHiion of the bulk of the people, the great majority

of whom aie unable to read or write and are quite incapable of in-

dependent thought or action. Popular representation in the present

sl.uc of things must needs place all the power in the hands of Hindoos
and no one knows this better than their Bengalee leaders.”

The Congress has been hoist in its own petard.

Its tactics are bringing their own puriishment.

It is most unfortunate from every point of view that

Mr. Bradlaugh ever launched an extravagant and
impracticable scheme like his Bill. From the first

it was doomed itself, but that it threatens the other

measure with miscarriage is a great mischief which yet

will be realized. One by one the Congress is losing

its friends and supporters. The other day a pillar

of the movement gave way in the person of no less

a man than Sir T. Madhava Row. And now another

sympathetic friend is gone. Sir Richard’s opposition

to the Congress programme is a serious embarrass-

ment. They hounded Sir Madhava after his resig-

nation, but how will they take Sir Richard Garth’s

changed attitude ? Sir Madhava has never shown

himself to be a partizan, any more than Sir Richard

Garth. It is the extravagance of the Congress

that is repelling its own friends.

THE REIS AND RAYYET DEFAMATION CASE.

THE POLICE COURT.—July 2.

(Before A. P, Handley^ Esq.y Chief Presidency Magistrate.)

The adjourned case of defamation against Dr. Sambhu Chundcr
Mookerjec, Editor, and Mutty Lall Ghosc, Printer, of Reii and

Rayyet^ at the instance of Baboo Nagendro Nath Mullick and

his brother Baboo jogendro Nath Mullick, sons of the late Baboo

Deno Nath Mullick, was resumed to-day. Mr. Garth, instructed

by Baboo Gonesh Chundcr Chundcr, appeared for the prosecu-

tion, and Mr. Henderson, with Mr. A. F. M. Abdur Rahman,

instructed by Mr. N. C. Bose, and Baboo Kanyc Lai Mookerjec,

for the defence.

Mr. Henderson said that since the last occasion, when the case

was adjourned for the purpose of considering what steps the

defence would take, his clicru had given very careful consideration

and serious thought to the matter, and having consulted with his

friends and counsel on the subject, he had, as advised, come to die

conclusion to plead not guiliy to the charge. In fact, there was a

legal difficulty in pleading guilty to a charge of defamation, which,

as si.ucd in tiic summons, alleged intention to hurt or wound the

feelings of a person. His client had no such intention. Dr. Sambhu

ChiinJer Mookerjec considered the deceased, Deno Nath Mullick,

to be a public man of the Hindu community, and in the accepta-

tion of the word in native society—in any other sense there could

hardly be a public man in a country without a Parliament, or

public life, as understood in Europe—and, recognising him as such,

cousil'vrcd the discussion of his life was of public interest

and the general good. In discussing the life of the deceased

as a public man, Dr. Mookerjec never intended to hurt the

feelings of the sons, or to cause pain to any of the mcm
bers of the family of the deceased gentleman. On finding that the

articles did cause pain and hurt the feelings of the complainants

and the family, he had, on the last occasion, expressed sincere

regret. He now again expressed regret and desired to state that in

the piiblieati Jiis in question he had no personal malice or animosity

against the deceased or any of the members of his family. Under

the circumstances, he could not plead guiliy, and therefore denied

the charge. At the same time, the defence were anxious not

to throw any obstacle or opposition in the way of the prosecution,

and even now, although pleading not guilty, he would not go into

the case, but would ask the Court to try it here and dispose of the

case at once.

Mr. Garth declined to accept an apology on those terms and

without a plea of guilty. He thought that what had been said ag-

gravated the offence, as the articles were of such a nature as must

have hurt the feelings of any decent son of any father. The ex-

planation that the defendant did not think the articles would hurt

the feelings of the sons of the deceased, or cause pain to any of the

deceased, or cause pain to any of the members of his family, and

had no intention of doing so, could only mean that he considered

the sons were wholly lost to all sense of decency and respect for

their father, and would not mind what was said ofhira. Mr. Garth,
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under the circumstances, must press the charge, and ask the Court

t » commit the ease to the Sessions.

Mis Worship observed that, as both parties were Hindoo gentle-

men of position, he thought the case ought to be committed to the

S'^sions, where it might be tried by a mixed jury of Hindoo and

KuropcRii gentlemen. His Worship then directed that the charge,

a*! stated in the summons, be read out to the defendant Dr. Mookcr-

jee, who was then to be asked to plead to it.

Dr. Mookerjee said he was perfectly aware what the charges were,

and there would be no necessity to read them over. He would

simply plead not guilty.

His Woi’ship, addressing Mr. Garth :—Am I to understand that

the charge against the printer is withdrawn f

Mr. Garth :—Yes, your Honor.

His Worship to the defendant You reserve your defence ?

Dr. Mookerjee :—Yes, your Honor.

His Worship Do you desire to call any witnesses

Dr. Mookerjee No, )our Honor. Not at present.

His Worship :—You arc then committed for trial, and warned to

be present at the High Court at the opening of the next Sessions.

No recognizances were taken nor sureties demanded.

THE INDIGO DISTURBANCES AT MAGURAH.
Since the memorable ease of the Rev. Mr. Long, and the

day of the late Baboo Harish Chundcr Mookerjee, these Indigo

disturbances were kept alive like ash-covered and smouldering fire,

ready to burst in all fury with every puff of blowing wind. They
have, as is generally supposed, never totally died out, but almost

from’ year to year give out sparkling flames. Although, after

the famous Indigo Commission, several factories and concerns in

Bengal have been closed, and the indigo production is becoming

a decaying trade every year, yet several factories do still exist and
close at our doors. 'I'hc Nowhatta concern of Magurah, under

Mr. Savi, was one such. During the weak regime of Sir Rivera

Thompson and when good Mr. Barton was the responsible district

officer of Jessorc, matters threatened to assume a serious character,

but they were only stopped in time by the prompt measures of

Messrs. Barton and Monro, the then Magistrate of Jessorc

and Commissioner of the Presidency Division severally. The
indigo planters of Magurah were threatened with the dis-

pleasure of the Government of Bengal and some fled the

country. This was in 1882. For a time all was calm and quiet.

But with the present regime the depredations have once more
commenced and in a more serious way. However well-meaning

our present ruler may be, he seems too much under the influence

of officialdom. To add to the rayyet’s misfortunes, they have got

a Divisional Commissioner who, undistinguished for firmness

or sagacity, lets matters proceed in a leisurely way. Now the high

pressure of agitation in Parliament is going to be put on the (Jov-

ernment, we may yet have the satisfaction of finding our gods,

snugly perched at different points in the Himalayas, shake off their

lethargy.

The people arc harassed both in Court and out of it. They
have civil and criminal eases in numbers hanging over their heads.

And if the present state of things continues any longer, the rayycts

will be ruined irretrievably. Though the calamity may begin at

Magurah yet it will surely not end there. It will sweep over the

whole of India. So their ease ought to be considered as a national one.

The loss, on the other hand, of the planters, supported as they arc

with funds from the great Calcutta firms, is comparatively slender

and superficial. Although they cannot continue their business

with constant losses, yet they are not in danger o{ being ousted

from their homesteads. If matters go dead against them, still an
easy remedy is left them, filing a schedule in the Original

Side of the Higli Court. Moreover, these planters arc helped

openly by friendly officials. With the active co-operation of these

and their own full and heavy purses, they seem determined to

make an Ulster of Magurah.

Messrs. Barrow and Gupta, two former District Magistrates of

Jessorc, disclosed startling facts regarding these disputes and
censured the planters strongly. The latter perceiving an evil

wind blowing exercised their influence with the authorities and had
them transferred thence. Afterwards they got a Magistrate of their

own liking. Mr. Luson, a young civilian, not of the highest reputa-

tion, was placed in charge of the two Sub-Divisions of Magurah and

Jhenidah. He summarily disposed of the cases against the rayycts

and became quite a terror in so short a time. He was biased, we do

not mean consciously partial, and succeeded in serving the planters.

One fact docs not suggest itself to our Anglo-Indian contem
porarics. Is it not singular that crimes arc reported to have in-

creased in Magurah since the advent of a European Joint-Magistrate

were all was quiet under the Bengalee Deputy Miigistrates f

They do not seek to know the reason, 'vhich is evident. Mr, Luson
has got a huge magnifier in his head, otherwise how could he

regard the very simple affair of throwing some clods by the in-

dignant rayycts on the planters as if it were the bombardment of

g fortress f Can a man imagine the half-starved peasants of

malarial Bengal capable of driving away the well-fed Europeans ?

However absurd and ludicrous it may seem to others, Mr. Luson
actually went to the Benodcporc haU near the scene pf the distur-

bance, armed cap-a-pie and with equally armed •entii\cl8. He must
have been reading ghost stories in a book of Mrs. Crowe's before

he set out on his journey, or dreaming the night previous of
spectres, hobgoblins, “visions and chimeras dire,'* of

“ Evil thing that walks by night

In fog, or fire, by lake, or moorish fen.

Blue meagre hag, or stubborn unlaid ghost

That breaks forth his magic chain at curfew time.*'

How else could he have been so agitated in both mind and
body as to take such a fright ? He appears to have been panic-

struck. The whole affair so upturned his cerebral organ as to give

him his only excuse for what he did.

By the latest news from the spot, Magurah is in a state of chaos,

and who is responsible for this } As misfortunes never come alone,

since the notorious Bcnodeporc assault case, referred to above, a.

contingent of military police is employed theje. And the effect

of the display of the bayonet supplemented by the Id pagri upon
the poor and illiterate peasants may be better imagined than

described. The people fled from their hearth and home
leaving behind their property to the tender mercies of these

myrmidons of authority, and they have not yet come back. How
can they come ? who knows what may befall the returned fugi-

tives } We arc not ready to charge on the • police every act of

lawlessness that is reported from there. But it stands to reason

that wherever the police backed by the military makes its appear-

ance, zu/um follows as a consequence, and there is no contending it.

Just now our educated countrymen, proud of the Western lore

they have received, arc moving in Congress and out for representa-

tive assemblies. What credentials have they got for the exercise

of such important functions ? Can they be declared fit for sitting

in the Utopian Parliament of India as the representatives of

the masses f Are they able to express the views of the people ? As

long as, we say, they do not prove themselves capable of helping

the poor rayycts out of their difficulties, so long there is no guar-

antee that they arc fit for self-government. For self-government

must accompany self-abnegation. The present furnishes them
with a good opportunity of proving their claim. Let them help

the poor men of Magurah not by writing a few leaders in the

newspapers or by stump oratory, or by the shedding of crocodile

tears but in a more methodical and practical way. And let them
make these oppressions things of a by-gone age and of the past,

otherwise God will never help those who know not how to help

others in need of such service. Let them, in line, be up and doing.

C. C.

MONGHYR.
Jamalpore, rst July iSgo.

I am glad to inform you that the Monghyr Collcctorate fraud

ease has come to an end. The defendant Baboo Poorrioo Chunder
Ghosh, who was alleged to have been implicated in the matter for

passing a bill of Rs. 25 twice, has after all been honorably ac-

quitted. But the question is, who is responsible for the large out-

lay already incurred in defendiu]^ the ease. The poor clerk had to

secure the services of Mr. T. Palit and Mr. Lall Mohan Ghosh,
Barristcrs-ai-Law, from Calcutta.

The tide of reduction in the Railway offices has not yet subsided.

Rumour has it, that both the Coaching and Goods Divisions of the

'FrafHc Audit f-ranch here, arc shortly to be amalgamated. The Pav
Department, Dinapore District, is likewise to be amalgamated with

that of Jamalporc District. The Trafiic Manager's Office, Calcutta,

and that of the Deputy Traffic Manager, Jamalporc, are both to be

removed to Allahabad, that being the central position of the line.

Cholera has broken out in the native quarter of the town, es-

pecially at Nayagown and its vicinity, in an epidemic form. No
less than a dozen eases occurred, of which half the number, chiefly

among Bengalis, proved fatal. The ease of a young Bengalee Baboo

treated by Baboo Otool Nath Bose, homocepathic practitioner,

has proved wonderfully succesful. The small doses of medicine

administered at intervals of 3 hours soon brought round the case

which threatened to end fatally. The patient can be safely

said to be out of danger, and he is fast improving.

A fatal case of smallpox occurred at Janjheera, close to the

European quarter of this town. The local Municipality has taken

steps in right earnest, they arc burning sulphur in the public streets

and bye lanes. There is a proposal also to erect a shed for cholera

atients and to engage a native Doctor in connection therewith,

’he suggestion is good no doubt in all respects, but as the disease

is already upon us and if the shed cannot be built all at once,

I would humbly suggest either to hire a house or to make a tern-*

porary shed, the sooner the better, to meet the crisis. The lower

class of .Bciiaris as a rule mainly die, untreated and uncared for.

Baboo Dabcfhdra Nath Chatterjee dcservei thanks of the native

community at large, for his indefatigable exertions and trouble in

attending the patients right through with^,uc the least grudge^
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A HUNDRED YEARS AFTER: OR SOME
RESULTS OF THE PERMANENT

SETTLEMENT.
*•

The following paper was read before the Kast India Association,

by Herbert J. Reynolds, Esq., c. s. i., on Monday, May 19th, 1890,
the Most Hon^ble The Marquis of Ripon, k. g., g. c. s. 1., being in

the ;

—

At the late meeting of the Indian Congress in Bombay, it was
resolved to petition the Government to extend to other parts of
India the Permanent Settlement concluded a hundred years ago by
Lord Cornwallis for Bengal and Behar. It does not seem likely that

this request will meet with a favourable response. The land-tax

ib by far the most important item ol the public receipts , and it is

the present policy of Government to retain for the State a reason-

able share o! the profits which must accrue from the progressive rise

of rents, and from the extension of cultivation. Even the Lieu-

tenant-Governor of Bengal is powerless to grant a permanent settle-

ment of the smallest plot of land, without the sanction of the Gov-
ernor-General in Council ; and this sanction is only conceded under
special circumstances, and for areas of inconsiderable extent

and value.

At the same time it is significant that the request should have
been made, especially when we take into account the origin and
composition of the body from which it proceeds. That an assem-

blage of Zemindars should petition for a permanent settlement

would excite no surprise. But it must be borne in mind that the

Indian Congress docs not specially represent the land-holding classes.

Of the great Zemindars of Bengal and Behar, the Maharajah of

Durbhungah is the only one (so far as I am aware) who has declared

in favour of the Congress, and the great majority of the delegates

are professional men, whose personal interests would rather lead

them to desire a continuance of the present system. We see, there-

fore, that an influential meeting of our Indian fellow-subjects, a

meeting which we can hardly deny to be well-informed, and which
is not actuated by any selfish motives, has expressed a deliberate

opinion in favour of an extension of the principle of a permanent
settlement of the land-revenue ; and the subject is of sufficient

mportance to demand the attention of this Association.

1 do not, however, propose to discuss in this paper the general

question raised by the resolution of the Congress. I do not feel

myself competent to offer an opinion upon the point whether a

permanent settlement is desirable in the North-West Provinces or

the Punjab, or even whether the rayyctwaree system of Madras is

better or worse than the Zemindary system of Bengal. My Indian

service has been passed under the Government of Bengal, and I

wish to confine myself to those matters upon which I can speak

with some measure of experience and knowledge. I shall only

venture, therefore, to submit, as a contribution to the formation of

a sound opinion on the subject, a few remarks on some results of

the Permanent Settlement in Bengal, and to add a suggestion re-

garding the policy which the Bengal Government should pursue

in concluding some important settlements which will shortly be

undertaken in that Province.

Among the many criticisms which have been levelled against

Reg. 1. of 1793, two—and only two—may be admitted to be of

Momc weight and valivlity. It is unquestionably true that the settle-

ment was made on very imperfect information, and without the

careful inquiry which ought to have preceded so important a

measure. A still more serious defect was the omission t<i define

and safeguard the rights of the actual cultivators of the soil. The
confidence which the Regulation expressed in the moderation and

humanity of the Zemindars, the anticipation that they would de-

vote themselves to the improvement of tlicir estates, and ihc wel-

fare of their tenants, was not justified by the results of the ex-

periment. 'I'he long struggle which ensued has at last been closed

by the passing of the Bengal Tenancy Act of 1885, an Act which

for the first time has placed both parties under the equal protection

of the law, an Act which has secured the landlord in the enjoy-

ment of Ills fair rent, and has maintaitted the tenant in the posses-

sion of his rightful holding.

The other charges which have been brought against the settle-

ment can be successfully repelled. It has been said that the assess-

ment was so excessive as to ruin the Zomindars who accepted it,

and that this is proved by the largo number of estates which were

brought to sale for arrears within a few years after the settlement

was concluded. But a little consideration will show this enlarge to

be unfounded. I'hc sale of the estates was due to the apathy and

mismanagement of the Zemindars, who failed to understand that

the Government was really in earnest when it declared that sale

would be the inevitable penalty of default. Those who allege

the assessment to have been inequitable are bound to show how it

happened that there was never any difficulty in finding purchasers

for the estates, and that the purchasers found it perfectly feasible

to satisfy the Government demand. It should also be borne in

mind that a large proportion of the estates which were brought

to sale were purchased by the dewans and managers of fhc original

proprietors, men who were fully aware of the real value of the

properties. The fact ^at men of this class freely bought the

estates, and made large profits from the purchase of them, is a

sufficient answer to the allegation that the assessment was unreason-

ably high.

On the other hand Lord Cornwallis, after being abused by one

set of critics for having exacted too much, is blamed by another

set for having demanded too little. The Permanent Settlement

it is said, by limiting the Government demand in perpetuity, was

a wanton sacrifice of the resources of the State for the aggrandise-

ment of a particular class in one Province of the Empire. The
consequence has been that Bengal has never since borne its fair

share of the puidic burdens. In the Bombay Presidency, the inci-

dence of land-revenue is Rs. 234 to every 100 persons of ^hc popu-

lation ; in Madras it is Rs. 134; in the North-West Provinces,

Rs, 129 ; and in the Punjab, Rs. 109 ; but in Bengal too persons

pay only Rs. 55 of lani revenue. If the Bengal lanJ-ux could be

levied at the rate which prevails in Bombay, the land revenue of

Bengal, which is now about 3 crorcs 85 lakhs, would amount
to about 16 crores of rupees ; and the difference between
these two sums represents the annual amount which the short-

sighted liberality of Lord Cornwallis has flung itiio the lap of

the Bengal Zemindars. And even this is not all. The dis-

proportion may be, and probably will be, even greater hereafter

than it is at present. It may well be the ease, that, by the end

of the twentieth century, the operation of natural causes will have

increased the land revenue of other provinces of India, without

any undue pressure upon the people, to double the present rates.

But so long as the British Raj shall endure, the Permanent Settle-

ment of 1793 will be an insuperable bar to any substantial increase

in the amount of land-revenue now contributed by Bengal to the

public treasury. The territories administered by the Lieutenant-

Governor of Bengal extend over about 140,000 square miles, and

of this area 120,000 square miles arc permanently settled, a tract

about equal to the area of the United Kingdom. Throughout the

whole of this vast region, the land-revenue, the most important

item of the public receipts, is fixed in perpetuity at a sum which

can never be increased, while the demands on the public purse arc

becoming more urgent year by year. To the end of time, the

tax-payers of Madras and Bombay must pay a higher land-tax than

would otherwise be necessary, to atone for the error which Lord

Cornwallis committed in sacrificing the just claims of Government

for the benefit of the Zemindars of Bengal.

This is, undoubtedly, a grave indictment. It admits, T believe,

of a full and complete answer ; but that answer can only be given

by a consideration of the results of the settlement as a whole. An
examination of those results will perhaps lead us to the conclusion

that the Permanent Settlement was a wise and statesmanlike

measure ; that politically it has been a tower of strength to the

Empire ; that, from a social and economic point of view, it has

stimulated the prosperity, and fostered the intelligence, of the Pro-

vince ; and that, even from a strictly financial stand-point, the

surrender of an incre.iscd land-tax has been in some measure com-

pensated by the steady dcvclopmeni of other branches of the

public revenue.

The first result of the Settlement which I shall notice is, the

great increase of cultivation by wliich it was followed. It is a trite

saying, that the magic of property is able to convert sand to gold,

and to turn a wilderness into a garden. The saying was never

better exemplified than in the ease of Bengal. The best-informed

authorities were of opinion that, at tlic time of the Settlement,

fully one-third of the cultivable area of Bengal lay uncultivated and

waste. At the present day, there arc whole districts in which it is

scarcely possible to find a plot of unoccupied land. The sportsman

has to go further and further afield in the quest of big game, and

a tiger ill Huoghly is almost as rare a phenomenon as it would be

in Hampstead. Even the islands on the shores ot the Bay, ex-

posed as they arc to inundation from storm waves, arc cultivated

down to the very edge of the water. Unfortunately, no precise

figures arc available to show what the actual increase of rent and

culiivation has been. We know, however, that the Settlement wa^

based on an estimated rcnutl of about 3j'i crores of rupees, while

the present rental is not less than 20 crores. 'I’hc uncultivated

area, which was reckoned to be one-third when the bcttlcment

was made, is now believed not to exceed one-thirtieth. The mar-

vcllouB change which has transformed the aspect of the country, is

unquestionably due to the feeling of security produced by the

Permanent Settlement, to the conviction that the worker would be

left undisturbed to reap the labour of his hands and would not be

compelled to share with the State the fruits of the prosperity he

had created.

The next result of the Settlement has been to make Bengal the

most loyal province of the Empire. It has bound up, as nothing

else could do, the interests of the people with the stability of the

Government. The native newspapers may sometimes put forth

articles not inspired by the best taste, or couched in the most tem-

perate language ; but I have no hesitation in saying that the senti-

ment of Bengal is thoroughly and even ardently loyal, and that the

mainspring of this loyalty is the Permanent Settlement. Not a

single soldier is necessary to maintain the interi\al tranquillity of the
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Province. It may be said that this is due, not to the loyalty of the

people, but to their cowardice. But such language will be held

only by those whose idea of the Bengali is derived from the clerks

in Calcutta offices, and from the famous passage in Macaulay’s

essay. The Bengal peasant is* a man of different stamp from

Macaulay’s caricature of him. The boatmen and fishermen of the

Eastern districts are a stalwart, hardy, and courageous race, prompt

to assert their rights, and to combine in an organized resistance to

what they deem oppression. 'Pheir resolution has been tested in

two serious conflicts, in which they have come off victorious.

Thirty years ago they rose up against the indigo-planters, and

the planing industry is now extinct in Dacca, Mymensingh and

the Twenty-four Pcrgunriahs, and has lost its objectionable

features in the few districts of Bengal in which it survives.

Thirteen yesrs later, the determined stand made by the peasan-

try of Pubna in 1873 against the cxactif>n8 of their landlords,

was the first act of the drama which culminated in the passing

of the Tenancy Law of 1885. It is surely no trifling safeguard

to the Empire, that some millions of such men as these should be

animated by a spirit of fervent attachment to British rule. And

this attachment is largely based upon the conviction that no

Power which might succeed that of England, could be trusted to

respect and maintain the great Settlement ot Lord Cornwallis.

Thirdly, the effect of the Settlement has been to facilitate the

transfer of the ownership of land to those who were likely to

turn it to the best advantage. It was the Regulation of 1793 which

first recognised the right of the Zemindars to sell the whole or any

part of their lands at their pleasure ; and this power was freely

exercised. The large unwieldy estates of the presettlcmcnt era,

as they fell into arrear, were sold piecemeal to purchasers whose

object was to make them a profitable investment. 'Phe number of

landholders was greatly increased, and the character of the land-

holding classes underwent a marked change. The feudal relation

of chieftain and retainer was replaced by the commercial relation

of landlord and tenant. Even in the great estates which escaped

dismemberment, the same result was carried out by a different

process. The Zemindars found it convenient and profitable to

grant out their lands in putnccs and other similar tenures, at fixed

rentals in perpetuity, thus reducing themselves to the position of

mere annuitants in receipt of a rent-charge, and raising the putni-

dars to the virtual status of proprietors. From the standpoint of

romance and sentiment, this change is perhaps to be regretted ;

but there can be no question of the great material benefit which

it has produced. It has brought the land into the hands of those

who were determined to make it pay ; and it has stimulated the

industry of the whole of the vast mass of agriculturists, as the

humblest rayyct has felt it within his power to rise to the rank of a

tenure-holder. A noticeable instance of the beneficial effect of

sub-infeudation will be found in the condition of the district of

Backergungc. The peasantry of that district enjoy a greater

measure of material comfort and well-being than the corresponding

class in any other part of India, or perhaps, even of the world.

This is mainly due to tlic system of land-tenure. The chain of

sub-infeudation, extending sometimes to as many as six or eight links

between the Zemindar and the rayyct, has bound up the interests of

a very large proportion of the people with the progress of agricul-

tural improvement. I have been told that travellers from the

Upper Provinces have spoken with wonder and admiration of the

state of things they have witnessed in Backorgunge, the substantial

comfortable homesteads, surrounded by clumps of bamboos and
fruitrtrccs ; the abundance of brass utensils and silver ornaments

;

the CTeek cattle, and the well fed children. This Arcadia might never

have been realized if the ^rcst Zcmindarics had not been broken up
and sub-leased under the operation of the Permanent Settlement.

Another result of the Settlement, which seems of sufficient im-
portance to deserve ixiticc, has been the extinction and disappear-

ance of the puiwarce or village accountant. It is worthy of notice

that this official h.is perished in spire of the strenuous efforts of the

Legislature and tl,: Kxemtive to keep him alive. The Government
failed to perceive that the old order' had changed and that under
the new regime wliich the Settlement had introduced, the putwarcc
had become inipo'»sild«.. He was essentially a village «>fficer, the

servant at once of rlic Government and of the Zemindar
; and so

long as the vill pre l.clongrd to a single landlord, or to a number of
landlords .i> * ^ m pun. thhip, there was nothing, in theory at least

to prevent f
- putwa « c doing good and useful service. But when

the village i
’ wrr ; jplit up among a number of estates, the pro-

perty of sepuraM ,
.|M,1 sometimes mutually hostile, landlords, the

Holloways OinOftini.- Go where you may, in every country and in

all climes persons will be fourfid who have a ready word of praise for

this Ointment, For chaps, chafes, scalds, brui- es, and sprains, it is an
invaluable remedy

;
for bad legs, bad breasts, and piles, it may be con-

fidently r(?lied upon for effecting a sound and permanent cure. In cases
-of piifiV'l anrle«;, erysipelas, and rheumatism, Holloway’s Ointment
gives the gre I’cst comfort by reducing the inflammation, cooling the
blood, soothin'/ rb^ ueives, adjusting the circulation, and expelling the
impurities. Tlob ( f'l'tment should have a place in every nursery. It

will cure all those i.upitfoid skin affections, which, originating in child-
hood^ gain sticugth with the child’s growthr

functions of the putwaree could no longer be performed. This
change as I have remarked, was not understood. The Government
continued to pass Regulations, and the Board of Revenue to issue

Circulars, directing that putwarees should be duly appointed, that

their stipends should be regularly paid and their accounts punctually

submitted ; and these orders invariably remained a dead letter.

A last attempt to revive the putwarcc was made by a Lieutenant-

Governor of more than ordinary vigour and resolution, Sir George
Campbell ; but the logic of facts was too strong for him, and his

efforts were as fruitless as those of his predecessors had been.

There is nothing, however, which we need regret in his disappear-

ance of the putwarcc. He was generally an unprincipled rascal,

who either colluded with the Zemindar to oppress the rayycts, or

conspired with the rayycts to defraud the Zemindar ; and, for all

statistical purposes, his accounts were absolutely worthless. For
the future, the provisions of the Tenancy Act will make it unneces-

sary for any village official to keep the accounts of individual rayycts,

while the village accounts will be kept, in a much better style than

they were ever kept by the putwaree, by the Union Committees
established under the Act for Local Self-Government.

The most important result of the Settlement still remains to be

noticed ; I mean the effect it has had in creating and fostering the

growth of a middle class in Bengal. The march of civilization and
progress is impossible in any community, which consists of a hand-

ful of great nobles at one end of the scale, and a crowd of ignorant

and poverty-stricken peasants at the other. Such is, perhaps, the

condition of Russia at the present day ; such was the condition of

Bengal one hundred years ago ; such is still the condition of some
portions of Bchar, which are among the poorest and most backward

regions under the Lieutenant-Governor’s authority. But, over the

greater part of Bengal, the Permanent Settlement has produced a

marvellous and most salutary change. I have already spoken of its

effect upon the classes connected with the land, whether as owners

or in subordinate grades ; and it is hardly necessary to say that these

form a large proportion of the population. . Such men as the putni-

dars of Burdwan, the jotedars of Rangpore, and the talukdars of

Backergunge, arc the back-bone of the agricultural community. It

is to such men as these that Bengal owes the introduction of jute, a

crop which has added so greatly to the wealth and prosperity of the

province. It is due to this agricultural middle class that famines

have ceased to occur in Bengal, because the people noVv-a-days have

something in reserve, and no longer depend entirely upon the year’s

harvest for the year’s sustenance. But the influence of the Settle-

ment has extended much further than this, and has permeated the

whole framework of society. It has given Bengal a leisured class,

men who are raised above the necessity of daily labour, and who
arc able to bring up their son# to a literary career, and to the pursuit

of the liberal professions. It is this middle class of the community,

daily increasing in numbers. and in influence, and animated by the

constant wish to raise itself ‘in the social scale, which has given

Bengal its honourable pre-eminence among the provinces of India

for educational progress and intellectual activity. It is this which

has made poshiblc the careers of such men as' Kristodas Pal and

Keshub Cluindcr Sen. The first Indian novel was the work of a

Bengali writer of this class, Pearychand Mitter ; and the best In-

dian novelist of the present day is a Bengali Brahmin, Bunkim-

chundcr Chaiicrjee, some of whose fictions have been translated

into English, and have been favourably criticized in this country.

It is owing to this that twelve newspapers arc published in Bengal

in Englivsh, and sixty-six in the vernacular ; and of the twelve Eng-

lish papers six are under native management, and arc written by

native contributors. The avidity with which the advantages of

education are seized upon is shown, not only by the 6,000 lads who
annually present themselves for matriculation at the Calcutta

University, but by the interesting fact that there arc seventeen

colleges in Bengal which are entirely self-supporting, and receive

no grant from the State. The rapid increase, throughout the

mofushil, in the number of qualified practitioners in the three great

professions of medicine, law, and civil engineering, is an important

and most encouraging sign of the times. There is hardly a Urg?

village in Bengal which dues not count among its residents a medical

man who has studied in one of our colleges, and who possesses at

least some tincture of Western science. The pleaders before the

court of a district judge would compare favourably, for Wgal know-

ledge and acumen, with those who appear before the CJounty Courts

and yuyrtcr Sessions of our own country. In a large proportion ot

Bengal districts, the district engineers arc members of the native

community. 1 had prepared some figures showing the steady

growth of the number of letters passing through the post office, the

increased use of the telegraph, the larger deposits in the postal

savings-banks ; but it seems unnecessary to trouble the Association

with these details. The point upon which I wish to lay stress is,

that this progress is due, not to the rich, not to the poor, but to

the middle class of society ; a class which hardly exists in some

parts of India, and which owes its vitality and energy in Bengal to

the agencies which were quickened into life and activity by the

operation of the Permanent Settlement.

(To bt continuedfb
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earnesily requested to

try one Box of the.se

Pills, and they will be

acknowledged to be
WORTH A(;UINEA

A BOX
For females of all

ages these Pills aie

invaluable. No female

should be without

them. There is not a

medicine to be found
to equal them for re-

moving any obstruc-

tion or iiregul.iriiy of

the system. If taken
accoiding to the di-

rections given wiih

each box they will

soon restore females

of all ages to sound

,

a n d robust health.

This has been pioved
b y thousands w b o

have tiietl them, and
f(umd t I) c bencfiis

wlikbaie cMi.surcd by
ihcii uae.

For a Weak Sto-

mach, Impaiied Di-

gcitum, and all Disoi-

deis of the Liver, they
ai c I kf* magic, and .i

f e w (lose', will be
found to woik won-
d*is on the most im-
poitant 01 galls m liir

h u m a n Ma( lime.

They strengthen the

whole imisful.ir sys-

tem, icsioie the long
lost comph'Mon, bring

balk tlio keen edge ol

appetiu. ami .iionse

into action wiib the

loselnul of h«*aiili the

w hole ph »
• il < nngy

of ihr I 1,111,. ij /i,»me.

Tm sc;-i' (
;• ‘stesiilied

to cont miiaily by mem-
bei.sol all (lasa-s of

siK.iety, .nnl one of the

best guaiantccs to ilie

Nciianis and D«-bilita-

tod IS, BEECHAM’S
I'lLLS /ir/ 7 'e the

Au/ aci7 Sale of any
rateut Medicine in

the Il’m/d.

Sole Agents eor Indi.\ :

NAYLOR, SON, GRIMES & 00.
Wholesale Depot, Clive Street,

CALCUTTA

:

Notice
^T'HESE Pills can be obtained at all Bazaars

throughout India, or from the Whole and
Agents, Naylor, Son, Grimes & Co., at sale
following rates ;—ij. I size, Re. 1-2, the

9^/. size, Ra. 2-4 per box, including V.-P'
Post. Shopkeepers can obtain Wholesale
Rates upon application, n

IN THE PRESS.

Uniform with “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal”

ESSAYS BY A BRAHMAN

IN

Politics, Sociology, History, & Literature

HY

the Author of “Travels X' Voy.agcs m Bengal.”

Calcl' I l A.

Reis Rityyci Otlii e.

TKICE

;

To Subscribers paying before publication Rs. 4

„ mere registering subscribers ... „ 5

„ Ordinary purchasers ... ... „ 0

Apply to the Manager, AV/r and Rayyet,

I, Uckoor Dutt’.s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

Price

Cloth Gilt

Cloth Bound

post free Rs. A.

Rs. 6.

Rs. 5-8.

Mofusbil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL

BKTWl.KN

Calcutta and Independent Tippevalt,

BV

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEE,
Formerly Mi/inter to the late

N .VW \ ll F A K

1

1 >A‘)0 N J M I B A H A DOO R

,

(the last of the Xaw.ibs X.i/.im of Bengal,

Behar and Oiis^a.)

Latterly Minister of the T/pperah State.

Apply to Manager, **REIS & RAYYET'»

I, Uikooi Dutl'^ Lane, Wellington Street,

C \l.( l' I TA.

OPINIOXS OF THE PKES.S.

Wf have lereived fmm the office of AV/f

and Royye/, one of tlie leading native news-

papers of Calcutta, a most readable little broch-

ure written by Baboo Sambhu C. Mookerjee,

once Minister to the late Nawab F'aridoon Jah,

B.ahadoor, Nawab Nazim of Bengal, Behar and
r)rissa, whi^h gives a graphic accoimi of the

Baboo’s travels to and in Independent Tip-

perah. Wiiiien in capital English ,and exi-

denily by a gentleman of broad views and

enlightened mind, the work is decidedly a

valuable addition to the catalogue of English

written Bengalee liieraiure. This book of

travels should l)e read widely not only by

English residents out here, but by oiir countiN*

men at home, for it teems with :»iterest an-

1

teaches us far more abf>nt the fine belt of

iinopenca country travelled ihiough than any

woik of the sort wiitien by an Englishman
would h.ivc done. Baboo Sambliu Cbuml»*f

Mookcijee is one of whom his coimti yineii

may well be proud, for be writes throughout

with the moderate and educated pen of

a thorough gentleman.— The Indian Plante* \

Gazette er* Spotting Xeivs. October 4, 1887.

If we have not before noticed Mr. Sambhu
C. Mookeijee’s Ttavcls in Hengal, which w.is

published some months ago, it is not because

the little book is either dull or pointless. It

contains, on ihe contrary, much interesting

matter, iliough some of the incideni.s are over-

weighted wiih det.iil in what is facetiously

called a “little booklet.” The author’s view

as a lulc is, by the way, facelmiis : he is given

even to punning
;

but he is also sentimental

in the highest degree—“a naked Whileinan
’

hurls his susceptibilities
;
a Hindu girl, bathing

in the river, ihiows him into an ecstasy of

delight : “she had such large languishing eyes!”

But he is nothing if not philosophical, and hii

reflections on tlii.s or tliat social and political

subject aie not without their mor.il. Mi.

Sambhu C. Mookerjee was formerly Minister

to the “last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Oiissa” and afterwards Minister

of the Maharaja of Tippeiah. He is a man,

therefore, of experience, and when he speaks

his brethren should listen to liim

Ttavcls in Bc/hial \'i a readable book, audit

abounds in anecdotes which are often as iii-

siruciive as amusing, and it is not spoiled by

100 m.iny poliucal allusions, though, of course

some few have ciept in.— 77/5 Pionen^

Dec., 1887.

In Pamphlet, Price 4. annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

AUMV llHORGANlZATlOiV

With special leference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW HEARSEY.

Apply to AV/j Sf* Rayyet Office, Calcutta.

For INDIA nnl all HOT CLIMATES thb sweetly scented emolUent Milk Is IWVAI.TT/ nriE

IflijELf Ihe ^KrN CUUL and REFRESHED in the HOTTEST WEATHER,
Reuovc i and pievcuts all SUNBURN. REDNESS, FRECKLES, TAN. etc., and

RENDERS il.fl SKIN DELICATELY SOFT. fiMOOTH and V/HI'I E.

* It entlrcjjT prevents it trom btcomujg DRY and WKINKLLD, and PRESERVES the

COMPLEXION Iiom the scf rchlng effects of the SUN and WIND more effectually than any

other preparation. The IRRITATION caused by the D’TF.S and STiNPS of TNSF.<:t»^ is

wonJerlully allayed by its u^o. For imparting that suit velvety leering to the Bkui, this

delghtftil preparatio’ has no equal! Bold by all Chemists.

Sole Makers M. BKEIHAM SON, Chezniste, Ohaltenham, England.

CALCUTTA AGENTS ; SCOTT THOMPSON & CO.
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“IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF.”
A/i who sujfer find sure relief from

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

1 1 h;i.s driven oiil from the system

AcuteRheumatism and Rheumatic Gout,
After years of .semi-helplessness ami snfTet-

inj;; while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS
LUMBAGO, SCIATICA. FACEACHE,
SPRAINS, it is the surest and safe.st remedy

for these coinpliaints in their severest and most

chronic form.
Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,
(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

H0M(E0PATII1C PHARMACY.
TH tf

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE
DISPENSAR y IN ASIA

OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,
WHICH

INTROOUCEO TO THE EAST THE
TEADE m

INDEPENDENT HOMtEOPATHY
and m.iintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
Tills

SCHOOL OF MKDICINK.

Pi. & Co. beg to diaw the attention of their

eonstitiieiiLs ami the public to the neat little

luined
WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against bre.akage will also be found very con-

Rivers Steam Navigation Go,

*

This Company’s Steamer* ** NEPAUL”
will leave Calcutta for A:>sam on Tuesday, the
8th instant.

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel
should be sent to tlie Company’s Codowns
at Juggannauth Ghat, not later than 5 i».m.

of S.iiLirday, the 5th inst.

Cachar Line.

The steamer “THIKAK” of this line will

leave Calcutta for Cachar on the 8tli instant
(Tuesday) for which cargo will be received until

5 P.M. of Saturday ihe 51 h instant.

The Rivers having risen, steamers are now
able to proceed as far as Sylhet and Silchar.

Assam Despatch .S.ervicl from
Goalundo

and

Daily Mail Steamer Service from
Dhubri to Derrooghur.

A daily service is maintained from Goaliin-
do and ].)luibri for passengers and light goods
traffic, /. p;, packages not weighing over half a

ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival

of the previous night’s 9-30 P. M. train (Madras
time) from Scaldah, and Dnubri on arrival of

the mails.

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs
Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.
Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

sicians in the world in their piactice. It has

been pronounced a blc.s.sing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attaiiie<l.

Sold In Dottles at i Re. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistreet & Co.,

R. Scott Thompson vV: Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.
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AV> EXTRA CI/ARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
12, Lai Bazaar, Calcutta.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short winding Keyless Railway Regulat-

ors, of small s\7.c, jeufclled, enamelled dials, bold

hgures and Candian Gold hands, with tem-
pered machineiy and dust tight hinged cases

for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. I*, with spare

glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted
to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appeal ance of cheapne.s.s about

them. Otheis sell at double our rates. Mr.

A. K. Mehta from Bandora says:—“The
7-8 watch I purch.a.sed from you two years

hack, gives coircct time as yet.” Acting Su-

perintendent, (ioverninent Farm, Khandesh,
says :

—“ A watch maker has valueil your
K.s. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. .Siiiciiffe, K.

W. Kusi. Kegl., Lucknow, says “ .Some valiu'd

it at Rs. 15 and were completely surprised when
I t(dd them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pietty

Candian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-
plete shirt Studs and Rings set with scientific

diamonds, rubies, &.C., at R.s. 2 endi. Mr. J.

A. Yelsmorc, Salur, says:—“The best gold-

smith of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Ks. 10.” Mi. G,
Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, says : A
Geimaii valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and
the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

TRUK TO ns NAME,
JEYES’ “PERFECT PURIFIER”

Is the best disinfec t.iut and exteiminator of

all objectionable odours and infectious tliseases.

It cleanses the roads, purifies the atmos-
phere and disinfects the drains, keeps the sick-

room pure and healthy.

F.(,>UALI.V USEFUL TO
ANIMAL AND POULTRY,

It keeps .1 c.ou dn-d jniie and sweet.

It improves the c oat, destroy ve’rmin, keeps

fly off, stamps out all infectious diseases.

It is a .specific for foot and mouth disease.

It kills ail unpleasant smell without setting

up another smell of its own.
It kills fleas, red lice and vermin of every

kind in Poultry, Pigeons, Cattle, Horses,

Dogs, Cats, (Sfc. Effectually cures Gapes, Roup
and Comb Disease in Poiiitry.

IT I.S GARDENER’S FRIEND AS WELL.
It destroys moss and weeds on gravel path-

ways and exterminates woi ms from la^ns.

It is a valuable dcsirciyer of all kinds of ants.

It kills green fly, red spider, thnps mealy

bug, removes worms from the soil in pots, &c.

Agents '. DYCE, NICOL & CO.,

3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to

almost all stations can be booked through from
or to CalcmiH vlA Goalundo or Kannia with

the Eastern Bengal State and connected Rail-

ways—Passengers and Parcels viA Kannia
only.

All particulars as to rates of freight and
passage by all the above mentioned Services to

be had on application to

—

MACNEILL & CO.,

Agents,

2-1, Clive Ghat Street.

Calcutta, the ist July, 1890.

A
ny Photograph transferred to porcelain

and thus rendered permanent. Apply to

R. Hotz,

‘ 13-5, Governineni Place, Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY (ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
' AND

Review of Politics, Literature, and Society

RATES OF SUBS0Ri:^T10N.

... Ks.in aavance

He.

12

7

4

1-8

0-8

Yearly

Half-yearly

Quarterly

Monthly

Single or sample Copj„ ••• a

RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
Advertisements (three coiumn.s to the page and

102 hnes to the column; are charged by tnc

space taken up, at tne rate of 4 annas a line,

eacn mscruon. Tne lowest charge for any ao-

veriisemeni is Ks. 2, except Domestic Occur-

rences, the lowest cnarge for wh^ is Rs. 5-

Special rates for Contracts.

No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears au aavance of 50 per cent,

will DC charged. Foreign postage separately

cnarged at the rate of 4 annas a month or

Rs. 3, a year.

Business Communications (post paid) to

be directed to “Tne Manager,’^ and A-uemy

Communications and books ana

(cainage paid) to “Tne Ed.tor ox Hcis

& Rayyet,
’

Office; /, Uckoor DutPs Lane^ Wellington

Street^ Calcutta,

printed andpublishedfor the Proptieior ever)' Saturday by Mutty Lall Ghose, at THE BEE PRESS^ No, /, Uekoor Dutt s LanCt C



DROIT ET A VANT.

(PRINCE & PEASANT)
WEEKLY NEWSPAPER

AND

REVIEW OF POLITICS L I r E R A r IJ R E AND SOCIETY

CALCUTTA. SATURDAY, JULY 12. 1S90. < No. 4Vol. IX.

CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

THREE DAYS OF CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS.

FKOM THE FRENCH OF DLLAVIONK.

En Europe 1 cn Europe ! Esperez ! Plus d’espoir !

—Trois jours, kaur dii Coloinb, et je vous donne un monde.

“ B.ACK to Europe. aRain, let our sails be unfurled !

”

-“Three days," said Columbus, “and I give you a world !

"

And he pointed his finger, and looked through the Vast,

As if he beheld the bnght legion at last.

He sails—and the dawn, the first day, quickly leads :

He sails—and the golden horizon recedes :

He sails— till the sun, downward sinking from view,

Hides the sea and the sky with their limitless blue—

On, onward he sails, while in vain o’er the lee

Down plunges the lead through the fathomless sea !

The pilot, in silence, leans mournfully o’er

'Phe rudder, which cieaks ’mid the dark billows’ roar

;

He hears the hoarse moan of the waves rushing past,

/And the funeral wail of the wind-stricken mast ;

The stars of far Europe have fied from the skies,

And the Cross of the South meets his terrified eyes ;

But at length the slow dawn, softly streaking the night,

Illumes the dark dome with its beautdul light.

Columbus ! ’l IS day, and the darkness haih past !

"

—“Day ! and what dost thou see.^"—' I see nought but the Vast !"

What matter ! he ’s calm !- -but ah, stranger, if you

Had your hand on his heart with such glory in view
;

Had you felt the wild throb of despair and delight

*;rhat depressed and expanded his bosom that night ;

The quick alternations as morning came near,

The chill and the fever, the rapture and fear,

You would feel that such moments exhausted the rage

And the multiplied malice and pains of an age* -

yVoii would say these three days half a lifetime have slam,

And his fame is too dear at the price of such pain.

Oh ! who can .describe what the crushed heart must bear -

y iThe delirium of hope and the lonely despair—

Of a Great Man unknown, whom his age doth despise*

As a fool, ’mid the vain vulgar crowd of the wise !

.Such wert thou, Galileo ! Far better to die

'Phan thus by a horrible effort to lie !

When you gave, by an agony deep and intense,

That lie to your labors, your reason, your sense,
,

To the Sun—to the Earth—to that Earth, we repeat.

That you trembled to feel moving under your feel !

4

The second day ’s past—and Columbus ?—he sleeps,

While Mutiny round him its dark vigil keeps :

“ Shall he perish Death ! death !
" is the mutinous cry,

“ He must tnmnph to-morrow, or perjured must die !

’’

The ingrates ! Shall his tomb on to-morrow be made

Of that sea which his daring a highway hath made ?

Shall that sea on to-morrow, with pitiless waves.

Fling his corse on that shore which his longing eye craves?

The corse of an unknown adventurer then

—

One day later—Columbus, the greatest of men !

He dreams, how a veil drooping over the main

Is rent, at the distant horizon, in twain,

And how, from beneath, on his rapturous sight

Burst at length the New World from the darkness of night !

Oh, how fiesh ! oh, how fair the new virgin earth seems !

With gold the fiults glisten, and sparkle the streams

—

Green gleams on the mountains, and gladdens the isles,

And the seas and the rivers are dimpled with smiles.

“Joy I joy 1” cries Columbus, “ this region is mine \

Ah I not even its name, hapless di earner, is thine I

Soon changes that dream from a vision so fair,

For he sees that the merciless Spaniards are there,

Who with loud mimic thunderbolts slaughter the host

Of the unarmed people that cover the coast.

He sees the fair palace, the temple on fire.

And the peaceful Ca/iqne ’mid their ashes expire ;

He see.s, too— oh, saddest I oh, moiirnfullcsl sight !—

The crucifix gleam in the thic k of the fight-

•

More terrible f.ir than the merciless steel

Is the uplifted cross in the led hand of zeal !

He sees the c.irih open and reel to and fro.

And the wretches who breathe in the caverns below.

I’uor captives ! whose arms, in a languid despair,

Fall fatigued on the gold of the rocks that they tear.

Bale spectres ! whose agonized cues, uncontrolled,

Seek the light of that sun that they ’re ne’er to behold.

They struggle, they pant ’mid the pestilent dews,

And by labor escape the sharp whip that pursues.

Till a long, lingering death, in the cavern’s dim light.

Consigns them at length to eierniiy’s night !

Columbus, oppressed by this vision of pain.

Scares it off from his feverish pallet and brain
;

It dwiudlclh, it mclieih, it fades fiom his eye,

As a light passing cloud in the depths of the sky.

AH is changed 1 —he beholds in the wilds of the north,

Full of strength, full of hope, a new empire spring forth

—

Its people oppressed, as the war-cry goes round,

Seize the peaceable ploughshare that furrows their ground,

Or that creature of iron which lately they swayed

As it turned into cities their forests of shade.

They have conquered ’.—they show him with grateful acclaim

Their Hero, their Washington—type of that name—

Subscribers in the country are requested to remit by postal motuy orders, ifpossible, as the safest and most convenient

medium, particularly as it ensures acknowledgment through the Department. No otlur receipt will be

<r>vett any other being unnecessary, and likely to cause confusion.

rn
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O sage Cincinnatus and Cato I no more

Need we doubt of thy virtue, or mocking adore.

He has caiused our weak hearts that strange grandeur to feel,

And conceive what corruption till now could conceal.

In th^ council, a Sage by the Hero is seen,

And not less revered ’neath a different mien.

He rules, he discovers, and daringly brings

Down the lightning from Heaven and the sceptre from kings.

At length, o’er Columbus, slow consciousness breaks—

“ Land ! land !
” cry the sailors, “ land ! land !

”—he avv.akes

—

He runs— yes ! behold it 1— it blesseth his sight

—

The land ! O sweet spectacle ! transport ! delight !

O generous sobs which he cannot restrain !

What will Ferdinand say ? and the F'liture? and Spain }

He will lay this fair land .at the foot of the ihione

—

His king will repay all the ills he has known -

In exchange for a world what are honors and gains?

'Or a Crown ? but how is he rewarded ? —with chains !

News and Our Comments.

Native Opinion writes with feeling severity of our countrymen for

their apathy towards their benef.ictors :

—

“ While our people glibly talk about the ungracious discourtesy of

Anglo-Indians towards their Indian fellow-.subjecls when retired after

competence, what have they to show as cmpliasising their loyalty to

and love for those Anglo-Indians who have devoted their whole life-

time to the welfare of the Indian people ? A Bell, an Osborn and to

atkl 10 their list a Knight has passed away, and what have the people

done to give a concrete expression to their love beyond verbal expies*

sions of regret in newspapers, and public meetings, 'fhe late Messrs.

Fawcett and John Bright did so much for India, and how have the

people requited the labours of these really great and noble men !

While an ofheial like Sir R. Temple may for some reason or other

h.ivc his memory kept as green as ever, there is nothing substantial to

mark otf the memories of those who have done us no end of good !

Among these may be reckoned the late Kobeit Knight, and what has

Calcutta done to mark his memory ? There was some talk about his

memorial, but as time passes every thing he has done will be quite

forgotten. We are sorry our people are so forgetful when duty calls

them to move and repay u debt of gratitude. VVill Calcutta play the

same role that we on our side did in similar other matters ?”

“The Planters of Ceylon have decided to subscribe to a suitable

memorial to perpetuate the name of Mr. James Taylor, the successful

pioneer of the Tea industry in Ceylon.”— Ceylon Paper.

' And will India do nothing for the memory of Robert Knight, the un-

official “Statesman and Friend of India?"

• •

The Editor of the Indian Union is the true knight who reports one

of the most remarkable instances of courage, pluck and devotion in a

Hindu woman. He writes :
—

“ It is not often we hear now^ a days of female heroism in India,

therefore all the more notice should be taken of the bravery of

Kariman, an Ahir woman, in protecting Mr. Edwaid William Maclean

of Amlia Bahraitch, against a .s.'ivage and wounded tiger, single handed.

We have often enough heard of Engli.sh ladies like Lady Eva Quin,

Mrs. Murlilli and others, who have shot ligcis fiom the safe security

of a howdah, but we have never heard of any of these going out to

tackle a tiger on fool. We cannot do better th.m quote a portion of

the Deputy Commissioner of Bahraitch’s letter, which shows the cool

couiage and doubtless iniiepidity displayed by this Ahirni, in lescuing

Mr. Maclean from the very jaws of the tiger about to devour him.

‘The sahib told me to keep cool aiul reserve my die till he had had

a shot. He tired, and then he and I tired simultaneously. We fired

again as the iigei broke. Seeing us he charged, and we took refuge

behind a tree. Here the rest of the party who had fled rejoined us.

The tiger remained in the nullah. We thought he was prevented fiom

following us by the piccipiious bank. The sahib said he would go

back to the tiger. I implored him to avoid the danger, but he abused

me, and said his face would be blackened if he retreated and left the

tiger there. He said he would be killed and nut 1 . 1 exchanged rifles

with the Pahari, and foot to foot the sahib and 1 returned to the nullah.

Directly we reached a ciossing the tiger charged us from a distance

of 20 paces. We fiied, the sahib hitting him in the chest and I in the

neck ;
but he still came on and knocking the saliib down seized him

by the shin, I broke my rifle over the tiger’s head and he luined on

me, knocking me down and standing over me. \ The sahib seized him

in order to get him away from me and the animal attacked him again.

They struggled and fell together down the nullah. The sahib was

more or less conscious, but liie tiger was almost insensible. The sahib

called out to me to shoot the tiger or he himself would be killed. 1

ran gflf and getting the Pahari’s rifle I jumped down the nullah and

found the sahib’s hand in the tigei’s mouth. He told me to shoot by
the ear. I fired and the tiger released the sahih.^ We then hurried

away. The sahib had been bitten through a haiici and leg and was
also scratched. 1 was only clawed on the head and shoulders. After

dressing our wounds the sahib went back and found the tiger dead.’"

Our contemporary adds :

—

“We hope the (jovernment will confer some reward and decoration

on this brave woman, for her deed was as noble as any action that

ever yet won the Victoria Cross. As Kariman Ahirni will probably
be left destitute by Mr. Maclean’s death, a subsetiplion should be gut

up for her, •>ul>scribed to by all classes, to keep her for the rest of her
life in f.urly affluent circumstances. As long as we have women of the

stamp of Kariman Ahirni, there is no reason to despair of India. If

only our men were endowed like this brave woman we should not oc-

cupy our present degraded position. Now that we have at length got

a heroine, let us at least honor and make the most of her, and not

hhame oui selves by our neglect."

We concur in every woid.

• •

The vernacular press is believed to have the monopoly of such stuff as

the following, though our graver and rationalihtic Anglo-Indian

brcthien do not disdain occasionally to fill up odds and ends of space

with- tales for the marines—

H

i ummagem apples for the simpler daws

among their constituents to peck at. We now quote from our Burra

Bhai .Saheb of Allahabad

“A curious tale of the death of a tiger comes from the Sonthal Per
gtinnahs. A man was seated on a tree at night watching his fields,

when lie noticed a tiger prowling and snifling tlie air and gradually ap-

proaching his perch, until it nclually came under the machan^ which
tried to pull down. The Sonlhalee, bold by nature, sat featlessly look-

ing on, coiisidci ing .all the while as to what he should do. Quick as

ihoiiglu he took a icd-hoi iron, and as the hungry man-eater with open
mouth leaped to catch his hanging leg, he dropped the bolt into its

month and the tiger at once swallowed it- with what result it is need-

less to say, except that the beast was found not far off llie next morn-
ing ‘ staik and stiff.’ The only question is ‘ wlicie did the red-hot iron

coinc from T ”

No, there is another. And a prior one. Our contemporary’s quesiioa

suggests doubt as to the occurrence, by reason of the improbability of

the poor lonely Sonthal watcher having to hand such a weapon as a red

hot iron. But there is a question in natural history involving the very

existence of the man’s enemy. This tiger seems kin to the gaping gentry

for whose enlightenment and edification the story has been served up’.

But do tigers shake tiees or posts on top of which men might be

perched in order to bring them down to the ground.^ Above all, do

tigers charge with mouths wide open ?

»* •

The night of the 26ih February 1891 has been fixed for the next

census. It will be taken throughout India with the exception of

forest and deseii tracts. Mr. J. A. Baines, Bombay Civil Service, has

been appointed Census Commissioner for India. The Superintendents

of the operations arc :

Madras ... ... ... Mr. H. A. Stuart.

Bombay ... ... Mr. W. W. Drew.

Bengal ... ... ... Mr. C. J. O’Donnell.

N. W. P. and Oudh ... ... Mr. D, E. Bailie.

Punjab ... ... ... Mr. E. D. Maclagan.

Burma ... ... ... Captain K. C. Temple.

Central Piovinccs ... ... Mr. E. Robertson.

Assam ... ... ... Mr. E. A. Geit

;

Bcrar ... ... ... Captain Warren Hastings.

The administration of census operations will be- supported by legis-

lation. A Bill on that behalf has already been introduced into the

Goveinoi-Gencial s Council for making laws.

• •

According to the Gy/on Observer^ the total acreage in the Island

und-sr tea, coffee, cocoa, cardamoms, cotton, tobacco, rubber, pepper,

arnatio, is 686,728, of which asmiichas 219,487 is now planted \^h tea,

coffee, both of the Arabian and Liberian vaiietics, having now only

54,680 acie^>. ’There are now 1,452 cultivated plantations with 1,211

Superintendents and Assistant Superintendents. All this marks a

distinct agricultural depaiture.

• •

According to Dr. Trimen, in his Administration Report of the. Pera*

demya Gardens, Qeylon, for last year, one of the culm» of giant

bamboos grew, in Apiii, at the rale of I3>^ inches in twenty-four houis.

#%
The Bombay Ga^tte relates an extraordinary instance of depravity in

a group of two legged beasts without feathers

I

“ In the High Tourt the three men charged with the murder of a

Hindu lad at Claike Road weie found guilty and sentenced to death*
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The case was one of a revolting kind, and was suggestive, in the riipi-

ility of its motives and in the callous brutality with which it was carried

out, of the cnniinality of the peasauiry of wiioin Zola has given an
only too vivid poriraiiuie. The promoter of the murder was i man
named Pandit, the uncle of the virtim

;
the motive had its origin in a

inihunckHjiianding between uncle uiid nephew as to a stnall piopArty

.it OorunVliich ^he latter had inh-irited. Superstition had come to

the aid of avarice, and some cm ions revelations were made in the evi-

dence as to the old man having consulted various oracles as to the time

when the lad was to die. In one instance he tried to persuade a man
to offer a cocoanut to his god, so as to bring about the death of the

youth Raghunath. The gods were slow in working out their purposes,

and men were called in aid-two Mussulmans who, with the mistress

of one of them, inveigled him to a liquor house, primed him with drink

and then led him to Clarke Road, where in an unscientific but effectual

way they hanged him to a tree guard, leaving his body to hang there

ai a ghastly spectacle to people who might be taking an early ride in

the neighbourhood of the race course next morning. The woman’s
confession was an eye-witness’ account of a cruel murder, the motive

for which was supplied in Rs. 50 given by the iinrle. The wom.an

turned Queen's evidence, and her confession was one of the sensational

incidents in a very remaikable trial.”

* *

THK amendments to the Evidence Act as proposed in the Bill in-

troduced last week in the Supreme Legislative Council are :

—

the provision allowing a pievioiis conviction to be proved in all

cases will be repealed
;

(2) a previous conviction will be relevant under section 43 when it

is a fact in issue or otherwise relevant under the Act ;

(3) a previous conviction will be relevant as evidence of bad charac-

ter, when such evidence is relevant
;

(4) a previous conviction will be relevant to prove guilty knowledge
or intention

;

(5) in cases of offences relating to coining and forgery, facts showing

the existence of any state of mind, such as intention or knowledge,

will be relevant alihough those facts do not show the existence of the

state of mind in refcience to the particular matter iu question
;

(6) in cases where the accused is tried under section 234 of the Code

of Ciiminal Proredme, 1882, at one tiial for three offences of the same
kind, the evidence lelevaiii to piove one offence may be used as show-

ing guilty knowledge or inteiuion in the case of either of the other

<irt>nces
;

(7) the fact that an act formed part of a series of similar occurrences,

ill each of which the pet son doing tlie act was concerned, will be rele-

vant to prove guilty knowledge or intention.”

Major M. C. Brackenbury, R.E., Under-Secretary to the Government

of India, P, W. D., and Deputy Director-General of Railways, ofti-

4 lates as Manager of the Oudh and Rohilkhand Railway, in Class 1
,

<irade i of the Superior Revenue Establisliment ot Slate Railways.

#
• •

LiEUTENANT-Colonel H. B. Abbott, Bombay Staff Corps, Additional

Political Agent of the 1st Class, and Political Agent in Jliallawar, offi-

(laicsasa Rfsidenl of the 2nd Clash and as Resident at Gwalior,

during the absence on privilege leave of Major 1 ). W. K Barr, Colonel

K. S. Reynolds, Bombay Staff Coips, Political Agent of the 1st Class,

being appointed an Additional Political Agent of the rst Class and

Political Agent in Jliallawar. He will also officiate, in addition to Ins

own duties, as Political Agent in Kotah.

in

« *

The beauty of the London season is said to be the young actress

Miss Julia NeiKon, a girl “divinely tall and most divinely daik,

with luxuriant masses of hair of the now fashionable copper shade.”

L all that hair all her own, or a purchase, in whole or in part ?

Bahawalpur is in a bad way, according to a Lahore paper

“ The fiequent change of Prime Ministers in the Baliawalpnr State

tin hardly be conducive to either the general good of the administra-

tion or the interest.s of the State, or of ilie people concerned
;
especial-

1 > as the ruler of the State seems to be gradually resigning his prero-

;,.iiive more and more to the Executive Council, and ceasing to lake a

umtiniied and sustained personal part in the government of the State,

.md giving the prtfeieiice U) field spoil. The foreign element, too, in

the personnel of his immediate advisers, is obtaining undue influence
;

iiid no ‘Vazir’ can remain long at Bahawalpur however carefully select-

ed, because it is not to the mteiest of the clique in power that he

dioiild effect reform. The great and profitable irrigation works con-

-trucied by Colonels Minchin and Gre> during the r/gime of the

British political agency appear to be neglected
;
and there is apparent-

ly good cause fur complaint of unchecked local subordinate oppress on

and disregard of agricultural mierests, in consequence of which culti-

\ai0r5 of the soil are leaving for British territory, alihough'not. pcihaps

yet in conspicuoubly large numbers.”

***

The Honourable Maharaja Parffib NAriyan Singh, Talukdar of Mah-

dauna, Bahrauli, Ahiar, Tulsipur and Hishambarpur in Oudh, Member

of the Council of the Lieutenant-Governor of the North-Western

i’lovinces and Oudh for making Laws and Regulations, bas assumed,

with permission of the Governor-General in Council, the style and

title of Talukdar of Ajodhya.

• •

Camden Place, which housed the fallen Napoleon III, •will be

sold as an estate fur building purposes.

• •

It is reported from San Francisco that one of the peaks, 14,000ft., of

Mount Shasta in the Sierra Nevada, California, has entirely collapsed,

owing to a volcanic convulsion.
*

• •

A bookseller’s clerk has won the
;{; 10,000 Panama Lottery prize.

• •

The Indian Contract Act, 1872, and the Indian Limitation Act, 1S77,

have been iiitrmliiccd into Zanzibar. They come into operation

the first from ui J.mu.aiy 1891 and the second fiom 1st January 1892.

•
• •

The duty on opium imported by land into the Presidency of Bombay

for exportation by sea from the Port of Bombay has been reduced by

Rs. 50 per chest. Accordingly, the duty on such opium when covered

by a pass granted at Ajmcrc will be Rs. 625 and by that granted

elsewhere Rs. 600 upon each client weighing net J40X avoirdupois

weight.

The Secretary of State has accorded sanction to the further revised

estimate amounting to Rs. 1,22,66,670 of the cost of constructing the

portion of the Asham-Behar State Railway fioin the River Kosi to

Dinagepore including the Manihari Branch, in all 156,14 miles.

***

On the closing day of the last month, the Commissioner Mr. Fraser of

the Chaitisgarh Division laid at R.^juandgaon the foundation-stone of

the Central Provinces Cotton Mills. There were gieat festivities on

the occasion. The Chairman of the Mills Company is the Raja of

N andgaon.

The project for a paper mill at Agra has not succeeded.

Native Opinion speaks of Lord Dufferin as

“perhaps one of the most sagacious of the Indian authoiities.”

That goes without saying, And yet not long ago our politicians

almost to a man ignored the truism. And for saying it this journal

.and its conductors were boycotted. But the gratuitous revilers of Lord

Dufferin are all coming round.

• •

I‘EKliAt'.S Native Opinion is no typical example. Our contemporary

is far too moderate and sensible, and thinks out of the—rut of Irre-

concilisin. Thus, m the same number, noticing the weakness and divi-

sions of the Conservative parly in England, our contemporary writes -

“To us it is a matter of no great concern whether the Conservatives

or the Lil)eials aie in power
;
both have done us good.”

It cheers our heart to hear our countrymen talk in this rational

-Strain, wiihmii bias in favour of any party administration or clique

in Great Bni.iin. Such language is, however, :o the majority of out

“politicals,” most exaspeiaimg—such moderation rank heresy.

Goahead !
go-ahead ! nothing but go-ahead with Americans ! A lady

correspondent of an American newspaper. Miss Nellie Bly, has done

the globe in 72 days ! A male American, George Francis Train, has

left the fair circumnavigator behind in the race, by 12 days, having made

the tour in two months of 30 days each. No such feats were on record.

This irans-Atlantic brace—this hero and this heroine of travel—have

distanced in deed the very “fancy’s flight” of M. Vernon. That vola-

tile French romancist could only think of taking his readers Round

the World in Ninety days—not an hour less.

• •

The Maharani of Mysore has given birth to another and a third son.

• •

The Viceroy in his tour to the interior next month will be accompanied

by Lord Kerry, Captain the Hon. Harbord and Dr. Fcnn.

We announced last week that Mr. Moro Vishwanath Joshi, who went to

England in April to support the Indian Congress, had returned under

compulsion of ill health.

It would seem that he had practically carried out nearly the whole
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of bis programme, having been present at several meetmgs, notably

at that at Reading. Not much more was done afterwards. The last

meeting took place on the 15th June and with it the campaign is over.

Our Bengali brother Baboo Surendra Nath B.anerjca, the lion of the

Indian visitors, has returned home. He has come by way of Bombay

of course, where they gave him a hearty reception at the Framji

Cowasji Institute on the afternoon of Sunday, the 6th instant. Mean-

while, our friend Mr. Nam Joshi, of Poona, has left for Europe on the

same erraftd, it is said. Will there be another campaign begun now ?

There is an ice scarcity in the United States. In India where we used

^or a long series of years to depend on American ice, the news comes

with something of the shock that an announcement of failure of coal

in Newcastle would come upon the world in general. In many cities

of the Union, ice is scarcely to be had, and in most of them it can be

obtained at famine rates. The failure is attributed to a milder

winter, an earlier summer and the extension of industries in which ice

is essential.

Notes, Leaderettes, and
Our Own News.

The British Cabinet is being reconstructed. On Thursday it was re-

ported that Mr. S»nith goes to the Upper Chamber, making room for

Lord Randolph Churchill as leader in the Lower House. That tele-

gram is contradicted today, for we are told Mr. Smith has already ex-

pressed to a friend his intention to stand for re-election.

Government have abandoned the proposals to amend the procedure

of the House of Commons, as also the Land Purchase and Tithes Bills

during the present session, reserving them for the next which would

assemble at the end of November. That saves, we hope, the Indian

Councils hill. The Darkest African Convention is being legalized in

England. A Bill for the cession of Heligoland has been read in the

House of Lords. At the debate on the second reading, on the loih,

Lord Salisbury justified the cession of that island which was of no use

to England but would be a burden in time of war. The convention,

he mainlaiiied, removed all sources of conflict with Germany in that

quarter, and enabled England, with the British protectorate over

Zanzibar, to cope with the slave trade, while Vitu has secured the

road to Egypt.

France objected to the Biilish protectorate over Zanzibar as opposed

to the Treaty with her. The English Cabinet has admitted the objec-

tion and is willing to compensate by extension of the powers of France

in the island of .Madagascar. Such concessions cannot, however, go

without objection. A memorial numerously signed by the members

of the House of Commons protests against the Convention and the

proposed cession.

There has been a handy livle White mutiny in the British Army at

Home. On the morning of the yih, the second ILittallion of the

Grenadier Guards, stationed at Wellingion Barracks, London,

did not answer the Bugle call for kit inspection and hooted and

hissed the Colonel. They were put in confinement, and the

Yorkshire Regiment ordered up to London to assist the Grenadiers

in iheir work. The order against insubordination has since been with-

drawn, the War Oflice deciding that the duties of the Grenadier Guards
were excessive.

Other revolts are also reported—among the Metropolitan Police, the

Postmen, the Telegraph clerks, and the Albert Dockers.

In the Albert Docks, the dockers have struck work and the Briii.sh

India steamer Golconda is lying idle. All, however, is quiet with the

Grenadier Guards and the Metropolitan Pplice Force. The Postmen

still continue their meetings. Their Union in Loudon announces a

general strike until the right of meeting and free communication are

recognized.

The Duke of Connaught has been appointed a Knight Commander
of the Bath. The appointment is not to the Grand Cross.

Belgium has agreed to advance the Congo State 25 millions of francs

in ten years, with liberty after that period to annex that territory.

The Servian Government has demanded compensation of the Porte

for the murdered Counsurs widow, and further that the Servian flag

should be saluted. How the grave Ottomans of the Sublime Porte will

make faces at this sublime cheek.’’

The Russian Nihilists arrested in Paris have been tried. The female

prisoners have been acquitted and the male ones sentenced to three

years’ imprisonment and a fine of two hundred francs.

The tumour has been revived at Hyderabad of Sir Dennis Fitzpatrick’s

succeeding to the Governinetu of Bengal in November, when Sir H.

Durand returns.

Under date the 2nd July, 1890, appearing in the Gasetie of India of

the 5th following, the Government of India, in the Foreign Department,

quietly publishes the order that the provi.<)ior>s of Finance Department

notification, No. 2036, dated the 30th June 1882, issued under section 9
of the Indian Stamp Act, I of 1879, as applied to the Hyderabad

Assigned Districts by Foreign Department notification, No. 114-l.J.^

dated the 4th June 1879, shall be deemed to have applied to the afote-

said districts from the 25th October 1882. FZxcept to those in the se-

cret, the order is wholly unintelligible. There is no knowing whether

the present order removes a real grievance or justifies an ancient wrong.

The GoverniTTent of India is not yet reconciled to the Parliamentary

order for the abolition of the Contagions Diseases’ Act. For the beneht

of cantonments in British India, it has been ruled, under the new Can

tonments .^ct, 1889, that' as many hospitals as may be found necessary

will be rn.iinlaiiicd within or without the cantonment limits, out of liie

cantonment fund, either wholly or partiiilly, foi treatment of persons

suffering from infection's or contagious disorders. Each iiospital will

be under the charge of a medical officer to be appointed by the local

Government, the Cantonment authority and the District Magistrate re-

gulating the number of hospitals. Once admitted, a person will be

treated gratuitously and when a resident of the cantonment or taken

at request of the cantonment authority shall receive a subsis-

tence allowance. When any such medical officer certifies or supposes

that a persen, whether resident or not of any cantonment, is sufiering

from any of those disorders, such person must go to the hospital

and remain there uiuil discharged. On his refusal to go into

the hospital or to remain there. till pronounced free from the disordei,

he is liable to be banished from the cantonment within 24 hours or

prohibited from remaining in or re-entering the cantonment without

leave of the medical officer. The penalty for disobedience is a fine ol

Rs. 50 or imprisonment for eight days for every breach.

It is proposed to add the fidlowin^ to the Rules under the Indian Emi-

gration Act, XXI of 1883

“The drinking-water, limejiiice, ghee, flour, rice, meal, &c., shall be
frequently tested by the Surgeon Superintendent for the purpose of

detecting the presence of lead or copper therein,”

The reason of the addition will be found in the following extract from

the Report of tiie Government Analytical Chemist of British Guiana

for the year 1888 :

—

“ The most noteworthy of the poisoning cases was that of the captain

and crew of the East Indian ship who reached this poit

suffering from chronic lead poisoning. The water on board being sus-

pected, seven samples of it were brought to the laboratory by the

Health Officer. No lead being delected, it was determined to examine
such of the ship’s stores as weie used in common by captain and crew.

These were tea, lime juice, and ghee. The latter was found to be the

c.Hiisc of the mibchief, as it contained 5’I2 grains of lead to the poiintl.

Those aitackcil recovered under treatment at the Colonial Hospital,

although some but narrowly escaped death. Had the w
ned immigrants, the consequences of using such ghee wouTcl no doubt

have been very disa.strous, especially if the Medical Superintendent
had not* possessed the means of detecting lead and, as would be pro-

bable, suspected only the water.”

The same scientific officer makes the fallowing suggestion for avoid-

ing such accidents in future

“ To provide against such a mishap otjeurring, it might be advisable

to include amongst the medical stores a simple and ready test for lead.

A small bottte of sulphide of ammonium, one of strong hydrochloric

acid, and a piece of glass rod would be sufficient.”

He gives sunple directions for the use of these materials for testing

the presence of lead

“ To test the water, a cup or any small white vessel should be about

half filled with it, and a drop of sulphide stirred in with the glass rod.

Any iron, lead or copper contained in the water, even to a smaller

extent than i/io of a grain per gallon, would be shown by an mky
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colouration appearing mo I c or less deep accordinjj to the quantity.
Should such a change occur, then a drop of hydrochloric acid should

be stirred in, when the colour will disappear instantly if due to iron,

but persist if due to Ic id or copper. It is unnecessary to distinguish

between lead and copper, as both are highly dangerous.
“ To test limejurce, two or three drops of the sulphide may be added

to a small quantity. A darkening indicates lead or copper.
“ To test ghee, flour, rice, meal, or any right coloured food, about 30

minims of sulphide and an equal measure of the acid should be added
separately to two ounces of water and a portion of the food well stirred

with the mixture, lead or copper being indicated by the darkening that

<»ccurs. Tested in this manner, the ghee from the licame
like boot blacking. The materials for the test cost only a few pence.”

In the proposed addition to the Rules, we notice the omission of tea

among the supplies to be tested. Tea is liable to serious adulteration

—the green tea of commerce is poison itself—and it is far too import-

ant an article to be implied within the ample range of ** &c.” But a

jrraver defect is the omission to fix the times when the stores are to

be examined. The word “frequently” is vague. Instead of it, the

times or occasions should be specified.

The matter is of the highest importance. Not only because it con-

cerns the health and lives of navigators and ship-passengers, but be-

c.-iuse the periodicity of such accidents on board must retard—and

might almost prohibit—emigration. And it is on emigration we must

principally depend for disposing of the surplus of our ever-increasing

population to the best advantage, without pressing unduly upon the

economical condition of the country.

AVe have during these months been repeatedly reproached in private

for neglecting the memory of Robert Knight, by gentlemen who knew

his friendship for us. To all our explanations, many of them have

letorted, Never mind heads of society or other leading men or this or

that, why not start a Fund yourself. Knowning the petty jealousies

which pervade a community like ours brought up under foreign

domination and influences, we refrained in the very interest of the

cause we had at heart, contenting ourselves with pointing out the

Indian Mirror^ the only native daily, as the journal which should, as

it is entitled to, take the lead in the movement. 13ctter late than never,

and we are glad to sec that that journal has broken the ice. It is very

creditable to the public spirit of Bombay that one of her distinguished

citizens, Mr. Perozeshah Mehta, has overcome the inertia of Bengal

and enabled the Mirror to open a subscription with a contribution from

him of Rs. 100. We hope our countrymen of all races and classes from

.ill parts will follow up briskly and liberally.

It never rains but it pours. So at this moment. It is one continual

drip—drip—drip—nothing but dripping—for us in especial—in public

as in piivate. So early in the year as June and July, it seems as if

“ November chill blaws wi’ angry sugh ”

-from every side. There is no end to our turpitude and truculence.

Bad-headed and bad-hearted, we are not only sinful but reck-

less and obstinate. Hence everybody’s hand is against us. Our

enemies are within and without. The most implacable ate of our own

kith and kin, to say nothing of so-called friend? and admirers—of a

time when we enjoyed the luxuries of approbation and patronage.

They whom we should look up to to save make no scruple to give us up

to massacre. They who might be expected to come forward with zeal

in the worst extremity to extend the asgis of protection have themselves

led us into a hole. Our sins are various as well as numberless-

political, social, legal, moral, literary and what not besides. John Bull

in the East Is too .s.acred a Brahminy bull to care for native rags, but

a Scotchman of all has appeared at the nick of lime to detect our

literary imposture and our frauds on our customers. (We dare say

''O regular a reader, as he confesses himself, is a subscriber.) He had too

long nursed his rage against us for our partiality for Poesy to wait to

reduce it to form and file his indictment at a proper time. His com-

plaint is of several counts. First and foremost, we have offended Ur.

Dryasdust by “ regularly devoting our first page to poetry, week by

week, under the heading Contemporary Poetry. Secondly, we last week

committed the aggravation of laying before our readers under that

heading Aytoun's “ Massacre of Glencoe,” which is included in the

Professor's collected I^ys. Thereby we committed a literary ^sin—the

t rass stupidity of not knowing the meaning of contemporary. By “ con-

temporary poetry,” according to this Scotch teacher of English, is

understood the poetry of the ^ear—now, of 1890 1 Why not the poetry

the month ? or of the week ? or of the day ? or of the hour ? or of

the passing rnoment ? May it not mean the poetry of last year ? Or of

the year before last ? or of ten years’ back ? So it seems, contemporary

means “ of the year. ” And so all the words from the same pnncipal

root, we d.nre say, such as temporal^ temporaliy^ and the rest. They

all convey the impression of something better than ephemeral, but

lasting no more than a twelvemonth 1 Well may we exclaim, in the

terms of the much-abused Latin quotation, used for once to the poinf

—O tmpora ! O mores
1 ^

O Time ! the beautifier of the dead,

Adorner of the ruin, comforter

And only healer when the heart hath bled—

Time ! the corrector where our judgments err.

The test of truth, love,—sole philosopher,

For all beside are sophists, from thy thrift.

Which never loses though it doth defer

—

Time, the avenger

!

to what low uses hast thou been reduced ! We, for our part, must

plead guilty to having taken the word in a more liberal and wider

sense. The phrase “ Contemporary Poetry ” has been with us almost a

synonyme for Victorian Poetry. We are, next, accused of a fraud on

the public in having cribbed from the Lays without the slightest

acknowledgment. But the very heading, taking it at even the

niggardly Noiih British meaning, absolves us. This Scotch detec-

tive has simply entangled himself in his own inconsistency.

The reason why we did not give Aytoun’s name is, that we are not

fortunate, like our censor, in the possession of the Professor’s book.

We came across the poem in an old American periodical itself copying

from a British source.

We think a generous brither who loved his country might, notwith-

standing his possession of Aytoun’s volume, have been glad to

have another opportunity of reafling a spirited rendering of one of

the most memoiable and affecting incidents in his national annals,

without handing over to the Police a black man on the banks of the

Hoogly, who appreciates and tries to make his fellow blacks cultivate

the Muse of Great Biitain, not excepting Scotland. Is he a Campbell >

We learn that at the last meeting of the Rajshahye Hindu Sabha, it

was resolved to send a Memorial to Government, praying for a law

making it penal to kill a bull consecrated at the shrad ceremony of

the Hindus. The Maharaja of Nator has, it is said, agreed to bear

the entire cost of the agitation on the subject. The orthodox associa-

tions will be asked to join the movement, and the whole Hindu com-

munity will be appealed to. Our Rajshahye friends are moderate and

more practical than the extreme anlibovicides. If they do not suc-

ceed they will not irritate other classes, and certainly not work the

mischief which the enthusiasts and agitators like Sriman threaten.

We will say no more at this stage, but wait for their Memorial to see

how they meet rtie obvious reply to their suggestion.

REIS & RA YYET.
SATURDAY, JULY 12, 1890.

HIGH EDUCATION IN THE PUNJAB.

TIIK MODERATION TRICK.

The cause of high education in the Punjab must be

always indebted to Dr. Raliigan. The Vice-Chancel-

lor of the Punjab University is a strenuous, outspoken

enemy of every “ fad " and fancy likely to injure that

cause. And his knowledge of the affairs of Univer-

sities in general and of Punjab education in particu-

lar, makes him a formidable enemy indeed. The

other day we saw him fighting manfully the battle

of the existing University standards. It is

the day of congresses and conferences to be sure,

but India unfortunately is the land of officials and

officiousness and the very Paradise of sciolists, lay-

men, ignorant doctrinaires, jacks-of-all-trades, and

humbugs of sorts. The North Western Frontier

Province of India has its fair share of the charac-

teristics of the times and of the jihenomena of the

Empire, and Dr. Rattigan has his proportion of

trouble therefrom. ’His calamity—-the thorn in his
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Vice-Chancellorial flesh—is a nondescript board

which exercises the function of irresponsible criticism

and ^ggestion on education as carried on in the

Province. Although composed of somewhat hetero-

geneous elements, it is a very respectable body be-

yond question, but it is unfortunately subject to the

blues. These good gentlemen are not at all happy.

They are not satisfied with the rate at which the

educational mill manufactures under-graduates and
graduates of different grades and indifferent depart-

ments of learning. Accordingly, proposals have

been made by this Educational Conference to

debase the Higher Education of the Province. The
prestige of the University as well as the cause of

Culture was at stake, and Dr. Rattigan’s tender

sympathies for liberal education were touched. He
could not rest without entering his earnest protest

against a movement which had not even the support

of experience. How far his voice would avail against

an apparently strong combination, we cannot say.

In any case, however, he will have done his duly

and entitled himself to the gratitude of all true

friends of high education in this country.

Dr. Rattigan has had again to take up the glove.

He is once more in the held—against the same
Educational Conference. Another lucid, trenchant

and closely argued minute from his pen, against

the proposed appointment of Moderators, is before

u% Like their recommendation for lowering the

standards, the Educational Conference base their

p’'esent proposal for the appointment of Moderators

upon the example of the Calcutta University. How,
in the face of the late scandals of the Calcutta Uni-
versity, any body of intelligent men could be bewit-

ched by such an example, particularly when those

scandals arc yet under enquiry, must be strange to

every body else. But why this zc/d\ for imitation ?

Apart from other reasons, the Punjab University

was ostensibly founded on an independent footing.

As shown by the Vice-Chancellor in his memoran-
dum which we noticed before, the rules of its ex-

aminations ** were originally framed with the deli-

berate intention of adopting an independent standard,

and were sanctioned on that footing,”

The Education Conference do scant respect to

the University authorities by reviving a proposal

which they have quite lately rejected after deliberate

consideration, and those authorities will only stultify

themselves by their acceptance of it. The tiling is,

the proposal does not come before the University as

a res Integra, On the contrary, it was very fully

considered in i88S, and deliberately rejected in favor

of another scheme, viz., the appointment of a

Board of Studie.s. This latter system was ultimately

approved by the Senate, and sanctioned by the Pun-
jab Government. To revive a proposal so recently

discarded after such full and deliberate consideration,

is scarcely fliir or honorable. On this point. Dr.

Rattigan speaks with great candour. He writes :

—

“ If the Resolutions of the Syndicate and Senate arc to obtain any
respect at all, they ought not to be liable to constant and radical

changes. No confidence can surely be inspired in the wisdom of any
of their Resolutions if the latter are liable to the variations of the

hour ;
and if the deliberate opinion of the Senate on a particular i|ues-

HoUoWiijts Pills,—The ills of life are increased tenfold by the mode
of life so many have to lead ,* most especially is this the case amongst
the toilers in our factories and huge woilcshops of the manufacturing
districts, whose digestions become imp^iired and nervous systems de-
biHt.ated by the protracted confinement and enforced deprivation of

healthy out-of-door exercise. The factory workers may almost be said
to have diseases of their own, readily amenable, however, to treatment
if not allowed to proceed unchecked. Holloway^s Pills arc the most
effectual remedy ever discovered for the cure of liver and stomach com-
plaints, as they act surely but gently, regulatjng the secretions without
Yieakening the nerves or interfering with the diiily work.

tion. arrived at after full discussion, is to be again opened out almost
before the ink with which it was recorded has dried, and a diameiri-
cally opposite cnnclusiun agreed to, I can only express my opinion
that such a course of procedure will not only break all continuity in
the .action of the Senate, which is most undesirable, but will also
stultify that body in the eyes of the general public and of the Govern-
ment. I do not of course mean to say that the Resolutions of the
Senate of the Punjab University should be like the Laws of the Medes
and Persians, incapable of alteration or modification when once passed.
That would be to claim for this body an infallibility which it cannnt
assert, and also to ignore the necessity of change which progress and
tlevelopinent in the Department of Education as in other departments
frequently demand. But what I contend for is, that except where
some such necessity as the above exists, or where it can be shown that

a prcvimi's Resolution of the Senate is impracticable or has distinctly

f.iilecl to attain the object aimed at, the deliberate acts of this body at

one meeting ought not to be lightly set aside at another meenuM
Sflf-respect alone ought to dictate the observance of the rule of pro-

cediue I contend for, and 1 venture very strongly to insist upon it in

the present case. It appeals to me that those who now advocate a
change, so soon after the matter was set at rest by the previous Reso-
lutions of the Senate, are bfuiud to show a very strong case to justify

the Senate in muloing what it has already delibciaieiy sanctioned.

If they cannot make out tins case, their proposals ought to be rejected

in litnine^^

The EdiiCc'ition Conference are bound to make out

a .strong case against a system adopted after elaborate

discussion by the Syndicate, the Senate, and ultimate-

ly the Government, before they can fairly launch their

new scheme. The object of moderation is

“ (^<0 To scrutinise, in consultation with the Registrar, the papers
of Examiners befote. they are primed or lithographed.

(b) To make such alterations, in consultation with the Registrar,

in the question papers they consider necessary. As far as possible

this shall be done in consultation with the Examiners.
(c) To re-pxainine a sufficient number of answer papers in order

to see whether the Examiners have complied with the University

RpguiKtions in their system of marking, Rnd, t/ necessary, to direct Hw
Examiner to revise his marks.^*

But this is attended with the danger of leakage,

which experience and recent events have shown to be

inevitable from the scrutiny of question-papers

before the examination. The Board of Studies i.s

intended to avoid this very danger. It maintains the

responsibility of the Registrar and his office against

leakage, and to secure fairness and uniformity in

examination, provides for consideration of any valid

objections to a question paper, in consultation with

the examiner, before he made his award, The.se

are the two schemes. One of them has been

only recently accepted, and before it has been in

operation for full one year, the repudiated rival again

thrusts its claims. It is bad enough in the Confer-

ence to raise the ghost of an exploded idea. But a

stranger thing is how tfie Arts Faculty could bring

themselves to adopt the proposal for the appointment

of Moderators after having formally negatived that

proposal a short while ago. Any attempt to spring

a mine of this kind in a court of justice would be

at once snubbed with a single phrase—Res judicata.

But though the University is not a court, it is, we
trust, amenable to common sense. And the doctrine

of res judicata is no naughty or foolish technicality,

but a maxim of reason, and justice, conducive to

human peace and convenience.

I'here is no case as yet against the Board of

Studies. On the contrary, the Vice-Chancellor has

conclusively shown that it has quite fulled its ex-

pectations, so far as the short time it has been at

work gives indications for forming an opinion. Ths
Vice-Chancellor does not bring forward this state-

ment by way of triumph for the success of his own
original proposal. He is forced to it merely to re-

fute an ex cathedra statement of the Conference that

it has failed. It has not failed. On the contrary, the

indications are rather on the other side. At any rate,

there has not been time enough for an opinion one

way or the other. There has been little experience on

which to found a formal verdict, while so far as it has

gone, the verdict should be ratljer in favor of retain-

ing than discarding the system that is bn trial.
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On this point, the Vice-Chancellor must speak with

authority, ^nd he says :

—

“ Now if ‘experience ’ had proved that the arrangements I have re-

ferred to hadfaiUd in their object, I would myself be foitjnjost 10 ad-

vocate^ll||e adoption of more eflfeciive rripasiires. But it is precisely

here tharl am dbmpelled to draw issue with the staierntMit embodied

in the Resolution of the Arts Faculty quoted in the preceding pata-

giapR Let us then see if it is the fact, that experience has pmved
anything of the kind? The first and obvious reinaik that must occiii 10

one to make in this connection is, that an expcrtvnu which is limited to

the short period of one year is scarcely dehcrving of the name. The
term implies the trial of a mailer. In the pieser.t cai>e has

there been such a repeated trial of the arrangements dehbei.iicly adopt-

ed by the Senate ? Let the facts speak for themselves. In the fiii>t

place, only Hvo sets of University Kx.uninaiions have been held since

the Resoliiiion of the Sc-nate came into operation, and the first of these,

namely, the Examinations of 1889, were held at a tune when the Model

Papers had not been prepared, ami consequently at a lime when the

present arrangements \\e\X complete^ and had only been parii.illy

in operation less than three months. Can it be justly said, thercfoie,

that a very limited experience of this kind justifies the sweeping con-

demnation of those arrangements by the Ails Faculty? I conceive not.

But let us examine this experience, such as 11 is, still moie closely. It

will be seen that the general results of the Examin.itions for 1889, with

the exception of the English B. A. and M. A. Examinations, weie (as I

have shown in a previous Memorandum) remaikably satisfacloi y, and

ibis notwithstanding that the Moilel Papeis had ikjI yet been cii ciliated

as guides. The failures in English were most piohal)ly due to a special

cause which I have also mentioned in the same Memorandum. In the

present year’s Examinations the gener.d lesnlts have been ‘itill moie
j

satisfactory, and the only signal failures have been again in English at

the M. A. Examination. How far these last mentioned failures can be

attributed to the present arrangements for the moderation of question

papers may be disposed of in very few woids. The Examiners selccictl

by the Arts Faculty were Professors Webb and Peterson, two very ex-

perienced and competent Examiners, and no objection that I am awaie

of has been raised against the Question Papers set by these gentlemen.

I am therefore unable to find that, so far as achieved results go, the

present arrangements can be said to have failed to meet the object for

which they were devised
;
while, so far as preventing leakage, I am in

a position to say that these airangements have been crowned with

marked success , not a single case of leakage has occurred since the

new rule came into operation^'

The interference of Moderators is not always of a

healthy kind, and may sometimes lead to awkward

situations. A contretemps lately occurred in conse-

quence of so-called moderation which had almost

threatened a postponement of an examination. The
story is interesting and throws much light on the

beauty of moderation, and even at the risk of length-

ening our article, we will let the Vice-Chancellor

relate it himself :

—

“ Now the only question paper that was objected to on the Arts side,

so far as 1 have been able to asceitain, was that set in English for the

Intermediate caiubdates by Mr. Bairett, the Director of Public In-

struction of Ber.ir, Central Provinces. This paper was olqerled to in a

very curt letter addressed to the Registrar by Mr. Robertson, then

Professor of English in the Lalnne (R)veinnieni College, which, at his

request, was forwarded to the Examiner, with the unfortunate result

that the Examiner, a gentleman of e.Kceptional ability and experience,

declined to submit to such criticisms or to act as an Ex.imiiu:r for our

University. Had the Rule regulating the dniicb of the Board of

Studies been properly obseived, this unfoitunate iontretemps would m
all probability have been avoided, as I felt it my duty to point out to

the Board in a Memorandum I wrote on the snliject at the time and

which is appended hereto {vide Appemdix). But the mi^'t.ike had been

committed, and under the Rules 1 was placed in the awkward position

of having to nominate another gentleman (as Mr. Bariett positively

declined to act further) to examine on Mr. Ban ell’s p.iper. Fortu-

nately Mr. W. Bell, who has on more than ohe occasion rendcied me
valuable assistance on an emergency, agreed to undertake this task,

and there was no need for fill ther action. But had he declined, the

Intermediate Examination would necessarily have had to be post-

poned, which would have been a very unfoitunate occnrieiice. I

may further mention that Mr. Bell assured me that he considered

Mr. Barrett’s paper an admirable one to which no reason.ible ob-

jection could be taken. Now 1 woidd ask to what conclusion does

the above unfortunate contretemps leaii ? Does it pfove that the present

arrangements do not fulfil their object, or does it not r.ither

supply a strong argument against the intervention of individual

Moderators as proposed by the Arts Faculty, showing that such a

practice would be attended with considerable risk of conflict arising

between an individual Moderator and an experienced Examiner, who,

like Mr. Barrett, would naturally not brook to have his work shat ply

criticised by the former ? I most unhesitatingly say the latter is the

more jiist conclusion, and for the following rea ions /Mr/’, that the

existing Rufe requiring any objection to he first submyuui to a res-

ponsible and representative body like the Board of Studies, whose

representations would, it may be reasonably expected, carry weight

while the remarks of a single Moderator might only lead to irritation,

wa.s sii/f observed, and therefore what subsequently happored was a

consequence not of the unfitness of the present Rule, but of its

non^tbservancos secondly^ that the conflict of opinion between Mr.

Robertsoni who objected to Mr. Barrett’s paper, and Mr. Bell, who
assured me that the paper was an admirable and suitable one, shows the

visk of allowing individual Professors to act as Moderators in their own

subjects, a risk which is altogether obviated by leaving the decision in

the hands of an influential and representative body like a Board of

Studies constituted under the existing Rule
;
and thirdly^ that the

actual results of .the Examination prove incontestably that Mr.

Baiiett’s p.iper was not an unsuitable paper, either with lefeieflce to us

length or the distribution of its quesiiotis, for no less than 86‘8 per

cent, of the candidates passed in it, upon inai kb awarded by Mr. Bel!

himself.”

This is a fine illustration of the absurdity of that

system. Examiners appointed by the University are

presumably men of knowledge and of educational

experience, who may well be left to frame questions

in their own special subjects. It is casting no small

slur upon such men to have their questions scruti-

nised by another set of men who may not always be

of superior qualifications. It is not to be expected

that questions set by one man should in every par-

ticular suit themselves to the judgment or taste of

another. 'I'hey may be free from objections for all

practical purposes, and yet objections may be taken

upon the slightest possible pretexts. Like the pro-

verbial differences of tastes, may be differences be-

tween examiners and moderators, with results scarce-

ly consistent with the self-respect of individuals, or

the smooth and satisfactory despatch of business.

As to the objection on the score of leakage, the

system of moderation stands thoroughly condemned
on this point alone. The disclosures recently made
in Calcutta and Bombay, are of a sufficiently serious

kind to make one pause in following their method.s.

At these Universities, examinations have been vitiat-

ed by the leaking out of questions before the dates of

those examinations, while it speaks volumes for the

superiority of the Punjab system that since 1887

a single instance of leakage has occurred there. In

the presence of such plain facts, it is surely wonder-
ful how the system of Moderators could still com-
mand admiration. The Calcutta University is by no
means an exemplary model. It is itself not satisfied

with its own arrangements. There is constant change,

and not a year knows what the next may bring forth.

At the present moment, it is thinking of having ex-

aminers unconnected with the actual work of teaching

the subjects in which they set questions. Whether this

arrangement will be worked in conjunction with the

system of moderation or not, we do not know, but

should it be found feasible, the latter system ought to

go. At any rate, men with delicate feelings of self-

respect but otherwise fpiite desirable as e.xamincrs

may hesitate to accept the doubifal compliment.

thp: defamation cask.

Our lips nre sp.'iled. Here arc some of ilu remarks of brethren in the

press on this subjfrl.

Hope of July 3 wiiles :
—

“ \Vc regret to see that the case of defamation ng.iinst the Editor of

Reis and Ray vet could not be amicably sritlc<i, and Dr. Snmbhii
Cluinder Moukcijeehas been committed to lake his trial at the next Cii-

minal Sessions, beginning on tlie 14th instant. Dr. Mookeijee expressed
his regret for having caused pain and annoyance to the plaintiflfs, sons
of the lato Balioo Deno N.ilh Mullick, by writing about their father,

but this re gret was not accepted by the plainlifTs as siifticient amends
unless the Doctor pleaded guilty to the charge of defamation at the
bame lime. Tins, however, the Editor of Reis and Rayyct declined to

do, not merely under legal advice, but because he conscientiously be-

lieved to h.ive never borne dny malice against the plainiilTs, nor to have
intended to wound their feelings

;
though having come to know that

their feelings were wounded he was ready to express his regret.
“ We wish the plaintiffs had accepted this expression of regret and

j

refrained from pursuing the case further. If the Editor of Reis and
! Ravyet conscientiously believes that the alleged defamatory article was
written with the purpose of doing good to the public and nobody anv
harm, no pilnishment he may get at the Sessions would change his

intellectual conviction, while if he were to plead guilty against this con-
viction he would be telling a lie. All that, therefore, the plaintiffs could
get, or are trying to get, by pursuing the case is cither a hypocritical
confession from Dr. Mookerjee or a punishment upon him, neither
of which would be likely to do them any good, not to speak of bringing
a desirable return for the money they would have to spend ; while they
are already having all tl\at a gentleman need have as redress for wound-
ed feelings, namely) the expression of regret from the oflfending party.
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If the suit had been instituted in a civil court, and damages claimed in

money, we iniglii have seen sense in the pioserulion
;
as it is, it be*

trays mote a desire to give tit for tat than to obtain redress. We write

tins in the intetests of social peace and with llie injilto ‘forgive and
toiget ’ ii¥ oui nniui, wnliout prr-jiuiicc for or against either side; and
certainly we have not taken upon oinselves to e.vptess any opinion on
the ineiits of the case,”

The Bengaive of July 5 says :

—

“The case against the Editoi and the Printer of the Bf/s and Bayvr/
for defamation came on for hearing on Thursday befoie last. Of
course it whs very good of the Editor to have taken upon himself the

whole responsibility of what appcareil in his paper, to the exclusion

of the Printer. As regards the principal defendant, his counsel Mi.

Henderson stated to the Couit that his client now wished to express

bis ‘ fullest regret ’ for the publication of the articles complflincd of.

lUit Mr. Garth appearing for the prosecution obseived that he could

not accept the apology and the expression of regiet now tendered,

unless the Editor pleaded guilty to the ch.irge
;
and one of the leasoiis

why he said so, was that the accused had not availed of the opportu-

nity given him, previous to the institution of the present proceedings,

of making ‘ a public apology in a public way.’ Thereupon Mr. Hen-
derson prayed for an adjournment, in order to consider whether the

case would be proceeded wiih, or a plea of guilty recorded with the

expression of regret. But the Magistrate would not grant the appli-

cation without the consent of the other side
;
and accoidingly some

evidence of publication was gone into, after which the case was ad-

journed by consent to Wednesday last, the 2nd July instant. On the

2nd, the accused refused to plead guilty to the charge, and the ca.se

was committed to the Sessions. Of course we are not at liberty to

make any comments at this stage, but we may say, without being

guilty of any impropriety, that it would have been satisfactory to all

parties concerned, if the matter could be settled out of Court.”

Native (Bombay) of July 6 writes

“We are grieved to learn that the apology tendered by the manage-
ment of the Calcutta Reis and Rayyci having been deemed in.sufificient

by the other side, the case has been committed to the Calcutta .Sessions.

\Ve are not aware of the merits of the ca.se, nevertheless we should

have liked to see a compromise brought about between the two parties.”

The Press in fact is reduced to silence.

Hereafter we may publish, if advised, some of the many private

testimonies of sympathy.

POLICE RECONSTRUCTION.
I think wc ought to be glad to observe that His Excellency the

Viceroy has left Calcutta without issuing any orders on the long

expected changes in the Police administration. It is strange that but

few of the Indian papers, European or native, have as yet thought

of ventilating the numerous grievances of the people against this

Dcpiirinient. I’lie condition of the Police is generally admitted to

be one of the blots of the British administration. That Service

is gradually getting worse, while there is no department which so

vitally affects the wellbeing of the whole of the 300 millions of

the Indian population.

A couple of members of ihc National Congress, at the Allahabad

meeting in 18SS-89, referred to the dclicicncics of the Police, but

it was done in a half-hearted way as if they were alVaid of offend-

ing the members of the Dcpartiiiciu present at the door of the

meeting tent. They spoke only on the legal side of the ques-

tion, without any regard to the financial, and the only remedy they

could suggest, was to double the pay of the Police all round.

It may be truly asserted, without any intentional disrespect to the

present administration, that the present system is rotten to its core.

Of course it has gradually deteriorated. 'The cliief cau.scs of the de-

basement of the Police arc the extinction of the military clement

in the ^protective branch and the location in the responsible

positions of District Superintendents and Assistant District Super-

intendents of young men as inexperienced for the command
of disciplined bodies as for judicial duties. 'Phis evil is mainly to be

traced to that constitutional weakness—Patronage—the making of

places for favoured individuals, instead of searching for candidates

who have shown a natural aptitude for those most important

charges. The greatest and worst change, perhaps, has been the

neglect of the true principle for the detection of crime, viz.^ the

enforcing the aid of landlords. The terms of their still stereotyped

leases with Government show that the original principle was, that

the landlord, the most interested for good order in his locality, as

by his original position the most capable of preventing, detecting,

and tracing crime, was to be held mainly responsible ; and his

executives allowed full power over the village watchman, Chowki-

dar. Let Government now call for explanations, how, when
and why the main principles have been suffered to die out

in our older Provinces. It is noteworthy that the Chief Com-
missioner of our latest annexation (Burma) has not only re-

suscitated the old system in a province ^hat never before knew order,

and under the disadvantage of having only newly appointed

Headmen (lumberdars as wc term them) generally from men without

the advantages of hereditary local influence : he has obtained from

Government an Act to give these Headmen magisterial powers.

Considering the constant transition state of our Government by

its 5
years* rule for tenure of appointments, is to be fcare4 that

few even of the Secretariat could satisfactorily trace the course
of these deteriorating changes.

Wc are fallen on evil times. The last of the* great rulers

before the present era. Lords Dalhousic and Canning, our
great annexing and consolidating administrators respcctivclv,

untrammelled by Secretaries of State, or Parliamentary inquisi-

tions, supported by advisers and assistants like the Lavtrences,

Outrams, Montgomerys, Maclcods, Drummonds and Durands
all officers of historical fame, decided, among other reforms,

on the dcceiitralixation system, making the Deputy-Commission-
er or Magistrate of the District, the central unit of solo power
within his charge ; but Parliamentary disturbers to adminit-tration,

demanding abolition of the Government opium monopoly on one
side, the reduction of Income tax, for the powerful merchant and
mahajan, on another, the abolition of cotton dues for Lancashire

votes, 5cc., making retrenchments for classes, the wants of the silent

masses arc forgotten.

Magistrates of Districts with ever increasing duties, deprived of

European assistants, were and arc glad to let their Police assistants

work their wicked will on a defenceless public, unchecked. The
Police no longer military beyond uniformity of co.stume, being

employed concurrently with the Zemindars* village establish-

ments for detecting and prosecuting crime, they soon picked
up the abuses of the old Thaiiadar system, and found that

the Zemindars were in their way, for lucrative arrangement

with parties in cases. European officers (particularly the

inexperienced, when not in touch with the people), were al-

ways inclined to believe their own subordinates, exceptionally

immaculate ! and were easily convinced that “ Zemindari aid

was only necessary as a dernier resort,’* and that those who were
seemingly carrying out their “ terms with Government for de-

tecting crime, were in reality cither obstructive or in collusion

with defendants. So oflicers began to rely solely on their own men.
Thus was the first main principle gradually dropped, leaving the

Police—blind because without local knowledge—a fair field to create

a traffic in crime, so much so that it may now be positively asserted,

without fear of contradiction, that hardly a single chullan reaches

the Magistrate’s Court that has not been paid for by one, if no^

by both parties, often to double the amount of the original injury,

where it is assessable in Rupees. The Police thus being pecuniarily

interested in detection of crime, invariably arrest some one (as

the Congresswallah said) without much regard whether he was
the real offender or not. Dacoities and offences by gangs are not

trifles of easy digestion even by the Police ;
in such cases (aided all

round) seldom are dacoits alhn/cd to escape the law, except when
a 'Pantia Topi ri.ses

; but how many arc the instances in which

village communities, to avoid the dread'd Police visitation, gladly

contribute the inevitable t.ix, for hushing up petty or even heinous

offences ?

Any respectable fcarlcsr, Z'. mifidar will ennfirm the assertion, that

Police abu.v_'s have reaJicd losueh a state iliac the people often would
prefer the attack «)1‘ a j;ang of D.icfutj, whom they may be able

to resist, than tlic approach of a body of Police, against whose

attack on their purses (on perfectly constitutional principles) they

are perfectly powerless. Thcse'al)uv(“, .u : now so notorious through-

out the land that no judicial or Police officer can possibly admit

ignorance of their existence. “ But accepting as a rule, that it is

impossible to put clown bribery, corruption or even extortion among
such a people ever ready to pay” (yc.s, in self defence), each officer

salvc.s his own conscience in believing, “ that general repute may
say the evil is general ; but under his own superior careful super-

vision, with his own specially selected establishment” (he is in such

personal touch with,
)

“a practice of such evils is impossible, ex-

ceptional, or at any rate reduced to a minimum.”
No doubt all judicial and Police officers will pronounce the

above description of our Police administration as grossly exag-

gerated, but when many of these cases arc not exposed, till they

reach the Sessions and the ILgh Courts in the shape of extortion and

torture, all that can be said is, that when all District officers are

worked off their legs, with all sorts of (seemingly) unnecessary work,

how can they be cxpccteil to supervise the subordinates.

The Pioneer informs us that His Honor of the N.-W. Jf. is now
having the meetings of a Committee of Police reform, ’Sitting three

times a week at Naini Tal.

We must hope that their recommendations may tend to follow the

example of Burma, starting with a return to the old system of re-

quiring landlords to interest themselves in carrying out more fully

the terms of th' ir leases and of Government trusting them with the

same magisienal powers as now in Burma. To enable them

to do this, the appointment and dismissal of chowkidars must be

restored to them fully.

When the congested state of the files of every court in the

country, high and low, criminal and civil, is known to be caused by

the time uLclcssly wasted by highly paid officers on the most

frivolous cases, which by the examination of returns would be found

to be the cause of so many prosecutions, resulting in dismissals, ii»

it not desirable then for committees to search for a remedy for theso

failures ?
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It may be confidently asserted, that one half of these petty ca.scs,

now thrown tp mystify -nir courts, are from spite, or at the insti-

gation of one of the shoals of pleaders and mooktears, (created by
high class education), thrown over the country, men whose sole

chance of a livelihood is to encourage litigation among their ig-

norant neighbours. Frivolous cases would not for a moment be
raised if parties knew that they would be hoard by the headmen
of their villages, who ate personally acquainted with all the feuds of
their locality.

Without doubt there arc many instances of actual misappropria-

tion of property bctuccn neighbours solely from spite, that in-

|

variably would amicably be settled by the Zemindar of the village

to the satisfaction of parties, and to the saving of the purses of
both, which are now, by the instigation of the mischief-making

village lawyer, made over to the Police, and once in their hands,

would appear before the Sudder Magistrate as a theft, house-breaking

possibly (according to payment) with an additional charge of “with
preparation for murder.’* When it is considered, that there is

hardly an officer, who on entering his Court finds he has less than

8 to 15 cases on the cause list for the day (to say nothing of other

miscellaneous duties such as Treasury, Local funds, Tchsal or
|

'fhanah reports), how is it possible for him to find time to carefully

sift evidence of parties or witnesses he knows nothing of and
vicing with each other in concocting false or at any rate grossly

exaggerated evidence ? Even the prosecutor of a true charge

fancies he must strengthen his case by lies. Every one must
know, that the great difficulty in all judicial and civil proceedings is

to ascertain the value of evidence of a deponent. Is it not then a
!

needless waste of power, when we have, for every village, the

valuable machinery of a village headman, the hereditary head of the

locality (during the Rebellion of *57 shown to be their accepted

chief) for us to neglect such aid.^ Inmost instances it may be
taken for granted chat these respected men are fully acquainted

with every detail of a case, and how it occurred. They are fully

acquainted not only with the characters of both parties, but their

feelings towards each other, and could settle their differences, not

o<||y to the saving of valuable \imc of Government officers, but

I repeat for the benefit of parties themselves, without the baneful

intervention of Government servants, with its opportunities for

bribery and corruption of the Police and the Amla. As a fact 1

believe 50 per cent, of the offences committed (true and frivolous)

themselves create as many cases of extortion. The Allahabad
Congresbwalla implied that the Government supervision of returns

even forced the Police to concoct crime for individuals to keep their

places or obtain promotion.

If the Burma Headmen law be extended to the N.-W. P. or

to any part of India, the first change necessary would be to

separate the Police into the two distinct braiuhcs of Protective and
|

Detective, as at present in Burma, the latter solely under the

<ontrol of their own landlords who should be held responsible for

the detection of all crimes withiti their holdings, unless they are

able to trace delinqncncs beyond their own jurisdiction. For

bLich eases, a few selected men, of the same class, should be en-

tertained for Governineiit and be kept under the orders of the In-

spectors of Divisions to help to connect .tud continue the trace from

ilic village where crime occurs, to that of residence of defendants,

the luiubaidar of which would tlicn be drawn into the responsibility

lor detection, (^nc ol the great advantages o( restoring zcmitulari’

rcsponsiliiliiy would be that landlords would, in self defence, have

to interest themselves to watch the bad cliar.iciers of their

villages, both the known thieves as well as the receivers of stolen

properly. Cun there be a doubt, that it is owing to the want of

supervision of these two classes, that thefts and burglaries increase ?

Instances can be pointed to, in proof, by returns, that where In.^gis-

trates have accepted their charges again.st badniashes, crime in those

localities have ceased or decreased.

For the Protective branch of the Police, arc required men of

superior manly stature, of the Irish constabulary sort, men whose

respectability of appearance and commanding aspect (above the or-

dinary run of men) would at once overawe disturbance and command
obedience. 'Fhese sliould be of the class from which arc drawn

our men for flank companies in the old Indian Army, of not less

than 5' lo'" ill height, 39 and 40 inches round the chest, with dis-

upline enforced perfectly, as in the army. On no account or

occasion, should they be employed as detectives, or as witnesses in

cases, beyond the conduct of prisoners placed under their charge.

The nature of duties for Protective and Detective Police are so

perfectly different, it is useless to expect the men of cither to be

good for both.

Let a sepoy but once have the opportunity of obtaining spdishonest

penny by suborning or vvitholding evidence, he is no longer fit for

the (should be) honoured Protective Police. The old Indian army,

^.nlisung young fellows who only visited t,hcir homes once dn 5 or

6 years, constantly kept under military discipline, encouraged in

manly spores, or on service in plucky adventures, never allowed the

opportunity of any sordid trade, were made into quite different men
*rom the ordinary menial or. trade classes he was enlisted from,

initances can be found in European as well as Native regi-

ments of orderlies of ofiicers allowed to act as house stewards

who have been, by the baneful effect of avarice, perfectly ruined as

soldiers. •

If Government would but resuscitate zemindari responsibility

and relieve the Police proper of detective duties (which can be

effected without any strain on the finances) well might the Protec-

tive branch be reduced to half of the present establishment and, by

that saving, allow au increase of pay to the few selected ones re-

tained. For no urgent and radical a change, let not the jarinciple of

absorption be permitted— let not a superior class be contaminated

by the evil schooling of the present clas.s. I'hc recruit for first year

should receive Rs. 6 with no half monthly deductions. Let

Magistrftes of Districts be interested, and jointly responsible, in

selection of Protective Police, who should not be passed beyond

tlicir protective term except by the Inspector-General or his military

deputies. The probationers being passed should receive an in-

crease of X pay» for every year’s good service, punishment short

of dismissal being the suspension of this annual promotion. This

should on no account be left to the advice of subordinates but

should require the sanction of the Magistrate of the District. The
services of such a force being certainly equal, if not superior, to the

native line regiments, their pensions and privileges should be similar.

The different grades of head constables should be considered as

staff appointments granted for ability, rectitude of character, not aa

seniority promotion to smart personal orderlies ;
reduction to

ranks or to a lower grade as punishments being confirmed by the

Magistrate of the District. This by itself would relieve the force

of the jealousy from supersession, one of the greatest bancs to military

efficiency.

One of the fads of the old Indian Army is now being applied to

the Police, viz., that one of the greatest encouragements for enlist-

ing is the hope of promotion to the “ Commanding ranks.” A
mere fallacy ! Sir Henry Lawrence in 1847-48 with his thorough

knowledge of native character established the feudal system

for his local army, appointing to the Commanding ranks only

men of good family, who were able to bring with them a certain

number of their own clan or followers for enlistment into their

troops or companies. There can be little doubt that in the

old Indian Army, most of the heart-burnings in 1857, in-

centives to rebellion, were caused by the promotion of low caste

men to the Commissioned ranks. For the police are required

native officers, men as socially different from the ranks, as the Protec

live should be different from the Detective Police. Inspectors of all

grades should not only be a superior class of native gentlemen of good

families, but they should be men of education, who in their private

life have had opportunities of taking part in Police enquiries,

to show they have an aptitude for such duties, not as is often

the case now, 8)'cophiuit hangers-on to ofiicers, or sisters, co/.cs and

aunts of the lavorite peshi amla of Courts, got up for the occa-

sion in a milkwliite cliapkiin, tight and highly worked Benaresl

piitaridcr rap.

To detect the details of the many evils gradually grown into

our Police system, the opinion of our now iiuiiierous European

landloids and gr.iniecs, manufacturers of mills and trade work*;,

with a large selection of natives in the same positions, men selected

tor their known intelligence, should be sought—not that of the

sycophant Durbarccs of Districts, who it is to he feared were drawn

into some of our late Public Service cn(|uiric.i, men who sought rather

to find out what would be most pleasing to the ofiicers cnquriiig—

all class trap show, tor tnc benefit ol I^arli ament ary inquisitions

on Indian subject.s !

Oh, what a world w: live in nowadays in India ! Unlimited per-

sonal patronage, under a 5 years’ rule tor tenure of appointments !

A competition system unchecked by certificates of moral character,

high class education for the low c.isic masses, local scU-government

—

all works of the Devil flooded under a wave of democracy ! Man\

Police ofiicers \v<niKI no doubt exclaim that it detection of crime

be left to landlords, its report will only altogether be suppressed, but

checks can be found against all evils. Ir is not siiggenrcd that our

presrnt chowkccilari repurls !>liouIJ be discoruinned but as a perfect

cheek against landlords, and at the same lime as a security for them

against charges of suppression of crime. It is suggested that Pur-

waroes should send records of all crime in simplest laconic form

by hands of the chow’kccdar, while after being recorded in Thaiiali

for Roznamchas, after initialing by the Thaiiadcr or his deput), be

rcturneil by the chowkeedar to the landlord for his file. No notice

need be taken of such reports even lor Police cognizable eases, un-

less the landlord in his report applies for the aid of the Protective

police or in eases of defendants not captured being repopeJ as

belonging to another village, when the report would apply for an

investigating officer (according to circumstances) with or without

escort, it is the feeding and exactions of a body of Government

servants, police or civil, that the disinterested body of villagers most

dread. As a further check against abuse of power and suppression

of crime, the provisions of Section 167 Criminal Procedure Code as

to the 24 hours periods for defendants after arrest to be taken to

the nearest Magistrate for* order or trial, should be applied to land-

lords, without magisterial powers, unless they can report adjustment
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difTcrcnccs between parties. In many eases, we may take it

nr granted that perfect justice would not be done, that ma ty

1 48CS will escape report altogether, in some places, where Zemindars

have strong inllucnce, crime cease altogether. At any rate, there

itcecl be no fear that aggrieved parties would not appear before Dis-

iiict Vlagistratcs if their claims are not adjusted, in fact with much
1 j> 5 fear tlian now, when tlie police have cooked evidence to tuin a

burglary into an indecent assault, a murder into a suicide.

Euiopcan officers however must accept as facts that it is invari-

ably the intcrcbt of their subordinates to discolor and conceal

all facts from their superiors to retain power, and for their

• \vn benefit, that it is next to impossible for a native ^subordi-

nate, police or civil, 10 be placed in any position ot power, without

abusing it, for his own benefit, that there is nothing that

tlic innocent side of the native public dread more than indirect

local enquiry by a subordinate agency, 99 per cent of whom are

open to the highest bidder, that it is only those who arc in the

wrong, those actuated by spite or avarice to obtain injustice, wlio

desire trial by an oliicial court and readily aecept the aid of a legal

a Iviscr, the instigator of litigation ;
the injured or the innocent

woubl much sooner prefer reference to Punchait or trial by their

own local chiefs.

C. S.

MAHOMRDANS AND TIIR CHRISTIAN NATIONS.

(From the Oz'crLnd MaH^ June 6, 1890.)

Our esteemed friend Nawab Abdool Luteef, whose name is so

well known in connection with Mahomeilan interests in Bengal,

and indeed throughout India, as well as for the genial and liberal

spirit he evinces toward his Hindoo fellow-subjects, has sent us a

letter from Calcutta on the recent suppression in Paris of a play

which was to have travestied the life of the Prophet. The Indian

Mahomedans took a keen interest in the question, and very widely

adopted a resolution not to attend any theatres if, what they natur-

ally regarded as a profane insult to Mahomedan feeling, were allow-

ed to be perpetrated on the boards of a theatre in a Christian

nation. On similar grounds Mrae. Sarah Bernhardt has lately been

prevented by the French authorities from representing on the stage

the Virgin Mary. Nawab Abdool Luteef gives an instance of the

suppression of an objectionable play of the same character some
years ago in Calcutta, and it is pleasing to observe that he was able

also to appeal successfully to the Hindoo publisher to withdraw
from circulation the printed copies of the play. In India leading

Mahomedans and Hindoos can and do render inestimable service

to tlic Government by restraining the fanatical impulses of their

extreme fellow-religionists. We heartily wish that the powerful
Mahomedan community in India could bring its influence to bear

in 'Furkey on behalf of a more liberal treatment there of non-
Mahomedan communities. It is possible that they could, were they

to move actively in the matter, do more to alleviate the conditions

which militate so disastrously against the internal strength and
external influence of the Central Mahomedan Power, that can be
achicveil by the diplomacy of the Christian nations, and would thus

contribute immensely to allay the friction which is ever existing

and is perilous to the best interesis of the Mahomedan world.

(To the Editor of The Overland Mail.)

Dear Sir,— It is a far cry from Calcutta to London, but the in-

veniions of modern civilisation have annihilated distance and made
familiar neighbours of peoples who otherwise would not have heard
of each other’s names for months and years. When last year H. K.
the Turkish Ambassador in France felt it his duty to protest against
the representation in Paris cf a French play, founded on the Life
ol the Holy Prophet Mahomed, on ihc ground that such an exhi-
bition was an outrage on Mahomedan feeling, his action forthwith
came to the knowledge of the Mahomedans of all parts of the
world through tlie medium of the icL'graph and the press, and
commanded their general approbation. 'I'hc hesitation of the
French Government in giving eft'ect to tiiis reasonable protest, in
fact their apparent disregard of it in the first instance, produced
such a ferment in remote India that as a tol.cn of their abhorrence
for the act of the French dramatist, the theatres in Bombay (the
only place in India where any large numbci of Mahomedans resort

to theatres) were boycotted by them .ind all connection with the
drama in any capacity prohibited to Maiiomcdans. Now that the
protest of the Turkish Ambassador has been finally accepted as jii.sr,

and the representation of “ 'Fhe Prophet ” prohibited on any
French stage, the news has been received with the greatest satisfac-

tion by all Mahomedan communities including among them the
Mahomedan community in India which numbers 50 millions.

In connection with this incident I may be allowed to inform your
readers, who arc to be found in all parts of the world and among all

communities, that in 1886 a very similar contretemps occurred in this

city, the capital of British India. A Hindoo writer composed and
published a drama under the name of ‘'The Religious Hero Ma-
homed,” in which the Holy Prophet, his venerable companions, and

several hdics of the Holy Family figured among the dramatis personof.

Close upon the heels of the publication came the announcement
that the play was to be produced on the boards of one of the

Hindoo theatres of the metropolis.

On certain Mahomedan residents representing to the chief Police

authority that such an exhibition would give grave offence to the

feelings of the Mahomedan community, that officer took prompt
steps to prohibit the performance.

As regards the suppression of the book itself, the Police possessed

no such summary powers. A prosecution would have only given

wider publicity to the book sought to be suppressed, and inflamed

religious passions on cither side. Under such circumstances I ad-

vised the publisher, a Hindoo gentleman, to take into his serious

consideration tlic objections which the Mahomedans had to the

book in question. I am happy to say that my friendly advice was

acted upon, and the book voluntarily suppressed by the publisher.

I'hc stock in hand was made over to me for destruction, and the

publisher promised to do his best to get back the few copies which

had been till then circulated—a promise which was honourabl)

fulfilled.

I trust this narrative will be- interesting to your readers, as show-

ing that the feeling which prompted the Turkish Ambassador’s

protest is one not confined to the Mahomedans in F.uropc, but is

one fully shared in by the vast Islamite community in India, and

the great importance of avoiding all semblance of offence to such

religious sentiments. No wise Government would wantonly wound
them.

1 enclose extracts from the Indian papers in corroboration of my
statements.—Yours sincerely,

Abdool Luteef.

Calcutta, May 1% 1890.

—The Ovcrbnd Maf June 6, 1890.

A MAHOMEDAN GRIEVANCE.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE Englishman.

Sir,—A small dramatic work in Bengali named the “ Dhormo Bter

Mahomed,” or the “ Religious Hero Mahomed ” has been recently

printed and published by one Otool ICrishna Mittcr, at No. 97,

Doorga Churn Mittcr’s Street, in Calcutta.

It purports to give an account of the doings of our Holy Pro-

phet, and the Dramatis Personae include himself, his venerable

companions, and several ladies of his highly revered family.

As soon as I came to know of the publication of this work, and

read portions of it, I concluded that the sale of such a book—the

contents of which arc outrageous and offensive to the feelings of

the entire Mahomedan community—should be stopped at on;. ,

and the book itself entirely suppressed.

With this view J forthwith wrote to Baboo Gooroo Dass Chatterji,

the pr<»prictor of the bookshop called the Bengal Medical Library,

at No. 201, Cornwallis Street, wlicrc the book was sold, pointing

out to him the highly objectionable nature of the contents of the

book, and advising him at once to put a stop to its further sale, as

well as to call back ail such copies as had already bean sold by him.

In the meantime, it appealing from a paragraph in the local

columns of the Englishman of Monday last, that the drama in ques-

tion was about to be placed on the boards of some Native theatre

in Calcutta, a number of Mahomedan gentlemen presented a

petition to the Deputy Commissioner of Police protesting against

the play bring put on the stage, and requesting him to prevent the

managers of ihat theatre from doing so. The Deputy Commission-

er, I am glail to say, took prompt measures to prevent the outrage

being committed, with the desired effect.

Baboo Gooroo Das Chatterjec has had the good sense of accepting

my advice, and has forwarded to me 1,729 copies of the book (all

that he had in his stock), and given me permission to destroy the

same. He has, moreover, taken steps to recall all such copies that

had already been sold, the number of which he assures me is small;

and he has promised to place them in my hands as soon as he gets

them back.

I will take an early opportunity of destroying the copies of the

book in the presence of some of the leaders of Mah^WTcdan Society.

The publication of this most offensive play and an attempt t«)

have It acted on the theatre have created a great sensation among

the Mahomedan residents of the town ; and it is highly desirable

in the interests of common good-will and peace that the leading

members of the Hindu community should come forward and sup-

press the circulation of this book, and also of similar other books,

one of which, having been put on the stage by the members of the

Brahmo 8omaj at Dacca, about a month ago, was about to create a

serious disturbance between the Hindu and Mahomedan inhabitants

of that city.

You will, Sir, place the Mahomedan commnniiy under an obli-

gation by giving an early insertion to this letter in your widely

circulated journal.

Abdool Lutbbf.

Calcutta, October 14, [886.

—The Englishman^ Oct. 15, 1886.
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PEECHAM’S PILLS K’^'ljiid of heallli the
B wlmle pliysiic'il eneigy

P.EECHAM’S PILLS human fiame.
B These a re f;v<:t.s testified

pEECHAM’S PILLS coiuinually by mem-
B bc«‘s t)f all classe.s of

pEECHAM’S PILLS society, and one nf the
" l)est gii.ii antee.s to tlie

kEECHAM’S PILLS Nc'voiis and Di bilita-

tpd is BEECHAM’.S
'ECHAM’S PILLS •‘ILLS /if"’

(
J.aigc^t Sale of any

•iECHAM’S PILLS //ediane in

the 1 1 orId.

Sole Agent.s for India:
Naylor, son. grimes & co.
^vholcsale Depdt^ Clive Street,

CALCUTTA

:

i

r'Hirct:.
Notice

[

Pills can be obtained at all Bazaars
throughout India, or from the Whole and

Naylor, Son, Grimes & Co., at sale

J'ng rales size, Re. i-2,. the.

5st

* ^*4 per hox, including V,-P
• shopkeepers can obtain Wholesale
i^pon application^

d. travels i VOYAGES IN BENGAL

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,

Papers of Calcutta, a most readable little brock-

are written by Baboo Sambhu C. Moqkerjee,
Once Minister to the late Nawab f'andoon fail,

Bahadoor, Nawab Nazim of Bengal, Behar ami
Orissa, which gives a graphic account of the

Baboo’s travels to and in Independent Tip-

perah. Wiitten in capital English and evi-

;

tlently by a gentleman of broad views and
enlightened mind, the woik is decxledly a

^

valuable addition to the catalogue of English

I
wiiltcn Bengalee liteiaturr. J’his book of

!
travels sliould be read widely not only by
English residents out here, but by our country-
men ;it home, for it lei-ms with interest and

' leaches us far more about the fine belt of

I

unopened country travelled through than any
I work of the sort wiitten by an Englishman
would have done. Baboo .Sambhu Chunder
Mookerjee is one of whom his coiintryineii

may well be proud, for he wnte.s Ihroughout

;

with the model ate and edurated pen of

:

a thorough gentleman.— 77̂ ^ Indian Planters,

Gazette is* Sporting Ne'ius. October 4, 1SS7.

If we h.'ive not before noticed Mr. .Sambhu

,
C. Mookerjee’s Travels in Pcngal, which was
published some months ago, it is not bccau.se

j

the little book is either dull or pointless. It

;

contains, on the conliaiy, much iiUcresting

j

matter, though some of the incidents arc ovei-
' weighted with detail in what is facetiously

called a “little booklet." 'Fhe author’s view

I

as a rule is, by the way, facet ioii.s : he is given
I even to punning

;
but he is also sentimental

;

in the highest degiec—“a naked Whiteman”
1 hurls his susceptibilities

; a Hindu girl, bathing

I
in the river, ihiows him into an ecstasy of

j

delight: “she had such large languishing eyes
!’’

1

But he is noiliiug if not philosophical, and hi>»

! leflcctions on this or that social and political

subject are not without their moral. Mr.

j

Snmhhu C. Mookerjee wasfoimerly Minister

I

to the “ last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,
I Behar and Orissa" and afterwards Minister
of the Maharaja of Tipperah. He is a man,

i therefore, of experience, and when he speaks

I

his brethren slmuUl listen to him

j

Tmvels in Ren /alh .a readable book, audit

!
abounds in anecdotes which are often as in-

' siruciivc as amusing, and it is not spoiled bv

j

too many political allusions, though, ofcouise
i some tew have crept m.—^The Pioneer^

Dec., 1887.

——— ' ^omc icw nave cicpi ui,— i ne s unite

SAMBHU C. MOOKERJEE,
,

uec, . 887 .

Formcfly Minister to the late - — - -- -- •

Navvah Faridoon Jah Bahaoooh, In Pamphlet, Price ./ annas

(the last of the Naw.ibs Nazim of Bengal,

, . . .
or 6 copies for a Rupee,

Behar and Orissa.)

LathrlyMimsUrofthe Tipperah State.

|

ARMY REORGANIZATION
Apply to Manager, “REIS & RAYYET”

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta. I A Reserve for the Indian Army.

Ol’INION’S OE THE PRESS,
/.> Capt. ANDREW HEARSEY.

Wi* Imve idrciveil fimn the olTire of lids 1

and Raypet, one of the Icndiii" n.itivc news- ' Atjply to Reis Rayyet Ollice, Calcutta.

-

For INDIA Rn>l nn HOT CLIMATES this sweetly scented emollient Milk is INVA LTJADLE

IT KEIli'i' ii.p bKiW CuuLlnd REFRESHED in the HOTTEST WEATHER,
Remove.} ninl pieveiits all SUNBURN, REDNESS, FRECKLES, TAN, etc., and

KEDDFFS td; SKTN DELICATELY SOFT, SMOOTH and WilTIE.

It entiiu’y prevents it noxu hccoinUig DRY n.ud WRINKLED, and I'L'ESERVEB the

COMPLEXION horn the fic'rchijig effects of the SUN and WIND move effectually than any

other prenaration. The IRPITATION caused by the and BTiNOB of INSECTS ia

wo.nderfuiiy allayed by ite ui^e. For imparting that suit velvety lettAiug to the skiu, this

delighlftii preparatio • has no equal I Sold by all ChemUts.

Sola Makert M. BKEXHAM A SON. OhemiRts* Cheltenham, Snffland.

CALCUTTA AGENTS : SCOTT THOMPSON Sc CO.
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“ IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF.’

All^ who suffer find sure relief from

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It (Invcn (lilt fioin iIk* system

AcuteRheumatism and Rheumatic Gout,

Afii;r years of semi-hcliilcssness and sutTf’!-

itv4
;

while in ASTHMA, liRONrUTI IS

L UM HAGO, SC I ATI CA, I 'ACKAC H K,

.SPRAINS, It is the suiest and safest remedy

f'tr these complaints m tlieir seveiest and most

r.h ionic, form.

Its inai,MC effect in affording instantaneous

lelief in

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,
( Opposite the Police Court,

)

THK CALCUTTA

lIOMa^OPATHlO PlIARMACV,
I H I’

EARLIKST A^STILI. MOST EXTENSIVE
nrsPF.Ns. ipy in a sia

OF PURE HOM(EOPATHY ONLY,
WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EA.ST THE
TRADE IN

INDEPENDENT HOMGBOPATflY
and maintains to this day

THE DKiNITV ANM) INTEGRITY OF
i

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

Rivers Stearh Navigation Co.

“Limited.”

This Company’s Steamer “GWALIOR**
will leave Calcutta for Assam on Tuesday tin*

I5ih instant.
*

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel
should be sent to the Company’s Godowns
at Jiiggannauih Gliai, not later than 5
of Saturday, the 12th inst.

Cachak Line.

The steamer “THIKAK” of this line will
leave Calcutta for Cacliar on the 22nd instant

(
Tuesday^ for which cargo will be received until

5 P.Ai. of Saturday the 19th instant.

The Rivers having lisen, steamers are now
able to proceed as far as Sylhet and Silchar.

Assam Despatch Service from
Goalundo

H. tV: Co. Iifij to diaw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned
WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

Tliese cases while they ensure the boltle.s

against breakage will also be found very con-

aiid

Daily Mail Steamer Service from
D HU HR I TO Derrooghur.

A daily service is maintained from Goalun-
do and Diiubii for passcngei.s and light good.s
tratfic, f. L\, packages noi weighing over half a
ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on at rival

of the pievioub night’s 9-30 p. M. train (Madras
lime) from Sealdali, and Daubri on arrival of
the mails.

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.
Arc you subject to HEADACHES and the

tmtures of TOOTH.ACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve yoii.

In Sore-thioat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

bomes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pie-

paration has ever before attained.

Solti in Sotties at i A’c. cadr

Obtainable of all lesjieciable (Jiemihts

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta Smith Staiii^trcct Co.,

K. Scott Thompson A* Co. and Bathgate tS:

Co. Limited.
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\enient and useful.

AV; KXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
13, Lai Hazaar, Calcutta.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern j//^W Keyless Railway Regulat-

ors, of small hviet^jewelieii, enamelled dials, bold
figures and Catidian Gold hands, with tem-
pered machine! y and dust tight hinged cases

for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. wiih spaie

glass, spring, bo.v and guarantee. Warranted
to stand tough usage. Can be easily lepaired.

Have no appe.irance of chcapnc.ss about

them. Others sell at double our rales. Mr.
A. R. Mehta from Bandora says;—“The
7-8 watch I purchased fiom you two years

back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting Su-

perintendent, Government Faini, Khandesb,
says:—“A watch in.aker has valued your
Ks. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, K.

W. Fusi. Regi., Lucknow, says :
—

“ Some valued

it at Ks. 15 and weie comj)letely surprised when
I t(»ld them it only costs Rs. 7 8.” I'u-iiy

C.indian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-
plete shut .Studs and Rings set with scienlifu'

(li.amoiids, lubies, ;ii Rs. 2 cath. Mr, j.

A. Yelsmoie, Satiir, s.iys:-“The best ^^old-

smith of this place values the cliam for

Rs. 7 and the locket f(»r Ks. 10.” Mr. G.
.Smith, Salt Inspector, .Sanikulla, says:—“A
Geiman valued the diamond ling at Ks. 50 and
the ruby at Ks. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TKADINC; CO.. BGxMBAY.

JEYKS’ PERFl'OT Pl'HIFIKU
OHTAINKH

Tbirty-lhrcc Prize Medals and First Class Certi-

fir.'ites and were speci.iily appfumed by tl»e

Koyal Commission for the Colonial and Indian

E.\hibition in 1886, where not a single case of

illness orcurred amongst the native artisans

there emjrloyed

Authorized by the (Government of India
;

and largely used by the Calcutta and other
Municipalities.

Sanctioned

by Her Majestys Hoard of Trade.

Used in the Royal Houschokls, by Her Majes-
ty’s Government Establishments, by the Cor-
poration of London, Paiochial Vestnes, Smith-
field and Billingsgate Markets, Peninsular
and Oriental and other j^teain Navigation
Companies, the Railway Companies, Principal
Hospitals, (&c.

:-DYCE, NICOL & CO.,

3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to

almost all siaiions can be booked tluuiigh from
or to Calcutta vid (Goaluiido or Kanma with

the Kustein Bengal State and connected Kail-

ivays—Passengcis and Parcels vid Kanina
only.

All particulars as to rates of frei^t and
passage by all the above mentioned Semces to

be had on application to

—

MACNEILL (& CO.,

Agents,

2-1, Clive Ghat Street.

Calcutta, the 8th July, 1890.

A
ny Photograph transferred to porcelain

and tlms rendered permanent. Apply to

R. Hotz,

13-5, Government Place, Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY(ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
.\ND

Review of Politics, Literature, and Soetei)

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.

VcaiTv ... in uavance

iialf-yearly ... „

(juarieny ... „

Monihiy ... „

Single or sample Cop>„

RATES OF advertisement.
Aaveriibfiiicms (tnree columns to tne page

102 hues to ibc column^ are charged oy

space laaen up, at me rate 01,^4 annas a

cacumseiuou. Tne lowest Hiarge for any

veniscmciu is Ks. 2, except Domestic Occud

renceo, me k>vvesi cnarge lor wnicn is Ks. r

Kb. 12

7

u 4

Kc. i^>

O-y

Special rates for Contracts.

so additional cnarge for inland postage

in. 1? or arrears an advance 01 50 per "

I oe cnargcG. Foreign postage separa
^7

irged at the rate of 4 annas a mon

3, a year.

iuhincss Communications
directed to “Tne Manager,” and ^
mmunicaijons and booKS ana pamp

rnagt paid) to “'Ine Editor" oi

Rayyet,”

KICK : y, Vekoor DuU't Lant,

Panted andpublished for the Propfietor every Saturday by MUTIY LalL GhosK, at THE BEE PPESB, No. /, Vekoor Vutt's Lane, Colenl
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(PRINCE & PEASANT)
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AND

REVIEW OF POLITICS LITERATURE AND SOCIETY

Vol. IX. CALCUTTA, SATURDAY, JULY 19, 1S90. No. 43

CONTEMPORARY POETRY
TO THE POINT.

rpHE day of tumult, strife, defeat, was o’er.

X Worn out with toil, and noise, and scorn, and spleen,

1 slumbered, and in slumber saw once more

A room in an old mansion, long unseen.

That room, mcthought, was curtained from the light
;

Yet through the curtains shone the moon’s cold ray

Full on a cradle, where, in linen white,

/Sleeping life’s first soft sleep, an infant lay.

# # #

And lo I the fairy queens who rule our birth

* Drew nigh to speak the new-born baby’s doom :

With noiseless steps, which left no trace on earth,

/Fiom gloom they came, and vanished into gloom.

Not deigning on the boy a glance to cast,

Swept careless by the gorgeous Queen of Gain,

More scornful still, the Queen of Fashion passed,

/With mincing gait and sneer of cold disdain.

The Queen of Power tossed high her jewelled head,

And o’er her shoulder threw a wrathful frown.

The Queen of Pleasure on the pillow shed

Scarce one stray rose-leaf from her fragrant crown.

./•Still fay in long procession followed fay ;

And still the little couch remained unblest ;

But, when those wayward sprites had passed away,

Came one, the last, the mightiest, and the best.

Oh I glorious lady, with the eyes of light.

And laurels clustering round thy lofty brow,

Who by the cradle’s side didst watch that night,

Warbling a sweet strange music, who wast thou i*

“ Yes, darling ; let them go,” so ran the strain :

“ Yes
;

let them go, gain, fashion, pleasure, power.

And all the busy elves to whose domain

Belongs the nether sphere, the fleeting hour.

** Without one envious sigh,^one anxious scheme.

The nether sphere, the fleeting hour resign.

Mine is the world of thought, the world of dream.

Mine all the past, and all the future mine.

# * *

“ There are who, while to vulgar eyes they seem

Of all my bounties largely to partake,

Of me as of some rival’s handmaid deem.

And court me but for gain’s, power’s, fashion’s, sake.

“ To such, though deep their lore, though wide their fame,

Shall my great mysteries be all unknown
;

But thou, through good and evil, praise and blame.

Will not thou love me for myself alone ?

“ Yes
;
thou wilt love me with exceeding love.

And I will tenfold all that love repay ;

Still smiling, though the tender may reprove.

Still faithful, though the trusted may betray.

# # # «

** In the dark hour of shame, I deigned to stand

Before the frowning peers at Bacon’s side
;

On a far shore I smoothed with tender hand.

Through months of pain, the sleepless bed of Hyde.

I brought the wise and brave of ancient days

To cheer the cell where Raleigh pined alone ;

I lighted Milton’s darkness with the blaze

Of the bright ranks that guard the eternal throne.

And even so, my child, it is my pleasure

That thou not alone shouldst feel me nigh,

( When in domestic bliss and studious leisure,

1 Thy weeks uncounted come, uncounted fly.

* » »

“ No ;
when on restless night dawns dieerless morrow,

/When weary soul and wasting body pine,

Thine am 1 still, in danger, sickness, sorrow.

In conflict, obloquy, want, exile, thine
;

“ Thine, where on mountain waves the snowbirds scream.

Where more than Thule’s winter barbs the breeze,

Where scarce, through lowering clouds, on sickly gleam

Lights the drear May-day of Antarctic seas ;

“ Thine, when around thy litter’s track all day

White sandhills shall reflect the blinding glare ;

Thine, when through forests breathing death, thy way

All night shall wind by many a tiger’s lair

;

“ Thine most, when friends turn pale, when traitors fly.

When, hard beset, thy spirit, justly proud,

For truth, peace, freedom, mercy, dares defy

A sullen priesthood and a raving crowd.

“ Of the fair brotherhood who share my grace,

I, from thy natal day, pronounce thee free ;

And, if for some I keep a nobler place,

1 keep for none a happier than for thee.

•* Amidst the din of all things fell and vile.

Hate’s yell, and envy’s hiss, and folly’s bray.

Remember me ; and with an unforced smile

See riches, baubles, flatterers, pass away.

SubstrOtrs in the. country are requested to remU by^stal momy orders, "
mtiwm,partituiarly as it ensures adnowiedgment through the De^r^t.

given tmy ether heit^ unneeessafy, and to cause cmfuem.

the safest and most eonvenient

No other reuipt wilt be
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“ Yes, they will pass away
;
nor deem it strange

;

Thry come and go, as comes and goes the sea :

And let them come and go
;
thou through all change,

fix thy hrm gaze on virtue and on me.”

-- Macaulay,

News and Our Comments.

Here is the programme of the monsoon tour of the Lieutenant-Gov-

einor during the curienl month

...)Monday 21st

Tuesday 22nd and
|

Wednesday, 23rd /
Thursday, 24ih ...

Friday, 25th

Saturday, 26ih ... )

Sunday, 27111 ... j

Monday, 28ih

Tuesday, 2yth ... 1

Wednesday, 30th.../
Thursday, 3iiii

Arrive Hooghly, 8-5 P M. (railway time.)

Arrive Buidwan, 7-3O P.M. ... By rail.

Halt Burdwan.

Return to Hooghly
Arrive Ki ishn.rghur

Halt Krishnaghur.

Arrive Berhanipur

Halt

Arrive Moorshedabad

By rrver.

The Government have revised the Holiday Notifications to suit the

demand and wishes of the Bengal Chamber of Commerce, thus

breaking up the Doorga Puja holidays and c.\tinguishing the Long

Vacation

“ Notification.

The 9th July 1890.— Under sertiou 25 of .Art .X.XVI of i88l, entitled

‘The Negotiable Insrrumerus Act, 1881,* the Lieutenant-Governor
hereby declares the following days to be public holidays during the

year 1890 :

—

25th January
6lh March
5ih April

I2lh „
24th May
29ih „
7ih August
I3ih October
20ih, 2 1 St, 22nd, and 23rd,

27th and 28th October...

nth and I2(li November
20ih ana 21st „
26ih and 27th December

Sripanchami.
Dolejatra.

Easter Saturday.
Chaitsankranti.

Empress’ Birthday.

Dashahara.

Ja nmashtami.
Mahaiaya.

Doorga and Lakhi Poojahs.
Kali j\)(tjah.

Jagadhatii Foojah.

Two days following Chri.stmas Day.
Sundays, New Year's Day, Good Fiiday, and Christmas Day ate

puhlic holitlays under the Ac t.

This notification is in supersession of that published on page 1010
of Part I of the Calcutta Gazette^ dated the nth December 1889.

H. J. S. Cotton,

Secretary to the Govt, of Bengal,

Notification.

The gth July iSgo.—With reference to the above notification, the
Lieutenant-Governor hereby notifies that on the following days during
1890, which are not Jeclared to be ‘public holidays,’ the offices uir<ler

the Government of Bengal, and all Revenue and Magisterial Courts in

Bengal, with the cxccptiorr of the offices of Collector of Customs, .Ship-

ping Master, the Registrar of As.surancfs, Calcutta, the Collector of
Stamp Revenue, Calcutta, the Stamping Department of the Oftice of
the Superintendent of Stamps, Calcutta, and Uie Salt Rownnah and
Opium Sale Departments of the Board of Revenue, shall be closed ;

—

I.—Mahomkdan Holidays.

Ecd-ul-fitr, which falls on the 2i.st M.iy, or, if the moon be not
visible on the 2oth May, on the 22nd May.

Eed-nl-zoha, which falls on the 28th July, or, if the moon be not
visible on the i8ih July, on the 29tii July.

Mohiirrum, the last two days of which fall on the 26th and 27ih
August, or, if the moon be visible on the ifiih August, on the
25th and 26th August.

Fatiah-doaz-dahum, which falls on the 27th October, ot, if the

moon be not visible on the 15th October, on the 28lh October.

II.—Hindu Momday.s.

Doorga and Lakhi Poojahs, the 18th, 241!), 25th, and the 29th
October.

III.—CiiRLSTiAN Holidays.

Christmas Eve, the 24(h December.

This notification is in supersession of that published on page 1062 of
Pari I of the Calcutta Gazette^ dated the 25th December 1889.

H. J. S. Cotton,

Secretary to the Govt, of Bengal”

%
«

English and Anglo-Vernacular Schools in India. In of the

following year, a committee consisting of the Principal, Medical

College, Lahore, Surgeon-.^ajor A. Stephen, Sanitary Commissionei,

Punjab, and Honorary Surgeon Rahim Khan, Khan Bahadur, Lec-

turer on Materia Medica and Medicine, Lahore Medical College,

were appointed to adjudge the prize. Eighteen candidates com-

peted, the best essays being those of Surgeon A, E. Roberts, of the

Indian Medical Service, and Surgeon R. H. Firth, Army Medical

Department. Tlie Committee further consider that the essay of Sur-

geon Roberts “ is the more suitable for adoption as a text-book,” and

the Governor-(ieneral in Council has, accordingly, sanctioned the

Rs. 1,000 for the Surgeon of the Indian Medical Service.

The CtJimril of the Birmingham Chamber of Commerce approve of

the recent Memoii.il by the Bengal Ch.Hmber against the levy in India

of Income Tax on Consignments, and have resolved—that a Memo-

rial be forwarded to the Viceroy of India supporting the Memorial of

the Bengal Chamber.

• •

W E read

—

“ Five hundred thousand visiting-cards have been engraved in

Washington this season, snys the Paper World. One stationery firm

h.is turned out 300,^0 m the last two months, and the money spent
on paste-board during a season amounts to tens of thousands of

dollars. The most ordinary card costs a cent a piece after the plate is

made, and some of the dinner invitations sent out cost 10 dais, a dozen,

A prominent item on the expense account of a Washmi'ton belle is her

engiaviug and printing, and society ladies who give dinners spend at

times hiindieds of dollars upon the stationeiy for a feast. Mrs. Lsland
Stanfoid lately paid 85 dols, for fifty cards to be used as menus foi

one of her big dinners. The map <tf the United .States was stamped
in silver on the cards, and the drawing and engraving were exquisite.

At the dinner which General Bieckmiidge gave, the cards cost I dol.

a piece, and Mrs. Justice Blanchford gave not long ago a luncheon, the

caids for which were carved by hand at a cost of 18 dols. a dozen.

Some of the cards are in raised silver and gold. They look as though
tlie gold and silver had been melted and poured into letters on the

cards, and co.st 75 cents a piece.”

We hope collectors will not allow these specimens of dinner station*

ery to disperse and be lost. Presented together they would give a good

idea of the wealth and refinement of the times. Sumptuous stationery

is not unknown in the East. At the princely dinner given in behalf of

the community by Raja Inder Chunder Singh, at his residence in

Russell Street, to Mons. Jules Joubert, the maker of the Calcutta E-v-

hibition, one of the guests who had been a well-known journalist m
England, was profuse in admiration of the rnenu^ confessing, with post-

prandiuin openness and fervour that he had never seen the like of it.

The recent fall of houses in Bombay has awakened the Municipal

Standing Committee to the necessity of proper building regulations.

The Municipal Commissioner ha.s accordingly been requested to favor

the Committee with a report as to the measures adopted to give prac-

tical effect to the building regulations in the Municipal Act (III of

18S8) as regards new buildings in course of erection, as also to submit

draft building byelaws for the erection of safe buildings and for com-

petent and vigilant inspection with a view to their stability while in

course of erection. Why should not the existing houses, that is, houses

after they have been built, specially all public places, be subjected to

periodical inspection with a view to their stability as also their sani-

tation ? Here is a hint for all municipalities.

«
* *

Ar the Nundydroog gold mine, in May last, 700 tons of ore were

crushed for 1,084 of gold
;

in the following month 750 tons were

stamped and yielded 1,400 ozs. of bar gold, or an increase of 50 tons

ore and 315 ozs. of gold. ^
• •

They have come upon a considerable coalfield at Lashio, in the Shan

States lying to the north-east of Mandalay. Lashio is 140 miles from

Mandalay.

• •

The Upper India Chamber of Commerce cry witB the Bengal Cham-

ber against the income tax on consignor’s profits and the income tax

itself.

*

In September 1888, the Government of India, in the Home Depart-

ment, offered a reward of Rs. 1,000 for the best text-book on Domestic

Economy and Sanitary Science for the use. of the senior classes of

The defences of the Hyderabad Residency are to, be improved. Or-

ders have also been passed for removal of the treasure to Trimulghorry

entranebment. The costs have been estimatpd at Rs. 80,000.
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The Jubilee Plunger, Ernest Benzon, hns plunged himself into debt.

He is now passing through the court. His liabilities are given at

^38,000 and assbts at j^i3»ooo.
^

The SeCOTd HalAyearly Departmental Examination of 1S90 of Assist-

ant and Deputy Magistrates in the regulation and non-regulation

jisiricts, and of officers in the Police, Medical, Forest and Opium

Departments, will begin on Monday, the 6th October next.

•
• •

The Lieutenant-Governor has countermanded the tolls at Simoriah

for that portion of the Arrah Canal which lies between Lock No. 12

in village Baghamath and Lock No. 13 on the river Ganges at Akona,

both in the district of Shahabad.

• •

The next Entrance Examination has been fixed for Monday, the

2nd Febru.ary 1891, the F. A. and B. A. Examinations will come off a

fortnight later on the i6th February, and the B. L. begins on the 2nd

March 1891.

• •

LaDY Lansdowne arrived at Bombay in the morning of the i8th and

in the evening left for England. There were many persons present at

the Apollo Bunder to witness the embarkation. Previous to her de-

parture from Simla, she held, on the 8th instant, a Reception which

was numerously attended.

•
• •

Sir Steuart Bayley arrived at Calcutta on the nth. There was a

Durbar at Belvedere on the 15th, when the following recipients were

invested with their newly acquired titles

“ Maharaja Sir Joiendro Molitin Tagore, Bahadur, K.C.S.i., of Cal-

cutta ;
Maharaja Mohendro Deo S.iont, of Alhmullik

;
Raja jyoli

Prosad Gorga, of Maisadul, in Midnapur; Mahamahopadliyaya

Ayodhya Nath Miser Samavedi, of Pota, in Mozufferpur
;
Maha-

mahopadhyaya Krishna Singh Takur, of Bhoar, in Tirhut
; Maha-

iiiahopadhyaya Kanhai Lai jha, of Mangraumi, in Durbhunga
;
Shams-

jil-Ulama Maulavi Abdur Rauf, of Patna
;

Maiilavi Ahmad, Khan
Bahadur, of Calcutta ;

Rai Mata Din, Bahadur, of Patna
;

Rai Nundo
Kishore Das, Bahadur, Assistant Superintendent of the Tributary

'Mehals, Orissa
;
Rai Kali Podo Mookerjea, Bahadur, Personal Assist-

ant to the Commissioner of Orissa ;
and Rai Nalinaksha Bose, Baha-

dur, of Burdwan.”

The usual ceremonies were gone through, the Lieutenant-Governor

being profuse in his admiration of the qualities and services which, in

their ready recognition by the members and agents of an appreciative

t;overnmcnt, had secured them the honors.

•
• •

The East Indian Railway Company having refused to pay municipal

taxes to the Hooghly and Chinsurah .Municipality, the Government

of India was moved to enable the Municipal Commissioners to levy

taxes on the Railway line under the Indian Railway Act, 1890, or to ex-

clude the Grand Trunk Road from Municipal limits. Pending further

orders, the Railway Authorities have been ordered to pay taxes from

and after ist May 1890.

Under the Indian Ports Act (X of 1889), the Lieutenant-Governor has

ruled that

“ I. On the occurrence of a case of cholera, small-pox, or other

dangerously communicable disease on board any ship lying in the port,

the master shall, as early as possible, send the affected person to hos-

pital, and shall cause the flag R to be hoisted at the fore as a signal to

the Health Officer of the Port, and such signal shall not be lowered un-

til the Health Officer has visited the ship.

2. The master shall afford such information in regard to the oc-

currence of the disease as the Health Officer may require, and shall

carry out such reasonable instructions regarding the cleansing and dis-

infection of the vessel, and the disposal of polluted clothing, bedding,

&c., as that officer may consider it necessary to give.

3. If, by reason of the prevalence of any dangerously communicable

disease on board any ship, the Health Officer and one other medical

officer in the service of the Government at Calcutta jointly consider it

absolutely necessary for the safety of the crews of other vessels that

such vessel should be seggregated, the Health Officer shall furnish the

master with a certificate to that eftect. The master shall, on receipt of

such certificate, forthwith give notice accordingly to the Harbour Mas-
ter, and the vessel shall be removed to Mateabrooj, or such asher place

as the Port Commissioners may direct.

4. On the occurrence of a death on board, the master shall, without

delay, inform the River Police, whose permission shall be obtained

before the corpse is removed.”

Notes, Leaderettes, and

Our Own News.
•

The rel.itions betwen the British Government and the United States

appear to be strained over the Behring Sea Fishery question.

The English Government have resolved to demand increased mili-

tary contributions from the Crown Colonies. The House of Lords

has passed a Bill for jncre.ased barrack accommodation. •

The American House of Representatives has passed the Silver Bill

in entirety by a Republican majority. President Harrison’s signature

to the Bill has been affixed. It will have effect from the I3»h August.

The British House of Lords has passed the Bill sanctioning the

Anglo-German Agreement.

In opening the new Rifle Ranges of the National Rifle Association

at Besley Common which for the future will replace Wimbledon, the

Prince of Wales made a patriotic speech. His Royal Highness ap-

pealed to the nation to support the Association, the object of which

was to make the rifle what the bow was in the days of the Plan-

tagenets.

There is a change of Ministry in Cape Colony on account of the

rejection by the Cape Parliament of a large Railway scheme.

Lord Rosebery has resigned the Chairmanship of the County

Council.

The Madhi is again on the war path. He is reported to have suffer-

ed a reverse with the loss of his head quarters at El Obeid.

Ai-TF.R his chequered career of adventure in the Dark Continent, Mr.

Stanley’s life on return to England enters on another phase. He has

married. The ceremony was brilliant, and there were enthusiastic

demonstrations outside Westminster Abbey by large crowds of

people who had collected to give the pair a reception. The Queen has

presented Mr. Stanley with a miniature portrait of herself set in

diamonds with a letter cuologising his services and wishing him wedded

happiness.

The Queen has given fifty pounds towards Stanley’s steamer for the

Nyanza.

Sir John Kirk is made a Commander of the Bath for his services on

the Anti-Slavery Conference of the Powers to consider the best means

of Slopping the Slave Trade by sea and land.

Strikes arc the order of the day “ at Home ” and abroad. One or two

are always on the hands of the authorities. The London postmen's

strike has, howenver, p.ast the crisis. The dock laborers have also re-

sumed work.

The Madrid strikers are more than usually turbulent. Troops had

to be called out to quell the riots. They opened fire, killing and

wounding many.

Nitrate workers are on strike at Chili, Monroe country. They were

fired on by troops and forty killed.

A SEVERE thunderstorm accompanied by torrential rains took place

in London and the provinces, causing heavy floods.

A terrific cyclone swept over Minnesota and Wisconsin, wrecking

a steamer and several boats, causing damage to the value of millions

of dollars and killing two hundred lives.

A terrible fite look place at Constantinople, destroying a timber

yard and nine hundred houses and shops. The loss is estimated at

one million sterling.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer in replying to a question in the

British House of Commons, referred to the proposal of the Govern-

ment of India for the reduction of postage between India and England.

Lord and Lady Reay dined with the Queen at Windsor.

Sir Richard Temple has presented more petitions from the Punjab,

opposing the elective principle in the Legislative Councils.

The National Leprosy Committee has at the instance of Lord

Lansdowne contributed a thousand pounds towards a Leprosy Com-

mission to be sent to India, with whom two Indian officials would

co-operate.

An important meeting of the Lady Dufferin Fund was held in London

and was attended by Lord Reay, Sir Lepel Griffin, Sir Walter DcSouza

and many other persons.
.
Sir M. Grant Duff presided. An appeal was
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made to one thousand ladies of Gieat Britain to come forward and

subscribe one pound each.

Mr. and Mrs. Cowasjee Jehangeer Readymoncy were presented to

the Queen by the Prince of Wales at a garden party. The Queen

commanded them to be at Windsor that they might be received by the

Duke and Duchess of Connaught.

A LUNATIC, apparently eaten up by a passion for notoriety, fired a

revolver *at President Carnot and was immediately arrested. The re-

volver was charged with blank cartridges.

Conflicting telegrams have reached this country as to the prospects

of Lord Cross’s Bill. In one, it is said that it will be abandoned on

acconnt of the opposition whieh is being organised against it. A
later announcement is of a more hopeful kind. It is said that Mr.

Smith hopes that the Bill may even yet pass in this Session. The

outlook, however, is not very promising. Here is an offer of reform

from the British Government in response to the demand from this

country, and the Congress party reject it on the ground that it is

not enough. What alone will make the <»ffer acceptable to this party

is the concession of election, and they will wait and agitate for years

till election is given, rather than have the other concessions without

it. Election may be, and is, a good thing, but the idolatrous admira-

tion of it, manifested by some of the Congress leaders, is something

very curious. Already people with experience of its trial in the

country are getting disenchanted of it. If Sir Henry Harrison were

asked, he would probably say he had had enough of it. But enough is

not always as good as a feast, we are aft aid.

This is a remarkably good year for native candidates at the London

Civil Service competition. No less than five have passed, three of

them being Hindus of Bengal, one a Mahomedan of Behar, and one

a Parsee. This is highly gratifying from more than one point of

view. The number satisfactory as in itself it is, is more so from its

geographical and ethnic distribution. We congratulate Bombay and

our Mahomedan fellow-countrymen on their sharing in the rewards

that have fallen to India. To us of Bengal, and of Reis and Rayyet

in particular, the patriotic exaltation, not to say exultation, with which

we have received the telegraphic announcement of so many of our

countrymen, of all parts and different sections of the community, having

passed the Rubicon and being fiiirly on the march to the Imperial

Rome of high office, is heightened by the sympathy of blood and

kinship and personal friendship. The successful candidates are Mr.

Satis Chandra Mookerjee, a relative of our friend Mr. P. L. Roy,

Barrister-at-law (of the Roys of Lakutia), Mr. Arabenda Ghosc, son

of another friend, Dr. K. D. Ghose (the wellknown sanitationist),

Mr. Mohinimohun Ghose, son of yet another friend, if we may be

permitted to call him so, Mr. Monomohun Ghose (the wellknown

advocate), Mr. Yusuff, of Bankipore, and Mr. Mudgarkar, vrho stands

third among the five, of Bombay.

Considering the high standard of intellectual qualifications required

for a proper discharge of the duties of higher administrative posts,

and the more and more exacting and complicated character of their

work, it must always be a far more desirable thing to make one’s way

to those posts by means of competition than otherwise. If the con-

ditions of that competition have not so far been quite adv.aniageous

to native candidates, it is all the more to the credit of this year’s

batch that they ''have succeeded in spite of them. It is to be hoped

that the limitation of age as regards Indian competitors will be re-

moved, or at any rate farther extended, in the future, instead of making

the exceptional result of this year an argument for its retention.

The Chief Commissioner of Assam has shown a courage worthy of

his exalted office. In his Resolution on the Assam Police Report for

the past year, he has hit on a serious blot in administration, which is

by no means confined to his frontier Province. Mr. Quinton reveals

the true secret of the large number of false cases shewn in the return.

They are not all really false, but are sheivn to be such to cover the

failure of the Police to bring the offe(iders to justice. These and

other delinquencies of the Police are to be attributed to the system of

returns, which are the established basis of recognition of good ser-

vice and promotion. In the Judicial Service itself, specially the Subor-

dinate or Uncovenanted Judiciary in which our countrymen are chiefly

employed, the effect of the blind adherence to tabular resuta is visible.

When will our Government learn to see the futility of mere forms ?

An embezzlement of Rs. 895-6-6 by a collecting Sircar has been de-

tected in the North Barrackpore Municipality. The accounts of that

Municipality seem to be in an unsatisfactory stale. The Commissioner

of the Presidency Division has been asked to call for a full report from

the Municipality explaining what steps have been taken to realise

the amount embezzled, as well as to bring the offender to justice. The

Municipality is also required to explain why the accounts have not

been kept in the prescribed form and no security taken from the

offender. And what about the Government audit ? Docs not a stale

accouiil«anl travel thrt>ugh the country inspecting the books and ex-

amining the accounts of Municipalities, sumptuously billeted on

the municipal accountants } Is the inspecting and examining all a

formality without substance—mcre eye-wash a putting a good

face upon an unsightly mailer } The billeting is very real, and not

unoften substantial. The auditing, we are afraid, is a farce, and prac-

tically smooths the path and strengthens the hands of peculation.

It has been detected that the names of dead holders of Carnatic

Stipends continue on the list of pensioners, and stipends are drawn in

their names. This is a common form of fraud. It prevails in connec-

tion with political pensions at all Agencies. It is encouraged by the

Purda system—the custom which veils our ladies from observation.

A MONSTER suit involving well-known political characters, though

itself of little political interest, is pending in the Punjab. It is a

monstrous litigation, between motl>cr and son and mother and grand-

sons. The plaintiff Lady Gujri, widow of Dewan jwala Sdhdi, the

famous comrade and Chief Minister of Maharaja Golab Singh. Jwala

Sdhdi left two sons, the late Dewan Kirparam and Dewan Lachman

Das. Kirparam left two sons, Anantram and Amarnath. The

Dowager Lady Gujri now sues Dewan Lachman Das, ex-Prime

Minister of Cashmere, and his nephews, Dewans Anantram and

Amarnath, for possession of immovable property valued at 15

lacs. She claims the property, situated in Cashmere, Gujranwala,

Sialkot, Lahore and Jammu, as- a gift to her under the will of her

husband. The suit has been filed in the civil court of Gujranwala/

Messrs. Rattigan aod Higgins represent the plaintiff^ while Mr.

P. C. Chatterjee and Lala . Gobind Ram defend the euit. The

case will be taken up on the 15th November next, when the

Subordinate Judge goes to Aminabad to examine the plaintiff.

Here is a side issue in the Jain Defamation case, pending in the

Court of the Northern Division Magistrate, in which Indra Chund

Nahatta prosecutes fourteen of
^
his community, for publishing and

abetting the publication of a pamphlet in which it is stated that he had

been excommunicated for visiting Europe and eating prohibited food

at a Bombay hotel, on boardship and at several hotels in England :

—

“ At the Calcutta High Court on the 8lh July, before Justices Norris

and Gordon, Mr. Dunne applied to have the record sent for of a recent

application to the Chief Presidency Magistrate for a summons against

the leading men of the Jain community, and to have them bound down
to keep the peace.

Mr. Dunne explained that the applicant, Indra Chund Nahatta, was

a rich and influential member of the Jain community, who had incurred

the disfavour of some other members by visiting Europe. He went to

the Jain temple on the ist July, when a crowd of Jains rose and at-

tempted to prevent him entering. He did enter however : and when he

left they hooted him out of the place. Four leading men went to the

police afterwards, and said openly that if the applicant visited the

temple again there would be bloodshed. The applicant went to the

Commissioner of Police, who stationed a police force near the temple

and suggested that the offenders should be bound down to keep the

peace. The Magistrate, when appealed to, advised the wi^plicant not

to go to the temple if the people objected to bis presence. Counsel

submitted that applicant had a right to visit the temple, and it was the

Magistrate’s duty to protect him in the exercise of his right.

Mr. Justice Norris asked if it was quite certain that a Jain who had

transgressed the rules of the community and broken his caste had the

right.

Mr. Dunne claimed his client had a right to prove he had not forfeited

his caste rights.

Mr. Justice Norris did not think it likely there would be any crime.

There was all the more reason, being a religious question, why no se-

cular tribunal should try it.

After much argument Mr. Justice Norris said the bench were of

opinion that there was not sufficient ground to interfere with the exer^

cise of the Magistrate’s discretion.”

The main case stands adjourned to the 34th.
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What is the domicile of the Maharaja Duleep Sing or of his son

Prince Albert V. Duleep ? The question was raised in the Court of Ap-

peal in England, and the Master of the Rolls, the Lord Justice Lindly

Topez concurring, thus put and answered the question

“ Ma^raja choose a domicile in England? Did he ever
give up nis doinfhile in the Punjab and Intend not to return there?
Looking at all the facts, there could be no doubt that the true inference
was that the Maharaja as soon as he had a wdl of his own, always in-

tended to return to the Punjab whenever he could do so. In his opinion
therefore the Maharaja never acquired a domicile in England, but
retained his domicile in the Punjab. The son therefore also took the
domicile in the Punjab as long as he was under age. But even as-
suming that the Maharaja abandoned his domicile in the Punjab, and
chose an English one still the Maharaja before his son came of age
abandoned his English domicile and reverted back to his domicile of
origin in the Punjab, and his son being under age took the domicile of

the father. In either case at the moment before the son came of age
lie had not a domicile in England. The petitioning creditor must show
the abandonment by the son when he came of age of the domicile
which he had the moment before he came of age, and the election of
an English domicile. The burden of proving an English domicile lay
upon the petitioning creditor. The son’s living in England for a few
months with his mother after he came of age was no evidence of a
choice of domicile in England, nor did the fact of his entering the army,
though it might be some evidence, help the case much.”

This wandering Jew of a poor Indian Prince, deprived in childhood

of the religion of his birth, expatriated in boyhood, and then dena-

tionalised by the very conditions of his existence for life among
strangers in an alien land, aud finally beggared and disgraced, until

he ilost his head, has alas! no domicile. Neither country nor home
lemains for him.

The world has heard enough of Baboo English and of that chef efivuvre

of Baboo Literature, the Memoir of the late Mr. Justice Onoocool

Chundcr Mookerjec by his nephew. Only the other day, the London

Globe entertained* its readers with “ The Beauties of Baboo English.”

As a rule, however, these “caterers” to the innocent mirth of our

European fellow-subjects, here or at Home, simply invent philological

absurdities and verbal combinations of the strangest, and pass them

off on a gullible public as the exercises of Indians and the outcome

of half a century’s eflforis to impart English education to the Indian

people. In point of fact, the socalled “ specimens” are no more Baboo
or Prabhu than Basque. The true “ Baboo ” is queer enough in all

conscience, but it has a method in its madness—a distinct individuality.

For the benefit of those who might desire to know what this Indian

“ Pidgin,” in its literary development, is like, we quote the following

account of the weather at Burwani, the capital of a small chief under

the Central India Agency. It was sent to the Morning Post which

in its thorough appreciation of it has printed it with ail its beauties

on its head. Here is it :

—

“On 3rd instant (June) at I P.M. there was a heavy tempest of a
dreadful wind, and it is followed by a downpour of a heavy rain. The
great iialla, which flows through the heaii of the town, came into heavy
flood, so that, almost all the adjacent houses were for a long time in
water, the poor dwellers were in great catastrophe and they were deeply
drowned in me whirlpool of difficulties to escape from the threatening
danger. Some wretched people took refuge in the highest and upper-
most part of their houses, while others were obliged to look themselves
to the safest places by crossing the running streams, I am poured into
the horrible imagination and sorry still to give a most terrible account
of a poor and a most wretched pair of fakir, who was flowed to the
distance of quarter of a mile in the said nallah but fortunately caught
by the trees and thus they have saved their lives. Many houses fell
down and a number of living storks died of drowning. In .short, the
people of Barwani greatly suffered in this stormy tempest. Total loss
estimated that night was more than Rs. 2,000.”

Well might our contemporary call it a “ touching letter !
”

The following letter, which appears in the English Press, corrects a
misrepresentation, but we are glad that the occasion has recalled to

the civilised world the services of the pioneer in our days of African

discovery, which has at last culminated in the latest successful adven-
ture of Stanley, the Hero of the hour

“Sir,—My relations have startled me with a paragraph from a * Lon-
don correspondent’ .saying that ‘Sir Richard Burton is lying very
< angeruusly ill, neglected, and alone, in a London lodging, whilst
btanley is being feted.’ If the love and devotion of a wife may count
tor anything, Sir Richard will never be neglected nor alone whilst I
am alive. I have been married to him for nearly thirty yeaVs, besides
^ five years* engagement, and during all those thirty-five year.s, I have
never been absent from him one day that 1 was allowed to be with him

other words, I have never been absent except to ei^cute his

n
hardly been a day apart,

Aud for the last three and a-half years that he has been ailing, never
one hour away out of the twenty four. During these three and a-half
years we have, in consequence of the weakness of health, sacrificed
everything to have a resident English (who was looking for

such a berth) living and travelling with us. And instead of a London
lodging we have a beautiful and romantic home (with every comfort
for hiin that our means allow) at the very head of the Adriatic. Next
year hi^ term of service expires (forty-nine years’ actual «;crvice), and
then we shall both be, if alive, ‘ in a London lodging neglected and
alone.’ But to state that now is what the Americans would call ‘a
little pievious.’ On the other hand, I am very giatefui to the corres-

pondent for the truth of his statement about my husband’s career,
showing that in the midst of this feteing and rejoicings for the great
traveller Stanley, the pioneer who opened up the way without money
or help or applause, enduring the severest hardships and pprils, and
cold receptic)ns of his return, is not forgotten at home and that they
know that it is to him first that they owe the fact that many of these
desolate regions have now trade and schools and missions, and the
beginning of civilisation. I feel confident that God will make up to

him more than he has missed of this world’s honours.—Yours, &c.,
Isabel Burton.—Trieste, June 15.”

That expression of dutiful devotion come.<( specially home to our

Hindu heart. It looks so like the expres.sinn of a Hindu wife. The
truth IS, the ideal wife, as the ideal husband, is the same in every com-

munity. Lady Burton is an accomplished woman who has made con-

tributions of merit to literature. Yet she is

A creature not too bright or good

For human nature’s daily food.

Here are two chips of the same block alike with a marvellous exacti-

tude !—the same in body, mind, external relations, and all circum-

stances—in everything I

“ There are two young artisans of Bristol, named Johnson, who are
twins. They are not only of the same height, having the same
coloured hair, eyes, and complexion, identical physical measurements,
and feeding, walking, running, laughing, crying, singing, and speaking
alike, but they are of the same occupation, hold the same position, and
have the same religious persuasion and likes and dislikes. More
singular still, they have espoused very similar wives, and they have the
same number of children, who are of the same sexes, three girls and
three boys each.”

The two sets of children are of the same age and otherwise similar

as their mothers, we suppose ?

A brace of brothers alike to a /—here arc elements of a pretty mess,

by either and both, and by others I The fun is obvious, but there is

danger in the situation. The ever-recurring Comedy of Errors of

such an equivocal ambiguous existence must be too much of a good

thing. But there are possibilities of the Comedy culminating in

frightful Tragedies of Errors. It must be bad enough to be assaulted

or accused in mistake, or arrested and sent to jail for another. We
only hope the poor fellows are sure of their own wives and children,

and that the wives are able to make a tolerable guess as to their

lords, and that the .sons and daughters know their fathers and mothers.

I^E/S & RA WET.
SATURDAY, JULY 19, 1890.

THE HOLIDAYS—IN A FIX.

Time was when our Rulers sympathised with the
festivities of the people. Those sympathises are

now dying out, and man must reduce himself to a
machine to keep pace with the age. To a thorough-
ly religious and sociable people like the Hindus,
holidays come as a matter of course. But religious

or social usages must give way before the exigencies

of business. So the fiat has gone forth and holidays
must be retrenched.

The reduction of holidays is a fait accomfili. The
Government offices with the exception of a few are
indeed untouched. It is proposed to curtail the num-
ber of holidays, under the Negotiable Instruments
Act, the days so curtailed being allowed to clerks

in Government offices by executive order. This is a
half and half measure which cannot be final. At
any rate, the principle on which the holiday question

has hitherto been treated is departed from, and the
question must continue to drift along at the mercy
of every periodical agitation for further restriction

of the holidays. The merchants have gained their

point, and the weaker side, as always, gone to the
wall. When Sir Steuart Bayley allowed the ques-
tion to be reopened after it had been once set at

rest, we felt what if augured, and prepared ourselves
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for the worst. But as regards the community at

liirgCi they stoutly held out hopefully against the

possibility of a time honored privilege being at

length withdrawn. To the nation in general, the

decision of the Government will cause the keenest

disappointment. Their attitude of hope and anxiety

and suspense during the pendency of the question

must b* realized if one will gauge the deep popular

attachment to the holidays. The holidays are to

them among their dearest possession. To those in

private service, the holidays were the only point

in which they could cheerfully compare their lot

with their more favored brethren in the Government

service With nothing else in common, here they

met on equal ground. Without the prospect of pen-

sion or the advantages of a liberally trained scale of

pay or Leave Code—with hardly any privilege

leave in fact, private servants had yet their Doorga

Pooja holidays to look forward to. and this went a

great way to reconcile them to their circumstances.

It may be all very well for the mercantile community

to say now, that every reasonable consideration will

be made to Hindu clerks in regard to their allow.ance

on holidays, or that compensation will be granted in

the shape of holidays at other times. But in the

course of time, when the change has already estab-

lished itself and the present feeling has passed away,

these kind intentions will hardly be remembered.

At any rate, excepting in the most respectable mer-

cantile establishments of long standing, such con-

siderate treatment of servants has never been shown,

and never will be.
,

The present reduction of the holidays will surely

prove the thin end of the wedge introduced into the

religious customs and usages of the Hindus. By and

bv they will lose their popular character, thereby

furnishing at some future time another argument for

sweeping away the holidays altogether. Like a

noble animal in the story books. Pundit Mahes Chun-

der Nayaratna little knows the mischiel he has

done He has dealt the death blow to the reli-

gious life among Hindus. The mercantile conimu-

nitv too regards the present decision of the Gov-

ernment as but a part fulfilment of the programme

it has been fighting for. The Bank of Bengal in so

many words declares that it accepts the present pro-

posals of the Government as “an instalment only

for the time being,” and encouraged by one suc-

cess the representatives of commerce are not likely

to rest till the remnant of the holidays shrinks to

next to nothing. j j ^

The European merchants have succeeded not by

dint of persistence only. Their influence and posi-

tion have at last told. They have been at this busi-

ness from a long time past, without effect. 1 hey

have knocked and knocked in hope it will be opened

unto them. It had not been opened. I he his-

tory of the holiday question is a record of them per-

severing energy. It was so far back as « 860 that

the Bengal Chamber of Commerce first made the

proposal which has now been accepted by the Gov-

ernment, viz , to reduce the holidays to the number

required for the ceremonial observances of the

Hindu religion. This led to the appointment of a

Committee which recommended some reduction.

The Local Government accepted the Committees

recommendation, but it was set aside by the Gov

ernmentof India, and 27 days, including 12 days

for the Doorga and Lucki Poojas, were declar^ as

public holidays. By a subsequent order of the Gov-

ernment of India dated 29th October 1867, the num-

ber of days was raised to 3O1 this has been the

number of public holidays up to the present time.

During this repeated efforts were made by .the

European mercantile community for curtailing the

number thus fixed. Different proposals were made,

some for summarily reducing holidays in all offices,

and others for reducing them as regards only the

Bank of Bengal, and the Currency and Pay offices

in the Presidency, the other Government offices being

wholly or partially closed, at the discretion of Heads

of Departments, and with due regard to the di.s-

charge of current work. The conduct of both the

Local and Supreme Governments in view of these

various proposals has all along been fluctuating

and uncertain. Sometimes the Local Government

has shown more firmness than the Supreme Govern-

ment while at other times it was the Supreme

Government that supplied any deficiency of that

quality in the Local Government. Call it firmness

or call it what you will, but the mercantile demand

has "been resisted in spite of an evident disposition to

fivor it It was a sore trial to these Governments

and the trial came with the regularity of the Pooja

Uason Opposite principles and feelings contended

for mastery, but so far the holidays have always won.

There was, indeed, weakness and an ill-concealed

disposition to meet the desire of the merchants

sometimes with one Government and sometimes

with another. Amusing situations sometimes occurred.

On one occasion the Government of India passed

orders for curtailing the holidays only to cancel them

immediately afterwards. In the midst of all these

fluctuations, however, one principle has been clearly

admitted, viz., that if the holidays were to be mam-

taiiied, it was to be on religious grounds. 1 he latest

decision of the Government of India, when the ques-

tion was thoroughly considered and as we then un-

derstood finally set at .rest, was expressed in a de-

liberate manner. 1

1

was said “ that the inconvenience

and loss which the mercantile community suffer from

the existing state of things, great and serious as they

are cannot be remedied without inflicting a still more

serious hardship on a far more numerous, though less

influential, portion of the community The question

was thus finally disposed 6f. and while the allegations

of the loss to trade were admitted, this ground was

not held sufficient strength to justify a departure from

the principle of accommodating the religious and

social requirements of the Hmdus on which the

holidays were from the first based. But this old

principle is now abandoned. It is now held, on the

authority of a Government Pundit in pyjamas, that

several of the holidays are not required for religious

purposes.

MR JAMES ROUTLEDGE TO YOUNG
INDIA IN ENGLAND.

It does one’s heart good to listen to Mr. 'fToutledge.

His words come straight from the heart—and what a

great heart is his—the present generation in India

who followed his career as editor of the Friend 0/

India need not be told. Talking ev«r so^ long, he

can never be betrayed into a false note. Everything

is genuine about him—all his utterances are clear,

deliberate, and manly. His style takes its character

from his thoughts—plain, clear and masculine. A

lecture' on “Young India” at a meeting of the Na-

tional Indian Association from such a man, can

scarcely fail to be of more than common »nterest.

Sir Owen Tudor Burne, k.c,s.i., well known as the
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good Private Secretary of the lamented Lord Mayo,
presided. The Association could not have found a

brace of more sympathetic men than their lecturer

and Chairman to take part in a congenial business.

Mr. Routledge’s heart is true to India as ever.

Speaking to Indians in England and on his congenial

Indian topics, he is quite in his element—he finds

i^ull scope for the great and generous thoughts and

feelings that He deep in him. The lecture before us

treats of a large variety of subjects, and the treatment

is original, truthful and thoughtful. Mr. Routledge

says or writes nothing except with a high aim. I'hat

aim is to impart true knowledge by dispelling errors,

misconceptions, and prejudices, and to advance the

cause of progress on just and noble principles. In

the present tract there are proofs in every page of

his earnest love of truth. There is no small concep-

tion, for instance, about the nature of the Sepoy Mu-
tiny and, if in course of Mr. Routledge's remarks,

he is even incidentally led to the subject, he is not the

man to rest content without characterising it as “ the

military mutiny " and acknowledging “ how England

owed to India at the time.” Constitutionally sincere

and animated by a delicate regard for truth, he can-

not open his discourse without telling the very fact

as to the origin of the British dominion in India.

The following passage has such an air of fresh and

withal genial candour about it and is at once so pa-

triotic without the usual sentimental cant on the sub-

ject, that we dare say it will be appreciated :

—

“ To say that the relations of India to England have no parallel in

the hiiiiory of mankind weie to .stale a truism. Nothing at ail like

tliem ever was seen before. They are entirely original
;
yet no tn<in «ir

men can be said to have invented or designed them. Characterised by

statesmanship and generalship of a remaikable order, they nevertheless

bear the marks of a simple groping onward from one class of cir-

cumstances to another, till from some as dark nights as ever set on

human affairs a morning of blight possibilities has dawned.”

The extract is about the opening passage, but the

whole tract bears repetition. A large variety of use-

ful and instructive things is tersely and forcibly

conveyed to his Indian auditory. To give them

proper ideals of life and to disabu.se them of any

lurking selfish or .sordid notions as to the end of

knowledge or activity, Mr. Routledge places before

them the noble examples of some poor men who have

nevertheless done work for which humanity is their

debtor for all time. No mere didactic discourse

could possibly be of such effect as the noble doings

and sufferings of men like Columbus, Captain Henry
Hudson, John Wickliffe, William 'rynclall, John
Pounds and Roger Williams, the exiled of the Pil-

grim Fathers, indian students are rightly or wrong-

ly accused of having an eye to worldly profit as the

object of education. They are likely deficient in

sustaining vigor and stamina in their pursuit of

knowledge. Mr. Routledge could not have more

delicately and at the same time effectively applied

a corrective to the.se things than by holding up ex-

amples of men who placed the good of others above

their own, and battled with adversity in the cause

of knowledge or truth.

The tract bristles with sound and wise precepts,

and we can recommend no better reading for the

leisure of the rising generation of Indian students

than these instructive pages. Mr. Routledge talks

like a sage, but with what cheerful philosophy he

views commonest incidents whose meaning is mi.ssed

by ordinary observers, the following passage will

show ;

—

“ The history altogether is one of remnrkable events. But perhaps
among them nil there is nothing more strange and suggestive than your

presence in England to-day ;
nothing more likely to take a place

among the romances of history. There have been despots who called

such facts into being, with a view to obtaining an influence with which

humanity has no sympathy. Your presence in England is a totally

different thing from that. It signifies your co-partnership—your com-

radeship—in a heritage of freedom
;
ai^, unless the signs of the times

are misleading, eventually of empire. The will that brought yflb hete

was your own, or that of your friends ; as also was the cost. There
may be people who fancy that they have an interest in your not coming
to England. There can be no interest in your being here unless it

rests on public grounds. All the circumstances considered, there are

few things more curious than this simple meeting, a few yards away
from one of the great thoroughfares of London life.”

,

Mr. Routledge^s love for the Indian people makes
him a warm admirer of British rulers who have sym-

pathised with them. He speaks with patriotic pride

of a few of the best men whom England has sent

out to this country.

“ I am not here to assert that Englishmen have always acted wisely,

honour.ibly, meicifully, m India. If such a siatement were made you
would be able to contradict it on the spot. You will not, however, con-

I

tiadict the statement that England has sent to Indi.i men of whom we
alt may be proud

;
men of sincere and upright aims and acts—eager to

j

labour, not to win men to this or that opinion, or class of opinions, but

I

to lighten the darknes-s, and increase the coinfoits of the masses of the

i

people. Against the merely selfish persons we m.iy set off men like

j

Lord William Bentinck, Sir Charles Metcalfe, Havelock, Ouirani, the

the Lawrences, Lord Canning, and others equally noble, if not so well

known
;
men who respected the old traditions and customs of your

land
;
sympathised with its pleasures and festivities, and strove to pro-

tect the people against wrong-doers of whatever kind or name. Oc-
casionally also a man of great capacity and decision of character, like

OcMier.il Ochtcrlony, has represented a bulwaik against ruthless devas-
tation.”

The keen sympathies of Mr. Routledge with “the

pleasures and festivities ” of the people will never

be forgotten by tho.se who remember how sturdily

he fought against the attempt, made some years ago
by a set of puritanic officials, to disallow the car

festival. But we have fallen on hard times. O for a

Routledge now among the publicists in Bengal when
the grandest Hindu festival is threatened !

THE STATUTORY CIVIL SERVICE.

One of the greatest blots in the proceedings of the Public Ser-

vice Commission (as far as they have been published) is in the

treatment of this subject of vital importance to the future of

Indian administration. The want of if not due attention to this

point, at least of proper handling of it, is manifest. There is

nothing to show that the Commission had sifted the evidence

of the innumerable witnesses they examined, or even selected

the best witnesses competent to speak on the statutory system.

The wholesale condemnation of this interesting experiment is

most extraordinary, and not at all creditable to the Commission.

'Fhe Statutory Service is tlic first notable recognition of Lord

Canning’s policy of drawing out the native aristocracy to the

front, and encouraging them to take- part in the administration

of the country, in.stcad of leaving the people at the mercy ol

the educated democracy, consisting of the elass of the sons of men
risen from the ministerial agency of our courts with a sprinkling

of the educated Barristers. •

In originally instituting the statutory civilian, it is to be feared

the Government did not suflicicntly restrict the selection for

these appointments with due regard either to wealth, in-

fluence or the pobiiion their families lield during the native rule,

of the nominees. Many sycophants, or sons of favorite Khaerkhaos

were appointed, who had not the slightest pretensions to

aristocracy, and others of good fiimilics, but whose parenlh,

being opposed to our radical system of education, /. the mixing

of all classes in charity schools, were of course deficient, not only

ill knowledge of our court procedure, but even in knowledge or"

language, and thus the statutory civilian may be considered to have

failed.

In this days most members of the good families not degenerated

by poverty, have had fair scholastic education. If they were

now appointed, say under a mild competition system, and on

probation, they would not only give more satisfaction to Gov-

ernment, but would most certainly, from the resuscitation of

their position, be considered equally as trustworthy as any

European officer, and, moreover, from their superior knowledge

of the language, their knowledge of the character, habits and

customs of the people, would be more acceptable to them. It may
even be asserted that in cases involving religious or caste pre-

judices, they would invariably be preferred to the European officer.

Under the present regime^ constantly increasing the refinement

of legislation, our Compctitionwallah commences his practical

service primed with the purest theories of refined English

law of evidence, like, which no other country or system has
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reaclied such nicety of “how not to do it,” and of criminal

justice, with its leading principle of giving the prisoner the

advantage of all possible aoubt, as though the object was “how
not to find conviction for any crime.”

At tome itself, what have been the results of your modern re-

finement and progress ? Why, in order to gratify political

animosities, an Opposition has so encouraged the commission of

murder, bycotting, conspiracy and treason in every shape, under
colour of conscitucional means—that a Special Commission of

judges is informed, without a particle of moral shame or fear, that

a political lie uttered in Parliament for party purposes is venial,

abetment of fraud, riot and even murder is justifiable under the

specious plea of patriotism !

It must be remembered that high class education to a ten per

cent, of the population, has resulted in a spirit of socialism

throughout Europe, chat in England this ten per cent, may be

styled the lower section of the middle classes, who to magnify

their proportions, importance and popularity, have taken to

style themselves “ the democracy,” that their every act is

autocratic, their principles based on the irresistibility of brute

force. In England, there need at present be small fear, that

the Saxon race, having raised themselves, on feudal principles

and under a constitutional system, to their present high posi-

tion in the political world, any opportunity will be lost by the

masses, on every instance of affliction or happiness to Royalty,

or to the aristocracy, widely and loudly to demonstrate their

feelings of lively sympathy for a Constitutional monarchy in touch

with the people and a nobility which, during more than eight

hundred years, has led that people, doing and suffering in

the cause of national existence and glory, and the cause of

civil and religious liberty. Need we refer to the intense

sympathy and feelings of loyalty throughout Great Britain (in-

cluding even Ireland) during the sickness and death of our late

Prince Consort, the sickness of our present Prince of Wales,

Her Majesty’s Jubilee, the deaths of the Duke of Wellington

and Lord BeaconsHeld—invariably most intense in London and the

large manufacturing cities f None but those present could fully

appreciate the genuine warm sympathy depicted in every anxious

face of the continuous stream towards the telegraph offlccs for

the latest bulletins.

All enlightened Hindoos already admit the Aryan theory, that the

three Brahmanical-thrcad classes have as little connection with the

aborigines of Hindustan, as with the descendants ot Ishmail, and

that they belong to some unknown people, who came from the

North-West, possibly the bondsmen of the Persian Darius.

This large digression from the original subject of this letter has

only been made to show that, until the influential sections of our

Aryan brethren (the main aristocracy of India) will take the trouble

to trace their own indentity, they will not see what a gross mistake

some have made, by joining themselves to the undoubtedly highly

educated aborigines to form as spurious a democracy as wc have

in England.

No doubt the pressure in Parliament, then under a genuine

liberal party, on the assumption of the Government of India by

Her Majesty, intended by education to advance the people of

India to help and join in what is now styled self-government, and

Lord Canning fully appreciating the history of India, desired to

support the original status of the landed classes in our late annexed

province (Oudh) and even to resuscitate in our older Provinces the

consequence of the natural leaders of native society, when he

markedly urged the aristocracy to come forward int public life and

educate their sons, so as co‘"maintain their position and discharge the

duties pertaining thereto.

No native of India can deny that Steam, the Telegraph and the

Railroad arc advancing enlightenment in India. Even the

agriculturist is deriving produce from barren wastes ; there arc

new mechanical professions and old indigenous ones arc being

improved ; but, as was remarked in a late address of a municipality,

“ they must not be considered unmixed blessings to the poor,”

The address of course referred to the heavy burdens of the

poor rayyct. The export of their grain on which they arc con-

gratulated raised the price of food (to follow their idea of ex-

pressing rates) from 2 and 3 maunds to 16 and 18 seers per rupee.

The Municipality were fully aware that the poor agriculturist,

living hand to mouth, obtained no advantage (never heard) of

the depreciated rupee ; they knew that the laudatory expression

of gratitude, on the opening of the new line of rail to their loca-

lity, was only for the rich. The export of grain may raise it

to 3 and 400 per cent, of what it used to fetch in former years,

but the cultivator scarcely profits, while he loses his food supply ;

the import of foreign produce as luxuries, must increase the

wealth and comfort of all localities reached by the rail, but it

is the monied man who possesses th^ grain in vast stores and

can afford the luxuries. The poor rayyct, even after a' good

harvest, has not been taught or encouraged in thrift, as of old,

to prevent his smaljtt^iavings being claimed by the woman-
kind to be turned into ornaments /or disposal of the savings

;

maunds of brass utensils, of Saloo are purchased for stores

for the next wedding in the family. If Lord Norrhbrook’a
original scheme of having District Savings Banks had not omitted
the one clause, absolutely necessary for its success, it miaht
have been the greatest boon to the agriculturist, 80 per cent
of the population of India. No provision was made in the
scheme to remunerate the Treasury Department for the extra
work that would have been thrown on it ; so is it at present with
the Postal Savings Banks. The consequence is, that hardly a single
agriculturist has been allowed, much less encouraged, to deposit
his savings. We find chat 5 or 6 millions are so deposited and
the amount is steadily increasing, but the agriculturist is nowhere
the deposits representing the savings of the favored civil and
military pensioners and of the Government amUh.

I

The object of this letter is to show that it is the enormous 80
per cent, agricultural population of India, brought up under the
feudal system, who crave for Government administration through
the aid of their own aristocracy, the men who should be in the
Statutory Civil Service, with whom they are so much more in
touch, than they can possibly be with their European rulers, and
whom they can trust better than the low caste portion of the amlah-
risen and educated Barrister classes. To return to our criticism
on the Public Service Commission. It may be observed in their

proceedings that several heads of Department were lengthily
examined, who by the nature of their offices could not have had
much experience of the working of this short lived valuable class

of judicial officers, also that quite junior civilians were pressed for

their opinions, who prima facie^ from the records, may be mistaken
for old experienced hands. The opinions of natives of all classes

were obtained, the value of whose evidence without reasons,

would not be indicated by their depositions alone.

It may be asserted that even to the experienced Indian members
of the India Council, such records must be almost valueless.

By personal acquaintance with some of the latter class of wit-

nesses, it cannot but be observed, that many of the best opinions

are to be found in the Punjab volume of Proceedings
; these, always

most modest in their terms, are from gentlemen too well bred and
loyal to animadvert on the failings of selection for the Statutory

Service, but all evidently implied that the system had not yet had
a fair trial.

Although none can deny that the competitive system must pro-

duce the highest talent of the land, both for Europeans and for

natives, still for such responsible duties, as those required from the

Indian Civil Service, and considering the powerful positions they

held for use and abuse, a much higher and more valuable test for effi-

ciency is necessary for both, />., that of innate honourable character

and honesty, certified on knowledge of antecedents by responsible

guardians and teachers.

Ill this democratic age, it must be admitted that even with the

best education, it takes three generations to make a gentleman.

As a highly enlightened native Deputy Collector, of good family,

suggested a few years ago (during Lord Ripon’s rtgime) “ Govern-

ment and many European oflicers put implicit faith on many of

us individually, but will the general native public, so long ac-

customed to hear of every case being purchased, trust us even

as District Magistrates ? No, they would fear that the promotion

would only lead to demand of higher fees.” Nay, it is cither

by personal acquainance or from local repute (very rapidly spread)

that the native public know when they have one of their aris-

tocracy to deal with. When they have to appear in Court, it is

the genuine Statutory Civilian they would prefer. As for the

system, it must be acknowledged that, although under indefinite

instructions, put on a wrong basis, it is now found wajuing, it is

unjustly, injudiciously condemned.

Our new Evidence Act, again, is often so conplicated in its de-

finitions, so opposed to common sense, as regards proof of intention,

that, guided by their superior knowledge of customs and habits ot

parties before them, with instinctive knowledge of their intentions

quite lost to Europeans, the Statutory Civilian is often guided by

w'hai wc should consider moral evidence—let us style it honest

common sense.

Let U5 not forget that, after the long-digested careful legal

wordings of that Act, how often is it, that High Courts^form the

most opposed constructions. ^
Every one interested in Indian Administration must be glad to

observe Ihat the Secretary of State has not accepted the sweeping

recommendations of the Commission with regard to the Statutory

Service, so wc mav still hope, that not only will the branch be en-

couraged, but that Lord Canning’s system will be. extended as now

by legislative enactment to Burma, to the employment of lumbcrdars

(headsmen) of villages as the best local magistrates, for one things

as being the best judges of the value of evidence. Residents m

the localities would not be bullied by the irrelevant contentions of

ignorant pleaders and law agents. They would make short work

of the frivolous cases brought to our Courts. They could

our overbourJened Courts (both Civil and Ctumnal) of hair

their work,

c. s.
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THE TIPPERAH RAJ-AGAIN.
My liit letter we» concluded with the interrogation “ Who will

rescue the M^ntreja our of their (favorites) hands?’* It seems to be

in the mout^ of every Tipperah man. The question is often asked

partly in sorrow and partly in despair, but never in anger. I think

the question ought to be ** Who can bring back the state to its normal

condition I***' The Maharaji alone can set his house in order. Every

native state requires for its minister a man of both executive and

administrative faculties. Happily such a man is, I think, Rai Baha-

^oor Umakant Das. But then to set his house in order the Maha-

raja would be well advised to invest the minister with great and

real powert—I don’t however mean absolute power. The osten-

sible minister ought to be also the actual* To kill one’s stag a man

must have one’s Sword. Of course when the man has it, it is his

option to use it for one or not. But when a minister is appointed it

is necessary he should have the confidence of the Maharaja, other-

wise he had better not been appointed.

In olden times generally a Peshkar’s son would succeed his father

and a Sheristadar’s son would be Sheristadar, and so on. But the

son would be passed over in favor of a more competent relative

recommended by the person leaving the situation. The Dewan-

ship had always been an exception to the rule. Since the

ascendancy of the favourites at the court, this bad custom gave

place to a worse one, to wit, favourites got their own men appointed.

The dilatorincss of the officers in the Maharaja’s service has be-

come proverbial. By their very leisurely movements and indolent

habits one knows that they are the Maharaja’s servants. A large

majority of them take bribes ; and they don’t mind making a secret

of it. Ask a man and he will tell you “Yes, I take bribes but

unlike other people I have a keen eye to the interest of the Maha-

raja.” They even go the length of complaining that “ those good

old days are gone when one might make a fortune out of bribes.”

Whether it is human frailty which vainly hankers after “good old

days” or whether some obstacles have been thrown in the path of

those who take bribes, I cannot tell. The service of a man de-

pends upon the good pleasure of the powers that be. To enter

the service and to continue in it, one has to humour the favourites at

Agartala and the highest officers at different stations who in their

turn have to humour the favourites. Owing to these circumstances

and a strong combination of the Bikrampuris against the really

good and able men of the district, they cannot and do not enter

the Maharaja’s service. Your readers possibiy think that the

natives of the district were by a slow and laborious process gra-

dually eliminated from the Maharaja’s service. Nothing like it.

By a handful of Bikrampuris the Maharaja was ill advised to start the

PVater i^estion. Owing to their religious scruples, the Tipperah men

were obliged to make room for a large number of Bikrampuris up-

on whom religion sat very loose. Although there is faction within

fiction—for there arc several factions each of which tries hard to

secure its own interest, to the prejudice of the interests of

others—the Rai Bahadoor will find that they will make a common

cause against him if he tries, as try he must, to secure the service

of more efficient hands.

The Imperial Government too has a share in the mal-administration

of the Maharaja’s zeinindary. With a fault-finding eye the British

Government always makes much of liulc over-sights and errors. It

does not, however, stop there. Your readers know how the report of

Mr. Price was falsified by facts. From the nut very elegant English in

which it was written, I am led to believe that the report was origin-

ally framed and composed by Mr. Sandys to which hrs friend Mr.

Price put in his name. His Highness excused Sandys a large sum of

money that was owing to the state. But this docs not seem to satis-

fy his new friend the present Magistrate of Coniillah, who is said

to have requested the Maharaja to try the case of Mr. Sandys again.

The request has been granted. If report be true, though I cannot

believe it, 1 hope your readers will discern what the Magistrate is

driving at. Botli the Maharaja and his servants arc in perpetual

fear of British interference—nay, tliey fear that the Maharaja

at any moment may be made a pensioner of his own Raj.

Our Government which is full of the milk of human kind-

ness for the population of the native states, may at any mo-

ment be overpowered by that sentiment. The thought has a

paralysing effect on the administration of the Raj. The Maharaja

realises rent even with trembling and loose hands. In this respect,

a zemindar is always better off than a ruling Raja. It seems

to be the policy of Government to weaken the hands of native

Rajs by constant interference in every little particular. There is

Hollitways OintmeHt and Pilis.—\\t?i\\Ws Ucfonces. Notic; save the

strongest can with impunity pass through the sudden traqpiiioiis from

wet to dry, from cold to muggy weather so prevalent dining the

autumnal and early winter months. Influenza, bronchitis, cougli, sore

throat, orquinsey will attack those most watchful of their health ;
but

they can readily arrest any of these complaints by rubbing Holloway’s

Ointment twice a day upon the skin over the affected parts, and by

assisting its corrective action with appropriate doses of his Pills. This

well-known, safe, and easy mode of treatment efficiently protects the

invalid both from present and future danger without weakening or even

tiisturbing the system in the slightest degree.

the rtghtioQs pica of relieving the Raj out of its debts, and its

subjects from cruelties and oppressions, and finally giving them the

benefits of English administration.

The Judge, the Magistrate and the Civil Surgeon here |re very

unpopular. Because the people here don’t like them, they con-

clude that they are sent here to prepare the way for annextion of the

territory. That is certainly an imaginary fear, I confess I do not

see what the Judge or the Civil Surgeon has to do in the matter.

Nor do I see why because the Magistrate is unpopular he should

be looked upon with suspicion. The people build their suspicions

on the fact that the telegraphic ofiice here has been raised to a

higher status with a Saheb at its head.

Now, the people of Tipperah have a duty which, be it mentioned

to their dishonor, they have been neglecting. The influential

Bhadracrac) as well as the noblemen at the court ought in a body

to throw themselves at the feet of the Maharaja and offer him their

advice and service. Some years back a deputation of the Tipperah

Hitasadhini Sabha at Calcutta was sent to the Maharaja which, it

was expected, would meet with the cordial co-operation of the

people here. The expectation was not realised. Many influential

old fogeys here passed taunting and silly remarks upon the deputa-

tion. The members of the deputation, notwithstanding, proceeded

to the capital of the Maharaja and effected what it was possible

for them to effect.

“ Now take my word,

Wise men of Hereford,

None in safety may be

Till the bad man doth flee.

Every one knows who is the bad man at Agartala. Captain of a

band of parasites to sing the Maharaja into the sleep of fancied

security, he is the captain-general of all mischief at the court.

Secret.

Tipperah, July 14, 1890.

THE REIS AND RAYYET DEFAMATION CASE.

The case against Baboo Sambhu Chundcr Mookerjee, editor,

W for defamation, was called on on Friday morning

before Mr. Justice Wilson, at the Criminal Sessions.

Mr. Woodroffe, and Messrs. Garth and Woodroffc Junior in-

structed by Baboo Gonesh Chundcr Chunder, appeared for the

prosecution.

Messrs. Bonnerjee, Henderson, and Abdur Rahman, instructed by

Mr. N. C. Bose, appeared for the defence.

The Clerk of the Crown, addressing the defendant, commenced

to read the first count of the indictment. As he came upon the

article contained in Reis and Rayyet of the 17th May,

Mr. Bonnerjee, addressing his lordship, said that his client Baboo

Sambhu Chundcr Mookerjee had been advised to plead guilty, and

as he knew what was contained in the article it could be taken

as read.

Ilis lordship said it could not be helped, and the article would,

have to be read in extenso,

'Fhc Clerk of the Crown accordingly read the article, and then

passed on the second count, which charged the defendant with

having published another defamatory article in Reis and Rayyet

of the 24th May 1890.

The defendant pleaded guilty to this charge also.

Mr. Bonnerjee then addressed the Court as follows :—As your

lordship will sec, my client has placed himself entirely in the hands

of his counsel, and has authorized me to express his deepest regret

for having publibhed the two articles complained of. Hft has asked

me on his behalf to apologize to the two sons and other relations of

the deceased for any hurt that he may have caused their feelings.

He had no intention whatever to do so, and thought that he was

discharging a public duty in noticing the death of Deno Nath

Mutlick ; but he was mistaken in what he did. He has un-

doubtedly oficndcd against the law, and all the reparation that it is

in his power to do, he is prepared to do. He wrote these articles

from information, and without the slightest ill-feeling against the

deceased Deno Nath Mullick or his sons, and no one was more glad

than he at the fact that one of his sons, who was called as a witness

in the Court below, was able to deny that the matters of fact men-

tioned in the articles were true. He accepts that denial, and now

wishes to withdraw all that he has written. Under these circum-

stances I respectfully ask your lordship to deal as leniently with the

defendant as the law permits.

Mr. Woodroffc : The defendant has pleaded guilty, and he has

through his counsel made an apology, but I do not notice in the

apology any expression of regret—such as my clients would have

been glad of—withdrawing the defamatory observations which he

has made.

Mr. Bonnerjee : He withdraws all that he has written.

Mr. Woodroffe : Under these circumstances I leave the matter

in your lordship’s hands, and I don’t desire t^rcss for punishment.

We felt it was absolutely necessary tor the piKcctioti of our father’^

character, and that it was due |6 his memor^ that the statements

made in these articles should not be allowed to pass unchallangcd,

and it is a satisfaction to us to know that, without putting the pres-
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sure of the law upon him, the defendant has thought fir to apologize

for them. The prosecution was instituted to vindicate the memory
of our father, and as we feel that we have accomplished this, we do

not prc|s for pimishnient. We leave the matter in your lordship’s

hands, as we bear no ill feeling towards Baboo Sambhu Chundcr
Mookerjee, and we have no desire to do anything*' which would
:icrvc to render the unfortunate position in which he finds himself

more painful, and which to an old man like him would be pro-

t] active of serious consequences.

Edis loadship then passed sentence as follows Sambhu Chundcr
Mookerjee, you have pleaded guilty to charges that had been

brought against you oE defamation, directly aficcting the character

c'f a dead man, but of such a kind that the publication of it

tended to throw discredit on the male members of his surviving

family. You have pleaded guilty, and through your counsel

withdrawn all allegations against the character of the deceased

and expressed your regret, and the learned counsel who ap-

pears for the prosecution docs not press for punishment. On the

other hand, I must remember that the offence to which you have

pleaded guilty is one of a very grave character, and the law cannot

tolerate that the public press should be made the medium for

attacks upon a person’s private character and when such

attacks are made in the public prints, the law cannot allow the

matter to pass without punishment. Had the trial proceeded and

led to a conviction, E should have had to deal much more severely

with the matter ; but taking into consideration the fact that you
have pleaded guilty and have withdrawn the charges which were
made, and expressed your regret for them through your counsel, and
taking into consideration also that the prosecution docs not press for

punishment, I pass upon you what I think is the least possible

punishment, viz., that you be fined Rs. 500.

The fine was instantly paid.

A HUNDRED YEARS AFTER: OR SOME
RESULTS OF THE PERMANENT

SETTLEMENT.
The following paper was read before the East India Association,

by Herbert J. Reynolds, Esq., c. s. i,, on Monday, May 19th, 1890,
the Most Hon’blc The Marquis of Ripon, k, g., g. c. s. 1., being in

the Chair
\Concludedfrom paf^e 322.]

Even if we put these considerations aside, and regard the ques-

tion simply as one of finance, we shall find reason to believe that

the sacrifice of land-revenue involved in the Permanent Settlement

has not been without some compensating advantages. It is true

that one channel of receipts, and that the largest, has been closed ;

but the fiscal reservoir has been swelled by a number of minor
streams. It must be remembered that the Settlement revenue
amounting to about crorcs of rupees, is realised in full, alike in

prosperous years and in seasons of comparative dearth. There arc

no bad debts, and remisbions and buspensions arc practically un-

known. This is certainly not the ease with the land tax in other
Provinces. In the next place, we may fairly add to the land re-

venue receipts the proceeds of the Road Cess and Public Work Cess,

which amount to nearly 80 lacs of rupees. If we return to other

items of revenue, we cannot fail to remember that before the salt

duty was equalized a few years ago, the rate in Bengal was always

higher than in other Provinces. It was only the other day that the

Government of India issued a Resolution on the cost of the ad-

ministration of civil justied* in British India. 'Phe figures showed
that whereas in the whole of India the expenditure exceeds the re-

ceipts by lacs, in Bengal (and in that province only) there is a

surplus of 14 V lacs of rupees. Again, the educaiional budget in

Bengal amounts to 83 lacs, but of this suin only zi lacs arc paid by
the State, the remainder, or threc-fourtlis of the whole educational

expenditure, being contributed by the people themselves. The
works of public utility constructed in Jicngal in the year 1888 by
the beneficence of private individuals, represented an outlay of
Rs. 3,95,000. Under all these heads, and under a number of others

which might be enumerated, we see that the policy of limiting the

land-tax to a fixed sum in perpetuity has had the effect of leav-

ing the people more abundant means to contribute to the necessities

of the State through other sources of supply, and that the loss of

revenue which such a policy entails is rather apparent than real.

The results which 1 have briefly summarised will, perhaps, in-

duce us to pause before we condemn Ford Cornwallis as having

squandered the resources of the State by a misplaced liberality to

the Zemindars of Bengal. Even if we think he erred as a financier,

it is diflicult to resist the conclusion that he judged rightly as a

statesman. We shall find the best authorities to support us in such
a verdict. It is well-known that the views of one of our ablest

Viceroys, Lord Lawrence, on the subject of the Permanent Settle-

ment, underwent an entire change during his tenure of office as

Governor-General. His early training was not likely to induce him
to sympathize with the legislation of 1793. But he was completely

converted by what he saw of the prosperity of Bengal under the
j

Permanent Settlement, and he was desirous' of extending the boon I

of a similar settlement to the Province of Oudh. The wisdom of
such a measure is a question, which, as I have already said, 1 do not
propose to discuss ; but I feel no doubt that the lessons taught by
the experience of the Permanent Settlement should be laid to heart
by those who arc called upon to decide the question of giving fuller

cfect to the policy of Lord Cornwallis within the territories under
the Government of Bengal. It so happens that, in the course of
the next seven years, the Bengal Government will have to take in

hand two extensive and imortant settlements, one in the extreme
south-west, and the other in the extreme south-east, of the Pro-

vince. The thirty years settlement of Orissa expired in i866, just

at the time when the country was desolated, and almost depopulat-

ed, by the great famine of that year. It was no time to consider

what increase of revenue could be obtained and the old settlement

was renewed without enquiry or alteration, for a further term of

thirty years, which will expire in 1896. The settlement will thus

have run for a period of sixty years, during which the Government
has lavished immense sums on the protection of the country from

drought and floods, and on the improvement of its communications.

About 800 miles of embankments and nearly 250 miles of canals arc

maintained by the Government in Orissa. The last of these works,

the Orissa Coast Canal, has just been completed at a cost of more
than 40 lacs of rupees. But all this outlay would seem to have
effected very little for the prosperity of the Province. The people

of the three districts of Orissa are ignorant and poor ; the condition

of the peasantry is wretched ; the only manufacture is that of salt,

and this is steadily declining ; the income-tax realized from the entire

province is only Rs. 52,000, a smaller sum than is contributed by the

single district of Purncah or Dinageporc. The total revenue from

all sources is only 31 lacs, or little more than one rupee per head of

population. It might be thought that a great religious centre like

Pooree, attracting pilgrims from all parts of India, would add

materially to the wealth of the Province, but its principal effect,

(setting aside its spiritual benefits) seems to be the dissemination of

cholera. So backward is the condition of the Province that, though

every effort is made to employ the natives, a large proportion of the

officials have to be imported from Bengal.

What is the remedy for this deplorable state of things ? I hesitate

to say that the remedy is to be found in a permanent settlement of

the land ; but I think that a comparison of the condition of Orissa

with that of Bengal may well lead our rulers to consider whether

the experiment of a permanent settlement is not worth trying.

The other settlement to which I have referred, is that of the

Noabad talooks in the district of Chittagong. These talooks were

settled by Sir Henry Ricketts, for a term which was afterwards ex-

tended to fifty years, and the settlements will expire between 1892

and 1897. The zcmindarcc title in the lands belongs to the Gov-

ernment, but the talookdars have a right to settlement ; and, as re-

presenting the original reclaimers of the soil, they may reasonably

expect to be fairly and liberally treated. It would, I believe, be a

wise and politic step to recognize these talookdars as proprietors, and

to grant them a settlement of the land-revenue in perpetuity. Such

a settlement was promised them more than forty years ago by Lord

Dalhousic, but the ofler was then clogged with conditions which

the talookdars were unwilling to^accept. I should be glad to see

the promise now fulfilled. The land-revenue of Chittagong is al-

ready high for a Bengal district, being about Rs. 80 for each 1 00 of

the population ;
and this sum will be considerably increased at the

approaching settlement of Noabad talooks. The surrender of any

subsequent demand will involve no great sacrifice, while it may be

expected to produce the same effect as it has produced elsewhere,

in promoting the general prosperity and improvement of the district.

My own opinion, therefore, would be in favour of the concession

of a Permanent Settlement both to the zemindars of Orissa, and to

the talookdars of the Government Estates in Chittagong. Without

prejudging the question as regards other parts of India, I think

that the experience of a century has shown that in Bengal the Gov-

ernment is not a loser by limiting its demand upon the land, while

its adoption of this policy brings with it a train of public benefits.

Those who are apprehensive of the financial results, may perhaps be

re-assured by an analogy drawn from the history of the land tax in

our own country. The English land-tax was based on jk valuation

made in 1692, but the rate was not permanently fixedT and varied

from a,shilling to four shillings in the pound, every shilling yielding

a revenue of about half a million sterling. In 1798 the tax was

made permanent at four shillings in the pound, and those who were

subject to it were permitted to redeem it. At present, only an in-

significant fraction of the revenue is raised from, the tax which was

regarded, 200 years ago, as the most important of all the resources

of the Stale. But will any one contend that England has been

crippled 01* impoverished by the change of system?

In the words of the wise king, “ The thing that hath been, it is

that which also shall be.” As in Bengal Proper, so in Orissa, and

perhaps in India at large, we shall find that the deficit is filled up

from a number of sources which now yield little or nothing and that

the new policy subserves and promotes the nobler ends of Govern-

ment, the material and intelfcctual progress of the people, and the

elevation of the national character.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
TO

Clubs, Libraries, Schools, Eeading Eooms
and' Institutes.

The present compaiatively favorable rate of

Exchange, has enabled us to reduce, our cash

rate for books in ail departments of literature

to ro annas to the .shilling.

As a fall in Exchange may at any time ne-

cessitate a reversion tn our former cash rale

of 12 annas to the shilling, we would advise

Clubs, Libraries, Schools, Institutes and other

large purchasers of books, to supply their re-

quirements at the reduced rate.

Catalogues will be furnished on applica-

tion to

W. NEWMAN & Co., Limited,

4, Dalhoiisie Sijnare, Calcutta.

IN THE PRK.S.S.

Uniform with “ Travels Voyages in Bengal’’

ESSAYS BY A BRAHMAN
TN

Politics, Sociology, History, & Literature

BY

the Author of “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal.”

Calcutta.

Ileis Cr* l\ayyet Office.

PRICE :

To Subscribers paying before publication Rs. t

„ mere registering subscribers ... „ 1

„ Ordinary purchasers ... ... „ (

Apply to tiik Manager, AWs and Rayyet^

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orilers sujTplied by Value Payable
Post.

TRAVELS t VOYAGES IN BENGAL
BK'l WKKN

Calcutta and Independent Tippcrali,

SAMBHU O.'mOOKERJEE,
I'armeilv Munster to the late

Nwvaij Faridoon J \n Bahadoor,
(the of the N.iwabs Na/nn of Bt-ngal,

Uchar and ()i i'--,.i.)

Latterly Minister of the Tifprrah State.

Apply to Manager, ‘‘REIS& RAYYET”
I, Uckoor Diui’-j Lane, Wellington .Street,

C\iri'ir\.
1

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
We have received from the office of Reis

and Rayyef one of the leading native news-
papers of Calcutta, a most readable littje broch-
ure written by Baboo Sambbu C. Mookeijee,
once Minister to the late Nawab Faridoon Jah|
Bahadoor, Nawab Nazim of Bengal, Bchar ami
Orissa, which gives a graphic account of the
Baboo’s travels to and in Independent Tip-
perah. Written in capital English and evi-
dently by a gentleman of bioad views and
enlightened mind, the work i.s decidedly .1

valn.’tble addition to the catalogue of English
written Bengalee literature. This book (d
travels slnvuld be read widely not only by
English residents out here, but by our counir)-
men at home, for it teems with imeresi and
ieache.s us far more about the fine belt of
unopened countiy travelled tliiough tliaii any
w’oik of the Soil written by an Englishman
would have done. Baboo .Sambbu Clumder
Mookerjee is one of whom his countiymen
may well be promi, ftir lie wi ites throiigboiit
with the moderate and edncaicd pen of
a ilioroiigh gentleman.— 77/^ Indian Planters
Gazette is* Spotting Xe^vs. October 4, 1887.

If we have not before noticed Mr. Sambhii
C. Mookerjee’s Travels in Bengal^ which was
finblishrd some months ago, it is not because
the little book is cither dull or pointless. It
contains, on the contrary, much ituerebting
m. liter, though some of the inciilcnts are over-
weighted with detail in what is facetiously
called a “little booklet.” The author’s view
as H rule is, by the way, facetious : he is given
even to punning

;
but be is also sentimental

in the highest degree—“a naked Whiteman”
hurts hib susceptibilities

;
a Hindu girl, bathing

in the river, throws him into an ecstasy of
delight : “slie had such laige languishing eyes!”
But he is nothing if not philosophical, and his

reflections on this or that social and political

subject are not without their moial. Mr.
.Sambhn C. Mookerjee was formerly Minister
to the “last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,
Behar and Orissa” and afterwards Minister
of the Maharaja of 'rippeiab. He is a man,
therefore, of experience, and when he speaks
his brelhten should listen to him
Ttavels in Bent^al is a readable book, and it

alxHinds in anecdotes which are often as in-

structive as amusing, and it is not spoiled iiy

too many political allusions, though, of course
some few have crept \x\.—The Pioneer^
Dec., \Ut.

In Pamphlet, Price p annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special rcfcrcni'e to the Question of

A Reserve for th5 Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDRFAV HEARSE Y.

\iiply to AVVs ftayvet Office, Calcutta.
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wonderfully allayed by ure. For imparting that ^utt velvety leeiing to the akin, this

dehgbtiul propsrstto hae no equal! Bold by all Chemists.

Sole Makers 3EE1HAM & 8QN« Chemliita« Cheltenham, Enfrland.

CALCUTTA AGENTS: SCOTT THOMPSON
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“IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF 12. LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,
All who sujfer find sure relief from (Opposite the Police Courts

The Greatest Fain Core Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcuteRheumatism and RheumaticGout,

After years of scmi-helplessness and suffer-

ing
;

while in ASTHMA, I3KONCH 1TIS

LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACIIE,

SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

for these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

TWfT? r'AT PIITTA

II0M(E0PATHIC PHARMACY,
THK

EARLIE.ST & STILL MO.ST EXTENSIVE
DISPENSAR Y IN ASIA

OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,
WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE
TRADE m

INDEPENDENT H0M(E0PATflT
and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co. beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned

WOODEN CASE
in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found veiy con-

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

"Limited.”’

This Company’s Steamer ** NAGPORE

"

wilMeave Calcutta for Assam on Tuesday, the
22nd instant.

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel
should be sent to the Company’s Godowns
at Juggannauth Ghat, not later than 5 p.m.
of Saturday, the 19th inst.

Cachar Line.

The steamer “THIKAK” of this line will
leave Calcutta for Cachar on the 22nd instant
(’Fuesday) for which cargo will be received until

5 P.M. of Saturday the i9ih instant.

The Rivers having risen, steamers are now
able to proceed as far as Sylhet and Silchar.

Assam Despatch S£rvi6e from
Goalundo

and

Daily Mail Steamer Service from
Dhuhki to dkbrooghur.

A daily service is maintained from Goalun-
do and Dhubri for passengers and light goods
traffic, i. e.^ packages not weighing over half a
ton. The steamer leaves GoaUmdo on arrival

of the pievious night’s 9-30 p. M. train (Madras
time) from Scaldah, and Dliubri on arrival of
the mails.

Neuralgiain the Head, Face and Limbs
Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.
Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at i Re. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistrect & Co.,

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.
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venient and useful.

EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
7J, Lai Bazaar^ Calcutta,

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short winding Keyless Railway Regulat-

ors, of small i\i%jewelie(iy enamelled dials, bold

figures and Candian Gold hands, with tem-
pered machinery and dust tight hinged cases

for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted
to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapness about

them. Others sell at double our rates, Mr.

A. R. Mehta from Bandora says The
7-8 watch I purchased from you two years

back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting Su-

perintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh,
says : A watch maker has valued your

Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, R.

W. Fusi. Regt., Lucknow, says Some valued

it at Rs. 15 and were completely surprised when
I told them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pietiy

Candian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-
plete shirt Studs and Rings set with scientific

diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each. Mr. J.

A. Yelsmore, Satur, says “ The best gold-

smith of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. G.
Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikiula, says:—“A
German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and
the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

JEYES’ DISINFECTANTS;
The best and cheapest Antiseptics,

Deodorizers and Gleansers.

Jeyes’ Perfect Purifier
supersedes Carbolic and other Disinfectants,

being much more efficacious, non-poisonous,

non-corrosive, stainless in use, and cheaper.
Prevents contagion by destroying its cause.

Instantly removes bad smells. U is an .almost

unfailing cure for Eczema an'd other Skin
Diseases

;
and is the be.st known Insecticide.

Can be had in the various forms of Liquid,

Powder, Soap and Ointment.

JEYES’ PERFECT PURIFIER
prevents infection by destroying its cause,

killing the very germs of contagious diseases.

It removes instantly all noxious smells, not

by temporarily, disguising them (as is often

the case), but by chemical combination, sub-

stituting instantaneously for a poisonous a
pure and healthy atmosphere, and thoroughly
eradicating the evil.

Agents DYCE, NICOL & CO.,

3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to

almost all stations can be booked through from
or to Calcutta vid Goalundo or Kannia with
the Eastern Bengal State and connected Rail-

ways—Passengers and Parcels vid Kannia
only.

All particulars as to rates of freight and
passage by all the above mentioned Services to

be had on application to

—

MACNEILL & CO.,

Agents,

2-
1, Clive Ghat Street.

Calcutta, the 15th July, 1890.

NY Photograph transferred to porcelain

. and thus rendered permanent. Apply to

R. Horz,

* 3
*
5 )
Government Place, CalcuttaT

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY (ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
AND

Review of Politics^ Literature.^ and Society

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.

Yearly ... in advance

Half-yearly ... „

Quarterly ... „

Monthly ... „

Single or sample Copy,,

RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
Adverusements (three columns to the page and

102 lines to the column; are charged by the

space laicen up, at tne rate of 4 ajinas a line,

each insertion. The lowest charge for any aa-

vertisemeni is Ks. 2, except Domestic Occur-

rences, the lowest ch arge* for which is Rs. S*

Special rates for Contracts.

No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an aavanceof 50 per ccn:.

will be charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at the rate of 4 annas a month or

Rs* 3) a year.

Business Communications (post paid) to

be dirpcied to “The Manager,” and Litwary

Communications and booas and pampmo's

(carriage paid) to “ The Editor ” of
“

& Rayyet,”

Office : /, l/choor DutPs Lam^ Wellington

Street^ Calcutta,

... Rs. 12

)) 7

... „ 4

... Re. J-8

PriHttd andpttblishtdfor the Proprietor ei>trjf StUttrday by MUTTV Lall GMOSet at THEBEE PERSSy No, /» Uckoor Dutte £mm, Caltidta,



DROTT ET AVANT.

(PRINCE & PEASANT)
WEEKLY NEWSPAPER

REVIEW OF POLITICS LITERATURE AND SOCIETY

Vol. IX No. 434

ORIGINAL LITERATURE.

THE LAST STUGGLE OF
HARISCHANDRA, OR THE MARTYR TO TRUTH.

SCENE.—The Execution ground near the King’s Palace in Kasi.

Enter the King, Queen, Officers, &c., Viswamitra (disguised as a

Brahman), Harischandra (as an Executioner), Tharamathi (his Queen),

Veerabdhu (the Chief Executioner), and many others.

Harischandra.—(To Tharamathi).

Look here ! As thou must suffer death from me.

Prepare to leave the world within this hour 1

And if thou wish that Heaven should favour thee,

Address thy prayers to th* Almighty’s Throne 1

Tharamathi.—(Looking up).

'^Where’er—howe’er—herafter my lot be cast,

Grant God 1 the selfsame husband dear for lord,

For Spiritual Guide Vasishta sage,

Puissant Viswamitra to receive

A glftYrom these poor hands, and for a son,

Give me my own, my Lohidasa back !

Viswamitra.—

M

ark how, his sword still hanging by his side,

He stands, unwilling that bis wife should die !

Harischandra.—Say not so, worthy friend ! If I remained

% Still, for an instant, gazing at the void,

’Twas only that insensible 1 lay,

Astonished as I was to see this Queen

Wish again for a hateful wretch as I,

Prepared to shed her life-blood with my hands !

But never 1 no, it never shall be said

That ever Harischandra broke his word,

Or let his feelings sway him from the right 1

Even though it be my noble-minded Queen

That stands condemned before his Royal Grace,

1 needs must deal the blow, and take her life !

(Raises his sword.)

(Vishnu the Preserver appears on a sudden, and arrests the blow.)'

^ isHNU.—Hold 1 Hold ! It shall not be ! Thou sh^lt not strike 1

H.\riscHANORA.—Away 1 It is not right to stop me thus 1

^ L'.hnu.

—

’Tis Vishnu who commands thee to forbear I

Harischandra.—Do let me off, 1 do my Chief’s behest

!

Leave me alone f 1 cannot disobey

The orders Veerabdhu gave to me i

^ J^HNU.—(Catches hold of the sword.)

Think yet again t Ndidyan bids thee pause I »

Harischandra.— I see I can not shirk thy sovereign will !

(Koregoes his sword at once and falls prostrate at the feet of the

; and so does Tharamathi.)

0 Lord of All I How could I know thee not,

Though present in thy splendour near to me ?

^ •shnu.—-Thine own unswerving lofty love of truth,

Unparalleled in all the worlds around,

Hath made thee heedless of- my presence even !

Rise from the ground, ye blessed pair devout

!

(Both rise).

(Viswamitra comes forward on one side, and Vasishta on the other.)

Viswamitra.—(To Harischandra).

Hail, King of Kings, and truest of the true !

Accept the homage of an humble sage,

A passionate, unknowing, cruel man.

Who knew not that thy name can ne’er be stained,

And could not bear to hear thee highly praised

Before the Thousand-eyed and all the Gods !

The race of man is honoured by thy name,

AVhich I before so senselessly reviled !

/Thy like has never been, and never shall

Be seen in Hell, on Earth, or even in Heaven !

And, for the ills I wrought thee, noble Prince,

Vouchsafe thy gracious pardon unto me !

Harischandra.—(Bows to Viswamitra).

It ill becomes immortal Kausika

To speak to a poor mortal in this wise !

(To Vasishta).

I reverently bow my head to thee,

** And crave thy blessing on the Solar Line !

Tharamathi.—(To Vasishta).

Thy pupil Harischandra’s loyal queen,

The childless Tharamathi bends her head,

Low as the ground, before her honored Priest,

The purest, best of Swarga’s many saints !

Vasishta.—Long be you blessed each with the other’s love !

And, Harischandra, thou, my blessed son,

Thy high regard for right rejoiceth me,

And fills the triple world with thy renown !

For through thy faiih in virtue have I won

A wager which was laid in Indra's Court.

Vasishta.—“ The childless Tharamathi ”
! Empress dear,

’Twas I that heartless killed thy lovely child !

But utter once the name of thy lost one,

And he shall promptly hasten to thy arms !

Tharamathi.—(Aloud).

My darling Lohidasa, come to me I

My angel sweet, thy mother longs fur thee !

Oh Loh

(Enter Lohidasa, bowing to all).

Tharamathi.—Come I Let me strain thee in my arms, my child,

And pour unnumbered kisses on thy brow 1

Look how, with streaming eyes and beating hearts.

Thy loving parents long for thy embrace !

Harischandra.—Haste ! Haste to me, my joy, my tender hope,

And let me press thee to my bosom here !

(Lohidasa prostrates himself before Vishnu).

Vishnu.—

L

ong be thou spared to lead a spotless life,

Becomes as True King Harischandra’s son !

And now, my Emperor and Empress sweet,

Let all depart hence for their several homes t

Return you to Ayodhya, there to reign—

To spread among your people peace and joy—

To gladden all your faithful subjects’ hearts,

as the safest and most convenUnt

No other recent will be

Subscribers in the c^ntry are requested to remit by postal money orders^ ifpossible,

^ medium, particularly as it ensures aeknawledgment through the Department

fim tmt mfuskn.
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Which pant to greet their favorite sovereigns back t

And) when this peerless Prince improves in years,

As worth enough to rule your fair domain,

Resign the charge with blessings to his hands ;

And, resting from a kingdom’s trying cares.

If you should start to travel heavenwards,

You shall receive a cheery welcome there 1

Haris^HANDRa.-*

A

lmighty Lord ! Soul of the Universe !

Eterfial source of Life and Light to all !

Since now it has been granted unto me
Thy ever-beaming countenance to see,

My many troubles dwindle into nought

Before the bliss of this auspicious day !

Thy glorious presence and thy gracious speech

Have banished from my mind all thoughts of woe,

And fresh inspire me with unbounded zeal

To lay my all before thy feet Divine !

G. ByamaLA Row.

Visianagram^ June Q, 1890.

News and Our Comments.

By name Syed Mahomed Alsagoff would seem to be a Russo-Tartar^

but then neither Cossack nor Tartar can be a. Syed. He is what

is here popularly called a Nakhoda, that Is, an -Arab merchant,

of Singapore. A man of great intelligence, enterprise, and public

spirit, a municipal commissioner, he is the wealthiest and most in-

fluential Mahomedan in the island. A great trouble has overtaken

htm. He was about to go to Europe, but was arrested in the midst of

a farewell dinner given by him to his friends, on a charge of

attempting, in conjunction with another Arab, an abortion on the

person of a European girl named Marie Gorskie. This girl

lately came to Singapore with her father and mother from Egypt,

in hopes of finding a living in the Far East. Wishing to go

farther, they begged Syed Mahomed Alsagoff for a passage to

Shanghai. The acquaintance thus started led to more familiar inter-

course between ihe parties. Indeed, the descendant of the Prophet

was understood to be particularly kind to the fair Nazarene and she

gracious to him. Meanwhile, the strangers from Egypt were in no

hurry to sail to China, if they had not definitely abandoned their

idea altogether. In due course, report reached the Police of an

attemtpt to procure an abortion by Marie. In the inquiry that followed,

two Arabs were implicated, one of them being the Syed. There is

quite a sensation in Singapore, not only among the Malays and

The Lieutenant-Governor left on his autumnal tour on Monday. Last

week, we gave the programme for the present month. Here is that

for August.

... Arrive Jungipore ... ... By river.

... „ Rampore Beauleah ... ... „
... Halt Rampore Beauleah ... ... „
... Leave Rampore Beauleah.
... EnrouUici Maldah ... ... „

-
J
Hall Maldah.

... Leave ,, ... ... ... ,,

... Pass Sahibgunge, reach Bhagulpore ... „

“’I
Halt Bhagulpore.

... Reach Monghyr ... ... „

;;;|Hait

... Arrive Barh ... ... ... „
Bankipore ... ... „

Friday, ist

Saturday, 2nd
Sunday, 3rd

Monday, 4th

Tuesday, 5th

Wednesday, 6th

Thursday, 7th

Friday, 8th

Saturday, 9th

Sunday, loih

Monday, iith

Tuesday, I2th

Wcdne.say, I3ih

Thursday, 14th

Friday, 15th

.Saturday, 16th

Sunday, 17th

Monday, 18th

Tuesday, I9ih

Wednesday, 20ih ...

Thursday, 21st

Friday, 22nd
Saturday, 23rd
Sunday, 24th

Monday, 25th

.'."I

HaHalt Bankipore.

Arrive Arrah
Halt

Join Rkotas at Buxar.
Reach Ghazipur

Halt „

By rail.

By river.

Tuesday, 26th

Wednesday, 27th... Return to Chupra, leaving Rhotas.*

Saturday, 30th ... Sewan by rail and drive to Hutwa.
Sunday, 31st ... Halt Hutwa.
* The Rkotas will return to Sara, arriving on 1st September.

The Bey of Tunis has /ibolished slavery in his dominions. A decree

promulgated enjoins every employer of negro domestics to give them

legalized certificates declaring them free, under a penally of from 200

to 2,000 francs. Selling, buying or keeping a slave exposes a person

to from three months to three years’ imprisonment.

• •

Close scientific observations show that in the St. Gothard [tunnel

“ as between summer and winter, the temperature only varies eight

degrees centigrade, that there is a continual current of air passing

through the tunnel—in winter in both directions, and in summer only

in one—and that, as a result, the tunnel is the clearest in the world,

its atmosphere being almost absolutely pure."

We read :

“A German anatomist has called the attention of his class to certain
hysterical women who are afflicted with a kind of ‘ pain joy,’ not only
cxpeiiciicing no pain from surgical mutilation, having a morbid desire
to bear without an anaesthetic operation which should prove vciy
painful. A young woman was introduced «vho had seriously injured
her lower jaw during a paroxysm of hysteria, but who had insisted
upon having the necessary removal of a part of the jaw and ligature
of twoatteiies performed without an anaesthetic, and subsequently
declared that the operations had given her great pleasure.”

There is no end to human idiosyncrasies. The poets who sang of

the joy of grief or the luxury of pain must now hide their diminished

beads.

Moors, but also in “society” too, in which the principal prisoner,

Alsagoflf, is a well-known figure.

*

At the Berlin Surgical Congress, Professor Gluck illurstrated an ad-

vance in surgery—the successful substitution of catgut, ivory and bone

for defects in bones, muscles and nerve sinews.

“The inserted material sucks up the juices of the body, establishing

the junction of the separated ends without any shortening of the part,

professor Gluck presented cases in which mobility had been restored to

defective fingers—a hitherto intpossible feat—by irrsertion of from two
to four inches of catgut

;
a case in which the removal of a tumour

from the thigh had left a defective bone, which was remedied by the in-

sertion of ivory, shortening being prevented and a case in which a
large piece of nerve in the groin had been replaced with catgut, with

no serious impairment of functions.”

•

fi’

• •

•Recently Mr. John Morley said tlmt there arc not fifty living persons

—nay, not twenty—who make their living by the writing of books.

To this Mr. Walter Besant replies that there are at least fifty novelists

living whose stories bring* them incomes of ;^r,ooo per annum—not to

speak of a vast number who make a hundred or two. And, he might

have added, a vaster host who make nothing. Has the statesman

already forgotten his own ?

#%
It is now known, that is, made public, that Lieutenant Grombehevsky,

who failed to enter Afghanistan from the north,

“ last October attempted to penetrate Kanjat from the Little Pamir

;

but had to retrace his steps on 2Tst November. Accompanied by only

two men be crossed the Karakoram Pass, and during December ex-

amined some smaller passes in the neighbourhood. Early in the

following month Mr. Grombehevsky started up the Karu Kash River

with a guide and two Cossacks, and succeeded in reaching the desert

plateau of Western Tibet. The party suffered terribly from cold and

at an altitude of 17,000 feel nearly lost their lives in a snowstorm.

They had to return in great haste, and after an unsuccessful attempt

to reach Hindiitagh Pass marched to Killian and Polu. Grombehevsky
did not make any startling discoveries, but succeeded in linking his

surveys with Preje^lsky’s.”

Mr. P. G. Melicus having gone back to the Assam Commission, Mr.

E. G. Colvin is Gazetted the Officiating Post-master- General, Bengal.

The Upper India Chamber of Commerce is activity itself. Since its

birth the other day, it has interested itself in alf^ssible questions

affecting the commerce of the country. On the ist of this month, the

Committee not only addressed the above letter but urged on the Gov-

ernment the desirability of a second line of railway from Northern India

to Calcutta, independent of the East Indian Railway Company,

say

“ Tbe survey of the country between Moghal Sarai and Calcutta has,

they understand, be«n completed, and it is probable therefore that an

early decision may be expected as to the actual route to be followed by

the new line, aiKl by what Company or Corporation the system is to be

conirolled.

Various conflicting statements have been current during the past

months regarding the intentions of the Home authorities in this matter

;

but whether the line is constructed and worked by Government or by

a Company, either independently or in connection with the 0^
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Railway system, are issues that do not affect the interests of traders in

ihe N.-W. P. and Oudh, given that an alternative route to and terminus
at Howrah—Calcutta—is provided entirely independent of the East
Indian Railway ^Co. To in any way extend the sway which that Com-
pany has over the communications with the Bengal seaboard wmild be
fatal to mercantile and railway enterprise in these Provinres.

The inject has doubtless leceiveo the careful consideration of the
Lieutefflit-Goveimor and Chief Commissioner, and my Committee
feel assured that His Honor will not be disposed to favour any arrange-
ment calculated to maintain or extend the monopoly now enjoyed by
the East Indian Railway Company.”

•
• •

The East Indian Railway is to be purged of its old hands under the

fifty-five years’ rule. Such is the information of the Morning Post,

The Judges of the High Court have repealed Rule 467 at page 209 of

Belchambers’ Rules and Orders and ordered new Rules for the pre-

paration of Paper-books in Appeals from the Original Side. These

rules come into effect from the first day of August next. They will be

found in this week’s Calcutta Gazette and will apply to appeals filed on

and after the ist August, the old rules operating as regards appeals

filed previous to that date.

Notes, Leaderettes, and
Our Own News,

Parliament will be prorogued on the 12th of August.

Prince Albert Victor is suffering from fever said to be contracted in

India, and has been ordered to the seaside.

The discipline of the Army has been vindicated, and the Grenadiers

have, after all, been punished all round for their late mutiny. The

Duke of Cambridge admonished them saying how ashamed he was of

their conduct and that they had disgraced her Majesty’s uniform, and

finally disowned any further connection with them. The battalion

has been packed off to the remote Bermudas.” Colonel Maitland has

retired on half pay. The Adjutant has been censured and has resign-

ed. Three of the ringleaders have been courtmartialled to two years’

imprisonment and two to eighteen months’. The spirit of discontent

was, however, still visible. The reading of the sentences over, two

of the men tore off their medals and threw them across the parade

ground. The sentences are considered too severe both by the press

and the public. At a meeting in Hyde Park, a petition to the Queen

has been adopted for release of the prisoners.

The Select Committee on the Uncovenanted Service grievances held

SIX meetings and will hold no more. The report is being ready. It

will, It is expected, be favorable to those concerned.

On the 24th, Sir James Fergusson, in the House of Commons, moved

tue second reading of the Bill for the cession of Helligoland. Mr.

(Gladstone’s attitude on the Bill has surprised his followers. He said

that the permission of the House for the cession was unprecedented,

and trenched on the prerogative of the Crown, and he, therefore, with-

drew from the debate. On the Bill itself he had no, opposition to offer.

He believed the Anglo-German convention reflected great credit on

bold Salisbury, Strange G. O. M.

I'he Bengal Chamber of Commerce has found a powerful ally in the

Incorporated Chamber of Commerce of Liverpool m its opposition to

(de income tax on profits of consignments to India. The Committee of

(he East India and China Trade Section of the Liverpool Chamber

J'iteiy considered, the matter and came to the same conclusion with the

bengal Chamber. The Incorporated Chamber of Liverpool have

^<nce memorialized the Secretary of State for India, pointing out

(hat the tax is a practical re-imposition of import duty mer-

chandise. It IS not easy to swallow the pill thus admmiste.ed.
^

It' has for a long time been a favorite object of British merchants and

statesmen to establish an inland trade communication between

Ilntish India and China. The annexation of Upper Burma has

simplified matters in Uiat direction, and the commencement of a

railway to Yunan may be looked forward to at an early date.

The importance and feasibility of the undertaking are generally

admitted. The difficulty is as to the route to be adopted, there

are so many pressed for acceptance, by their respective advo-

cates. The old trade route by way of Bhamo strikes everybody, but

then Messrs. Colquhoun and Hallett condemn It as impracticable on the

ground of its topographical difficulties. According to them, no end

of tunnels and bridges would have to be constructed. They suggested

the Moitimein, Yahine, and Yunan line. Others, however, on>various

reasons, condemned this route. Another proposed route lies through

the Southern Shan States. The latest recommendation is that of Mr.

Bagley who, condemning all previous recommendations, insists that

there is only one practicable route by which a first-class railway, with

flat gradients, capable of carrying a heavy traffic, can be cheaply con-

structed, namely, that up the Myitnge Valley, past Thebaw to the

junction of the Namyan river, and then up that valley past Lashio

and Maingyan to the Salween at the Sopkyct ferry, whence the line

would pass along the S.alween, to near Kunlon, and then turn east-

wards up the open flat valley of the Namting.

The cry of the Bengal Chamber of Commerce against public holidays

has been echoed by the Upper India Chamber. In their letter of

the 1st July, the Secretary to the Upper Chamber writes to the Secre-

tary to the N.-\V. P. Government—“ My committee have no desire

to attempt to interfere with the number of holidays that Government

may wish to grant to the several body of its employes, and, as stated

in their letter of 2nd July 1SS9 para 4, they understand that it is not

nece.ssary ih.^t Government office holidays and those under the Nego-

tiable Instruments Act should be synonymous.” The Chamber further

complain “ From the lists of holidays gazetted by the Governments

of Bengal, Bombay and Madras, it would appear that the date of each

is fixed at the beginning of the year. The inconvenience caused by

the uncertainty as to on what dales a number of the N.-W. P. gazetted

holidays will fall has been pointed out in the previous correspondence

on this subject.” The Cawnpore Chamber is not probably aware that

if the N.-\V. P. Government is bad in not notifying the holidays earlier,

the Bengal Government is worse in curtailing the gazetted holidays

in the middle of the year.

The Bank of Beng.al, while approving of the curtailment of the

Doorga Pooja holidays as now notified, doubled whether the Govern-

ment had the power, “ after having once published the notification in

the Gazette on iith December 1889, lo iIlH notification by re-

ducing the number of days once declared to be public holidays under

the Act, and that any such alteration might interfere with business

arrangements entered into on the basis of the existing notification.”

These doubts have been disposed of by the local Government in a

manner which has marked its newborn zeal for immediate suppression

of the Long Vacation. The only reply to these objections we find in

the published correspondence, is that the Bengal Government has been

advised by the Legal Remembrancer and the Advocate-General iha't

“ there appears to be no legal objection in tlje way to prevent the

Government from cancelling the notification of public holidays al-

ready published, and substiluling in its place a new list.” A Secretary

to Government might be expected to know that without invoking the aid

of the Crown lawyers. But what of the “ interference with business

arrangements entered into on the basis of the existing (December)

notific.ation ” ? Mr. Cotton is contemptuously silent on this head. All

the same, the silence is significant. We hope the Government, in its

zeal to afford facilities to the trade and commerce of the port, will not

ignore other interests, however powerless. At any rale, is it worth

while to risk possible complications by withdrawing the old holiday

notification and substituting a contracted schedule in its stead ?

Though the law would not recognize it, the Lieutenant-Governor,

under the power vested in him by law, graciously allowed the native,

that is, the Bengal National Chamber of Commerce to return a Port

Commissioner. We read in the papers that the Chamber have just

conferred the distinction on their Secretary, over the heads of the Chair-

man and the many Vice-Chairmen. This is no small appreciation of

his influence, if not of his services. Stranger things yet remain behind.

I
The Calcutta Corporation has not yet chosen its man for the Trust.

The Chairman being no candidate, why should not the Vice-Chairman
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be elected ? Perhaps be is far too envied already. The Secretary is out

of thequestion, forhe is not permitted by law. The danger^ in such

cases, is that the most intriguing and therefore the least desirable

membtr of the Corporation, provided he be a heroic canvasser, un*

deterred by scruples and ready to stoop to any humiliation, may get

in. On the whole, however, we are afraid the Hindus are in no mood

to agree to vote for one of themselves. Under the circumstance, this

is a good opportunity for a graceful move on their part—the nomina-

tion of a Mahomedan Commissioner of character and ability. At a

time when Government are seeking to redress the balance of offices

and employments between the followers of the two creeds, the great

Corporation of Calcutta could not do better than give such a proof of

its appreciation of the question.

Mr. W. Wordsworth, m. a., c.i.e., Princip.al of the Elphinstone

College, has been appointed Vice-Chancellor of the University of Bom-

bay. The Principal well deserved the distinction and will do honor

to the post. Here in Calcutta, the veteran Principals of the Presidency

College, who have ruled the Department of Instruction, never rise

higher than the Registrar’s dosk of the University. They may be

knighted by the Queen, but they arc never thought of for the Vice-

Chancellorship by the Viceroy. (By the bye, why not Vicequeen?

A nut for Sir Alfred Croft to crack.) VVe hope next time it will be the

turn of our Alfred of Educational Bengal. Mr. Tawncy is far too shy

for preferments and perquisites.

In the Hongkong Bank Forgery case, on Thursday last, after six days’

trial, Elias H. Solomon was unanimously found guilty by the Jury,

specially empanelled, on three charges out of 15—of dishonestly and

fraudulently using forged documents purporting to be valuable securi-

ties, knowing them to be forged, or having reason to believe them to

be forged. The Judge, Mr. Justice Wilson, sentenced him to eight

years’ rigorous imprisonment on the first count, and considered it

unnecessary to pass separate sentences on the other charges. Defend-

ed by The Woodroffe, who was feed like a Prima donna^ instructed by

the great Gonesh the assurer of victory, Solomon was not prepared

for the disastrous end. He broke down as soon as the verdict was

given and was weeping when the sentence was being pronounced.

He had evidently relied on the pluck and prestige of the counsel

who had often enough saved malefactors and repeatedly wrested

cut-throats and parricides from the gallows, to carry him safely

through the tedious trial. The next day, the Standing Counsel, by

permission of the Court, withdrew the Bank of Bengal charges against

the accused.

There is nothiug more doing in the matter, we are afraid. The Jews

are sad but in despair.

Constantino, an Italian, was tried by Mr. Justice Farran of Bombay

and a special jury, for murder on the 8th instant of Moldotti Angelo,

the baker on the S. S. pisagno^ then lying at the Victoria Docks. The

Jury found him guilty of culpable homicide not amounting to murder.

But no sentence was passed as the prisoner, through his counsel Mr,

Kirkpatrick, had contended that the court had no jurisdiction, inasmuch

as the crime had been committed on a foreign vessel by a foreigner

on a foreigner. The Full Bench for which the point was reserved,

on the 24lh heard the argument, and the next day, the Chief Justice

decided against the prisoner, and Mr. Justice Farran sentenced him

to twelve months’ rigorous imprisonment. All the lore in the Law
of Nations adduced in behalf of the accused could not, we take it,

conquer the lifelong impression of the one refrain dear to Britons

—

** Britannia rule the waves.” Does the Italian Consul accept the

judgment of the Full Bench?

The Jain defamation case has been adjourned again to 2nd August,

as one of the defendants was absent, but chiefly for the convenience

of counsel. The Honorable Magistrate Syed Ameer H ossein advised

the parties to settle their differences out of Court, and gave them
to understand that if they coul3l not be friends again, he would

not take up the case himself but send it up to the Sessions. This

s esseiui.illy a religious case and ought to be kept out of Court.

The Moorshedabad panchaytt has held that the complainant Indra

Chand Nahatta has not transgressed the rules of his caste by doing
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anything, during his travel to Europe, or living contrary to the

tenets, usages and enstoms of the Jain society and religion* It is satis-

factory to outsiders to find that the Sri Sing—the. Jam Panch-^tA

Jodhpore is of the same opinion too. That ought to secure Inder

Chand free intercourse with as many of his castemen and unrestricted

entry to as many temples as he cares for or can possibly maintain,

and make an end of the affair. An enlightened man like him may let

the conservatives go to—the Tirthankars.

Arthur Lahouchere, of Hooten Levitt Hall, near Sheffield, was

hauled up before Messrs. Justices Denman and Charles for contempt of

court. The accusation was that he bad set his hounds upon John Thomas

Beale, a solicitor’s clerk, who had been to Laboucher’s residence to

serve a writ for goods sold and delivered and work and labour done

for him by a bell-hanger named Bell. Labouchere contended that he

had no idea of entrapping Beale, but that Beale had followed him

without invitation while the dogs—new arrivals from Ireland and ac-

customed to writs—were loose and yapped at the writ with pleasure,

that he did not purposely release the hounds or incite them to run

about or bark at the clerk. Mr. Justice Denman thought that

Labouchere did not intend any serious mischief to Beale but had a

mind only to frighten him. At the same time, the Judge characterized

the action of Labouchere as the most outrageous contempt that had

been committed, and, accordingly, fined him £100 and saddled him

with the cost of the proceedings as between solicitor and client.

The phrase contempt of court can be twisted into endless varieties.

We do not remember a case in which a Magistrate was taken to task

for it. Ceylon, however, supplies the curiosity. A horse dealer by

name Pate purchased a horse at Daniels’ auction sale. The animal

was not paid for at the time and the auctioneer refused to part with

it without payment. Resenting the refusal to a wellknown horse dealer,

Pate forcibly carried off the animal, and the auctioneer Daniels,

equally wellknown, not to be outdone, charged Pate with theft of

the horse. By this time, the animal had passed into the possession

of the Chief Justice Sir Bruce Burnside, The charge of theft w.'is

heard by the Magistrate Mr. Mason who, being informed that the

horse was standing before tlte court harnessed with another horse to

a carriage, ordered the Police Inspector Brown to unyoke the animal

and deliver it to the auctfoneer. On learning chat the carriage was of

the Chief Justice, Brown could not be as unceremoniously prompt as a

police officer ordinarily is in proceeding against the person or property

of an ordinary individual. He hesitated, then reported and awaited

further orders. The Magistrate, however, was not as hesitating. He

only repeated his former order, Chief Justice or no Chief Justice.

Brown now returned to the seizure, and while the horse was being un-

harnessed, the Private Secretary to the Chief Justice had arrived at the

scene all excitement and wrath, and, without interfering with the pro-

cess of law, noted down everybody’s name and address. Thus ended

the day’s proceedings. Next morning, the magistrate, inspector and

auctioneer were all hauled up for contempt of court, the Chief Justice

himself with Mr. Justice Dias forming the court for trial of the offend-

ers. What transpired in that court is thus reported. The Chief

Justice

** solemnly warned the magistrate that the insult offered to the

majesty of justice was a terrible one. ‘ The precincts of this Court/

said Sir Bruce Burnside with fine gravity, ' are sacred and cannot be

invaded at the instance of any official, be he who he may. 1 use the

words “ be he who he may” advisedly. Your process was a process you

had a perfect right to issue, but you must have known—you did know,

and we feel you did know—that you were violating the independence and

the dignity of this Court, and insulting the Judges who were then sit-

ting in this Court in the exercise of their functions. «Xhe punishment

which 1 am about to impose on you will, I trust, ser^as warning to ail,

and I accordingly inflict on you a fine of ;^2o (Justice Dias whispered

something to the Chief Justice at this stage); I mean ;(Jio, ana you

stand committed until the amount is paid.’ 'So also the poor inspector

was treated to heavy judicial thunder and severely reprimanded j
imd

the long-suffering auctioneer, after being told that be bad perjured him-

self, was fined ^5. With this the outraged Majesty of law was satisfi-

ed, and the excitement quieted down ; and the Chief Justice has re-

gained possession of bis horse.”

We read in the Argus—the Madras journal of Law, Justice, Police—

of July 18 :—

“ A case of alleged defamation of character, preferred against Sarf*'

vanan by Gooroomootboo Pillay, has been occupying the

Mr. Sultan Mobtdeeo Saib Bahadoor ai the Town Court May
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U»t. Hii W6r»hipd«nveredjud({meot in this case yetterday. Conse-
quent upon the decease, jpth March last, of the complainant’s
(ather, who'wtii a Dharmakata of Theriuavitbi Ammen Covil, he (the
complainant) priwied ccJtain notices and circulated them to bis fiiends

asking them to be present at the funeral rites of the deceased. While
assembled there and partaking of the good will of the complainant, the
jtuests were each served with a memo containing certain allegations

against the deceased by the acctibcd, upon which they left, thinking it

beneath their dignity to stay with the complainant any longer. The
allegations were to the effect that the deceased was not the Dharma-
kaia ;

that he defrauded the Pettacherri people of Rs. 40,000, being the
amount obtained from rents and profits for 20 years

; that he pledged
the idols of the temple, that he was a vinegar seller and an ice-seller,

and contained various other imputations tending to daimage his (de-
(cased’s) reputation and hurt the feelings of the complainant. The
complainant thereupon prosecuted the accused on the ground that the
imputations were prefectly groundless and had been made with a view
to injure the posterity of the deceased and 10 vilify his memory.
Furthermore, they had exposed him to much disgrace at the hands of

the public and people of his own caste. His worship in delivering

judgment, said that the parties belonged to two different factions. The
temple in question was under the management of two Headmen be-

longing to the above factions and were nominated by public election.

The father of the complainant and father-in-law of the accused (since

deceased) had held tlie offices of Dharmakalra to the temple .and on

the death of the foimer on 29th March last while his Curmanthivum
was being performed, one Gnanapathi Pillay, a friend of the deceased,
published three verses in praise of him, whereupon the accused in

reply also published certain stanzas to the effect that the deceased

sold vincgaied pickle and that his females sold vinegar. The
question was whether the verses published by the accused contained
defamatory matter as defined in Section 499, I. P. C.

;
whether the

publication imputed anything to tlie deceased Dharmakata, and
whether it would harm his reputation were he living or calculated to

behuilful to the feelings of his family or lelativrs. His Woiship,
after a careful review of the documents published by the accused, failed

to find anything defamatory that was likely to injure the reputation of

the deceased or hurt the feelings of his Piindy or relatives, and his

decision had been arrivetl at after paying due regard to the oral and
ilocumentary evidence before him. Two w'itnesses for the prosecution

had admitted that the complainant was not loweied in their estimation

by reason of the publication. Then wheie the def.imatioo lay he failed

to sec. 'Pile epithet of vinegar seller could not he hmtful to the com-
plainant ns the 1st witness for tlie prosecution had admitted that the
<leceased sold vinegar. He was therefore of opinion that the complain-
ant had frtiled to make out a case against the acc used to enable the

Court to fiame a chaige against him, and accordingly diiected his

discharge.”

Sultan Moheedin Saheb seems to have regarded the case as a

ini.schievoiis attempt at persecution under colour of law. With the

unsophisticated intelligence and knowledge of native society of an

Oiiental gentleman of experience, he failed to find anything defama-

tory that was likely to injure the reputation of the deceased or hurt

the feelings of his family or relatives in the statements that the de-

• eased was a pickier and his ladies vinegar-sellers, that he was not the

Dharmakata of the temple, that he had defrauded the Pettacherri

people, during the long course of twenty years, of rents and profits

amounting to Rs. 40,000, and had gone the length of pledging the

very gods of worship of the temple. If the matter is carried to the

Madras High Court he will probably heave his eyes opened by tlu*

European Judges. The accused will then see the enormity of his

rashness in raking up mallets—even though true—concerning a private

man. The Madras Magistrate did not even recognise the sanctity

of the dead. A dead ass might be more dangerous to meddle with

than a living lion.

Wi. have received a complaint fiom Madaripore which presents the

leading officials there in no amiable light. The complaint relates to

the local School, and its origin may be traced to the disposal of the

patronage connected with it. It appears that one of the Moonsifts

Is Secretary to the School. The Head Mastership being vacant, the

-''Pcretary appointed a B. A. of the Calcutta University, without, it is

^.lid, consulting the Committee of the School. This has doubtless

'exed the members, who all wished to have a hand in the bestowal of

a post of consequence in Pedlington. The new man is represented

to be no good. A worse objection to him is that he is a connection of

the MoonsifTs. Then the ist or highest class of the School formally

addressed the Committee alleging their dissatisfaction with the Head-

master’s teaching. What notice was taken of the grievance we do not

know, but we aie told the subdivisional officer, accoirpanied by the

two Moonsiffs of the place, proceeded from Court to the School and

had the boys of the ist class disgraced and soundly lashed by the

‘mnd of a low Mussulman, The families of the boys, it is sjiid, have

taken the harshness and indignity to heart.

f’he story seems incredible, but worse things occasionally happen,

and there are no lengths to which little men dressed in brief authority

may not go in playing fantastic tricks before High Heaven. We hope

both the Educational Inspector and the District Officer will inquire.

The three officers concerned would scarcely be worth their salt if they

could not send in a report that might be deemed satisfactory.
^

The Forest Department in Bengal sold last year nearly fifteen millions

of bamboos. In the pevious year it was a million more. The decrease

is observable in all the forest divisions, chiefly in Chittagong.

The multitudinousness of this forest produce has struck the imagina-

tion of our Anglo-Indian contemporaries. Bamboos by tens of

millions 1 why, there surely must be some bamboo—zlcment ! Not

a bit of it though. The Englishman writes

“ Innumer.ible as arc the purposes to which this product is applied,

exceeding even those of the kcrosine oil tin, it is difficult to imagine

how this enormous number could have been disposed of.”

Nor is that all. What must be our conteinpoiary’s astonishment,

when we tell it that the little principality of Tipperali also produces

many millions of bamboos ! The entire valley of the Megna is sup-

plied from that state, and during the rams boats laden with Tippeiah

bamboos may be met with in all the waters of East Bengal, from Sylhet

down to the Fenny river which divides Noakhali from Chittagong,

and as far West as the Dacca Division. Private properties in the

hills of Sylhet and the forests of Mymensingh, &c., also contribute

the same article. The wonder is lessened vvhen one comes to con-

sider the kind of bamboo chiefly in question. People in talking of

bamboo think of the stouter or the close-grained vviiy soits. But the

bamboo of internal commeire in the more Eastern parts is a very

diffi*rent thing— it is the moolce the thin, cylindrical, short, frail

and hollow bamboo, which would be called in Calcutta the talfii bdn^.

It is this bamboo, beautiful and weak like lovely woman, that is reckon-

ed by millions. There arc whole fuests of this plant. The low hills

on the Eastern fiontiers of Bt'ngal arc covered with it. The demand

is equal to the production. This plant is the principal material in

housebuilding in a country the architecture of which is principally of

bamboo and reed or grass. Houses so constructed, so weak and en-

tirely at the meicy of the elements—the worst being fire--h.ave to be

pel iodically renewed and frequcnlly rebuilt. Hence the great propor-

tions of the trade in bamboo.

Thi rk Is nothing too bad to be thought of the Baboos. Among other

sins laid at their door, they are far and away the mtist litigious of the

peoples of India. This is a great mistake, if our opinion is worth a

jot. The facts seem all the other way. The British laws offer endless

possibilities of litigation, and there are chapters of the precious Indian

Penal Code which have not yet been turned up by our people. Not

so our brethren in other parts. liere is an instance. The Pecan

of July 22 reproduces from the Kathiawar Times of the ijlh

July, the following crimin.al information :

—

“On the loth July, one Tribhowan Euleband, in charge of the Jam-
daikhant of His Highness the Tliakorc Sahib of Morvi, complained

before Mr. P.ilsv.irdhan m charge N.ayadhish of Vank.uirr against one

Kirchand Devji, son of Vakil Devji Ravji of Rajkot State. 'Phe said

Tribhowan said on o.aih : The accused Kircliand Devji had written

Iwolctteis, one dated /7th and the other, dated 25th June last to

Maiushii Monghiba Sahib (mother of the Thakore Sahib of Morvi.)

These letters weie addressed by Slielt Hiraihand Kirchand. On in-

quiry, It was found that Hceracliaiid is the son of the accuseii Kiichand

.iiid tlie accused wiole faUe lelteis in the name of his son. From
these letters it appears that the accused has instigated the Matushri

to make short work of Rauiji (the Rani of the Thakore Sahib of Morvi)

and her son (Hr*mobh.i) by means of Mantra Shaslra (sorcery or in-

cant. iiions.) Under tins circumstance, 1 'haige the accused under

section 302 with 115, 46<S, and 417 of the Indian Penal Code. In con-

nection with the above, a third letter has also been written. It is dated

21st June and is addicssed to Moghiba S.ilnb, but in it is not metioncd

the name and place of the writer, though I believe it to be written by

the accused as it is in continurition of the above letters. 1 produce

the oiiginal letters in the Court.”

That will be a revelation to our readers on this side. We can fanr

y

the astonishment with which they will read the news. Certainly, there

is no record of such a case in the Bengal Reports. Nor is there any

likelihood of such a one cropping up. There are ihinisands here as

elsewhere who believe in the absurdities of maran^ bnshi karan^ and

the rest, but no Fulchand would find in the wiiole 'Iribuvan of this

presidency a lawyer who would support him. Our pleaders are not

profound, but they have a wholesome dread of that ridicule which is

said to have pursued Horace Walpole through life and made him do

injustice to his own better character.

Our nonlegal readers scarcely grasp the significance of this Katyawar

case. Poor Kirchand is charged with ail the crimes from murder,
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abetment of murder, to forgery, down to cheating 1 And all for, on the

prosecutoi’s admission, for sending letters to the Majhi Saheba of the

Morvee chiefship advising her, or urging her if you will, to destroy the

Rani of the Chief ! The most unblushing Mooktear in Bengal would

not gi9e such advice.

The Calcutta reception of the Congress delegate Baboo Surendranath

Bancrjee pleading the cause of his country in England, has not been as

immediate as at Bombay, but it was none the less enthusiastic. The
Town rfall, on Monday, was crowded to welcome the conqueror back.

It was not all a pack of Surendranath’s Own Boys that did him the

honor. They were of course there, but they were vastly outnumbered

by their elders—the older boys of the world. Nor was Mr. \V. C.

Bonnerjea, who presided and carried the meeting successfully through

to tlie end, a packed chairtnan. lie imparted his own enthusiasm to

his hearers and they cliecicd and cheered him to the echo. All the

more that he spoke not as a partizan but as a representative of the

community. He adroitly, yet not .so far as the Bengali public were con-

cerned untruly, claimed a general character for the meeting. They

were not necessarily all admirers and fiiends of Baboo Surendra-

nath but, as the Chairman explained—“ they had met there that

evening as citizens of a large metropolis, differing probably from him
on many points of his political creed, but nevertheless gtateful to

,
him for having gone to England as their delegate. It was in that

capacity they had met to receive him.” Amid the crowd in that un-

fortunate building, Mr. Bonnerjea was the only speaker who could be

heard, not the stentorian guest of the evening excepted. The latter

was more popular than ever, but he was not in his best form. Besides,

the poor man had been sucked out at Bombay. Hence the one

Banerjea was overshadowed by the other Banerjea. They are all

of the same ilk, however differently they may choose to spell their

names.

If lowsie is Lucy, ns some volke miscalle it,

Then Lucy is lowsie, whatever befall it.

Wf. are truly glad to see the current number of the Calcutta Illustnated

Journal, T/ie Empress^ contains on the front page a fine portrait of Mr.

James Wilson, the veteran editor of the Indian Daily Av7io-, followed

III the next by a well-written little memoir. This is a simple act of

justice to the old knight of the quill who has weathered many a storm

and fought many a battle for right. Indeed, the conductors have sup-

plied a grave omission. They had already included three journ.4 lisis in

their portrait gallery, namely. Sir Charles Lawson, of the ^fadras

Mail^ the late Mr. Robert Knight, of the Statesman^ and ourself, the

last appearing a year back, on the isl July, iScSq. Surely, the Father of

the Indian Press—and Mr. Wilson had earned the sobriquet before

1880 —ought to have had precedence of the hobbledehoys. The bio-

graphical account is unfortunately deficient in dates, but withal most

interesting. We hope it will be extensively read. We wish we had

space enough to copy it entire. We may revert to it, however. Today

we conclude with a fervent hope that he may long continue at our head,

to lend his sage guidance to the Pres.s, to mould public opinion, and

interpret between the governors and the governed.

Among the pilgrims to Mecca this year is our well-known citizen

Kassim Ariff, Siirati, merchant, landholder, and silk miller. Accom-
panied on the journey by his family and children, he started by rad

from Calcutta, on the nth of June last, and embaiked at Bombay
by Messrs. Thomas Cook k .Son’s Pilgrim Steamer “Deccan” on
the i6ihjiine. The steamer safely passed Aden, but since tlien no
news has been received of her arrival at Jeddah.

We have however learnt with much regret, that owing unfortunately

to cholera having broken out on board that steamer, the pilgrim pas-

sengers have been detained at Kamian, for extra quarantine. How

Holloway^

s

/V/A*.-- Sudden transitions from heal to cohl, or from raw
inclement weather to oppressive climates, favour the development of
manifold diseases, which may in most instances be checked and
rendered abortive by an early resort to these purifying, legulating, and
strengthening Pills. This well-known and highly esteemed medicine
affords a safe and easy remedy firr almost every coiistilntional wrong
which unhealthy climates, lapid changes,' or dietetic errors, can en-
gender, and fffccinally removes any weakness self-indulgent habits may
have induced. In all conditions of the system bordering on disease
such as are indicated by apathy, listlcssness, and icstlessness, Hollow-
ay’s Pills will prove especially serviceable in begetting (he vivacity of
mind aud body appreciated by both sound and sick.

long this quarantine will last, we have no means of knowing, nor as

to what has happened to the pilgrims in consequence of the breaking

out of the epidemic amongst them. One thing however seems to be

almost certain, that as no telegraphic news has up to this date been

received of the arrival of the steamer at Jeddah, the passengers will

most likely arrive there on a later date. In that case they will be de-

prived of the privilege of performing the Ha], which ceremony

commences to-morrow. If such a mishap takes place, many of the

pilgrims who can afford it, will have to wait at Mecca or Medina,

for a whole year. It would not be becoming for them, to come back

without performing the pilgrimage. They would thus be put not only

to a great deal more of expenditure than they first estimated, but to

incalculable hardships and sacrifice. We are sure the sympathy of all

generous minds will be with these earnest men of the Faith. We trust

that our countrymen who are passengers in that steamer may have

a safe passage to Jeddah.
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EDUCATION IN HYDERABAD.
A Reform Ministry in the Deccan! Surely, we are in*

a new Era. The Schoolmaster is not only abroad,

but has penetrated to the darkest places, until we
are confronted by the blessed spectacle of a Ministry

of Public Instruction in the state founded by Asof

Jah the Great, with a rejjular machinery, including

Inspectors, Professors, and all. We have before us

an excellent and ably written report on education

in the dominions of His Highness the Nizam for

the years from October 1886 to October 1888 by

Nawab Imad-ood-DauIa Bahadur, b. a., Director of

Public Instruction and Secretary to Education De-

partment in the Hyderabad Government. It opens

with a general survey of the extent of the field, and
the small impression made upon it till within the

last five years. Writ-ing five years ago, this gentle-

man had thus summari.sccl the work of the previous

period: With not a single school in the district

worthy of the name of a High School—not a Middle
Anglo-Vernacular school in 16 out of 18 Districts

—

with only six Primary Anglo-Vernacular schools,

it follows that three years^’ hard work with increased

expenditure and increased supervision will be neces-

sary to constitute the Districts feeders to high edu-

cation.” Working from this starting point, Nawab
Imad-ood-Daula Bahadur is to be congratulated on

the extent of progress which has been achieved in

the period embraced by his report. There are now
more schools and more pupils, and both schools and

pupils are better looked after. The schools have in-

crea.sed iwo-fold and the pupils have trebled. The
inspt^cting agency has been also increased, and by

the improvement, at the instance of the Education

Department, of postal communication, unity has been

secured to the work of the scattered inspecting

agencies. —

r

A notable change was effected in the period under

review by the amalgamation of the Hyderabad
Collf'ge with the Medresa-i-Aliya under the name
of the Nizam College. The Medresa was a special

.school for the nobility and gentry of Hyderabad, and

one object in view in amalgamating it with the

College \vas to raise the character of the education

that used to be given here. The primary end in

view w^is the retrenchment of expenditure. The old

Hyderabad College had been, we learn, kept up at

an artificial strength by the grant of high scholarships

to all comers. The expenditure on Collegiate ia-
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struction at Hyderabad was abnormally high, being

something like Rs. 2,528-5-8 per pupil. A committee

was appointed to consider how the retrenchment

could be best effected, and at their recommendation,

the ^^lege^was abolished, the services of Dr. Aghor-

nath Chattopadhya, Principal, and Dr. Nishikanta

Chattopadhya, Vice-Principal, were transferred to the

Political Department, and the College classes trans-

ferred to the Medresa. That institution thus ag-

grandised was rechristened the Nizam College. A
saving of about 13 thousand rupees was effected

upon the original expenditure, and the cost of edu-

cating each pupil fell from Rs. 2530 down to

Rs. 688 per annum. With regard to the scholarships,

the Director of Public Instruction remarks :

—

“These could not at once he discontinued without breach of faith...

but they were redistributed and made tenable only by Hydcr-
abtadecs who had matriculated fiom one of our numerous departmental

or aided High Schools. The result was an immediate fall in the strength

of the College and in the percentage of passes. There is no doubt

however that we may confidently expect in the immediate future a far

healthier rise, both in the strength and calibre of our College Classes,

than was possible under the old system.”

We are personally sorry that these arrangements

involved a hardship to our friend Dr. N. K. Chatto-

padhyay, whose services, at first meant to be utilized

in some other department, had eventually to be dis-

pensed with with the grant of a miserable gratuity of

Rs. 1,329-2. If the truth must be told, his original

enemy, the source of all his troubles in India, was

our own Ripon the Good,” who was too truly

Liberal to take so gifted a native in Government

employ.

The effects of education after Western methods are

thus described by the Director, in the following

most interesting passage :

—

“There can be no doubt that much of the taste and culture and love

of manly spnits observable among the rising generation of Hyderabad
Nobles is due to the influence of the Medresa-i-Aliya. One has not to

go far bark to recall the time when a telegram addressed to folks in the

City had to be sent out to Chadarghat to be translated for them
;
when

a young Hyderabad Noble would have considered it infra dig to hold

a bat, and when a well furnished and tastefully decorated dwelling in

this city was a rarity. It is otherwise now. English is freely used as a

medium of conversation and correspondence, and English books and

newspapers have found their way to many native houses. Our youth

excel in cricket and football and hockey. Tennis and polo are exten-

sively play»*d. In matters of taste Hyderabad compares favorably with

other parts of India. It is not an uncommon thing to see an elegantly

furnished house in the heart of the City approached by nicely laid out

parte* re^ and flower beds. Oui Englisli eilnoalcd youth do not show

the morbid fomlness for the giotesqiie in costume and in personal de-

coration, affected by the same class elsewhere. As a rule they dress

neatly and well. If in some cpiaiteis there is an unfortunate predilec-

tion for European coats ami collars, the coats at any rate are well cut

out of decent material, and the collars ate propeily starched and clean.

It is also important to observe with regard to our youths that their

sense of reverence, and their hold of religion, survives their

schooling. So far, parents of boys sent to the N^ibles’ school have

never complained of any unseemly display of fieedom or offensive self-

assertion in their sons.

Blit while attempting an estimate of what our public school system

has done, I must not forbear to note its shortcomings. Much as the

Mcdres.a-i 'Aliya and the Mediesa-i-Aizza have done towards popular-

izing European cullure among the belter classes, they have not suc-

ceeded to the extent to bo desired. The causes of this partial failure

are manifold. Some of the pupils join school too late, others do not

stay long enough ;
ceremonies and feasts intcifere

;
inevitable holidays

take away much of their time ;
and all combined, effect a deplorable

breach in the continuity of woik. It should also be remembered that

we have to deal with very raw material. We have got hold of boys not

sprung either from the old lettered rlasses or ftom classes that have

to live by their wits but from classes to whom the acquirement of

learning or the putting of any other stiain on their minds, was’ always

a work of supererogation, and a more or less superffaoiis exercise.

They have hitherto h id enough, in some ca.ses more than enough, of

the good things of this world, and living has co.st them little trouble.

But now the conditions are changed. Tliey are threatened with ex-

tinction if they do not enter life better provided Circumstances be-

\ond their contiol in the way of economic, political ani admimsiralive

changes, aie forcing on them a competition with orders andTiasses that

are accustomed 10 live by their wits, with the inevitable result of their

having to give way. Private fortunes, ancestral estates, and old pos-

sessions, are going the way of private fortunes, ancesttal estates, and

t)ld possessions elsewhere. In spite of the embargo wisely placed by

Government on the alienation of jagirs, not a few of them have passed

under the hands of sahukars and other money-making classes.”

There are in the above a firmne.ss of hand, a full-

ness of knowledge, a breadth of philosophy, and

withal a purity of diction and an elegant force of

style, which many Britons to the manner born

might envy, and which are certainly not surpas^d in

similar British reports. Hyderabad may well be

proud of so able an officer as well as so accomplished

a scholar and literary man. The presence of such

a public servant is itself a proof of progress and its

best guarantee. That passage opens up several

important questions having a bearing on the whole

Empire, but we dare not meddle with them at the

fag end of an article already nearly two columns
long.

THE DONS CAUGHT AT DEFINITION :

OR

THE RECENT UNIVERSITY REGULATIONS.

The Calcutta University has again made a mess

of it. It has legislated in perfect ignorance of the

obvious tendencies of its recent attempt at definition.

We refer to the regulations requiring from candidates

for the Fist Arts and B.A. examinations a minimum
of 66 per cent, of attendance at lectures in each

subject. These hard and fast rules may have been

conceived in the interests of regular studies on the

I

part of the candidates, but the question i.s. Are

they practicable ? The framer of these stringent re-

gulations cannot plead want of experience as to the

operation of similar regulations in the past. Those
now passed arc only an amendment of a Resolution

of the Syndicate passed in 1864, and how that Re-

solution worked in practice cannot be unknown to

the University authorities. It was the fruitful parent

of immorality on the part of candidates as well as

the Heads of affiliated institutions, who treated it

as a dead letter and acted in total disregard of its

existence. Instances of wilful evasion occurred by

hundreds, a few of which even formed the subject

matter of judicial or departmental investigation.

How in the face of these wellknown fads the Dons

have the courage of still further tightening their reins

upon the affiliated institutions, passes our under-

standing.

The good old rule with which the University

began work simply prescribed that candidates should

have prosecuted a regular course of studies at some

affiliated institution. This rule 'which properly left

some discretion to the Principals of Colleges, was

fell to be indefinite, and in 1864 it was represented by

the then Director of Public Inslrucilon, Mr. W. S.

Atkinson, that a definition of the term “ regular course

of studies ” would conduce materially to the main-

tenance of discipline in affiliated institutions, and also

remove doubts which .some Heads of Colleges enter-

tain as to the precise meaning to be attached to that

term, and he recommended that attendance on

75 per cent, of the clays on which lectures

were delivered should be required to entitle an

undergraduate student to the higher examinations

of the University. In justice to the University it

must be said that this proposal was in the first in

stance referred to the affiliated institutions for their

opinion, and having met with their unanimous ap-

proval was adopted by the Syndicate. The pre.sent

regulations are an amendment of thi.s Resolution,

and by reducing the percentage from 75 to 66, they

practically admit that the old percentage was too

high. The reduction of the percentage, however,
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15? not enough, and nothing short of a reversion to

the good old rule with which we began will be a

satisfactory or final settlement of the question.

Further the advantage of the reduction, such as it is,

is more than neutralised by the provision requiring

the percentage of attendance in each subject. This

introduces an element of great administrative diffi-

culty, and will, we fear, lead to far worse

consequences.

Before speaking of the hardships and the demo-
ralization which we expect from the operation of

these amended regulations, we will refer to the ex-

perience we possess of the working of the Resolu-

tion modified by them. It was indeed passed in

consultation with and with the concurrence of Heads
of Colleges, but no sooner was it passed than these

Heads of Colleges saw the error they had made.

They found that with all their vagueness, the old

University rules had the merit of being simple and
workable. The new rule of percentage was too

rigid and left little discretion to them, while in many
cases they bore very hard on intending candidates.

In short they saw that they had got a definition at the

sacrifice of their independence, and sometimes of

the vital interests of their students. The proper

course under the circumstances would have been for

these Heads of affiliated institutions to confess their

mistake and to pray for its repeal. But instead of

this, they set to work to make it a dead letter. They
acted in open defiance of the Resolution, and our

highest educational institutions began to set examples

of dishonesty in the eyes of the student population,

the very thought of which is appalling. Instances

of such criminal evasion of the University laws at
|

last became a matter of open notoriety. !

In one case, a native student in a Eluropcan Col-

lege in Calcutta narrowly escaped criminal conviction

by the High Court by taking an extremely technical

plea. He had gone up to an e.xamination without

completing anything like the required percentage of

attendance. He was prosecuted, but he took up the

ground that his act amounted to violation of a Reso-

lution of the Syndicate rather than of a byelaw or

regulation of the University, and he was disch.irged.

On another occasion, the Principal of a Missionary

College of justly high position in society and in the

education service got implicated in a similar case of

breach of the rules. The case was not judicially

prosecuted, but after a departmental enquiry by the

University authoritfes, the reverend gentleman was

declared disqualified from certifying to the eligibility

of future candidates. In some n.itive Colleges the

Re.solution used to l)e still more flagrantly violated,

and if .such conduct has hitherto escaped formal

censure, it is a matter of wide public notoriety. In

fact, the unfortunate Re.solution of 1864 has proved

a powerful instrument of demoralization. We talk

of moral education and of discipline, but all this must
be merely idle talk so long as the authorities of our

Colleges arc as a rule found to practise the grossest

forms of dishonesty in the eyes of their disciples.

It is high time these practices should be checked,

and if on enquiry it should appear that the restric-

tions upon the candidates imposed by the late re-

gulations of the University have directly led to

them, the restrictions should be withdrawn. The
University is ready enough to .f^ame stringent regu-

lations, while it is practically powerless to enforce

their operation. Its Resolution of 1864 was, barring

its higher percentage, broad and general enough, but

it has been a dead letter, and a flood of immorality

has thereby Jbeen let loose on the country* These
facts point to one conclusion, namely, that the resolution

should be withdrawn altogether, and there should

be no more restrictions on candidature than what
were provided in the old rules. The University is

essentially an examining body and it should not

go out of its way to interfere with the business of

detailed educational management. Instead of this,

however, it has amended the Resolution in a way
so as to make the restrictions yet more rigid. We
shall take another opportunity of speaking of the

far worse effects which are likely to arise from this

amendment.

PUBLIC HOLIDAYS IN BENGAL.

No. 1289, dated Simla, the 3rd July 1890.

From—C. J. Lyall. Esq., c.i.e., OlFg. Sccy. to the Govt, of India,

Home Dept.

To—The Secretary to the Government of Bengal, Financial De-
partment.

I am directed to acknowledge receipt of your letters

No. Mi—H- i-28, dated 19th April, and No. Ml—H-2-16, dated

the 21st April last, to the address of the Department of Finance

and Commerce, with which His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor

submits a correspondence which has passed between the Govern-
' ment of Bengal and various Public Bodies and Associations, and

makes proposals for the notification of certain days as public holidays

iti the Lower Provinces of Bengal under section 25 of the Nego-

tiable Instruments Act.

The Lieutenant-Governor recommends that the holidays which

heve hitherto been gazetted as public holidays under section 25 of

the Act should in future be distributed between two notifications,

the first, issued under the Act, dealing with those Hindu holidays

only the observance of which is absolutely required in order to

enable Hindu employes, whether in the service of Government or

of private persons, to fufil their religious duties, and the second,

issued as an executive order, includirig the remaining days hitherto

observed as public holidays and applicable to all public offices and

Magisterial and Revenue Courts under the Government of Bengal.

It is* explained that the ground of the distinction made is that the

former class, which arc days of religious obligation, arc distinct from

the latter, which are days of social observance only
; that the effect

of notifying all holidays without distinction under the Negotiable

Instruments Act is to interfere most seriously with trade, shipping,

and monetary business ;
and that the course which is recommended

in regard to the Hindu holidays included in the second notification

is that which has always been pursued in regard to all Muhammadan

holidays, and has not been found to cause inconvenience. His

Honour’ has no intention of in any way curtailing the holidays at

present allowed to public servants in Bengal, but merely wishes to

remove what he regards as a reasonable source of complaint to the

mercantile cominunity, who are unable to transact business on days

notified under the Act, although large numbers of vessels arrive by

sea and leave the port of Calcutta, large quantities of goods are

received bv rail, and bills mature and ought to be paid.

2. In reply, I am to say that the Governor-General in Council

has carefully considered the proposals made in your letter and the

correspondence forwarded with it, and desires me to convey his ac-

knowlcdgmeiitb of the thoroughness with which the matter has been

inve.stigatcd and the thoughtful and considerate spiiit in which His

Honour the Licuicnant-Governor has dealt with this difficult sub-

ject. The main principle of the proposals, to make a distinction

bctviccn those holidays which require to be notified under the

Negotiable Instruments Act and those which do not require to be

so notified but may be allowed as a matter of executive arrange-

ment, is one which has long been recognized in other Presidencies,

and has in fact been always in force in Bengal in regard to the

Muhammadan holidays, which arc observed by one-third of the

population of the province. It appears to the Government of India

that, in view of the consequences which ensue from the notification

of holidays under the Act, such notification should clearly be res-

tricted to those days when a cessation of business is absolutely ne-

cessary, and that there is no need to apply the sanie process to <^ys

which are only occasions for festive and social gatherings. The

proposals m§dc by the Lieutenant-Governor have reference only to

the Durga Puja holidays, and in regard to these it is shown, in

graph 10 of your letter, that the restrictions upon business which

the system hitherto followed imposes are not observed by the native

community themselves. His Honour writes ;— ^

“ It is not to be forgotten that in all places in Bengal, and cspcciaUy

in Calcutta, the Durga Puj% holidays arc the season of the busiest

life in all the year, The shop-keeper$ have no holiday, the cloth-
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sellers the moncy-chtngers the confectioners the grocen end the

gcncrtl detler* are busy all day long; in the bazar there is no

holiday, but business is as brisk as it can be. The clerks and sircars

in the bazar arc^not idle men. It is only in the public offices that

stagnation reigns. It is not therefore a real or just ground for com-

plaint if in a few public offices for public reasons a few clerks are

required to attend office on certain days which arc allowed to remain

halidays to the great majority of clerks employed in the public

service.**

What is here stated regarding the activity of trade during the

Purga Puja holidays is confirmed by the following passage in the

letter from the Secretary to the Bengal National Chamber of Com-
merce, dated the 27th March 1890
“The Committee beg further to observe they take particular note

of the fact that trade is very brisk during the Puja holidays, the

demand for a number of articles being larger during the twelve days

than throughout the rest of the year. This may be explained by

reason of the large influx of people from all parts of the country bent

upon making the most of the holidays. The curtailment of the

holidays must necessarily involve a serious pecuniary loss to the

trade.**

For these reasons, while regretting that the arrangement proposed

by His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor should not commend itself

to those representatives of the Hindu community whose replies arc

enclosed in your letter, the Government of India sanctions the

proposals made, and authorizes the issue of the notifications forward-

vd by you.

I tra, however, to observe that if the Governor-General in Coun-

cil rightly understands the letters from Mahamahopadhyaya Mahesh

Chandra Nyayaratna, dated the 4th and 14th November 1889, it

would seem that the 23rd October is one of those days which

should be set apart as required for religious observance, and His

Excellency in Council would suggest, for the consideration of His

Honour the Lieutenant-Governor, that it might be added to the

20th, 21st, and 22nd October in the list of holidays to be notified

under the Act. If this is done the balance might be redressed by re-

moving the 24th December from the holidays to be gazetted under

the Act, and entering it as an office holiday in the other notification.

3. The Governor-General in Council accepts the proposals of

His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor as regards the offices under

the Government of Bengal to be kept open during the holidays

which will henceforth not be notified under the Act. In all these

offices special arrangements should be made, by contracting the

hours ol business, by limiting the work undertaken to what is really

urgent, by granting leave to Hindu employes wherever practicable,

and by utilizing as much as possible the services of their non-Hindu

fellow-clerks to minimise the inconvenience which may be felt by

those who have hitherto enjoyed close holidays on the days which

will in future be open. Under proper arrangements, so far from

hardship being entailed on any considerable section of the com-

munity, not more than three or four Hindu clerks under the Gov-

ernment of Bengal arc likely to be affected by the change. Separate

orders to the same effect will be given by the Government of India

in regard to ihc offices directly subordinate to it which arc situated

in Calcutta.

4. I am to request that, with the Lieutenant-Governor’s permis-

sion, this letter and yours to which it is a reply, with the enclosures

of the latter commencing with your letter Nos. M i—H-i-18-22,

dated the X9th January last, and the two letters from Pandit Mahesh

Chundra Nyilyaratna, may be published for general information in

the Calcutta Gazette,

No. S107, dated Calcutta, the 30th January 1890.

From—Lieut. H. W. Petley, r.n., Port Officer and Shipping Master,

Calcutta.

To The Undcr-Secrctary to the Government of Bengal, Financial

Department.

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter No.

Mis. i-H-i-35, dated the 20th instant, and annexure, calling for the

opinion of this office in respect of certain proposals relating to the

public holidays in Bengal, and in reply to state that it appears to me

that the proposal contained in paragraph 29 of the letter of the

Government of Bengal Nos. Mis. 1-H-1-18-22 of the 19th idem,

will meet the requirements of the mercantile community as repre-

sented by the Chamber of Commerce and the Trades Association ;

but I fear the publication of the proposed double notification will

cause hardship to the Government employes who will be deprived of

their holidays. My reason for such opinion is based on the follow-

ing grounds :

—

In the six departments and offices which the notification will

affect, the bulk of their establishments is composed of Hindus, who

usually take this opportunity ot visiting their country homes daring

the Doorga Pooja vacation. These homes, I understand, arc mostly

ancestral properties, where the social system of the Hindus, being of

a patriarchal type, all the relatives, close and distant, of the holders

of these properties meet from the different parts of India, and this

deprivation of intercourse between relatives, &c., is the hardship

which will chiefly be felt, and which concession in the way of leave,

^c., at other times, when families arc again separated, will hardly

satisfy.

No. 75, dated Calcutta, the 3rd February 1890.

From—Baboo Pratapa Chandra Ghosha, Registrar of Calcutta,

To—The Secretary to the Government of Bengal, Financial

Department.

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter No.

l-H-i-34Mis., dated the 20th ultimo, forwarding copy of letter No.

i-H-i-iS-izMis. of the Financial Department, with its annexure of

draft notification regarding the holidays to be observed in public

offices, for opinion and report.

1. In reply, I beg to submit my views on the point indicated in

paragraph 29 of your letter seriatim.

(1) The publication of the notification, draft of which has been

annexed to the letter under reply, will, in my humble opinion,

make a clear distinction between public holidays under the Nego-

tiable Instruments Act and those notified by executive order only in

so far that the exchange banks will remain closed on the “public

holidays only and not on the other days. The excepted offices

will, as a matter of fact, be kept wholly open, and although the

benevolent special instructions of the Government direct that,

though it is not expedient to close them on the days in question, it

is hoped that it will be possible to relieve of their duties on those

days any ministerial officers whose religious requirements compel

them to apply for leave, the heads of departments as a matter of

Tact will find great difficulty in extending that privilege, exigencies

of the service constraining them to refuse the just claims of the

poor clerks who cannot force themselves into the notice of the

higher authorities without suffering seriously in return. The Gov-

ernment cannot be unaware that it is as much difficult for poor

clerks to make their grievances heard as it is for Government to

make the heads of departments carry on their business with a por-

tion of their establishment in attendance.

(2) I believe the effect of the publication of these notifications

will wholly meet the growing requirements of trade and commerce.

It is not for me to remark that whether the mercantile community

have proved that they have any real complaint to make. The

Negotiable Instruments Act was passed in 1881. And in 1888 and

1889 the Government has been pleased to negative the Chamber’s

representations because the inconvenience and loss which the mer-

cantile community suffer from the existing state of things, great and

serious as they arc, cannot be remedied without inflicting a still

more serious hardship on a far more numerous though less influen-

tial portion of the community. Within this short interval, forgive

me if I say no new circumstance has intervened as to justify the

reversal of the most noble, wise, and statesman-like ruling the

Bengal Government issued in 1889, /. e. last year. In my humble

opinion, further enquiries arc necessary to ascertain the exact nature

of the loss complained of by the mercantile community. The

inconvenience arising from the closure of the exchange banks

may easily be removed without the direct interference of Govern-

ment ; for, as the constituents of these banks arc members of the

mercantile community, they may be kept open or close at their

pleasure.

(3)

. I cannot help confessing that the publication of these noti-

fications will not oniy inflict serious hardship on a considerable sec-

tion of the community by depriving them of holidays which they

now enjoy, but will extend its evil effects not only to the Hindoo

community at large but to all classes of population in Calcutta.

In these days, when the demonstrative feeling of the community is

in its highest tension, a curtailment as indicated by the notification

is likely to wake up invidious distinction in the minds of the Hin-

doo community especially, for within the last couple of years,

while the Government has recognised the propriety of closing

offices on days of Mahomedan festivals, a backward movement has

been evinced in the case of the Hindoo community by the depri-

vation of the privileges which the latter have been enjoying ever

since the British flag was unfurled from the towers of Fort William.

For nearly two centuries the Government has not thought it pro-

per to recognise the rights of the Mahomedan community of Cal-

cutta, and the good which the extension of the privileges to that

section of the community by closing public offices on Mahomedan

festivals is calculated to secure will, I am constrained to admit, be

greatly counterbalanced by the unpleasantness which the contem-

plated curtailment will create in the minds of the Hindoo commu-

nity. I need not add that such a curtailment will, in addition to

the unpleasantness mentioned above, materially injure and incon-

venience the public non-trading community generally.

2. The question of the number of public holidays in the Bengal

Province has been the subject of much discussion for upwards ot

a quarter of a century, and although the mercantile community of

Calcutta, represented by the Bengal Chamber of Commerce and

the Calcutta Trades* Association, have been urging for the last 30

years the desirability of affording greater facilities to the trade hv

reducing the number of Hindoo holidays observed in public offices,

considerations of privations and difficulties to which the general

community as well as the clerks would be subjected have always
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influenced the patriarchal Government in ruling otherwise. The
attitude of the Chamber has, however, become stronger every year,
and it may be surmised that some inconvenience and loss arc sus-

tained by the mercantile community owing to the long Doorga
Pfiojjh vacation which under the Negotiable Instruments Act have
bcc'unc public holidays, and that that loss is principally due to the
clo^ylg of the following offices :

—

(i) The Office of Collector of Customs. (2) The Office of
Shipping Master. (3) The Office oi Collector of Stamp Revenue.

(+) 1 Office of the Stamping Department of the Superintendent
oi Stamps. (5) The Office of the Salt Rowannah and Opium Sale

Department ol the Board of Revenue.

3. -lit will be observed that from the list I have excluded the
office of the Registrar of Assurances, Calcutta, and my reason for

doing so I will have the honour to submit further on. It is not
tor me to say that the customs and habits of the country of adop-
tion of the mercantile and trading community should bear some
weight in determining the question of holidays and balance of con-
venience, nor am 1 juatified to refer in detail to the accommodations
already provided for by keeping open the Customs and the other
offices, but I cannot help observing that the period of 12 davs al-

ready fixed for the Doorga Poojah vacation is the minimum to which
it can possibly be reduced.

4. The proposal regarding the curtailment of public holidays,

as has been set forth in the Government letter, has to be considered
in its two different aspects—firstly, in so far as it will affect the
general public by the opening or closure of the public offices gener-
ally ; and secondly, in so far as it will affect them by the opening
or closure of the office of the Registrar of Assurances, Calcutta.

5. As regards the first side of the question 1 need not repeat
the arguments already before the Government, as they had been put
forth by abler and more influential members of the community.
As a Hindoo officer and having a certain number of Hindoo clerks

under me, and having to deal wdth all classes of Hindoo and mer-
cantile community of Calcutta, 1 connot but record that the Door-
ga Poojah vacation is already too short. I do not know what
interested political pundit has induced the Government to believe
that the real Doorga Poojah ceremonies occupy only three days.
There is not a Hindoo pundit or layman who can say that the real

Doorga Poojah docs not extend over a period of more than fifteen

days. It commences on the ninth day of the waning moon and
ends on the tenth day of the waxing fortnight following. It may
be said that there arc not many families in Calcutta who observe
the ceremony for such a long period—that is to say, who observe
the Navamyadi Kalpa ; but the same argument may be urged against
the “ three days* (correctly five days’) ceremony,” for, as a matter
of fact, there are few families who observe even the same. Pro-
perly speaking, the minimum observance of the poojah occupies
five days, for it commences on the sixth and ends on the tenth day
ol the waxing moon. But the Doorga Poojah of the Hindoos of

|

to-day is in one sense more important than the great AiVtwiedha
(horse sacrifice) of the Vcdic period, inasmuch as the horse sacrifice

was observed by the ruling sovereigns only, while the Doorga Poojah
(the Aivamedha of the Iron age) is observed by all classes of people
— nay, it is said in the Shastras that it is to be observed by the
Mlechhas, Savaras, and all non-Hindoo races

; besides, the Asvamedha
was a free will offering, while the Doorga Poojah to every Hindoo
is a compulsory observance and not to observe it is a sin ; and al-

though the actual worship may not occupy a longer period, the

preparations, the collections of a thousand and one things for the
proper performance of the ceremony cannot possibly be made in
short time. Besides, the five days and nights are fully occupied in
observing ceremonies both social and religious. On the tenth day
until the idol is placed in the water, many Hindod families observ!
ing fast do not prepare their food, and many a family invite their
friends close upon midnight of the tenth day of the moon and
feast together. It is unnecessary to repeat that all the arrangements
for sending ladies to their fathers* house or bringing them back to
their husbands fall on the nine auspicious days of the Doorga
Poojah so well known throughout India as the Navaratru And
last, though not the least, is the ceremony of the autumnal Navdnna
a ceremony observed on the income of the new crop, which is prcl
eminently directed to be observed in that fortnight of the month
of Asvin when the Devi is worshipped.

6. As regards the second side of the question, the office of the
Registrar of Assurances, Calcutta, is not much resorted to by the
mercantile community for any urgent or ephemeral or temporary
accommodation of business, for, under the Act, such negotiable
instruments have been classed under the optional heads. I have
not as yet had an occasion to register a single on-demand note
promissory note, hundi, &c., and documents ol that nature executed
by the mercantile or trading community of Calcutta in course of
their business. All such transactions arc primarily kept confidential
and the mbcantilc community loathe to give publicity to such deeds*
which affect their commercial credit. The only class of deeds for
which they resort to this office are of a permanent nature such as

leases, mortgages and conveyances, which, under the Act, may be
presented any time within four months from the date of execution.
Powers of attorney alone of persons abruptly leaving Calcutta not
previously arranged may require the Registrar to authenticate during
the 12 days* vacation. But the wide distribution of registration
offices throughout India and the more liberal provisions of section

33, clause (b)^ have provided for all such contingencies. It will
thus be seen that the closing of the office of the Registrar of Assur-
ances, Calcutta, is not likely to inconvenience the mercantile com-
munity any way.

I beg to append a statement showing the number of registrations

effected by merchants and traders and also by the non-trading com-
munity of Calcutta during the first 15 days following the expiry
of the Doorga Poojah vacation. It will be seen that the table

contains statistics of the past 20 years, and the figures in column 3,
which show the number of registrations by merchants and traders,

fully corroborate the fact that the Calcutta Registry Office is rarely
resorted to by the mercantile community of Calcutta during the
period which intervenes between the expiry of the 12 days* Doorga
Poojah vacation and the re-opening of the Court of Small Causes,
Calcutta. I have left out figures for the five years preceding the

two decades, as my office records do not show any important tran-

sactions by merchants and traders during that period. It will also

be seen from the statement that even of the few registrations rela-

ting to purely mercantile transactions a good portion were powers
of attorney, a class of documents of not an urgent nature, as has

already been noticed. Although it is out of place to mention here
and in the face of the proposals for curtailment of holidays, 1

cannot help observing that the office of the Registrar of Assurances,
Calcutta, may be kept closed with the Court of Small Causes, Cal-
cutta, without putting the mercantile community of Calcutta to

any the least inconvenience and loss.

NOTIFICATION.
To be peremptorily sold pursuant to an order

dated the 23rd clay of May 1*889 «»id made in

the matter of suit No. 340 of 1S84 wherein
Kanie Lall Seal was plaintifif and (lobin Lall
Seal and others were defendants and in the
matter of the estate of Panna Lall Seal de-
ceased by L. P. D. Broughton Esq. the Ad-
ministrator-General of llengal and Adminis-
trator to the estate of the said Panna Lall
Seal decea.sed at the office of the said Ad-
ministrator-General at No. I, Council House
Street Calcutta hy public auction on Monday
the 20th day of August at the hour of 12 o’clock
.it noon the undermentioned properties be-
longing to the above estate :

—

Lot No. I.

—

All that lower roomed messuage
tenement or dwelling house situate lying and
being in and known as No. 221 Cornwallis
Street in the town of Calcutta being Holding
No. 197 Survey Block 15 North Division con-
taining by estimation 2 cottas 19 chnttaks
and 30 square feet be the same more or less
.ind butted and bounded as follows—On the
West by the premises belonging to Upendra
Lall Sircar and others on the East by the
said Cornwallis Street on the North ^ by
Muktaram Baboo’s Street and on the South by
the lands belonging to Upondra Lall Sircar
and others,

Lot No. 2.—All that tenanted land No. 40
Champatolla 2nd Lane in the town of Calcutta
measuring 9*^ cotiahs more or less and.boiind-
ed as follows—On the East hy the dwelling
house of Madhu Sudan Dull Ram Mohan
Dass and Nilmonec Dass on tnc North by the
public road on the South by the tlwolling

house of Jagabandhu Bose and on tlie Webt
by the house of Jagabandhu Hose and the
house of Boydya Nath Ouriya aixl Nilmonee
Dass.

Lot No. 3.- -All that upper roomed brick-
built messuage tenement or dwelling house
and the piece or parcel of land or ground
whereon the same is erected and built con-
t.iining 3 cottahs 4 chattaks and 30 square
feet more or less situate lying and being at

No. I, Rajmohan Bose’s Lane in ColootoDah
in the town of Calcutta and bounded on the
North by the house No. 2, Rajmohan Bose’s

Lane formerly belonging to Bhagbat Kassary
on the East by the house and premises
No. 48-1 Ram Mohan Ghose’s Lane and on
the .South side thereof by the house and pre-

mises of Hadjee Syiid Sabur and on the West
by the premises No. 36 Dhuramtollah Lane.

Lot No. 4.—All that upper roomed brick-

built messuage tenement or dwelling house
formerly No. 2£ but now numbered 30 Ram
.Mohan Chase’s Lane in ColootOllah in the

town of Calcutta together with the piece or

parcel of land or ground thereunto belonging
containing by estimation 8 cottahs more or
less and bounded on the West by the house
and land of Mutiy Lall Seal on the North
by the house and laud of Jadab Chunder
Burral and Ram Chunder Bose and on the
.South by the house and land of Monohar
Dass and on the East by the house of Riy-
krisia Banerjee,

The abstract of title and the conditions of

sale may be seen at the office of Messrs.
Swinhoc and Chunder attorneys for L. P. D.
Broughton Esq. the Administrator-General

and Administrator to the estate of ^irfina Lall

Seal deceased at No. 9 Old Post Office Street

in Calcutta on any day before the sale and will

be produced at the sale.

L. P. D. BROUGHTON,
Administrator-General of Bengal

and Administrator to the Estate of

Panna Lall Seal deceased.

Swinhoe & Chunder
Attorneys-at-law,

High Court,

Calcutta.

24th July, 189a . .
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WAONDERFUL MEDICINE.

beechaSs pills
A RE universally ad-^ milted to be worth

A GUINEA A BOX.

For Bilious and Ner-

vous Disorders, such

as Wind and Pain in

the Stomach, Sick

Headache, Giddiness,

Fulness and Swelling

after Meals, Diwiness

and Drowsiness, Cold

Chills, Flushings of

Heat,Los8of Appetite,

Shortness of Breath,

Costiveness, Scurvy and Blotches on the Skin,

Disturbed Sleep, Frightful Dreams and all

Nervous and Trembling Sensations, &c.

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

The first dose will

give relief in twenty

minutes. This is no fic-

tion,for they have done

it in countless cases.

Every sufferer is

earnestly requested to

try one Box of these

Pills, and they will be

acknowledged to be

WORTHAGUINEA
A BOX

For females of all

ages these Pills ‘t**®

invaluable. No female

should be without

them. There is not a

medicine to be found

to equal them for re-

moving any obstruc-

tion or irregularity of

the system. If taken

according to the di*

rections given with

each box they will

soon restore females

of all ages to sound

and robust health.

This has been proved

b y thousands who
have tried them, and

found t h e benefits

which are ensured by

their use.

For a Weak Sto-

mach, Impaired Di-

gestion, and all Disor-

ders of the Liver, they

act like magic, and a

few doses will be
found to work won-

ders on the most im-

poiiaut organs in the

h u m a n Machine.

They strengthen the

whole muscular sys-

tem, restore the long

lost complexion, bring

bac k the keen edge of

appetite, and arouse

into action with the

rosebud of health the

whole physical energy

of the human frame.

These are facts testified

to continually by mem-

bers of all classes of

society, and one of the

l>cst guarantees to the

Nervous and Debilita-

ted is, BEECHAM’S
PILLS have the

Largest Sale of any

Patent Medicine in

the World.

Sole Agents for India ;

NAYLOR, SON, GRIMES & 00.

Wholesale DepSt, 3S> Clive Street,

CALCUTTA

:

Notio6
nPHESE Pills can be obtained at all Bazaars

A throughout India, or from the Whole and

Agents, Naylor, Son, Grimes & Co., at sale

following rates ijid. size. Re.

9//. size, Rs. 2-4 per *>ox,

Post. Shopkeepers can obtain Wholesale

Rates upon applicatton.

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEEClIAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

IMPORTANT NOTICE
TO

Clubs, Libraries, Sohools, Reading Rooms

and Institutes.

The present comparatively favorable rate of

Exchange has enabled us to reduce our cash

rate for books in all departments of literature

to 10 annas to the shilling.

As a fall in Exchange may at any time ne-

cessitate a reversion to our former cash rate

of 12 annas to the shilling, we would advise

Clubs, Libraries, Schools, Institutes and other

large purchasers of books, to supply their re-

quirements at the;reduced rate.

Catalogues will be furnished on applica-

tion to

W. NEWMAN & Co., Limited,

4, Dalhousie Square, Calcutta.

IN THE PRESS.

Uniform with “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal”

ESSAYS BY A BRAHMAN
IN

Politics,'Sociology, History, & literature

BY

the Author of “Travels & Voyages in Bengal.”

Calcutta.

Reis fir* Rayyet Office.

PRICE:
To Subscribers paying before publication Rs. 4

„ mere registering subscribers ... ,» 5

„ Ordinary purchasers ... 6

Apply to the Manager, Reis and Rayyet^

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS t VOYAGES IN BENGAL

BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,

UV

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEE,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawab.s Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, ‘‘REIS & RAYYET”
I, Uckoor Uutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

We have received from the office of Reis

and RayyeL one of the leading native news-

papers of Calcutta, a most readable little broch-

ure written by Baboo Sambhu C. Mookerjee,

once Minister to the late Nawab Faridoon Jah,

Bahadoor, Nawab Nazim of Bengal, Bebar and

Orissa, which gives a graphic account of the

Baboo’s travels to and in Independent Tip-

perah. Written in capital English and evi-

dently by a gentleman of broad views and

enlightened mind, the work is decidedly a

valuable addition to the catalogue of English

written Bengalee literature. This ‘book of

travels should be read widely not only by

English residents out here, but by our country-

men at home, for it teems with interest and

leaches us far more about the fine belt c>f

unopened country travelled through than any

woik of the sort written by an Englishman

would have done. Baboo Sambhu Chundcr

Mookerjee is one of whom his countrymen

may well be proud, for he writes throughout

with the moderate and educated pen of

a thorough gentleman.— The Indian Planters

Gazette Sporting News. October 4, 1887.

If we have not before noticed Mr. Sambhu

C. Mookerjcc’s Travels in Bengaf which was

published some months ago, it is not because

the little book is either dull or pointless. It

contains, on the contrary, much interesting

matter, though some of the incidents are over-

weighted with detail in what is facetiously

called a “little booklet.” The author’s view

as a rule is, by the way, facetious : he is given

even to punning
;
but he is also sentimental

in the highest degree
—“ a naked \yhiteiTian

hurts his susceptibilities ;
a Hindu girl, bathing

in the river, throws him into an ecstasy of

delight : “she had such large languishing e>^s !

But he is nothing if not philosophical, and his

reflections on this or that social and political

subject are not without their moral. Mr.

Sambhu C. Mookerjee was formerly Minister

to the “ last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa” and afterwards Minister

of the Maharaja of Tipperah. He is a man,

therefore, of experience, and when he speaks

his brethren should listen to him

Travels in Bengal is a readable book, and it

abounds in anecdotes which are often as in-

structive as amii.sing, and it is not spoiled by

too many political allusions, though, of course

some few have crept in.— Pioneer^

Dec., 1887.

In Pamphlet, Price 4 annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

AMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW HEARSEY.

Apply to Reis Rayyet Office, Cal^tta.
^

COMPUBXIOH from the bi^ “4 BTINOS of TH8E<'TB i«

bfite u.. toip.ttlng that bott velvety leeiiag to the euu., this

CALCUTTA AGENTS ; SCOTT THOMPSON & CO.
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“IT REOOMMENDB ITSELT.^

AU who su^er find sure relief from

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcnteRheumatism and RheumaticGout,

A^er years of scrni-helplessncss and suffer-

ing; while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS
LUMBAGO, SCIATICA. FACEACHE,
SPRAINS, It is the surest and safest remedy

or these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

: t-- :

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,
(Opposite the Police Courts

THF TAl riJTTA

HOMffiOPATHIC PHARMACV,
THR

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSAR Y IN ASIA
OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH
INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE m
INDEPENDENT HOMIEOPATHY

and innintains to this day

THk DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co. beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned
WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited.’^

This Company’s Steamer “SCINDE"
will leave Calcutta for Assam on Tuesday, the
29ih instant.

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel
should be sent to the Company’s Godowns
at Juggannauth Ghat, not later than 5 p.m.
of Saturday, the 26th inst.

Cachar Line.

The steamer “GWALIOR” of this line will
leave Calcutta for Cachar on the 5ih proximo
(Tuesday) for which cargo will be received until

5 P.M. of Saturday the 2iid proximo.

Assam Despatch Service from
Goalundo

and

Daily Mail Steamer Service from
Dhubri to Debrooghur.

A daily service is maintained from Goalun-
do and Dhubri for passengers and light goods!*
traffic, /. e.y packages not weighing over half a
ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival
of the previous night’s 9-30 p. M. train (Madras
time) from Sealdah, and Dhubri on arrival of
the mails.

Nenralgiain the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.
Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The Harvellons Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine an^ let the

result speak for itself.

The* Oriental Balm is used by the btiC Phy-

sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

bomes. its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at / Re, each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanisitrcct & Co.,

K. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &

Co. Limited.
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venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
72, Lai Bazaar^ Calcutta.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to

almost all stations can be booked through from
or to Calcutta viA Goalundo or Kannia with
the Eastern Bengal State and connoted Rail-
ways—-Passengers and Parcels' via Kannia
only.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short winding Keyless Railway Regulat-

ors, of shiali %VL^yjewelled^ enamelled dials, bold

figures /and Caodian Gold hands, with tem-

l^red btachinery and dust tight hinged cases

for Rs.,, 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

gfass, springe box and guarantee. Warranted
ib's^nd ropjgh usage. Can be easily repaired.

Haver no appearance of cheapness about

them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr,

A. R. Mehta from Bandora says :
—“ The

7-8 watqji l purchased from you two years

back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting Su-

perintendent, Government Farm, Khancle.sh,

says :— A watch maker has valued your

Rs, 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. ]. Sutcliffe, K.

W. F usi. Kcgt., Lucknow, says :
—“ Some valued

It at Rs, 15 and were completely surpr ised when
I told them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pretty

Candian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-
plete shirt Stud:;* .iud Rings set with scientific

diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each. Mr-. J.

A. Yelsmore, Satur, says:—“The best ^old-

^mith of this place values the chaiir for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. jo.” Mr. G.

Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikulla, says;—“A
(ierman valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and
the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

JEYES’ SANITARY COMPOUNDS
In the various shapes of

Liquid, Powder, Soap and Ointment

are invaluable in the Indian climate.

All particulars as to rates of freight and
passage by all the above mentioned Services to

be had on application to

—

MACNEILL & CO.,

Agents,

2-1, Clive Ghat Street.

Calcutta, the 23ri July, 1890.

A
ny Photograph transferred to porcelain

and thus rendered permanent. Apply to

R. HotZ,

13-5, Government Place, Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY (ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
AND

Review of Politics^ Literature., and Society

RATES or SUBSORIPTIOK.

Yearly ... in advance ... Ks. 12

Half-yearly ... „ ... «> 7

Quarterly ... „ ... „ 4

Monthly ^ ... n

Single or sample Copy,, ... 0-8

RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
They are perfectly harmless, non-poisonous,

and non-irritant.

They have proved efficacious in skin

diseases. They cure wounds and ulcers. Even
Lepers have found them valuable.

To the rich and the poor, the healthy and
the .sick, they are alike welcome.
They destroy the virus or contagion of small-

pox, measles, typhus and typhoid fevers.

They cleanse yotir homes and clothes and
purify the air. They keep your body clean, teeth

.

strong and skin pure. Your bed free fryin

bugs, your drains inodorous, and ^loseis fre«:

from bad smells. ' • ,

'

They may be used with ^fqty* and . witji

happy results in the sick-room, kitchen,,and
every other part of ^ house.

• \ .

Aj^tn/sf-DYCK, NIGOl'ai CO., .

3, Commercial Buildings, Calciittaf ^

Advertisements (three columns to the page and

102 lines to the column; are charged by tne

space laxen up, at tiic rate of 4 annas a line,

each insertion. The lowest charge for any ad-

vertisement lb Rs. 2, except Doni«8?ic Occur-

rences, the lowest cnarge lor which is Rs. 5.

Special rates for Contracts,

No additional charge for inland postage 0.

peon. F or arrears an advance 01 50 per ccnir

wil^ bc charged. Foreign .postage separately

charged at the rate of 4 annas a mont^h or

Ks. "3, a year.

^.Business Communications (post paid) to

*bt directed to “The Manager,” and Literary

Communications and bupas and pamphlets

I ^rnage paid) to l^ditor ” of “ Reis

OmcK ‘r i^clifchoor Duties Lane^ Wellington

{Street^ Calcutta.

Printed andpublishedfor the Proprietor every Saturday by Mutty Lall GiiosB, at THE BEBi PERSS^ No. /, Uckoot: Dutft Lnne^ Caknitn.
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY
THE LAMENT OF A STRICKEN HEART,

BY HELEN IRVING.

Her modest garb drew every eye,

Her ample cloak, her shoes of leather—

And when they sneered, she simply said,

“ I dress according to the weather.”

I CANNOT smile, though joyous summer flingeth

Her golden radiance over wood and wave,

’Mid all her beauty, I but feel she bringeth

Young flowers, beloved, to bloom above thy grave.

They argued long, and reasoned loud,

'In dubious Hindoo phrase mysterious.

While she, poor child, could not divine

Why girls so young should be so serious.

Above thy grave—the couch where thou art sleeping.

Who wert more fair than any flower could be.

They and the angels watch alternate keeping.

Breathing their low, sweet requiem over thee.

On the still night wind through the lattice stealing,

Floats in the quivering melody to me,

But of my sorrowing soul no sad revealing,

Angel or night wind may bear back to thee.

Thou art at res{—and all the anguish rending

The heart erst one with chine, thou canst hot know
;

Thine ear hears no|^the agonized upsending

/Of prayer on prayer from out this crushing woe.

Lone is the home whence thy young life hath parted,

Hushed is the air that knew thy love's low tone.

Gone is the light thy starry soul imparted,

Griefs dark’ning veil o’er heart and hearth is thrown.

Waking or sleeping, comes the thought that never

Thy hand again in love’s warm clasp may thrill,

Thine eye’s soft fire shall glow no more forever,

Thy heart’s quick pulses evermore are still.

I know, the form that ’neath the sod reposes,

Thou for an angel-glory hast laid down.

And but put off love’s coronal of roses,

To wear a radiant and immortal crown.

I know, beloved, thy cherished voice is lending

Its glorious music to the choir above,

Thy soul of light, with kindred spirits blending,

Bathes in the beauty of a heavenly love.

But ah, wf world is desolate without thee,

^And Storm-clouds hide the stars I fain would see ;

Oh, for His holy presence round about me,

To light my spirit on, to heaven and thee,!

COMMON SENSE.'
^

By James T. Fields.

She came among ^he gathering crowd,

"

A maiden fair, without pretence, .

'

And when they her hunible namjl, .

She whispered mildly, Sens^”

They knew the length of Plato’s beard,

And how the scholars wrote in Saturn ;

She studied authors not so deep,

And took the Bible for her pattern.

’And so fht faid, Excuse me, friends,

I fiiid all,]^re their proper places,

And should stay at home

Wth cHeedful hea>ts‘^ahd sailing faces.”

,

’ THE GRAVE.
A FRAGMENT FROM THE ANGLO-SAXON.

(MS. Bodl. 343.)

DEATIf.

A House was built for thee,

Ere thou c.altcst dust thy Brother ;

A mould was shapen for thee.

Ere thou earnest from thy Mother

Its height is not known

—

Its depth is not measured—
’T is locked by no stone,

I'lll thy bones therein be treasured,

Until that I bring thee

Whence thou shall part neve’*,

Until that I measure thee

Thy clay-bed forever !—

Thy house is not built high.

Nor lofty thy chamber,

Yet therein thou well canst lie,

Though lowly that chamber .

—

Its sideways arc lowly —

Its heel ways are narrow,

Yet therein thou well canst lie

In that dim house of sorrow.

The roof is built over thee

To thy breast full nigh
;
wearily

There shalt thou dwell, in cold,

Darkly, and drearily.

Doorless is that dread House—
Darkness dwells in it.

/?ea/A keeps, for aye, the key—

Fast art thou bound in it—

Loathly is that Earth-House,

And grimmest to dwell in—

The worms shall divide thee,

Suheriiers tn the country are requested to remit by postal money orders^ ifpossible^ as tlte safest and most convenUnt

medium^ particularly as it ensures acknowledgment through the Department, No other receipt will be

given any other being unnecessary, and likely to cause confusion.
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Yet thou shah dwell therein—

There shalt thou yet be laid—

And leave thy friends near thee.

Thou hast no friends afraid

They’ll never come near thee,

To ask how it likelh thee,

That dim house of sorrow,

Or ope the door, to ask for thee,

After to-morrow.

For soon thou growest loathly,

And hateful to look upon.

And soon from thy forehead

Thy locks fall one by one—

From thy ringlets their fairness

Is scattered, no finger

.Shall pass through their smoothness

None near thee shall linger.

The Madras Railway has commenced to run third-class carriages

specially constructed with latrine accommodation for female pas-

sengers. When will the East Indian Company introduce the reform ?

•
• •

Messrs. Petty and Co. (Silver-town, London) have, it is said, been

able to prepare castor oil free from its characteristic odour and taste.

The London Medical Journal certifies that it has not the slightest

odour of castor oil and that it possesses a bland, pleasant taste.

# #

It is reported from Toth-Aradaez, in Hungary, that a stone shaft from

heaven weighing eighty pounds fell and forced open a spring of

water. It was truly a godsend, for the neighbourhood had been badly

in need of good drinking water. An Anglo-Australian who has a col-

lection of such curiosities has purchased the aeroliih for ^200.

• •

We take the following Hyderabad news from Our Own Correspondence

column of the Advocate of India of July 28. The letter is dated

News and Our Comments.

El

By rail.

By road.

By rail.

Last two weeks, we gave the programme of the Lieutenant-GovernoPs

tour for the months of July and AuBust. Here is the revised pro-

gramme for September. Sir Steuart Bayley and party arrive at Bettiah

on the 30th August

Sunday, 31st ••• 1 „ . .

September. > Halt Bettiah.

Monday, isi ...J \ ,

Tuesday, 2nd ... Arrive Motihari..

Wednesday, 3rd ... Arrive Snahe .,

Thursday, 4lh ... Return Motihari

Friday, Jlh ... Mozufferpore

Saturday, 6th

Sunday, 7ih

Monday, 8th

Tuesday, 9ih

Wednesday, loih

Thursday, inh
Friday, 12th

Saturday, 13th

Sunday, 14th

Tuesday, i6th |
Halt, including visit to Sitam.vhi by rail, if open.

Thifrsday^’^lsth
'**

... ErVf Pertabgunge to Purneah ... By rail.

Fiiday, ip'h • " 1 H.-ilt.

Saturday, 20lh ... J

Sunday, 2i8t ... Arrive Rungpore ... ... n

Monday, 22nd ...1

Tuesday, 23rd ••• I
.

Wednesday, 24ih ... Arrive uaijeeling ... ... „

Alternative if connexion across Kosi is impossible.

Halt.

Arrive Bankipore

Arrive Gya
Halt.

Return Bankipore
Hrllt.

Arrive Durbhunga

September. uu
Tuesday, 9th ... Arrive Durbhunga.

Wednesday, loth ...’I
. yjsit Sitamarhi and Pertab-

Thursday, illh ... / jrunge and return to Bankipore.
Friday, 1

2

lh ••J
, . %

Saturday, 13th ... Arrive Gya.

Sunday, 14th •••\Halt.
Monday, 15th ...j

Tuesday, i6th ... Rcturrr Bankipore.

Wednesday, 17th... Leave Bankipore.

Thursday, i8th ... Arrive Purneah.
•

Hyderabad (Deccan), July 24

“ Heretofore the topic of conversation was the Sowar Commission.

Now the name of Abdul Huq is on the lips of every one. With the

concurrence of the Resident, the Nipm’s Government has decided to

institute legal proceedings against Sirdar Abdul Huq for the recovery

of the large amount he obtained from the Deccan mining concession-

aires. A meeting was held at the Residency on Sunday last, and the

question was discussed there in the presence of three leading officials

of the Nizam’s Government. Sirdar Abdul Huq has arrived here, and

naturally all sorts of rumours are rife about his visit.

The Shaukat-ul‘Islam^ an Urdoo weekly, had a leader the other day

on the doings of the Director of Public Instruction, Mr. Syed Hussain

Bilgrami. The Shaukal denounces Mr. Bilgrami’s measures in very

strong terms. The article has created quite a sensation here. A cor-

respondent contradicts the Skaukat in the columns of the Sa/a-t-

Deccan^ the leading Urdoo paper here. It may not be out of place to

add that the Safir^ which is now the only daily in the Deccan, [is]

edited by Mr. S. M. Milra, a Bengali gentleman from Calcutta, who
read Persian and Urdoo at Lucknow, Agra, and other centres of Ma-
homedan literature.

We have amongst us a Hindoo swami who has travelled from the

Himalayas to Cape Comorin, and has besides, visited China, Japan,

Ceylon, and Russia. It is worth noticing that he went all the way to

Russia by the land route during the troublous days of 1879. He has

always been a vegetarian. In Russia he was the guest of Dr.

Nishikanta Chattopadhyaya, late Principal of the Hyderabad College.

At the request of the Hindu public the swami has very kindly consented

to deliver a lecture on his experiences as a traveller. He speaks Eng-

lish fluently. •

We have now amongst us the Rev. Rajab Ali. This gentleman is a

native of Peshawar, and, as the name will show, was born a Mahomed-
an. He is now a Wesleyan missionary. He has in the press a work

in Urdoo on the administration of Hyderabad and the principal families

of the Slate, including the Paigah, Salar Jang, and the Peshkar family.”

An Arabic name is no more evidence of Mahomedan birth than

an English name is guarantee of British birth.

This Mahomedan Wesleyan seems more of a political litterateur^

if not a publishing hack, than a missionary.

A travelling Swami who speaks English fluently, must be an interest-

ing character. But it is nothing surprising that a Hindu religieuse has

always been a vegetarian.

A. M. Morellett has found that suddenly dipped in boiling glycerine,

vulcanised india-rubber becomes non-vulcanised, that is, its parts can

be readily united and it dissolves in the common solvents of caoutchouc.

The glycerine must be boiling at the moment of contact.

An Australian clergyman, the Revd. Nathaniel Rinsman, for marrying

a minor, has been fined, by the Supreme Court of Victoria, ixoo.

***

JOHN Scoles attempted to swim through the whirlpool rapids of

Niagara. He succeeded in reaching the rapids, and was then dashed

against the rocks and washed ashore, injured but safe.

•
m m

The remains of the Polish poet, Mickiewicz, have been reinterred at

Cracow. The ceremony was very impressive and 1,00,000 Poles from

various parts of Europe and America attended.

• •

It is said that all the Catholic bishops and cardinals will meet at

Rome in the spring, to discuss the position of the Church and the

question of a successor to Pope Leo.

The Eastern Guardian hears that Mr. C. Kunhi Kanan, late Deputy

Collector of Malabar, sentenced to two years’ imprisonment for bribery

and corruption, has been set free and is now at Calicut.

• •

Here is a mermaid story :

—

“ W. W. Stanton, mate of the schooner ‘ Addie Schaefler,’ now lying

at the Market House Dock, Jacksonville, while fishing for bass 300

miles off St. Augustine, drew in his line, and found entangled therein

the strangest fish, if it is a fish, that has ever been caught. This

strange creature is about six feel long, pure white, and scaleless. The

head and face are wonderfully human in shape and feature. The

shoulders are well outlined, and very much resemble lhosn)f a woman,

and the bosom is well defined and shows considerable development,

while the hips and abdomen continue the human appearance. There

are four flippers, two of which are placed at the lower termination of

the body, and give one the imprcs.sion that nature made an effort to

supply the strange creature with lower limbs. Mr. Stanton confesses

to quite a fright at first sight of his queer prize, which, on being drawn

on board, gave utterance to a low, moaning cry, which might easily

have been mistaken for the sobbing of a baby. It is extremely un-

fortunate that Mr. Stanton did not succeed in keeping the creature

alive, which he thinks might have been done, as the strange object

lived two days after being taken. The schooner has been thronged

daily by curious visitors, who express much wonder and astonishment

at the slrcrtige object. Mr. Stanton, after visiting several, ports and

showing his queer creature, will donate it to the Smithsonian Institu-

tion. The fish, or mermaid, is in a large six-foot glass jar in alcohol.
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BRITISH power ii being firmly founded. The Sessions Judge at

Queita has capitally sentenced Sirdar Slier Khan, a man of conse-

quence on the frontier, on a char"*! of murder of Sher Mahomed.

There IS great sensation in consequence and an attempt is bein^' made

to pro^e a reprieve.

^ V

Herb i^an instance of commercial morality which is exceedingly rare

in these hard—aud “ fast ”—times. We read

** A large European firm in Bombay discovered that in its transac-

tions with a certain railway company, it had unwittingly cheated. The
transactions were all over, and there was no probability ih.».t the Rail-

way people would ever come to know the true state of the case. Messrs.

A. and Co. however drew up a cheque for Rs. 17,000 and sent it to

tlie company as the sum that should have been paid but for the trickery

of an up-country agent of theirs whom they dismissed.”

This was the usual thing among native merchants, before the inven-

tion of stamp and registration and scientific codes.

«

Lady Lansdowne left Bombay on the i8th July and reached Aden on

the 26th after a protracted and extremely rough voyage.

• •

Mr. Seymour Keay, M. P., is expected at Hyderabad shortly, to return

in <tune for the Session in November.

Mr. A. O. Hume will leave London by the Peninsular line on the 4th

October, reaching Bombay towards the end of the month. Having

finished his business in connection with the Congress, he hopes to be

able to leave at the end of March.

•
• •

The Administrator General’s Act, II of 1874, RS amended by Acts I

of 1879, IX of 1881, and II of 1890, has been extended to the whole of

Upper Burma, excepting the Shan States.

Notes, Leaderettes, and

Our Own News.

SOUTH Amcrka seems in the full swing of one of her periodical fits of

civil commotion and bloodshed. Our readers are already aware of the

Revolution in the Amazonian land of Brazil. She packed off to

Europe the Emperor she gave her. The revolutionary spirit is wonder-

fully catching and is making itself felt in the adjoining states, all

peopled by Indo-Portugucse or Indo-Spaniards. There has been a

revolt in the Argentine Republic, originated by the military. It was

aimed principally against the President Celman and his corrupt prac-

tices. It commenced with fighting in the streets of Buenos Ayres

in which many persons were killed. The President fled to Rosario

and the rebel government was proclaimed. The Foreign Ministers

mediated, the Government troops were reinforced, the President

reappeared from his hiding place, but the insurgents insisted on his

resignation. They enuenched themselves with artillery in the Reliro

quarters of the town, the Government fortifying the Plaza Mayo facing

Government House. A general amnesty followed. It was at one

li lie reported that M. Celman had resigned and M. Pellegrini been

appointed PiesideiU and quiet restored. That news was, however,

contradicted. The lalesjt advices spoke of continuous firing until the

rebels had exhausted their cartridges. The resignation of the Pre-

•sident was doubted, but the insurgents had yielded and rebellion

was suppressed. Another telegram confirmed the restoration of

peace, and the surrender of the rebel squadron, giving the total loss

at a thousand killed and five thousand wounded, and announcing the

decision of the Chambers suspending payment of the slate’s obligations

for a month. This peaceful news was immediately followed by that

of rioting in the country districts and the tearing up of the Southern

Railway. All, however, is quiet at Buenos Ayres. The Banks have re-

opened. A conciliatory cabinet is being formed and M. Celman con-

tinues as President.

An insurrection too has commenced against the Piesident Barillas

in Guaiamala. It is feared, that the troops will join the Salvadorians

who are advancing and a decisive battle is shortly expected. The

telegraphic communication with the Argentine Republic apd Guata-

mala is suspended.

Cotton disease has broken out in Egypt. The worm is ravaging the

crops in the provinces. Poor Egypt 1

The United States Government begin, from the 131b, purchasing

silver under the new law which has raised the prire of the metal, to the

joy of the exporters and grief of the importer;! in this country.

The cry against the sentences on the Grenadier Guards has not been

unheeded in the proper quarters. The Duke of Cambridge will recon-

sider the orders with a view to remission.

The six new Indian Civilians have been entertained at dinner at the

Northbrook Club. *

Severe cholera is reported from Mecca.

The House of Commons has passed the Bill for the cession of Heli-

goland. During the debate Sir James Fergusson admitted that a por-

tion of the commerce from the African mainland would be diverted to

German ports, but it has been arranged that the Germans would gladly
*

welcome any British Indians who might be tempted to settle there.

Lord Cross is anxious that the Indian Councils Bill be passed this

session. Tlie second receding in the Lower House was fixed for Thurs-

day, but it had to be postponed until after Supply. It may if feasible

be taken up during the stages of the Appropriation Bill. Mr. Bradlaugh

stigmatised the tactic as a breach of promise.

The Uncovenanted Service Committee propose that the paying of

pensions to civiii.ans resident in Great Britain be at a minimum of one

shilling and nine pence per rupee, th.at a portion ‘of furlough count as

seivice towards pension, and that the age of twenty instead of twenty-

two count for pension service. They^^are not, however, prepared to

recommend any distinction for Engineers. Sir John Gorst has an-

nounced that the new rules will not have retrospective effect.

The Wandering Jew must work out his primeval curse to the bitter

end. He is that abject thing, that anomaly in creation, who defies the

philosophy of Walter Scott and boldly faces the Poet’s self-complacent

question,—

Breathes there the man, with soul so dead,

Who never to himself hath said,

This is my own, my native land !

Whose heart hath ne’er within him burned,

As home his footsteps he hath turned,

From wandering on a foreign strand !

and boldly proclaims, Behold ! I am the man I He is not only without

a country but without even a resting place pro tern. The Czar has issued

an ukase expelling all the Jews from the country districts and ordering

them to live in Ghettos— wherever or whatever that may be— in towns,

thus by one stroke—a single scratch of the quill—rendering a million

of the chosen people homeless. They are further excluded from all

liberal callings.

Alas ! for the rarity

Of Christian charily

Under the sun !

*

0 1 it was pitiful 1

In a whole Empire full,

Home they had none.

We arc glad to notice a proper utilisation of the Rampore hoards.

The Council of Regency has been advised to provide the capital

estimated at half a crorc of rupees for a railway line from Bhoj-

pura, on the Rohilkhand and Kumaon line, to Rampore and

Moradabad, the Bengal and North-Western Company undertaking

the construction.

There is a movement for abolition of the S«mla Municipality. Can the

summer capital be above that needs of modern civilization, or are the

municipal rates loo heavy to be borne with easy enjoyment of life up

in the hills ?

It is no small evidence of progress in these days that the value of

European medicine has penetrated malarial belt and dense forest up

the hills to the great independent principality in the North. The

Nepal Durbar has recognized the need of a public hospital. On the
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9th July one such was opened at Khainiandu with some ceremony,

in the presence of the Minister and the British Resident, it is, we

believe, intended to give relief of all kinds.

The educational dcslitiilion of Indore having attracted the notice of

the British authorities, we are glad to notice that the Maharaja is

exhibiting signs of attention to the subject. He is going to start a

College towards which a monthly grant of Rs. 2,500 has been sanction*

cd. This institution will leach up to the M. A. standard of the Cal-

cutta Ihiiversity, with which it will be aflTihaied.

It is reported that Sir Mortimer Durand is not returning till the Gov-

ernment goes back next year to Siml.a, with which view he will obtain

extension of le.ive to March 1891. At the same time, the rirmonr

having been revived of Sir Steuan Radley retiring shortly, the Foreign

Secretary is named one of the three candidates for succession, the

others being Sir David Barbour and Mr. Macke Chief Commission’

cr, Central Provinces. All first class men, though the two latter only

have adequate civil experience. The first would suit the Punjab better.

Verily, the Annexander is abroad—as at home, in the Archipelago

as on the Continent. After his late return from London, Raja Brooke

of Sarawak has annexed Limbang, the largest and richest of the Pro-

vinces of the Raja of Brunei, on plea of misgoveinmcnt by the latter.

The Maharaja of Indore had invited the Europeans to a grand ball at

his Lai Bag Palace on the 26th July, towards which His Highness had

sanctioned Rs. 30,01x3. But it could not take place owing to a death

in the ruling family. There is^reat disappointment in consequence in

European society in Central India, But it could not be held. There is

mourning in the whole stale. The deceased was no other than the reigning

Prince’s younger brother, Bala Saheb Yeswant Rao. He was a young

man of great «amiabiliiy as well as education, which he originally

received at the Rajkumar College, under the late Aberigh-Mackay,

the “Ali Baba” of Anglo-Indian Literature. The Maharaja Holkar

showed every brotherly solicitude for his recovery, removing him to

quarters near his own residence in order the belter to be able to look

after him. But notwithstanding all the care taken, his fever could not

be combatted, and the young Prince at last died in the morning of the

24ih, two days before that fixed for the ball.

The Maharaja Holkar doubtless appreciated bis brother’s innocent

and retiring disposition. In an atmosphere of intrigue, the young

Pi ince kept himself free from it. Many were the attempts made by

the interested to embroil him, but in this he always showed a firmness

apparently foreign to his character. The country will be a loser by

the loss of so fine an example.

When Sir Lepel Griffin ruled in Central India as Agent to the Gov-

nor-General, he obtained the Maharaja’s sanction to a monthly allow-

ance of one lac between Bala Saheb and his mother Mahaiani Radha

Bai. It was never paid, because it would not be received on the condi-

tion which was tackled to h, of enjoying it out of Indore Territory,

A most honourable refusal. Good and gracious as they were, pliant

to a degree, abstaining religiously from cabals at court or fitmily feuds,

loyal to the Maharaja, and agreeable to every wish of His Highness,

neither mother nor son would consent to expatriation. Notwith-

standing the associations of mammon-woi.ship amind which they

bad been brought up, they spurned the liiimiliaiiiig offer to put money

in their purse at the price of self-eff.icement as Indorces. They

would leave tiieir country under nothing short of slate coercion. To

the credit of the Maharaja, the patriotic citizens were not disturbed.

To the Bala Saheb’s young widow and the Dowager Maharaui,

Radha Bai, his mother, we beg to offer our sympathy.

Under our head of News and Comments will be found a Hyderabad

letter reproduced from another source. It calls for some additional

remarks.

Sirdar Abdul Huq is now one of the millionaires of Bombay where

he lives as a prince, independent of the favour of princes and ministers,

and free from their anxieties. He is nat^ialiy a mark for the jealousy

of his former fellow Durbarees,

What is the cause of the dead set against the Syuds of Belgrami ?

Is it because at a court of Loot they have not touched any ? Ur is

Boeotia wroth with the man who by creating out of nothing and

organising out of chaos a department of Education, threatens its very

character ?

In a contest for the Trades Challenge Cup under the Association rules,

the Babus of the Shobhabazar Football Club, last week, beat the first

team of the East Surrey Regiment by three goals to two. It is satis-

factory to find that the Babus are going in for manly sports, hut they

should not make too much of the present triumph, which may have

been accidental. That does not prove the masculine strength or

muscularity of the Babu above the European. The name of the in-

stitution, we are afraid, is not handsome. To begin with, it is a mis-

nomer. If our young gentlemen would be wedded to locality and are

enamoured of the Bazaari, why, then there is every reason to prefer

the good and excellent Bow to the vain Shobha. It is more Bowbazar

than Shovabazar.

So H.'irimohiin Maiti must wash out his crime of rash lust on his child

wife Foolmani, by a twelvemonth’s residence in No. i, Chowringhce.

He was already familiar with the place, for attempting a fraud

on a neighbour. He challenged many European jurors, preferring

to be tried by his own peers or countrymen. But bis yonng

advocate, without counting on the temper of the Bengali jurymen,

essayed his rescue from the grasp of the law by fastening the guilt of

his client on the customs of the country. This audacity the Bengali

gentlemen of the jury resented. They, we understand, requested the

foreman on their behalf to give a distinct denial to such imputations,

which the maladroit forein.in did not convey to the judge. Maiti was

charged under four different counts, namely, with culpable homicide

not aumuntiog to murder, voluntarily causing grievous hurt, causing

death by a rasb and negligent act, and causing hurt. He pleaded not

guilty and denied that he had any intercourse with Foolmoni on the

night preceding her death, although he had had several connections be-

fore. Tbe Jury guided by the Judge’s eminently impartial charge found

Maiti guilty tmder Section 338 of the Indian Penal Code, of causing

grievous hurt by doing ao act so rashly or negligently as to endanger

human life, and Mr. Justice Wilson sentenced him to- one year’s rigorous

imprisonment. The penalty laid down in the section is two years’

imprisonment, of cither description, or a fine of one thousand rupees,

or both. So it was not a lenient punishment by which the Judge

marked his disgust for the- brutality of a husband of 36 on an

immature wife of 10. Mr. Wilson is strong in these cases, and tho-

roughly British. He thus directed the Jury as regards the law in the

case :
-

“ His lordship did not propose to do what he thought was dangerous,

and give any universal and abstract definition of words used in law

which the fiamers had not minutely defined. The wiser course would

be to try and define and explain these words so far as was necessary

for the purposes of the particular case before them. With regard to

this case, he would tell them that if they were of the opinion that the

accused caused the death of the girl, or further, if they were of opinion

that the act was in itself dangerous, and further, that the act done was

of such a nature as to indicate reckless indifference of the welfare of

the girl, or a want of reasonable consideration about what the man
was doing

;
if they thought the act was one which the husband, and

the husband of a girl, if he had any reasonable regard for her welfare,

and exercising reasonable thought of the act he contemplated, he

would have refrained from doing it—the jury would be justified in

finding him guilty of doing a rash and a negligent act.”

He was judicial throughout. He would not import into the case the

questiiin of social reform raised out of it by some of the newspapers

“ The case did not involve a question as to what was the proper age

of marital intercourse, or what was the best test of fitness or unfitness

for intercourse : that was a matter which was not for them to decide.”

The guilt of the prisoner therefore rested on the condition of the

girl—Was she in a slate to receive the violence offer#rf^ If the sec-

tion has been rightly applied, it applies to all cases irrespective of age

of the wife. The condition and not the age of the wife and the con-

duct of the husband are material factors in tbe determination of the

Holloway's Pills and 0/;//'///^;//.-—Vicissitudes of climate, exposure

and hardships, tell heavily on soldiers and s.ailors, sowing tbe seeds of

diseases which may ultimately break up the constitution. Naturally

careless of their health a word in season may avert many evils, and

may cause them to resort to timely measures without any difficulty or

publicity. Holloway’s effectual remedies are so suitable, and are so

easily adapted for the varied complaints to which our soldiers and

sailors nr^ liable, that a supply should always be obtained before pro-

ceeding abroad. It m,ay with confidence be stated that many a valu-

able life might have been saved, or confirmed cripple prevented from

begging in. the streets, if Holloway’s remedies had been used in time.
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guilt of the husband. The moral of the trial is a warning to all

Hinder the dominion of the Indian Penal Codej wheresoever ihey may
reside, not to use’their marital rights rashly or negligently so as to

endan^^.'human life.

Here is theJudf^ie’s justification for invading the secret chamber of

husband and wife

“To bring the law of the question to bear on the evidence in this

rase on the various charges framed against the prisoner, his lordship

thought he must begin by asking the jury to give their careful consi-

tlcraiion to distinguish between certain branches of the law, which had
un connection with this case, and that which had connection with the

I ase. The branch of law which had no connection with this case was
mat relating to rape. Rape constituted the offence of having inter-

( ourse with a female against her consent and when by the law she was
not of the age to consent. In the case of a married female, as the

jLiiy probably knew, the law of rape did not apply ns between husband
and wife after the age of 10 years. But it by no means followed that

because the law of rape did not apply between husband and wife after

ihe wife had attained the age of 10 years, that it could be supposed
that the law regarded the wife above 10 years as 'being made over to

be the absolute property of the husband, or as a person outside the

protection of the criminal law. It was not the law, and had never been

tiie law, his lordship thought, under any system with which the Courts

have had to do in this country, whether Hindoo or Mahomedan, or that

framed under the authorities of the British rule— it had never been the

rule that a husband had an absolute right to enjoy the peison of his

wife without regard to the question of her safety. If the circumstances

wrre such that it was certain death of her, or that it was probably

dangerous to her life, there is no absolute right to her husband without

proper restraint on the husband of which the law takes care. The law

14 exceedingly jealous in all rights of the law. The law is exceedingly

careful not to trespass inside the chamber of busliand aod wife, and
never does, except in cases of .ibsolute necessity

;
but as had been said

>)efoie, the criminal law was applicable where the facts were such as to

bring the case within the purview of the criminal law. His lordship

was not aware of any recent case in this country in which such matters

have had to come under the notice of a criminal court, hut m earlier

tunes there were rcpoited cases in the Sudder Nizainut in which the

hnsbaiul was punished for having lutercouise with his wife, she being

unfit and immaiuie.”

We are tiuly grateful for such a declaration from the highest

Court in the Empire, and we are sure the whole respectability of the

Hindu comnumity will bless the true Dharm Avatar whose dictum

will be the pruteciiou oi the weaker six from the violence of the

stronger, in the most momentous relation of the two.

AU the same, we cannot help confessing some lurking doubt as to the

technical accuracy of the view. It is scarcely con.sistenl with the law

that allows a suit for restitution of conjugal rights. In fact, that law

tequires umendmeuL

Her Majesty has created Prince Albert Victor, after his return from,

and in reward apparently for, his arduous voyage to India and sighl-

bceing through the Empire, “Duke of Claience and Avondale.”

That is all right—at any rate, quite in accordance with precedent.

It does not lake long or much for children of the Blood to win titles

and even renown. In some strictly monarchical countries they have

hoin Generals and Admirals—though these may not all prove Heaven-

born warriors on land or sea. We now find the creation interpreted

as a graceful compliment paid by the Queen to, above all, the

subject who, in the opinion of many loyal citizens, is essaying heart

and soul, might and main, to cause the viitual dismemberment of

Her Majesty’s dominions— Mr. Parnell. Avondale is the name of

tiie great Home Rulei’s Irish estate, from which he himself derives

his title of “ Master of Avondale.” Thus is the compliment made

out by loyal publicists. We confess this is beyond our loyalty or

common sense. Had Her Majesty created Mr. Parnell Duke of

Avondale—a capital idea, by the way, worthy of a Cresar, which could

not fail 10 have the most important political effecis—we might un-

(iet stand. As it is, it looks like an unfair swamping, not to say

niching, of the poor Irish squire’s humble distinction.

The glory of the unfortunate Grea/ Eastern is about to be eclipsed,

if, as 1$ said, the Americans are going to construct a steamer, over a

quarter of a mile in length, with accommodation for 10,000 passengers,

10 be propelled by electricity, which will run from Sandy Hook to

Liverpool in thirty-six hours, keeping railway time despite storm or fog.

They have performed many a feat in engineering, and we doubt not

their capacity, but is the game worth the candle ? Their things are not

usually “ tip cop,” they having a sneaking leaning to Brummagem and

the fictitious. But as in talk so in other matters, they have a fondness

ior the tall and the prodigious. If volume be a necessary element in

sublimity, th$y the sublimest people on earth : they certainly beat

all nations in the love of amplitude and vastness. Accordingly, they

delight in Empire-Cities, monster hotels and theatres, mammoth shows,

colossnl statues. But whatever they put their hands to, they never for-

get to a»k themselves, Will it pay? Afier the disappointment qf the

builders of the Britisn Leviathan of the deep, we cannot suppose any

business man will rush after another and a much greater monster of

mechanical ingenuity and labour in the same line. Is electricity al-

ready dirt cheap ? At any rate, it ought to be more extensively em-

ployed as a motive for ocean vessels before it was tried on sich an

enormous scale. So far from its use being common, we have not yet

a name for the new vessels. We have no end of steamers—where are

your, say, e/ectrtmers ? After all the mechanical and material conditions

are fulfilled, the prohibitive practical difficulty will remain—how to find

the ten thous.ind passengers for each voyage ? On the whole, we are

inclined to dismiss the announcement which is going the round of the

press as a piece of the yarn characteristic of trans-Atlantic journalism.

The Paper Currency Act, 1882, provides for the retention of the coin

and bullion received for currency notes as a reserve to pay these notes,

excepting a sum not exceeding six crores of rupees as may be fixed by

the Governor-General in Council with the approval of the Secretary of

State, such coin or bullion being investible in securities of the Gov-

ernment of India. Since 1877-78, such investment is at its maximum

six crores, whereas the total note circulation has largely increased.

In 1877-78 the minimum was Rs. 11,13,00,000; in 1888-89, i^ *'ose

to Rs. 14,82,00,000 ; in 1889-90 it swelled to Ks. 14,96,00,000 ;
and

on the 7th July last it was as high as Rs. 18,00,00,000. It has, there-

fore, been thought desiiable, with the acquiescence of the Bombay,

Calcutta and Madras Chambers of Commerce and the approval of the

Secretary of State, to inciease the limit of investment from six to

eight crores of rupees. Accordingly, the Finance Minister Sir David

Barbour has inti oduced a Bill to amend the Act. The mover thinks

that if the Government err at all, it is on the side of caution rather

than that of rashness, and believes that there will be 110 opposition to a

measure which is well within the limits of safely and which will

ultimately add eight lacs of rupees yearly to the public revenue.

For the last two weeks, the Snjjada Nashin—the PontlfT—of the

famous Mahomedan shrine at Ajmere has been in Calcutta. His

name is Dewan Syud Ghyasoodeen Alt, and the title of Shaikh ul-

Mashaikh has been conferred upon him by His Excellency the

Viceroy. He is a lineal descendant of the celebrated Mahomedan

saint, Khajah Moeenoodecn Chishtec, who died at Ajmere about

six hundred years ago and whose remains lie buried in that shrine

—one of the most magnificent mausoleums of India. This tomb

is an object of the greatest veneraiion amongst the Mabornedans

throughout India, and thousands of pilgrims from all parts of the

country proceed there in all seasons of the year, but on the occasion

of the Anniversary of the saint’s death, the gathering is prodigious.

The shrine is held in great reverence by even the Hindoos, and is

visited by many of them. Readers of Indian History need not be

reminded that the great Emperor Akbar went to Ajmere from

Agra, all the way on foot, by short marches, on a pilgrimage to the

saint’s tomb. The SujJadah Nashin is in enjoyment of valuable

Jageers not only from the Emperors of Delhi but also from the

Nizam of Hyderabad, the Maharajah of Jeypore and others.

He is a guest of our townsman Nawab Abdool Luteef, and has made

a very favourable impression upon those Mahomedan gentlemen here,

who have visited him.

He had been to Dacca, where he stopped for a week or two, as the

honored guest of Nawab Sir Abdool Ghunny.

The Begum of Bhopal has, we hear, just purchased two of the buildings

of the late King of Oudh, at Garden Reach, for a lac and ten thousand.

This purchase must have been made with the express sanction of the

Foreign Department, for, if we remember aright, Her Highness, when

she was in Calcutta some years ago, entered into negotiations with the

owner of Mr. Peacock’s .house in Russell Street, for the purpose of

purchasing it, but Government refused to give their sanction to the

purchase, probably on the ground that it was not convenient to allow

Independant Chiefs to become owners of landed property in British

India, and thereby become mixed up in lawsuits in our ordinary

courts.
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UNIVERSITY SCANDALS AND THE
. REGULATIONS OF THE CAL-

CUTTA UNIVERSITY.
Some of the affiliated institutions of the Calcutta

Univ^sity have been caught tripping. When writing,

la.st week, on the moral havoc worked by the

University regulations for attendance, we had no

idea that our remarks would receive such prompt veri-

6cation. Not that breaches of regulations were not

of frequent occurence nor of the widest notoriety,

but the University habitually shut its eyes and

ears to them. It would take no cognisance of

them without formal and specific complaints. Such
complaints, however, are not easily made. A feeling

of delicacy and personal dignity would deter most
people from taking up such a position. No res-

pectable man would relish the idea of being an

informer. For the rest, violations of the Univer-

sity regulations were probably not confined to

one or two institutions, and a sense of common
interest sealed the mouths of all. Fellow-feeling

makes us wondrous kind. As for outside people,

they had scarcely a sufficient motive for mixing

themselves up with unpleasant matters. There are,

besides, obvious difficulties in their way. Things
must indeed have come to a serious pass to have

at last roused the University from its lethargy.

Some complaints of a specific kind h.ive at last been

made, and according to a report that has appeared in

the papers they have been enquired into with the

result that two of our Colleges have been found

guilty. The following is the story of the Hindoo
Patriot :

—

“A serious complaint was made against the Ripon Colleije by the

authorities of a rival College. The charge was that the Ripon College

granted a certificate of attendance to a habitual absentee, who went up
to the last B. L. Examination and gaine«l a high place in the University

list. The student who brought such ‘honor’ to the College never at-

tended Its lectures, and yet managed to secure a ceitificate of attend-

ance recjuited by the University legulations. ‘fhe Syndicate appointed

a Committee to investigate the charge. The Committee found that the

charge was not without foundation. The Syndicate has disaffiliated

the etiing College, in law, for one year. Some ‘shady transactions’

were also brougiit to light with regard to another College. It has es-

caped, we hear, with a heavy censure.”

That Story, circumstantial as it is, is not all

true, we are afraid. At any rate, the denoument

is premature. Certainly, no order of disaffiliation

has been passed. The matter is still under con-

sideration. The statement that the enquiry is due

to a complaint from a rival College is also, we
believe, incorrect. The complaint was made by

a passed candidate who stood third in order of

merit at the late li. L. examination. He urged his

claim to the Gold Medal awarded annually to the

highest in order of merit at this examination, on the

ground that he was a bond fide student, while the two

who stood above him and for whose success with

such distinction the Ripon College had received so

much credit never attended lectures. It was this

which led to the appointment of a Committee of En-
quiry. Before this Committee the authorities and re-

cords of other Colleges were, indeed, examined upon
incidental i.ssues, and this may have given rise to the

impression that the enquiry was at the instance of

another College.

Without any wish to defen'd the accused Colleges,

we cannot help remarking that the vigor now displayed

by the University is in marked contrast with its past

attitude of indifference in regard to such, and similar

evasions of its regulations. That indifference is not

a little responsible for the prevailing laxity. The
Minutes of the University bear witness that it had
been apprised of these things, of dourst^, in a

general way, before this time. But it declined to

take any action, unless furnished with specific al-

legations. One such complaint was, we understand,

made by the Principal of the City College, against

one of the very Colleges that have now been found in

fault, without eliciting any enquiry. The complaint

was not even forwarded to the College complained

against, for a report. The University may say that

it only showed proper regard for the dignity of its

affiliated institutions by the course it adopted in the

case in question. It will nevertheless be asked,

Had it no inkling of a state of things that was

already a thing of general notoriety and that was
serious in all conscience ? If so, all the worse for

a body that is so ready to lay down regulations

which it has no means for enforcing. The De-

partment of Education has prescribed a body of

inter-schooi rules and it has an Inspecting agency to

see to their observance. The University keeps no

such agency for tracking out offences against its

rules, nor apparently cares to note how far they are

obeyed, nor will it listen to complaints when they are

made, on the score of their being vague and general.

All this is symptomatic of an e;isy-going disposition.

This insouciance is not unnaturally interpreted into a

desire to wink at evasions or violations of rules. At

any rate, this is the popular interpretation, and it has

certainly emboldened the parties and stimulated the

practices which are, rather late in the day, being

threatened with censure and disaffiliation.

The University may possibly have very good

reasons for its past attitude. That attitude may
be regarded as one of dignified non-interference, al-

though it does not strike us as a policy of masterly

inactivity. No doubt, the appointment of a regular

agency for the detection of violations of its rules

would scarcely be consistent with the dignity of the

University itself or that of the Colleges. The very

idea of espionage and of police surveillance in the

hallowed domain of liberal culture is revolting. Nor
is the encouragement of general complaints a de-

sirable thing from evert a business point of view.

But what we urge is that its regulations should not

be of a character to require a detective agency, or to

give rise to evasions against which there must ne-

ccs.sarily be complaints. They should not be such

as to provoke a spirit of resistance in those who
are affected by them. The University should not

interfere too much with the internal economy of its

subject institutions. Nor should its laws be too many
or too complicated. They should avoid entering too

much into details and, above all, they should not unne-

cessarily fetter the discretion of Heads of institutions

in matters like the selection of candidates. Holding

this view, we think the framers of the early;^ bye-laws

of the University were wise in avoiding tRfe tempta-

tions to detailed inteference. Those bye-laws were

sufficiently general, and left a proper degree of discre-

tion to the authorities of schools and Colleges. They
might have been open to abuse now and then. Dis-

cretion is always liable to abuse, but there is no help

for it. Abuse of discretion is a lesser evil than dis-

honest evasion of *impr^cticale limitations. One of

these limitations tp the discretion of school-authori-

ties, requiring theni/fo certify to the “reasonable

probability” of Entrance candidates passing the

Examination has proved a fruitful source ot mis-

chief. Hundreds of candidates with no chance of sue-
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cess have been, year after year, sent up with only
the ef?'ect of swelling the revenue of the University
and compelling the Headmasters of schools to

give false certificates. The governing body of the
University could not be ignorant of the falsehood of
such certificates, but they winked at the fact until,

in a year of an al)normally high percentage of failure,

it was forced on their attention by a clamorous pub-
lic Opinion. They reconsidered the form of certifi-

cate, and, instead of expunging the impracticable

clause and simplifying the form, they made the thing

worse by introducing what are doubtless regarded

as guarantees and safeguards against lax interpreta-

tion of the clause in future. The practical effect

will be, as every body else knows, that where one
falsehood was committed before, there will hence-

forth be a pack of recorded lies.

The rule requiring from candidates, at the higher

University examinations, an attendance at 66 per

cent, of the lectures in each subject is one which

could have been conceived in only pedagoguish

brains. In all probability, it has its origin in personal

reminiscence. A Professor of History finds it hard

to make his lectures sufficiently interesting : there

is a stampede amongst the students the moment
his turn comes. It is certainly very irritating to have

to speak to all but empty benches, specially if the

poor occupant of the chair does his best to make
his lectures attractive. Failing to draw, he can

bethink himself of nothing better than to compel

reluctant attendance by procuring the passing of a

regulation like the one under consideration. The
tendency to keep away from lectures should cer-

Uiinly be checked. This tendency is now-a-days

on the increase. The students rely too much on
“ coaches ” and examination manuals and other instru-

ments of cram to care much for the help of the re-

cognised teachers. From all points of view, this is

an evil which should be discouraged as far as pos-

sible, but the remedy should be sought in other

ways than by the passing of hard and fast regulations.

On the other hand, it should not be forgotten that

attendance is at best but a mechanical test of know-
ledge. There may be students, attending from

year’s end to year’s end, who never come to any good,

while others, prevented by illness or other equally

unavoidable causes from attending the prescribed

number of days, may yet be superior to them in

point of merit. To exclude these 011 the score

of their being short of the rigid standard of attend-

ance by ever so small number of days, is a great

hardship. Amongst these, there may be poor students,

to whom a year’s exclusion from the examination

may really mean exclusion for ever. There is an-

other aspect of the. question. The test of attend-

ance may, after all, be thoroughly fallacious. In the

overgrown size of College-classes in these days, a

species of immorality has come into vogue which

cannot be easily checked, namely, that of gelling

oneself marked present in the register by proxy.

This single fact ought to be enough to make
the University hesitate in insisting on a test

which, in reality, possesses little value. Indeed,

the case resolves itself into one of much ado

about nothing. It is a perfect farce when, for

an object of such probleniatieal importance, a

number of registers has to. be*, kept involving a

large amount of clerical lab6r' and of e^ependi-

ture of vocal energy on the part of . the lecturers

who call the registers—all, to find that their regis-

tration has no statistical value. The absurdity of the

rule is made clear by other facts. The roll-call is by
I no means an easy affair in these days of unwieldily

large classes. A quarter of an hour is the least

time required to finish it. It entails a severe Strain

on the lungs—a strain further increased by the

noise which cannot be prevented during the opera-
tion. To make the calls audible enough, one must
pitch his voice to a high key, and this ex;pendi-

ture of energy represents so much loss of the

power which should be carefully reserved for the
main work of teaching. One would think this were
too much of a terrible ordeal to go through once in

the day to make the prospect of its repetition at all

agreeable. But, under the present regulations, this

must be repeated a number of times in the day, to

the virtual diversion from study of one-fourth of the

hours set apart for this purpose. Altogether, it is a

most curious regulation which can only be worked
at a serious sacrifice of time and energy, without any
adequate advantage. This, coupled with the more
serious hardships it entails on meritorious students un-
able, for no fault of their own, to complete the re-

quired attendance, ought to clinch the argument
against its retention. The sooner it is withdrawn,

the better for the good name of the University and
the legitimate interests of all concerned.

THE DOORGA POOJA HOLIDAYS.
Thk success of the mercantile agitation for the

reduction of the Doorga Pooja holidays is a strik-

ing instance of indomitable British energy. The
Bengal Chamber of Commerce was determined to

succeed and it has succeeded—by simple persistence.

It was only in December 1889 the Chamber was told

I

by the Government “ that the inconvenience and loss

' which the mercantile community suffer from the

existing state of things, great and serious as they

are, cannot be remedied without inflicting a still

more serious hardship on a far more numerous,

though le.ss influential, portion of the community.”

Words could not more plainly convey a refusal,

but their effect upon the Chamber was only to

stimulate its resolution. It went to work with re-

doubled energy. In a week after the receipt of

this apparently final reply, a, deputation from the

Chamber, consisting of Sir Alexander Wilson, Mr.
Wylie, Mr. McCaw and Mr. Stuart, waited on the

Lieutenant-Governor at Belvedere, This inter-

view was the turning point in, the history of the

question. Influence and personal pressure at last

prevailed where argument had failed. “The nu-

merous, though less influential, portion of the

community” were lost sight of in the presence

and personality of the small deputation. The
Belvedere interview was a happy hit, and it

told. Since that event, the attitude of the Ben-

gal Government underwent a complete change:.

In fact, the case had already gone ex parte

against the holidays. One glimmering hope, indeed,

remained, in the opposition of a portion of the mer-

cantile community themselves. The Exchange
Banks stood out for the holidays, and this was a

fact which could not be brushed aside summarily

even by an accommodating Government or an ac-

complished Secretary. These Banks plainly hinted

that the majority of the mercantile community
were not in favor of the reduction, and said “ that

it has not been effectively demonstrated, by a

general vote or otherwise, whether reduction of

holidays finds favor or disfavor among the majority

at the present time.” The Lieutenant-Governor was
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thus confronted by a division in the camp of his pro-

and the way this difficulty has been got over

shows which side the wind now blew. The Chamber
was, ihdeed, called upon to set the doubtful point at

lest by taking a formal vote. This the Chamber de-

( lined to do. for reasons which have not been given.

The Committee of the Chamber only curtly replied

that •' t^ey were unable to comply with the suggestion

of the Government.” They must have had good
reasons for not trying. However, by way of

strengthening the hands of Government which pite-

ously called for help, they got an informal vote some-

how or other passed unanimously on the occasion

of the Chamber's Annual Meeting. No notice, be

it remembered, was given to the members that

the question of the holidays would come on for

such a disposal. The value of an expression of

opinion so procured may be appraised without

much difficulty. Yet it was deemed sufficient by

the Government of Bengal. The native community
would have probably been content to rest the ques-

tion on the point raised by the Exchange Banks and

already accepted by the Government. But even this

source of satisfaction is denied. The Chamber refuses

to put and, the world may not unfairly take it, shrinks

from putting the question to the only fair test of a

majority of votes, and the good Government of Sir

Steuart Bayley has only satisfaction to express in

return for the Chamber’s rebuff. Mr. Secretary

Cotton is a courageous Knight of the quill and.

after his recent escapade, he has need to plunge in

desperate services to prove his loyalty. He puts

a good face on the matter thus :
“ Although, as

stated in my letter to the Chamber, it would have

been more satisfactory to Government to have re-

ceived an official reply as to whether any consider-

able minority of their members was opposed to any

change, the Lieutenant-Governor has no doubt that

the expression of opinion of the members of the

Chamber on the occasion of their Annual General

Meeting may be accepted as conclusive proof of the

views of an overwhelming majority of the mercan-

tile community of Calcutta.” After this, the fate in

store for the dissents of the other public bodies, and

of some individuals, consulted by the Government
on the subject, may be easily imagined. The reasons

assigned by the Bengal National Chamber of Com-
merce, the Indian Association, and the British In-

dian Association are set aside as being nothing new.

New reasons on an old and threshed out matter are not

so easy to create, while the fact must remain that those

very reasons had, until now, their weight in the long

protracted agitation on this subject of over thirty years.

The Lieutenant-Governor’s sudden zeal for mer-

cantile interests finds other incidental expression.

His Honor would not allow a holiday even on the

great day of Doorga Poojah Eve—the Sasti, Even
the paid Kala Pahar of the Government of Bengal

—

the great iconoclast himself, who would have been

better dubbed SJmms ul Olema than Mahamahapa-
dhyaya, spared this day. But, evidently from an

amiable wish to overwhelm the Chamber of

Commerce with unexpected favors. Sir Steuart

ran his pen through this day expressly retained

in the list of the Pandits. This, however, has

not escaped the discerning ^ye of the Viceroy.

Lord Lansdowne has, with his usual consideration for

the subject race, in terms of official courtesy asked the

omission to be supplied. He has done more. With a

touch of statecraft worthy of admiration, he suggested

the removal of the Christmas Eve from the list of

holidays under the Negotiable Instruments Act, to

leave the total of holidays under the ^ct intact.

A little act of religious impartiality like this goes
a great way to conciliate the people. The Viceroy’s

attitude on the general question is also marked by
great sympathy for those who are politically preclud-

ed from the exercise of personal pressure on an alien

government. Evidently, his Lordship has given

I

his sanction to the proposals of the Local Govern-
ment with the greatest reluctance. The evil done
will work all the same, though.

Both the Lieutenant-Governor and the Viceroy

are anxious that the effects of the reduction upon
the Hindu employes in Government offices should

be minimised as far as possible. His Lordship en-

dorses the Lieutenant-Governors remarks on the

subject and says :

—

“ The (lovernoi -General in Council accepts the proposals of His
Honour the Lieutenant-Governor as regards the ofBces under the Gov-
ernment of Lengal to be kept open during the holidays which will

henceforth not be notified under the Act. In all these offices special

arrangements should be made, by contracting the hours of business^
by limiting the woik undertaken to what is really urgent, by granting
leave to Hindu employes wherever piacticabic, and by utilizing as much
as possible the services of their non-Hindu fellow-clerks to minimise
the inconvenience which may be felt by those who have hitherto en-
joyed close holidays on the days which will in future be open. Under
proper arrangements, so far from hardship being entailed on any con-
siderable section of the community, not more than three or four Hindu
cleiks under the Government of Bengal arc likely to be affected by the
change. Separate orders to the same effect will he given by the Gov-
ernment of India in regard to the offices directiy subordinate to it

which are situated in Calcutta.”

These remarks are conceived in a thorough spirit

of consideration. They are no doubt meant to

sweeten the pill. The grievance, however, of Hindu
clerks in mercantile employ is practically beyond any
palliatives. It depends on the demeanour of their

own masters, and the future will show where the pre-

sent measure will culminate.

MONGHYR.
Jiimalpore, 30th July iSgo,

The local municipality has been working for sometime past

without a chairman of its own, owing to the retirement of Mr.
Sirachan, the late chairman. All the European Commissioners too

have rchigncd. It is at present managed entirely by natives,

consisting of the Bengalee and Bchari Commissioners, headed

by Babu Doorluv Chundcr Mozoomdar, the Vice-Chairman.

Recently, an election took place by which a Bengali clerk

attached to the Locomotive Department, E. L Railway, was voted

to the chair. Both Bengali and Behari Commissioners were pre-

sent and voted, and although the Bcharis by far outnumber the

Bengalis, one of the latter people obtained the majority of votes,

and the said Babu was elected as chairman. The matter is

exercising the community. The rate-payers are some for and

others against the result. There is even a talk of memorializing

the higher authorities with a view to annual the election, and to

appoint a suitable chairman in place of the elect, meaning a Europe-

an of course.

A European by name Parsons, P. W. Inspector, employed in the

E. I. Railway at Luckcscrai, committed suicide at his residence

the other day. He tied a bed sheet round his neck and attaching

it to a rope, by which a meatsafe was suspended, let himself drop

to the ground, whereby the bed sheet tightened round his neck

and strangled him. The cause has not been ascertained, but the

deed is attributed to excessive drinking.

The people are suffering from the effects of the dajp;^ weather.

It has been raining cats and dogs incessantly day and night, right

through, for some days past. The river has risen unusually high,

causing the low lands to be submerged, to the destruction of the

crops.

PUBLIC HOLIDAYS IN BENGAL,
No. Mi-h-2 16, dated Calcutta, the 21st April 1890.

From—H. J. S. Cotton, Esq., Offg. Secy, to the Govt, of Bengal,

Financial Dept.,

To—The Secretary to the Government of India, Dept, of Finance

and Commerce.

1 am directed to submit, for the consideration and ordgri of the

Government of India, a copy of the correspondence which has

passed between this Government and various local Associations and

Offices regarding the notification of public holidays in the Bengal

Province.
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2. The history of the question is given in my circular letter of

the I9^h January to the Bengal Chamber of Commerce and other
Associations. The holidays notihed under the Negotiable In-

struments Act in Bengal arc now exactly the same as those which
were sanctioned by the Government of India on the 29th October
1

8

^ Although the Chamber of Commerce have not ceased to

presrVor their reduction, their representations have, with reference

to the orders passed by the Government of India on the 28th

January 1880, and reiterated in 1882, been invariably rejected by

this Government. A copy of the reply sent by the Lieutenant-

Governor to the Chamber of Commerce in 1888 was transmitted

to the Government of India with my letter No. Mi-h-i 7. dated

17th September 1889. A copy of a correspondence with the

Chamber in 1889 among the enclosures now submitted. In the

orders issued by Government on that occasion it was pointed out

that the reasons adduced by the Government of India in 1882

against any reduction in the number of holidays were in* full force,

and the following extract from your letter No. 3712, dated 12th

September 1882 was quoted :

—

“ The Governor-General in Council is aware that the closing of

the Government offices in Calcutta lor a period of t2 days is pro-

ductive of some inconvenience to the mercantile community, but

on the other hand it cannot be overlooked that, in the words of the

Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal the inconvenience and loss which

the mercantile community suffer from the existing state of things,

great and serious as they are, cannot be remedied without inflicting

a still more serious hardship on a far more numerous though less

influential, portion of the community.”

3. A new suggestion has, however, now been made, which it is

believed will be able to satisfy the reasonable requirements both of

the European commercial body and of the Hindu community.

When the holidays for the current year were notified under the

Negotiable Instruments Act by Government, a deputation from the

Chamber of Commerce waited on the Lieutenant-Governor at Bel-

vedere in December last, and strongly pressed upon His Honour the

necessity of modifying the form of notification by which public

holidays were gazetted. The deputation laid stress on the alteration

which the passing of the Negotiable Instruments Act had in-

troduced into the conditions of the problem since the decision of

Government was arrived at ten years ago, and indicated that it

might be found possible to find a solution of an admitted difficulty

by restricting the number of holidays gazetted under the Act, but

at the same time retaining by executive authority the existing num-
ber of holidays for all public offices save the few which arc indis-

pensable to the foreign commerce of the port. The question thus

stated was then very carefully considered by the Lieutenant-Gov-

ernor, and the result was the issue of the circular letter of the 19th

January, to which 1 am to request that a reference may be made by

the Government of India for a of the discussion as well as

of the arrangements it is proposed to adopt. His Honour’s views

are so fully expressed in that letter that it is not necessary to Cnter 1

again upon the subject at any length.
|

Briefly speaking, it is now proposed to notify holidays in
j

Bengal under two separate notifications : first, in regard to public
j

holidays notified as such under the Neg«)iiablc Instruments Act ; and,

secondly, in regard to holidays which are notified as such by the

closure of public ofliccs. 'riiesc two separate notifications would be

in the form given and apply to the days specified in the draft

notificaiions annexed to this Government letter of the 19th

January,

5.

Before publishing these notifications or applying to the Gov-

ernment of India for permission to modify the form in which public

holidays are notified in Bengal, the Lieutenant-Governor desired

that the Bengal Chamber of Commerce, the Bengal National Cham-
ber of Commerce, the Calcutta Trades’ Association, the British

Indian Association, the Indian Association, tlic Bank of Bengal, the

Exchange Banks, and the Heads of the Ollices immediately con-

cerned, should be consulted ; and it will be seen from the replies

which form an enclosure to this letter that the proposal has elicited

considerable difference of opinion. The Bengal Ciuinhcr of Com-
merce, the Bank of Bengal, the Trades’ Association, and the Board

of Revenue give it their concurrence. But tlie letter from the Ex-

change Banks accords only a hesitating and incomplete support.

The managers of these banks would evidently prefer to retain

intact the holidays notified under the Act. They express them-

selves as perfectly willing to accept the proposals put forward by

Government, if only the majority of the mercantile community is

in favour of them. But tliey observe that “it has not been

effectively demonstrated, by general vote or otherwise, whether re-

duction of holidays finds favour or disfavour among the majority at

the present time.” Looking to tlic importance of tl.is question, the

Lieutenant-Governor deemed it right to transmit the letter of the

Exchange Banks to the Chamber and to consult the Committee

again on the subject. Accordingly, upon the 17th February, I was

directed to inform the Chamber that although the I^icutcnant-

Governor had no doubt that the opinion of the Chamber as a body

had been expressed in the letter already received from th'eir Sec-

retary, yet, with reference to the observation made by the Exchange

Banks, it would be more satisfactory to G)vernm:nt if, with the

permission of tjie President and Committee, it could be stated ap-

proximately how far the doubt expressed by the Banks, “ whether

a majority of the (mercantile) community is in favour of fewer

holidays,” can be set at rest by reference to the relative number of

!

supporters of either view among the members of the Chamber.

In reply to this letter the Committee intimated that they were

unable to comply with the suggestion of Government that a formal

vote of the Chamber should be taken on the question ; but on oc-

casion of the Annual Ordinary Meeting of the Chamber, the Pre-

sident, Sir Alexander VVilson, referred to the subject in his^ address,

' and in the course of the proceedings called for an informal vote as

an expression of the Chamber’s opinion. The result is reported to

have been the unanimous confirmation of the views expressed bv

the Committee. 'I’hc list of gentlemen present at this meeting is

given in Mr. Clarke’s demi-official letter of the 7th March, and it

appears to the Lieurenant-Governor to contain as complete a repre-

sentation of the mercantile interests of the port as it could be pos-

sible to assemble together for such a purpose. Although, as stated

in my letter to the Chamber, it would have been more satisfactory

to Government to have received an official reply as to whether anv

considerable minority of their members was opposed to any change,

the Lieutenant-Governor has no doubt that the expression of opinion

of the members of the Chamber on the occasion of their Annual

General Meeting may be accepted as conclusive proof of the views

of the overwhelming majority of the mercantile community of

Calcutta, 'riiis opinion is in accordance with the views expressed
I by the Bank of Bengal, the best judge of the requirements of the

commercial public, by the 'Fradcs’ Association, and by the Com-
mittee of the Chamber, during a period of agitation for thirty years.

6. On the other hand the Bengal National Chamber of Com-

merce, the Indian Association, and the British Indian Association

arc opposed to any change in the method of notifying the existing

holidays. 'J'hcir letters arc enclosed, and arc entitled to the con-

sideration they deserve as undoubtedly representing the great mass

of Hindu opinion on the subject. But the Lieutenant-Governor

docs not find that they bring forward any new arguments or raise

any objections which have not already been met by anticipation and

fully replied to in my letter of the 19th January. The British

Indian Association arc, indeed, prepared to admit that the Currency

Oflicc and Shipping Office should be kept open during some of the

holidays along with the Custom House. The National Chamber of

Commerce and the Indian Association arc not willing to make any

concession. Their apprehension is, as the National Chamber of

Commerce puts it, that the Government proposals arc “ but the thin

end of the wedge, which in time must bring about the total aboli-

tion of the Doorga Poojah holidays in all public offices.”

7. With reference to this remark, I am to explain that the ob-

jection of the native associations appears to be based in a large

measure on a misconception of the arrangements proposed by Gov-

ernment. The effect of a notification under the Negotiable In-

struments Act is that Promissory Notes or bills of exchange do not

mature on the holidays therein specified, but arc deemed to be due

on the next preceding business day, and it is complained by the

mercantile community that business is to a large extent paralysed

when there arc twelve such holidays in succession. There can be

no dispute of the justice of this complaint and of the great in-

convenience which the present procedure affords to the commercial

public. 'I'hc great increase in the number of steamers visiting the

port, and the consequent necessity of expedition in despatching

them, has also largely augmented the inconvenience caused by a

twelve days’ continuous closure of the, ofliccs to the traile of the

port. 'Fo remedy these grievances, it is proposed that the nunber

of holidays under the Act should be reduced ; but it is not proposed

that the number of holidays in Government ofliccs generally should

be diminished, and the executive order which it is intended to issue

sufficiently shows that they will continue to be closed for the same

period as at present. Nor will ,tl»e promulgation of these parallel

orders produce any perceptible effect upon the general body rjf tlic

Hindu community. Certain social festivals of the Hindus will be

placed on the same footing as Mahomedan holidays. But in both

cases reasonable facilities will be afforded by Government for car-

rying on business. This is now done in the case of Mahomed.tn

holidays and ought to be done in the case of Hindu social festivals.

On the other hand, certain Mahomedan holidays are now granted by

executive order, and arc, as a matter of fact, universally enjoyed in

all parts of Bengal except in certain specified offices at the Pre-

sidency. The opening of these particular ofliccs docs not in .inv-

way govern the practice elsewhere, and we may expeer that certain

Hindu holidays, if notified in the same way as Mahomedan holidays

as days upon which certain offices in Calcutta will be open, will

be accepted in exactly the same way as Mahomedan holidays arc

now accepted.

8. The view which tl»e British Indian Association appear to

hold that the holidays under the Act should not be altered, but that

by executive order the holidays in certain offices should be reduced,

docs not in any way meet the difficulty of which the commercial

community complain. The opening or closing of a particular public
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office (important as it is that the offices should
,
remain open) docs

not 80 much impede the transaction of public business aa the de-
claration that for twelve days in succession exchange bills receivable

cannot be legally collected, and Promissory Notes payable cannot

be legally paid. 'The only manner in which this difficulty can be
met is by reducing the number of holidays notified under the Act.

And this is what it is now proposed to do without at all interfering

with religious prejudice. The proposals now made declare that all

clays necessary for the performance of religious ceremonies shall be

holidays under the Act. The remaining days of the Doorga Poojah,

which ay devoted to social festivities, are no longer included in the

category of such holidays : but in order to allow every possible con-

cession to the claims of Hindu clerks who are employed in public

offices, it is proposed to declare by executive order that these offices,

with a few specified exceptions, shall remain closed as they are at

present. A distinction is drawn between holidays notified under the

Act and those declared in public offices by executive order, and it

seems to the Licutcnant-Ciovcrnor that, by the recognition of this

clear distinction, a compromise has at last been found, in the only

way in which it was possible to find it, which satisfactorily meets

the reasonable claims of the Hindu community as well as the in-

terests of trade and commerce.

9, The Registrar of Calcutta and Shipping Master arc opposed

to the exclusion of their offices from the ludidays notified by ex-

ecutive order, but in the cfpinion of the Lieutenant-Governor the

arguments adduced by these officers are of no validity. The com-
mercial community have always objected, and with reason, to the

closing of the Registration Office for twelve consecutive days ; and

although, as represented by the Registrar, the number of documents

presented for registration at this season is likely to be inconsider-

able, it is apparent from this fact that a small establishment will be

sufficient for carrying on the work, and that the hardship of attend-

ing office will therefore be felt by very few. The Shipping Office

is one which, in the interests of the Port, it is absolutely necessary

to keep open on every day on which it is possible to do so.

10. The Lieutenant-Governor has the strongest sympathy with

the very general desire of the Hindu community that no obstacle

should be placed by Government in the way of its Hindu employes

meeting together at their homes, at the season of the Doorga Poojah

holidays, for the celebration of religious, social, and domestic cere-

monies. It is far from His Honour’s desire to encourage any policy

which would deprive Hindu employes as a body of the satisfaction

of enjoying their great annual festival in the future as they have

done in the past. There is nothing, however, in the proposals now
made which, in the Lieutenant-Governor’s opinion, is likely to lead

to any such unfortunate result. It is true that a few clerks em-
ployed in a few offices may be subjected to some inconvenience by

being required to attend office on days on which they now get a

holiday. But the inconvenience is one wlikh they must bear in the

public interest. They will enjoy some compensating advantages.

And it is not to be forgotten that in all places in Bengal, and es-

pecially in Calcutta, the Doorga Poojah holidays are the season of

the busiest life in all the year. The shop-keepers have no holiday,

the cloth-sellers, the money-changers, the confectioners, the grocers

and the general dealers arc busy all day long ; in the bazar there is

no holiday, but business is as brisk as it can be. The clerks and
sircars in the bazar are not idle men. It is only in the public

offices that stagnation reigns. It is not therefore a real or just

ground for complaint if in a few public offices for public reasons

a few clerks are required to attend office on certain days which
are allowed to remain holidays to the great majority of clerks ^em-

ployed in the public service.

11. Having regard to the correspondence with the Government
of India on the subject of holidays in Bengal on previous occasions,

the Lieutenant-Governor does not wish to cake action in the direc-

tion now proposed without the previous sanction of His Excellency

the Governor-General in Council. 1 am now to request that this

sanction may be accorded and permission given to publish the draft

notifications which are the annexure to my letter ol the 19th Janu-

ary. It will be seen that the opinion of the law officers of Govern-

ment has already been obtained that there appears to be no, legal

objection in the way to prevent the Government from cancelling

the notilication of public holidays already published at page 1010 of

Part I of the Caicutta Gazette of iith December 1889, and substi-

tuting in its place a new list.

12. I am to add that the executive order of the Government

of Bengal, under which the public offices under this Government

(excluding those specified in the notification) will be closed during

certain days of the Doorga Poojah holidays in the same manner as

these offices are now closed on the occasion ol Mahomedan testi-

vals, will obviously have no force in regard to offices under the

Government of India, and the Lieutenant-Governor would there-

fore venture to recommend that the benefit of similar orders may

be extended generally to the offices under the Supreme Govern-

ment employed in the Lower Provinces. It will no doubt be

necessary to exempt certain offices from the effect of such an order,

as has been done in regard to offices under the Bengal Government ;

and in the opinion of the Lieutenant-Governor, as intimated in a

separate letter of this day’s date, the Currency Office should be so

exempted ; but it may easily be arranged that in these offices, as in

the excepted offices under the Government of Bengal, if it be

found impossible to grant the Hindu employes their holidays during

the excluded days of the Doorga Poojah festival, they should not

be required to attend in larger numbers than are actually necessary

for the transaction of business, and that other concessions in the

way of leave at other times should be given to them.

NOTIFICATION.
To be peremptorily suld pursuant to an order

dated the 23rd day of May 1889 and made in

the matter of suit No. 340 of 1884 wherein

Kanie Lall Seal was plaintiff and Gobin Lal^

Seal and others were defendants and in the

matter of the estate of Panna Lall Seal de-

ceased by L. P. D. Broughton Esq. the Ad-

ministrator-General of Bengal and Adminis-

trator to the estate of thersaid P.inna Lall

Seal deceased at the office of the said Ad-

ministrator-CJcncral ;U No. i, Council House

Street Calcutta by public auction on Monday

ihe 20ih day of August at the hour of 12 o’clock

at noon the unclermentioncd properties be-

longing to the above estate

Lot No. I.

—

All that lower roomed messuage
tenement or dwelling house situate lying and
being in and known as No. 221 Cornwallis
Siieet in the town of Calcutta being Holding
No. 197 Survey Block 15 North Division con-
taining by estimation 2 cottas 19 chnltaks
and 30 square feet be the same more or less

and butted and bounded as follows—On the
West by the premises belonging to Upendra
Lall Sircar and others on the East by the
said Cornwallis Street on the North by
Muktaram Baboo’s Street and on the South by
the lands belonging to Upendra Lall Sircar
and others.

\
Lot No. 2.—All that tenanted land No. 40

ChampatoIIa 2nd Lane in the town of Calcutta
measuring cottahs more or less and bound-
ed as follows—On the East by the dwelling
house of Madhu Sudan Dutt Ram Mohan
Pass and Nilmonee Pass on the North by the

public road on the South by the dwelling

liouse of Jagabandhu Bose and on the West
by the house of Jagjibandhu Bose and the

house of Boydya Nath Ooriya and Nilmonee
D.tss.

Lot No. 3.—All that upper roomed brick-

built messuage tenement or dwelling house
and the piece or parcel of land or ground
whereon the same is elected and built con-
laining 3 cottahs 4 ciiattaks and 30 squaie
feet more or less situate lying and being at

No. I, Rajnioh.'in Bose’s Lane in Coloolollah
in the town of Calcutta and bounded on the
North by the house .No, 2, Rajmohan Bose’s
Lane formerly belonging to Bhagbat Kassary
on tlie East by the house and premises
No. 48-1 Ram Mohan Ghose’s Lane and on
the South side thereof by the house and pre-
mises of H.idjee Syud .Sabur and on the West
by the premises No. 36 Dhuramtoilali Lane.

Lot No. 4.— All that upper roomed brick-
built messuage tenement nr dwelling house
formerly No. 21 but now numbered 30 Ram
.Mohan Ghose’s Lane in Cotootollah in the
town of Calcutta together with the piece or
parcel of land or ground thereunto belonging

econtaining by estimation 8 cottahs morje or
less and bounded on the West by the house
and land of Mutty Lall Seal on the North
by the house and land of Jadab Cliunder
Burral and Ram Cbunder Bose and on the
South by the house and land of Monohar
Dass and on the East by the bouse of Raj-
krista Banerjee.

The abstract pf title and the conditions of
sale may be seen at the office of Messrs.
Swinhoe and Cbunder attorneys A>r L. P. D.
Broughton Esq. the Administrator-General
and Administrator to the estate of Panna Lall
Seal deceased at Na 9 Old Post Office Street
in Calcutta on any day before the sale and will

be produced at the sale.

L. P. D. BROUGHTON,
Administrator-Gnntr.il of Bengal
and Administrator to the E-»tate of

Panna Lall Seal deceased,

Swinhoe & Chunclcr
Atiorncy 5-ai-law,

High Couit,

CMlciiiia.

24th July, 1890.

KNIGHT MEMORIAL FUND.

The Editor of the “ Indian Mirror ” begs

to acknowledge the receipt, with many thanks,

of the following sums in aid of the above
Fund
Pheiozeshah M. Mehta, Esq., Bombay Rs. 100

Dabu Krishna Behary Sen, Calcutta... „ 10

Babu Nagendra Nath Chatierji, Cal-

cutta ... ... ... „ 2

A Zoronstrian, Calcutta ... ... „ 5

Babu Ram Gopal Sanyal, Calcutta ... „ 2

Kabiraj Abinash Cbunder Kaivratna,

Calcutta ... ... ... „ 2

Framji Mancherji, Esq., Calcutta^*" ... „ 251

Kumar Benoy Krishna, Calcutta ... „ lOO

A Bengali Friend, Calcutta ... „ 5

Babu Gopal Chunder Mukeiji, Editor
Sun^lfaii Prad/takar^ C’dlcuttH, ... ,1 5

Babu Kadna Nath Sen, Calcutta ... „ 2

Dmshaw Edulji Wacha, Esq., Bombay 25

Kahanrai Hakaimutrat Desai, Esq.,
Broach ... ... ... 1,

xoo

S. C. Kaye, Calcutta t»
10

An Admirer, Calcutta ... If
2

X. and Y., Mofussil If
2

Lala Bansa Gopal Nande Sabeb,
Burdwan ... ... If

500.

Further subscriptions may be sent to the

Indian Afirror Omce, 74 Ohurumtola Street^

Calcutta, and .will be duly acknowledged as re*

ceivedt
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fDERFUL MEDICINE.

beechmts pills
A RE universally ad-

mitted to be worth
A GUINEA A BOX.
For Bilious and Ner-
vous Disorders, such
as Wind and Pain in

the Stomach, Sick

Headache, Giddiness,

Fulness and Swelling
after Meals, Dizziness

and Drowsiness, Cold
Chills, Flushings of

Heat,Loss of Appetite,
Shortness of Breath,

I Cnstiveness, Scurvy and Blotches on the Skin,

Disturbed Sleep, Frightful Dreams, and all

Nervous and Trembling Sensations, &c.

PILLS

^EECHAM’S PILLS

IjEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM^S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S

gEECHAM’S

gEECHAM’S

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECKAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

PILLS

PILLS

PILLS

The first dose will

j^ve relief in twenty
minutes. This is no fic-

tion,for they have done
it in countless cases.

Every^ sufferer is

earnestly requested to

try one Box of these

Pills, and they will be
acknowledged to be

WORTH AGUINEA
A BOX

For females of all

ages these Pills are

invaluable. No female

should be without

them. There is not a

medicine to be found

to equal them for re-

moving any obstruc-

tion or irregularity of

the system. If taken

according to the di-

rections given with

each box they will

soon restore females

of all ages to sound
and robust health.

This has been proved

by thousands who
have tried them, and
found t h e benefits

which are ensured by

their use.

For a Weak Sto-

mach, Impaired Di-

gestion, and all Disor-

ders of the Liver, they

act like magic, and a

few doses will b e

found to work won-

ders on the most im-

portant organs in the

human Machine.

They strengthen the

whole muscular sys-

tem, restore the long

lost complexion, bring

bark the keen edge of

appetite, and arouse

into action with the

rosebud of health the

whole physical energy

of the human frame.

These are facts testified

to continually by mem-
bers of all classrs of

society, and one of the

best guarantees to the

Nervous and Debilita-

ted is, BEECHAM’S
PILLS have the

Largest Sale of any
Patent Medicine in

the World.

Sor.E Agents for India :

NATLOR, SON, GRIMES A 00.

Wholesale Depk, 35, Clive Street,

CALCUTTA

;

Notice
'THESE Pills can be obtained at all Bazaars

^'hroughout India, or from the Whole and

Agents, Naylor, Son, Grimes & Co., at sale

following rates size, Re. 1-2, the.

size, Rs. 2-4 per box, including V.-P

Post. Shopkeepers can obtain Wholesale

Rates upon application.
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IN THE PRESS.

Uniform with “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal ”

ESSAYS BY A BRAHMAN
IN

Politics, Sociology, History, & Literature

BV

the Author of Travels & Voyages in Bengal.”

Calcutta.

Reis Rayyet Office.

PRICE:

To Subscribers paying before publication Rs. 4

„ mere registering subscribers ... „ 5

„ Ordinary purchasers ... ... „ 6

Apply to the Managf.R, Reis and Rayyet^

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

Price Po.st free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL

RETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipferali,

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEE,

Bahadoor, Nawab Nazim of Bengal, Behar and
Orissa, which gives a graphic account of the

Baboo’s travels to and in Independent Tip-

perah. Written in capital English and evi-

dently by a gentleman of broad views and
enlightened mind, the work is decidedly a

valuable addition to the catalogue of English
written Bengalee literature. This boofe nf

travels should be read widely not only by
English residents out here, but by our country-

men at home, for it teems with interest and
teaches us far more about the fine belt of

unopened country travelled through than any
work of the sort written by an Engliihman
would have done. Baboo Sambhu Chunder
Mookerjee is one of whom his countrymen
may well be proud, for he writes throughout
with the moderate and educ.aied pen of

a thorough gentleman.-- Indian Planters

Gazette Sporting News. October 4, 1887.

If we have not before noticed Mr. .Sambhu
C. Mookerjee’s Tr(\vcls in Bengal^ which was
published some months ago, it is not because
the little book is either dull or pointless It

contains, on the contrary, much interesting

matter, though some of the incidents are over-

weighted with detail in what is facetiously

called a “ little booklet.” The author’s view

as a rule is, by the way, facetious : he is given

even to punning
;

but he is also sentimental

in the highest degree—“a naked Whiteman ”

hurts his susceptibilities
;
a Hindu girl, bathing

in the river, throws him into an ecstasy of

delight : “she had such large languishing eyes'
*

But he is nothing if not pliilosophical, and lii!>

reflections on this or that social and political

subject are not without their moral. Mr.

Sambhu C. Mookerjee was formerly Minister

to the “ last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa” and afterwards Minister

of the Maharaja of Tipperah. He is a man,
therefore, of experience, and when he spe.aks

his brethren should listen to him
Travels in Bengal is a readable book, and it

abounds in anecdotes which are often as in-

structive as amusing, and it is not spoiled by

too many political allusions, though, of course

some few have crept in.— TV/c Pioneer,

Dec., 1887.

Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, “REIS& RAYYET"

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

We have received from the office of Reis
and Rayyet, one of the leading native news-
papers of Calcutta, a most readable little broch-

ure written by Baboo .Sambhu C. Mookerjee,
once Minister to the late Nawab Faridoon Jail,

In Pamphlet, Price ^ annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORUANIZATION

With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW 11EARSE V.

Apply to Reis C'-* Rayyet Office, Calcutta.

Por INDIA and nil HOT CUMATFS ihvi v.veetly scented emollient Milk Is INVALTTArLK

IT KfiElS tne SKiN tUuL .uia R1SFKE3HKD in ihvi HOTTEST WEAlhEli,

Reitiv-vcs and prevents aU BUNEUEN. REDNESS, FRECKLES, TAN. Ltc., and

RENDERS ihe BKIN DELlCATiLLY sri FI, Bid PJa JiulJVH 1

T

It entirely yrevenU il troni btCumiiig DRY and WitiNivLtD, aiat LResERVES the

complexion from the scorching eflecis of the SUN nrd WIND n.oic clleciuaily than any

other preparatkn. The IRBiTATJ^N caused by the and STtNcS.nfJNSiyTs is

wonderfully allayed by Us u^e. Fur Imparting that buit velvety leeliug U) the skui, tins

deMhM preparaUo- has no equal’ Sold by aU Chemists.

Sole Woken M, BEETHAW A SON. Chemista, Cheltenham, Enirland.

CALCUTTA AGENTS: SCOTT THOMPSON & CO.
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The Greatest Fain Cure Extant.

It has driven oiii from the system

AcuteRheumatism and RheumaticGout,

After years of semi-helplessness and suffer-

ing
;

while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS

LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACHE,

SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

or these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.

Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

torturc.s of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy

sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre

paration has ever before attained.

So/d in Bottles at / Re, each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : .Smith Slanistreet & Co.,

K. .Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate

Co. Limited.

12. LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA.
(Opposite the Police Court,,)

THE CALCUTTA

HOMfflOPATIIIC niARMACT,
THK

EARLIEST & .STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSAR r IN A SIA
OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH
INTRODUCED TO THE EA.ST THE

TRADE IN

INDEPENDENT HOMffiOPATflY
and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.
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B. & Co. beg to draw the Attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned
WOODEN CASE

which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

enient .and useful.

jVo extra charge.

BERIGNY & CO.
13, Lai Bazaar, Calcutta.
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READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short winding Ktyless Railway Regulat-

ors, of small size, yczc/c/Zc//, enamelled dials, bold

figures and Candian Gold hands, with tem-

pered machinery and dust tight hinged cases

for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

glass, spring, bo.x and guarantee. Warranted
to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapness about
them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr.
A. R. Mehta from Bandora says:—“The
7-8 watch I purchased from you two years

back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting Su-
perintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh,
says: -“A watch maker has valued your
Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15,” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, R.

W. Fusi. Kegt, Lucknow, says :
—“ Some valued

it at Rs. 1 5 and were completely surprised when
I tohl them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pretty

Candian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-
plete sliirt Studs and Rings set with scientific:

di.amonds, lubios, &c., at Rs. 2 each. Mr. J.

A. Yelsmore, Satur, says:—“The best gold-

smith of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Ks. 10.” Mr. G.
Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikntla, says:—“A
German valued the diamond ring at Ks. 50 and
the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

TRUE TO ITS NAME,
JKYE.S’ “PERFECT PURIFIER”

Is the best disinfectant and exterminator of

all objectionable odojirs and infectious diseases.

It cleanses the roads, purifies the atmos-
phere and disinfects the drains, keeps the sick-

room pure and healthy.

KQUALT.Y USEFUL TO
ANIMAL AND J’OULTRY,

It keeps a cowshed pure and sweet.

It improves the coat, destroy vermin, keeps
fly off, stamps out all infectious diseases.

It is a specific for foot and mouth disease.

It kills aH unpleasant smell without setting

up another smell of its own.
It kills flea.s, red lice and vermin of every

kind in Poultry, Pigeons, Cattle, Hor.ses,

Dogs, Cats, &c. Effectually cures Gapes, Roup
and Comb Disease in Poultry.

IT IS GARDENER’S FRIEND AS WELL
It destroys moss and weeds on gravel path-

ways and exterminates worms from lawns.

It is H valuable destroyer of all kinds of ants.

It kills green fly, red spider, thrips mealy

bug, removes worms from the soil- in pots, &c.

Agents : DYCE, NICpL & CO.,

3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta.

Rivers Steam Navigation Go.

“Limited.^

This Company’s Steanfer “BENGAL”
will leaire Calcutta for Assam on Tuesday, the

5th August.

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel

should be sent to the Company’s Godowns
at Juggannauth Ghat, not later than 5 p.m.

of Saturday, the 2nd August.

The Rivers having risen, steamers are now
able to proceed as far as Sylhet and Silchar.

Cachar Line.

The steamer “GWALIOR” of this line will

leave Calcutta for Cachar on the 5th August
(Tuesday) for which cargo will be received until

5 P.M. of Saturday the 2nd August.
’

The Rivers having risen, steamers are now
able to proceed as far as Sylhet and Silchar.

A.SSAM Despatch Service from

goalundo

and

Daily Mail Steamer Service from

Dhuuki to Deurooghur.

A daily service is maintained from Goaliin-

do and Dhubri for passengers and light goods

traffic, i. e., packages not weighing over half a

ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival

of the previous night’s 9-30 P. M. train (Madras

time) from Sealdah, and Dhubri on arrival of

the mails.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to

almost all stations can be booked through from

or to Calcutta vld Goalundo or Kannia with

the Eastern Bengal State and connected Rail-

ways—Passengers and Parcels vid Kannia

only.

All particulars as to rates of freight and

passage by all the above mentioned Services to

be had on application to—

MACNEILL & CO.,

Agents,

2-1, Clive Ghat Street.

Calcutta, the 30th July, 1890.

L
NY Photograph transferred to porcelain

and thus rendered permanent. Apply to

R. Hotz,

13-5, Government Place, Calcutta.
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY
SONNETS ON SICILY.

I.

Kindling the faint stars of the hazel, shining,

To light the gloom of autumn’s mouldering halls,

With hoary plumes and clematis entwining.

Where o’er the rock her withered garland falls.

Not those I envy who from cups of gold,

Round which a carver’s cunning hand hath wrought

Fair fantasies of earth’s awakening thought,

When warm her blood was, and fancy bold,

Quaff wine of fame and virtues manifold,

Whence poets in their feasting moments caught

More glorious madness than Apollo taught,

And loves the Muses’ lips had left untold.

Not these I envy, for my feet have trod

The ground of Sicily, my eyes have seen

The sands and bays where Galatea sung.

The deathless mead In which uncrowned and young

Proserpine played, witless of that sad God,

And fields where no flowers blow, no grass is green.

11 ,

Here from this stony ridge where shepherds stray,

A host whose thoughts were firm, whose hopes were keen,

Looked down on Syracuse, the Dorian Queen,

Defiant, an invulnerable prey
;

Here through their lines Gylippus forced his way ;

And in that chasm where towers and masts are seen

Confused with golden air and wave serene

Imperial Athens torn and bleeding lay.

Ah ! here indeed the hand of mortal things

Touches, and Pity haunts us for their lot

Who change the nobler for the meaner aim
;

Here yielded to the vulgar fate of kings.

She who in worlds where Rage and Death come not

Had built, nor knew it, an immortal name.

W. W.

- Times of India.

A STILL DAY IN AUTUMN.

I love to wander through the woodlands hoary.

In the soft gleam of an autumnal day.

When summer gathers up her robes of glory,

And, like a dream of beauty, glides away.

How through each loved, familiar path she lingers,

Serenely smiling through the golden mist.

Tinting the wild grape with her dewy fingers,

Till the cool emerald turnis to amethyst—

Warm lights are on the sleepy uplands waning.

Beneath, daik clouds along the horizon rolled,

•*rill the slant sunbeams, through their fringes raining,

Bathe all the hills in melancholy gold.

The moist winds breathe of crisped leaves and flowers.

In the damp hollows of the woodland sown.

Mingling the freshness of autumnal showers

With spicy airs from cedar alleys blown.

Beside the brook and on the ambered meadow,

Where yellow fern tufts flake the faded ground,

With folded lids beneath their palmy shadow,

The gentian nods, in dewy slumbers bound.

Upon these soft-tinted lids the bee sits brooding,

Like a fond lover loth to say farewell ;

Or, with shut wings, through silken folds intruding,

Creeps near her heart, his drowsy tale to tell.

The little birds upon the hillside lonely

Flit noiselessly along from spray to spiay,

Silent as a sweet, wandering thought that only

Shows its bright wings and softly glides away.

The scentless flowers in the warm sunlight dreaming.

Forget to breathe their fulness of dflight,

And through the tranced woods soft airs are streaming,

Still as the dewfall of a summer night.

So in my heart a sweet, unwonted feeling

Stirs like the wind in ocean’s hollow shell,

Through all its secret chambers softly stealing,

Yet finds no words its mystic charms to tell.

Sarah Helen Whitman.

Holloways Pills and Ointment.—Mldaai affections, with all their

concomitant annoyances induced by atmospheric changes, or too liberal

diet, should be checked at once, or serious consequences may ensue.

When any one finds his ideas less clear than usual, hi, eyesight dim-

med, and his head ditiy, accompanied by a disinclination for all exer-

tion, physical or mental, he may be quite sure that he is m immediate

need of some alterative medicine. Let him at once send for a box of

Holloway’s Pills, a mild course of which will remove the symptoms,

and speedily renew his usual healthful feeling. If the bowels be irri-

table, Holloway’s Ointment should be diligently rubbed over the

stomacMmd liver every night and morning.

Subscribers in the country are requested to remit bypstalm^ f
^

medium. Particularly as it ensures acknowledgment through the Depart^t.

being unnMmrytimd likely to cause confusion.

the safest and most convenient

No other receipt will be
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News and Our Comments.

A FOOT-NOTE at the bottom of the race cards of an up-country meeting,

at the close of last season, ran thus “ Any person bringing a dog to

the race course will be shot I
” meaning any dog brought by any

person, and not the person, we presume. It is easier to

Bleak Priscian’s head instead of Britons’.

The Secretary was no “ classical Baboo or unclassical, either.

* •
• •

Edison, who for the last dozen years has taken the shine of all the

edifiers of man in the mysteries of Nature and thrown into the shade

their most marvellous inventions, is determined to outEdison him-

self.' He is now engaged on an instrument for seeing distant objects,

by the aid of uhirh a man in New York will distinctly recognise a

friend in Boston. It will be ready by 1892.

At the heaiing of Lord Dnnlo’s petition for divorce the other day, a

witness. Wood, deposed having seen Lord Albert Osborne, then in

Ceylon, toss with petitioner, who should sleep with Lady Dunlo, and

the former won. Well might Dilke say, there are as bad fish in the

sea as out of it.

• •

The enquiry extending over four months into the Hindu-Mahomedan

riots at Belgaurn has at length ended. Thirty men were arrested by

the police for rioting, and the magistrate has committed twenty-seven to

the Sessions on charges of rioting, murder, &c., releasing three.

« *

Our people are becoming civilised—in no becoming way to our anti-

quated mind. 7*hey are following —at a respectful distance—the Go-a-

heads of the West. The dastardly outrage lately reported in the

Indian Mirror in equivocal, if alliterative, terms as a “case of moiti-

fying a Brahmo Somaj Missionaiy,” reveals a novel and rather alarming

phenomenon in our society. We are told

“ The melancholy affair took place over the conversion of two youths
against the will of their relatives. These waylaid the Missionary, and
got him into an empty house. Here they put a garland of shoes round
his neck, and plastered his cheeks, one with lime, and the other with

ink, and drove him into the street.”

That is a “mild Hindoo” apery of the trans-.^llantic pastime of

tar-and-featbers.

• •

Another Westernly crime of a far more serious kind is reported by

a conespondent of the writing on the 27ih ultimo. Although

described as a very daring dacoity attended with two murders commit-

ted last week in the vill.ige of Hijuli, close both to the Manick-

gnnge Thanna and sub-divisional Head({uarters, it has all the appear-

ance of a Jew murder in Eastern Europe in a community exasperated

by grinding and pauperising usury. The facts are thus given :

—

“ One Rain Kormakar and his wife were f<innd dead on the courtyard

of their house and their iion chest and wooden trunk were found all

opened from which all the valuable articles, cash money, account

papers and bonds were taken away. There were no maiks of violence

on their bodies but their nveks were firmly tied round with cloth. This

shows that they were both strangled to death by the culprits. There
was no one else in the house except the poor husband and wife. It is

said that the deceased was the owner of .a large sum of money and his

profession was money lending. They had no childten nor any servant

to attend them. The local police is trying hard to bring tne culprits

out.”

•
• »

There is a pretty quarrel at Hyderab.ad between two European

military officers in the State Service over the death of a native Chris-

tian cook. The Deccan Times informed the world that the man Lazar

was done to death and secretly buried by Lieutenant Rowe. On the

appearance of the paragraph, Colonel Neale, the Commandant of the

Pnigah troops, a brother-in-law of Lieut. Rowe, telegraphed to the

latter to return from Poona where he had gone on shoit leave, while

he requested the City Commissioner of Police to institute a police in-

quiry into the matter. The paper was called upon for the name of the

informant, which was given. The police on inquiry declared the

ch.'irge against Lieutenant Rowe unfounded. Lieutenant Rowe also

published a letter denying the accusation's and attributing Lazar’s death

to diarrhoea from excessive drinking, the liquor for which was supplied

him by Captain Sayce, Commandant of the Minister’s Body Guard.

On the day of appearance of this letter, Captain Sayce informed Colonel

Neale that he had obtained leave for three months and asked permis-

sion to leave immediately. He was told to wait till the leave of

absence was officially communicated, the Colonel ^not yet knowing

anything of it. Captain Sayce, however, did not wait. Without

making over charge, he left the same evening for Dera Dun, and re-

mained at Mussuorie for three months. He has now returned to be sus.

pended by order of the Minister. On his side, it is said that Capt.Tiu

Sayce saw the Minister’s order granting him leave before he left

Hyderabad. He also professes his ability and determination to prove

the charges he preferred against Lieutenant Rowe.
•

• •

According to the Deccan Times of Aug. 2, the sale of the Salar Jung

horses and carriages, last week at the Nizam Club in Chudderghaut,

fetched only Rs. 20,000. How many twenty thousands the Jungs had •

paid in buying up the equipages of others going on furlough or retiring
!

•
• •

We read in the same paper

“TheNizim’s Government have e.xtended for a further period of

four years the sole right granted three years back to Signor Cauzio,
an Italian gentleman, grandson of Garibaldi, to erect a grilling factory
in the Aurangabad district. The Government have further advanceil
him a sum of fifteen thousand Government Rupees to extend his fac-

tory, which amount is to be repaid in four yearly instalments.”

We have great respect for red shirts, and coats, for the matter of

that—and we know nothing of this new factory. Only, we are

afraid there is far too much grining—metaphorical if not literal—and

grinning— in the sleeve or on—already in the dear Deccan, to allow us

to look with unconcern on the addition of another concern of the same

ilk. But God is great. Long live the Nizam !

***

A Parsee Khansama named Dadabhoy Rustnmjee in his emplo>

while living claimed a large sum against Sir Snlar Jung II when dead.

The Committee of Administration have satisfied the claim by payment

of about Rs. 1,700. The Committee have been authori.sed to call wit-

nesses, and they are now sitting regularly three days in the week.

We hope they will be able to reduce the amounfe of the alleged debt very

considerably.

•
• •

Syed Mahamed Bcigrami, the Deputy Commissioner of thfe Inain

Department at Auriingabad, goes to England to study agriculture.

He has obtained special leave for the purpose and will besides receive

;£3oo a year from the Nizam’s Government.

•
• •

The Director of Public Instruction in the Nizam’s Dominions in his

last report thus compliments Raja Murli Manohar
“ 1 cannot close my remarks on the Nobles’ school without placing

on record the service done to the cause of education by one of its

oldest pupils—Rajah Murli Manohar Bahadur. He is one of the

brightest products of our system. Belonging to an old family of high

State officials, he has assimilated what he has learnt and made excel-

lent use of it, in trying to benefit his fellow castemen and fellow citi-

zens. He has opened and maintains a well-attended school at his own
expense for members of the Kayesth community which is numerous
and influential in Hyderabad. He has found a gymkhana in the city

for tennis, polo, tent-pegging and other manly sports, and there are few

open competitions in which he or his colleagues do not take an active

part. Although he has passed no examination—not even matriculated

—the training he received at school has made him an active man of

business, and an accomplished gentleman.”

The Raja has .since founded “ a Hindoo Sanscrit school, where “ vads,

Sanscrit Grammar and Sanscrit prose and poetry will be taught.” The

school has just been opened with 40 Brahman boys, who will receive

their education free.

• * ^
The Rajah of Anagoondy near Bellary had been to Hyderabad on

business. He is a tributary chief under the Nizam, paying a samasthani

or Slate revenue of Rs. 22,000. He has lately been saddled with a

peshkask or nuzzurani of Rs. 19,000, besides being relieved of his

private revenue of about Ks. 10,000.

•
# •

Captain Ravenshaw, Cantonment Magistrate, Secunderabad, has sen-

tenced one Chinnappa, for rape on a girl of tender years, to three years

rigorous ipiprisonment and a fine of Rs. 100 with the alternative of

6 months’ additional imprisonment. If an appeal lay to our High

Court here, Mr. Justice Norris would probably have enhanced the

bard labor on the brute to 7 years, and possibly remitted the finer
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ThB Tejnarayan Jubilee College, Dhagalpur, has been affiliated to the

Calcutta Univehity in Arts up to the B.A. standard and in Law,

THrf^dian I^ilways Act (IX of 1890) has been declared to bf? in force

in the Tarai parganas in the dominion of (he Lieutenant-Governor of

the N.-W. P. and Chief Commissioner of Oudh.

« *

The Cantonment Magistrate at Nowgong has been made to be ex-

officio Assistant to the Political Agent in Bundelkhand.

• •

THE European Vagrancy Act, IX of 1874, sections 4 to 9 and 19, 20, 24

and 29, has been, from the 3151 July 1890, declared to be in force in the

dominions of the Nizam of Hyderabad. Will this extension relieve

the dominions of all the European vagrants ?

%
« *

We read

“ A Defamation case of some interest has just been decided at Delhi

by Pundit Somdat, Magistrate of the ist class. It appears that two

men named Bulalci and Kanin Biix, municipal contractors, were called

upon by Mr. J. S. Aid well. Sanitary Inspector of Delhi, to alter certain

objectionable drainage arrangements, and made a report to that effect

to the Municipal Board, who called upon the conti actors for an expla-

nation. These men wiote on the b.ick of the rejport that it was false,

and that the Inspector was in the habit of making false reports like this,

insinuating that the ‘cause of the displeasure between the reporter and
accused and his family will be fully explained to any officer who will be

good enough to inquire about it.’ Upon this Mr. Aid well brought a

charge of defamation against the accused. Pundit Somdat delivered

judgment last Mondaj, sentencing Karim Bux to pay a fine of Ks. 100,

or in default two months’ simple imprisonment, and Bulaki to pay a

nne of Ks. 25, or in default one month’s simple imprisonment.”

The next half-yearly departmental examination of Assistants and

others in the Chittagong division will begin on Monday, the 6ih

October next. There will be two centres, one at Clmiagong for the

examinees employed in that district and the districts of Noakhally and

the Chittagong Hill Tracts, and the other at Cuidmilla for the

Tipperah examinees.

• #

The Eail of Ava, 17th Lancers, eldest son of the late Viceroy, shortly

proceeds to England to re-join his regiment at home.

We condole with the Maharaja of Hutwa on the death, from epilepsy,

of his son and heir. The loss is not confined to the Maharaja’s house-

hold. Behar ifself must feel it too, seeing that the chief Houses

there are generally childless.

The Calcutta Bar has sustained a loss in the death of Mr. M. P. Gas-

per, one of the ablest advocates. He had been ailing for some time,

and was ordered a cliange of climate. But he was not thiee hours

out from Suez when he breathed his last.

•
• •

The pious are given, we know, to singing—psalmody, but the Indian

Messenger seems to dance in delight over the good cheer—with li-

quor drawn from the inexhaustible municipal hydrants—at the enter-

tainments, cheap and plentiful, to which the Calcutta Congress delegate

Is being treated. One of these is thus described

“ The Indian Association entertained Mr. Surendra Nath Banerjee

at a banquet in oriental style at the rooms of the Association on Friday

last. There was an indueniial gathering, many of the disliiiguislied

citizens of Calcutta being present. It was from beginning to end in

a tiuiy national style. No healths were diunk, and there were no

after-dinner speeches, but the absence of these formalities rather added

to the heartiness of the occasion.”

We thoroughly understand it. After-dinner speeches would have

spoiled the game for most of us. There is no damper to the appetite

like a cull to “ orate.” There would surely have been a stampede had a

sudden announcement been made at the outset that such a torture was

in store. Only the principal guest of the evening could do justice to

both the dinner and the after-dinner “ function.” He is preeminently

endowed with the gift of the gab—in the Scotch sense of the word.

He would dumbfound Baboo Jugdanand Moukcijee who, 4he other

day, lavished his naive admiration on the gormandizing powers of the

editor of this journal. Herein, as in his energy, he is truly British,

however much he may otherwise be an Oriental of Orientals. For the

load of work and cares, responsibilities and ridicule he has borne, be is

a very Atlas. But even our wellknown compatriot is not big enough

to carry a whole dinner for a large assembly all in his hold, nor fiery

enough to consume it quickly in his anatomical furnace. Hence, we

suppose, there was no call for postprandium exhibit i ms upon the

innocent wights who attended no less to satisfy tlieir inner man than

to do honour to the Conquering Hero—who did not conquer.

The EIwcs—we beg pardon of the family, we mean the niillionaire

—of Anglo-India, h.as at last been forcibly parted “ for good ” from

his money-bags. He is said to have left about a million sterling,

principally in Goveinment securities and paitly in landed property

in several districts. How he lived or what use he made of his

means, we .are not permitted by the law to say, any more than to

inquire how the heirs of this vast fortune fared during their parent’s

protracted sojourn.

•
• •

The /ndian Mirror used to be distinguished for the length and breadth

of the headings of articles. It has been beat in the South, where one

of the newer native papers has an article or leaderette of not full

36 lines capped, by way of title, with the following peremptory

pronouncement :

—

“A SPECIES OF MUNICIPAL OPPRESSION MUST
NOW CEA.SE!”

The sentiment is accurate, whatever the case of the sentence.

• •

A MORNING contemporary has, in the absence of more popular topics,

been ire.Hting its readers to discourses in science. It published on Sun-

day a paper by Sir Andrew Wilson on the “ Spleen and its functions.”

This was followed up with a leader on Thursday. We may notice the

subject hereafter. Meanwhile, we would draw the learned writei’s

attention to a queer statement of his. What does he mean by “ the

scienii.sts of the limes of Pope and Wordswoiih ?” Were these poets

contemporaries ?

Notes, Leaderettes, and
Our Own News.

After our notice last week of the Imperial ukase for expulsion of the

jews from the country districts, we were glad to find immediately the

order declared to be unfounded. That, at any rate, shows that in

certain high quarters such an exercise of authority is not deemed

the right thing. Notwithstanding, the Exodus of Israel from

Russia has already commenced. The Central News Agency on the

8lh reports that the Jews are quitting Russia in thousands, in conse-

quence of the new laws, and are proceeding to Brazil and Algeria.

Order has been completely resioied in the Argentine Republic.

Picsident Celman has resigned and M. Pelliegrini appointed in his

place. A new ministry has been formed aifd the people arc represented

thoroughly satisfied.

The Uncovenanted have won another concession. The improved, rate

of IJ. <)d, will apply to pensions granted during the present financial

year. They cannot be too grateful to Mr.- Jenkins for the happy

denoUntent of this Parliamentary romance.

A wholesale strike has commenced at Cardiff. The passenger

traffic with South Wales has ceased. The mails are being sent by

road. The Men’s Committee insist that a working week shall be no

more than sixty hours which the Companies refuse to agree to.

Valuing the friendship of Great Britain, the Volksraad has accepted

the Anglo-Transvaal Convention upholding the autonomy of Swazi-

land with a joint administration of Boers and English for the Whites,

and allowing the Transvaal to receive the port of Swaziland with the

right of railway thereto.

The Anglo-French agreement arising out of the Anglo-German Con-

vention has been signed. As a set off against the British Protectorate

over Zanzibar, there is the French Protectorate over Madagascar and

the extension of the French sphere of influence up to Lake Ichad.
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Kemmler, sentenced to death two years ago, was tortured to death

at New York on the 6th instant by electricity. Death was not instant-

aneous. Three shocks were given, the man breathing after each

shock. Life was not extinct before several minutes had passed.

Emperor William has revisited England. He arrived at Dover on

the 3rd instant and proceeded to Cowes next morning. He was re-

ceived n^ost cordially at Osborne. On the 6th, he crossed over to

Southsea to witness a shamfight at Eastney—the new method of attack

under cover of smoke.

CHOLER.t is still raging at Mecca. It has broken out as fearfully at

Jeddah too. The deaths are given at both the places at one hundred

a day. There has been a death from the same disease at Madrid.

The fate of this year’s pilgrims to Arabia is most sad, from eveiy

point of view.

Speaking at Birmingham on the 2nd, Mr. Chamberlain lamented the

persistent obstruction of the Opposition in the House of Commons, the

contempt to which Parliament is being brought and the destruction of

its power with the people. But that is the abuse of Party Government,

if not a necessary evil of Government by Public Meetings governed

by a majority of voles.

The agitation against the Indian Councils Bill has so far prevailed

that Mr. Smith, on the 5th, announced in the House that it would be

abandoned for the present session. Woe to India ! Othello, however, is

to be congratulated on the maintenance of his occupation.

Now that the present session of Parliament is towards Its close, the

Viceroy of India is free to take his projected trip beyond the pale of

civilization. On account of a heavy landslip near Bagi, the small party

did not leave on the 7th, postponing the start to next day.

This year the rainfall along the outer range of the Western Himalayas

has been excessive. At Naini-Tal, from the 19th July for a full fort-

night, the fall was uninterrupted and measured a continuous 44 and 50

inches at the west and east end registering centres of the lake. Since

1S80, the year of the great landslip, Naini-Tal has not been visited

by such a heavy downpour. The wind, however, was not violent. The

tonga road between Katgodam and the Brewery and the bridle road

between the Brewery and Naini-Tal are impassable, while the Ballla

Bridge has been swept away. The actual registers at Simla, Murrcc.

Mussoorie, and Ranikhet are respectively ir3i, 3 54, 2*24 and 15*14

inches more than the average, namely, 3772, 1670, 1419 and 35*39.

There have been several slips at Simla. The Mashobia Road was

blocked for two days, the short road to Annandale is impassable.

A bouse in the Bazaar collapsed, killing two men.

At Darjeeling too, it has rained methodically since April. The place

is dull and wet, and landslips have interrupted the running of the

railway line.

The plains have suffered no less, from the floods. There have been

breaches on the Qudh and Rohilkhand Railway between Bisharatganj

and the Ramgunga bridge. A correspondent from Bareilly writes to a

contemporary

‘‘It is impossible to describe the state of the surrounding tracts of
land. You have only to walk a few paces out of the CaiUonment
Station yard when one huge expanse of water, as far as the eye can
reach, meets your view. The only vestige of once standing and pros-
perous villages is to be found in mud walls which here and there stand
out in relief in the midst of the floods. Thatched roofs float past you
with awful rapidity. Men, women and children, cows, buflaloes and
pigs are to be found huddled together along portions of the railway
line and square inches of dry ground near the level crossings. A
passenger who came down fiom Aligarh way just a few hours l>efore

the line was breached mentioned that for forty miles and more the
country on both sides of the railway line was one sheet of water, the
east expanse being here and there dotteaby merely the tops of mango
groves which were visible. As I have already informed you there are
no less than three breaches between this and the nearest station on the
up line. The first breach is about 100 feet in length : the embankment
has been completely washed away, leaving the bare rails under which
the water runs with great force. The chief railway oflicials have all

come in from Lucknow and are working with might and main to

facilitate traffic. Too much credit cannot be given to Mr. Muirhead,
Stationmaster, who was one of the first on the scene wljen the breach
was reported, and on his shoulders first fell the arduous task of tran-

shipping the first lot of passengers and goods. In Bareilly city itself

hundreds of the inhabitants have been rendered homeless owing to the
floods having washed away their houses, goods and chattels. When
dry weather (and at present there is not the remotest sign of a break
in the clouds) comes once more, and people can look round a bit, I

fear the reckoning will be a long and expensive item, necessitating in

the first place a large remission by Government of its revenue.”

The high floads on the Ganges completely severed the communication

between Cawnpore and Lucknow. Since Tuesday no mails have been

received from Cawnpore.

The Irrawaddy is in high flood and there are fears of inundation at

Maadaiay.

The Lieutenant-Governor is limed for Monghyr on the 12th. The

Ganges there has not yet reached its average. The register gives 27 2,

or one inch below. Preparations are making for his reception. The

Maharaja of Giddhore gives a grand dinner. The Ghats will be illu-

minated. Fireworks and a Ball are on the programme. Invitations

are out and subscriptions pouring in rapidly.

The operations of the Burma and Chittagong Columns of the Chin-

Lushai Expeditionary Force, were intended, as explained by the

Most Hon’ble the Viceroy and Governor-General of India in Council,

“to inflict chastisement on such tribes as had committed depre-

dations on British territory, to extend British influence over these and

other tribes, to explore the country between Chittagong and Burma, to

complete, if possible, a mule road l>ciween Bengal and Burma, and, by

the establishment of communications and military posts, to ensure the

recognition of the paramount power and the pacification of the

country.” The Governor-General in Council is satisfied with the Com-

mander-in-Chief that all these objects have been successfully attained,

and expresses “his great appreciation of the excellent conduct of the

British and Native troops, who so well sustained the reputation of Her

Majesty’s army under circumstances of difficulty and hardship and, es-

pecially on the Burma side, in the lace of severe sufferings from sick-

ness.” Every person or thing connected with the Expedition comes

in for his or its share of praise.

Kalka on the road to Simla has not the distinction of a municipality.

It is proposed, however, to raise it to one as it will be the terminus of

the railway towards the summer capital. But in the Hill capital itself,

they have grown sick of municipal government.

The London correspondent of the Hindu^ talking of the Cashmere

debate in Parliament, says :

—

“What amazes me is the cowed— I had almost said the cowardly—

^

altitude of the Indian Princes generally in view of the wrong done to

the Maharaja of Cashmere in deposing him without inquiry of any
kind. .Should it suit the views of the Government of India to virtually

annex any territory of a feudatory, the said case of the Maharaja may
be that of any Prince. The Princes do not seem to have even the in-

stinct of self-preservation.”

That very instinct keeps them aloof. They know too well that that

fate may overtake them any moment, and all the sooner for any overt

demonstration, in word or deed, of sympathy for an oppressed brother.

For all that, their prayers are constantly offered for him in secret to

Heaven. Alas! that Heaven should so often seem to be on the side

of the master of the more efficient battalions and play into the hands

of Power, in fact !
••

The Petroleum Act, XII of 1886, was passed in March of that year.

But it has hitherto been a dead letter, not being in operation. On

the 3 rst July 1890, it was amended by a change in the schedule. It

came into force only from the 2nd August 1890, And then there are

honest men who argue that the “ Exodus ” does no harm to the country.

It took the Government four years to put the law into operation. To

be able to do so, it was necessary to fix the rules for regulation of the

importation, storage, possession and transport of the inflammable oil,

and to provide the necessary testing apparatus. This became an

arduous task. A Government of irresponsible foreigners often on the

wing from place to place and having its Head Quarters mostly i«

High Asia, far far away from ports and commerce, consumed mouths
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;ind years over them. When, everything provided and fixed, the law was

ready for enforcei^ent, the Government discovered that the inflammable

test required amendment. Common sense suggests that the passing

of the law ought to have been delayed till all the preliminaries had

been arranged for. Any administration with self respect would avoid the

amendment of a law before it has been put in force. But the “ Exodus”-

%valiahs don’t care, so long as there is corn in Egypt. Caravans have

no shame. ^

The Petroleum Act, 1886, or rather its schedule has been amended to

ficilitate the determination of the legal flashing point of inflammable

oils, in the form suggested and approved by Sir F. Abel. The details

.is explained by the Hon’ble Mover of the Bill Mr. Hutchins, “will

only be really intelligible to experts in physical science.” “It would

tequire a lecture in chemistry and a series of practical illustrations with

a proper apparatus clearly to demonstrate wherein the old schedule is

defective and how the defects are to be remedied.” Precluded thus

from criticism, we can only hope that the present amendment, while

protecting the rest of the public, will not unduly affect the trade.

The Indian Emigration Act, 1883, is being amended

“(i) to save owners of steam-ships the expense and inconvenience of

having the hulls and machinery of their vessels surveyed under the

Indian Emigration Act, 1883, when valid and proper certificates as to

their sufficiency and good condition have already been obtained under

other Acts and are still in force, and

(2) to extend, in the first instance, to British North Borneo, which

proposes to procure labour from India through the agency of the Gov-

ernment of the Straits Settlements, the same facilities for procuring

such labour as have been conceded to the Straits Settlements and to

protected States adjoining those Settlements.”

The Hon’ble Mr. Hutchins in moving for leave to introduce the Bill,

among other things, said

“Now in 1883 and for a few years afterwards I do not suppose that

many steam-vessels were offered for the Indian emigration service, and

no inconvenience was experienced. But of late, I am glad to say, the

use of steamers for this purpose has become quite common, very much

to the coinforl and advantage of natives of India proceeding to our

<<ilonies. This Council will certainly be anxious to encourage the best

class of steamers to offer themselves for the carriage of emigrants, and

therefore to remove any unnecessaiy restrictions tending to make such

service vexatious or unremunerative. I understand that to open up a

>hip and her machinery for a complete survey involves a loss of at

least a week at Ca.cuita ;
and at Madias, our other great emigration

port, it is reported to be quite impossible fully to carry out the letter of

the law. Owing to the want of docking accommodation, a complete

.survey of the hull of a vessel is impracticable, and even the internal

examination cannot be properly conducted, since steamers which now

take emigrants from Madras invariably arrive there with cargo on

h<»ard. In practice, therefore, at Madras the law, as it now stands, does

not appear to be fully obeyed, while at Calcutta the requirement of an

.litogether fresh survey involves a great deal of delay and needless ex-

pense, and has deterred, and is likely to deter, the best and largest

steamers from tendering for emigration service,”

That is the evil of hasty legislation on insufficient information and

knowledge. It applies generally to all our Indian Acts. The facility

with which an Act can be amended in India affords an incentive to im-

perfect and ill-digested laws.

The evil is not confined to the making of laws. It extends to the un-

making too. It is had enough that new measures should be hurried

ilirough without due inquiry. Their repeal is not unofien marked

by absence of care, labor and foresight. The evidence is furnished

hy the Indian Salt Act, 1882, amendment Bill. In moving for leave

to introduce it, the Hon’ble Sir David Barbour said :

—

“ In 1882 the great inland customs line of India was abolished and

tlie duties levied on sugar under the Inland Customs Act of 1875 were

remitted. The duty on salt ceased to be collected by means of a

‘ustonis line, and was levied at the places where the salt was produced

or manufactured.
“ The provisions of the Inland Customs Act of 1875 consequently

•lecHine to a great extent obsolete, and that Act was repealed, and only

much of it as appeared to be required was re-enacted in the Indian

Salt Act of 1882, which consolidated a number of enactments relating

lo salt.

“ Although the inland customs line was abolished and the levy of

^iuty on sugar and salt crossing that line consequently ceased, a pre-

'eriiive line, of minor importance, was still kept up. This was the In-

<ius preventive line, which lies along the upper portion of the river

Indus in British territory, and which is intended to prevent the passage

of the lightly taxed Kohat salt into the cis-Indus districts.

“ It is impossible to say now whether the existence of this preventive

line was overlooked in 1882, or whether it was hoped that it would be

found possible to abolish it. However this may be, it has not been

found possible to abolish the Indus line, and it has continued to exist

up to the present lime, although certain powers for the regulation of

traffic and certain rights of search which are essential for the effective

maintenance of the line had been taken away by the repeal of the

Inland Customs Act of 1875.
“ These powers had been exercised for many years before 1882, and

they have been exercised since that year, although the legal basis on

which they rested had been withdrawn. So long as these powers ^ere

exercised with the consent of the persons affected, «>r at any rale with-

out any opposition on their part, no practical inconvenience arose.

But it has now been brought to light by a decision in a Criminal Court

that there is no longer a legal basis for the exercise of the powers in

question, and that if the persons affected choose to object to their ex-

ercise they can no longer be put in force. ,

“ It is therefore proposed to restore, so far as regards the Indus pre-

ventive line, such of the powers formerly given by the Inland Customs

Act of 1875 as are necessary for the effective maintenance of the line.

“ It has been found possible to make the provisions of the present

Bill somewhat less stringent than those of the Act of 1875 ;
and as it is

hoped that we may be able to shorten the preventive line, and effect a

useful reform, by abandoning the lower portion of the line and sub-

siiiming a preventive line running westward from the Indus to the

frontier, the necessary provision for this purpose has been made in

the Bill.”

How many such irregularities, not to say illegalities, are perpetrated

every day 011 mere asbuinption of power, the country, in sheer ignor-

ance, submitting !

The general progress is being felt among the most b.ackward com-

munities. The very Ranias of Gujrat aie reforming. The Nisa Nagars

in meeting assembled have, so far as lay in them, amended the more

objectionable and irksome of their institutions of maniage and mourn-

ing. These Gujrati Banias are notorious for their infant marriages.

They have nosv raised the minimum age of betrothal for girls to ten

years. At least, the fiist marital ceremony will not take place until

that age. Their deaths are followed by a round of feasting, if not re-

joicing, though the enthusiasm for gormandizing looks like it. These

parties have been clipped down to one dinner to caste-fellows, and

that only on the death of old men. In the pitiable case of the death

of the young, noisy parties are to be altogether dispensed with.

Widows will still be subjected to the disfiguring humiliation of shaving

their heads. Lucky, that even the Bania ladies don’t grow hair on the

face, any more than the men sport tails behind their backs, or else

their fond whiskers, moustaches and beards, would have stood a poor

chance of respect at the hands of these awful Vandals, These grace-

less Gujratis have so far relented that the operation is not to be repeated

as now. After the first shave, the growth of the hair is not to be in-

terfered with, the poor widow need not tremble at the sight of a razor

and might even look a barber in the face. She will also be free to

attend caste dinner parties and take pari in the ceremonies of the tribe.

At the same lime, they have started a fund for the education of their

children. In this the lead has been taken by Sett Narendar Purshot-

tamdas. He had not long ago given Rs. 1,000 towards the instruction

of their poor. He has now paid another Rs. 2,000 for scholarships in

the High School. Nor arc the Nisa Nagar wallahs alone in the field

of reform. The Disa Porwads of Ahmedabad too are up and trying

earnestly to set their house in order, in accordance with the changed

ciicumstances of the day. If they have not yet attacked their customs

touching birth, marriage and death, we expect 4hem to hear them take

up these questions every day. Meanwhile, they have taken a very

important step. They have broken through their marital exclusiveness.

They have decided to form alliances with the other Bania tribes. We
hope the others, some at least of them, arc prepared to receive their

advances.

The Punjab Government has again recorded its dissatisfaction with

Mr. Warburion. All the sympathy of a crowded meeting—even

the spectacle of 6,000 Hindus, Mahomedans and Christians

beating their breasts and crying for their lost Police officer—have not

saved him. Order has been passed for the Police Superintendent

of Amritsar’s transfer. He probably goes to Sialkot. In British

administration in India, that is no ordinary punishment for a White-

man. It must be remembered that he is not shelved up, but sent

down to a comparatively insignificant place. Now that his Govern-

ment has done with him, he, it is said, takes three months’ leave to

be free to pursue, in the law courts, to his heart’s content, the Tribune^

the cause of all his dishonor. He is already armed with authority

from Government to proceed against the offending journal for de-

famatiqn. It simply gives him permission, but will not pay bis

expenses, shewing that it has nn grievance against the Tnbunt, but

if Mr. Warburton have been personally maligned, it will not stand
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in the way^ of his getting justice. A fund is being raised by his sympa-

thisers and friends which has come up to a thousand. We wonder

how many made up this sum. It might be useful to know who

bledTmost in sorrow for this over-zealous Police officer. We hope Mr.

Warburton will be better advised and not rashly resign himself to the

hands of lawyers. The Tribune has enough justification in the two

Orders of the Punjab Government against Mr. Warburton, and if it is

to su^er for the good done, then farewell to the cause of exposure of

wrongs and misdeeds in the public interest I

The inquiry for the mote in others’ eye so lustily undertaken and so

bravely and briskly pursued, hangs fire. The Syndicate is in a fix—the

University under a cloud—of smoke, of its own manufacture. The

dons have succeeded in enveloping the subject in the same smoke.

There is no knowing anything about it. It is impertinence to ask and

high treason to tell. Talk of state secrets ! Why, there are no secrets

like University—scandals. So far ns we have been able to gather, the

situation is this. The threatened punishment of the Ripon College has,

for the moment, been averted. We shiewdly guess it will never be car-

ried out, or even pronounced. We believe the members of the Syndi-

cate are now half-ashamed of their proceedings. Up to this, there has

been no trial—nay, not even a formal impeachment. What, then,

shall be said of a Resolution to pronounce the heavy sentence of dis-

franchisement ! If such a Resolution has, as is currently reported and

believed,* passed, the Syndicate must r//jresolve and swallow and

digest it as best it might, or, if it were obstinate, the Senate must,

in the interest of the University, suppress it.

So long ago as the 29th July, the proprietor of the Ripon College,

startled by the news of the sentence passed, wrote to the University re-

questing to be furnished with the complaint, the charges, and the report

of the Syndicate sub-committee which inquired into the subject,

together with the evidence and exhibits recorded. Up to this aftetnoon,

1)0 notice has been taken of this application !

That shows weakness not only in the men but also in their cause.

REIS & RA YYET.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 9, 1890.

THE LEPROSY QUESTION.

ITS REDUCTION TO PRACTICE IN CALCUTTA.

Ilmz Indian Daily Netos is nothing if not practical,

and it has tackled the question of Leprosy, which has

been in the papers these two years, characteristically.

The number of lepers in India has been roundly

stated to be a quarter million. That may be an

imaginary figure, and we have no means of testing

it. Of the Presidency capitals, Madras is said to be

the most numerously stricken, with 8,400, Bombay the

next worst, with 7,000, and Calcutta the last in the

scale of disease, having a leper population of 6,000.

The last figure is reduced by a writer in the Stales^

man to 4,228. Even this is no inconsiderable num-
ber, for a single town. Nor must we forget that

there are others, many others, besides the Presiden-

tial towns. Not only capitals like Allahabad, Lahore,

Nagpore, Rangoon, but also great cities of. scarcely

less importance like Lucknow, Agra, Delhi, Cawn-
pore, Amritsar, to go no farther than Northern India.

In Bengal itself, there are Dacca and Patna. Then
there are minor towns, district stations, military can-

tonments, and municipalities in scores. What must

be the aggregate of the lepers of all these various

centres! Making all necessary deductions, we may
well despair of dealing to any purpo.se, except under

the gravest pressure of circurflstances, with so

enormous a fraction of the general population. Private

charity stands appalled before such numbers. Even
a great Government which has so much to do in
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other respects, must shrink from undertaking the

charge of providing for such a vast amount of dis-

ease and misery. After all. the scope of such chari-

table or state interference must be exceedingly

limited. It could not eradicate the disease from the

country ; the utmost that might be hoped for was

to check to some very feeble extent, its spread. The
check wing so%mall. the disease must go on spread-

ing, while the provision for it must be continually

augmented and fresh accommodation and means of

support and treatment must be found for newer in-

mates of the hospitals and asylums. Leprosy, .

though most offensive, is probably not necessarily

contagious. At least, such is the opinion of a majo-

rity of experts and observers. If so, it follows that

its rise is due to other causes than contact, the chief

being heredity. So far as hereditary taint develops

into leprosy, it is not, either in inception or progress,

amenable to administration, to say nothmg of private

interference of associated or individual kindness.

But there seem to be other causes more open. ,\i

all events, it is of the utmost importance for all man-

kind to know whether Leprosy, qua disease, is com-

batable. On this point, it is satisfactory that at least

there are those who still regard it an open question.

They are a small minority, of course. In general,

it must be confessed, the attitude of science is one

of despair. It is singularly discreditable to the Facul

ty, that in the.se days, at the height of investigation

and improvement in all departments, when every

week brings forth its new discovery. Medicine alone,

the most useful of all the sciences, though quite

as active as any other, is steadily recognising fresh

impossibilities. Every inquirer adds to the list

of incurable maladies. So Leprosy has been voted

one. And this with an emphasis forbidding question,

and with a learned particularity precluding inquiry.

The doctors have almost contrived first to confound

a simple matter and then to elevate it to the rank of

a mystery, like the doctrine of election or grace in

theology. In its source, Leprosy is like original sin,

and in its progress like the primeval curse : alto-

gether, it is an inalienable burden. They cannot

even determine whether the disease is communicable

to the sound by commingling with the diseased,

without inocculation into the blood. There never

was such a confession of defeat. Medical men are

not the most modest of the votaries of Science, but

here they are reduced to utter helplessness. They

virtually retire from the field, routed. After that, they

bring themselves very near to the position of or-

dinary dabblers. They have voluntarily abandoned

their vantage ground of sturdy fighters with Nature,

resolved to conquer the ills that flesh is heir to. They

are no longer scientific experts not to be questioned

by lay commonsense, but amateurs who must calmly

submit to be assailed by rival amateurs and made

sport of by publicists. Holding theiv-*^riew, they

can, with the rest of us all, regard lepers only as

objects of charity, like other hopeless miserables,

like the cripple, the blind, the deaf and dumb, and so

forth. Accordingly, they are for .segragation of the

sufferers, the more so as, besides the repulsive phe-

nomena of the disease, there is possibly a risk of

communication by indiscriminate and negligent com-

mingling of the affected element with the genend

population. They are for complete separation, by

deportation if possible, certainly by removal from

towns and busy haunts.

Such an attempt is next to impracticable- The

figures are prohibitive. It ia impossible ip deal with
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complet^uiess, with any prospect of success, with such

a vast'tepcfl: population. Private effort is a drop in

the ocean, and the Government will be slow to

undertake such a responsibility unless goaded by a

widespread danger or a most influential, not to say

imperative, panic. Under the circumstances, the

Indian Daily News fiWs back on the alternative of

cure. That is one too often suggested* to be too

summarily abandoned. We hope it will receive a

more steady attention, whatever may be its ultimate

fate. Is the problem of therapeutic treatment so

desperate } We hope not. We all in this country

have heard, from time to time, of occasional cures

of bad cases, not by European medicine, nor

even by regular Hindu or Mahomedan practice,

but by members of the much-abused fraternity of

“ quacks,’’ or of the much-suspected body of

Fakirs and Yogees. We ourself remember one in-

stance that happened many years ago, in our

own neighbourhood in a suburban town. Two cases

have occurred lately in our own ward in town. In

fact, they are still under treatment, and may be seen

by those who care to inquire. If they have not been

thoroughly cured, that is scarcely the fault of the

medicine, for the patients are negligent, and there is

no control over them, they not being in hospital.

They live at home and go about after their bread as

usual, eating and doing what they list. One has not

the most suitable of occupations, and he cannot afford

the best regimen. The treatment, being gratuitous and

free in every sense, is not so much respected as it

ought to be, and it would have been entirely given

up but for the extraordinary results. There is no

doubt that the drug has a most decided action,

and no unprejudiced observer can resist the con-

clusion that it is, speaking moderately, a very good

medicine for leprosy. There are, we have every

reason to believe, other medicines too. Surely, we

ought to welcome those who have curative sugges-

tions to offer and to test them thoroughly, without

official obstructiveness or medical bias. The doctors

unfortunately are the greatest danger in the way.

Having failed themselves, they are not likely to look

with favour on the prospect of any outsiders being

more successful. We wish we could, in this matter,

send them all to the right about, but this is impos-

sible. Every precaution, however, should be taken

against their undue interference. Mere medical men

should not be trusted with the fate of any treatment

presented for trial. There should be lawyers and

judicial officers and independent men of wellknown

general capacity to judge the evidence and protect

the experiments. Before the Government is com-

mitted to any extensive and expensive projects, or

any harsh inquisitorial and vexatious legislation,

surety an elaborate investigation ought to take place

—a regular department opened. First of all, there

ought to be issued a blue-book bringing into focus

all the different opinions scattered about, in general

and state literature, on the subject of Leprosy, and

giving the experiments already made with various

specifics, such as Garjan oil—tried many years ago

in this Presidency and specially in the Andamans

—

and the late Dr, Bhau Dajee’s drug, tried in Bombay.

• Notwithstanding the general attitude of the medi-

cal Faculty, it is not in human nature to give up the

hope of cure. Just now, there are three or /our dif-

ferent claims before the Calcutta public. Dr. Chew,

late an assistant in the Health department of the

Corporation, and Baboo H. C. Dutt, a practical agri-

culturist, who has paid much attention to the botany

of the country, each professes to have a cure. Mr.

W. H. DeCosta is experimenting with a drug with

promising results. Mr, H. R. Cranenburgh ha* seen

wonderful effects of Count Mattel’s system. These

gentlemen and their respective advocates and critics

have, during these months, kept the public mind in

some excitement over their writings in the press.

The Editor of the Indian Daily News has now
taken up the matter in right earnest, with a view to a

practical .solution. He has discharged quite a cate-

chism at the he.ads of all and sundry who might in

any way whatsoever be concerned. It will bring

them to book, either silencing them or making the

claimants come forward and substantiate their res-

pective claims, and the others to help in the inquiry,

rhus the rambling discussion of claims and counter-

claims is brought to a head. He has done more. To
prevent all excuse for backing out, he has offered to

pay for the trial. In fine.

He hiis done well and like a gentleman.

If all this does not come to anything, we do not

know what to think of. At all events, it will stop

the incessant boring with specifics and marvellous

cures that has been kept up.

'^THR FOUCHE OF BENG.^L.

The Indian papcis have been noticing in a sympathetic spirit Mr.

Monro’s quarrel as head of the London Police with the Home Secre-

tary. S(»me of them tell old stories of his characteristics and qualifica-

tions. Here is one.

Mr. Monro had a keen nose for sins and could discern a badmask

in the air from afar with the unerring instinct with which the cat

smells a rat. One native gave him much trouble. After the man’s

second capture and conviction, Mr. Monro vowed that he should not be

worried again on the same account. At the instance of the Inspector-

General of the Police, elaborate precautions were taken by the Gov-

ernment of Bengal and other administrations so that, when after his

term of imprisonment the man was again wanted, he might be

easily got at. In due course he was released from his second confine-

ment. The penal discipline repeatedly undergone by him had had no

effect on him. As soon as he breathed the open air without the prison,

he was himself again. He might have waited a few days to mature his

next plan of operations, but then he was goaded by Mr. Monro himself.

He had heard within the jail of the great General Sahib’s efforts in

his behalf and he most take up the glove thrown. It was a point of

honor with him. So the very night of his freedom he committed a

daring theft. The Police knew it was he, but they failed to find him.

They thought they had got in his track an^ followed him from place to

place, until they found themselves in another Provincial jurisdiction.

They now calculated upon an easy capture. According to the direc-

tions previously circulated under high authority, there should be no

difficulty. But as it usually happens, the precautions had not been

thoroughly enforced, and our fugitive was having all the advantage of

the lapse. There was no help for it, but Monro would not stop. His

agents kept up the pursuit, with such aid as they got from the Ioc.tI

executive. They h.ad every hope of success. The .scent tiail w.as un-

broken.' They identified the traces of ihc man along the whole line,

whether he went straight on far and farther or doubled the same path

or revolved round a patticular district or look a zigzag course, they

made sure of his presence in the neighbourhood and, after a temporary

puzzling, they invariably hit upon the true line of march. But though

they often came near to him, they never came upon him. They

were always late by an hour. As he left, they reached. In such cases,

they gave hot pursuit if possible. But they were usually too wind

broken to attempt a run. Besides, there was risk of losing the track

by a wild race, which might give the fugitive an opportunity for a

sudden doubling or a quiet deviation. Be that as it may, the man was

not caught and there was no catching him, to all appearance. The

map’s disguises were various, his resources endless. The pursuit

was at its wit’s end. It had to be given up. Much valuable

time and some money too were lost on it to no purpose. The

Inspector-General was not sad simply but mad over his discom-
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tiuire. He lost his appetite. He would not work—he could not

i'ifep. D.iy and niijht he only dreamed—the pursuit of his heart.

Ill f.ict, he hrid not given up the inquiry, though the actual

pursuit Iful to he recalled wlien all clue was lost—the scent interrupted

— .uul the man vanislied without leaving a trace. At last, the Fates

leleiited. He had asked his friends in other Provinces to help him

in Ins cause. One of them, more zealous than others, came to his

i''scue, without suspecting how. He was the head of a District in

Upper In?lia. He had taken a particular interest in the inquiry, and

had pressed his subordinates into it, with promises in case of success.

He had met with one Police officer specially to second his efforts.

This officer had entered into the matter with zeal. Although new

in the service and the District, he was a smart man and had found

some promising clue. He was told to pursue it while the magistrate

wrote to Bengal hopefully. Mr. Monro thanked his fiiend and begged

him to encourage his Police officer and report as soon as anything

turned up. This hope too was after all blasted. Meanwhile, a light

dished across the Inspector-CfCnerars brain. He quietly sent one

of his favorite detectives to the Upper Provinces to interview his

ftiend’sman. The smart officer who had newly joined the N.-W. P.

Police and, though a foreigner in the District, had succeeded in dis-

covering a promising clue which he was leisurely pursuing to the

neglect of his ordinary duties, was the thief Mr. Monro so badly

wanted. That is worthy of Fouch^.

THE TlPPERAll ^\] ---(Concluded.)

Sir,—Hurt or Httriholii the every third word or phrase in the mouth

of the favourites at the court. When they mean a show of

seriousness it is even more frequent. The queer fact is not inex-

plicable. His Highness is becoming more and more Harivakta

with his years. In the eagerness ot competition, the holy name

Hart is disgraced in the mouth of these show-men. If then the

Maharaja is possessed by them, it only shows that he is human.

Is there a man who under such circumstances w'ould not be

favourably disposed to them ? But I may here submit before the

Maharaja that these favourites, by everything they do to please

His Highness, seem to me to reveal their own nature. These

astute men with all their profusions of lip-loyalty arc, 1 am
afraid, disloyal alike to God, to the Maharaja and to them-

selves. What they are to the Maharaja subjects and tenantry

and his connections in general, I need not determine. But it is

sure that the reading of the Bhakti Chaitanya Charitamrita has done

them no good—they have never studied the book. I entreat the

Maharaja to remember the words of Lord Lansdownc to the

Maharaja of Cashmere, as well as the fate of the said Maharaja and

others unfortunate like him, “ Notwithstanding the ample re-

sources of your state, your treasury was empty ; corruption and dis-

order prevail in every department and every office ; Your Highness

was surrounded by low and unworthy favourites ; and the continued

misgovernment of your state was becoming every day a more serious

source of anxiety.’* The memory of the resignation obtained from

the Maharaja by Mr. Grcar is yet green. Your readers will be pro-

bably tickled with the news that the favourites at the court of the

Maharaja arc, by their own account, the greatest men in Bengal,

cither among the RuropeaPis or among the children of the soil.

They say “After the Maharaja resigned all Bengal was found un-

equal to the exigency ; we consulted all the great men including

hO and so reserving to ourselves our own solution. One
and all exclaimed. Impossible ! impossible ! At last it was our diplo-

macy that restored the state to the Maharaja. Wc don’t intend

to give out the secret of it, and don’t mind praising ourselves. Aficr

the territory was restored we were asked by many great men what

reward wc got. We replied, ‘ Why reward ? wc did our simple duty.*
”

Hurrah ! Bengalees, raise your caps in their honor. But Bengalees

arc bare-headed. Ay, there’s the rub ! Never mind, if one day you

arc not hallooed out of the principality, the other world is still

yours.

The Rai Bahadoor after dismissing the favourites may flatter

himself with the expectation of a clear sky. But no. He will

find himself outdone if the old method of providing 'hem from the

Maharaja’s Nij Tahabil is still allowed and they arc kept near His

Highness, Then their evil counsel will prevail.

Rent is the only source of revenue. So when he comes to the

Chakla cutchery, I hope he will closely examine how far the diffi-

cult work of settlement has progressed. The two Dewans are in

no friendly terms with one another. 7Chis will require able but

quick solution. I also hope the document, prepared by Mr. Sandys,

while he was in office, covering a space of twelve years, as to how
much was owing to and from the state—assets and liabilities—will

catch the eye of the minister.

I am sorry to hear that the minister for the sake of bettering the

finances by a paltry sum, is trying to curtail the expenses of the

princes and the noblemen at the court. This is unwise to be sure.

The past history of the identical efforts of some of his predecessors

ought to have guided his policy. It is well to be wis^ by the mis-

fortune of others.

It is to be hoped he will be no party to the practice in native

States of the officials ignoring the claims of those that have left

against whom they may have a grudge, specially if they have lost

favour and arc not permitted or arc afraid for fear of insult to ap-

proach the capital. I know several who are long waiting for a good

and stable administration and some sort of management of finances,

while others by threat or complaint to British Agency (Baboo

Umakant himself) have got their dues. It would be a shame if loyal

waiters arc punished.

This time I have, for obvious reasons, refrained from details.*

But should it seem necessary, I shall revert to the subject armed

with details. 1 beg to conclude the subject with the hope that I

shall be taken in the spirit of candour and good will in which I

have written these three letters.

Secret.

Tipperah, August 4, 1890.

PUBLIC HOLIDAYS IN BENGAL.
Nos. Mis, i-H-i 1 8-22, dated Calcutta, the 19th January 1890.

From--H. j. S. Cotton, Esq., Officiating Secretary to the Govt, of

Bengal, Financial Department,

To—The Secretary to the Bengal Chamber of Commerce ; Secre-

tary to the Bengal National Chamber of Commerce ;

Secretary to the Calcutta Trades* Association ; Secretary

to the British Indian Association ; and Secretary to the

Indian Association.

I am directed to inform you that the Lieutenant-Governor has

again had his attention drawn to the question of the number of

public holidays in the Bengal Province, and to communicate to you

the following observations on the subject, with a request that they

may be laid before the Bengal Chamber of Commerce or your Asso-

ciation or the Bengal National Chamber of Commerce, and that you

will be so good as to furnish the Lieutenant-Governor with the

opinion of the Chamber or the Association on the suggestions made,

as well as with any further remarks on the subject .which the

Chamber or the Association may wish to offer.

2. It appears to the Lieutenant-Governor to be unnecessary to

discuss the early history of the question, but in recent times it is

material to note the following points :

—

3. In i860 the Bengal Chamber of Commerce suggested that

holidays should be reduced to the days actually required for the

ceremonial observances of the Hindu religion. A Committee, con-

sisting of Messrs. J. J.
Harvey, W. S. Fitz William, and Baboo

Prosonno Kumar Tagore was appointed, and recommended, among

other things, that the Doorga Poojah holidays should be 14 days for

Hindus and 10 days for all other Government servants. These

proposals were accepted by the Local Government, but on the 15th

April 1862 they were set aside by the Government of India, and 27

days (including 12 days for the Doorga and Laklii Poojahs) were

declared public holidays. The number of days was raised to 30

by the order of the Government of India dated 291!) October 1867,

anti the general holidays then sanctioned have remained unchanged

the
up to the present time.

4. In 1874 the Chamber of Commerce recommended that

Doorga Poojah holidays should be reduced from 12 days to one

week, and this proposal was supported by Sir George Campbell.

Much opposition was, however, raised, and the proposal was re-

jected by the Government of India. Arrangements were, however,

made for facilitating business in the Custom House, which it was

ordered should remain closed for one week only.

5. In 1875 the Calcutta Trades’ Association urged that the

Doorga Poojah holidays should be reduced to the days of actual

religious observance, and it was then directed that the Custom

House should remain closed for five days only. The proposal that

the Bank of Bengal should be closed for five days only was then re-

jected by the Government of India.

6. In 1878 the Chamber of Commerce again addi^scd Gov-

ernment, requesting “ that the Doorga Poojah holidays DC reduced

and restricted to the four days which they understand arc absolutely

necessary for the observance of that annual festival, with the

proviso that, should the festival terminate on a Friday, the holidays

be extended so as to admit of business being resumed on the follow-

ing Monday.**

7. A representative Committee was appointed to consider and

report on the question. The majority Messrs. G. Yule, C. J.

Brookes, S. Cochrane and J. D. Maclean,] reported as follows :— .

“ That only the four days required for strictly religious purposes

be close holidays ;

“ That i# the fourth religious day fall on Friday, the offices shall

not rCfOpcn till the following Monday ;

“ That the Public Debt Office, the Treasury, the Currency Office,

the Money-order Office, the Stamp Office, and all Pay

closed on these four days only, but that in other Governmeae oficcs
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the Heads of Departments shall have discretion to give leave to

their subordinates for the whole or any part of the twelve days,
provitjira the current work of their office is carried on.**

8. The two^Hindu Members (Baboos Kristo Das Pal and Durga
Churn Law) of the Committee recorded a dissent which concluded
as follows

“Considering that the arrangements made by Government in

1874, by which the Custom House is kept open during the Doorga
Poojah vacation^ except for five days, and the jetties work without
intermission, the inconvenience to the trade of the city is not
serious ; that the number of holidays in Bengal is less than that in

the other provinces ; that a general vacation of seven or eight days
during Christmas does not in any way affect or inconvenience com-
merce in Madras and the North-Western Provinces ; that the pre-

• sent Doorga Poojah vacation is accessary for the observance of the

religious and social ceremonies of the Hindus ; that it is a general

holiday for all classes of public servants for rest, recreation and
travelling ; that it affords almost the only opportunity to the lower

grades of officers to visit their mofussil homes once a year ; that in

a sanitary point of view a prolonged rest of 1 2 to 15 days in a year

is of great importance, as it enables the officers of Government to

discharge their duties much more satisfactorily than what they could

do if no periodical rest was allowed ; and that its curtailment would
give rise to much hardship and dissatisfaction among the Hindu as

well IS other servants of Government, and also among the general

public whose business engagements arc regulated by the practice in

the public offices, we are of opinion that no change in the present

Doorga Poojah holidays is called for.**

9. Mr. Dampicr, the President of this Committee, recorded a

bcparatc memorandum, in which he stated that the recommenda-
tion of the majority of the Committee “ amounted to a proposal

that all public offices shall be kept open, and that all persons who
arc engaged in business must attend to business on all but the four

close days.** But he considered that the mercantile community had

made out a case for some reduction in the length of the holidays

and suggested that the number of days should be summarily cur-

tailed from I a to 9 or 8.

10. The papers of the case were transmitted to the Govern-

ment of India with a letter from this Government, No. 3809, dated

1 2th September 1879. In that letter the Lieutenant-Governor
|

observed :— |

“ It may be conceded that the curtailment of the holidays pro-

posed by the majority of the Committee will not interfere with

any />a9a Jide religious prejudices of the Hindu community. Any
shortening of the vacation may prevent social ceremonies, visits

home, and the enjoyment of the rest and recreation of a holiday ;

but when the question of opening the Custom House was discussed

in 1874 It clearly decided that five clays arc all that

are necessary for the purely religious observances of Hindus during

ihc Doorga and Lakhi Poojahs, and this decision must be considered

applicable to the Hindu clerks in all other offices. It must be ac-

cepted also as regards Bengal that on days w'hcn Hindu cmpIoy <58

arc authorised to be absent, offices cannot remain open, and that,

whatever rule is laid down for the Bank of Bengal, the Currency

and Pay offices at the Presidency must of necessity govern the

holidays of all or almost all the other offices in Bengal. The partial

opening of offices during the latter portion of the vacation, as siig-

gested in the third proposal of the majority of the Committee, is

not really practicable, and their recommendation amounts to this,

that all public offices shall be kept open on all but the four days of

religious observance.”

11. The question as a balance of convenience was then dis-

cussed by the Bengal Government, and it was recommended that

(here should be no alteration in the present Injliilays.

12. This recommendation was not accepted by the Government

of India, and in orders dated 4th October 1879 it was directed that

effect should be given to the proposals of the majority of the

Committee.

13. On the return of the Government of India to Calcutta,

the orders of the 4th October were cancelled. In a letter dated

28th January 1880 it is written :

—

“ Since his return to the Presidency, His Excellency the Gov-

ernor-General in Council has found reason to doubt whether the

Government of India allowed sufficient weight to the inconvenience

which will be entailed by the enforcement ol this decision upon

the Hindu community of Calcutta and some other parts of Bengal,

and to the strength of the popular attachment to these annual

holidays.

” On the other hand, His Excellency is disposed to think that he

may have underrated the extent to which the complaiius of the

mercantile community may be obviated, or at least mitigated, by

careful arrangements in the several public offices to meet their

requirements.** •

14. It is then ordered that “the observance of the Doorga

I*oojah holidays in the public offices in Calcutta shall continue as

heretofore,** and the Bengal Government arc enjoined to take

measures to meet, as far as possible, the convenience of the mer-

cantile community.

15. In 1882 the Chamber of Commerce again urged that the

Doorga Poojah holidays should be restricted to the four close days

which are alone observed as religious holidays. But both the Gov-
ernment of Bengal and the Government of India refused to r^-open

the question.

16. Dnring 1886 and 1887 the Chamber of Commerce made
several representations on the subject of Custom House holidays

and the general routine of Custom House business. Special objec-

tion w'as taken to the continuous closing of the Custom House for

periods varying from two to seven days. In 1888 a Committee
(Messrs. C. L. P. Macaulay, R. Steel, E. D. Wylie |ind j. Scobell

Armstrong), was appointed to enquire into the whole question, and

submitted the following recommendation :

—

“ It has hitherto been the usage that the Custom House should

not be opened on any gazetted holiday for any purpose free of

charge, except on certain days in the long holidays of the Doorga

Poojahs. This practice appears to us not to be suited to the re-

quirements of the trade of Calcutta. We recommend that for the

Custom House, as distinguished from the Preventive Department,

Sundays, New Year’s Day, Good Friday, the Queen’s Birthday and

Christmas Day should in future be held to be absolutely close holi-

days, but that on the week days for which the office is closed in the

Doorga Poojahs, and on all ordinary gazetted holidays other than

the days mentioned above, the Custom House should be opened

free of charge for one hour, viz., from II a. m. to 12 noon, all work

applied for up to 12 o’clock being carried through, provided that

notice is given to the Assistant Collector before closing hours of

the dav previous, or if this be a holiday, 24 hours in advance, that

it is required to have the office so opened. On such opening, ves-

sels would be allowed to enter and clear on the import and export

sides, and provisional bill-of-cntry for free goods as well as shipping

bills for free goods issued, but the treasury would, as in Bombay,

remain closed. It is understood that arrangements can be made to

carry out this in the Doorga Poojah holidays without obliging Hindu

clerks to attend. The above change will further not affect the

opening of the Custom House as licrctoforc on such advertised

days as may be fixed on in the Doorga Poojah holidays for the

receipt of duty and complete transaction of Custom House

business.”

17. These proposals were sanctioned by the Local Government.

18. In 1888 and in 1889 the Chamber of Commerce have made
further representations to Government, urging that “only those

days should be declared public holidays under the Negotiable In-

struments Act which arc actually required to be devoted to neces-

sary religious ceremonies.” To these letters the Government has

replied at length reciting the arguments which were accepted by

the Government of India in 1880 and 1882. It has been pointed

out “that the inconvenience and loss which the mercantile com-

munity suft'er from the existing state of things, great and serious as

they are, cannot be remedied without inflicting a still more serious

hardship on a far more numerous, though less influential, portion

of the community.” 'Fhe Government was unable to comply with

the wishes of the Chamber, and on the 1 ith December 1889 a

notification was published in the Gazette, under which the holidays

declared under section 25 of the Negotiable Instruments Act will

remain the same in 1890 as they have been in previous years.

19. In consequence of the publication of this notification, a

deputation from the Chamber, consisting of Sir A. Wilson, Mr.

Wvlic, Mr. McCaw and Mr. Stuart, waited on the Lieutenant-

Governor at Belvedere on the 19th December 1889, and strongly

pressed upon His Honour the necessity of reducing the number of

I holidays under the Act. They laid stress on the alteration which

the passing of the Negotiable Instruments Act has introduced into

the conditions of the problem since the decision of Government

was arrived at in 1879, and they indicated that it might be possible

to find a solution of it by restricting the number of holidays ga/.eticvl

under the Act, but retaining by executive authority the existing

number of holidays for all public offices, save the few in Calcutta

which arc indispensable to the foreign cointncrce of the port. The
question as thus slated deserves very careful tuiisidcration.

( 7o he continued.

)

5|v11I3,

JURISDICTION OVER EORKIGNERS.
On the 25th July at the Bombay High Court, the Full Bench

of Judges, composed of the Chief Justice, Sir Charles Sargent,

the Hon. Mr. Justice Baylcy, the Hon. Mr. Justice Tclang and

the Hon. Mr. Justice Farran, reassembled at the High Court to

deliver their decision upon tnc plea of jurisdiction raised by the

counsel for the defence on behalf of the Italian Donat Angelo

Constantino, who had been tried at the last Criminal Sessions on

a charge of murder by causing the death of one Maldotti Angelo on

board the s. s. Bisagno, on the 8th instant, by stabbing him with

a knife.

The Chief Justice, in delivering the decision of the Court, said :
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This is a reference made under section 434 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure by the Judge presiding at the recent Criminal Sessions,

at which the accused, Donat Angelo Constantino, was indicted on
a chatgc of murder, by having caused the death of another Italian

named Maldotti Angelo, on board the s.s. Bisagno, an Italian

.steamer of the Rubattino line when lying in the Victoria Docks, on
the 8th instant. He was found guilty by the jury of culpable
homicide not amounting to murder, and the Judge who presided

reserved the question of whether the Court had jurisdiction to try

and sclitcncc a foreigner. As this offence was committed in the

\'ictoria Dock, it is plain that, whether the dock be considered as

a part of the main land, which is covered with water, or as a con-

tinuation of the port, it was committed within “ the island of Bom-
bay, or the limits thereof,’* over which the ordinary original juris-

diction of the High Court extends. ['I'he yucen zfs, Essub, Perry
“ Oriental Cases,” 577.] Two objections have, however, been taken

to the jurisdiction (i) that the oflcncc was committed upon an

Italian ship— (2) That the offence was committed by one of the

crew against another, who was not a British subject. 7'hc immu-
nity of a foreign merchant vessel from the local jurisdiction came
under the consideration of the Judges, necessarily, in the ease of

the Franconia, reported in two FiXchequer Diviskn, and a perusal

of the judgment delivered shows that, whatever differences of

opinion there were, they have been on the question then before

the Court, viz.t as to the nature of the jurisdiction which a State

possesses over what is called the territorial sea extending to the

distance of three miles along its coast ; there was none whatever

as to the juri.sdiction which a State possesses over foreign merchant
vessels when lying in its ports. I will refer t() two or three of those

judgments in particular. Sir Robert Phillimorc, at page 82 of Law
Reports, Exchequer Division, in the case of Oucen vs. Keyn, says :

“ A foreign merchant vcs.sel going into the port of a foreign state

subjects itself to the ordinary law of the place during the period

of her comorancy there
; she is as much a suhditus temporaneous as the

individual who visits the interior of the country for the purpose of

pleasure or business.” Mr. Justice Lindlcy, at page 93, says : “It

is admitted that a foreign merchant ship which enters the ports,

harbours, or rivers of England, becomes subject to English law, her

so-called territoriality docs not in that case exclude the operation of

English law.” Lord Justice Cockburn, at page 1 6 1, says :
“ On

board a foreign ship, on the high seas, the foreigner is liable to the

law of the foreign ship only. It is only when a foreign ship comes
into the ports or waters of another State that the ship and those on
board become subject to the local law. These arc the established

rules of the law of nations. They have been adopted into our own
municipal law, and must be taken to form a part of it.” These
views I may also mention, which are mainly based on the writings

of the most eminent of the earlier authors on international law, ^

from the time of Vatcl, are regarded as well established, and placed
beyond all doubt by more modern writers on the subject, such as
Wheaton, Forsyth and Flail. The case of Cunningham (in Bell’s
“ Criminal Cases,” page 72), where a murder was committed on
board an American ship when in the Severn, is sufficient to illustrate

the statement of Lord Justice Cockburn, chat the rule as above
enumerated had been adopted in our own municipal laws. The
ease of yiiccn vs. Anderson, 1 Crown eases and Regina vs. Allen
I, Moody Cr. Cases 194, referred to by the counsel for the accused
have no application to the present question. They relate to the
question how far the “ high seas ” extend, on which it is not dis-

puted a foreign ship retains its nationality, and all persons on board
are considered as within the jurisdiction of that nation whose flag is

flying on the ship. It was said however that it was not the practice

of France and other States to exercise their jurisdiction—see Hall on
“International Law,” page 199—where the acts relate solely to the

internal discipline of the vessel, or even crimes and lesser offences

committed by one of the crew against another, when the peace of the

port is not affected, distinguished from crimes and offences committed
upon or by persons not belonging to the crew or even by members of

it upon each other, provided, in the latter ease, that the peace of

the port is compromised ; and this Court was asked to act upon that

distinction. This distinction, I may observe, is also referred to by
Sir Robert Phillimorc in his judgment in the following terms :

—

“ It may be that the foreign State, influenced by considerations of

public policy or by treaty of obligations, chooses to forego the ex-

ercise of her law over the foreign vessel and crew, or exercises it

only when they disturb the peace and good order of the port.” In
other words, the State consideration distinguishes between the two
classes of cases and declines to exercise the jurisdiction, which of

right belonged to it in one of those classes. Mr. Forsyth, in his

work alluding to this distinction, says it has never been adopted by

the English Courts. It was also contended that there is no actual

case to be found which is in accordance with such a limitation of

the jurisdiction. It was pointed out that in the Cunningham ease

it is affirmatively stated that the murdered man Riley was an

American. This is true, although being one of the crew of an

American ship, it is probable that Riley was regarded as an American,

and that the ease was dealt with on that assumption. But assuming

that the question is clear of direct authority, and that there may
even be good reason for such distinction, this Court cannot in the

absence of any Legislative Enactment or Consular Convention,

between England and Italy, limiting the exercise of the jurisdiction

as contended for, take upon itself to qualify a jurisdiction which, by

the very principle on which it rests, is exclusive and absolute. We
must, therefore, answer the question referred to us in the affirmative.

Mr. Justice Bayley said : I entirely am of the same opinion and
agree with all that has been said by his Lordship the Chief Justice.

NOTIFICATION.
To be peremptorily sold pursuant to an order

dated the 23rd day of May 1889 and miule in

the matter of suit No. 340 of 18S4 wherein

Kanie Lall Seal was plainiilT and Gobin Lal^

Seal and others were defendants and in the

matter of the estate of Panna Lall Seal de-

ceased by L. P. L). 13rou"hton Esq. the Ad-

ministrator-General of Beflgal and Adminis-

trator to the estate of the said P.inna Lall

Seal deceased at the office of the said Ad-

ministrator-General at No. I, Council House
Street Calcutta by public auction on Monday
the 2oih day of August at the hour of 12 o’clock

at noon the undermentioned properties be-

longing to the above estate

Lot No. I.

—

All that lower roomed messuage
tenement or dwelling house situate lying and
being in and known as No. 22 1 Cornwallis
Street in the town of Calcmta being Holding
No. 197 Survey Block 15 North Division con-
taining by estimation 2 cottas k; chnttaks
and 30 square feet be the same more or less
and butted and bounded as follows—On the
West by the premises belonging to Upendra
Lall Sircar and others on the East by the
said Cornwallis Street on the North by
Mukiaram Baboo’s Street and on the South by
the lands belonging to Upendn Lalk Sircar
and others.

Lot No. 2.—All that tenanted land No. 40
Champatolla 2nd Lane in the town of Calcutta
measuring 9)^ cottahs more or less and bound-
ed as follows—On the East by the dwelling
I ouse of Madhii Sudan Dmt Ram Mohan
pass and Nilmonec Dass on tne North by the

public road on the South by the dwelling
luiubc of Jagabandhu Bose and on the West
by the house of Jagabandhu Bose and the

house of Buydya Nath Ouriya and Nilinonee
Uass.

Lot No. 3.—All that upper roomed brirk-

built messuage tenement or dwelling house
and the piece or parcel of land or giound
whereon the same is erected and built con-
taining 3 cottahs 4 chaltaks and 30 square
feet more or less situate lying .and being at

No. I, Rajmohan Bose’s Lane in Colootollah
in the town of Calcutta and bounded on the
North by the house No. 2, Rajmohan Bose’s
Lane formerly belonging to Bhagbat Kassary
on the East by the house and pieinises
No. 48-1 Ram Mohan Ghosc’s Lane and on
the South side thereof by the house and jire-

mises of Hadjee Synd .Sabur and on the West
by the premises No. 36 Dhuramiollah Lane.

Lot No. 4.— All that upper roomed brick-

built messuage tenement or dwelling house
formeily No. 21 but now numbered 30 Rarn
Mohan Gbose’s Lane in Colootollah in iho
town of Calcutta together with the piece or

parcel of land or ground thereunto belonging
containing by estimation 8 cottahs more or
less and bounded on the West by the house
and land of Mutty Lall Seal on the North
by the house and land of Jadab Chunder
Burrai and Ram Chunder Bose and on the
South by the house and land of Monohar
Dass and on the East by the house of Raj-
krista Banerjee.

The abstract of title and the €ondition,s of
sale may be seen at the office of Messrs.
Swinhoe and Chunder attorneys for L. P. D.
Broughton Esq. the Administrator-General
and Administrator to the estate of Panna Lall
Seal deceased at No. 9 Old Post .Office Street
in Calcutta on any day before the sale and will

be produced at the sale.

L. P. D. BROUGHTON,
Administrator-General of Bc*ngal

and Administiator to iht* E'>tate of

# Panna Lall Seal tleceased.

Swinhoe & Chunder
Atlorneys-atdaw,

High Court,

Calcmta.

24th July, 1890.

KNIGHT MEMORIAL FUND.

The Editor of the “ INDIAN MIRROR ” begs

to acknowledge the receipt, with many thank??,

of the following sums in aid of the above

Fund :

—

Pherozeshah M. Mehta, Esq., Bombay Rs. 100

Babu Krishna Beliary Sen, Calcutta... „ lu

Babu Nagendra Nath Chatterji, Cal-

ciuia ... ... ... „ 3

A Zoroastrian, Calcutta ... ...» 5

Babu Ram Gopal Sanyal, Calcutta ... „ 3

Kabiraj Abinash Chunder KaM^tna,
Calcutta ... ... ... » 3

Framji Mancherji, Esq., Calcutta ... „ 251

Kumar Benoy Krishna, Calcutta ... » *00

A Bengali Friend, Caliu la ... „ 5

Babu Gopal Chunder Miikerji, Editor

Sungbad Probhakar^ Calcutta ... » 5

Babu Kadha Nath Sen, Calcutta ... » 3

Dinshaw EcluIJi Wacha, Esq., Bombay 25

Kahaiirai Hakaimuirai Desai, Esq.,

Broach ... ... ... »

S. C. Kaye, Calcutta ... ...»
An Admirer, Calcutta ... ... » *

X. and Y., Mofussil ... ... » 2

Lala Bansa Gopal Nande Saheb,
Burdwan .., ... ...» 5®®

Further subscriptions may be sent to the

Indian Mirror Office, 74 Dhurumtola Street*

Calcutta* and will be duly ackuuufled&eU as

ceived.
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/(wonderful medicine.

BEEcVlASfs PILLS
A REuniversally ad-

milted to be worth
A GUINEA A BOX.
For Bilious and Ner-
vous Oisoiders, such
as Wind and Pain in

tl>e Stomach, Sick
Headache, Giddiness,
Fulness and Swelling

after Meals, Dizziness
and Drowsiness, Cold
Chills, Flushings of

Heat,Loss of Appetite,
Shortness of Breath,

Costiveness, Scurvy and Blotches on the Skin,
Disturbed Sleep, Frightful Dreams, and all

Nervous and Trembling Sensations, &c.

7'/te first dose will

f^ive relief in twenty
minutes. This is no fic-

tion,for they have done
it in countless cases.

Evety sufferer is

earnestly requested to

try one Box of these

Pills^ and they will be

acknowledged to be

WORTH A GUINEA
A BOX

For females of all

ages these Pills are

invaluable. No female
should be without

them. There is not a

medicine to be found
to equal them for re

moving any obstruc-

tion or irregularity of

the system. If taken

according to the di-

rections given with

each box they will

soon restore females

of all ages to sound
.and robust health.

This has been proved
b y thousands who
have tried them, and
found the benefits

which arc ensuied by
their use.

For a Weak Sto-

mach, Impaired Di-

gestion, and all Disor-

ders of the Liver, they

act like magic, and a

few doses will b e

found to woik won-
ders on the most im-

poitant oigansinthe
h u m a n Machine.

They siiengthen the

whole miibcular sys-

tem, restore tlie long

lost complexion, bring

bark the keen edge of

appetite, and arouse

into .action with the

rosebud of health the

whole physical energy

of the human frame.

These are farts testified

to continually by mem-
bers of all classes of

society, ;md one of the

best guarantees to the

Nei vous and Debilita-

ted is, BEECHAM’S
PILLS liiwe the

Largest Sale of any
Patent Medicine in

the World.

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

j)EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

I^EECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

£EECHAM’S PILLS

I^EECHAM’S PILLS

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

I^EECHAM’S PILLS

1
JEECHAM’S BILLS
\)

j)EECHAM’S BILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S BILLS

gEEClIAM’S BILLS

gEECHAM’S BILLS

I A M’S PILLS

JJEECHAM’S BILLS

gEECHAM’S BILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

jjEECHAM’S BILLS

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

SoiF, Aornts for India;

NAYLOR, SON, GRIMES & 00.

Wholesale Depot ?>', Give Street,

CALCUTTA

:

Notice
PHESE Pills can be obtained at all Baz.iars

* throughout India, or from the Whole and

gents, Naylor, Son, Grimes A: Co., at sale

illowing rates IJ. i^//. size. Re. 1-2, the.

^d. size, Rs. 2-4 per box, including V.-P

nst. Shopkeepers can obtain Wholesale
ales upon appBcation.

IN THE PRESS.

Uniform with “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal ”

ESSAYS BY A BRAHMAN
IN

Politics, Sociology, History, & Literature

BY

the Aullior of “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal.”

Cai.cd'ITA.

Reis ^ Rayyet Office.

PRICE:

To Subscribers paying before publication Rs. 4

„ mere registeiing subscribers ... „ 5

„ Ordinary purchasers ... ... „ 6

Apply to thk Manager, Reis and Rayyct,

I, Urkoor Dutl’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR .SALE

Price

Cloth Gilt

Cloth Bound

Mofussil Orders su

Post.

Post free Rs, 6.

Rs. 6.

Rs. 5-S.

pplied by Value Pay.able

TRAVELS 4 VOYAGES IN BENGAL

RF.TWKKN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,

BY

SAMBHU 0. HOOKERJBE,
Formefly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the 7'ipperak State.

Apply to Manager, ‘*REIS& RAYYET'^

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINIONS OF THE PRE.SS.

We have received from the office of A*t7.v

and Rayyct, one of the leading native news-
papers of Calcutta, a most re.adable little laoik-
ure written by Baboo Samblui C. Mookerjee,
once Minister to the late Nawab Faridoon Jah,

Bahadoor, Nawab Nazim of Bengal, Behar and
Orissa, which gives a graphic account of the

Baboo’s travels to and in Independent Tip-

perah. Written in capital English 4tnd evi-

dently by a gentleman of broad views and
enlightened mind, the work is decidedly i\

valuable addition to the catalogue of English
written Bengalee literature. This book of

travels should be read widely not only by
English residents out here, but by our country-
men at home, for it teems with imprest and
teaches us far more about the fine belt of
unopened country travelled thtough than any
work of the sort written by an Englishman
would have done. Baboo Sambhu Chunder
Mookeijee is one of whom his countrymen
may well be proud, for he writes throughout
with the moderate and educated pen of
a thorough gentleman.— 7 -4 ^? Indian Planters^
Gazette Sporting Xews. October 4, 1887.

If we have not before noticed Mr. Sambhu
C. Mookeijee’s Travels in PetDral, which was
published some months ago, it is not because
the little book is either dull or pointless. It

cont.tins, on the contrary, much int(;rcsting

matter, though some of the incidents are ovei

weighted with detail in what is facetiously

called a “little booklet.” The author’s view
as a rule is, by the way, facetious : he is given
even to punning

;
but he is also sentimental

in the highest degree—“a naked Whiteman”
hurls his susceptibilities

;
a Hindu girl, bathing

in the river, throws him into an ecstasy of

delight : “she had such large languishing eyes!”

But he is nothing if not philosophical, and hi^

leflections on this or that social and political

subject are not without their moral. Mr.
Sambhu C. Mookerjee was formerly Minister
to the “ last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,
Behar and Orissa” and afterwards Minister

of the Maharaja of Tipperah. He is a man,
therefore, of experience, and when he speaks
his brethren should listen to him
Ttaveh in Beny^al a readable book, and it

abounds in anecdotes which arc often as in-

structive as amusing, and it is not spoiled by
too many political allusions, though, of course

some few have crept Pioneer,

Dec., 18S7.

In Pamphlet, Price annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION

With special' reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

»

Capt. ANDREW HEARSEY.

Apply to Rei^ tjr* Rayyct Office, C-ilcutta.

REETHAMS-
i
iiJ Mr - Aw ^

'

For INDI A and all HOT CLIMATES this sweetly ecented eraollient Milk is INVALNAPLE
rFKiiiiSl'S ihc bKlii CUUL'und KEFEESbUD ui the HOTTEST WEATHER,
Removes and prevents aU SUNBURN, REDNESS, FliECiaEB, TAN, etc., and

RENDERS the SKIN DELICATELY SOFT, SMOOTH and WHITE.

It entirely preveiiis it irom becuinuig DRY ona WRlNliLED, aua PREBERVES the

COMPLEXION from the scorching effects of the SUN nrd V/IND more effectually than any

other Veparation. The IRRITATION caused by the FVTM and 8TTN08 of IN8F.oTfi is

wonderfully allayed by ite use. For imparting that noil velvety leeuug to the skm, this

dellghtfUi preparatio* has no equal! Sold by all Cberaists.

CALCUTTA AGENTS: SCOTT THOMPSON & CO.
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‘<1T RECOMMENDS ITSELF.’

All who suj^cr find sure relief from

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcuteRheumatism and RheumaticOout,

After years of semi-helplessness and suffer-

ing
;

ivhile in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS

LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACIIE,

STRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

these complaints in their severest and most

citron ic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

. relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost too rcmaikable for CREOENCE.
Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles ai / Re, each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistreet & Co.,

K. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.
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12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,
(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

HOMEOPATHIC PHARMACY.
THE

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSAR r IN ASIA
OF PURE HOMEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH
INTRODUCED TO THF. EAST THE

TEADE IN
INDEPENDENT HOMCEOPATflY

and maintains to ihi.s day

THE DIGNITV AND INTEGRITY OF
THIS

SCHOOL OP' MEDICINE.

P). & Co, beg to diaw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned

WOODEN CASE
in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage w'ill also be found very con-

venient and n.seful.

Nn KXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
12, Lai Bazaar, Calcutta.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short winding Keyless Railway Regulat-
ors, of small jewelled, enamelled dials, bold
figures and Catulian Gold hands, with tem-
pered machinery and dust light hinged cases
for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare
glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted
to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.
Have no appearance of cheapness about
them. Others sell at double our rates, Mr.
A. R. Mehta from Bandora says The
7-8 watch I pnrcha.sed from you two years
hack, gives correct time as yet." Acting Su-
perintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh,
says:—“A watch maker has valued your
Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, R.
W. Fiisi. Regt., Lucknow, says

“

Some valued
it at Rs. 1 5 and wen* completely .surprised when
I told lliem it only costs Rs. 7-8." Pretty
Candian Gold Chain.s, Lorkei.s, Pencils, com-
plete shirt Stud.s and Rings set with scientific

diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each. Mr. J.
A. Ycl smote, Satur, says “ The best gold-
smith of this place values the chain for
Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. G.
.Smith, Salt Inspector, SanikutIa, says A
(lerman valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and
the ruby at Rs. 30." WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

JFATS’ PERFECT PURIFIER
OBTAINED

Thirty-three Prize Medals and First Class Certi-
ficates and was specially appointed by the
Royal Commission for the Colonial and Indian
Exhibition in 1886, where not a single case of
illness occuried amongst the native artisans
there employed.

Authorized by the Goirernment of India
;

and largely used by the Calcutta and other
Municipalities.

Sanctioned

by Her Majestys Board of Trade.

Used in the Royal Households, by Her Majes-
ty’s Government Establishments, by the Coi-
poration of London, Parochial Vestries, Smith-
field and Billing.sgate Markets, Peninsular
and Oriental and other Steam Navigation
Companies, the Railway Companies, Principal
Hospitals, &c.

A^nts :-DYCE, NICOL & CO.,

3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta.

Rivers Steam Navigation Go.

‘‘Limited.’^'

This Company’s Steamer “ BAROn.\ ”

will lea\e Calcutta for Assam on Tuesday, the
I2ih instant.

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel

should be sent to the Company’s Godowns
at Juggannauth Ghat, not later than 5 p.m.
of Saturday, the 9th instant.

Cachar Line.

The steamer “GWALIOR” of this line will

leave Calcutta for Cachar on the I9lh instant

(Tue.sday) for which cargo will be received mud
5 P.M. of Saturday the i6th instant.

The Rivers having risen, steamers are now
able to proceed as far as Sylhet and Sdehar.

Assam Despatch Service from

Goai.undo

and

Daily Mail Steamer Service from

D llUBRl TO DEBROOGHUR.

A daily service is maintained from Goalun
do and Dhubri for passengers and light goods
traffic, i. e., packages not weighing over half a

ton. The steamer leaves (ioalundo on arrival

of the previous night’s 9-30 P. M. train (Madra*^

time) from Sealdah, and Dhubri on at rival of

the mails.

Goods Upward or Downward from and tr

almost all stations can be booked through from
or to Calcutta vid Goalundo or Kannia with

the Eastern Bengal Slate and connected Rail-

ways—Passengers and Parcels vid Kannia
only.

All particulars as to rates of freight and

passage by all the above mentioned Services to

be had on application to

—

MACNEILL & CO.,

Agents,

^
2-1, Clive Ghat Street.

Calcutta, the 6th August, 1890.

A
NY Photograph transferred to porcelain
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.
THE LONELY HOME.

There’s none to say “ good night ” to me—
No friend my little fire to share ;

The old hoarse clock ticks drearily,

And makes the silence worse to bear.

Gone ! all are gone I the fondest, best,

And loveliest that I call my own
;

After brief suffering they ’re at rest
;

They—they lived not to wail alone !

Alone, alone—morn, noon, and eve,

I see the old chairs keep their place ;

I watch the dirty spider weave

Where once there shone a household grace.

The brightness of my home is dull

—

The busy faces all are gone ;

1 gaze—and oh I my heart is full

—

My aching heart that breaks alone.

1 ope the Bible, gray with age—

The same my hapless grandsire read,

/But tears stain fast and deep that page

Which keep their names—my loved—my dead

The wandering stranger by my door—

The passing tread—the distant tone—

All human sounds but deepen more

The feeling I am lone—alone !

My cot with mantling ivy green.

Its pleasant porch, its sanded floor—

Ah I time’s dread touch hath changedlhe scene,

What was, alas ! is now no more I

The key hath rusted in the lock.

So tong since I the threshold crossed :

Why should I see the sun but mock

The blessed light, my home hath lost ?

Oh I would my last, low bed were made ;

But death forsakes the lone and old !

Seeks the blythe cheek of youth to fade,

To crush the gay, the strong, the bold
;

Yet sometimes through the long dull night,

/When hours find supernatural tone,

I hear a promise of delight.

Thou God ! Thou leavest me not alone.

THE GREEK SLAVE.

SUGGESTED BY POWER’S STATUE.

Thou art no slave, albeit thy hands are bound.

I would we were, even as thou art, freed

!

. The insolent comment of the gazers round

«Thy heart is poised too far away to heed.

The shade of sadness, o’er thy patience cast,

, ‘Neither accuses Heaven nor chides at man.

Thou waitest till this lot be over>past,

As only those whose hearts are holden, can.

Thy woman’s beauty, robbed of sheltering vest,

Makes solitude in the rude market place,

As if a spirit stood there, manifest.

Vouchsafing to our eyes a perfect grace.

/Thy head is bowed, but not with shame or fear.

The present lays no iron hand on thee ;

The Past, the Eternal Future, stand too near.

Motionless, fettered, naked, thou art free,

Clothed on with chastity ; and waiting there,

The thing that God appointeth thou wilt bear.

Holy and lovely, as a lily stands

Bearing fresh dew from His baptizing hands.

News and Our Comments.

It is reported from Bahraich on the 9th instant that

“ The river Gogra is in high flood. Its waters have extended to

about seven miles from the main current. Many human corpses and
hundreds of cattle were seen going down the current. The ‘ oldest in-

habitant ’ (he is aged 80 years) says that he has never seen the river in

such a state of flood.”

• •

The Celestial Emperor has approved of the Sikkim treaty signed at

Calcutta by the Viceroy and the Amban Sheng Tai. The ratification

is on its way to England. Mr. Acheson, of H. 1. M. Customs, takes

the document to Shanghai and Mr. A. H. Harris to England.

« «

Here is indeed a very quiet statement of a highly stirring incident

“Japanese Parliament.—The first general election for the new Par-
liament in Japan has taken place, and pas.sed off quietly with one ex-

ception, in the Kagawa prefecture, where Mr. Ito Ichiro, the successful

candidate for the Fifth District, was assassinated.”

That is the progress of parliamentary government with a vengeance,

literally.

The wrintry rain fell fast and deep,

As slow a coffin passed the road,

No mourner there was seen to weep—

No follower to that last abode 1

Yet there a broken heart found peace—

The peace that but in death it knew ;

/ Alas 1 that human loves increase

^ Our human woes and miseries too !

The ** Phenomenal Female” of Paris is dead. She bore the name of

Victoria Tautin and was 19 years of age. She was not a giantess in

height but her girth was enormous. It took eight strong men to lift

her out of her chair. She was for a time on exhibition. But it did not

pay, the cost of her transit mostly eating up the realizations. She

therefore gave up public life and retired to obscurity with her parents.

Lately, she had an attack of erysipelas and died. She was carried

to her grave on the shoulders of ten most robust undertakers.

Subscribers in the country are requested to remit by postal money orders^ ifpossible^ as the safest and most convenient

medium^ particularly as it ensures acknowledgment through the Department, No other receipt will be

given any other being unnecessary^ ana likely to cause confusion.
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The European and Anglo-Indian Defence Association is widening the

scope of its activity. It has memorialised the Viceroy in a long docu-

ment for the abolition of the Income Tax as ** not only causing serious

injustTce and great irritation while securing an altogether incommen-

surate return, but also undermining the popularity of the Government.”

»
« «

The Viceregal party, consisting of His Excellency, Lord Kerry,

Captain Hcrboatd and Dr. Fenn, left Simla on the 8th and by rapid

march and ride reached Narkanda in about six hours. The latest news

is that they have arrived safely at Saharan.

The Maharaja of Cooch Behar has been to Darjeeling, is now at Cal-

cutta and goes to Simla.

«
« «

New Regulations for the open competition for the Indian Civil Service

have been published differing in important respects from those hitherto

in force

‘*Thc examination will commence on August i, 1892, instead of the

beginning of June. The candidates must be over twenty-one and under

twenty-three years of age on April i, 1892. The old limits were seven-

teen and nineteen on the previous January i. An order for admission to

the examination will be sent to each candidate on July 18, two months

later than hitherto. It is evidently intended to make the examination

far stiffer than before. The subjects arc more numerous, and the

maximum marks obtainable arc 12,700 in place of 7,100. Candidates

will no longer be at liberty to select a particular period in English His-

tory in which to be examined, and the following notes in the old pros-

pectus are not in the new. A considerable portion of the maiks for

English History and Literature will be allotted to the work selected by

the candidate. In awarding marks for this, regard will be had partly

to the extent and importance of the period or books selected, but

chiefly to the thoroughness with which they have been studied. The

examination in mathematics will range from arithmetic, algebra, and

elementary geometry, up to the elements of the differential and integral

calculus, including the lower portions of applied inathemaiics. The

standard of marking in Sanskrit and Arabic will be determined with

reference to a high degree of proficiency, such as may be expected to

be reached by a native of good education. Instead of iwo years* pro-

bation in England, and periodical examinations, the new prospectus

reads thus ‘.—Selected candidates before proceeding to India will be

on probation for one yccV, at the end of which time they will be ex-

amined, with a view of testing their progress. The marks in the final

examination will be subject to deductions as in the open competition.

Persons desirous to be admitted as candidates must apply on forms

which may be obtained from * The Secretary, Civil Service Commis-

sion, London, S. W.,* at any time after December i, 1891. The forms

must be returned so as to be received at the office of the Civil Service

Commissioners on or before May 3^1 1892. Evidence of health and

character must bear date not earlier than May i, 1892. Seniority in

the Service will be determined by the candidate’s position in the list

resulting from the combined marks of the Open and Final examina-

tions. Hitherto the Final Examination alone has fixed the seniority.

An allowance of j^ioo (instead of ;£30o) will be given to all candidates

who pass their probation at one of the universities or colleges approved

by the Secretary of Stale. Candidates selected under these regulations

in 1892 will, in view of the alteration in the limits of age, have seniority

over the candidates selected under the previous regulations in ig9i.”

• •

On the second reading of' the Census Bills for England, Scotland, and

Ireland in the House of Commons on July 21, Mr. Goschen said that

the Government were disposed to look upon a quinquennial census with

favour. The England and Wales Bill passed through Committee,

an amendment by Baron • Dimsdale to include religion in the returns

being lost by 288 against 69. The census day is fixed for Sunday,

April 5, 1891.

• •

In answer to Mr. Birrell, Sir J. Grost told the House of Commons on

July 18

“The duties of the Political A.-D.-C. to the Secretary of State

^re—10 attend on Native Princes visiting this country ; to re-

present the Secretary of State when Natives are presented at Couit;

to exercise a general supervision over the welfare of Natives, students

and others, sent to this country by the Government of India, or re-

commended to the good offices of the Secretary of State ; to make re-

commendations to the Secretary of State as to the disposal of the cases

of destitute Natives who apply for relief to the India Office. His

salary is /soo, with J[,yoo for contingencies, and is paid from the re-

venue of India. The Secretary of StHie does not contemplate the abo-

lition of the office. The Political A.-D.-C. is, like other rnimbers of

the establishment of the India Office, under the control of the Secre-

tary of State.”

In fact, the post of Political A.-D.-C. is a politic and pretty sinecure,

all the better for being charged on the Indian taxpayer.

J. E. Budd, late District Registrar of Fysabad^ has been committed to

the N.-W. P. High Court, for accepting illegal gratifications. He i»

out on bail of Rs. 6,00a

• •

Mr. Rice, the Deputy Commissioner of Minbu, is under arrest. The

charge against him is, as put by the Statesman, that •‘a considerable

sum of money which was realized as fine by a Burman deputy magis-

trate from some dacoit-harbouring villages, was not to be found entered

in the books of the district treasury.” The friends of the unfortunate

gentleman had better come to his help at once. In the first place, it is

the fa c of Rice and Curry to run the race of life enormously handicapp-

ed, they having, besides carrying the burden of their own laches, to

undertake those of others*. This is, of course, peculiarly the case with

Rice and Curry served on the floor on plantain leaf or in pewter or brass

or cheap earthen ware. B-at Table Rice and Curry on table can

not altogether escape the curse of race. Be that as it may, there has

been so much looting in Burma, ever since the fall of Manda-

lay by Gramfed mutton and Fat turkey, that, now that a fuss has

been raised over a petty defalcation or suspicion of it, poor Rice and

Curry may well be seized as handy victims upon whom to vindicate

the character of administration and give stern warning to—minor

depredators and uninfluential misdoers.

• •

In future, the 4th Regiment of Bengal Infantry will be designated “ the

4th (Prince Albert Victor’s) Regiment of Bengal Infantry,” Could not

the two names be amalgamated under a shorter title ?

• •

The Receipts and Expenditure on account of the Burma Coast lights

during the financial year ending 31st March 1890, were respectively

Rs. 2,14,154-6-6 and Rs. 1,89,096-0-0. Under the twelve items pub-

lished, the expenditure is always in rupees without any fractions thereof

in anna and pie.

• •

SuRGEON-Major A. Crombic, having obtained two months and eighteen

days* leave from the 30th July, Surgeon-Major J. F. P. McConnell

acts as Surgeon Superintendent, Presidency General Hospitals,

Calcutta, Surgeon-Major A. Tomes, from Midnapore, doing the duties

of Civil Surgeon, 24-Pergunnahs. Deputy Surgeon-Genera! A. H.

Hilson, too, goes on six* “weeks* leave from the loth August, and

Brigade-Surgeon R. C. Chandra, Professor, Medical College, Calcutta,

officiates as Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals, Bengal, in addition

to his own duties. Last time, when Dr. Hilson was away from his

post, Dr. Coates did his duties in addition to his own as Principal

of the Medical College. But this time the Principal is kept out and

the Professor elected, by way 0/ some reparation, we believe, for loss

of the Principalship to which Dr. Chandra believed himself entitled

on account of his present senior position in the service.

•
• •

The Postmaster General of the Punjab, Mr. J. Dillon, going on leave

fov two months and twenty-three days from the 19th August, the Pre-

sidency Postmaster of Calcutta, Mr. E. Hutton, goes to the Punjab, his

Deputy Mr, G. E. Walker acting as full Presidency Postmaster.

•
• •

The Arcbscological Surveyor, Punjab Circle, Mr. Cbas. J. Rodyer*, is

now engaged on a catalogue of the coins in the Lahore Museum

After completion of that work, he comes down to Calcutta to report on

those in the Indian Museum. His engagement with the Punjab

Government ceases on the September, the pjt having been

abolished.

• •

The Dowager Maharanee of Bettiah, aunt of the present Maharaja of

Benares, died on the 12th inst. at that sacred city.

• •

The Governor-General in Council has extended the rules dated the

J4th June 1887 under Act IV of 1884 '.to the whole of British India,

but those relating to the transport of explosives shall not apply

to any port as defined in the Indian Ports Act, Xof I8891 for which

special rules msde by the Local Government are for the time being in

force, in so far as they are expreNly piiptvsedad by, or nra taeonsiawn*

with, such special rules.
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AT Madras, on Tuesday, a younj^ married man of 25, George Edward

VVatson, Chief Exporter of the Madras Mail^ and formerly Reporter

of the Bombay GanetU^ shot himself lu death with a revolver, in a fit

of temporary insanity, according to the conventional finding of the

Coroner’s jury.

Notes, Leaderettes, and
Our Own News.

The Czar of all the Russias is not dead to the modern sentiment

against wholesale extermination of races. The eyes of the civilized world

were directed to the threatened Ukase against the Jews. His Imperial

Majesty thought better of it and the mandate has not been promulgated.

The Lord Mayor of London who had notified a meeting to protest

against the measure has consequently issued afresh notice deferiing

it» consideration.

A SAD accident has occurred in the Russian Navy. Reuter telegraphs

that during the trial of the new line of battle ship Sinope at Odessa

on the Black Sea, a boiler exploded on board, killing Prince Chilkoff

and twelve sailors.

The Czarewitch will see the world—Eastern. He sets out in Septem-

ber ;
visits Constantinople and Palestine, takes in Egypt, turns Eothen^

sailing over to India, and then strays farther East unto the farthest,

to China and Japan, returning in spring through Siberia from

Vladivostock.

Telegraphic news has reached Madrid of the massacre of 128

Spanish soldiers by natives in the Caroline Islands.

DURING the week, the Irish Irreconcilables contributed a “scene" and

a “ sensation " to Parliamentary proceedings. It was all the more a

surprise in that it was not on an Irish night—on which people might

be prepared for Pairickian if not patrician exhibitions or ebullitions—

nor, apparently, on any distinctly Irish inaiter. The hero was the

ledoublable Dr. Tanner. On Tuesday evening the House of Commons

WHS Sitting in Comniiuee of the whole House on the Estimates, In

the course of the discussion, the Doctor burst forth against Her

Majesty’s Secretaiy for Home Affairs, proclaiming Mr. Matthews the

meanest and basest skunk who had ever held office. That is not

simply unparliamentary invective but also language calculated to

create a breach of the peace. It was doubtless followed by great

uproar in old St. Stephen’s chapel. The Chairman rose to order, and

called on the fiery orator to reliact. Thereupon, Dr. Tanner withdrew

the unfortunate expression, and apologised. And then the matter,

indeed, the uproar subsided, and the representatives of the free and

independent citizens of the United Kingdom resumed the even tenour

of their way and proceeded on their congenial inquiry into the ways

and means of the state. Dr. Tanner was not fined for calling Her

Majesty’s Principal Minister for Home “the meanest and basest

skunk who had ever held office.”

The House of Commons having at last, after much debating and pro-

tracted sittings, voted the Supply, and the Indian Budget being present-

ed, Parliament will be prorogued next Monday. As explained by Sir

John Gorst, the finances of India are in a flourishing condition, due to

the rise in silver, the increase of revenue and reduction in expenditure.

The surplus for 1889-90, was j£2,677,ooo ;
that for the current year is

given at ^£1,870,000. But for the rise in exchange, this latter increase

would have been half a million below the estimate. ;£i,500,000 of the

Salt duty have been diverted to the Famine Fund, whatever that may

mean. No reduction in the Salt duty must, in any case, be expected, for

the further surplus might just as well be devoted to the same Sinking

Fund—or its ghost, for the Fund has long since vanished under the

manipulation of the financial wizards of Government.

Sir Edward Bradford’s inauguration as head of the London Police

has been marked by a tad accident. While riding in the Park, on the

morning of the X3th, his horse shied and he fell clean off the animal.

He was picked up senseless. He has since recovered consciousness

but is still suffering from the shock of the fall.

What a pity that the Empire City of the Old World ca’''not get the

benefit of a whole man for the head of its Police ! We trust it*is no

sign of degeneracy that London must repeatedly put up with infir-

mity, in some particular or another.

If the Metropolitan Constabulary is sorefy discontented and not satis-

factorily commanded or governed, the National Army is not a whit

more to be envied. The spirit of defiance and mischief is in the air.

The mutiny of the Grenadiers has been followed by that of the Army

Service Corps at Chatham. There was complaint of extra Sunday

woik. On the 8th, the men refused to attend parade, and barricaded

themselves in their quarters. They, however, ultimately submitted.

Twenty of them have been sentenced to a month’s imprisonment.

Two non-commissioned officers have been discharged and another

arrested, and the men are now confined to the barracks. There have

been many desertions.

These arc all circumstances most painful to all loyal citizens of the

British Empire. To us whose chance of political education depends

on the prosperity of Britain, they are piofoundly depressing. What

a spectacle is this for dear England to present. Her whole available

army was never more numerous than a Continental Corps d'arme. But

then it was composed of picked men. That tradition has received

a death-blow, and with it will pass away all the prestige of it.

The British who in the East are wont to rail at the ceremoniousness

of Orientals, are not a little wedded to ceremony themselves. They

could not leave a speck of rock in the so-called German Ocean—

Gernoan Oceans are diminutive like German principalities without

the customaiy demonstrations. In the present case, they were of the

most miserable— in every respect, and we think we notice some disap*

pointment in consequence. Reuter rcpoils that on the 9th Governor

Barkly delivered over Heligoland to the German representative, who

bears a truly Gothic name, winch we will not try to write down for the

torture of compositors and “ readers " and readers in general. Both

British and German flags were hoisted together for the nonce, pre

paratory to the former being taken down “for good." Both the

British and German war vessels present saluted the twain. We

imagine the Union Jack could scarcely conquer its self-consciousness

and probably refused to be unfurled for the worse than ephemeral

1 mere momentary

—

tamasha. How could the pioud rag confront its

Continental brother—how look in the face the assembled spectatois of

both nations I It certainly could not float with dignity or air in comfort

its different hues, after having received its con^e. Soon it was bundled

up and bundled out of town and harbour. With it went the members

of the British Government and all the insignia and traces of British

sovereignty, almost thankful for the cloud of smoke in which they

were permitted to retire from their watch tower in the North Sea.

Again 1 again ! again !

*

And the firing then went slack.

Till a feeble British cheer

To their cheering sent we back

Our guns along the deep slowly boom :
—

Then ceas’d—and all is gloom^

As of sorrow and the tomb.

Such is the sad story of the final retirement.

There was no sound of revelry by night or day. “ Not a drum was

heard." Even that sine qua non of British dealings—the dinnci, seems

to have been dispensed with. The British party in their melancholy

mission had lost all appetite, we fear. The Goths had not the grace

to dismiss them with a feed. Sic transit munds—Uom Heligoland.

The sorrow of one nation is the joy of another. After the Germans

dismissed the former masters of the island under their complimentary

sulphurous canopy, they proceeded to make the most of their advantage.

They converted the occasion to a jubilee, culminating on the arrival

of theit sovereign.

The Emperor William bade adieu to England on the 8th and sailed

direct for bit new territory of Heligoland, reaching it on the lotb. His

reception was most enthusiastic. His Majesty was entertained by bn

people at a lijncbeon. He eulogised the Queen of England to whom,
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he said) the cession was due and who desired the friendship of Ger-

many. The same evening the Emperor sailed for Wilhelmshaven.

Thb employers and the employed at Cardiff having come to terms, the

strike is ended.

The American Silver Act has been brought into operation. The

Washiif^ton Treasury, on the 13th, purchased 3,10,000 ounces of silver.

The offers amounted to one million. The rate is kept a secret, but it

is believed to be 113, or slightly above the London rate.

They have come upon an extensive coal-field in Silesia.

Mr. Cecil Rhodes, the new Prime Minister of Riitish South Africa,

is one of the novi homines of the world's plutocracy, though a thorough

gentleman for a* ih.at. Educated at Oxford, he left the University direct

for South Africa and went up to the newly discovered Diamond Fields.

Thus he took the veritable tide which leads on to fortune. As he

was one of the earliest, so he became the most successful of the

diggers. A man of great ability as well as enterprise and energy, he

has been one of the leading figures in South Africa. For the better

development of the resources of the Colony, he started the British

South AfriCca Company which has latterly, by his exertions and influ-

ence, obtained a charter. He was brought to general notice through-

out the world by his princely donation of 10,000 to Mr. Parnell for

the Home Rule Fund. Since then, he is known throughout the world

.as the Diamond King of .South Africa, the compeer of the Gold King

of Australia, and the Silver King, the Railway King and the Oil King of

Ameiica.

Floods continue. The latest and the heaviest reported is on the

Bolari section of the North-Western Railway. The loss of life is great

and damage enormous. Six miles of railway have been washed away

and the military road obliterated in places. The rush of water was at

the rate of twenty miles an hour.

Landslips have not ceased at Simla. A serious one has jn^t occurred

on the Tonga road about seven miles fiom Simla. Tiie road was

blocked entirely for fourteen hours. Tongas can now pass through but

no bullock train service is possible. The mails arc late by several

hours.

The Government of India is not prepared to proceed with the Leper

Bill. It is not satisfied as to the contagious character of the disease

and awaits further and definite information.

Mr. War burton has commenced the attack on the Tribune.

He proceeds not only against the editor and printer, but drags in also

the proprietor. Still the Punjab I'olicc man is generous- after his

kind. He has spared the distributor, the compositor, the proof

reader, the inkman, the flyhoy, the vendors of the paper on which

and the ink with which the journal was printed, and others who had

in any way assisted at the production and distribution of the issues

complained of. Such issues are nine in number. Me does not com-

plain of the nine articles in their entirely but has selected thirteen

extracts from them to base his information upon. Four issues are

specially named as conveying imputations upon the character and

conduct of his deceased mother, which would harm her reputation if

living and were intended to be hurtful to his and his children’s feelings.

The old story ! Summonses have been ordered and they are return-

able on the Sth September next. The Tribune wrote plainly in the

public interest, it knew not Warbiirton personally, still less did it know

the Warburtons, and if it mentioned any of them it did fo on informa-

tion, and there must have been cause for such mention. All this may
be assumed without special acquaintance with the merits of the case.

At the worst, the journal lapsed into indiscretion, considering the

state of the law. Under the circumstances, any unfavourable ending

of the case against it, is sure to secure it public smpathy and to nullify

the effect of the sentence, making the journal more famous.

The Calcutta municipality voted Rs. 10,000 from borrowed capital to

the widow of their deceased servant Mr. Fenwick of the Water Works

Department. The Howrah municipality is equally liberal with its funds

It has sanctioned Rs. 1,800 for a bonus to the widow of its Secretary

A. Mitchell. The Howrah People's Association, we find, protests

against the outlay and has resolved to apply to the District Magis-

trate to suspend the proceedings of the Commissioners under the

municipal Act.

The Hon'ble Syed Ameer H ossein, c.i.E., has usually been after his

friend the Hon’ble Amir Ali, C. 1 . E. They are, however, in so many
respects alike as to be popularly taken for birds of a feather. Both

are descendants of the Prophet, both Hon’ble, and both companions

of the same Order. The first succeeded the second as a Magistrate in

the Calcutta Police Court, as Legislator in the Supreme Council of the

Empire, as Secretary ol the National Mahomedan Association, and

lastly as a Member of the permanent Committee for the supervision

of Mahomedan Marriage Registrars and Qazis. This persistent

dogging of the new Mahomedan Judge is too much of a goo<l

thing even from the best friend. It looks ominous. With all our

regal d for Ho.ssein we are not Shiah enough to wish such a sn<

-

cession to Ali, natural and appropriate though it be—within a measur-

able space of lime. We are sure, Hosscin himself would not,

on such terms, succeed Ali on the bench of the High Court. Nor h it

necessary to al.arm .a woithy man. The Government may make our

friend a Judge of a District Coiiit.

From upcountry comes a not uninslruciive story of how a Mahomedan

gentleman having gone to law h.as gone to the wall, before the hearing

of hi^ sim pioper. There was a difference between a brace of Rahim**.

.Shah Ahmedullah, the Subordinate Judge, Allahabad, had before

him a peouli.ir case the other day. Kazi Abdul Rahim sued Rahim

Kh.iu in the second Munsifs court, Allahabad, for a piece of land which

he valued at Rs. 5. The Munsif going on leave, the application came

before the Suboidinate Judge. Against this, Rahim Khan, the pnncipnl

defendant, urged that the land was worth more than Rs. 250. So the

court ordered a local enquiry. Thereupon, the first Rahim, stating his

suspicions of the Sub, applied to the District Judge, for transfer of

the c.ase to the second Msinsif. Mr. Elliot, the Judge, rejected the

application. The brave Rahim the Kazi, relying probably on his

judicial blood and family tiaditions, proceeded to take the bull by

the horn. Applying to the Sub-Judge himself, he presented to that

judicial officer two alternatives, either to transfer the case to the

second Munsifs court or to permit him to withdraw from the suit with

liberty to institute a fiesb one. The petition was considered irregular

and was not complied with. Anbiher and a more desperate one was

tried, in which, by way of clinching the .-irgument, it was broadly

alleged that the Khan Rahim & Co. were very acute persons willing

and able to purchase decisions. This was the last straw that broke

the poor Sub-Judge’s back. He treated the application as contempt

of couit, and sentenced the plaintiff Rahim to a fine of Rs. 200, or

in default of payment, one month’s imprisonment.

We dare say tlie lesson will not be quickly forgotten. It will make

the applicant at least more careful, if not absolutely less litigious. But

was the second petition on which order was passed in accordance

with law ?
*

The true Reforming Spirit of the day is located in the South. Some

of our contemporaries down there are more dreadfully excited over

the case of Hari Mohan Maiti. The Southern esi Tanjore

has gone into hysterics and broken out in alliterative indignation.

After relating the case, our contemporary says

“The circumstances narrated above point to calumnious cannibalism

and base barbarism which our countrymen, especially in the North,

are privileged to commit and yet go unpunished for the commission

by them of what may be called the most disgracefully heinous offence.’

“ If Hari Mohan’s alleged cruelly to, and lustful assassination of,

his child-wife were not the proto-type of the only loo frequent results

of the savage custom of child-marriage, it would not probably have

attracted so much public attention and would not possess so mucli

social and national importance as it now has, and his case would be

consigned to the ‘ limbo of oblivion ’ like a thousand-and-onc individual

tragedies, that now and then blot the public prints, and are passed oft

with a wonted stricture or two.”

Thus standing convicted of not cannibalism and barbarism only

but calumnious antbropoghagism and base barbarism, and the habi-
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tual indulgeni^ in the savage custom of child-marriage, wc of the

North have nothing for it but to throw ourselves on the mercy of our

betters. As they# have allowed us to f.itten in our crimes so long, our

brethren of the South, Christian as well as Heathen, may possibly

permit us a little longer.

Notwithstanding that our contemporary’s terms of condemnation are

more eloquent than gi aceful, the writer shows gleams of felicity of

phrase. ** Lustful assassination of child-wife ” is very good.

Our Southern friends are glad that they are not as the Northern

barbarians. There is no assumption of mock-modesty but down-

tight jubilation

“ Wc ard not a little gratified to announce that no such custom
exists among the higher classes of our Presidency, and, even among
i»ur lower castes, it is a pride to see that the extremely commendable
custom of girls marrying only after puberty, and its consummation
taking place simultaneously with, or subsequent to it obtains.”

Uui the joy is momentary, and things are not what they seem. We
lead

“ But even among some of the higher classes of our Sudras we are

grieved to see tiiat liigh class igmiranre and barbarity are being imi-

Taied, not unfrequently, openly bringing about thereby the union of a

inaiiii'e husband and an immature wife. To speak more plainly, the

Sudras indiiige in child-marnages, and among Brahmins, there exist

ihe worthless and the dangerous customs of celebrating mock-puberty

ceremonials and nuptials of child-wives, in most cases with a view to

save the trouble and the expense of having them performed separately

and in due course.”

So, after all, the Land of Light does not lie due South. Nor is the

Millennium begun abeady in Madras. The writer comforts himself

with the reflection

“ It is, however, a matter for gratification, that such cases are getting

\ety few and far between day after day
;
and advancing education bids

f.iir to extirpate them completely at no distant date.”

The very truth—but by no means confined to the South, holding good

for Benighted Bengal and Enlightened Madras,—for Upper India as

for Bombay, for Sind as for the Central Provinces, for Btitish India

as Native India. The fact is common to the Empire.

For all that, our contemporary is able to say, we are afraid with

ju&tire,

—

“But the circumstances in Northern India seem to stand in horrid

tontra»>t, and there prevails in those parts the nefaiious custom of

allowing the clnld-wife to live with her husband even before puberty.

The number of cases of such wife-murders may be veiy small; but

the number of attempts to outrage child-wives is probably too numer-
ous, causing thereby toimenting pain and agony to, if not the death of,

many a Foohiioney Dassi. We have no hesitation, therefore, in con-

demning such a custom in the .strongest possible terms, and character-

ising it as biutal, diabolical and barbarous.”

We bow to the chastisement. Although the remarks of contem-

poraries like the Indian Daily in the North and the Southern

.SVrtr and others in the South naturally rile us as members of Hindu

society in Bengal, the castigation is not undeserved. It wa.s our own

f.iult that we did not sooner set our house in order, .and such writers

do a great service to the country and most to ourselves.

To minds brought up in the love and practice of truth, the reading of

our Indian newspapers is frequently far fiom pleasant or instructive,

so systematic is truth neglected or, at the best, travestied. 'I'lic offence

Is given most in dealing with persons. Fl.attery prevails to an alarming

extent. Big wigs and notabilities of sorts—men risen and men rising

official.s, high and low, even to little men dressed in brief authority

-powerful men and mischievous men—men of wealth and men of

seeming wealili—all arc inciiscriifiinalely treated to ladlcfuls of butter.

The article is usually of the “ Bazaar ” stuff. Nothing conies amiss to

H Free Press in Asia. Not pnly are the veriest lackeys lathered and

lubricated into demigods, but the very door posts and railings of

Opulence or Influence are attentively pasted with unsightly placards

make them pass for things of beauty and a momentary joy at least.

The dead, in particular, are the prey of the Press, Under its peculiar

treatment, they are mangled and their faces oftentimes so thoroughly

defaced as to be hardly recognizable. All this with the best of inten-

tions, mind you 1—that is, if flattery can ever be good,—provided puff-

ing be a proper art, provided it be permis.sible towards even the dead.

In fine, there is little sense of responsibility in those who have

access to our public journals, or in their conductors either.

fwo of our morning contemporaries have thought fit to accord in their

c olumns a special notice to the Appointment of one Baboo Annodaprasad

Biswas, of Kbarda, (a village in the Barrackpore municipality,} as rural

Sub-Registrar of Khatra in the district of Bankoora. The one

remarks ** This is slow work. It has taken more than ten years to

our knowledge to achieve this much, or this little.” The other con-

gratulates the Baboo on his appointment.” ^

It is, however, when treating of the dead that the writers are at their

happiest. Then their chord of human nature is struck most violently

and they gush most plentifully. Then no end of 8oft;sawder is brought

into service.

There is mourning in Anglo-Behar. Its Demosthenes is dead t—or

more pioperly Erskine. Elegies and epitaphs are appearing on all

sides. The khas Behar contribution is the boldest of them all. After

premising the deceased gentleman’s claims on B-shar, to wit, that he

“ was a friend to most of our leading society members,” it lays down

the lesson of his life at starting. “ Perhaps there has never been a

career which has shown more thoroughly than that of the deceased

gentleman how much unusual brain power and indomitable pluck

can accomplish.” The same vein of enthusiasm of appreciation marks

the whole. Thus—“As a criminal lawyer he was facile princep % ;
as an

orator his delivery and eloquence were of the very highest order.” We
are told of “his indomitable will and his wondrous powers of oratory.”

We are reminded of his “ wonderous peroration” in case after case—

a work of supererogation, seeing that those oratorical efforts “ will not

easily be forgotten by those who were privileged to listen.” Thus

merits are improved and augmented all round in the lips of sorrow-

ing friendship. In the abandon of grief, there is even etymological

reduplication. We refer not simply to the recurrence again and again

of “ wondrous, indomitable,” &;c. There is doubling of the same words.

The lost one’s school-days are not only, in true newspaper dialect, his

noviciate, but, if possible, more— his “ noviciateship.”

We have lost a true lawyer—specially strong in the Regulations—and,

what is more, an honest man. Baboo Moliesh Chunder Chowdhry,

who died on Thursday, was an old but not an antiquated pleader.

Thoroughly upright, and frank almost to imprudence, he was an

ardent p.'Uriot. He had been ailing for sometime and absented

himself from Court since the last Poojas. On receipt of the news, the

High Court mourned the event. Two of the Benches—presided

over respectively by the Chief Justice and Mr, Justice Norris—gave

expression to the sentiment. The new Senior Government Pleader

and Mr. Twidalo replied on behalf of the Pleaders. We spare our

readers the effusions of Baboo Hem Chunder Banerjee. The best

speech delivered on the occasion w.as by Mr. Justice Norris. He paid

deserving compliment to the worth of the departed. Addressing Mr.

Twidale, he said :
—

“We have learnt with very deep regret of the loss which your

branch of the professKin has sustained in the death of its de facto

leader. Baboo Mohesh Chunder Chowdhuiy liad practised in this

Court and in the Court whicli preceded H, with advantage to his client

.ind with homu’ and reputation to himself for a very long series of

years. He was a distinguished lawyer, an able advocate, a generous

opponent, and a man liigh iniegriiy and honesty and uprightness of

purpose. Ills mind w.as of a mote powerful ojder than the minds of

some of those whom it was his duty to address, and this, coupled with

the fact that he spoke with great rapidity rendered it at times a matter

of difficulty to follow readily many of his numeious argurnents, and

this occasionally piodured a little irritation. But this was something

merely superficial ; and at the bottom of his heart he was most anxious

that nothing should occur to interfere with the friendly relations which

•ought to exist between the Bench and the Bar. Personally I have

received great consideration at his hands, and though it was not my
privilege to know him in the intimate way in which I know the members
of that branch of the profession to whicli I belong, *I feel in common
with you, though not to the s.'imc exicnr, the loss of a friend. I trust

his memory will remain fresh and fragrant, and that those of you who
are young and just eniering upon the battle of life will consider his

example well worthy of imitation.”

The Health Officer has quieted the storm that he had raised—but

not by his own wand. The quieting wand was supplied by the Ad-

vocatc-Cieneral. He was of opinion that Dr. Simpson had egregiously

erred in law in stopping the mehter service of a particular premises

and the Commissioners were right in their view of the law that that

service could on no account be suspended or refused. At the same

time, the Doctor—responsible as he is for the health of the town, and

all the more commendable for beiii^enthusiastic in the cause—had not

been guilty of improper or insultlhg language in his Note on the

conduct of the Complaints Committee. Nor could he be properly

charged with a spirit of defiance of authority for declining to retract
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the remarks he had been called on to withdraw, seeing that such re-

tractation might be taken for admission of a contumacy which he

denied. That refusal pul the Commissioners in a fix. They evidently

were not prepared for the attitude taken up by the Health-Officer

and hesitated to take any extreme step. In this dilemma, they

asked the Advocate-General for advice and he found a way out of the

difficulty honoiable to both sides. Dr. Simpson withdrew his

teinatks and the Commissioners were satisfied. The town is in-

debted^ to Sir Charles Paul for being such an adroit peace-maker.

It is no small calamity to a great city to have its municipal corpora-

tion at feud with the Health Department.

A CASE of death of a native woman—not girl—by negligence and

neglect, for which Hari Mohun Maiii is undergoing imprisonment, is

maturing in the Coroner’s Court. That supplied materials for agit.i-

tion against child marriage. This is likely to rake up indignation

against the pratticc known among us as Ganjajaira-' c\\xxy\\\% the

dying to the river bank to die. We don’t cate
;

neither is a defensible

custom. A Gowalin named Chamaikar, a widow, residing at Con-

naghur, lapsed into liaison with the younger brother of her husband

named Mohesh Chunder Ghose who has a wife. They all lived under

the same roof for one year. But the course of secret, any more than

true, love never did run smooth, 'riie widow became encienti\ and

to prevent a scandal, she was housed with the woman of one Gopee-

nalh. There she fell ill—how or why there is no evidence yet—and

was removed to the Gangabasi-ghat to die a holy death. She, however,

did not die immediately, and is said to have given birth to a still born

child. Death having delayed to put an end to her troubles, she was

next removed to the Eden Hospital, in this city, where she died. Here

IS the evidence of Mohcbh :

—

“ He said that the deceased was living under his protection for about

a year and-a-half. She was living at Gopee’s house. lie made ar-

rangements with Gopee to keep her in his house, because he (witness)

had a wife and could not take her to his house and keep her there. On
the 3rd or 4th of Sr.ihun, she was violently purged, and was being con-

vulsed, and then she began to gasp. She became unconscious. He
sent for Uzdoo, but he did not come. He then went to call another

doctor, Siboo, but he c<uild not meet him. Finding her in a bad con-

dition, all the people advised him to remove her loathe gh4 t, which he

did. Siboo doctor attended on her at the ghat, and on the second day

he advised him to remove her to the house, but his friend Ram Baboo

advised him to remove her to the Medical College Hospital. He never

threatened him (Ram Baboo) with violence if he did not remove her to

the hospital. He then brought her to the hospital. She was three

days at the ghdt.”

By the bye, we hope the European reader will not jump to the con-

clusion that these unsavoury Glioses are kinsmen or any relations

whatever of the Glioses of the High Court, on the bench or the bar.

REIS & RA YYET
SATURDAY, AUGUST 16, 1890.

CARDINAL NEWMAN.
Sis/e, viator ! heroem calcas f Even so we would ad-

monish the good reader on the leading news of the

week by telegraph : wc need scarcely .say we refer to

the death of Cardinal Newman. The projected tour

of the Czarewitch through the Eastern World, from

Roum to Far Cathay unto the Island-Empire of the

Pacific—the return home from Britain of the Great

Kaiser of Central Europe—are of feeble interest in

comparison ;
even the strikes and the mutinies in

England, the Behring Sea dispute and the com-
mencement of operations under the Silver Act arc

matters of minor importance. In fine, the movements
and proceedings of Princes and Ministers of Slate

are nothing before the, in every sense, eventual rest

of the humble minister to minds diseased and Prince

of the Church. The restless traveller on the road of

the world, engrossed each in his special pursuit, must
pause to join in the funeral ^honours accorded by ap-

preciative humanity to th^departed hero. A hero

he was beyond question, all true senses. No
fighter with carnal weapons against mortal iacarna-

tions by any means, but a true fighter for all that

with sublimer instruments in the Crusade against

Darkness and the Powers of Evil. No military man,
to be sure, but a knight of the Church Ynilitant, at-

tacking with the words of scripture and the annals

and traditions of Primitive and Mediaeval Christi-

anity, and, above all, darting the penetrating rays of

an enlightened and holy consciousness.

With John Henry Newman, not only a great soul

goes out but the light of not one but many genera-

tions—the master-mind of the age is buried. He
was as old as the Modern Era from the height of

the Great French Revolution. He was the Avatar

of the Nineteenth Century—its embodiment in flesh

and blood. Born in i8oi, he was the twin brother

of our cycle. Morally he was the father of the Age.

The personal link between the Eighteenth Century

and the Twentieth Century in embryo, he functioned

as the destroyer of the Spirit of the former Period

—

the iconoclast of its gods. Consciously or unconsci-

ously, yet certainly, he was the most formidable foe of

the influences amid which he was born and brought up.

He was not always the same
;
his lucid intelligence

was early tickled by the easy rationalism of the day,

his susceptibility quickly caught the prevailing mala-

ria, but he struggled with brave sincerity and freed

himself: his mind was, however, too subtle not to be

disturbed by its own activity or wounded by its own
keenness ;

anon he was assailed, doubts of another

kind perplexed him, and again he bad to work out

his own redemption. But in one thing he was steady

and thorough throughout—his teaching was always

opposed to the teaching—his life was a standing pro-

test against the life—of the Eighteenth Century.

He was not exactly first in the field. The pioneer

teacher was Coleridge, and he found such gifted

disciples a.s Sterling, the Hares, Maurice, and last

not least Carlyle. But Newman was the most emi-

nent theologian of them all as well as the greatest

reasoner, and he precipitated what was vague and

nebulous, crystallizing it, giving it substance and

form and shape. The Critigtie of Kant was the first

effective answer to that formidable Rationalism which,

although first fathered upon the French and since

attributed to Germany, really arose in Great Britain.

But the philosophy of the British schools and their

developments at the hands of the French Ency-

clopaedists were only scotched but far from consumed.

German Transcendentalism first swamped them, and

Coleridge was not only the Prometheus who stole

—yes stole—the new blue light and carried it to his

mother country but was also the Prophet of the new

message finally for the whole world and the present

century. For he imparted of his own oil to the

torch he had filched and kindled it to greater vitality

than ever, and in course of time lamps from it cross-

ed over to the Continent, till the light was recognised

and welcomed back in the land of its origin. Thus

the new Philosophy of Reverence discredited the Phi-

losophy of Doubt and Despair. Thus tfie doctrine

of the Supernatural advanced conquiring into the hi-

therto unquestioned empire of a narrow Naturalism.

Coleridge not only popularised the mighty Mysticism

and utilised it into the domain of Art and Belles

Letters, but also introduced it into the domain of

Theology. Thus he revived the drooping spirits of

churchmen and brought hope to the Church. He
made it possible for his followers to rekindle the

Faith .into a splendour unknown since the days of

the early Fathers. Whitlock and Wesley had done

likewise, if not the same. Their influence had been

extraordinary ; their conversion of soulsr making
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every allowance for theatricality and hysterics, was

a good deal real. Their practice gave the best

answer to 'Gibbon’s famous sarcasm about the pro-

selylijsing of the Northern Europeans by platoons

and battalJons, For at each preaching they re-

baptised in spirit by villages and districts. For the

first time after ages, the gospel became a living

power for the regeneration of the inner man. But

the cost of their success was enormous—to loyal

Anglicans forbidding. The leaders of English Me-
thodism rescued the Faith at the expense of the

Church. Not so Coleridge and the Coleridgians.

'I'hey tenderly loved the Establishment, if not as a

Divine arrangement at least as a national institution

—above all a historic relic. They were no merce-

nary ministers of a vain Worship who must nolens

vo/ens bolster up the cause of a rotten Temple,

d'hey were the fond children of a venerable and

venerated Mother. So they preached up the Church

with all their heart and all their might. But a Church

is nothing—it is, recondite dogmas apart, but an

organization of labour, a community and a commu-

pion—even a creed is nothing without faith—without

fervour. This the Coleridgean Organ was able to

contribute. The apostles of Methodism, again, only

moved the masses. As the old Puritan was despised

of the Cavaliers and the wits, even though the

greatest Poet and most learned polemic of the age

was its spokesman, so the new Evangelicanisrn is

discredited of the accomplished and the learned, even

though supported by some of the greatest writers

and most eloquent divines and any number of suc-

cessful preachers. The cultivated classes regard the

triumphs of Revivalism as either a trick or a disease,

and altogether a worthless affair. The contempt,

indeed, is admitted as a fact, and vigorous minds like

John Foster have set themselves to trace the causes

of the phenomenon. Accordingly, Evangelicalism was

a one-sided victory, and on the whole a doubtful pro-

gress. For while it embraced the people—often the

very dregs of the people—it failed with the higher

classes. The men of intellect and culture steadily

fell off from the Faith, as the gosser part of society

returned to it with seeming zeal. Evangelicalism

might be a blessing, but it was plainly not the whole

blessing. The desideratum was supplied by the new

interpretation of theology. Coleridgism—to give a

necessarily complex product a handy name—appealed

to the cultivated intelligence, and appealed to it, as

the event proved, successfully, indeed, with as-

tonishing success. Of course, it tended to Esoteri-

cism. At any rate, it not only supported the Es-

tablishment but saved the Creed. The cftcct of this

triumph travelled far and wide beyond the limits of

Christendom. Religidn itself was saved—religion in

its most general sense, independent of particular

forms of worship or methods of maintaining and pro-

pagating dogmas.

After the earlier pioneers, Newman was the great-

est representative of the new spirit. He developed

the doctrine and carried the movement to its farthest

possibilities, until he is believed by many to have

led back the human soul captive to primitive dark-

ness and reimposed on it worse than Mediaeval

fetters. By chains of the most subtle reasoning de-

livered in pellucid and winning language, he has re-

established a substantial belief in the most extrava-

gant of old women’s fables. He has rouned the

Spinozas and Humes, the Bayles and Voltaires.

Hume confounded the world when he asserted the

impossibility of miracles on the ground of their in-

volving violations of the order and laws of Na-

ture. The audacious Newman is not content to

show the great Scot to be no better than the typical

North Briton, wrong and dull witted. H^ not

only establishes the possibility, or even the enor-

mous probability, but the imminemt likelihood of

our any day, in the course of each individual experi-

ence, being confronted by a miracle which there

might be no gainsaying. According to him, tffe age

of miracles is not past. That itself is a feat of which

any intellect might be proud. Nor is it a vain trick

of reasoning. Mark the effect! Scepticism has

been terribly chastised—bullied, cuffed, kicked,

throttled—to the hearts content of the reverent.

Newman has not crushed and will not crush Scepti-

cism, but lie has certainly divided the empire, with

the lion’s share for I'aith. Indeed, he has de-

molished one scepticism to raise another. In des-

troying the pretensions of the Logic of Materialism,

he has actually discredited Reason itself as an organ

for the discovery of truth. He is the greatest

Apostle of Humility to the Cultivated Classes.

THE HOLIDAYS.
Having s.'^nctionca ihe mischirf, the Govfrnin^nt of Imlia is willinj;

to make the withdrawal of the Doorga Pooja holidays as unirk‘?ome

to its Hindu employes as is possible under the circumstance. Hence

the f()ll()wing notification dated Simla, the 24th July 1890 :

—

“ The Goveruor-Gcneral in Council hereby notifies that on the fol-

lowing days dining 1890, which are not declared by the Government
of Bengal to be ‘ public holidays ’ under section 25 of the Negotnihle
Instruments Act, 1881, the olfices directly subordinate to the Govein-
inent of India at Calcutta, with the exception of

(1) The Office of Issue of the Paper Currency Department,

(2) The Office of the Comptroller and Auditor-General,

shall be closed

I.—Muhammadan Houdays.
Iduz-Ztthd^ which falls on the 28ih July or, if the moon be not visi-

ble on the i8ih July, on the 29lh July.

Muharram^ the last two days of which fitll on the 26ih and 27th
August or, if the moon be visible on the 16th August, on the 25th and
261 h August.

Fiitiha-e Dudziiahuniy which falls on the 27lh October or, if the moon
be not visible on the I5ih October, on the 28th October.

II.-—Hindu Holidays.
Dur^a Pujity the i8th, 24th, and 25th October.

Lakhi Puja^ the 29111 October.

Ill —(jLNERAL Holiday.
The day preceding Christmas Day, the 24th December.”

If the Long Vacation is to be permanently abolished and brought

down to only four days, there are good reasons against the operation in

the current year. The holidays under the Negotiable InstrnmciUs Act

maintaining in full the Doorga Pooja vacation were announced in De-

cember last, and such an authority .so opposed to the vacation as the

Bank of Beng.'d, “ the best judge,” according to the Bengal Govern-

ment, “ of the requirements of the commercial public,” was not for

curtailing it m the piesent year, lest it inteifeie with business al-

ready transacted on the December notification. Beside.s, there ought

to be sufficient notice, at least of a year, to all Hindus of the de-

parture by Government from the old accustomed course. The

question has a wider aspect than the holiday reformers would

give it. It affects the whole Province, not merely the Hindu employes

under Government. Sir Slcuart B.iyley is made to say The Lieu-

tenant-Governor has the strongest sympathy with the very general

desire of the Hindu community lhat no obstacle should be placed by

Government in the way of its Hindu employi^s meeting together at

their homes, at the season of the Doorga Poojah holidays, for the

celebration of religious, social, and domestic ceremonies. It is far

from His Honor’s desire to encourage any policy which would deprive

Hindu employi5s as a body of the satisfaction of enjoying their great

annual festival in the future as they have done in the past. There is

nothing, however, in the proposals now made which, in the Lieutenant-

Governoi’.s opinion, is likely to lead to any such unfortunate result.

It is true that a few clerks employed iu a few offices may be subjected

to some inconvenience by being required to attend office on days on

which they now gel a holiday. the inconvenience is one which

they must bear in the public interest. They will enjoy some compen-

sating advantages.” We have yet to learn that the Doorga Pooja

holidays are not in the public interest. Sir Steuart Hayley unconscioubly
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perpetrates the wrong which he thinks ought not to be done. He lays

the axe to the root of the great festival and' thinks he preserves it.

An open oppressor of his subjects could not have adopted a worse

jneiluul for the suppression of the holidays. The key to the

whole government argument seems to be the advice of some

of ilie heatis of Departments to their Hindu subordinates to per-

form tijeir religious ceremonies—marriages and shradhs for instance

— on .Sundays, that the office may not suffer from their absence in week

days for the said purposes. It is a mistake to suppose that the hardship

will be confined to Hindus. The Dootja Pooja holiday is no longer a

Hindu holiday. It is a vacation for all Her Majesty’s subjects in

Bengal and is a part of their existence. We hope Government will

not stick to the second notification because it has been issued*

and think the second thought is the best. In matters like these, no

inoughl of whatever liegiee can be the last or best.

THE ALLAHABAD CONGRESS.^
Last year wc thought it due to obscure merit to bring to pro-

minent notice one of the minor notabilities in the great Congress

agitation—wc allude to Gangaprasad V^arma, the volunteer Congress

Publisher. Many doubtless smiled at our making so much ofa mere

printer, regarding it as of a piece with our habitual extravagance.

If wc have sinned, wc have sinned after our Rishi ancestors who

were never weary of dwelling on the essential and invaluable ser-

vice given to Rama, the earliest Aryan invader of the South, in his

expedition to Ceylon. Nor is the service of the printer contempt-

ible service in any sense. Publication is the very nourishment of

popular movements. It is life itself to the Congress. What is the

vitality of a nebulous mass, not to say so disorganised rabble of mis-

cellaneous, chiefly nondescript, elements but the publication of its

proceedings or of its members ?

Mr. Varma has added another to the long list of his Congress

publications. If the Congress is worth anything, its proceedings

arc not only worth reporting but historiographing. If the Con-

gress found in Varma its Publisher, Varma has found for it its

Historiographer. Here, at least, before us is the record of the

doings of the great patriotic Kumbh mela of Allahabad. They

were important enough for recital, and they have been very well

recited in the brochure, Wc say this not because the bulk of the

account appeared in our columns. But “ B ” has a knack at

sketching persons, and at his happiest is remarkably smart.

Wc arc not afraid of giving examples fiom the booklet at ran-

dom. Thus wc have at p. 5

“
'Plie Conj;ic5s has not only outlived the calumny of its trachicer?;,

both official and non-olfici.il, it has also outj^rovvn, we are once ag.iiu

in i\ position to asscri, its otiginally contemplated dimensions. About
1,300 delegates weie piesenl. The number of delegates geneially was
more than double

;
llie number of Malimnedan <lelegates had tiebled

itself this year. Is it meiely for seiio-comic performances that these

1,300 delegates came— some of them from the fartliesi corners of India,

from Peshawar and Tiavancoie? Can the rankrst opponents of the

Congress deny lliat this antnvil assembl.Tge of the best ami the most
enlightened m the land -the galaxy of Indian geniuses—represent*,

one of the best, if not the best, phase of the British rule in India ? To
assume that those wilt) have been the rcupients of the greatest good
at the hands of the Biitish (ioverninent, should come all the way and
meet annually openly to preach sedition against tiie very (iovernmeni,
which has been the making of them, tantamounts to this : that the

seed of English education sowrt by Macaulay, Trevelyan and others

has fallen upon barren ground, and that a cenimy-and'a half of British

rule could not make a better impies^ion upon the people. 'I bis is

the standpoint of our opp«>nents, and it involves a rondenmatiort b»>ih

of English education and English rule. But we of the Congress take

niir stand upon a diftVient and, as we believe, a higher platform. We
are deeply grateful for the past blessings and past advantages

; we
now chum for more. We mo longer regard tlie British (Government

as an alien Government, but look upon it as a national Government.
English is our hnifuafranca : of English institutions we have become
deeply enamoured

;
and, as wc have been trained upon lines peculiar-

ly British, we cannot do aught but ask for the privileges of Biitish

citizenship. Now, which view is more creditable to the British

nation.^ To argue that a grateful nation like the Indians, whose
obliging and grateful nature has passed into the regions of History

and Philosophy and who are easily contented lo a proverb, who have

deified their smallest benefactors, which fact, according to Sir Alfred

Lyall { Vtde his Asiatic Studies

f

explains \for the thirty-ihiee crores of

Indian gods and goddesses- to argue that such a race is dissatisfied

Congress Sketches ; A Review of the Speeches and the Speakers at

the Fourth Indian National Con^ress^ held at Allahabad, By “ B.”

(Price 8 annas per copy exclusive of Postage) Lucl^now : G. P. Varma
^ud Brt^thers Press, 1889,

with British rule, is cursing it with bell, book and candle! It is not

true that we see no good in British rule
;
on the contrary, we see

much, and naturally wish for more. We feel and wish that our
interests be indissolubly bound up with those of the lEnglish. Our
argument is that there is still room for improvement, and our con-

fident hiith is that our prayers for reform, not revolution, will not
be refused. If it were true that the secret ambition of the Congress
was the overthrow of the British Government, no Europeans would
be found taking part in it, there would be no Hume, Adam, Norton,
Howard, Kennedy, Hearsey, Atkins

;
there would be no Christian

converts, Kalicharan Bannerjee, Ram Chandra Bose, David Moliun,

peter P.aul Pillay
;
no man enjoying high position and honor. Sir

T. Madhava Rao, K W. C. Bonnerjee, the Hon’ble K. T. Tclang,

c.i K., the Hon’ble (iovinda Ranade, the Hon’ble S. Subramaniya Iyer,

the Hon’ble P. Mehta, the Hon’hle Pandit Ajodhya Nath
;
no land-

holder having a permanent interest in the country, as the Maharaja of

Durbhanga, Sheikh R.iza Hossein Khan, R.ija Rampal Singh, Sirdar

Dayal .Smgh, Raja Tejnarain Singh, and many others of this class

who.se names must never see the light of day but who are nevertheless

supporting the Congress with men (yes with men I ) and money
;

bankers like Lala Ram Charan
;
and, last but not the least, the Ben-

galees whose worst enemies have not denied tlicin the possession of

a keen intellect, and who have little to gain and almost everything to

lose, by subver.sion of the British (Government.”

Behold ! here comes the great Shivaprasad !

“ It may not be generally known, but it is a fact that the Raja was
one of the earliest depositors of the delegate’s fee. He not only paid

his Rs. 10, but p.iid another ten rupees for any ‘indigent deleg.ate.

Prolonged conversation went on with him and that sturdy taluqdar

patiiot— ‘ the citizen Singh,’ Raja Rampal. But nothing practical came
out of it. Less than a month ago, this very man was the central figuie

of a movement to d.amn the Congress. What made him to change

sides in the inetrim f Wa.s it the fiasco in which the Lucknow demon-
stration ended ? -or was it the exch.ange of angry and even obscene
words between him and Sir Syed ? Be his motives wh.Htevcr they may,

theie he was in onr midst—as a staunch Congi ess walla. True, none

counted him for much. His adhesion was regarded by all as an acces-

sion of weakness rather than of strength—in short, he was rated at

his true worth. There was not one redeeming featute in the antece-

dents of this mealy-mouthed patriot. A consistent supporter of eveiy-

thing for which there could he found an official standing up, a notorious

tutn-coat, a piufoutul calculator, a born time-server of the bania class,

how could any man pin his faith upon him ? And he by his subsequent

conduct more than justified our misgivings. l*or some reasons not

known, he did not turn up on the inaugural day, the 26th. On the 27th

also he was looked for in vain at the opening time. It wna .sometime

after noon, business had commenced, the Hon’ble K. T. Telang had

already riveted the attention of the audience by the flood of eloquence

that he was pouring foith, and a peifect silence leigned throughout

the vast ball, when a gate-keeper brought a notice lo Raja Rampal
who went out. In another moment lo and behold ! the very Raja Siva

Piasad, supported by R.ij.i Rampal Singh, was seen entering the hall.

This was the signal for a few suppressed hisses. Raja Rampal con-

ducted him to a seat by him near the Reporter’s Lodge. He then .sat

down and began to attack Raja Rampal with repeated questions to the

evident annoyance of the latter. Next rose Habit Surendra Nath
Baneijee, whose woicly torient filled the whole audience, not except-

ing the unimpressionable titular Raj.t, with a vague excitement more

akin to animal spirits than inlellectnal satisfaction. Some other

speakers followed him, when uprose Raja Siva Prasad and solicited

permission to speak a few words. He ascended the platform amidst

hisses and groans which Mr. W. C. Bonneijee, assisted by Babu Suren-

dia N.ilh Baneijee and others, managed to stop with gieat difticully.

But when the autiat ions Siva Prasad went on, perfectly heedless of,

and indifferent to, all these, as if he was used to this kind of treatment,

and bi ought forwaid his proposal for the suppression of the very Con-

gtess, all at once the pent-up feelings of the 6,000 persons sitting be*

iieath the p.indal burst out with a fury. For a lime, all order was lost,

and it seemed as if quiet could not again be restored It was a mo-

ment of sore trial both to Raja .Siv.a Prasad and lo those upon whom
he tiied to palm off his view and thus win a diplomatic victory. Not

only the delegates but even the vi.siiors, who were strictly fot bidden to

signify their assent to, or dissent from, any pioposal, for a time forgot

llicmsrlves and became awfully excited. Many were prepared to hurl

their shoes at him, but wiser counsels prevailed. The silver ringing

voire of Bonnerjee availed not, the thundering admonition of Surendia

and the Hon’ble Pandit Ayodhya Nath’s stentorian warning fared

hardly belter, Hume’s ciy for ‘order’ was drowned in the universal

din, when the repeated sound of the gong brought ilte people lo iheir

senses. Fora few moments the panda! was a scene of utter confusion

jitid disorder.”

Again
^

“ Hush ! he is speaking. Now I am more than evej^convinccci

that It is certainly not Raja Siva Prasad that is speaking, whoever

else it may be. He has a louder, a steadier voice, a less faltering

accent. .Sec he is coming. Let us try if we can recognise the perspir-

ing figure, leddencd by this physical and moral struggle. He lakes

his seat piteously asking for the reporter of the Pioneer, Bah 1 before

me stands, still oscillating like the pendulum of a clock, the self-same

Raja Siva Prasad—yes, the very per.son who thirty years ago was

selected for his voire to read out the Royal Proclamation of 1858 m
Benares. How signally and miserably his voice failed him to*day

j

Such is the stifling and paralysing impotency of a vicious intrigue .

He would not for the fear of his very life go without an escort m
notable Congress wallfis. Mr. Bhimji and Captain Banon conducted

him to a safe distance in his conveyance, or which is the same, the

old Maharaja of Benares’s conveyance.”

Those who wish to study the personal peculiarities and characters

of the most eminent living Indians, cannqt do better tb«n buy *

copy each of this Cengn^s Sketches^
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PUBLIC HOLIDAYS IN BENGAL.
[Concludedfrom page j8t,]

20. The Negotiable Instruments Act XXVI of 1881 became
law subsequent to the discussions of 1879 and 1880. Under see*

lion 25 of that Act, when the day on which a Promissory Note
or bill of exchange is at maturity is a public holiday, the instrument
shall be deemed to be due on the next preceding business day.

The expression “public holiday’* includes Sundays, New Year’s
Day, Christmas Day, Good Friday, and any other day declared by
the Local Governincnc by notification in the ollicial Gazette to be

a public holiday. Under this section the 30 authorised public
holidays in Bengal are now published, and the gravamen of the
Chamber is, firstly, that public business is to a large extent para-

lysed during these holidays by the closing of the Exchange Banks,
which will not undertake the responsibility of transacting business

during days upon which negotiable instruments will not mature ;

and, secondly, that the trade of the port is mareiially aflccted bv
the closure of the Shipping Oilicc and the inability to obtain port

clearance during these days. It is pointed out that in the interval

from 30th September to 10th October 1889, which were declared

jiublic holidays under the Act on account of the Doorga and l.akhi

Poojahs ill 1889, the shipping arrivals in the port of Calcniia

showed a gross tonnage of 73,210, and a registered tonnage ot

48,179 ; that the departures showed 63,962 gross and 45,538 re-

gistered tonnage ; that 29 steamers and 2 ships arrived in port, and
that 19 steamers and 13 ships left the port. 'I'hc East Indian Rail-

way brought into the market 25,084 tons of goods, and the Easiern

Bengal State Railway 4,52,514 maunds, of which 3,65,875 were
jute. The fact that all bills maturing in the interval icll due on

Saturday, September 28th, is brought to notice as a most serious

inconvenience and burden on the trade of the port. In the dis-

cussion that took place in 1879 much stress was laiti by ilie native

members of the Committee on the fact that the then existing faci-

lities were sufficient. They urged that, though the Banks were
closed, exchange operations might be and were carried on, ami,

that as a matter of lacr, the Banks did take cheques from purchasers

oi bills during the vacation ; and that remittances by telegram or

otherwise were not necessarily suspended. The Chamber urge

that this is not now the case, and that the Banks have felt it unsafe

to do any business at all on holidays gazetted under the Negotiable

Instruments Act since that Act came into operation, and conse-

quently that the inconvenience to commerce has become intensified.

21. Of the force of these representations there can be no

doubt ; and it is equally clear that it is the duty of the Government
to mitigate the grievance if it is possible to do so without imposing

greater hardship on others. The question to be examined is whether
this can be done by reducing the number of public holidays under

the Negotiable Instruments Act, and at the same time increasing

the number given in Government offices by the executive order

of Government. Mahomedan holidays arc now granted by the

executive order of Government in the following way :
—“ It is

notified for general information that,” on specified dates, “all public

otliccs and Revenue and Magisterial Courts in Bengal, with the

exception of the olficcs of Collector of Custams, Shipping Master,

the Registrar of Assurances, Calcutta, the Collector of Stamp Re-

venue, Calcutta, the Stamping Department of the Oflicc of the

Superintendent of Stamps, Calcutta, and the Salt Rowanali and

Opium Sale Departments of the Board of Revenue, shall be closed.”

The effect of these orders is to give a general holiday in (*ovcrn-

incnt offices with the exception of those specified. To those ex-

cepted offices special instructions are issued that “ though it is not

expedient to close them on the days in question, it is hoped that it

will be possible to arrange to relieve of their duties on those days

any Mahomedan ministerial oflicers who may apply for leave.” The
holidays arc granted generally* but the trade of the port is not al-

lowed to sufi*cr. It is an arrangement which Hi.s Honour believes

has been found to give satisfaction to all concerned. What the

Lieutenant-Governor would now propose for consideration is that

all those days of the Doorga Poojahs, which arc not actually re-

quired to be devoted to necessary Hindu religious ceremonies, should

be notified as holidays in the same way as Mahomedan holidays are

now notified, and that only those days which are devoted to re-

ligious ceremonies should be notified as public holidays under the Act.

22.

An objection which may be brought against this proposal is

Holloways Ointment and Pills,—As winter advances and the weather
becomes more and more inclement and trying the earliest evidences of

ill-health must be immediately checked and removed, or a slight illness

may result in a serious malady. Relaxed and sore throat, qiiinsey,

influenza, chronic cough, bronchitis, and most other pulmonary affre-

tions will be relieved by rubbing this cooling Ointment into the ^kin as

nearly as practicable to the seat of mischief. This treatment, simple
yet effective, is admirably adapted for the removal of these diseases
during infancy and youth. Old asthmatic invalids will derive marvel-
lous relief from the use of Holloway’s remedies, which have wonder*
ftilly relieved many such sufferers, and re-established health after every
<>ther means had signally failed.

that on Poojah days, which are not notified under the Act as public

holidays, every bank and mercantile office in the city will be kept

open. This is the argument which was felt to have so much .vveight

in the discussions of 1879-80. But the objection is less strong than
it seems to be. The Banks would be in no worse position—indeed

in a better one in regard to enforced closing—than they were in

before the Act was passed : whatever force attached to tlic argument
used by the native members of the Committee as to their being

able to afford sufficient facilities to commerce without absolutely

closing their doors, would acquire additional strength under the pre-

sent proposal
; while in regard to mercantile offices, the Lieutenaiit-

Governor is disposed to doubt whether there will be any verv
material change. All the merchants in Calcutta now require so

many of their clerks as arc necessary to carry on business to attend

during the Inilidays
; business is not allowed to stop, notwithstand-

ing the closure of the Exchange Banks and Shipping Office ; and the

Lieutenant Governor is assured on competent aulliority that the

reduction of the number of holidays under the Act is not likely to

appreciably affect the actual attendance of clerks. The merchants
of Calcutta have always been ready to give holidays during ihc davs
actually devoted to loligious ceremonial observance, and all cm
ployes in merchants’ offices now know very well that a condition of

ilu ir service is that on other days they arc expected to attend office

when work has to be done.

23. Sir Steuart Baylcy has no doubt that the mercantile com-
muniiy will continue to show every reasonable consiilcration to their

Hindu clerks in regard to attendance. It is to their interest to do
so : the work of their oHices depends on mutual agreement on both

sides. After all, attendance in office is a matter of eourract arrangc-

merii beiween employer and servant, and it is im[^ossible to justify

any interference on the part of Government, which would insist on
mercaniile offices rcni.iining without clerks for twelve days at a time.

Of course no siuh iiitcrfei cnee is really contemplated, hut tlie

papers on the subject give some colour for supposing that the claim

has sometimes been nude. If it is formally abandoned, the objec-

tion uiiacr discussiim must also be given up.

24. On the other hand, 1 am to point out that a notification in

the proposed form will enable Government to give a general holiday

in its own offices, excepting those only which arc required to re-

main partially, or it may be wholly, open to meet the exigencies of

commerce. All that is expected from Government is to afford

reasonable facilities for carrying on business. 'This is done in the

ease of Mahomedan holidays, and ought to be done in the ease of

Hindu social festivals. The number of Government offices affected

is inconsiderable, and tlic amount of liardship which would be in-

flicted on the Hindu employes concerned would not be great. The
Lieutenant-Governor would, however, strictly enjoin in regard to

these cxccptcil offices that the Hindu employe's should be allowed

their holidays, whenever possible, and that, if it be found im-

possible to grain them, other concessions in the way of leave at other

limes should be given.

25. A point which had great weight in influcncipg the decision

in 1879 was that advanced by Mr. Dampicr and others that the

opening of certain offices at the Presidency would necessarily govern
the practice of' all or nearly ail the other ofliccs in Bengal. It is

now argued th " this position is no longer tenable as shown by the

f'aei that cer' 1 Mahomedan holidays arc granted by executive

order, and ai ,
as a matter of fact, universally cnj(;yed in all parts

of Bengal, except in certain offices at the Presidency. 'The opening
of these particular offices docs not in any way govern the piactic'-

ciscvvhercrc. It appears to follow that certain Hindu holidays, if

notified in the same way as Mahomedan holidays, will be accepted

in the same way as Mahomedan holiday s arc now accepted, and it

is urg'*d there is an opportunity of settlement on ihis basis. 'Die

provisions of the Negotiable Instruments Act enable the Govern-
ment to make a clear distinction between [lublie holidays notified

under the Act and holidays notified by cxccuiiv e order ; and it

seems to His Honour that advantage may be taken of this distinc-

tion, which did niit exist when (he (juesiion was formerly under
discussion, to sancii<m arrangements which, while recognizing the

claims of the Hindu community, will also satisfy the interests of

trade and commerce.

26. It is undoubtedly the ease that the attitiuie of the Chamber
becomes a stronger one every year. The proportion of steamers

which comes into the port constantly increases, and the rc<juire-

ments of trade arc more urgent now’ thati they wcic ten years ago.

The holiday arrangements are proportionately more irksome and
impose greater comparative restrictions than they did then. The
claim*! c)f commercial progress arc rcrognized in other parts of India.

It was pointed out by Baboos Kristo Das Pal and Durga Charaii

Law in 1879 that “the number of holidays In Bengal is less than

that in other provinces.” But whatever may have been the case in

1879, the exact reverse is the fact in 1889. The number of holi

days for 1889 notified under the Negotiable Instruments Act in

Madras (including New Year’s Day, Good Friday and Christmas

Day, which arc public holidays under the Act) was 18 ; in Bombay
the number was 21 ; in Bengal the number was 29. A prirnd facie

ease is therefore made out for reduction in the number of public
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holidays notified under the Act. If the number of Doorga Poojah
and Lakhi Poojah holidays gazetted under the Act were reduced
Irom ^,2 to 5, there would still remain 22 public holidays in Bengal,
which is a larger number than either at Bombay or Madras, and is,

the Lieutenant-Governor understands, a larger number than is al-

lowed in any other country in the civilized world.

27.

The Clumber of Commerce have proposed that the total

number of public holidays notified under the Act should be reduced
to 12 dmysonly as specified in their recommendation, and they have
declared that these 12 days “shall be the holidays recognized by
the Chamber under shipping orders and charter parties as holidays

according to the custom of the port.” But the Lieutenant-Governor
U not aware of any reason why Government should accept so great

a change as this. The Chamber are at liberty to declare what
charter party holidays they please ; but they cannot expect that the

(iovernment should regulate the public holidays throughout the

province according to the custom of the Calcutta port. It appears

that in Madras the public holidays under the Act are identical with

the charter party holidays declared by the Chamber of Commerce.
In Bombay, however, the local Chamber of Commerce have fixed

the number of their charter party holidays at 14, while the Bombay
Government has notified the number of public holidays to be 21.

Similarly in Bengal there can be no objection to the Chamber fixing

the number of holidays according to the custom of the port at 12,

while the number of public holidays may be 22, or any other number
notified by Government under the Act. Moreover, it has been

stated that a redaction in the number of continuous Doorga Poojah

public holidays will sufficiently meet the contention of the Chamber,
which is not so much against the total number of holidays in the

year as against the obstruction to business occasioned by the occur-

rence of 12 public holidays in succession. Although objection has

been taken to the continuous character of the Christmas holidays

which, now when Sundays are included, usually amount to five

days in succession, it has not been pressed home with the same
persistence as the objection to the Doorga Poojah holidays, which

are at present also continuous and are more than twice as long in

duration. It is only in regard to the Doorga Poojahs, therefore,

that the Lieutenant-Governor is disposed at present to consent to

any reduction in the number of public holidays under the Act.

The other public holidays might remain unchanged for the present.

It is desired by the Chamber that if any change is made it should

take effect from the year 1896, and the Lieutenant-Governor pro-
poses to take action as he may be advised in this respect.

28.

I am to sum up this letter as follows :

—

It is proposed to notify holidays in Bengal under two separate
notifications : first, in regard to public holidays notified as such
under the Negotiable Instruments Act ; and, secondly, in regard to
holidays which are notified as such by the closure of public offices.

These two separate notifications would be in the form given, and
apply to the days specified in the draft notifications annexed.

In addition to any remarks on the general question which may be
offered, the Lieutenant-Governor desires to be favoured with an
opinion on the following points ;

—

(1)

—Whether the effect of the publication of these notifica-

tions will be to make a clear distinction between public

holidays under the Negotiable Instruments Act and those

notified by executive order only, in so far that the Ex-
change Banks will remain closed on the “public holi-

days” only, and not on the other days.

(2)

—Whether the effect of the publication of these notifications

will wholly or partially meet the growing requirements
of trade and commerce.

(3)

—Whether the effect of the publication of these notifica-

tions will be CO inflict serious hardship on a considerable

section of the community by depriving them of holidays

which they now enjoy.

(4)

—Whether the proposals now made arc accepted by the

Chamber or your Association as a reasonable present

compromise between interests which admittedly conflict

with one another.

29. The third question, as to the effect on the general com-
munity of notifying the non-compulsory days of the Doorga Poojah
as holidays by executive action instead of under the Negotiable In-
struments Act, is the most important, and that to which your atten-

tion is specially invited. The Lieutenant-Governor would in no
case make a change without the previous sanction of the Govern-
ment of India, and he desires to lay the question before His Ex-
cellency in Council with the fullest light that previous enquiry can
throw upon it,

30. In conclusion, I am to say that the Lieutenant-Governor will

be glad to obtain an answer to this letter at the Chamber’s (Associa-

tion’s) early convenience.

NOTIFICATION.
To be peremptorily sold pursuant to an order

dated the 23rd day of May 1889 and made in

il)€ matter of suit No. 340 of 1884 wherein

Kanie Lail Seal was plaintiff and Gobin Lall

Seal and others were defendants and in the

matter of the estate of Fanna Lall Seal de-

ceased by L. P. D. Broughton Esq. thr Ad-

ininislrator-General of Bengal and Adininis-

iraior to the estate of the said Panna Lall

.Seal deceased at the office of the said Ad-

ministrator-General at No. I, Council House

Street Calcutta by public auction on Wednes-

day the 3rd day of September next at the hour

of 12 o’clock at noon the undermentioned

properties belonging to the above estate ;

—

Lot No. I.—AH that lower roomed messuage
tenement or dwelling house situate lying and
being in and known as No. 221 Cornwallis

Street in the town of Calcutta being Holding
No. 197 Survey Block 15 North Division con-
taining by estimation 2 cottas 19 chattaks

and 30 square feet be the same more or less

and butted and bounded as follows—On the
West by the premises belonging to Upendra
Lall Sircar and otheis on the East by the

said Cornwallis Street on the North by
Muktaram Baboo’s Street and on the South by
the lands belonging to Upendra Lall Sircar

and others.

Lot No. 2.—All that tenanted land No. 40
Champatolla 2nd Lane in the town of Calcutta
measuring ())4 cottahs more or less and bound-
ed as follows—On ihc East by the dwelling
house of Madliu Sudan Dutt Ram Mohan

j

Dass and Nilmonee Dass on the North by the
ubiic road on the South by the dwelling
ouse of Jagabandhu Bose and on the West

by the house of Jagabandhu Bose and the
house of Boydya Nath Ooriya aod Nilmonee
ssUa.

Lot No. 3.—All that upper roomed brick-
built messuage tenement or dwelling house
and the piece or parcel of land or giouud
whereon the same is erected and built con-
taining 3 cottahs 4 chatiaks and 30 square
feet more or less r.ituaie lying and being at

No. I, Rajinohan Bose’s Lane in Colooiollah
in the town of Calcutta and bounded on the
North by the house No. 2, Rajmoh.in Bose’s
Lane formerly belonging to Bhagbai Kassary
on the East by the Inuise and premises
No. 48-1 Ram Mohan Ghose’s Lane and on
the South side theieof by the house and pre-
mises of Hadjee Syinl Sabur and on the West
by the premises No. 36 Dhuramtullah Lane.

Lot No. 4.— AH that upper roomed brick-

built messuage tenement or dwelling house
formerly No. 21 but now numbered 30 Ram
Mohan Ghose’s Lane in Colooiollah in the
town of Calcutta together with the piece or
parcel of land or ground thereunto belonging
containing by estimation 8 cottahs more or
less and bounded on the West by the house
and land of Miitty Lall Seal on the North
by the house and land of Jadab Chunder
Burral and Ram Chunder Bose and on the
South by the house and land of Monohar
Dass and on the East by the house of Raj-
krista Banerjee.

The abstract of title and the conditions of
sale may be seen at the office of Messrs.
Swinhoe and Chunder attorneys for L. P. D.
Broughton Esq. the Administrator-General
and Administrator to the estate of Panna Lall
Seal deceased at No. 9 Old Post Office Street
in Calcutta on any day before the sale and will

be produced at the sale.

L. P. D. BROUGHTON,
Administrator-General of Bengal
and Administrator to the Estate of

Panna Lall Seal deceased.

Swinhoe & Chunder
*

Attorneys-at-law,

High Court,

Calcutta.

24th July, 1890.

KNIGHT MEMORIAL FUND.
The Editor of the “ Indian Mirror ” bcg»

to acknowledge the receipt, with many thank^,

of “the following sums in aid of the above

Fund

Pherozeshah M. Mehta, Esq., Bombay Rs. lOo

Babu Krishna Behary Sen, Calcutta... „ lo

Babu Nagendra Nath Chatterji, Cal-

cutta ... ... ... „ 2

A Zoroastrian, Calcutta ... ... „ 5

Babu (<am Gupal Sanyal, Calcutta ... „ 2

Kabiraj Abinash Chunder Kaivratna,
Calcutta ... ... ... „ 2

Fraraji Mancherji, Esq., Calcutta ... „ 251

Kumar Benoy Krishna, Calcutta ... „ 100

A Bengali Friend, Calcutta ••• ., 5

Babu Gopal Chunder Mukerji, Editor
Sunj^dad ProdhaJ^ar^ Oilcmxa, ... „ 5

Babu Radha Nath Sen, Calcutta ...» 2

Dinshaw Edulji Wacha, Esq., Bombay „ 25

Kahanrai Hakaimutrai Desai, Esq.,
Broach ... ... ... „ 100

S. C. Kaye, Calcutta ... .^. „ 10

An Admirer, Calcutta ... ... „ 2

X. and Y., Mofussil ... ... „ 2

Lala Bansa Gopal Nande^'^Saheb,
Burdwan ... ... ... „ 500

The Star Theatre ... ... ,, 5 *

Baboo S. K. Lahiri, Calcutta ... » 5

Jamshedji Framji Madan, E^q., Cal-

cutta ... ' ... ... ,,
5^

John Ogilvie, Esq., Madaripore ... »

The Ghattal Bar, through Baboo
Sharoda P. Chose, Ghattal

The Hon’ble J. F. Norris, Calcutta ... » 5^^

An Admirer, Dinagepore... ...

Further subscriptions may T)e sent to the

Indian Mirror 74, Dhurumtola Street,

Calcutta, and will be duly acknowltdged.ai

ceived.
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WONDERFUL MEDICINE.

BEECHAM'S PILLS
A REuniversally ad-

milted to be worth

A GUINEA A BOX.
For Bilious and Ner-
vous Disorders, such

as Wind and Pain in

the Stomach, Sick
Headache, Giddiness,

Fulness and Swelling

after Meals, Dizziness

and Drowsiness, Cold
Chills, Flushings of

Heat,Lo$sof Appetite,
- Shortness of Breath,

Costiveness, Scurvy and Blotches on the Skin,

Disturbed Sleep, Frightful Dreams, and all

Nervous and Trembling Sensations, &c.

B
EECHAM’S pills The first dose will

give relief in twenty

minutes. This is no fic-

tion,for they have done
it in countless cases.

Every sufferer is

earnestly requested to

try one Box of these

Pills, and they will be

acknowledged to be

WORTHAGUINEA
A BOX

For females of all

ages these Pills are

invaluable. No female

should be without

them. There is not a

medicine to be found

to equal them for re-

moving any obstruc-

tion or irregularity of

the system. If taken

according to the di-

rections given with

each box they will

soon restore females

of all ages to sound

and robust health.

This has been proved

b y thousands who
have tried them, and

PILLS found the benefits

which are ensured by
their use.

For a Weak Sto-

mach, Impaired Di-

gestion, and all Disor-

ders of the Liver, they

act like magic, and a

few doses will b e

found to work won-

ders on the most im-

portant organs in the

human Machine.

They strengthen the

whole muscular sys-

tem, restore the long

lost complexion, bring

back the keen edge of

IJEECHAM’S PILLS appetite,, and arouse

Jj mto action with the

rosebud of health the

whole physical energy

of the human frame.

Thes^^are facts testified

to continually by mem-
bers of all classes of

society, and one of the

best guarantees to the

Nervous and Debilita-

ted is, BEECHAM’S
PILLS have the

Largest Sale of any

patent Medicine in

the World.

Sole Agents for India :

NAYLOR, SON, ORIMRS & 00.

WhoksaU DepSt,JS> Clive Street,

CALCUTTA

:

Notioe

T hese PiIU e«n be ebtained at r11 Bazaars

throughout India, or from the Whole and

Agents, Naylor, Son, Grimes & Cn., at sale

follnwing rates IS. *'**• n
is, file, Rs. 2-4 per bo*,

Post. Shopkeepers can obtain Wboleiale

Ratet upon application.
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IN THE PRESS.

Uniform with “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal ”

ESSAYS BY A BRAHMAN
IN

Politios, Sociology, History, & Literature

BV

the Author of “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal.”

Calcutta.

Reis Rayyet Office.

PRICE

:

To Subscribers paying before publication Rs. 4

„ mere registering subscribers ... „ 5

„ Ordinary purchasers ... ... „ 6

Apply to the Manager, Reis and Rayyet,

I, Uckoor Dutt’s L.ane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. $-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL

BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah^

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJBE,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, “REIS A RATTET"

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

Bahadoor, Nawab Nazim of Bengal, Behar and
Orissa, which gives a graphic account of the

Baboo’s travels to and in Independent Tip-

perah. Written in capital English and evi-

dently by a gentleman of broad view’s and
enlightened mind, the work is decidedly a

valuable addition to the catalogue of English

written Bengalee literature. This book of

travels should be read widely not only by
English residents out here, but by our country-

men at home, for it teems with intertst and
teaches us far more about the fine belt of

unopened country travelled through than any
work of the sort written by an Englishman
would have done. Baboo Sambhu Chunder
Mookerjee is one of whom his countrymen
may well be proud, for he writes throughout

with the moderate and educated pen of

a thorough gentleman.— The Indian Planter^

Gazetteer* Sporting News. October 4, 1887.

If we have not before noticed Mr. Sambhu
C. Mookerjee’s Travels in Bengal^ which was
published some months ago, it is not because

the little book is either dull or pointless. It

contain.s, on the contrary, much interesting

matter, though some of the incidents are over-

weighted with detail in what is fiicetiously

called a “ little booklet.” The author’s view

as a rule is, by the way, facetious : he is given

even to punning
;
but he is also sentimental

in the highest degree—“a naked Whiteman”
hurts his susceptibilities

; a Hindu girl, bathing

in the river, throws him into an ecstasy of

delight : “she had such large languishing eyes !”

But he i.s nothing if not philosophical, and his*

reflections on this or that social and political

subject are not without their moral. Mr.

Sambhu C. Mookerjee was formerly Minister

to the “last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa” and afterwards Minister

of the Maharaja of Tipperah. He is a man,

therefore, of experience, and when he speaks

his brethren should listen to him
Travels in Bengal is a readable book, and it

abounds in anecdotes which are often as in-

structive as amusing, and it is not spoiled by
too many political allusions, though, of course

some few have crept in.

—

The Pioneer^

Dec., 1887.

In Pamphlet, Price 4 annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION

With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

We have received from the office of Reis

and Rayyety one of the leading native news-

papers of Calcutta, a most readable little broch’

ure written by Baboo Sambhu C. Mookerjee,

once Minister to the late Nawab Faridoon Jah,

By Capt. ANDREW HEARSEY.

Apply to Reis &* Rayyet Office, CalcBtt.-!.

PEETHAMS

paf iNlftA and all HOT CLIMATES this sweetly scented emollient Milk Is JNVALn^jLB

IT KEEPS the SKiM'cUOiTand REFRESHED in the HOTTEST WEATHER,

Removes and prevents all SUNBURN, REDNESS, FRECKUS,
BRNDERS the SKIN DELICATELY SOFT,,

S

MOOTH and WHITE,

T*. •ntirolv prevents it irom becoming DRY and WRINKLED, and PRESERVES the

/iatwptbxion from the scorching effecU of the SUN and WIND more effectually than any

hSStatioh c.»,ed to u>. SUM «nd aTtffo? of }ypE(;T9 i.

fUfyed by Its wi. ffr lmpirtlii« thU soft flinty lieUii« to the ikla. thli

delightful preparaUo*' has no equal! Sold by all Chemista.^
• Bolo Knkon M. BEETHAM jb BON* Ohamiata,

r

I

CALCUTTA. AGENTS : SCOTT THOMPSON & CO.
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"IT REOOUMENDS ITSELr.'

All who sujftf find suro relief from

The Oreatest Pain Gore Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcuteRheumatiam and RheumaticQout,

After years of semi-helplessness and suffer-

ing
;

while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS
LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACHE,
SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

or these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs
* Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.
Arc you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The Manrellous Sore Throat Gore.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at / Re. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

^
Agents in Calcutta : .Smith Stanistreet & Co.,

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.

12. LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,
(Opposite the Police Court,)

TMT? r'AT/'tTTTA

H0M(E0PATflIC PHARMACY,
THR

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE
DfSPENSAR Y IN ASIA

OF PURE HOMaOPATHY ONLY,
WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE
TRADE IN

INDEPENDENT HOMCEOPATflY
and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co. beg to draw the attention of their

H!Onstituents and the public to the neat little

turned

WOODEN CASE
in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
I2y Lai Bazaar,, Calcutta.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern Keyless Railway Regulat-
ors, of small size, enamelled dials, bold
figures and Candian Gold hands, with tem-
pered machinery and dust tight hinged cases
for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. wiiii spare
glass, spring, box and guarantee. \Varranted
to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.
Have no appearance of cheapness about
them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr.
A. R. Mehta from Bandora says The
7-8 watch 1 purchased from you two years
back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting Su-
perintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh,
says :

—
“ A watch maker has valued your

Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, R.
W. Fusi. Regt., Lucknow, says “ Some valued
it at Rs. 15 and wt-re completely surprised when
I told them .( only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pretty
Candian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-
plete shirt Studs and Rings set with scientific

diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each. Mr. J.
A. Yclsmorc, Satur, says The best j^old^

smith of tins place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. G.
Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikuila, says;—“A
German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and
the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

JEYES’ DISINFECTANTS:
The best and cheapest Antiseptics,

Deodorizers and Cleansers.

Jeyes’ Perfect Purifier
supersedes Carbolic and other Disinfectants,

being much more efficacious, non-poi.sonoiis,

non-corrosive, stainless in use, and cheaper.
Prevents contagion by destroying its cause.
Instantly removes bad smells. It is an almost
unfailing cure for Eczema and other Skin
Diseases

;
and is the be.st known Insecticide.

Can be had in the various forms of Liquid,

Powder, Soap and Ointment.

JEYES’ PERFECT PURIFIER
prevents infection by destroying its cause,

killing the very germs of contagious diseases.

It removes instantly all noxious smells, not
by temporarily disguising them (as is often

the case), but by chemical combination, sub-

stituting instantaneously for a ^ poisonous a
pure and healthy atmosphere, and thoroughly
eradicating the evil. .

Agents :-DYCE, NICOL & CO.,

3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta.

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited.*

This Company's Steamer **OUDH"
will leave Calcutta for Assam on Tuesday, the
19th instant.

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel
should be sent to the Company’s Godowns
at Juggannauth Ghat, not later than $ p.m.

of Saturday, the 16th instant.

Cachar Line.

The steamer “GWALIOR" of this line will

leave Calcutta for Cachar on the 19th instant

(Tuesday) for which cargo will be received until

5 P.M. of Saturday the i6th instant.

The Rivers having risen, steamers are now
able to proceed as far as Sylhet and Cachar.

Assam Despatch Service from

Goalundo
and

Daily Mail Steamer Service from

Dhubri to Oebrooohur.

A daily service is maintained from Goalun-
do and Dhubn for passengers and light goods
traffic, i. e.y packages not weighing over half a
ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival

of the previous night's 9-30 P. M. train (Madras
time) from Sealdah, and Dhubri on arrival of

the mails.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to

almost all stations can be booked through from
or to Calcutta vid Goalundo or Kannia with

the Eastern Bengal State and connected Rail-

ways—Passengers and Parcels vid Kannia
only.

All particulars as to rates of freight and

passage by all the above mentioned Services to

be had on application to—

MACNEILL & CO.,

Agents,

2-1, Clive Ghat Street.

Calcutta, the 12th August, 1890.

A
ny Photograph transferred to porcelain

• and thus rendered permanent. Apply to

R. Hotz,

13-5, Government Place, Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY(ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
AND

Review of Politics^ Literature^ and Society

RATES OF SUBSORIPTIOK.

in advanceYearly

Half-yearly

Quarterly

Monthly

Single or sample Copy,,

Rs. 12

» 7

o 4

Re. 1-8
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RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
Advertisements (three columns to the page and

102 lines to the column; are charged by the

space taken up, at the rate of 4/^nnas a line,

each insertion. The lowest charge for any ad-

vertisement is Rs. 2, except Domestic Occur-

rences, the lowest charge for which is Rs. 5.

Special rates for Contracts.

No additional charge, for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

will be charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at the rale of 4 annas a month or

Rs. 3, a year.

Business Communications (post paid) to

be directed to “The Manager,” and Literary

Communications and books and pamomeis

(carriage paid) to “ The Editor ” of ‘ R®***

& Rayyei,*'

Office ; /, Uckoor DutPs Lane^ Wellington

Streety Calcutta.
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

SUNSET.

^Thou stoopest with a tender heart

To every little thing
;

A refuge and a rock Thou art,

A father and a king !

Sweet star of summers’ eventide !

O’er yonder sea of light,

AVhere many a cloudlet crimson dyed

Is cradled on the night.

Did not life’s darkness dim our sight
;

Its sorrows hide Thine own sweet light,

How much of goodness could we see ?

How much of love that tells of Thee?

And back from many a purple isle

The darkness rolleth for awhile,

As sunset o’er that billowy sea

Unveils her heatt of hearts to thee
;

I watched thy coming, long ago,

When but a pensive child,

Where Vincent’s dark blue mountains glow

By Huron wide and wild,

OUTWARD BOUND.

I dwell far inland, but I feel

The ocean breeze around me blow,

1 hear the dashing of a keel

Through billows white as drifted snow.

I see the sunshine through the spray.

For one I love has sailed to-day

!

No. 438

And softly, lovingly as now,

The night dew kissed my throbbing brow ;

/\ felt with bird and breeze and bower

The witchery of the sunset hour.

Oh, far off home of boyhood’s dreams !

Dear land remembered long !

The magic of thy mountain streams,

The valleys filled with song ;

/i'hrough blighted hope, through pain and tears,

Through wandering and through burdened years

Denied, unsought, and tempest driven,

Ye tell of rest and home in Heaven.

To-night 1—and such a night as this-^

His touch on yonder skies,

AVhere clouds are bathed in Eden bliss,

And stars in splendor rise ;

O restless waters, lightly bear

So dear a burden on your breast

!

Float cheerily in the soft, spring air,

0 starry pennon of the West

!

Let only halcyon breezes play

With heaving wave and tide to-day.

Bloom, heather, on the Scottish moors,

Wake, violets, in dear English dells.

The heart that seeks your storied shoies

With all a poet’s fervour swells
;

' High hopes illume with rainbow ray

The broad, bright ocean path to-day.»

And if at times a thought of me
Shall, swift and still, the wanderer meet,

O sunbeam, starbeam ! faithfully

That thought in many hues repeat,

My heart must follow on its way

The fair ship outward bound to-day.

] bless Him, in the bonds He’s cleft

;

The wealth of hope, of joy that’s left ;

/The shield and shelter ever nigh ;

The peace that cometh by and by.

1 turn from these, Thy works, to Thee,

A refuge of our race !

If earthly scenes be fair to see,

W^hat is Thy dwelling place ?

The glowing sunset’s crimson light ;

The splendor of the starry night

;

The rainbow, arched from zone to zone.

Are shadows only of thy throne.

Frances L. Mace.

Holloways Pills and Ointment are remedies which should invariably

be taken by travellers in search of health, pleasure or business. Many
deleterious influences are constantly at work in foreign climes, tending

to deteriorate the health
; these and the altered conditions of life will

entail on those who travel the necessity of carefully attending to early

symptoms of disease, and they will find the use of these remedies to

be highly necessary, the action of the Pills being purifying and
strengthening and of great service in cases of fever, ague, and all in-

flammatory diseases, whilst tl^e Ointment is a sovereign cure in cases

of piles, bad legs, bad breasts, wounds and ulcers. Holloway’s reme-
dies do not deteriorate by change of climate.

Subscribers in tkt country are requested to remit by postal money orders^ ifpossible, as the safest and most convenient
meetis^, particularly as it ensures acknowledgment through the Detriment. No other receipt will be

given any other being unnecessary, and likely to came confusion.
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News and Our Comments.

VVe have much pleasure in opening our prose columns this week with

the»following impressive lesson in practical morality, culled from our

miscellaneous reading

“ A worthy old colored woman, in the city of New York, was one day
walking along the street quietly smoking her pipe. A jovial sailor,

rendered a little mischievous by liquor, canie sawing down, and when
opposite the old woman, saucily pushed her aside, and with a pass of

his hand knocked the pipe out of her mouth. He then halted to hear
her fret at his trick, and enjoy a laUgh at her expense. But what was
his astonishment when she meekly picked up the pieces of her broken

pipe, without the least resentment m her manner ; and giving him a
dignified look of mingled sorrow, kindness and pity, said, * God forgive

you, my son. as I do I’ It touched a tender chord in the heart of the

rude tar. He felt ashamed, condemned and repentant. The tear started

in his eye ; he must make reparation. He heartily confessed his error ;

and thrusting both hands i#o his full pockets of change, forced the

contents upon her, exclaiming, * God bless you, kind mother, i’ll never

do so again t’
”

«

No end to Parsee liberality I The latest act in this direction is that of

the good Awabai Pal, wife of Mr. Cawasjee^l^zonjee Curranee, who

has given Rs. 10,000 towards a fire-temple, in course of construction

on the Giraum Road, for the services of the Bhegaria section of the

Parsee community. Rs. 8,000 has been laid out in buying a house for

the priests, which has been provided with a well at Hs. 1,000 and the

remaining Rs. 1,000 has been invested for the regular performance of

some religious rites.

#*#

The En^lishmatis Fund for the Balaclava Heroes, up to date, amounts

to Rs. 6,325*4. A Canadian, J. Williams, resident over 38 years in

Victoria, writes to the Melbourne Age^ in connection with the subject,

thus

“ 1 have always regarded a peaceful settlement of disputes between

nations, where practicable, by arbitration and international law .as far

preferable to warfare and bloodshed. But, Sir, when I re.ad the ac-

counts of the state of destitution in which the few remaining heroes of

the Light Brigade are so pitilessly allowed to suffer, I freely confess

that for very shame of our nation’s ingratitude and heartles.sness big

tears streamed down my cheeks. We, who daily sing, in those power-
ful strains of Tennyson, the praises of these men, yet treat them thus.

What good comes from grand poetic lines after this ? How empty is all

this boastful appreciation of bravery and devotion to duty and country,

when it goes no further than professions in song. When a nation fails

to truly appreciate its heroes in any department of public service, it

may soon be found helpless and honourless. Let us in this remote
part show a truer appreciation for these brave men in helpless old age,

and by liberal contributions try to awaken our countrymen in Great

Britain to a better sense of their duty. Without sentiment, without

feeling, without love of country and proper appreciation of its bene-

factors, and without heart and gratitude, is to be on a level with the

mere brute creation. Forsooth the faithfulness, true devotion and
attachment of a Newfoundland dog puts such charcicter to shame.
Enclosed is 20jr. as a contribution.”

•
• •

M. Louis Leopoi.d Oliver, a young aeronaut, has just died from in-

halations of gas, which entered through a conduit leading from the

centre of his own car. He came down at Noisy-le-Sec, twenty minutes

after his ascent, and died the same day, from gradual sinking. Those

of our light hearted couiTtrymen who have been emboldened to dabble

themselves in ballooning by the ease with which young Spencer went

up to the clouds and came down ** in unfractured integrity of limb,” had

better ponder on that.

• #

A European nobleman, Count Louis Siciliano di Rende, brother of

Cardinal Rende, formerly Nuncio at Paris, has died of hydrophobia,

but under peculiar circumstances. There had been no bite—no

known inoculation of the poison. A month or so before his death, the

Count’s dog was delected to be suffering. After the summary way of

that part of the globe, he at once killed his poor pet. Notwithstanding

the prompt precaution he took, retribution overtook him. He was

troubled with a vague anxiety and then downright alarm. First

he shunned men, then shrunk from water. He had lost sleep and lost

appetite, and now he could not drink—not even wine which carried

associations of the purer liquid. Soon he manifested all the worst signs

of hydrophobia, and at last died a cruel death—worse than his dog’s.

On the nth July, Mr. Bradlaugh a^ed *

“ 1 beg to ask the Under-Secretary of State for India whether the

Secretary of State is aware that the administration of civil justice in

India costs K$. 2,14,27,000, of which all but the small sum of Rs. 140,000

is obtained by taxation of the litigants, and that Bengal litigants are

taxed Rs. 140,000 more than the total cost of civil iustice in the pro-
vince : whether complaints have reached him that the litig.inte of Ben-
gal who pay more than the whole cost are unable to get their casen
tried, and zemindars, whom the Government sell up when they do not
pay by sunset the appointed amounti cannot obtain the necessary
facilities for the recovery of their rents, and that the tnunsiffs are ter-

ribly overworked, and try cases In ill-ventilated huts, and there is sick-

ness among them in consequence : And, whether the Secretary of State

will lay upon the table the correspondence on this subject since 1870
between the High Court of Calcutta and the Government of India up-
on the requirements of the Bengal judicial service, the Government of

Bengal and the Government of India, and the Government of India

and the Secretary of State.”

The Under-Secretary of State replied

“ My answer to the first paragraph of the question is that the ad-

ministration of civil justice in India costs, approximately, Rs. 2,14,27,000,

and is defrayed by fees paid by litigants. In Bengal there is a surpUn,.

In Madras the receipts and charges balance each other
;
and in the • .

rest of India there is a loss. The total deficit exceeds 12^ lakhs. My
answer to the second paragraph of the question is in the negative. In

regard to the third paragraph, if the hou. member will put himself in

communication with me, the Secietary of .State will consider whether

any papers can be usefully laid upon the table.”

Baboo Oodit Narain Singh, styling himself Rajah of Handwah, Bha-

galpore, having, through the Commissioner of the Divison,

humbly and respectfully ” offered Rs. 26,000 towards the completion

of the water-works at Bhagalpore and Rs. 10,00(7 towards a Leper

Asylum in this town,” the Lieuienaut-G«)vernor has recorded his “ high

appreciation of his (the Baboo’s) public spirit and liberality.” The

Baboo may now look forward to Government recognition of hts

autographic, and possibly also autochthanic, Rajaship.

Mr. Smith takes leave for one month and seventeen days from the

1st September, Mr. VVestmacott, as on a fornfer occasion, acting as the

Presidency Commissioner in addition to his own duties as Commission-

er of Excise.

• •

The retirement of Mr. W. O’Reilly promotes, from the 8th July last,

Moulvi Abdul Jubber to the first grade of the Subordinate Executive

Service, and enables Government to make several confirmations, and

temporary promotions and appo intments in the remaining six grades.

•
• •

London Gazette oi the 22nd July 1S90, notifies the promotion of

Surgeon-Major Rajendra Chandra Chandra, of the Bengal Medical

Establishment, as Brigade-Surgeon. That appointment, we understood,

goes by seniority, where each second stands heir to the first. The

distinction, however, comes to the Baboo subsequent to the comple-

tion of his regular term of service, and after juniors—Britishers, of

course, true blue -have already been promoted over him. li is a

parting compliment to a superannuated officer, who stays on the Estab-

lishment on sufferance. Still it \» some thing to have a Babou

Brigade Surgeon even on such terms.

*

Government has at last awakened to the necessity of another Judge

for the Calcutta Court of Small Causes. No permanent Judge is ap-

pointed yet, but Baboo Jadu Nath Roy, who had been off and on

acting as the last Judge for the higher Judges on leave, is temporarily

Gazetted an Additional Judge, with effect from the 13th instant.

•
• •

We are at last in luck’s way. The natives are getting a hearing. It

no longer a sign of ton not to know that such things be. This may be

seen in the changed conduct of the papers. In the last

Planter^ Gazette^ full two thirds of the Calcutta editorial notes are de

voted to describing and criticising the movements of our countrymen.

It was not till the writer had written nearly two colujj^as in this behaff

that he awoke to what he had been at and was troubled with an unea:*/

conscience for having gone too far and risked loss of caste for philona-

tiv—ity-—we mean no imputation—and proceeded to make hi^

apology. But even after the explanation, he went on at the same

rate.

The explanation itself requires explanation ; at any rate^ the confes-

sion with which it concludes may cause heart-burning in certain quar-

ters. It is in these terms

“ We arc all dull and damp, and the arrival of the Maharaja

Coocl]^ Behar amongst us for a few days has noti dune much to enliven

us, in fact 1 doubt whether many persons are aware that His Highness

has arrived.”

And has it come to this I
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THE Light Brigade Relief Fund wanted ^£4,000 and they have got it,

and more. The cry, however, is for more still, for the applications are

more numerous tbdn were at first anticipated.

»
e «

Many years ago, Thomas H. Blythe, an Englishman by birth, went to

California in quest of fortune and, as one of the pioneers, found it.

From time to time, he revisited England, and, in one of these re-

visits, made the acquaintance of a young woman who bore him a

daughter named Florence. Blythe supported and educated her and

in various other ways, though not of wedlock born, acknowledged her

as his child by word of mouth and in writing. As final recognition, the

millionaire willed away his whole fortune, amounting to $4,000,000,

to Florence. The will, as a matter of course, was contested. On

the testators death, a whole host of claimants sprung from the ground

as it were, all averring lawful propinquity by blood or relationship.

Of such were not only Alice Edith Dickerson, the alleged widow of

Blythe, and the Williams of Liverpool who called themselves the

heirs ;
but also a family of Gypsies named Blythe

;
the Savage

families in Ireland and Scotland ;
and Mr. Carlton Blythe of London.

The San Francisco Court has, however, awarded the dollars to Florence

Blythe, Judge Coffey holding that, although illegitimate, Florence

had, according to the State law, been fully and sufficiently accepted

as heir.

ERRATA,
Our leading article of last week on Cardinal Newman was, we regret

to see, disfigured by a few errors of the press or slips of the pen. They

were not of a kind to prove an impediment to the learned, but as they

might possibly puzzle some, we had better notice them. Two of them

occur in a single sentence (p. 391, col. i) in which/jr Puritan read

Puritaniwn and for Evangelicanism read Evangelicalism. In the

previous col. for Whitlock read Whitneld(.) As for the opening Latin

we have quoted it aright and are not accountable for anything beyond.

As we are on the subject of Errors, we may as well say that in a pre-

vious issue, of 9th instant, in the article “The Fouchd of Bengal” the

accent was omitted from the name in the heading.

Noxiis, Leaderettes, and

Our Own News.

The Queen has pardoned the repentant Dhulip, provided he abandons

All claim to Lahore or any part of the Punjab. It is a condition that

recognizes the right but prohibits its exercise. The whole treatment of

the poor prince has been unfair and weak.

The Anglo-Portuguese Convention has been signed. It concedes all

British claims in Nyassaland, extending the British sphere to the west-

ward of Nyassa, and securing to Great Britain a broad bell of country

connecting the territory north and south of the Zambesi. It recog-

nizes the immense Portuguese Hinterland in Western Africa and a

large extension of Mozambique territory. The navigation of the Zam-

besi is left free for future settlement. For this satisfactory ending, the

British Consul at Mozambique, Mr. Johnston, has been made a Com-

mander of the Bath, and the Acting Consul at Nyassaland, Mr.

Buchanan, Companion of the Order of St. Michael and St. George.

There is strike among the officers of the mercantile marine at Mel-

bourne. It ib assuming graver proportions. The employers at a large

meeting have Resolved to support the ship owners. The contagion

h.is spread to Sydney and Brisbane. Many steamers are stopped.

The Washington Treasury on the 20th purchased 466,000 ounces of

silver at an average price of 119^. Large shipments of the metal

are being made from New York to Brazil. The Silver parly press for

another monetary conference of the European Powers.

There was an explosion in one of the sheds at the Government

Powder Mills at Waltham yesterday morning. Only two deaths are

telegraphed. «

On account of cholera, 4,700 pilgrims are in quarantine at £1 Tor.

Forty-eight of them have since died.

A RIOT is reported between Orangemen and Catholics at Stewarts-

town in Ireland, resulting in the smashing of windows of 30 Catholic

houses and the wrecking of a school.

The Minister of War having cashiered the officers concerned in the

late revolution, there were apprehensions of a fresh revolt at Buenos

Ayres, and troops were under arms.

The discontent in the Army Service Corps ending in insubordination

at Chatham has been traced to the jealousy existing between the two

Companies forming the Corps. The malcontents have been sent away

singly and the Sergeant reduced to the rank of Corporal.

General Gordon, Bengal StalT Corps, suaeeds General Lockhart as

Assistant Military Secretary at the Horse^uards.

There is excessive nay, prohibitive, rise in the price of American

wheat and corn. Exports are suspended. So much the better for

other producers.

The Emperor William is now on a visit to the Czar. He landed at

Revel on the 17th and proceeded to Narva, where he and the Czar

witness several days’ manoeuvres. General Caprivi keeps his Emperor

company.

It is said the Emperor William visits the Emperor Francis Joseph in

September. Speculations are rife as to the object and result of the

meeting of the two Emperors.

Holland’s Mill at Manchester has been burned down, causing a loss

of 1,20,000.

There is a failure of potatoe corp in Ireland. The Irish Secretary,

however, does not apprehend a famine.

Sir Edward Bradford has recovered and rejoined his duties. The

wonderful English ! Their wounded and maimed are more efficient

than the whole men in full integrity of other peoples.

After the Parnell Commission, the Government seem to have tired of

their affection for the In reply to Sir Wilfrid Lawson’s ques-

tion on the 29th July, whether notwithstanding promise of pardon, a

dacoit leader had after an unsatisfactory trial been sentenced to death.

Sir John Gorst raised a laugh saying—

“ The statements of the Times* correspondent at Rangoon do not

generally commend thenibelves for accuracy to the Secretary of State.”

The India Office had telegraphed for information.

The Guardians and Wards Act, VIII of 1890, has been made appli-

cable to the Civil and Military Station />f Bangalore. The Gov-

ernor-General in Council furthermore allows the courts the liberty

to construe the provisions of the Act with such alterations, not affecting

the substance, as may be necessary or proper to adapt them to the

matter before the courts. This is virtually investing the interpreting

courts with legislative functions. Considering how our courts generally

go beyond the law and how fantastically they distort simple provisions,

such investiture is likely to produce more evil than good.

The Code of Criminal Procedure is already applicable to the canton-

ment of Secunderabad since the year of its enactment in 1882. The

cantonment is now declared, for the purposes of the Act, to be a pro-

vince, and the Resident at Hyderabad the Local Government of that

province and the highest court of criminal appeal or revision. The

noticeable part of the announcement is that the Governor-General in

Council is also pleased to direct that all powers which may from time

to time have been exercised by the Resident as a Local Government

or as the highest court of criminal appeal or revision, shall be

deemed to have been exercised according to law. Does the Code give

the Governor-General in Council power to legalize past transgressions ?

The Lieutenant-Governor of the North-West Provinces is the only

one of the late Viceroy’s Lieutenants who is honourably discharging
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to the full his engagements with respect to the organisation for supply-

ing female medical relief to the women of India. They all bowed

Lady DufTerin out of the land with profuse promises of unabated fidel-

ity tp the cause and zeal in its furtherance, but no sooner was she away

than many of them became cold, and just kept up appearances by

spasmodic etforts from time to time. Some no doubt have done better,

but Sir Auckland Colvin has been the best. He is true as steel. He
does not leave a stone unturned to serve the charity. Unfortunately,

he placed at a disadvantage. His jurisdiction is not famous

for the wealth of the charitable classes. With scarcely more

than one ruling Chief, the N. W. Provinces have not many princely

landlords. The new appantige of Oudh just enables the riiler to save

the credit of the whole country from the Carmnassa to the borders of

the Delhi district and from the frontiers of Tibet to Rajputana and

Central India. He has shoi^ a genuine interest in the success of the

movement. Wherever he goes on his official rounds, whomsoever he

has met, he has always advocated it. He has not only attended

meetings of committees and subscribers, hut also made time to prepare

and deliver long and eloquent addresses. Without abusing his

authority, he has done everything to further the cause.

Sir Auckland Colvin lately went to Benares, on the 23rd July. As a

consequence, doubtless of that visit, while the Lieutenant-Gov-

ernor was still in the station, a public meeting was held there. The

Maharaja of Benares having been present, was voted to the chair.

At this meeting, about Rs. 23,000 was subscribed for the Lady

Dufferin Fund, which with His Highness’ Rs. 25,000, brings up

the amount to Rs. 48,000. This is less than a quarter of the requisi-

tion of two lakhs. Raja Sanibhu Narain Singh subscribed Rs. 6,000

and ofTeied Rs. 50,000 more provided the hospital was named after

his father, Raja Sir Deo Narain Singh : but on this condition it was

rejected.

There is no pleasing everybody, as poor Mr. Malabari has repeated-

ly found to his cost. If he “apeals to the country” going round

preaching his reform, he is a fussy man. If he asks Government to

circulate his views for the opinion of officials and non*officiaIs, he wants

to “curry favour” of course. If he goes to England and there quietly

addresses himself to those whom he finds disposed to hear and to

help, he is simply the naughty fellow we wisemen always took him

for, who in keeping with his character is now passing over the re-

formers and philanthropists who would have none of his hole and

corner conferences but insisted upon regular public meetings and

“orations.” Such, indeed, is now the outcry against the poor man.

He is regarded as the Veiled Prophet of Khorasan redivivus among the

descendants of the old refugees from Iran.

He hates the light because his deeds are dark !

An inveterate courtier and a man of mystery, he is intriguing in the

midst of free. England and concocting Cabals for reformation in the

East. Meanwhile, he has been labouring in the way that seemed to

him best. He has already made some distinct progress. His English

Committee have formulated the following programme of reforms

which he and his friends think ripe for being taken up in right earnest,

namely

“(i) To amend the Indian Penal Code, by repealing the exception

to Section 375, and thus making 12, instead of 10, the age of consent.

(2) To amend the Code of Civil Procedure, by enacting that a suit

shall not lie for the restitution of conjugal rights or for the recovery of

a wife.

(3) To amend the Marriage Law, by enacting that persons married
during infancy shall have the opportunity, when they come to years of

discretion, of themselves ratifying the contract. It might be enacted

that where a girl is mairied under 12, the marriage may, at any time

before consummation, and after she attains the age of 12 (or 14) be

made void by a formal declaration on her part before a magistrate.

This declaration should be capable of being made whether the husband

is alive or dead at the lime, so that tne infant widow might, if so dis-

posed, emancipate^ herself from the status of widowhood.

(4) To pass a law, enabling parents in India to defer the marriage

of their children to any age they like, and recognizing as a public

offence or contempt of Court any overt act on the part of neighbours

or castemen against such parents.

(5) To amend the Re- Marriage Act of 1856 as to the civil and pro-

perly rights of a widow who re-inarries, as the Government of India

offered to do in 1886 ; to enable her at l^ast to enjoy such rights as her

husband has conferred on her by will.

(6) To make the Re-Marriage ceremony simple and inexpensive,

say by two or three declarations before the Registrar, or to extend the

benefit of the Brahmo Marriage Act to such Hindus as are unable or

unwilling to avail themselves uf the marriage ceremonies provided by

their own law.

(7) To tnke more active steps than hitherto for making known to
the people Sections 372 and 373 of the Indian Penal Code as to the
procuring and disposing of minors as temple devotees and dancing
girls, and for rigorously enforcing these sections.

^

(8) To help voluntary associations working for social reform on the
principle of self-help, by conferring on them such powers and pri-

vileges as may enable them to carry out their programme, by lending
them sympathy and moral support, and generally by recognizing honest
efforts on the part of individual reformers.

(9) To afford special facilities and inducements to girls to remain
at school after 10 ; and to widows to study medicine, sanitation, the art

of teaching, and so on, providing them with suitable employment so far

as is possible.”

That is a considerable beginning, no matter if some parts of the

programme be found impracticable, indeed all the better for the spice

of impracticability. Impracticability is a zest of life-^n element of

its romance. It is the very fuel for the Reform boiler.

At Trichinopoly, a poor widow of the labouring class gave birth to a

daughter, nursed it for several months and, unable to do so* any longer,

sold it to a dancing girl. The transfer was made by a regular deed of

conveyance, duly signed, sealed and delivered. It was last taken to

the Sub-Registrar of Warriyur who completed the deed by his seal

and signature. Is this Sub who registers deeds of darkness without

compunction openly in a British Province, a retired old Kazi ?

The poor plucked of the last intermediate examination of the Allaha-

bad University have pakrowed the Vice-Chancellor to take pity on their

“ pitiable ” condition. In their petition ad miseric&rdiam they present a

harrowing picture. Their plea for mercy they offer in explanation

of their failure is the—Infiuenza. They pose as martyrs, claiming for

themselves a “ rare and heroic devotion to duty ”—victims of a fortuitous

combination of circumstances.

“ Not only did they suffer in body and mind, but many lost their

near and dear relatives. There are some who managed somehow to

attend with medicine phials in their pockets, but nut being able to stand

the strain to the last, they broke down.”

Unfortunately, the Pioneer^ so fruitful of resources when its own

clientale is concerned, has nothing better to offer these petitioners than

the advice—for which, by the way, no ghost of a leading Journal was

required—not to waste their time in drawing up petitions, but to get rid

of their colds, if they have not done so already, and read far the next

examination.

According to the Deccan Herald^ the Cantonment Magistrate of

Poona, after investigating a charge of theft—of some socks from a

laundry—against a child of not more than five years of age, found it

guilty and sentenced it to a whipping of as many stripes as its age.

Then the heart of the punctilious Avatar of Justice failed him. He

saw the danger of executing *the sentence. Five strokes might be

capital punishment for the tender thing at the bar. He would

not, could not, be hard on the child, and he took care that his

order was carried out with a light rattan. This Indian Magis-

trate has well deserved a course of whipping himself—and not with

a light cane but a regular cat—for his ignorance of the initial direction

of the Indian Penal Code. For, nothing is an offence which is done

by a child under seven years of age. Harsh and mischievous as is

the Code, it is better than many of those charged with the execution

of its numerous provisions. It is certainly not the madness that the

trial in question assumed it to be. We ^vonder what creed this Canton-

ment Magistrate professes. He may be a Christian after a sort.

He certainly never felt the force of Jesus’ admonition and avowal,

Suffer little children to come unto me, for of such is the Kingdom of

Heaven ! After all, neither law nor Scripture is needed to teach the

obvious truth that children, mure truly than kings, can've no wrong.

The Municipal Commissioners are divided as to who should now re-

present them in the Port Trust. There were several applicants—

mostly undesirable. The Commissioners went to vote last week.

Many of the candidates were eliminated, and the result was a tie be-

tween a Mahotnedao translator and a Hindu merchant, himself a

millionaire into the bargain. The tie was not unloosened and the

matter stands over for next Thursday. We can only remark that he

who touts most for votes is not necessarily the best person to be

returned, and hope the Commissioners will have the good sense to

prevent a scandal. Cannot Sir Henry Harrison come to the rescue B

The gentlemen on the riverside ought to be saved.
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AS the friende of our townsman Kassim Ariff Saheb must be very

;inxiotii about his webafOi we are fl[1ad to say, that a telegram

has been received from I^ombay from which we gather that he and his

family arc aH safe. The reports about the breaking out of cholera on

board the S. S. Diccan and at Camran appear to have been ex-

aggerated. No intimation has, however, been yet received in Calcutta

of the arrival of the Dtccan at Jeddah. The latest information is

;hat a? the Hajj was over, and the pilgrims on board the Deccan were

not allowed to get out of quarantine at Camran owing to illness, the

Dtccan has been permitted to proceed to Jeddah, without the pilgrims,

for the purpose of landing her cargo, after which she will return to

Camran, take up the pilgrim passengers, and bring them back to

Bt)ml)ay.

Tkana Gya has been divided into Gya Town and Gya Mofussil thanas.

Wny not Suburban instead of Mofussil ? When will these hideous

words cease to disfigure our official papers? It was time enough for

the British in India to be thoroughly English in their speech and

writing.

A VEGETABLE chameleon—a kaleidoscope of the botanical kingdom—

is announced. It is said that a flower has been found in the

Isihraus of Tehuantepec which changes colours during the day. In

ilie morning it is white
; at noon, red

;
and at night, blue. The

tree is about the size of a guava tree, and emits a petfnme only

when the sun is at its zenith. The romance of both hemispheres is

centred in—the richest possibilities of the globe are credited to—that

land. The habitat is appropriate. The waves of the Eastern and

Western main lave its shores and dance deliriously in delight as

though they would meet and mingle their waters in mutual embrace,

over its head. All the poetry is in jeopardy and all the physical

characterislics and of course their peculiar ftuit, from the intrusion

of the scieiuiflc Vandals in the service of insatiable Commerce.

The young Mahar,aja of Morbhanj is in Calcutta in charge of Mr.

Kiddell and is the guest of the Maharaui of Gooch Uehar at Wood-

lands, where he stays during his whole sojourn. We hope this does

not mean a levival of the match whicli had been in coiUempl.aiion.

The Indian Daily NewSy under the head of “ A Departed Worthy,”

published on the I5ih, the following letter

“ Sir,—To-day I am again present before your readers to relate the

sad death of Rai Deno Nath (jhose, Bahadoor, who was one of the great

politicians of India. He was getting pension from the Government,

but hts head was so sharp even at this age that the chief politicians

asked his advice to do their work. From a long time he was suflering

from diabetes, but his disease increased from the death of his eldest

son, the late Baboo Charoo Chunder Ghose, who died by taking a

quantity of opium a few months ago. About a week or two ago the

Lite Rai Deno Nath Ghose, Bahadoor, was attacked with carbuncle,

which ended his life yesterday morning. But it is a matter of deep

regret that when he was at the point of death, when his throat snarled,

no one was there, so he was unable to see any one at the time of his

death. Death cares for none : the great and the low, the honored and

the simple, the rich and the poqr, and the virtuous and the vicious are

the same in his eyes. None can avoid his horrible grasp. A crowd

of reputed persons was in the habit of visiting the deceased gentleman,

among whom were Sir Maharajah Jotindro Mohun Tagore, Bahadoor,

K.c.s.i.) Rajah Doorga Churn Law, C.I.E., Mahamahopadbyaya Mahesh

Chunder Nyayaratna, and others. The late Rai Deno Nath Ghose,

Bahadoor, lived at Shambazar for a long time : he was gentle, sub-

missive, and a virtuous person. He was the patron of the poor and

the needy. As regards me 1 knew him well as I am his neighbour,

»nd 1 can verily say that I have never found fault with him. Now,

i think that the public will sympathise with his loss, and pray to God

that bis descendants may live in peace.—Yours, &c.,

Amullya Churn Nundy,

Secretary to the Shambazar Albert

Library, and a Member of the

Georgian Association, Bible

Society.”

A Fair flower of the Bengal Civil Service has just been nipped in the

bud. We record with pain the death of Mr. M. E. Bradford. The

circumstances of his last days make the event specially distressing—

to our Oriental mind at any rate. A member of the ruling ctasi, and

a gentleman of connections, as of personal popularity, such are the

strange conditions of life in the European camp, rather than commu-

nity or society, in India, that directly he was prostrated by sickness

than he had to betake to the pauper’s refuge in a public charity. We
think his removal from Rampore Haut, where he was in charge of the

sub-division, was a great mistake. Without any pretensions to be

a medical expert, one can see the risk of sending a patient suffering

from malarial poison from a dry salubrious district like Beerbhoom to

the hospital atmosphere of a damp city on the skirts of the Sunder-

buns and right on the Salt Wateie Lake—now the repository of

all the refuse and dirt of a great population. Here, in the wilderness

of the metropolis, the young man was deposited in the General Hos-

pital, far from home and country, away from kinsmen or relations

or friends, nursed by mere mercenaries. It was well that before

death closed the scene, he had for days been unconscious.

What can atone (oh, ever-injur’d shade !

)

Thy fate unpitied, and thy riles unpaid?

No friend’s complaint, no kind domestic tear

Pleas’d thy pale ghost or grac’d thy mournful bier :

By foreign hands thy dying eyes were closed,

By foreign hands thy decent limbs composed,

By foreign hands thy humble grave adorned,

By strangers honoured, and by strangers mourned 1

Mr. Bradford w.as one of the best specimens of British young man-

hood. Passionately fund of hunting and sports, he was no gross John

Bull, but a man of education and feeling. He was in fact a thorough

gentleman in the best sense and no mere man of the world. He con-

quered wherever he went. He was beloved of all classes, Europeans

and natives. He was one of our most promising officers in the Bengal

.Service, having already given unquestionable proofs of ability—not

simply of intellectual grasp but also of e.Kecutive tact and energy—and

withal he knew how to approach the hearts of those he had to deal

with. The death of such a public servant is a loss to the state. He

was so different from the typical Young Official, flippant, insolent and

even rowdy, without the slightest consideration for native claims, that

we cannot help mourning for him.

This death ought to be a warning against the reckless shikarinf^

into which even unseasoned Europeans are too prone to plunge in

the East. Son of General Bradford, then of the India Office now

at the hc.ad of the London Police, who came in charge of our last

royal visitor, young Mr. Bradford was invited to join the Prince’s parly

and bore His Royal Highness company in ail his hums, thus with ilie

Prince hiinsclf catching the poison of the jungle. The Prince has

luckily escaped—poor Bradford succumbed.

To the good f.ithcr of the deceased we ofler our most respectful sym-

pathies. His IS a most trying bereavemeiu. The death of a grown up

son in the flower 0/ life is always a cruel calamity. And he has lost

such a son !

We have received a communication touching a statement in our article

on University Scandals on the second instant, namely, that the inquiry

arose on the complaint of a candidate who stood third in the B. L. Ex-

amination this year. The young gentleman contradicts that statement,

denying any share in the matter.

REIS 6* RAYYET.
SATURDAY, AUGUST 23, 1890.

HINDUS AND MAHOMEDANS.
THE BEERBHOOM BARBARITV.

There are no signs of a growing rapprochement be-

tween Hindus and Mahomedans. On the contrary,

the appearances are all the other way. The dead-

liest feelings of animosity between the followers of

the rival religions prevail as strongly as ever, nay.
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more than ever, and the slightest incident is enough
to kindle them into a flame. English education

and^ enlightenment and British influence in general
seem to have done far too little in bridging the

gulf between the two races. Truth to say, they
have acted in an opposite direction. After all, that

education and that influence have so far influenced

but Jthe merest fringe of the population, and the

masses at large remain as little humanised by its

effects as before. And such as they are, they are dis-

turbing forces in society as in the household, making
for war rather than peace. In regard to this as

to other Indian social pljcnomena, the widest diver-

gencies are observable? 'inhere are small coteries of

tmlightened Mahomedans and Hindus who, whatever
their private peculiarities, arc undistinguishable in

their public conduct as brothers from brothers. While,

as regards the people in general, the case is quite the

contrary. The bitterest personal antipathies are

entertained towards each other and expressed in out-

ward demeanour. Not even the ordinary demands of

personal and public courtesy are regarded, and it is

impossible for Mahomedans and Hindus to come to-

gether without some overt or covert expressions of

feeling of an unpleasant kind.

We talk of an Indian nationality evolved by
English influences. No doubt, on the face of

things, and in some measure, such a consummation is

fostered by those influences. English education with

the Press, the Railway, the Telegraph, and, above all,

a common Government and Law seem all essaying to-

wards this end, and the Indian Congress does no
small service in affording by its annual assemblages
a visible evidence of the growing progress. Jiut

what a rude shock is given to all such peaceful

dreams by the periodical explosions of religious anti-

pathy between rival communities which threaten to

defy all gentler influences. In spite of the best efforts

of Government officers, and presumably of the better

sort of people, these explosions have already acquired

a chronic character, and one almost despairs of seeing

an end put to them. The following facts of a case,

in which a number of Mahomedans of the Beer-

bhoom district were convicted and sentenced to im-

prisonment, are extraordinary in all conscience. We
take the report from the proceedings before the High
Court which would not grant a rule to shew cause

why the conviction and sentence should not be set

aside :

—

“The followinjj extraordinary case came up, it being a conviction of
five Mohaincdans by the Joinl-Magistiale of Hiibhiim for the ofience of
wounding the religious susccplibiliues of some Hindu fellow-villagers.

The grounds of appeal were that the facts as disciuscd in the evidence
constituted no offence

;
that there was no intention of wounding the

religious feelings of any one
; and that the whole affair was cat tied out

for the purpose of exorcising an evil spirit fioin the neighbourhood.
The facts w'ere these : Theie was a village goddess, or rather her sym-
bol, consisting of a piece of stone placed brneath a mohwa tree at tlie

edge of a lank outside the inh.ihiie<l area of the village of Kakoilola.
The tree and stone uere uiuloiibtedly objects held sacred by the

Hindus, and so were the tank and a banian tiee which stood on the
opposite side of it. The annual worship of the godetess was earned on,
and puja was also offered to her. Near this place of the goddess were
some waste lands, a sort of supeisiiiious awe dcleriing people fiom
cultivating them. One Hindu, howevei, took up some of tliis land, but
he and his children died shortly after, the villager.s attributing the mis-
fortune to the ang'T of the goddess. A Mohamedan then took it up
and cultivated it, but soon gave it up, asserting that an apparition with
matted hair had been often seen in Ins house. In November last the
accused took up the lands, but dreaded the anger of the goddess, who n
they looked upon as an evil spit it. On the 201 h of June last, at midt. .y,

a Hindu cowheid observed ilie accused and a number of other M. ha
medans coming from the diicclion of Hheir village with a cow led by a
rope. The animal was taken round the tank, and then to the waste
land, where it was slaughtered. The flesh of the cow was taken to the
shrine of the goddess

; the stone was smeared with its blood, and some
flesh put on it. Some of the bones weie stuck up in the hollows of
the tree, and a leg was also hung on a branch. Preparations were then
made for a feast. The beef was cooked under the banian tree and
eaten, and the feast lasted till evening. A Hindu villager witnessed all

these doings, but being Hindu he averted his face when the cow w;is
being slaughtered and .skinned

;
but a Mohamedan witness saw the

whole affair. He deposed that blood was smeared on the stone by one
of the accused, with the remark that the goddess did not get oil and
vermilion, and that the blood would supply the want. Another one of
the accused made the reinaik, when enquiries were being made about
the occurrence, ‘ We have put blood on the stone

;
now let us test your

goddess
;
let her break tny neck.’ The accused all denied the farts,

and alleged that the case had been concocted from beginning to end.*
‘riie Alagisiraic, however, found lliat it had been fully proved that tlie

sacred stone of the Hindus had been defiled with beef and blood at the
haiuhs of the accused (who all of them thus became meinbeis of an un-
lawful assembly) wiih the criminal o])jrcl of defiling it. The Magis-
trate also found that in this case the offence wa.s not the outcome of any
teligioiis antipathy or intolerance, but the result of mere superstition,
'fhe intention was not so much to outrage the* religious feelings of i|,(v

Hindus, as to drive a malicious spiiit away from the place. Tlie ar-

cused were sentenced to let ms of impuaoninent, vaiying from two
months to five weeks.

Oil the above facts their Lordships (Messrs, justices Piinsep and
Hill) refused to iiueifcie, remarking that tlie accused veiy well deseived
what they had got, as they must have known that what they weie
doing was an outrage on the religious susceptibilities of the Hindus.”

The incidents of the case are of an extremely out-

rageous character and point to the existence of a

religious intolerance deep in the hearts of it.s perpe-

trators. But the.se were presumably illiterate men,
and this may afford some consolation. In a recent

case of a more grievous kind, even this element of

comfort is not to be found. VV*e refer to the Dur-
bhunga cow-killing riot.

The actors there are all men of wealth and position,

and the guilt is represented to lie at the door of

the Hindus rather than the Mahomedans. And all

the worse for them if it is a sequel of the Durbhunga
Temple case. In any case, they must have beat

intolerably provoked. Perhaps they had been cul-

pably neglected, too, by those whose business it was

to do justice between class and class and maintain

the general peace.

THE HINDUS AND THE MAHOMEDANS.
THE SEQUEL OF THE DURBHUNGA TEMPLE CASE.

The Mahomedan uz Zuha, popularly known
as the Festival of Buckreed, fell this year on

the 28th July. On that occasion, it is customary

for the Mahomedans to sacrifice an animal—it may
be a biickra—a goat or lamb— or it may be a

camel, if the party can afford the waste, it may
even be the sacred ' animal of the Hindus, to

whom the very thought of such a proceeding is most

revolting—who cannot hear of such a fate for the

object of their veneration without sin. As the Ma-
homedans after sacrifice distribute the meat for eat-

ing, the killing of a goat is a poor business—a family

affair—which cannot call forth the enthusiasm of the

neighbourhood. The camel is the Bedouin’s fare
;

it

may be a delicacy to the Arab, but the Indian

stomach cannot stand it. Hence the camel sacrifice

in this country involves a needless waste and invites

a diarrhcea among the faithful : Hence the genuine

preference for the remaining alternative, besides the

factitious pleasure of eating the Hindg^s god—

a

preference shown by Mahomedans, speaally of the

lower classes, whenever they can venture on the outrage

on their fellow-subjects of the other sect. As a rule,

the Hindus are not molested in their religious suscep-

tibilities. The chief reason is that Hindus and Mus-

sulmans get on well and regard, or at least regarded

till lately, themselves together as forming one society.

Such was the spirit of mutual forbearance that res-

pectable Mussulmans have mostly forgotten their taste

of beSf. The Moslem populace though prizing it as

the only meat practically open, from its cheapness, to

the poor, are restricted to the butcher’s shop for their

supply. In general, they dare not outrage the sect
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of the majority—the sect of wealth and learning—by
slaughtering the animal in their midst—a proceeding

which, in their belief, would not only pollute the

whol^lacc but also nolens volens, notwithstanding

their ^onpaitticipation, compromise them in their

after-life.

It is only when ill blood prevails between the sects

that this slaughter is resorted to, as the surest way
of insulting and punishing the Hindus. Even so it

was ill the present instance.

Ever since a Hindu temple—an object of general

Hindu veneration—at Durbhunga was demolished by
i

• the late Vice-Chairman of the municipality, a Mahome-
dan, with a lot of Mahornedan servants and work-

men, under magisterial orders, the entente cordialc

has been broken, The special official inquiry, instead

of allaying the irritation, aggravated it to the highest

pitch. In this state of feeling, one Hossaini, whose
position may be inferred from his name, gave out his

intention to sacrifice the sacred animal on the Buck-

reed. The news flew like wild fire and threw the

whole Hindudom into violent agitation. When on

the evening of the 28th July it was ascertained that

an animal was in readiness at Hossaini’s house for the

purpose, fury suddenly seized the Hindus and they

rose en masse to save their god and their souls. The
quarter was besieged by hundreds and thousands of

yelling men, many armed with sticks and brickbats.

I'he terrified Mahomedans hastened to the Magistrate

at his residence and brought him to the scene. He
could with difficulty restore quiet. We will now let

the District Magistrate, Mr. C. J.
S. Faulder, c. s.,

tell the story as he gave it on oath before the Special

Magistrate appointed to investigate :

—

“ On Mnndny last, the 28th ultimo, at nearly 10-45 Ma-
Immeiians came to my house, and told me they wanted to kill a cow,

.and the Hindoos were preventing them. I told them to jjo to the

tiiHiinah. Hiilf an hour or so later, some Hindoos came to me at my
house, and objected to this brintj done in their mahulla (qiiaiter) in the

street. I said I would go, and I oideied my carriage. Uliaiiookdhaii

(whom I point out) came to tell me. I drove to Kutkih.c/.ar, winch rims

in front of Baboo Biiij IJeliati Lall’s (the piesent Municipal Vice-

Chairman) house. When I got ihoie, I fouiul the whole neighbour-

Imod ciowded out, and people sliouting and gesticulating in a vety

excited manner. A lot of HiikIoos came round me, and gesiicnlaied

ami shouted and pointed to a lane leading to the \M*st. Their manner
was tuibuleiU and excited. The Mahomedans came to me and asked
me to help against the opposition of the Hindoos, ;md seveial Maho-
medans weie bioghl to me, and I saw their heads and f.ices cut, bruis'*d

and bleeding. I then went down the (lane). 1 found ciowds of

Hindoos shouting in a defiant and llireatcMimg manner towards wliai

proved to be the house of the complainant (Hossaini). I ihf)ught ilmir

altitude so provoking as to cause a bleach of the peace. I caused two

01 three to be arrested. As I was going along, I saw Hindoos bran-

ilishing latees and burling stones in defiance tow.irds H()-,s.iini’s (ilie

complainant) house. I ai rested one man, as he was a<ui.illy hian-

disliing InsAi/ce towards the house from behind. 1 think I c.in identify

him. Wlien I got close to llossaini’s house, I saw Hhanookdhati
Misser, who was taking a prominent ii.ut in grsiu iilatiog at the

house in a inanner likely to c.ause a hrearh of the peace. I took

Inin under arrest. 1 saw that if the saciifice took pl.ire, ihete

would be a seiious not
;

so I told the Malmmedans they must
give it up. They said they would do whatever I loUl thorn. 1

saw veiy few police present. I llionghl it better to go away and biing

np more. I returned down the ^^uliee (lam ) to the main siieet. I still

saw band.s of men brandishing latees defiantly, and bricks being ihtown
about. When I got to the main toad, the Hindoos crowded round me
in a threatening and insolent way. From time to time I seized men
who were most ohtiusive, and amongst others I atresiod him (pointed

out Nundkisliore Lall), who was making himself paitunlaily oboo\ioiis

and shouting in a menacing way. I then diove to the ihannah. Wlien
1 got there, I found the police had gone to the pl.ace of occurrence by

the direct ro.ad, I had gone round to avoid the < rowd. I drove Ii.ick

to the place of occuiience by ibe diiert road, ab(»ni half a mile «>nly

ftom the ihannah. When 1 came back to llie I found a huge
force of police and a number e\{ chnwkidars had takiMi possrssion of

ffullec. On the main toad I still saw crowds of Hindoos shouting

and gcsiiculaling, and as I came, 1 saw a number of men with lateen

run away through Birij Behari Lull’s (the Municipal Vice-Ch.iiniKm)

premises, throwing back bricks as they went. My attention was iliiect-

ed to a lane which runs west of this Baboo’s house, and I went lound
nnd I saw a band of men with latm running down the lane, hnd before

they got out of sight, they turned and threw several bnchs haek at me.

I then returned to the main ro.ad and ,^ullee. There was imt much
going on on account of the chowktdars. Tlie crowd followed me down

gulUt^ still behaving lu the suiue obtrusive and menacing

manner. When 1 got to Hossaini’s (the complainant) house, I

thought it best to remove the cause of disturbance. I ai ranged

f<*r the cow to be sent to my house. I then returned to the street.

The Hindoos weie all the time crowding round me and shouting in a

loud, defiant, angry manner. On my way back down ihe.^////c^? to the

street— 1 do not irmeinher whether it was the first time or the sernivl-'

one m.in, a Hindoo, whom I think I can identify, made himself parti-

cularly nbiio.\ious, walking backwards bcfoie me ihe whole way, and

li.ilf settling down at eveiy step and stopping me, and said (as far as 1

could undci stand) that lie would cut his throat if the cow was not re-

leased : he kept on putting his hand across his throat. At last I had

him arrested. Whilst 1 was going down thc jf////c<?, 1 don’t lemember
which time, the first or second, another man wliom 1 can ideniffy, a

Hindoo, ran at a Mahornedan who was asking for help, and knoi ked

Ivim down at my feet. I had him arrested. 1 icturned to the stieet,

.ind went away. At both visits 1 arrested those men whom 1 saw to

i
he most obtrusive --alliigether ten or twelve pel sons. Outing the

whole time, Malmmedans were brought up to me from lime to lime cov-

ered with blood. Out of the accused I pick out and ideniify— (i) Nand-
kishoie, (2) Oh.inookdiiari, (j) Muni Teli : this man, I think, was say-

ing he would < nt his throat: (4) (iyanchaml— I lemrmber arresting

liim. Afterwanis out of the eight or twelve persons whttm 1 arresleil,

I found the police had let ofif all but three. I should think there were

at least 2 ,ch30 persons m the crowd, I recognise a Marwari (pointed

him onl), but I doii’i know if I recognise seeing him in the nol, or

elscwhcie. I did not see the Mahomedans do any acts of violence.

1 saw no latees in ihnr liands, .and their altitude was one of piolesl.

They weic in a large minority.”

So far as we can judge from this distance, and with-

out special information, Mr. Faulder is responsible for

allowing matters to come to a head. But the root of

all we suspect was in the Bengal office.

Mr. Mai.arari’s Gujrat and tiif Gujratis.*

This is no new work, but a wcllknown and well appreciated

performance, and it is .sufficient for us to announce its pre-

.sent appearance. We cordially congratulate the author on

his success : it is indeed matter for national gratulation that

a thoroughly native production should be so successful. No
literary work in English by a native of India has

acquired half the measure of popularity of Gujrat and the

Gujratis, Certainly, none has attained to the dignity of a

third edition. It is now a standard work—if a small col-

lection of unpretentious sketches, however clever, of persons

and things in an Indian Province, may be allowed such a

proud name. The author himself gives the following modest

account of the Natural History of his book—of its evolution

from the original germ into substantial separate being, ami

of its several incarnations into the present personality :

—

“SrRUooi.KS OK A Cheap Newspaper.
It w.is a cbi‘ap weekly, hitbeito owned by two paiiners, cousins, one

who had given it inom'y, the other brains. Two more paiiners were

added, my fiieiifl N. bunging money, and I supposed as supplying

brains. The woik was f.urly divoded—lhe fiist propriclor, U., a small

rieik, unclerionk business management. N. was to help D., and also

to m.-ike himsflf useful to us—my friend P. and myself— in the lileraiy

l)usmess. For a week or two all went on smoollily
;

but we soon fell

live necessity of discussing our position. ' N. was a man of temper, and

among other things ‘ coinposiioi s ’ did not lake kindly to him. I re-

ceived fie(|ueni complamis as to his haishness; but knowing he had

brought us the sinews oi war I could do nothing more than appeal to

his good sense. On Safurd.iy night Mr. N. was given a ‘proof’ to

read. He collected it
;
but instead of entering corrections on the mar-

I gins, poked his pen into the bocly of ihV ‘ composed matter.’ Tlie

compositor, of course, could nol follow such corrections, and the paper

was delayed next morning. On Sunday, when we fuiir proprietors met,

I gently asked Mr. N. to be good enough to enter correciions, in future,

on the margins of the proof slieel. N. glared at me for what he took

to be an insult, and replied iliai he had paid 1,000 rupees to be his

own master-' that he wouUl do just wlnt //c liketi, and would not be

bullied l»y people who had not contnbuied a pie. This sneer was

passed over by me
;
Init the co-editoi winced under it, and replied hotly

to N.’s insinuation. Wliat ibic.ilened to be a bad qnanel was, howevei,

soon m.'ide up ; and we all adjoin iied to an adjoining hotel to discuss

the fnluie of the pajier and a subbianiial bieakfasl piovided for the

occasion, I forget by whom.

Kditoriai. Vagaries.

But by-and-bye we two ctliiois could not quite agree between our-

selves. I was for treatment of social questions chictly
;
my friend P.

alfecteil politics. We settled this tlifft-rencc by confining each to his

own forte. Our ignorance, even in tins, was as boundless as vv.as our

ariogance. But was it not glorious to criticise and ridicule the highest

men in the counliy What a privilege for too-eai ly-emancipaied school-

boys! Nothing could be e.isier than tny sliaic of the litcraiy work:

I till lied into prose, eveiy week, two of my versified social essays, of

whicli I had a large supply at home. Did poet ever sacrifice his sub-

stance as I did, in those days, in the public inteiesl's? My sweet

sonorous hexameters surrendered bodily to the manipulations of the

dirty P. D. 1 No maiiyr could do moie. My friend P. wrote political

Gujrat ami the Gujratts : Pictures of Men and Manners takenfoot

Life, Third Edition. By Behramji M. Malabari. Bombay. I’linied

al ibe Fort Pruning Press, 1889.
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essnys. He wns decidedly better-read than I. Certainly he took pains

with his essays ; but li<»w could a younjj man of less than twenty over-

take topics which baffle the grasp of practised veterans? One day,

writing, I believe, of the battle of Plevna, P. asked we what was meant
by ‘ the Pot IP.* I explained ‘ the Porte ’ might be the Sultan of Tur-

k'py^s oiiiicipal wife. P. thought it was only the European title of the

Khedive of Egypt* We often thought and wrote in that curious way.
Editorial Amenities.

This rould not last
;
and one evening P. suggested, in council, that

our capitalist partners should get a few reference-books for the editoi’s

table. Mr. N. refused to pay for our ‘extravagance.’ I subiniitetl, as

chairman, that we were neither of ns extr.avagant, and that Mr. N. w,as

wroifg. Hereupon he brought definite charges against us. P. replied

to the accusations and N. retorted, winding up lailter suddenly with a

demand for his money. P. was dum-foundercd, but he soon found

courage to ask N. if he meant really to be so ‘pei (idious.* N. replied, with

equal ferocity, * Return my money this minute.’ * Very well,* coolly said

P., taking up N.’s new turban and throwing it out of the window, desiring

its owner to leave instantly, on pain of being sent after the turban by

the same means of exit. But N. did nothing of the sort. He took P.

by the throat, and demanded the saiisfi^ction of throwing out A/s tur-

ban. * It is my right, give me my right,* he shrieked, ‘ and then I’ll

leave.’ Here they closed. They tugged and lugged, tore each other’s

hair and clothes, and mauled each other very prettily. It was with the

utmost difficulty that the young Tartars could be separated. And the

^wo once intimate fiiends and college thums -have never since been

on speaking terms. That evening, in the piesence of servants and

neighbours, who had come up on hearing of the /r^tr/ts, the chairman

.shed tears of anguish, in his editorial and presidential chair, at all his

hopes of fame and fortune having vanished so suddenly. One could

put up with light inconvenience, such as of working as compositor,

reader, printer, distributor, manager, editor and so forth, all offices

rolled into one. But this exposure—oh it was too too cruel

!

But crushing as the disapp<iinlment was, it enabled me to cast about

for some equally powerful distraction. I had long cherished the hope

of vi.siling Gujardt and Kdttywdr with some definite business views,

and having, at this juncture, received an offer from a friend, I accepted

it thankfully.
A Poor Programme.

This personal explanation has been given, reader, to warn you

against expecting too much from my book. Now that you know me,

I know you will not be too exacting. If you aie curious to revel in the

luxury of deep and learned research, I must frankly refer you to

iftl Memoirs; to Forbes, Briggs, Feiishta, and such others, with whom
my acquaintance is slightest of slight, barely sufficient to make me
know my place. If you want to refresh, and at the same time to en-

lighten your mind, you had better tiun to the picturesque details of the

^xfieApadro Heber. Should you wish to have correct statistics and
authenticated accounts of this Presidency, I could .safely recommend
you to pore over Mr. J.

M. Campbell’s Bombay Gazetteers. In these

prodigious results of editorial labour you will find a forest of facts and
figures which you ran traverse leisurely, till you become another Dr.

Hunter, a prince of particulars, a very king of quotations. But if you

care to have a fresh account of, perhaps, the least known but most

interesting parts of Her Majesty|s Indian Empire, of the inner life

of an important people, their habits, customs, manners, the moral and
social forces at work among them, then you are welcome to ih<ise pages,

soch IS they are. You will have to be content with rough, hasty

iltetchcs, but generally taken on the spot—sketches from real life. I

#l>nid not promise you much of system and oider— because, you see,

tllh is not an Official Report. A number of these sketches appeared,

at the lime, in the RevicWy and are all the better for having
received a few touches here and there from the arcomplishetl editor.

Not a few of them were, indeed, undertaken at the suggestion of that

veteran journalist. These sketches, and a few more contributed to

other papers, are here put into shape, intermixed with extracts from
letters to friends and the contents of a rough diary—all strung together

on a rather slender narrative thiead.

I do not mind confessing, reader, that this is a poor sort of pro-

gramme. But it is, perhaps, as well it is so. I may also prepare you
for a little exaggerated expression, wherever ihe writer is ‘ intense.’

But you will not find cause to question my bona /ides. In spite of
occasional levity, degenerating at times almost into what may appear
to be flippancy, I do assure you that 110 writer meant to be more
serious. If you follow my sketchings in the spirit and the letter, if

you read between the lines, you will not find them all mere caricatures.

The first edition of the Gnjardl and the (jujardtis was brought out
under serious disadvantages. The MS. had to be sent off to London
iitirevised, and revision of proofs was out of tne question. An attempt
has been made in the piesent volume to correct misprints, supply
omissions, and to check ihe tendency of some of the observations to

appear loo sweeping. The glare of paint which disfigured one or two
of the ‘ pictures ’ has made room for sober tints. But though the form
has been in some instances modified, the matter is substantially the

same. For what defects still remain the critic would do well not to

condemn the workman for the rawness of his materials.

Five new chapters have been added to this volume to suit different

t.a.stes. These chapters could be easily elaborated for a larger volume.

The rough illustrations might serve as ‘aid’ to readers who have
never been to India. These are the best that could be obtained on the

spot, not, however, without many trials by friends in the profession.

The experiments so far did not justify a more serious effort.”

The latter part of the last paragraph, we confess, puzzles

us. Partly from the poverty of the English language and
partly from the custom of figurative employment of it, the
word illustration^ like others of the Pictorial Art, ha.s become
equivocal, and acquired more than one sense, being now
used for writing and now for drawing—at one time for

letter-press description and at another for visible represen-

tation-picture in fact. Remembering the second title of
the book

—

Pictures of Men and Manners takenfrom Life^
we naturally took our author’s “rough illustrations” for
pennings instead of pencillings. And there is nothing in
the context—at lea.st in the first sentence—hostile to that
.sen.se. But the next sentence arrested us, spedally the
mention of “ friends in the profession,” which evidently
refers to the artistic profession, until we settle in the end
in absolute gloom and confusion. Had there been any visi-
bic .signs in the direction, the matter were different

; it were
all right. But where are the illustrations, “rough” or
elaborate ? There is not a sketch or drawing of any kind
good, bad or indifferent—not a scrap or scrawl. Has Mr!
Malabari too imbibed the Ics.son of shabby-pious Hinduism
which knows how to convert a burden into an instrument
of highest advantage, as by making of their blind old cow
a present to the Brahman ? Arc the illustrated copies re-
served for our betters-—the genuine critics and truly elegant
and eloquent writers on the press ? There is no promise of
pictorial sccne.s in the programme of the title-page, nor a
list of illustrations in the table of contents, in our copy.
But that fact may be explained by opposite hypotheses. At
any rate, it were cruel to think the spirit of high refinement
and chivalrous honour, of liberality and benevolence which
characterise its pages, capable of stooping to such pettiness.
There were certainly a few “ illustrations ” in the previous
edition, quite answering to the character given them by the
author him.self. Suspecting a derangement of epitaphs, we
refer to the former issue and find ourselves confirmed.

Mr. Malabari is one of our best English writers, and this
book, though a comparatively juvenile performance, is

worthy of his reputation. His command of English has
amazed those who speak and write that language a.s their

!

mother-tongue. But Mr. Malabari is something more than
a maker of choice sentence.s. He is a man of genius. The
book abounds in the fine.st humour and teems with
strokes of the most delicate wit. That story of native
journalism extracted above is not unworthy of Grenville
Murray or Edmund About. It is a most intcre.sting and even
valuable work, which no native of India should be without.
To those foreigners who desire to know what our native
Indian life is like, to which they can have no access, and
which they cannot possibly understand without intelligent

Indian help, it is simply invaluable.

MONGHY^
Jamalpore^ iSth Auy^usi iSgo.

Monghyr was full of pomp and bustle for the last two days, the

1 2th and 13th owing to the advent of the Lieutenant-Governor.
There were fireworks, illuminations (even the river was ablaze with
lighted chirogs floating down the current). A grand dinner and a

ball concluded the festivities on the occasion.

Ramprosad’s ghat where his Honor’s yacht anchored was beauti-

fully decorated, having triangular and quadrangular temporary
arches with lamps on. The sumptuous dinner was given by the

Rajah of Gidhore in a splendid style. There was a sprinkling of

spectators from all sides, comprising of Rajahs, Reises, Europeans
Bengalis and Bcharis.

A detachment of the Jamalporc Volunteer corps was not wanting
to shew their loyalty. They in a body accompanied by a Band
went to Monghyr to form a guard of honor. I understand Sir

Stcuart Bayley and suite were out driving in and out of the

town. They paid a visit to the Hot Spring (the famous Seeta-

coond) and the well known Poerpaharee house owned by the late

Prosono Coomar Tagore, the Zillah school and Dear's Hospital.

The tide of reduction on the E. I, Railway is sweeping
away some of the eminent executive European officers of the

Co. Rumour has it, that the Government 55 years’ rule

will be enforced on the employes of the Co. irre8p£prive of color

and creed. Of course it is an admitted fact that a rule is a rule,,

but the question is, what is to be left for those unfortunates

who will come under the operation of the same rule, beyond
a small pittance in the Provident Fund, after having spent

the better portion of their lives in serving the Co. with assiduity

and zeal right through ? In the Government service, pension

is allowable, whereas in the Railway and other private services

no provision is made for the employes to fall back upon in their

old age.

The native residents of this station arc really sorry to part with

Dr. Kadar Nath Mitter, L. M. S., who, 1 understand, has already

received k^s Departmental orders for a transfer as medical officer

in charge of the Ghaziabad District with an increase of pay. During
the period of his service at this station, he proved an efficient

physician and surgeon as well and won the good opinion of the peo-

ple* The climate of the place now may be said to be pittty fair*
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SIR RICHARD GARTH ON THE REFORM OF
. LEGISLATIVE COUNCILS.
TO THB EDITOR OF THE Reh and Rasyet,

Si^-In hU recent communication to India, Sir Richard Garth
dUnlictly declares that he has been an oocnly professed friend of
the Congress movement and that he is not aware of any other
constitutional means which the educated portion of the Indian
people “could have adopted for the purpose of bringing the
grievances under which they had so long laboured, to the notice of
the British public.” The late learned Chief Justice of Bengal also
bears personal testimony to the thoroughly loyal spirit of the move-
ment, Congressionists arc deeply grateful to him for this valuable
certificate oi character given to them and for his avowed friendship
to their cause. It is, however, to be deeply regretted that in his

examination of the Congress scheme for the improvement of the
Provincial and Viceregal Councils, which forms the basis of Mr.
Bradlaugh’s Bill, he should have ignored altogether one of the
principal safeguards for the representation of minorities which are
among the central^ features of the Madras scheme that received the
approval of the hifth National Congress. It provides safe-
guards for the representation of minorities, firstly, on the electoral
colleges and secondly, on the legislative councils. The scheme
insists on the representation of minorities by means of a statutory
provision fixing the exact proportion of the members of the Europe-
an, Eurasian, Mahomedan, and Parsee and other communities so as

to ensure at least a minimum representation of their interests on
the electoral colleges. Sir Richard Garth has, 1 am glad to say,

very properly noticed this safeguard. But it is impossible to agree
with him where he observes “Thus the Councils will be filled with
Hindu members to thi exclusion of all the other great sections and interests

in the communityf 1 have very carefully gone through Sir R. Garth’s
communication but 1 fail to see how he arrived at this conclusion
with the resolution of the last Congress before him in connection
with the representation of minorities on the Councils. Its fifth

clause declares in the most unequivocal terms that zvhen Panees,
Christians, Mahomedans or Hindus a^e in a minority, the total number of
Parsees, Christians, Hindus, ot Mahomedans, as the case may be, elected to

the provincial legislatures shall not, sofar as may be possible, bear a less pro^
portion to the total number of members elected thereto, than the total number

0/ Parsees, Christians, Hindus or Mahomedans, as the case may be, in such
electoralyurisdiction, bear to its total population^" Mr. Norton, who pro-
posed the resolution in a very able and incisive speech, remarked
“ but recollecting as wc do the practical conditions under which wc
live, recollecting the diiFcrenccs of caste, of custom and of creed
that prevail in India, it is absolutely essential that any scheme which
is to receive the sympathy of the people of England should bear
upon its face clear proof that it takes into cognizance and protects
the interests of minorities. Now, gentlemen, in that respect there
cannot be any well-founded criticism of the measure which I have
had the honour to move, because legislative protection of minorities

is expressly therein provided and not left to the varying discretion or
the varying passions of the human breast. Our scheme sets forth

explicity that electoral college, when it elects, ihall necessarily, no

option being left in this matter, elect a certain minimum pereentage of Chris-

tiam, Mahomedans, Parsecs or Hindus to their respective Itgislafive councils.

So that at any rate the members of council, when elected, will re-

present, in the ratio of the populations to which they belong, their

various interests.” It docs not lie within the province of this com-
munication to discuss whether in the present educational condition

of the Indian society the test of population is the right one to be
applied throughout the country. But 1 think I have conclusively

shown that, whatever the demerits of the Madras scheme, Sir

Richard Garth’s objection that it would fill the councils with Hindirs
exclusively rests on no foundation whatever and i am extremely
sorry that some of your English contemporaries have made the most
of it and written cxultingly about his disapproval of Mr. Bradlaugh’s

Bill, in complete ignorance* of the real nature of the proposal

adopted last year in Bombay. Sir Richard Garth also forgets to

note that Government will always be in a position to redress any
inequalities in the representation of minorities and that persons, like

Messrs. Dadabhoy Nowrojee, Budruddin, Mehta, Nulkar, Javerilal,

and Ranade, will command the confidence and respect of all classes

of people irrespective of their divergent creeds or customs.

I sec clear symptoms of a reaction in this presidency and also in

Bengal against the scheme proposed last year. But I have nowhere
discovered any serious attempt to work out fully any other scheme.

The proposals accepted by the previous Congresses are, in my
opinion, provokingly vague and open to serious objections in s^mc
important respects. I have several times put the following ques-

tions to the chafhpions of what is generally known as the original

Bombay scheme but have never received satisfactory answers to

most of them:—(i) What efficient safeguards docs it suggest or

provide for the protection of minorities, as arc to be found in the

Madras scheme f (a) Are all Municipal bodies to be given the power
of electing members on the Legislative Councils and if not, on what
principles are some of them to be debarred from the enjoyment of

that privilege ? (3) If Chambers of Commerce are to be allowed the

same privilege, on what grounds can ocher influential commercial 0

public bodies be denied that right ? (4) How can government be

induced to confer a similar privilege upon native or other public

associations whose constitution depends mainly upon the willingne.ss

or otherwise, on the ability or non-ability of people to pay the re-

quisite yearly subscription.? (5) Is the privilege which it is proposed

to confer upon Universities to be confined to fellows only or extended
also to graduates and to the educated professional classes in the

moffusil? (6) How arc the commercial, municipal, University and
other public bodies to exercise their franchise of electiorf, directly

or through the medium of an electoral college ? (7) How arc

sowkars, shettias, zemindars, inamdars, sirdars and pensioned officers,

quite capable of exercising the franchise but who arc not members
of any municipal, commercial, or public body or association, or the

landed and agricultural interests, to make their voice effectually heard .?

(8) Chambers of Commerce and Universities are already represented,

unlike other public bodies, in the presidency city municipalities and
is it just to other large and important interests that they should be

allowed to exercise a disturbing influence upon the composition of

the enlarged Councils through their municipal representatives, es-

pecially if they arc to enjoy the privilege of a separate and distinct

representation for themselves ? (9) In the election of members, is

the principle of territorial representation to be applied > If so, in

what proportion arc they to be allotted to the provinces of Gujarat,

Sindh, the Konkhan, the Dcccan, and Caiiara ? If not, how can a

body of voters in Sindh, for example, be expected to vote intelli--

gently in favour of rival candidates in Canara or Gujarat ? 1 at once
admit that in the existing social and political condition of this

country, it is nearly an impossible feat to construct a thoroughly

logical and unexceptionable scheme for the improvement of our

Councils, as is postulated in the above questions. I am, therefore,

ready to admit further that the principle of reasonable compromise
ought to be the basis of our political demands. But T am not pre-

pared to hold that in arriving at such a compromise, the difficulties

I have referred to can be put aside with a light heart or without

bestowing patient consideration on the subject with a view to meet
them as far as possible. The Madras scheme disposes of most of

the questions I have urged and besides secures a measure of popular

representation which is in its essence free from government interfer-

ence. But what I object to most in it is the illogical and cumbrous

me hod for the election of members on the Viceregal Council
through the intervention of clcctorial colleges. This defect, how-
ever, can be easily remedied by modifying the scheme in the light of

the amendment proposed by Prof. Tilak but which was, in my
judgment, unwisely rejected by the Fifth Congress. Another fatal

objection to the scheme is that with such property and educational

qualifications, as have been laid down, the composition of the elec-

toral bodies in question can not be determined beforehand with a

view to assure ourselves how far such bodies can be safely trusted to

discharge their functions in a reliable and satisfactory manner. At

least with the statistical information at my disposal, I have been un-

able to answer the question as to how far the electorates under the

rival schemes would coincide with or differ from each other. Nor
have my friends whom I have consulted been able to enlighten me
on the subject. 'Fhc idea of electoral colleges is usually associated

with republican forms of government and this feature of the Madras

scheme is likely to alarm people ignorant of the real nature of the

demands of the Congress which only asks for a partial recognition ot

the elective principle and not for a representative form of govern-

ment in its usually accepted sense in Europe or America. This is

perhaps not a very serious objection. T4iere are other minor ob-

jections which it is not necessary to discuss here in this already

lengthy communication.

1 see some influential native journals expressing their conviction

that provided the principle of election is granted, the mode of elec-

tion is of secondary importance. I confess I can not accept this

view. I think India is bound to have her Councils improved and

enlarged on a partially elective basis within the course of the next

five or ten years. But thoughtful students of history will agree with

me in my view that if the elective councils arc not to be allowed

to degenerate into sham councils like the existing ones, a scheme has

yet to be formulated which shall neither be too wide or extravagant

in its scope, nor too narrow and indefinite so as to create countless

inequalities and needless irritation by the creation of invidious dis-

tinctions and by ignoring influential interests. From my examina-

tion of the two rival schemes referred to above, it will be seen that

I disapprove of both as they stand. The advocates of the Bombay

scheme throw the entire reponsibility of working it out upon ( 5ov-

enimcnt. This is, in my opinion, hardly just and if they wish to

make their voice heard, it is necessary that they should formulate

their proposals in such wise as will convince others, that it will

smoothly work to the satisfaction of all interests. I have also in-

dicated on what lines both the schemes can be remodelled and 1

earnestly hope that this year’s Congress will once more address itself

to this all important subject and accept a reasonable compromise

which will meet, as far as possible, the views of all the friendly

critics of the Congress programme like Sir Richard Garth and Sir

William Hunter. N. V. Gokhai.e,

The 15th July 1890. Bombay High Court Pleader*
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NOTICE.

The un'dermentioned lots of surplus lands,

llie pioperty of the Commissioners of Calcutta,

will be put up for sale by public auction, at the

Municipal Office, on Tuesday, the 2nd Sep-

tember 1S90, at 12 o’clock.

Area more or less.

c Names of Streets. — —
0 B. C. Ch. S.ft.
U

Ward No. i.

1 East of No. 17 Gopal
Chunder Newgy’s Lane ... 2 9 3

^

; East of No. 5 Gopal
Chunder Newgy’s Lane ... 2 5 2

3 West of No. 7 Gopal
Chunder Newgy's Lane ... ... 9 43

4 South of No. 22 Doorga
Churn Mookcrjec’s
Street 2 10 34

5 South of No. 69-5 Bang
Bazar Street 9 4 9

Ward No. 3.

6 South of No. 79-3 Corn-
wallis Street .... 4 15 6

7 South of No. 55-2 Grey
Street ... 5 0

7^ East of No. SS-2 Grey
Street t -

1

4 2 27*
8 North of No. 55-2 Grey

Street 5 9 29
9 Portion of Nos. 56-1 and

55-2 Grey Street • • « 5 8 22
10 Portion of No. 55-2

Grey Street
5 7 38

II Portion of Nos. 56-1

and 55-2 Grey Street... ... 6 0 20
12 East of No. 56-22 Grey

Street I 6 38
13 East of No. 56-25 Grey

Street ... 8 32
14 West of No. 2 Shristee-

dhur Dutt’s Lane 10 43
15 In front of No. 56*10

Grey Street I 7
16 Ditto 56-9 ditto ... . .

.

... 2 30
17 Ditto 56-8 ditto ... t • • 1 3
18 Portion of No. 79-2

Cornwallis Street 5 2 0

19 Ditto ditto
5 0 4

20 Ditto ditto « t • 4 10 14

21 Ditto ditto 4 8 0
22 Ditto ditto 4 7 4 -’

23 East of No. 55-1 Grey
Street 2

1

35

241 Ditto ditto • t

»

3 I 22

25 Noiih of No. 55-1 Grey
Street

5 0
26 Ditto No. 55 ditto ... ... 7 0

Ward No. 6.

27 South of No. 35 Chasa-
dhobapara Street I IT 7

28 Ditto No. 34 ditto ... ... 2 8 24

29 Ditto No. 33 ditto ... ...
,

•••

.

3 31

Ward No. 9.

30 In front of No. 15

Chooterpara Lane ... ... 8 30

31 North of No. 16 Pun-
chanuntollah Lane ... ...

,

2 30

32 North of No. 17 Choo-
1

1

terpara Lane ... ...
1

5 9

Ward No. 10.
1

33 In front of No. 3 War-
risbagan Lane ...

i

13 0

Ward No. 13. N

34 Portion of Old Dhur-
1
rumtollah Maiket ten-

anted land originally

lot No. 30 ... 10 *5 38

* Portion occupied by a building.

Conditions of Sale.

1. The Commissioners* limit will be kept in

a closed cover, and the highest bidder above
this limit is to be the purchaser

;
if any dis-

pute arise as to the last or highest bidding for

the lot, the same shall be put up again and
resold.

2. A deposit of 25 per cent, on the amount
of the purchase-money is to be made by the

purclnaser immediately upon the lot being

knocked down, and in default thereof, the

premises to be immediately put up and resold

at the lisk of the first purchaser.

3. The title to the property will be a con-

veyance from the Commissioners.

4. The residue of the purchase-money shall

be paid within 15 days of the date of sale
;
and

in case of defimlt in payment of such residue,

tile purchaser shall forfeit his deposit, which
shall be received and taken as and by way of

liijuidated damages. The sale to such pur-

chaser shall be wholly at an end, and the

Commissioners shall be at liberty to resell the

same without any reference to such first

purchaser but at his risk.

5. The Commissioners will, if required,

furnish a deeu of conveyance, such conveyance
being prepared by the solicitors of the Cor-
poration at the expense of the purchaser, Who
will likewise have to bear the cost of the stamp
duty and registration, and of any attested

copies of deeds or convenants to produce those

that may be required.

6. The Commissioners will enter into no
other convenant than that they have done no
act to encumber.

7. The plan of the several lots may be in-

spected at the Municipal Office from the un-

dersigned.

JOHN COWIE,
Secretary to the Corporations

Municipal Office,

The joth July iSgo.

KNIGHT MEMORIAL FUND.
The Editor of the “Indian Mirror” begs

to acknowledge the receipt, with many thanks,

of the following sums in aid of the above

Fund :

—

’herozeshah M. Mehta, Esq., Bombay Rs. 100

’.ibu Krishna liehary Sen, Calcutta... „ 10

Jabu Nagendra Nath Chatierji, Cal-

cutta ... ... ... 2

I Zor<iastrian, Calcutta ... ••• »
Jabu Kam Gopal Sanyal, Calcutta ... „
Cabiraj Abinash Chunder Kaivratna,

Calcutta ... ... ... ,1

'ramji Mancherji, Esq., Calcutta ... „
Cuinar Benoy Krishna, Calcutta ... „

L Bengali Friend, Calcutta ... „

Jabu Gopal Chunder Mukerji, Editor

Sunybtid Probhakary Calcutta ... „

Jabu Kadna Nath Sen, Calcutta ... „

Jinshaw Edulji Wacha, Esq., Bombay „

wahanrai Hakaimutrai Desai, Esq.,

Broach ... ••• «

I. C. Kaye, Calcutta ... ... n

it) Admirer, Calcutta ... ... m
C. and Y., Mofussil ... ... »

*ala Bansa Gopal Nande Saheb,

Burdwan ... ... n

'he Star Theatre ... ... n
Jaboo S. K. Lahiri, Calcutta ... „
amshedji Framji Madan, Esq., Cal-

cutta ... ... ••• »»

ohn Ogilvie, Esq,, Madariporc ... „

rhe Ghaltal Bar, through Baboo

Sharoda P. Ghose, Ghattai ... „

rhe Hon’ble J. F. Norris, Calcutta ... „

in Admirer, Dinagepore... ... ,1

„ahiri & Co., Calcutta ... ... »

Jabu Boycuntha Nath Paul, Calcutta „

Jabu Mohendro Chunder Lahiri,

Serampore ... ... ••• »

labu Gopal Chundcr Daw, Sujbcria „

i Parsi, Calcutta ... ... »

Jabu S. C. Sircar, Calcutta ... „

Further subscriptions may be sent to the

miian Mirror Office, 74»
Dhurumtola Street,

:alcutta, and will be duly acknowledged as re-

5

2

2

251
100

5

5

2

25

loo
10

2

w
’51

5

5 »

16

10

50
10

5

4

10

5

5

5

NOTIFICATION.
To be peremptorily sold pursuant to an order

dated the 23rd day of May 1889 and made in

the matter of suit No. 340 of 1884 wherein

Kanie Lall Seal was plaintiff and Gobin Lall

Seal and others were defendants and in the

matter of the estate of Panna Lall Seal de-

ceased by L. P. D. Broughton Esq. the Ad-

ministrator-General of Bengal and Adminis-

trator to the estate of the 8,aid Panna Lall

Seal deceased at the office of the said Ad-

ministrator-General at No. I, Council House

Street Calcutta by public auction on Wednes-

day the 3rd day of September next at the hour

of 12 o’clock at noon the undermentioned

properties belonging to the above estate :

—

Lot No. T.—All that lower roomed messuage
tenement or dwelling house situate lying and
being in and known as No. 221 Cornwallis

Street in the town of Calcutta being Holding

No. 197 Survey Block 15 North Division con-

taining by estimation 2 cottas 19 chattaks

and 30 square feet be the same more or less

and butted and bounded as lollows—On the

West by the premises belonging to Upendra
Lall Sircar and others on the East by the

said Cornwallis Street on the North by

Muktaram Baboo’s Street and on the South by
the lands belonging to Upendra Lall Sircar

and others.

Lot No. 2. —All that tenanted land No. 40
Champatolla 2nd Lane in the town of Calcutta

measuring 9J^ cotiahs more or less and bound-

ed as follows—On the East by the dwelling

house of Madhu Sudan Dutt Ram Mohan
Dass and Nilmonec Dass on tne North by the

public road on the South by the dwelling

house of Jagabandhu Bose and on the West
by the house of Jagabandhu Bose and the

house of Boydya Nath Ooriya and Nilmonce
ssDa.

Lot No, 3.—All that upper roomed brick-

buiU messuage tenement or dwelling house

and the piece or parcel of land or ground
whereon the same is erected and built con-

taining 3 cottahs 4 chattaks and 30 square

feet more or less situate lying and being at

No. I, Rajmohan Bose’s Lane in Coluotollah

in the town of Calcutta and bounded on the

North by the house No. 2, Rajmohan Bose’s

Lane formerly belonging to Bliagbai Kassary
on the ^East by the house and premises

No. 48-1 Ram Mohan Gbose’s Lane and on

the South side thereof by the house and pre-

mises of H.adjee Syud Sabur and on the West
by the premises No. 36 Dhuramtoliah Lane.

Lot No. 4.— All that upper roomed brick-

built messuage tenement or dwelling house

formerly No. 21 but now numbered 30 Ram
Mohan Ghose’s Lane in Colootollah in the

town of Calcutta together with the piece or

parcel of land or ground thereunto belonging

containing by estimation 8 cottahs more or

less .and bounded on the West by the house

and land of Mqtty Lall Seal on the North

by the house and land of Jadab Chunder

Biirral and Ram Chunder Dose and on the

South by the house and land of Monohar
Dass and on the East by the house of Raj-

krista Banerjee.

The abstract of title and the conditions of

sale may be seen at the office of Messrs.

Swinhoe and Chunder attorneys for L. P. D.

Broughton Esq. the Administrator-General

and Administrator to the estate of Panna Lall

Seal deceased at No. 9.Old Post Office Street

in Calcutta on any day before the sale and will

be produced at the sale.

L P. D. BROUGHTON,
Administrator-General of Bengal

and Administrator to the Estate of

Panna Lall Seal deceased.

Swinhoe Sc Chunder
Attorneys-at-law,

High Court,

Calcutta.
'

24th July, 189a
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WONDERFUL MEDICINE.

BEEGHAM’S PILLS
A RE universally ad

milled to be worth
A GUINEA A BOX.
h'or Bilious and Ner-
vous Disorders, such

as Wind and Pain in

the Stomach, Sick

Headache, Giddiness,

Fulness and Swelling

after Meals, Dizziness

and Drowsiness, Cold
Chills, Flushings of

Heat,Lossof Appetite,

. — Shortness of Breath,

Costiveness, Scurvy and Blotches on the Skin,

Disturbed Sleep, Frightful Dreams, and all

Nervous and Trembling Sensations, &c.

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS
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7'ke first dost will

relief in twenty
minutes. Thi:» is no fic-

tion,for they have done
it in countless cases.

Every sufferer is

earnestly requested to

try one Box of these

Pills, and they will be

acknowledged to be

WORTH AGUINEA
A BOX

For females of all

ages these Pills are

invaluable. No female

should be without

them. There is not a

medicine to be found

to equal them for re-

moving any obstruc-

tion or irregularity of

the system. If taken

according to the di-

rections given with

each box they will

soon restore females

of all ages to sound
and robust health.

This has been proved

b y thousands who
have tried them, and
found t h c benefits

which are ensured by

their use.

For rt Weak Sto-

mach, Impaired Di-

gestion, and ail Disor-

ders of the Liver, they

act like magic, and a

few doses will b e

found to work won-

ders on the most im-

portant organs in the

h u m a n Machine.

They strengthen the

whole muscular sys-

tem, restore the long

lost complexion, bring

back the keen edge of

appetite, and arouse

into action with the

rosebud of h ealth the

whole physical energy

of the human frame.

These are fact s testified

to toniinually by mem-
bers of all classes of

society, and one of the

best guarantees to the

Nervous and Debilita-

ted is, BEECHAM’S
PILLS hiwe the

Lntgest Sale of any

Patent Medicine in

the World.
gEECHAM’S PILLS

SOLE Agents for India :

NAYLOR, SON, OEMES & 00.

Wholesale Dep6l,35> Clive Street,

CALCUTTA

;

Notice
,

These PUIs can be obtained at all Bazaars

throughout India, or from the Whole and

Agents, Naylor, Son, Grimes & Co., at sale

following rates u. size, Re. 1 -2 ,
th^

size, Rs. 2-4 per box, Including V.-P

Post. Shopkeepers cab obtain Wholesale

upon application.

IN THE PRESS.

Uniform with “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal”

ESSAYS BY A BRAHMAN
IN

Politics, Sociology, History, & Literature

liY

the Author of “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal.”

Calcutta.

Reis &* Rayyet Office.

PRICE

:

To Subscribers paying before publication Rs. 4

„ mere registering subscribers ... „ 5

„ Ordinary purchasers ... ... „ 6

Apply to this Managp:r, Reis and Rayyet

^

I, Uckoor DiUt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Ks. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8,

Mofiissil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL

BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah^

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEE,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, "REIS& RAYYET”

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

We have received from the offire of Reis

and Rayyef one of the leading native news-

papers of Calcutta, a most readable little broJi -

ure written by Baboo Sambhu C. Mookeijee,

once Minister to the late Naw.ab F'aiidoon Jah,

Bahadoor, Nawab Nazim of Bengal, Behar and
Orissa, which gives a graphic account of the

Baboo’s travels to and in Independent Tip-

perah. Written in capital English and evi-

dently by a gentleman of broad views and
enlightened mind, the work is dedidcdly a

valuable addition to the catalogue of English

written Bengalee literature. This book of

travels should be read widely not only by
English residents out here, but by our country-
men at home, for it teems with interest and
teaches us far more about the fiiy belt of

unopened country travelled through than any
woiic of the sort written by an Englishman
would have done. Baboo Sambhu Chunder
Mookerjee is one of whom his countrymen
may well be proud, for he writes throiighoui
with the moderate and educated pen of

a thorough gentleman.— Indian Planters*

Gazetted Sportiny; eVews. October 4, 1887.

If we have not before noticed Mr. Sambhu
C. Mookerjee’s Travels in Renj^af which was
published some months ago, it is not becaustr

the little book is either dull or pointless. It

contains, on the contrary, much interesting

matter, though some of the incidents are ovei-

weighted with detail in what is facetiously

called a “little booklet.” The author’s view

as a rule is, by the way, facetious : he is given
even to punning

; but he is also Kcniimeaial
in the highest degree—“ a naked Whiiem,an ”

hurts his susceptibilities
;
a Hindu girl, bathing

in the river, throws him into an ecstasy of

delight : “she had such large languishing eye.s!”

But he is nothing if not philosophical, and his.-

reflections on this or that social and political

subject are not without their moral. Mr.

Sambhu C. Mookerjee was formerly Minister

to the “ last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa” and afterwards Minister

of the Maharaja of 'I'ipperah. He is a man,
therefore, of experience, and when he speaks

his brethren should listen to him
^

Ttavels in Denial is a readable book, an'd it

abounds in anecdotes which are often as in-

structive as amusing, and it is not spoiled by

too many political allusions, though, of course

some lew have crept va.—The Pioneer^

Dec., 1887.

In Pamphlet^ Price 4. annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION

With special reference to the (2uestion of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW HEARSRY.

Apply to Rci^ Rayyet Office, Calcutta.

beethamIs^

For INDIA and all HOT CLIMATES thl:. sweetly Bcented emolUent Milk in INVmrA^LE

h KEEtS ule'lKIN UOurijid REFRESBED m the HOTTEST WEATHER,

Removes and prevents all SUNBURN, REDNESS, FRECKLES, TAN, and

RENDERS tho SKIN DELICATELY SOFIV.

It entirely prevents it Irom becuiiung DRY and WRiNKLED, and FUESERVES the

rnMPLEXlON from the rcorchlng effects of the SUll and WIND more effectually than any

SZ p^ep^n The IRBITaItoN caused by the EITES ,and 8TTNG§j)fJ.N3£.(lTfl is

woftdeiluW allayod by its use. For imparting that wilt velvety teelmg to the ekui. this

delightihl preparatio
n has no eQual! Sold by all Chemists.

« , ^
8ol« KLokera M. BBBTHAM ^ SON. Chei^ta^heltytom.

CALCUTTA AGENTS: SCOTT THOMPSON & CO.
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“IT BEOOMMENDS ITSELF.’’

All who suffer find sure relief from

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcuteRheumatism and RheumaticOout,

After years of semi-helplessness and suffer-

ing ;
while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS

LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACHE,

SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

or these complaints in their severest and most

chroiifc form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs

eis almost loo remarkable for CREDENCE.

Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

torture# of TOOTHACHE? A single applica-

l||m will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend

ed ae^

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

#*rhe Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

sicians in the world.in their practice. It has

prdiounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. ' By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

wije-spread popularity which no similar pre^

paratiorf has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at / Re, each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

'/tgents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistreet & Co.,

rt. S(il>tt Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &

Co» Limited.
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12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,
(Opposite the Police Courts '

TMTT TATniTTA

H0M(E0PATHIC PHARMACY,
THE

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSARY IN ASIA
OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH
INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE IN

INDEPENDENT H0M(E0PATHT
and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THl.^

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co. beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned
WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
72 ,

Lai Bazaar, Calcutta,

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short winding Keyless Railway Regulat-

ors, of small size, enamelled dials, bold

figures and Candian Gold hands, with tem-

pered machinery and dust tight hinged cases

for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted

to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapness about

them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr.

A. R. Mehta from Bandora says:—“The
7-8 watch I purchased from you two years

back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting Su-

perintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh,

says “ A watch maker has valued your

Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, R.

W. Fusi. Rcgt., Lucknow, says “ Some valued

it at Rs. 15 and were completely surprised when

I told them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pretty

Candian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-

plete shirt Studs and Rings set with scientific

diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each, Mr. J.

A. Yelsmorc, Satur, says “ The best gold-

smith of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. G.

Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikulla, says:—“A
German valued the diamon<l ring at Rs. 50 and

the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

JEYES’ SANITARY COMPOUNDS
In the various shapes of

Liquid, Powder, Soap and Ointment

are invaluable in the Indian climate.

They are perfectly harmless, non-poisonous,

and non-irritant.

They have proved efficacious in .skin

diseases. They cure wounds and ulcers. Even
Lepers have found them valuable.

To the rich and the poor, the healthy and

the sick, they are alike welcome.

They destroy the virus or contagion of small-

pox, measles, typhus and typhoid fevers.

They cleanse your homes and clothes and

purify the air. They keep your body clean, teeth

strong and skin pure. Your bed free from

bugs, your drains inodorous, and closets free

from bad smells.

They may be used with safety and with

happy results in the sick-room, kitchen, and
every other part of a bouse.

DYCE, NICOL A CO.,

3, Commerciai Buildings, Calcuttsu

RivBrs Steam Navigation Coi

“Limited.’^ •

This Company's Steamer “THIKAK”
will leave Calcutta for Assam en Tuesday, the

26th instant.
^

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel
should be sent to the Company’s Godowns
at Juggannauth Ghat, not later than 5 p.m.

of Saturday, the 23rd instant.
^

Cachar Line.

The steamer “GWALIOR” of this line will

leave Calcutta for Cachar on the and prnx.

(Tuesday) for which cargo will be received until

5 P.M. of Saturday the 30th instant. The river

having risen, steamers are now able to pro-

ceed as far as Sylhet and Cachar.

Assam Despatch Service from

Goalundo
and

Daily Mail Steamer Service from

Dhubri to Debrooghur.

A daily service is maintained from Goalun-

do and Dhubri for passengers and light goods
tr.'iffic, i. e.y packages not weighing over half a '

ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival

of the previous night’s 9-30 p. M. train (Madras
time) from Sealdah, and Dhubri on arrival of

the mails.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to

almost all stations can be booked through from
or to Calcutta vid Goalundo or Kannia with

the Eastern Bengal State and connected Rail-

ways—Passengers and Parcels vid Kannia
only.

All particulars as to rates of freight and
passage by all the above mentioned Services to

be had on application to

—

MACNEILL & CO.,

Agents,

2-1, Clive Ghat Street.-

Calcutta, the 2oth Avgust, 1^90.

NY Photograph transferred to porcelain

L and thus rendered permanent. Apply to

R, Hotz,

13-5, Government Place, Calcutta.

12

» 7

o 4

Re. 1-8

ft o-S

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY(ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
AND

Review of Politics^ Literature, and Society

RATES OF SUBSORIPTIOK.

Yearly ... in advance ... Rs.

Half-yearly ...

Quarterly ... ,1

Monthly ... m

Single or sample Copy,,

RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
Advertisements (three columns to the pago and

102 lines to the column; are charged by the

space taken up, at the rate of 4 annas a line,

each insertion. The lowest charge Tor any ad-

vertisement is Rs. 2, except Domestic Occur-

rences, the lowest charge for which is Rs. 5.

Special rates for Oontracts. .

No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cejpt-

will be charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at the rate of 4 annas a month or

Rs. 3, a year.

Business Communications (post paid) to

be directed to “The Manager,” and Litwary

Communications and books wd pamphlets

(carriage paid) to “ The Editor pf -Reis

& Rayyet/’

Office ; /» Uckoor Dutt\s Lane% Wellington

Street Calcutta*
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

SAVED.

From the Sheltering Arms.

The wind is spent and the gale is past,

And the morning sun shines forth at last

;

It shines on a strip of yellow sand,

And a good ship sinking in sight of land.

Over her deck and her batteied side

Lazily washes the ebbing tide ;

Out of the struggle and deadly strife

Lo ! nothing savea but a baby life.

A wee frail thing is the one poor waif,

A wee frail thing to be sound <tnd safe ,*

But all forgotten its brief alarms,

' it gail)#rows§^ilHi V

A sailor looks at the little form—

“ Tis a liny craft to have stemmed the storm I”

He sighs a bit as he bends him low.

And his thoughts fly back to the long ago.

Just such a babe on his young wife’s breast,

with clinging fingers his own caressed
j

just such another—but where is he ?

VVieckcd on the voyage of life, maybe.

Is this but spared that in years to come

h may drift away from its heavenly home ?

The baby laughs as his boy once did ;

AliJ will it be so? Nay, God forbid !

The sailor’s hand has a gentle touch

For the sake of the lad he loved so much
;

And soft Iroin his lips are the words that fall

;

“ God bless the children—God keep them all 1
”

BALLAD OF THE WHEEL.

Thfough the winding land where willows lean.

And the stately elms their shadows throw,

Past the woodland bowers of sunlit green,

Where the dusky brave, with bended bow,

Aa the hallowed time of the long ago.

Would soft, like a stealthy panther, steal.

We fling dark care lo the winds that blow,

' And spin away on- the whirling wheel.

By the highways broad, where, fair, is seen

The bloom of the aldcrt white as snow,

Down hillsides steep on the road between

The vineyards^ wide with their vines a-row.

Nigh meads where the murmuring brooklets flow
^

And rushes tall in the breezes reel.

We fling dark care to the winds that blow,

And spin away on the whirling wheel.

On days when spring is a verdant queen

And bright-eyed buttercups gleaii^And glow

’Mid hours when the forest’s emerald sheen

1$ scorched by suns that the tropics know,

In autumn tide, ere the winter’s woe,

Whether bells of morn or eve outpeal,

We fling dark care to the winds that blow,

And spin away on the whirling wheel.

ENVOY.

Come, riders all, be ye swift or slow,

And join in the praise of the steed of steel !—

Wt fling^dark pace to the winds that blow,

f And spin away on the whirling wheel. ^
Clinton ScoLLlfRO.

News and Our Comments.

Jacques has ouifastcd Succi. The Italian fasted 40 days on water

but the Frenchman lived for 42 days on his own mysterious powtfei:,

which did not exceed in weight 2;^ ounces. He lost in weight aSlba

30Z or 6lbs less than Succi.
, ,

•
• •

The electrical execution of Kemmler at Auburn on the 7th August^

has given rise to a host of opinions. Tiie newspapers of New York

do not condemn it all round. The and the World are against a

repetition. On the other hand, the New York Times^ the Heraf^

and the Tribune consider the process improvable, and even now no

worse than hanging. The Medical Record^ whose editor was witnots

to the death, lakes it to be the first step towards the abolition a)f

the capital punishment. Other doctors and electricians too have

spoken. They are divided in opinion, except in one particular,

namely, that death was absolutely painless, there being instantaneous

cessation of consciousness. That surely is the most important point.

Some experts—the modern tendency is to submit to experts un-

reservedly—say that life was extinct with the first shock, and the

struggles that shocked the observers were only mechanical move-

ments. The Agamemnon of the E(e)ls.—Mr. Edison—is disposed

to think that the current was wrongly applied ;
that the route

which lay through a bone contact should have been made through

the hands, then the electricity would have followed the blood

to the heart. The humanity of this instantaneous painless death,

supposing it was so, is doubtful, when you take into account the

time for preparing the victim for the fatal current. As for the

enthusiastic Medical Record, we do not see the editor report that

Kemmler, as he passed out of the world, imported to him his sensations.

''uhtfyihtrs in tlu country art requested to remit by postal money orders, ifpossible, as tlu safest and most convenunt

^ ^dSm,pS2rly as it ensures acknowledgment through tfw Department No otiur receipt will be

.

givenany othtr being uimecessarf, and Itktly to cam mfusim,
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Put on tbe electric rack) be did not exclaim, Oh. .....the bliss of dying

!

The world recedes ; it disappears !

Heaven opens on my eyes 1 my ears

With sounds seraphic ring ;

Lend) lend your wings t 1 mount 1 I fly :

O grave I where is thy victory?

0 death 1 where is thy sting ?

» ***

The Home Secretary has released, in consideration of his poor health,

Mr. Ernest Parke, editor and proprietor of the London Press^

who was sentenced to a year’s imprisonment for libel against Lord

Euston. ^ He had been twenty-live weeks in jail.

0
0 0

At the Manchester Assizes, the Tichborne Claimant sued the printers

and proprietors of Illustrated Bits for libel. It had commented on the

plaintilTs candidature for Stoke. The defence pleaded jiistiflcation

and truth, except that the plaintiff was described as a convicted felon

instead of a misdemeanant. In cross-examination, the plaintiff, while

admitting his conviction fur perjury in 1872, insisted on his innocence

saying the Jury that convicted him was packed. The verdict, however,

went for the defendants, the foreman adding that there had been no

libel. In India, the result would probably have been different. Here,

it is an offence to call a spade a spade.

^ *

The Chief Justice of Madras is reported to have remarked in an Ap-

peal case that *

“in all such appeals Vakils other than those who had been engaged
before the lower Court, were engaged, the result being that the Vakils
appearing befoie the Appeal Court were in total ignorance of what
really transpired before the lower Court, and consequently wasted much
time in arguing on irrelevant preliminary questions. The practice
followed in England in respect to this was that the same lawyers who
had pleaded the case before the Lower Courts were also engaged for

the case when it came on for hearing before the higher tribunals. If

the English procedure were adopted much valuable time would be
'saved. He also observed that very often when the final disposal of a
case was anticipated Vakils and Barristers kept changing places. This
changing of Counsel without any apparent reason was to be deprecated
and should be stopped. ”

e
« *

The case against Woomesh Chunder Chose for causing the death of

Chamatlf^aree by a rash and negligent act, being complete, he has been

committed to the sessions. The medical evidence as recorded in the

i^oliae Court runs thus

“Dr.^W. R. Edwardes, Resident Surgeon of the Eden Hospital,

said he saw the deceased woman on the 27th July last, about an hour
after her admission. She was then unconscious, suffering from fever.

Her body was exhaling a most offensive odour, and was much swollen
with fluid. There were also some abrasions on the surface. She was
un^er his treatment for four days, and also of Dr. Joubert. She died
on the 31st July, never recovering consciousness. In his opinion, tak-

ing ^e woman to the ghaut, letting her be confined there, leaving her
in the open air after her confinement, without proper attendance, was
most decidedly a very dangerous act, even in the case of a healthy
woman. The woman died of blood-poisoning, complicated with
Bright’s disease. Blood-poisoning was induced by the woman not
having proper attention after her confinement. From the facts of the
t^Hse, which he had heard, neglect caused the blood-poisoning, and
accelerated to Bright’s disease.’'

same Hospital supplies another similar case. The death of a

maid servant, a widow named Rajlukhi aged 22, of Farsee Bagan, is

a#cribed to an illegal operation performed on her. She was taken to

tbe Hospital on the 4th seriously ill of fever and died there on the 22ud.

But theie is no evidence of the illegal operation.

•
• •

Early in September, Lala Gobind Dass, B.A., a native of Bhera in the

Shapore district, proceeds to England from the Punjab as this year’s

holder of the Government Scholarship of /jioq a year for three ye.irs.

He has chosen the University of Cambridge, and leaves Lahore

early next month.

•
• •

The 1st of August 1890 will be a memorable day—though not to all a

red letter day—on the East coast of Africa. On that day, the Sultan

of Zanzibar proclaimed the abolition of slave traffic. It is not a

small event. Besides its effect on the fort^lnes of the African races,

it will crush a large commerce and ruin many Arab and Somali mer*

chants. These men could not believe their senses when they heard tbe

news or read the Edict. When there was no longer any room for doubti

they thought *the world was cqining to an end. On their recovery

from this stunning blow, they put their wits together and repaired for

complaint to the Sultan. His Highness bad come vfry nearly to the

same conclusion. The world had gone to the dogs and tbe end could

not be long delayed. Meanwhile, there was no help for it but submis-

sion, with a good face if possible, or bad if not. The dogs are irresis-

tible, and they are of a Newfoundland breed, at home on sea as on land..

Resignation was the duty of the faithful. The Ar.abs came back crest-

fallen. The discontent spread and the town was in alarm. There was

no real fear of a revolution, however. Ten mcn-of-war were in harbour

for guarantee against that.

• •

The great living Italian authority on Bright’s disease is Professor

Semmola. He attributes the disease, unless it is hereditary, to food

rich in nitrogen and too much of it. His recipe is—Avoid gravy soups,

juicy meats, egg whites, and rise from the table with an appetite.

•
• •

We read—

“ Strawberries have the reputation of ameliorating and even curing
gout and rheumatism. The great chemist, J. B.' Dumas, was parti-

rulatly fond of this fruit, and regarded it as an agreeable medicine.

Berzelius, the Swedish chemist, also considered it an antidote to mala-
dies of a gouty nature. As certain compounds of lithium have the like

property, M. Mormet has recently analysed the strawberry, but even
spectrum analysis has failed to detect the presence of lithium, except

in certain cases, and in these a mere trace was observable. At the

same time, and especially in the larger varieties, he discovered a con-
siderable proportion of phosphates.”

This is but one out of numberless instances of waste of time and

faculties after a gross theory of medicine. The relation between drug

and disease, or health for that matter, is a most subtle one which it is

vain to seek. Chemical analysis is mere child’s play before this mystery

of mysteries of Nature. The Chemistry of the Future may possibly

grasp it. But as yet there is no chance. The imagination of the

seer may dream the truth, but yotir rude laboratory will toil in vain.

•
• •

I

The following was lately going the round of tbe press r>-

“ It will l>e learned with some astonishment that Mormonism is

flourising under the British flag while b^ing per^cuted^ut of existence

on its native soil of America. A Mornoon convention has just closed

its sittings in New Zealand. It was officially reported to the conven-
tion that there are 3,000 Mormons in that colony, and that 500 converts

were made during the past year.”

Not in the least. There will be no astonishment to those who know

the latent leaning to Joe Sniitbery in the English heart. It was the

Exodus of tbe Faithful from Wales and Britain that swelled the nmn-

bers of the disciples of the new Prophet of Poligamy. And New
Zealand is Great Britain over again in tbe Pacific Ocean.

•
• •

t

A CHEQUE in favor of one Suleiman on the New Oriental Bank, Bom*

bay, was stolen in transit through the post. It never reached the real

party, but payment on it was, unknown to Suleiman, obtained, ap-

parently on forged endorsement. Suleiman sued the Bank in the

Small Cause Court for the amount of the cheque. The Chief Judge

decreed the suit, saying the drawees were not discharged by the pay-

ment in due course. On appeal, the High Court confirmed the order.

That seemed to be the end of it. And verily for a poor cheque of a

few hundred Rupees this was etiuugn litigation. And, indeed, what

more remained to do ? Surely, this bagatelle could not possibly be taken

up to the Privy Council ? Be that as it may, there was scope for well

paid for ingenuity even in this country. There are lawyers and law-

yers, solicitors and attorneys, Vishnu and Siva, Kartik and Gonesli,

Ormuzd and Ahriman. There are those who cannot believe in finality

in a litigation in British courts, unless in tbe finality iTPthe finan-

cing. The Bombay bank did nut for the nonce grudge Suleiman the

amount of the cheque even though they had once paid for it. They

fretted under the evil precedent, prejudicial to all banking. So, re-

luctant to accept their defeat they were prepared to go to more expense

if there was a way of getting out of it. Of course there was. Try a

review. And so they tried a review on tbe ground that the plaintiflf bad

already elected to treat the instrument as a Bill and could not elect

afterwards to treat it as a promissory note. The High Court now re-

versed the former order, holding that there was an election by the

plaintiff and tbe instrument having been treated a« a cheque, tbe draw-

ers were discharged. The cheque had been honored as soon af yre*

seated and there was no default in payment.
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Notes, Leaderettes, and
Our Own News.

The Ti^aty has been ratified. The Englishman reveals the

secret hitherto observed that thereby China gives up her claims to

jurisdiction beyond the frontier of Tibet. Sikkim is relieved of one

grade of overlord to be left entirely at the mercy of foreigners. Does

China give up Nepal too ?

ON the 28th, a heavy storm passed over the Baltic Sea and Gulf of

Finland. The River Neva rose, overflowed its banks, and partially

inundated St. Petersburg.

There is strike among the coal-miners in Belgium. The strikers

number 17,000 men. They demand revision of rules and universal

suffrage.

The Australian strike gathers strength. The miners .at Newcastle,

New South Wales, have struck work. The gas strokers in Melbourne

have followed suit. The police in Sydney and Melbourne has been

reinforced and special constables sworn in.

CHOLERA has invaded England. Last week in London, there were

twelve deaths from cholera and choleraic diarrhoea.

move to any other village, not even if it be in the same Commune.
Any urban Jew who wishes to stay temporarily in a village, or any
village Jew who wishes to visit a village not his own, must be first pro-

vided with a pel mil inscribed with a limit of time. Any breach of this

regulation will be punished by imprisonment. .

4. All Jews who may, under the 2iul rule, be allowed to remain in

the villages, will be subject to the local municipal police.

5. Jews will only be permitted to possess landed estate if it be
situated in the place of their domicile and so long only as they may
enjoy the right of domicile there. They may not sell their landed

sestates to other Jews and may only bequeath them to a next of kin, the

heir holding under the like conditions. Otherwise the landed pi*operiy

must be sold to Christian by the owner or his heir, or, in default of

either of these alternatives, by the police administration. The like

rules are to apply to the real estate of Jews residing in towns.

6. (Here follow minute and detailed instructions for settling the

lists of Jews having right of domicile in each district, for keeping the

lists close and revised to date).

7. The temporal y permits for leaving the place of domicile will only

be granted to Jews who require to visit the markets or fairs in the

country, or to those occupied in the carrying trade. But the duration

of the permit will be strictly limited, and the traveller will be under
careful survcillarire. In general terms, Jews are to be regarded as

having no right of access to the rural districts.

8. Merchants of the first guild, Jews who have completed their

studies in a high school, and those engaged in farming on a Jewish
agricultural settlement, will not be subjected to the restrictions ns to

movement from place to place
;
but they will be subject to the foregoing

rules as to the possession, sale, and bequest of landed estate. Jewish
merchants of the first guild only will be premilted to acquire land in

the rural districts, but only for the purpose of establishing factories, but

only provided that they obtain the special authorisation of the Minister

of the Interior. In the ten Governments or the Vistula (Poland) the

Minister will have the right to strictly limit the extent of land so

acquired.
”

The potato blight is spreading in Ireland. According to the Land

Commission, it has overtaken all the counties.

HOMELESS and repentant, Poor Dhulip has availed himself of the

Queen’s pardon and has arrived at Folkestone. We suppose he and

his family have given up all claims to the sovereignty of the old

Kingdom of Lahore, in consideration of a good round sum, in hand—

that being the condition of the return to favour urged by the Ministry.

What yet remained of the British heroes who fell at Waterloo have

been collected and deposited in the cemetery at Evere, near Brussels,

and a monument erected over them. On the 26th, the Duke of Cam-

bridge unveiled the memorial amid torrents of rain—type of the

showers required to wash the sin of the red rain ” shed on the spot

seventy five years back I

A Vienna telegram of the 26th speaks of the total destruction of the

place from which the name of the famous wine Tokay is derived.

.Seven thousand inhabitants are said to be without home and food.

Count Villanovo and eight others set out on Monday to ascend Mont

Blanc. But before they could reach the summit, the whole party

perished. Particulars are not reported.

The Emperor William bade farewell to the Czar on the 23rd. The

day before, General Von Caprivi and M. De Giers held a quiet confab

—which may lead to international disquiet and trouble.

The poor Jews I There is little hope of mercy for the Elect race at the

hands of Orthodox Russia. The Christian—after a sort—Czar is still at

them. He has not abandoned the idea of their segregation. The Daily

New^ Odessa correspondent states that an Anti-Semitic Edict will be

published in October with a supplement excusing the severity of its

provisions. The following are the principal clauses of the projected

ukase

“ I. The provisional laws of the 3rd May, 1882, forbidding the

Russian Jews to reside in the rural districts and villages, to possess

land there, to farm, manage, or lei landed estate, are now to apply to

the whole of Russia, including all the ten governments of the Vistula

(Poland) not heretofore included in the said laws.

2. Throughout the Empire Jews may only reside in the cities and

market-towns, but not in any villages. Those who before 1882, resided

in villages affected by the said provisional laws, and those who resided

in other parts of the Empire not affected by them and who nom reside

111 the rural districts, may continue to reside there. But all others re-

siding in villages shall be forcibly expelled therefrom.

3. Those who by virtue of the 2nd rule are permitted to remain in

the villages shall be regarded as interned there, They may not re-

The Municip.il Commissioners h.'ive had the good sense to return

Baboo Joygobind Law as their representative on the Port Trust.

The thieatened catastrophe has been aveited.

The rise in exchange has alarmed the import traders. On Wednesday,

there was a largely attended meeting, in the rooms of the Bengal Cham-

ber of Commerce, of the members of firms engaged in that trade

of Calcutta, to discuss the situation and, if possible, to adopt a line of

action. Mr. G. A. Walker, of Gisborne & Co., was voted to the Chair.

He advised those present to sink all personal considerations for the

general good. A sort of combination was suggested, but the votes

shewed that twelve firms were for and twenty against it. There the

matter ended and the assembled merchants should have dispersed and

returned to their respective counting houses. This was too natural

and straightforward for some. Accordingly, there was a resort to

Oriental diplomacy. The meeting at last adopted a resolution forming

a Committee of twelve to consult the different import firms and find

out whether they could nut devise some necessary basis upon

which all could work together for the common good.

It is the season of floods, and they are more general this year. Our

readers are already aware of the disaster on the Bolan railway. A
correspondent from Patna, under date the 26th writes to a morning

contemporary :— •

“From the last fortnight it has been raining incessantly, and every

creek and streamlet is full to overflowing. Chupra is in a deluge, and
people have to approach it in boats. Sonepore is also under water, and
there is no sign yet of the floods abating.”

In the Benares Division, in the Ballia districl, the Ganges had for

sometime past been edging nearer and nearer to the town and at last

overflowed its bank east of Gola Ghat, and a portion of the town was

flooded. The Ghogra rose too and submerged a tract in the same

neighbourhood about Ubhaon and Sikanderpur. In the Gorakhpur

district, the Ghogra, Rapti and Rohin are in flood damaging crops

and sweeping away cattle. In the smaller towns of Gola, Barhalganj,

Majhauli, Deoria and Barhaj, the Bazaars are under water.

In Bengal, several parts of the country are under water. There is dis-

tress in the Nuddea district. As yet it is but the flrst scratch of the

calamity. In Moorshedabad, notwithstanding precautionary measures,

the Laltakuri embankment gave away. The breach occurred at night

at 10 on Monday. By this time both districts have been laid under

water, to the loss of crops and cattle and houses. That is distress

by flood in right earnest. That has been reached in East Bengal.

The Districts of the Delta and about it have been generally sub-
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Imerged. In some the cattle have almost entirely perished and men

are leading a miserable life.

Lord •Connemara is reforming official manners. On reference, the

Madras Government has decided that communication between Col-

ectors and Chairmen of Municipal Councils shall be in the form o

clters. That will undoubtedly remove a fruitful cause of unnecessary

jrritation. We wish the officials in other Provinces may take a leaf

out of the revised Madras book of administrative etiquette. Ihe form

of ordinary daily correspondence between the Chairman of the

Calcutta Corporation and his subordinate officers—in the foiin of

memo without even the introducing “ Sir,” though it is not resented

in the Municipal office, causes much surprise to outsiders.

The spirit of reform is decidedly abroad in the Southern Presidency

The Inspector-General. of Police, Madras, has strictly prohibited the

Inspectors and Headcunstables from purchasing, without express per-

mission, food grains from heads of villages or rayyets within their juris-

diction. The complaint for non-payment for ordinary supplies to the

policemen, who consider it their inalienable peiquisite of office, must

have reached its height for promulgation of such an order. But is the

order expected to be obeyed ?

There was, many years ago, a District Superintendent in the N.-W.

Provinces, who used to buy through the Police grain and fodder in the

villages at his own price, and make a little business of it by supplying

to the officials in his neighbourhood cheaper than the maiket, thus

pleasing and profiling in the same breath.

Here is progress at the capital of Upper India—with a vengeance

“ Turba, the Pasi, who was reported to have committed a daring

theft m the house of Mr. Breckenbridge, of the Accoimtani-Geiicral’s

office, in Colonelgunj, sometime in July last, and at whose request no

cnmmal action was taken in the matter, framed a charge of defamation

against Mr. Breckenbridge and his son, under section 500, I. P. C, be-

foie Captain G. B. Crawley, the Cantonment Magistrate. The Magis-

trate, after hearing the evidences of the witnesses, both for the piose-

cution and defence, on Thursday (Aug. 21), acquitted the two accused.”

That requires some explanation to the uninitiated reader. The Piisis

are the lowest class of publicans—sinners too, as a geneial rule. They

are the toddy-selleis who living in secluded spots in the he.ari of the

jungle, are understood to vary the monotony of their occupation and the

dreariness of their life with the excitement of crime. On the report

of any occurrence the Police are sure to watch their Pasis. Polluted

by their unhallowed profession, without character or wealth to recom-

mend them, they are among the despised classes. To think that one

of such a lot should persecute two honest men through the magistracy !

To think that he should thus treat them after having robbed them !

To thinjt that he should thus dare to molest them for having dropped

their prosecution against him for a daring robbery in their house 1

Verily the education of our people under British law has been nearly

finished. Well may the Henry Maines and Grant Duffs congratulate

their countrymen on their success in moulding the Indians to a / !

The

^

cretary and Treasurer to the Anglo-Indian Family Benefit Fund

remlSids the Mofussil members that “ when a reply to a communication

is needed, it is necessary to enclose a stamp for such reply.” Mr. Fox

or the Fund evidently does not lake into consideration the fact that

postage stamps being money, cannot, under the postal law, be enclosed

in a letter that is not registered. That means two annas more in ad-

dition to the stamp for reply. A question to the Post office thus suggests

itself. Can a stamp for reply be attached to a postcard without

breaking the law ? The reply postcard is carried free, why then not the

stamp for reply ? This justly points to the need of a change in the law

or relaxation in the rule.

One Mehcruddin Sheikh was cited as a witness in a counterfeit coin-

ing case at the last Alipore Sessions. He failed to enter appearance

and give evidence. He was therefore tried by the Joint Magistrate of

Sealda for contempt of court and sentenced to two months’ rigorous

imprisonment. v

We are afraid, this Joint of the Law, in hi» zeal to uphold the

majesty of law, has exceeded his lawful authority by awarding hard

labor instead of simple imprisonment.

Under the heading of “ Alms vs, Ttitnasha^* a morning contemporary

publishes the following letter over an unknown signature

“Sir,—During the late visit of His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor

of Bengal to Bhagiilpore on the 9ih instant, Rai Wooma Churn Bose,

Bahadoor, Manager, Bareilly Kaj, under orders from Raja Padmanuiul

Singh, Bahadoor, of Bareilly, disiiibuted alms to about 4,000 beggars in

honour of the visit, which is preferable to fireworks, &c.—Yours, &c.”

We wonder whether the above was telegraphed. The writer is cei-

tainly a master of the telegraphic style. What is killing two birds with

one stone to a spoilsman who with a single scratch of his quill bags

a whole lot of game ? He serves the Lieutenant-Governor, the mana-

ger Bahitdoor, and bis R.ija master ail at once, and is y6l far from

used up. He concludes 'with a sermon and a satire against the

weak multitude who, far less enlightened than his Raja and without

the resources of his man.ager, waste their money on illuminations and

rire-woiksand Indeed, though the satire is general, the hit

will strike the Shaoos and Shah Sahebs of a neighbouring town.

And all this In a sentence of no particular length. As for the

Raja, he secures the interests of both worlds, serving God and

man in the same breath. Surely, so much was never made of so

little. The benefaction is of the most commonplace. Such as

it is, its naiuie and pecuniary value are left beautifully vague.

We are only t dd of “ alms to about 4,000 beggars.” The next best

thing to personal wisdom for a nobleman is to have a prudent managei.

After all, the pity of it, lago !—O, lago, the pity of it, lago ! is

that the imps of our contemporary’s Pandemonium have made a mess

of the identity of the exemplary almsgiver. Although his touter

took care, twice in the course of his single-sentenced epistle, to

give the teriitorlal designation of the Raja, they have, with chjvrac-

leristic malignity, twice given it wrong. They have transported him

far, far from his natal plains to Bareilly—nqt even the nearer Roy

Bareilly but the farther one. What a calamity if the world, headed

by the Viceroy and members of Council, the Secretary of State and

Council, the two Houses of Parliament, above all, the Lieutenant-

Governor of Bengal and his Secretaries, should think that the “alms

to about 4,000 beggars” were given by the Raja of Bareilly—whoever

he might be !

Here is a pretty—indeed prodigiously pretentious—specimen of khas

British imperspicacity culled from the Press at Home :

—

“The floor of the House of Lords was occupied yesterday by those

eminent legislators Lord Stanley of Alderley and Lord Denman. It

is difficult to decide who of the two is the greatest orator or the most

successful law-m.iker. Some say the one and son>e say the other, and

some say that neither the one nor the other is great or successful. But

that is envy. This is certain, that they both talk a lot, and with little

—well, we won’t say what. Lord Stanley wanted to know something

about Dum Dum, and Lord Cross was not in a position to tell him

.anything about Dum Dum, which is to be regretted. Not because

Lord Stanley did not get the inform.ation he wanted, but because the

noble lord will make this the excuse for another speech. And between

you and the doorpost, and in the bussum of the family, the House

doesn’t care for Lord Stanley’s speeches.”

So much the worse for the House I If after receiving a present of

empire and afterwards undertaking direct government of it by

shelving and dismissing the donors, the Houses will not lisen to com-

plaints, retribution is as certain as day follows night. Then no

small part of the responsibility for the result will attach to such

frivolous public advisers as these. It was thus that the Houses lost

America. If Lord Stanley is not listened to, when speaking in the

cause of good government for England’s dependent Empire, it is

nothing to him ;
the misfortune is England’s and that empire’s. Nor

is the neglect a portion peculiar to himself. He shares it with his

betters—the greatest orators and statesmen—the Chathams and

Burkes and Foxes.

We hope the case is not so bad as this smart pawtgraphist would

represent it. His sneers at Lord Stanley are wholly gratuitous. This

1
nobleman is no bore. A scholar of serious quiet pursuits, a traveller

and a man of the world in the best sense, who has seen many coun-

tries and mingled with life in all parts of the globe, he has not in him

the making of one. Nor has he any temptations to allure him in that

direction of senatorial eloquence. As a member of the Upper House,

he is under no obligation to Buncombe. There is not the slightest

reason why he should be disregarded. He is no agitator always

putting himself in the path of administration or dogging the heels of

authority. He is neither a booby of a hereditafy legislator nor a

restless young lord of ambition. His special laurels are cultivated in

a different field. He is one of the most learned men in the House or

out of it, with an uncommon gift of ^ongucir That such a man.
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withal so modest, so moderate, so considerate, should not be listened

to with* respect, specially when speaking in the name of an absent

people I

So far as we know and can judge from this distance, it is nonsense to

talk lluis of Lord Stanley of Alderley. He never takes up any matter

withdfifci reliably information and due thought. Nor does he ask too

many questions. If half a dozen per session seem to these impatient

journalists at home too many, they invite on themselves the rebuke

which Buike administered to those who complained of his boring

Parliament and the public with Eastern affairs. Tliey may be re-

minded that India is not exactly of the dimensions of a Biiiisb coun-

ty or two, or of the nature of a larger New Forest with a few iniser-

aOle denizens scattered about and a few hunters and poachers. Loid

Stanley does not always make a fuss in the House at all, but, as we

have had occasion to know in a few instances, quietly lays the papers

leceived from India privately before tlie .Secrctaiy of State. 'I’hus he

is able to do more good than by figuring as a questioner in the House

to be put off with evasions and delays. In one Madias case he posi-

tively refused to bring the matter into the House, thus disappointing his

friends, but be did not neglect the subject and, we believe in his own

way, procured as much alleviation of suffering as was possible under

the circumstances. To charge such a man with anything like notoriety-

hunting ib the veriest recklessness of jonrn.'ilism.

IVe have read with much interest in the Bradford Observer^ Mr.

Caine’s el.iboiate defence of the changes in liis opinion on the Home
Kule question of which mucli capital is made by liia political oppo-

nents. The Iris)) question has been such allying one to politicians

of all ranks and giades, tliat one need scarcely feel ashamed of any

appaient want of finnness upon a subject on which the Grand Old

Man himself has passed thiough many phases. Mr. Came, however,

met his Clitics boldly in the face and made a tlioroughly able and

stiaightfoi ward vindication of his conduct.

\Vk find ourselves misunderstood in our obituary notice of the late Mr.

Montague liradfoid. That notice has been taken in certain quarters

as at once an attack on tlic management of tlie General Hospital where

lie died, of the doctors and the nuiscs, and a reproach to the deceased

gentleman’s relations and friends. Tlieie could not be a moie utterly

etroneous impicssiun. It must be the result of hasty reading, or we

do not think much of the judgment of the reader. So far as we have

accidently caused pain, we ate Duly sorry. Wc date say the Hospital

Is a wellconducted institution. A cliaiiiy for Europeans cannot be

aught else in India, specially one that is freely resorted to by the highest

class in the land—the ruling class to wit. That was the very argument

put forth by Lord Macaulay for placing Europeans and natives under

the jurisdiction of the country courts. We do not know who the

tioclors were who treated or the nurses who allended, nor c.oc. Even

by the phrase “nursed by mere mercenaries” we did not cast any re-

flections on the noble Sisters of Charity who did nurse the young man.

\Ve meant to contrast hospital nursing—musing by strangers that

Is—with nuising by one’s own people—neaiest and dearest ones— at

home. The payment or nun-payment is not the question. It is the

natural relation between the nurse and the nursed that is important.

iNor did we impute inhumanity or neglect to the numerous Europeans,

'\hell)er civil or military or meicamile, who were wont to associate

with him in belter days and who loved him. How could we malign

tho.se whom we do not know.^iWedid not know either Sisters or

bi others or cousins or friends or physicians, any more than we knew the

‘leceased. Is it suspected that our notice was the doing of a Euro-

pean ? A preposieious suggestion 1 The Oriental breathes in every

line, as he who runs may see. We did not dream of any of the things

imputed to us. Our cue was different. Our purpose was higher and

more philosophical. Our object wa.s to attack manners, not men. Wc
passed individuals by, to compare systems. We tried to express the

Oriental horror of sickness and death in a ho.spital, no matter how

''ellconducted, no matter if /Esculapius himself were the attending

physician, with Hippocrates and Galen, Celsus ana Avicenna for dress-

ers, no matter if the angels from Heaven themselves nursed—:iiid the

liishop himself, instead of his Senior Chaplain, preached. It was the

farthest from us to suggest that Europeans are bad or cruel or worse

than Asiatics or Indians, or that Mr. Bradford’s friends had neglect-

him. As to the latter point we knew nothing. Wc have since

learnt with pleasure, what we before took for granted, that every

attention was paid to him by numerous friends of Mr. Bradford.

But for all that the desolation of a death in a foreign land, away from

family, from father and mother, in a public institmion, afflicted us with

pityth.it would find expression. AH that we have been told, during

the week, in public and in private, about the advaniai^e-^ of such a

lesort, even for those who can pay and have fiiends to look after

them and minister to their necessities and their weakness, have not,

we confess, reconciled us to the idea of such a “ constructive ” home

of final departure from the woild. •

Thk Inst Calcutta Correspondence of the East 'xs a protest fiom the

centre of the camp against the piofessions and pielensions of our

“ Patiiots.” The wiitcr adduces some remarkable l.icis, host, he

refers to the approaching rappf ochemt'tU between tlie two lifelong

mutual enemies, the Eilitor of the En^H^hman and the Editor of th#*

Indian Mirro*\ fiir no less a purpose tlian the interest of internal

rcfoim in Hindu society. He obseives :

—

“The f.ict that tin* veteran editor of the Indian Mirror is willing to

co-(»pciate with the etlifor of the Englishman in getting a law passed

with the object of eiadicating, if possible, tlie evils of child inatriage

by raising the age of consent from 10 to 13 yt?ais, pioyes, among m.any

other tilings, how helpless our so-railed leaders an* in making them-

selves he.iid by men whom they profess to lead. If the Native Pi ess

faitlifully echoe.s the seutimcMUs of the Himlus whom it professes jo

repiesent, there would he no necessiiy, in our humble opinion, foi seek-

ing Goveinment mteifvrenre in put I mg down an evil which is admitted-

ly eating into the vitals of the siiciety. If the gentlemen, whom the

Mirfor awd the Ih'nxaltc delight to call onr’uaiuial leaders,’ have

really .my hold upon people whom they complaisantly style iheir fol-

loweis, we do not know vvhy cannot they convince and induce them

to take lip this much-wished-for refoim themselves, instead of going

lip to Governmeiil with folded haiuis and m a supplicating mood. It

is a shameful tiling that men who consider tliemselves lit enough to

have a share in the government of a vast empire, are not, according

to their own admission, stiong enougli to set ilieir own domestic affairs

in order. If the Aalional GfV/;vvv.r, with its appendage the lyocial

Confnenci\ be not equal to the task of bunging about reforms, which

even the uiileticted classes of the Hindu community, according to the

Indian Mirror^ are leady to w'elcome, how can we believe that such

a body of powerless men as our Iradeis are, will ever be able to achieve

any thing, 111 any diieciion, worth the fuss they make every now and

then. Afier all our ‘ leaders ’ are nollimg but victims of an iirepres-

sible Ciuoctltes loquendi I ”

The writer next notices both the shallowness and the hollowness of

the politics of the P.itiiot.s and e.vposes the disingenumisness of their

proceedings. On the subject of the day, the refoim of the Legislative

Councils, he sees—

“ Our countrymen of the ‘ Reform party,’ as the dabblers in politics

have recently begun to style tliemsclve*;, have, it is well-known, a stock

grievance whicii they seem to be fond of airing every now and then.

G<)vernmcnt they say, while nomin.iting men for the Legislative Coun-

cils, Imperial and provincial, h.avc, ns a rule, pitched upon men who,

hairing a few exceptions, are mere ‘ Oroamental figure head.s.” The

iiuelleciiial portion of ihc community the 'natural leaders’ of the

‘great middle (las.st‘S,' that i*> to say, argue they have been invariably

left in the shade, and their claims l(» have a voice in the adminisiralion

of the country’s legislative affairs have been on most occasions ignored

by our rulers.”

He seems lo reg.nd these aspiialimis to be chimerical for long

years to come. He has certainly nothing but honest scorn for the in-

consistency of the Patiiots. For he finds ilij^t

“Speaking in the name of democracy, as our leaders do in and out

of season they liave invariably selected 10 preside at their meetings

and to occupy places of impot lance in iheir several committees, men
simply because of theii belonging to the aiistociatic families without

any consideration whatever, whether they possessed llie requisite qua-

lifications or not !
Question the ‘ iMttiral leaders ’ as to the integrity of

llicir proceedings in tins respect, and they will assuie yf>ii in a confi-

dent tone and liiiimphant manner, that it is simply a stroke of policy

that leads them now and then to take to the tactics of inviting tlie

aiistocrats to come and mix with them so that to prove to the world

that their interests and those of the middle and lower classes are

identical though in fact tlicy iiiay be poles asunder! Now, for such

men, who would not for a moment hesitate, for the sake of a policy,

to do things which are not quite akin to llieir hearts, to condemn Gov-
einmerit in unmeasured terms for nominating scions of opulent families

lo seals in the councils, in accordance with, perhaps, a policy of the

Slate, is, lo put it mildly, quite unjustifiable.”

He goes into proof of the sharp practice of the P-atriots. He con-

victs them of, if not blowing hot and cold in the same breath, at

least blowing one temperature in one country and blowing another

temperature in another :

“ To cask, for instance, Raja Peary Mohan to come and preside at a
meeting of the Bengal Provincial Conference m 1888 and then to .speak

of liim contemptuously on an English platform, as ‘ a titular
^
Raja

hailing from the suburbs of Calcutta ’ simply because he had voted
for the imposition of the Sait tax from his place in the Viceregal
Council some 3 or 4 years ago, is, to our thinking, shamelessly
inconsistent.”
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That is pretty stifle il it noil? Move to the slinie purport follows.

The invitation So the BrahjltoHn Raja of Uttarpara to preside at their

political and social meetings was by no means a case of personal

partiality. Nor was it a solitary instance. Here is another. We
cannot,” says the writer,

“consider it at all justifiable on the part of men who freely and
mercilessly accuse Government of their undue inclination towards
securing an aiistocratic element for the Council Chambers of the

Empire, to elect K.ija K:\jendra Narayan Deb Bahadur as President

ol I lie I Julian Associalmii—not that he possesses any superior claims

to others for the position but because of his nolile birth and high social

positit^n in the Hmdu conmuinilv. 'I'here was pewhaps a tune, when
the Rdja's election to the Piesidentship would have been quite consis-

tent and just the thing people wanted
;
but now, that lie is old and in-

fnm hoih physically and intellectually, it can scarcely he reasonably

expected that he is of any practical service to the Association.

We have seen the Raj.i in the Towtj Hall on two occasions
;
once

on the occasion of the public welcome accoidcd to Mr. Ld Mohan
(ihosli on his reliun fiom England some ihiee years ago, and again

this year at the leception to Mi. Siireiulra Nath Baneijea. On ihe

former occassion the Kaja was made to preside, and this year he was
enii listed with the moving of an important icsolnlion. On both these

occasions he afipe.iied in the hall snppoited by the arms of Ids younger

kinsmen, and being, admittedly, a blind man, could not even read out

the spe?eches himself prepared for him by ofTicions friends. On the

first occasion it was, we believe, Babu Eiishna Bihari Sen who read the

Presidential adilress
;
and on the occasion of the reccpiion accorded to

Mr. Smeiulra Nath B.ineijea the lesolution which stood in the K.ija’s

name had to he moved by a gentleman whose name we unfortunately

cannot recall to mind at this time. Now, if this is not riding the con-

stitution with a vengeance we do not know what it is. If johbenes like

these can he perpetrated by men who are practically poweiless to do

any thing good or evil so far as the community at large is concerned,

we cannot say to what extent may not their disiegard of pulilic in-

terests go once they are in power. If there was anything wiongon
the part of Government in nominating R-ija K.impal Sing’s Urdn speak-

ing uncle a member of the Legislative Cornu il of which Mi. Smendra
Naih B.ineijea seems to have made such a capital joke while in

England in May last, what justification there was, we say, on the pait

of those who condemned our rulers in this connection, in making the

two Maliomedan gentlemen move and siippoit icboliitions in the late

Town Hall meeting in honor of Mr. Baneijea, in a language of which

but few could understand a syllable

\Vc should much like to see some young fire-eater who has sat at

the feet of Gamaliel attempt a t answer.

Thf. Nawab Bahadonr of Moorshedabad has no sooner recovered

soinewh.il fiom his serious illness than he has resumed his caieer of

beneficence. His charity is nothing of ostentation—no trap to catch

applause—but a thing of Religion and the heart. A small part, however,

of his benefactions reaches the newspapers. M.iny and multitudinous ate

the men, women and children whom he suppoiis. He is constantly

helping gentlemen in difficulty and ladies in distress. His charity

leaves no sling, as charity does in many hands. He relieves without de-

grading. He too has lately given alms to thousands, during the

Moharam, as a matter of course, and has, besides, distributed

Rs. 1,000 among the poor inhabitants of the city including many respect-

able but deplorably destitute ladies who would sooner perish in seclusion

rather than come out to beg and who must have their gifts re,ached

to them at their own homes by female hands. May God bless him !

It is a pity that Government has not armed him with sufficient means

for the exercise of his goo«.lncss. A few such souls in every town would

appreciably lessen the sum total of hum.in misery.

The Senate of the Calcutta University have at their to-day’s meeting

referred the case of the Ripon College hack to the Syndicate for re-

consideration. It is understood that, in view of the letter addressed to

the Syndicate on the 14th instant by the Proprietor of that College, the

Syndicate will now be disposed to deal leniently with the irregularities

which look place. There was an unprecedented gathering.

Holloway's Ointment and Colds, Coughs, Shortness of

Biealh.—These maladies requiie eaily and unremitting attention, for

if neglected they often end in asthma, broncliiu.s, or consumption. The
Ointment well rubbed upon the chest and back, penetrating the skin, is

absorbed and carried directly to the lungs, whence it expels all impu-

rities. All the blood in the body is peipetually pashiiig through the

lungs, and there all noxious particles tending to disease can be

quickly, thoroughly, and permanently neutralized, rendered harmless,

or ejected from the system. Hollow;>y*s Oiiument and Pills perfectly

accomplish this purification
; and through the blood thus cleansed, the

influence of these wonderful medicaments reaches the remotest parts

of the human body, and thus cures all diseased action, whether internal

or external.

REIS & RA YYET,
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MOURNING IN MHOVV.
Native society in Central India has sustained a con-

siderable loss iiv the death, on the 12th August, of

Seth Sreeram Choonilal, head of the banking com-
munity and leader of the Hindus in general of the

great British Cantonment of Mhow, in the neigh-

bourhood of Indore.

Me died rather suddenly after the operation of a

carbuncle near the right ear. Though not a person

of education, he was an able man of business, a

shrewd man of the world, and a fine specimen of the

native gentlemen of the old respectable type which

is becoming extinct. Amiable and obliging in pri-

vate, thoroughly loyal to the British Power and res-

pectful to the officials, he was animated by a genuine

public spirit. Although without the new learning

himself, he had not been unobservant of the signs

of the times, and was not jealous of new ideas or

new men. It is not a little to the credit of this un-

cultured Bania in the recesses of Central India that

he had realised, better than some of far greater pre-

tensions in our midst, that the power of the purse

and the influence of acres are no longer paramount
factors in society and affairs. Perhaps, he had, like

many of his betters, a weakness for popularity. If

so, he had at any rate made sacrifices towards its

attainment. He had certainly not shown the more
diseased hankering for the empty honours which

might be easily won by obsequious flattery to the

local officials, coupled with the surrender of public

interests. He was a courageous outspoken citizen,

whom all classes of the native population looked up

to, and who, we would fain believe, enjoyed, however
unavovvedly, the respect of even the British officials.

It was not easy engineering to introduce irrigation

in the naturally and morally parched up arid desert

of Central India—to sink the wells of a healthy

public life. The P'ounder- President, down to his

death, of the Central India Association, he was

the leader of all public movements in that part of

the country. The- sopl he was not. That honour

must be given, willingly or unwillingly, to the

Pioneer of all Progress in the different Provinces

and parts of the Presidency and in the outlying lands

out of Bengal Proper—the much-abused Baboo.

At Mhow, as elsewhere, the new life originated with

the little Bengali colony—the chief of it being, we

believe, Baboo Mohendro Nath Chatterjee, pleader,

editor of the plucky little Eastern Herald^ and Sec-

retary of the Central India Association. But the

Baboos could do little without the hearty co-opera-

tion of the leading men of the permanent population.

Of these, the deceased was the chief. He entered

into all their plans with intelligent appreciation and

unfeigned zeal. He had to sustain alUthe brunt of

the struggle. He elected to be the marked man and

uncomplainingly suffered all the obloquy and re-

proach. Who will grudge him the glory }

Seth Choonilal was far from happy in his personal

life. His son died before him and be lost his son-in-

law too. It is not necessary to tell our people what

the burden of two young widows is—how the sight

of his two girls, virgins to all intents and purposes,

without hope of married life, daily chilled his soul.

Then came a financial crash. He braved his ac-

cumulated ills with no small fortitude, and still

went on pursuing his public duties. His fellow-
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citizens showed their regard for his worth and
theifi*estimate of his services by swelling the long
funenW prejj^ession to the place of crenittion and
crowding round the bier to have a last look at the

lifeless body. All classes joined in this mourn-
ful office.

Following close upon the death of Seth Choonilal,

occurred a similar mournful event iri the Kuropean
society of the Cantonment. It was the death of

Mr, Williamson of the i8ih Hussars located there.

This is a crack Regiment in the British Army, in

every sense, and the deceased was one of its finest

spirits. His funeral was a spectacle, attended as it

was by every officer, of whatever class or degree,

from the Major General Gillespie, C.B., commanding,
downwards, who was not detained by duty. The
deceased was beloved of the whole garrison and

town. A man of rare amiability, a true officer and

gentleman, he had the secret of winning hearts. It

goes without saying that he was a man of education,

having been educated at Oxford. Devoted to the

drama, he was one of the chief spirits of the am-
ateurs of the Hussars.

The presence of a first class regiment at a Moffusil

station is luck itself to the place. The i8th Hussars

have enlivened Mhow beyond many a great city of

pretensions. They have a Dramatic Club which

gives creditable performances. Nor is their talent

and activity exhausted there. They have started a

literary organ of their own. We have much pleasure

in extracting two stanzas of a pretty tribute to the

late W. C. Williamson from the 13ramatic Club which

we find reproduced in the Eastern Herald :

—

We mourn the friend who kindly came to cheer.

Who each spare moment to give counsel seized,

As though our equals in our social sphere :

—

Respect commanding, where his presence pleased.

Old B.'iliol 1 Thou his alma mater proud I

Thou erst did glory in thy brilliant boy.

Who ’midst the plaudits of the learned crowd

In Grecian Drama showed ambition’s joy.

From that specimen there can be no question of

the conductors’ capacity to make of the organ a

clever thing. We hope the 2 nd Middlesex Regiment

of Foot which has recently joined will combine w'ith

the Hussars in the good work. From a metrical

address in the name of the infantry regiment to the

Hussars’ journal published in the Eastern Herald,

the Middlesex men are no unworthy comrades of the

famous Sowars, whether in arms or in letters.

A MOURNING DIFFICULTY.

Mr. Statesman the son does not see much in Reis and Ravyct to extract

in his broadsheets. Mr. StAtesman the father was known to all the

world to be of a diflferent mind. He not only admired this paper himself,

but quarrelled with others for neglecting it. Hc<iuoted largely from it, in

diflferent parts of his journal, here, there, everywhere. He for sometime

regularly opened a column with a distinct heading “ Cuttings from Reis

and Rayyet'^ Often did he tell us that he would qiioie the whole paper

with pleasure but that it would be unfair to us. Times arc changed.

The old man has gone to Heaven. The taste of the young is notorious*

ly fastidious. And truth to say, we are aging rather than youtty^erinfr.

Nowadays wc are scarcely remembered in the great Journalistic House

in Chowringhce, It is a redlctter week with us if Reis and Ruyyet Is

heard of in our contemporary’s paper. This promised to be such a week

particularly. On Tuesday, a long leaderette of ours, on the lamented

death of Mr. Montague Bradford, waa reproduced with a short prefatory

heading characterising it as a sympathetic notice.” Such fare after

a long famine was joy indeed 1 Alas 1 it was a brief illusion I->mere

Maya r Soon the inevitable dux set in and, so far from recovering

health and spirits, left us in a worse pliglu than ever, ^or, the very day

of publication nur bmther received ins|5ira(!on and the following

morning he announced its character by way pf a qualification of his ap-

preciation of our leaderette. The previous praise,.we must in fairness and

thankfulness mention, was not at all withdrawn
;
on the contrary, farther

praise was bestowed
;
what was sympathetic became excellent anti sym-

pathetic. In fact, everything was done to sweeten tiie bitter pill.

We h.ad been hasty and careless. Our article was thoughtless
;

though “otherwise excellent and sympathetic,” it was essentially

“thoughtless.” Our rcmaiks were unjust and had caused pain.

Cle.uly, he had rcci^iyed some communication. That was bad enough

—not the communication but the new deep blue light mixe^ with

the previous transparent white light. The acme was reached the

following day. He had been receiving furtlier communications,

and one missile from a clerical knight seems to have upset nur

fiiciid altogether. In publishing this “war minister’s” manifesto,

the editor not only throws us overboard but jumps after us himself.

He goes into the confessional before his Padre and repents for his sin

—not without a patting glance of affectionate tenderness at his old

love. As much as to say that though, under ecclesiastical admonition

to save his soul he has turned a good boy, he had not lavished his

heart on an unwoiihy object. If his Confessor had only known that

ol)ject, his saintly soul itself would have confessed its fascination and

been faiily beaten. Oitr old yomig friend says :
—

“As to ouiselvcs we legret of course that the paragraph should have

been reproduced among our extracts, but it is impossible for the edit'>r

of a daily paper to petsiuially sctutuiisc before publication every line

that appears in the p.ipei."

S(», after all, it was by the merest accident, unfortunate to the credit

of our morning contemporary but to the ativ.iniage of Reis and Rayyet,

if not by some tnanipLilaiioii of Brahmanic Black Art of our own, that

our little article, together with the commendatory introduction, got

printed in the Statesman of Tuesday. Thus, for a single day’s ecsiacy,

we were condemned to sack-cloth and ashes for ever and a day.

Pleasantly ap.art, for the sake of our contemporary himself we regret

the closing of a by no means formidable war with such a surrender.

It was all the more a surprise after the doubts freely expressed by the

editor as to his wisdom in publishing the letter of his clerical corres-

pondent. At the worst, his responsibility in the matter was infinitessi-

mal. Surely, an English paper might without offence reprint an article

from the indigenous press, if only as a curiosity of native sentiment

or even native impropriety, or savagery. As for this paper, he had,

as he said, vouchsafed a true explanation. There the mailer might

have been left.

After all this criticism, and specially the “ chalf”—rather solemn—of
our opening, we arc bound in all seriousness to acknowledge that, not-

withstanding the final weakness to which our contemporary was be-

trayed, the Statesman from the first vindicated our good faith and the

perfect innocence our motive in inditing the obituary notice. We
for our part would go I irihcr and deny the “ ihouginlessness ” and

“injustice” imputed ;o oui icmarks, for we never made any remaiks,

at any rate conscion ly, .igainst the hospital management, or the

nursing of the good S: :ei or .against the friends or relations of the

deceased. Our conte4r.i. orary hit the sitj-yde liulh in saying that our

“ remaiks were merely the outcome of a strong feeling of sympathy
for tire lone sufferer, dying in a public hospital far away from horn**

and loved ones—circumstances Ural are peculiarly repellent to the
Hindoo ininil. The feeling is a very natural one, and if Re/s and
Rayyets remarks have occ.isioned p.im in some r|iiarlers where they
have been misconstrued, we are sure he will be the first to express
his regret and disavow any biich intention.”

And this we do without the slightest reservation.

We cannot leave without expressing onr amazeurent at the letter that

the “Senior Cathedral Chapl.iin, and Chaplain of the Presidency

Hospital ” has thought fit to address the Statesman on this matter.

Our contemporary might well have the “ great doubts as to the wisdom

of publishing thisjciier ” which he confessed, and it would have been

well for the pour genilemaii’s reputation had the editor shown the re-

quisite firmness and quietly passed it to the limbo of literary vanities

at the foot of every editorial table. Is he an Irishman landed in India

by the way of the United .Slates—specially the rowdy ones ? His name
is Irish, but its spelling Ti-.ansatlantic. Wellbore or, according to the

American orthography, Welbore Macarthy as the appellation of oiir

reverend Guroo, is i\ nornenological contradiction in terms. “ M i*

earthy” is Pat and comes pat and no mistake, in the case of a violent

knight who flies to arms without occasion and explodes without

powder or fire, and who is probably as ready, with as little reason.
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to swear eternal friendship. But, “Welborc”—there’s the rub! We
pf'rceive no welibnrne deportment—no trace of forbearance—no Chris-

till) meekness under suffering—no Christian charity in the least.

The temper of this pluralist in the Church is more military—of the

yoimi; .Subaltern sorl—than civil.

Bot^ he uiKincstionably is, but bad bore, with his lon^ rigmarole,

no “ wellbore”
;
an ill bore that beais no good to anybody—that bodes

only mischief, and breeds trouble and hate and dissensions among

mankind, setting class against cla'.s. His voluminous letter starts with

the conviction, reiterated throughout, that we were actuated by malice

towards the hospital—the doctors, the sisters, and all—as well as lo-

waids the friends of the deceascfl. Such a man never stays to inquire

what possible motive there might be under the circumstances. Our

< lerical denouncer even denies the good feeling of our notice, and

'hides the St.iti'sman for calling it “sympathetic.” “I,” says this

leverend writer,

“ have no hesitation in characterising that so-called expression of

sympathy as a tissue of false repreaentalion."

Again,

“ Krom such sympathy as the luis anti expiessed for the

family of Mr. Bi.idford, may we all be delivered in our day of trouble.”

We know what the odium fhcoloi^icum is, but one miglit expect it to

he kept in abeyance so long as no polemics were siiiring. The man of

(lOvl speaks throughout with the greatest insolence of “this sym-

pathetic Bengali,” meaning ourself. And this is the sort of men that is

sent out to minister to the souls of the British in India and keep them

in the path of religion so that they may be an example of the supe-

lioiity of the Gospel to the Eastern world !

We almost deserved our fate. We have rarely written of any of

our own people in such terms as we wrote of the young gentleman,

whom we never saw, with whom we had no connection whatever,

direct or indirect. And here is our reward. Happily, this rleigyman

is not the only surviving friend of the deceased. We have received

acknowledgments from other quarters of our appreciative notice and

of the good feeling which dictated the atticle.

THE FLOODS.
Since writing the paragraphs on this subject published above, we have

come by farther news.

A Burisal correspondent of tlie Statesman reports the occurrence

of a tornado which passed over that city on the night of the 4th

instant. Several houses were destroyed, windows were blown off and

trees uprooted. Its foice may be imagined from the fact that a

bamboo 12 feet long was found stuck half into the ground on one of

the public roads. Fortunately, its ravages were confined over the bank

of the river where there were no large population, .ind no life was loat

nor was the damage to property great.

Theie is great disiiess in Niiddca. A pait of the district has

been flooded. The ciiy of Kishnaghur looks like an island with a vast

expanse of water on .ail sides. Cattle and cottages have been swept

.iway and the head quaileis and higher lands are crowded with le-

iugecs. Pitiable stoi ics leath us of men rairying what crops they

< ould hurriedly save from the floocl on their lieads but, being over-

taken by the using walei, coiHpelled to make tlieir escape, resigning

their piecious load to llie advancing flood.

A pait of the A/.iingunge Railway line is flooded, over which passen-

gers have to make their way by boat or trolley. There aic floods al.so,

if not to the same degree, in Jessore. The river Ilooghly below Cal-

tiiita is rising apace, and it is reported that it will attain the greatest

elevation in the next two days when the level of the river will ri.se to

a height of about 23 feel, submerging the liparian parts of the me-

tropolis. Some of the riparian towns on the liver are already under

water which only sub.si<lc5 with the tides. While there is inundation

in so many places, the loss of crops must come to no inconsiderable

figure. No official account of the extent of the injury done so far

has been puldislied, but the distress must be particul.irly felt by the

people of Nuddea, the inundation there exceeding anything in the

memory of the oldest inhabitant of even that flood-ridden district. In

the meantime, an appeal for assistance has been promptly made by

ihe Rev. Mr. Clifford, Secretary of the Church Missionary Society,

who had been stationed in Nuddea fpr some years and has now
levisited the district.

While there is distress from over-much w.ntcr in these districts,

there is complaint of want of enough water in the districts of Hooghly

and Midnapore. The rains there have been far below normal, so as to

interfere with the progres.s of cultivation. What with floods in some
parts and what with insiiffirirnry of rain in others, the outlook for the
province cannot be very hopeful.

1 UP INDIA.
IIOMK DEPARTMENT.

The following despatch to Her Majesty’s Secretary of State for
India regarding the Dralt Bill to make provision for the isolation
ol lepers and the amelioration of their condition is published for
general information :

No. 39-Public— Medical, dated Simla, the aand July, 1890.

From—The Government of India,

'Po—The Secretary of State for India.

With reference to the correspondence marginally noted, we have

_ „ r c XT ,0 , t" forward,

.. .•
‘‘5 (Pul’l'c- for Your Lordship’s in-

Medical), dated 13th July 1889. formation, a copy of
From SLcrctary of State, No. 66 (Sratis- the papers entered in

tics and Commerce), dated Sth September the enclosed list, con-
*^^9 - taining the views of

,
Local Governments

and Administrations on the draft Bill to make provision for the isola-
tion ot lepers and the amelioration of their condition.

2. Before referring to the general opinions expressed by the
Local Governments and Administrations and by the public bodies
and individuals consulted by them, we desire to draw Your Lord-
ship’s attention to the fact that many of the medical men who have
given their opinions in regard to the Bill have not stated whether
they consider that leprosy in its different stages is communicable or
not, and have apparently abstained from doing so under the im-
pression that the Bill is based upon the assumption that leprosy is

contagious. Wc think it right, however, to inform Your Lordship
that many of the highest medical authorities in India consider that
the evidence at present available goes to show that leprosy is only
contagious in the sense that it is inoculable, and that inoculation
plays only a very subordinate part in determining the spread of the
disease. The very small number of authentic and unequivocal cases
of communication of the disease from one individual to another
which even the strongest advocates of a belief in the influence of
contagion are able to adduce, is considered by our medical advisers
strongly to support this view. They also con.sidcr that the pheno-
mena of the distribution of the disease within leprous countries arc
altogether adverse to a belief in contagion playing any important
part in causing the general diffusion of the disease. In Norway,
for example, the disease appears to be almost limited to certain
areas, such as the districts around Bergen, Moldc, and Trondhjem
and in India the very unequal incidence of the disease over different
parrs of the peninsula is equally striking. Your Lordship will find
an able paper on the subject by the late Dr. Lewis and Surgeon
Major D. D Cunningham, f.r.s., printed as Appendix B to the
Twelfth Annual Report (for 1875) of the Sanitary Commissioner
with the Government of India. Dr. Cunningham, who in his capa-
city of Special A.s.sistant to the Sanitary Commissioner witli the
Government of India i.s our chief scientific adviser, is of opinion
that the evidence at present existent in regard to the communicabi-
lity of leprosy is very imperfect, and that, such as it is, it is opposed
to the theory that the disease is readily communicable by contagion in

any stage, or that, even in the ulcerative stage of the disease, lepers
arc a source of any considerable danger to those with whom they
may associate.

3. The opinions on the objects and scope of the Bill given by
the Local Governments and Administrations, and by those whom
they have consulted, exhibit, as might be 1 expected in the present
state of uncertainty as to the cause and character of the disease
great divergence.

T'hc Madras Government considers that there is no reasonable
room for doubt that, if it is intended to stamp out or materially re-

duce the disease, something far more thorough than proposed
legislation is essential. It holds that to effect this object it would
he necessary to enact that any one found to be suffering from leprosy
should be compulsorily removed to an asylum and detained there
until cured or until death. The cost of such a measure would in
the opinion of the Government of Madras be prohibitive, and it

regards the small measure of seclusion proposed in the draft Bill aa
likely to have no appreciable effect on the spread of the disease,
while the expenditure necessary to carry it out would absorb money
which can, the Local Government thinks, be devoted with greater
utility to general medical relief. The Governor in Council is there-
fore unable to approve ol the proposed legislation, but he would
give his support to an amendment of the law which would render it

possible to control the carrying on by lepers of various avocations,

such as thosq of butcher, baker, bazaar-keeper, barber, or washer^
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tntn, likely to spread the disease, provided that such control should

be exercised not with the object of generally prohibiting lepers from
earning their own livelihood, but with that of dealing with any
special eases in which the danger of contagion might be shown
to

The views bf the Bombay Government are in close accord with

chose of the Government ol Madras. It considers that the Bill will

be ineffectual in stamping out the disease unless it is made compul-
sory, so as to affect all lepers in every condition of life, and that its

effects in mitigating the disease will be limited to removing from

public view and providing for lepers who are unable ro earn their

own living. It would extend the operation of the Bill by including

in it stringent provisions for the detention of persons who by work-

ing in various capacities may spread the disease among the public,

and would have it declared to be an offence under the Fiidiaii Penal

Code for a person consciously suffering from leprosy to omit to take

effectual means for his own segregation, or to take measures to get

himself placed by lawful authority in a retreat.

The Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal is prepared to accept the

Bill as a tentative and experimental measure, intended only, bhoiikl

experience and further scientihe enquiry demonstrate that it is re-

quired, to pave the way for more stringent legislation in the future ;

but he would add to it a provision similar to that suggested by the

Governments of Madras and Bombay for controlling the exercise of

trades by lepers, and to prohibit their use of public tanks, and pos-

sibly of public means of conveyance. I’hc opinions of the numer-

ous public bodies and associations consulted by the Bengal Govern-

ment demonstrate how much public opinion in India is at present

<lividcd upon the subject of the segregation of lepers. The as-

sociations which are composed of natives of India do not regard the

need for isolation as having been established, and arc generally ap-

prehensive lest diseases which are admittedly quite innocuous may
be confounded with leprosy : those associations, on the other hand,

which arc composed mainly or entirely of Europeans and Eurasians

regard the Bill as of too permissive a character.

The Lieutenant-Governor and Chic/ Commissioner of the North-

Western Provinces and Oudh accepts the main lines of the Bill as

it has been drafted, but is also in favour of extending its applica-

tion to lepers engaged in trade or other occupations calculated to

spread the disease, and of prohibiting any leper from using a public

conveyance or attending a place of public resort.

The Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab would limit the provi-

sion of the Bill regarding the detention of lepers found asking for

4ilm8 to wandering lepers or lepers begging in towns or cities or

fairs, but would, at the same time, widen its terms so as to include

all lepers, of whatever rank in life, if it can be shown that their

behaviour is a source of danger to the public.

The opinions of those consulted in the Central Provinces is that

legislation should be undertaken to check the spread of leprosy,

and the Chief Commissioners both of those Provinces and Assam

advocate the extension of the scope of the Bill so as to restrain

lepers from pursuing avocations which arc likely to favour tlic ex-

tension of the disease.

The Resident at Hyderabad would accept the draft Bill as it

stands for Berar.

4. After considering the very conflicting opinions received from

those whom we had consulted regarding the Bill, we deliberated

whether it would not be desirable to allow the introduction of the

Bill in an amended form, limiting its application, on the one hand,

to persons suffering from the disease in an advanced and specially

dangerous stage, and, on the other, extending the power ol arrest

and compulsory detention so as to cover all such dangerous lepers

who might, after warning, persist in coming out and mixing with

the public. We were, however, advised, as we have already ob-

served in paragraph 2, that there is no sate basis for an enactment

even of this restricted description.

5. His Excellency the Viceroy has recently received two unofli

cial communications from the Honorary Secretary of the National

Leprosy Fund. With the former of these were sent copies ol a

pamphlet reporting the proceedings at a subscription dinner lately

held in connection with the National Leprosy Fund under the

presidency of His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales. It is stated

in this pamphlet that one of the objects of the Fund is the appoint-

ment of a Commission for not less than one year, to consist of three

members nominated in England and two nominated by an Indian

Auxiliary Committee, for the purpose of investigating the disease

of leprosy in India. From the subsequent communication, which

has just been received, it appears that the Committee of the Na-

tional Leprosy Fund has determined chat, before sending a Com-

mission to India, it is desirable to collect by correspondence as much

information as possible, and that with this object a Technical Sec-

retary should be appointed for the term of not more than a year to

collect from the medical officers of leper establishments and from

others interested in leprosy throughout the world all available and

useful information relating to the causes of, and cures for, the dis-

ease. The Committee proposes to publish in a condensed form in

a journal the details thus collected, and to circulate the journal

mong those interested in the matter. We arc instructing those

of our medical officers who have had special opportunities for study-

ing the phenomena of leprosy in this country to supply to the

Secretary appointed for the purpose all particulars which they may

have to communicate. We desire at the same time to inform Your

Lordship that, while we cannot now pledge ourselves to accept the

conclusions of such a Commission as the Committee of the National

Leprosy Fund proposes to appoint, we shall be prepared, in the

event of three members being eventually sent out as proposed from

England, to depute two medical officers in the service of Govern-

ment to co-operate with them, and to bear the cost of such depu-

ration. We think that this would be preferable to leaving the

selection of two Commissioners to an Auxiliary Committee to be

formed in India.

6. Under these circumstances, and in consequence of the doubts

which exist as to the contagious character of leprosy, even in an

advanced stage, we have come to the conclusion that it is expedient

to postpone legislation for the present, and we hope that the in-

vestigations above referred to may provide more definite information

as to the causes of leprosy and the best means to be adopted for

its prevention.

7. As the subject has evoked much interest in this country, we

propose to make this Despatch public at the end of the week in

which it will reach Your Lordship.

C. J. LYALL,
0^'^. Secretary to the Govt, of India.

THE DUNLO C.YSE.—VERDICT.

The case in which Lord Dunlo sued for a divorce from his wife,

Lady Dunlo (Miss Bell Bilton), was brought to an etui late on the

afternoon of July 3 1, after a hearing which lasted six days. The
co-respondent was Mr. Isidor Wertheimer.

Mr. Lockwood, in addressing the jury on behalf of Lady

Dunlo, maintained tliat, with the exception of one incident, in

which he could not help feeling that she was more sinned against

than sinning, her whole life, as the jury must have seen, was blame-

less. Her letters to her husband, he maintained, were couched in

terms which showed that she was a woman capable of deep feeling

and affection.

Mr. C. F. Gill followed on behalf of Mr. Wertheimer ; and Sir

Charles Russell then rose to reply on behalf of Lord Dunlo. With

regard to the conduct of Lord Clancarty, it had been alleged that

he neglected his son’s wife, and that he was a party to hounding her

down, and was laying a trap for her. Lord Clancarty acted through-

out on the view of not recognizing the marriage at all. It was

further said that Lord Clancarty was responsible for Lady Dunlo’s

movements being watched. He was ; and he must bear, for good

or ill, the responsibility. Let the jury remember the position in

which Lord Clancarty was placed. Here was a woman who had

been on terms of intimacy with Weston, who after Weston’s con-

viction had to all appearances been living under the protection of

Mr. Wertheimer, and who when her husband left England apparent-

ly resumed those relations. Discu.ssing the conduct of Wertheimer,

the learned counsel did not deny that, mixed up with other motives,

there might be a generous impulse on his part. “ I do not deny,”

exclaimed S:i Charles Russell, “God forbiil that 1 should—that men

are incapa. lc . '^'ucrous and unselfili thought ;
but I do say that

the man \ ’•> 1 '' >'.ourablc and generous will make his generosity

good, will pi' -v ' Ills aflection and his philanthropy in a way which

would at Icn I 1 urc the object of his supposed respect and ac-

rairaiion fj rn havingthe finger of scorn and reproach pointed at her.”

Finally, Sir Charles asked the jury to Uy why Mr. Wertheimer

should dangle about Lady Dunlo when she was a married woman.

He had assisted her before her marriage, but a single word from her

would have kept him off. 'Fhey would have to ask themselves

whether they could believe in these pure and Platonic feelings on

the part of the co-respondent.

TMK JUDCe’s SlIMMINT.-UP.

Sir James Hannen proceeded, at half-past three o’clock, to sum

up. The suit, he said, was clearly not promoted by Lord Dunlo,

but by Lord Clancarty, who had given instructions that l.ady Dunlo

should be watched. He told the jury that Lady Dunlo had been

on the stage from an early period, and he need not point out the

temptations which beset her. He touched on the relations between

her and Weston. Her position at that time might have excited the

compassion of anyone. Mr. Wertheimer at once oft'ered her such

services as she stood in need of. I3 had been suggested that he

had not been actuated by compassion, but it was not uncharitable to

think that compassion was a factor in the ease. Nothing could

have been more imprudent than Mr. Wertheimer taking Lady Dunlo

toTrouvUlo and Paris, and Mr. Wertheimer admitted his foolish-

ness in the matter, but there was the evidence that they always

travelled in their own names. As to the hotel book, he was bound

to say that it had been displayed in a manner in which it ought not

to be displayed. The evidence of the waiter who came from

Trouville was, he thought, effectually disposed of in cross-examina-

tion, and he was somewhat surprised that Sir Charles Russell should

have resuscitated it in his speech. The difficulty and danger
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»f the case were that they had a glimpse into a life—a class of
people—quite foreign to their ordinary experience. Miss Bilton did

not conduct her life according to the usages of the society with which
he and the jury were acquainted. Still there could be no doubt
that persons like Mr. Marmaduke Wood were inclined to adopt

certain canons of judgment with regard to the conduct of women
—first of all, that all women on the music-hall stage are purchasa-

ble, and, secondly, that every woman who has had a child not in

marriage is also purchasable. But he did not think this would be

at all a fair construction of people’s conduct. Certainly, there were
many women who had had a child out of marriage who were not

purchasable.

Continuing his address. Sir James Hannen said that the conduct
of Wertheimer in taking and furnishing 63, Avenuc-road was “ ex-

travagantly generous.” He did not think the jury need trouble

themselves about the motives which induced Miss Bilton to marry
Lord Dunk). She seemed to have a genuine affection for him, and

her letters were letters of affection, and he found nothing in them

that was of a coarse description. The marriage took place on the

lOth of July, and it seemed to him clearly established that Lord
I

“ Clanricardc ” (so, by a lingute^ Lord Dunlo’s father was des-

cribed) intended to send his son abroad before the marriage. He
was sent abroad accordingly, and he was bound to say that it seemed
to him a very serious thing that a woman should be deprived of her

husband’s presence and her husband’s society. Undoubtedly the

joint action of Lord Clancarty and Lord Dunlo was such as to ex-
pose Lady Dunlo to temptation. On the whole, he thought her
letters to her husband were frank letters, and he read extracts to

show that this was the case.

As to Lady Dunlo’s going to 63, Avenue-road, after her marriage.

Sir James Hannen thought that any man who had a regard for her
would be anxious to protect her from the attacks of a man like

Weston. As to the “ man-of-thc-world view” which Sir Charles
Russell had asked them to take, it meant one of two things—either

that they should take a common-sense view of the case, or that

they should take an unfavourable and cynical view of the woman.
Commenting upon the evidence, Sir James pointed out that the

only important thing in the testimony of the detective Clarke was
the kissing, which he had an impression must have taken place.

Of this there was no entry made at the time. He was not favour-

ably impressed with Lumsden, while the evidence of Nunn did not

amount to much. In regard to Mr. Marmaduke Wood, the jury

had the means of measuring the value of his veracity. He was
sorry to have to make an observation with reference to Lord Dunlo’s

conduct, which showed an utter want of appreciation of the cir-

cumstances of the case. He was, in point of fact, a mere cipher

—a puppet in the hands of his father.

The jury retired to consider their verdict at five o’clock
; and

after less than twenty minutes’ consideration found a verdict for

Lady Dunlo.

OORPOEATION OF CALCUTTA.

The Commissioners of Calcutta have re-

solved to offer to the holders of the 6 per cent.

Municipal loan of 1st December 1870 for

Ks. 3,00,000, (idling due on the ist December
next, the option of exchanging such debentures

to the extent of Ks. 2,64,000 for 5 per cent,

debentures of a new Municipal loan to be
raised this year 1890, and having a currency

of 30 years.

The rate for the exchange is fixed at a pre-

mium of Rs. 4 per cent, on the amount of the

5 per cent, debentures that may be allotted to

them.

As the amount of the 5 per cent, loan avail-

able for transfer is Rs. 2,64,000 only, it will be
understood that the full amount of the 6 per

cent, debentures, namely, Ks. 3,00,000, cannot

be exchanged.

Holders of the 6 per cent, debentures desir-

ous of effecting transfers, should communicate
their wish in a letter to reach the Secretary to

the Corporation on or before the 30th Sep-
tember next.

Such portion of the 6 per cent, debeotures,

as may not be exchanged, will be repaid in

cash on application on or after the 29th Nov-
ember 1890. Interest on these debentures will

cease on the 30th November 1890.

JOHN COWIE,
Secretary to the Corporation.

Municipal Office, 1

Calcutta, 22nd August 1890. /

NOTIFICATION.
To be peremptorily sold pursuant to an order

dated the 23rd day of May 1889 and made in

the matter of suit No. 340 of 1884 wherein

Kanie Lall Seal was plaintiff and Gobin Lall

Seal and others were defendants and in the

matter of the estate of Tanna Lall Seal de-

ceased by L. P. D. Broughton Esq. the Ad-

ministrator-General of Bengal and Adminis-

trator to the estate of the said Panna Lall

Seal deceased at the office of the said Ad-

ministrator-General at No. I, Council House

Street Calcutta by public auction on Wednes-

day the 17th day of September next at the hour

of 12 o’clock at noon the undermentioned

properties belonging to the above estate

Lot No. I.—All that lower roomed i^essuage
tenement or dwelling house situate lying and
being in and known as No. 221 Cornwallis
Street in the town of Calcutta being Holding
No. 197 Survey Block 15 North Division con-
taining by estimation 2 cottas 19 chattaks
and 30 square feet be the same more or less

and butted and bounded as follows—On the

West by the premises belonging to Upendra
Lall Sircar and others on the East by the

said Cornwallis Street on the North by
Muktaram Baboo’s Street and on the South by
the lands belonging to Upendra Lall Sircar

and others.

Lot No. 2.—All that tenanted land No. 40
Champatolla 2nd Lane in the town of Calcutta
measuring 9^^ cotiahs more or less and bound-

ed as follows—On the East by the dwelling

house of Madhu Sudan Dutt Ram Mohan
Dass and Nilmonee Dass on tne North by the

public road on the South by the dwelling

house of Jagabandhu Bose and on the West
by the house of Jagabandhu Bose and the

house of Boydya Nath Ooriya and Nilmonee
ssDa.

Lot No. 3.—All that upper roomed brirk-

built messuage tenement or dwelling house

and the piece or parcel of land or ground
whereon the same is erected and built con-

taining 3 cottahs 4 chattaks and 30 square

feel more or less situate lying and being at

No. I, Rajmohan Bose’s Lane in ColootoUah
in the town of Calciiiia and bounded on the

North by the bouse No. 2, Rajmohan Bose’s

Lane formerly belonging to Bhagbai Kassary
on the East by the house and premises
No. 48-1 Ram Mohan Ghose’s Lane and on
the South side thereof by the house and pre-

mises of Hadjee Syud .Sabur and on the West
by the premises No. 36 Dhuramtollah Lane.

Lot No. 4.—All that upper roomed brick-

built messuage tenement or dwelling house
formerly No. 21 but now numbered 30 Ram
Mohan Ghose’s Lane in ColootoUah in the

town of Calcutta together with the piece or

parcel of land or ground thereunto belonging
containing by estimation 8 cottahs more or

less and bounded on the West by the house
and land of Mutty Lall Seal on the North
by the house and land of Jadab Chunder
Burral and Ram Chunder Bjisc and on the

South by the house and land of Monohar
Dass and on the East by the house of Raj-
krista Banerjee.

The abstract of title and the conditions of

sale may be seen at the office of Messrs.
Swinhoe and Chunder attorneys for L. P. D.
Broughton Esq. the Administrator-General
and Administrator to the estate of Panna Lall

Seal deceased at No. 9 Old Post Office Street

in Calcutta on any day before the sale and will

be produced at the sale.

L. P. D. BROUGHTON,
Administrator-General of Bengal
and Administrator to the Estate of

Panna Lall Seal deceased.

Swinhoe & Chunder ^

Attorneys-at-law,

High Court,

Calcutta.

24th July, 1899,

KNIGHT MEMORIAL FUND.
The Editor of the ” INDIAN MIRROR ” begs

to acknowledge the receipt, with many thanks,

of the following sums in aid of the above

Fund :

—

Pherozeshah M. Mehta, Esq., Bombay Rs. 100

Babu Krishna Behary Sen, Calcutta...
))

10

Babu Nagendra Nath Chatterji, Cal-

cutta
It 2

A Zoroastrian, Calcutta ... I* s

Babu Ram Gopal Sanya), Calcutta ... It 2

Kabiraj Abinash Chunder Kaivratna,

Calcutta It 2

Framji Mancherji, Esq., Calcutta ... It 251
Kumar Benny Krishna, Calcutta 1? 100

A Bengali Friend, Calcutta
It 5

Babu Gopal Chunder Mukerji, Editor
Suny^bad Probhakar^ t> 5

B<>bii Radha Nath Sen, Calcutta 11 2

Dinshaw Edulji Wacha, Esq., Bombay It 25

Kahanrai Hakaimutrai Desai, Esq.,

Broach It
100

S. C. Kaye, Calcutta »» to

An Admirer, Calcutta ... ... II 2

X. and Y., Mofussil M 2

Lala Bansa Gopal Nande Saheb,
Burd;w.in II 500

The Star Theatre II 51

Baboo S. K. Lahiri, Calcutta It 5

Jamshedji Framji Mndan, Esq., Cal-

cutta II 5 *

John Ogilvie, Esq., Madariporc II
16

The Gh.attal Bar, through Baboo
Sharoda P, Ghose, Ghattal II

10

The Hon’ble J. F. Norris, Calcutta ... 11 so
An Admirer, Dinagepnre... II

JO

Lahiri & Co., Calcutta ...

Babu Boycuntha Nath Paul, Calcutta
11 5

II 4

Babu Mohendro Chunder Lahiri,

Serampore ... II 10

Babu Gopal Chunder Daw, Sujberia II 5

A Pars), Calcutta II 5

Babu S. C. Sircar, Calcutta II 5

G. C. C., Mysadal ... ^ ... II 5

Babu Hari Churn Sen, ffalitala,

Dinagepore... II
10

Rajeoomer Sen, Rai Bahadoor, Shib*

pore... tl 5

Chaitanya Library and Beadon Square

Literary Club Calcutta... II 5

Baboo Kaly Kissen Tagore, Calcutta II
200

The Hon’ble Guru Dass Bannerji,

Calcutta II 25

Dr. R. L. Dutt, Midnapore II
to

F. H. S. •... 11
100

B. C. Seal, Esq., Bancoora II
lO

Further subscriptions may be sent to the

Indian Mirror Office, 74, Dhurumtola Street,

Calcutta, and will be duly acknowledged as re-

ceived,
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WONDERFUL MEDICINE.

BEjpiASTs PILLS
A RE universally ad

mitted to be worth
A GUINEA A BOX,
For Bilious and Ner-
vous Disorders, such
as Wind and Pain in

the Stomach, Sick
Headache, Giddiness,
Fulness and Swelling
after Meals, Dizziness

and Drowsiness, Cold
Chills, Flushings of
Heat,Lo8Sof Appetite,

Shortness of Breath,

Costivencss, Scurvy and Blotches on the Skin,
Disturbed Sleep, Frightful Dreams, and all

Nervous and Trembling Sensations, &c.

JgEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

JJEECHAM^S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM^S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

I^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

The first dose will

give relief in twenty
minutes. This is no fic-

tion,for they have done
it in countless cases.

Every sufferer is

earnestly requested to

try one Box of these

Pills, and they will be
acknowledged to be

WORTH AGUINEA
A BOX

For females of all

ages these Pills are

invaluable. No female

should be without

them. There is not a

medicine to be found

to equal them for re-

moving any obstruc-

tion or irregularity of

the system. If taken
according to the di-

rections given with

each box they will

soon restore females

of all ages to sound
and robust health.

This has been proved
b y thousands who
have tried them, and
found t h e benefits

which are ensured by
their use.

For a Weak Sto-

mach, Impaired Di-

gestion, and all Disor-

ders of the Liver, they

act like magic, and a

few doses will b e

found to work won-
ders on the most im-

portant organs in the

h u m a n Machine.
They strengthen the

whole muscular sys-

tem, restore the long

lost complexion, bring

back the keen edge of

appctilf, Jind arouse

into action with the

rosebud of health the

whole physical energy

of the human frame.

These are facts testified
gEECHAM’S PILLS

DEECHAM’S PILLS to continually by mem-
D bersof all classes of

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

society, and one of the

best guarantees to the

Nervous and Debilita-

ted is, BEECHAM’S
PILLS have the

largest Sale of any
Patent Medicine in

the World.

Sole Agents kor India ;

NATLOB, SON, GRIMES ft 00.

Wholesale Dipdt.js, Clive Street,

CALCUTTA;

^ Notice
^HESE Pills can be obtained at all Bazaars

throughout India, or from the Whole and
Agents, Naylbr, Son, Grimes & Co., at sale

following rates I size, Re. 1-2, the.

9^ sise, Rs. 2-4 per box, including V.-P

Jost. Shopkeepers can obtain Wholesale
f^aiea upon applicsttion.

IN THE PRESS.

Uniform with “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal ”

ESSAYS BY A BEAHMAN
IN

Politics, Sociology, History, & Literature

BY

the Author of “Travels & Voyages in Bengal.’’

Calcutta.

Reis Rayyet Office.

PRICE:

To Subscribers paying before publication Rs. 4

„ mere registering subscribers ... „ 5

„ Ordinary purchasers ... ... „ 6

Apply to the Manager, Reis and Rayyet,

1, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Hound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS t VOYAGES IN BENGAL

BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEE,
Formerly Minister to the late

Bahadoor, Nawab Nazim of Bengal, Behar and
Orissa, which gives a graphjc account of the

Baboo’s travels to and in Independent Tip-
perah. Written in capital English and evi-

dently by a gentleman of broad views and
enlightened mind, the work is dccidcdlf a
valuable addition to the catalogue of English
written Bengalee literature. This book of
travels should be read widely not only by
English residents out here, but by our country-
men at home, for it teems with interest and
teaches us far more about the fine bcU of
unopened country travelled through than any
work of the sort written by an Englishman
would have done. Baboo Sambhu Chunder
Mookerjee is one of whom bis countrymen
inay well be proud, for ho writes throughout
with the moderate and educated pen of
a thorough gentleman.— Indian Planters^
Gazetted Sporting News. October 4, 1887.

If we have not before noticed Mr. Sambhu
C. MoA)kcrjce’s Travels in Bengal, which was
published some months ago, it is not because
the little book is either dull or pointless. It

contains, on the contrary, much interesting

matter, though some of the incidents are over-
weighted with detail in what is facetiously

called a “little booklet.” The author’s view
as a rule is, by the way, facetious ; he is given
even to punning

; but he is also sentimental
in the highest degree—“a naked Whiteman ”

hurts his susceptibilities
; a Hindu girl, bathing

in the river, throws him into an ecstasy of

delight : “she had such large languishing eyes!”

But he is nothing if not philosophical, and bis

refiections on this or that social and political

subject are not without their moral, Mr,
Sambhu C. Mookerjee was formerly Minister

to the “ last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,
Behar and Orissa” and afterwards Minister
of the Maharaja of Tipperah. He is a man,
therefore, of experience, and when he speaks
his brethren should li.sten to him
Travels in Bengal is a readable book, and it

abounds in anecdotes which are often as in-

structive as amusing, and it is not spoiled by
too many political allusions, though, of course

some few have crept in.

—

The Pioneer,

Dec., 1887.

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, "REIS it RAYYET”
I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

We have received from the office of Reis
and Rayyet, one of the leading native news-
papeis of Calcutta, a most readable little broch-

ure written by Baboo Sambhu C. Mookerjee,
once Minister to the late Nawab Faridoon Jah,

In Pamphlet, Price 4. annas

or 0 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION

With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

/.> Capt. ANDREW HEARSEY.

Apply to Rei^ cTr* Rayyet Office, Calcutta.

REETHAMS

Vat INDIA and all HOT CLIMATES this sweetly scented emoUient Milk is INVALtTABLi:

IT KEEkS the SKIN COOL and BEFRESUED in the HOTTEST WEATHEK,
Beinuyes and preveuU aU BUNBUBN, BEDNE8S, FBECKLES, TAN, etc., and

RENDEB8 toe SKIN DELICATELY SOFT, SMOOTH and WHITE .

It entirely prevents it trom becoming DBY and WBINKLED, and PRESERVES the

OOMPLEXION from the scorching effects of the SUN and WIND more effectually than any

other prepaiatlon. The IRRITATinN caused by the pttfs and STINGS of JNSEOTA is

wonderlully allayed by its use. For imparting that soft veWety teeling to the skin, this

delightful preparatio” has no equal I Bold by all Chemists.

CALCUTTA AGENTS : SCOTT THOMPSON ft CO,
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"IT REOOMMENDS ITSELF."

All who sufier find sure relief from

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcuteRheumatism and Rheumatic Gout,

After years of semi-helplessness and suffer-

iug ;
while in AS I II M A, liRONCHIIIS

LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACllE,

SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

or these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,
(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

HOM(EOPATHlC PHARMACY,
THE

EARLIE.ST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

nrsPENSAR y in asia
OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH
INTRODUCEO TO THE EAST THE

TRADE IN

INDEPENDENT HOMOSOPATHY
and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY ANI^ INTEGRITY OF
THl5

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co. beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned
WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited.’^

.

This Company’s Steamer “INDORE”
will leave CnlcuttH for Assam on Tuesday, the

2nd prox.

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel

should be sent to the Company’s Godown>
at Jtiggannauth Ghat, not later than 5 p.m.

of Saturday, the 30ih instant.

Cachar Line.

The steamer “GWALIOR” of this line will

leave Calcutta for Cachar on the 2nd prox,

(Tuesday) for which cargo will be received until

5 P.M. of Saturday the 30th instant. The rivers

having risen, steamers are now able to pro-

ceed as far as Sylhet and Cachar.

Assam Despatch Service from

Goalundo
and

Daily Mail Steamer Service from

Dhubri to Debrooghur.

A daily service is maintained from Goalun-

do and Dhiibri fur passengers and light go<ids

traffic, i. c., packages not weighing over half a

ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival

of the previous night’s 9-30 P. M. train (M.adra5

time) from Sealdah, and Dhubri on arrival of

the mails.

Neuralgia in the H«ad, Face and Limbs

1$ almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.

Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its Intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

p.iration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at 1 Re, each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistreel & Co.,

K. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &

Co. Limited.
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BERIGNY & CO.
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READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, .accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

bilvern iW/ Keyless Railway Regulat-

ors, of small size, enamelled dials, bold

figures and Candian Gold hands, with tem-

pered machinery and dust light hinged cases

for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted

to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapness about

them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr.

A. R. Mehta from Bandora says:—“The
7-8 watch I purchased from you two years

back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting Su-

perintendent, ("lovernment Farm, Khandesh,

sfiyg ;
—“A watch maker has valued your

Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. SulcHflfc, R.

W. Fusi, Regt., Lucknow, says :

—“ Some valued

It at Rs. 15 and were completely surprised when

I told them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pietty

Candian Gold Ch.ains, Lockets, Pencils, com-

plete shirt Studs and Rings set with scientific

diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each. Mr. J.

A. Yelsmore, Satur, says :
—“ The best gold-

smith of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket fur Rs. 10.” Mr. G.

Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutia, says:—“A
German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and

the ruby at Rs. 30,” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

TRUE TO ITS NAME,
JEYES’ “PERFECT PURIFIER”

Is the best disinfectant and exterminator of

all objectionable odours and infectious diseases.

It cleanses the roads, purifies the atmos-

phere and disinfects the drains, keeps the sick-

room puie and healthy.

EQUALLY USEFUL TO
ANIMAL AND POULTRY,

It keeps a cowshed pure and sweet.

It improves the coat, destroy vermin, keeps

fly off, stamps out all infectious diseases.

It is a specific for foot and mouth disease.

It kills all unpleasant smell without setting

up another smell of its own.

It kills fleas, red lice and vermin of every

kind in Poultry, Pigeons, Cattle, Horses,

Dogs, Cats, &c. Effectually cures Gapes, Roup
and Comb Disease in Poultry.

IT IS GARDENER’S FRIEND AS WELL
It destroys moss and weeds on gravel path-

ways and' exterminates worms from lawns.

It is a valuable destroyer of »11 kinds of ants.

It kills green fly, red spider, ihrips mealy

bus. removes worms from the soil in jpots, &c.

Agents : DYCE, NICOL & CO.,

3, ComAiercial Buildings, Calcutta.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to

almost all stations can be booked through from

or to Calcutta viA Goalundo or Kannia with

the Eastern Bengal Slate and connected Rail-

ways—Passengers and Parcels viA Kaiinia

only.

AH particulars as to rates of freight and

passage by all the above mentioned Services to

be had on application to

—

MACNEILL & CO.,

Agents,

2-1, Clive Ghat Street.

Calcutta, the 29th August, 1890.

A
NY Photograph transferred to porcelain

and thus rendered permanent. Apply to

R. Hotz,

13-5, Government Place, Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY(ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
AND

Review of Politics^ Literature, and Society

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.

Yearly in advance ... Rs. 12

Half-yearly ... „ — »» 7

Quarterly ... „ ... „ 4

Monthly ... „

Single or sarrfplc Copy,, ... „

RATES OP ADVERTISEMENT.
Advertisements (three columns to the page and

102 lines to the column; arc charged by tne

space taken up, at the rate ot 4 annas a line,

each insertion. The lowest Tliarge for any aa

vcriisement is Rs. 2, except Domestic Occur-

rences, the lowest charge for which is Rs. 3

Special rates for Contracts.

No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cen -

will be charged: Foreign postage

charged at the rate of 4 annas a moni

Rs. 3, a year.

Business Communications (post

be directed to “The Manager,’^ and Lucra )

Communications and books ana pain^w

(carriage paid) to “The Editor ” of

& Rayyet,”

Office : /, Uckoor DutPs H'oliington

Street, Calcutta.

Lf Oded^ andpublished/or the Proprietor everp Satur(ta}i bf MWlTY 1-all Ghose, at THE fEE PRESS, No, /, Uekoor Duffs leOsie, Ca
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No. 440

CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

.]' - GIVE HIM A LIFT.

Give him a lift ! Don’t kneel in prayer,

^Nor moralize with his despair
;

The man down, and his great need

Is ready help, not prayer and creed.

’Tis time when wounds are washed and healed

That the inward motive be revealed ;

liut now, whate’vcr the spirit be,

Mere words are shallow mockery.

One grain of aid just now is more

To him than tomes of saintly lore ;

Pray, if you must, within your heart,

But give him a lift, give him a start.

The world is full of good advice.

Of prayer and praise and preaching nice ;

But generous souls who aid mankind

Are like to diamonds, hard to hnd.

Give like a Christian, speak in deeds
;

A noble life’s the best of creeds ;

/And he shall wear a royal crown

Who gives a lift when men are down.

THE KING,

One comes to her in kingly garb and guise,

She hears the wary world his praises sing,

And listening shyly with a pleased surprise,

She owns the hope that now at last her eyes

Behold fhe King.

Yet still a doubt her maiden spirit grieves.

Love’s perfect trust his presence fails to bring,

And in each tender romance that she weaves

Why is it that she never quite believes

He is the King ?

Another comes unnoticed and alone,

About his life no royal glamours cling
;

The world has never branded him her own.

Yet to one hetfrt the certain truth is known

That he is King.

ow can her soul the shafts of doubt defy,

His voice from truth has caught the royal ring ;

No substitute can shine when he is by,

Disguises fall and life is grand and high.

For he is King.

Grace S. Wells.

A FANCY.

*The tide goes out and the tide comes in,

And gulls hang whitely about the shore,

Our ears grow used to the water’s din,

And we heed the birds’ quaint flgiht no more.

The roses bloom and the roses fade,

The greeX leaves wither and brown and fait

;

The brook from its old-time course has strayed,

And what does it matter, after all P

We gather moss from the rolling waves,

Or pluck a rose that is red and rare
;

While their comrades sink into nameless graves

We lay these by with a careless care.

And so with friends that are dear and true

—

We love them, ay ! with a love-like flame
;

But when they pass from our daily view,

Tis near—ah, me ! is it quite ?“-the same.

We put the thought of their love away—
A picture, flower, a ring, a book

;

We breathe a prayer that they used to pray,

And shrine in our hearts a tender look.

But redder roses shall come with spring.

Sweeter and larger than these by far
;

’

And new, bright mosses the waves will bring,

I ^ A fresh face shine for our beacon star.

So what does it ’count that the sun goes down,

That waves roll out, and the roses fall,

That eyelids close over smile or frown ^

Ay t what does it ’count us, after all }

James Berry Bensel.

Holi<ways W/j.—Weak Stomach.—The wisest cannot enumerate

one quarter of the distressing symptons arising from imperfect or dis-

ordered digestion, all of which can be relieved by these admirable PilU.

They remove cankery taste from the mouth, flatulency and constipation.

Holloway’s Pills rouse the stomach, liver, and every other organ, there-

by bringing digestion to that healthy tone which fully enables it to con-

vert alt we eat and drink to the nourishment of our bodies. Hence
these Pills are the surest strengtheners and the safest restoratives in

nervousness, wasting, and chronic debility. Holloway’s Pills are in-

fallible remedies for impaired appetite, eructations, and a multitude of

other disagreeable symptoms which render the lives of thousands

miserable indeed. These Pills are approved by all classes.

Subscribers tVi the country are requested to remit by posted money orders, ifpossible, as the safest and most convenient
medium, partunlarly as it ensures ack^/edgment through the Department. No 0^ receipt wUl be

givtn any otktr bris^ unnecessary, anii likely (oust coiffissien.
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News and Our Comments.

The Viceroy returned to Simla from his trip with fevtr. He has not

yet been able to shake it off. By the latest accounts his Lordship is

improving.

• •

The Comm.-inder-in-Chief has recorded a General Order on the game

of polo af prejudiciaily affecting the welfare and efficiency of the service,

basing his objections on grounds of unnecessary danger and of

expense.

• «

The Military authorities at Fort White in the Chin country have

successfully grown vegetables from seed obtained from New Zealand.

English seed gave poorer results by half.

• •

It is reported from the Gilgit Agency that Mr. and Mrs. Littledalc

have crossed the Baraghil and Darkat Passes in safety and reached

Gakuch vid Yassin. No English lady is said to have accomplished

the journey before—an assertion not strictly true.

9 9

The Nepal Durbar, suspecting frauds by their own officers as well as

by British subjects, have ceased to permit the latter to cut and carry

timber as of yore. Nepalese alone will be allowed to cut timber and

sell them to British subjects. The vain fools ! And should the British

retaliate with a law against any Nepalese trading in India?

• •

The overland mail, which now leaves Bombay on Friday, and Cal-

cutta on Tuesday, will from the fourth week of this month, depart

on Saturday from that city, and on Wednesnay from this. The
change therefore takes place from the 24lh September in Calcutta and

27th in Bombay.

With the lamented death of his wife, the Father of the Indian

Congress has broken up his establishment, and his Scotch laird^s well

known ”pleasance” on the heights of Jakko at Simla called Rothney

Castle, is for sale. It is the finest property in Simla, and its collection

of plants is magnificent.

*

The P. and O. steamer Onen/a/ hitly delivered the mail from London
to Hongkong in 26 days, 1$}^ hours—the quickest passage on record.

The difficult navigation from Singapore to Hongkong was made in a

few minutes more than four days, at the rate of 15 knots an hour.

*

Even the Dewan of the Maharaja of Benares is not safe from the i

mercenary attentions of the ruffians of that holy city. A body of these

fell upon Baboo Baleswar Prasad in one of his evening drives and
attacked him with lathies. Assistance coming at the nick of time,

the Dewan escaped with slight injuries.

We read:-
* *

“ It appears that there was' a mutiny among the students of the Free
Church College at Chinsurah, near Calcutta, lately in consequence of
the dismissal of one of the native professors, whose cause they es-
poused. Their remonstrances, which were insolently submitted, having
failed to move the Principal to restore the dismissed professor, the
students of the College classes became very rowdy, threw down their
books, insulted their professors and in a body walked out of their class
rooms. After absenting themselves for four days they sought re-
admission ; but the Principal refused to re-admit the ringleaders under
any circumstances, and the others only on the payment of a penally
of five rupees each.

•
• •

The Gas Manager While died suddenly at Allahabad on the 19th

August and was buried. The body has now been exhumed for post

mortem examination.

• •

Bombay charity is proverbial, and knows no race. Mr. Pestonjee
Hormusjec Cama who founded the Cama Hospital for women, has
again come forward with Rs. 25,000 for medical education of Parsec,

Hindu and Mahomedan women. The Bombay University will have
the administration of the sum, and proVide a gold medal for the best

essay by a female graduate.

• •

As the people of the ** Bareilly" Raja's of whom we bad oc-

casion to speak last weak, in announcing his undefined Aims oi

undefined aggregate value, have thought fit to claim credit for the

usefulness of his expenditure on the occasion of the Governal visit as

contrasted with the waste of others, we may as well remind them of a

far more intelligent and truly humane use of wealth, on the same occa-

sion, and that by a Purda lady without any pretensions to learning

or experience of the outside worlds We refer to Ranee Man Mohini

Devi, of Pootia in the Rajshaye District, who, in honor of Sir Steuart

Bayley’s visit, has purposed to dig a number of wells in the District, at

places where there is particular complaint lor drinking water. That

is at once a useful and important charity, showing both intelligence

and feeling. Let the Rajas and Dewans hide their diminished heads

before true woman I

• •

To the very respectable gentlemen who have been made sick in the

East by the inherent sinfulness of the natives as well as to the pub-

licists who are always inveighing against the weakness of native juries

and native magistrates, we respectfully dedicate the following singularly

horrible case of murder which has just been tried at Versailles :

—

“ Last May an old woman named Levert was found hanging
by the neck from a low branch of a tree in the forest near Saint

Leu Taverny, her shoes being five yards distant, and her position

almost a kneeling one. The suspicion naturally arose that she had

been first strangled and then fastened to the branch to make believe

she had committed suicide. It was thought that her son, Emile Levert,

was the most likely person to have committed the murder. His mollter

was a peasant proprietor, and a widow. When he was about to be

married five years ago, she made over all her property to bim and a

daughter living in Paris, in return for a small annuity. Soon after she

signed the deed the son said he could not pay his share of the annuity,

but was willing to let her have the run of the house. Her health broke
down, and, as she could not work, he insisted on her paying for her

keep out of what his sister allowed her. This she refused to do. From
that time she was beaten and starved. Twice the neighbours rescued

her, and denounced him, and he was condemned to teim.s of imprison-

ment. When charged with the murder he began by denying it, and
on being driven into a corner said that his mother one day lost her

head and threatened to kill him with a reaping hook. In his rage he
threw a rope round her neck, strangled her, and then took her corpse

in a wheelbarrow to hang it from a branch in the forest. He afterwards

said that his mother was an old miser. She could not work, and she

refused to pay for the food she ale. Levert's counsel pleaded that if

the mother could rise from the grave and come into that court she

would implore indulgence for her son. The best way to avenge the

crime would be to leave the accused to the stings of remorse which, if

his life were spared and he condemned to the solitude and silence of

the gaol, must for ever assail him. The jury took this view, and pro-

nounced a verdict of guilty, with extenuating circumstances."

No wonder, juries are at a ‘discount in Europe.

• *

Bv order of the Governor-General in Council the following rules have

been substituted for Article 506 of the Civil Service Regulations.

The Bombay Government had pointed out that that Article was incon-

sistent with Rule 6, section no, of the Civil Pension Code, 6th Edition.

While the Rule empowered officers named therein to pass final orders

as to both retention in service and retirement of certain classes of

subordinates after attainment of the age of 55 years, the Article

permitted delegation of authority in cases of retention only

” The Local Government may delegate to heads of Departments or

to officers not under the rank of Collectors or District Judges

—

(1) The power of declaring any non-gazelied subordinate to be effi-

cient, and permitting him to remain in the service, provided he conti-

nues to be efficient, for a definite period up to, but not beyond, the age

of 60 years.

(2) Subject to such conditions as the Local Government may think

fit, the power of declaring any non-gazetted subordinate to be ineffi-

cient, and compelling him to retire either at the age of 55 years, or

on the expiry of any further period up tb which his service has been

extended, or before the expiry of such further period if he ceases to

be efficient.

Each such subordinate’s case must be taken up when he is 55 years

old and on the expiry of each extension of service."

The Government of India have delegated the po\x0rs of a Loca

Government to the following officers

(i) The Director-General of the Post Office of India in respect of

all officers suboidinate to him ;

(ii) the Comptroller and Auditor-General in respect of all non-

gazeited officers subordinate to him ;

(iii) the Inspector-General of Military Works, the Director-General

of Telegraphs, and the Director-General of Railways in respect ot

all subordinates serving under them, except Accountants ;

(iv) the Accountant-General in the Pubiic Works Department m
respect of all subordinates serving under him, including all Account-

ants belonging to the establishment under the Government of India.

• #

An experimental treatment of rinderpest in Madras with solid cinchona

febrifuge, shews that the drug reduces the temperature in the fi*"**

stages and that it ceases to act in an advanced stage, the inspector
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of cattle diseases reports that of twenty two cattlci fifteen recovered,

one was relieved and six died.

• •

At a time when grave complaints like albuminuria and Diabetes are

beco freqijent in India, we deem it advisable to reproduce, from

our collections of a few years back, the following giving probably the

only satisfactory mode of treatment :

—

“Since we know not at present any drug that possesses therapeutic
value to any marked extent in this terrible and fatal (lirighi’s) disease,

and since it is daily making sad havoc among human beings, and
principally among that class who, by reason of their valuable public
labours, are particularly necessary to the welfare of the world, therefore,

it becomes a medical question of paramount interest that we should
discover some potent method of combating this very prevalent disease.

Some years since Card first called attention to the treatment of Bright’s

disease by the use of a milk diet, and since then Duncan, as well as
many other prominent physicians, has written on this subject.

We have ourselves seen some remarkable results follow this treat-

ment, while Dr. S. Weir Mitchell, of our city, is now quite an enthu-

siast on this subject. This method of treating a formidable disease
has received sufficient distinguished indorsement to recommend it

seriou.sly to our notice. We would, therefore, ask all physicians who
read this article to try this method ot treatment and to furnish us with

their experiences, which we will publish. The milk is used thoroughly
skimmed and entirely freed liom butter. To procure ihe best results,

It has been advised that the patient shall restrict himself absolutely to

milk and continue the treatment for a long time. If it disagrees with

the stomach (as it will in some cases), Dr. Mitchell advises that the

patient be put to bed and the treatment commenced with tablespoonful

doses, to which lime water is added, until the stomach tolerates the

milk, when from eight to ten pints daily should be taken, and absolute-

ly nothing else. Th« sanction of such a distinguished physician as

Dr. Mitchell forces us to seriously consider the merits of this treat-

ment, and we trust to receive the experience of all readers of this

journal who may have cases of Bright’s disease to treat.”

—

Med, and
6urg. Reporter. (U. S.)

We may add that we have seen, at Agartala, Baboo Doyal Chand

Baneijee, now of 135-6 Cornwallis Street, treat an advanced case of

Diabetes completely cured by medicine and an exclusively skimmed

milk diet.

• •

Anthrax is reported in the Viceroy’s stables at Dchra Dun. Six

horses were attacked, and three of them have* died including Lord

William Bresford’s Arab pony Shamshad.

* «

As regards the offices of the Government of India, the Calcutta

session begins from ist November next.

• •

The next Calcutta University Examinations in Arts and Law will

begin--the Entrance on Monday the 2nd February, the F. .A. and B. A,

nil Monday the i6ih h’ebiuary and the B. L. on Monday the 2nd

March, i8yi.

• •

We see the has extracted our notice of the death of young

Moutague Bradford. It is a distinguished honour—the Blue Ribbon

of the Indian Press. But we dare not enjoy the felicity. Some fine

morning we may see the great Editor excuse himself from having been

tempted to the weakness of recognising anything quotable in a Baboo

publication.

Notes, Leaderettes, and

Our Own News,

The parting of the two Emperors at Peterhoff was not friendly. The

Kaiser, it is said, left abruptly as the Czar refused to allow him to

aiiend the coming military manoeuvres in the South.

Disastrous floods have occurred in various parts of Austria. The

Danube overflowed its banks, entering the valley of the Moldau. The

dam of a lake near Prague burst and swelled the Moldau, causing the

collapse of the famous old bridge over the Moldau and drowning thirty

persons. Vienna, Buda Pcsth, Prague and Presburg are partially suo-

merged. Prague is threatened most. Portions of it are already sur-

rounded by raging torrents and the utmost alarm is felt.

The Czarewitch commences his Eastern tour on the 13th Oc*tober,

Accompanied by his brother the Grand Duke George.

A CROWDED meeting of Socialists at Berlin resulted in a collision with

the Police.

There is coolness between France and Italy. A French squadron

was ordered to Spezzia to salute King Humbert during the launch of

an Italian ironclad. There was a difference as to the formalities to be

observed resulting in the withdrawal of the order for despatch of the

squadron. King Humbert resented it and declined to go to Speziia.

The month opened at Liverpool with a Congress of the Trades Unions.

The delegates represented one million and five hundred thousand mem-

bers. No movement is now complete without ladies and many of the

fair sex added to the significance of the meeting. The Congress adopt-

ed a resolution of sympathy with the Australian strikers, appealing to

all Unions for funds in aid of the greatest labour revolt. The president

was of opinion that the time had come to urge upon Parliament an

eight horns* working day Bill. He favored the State control of railways

and direct Parliameni.ary representation of labour. According to him.

Nationalisation was the only solution of the land question. That

viexv, however, the Congress would not accept, and rejected the

proposition for its inclusion in the Parliamentary Programme. As

good as their word, the Unions are collecting funds for Australia.

There is also a counter-movement of Shipowners. At a meeting

in London representing one hundred millions capital, they have

passed a resolution for the federation of the shipping trade of

the British Empire to deal with the labour question and to resist the

tyranny of the Tracies Unions. 7'he meeting promised its support

to the Australian shippers. At Sydney too they have formed an Austra-

lian Employers* Defence Union.

The latest news from Australia is that the strike and blockade at

Brisbane have collapsed. Steamers have been despatched with black-

leg crews, and blackleg dock labourers have been permanently engaged.

Nothing comes amiss in this world. There is a time for everything

and every dog has his day. Thus the black legs of the Colonics have

turned to splendid use. They could not have done more service to their

country and the world if they had always been the most well-conducted

fellows on earth. Their very number which had hitherto been an cm-

barras.sment to society and administration, is all the more welcome at

this crisis.

The Congress of Agriculture and Forestry opened at Vienna on the

1st, with six hundred delegates.

The Baronetcy of Sir Dinsh.aw Maneckjee Petit has been announced

in the London Gazelle. On his death, the dignity passes ou to his

second son.

On the pica of communicating a secret, a young man named Scandi-

miroff advanced to the Governor of Novgorod and presented a revolver

at him, who, equal to the occasion, at once closed and wrestled with

the assailant. In the scuffle the revolver wpnt off, the bullet entering

the ground. Scandimiroff was secured.

The King of Portugal is laid up with typhoid fever.

Instead of fifty-four million ounces annually, the Washington Trea-

sury will purchase an average of four and-a-half million ounces of

silver monthly. VVe believe the law lays it down so.

To escape banishment, Moiissa Bey fled on the 29th August to Mecca.

He has been arrested at Sivas.

It is telegraphed from Washington that the Senate has reduced the

duties on flax and cotton bagging. The news from Russia, however, is

that in proportion to the rise in the exchange, the customs duties have

been raised twenty per cent.

Speaking at the Cutlers’ Feast at Sheffield on the 4th, Lord Cross

spoke of the enorinous strides India was making and said that Govern-

ment was doing its utmost to increase the railways in India.

The Emperor William, on the 3rd, reviewed the German Fleet at Kiel.

The Austrian squadron was present and Admiral Hornby represented

the British Government. The proceedings passed oflT brilliantly.
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The rumour has been revived that the Czar will visit the Sultan in

October.

the procession of the Moburrum ^agtas* Divide and rule is the latest

state craft in British India, and the precedent is being drafted into

the native states.

In view of the growing estrangement between the two principal sects

in India, the Hindu Ranjika suggests the formation of a National As-

sociation, having for its object the restoration of good feelings between

the Hindus and Mahomedans. Thereupon, our native contemporaries

all exclaim, this is a very good suggestion. We regret to be unable

to join them. There seems to be a mania for associations and public

meetings. What can associations and meetings do in such a case ?

Let our Hindu brethren cultivate good feeling towards the Mabo-

medans, instead of holding solemn conclaves, making declamatory

speeches, and passing hollow resolutions.

Mr. Bradlaugh has at least in one instance saved the honour of the

Biitish name. Not long ago he asked whether one of the guerilla

leaders of Burma, having surrendered on a promise of his life, had

nevertheless been tried and sentenced to capital punishment. The

Viceroy, on being communicated with, telegraphed the suspension of

the execution. The case was then brought in appeal before the Judicial

Commissioner, Upper Buima, who has now commuted the sentence of

death passed by the Sessions Judge of Mying\an on Boh Van Yun

and others, to one of transporialiun for life.

To this day the enlightened and strong rt^^ivte which has displaced

the ** unspeakable ” Thebaw’s barbarous and weak administration has

not been able to secure tolerable protection to the inhabitants of the

very capital. Robbery of all kinds is of almost daily occurrence.

Matters have reached such an intolerable pass that the tradesmen

and other residents of Mandalay are about to wait in a body on the

Chief Commissioner to represent their grievance. The Police is

evidently inadequate in number, or miserably deficient in energy and

resource. If matters arc anything so bad, the Local Government
is much to blame. The subject is of more than ordinary importance.

The civil security or insecurity of the capital of the late kingdom

indirectly—almost diiccily—influences the final settlement of the newly

acquired territory. Thus the question is not unworthy the prompt

attention of the Supreme Government. A quiet and courteous fillip

from Simla to Rangoon would be a proper exercise of the viceregal

function of general supervision. As for the poor subjects of the de-

posed majesty of Burma, they must be unlucky indeed if, deprived

of their national throne, they do not obtain the protection which is the

boast of British administration.

They have struck what is said to be a very rich gold-bearing reef in

Chota Nagpore—rich even for Australia—and the “find” threatens to

raise disputes between the Sonapet and Chota Nagpore Companies,

unless an amicable arrangement is come to. The Sonapet are holders

of lands on both banks of the head waters of the Son river, while the

Chota Nagpore are proprietors of all the surrounding lands, and claim

that the reef has been struck on their property. The Sonapet, on the

contrary, assert that it runs for miles through their lands, so that the

point of discovery is not of so much importance as the definition of

the boundary.

Whatever may be the character of this discovery, or at least the ulti-

mate value of it, it has as usual roused the frenzy for gold. There is a

fever of speculation. Companies are starting up every day and the

shares of some have already gone up to fabulous lengths. Everybody
knows it can not hast. No matter, sufficient for the hour is the gain
and glory thereof

!

One of the complaints of the Civil and Military Gazette against the

Nawabate of Bahawalpur recently was the undue influence of the
foreign element in the personnel of the immediate advisers of the ruler.

It is now glad to report that

“ something has been done to reduce the friction and tension cause
as we noticed, in the administration of the Bahawlapur State by tl
employment of outsiders, who havtSno real stake in the welfare of tl

State, and are bent only on self-aggrandisement. Further eliroinatic
of the foreign clement would doubtless be beneficial to the State, whii
isapurely Mahomedanone, bothin government and population, at
the race is naturally intolerant of the outsiders of other religions.”

This spirit of exclusiveness has been carried to the extent of pr
ihbiting, by beat of drum, Hindus—mcn and women—from joinii

In July last, we noticed a contempt of Court case in which the Chief

Justice of Ceylon fined a Magistrate for presuming to order arrest of a

horse yoked to the Chief Justice’s carriage standing in the Court pre-

mises, it being the subject of a charge for theft. The Magistrate was

fined and the complainant the arresting Police inspector

being let o6f with a severe reprimand. Ar.other new interpretation has

been given to the phrase contempt of contempt in the same fruitful

island by a Puisne Justice. It seems that that offence is not there

limited to disrespect to Judges and for their belongings. Even

Court officers of whatever degree are a Court and are privileged

against any trifling of the kind. For instance, Mr. S. T. Muttiah was

summoned to serve as a juror. Lest his business suffer, be wanted

to be saved from the service of a juror, and took the illegal course

of visiting the wife of the Deputy Fiscal and attempting to induce

her by offers of money to speak in his favor to her husband, and

then requesting the Deputy Fiscal himself to get him exempted.

This was construed a contempt of Court and Muttiah was hauled

up to answer the charge. What followed will appear from the order

of the Hon. H. Dias, Junior Puisne Justice. Addressing Mr. Muttiah,

he said :

—

“ I think you have been very properly advised in not denying
the facts referred to in the affidavits, as it . would have been
almost madness on your part to contradict the statements of

thiee such respectable witnesses. You have been charged with
contempt of a more aggravated character than contempts usually
are, that is to say, that you, by means of a bribe, attempted to

tamper with an officer of this Court in the exercise of his duty

;

and th.at duty was not a common duty but an extraordinary one
connected with the administration of justice. It is quite clear

that, at the time you went to the Deputy-Fiscal’s house, you do not
seem to have been so irresponsible as you would wish to make out by
your statement ;

but I am willing to accept your statement that you
were not in a proper state of mind—that is the least expression I can
use. However according to the facts set out in the affidavits, you could
not have been so utterly irresponsible. You went to Mr. Drieberg’s
house, one of the officers of this Court with a bundle of notes in

your hands
;
you met his wife and son, and exhibited a bundle of notes

apparently and undoubtedly for the purpose of tempting them to accept
the notes. You seem to have miscalculated in the matter, and the
intended present was rejected. Offences of this kind in other coun-
tries, in fact in all countpes where the law is administered by a pro-

per bct of officers—and interference with courts of justice—are looked
upon as one of the most heinous offences, and in this case you tried by
tampering with the Deputy Fiscal to induce him to abuse the process

of the Court. I need not make any further remarks with reference to

your conduct on the occasion in question. You are a sensible man,
and a man of the world, and yow must feel satisfied that you have
committed an act which will stamp you with a character which is not

enviable, but in view of the apology offered by you, and in view of the
sensible words addressed to nne by your counsel, I am not prepared to

inflict a heavy punishment
; but the law must be vindicated both

where a rich man as well as a pour man is concerned. You seem to

have trusted to an abundance of wealth to attain your object. I must
express the sense of the Court with reg.apd to conduct of this kind by
the punishment I am about to inflict on you. At first I considered
the case so serious that I had made up my mind to send you to jail;

but in view of the apology offered and in consideration of your defence
that you were not, at the time, in a proper stale of mind, I am pre-

pared to simply fine you, and I accordingly impose on you a fine of

R$. 200, and utuil that fine is paid you will be detained.”

His Lordship may be, and doubtless is, technically right, but this to

our thinking is stretching the point too far.

In reply to an address presented at Poona to the Governor of Bombay

by the Local Branch of the National Indian Association, Lord Hams
made a neat little speech signifying nothing beyond appreciation of the

compliment. He happened to refer to the facilities offered m
these days to the native of India to make the af^aintance of the

British at home, “ amongst native fogs, and judge for himself whether

there is much difference.” This affords our clever contemporary of the

Rast Goftar a fine opportunity to moralise on the subject. Says the

writer :

—

“There cannot, of course, be any fundamental difference in the
nature of the two, but the nature undergoes a great change when the

Englishman has come to India and settled here. He comes here with

ideas more or less romantic of the East, with kindly sympathies for

the natives of these climates and anxious to cultivate their acquaint*
ance. But a change is gradually wrought over his nature and this

is mainly due to the environments by which be Is surrounded. His
sympathy wears off by degrees. There is ample and undoubted war-

rant for his race pride and race superiority. But we do not know if

that affords sufficient justification for bis looking down upon all natives

without any distinction. The glamour of romance and sentiment is

gone, after the Englishman baa been here for some iimOf and the
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Actualities with which he ts confronted, mingled with his own little
prejudices, make a cold, unsympathetic, exclusive man of him. He
knows nothing, ,atid cares little to know anything, of the people of
strange manners and customs whom he daily sees around him. This
attitu^ engenders in both races a nuitual distrust, misunderstanding
and dullness w^ich it is the aim of the National Indian Association
to remove,”

^

That puts the best face upon the matter, but it is more philosophical

than real. There is no disenchantment in the matter at all. The
romance of the East is the romance of the pagoda tree, pegs, pillaws,

hot curries, chutnies, sherbets, dancing girls and so forth, and it exists

to this day in all its barbaric splendour and its enough of pristine

profusion ;
only for pagodas the old tree now yields rupees, for Claret

and Port and Shiraz there is Champagne and Hungarian and Greek

wines, while the eating and relishes are as glorious as ever, and the

*;herbets more refreshing being now cooled with ice, and if the Hindu-

stani ballet is not so much patronized that is because the Naiads

of the Danube are preferred. But does the stranger “come with

kindly symp.aihy for the natives of this climate and anxious to culti-

vate their acquaintance?” We much doubt. In fact we know, we

may say.

The Bengal Government has limited the use of liveries for messengers

for the Calcutta offices to the Bengal Secretariat in all its branches
;

the Board of Revenue
;
the offices of the Director of Public Instruc-

tion, Inspector-General of Jails, Inspector-General of Registration, In-

.spector-General of Hospitals, Sanitary Commissioner, Director of the

Department of Land Records and Agriculture and Provincial Superin-

tendent of Census. The peons in personal attendance on the Excise

Commissioner will also have his livery. The costs are not to exceed

Ks. 50, 30 and 20 for Jemadars, head peons and peons. The hardest

restriction, we believe, is that no expenditure should in future be in-

curred on liveries in any office from contract contingencies. Jemadars

and peons in attendance on the Secretaries and Under-Secretaries to

Government, the duftrics .and peons who go on duty with the Secreta-

riat to Darjeeling and the peons on attendance on the Heads of De-

partments who are authorized to accompany the Government to Dar-

leeling are entitled to their liveries annually, others every alternate

year.

The Political Pandit to the Government has made a new departure.

He is certainly not the man to accept martyrdom if it can be helped.

After having done as much as lay in him to abolish the great Hindu

festival of the Doorga Pooja and earned, on the one hand, a reputation

with Europeans for liberality and freedom from prejudice and, on the

other, the execration of his own community, he might well think it

time to humour his people and recover caste. He has now made

his prayaschit^ but with his usual lack of judgment. He has gone from

one extreme to the other. He has outorthodoxed the most orthodox.

He has done an act at which the most illiberal Pandit of the back-

woods of Bancoora would in these days hold his breath. If the act

belonged to his personal sphere he might please himself, though at

the expense of public derision. But it concerns his public life and

hence all the more marvel, and all the less excuse. It is as an official,

or at least as a servant of the general public, that he has aired his

newborn zeal for orthodoxy. It appears that as Secretary to the Hindu

Hostel he refused to admit a banid (mbarnabanik) student into the

bouse on the ground of his low caste 1 Here is a grand Mann redevivus !

Here is a fine pose for the Pandit who has already been pushed to

a corner by his brother Pandits in the country for his endeavours to

take the. Tagores quietly back to caste I Yes, we dare say the purity

of his Hostel would not be affected by the presence of Pir Alis I

But a bania is abomination. Don’t the Banias give any presents to

Pandits? Did not Baboo Bholanath Mullick call Nyayaratna to preside

at the distribution of gifts on the Singhabahini Pooja or on the occtasion

of his own weighment against gold and gems ? This is Hinduism with a

vengeance. We have been simply amazed—the whole town is amazed.

But it will never do. At this day it is ridiculous. There is no objection

to Hindus of different classes to read in the same school and the same

class, sitting on the same bench closely packed. vVhy should not

they be permitted into the same hostel ? Surely, living in a common
hostel does not necessitate eating together.

In another part is an account of the Moharram at Moorshedabad and

the disturbances which have thrown that city into a ferment. Our cor-

ftspondent writes with the impartiality of a Hindu and the knowledge

of a Moorshedabadite. We have pointed out one mistake he incident*

ally falls into. We will here notice one omission in his account of the oc-

casions on which the peace of the Moharram was broken or threatened.

In 1864 when we were in charge of the Nawab Nazim’s affairs, a well

known Mahomedan mnktetir of Lai Bagh attempted to disturb) the

Nizamat procession in His Highness’ presence and in sight of the civil

head-quarters. Being repulsed, he revenged himself by complaining

before the city magistracy against the heads of the party from the

Palace. Mr. Hosmer spared the Nawab N.azim but gave summonses

against the Nawab’s Nazir and the favorite Haquim. There was a

burst at once of indignation and alarm in the killa and His Highness

directed us to save his izsat and the integrity of his faith at any cost.

His favorite Haquim Abul Hossein and his Eunuchs must not even ap-

pear in court, and gave us the carte blanche to spend a I.ac of Rupees or

more if necessary I We were to import Attorneys and pleaders and

barristers fetched from Calcutta. We did nothing of the kind, but

managed with a single pleader from Berhamporc. In fact, Mr. Hosmer

himself managed it. His Highness’ faith and izzat were saved and all

the rest of it far too cheaply for our credit.

On the eve of retirement from the Western Presidency of the emi-

nent Professor Wordsworth, a suggestion has been started for the

local University to grant him the honorary degree of LL. D. The

Indian Spectator will none of it. He is, in our contemporary’s opinion,

far above such honorary titles. Nor will a Bombay degree—even that

of Doctor of Laws of both kinds—be any great honor to him, though

it might he to an inferior in-ati. Our contemporary writes with

genuine sympathy and with great force :

—

“ We, for one, cannot see wh.at service could deserve more to be

honoured and rewarded than that of one that has for a quarter of a

century been an example to the young men of this generation of all

th.at is noble and just ;
that ‘ uttered nothing base

;

’ that has ever

come forward from his retirement to fight the battle of truth when its

interests were in jeopardy
;

that has been, in fact, to the educated

young men of the present generation a pattern of all moral worth, of

g#‘ntlcmanliness and gentleness. Learning will he always admired.

But in the form in which he presented it to the view it has had a

charming, endearing presence. We remember the impressions created

by Sir Alexander Grant, and by Dr. Haikness on their pupils. There

is no doubt of the learning of the former of these, especially. But

from the nobility of his life there hangs a charm round the name of the

present Principal, to which his predecessors can lay no claim. It is

something to have inspired with noble thoughts a whole generation of

.students, to have taught them, by his unostentatious example, to shun

what is mean and base and untruthful. Lawgivers seldom succeed so

well as one that imprints a law on the heart from the record of his own

simple life. Such a one, the like of whom appears once in a century

here, is fit for something more dignified than honorary distinctions or

decorations.”

That is all very true. Yet we do not sec why the degree should not

become the learned Professor. It would be more appropriate than a

knighthood. Indeed, there should be no appearance of passing him

over by the University. He would prize it as a memento of his con-

nection. After all, not for him but for the honour of the University

and the cause of learning in India, should the degree be conferred on

him with all imaginable pomp and circumstance. No such opportunity

should be lost for permanently connecting the name of Wordsworth

with an Indian University.

The Maharaja of Cooch Behar’s loyally to the British Government

and to Europeans is well known. He has impoverished his State

in pursuit of it. And yet when, having exhausted his resources, he

comes to his patrons and friends for what is no great favour, and in

the cause of that easy access to his territory, a c.ause which is as much

theirs as his—in behalf of a public woik which is mutually beneficial

to the Paramount Slate and the Principality—he is snubbed for his

pains and treated worse than was poor Dhulip Singh himself. His

Highness asked from the Government of Bengal a loan of five lacs only

for the proposed Cooch Behar State Railway, on the securities of the

Chucklajat estate— his hereditary property in British territory. But

the terms demanded by our Government, it is said, were such that

the Maharaja could not make up his mind to submit to them. His

Highness must be deeply disappointed. This ought to be a lesson to

the Maharaja, however. God grant that he may henceforth learn to rely

on himself. He should pay greater attention to bis own finances, and

we trust the Maharani will assist her consort in setting their house in

order.

An {Englishman signing “ B. C. S.” in the Indian Mirror^ whose

letter of indignation against the people of this country for their neglect

of the memory of the late Robert Knight we see reproduced in the

Statesman^ has taken unnecessary, not to say unaccountable, offence
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We
at a single expression in a back number of Reis and Rayyet

thought we wrote with sufficient care. Writing of the dead, we have

cause to write with care, knowing that though ghosts might not

care tb pay us a visit there were living spirits enough around us, far

and near, even in our neighbourhood, prowling for an opportunity, by

themselves or other nearer diabolical agency, to fall down on us. In

explanation of our own conduct why we did not start a Knight Memo-

rial Fund when asked after the indifference of others, we said that we

were afraid of injuring the cause by rousing the jealousy of members

of our own community, and therefore referred our kind friends to the

Editor of the only native daily, the Mirror (a long established journal

by the way), as the heller man to take the lead. We thought nobody

could possibly fasten a quarrel on us on that paragraph. How mis-

taken ! Some people arc up to any feat. Here is a member of the

Bengal Civil Service—for B. C. S. is either that or Bill Collecting

.Sircar—in high dudgeon with us. He has fired off a long and

scathing paragraph at us. It so appears that in referring to our

“ petty jealousies " we dropped a passing suggestion by way of

explanation of the phenomenon. That suggestion was “foreign

domination,” and that has stuck in the British throat. It

would certainly have been more pleasant to R. C. S. if wc had

attributed our weakness to our innate baseness. He takes us to

task for this outrageous sentiment and does not hesitate to class us

with that large section of the local press which practises the

peculiarly British precept, namely—any slick is good enough to beat

a dog or a native
;
and practises it with such success as to seize

the said stick and use it against the British lion himself—a section

“with which it is common to ascribe all the ills which afflict

Indian humanity to English rule, and to show a convenient oblivion

of the countless benefits, which this country derives from its con-

nection with the Empire of (ireat Britain.” So it has come to

this, that wc are among the scurillous and seditious journals

!

All our independent support of the British Government—all our

moderation and discrimination—have gone for nothing ! And this

writer is voluble on the subject of gratitude. He lashes our country-

men for their ingratitude. He loftily descants on the virtue and, of

course, claims a full measure of it for his countrymen. “ Let me assure

your readers,” he loftily proclaims, “ Let me asure your readers that all

Englishmen, worthy of the name, have a wholesome respect for

gratitude, and a proportionate abhorrence of the converse.” Well, in

any case, it is easier to preach than to practise. The injustice done

by this writer to us is so gross as to destroy all his claim to authority.

If ever journal in the world has suffered in any cause, Re/s &• Rayyet

is that paper. If the malcontent section of the Indian press is so

large, it is because malcontent pays so well. In the discharge of our

duty as public journalists, we have never been allured by that payment.

Nor did we expect the Europeans of our generation who live in flats

like rabbits in a warren and use dogcarts for conveyance and maintain

a single hideous landau for equipage of ceremony or state, to make

good our loss. But surely we were entitled to common fairness. What

a commentary does B. C. S.’s own treatment of this journal supply to

his voluble discourse on gratitude I Nor is he the only quarter of which

we have to complain. Could there be a worse case of ingratitude

than the letter of Senior Chaplain Wclbore Macarihy on which we

commented last week ? The holy man abused us like a—saint and

prophet for our very fondness towards one of his own people

REIS & RA YYET.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 6, 1890,

THE FLOODS AND THE DISTRESS.

The floods in the present year are as bad as

ever—in some places even unprecedented. By the

failure of the great Laltakuri and Rampal bunds,

all Moorshedabad and Nuddea are under water.

There is extensive distress, but we are happy to

observe that, on a prompt appeal from the Mis-

sionaries, subscriptions are being collected and

relief measures organised to mitigate the distress

The Government officers are also on the alert, and

the District Magistrate is taking steps to ascertain

the extent of the distress and to apply the need

ful remedies. The floods in other districts have

also more or less damaged the crops on low lands.

From the official summary for the week ending

the 30th August last, published in the Calcutta

Gazette, it appears that, in addition to the district of

Nuddea, injury has been done to the crops by ex-

cessive rain in Khulna and Satkhira, while the extent

of the loss in Bongong, Jhenida and Magura caused

by floods is great. The aus crop in the greater part

of Bongong has been destroyed. In Moorshedabad,

the destruction of both aus and amun in all the lower

tracts is considerable, and the people are much in-

convenienced by inundation. According to the offi-

cial summaries, there is not much distress in this dis-

trict yet. In Rajshahye, the flood is higher than

usual and some injury has been done to the aus

which could not be cut earlier, while haimanti

paddy on low lands has also been submerged,

but the outlook is yet good if the flood sub-

sides soon. In Pubna, the crops on low lands are

lost. The aus and jute have suffered from the

rapid rise of the rivers in Dacca, and fodder is

becoming scarce. There is partial damage also in

Furreedpore and Backergunge. The rainfall in

Perozpur in the latter district was heavy, and the

official estimate of the outturn of crops is 1 2 annas.

Standing crops, though partially damaged, are yet

fairly promising. Amun seedlings are also damaged,

but new sowings have done well. An average crop

is expected. The floods in Tipperah are consider-

able. but there is no serious damage to crops as yet.

In Behar, with the exception of a few tracts, the

prospect is not good. The Bhadoi crop is almost a

total failure in Sarun, while in Mozufferpore, al-

though the condition of the rice crop is satisfactory,

the floods have damaged the crop in low lands. At

the best, a 6 to 8 annas crop is all that is excepted in

this district. The prospect is better in Durbhanga,

though the inundation has not altogether spared the

district. As regards the distress in Sarun, the

Lieutenant-Governor has expressed his approval of

the arrangements already made by Mr. Bourdillon

for the organisation of relief in the town of Chupra.

For the rest of the district. His Honor recommends

prompt measures, saying -
• u u^ " In the interior it would appear from the eagerness with which gram

sent from Chupra by boat was purchased tliat there is real distress,

which all residents will not be able to provide for by buying grain.

The Lieutenant-Governor is, moteover, inclined to doubt whether the

inah lians will advance to all rayyets, now that the usual security has

disaiioeared with tlie loss of the crop on the ground, and also whether

all labourers will be supported, as the best of them will doubtless be,

bv their usual employeis. It seems desirable to establish a village

aoenev for ascei lainiiig the facts, and administering relief where neces-

sarv - also for co-operating with the officers whom the Collector pro-

noses’ to depute to examine applications for loans. These may be freely

oiven where required, up to the amount of the Government grant for

the Duroose, and the proceeds may wiilwut objection be applied to the

support of the rayyets, and their cattle. Very small loans may occa-

sioiiallv be made to labourers, on such security as they can offer.

The' result of the enquiries made by the village agency will indicate

how far gratuitous relief is needed ; where required it should not be

*'*The dam.ige from rain and floods in The Bhagul-

pore Division if not general, appears to be severe

in the Supal sub-division and in parts of Maldah.

The makai is reported to be a complete failure in

parts of the Sonthal Pergunnabs. - In Orissa, parti-

cularly the Bhudrak sub-division, crops have suffered

from insufficient rainfall, and the extent of the distress

may be conceived from the fact that 36 relief works

had to be taken in hand. Damage has also been done

in the Chota Nagpore Division to the Bhadoi crops

in Hazaribagh from excessive rain.

The above is the official estimate of the condition

the crops. Private accounts of the distress
of
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caused by the floods in the Eastern Bengal Districts

are naturally of a more serious character. It is true

popular impressions on such subjects are apt to be
exafigerated. Unfortunately, official narratives arc

not TO be itnplicitly received. Europeans fail to see

aright from defect of sympathy and from ignorance

of the conditions of existence of a poor Asiatic popu-

lation, while Natives take their cue from their supe-

riors. To us the official accounts from the East ap-

pear very unsatisfactory. Native servants of Gov-
ernment rooted out and swept away from their sta-

tions tell a dismal tale. In Northern Tipperah and

the neighbouring parts, the cattle have been simply

washed away. There is cry for help from all sides,

and great are the sufferings of men thrown out of

their homes by the inundation. Relief measures on

an adequate scale will be promptly provided, parti-

cularly for those who have lost their all by these

floods—their crops as well as homesteads.

MR. ALEXANDER MACKENZIE AS AN
EDUCATIONIST.

The Central Provinces are to be congratulated upon

the record of their educational progress. They
have struck out a new line and succeeded. Tech-

nical education has found a congenial soil and taken

root. Under the watchful and sympathetic care of

the Chief Commissioner, approved methods of edu-

cation have met with an encouragement here which

is unknown in other parts of the country generally.

Mr. Mackenzie had lately an occasion of referring

to the work achieved in this direction during the

last three yeiars of his administration, and well

might he feel proud of that work. It is an honor

to his province also to practically head the move-

ment for technical education. It has achieved no

mean distinction in having successfully carried out

reforms which have yet scarcely emerged from the

stage of talk ” elsewhere. With Mr. Mackenzie’s

pronounced opinions on the subject, our readers must

be thoroughly familiar. When those opinions were

formally set forth three years ago, in connection with

his proposals for the conversion of the Morris

College into an institution for Technical instruction,

we were obliged to express a strong dissent. While

thoroughly realising the great need in these times,

for some thorough measures for the encouragement

of practical education, we were not prepared for the

too drastic scheme of Mr. Mackenzie. Wc thought

his zeal had led him to make a proposal which stood

small chance of acceptance from the general public.

And we were not mistaken in our anticipations. The

suggestion for the abandonment of the Morris

College as a College in Arts was received with vehe-

ment opposition, and eventually it had to be aban-

doned, Mr. Mackenzie, however, is still of opinion

that it would have been the best thing to adopt the

course he recommended but, though he was obliged

to give it up, he has not been inactive in promoting

the cause he has had so much at heart. With such

limited funds as were available, he has, with the cor-

dial co-operation of his Education Department, suc-

ceeded in placing Technical education in his territory

on a satisfactory footing of efficiency, and his success

in this important work ought to stimulate the efforts

of other Provincial Governments. His strong deter-

mination to advance u.seful education has removed

all difficulties, and the Central Provinces now stand

in the enviable position of leading the way in a field

of reform in which more favored territories must

follow its brilliant example.

The arrangements for the teaching of drawing are

not only in a satisfactory state of advance in Colleges,

Middle Schools and Normal Schools, but a beginning

has already been made in the Primary Schools.

Drawing is no doubt, as Mr. Mackenzie says, at the

root of all technical education and of especial import-

ance for our youths in bringing their minds in contact

with things and not merely with words. It is iqdeed

very gratifying to be told that a greater percentage

of lads in these provinces show an aptitude for draw-

ing than is generally met with in English schools.

This is no doubt a most encouraging circumstance,

justifying Mr. Mackenzie in indulging in the hope

that, with the fostering care of his successors and the

provision of a steadily advanced technical instruction,

the Central Provinces may prove the cradle of a new
and better school of Hindu artists and architects.

The steps taken for introducing the Kindergarten

system into infant classes, and for recognizing the

carpentry classes, also promise to be attended with

important results. Mr. Mackenzie speaks with great

approval of the improved system of carpentry

instruction which is described as follows :

—

“ The Carpentry Classes, which are I think peciili.'ir to these Pro-

vinces, have now been reorganised on the Slojd system as modified by

Mr. Ricks of the London School Hoard. They will no longer attempt

to leach caipeniry as a trade, but will lake up the ‘hand and eye tr.Vin-

ing’ where the Kindeigarten system leaves it : and teach the pupils a

manual dexterity which may be turned to account in a score of ways

after they leave school. ‘The principal occupations’ (says the In-

spector-r,cnerHl, in describing the system) ‘are wood-work and model-

ling in cl.iy and in card-board. The occupations are based on drawing.

Every student is required to draw to scale plans of the models to be

made, and then to make the models from the drawings. The exercises

arc progressive. The first exercises in wood-work are done with a

knife, and when the student has learnt to cut accurately with that in-

strument, he is taught the use of tools.’ Nothing could be better than

this for native lads—and 1 anticipate great popularity for these classes.

I hope to see one attached to every Middle school at least.”

Nagpur already boasts of an Agricultural School

with a sufficiently comprehensive curriculum of studies,

and arrangements are also in contemplation for

attaching an agricultural class for teachers to this

institution. Provision for the teaching of Physical

Science is likewi.se being advanced by the appoint-

ment of itinerant instructors for the teachers of pri-

mary schools, by the supply of apparatus, and by

the establishment of scholarships. Indeed, there is

unmistakable progress in every branch of technical

instruction from the highest, such as Law and En-
gineering, to elementary instruction in the Primary

Schools. The Normal Schools have been remodel-

led, and even drill and gymnastics are now placed

under better methods.

The concluding portion of Mr. Mackenzie’s speech

is a vigorous re-staternent of his educational policy.

We extract it with pleasure for our readers :

—

“ The improvement of the Colleges and High Schools must depend

entirely upon the action of the Universities. I have only been able in

their case to introduce drawing as an optional subject and such an

amount of physical science as the University consents to recognise.

I must .’igain expre.ss my own conviction that the dominating infiuence

of those great bodies has not yet been sufificiendy diverted into the

channels which would be most beneficial to the country .at this stage of

its progress. At the outset, when the task was merely to give a general

Stimulus to Western studies, and to equip the public service and the

learned professions with an English-speaking permtnel^ a purely

literary education m.ay have been suflficieiit. Hut surely it is high time

noiv that the Universitie.s should recognise that what India wants at

the present day is industrial and commercial devfloprncut, and should

shape their lequiremciits so as to give due scope for, nay rather should

insist upon, the leaching in High Schools and Colleges of something

more than a purely literary cuiriculum (grudgingly supplemented of late

by a bare modicum of physical science, and by the establi.shmeni of an

alternative (B) course which the majority of affiliated institutions ap-

pear carefully to avoid.) The Universities in India ought to perform

the function of directing and stimulating High Education of all sorts,

and ought to fill the place taken in England by South Kensington, the

School of Mines, the Owen College and other Institutions of technical

training. I say the present policy of the Universities is not only

narrow, but is in fact positively mischievous iu its results. I am nf>

enemy of culture, no advocate for teaching only bread and buiier
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ciences. Bnt can any one pretend that the Indian Universities do turn
out men of culture ? and is not the one idea which their alumni have to

secure ‘ bread and butter’ or its Oriental equivalent ? What has been
the effect up to date of cramminjcr our undergraduates with English
poetry sand classic prose? of siuthng them with metaphysics and a
mutilated system of ethics ? We have few native ‘captains of labour,*

but hundreds of voluble pleaders and platform orators. We see all the
great industries of the country for the most part in English hands and
carried on with English capital, while our graduates are cither starving

.at an over-crowded Bar or besieging the steps of Government offices.

They h^e schemes by the score for reforming the Empire, but no idea
of exploiting and developing its resources. Let us by all me.ans have a
good native Bar. An institution which can boast such names as Tehang
in Bombay, or Romesh Chimder Milter in Calcutta, and, let me
add, as Bipin Krishna Bose in Nagpur, stands in no need of

apologist or defender. But surely the Bar is not the only profession

outside Government service to which our young men should be shut

up. Yet pr.actically this is so at the present time, and the result is that

we see the country overrun with half-educated self-styled reformers,

who having little of that general knowledge which makes the perfect

advocate, find themselves with no prospects at the Bar, and accordingly

turn from the Cutcherry to the platform, substitute the newly discover-

ed trade of I^elegate for that of Pleader, and inundate the public with

torrents of mischievous and frothy declamation. Just as badly digested

food evolves flatulence in the stomach, so the badly digested cram of

nur High Schools and Colleges produces gas on the brain ; and for

this very prevalent malady in India I fear the University system is to

blame. My views may seem to many Philistine, or heterodox, or ex-

aggerated, but they are based at any rate on Arm and honest
conviction.”

A CRY AGAINST CANINE PERSECUTION
IN MANDALAY.

The Mandalay Herald utters a doleful cry. It is in a sad plight, which

may any day turn into a mad one. It is the picture of misery—its last

issue is the very voice of distress. Our contemporary is the victim of

cruel, determined persecution. Unable to help himself, our brother has,

in despair, repeatedly made the most piteous and affecting appeals

for help to his guv’ners—of the city corporation. Alas ! the Conscript

Fathers of the municipal senate had stuffed their cars against

his tale of woe 1 Knowing no other alternative, he has again

sent a shriek. He has represented his case powerfully and

brilliantly, and we trust, in compliment to the draughtsman at any

rate, if for nothing else, the petition will be heard. Meanwhile,

he is passing through a Purgatory before death -with indeed a

constant fear of a horrible death. The enemies are formidable for

numbers and persistence. They are simply irresistible. Their name is

—Legion. And the cry is, still they come ! And they all come crying.

They multiply with the rapidity of Nature’s scavengers in the Tropics.

They pursue him night and morning and not silently by any means.

The British infantry do not more habitually charge with a tremendous

hooray than these attack with their characteristic halloo balloo. Indeed,

they arc for noise the worst set In the world. They are vagabonds of

the worst type. If they want in courage somewhat they make up with

counning. They would enter your kitchen, and if they dared, even

your dining-room, and walk off with your leg. They allow him no rest

by day or night, being wide-awake. They spoil his best thoughts,

disturbing his quiet meditations at dead of night. Sedentary as

his pursuits naturally are, they have converted him into a fi.vture,

pinning him to his chair. He is not permitted to lake his constitu-

tional. Day is not to be enjoyed on account of their noisy attentions,

and night they make perfectly hideous. Wherever he may go, what-

ever path he may take, they are sure to dog him at every step. They
arc quite canine, and of no aristocratic soit, in their habits. They are

veritable curs—simply Pariahs and Loafers of the species.

If our contemporary will forgive the “chaff,” he is a foeman worthy

of the steel of the best warrior among them. His vituperative powers

arc equal to the lungs of their barkei-in-chief. In his address to the

corporation he says :

—

“ Have you ever walked down a street of the Town over which you
hold civic sway, and when so walking have you ever been followed for
several hundred yards by a pack of howling, yelling, yelping, growling,
snarling, barking, pariah dogs

; and have these dogs occasion-
ally made a snap at your venerated calves ?

”

That ought to silence the most determined Bow-wow eloquence.

It reminds us of Disraeli the Younger’s piling up of verbal

castigation on the thin Editor of the Glooe^ for taking up the side of

O’Connell in his famous youthful encounter with the Great Agitator.

His canine belligerents, if a generous foe, might compliment the

Mandalay editor on his tremendous outcry against them as

—

The wolfs long howl from Oonalasca’s shore t

We cannot resist the temptation of quoting more
“ Or have you thrown yourselves into profuse perspiration by wie|d*

ing a stout walking stick over your beads and shouting, perhaps a
little profanely, at a collection of quadrupeds, canie who have arranged
themselves around you and glare at your extremities, encased in your
best inexpressibles, with a hungry eye ? Or have you ventured outside
of your homes without a walking stick, and being watched and your
defenceless position nofaed by a sneaking brute, who has often probably
fed on the refuse from your house, have you been soon the object of
interest of a yelping crowd, among whom you dash hither and thither
with your arms working like a wind*miil and discharging stones like a
catapult? And have you noticed that your betrayer, the brute that col-

lected this yelling pack, has Judas-like sneaked away, after rendering
you up to your enemies? Our City Fathers I IVe have endured this \

The adventurous youth, who gazed on Diana in all the charms of her
primitive b.athing costume, was forthwith turned into a deer and hunted
by his own dogs. But we who have never ventured on such sacred
ground are yet worried by dogs. And yet the nymphs who display
their ch.'ll ms around wells and ponas may like Diana be the cause.

The Ancients had dogs to guard the mouth of Hell, and Mandalay

—

hut comparisons are odious. But to return to our muttons, as the
P'rench s.iy, and that nation have a happy way of expiessing themselves,
{\u' pariah dogs in Mandalay will, unless ilicir wholesale destruction is

at once commenced, be in possession of the town in a few months.
Deportation was tried, but although the dogs were sent across to the
Sagaing side of the river, many of them managed to get back again.

We have recognized a few old friends, or we should say enemies, who
had been absent for se\eral months, having probably been ex patriated,

and h.'id returned to their old haunts. A pariah dog has the same love
of home as a Scotchman.”

It seems the authorities once deported them en masse^ but to no pur-

pose. After a few months, the cunning rascals contrived to come back

—without any ticket.

This anticanine complaint is always the baj^aielle that comfortable

men are apt to think it. The inimitable Mogul historian of India

Nawab Gholam Hossein Khan gravely narrated the inroads of dogs in

Lahore as a great calamity. If there is no mistake in the text, it seems

to have been a serious affair. Of course, we know nothing of the Man-

dalay nuisance. Europeans are apt to magnify these things. How
they all talk of the dogs in Constantinople and other cities I

THE LITERATURE OF INDIAN LADIES.
It is worth noticing that while the mushroom University of

Calcutta, not forty years old, already confers degrees on Blue-

stockings, the University of Cambridge, over which the goddess

of learning has presided for centuries, should even in this radical age»

when women’s rights and liberties arc not only being freely discuss-

ed everywhere but receiving perhaps more than their legitimate

share of recognition at the hands of the sterner sex, not be able

to make up its mind for the same reform. Miss Fawcett, although

she obtained more than 200 marks than the Senior Wrangler, will

not be called so, even though she happens to be an English woman
in her native country. Our women, therefore, ought to be

thankful for their advantage. Although born in a subject country,

they arc in many ways better off than their sisters in England.

For, have wc not B. A.’s and M. .A.’s among our girls ? But India,

at all events Bengal, will not stop there. Onward wc arc marching

with all the serious zeal and 'the patient toil of schoolboys bent

on a holiday excursion, nobody knowing whither we are bound

for, or where wc arc to stop, di^.icgarding counsel and ignoring

diflicultics. The careful observer of men and manners cannot

fall to be struck with the changes that arc almost daily taking

place around and among us, in all directions and in all sorts of

ways, especially those affecting our womankind. Shades, of Khana,

Bidyoddama, Atreyi, revisit these shores again, and sec for your-

selves what you were and what your sisters of the present age arc L

Your learning, your poetry, your mathematics, your astronomy,

your thorough Aryan mind, have all undergone a complete change

of front and aspect through which you many find it difficult to re-

cognise their identity. The nation that once heard your songs

with rapt attention, or admired your solutions of intricate

mathematical problems, has passed away. Western education,

Western culture, W'cslcrn thought and Western enlightenment

have invaded the country and arc gradually pervading it from

corner to corner. And the cry is for more. Mttfether wc like

it or no, such is the fact. It is foolish to try to stem the

current of events. Change is the primary law of Nature, and

change there will be. We must content ourselves with what

wc have, with the present, and not pine over, much less struggle

to restore “ The dead past, ” as Longfellow calls k, following the

same poet’s precept

“ Act, act, in the living present.

Heart within and God o’er head.”

So, even the degrees, the academic distinctions which are denied

to her sister in England, will not stop bur lady graduaite. From

learning* to teaching is but a step. They must write—and not

write only but publish : they that sing at home will soon ting in

public. They must tread on the footsfeps of Ouida, Eliza Cook,

George Elliot, and Felicia Hemans. They mult pot only produce

novels and poems and issue books and breihiirts with male help*
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m»ga*inet aUo. They do not content them-
jclv/ifciwith discarding the Zenana, but they also play tennis,

run, avnee, ri^I what is more, ride too.

It cannot be denied that woman in Bengal is already on the

high road to distinction in the sphere of letters. She has not only a

separate literature for the sex but is ambitious of taking part in the

literature of, and for, man, that is literature irrespective of sex. The
Bharati^ a high class Bengali magazine, is for the last dozen years

being with great success edited by Srimati Sarna Kumari Pevi.

This accomplished lady is also the author of several meritorious

works of fiction, like Deep Ntrvana and others. But by far the best

book as yet written by a Bengali lady is a collection of poems just

published under the title of “ Alo-o-chhaya,” (Light and Shade.)

It is inttoduced to the Bengali reading public with a prefatory

note from Babu Hem Chundcr Banncrjcc, whose fame as a

poet is considerable. Babu Hem Chundcr speaks very highly of the

fair author, and speaks of some of her poems as probably unrivalled.

The authoress has very wisely or probably unwisely, withheld her

name from the title page, but we do not think we betray any con-

fidence when wc say that she is Miss Kamini Sen, b.a., who ob-

tained Honors in Sanskrit. Her language is chaste and elegant,

but sometimes she is very mystical. With a heart full to overflow-

ing of youthful feeling and pathos, she possesses the pleasing art

of presenting with marked effectiveness purely oriental thoughts

clothed in occidental garb. Her poems are generally the outcome

of deep and serious thinking. Her book gives clear evidence of

her close intimacy with Sanskrit literature, and a still closer insight

into the speculative side of the Hindu mind in all its mysterious

aspects. We recommend the public to read this book carefully,

for it will amply repay such reading. There is yet another little

book just published, which deserves special mention here. Ft bears

the somewhat queer name of Prmila and is a collection of short

poems occasionally written for the magazines. Here also the

proverbial modesty, wc will not say timidity, of the Hindu lady

stands in the way of her openly and bravely coming forward before

the public. We arc told that the fair author is a lady of a very

tender age, daughter of a Kayastha gentleman of the Bose clan,

and bears the same name as her book. Some of her poems

are very good indeed. Full of a sweet pathos, as’ they are, they

will wring admiration from the most confirmed iV/7 admirari cynic.

Herapoems arc clothed in very simple language, and lay bare a heart

rich in tenderness. The pieces entitled “ Biphalc “ Smriti ”—“ Ki

Tumi Deko ma amarc —will bear comparison with many

much admired poems. Miss Bose has not, it is true, the erudition

of Miss Sen, but she has equally broad sympathies. “ Sayi Hashi
**

which is after Moore’s “one dear smile” breathes a tone of deep

despondency which is somewhat unnatural in a girl of her years.

“ Tabc Kano” is a patriotic song, and may with great ad-

vantage be recited at the sittings of our Congress. We have always'

praise ready for those who really deserve it. It is therefore a

very pleasing duty to us to be able to review favorably this little

brochure. We hope more such books will gradually see the light,

and pray that the young authoress of this one may live long to

earn still higher laurels

!

S. M.

THE MOHURRUM DISTURUANCE AT
MOORSHEDABAD.

Now that reports of ill-feeling between the Hindus and Maho-

medans are being received from all parts of ihc coutury, an extra-

ordinary and interesting item of news has fallen 10 the lot of this

city to supply. Your readers arc well aware that this city being

for a long time the scat of the Mahomcdaii Government of Bengal

has a very large Mahomedan population wherein the Shius—the

descendants of the successive Navvabs Nazim and their retainers

—

form the most predominant^ element, though in number they arc only

a “small minority.” The* most important festival of the Mahome-

dans “The Mohurrum” is consequently performed here with uncom-

mon grandeur and pomp. It is a public Mahomedan festival, but the

manner of observing it is different with each sect. The Shias, while

they join in mourning the untimely death and offering prayers for

the departed souls of their deceased Imams Hassen and Hosscin,

arc further required to make certain formalities in outer manifes-

tation of their grief, Which the Sunnis highly resent. There is an-

other custom which has received the sanction of the Shia Scriptures,

which enforces on all true believers and mourners the sacred duty

of imprecating curses on the enemies of their Imams, as also upon

all infidels who were in any way connected with the murder of

their martyrs. Such is the strict injunction the saints that

without this the ceremony is considered incomplete. This practice

is generally known as Tuburrab, The Tuburrah in its viler form

is objectionable to the Sunnis, for it is only the abuse of their

Caliphs. Ever since the establishment* of this city, tj^c reigning

families having been Shias, this obnoxious privilege has always

* Waa Nawab Tafer Khan who founded Moorabedabad a Sfaiab ?

-Ed. R,

been enjoyed by the Shiahs without any the slightest interruption by

the other sect. There is however an isolated instance of disturb-

ance which took place in 1840, in the time of the late Nawab
Nazim Humayoon Jah, the grandfather of the present Nawab
Bahadur of Moorshedabad, when the pronouncing of the Tuburrab

was strongly opposed by a body of Afghans, resulting in bloodshed.

About three to four hundred persons Were severely injured on the

affray, and both the sects were bound down to keep the peace in the

occasion of the succeeding festival. Later on in 1870, one Syed

All tried but failed to disturb the ceremony, and the man

was prosecuted and punished for his rash attempt. It u^s only

four years ago that the ember of hostility was first propogated by

the unmannerly conduct during the Mohorrum of one individual

menial Shia Mahomedan of the name of Ali Jan, The fire could

not spread on account of the excellent arrangements of the Police

and the preventive measures adopted by the Nawab Bahadur. The

year before last a public notice was issued and circulated by His

Highness prohibiting the Tuburrah. This was indeed an ill ad-

vised step inasmuch as it displeased the entire Shia community

on the one hand and gave opportunity and license to the Sunnis

on the other hand to take advantage of even the slightest plea

to make a riot. The Shias could not brook the disgrace any

more. Some of the brothers of the Nawab Bahadar determined at

any risk to revive this year the Tuburrah and thus no more to

suffer their festival remain in an incomplete state. The news

spread like wildfire among the Sunni population who began

immediately to hold meetings for its suppression. They ap-

plied for and obtained an injunctiorr from the District Ma-
gistrate against the renewal of a practice which tended to

cause a breach in the public peace. They were further

emboldened by the fine position in which they were placed for

they expected countenance in all their doings from the police and

executive authorities of the Subdivision who fortunately for them

belonged to ihcir own sect. They also thought that the Nawab
Bahadur’s notice was favorable to them and that therefore no better

opportunity could occur to give a deathblow to the pretentions

of the Shia3. F.xaltcd by such hopes, they went out on the morn-

ing of Wednesday the 27th instant, when all the Tazias (paper

coffins) were being carried in procession to Kcrbala for interment,

fully armed with sticks, lattics and bamboos, presumably with

the object of making a riot should a suitable opportunity

occur. Finding that all the grand processions had managed

well and were strong enough against their attack, they pursued

the Tazia of Shahibzada Fyazuddin Ali Saheb which was ac-

companied by the Subdivisional officer himself. They were

timely noticed by the Shias and requests were made to the autho-

rities to disperse them. The entreaties of the Subdivisional officer

pressing them to retire, and his assurance that there was nothing

objectionable in the proceedings of the Shias, proved futile. The
fanaticibin of the mob heeded him not. The Sunnis began to

enter the procession with shoes on, to (ling stones, shoes and bam-

boos on the aalums (silver crescents) and to shower abuses on the

Shias. Thus provoked, the Shias who were unarmed snatched away

sticks from the Sunnis, took possession of the branches of the trees

on the way and commenced to face the intruders. The Subdivision-

al officer, the Kuropcan police inspector and others in charge of the

procession were hurt. The lower police officers, most of whom
were Sunmsy instead of trying to restore peace and order became

themselves a party with the aggressors. The disturbance ended

on the approach of the District Superintendent of Police, Mr. Kilby,

with a detachment of police, when several arrests were made of

men of both parties. Charges and couytcr-charges were preferred.

'Fhc accusctl were bubscqueiuly enlarged on bail. Great sensa-

tion prevails in the city. The disturbance would have taken

a formidable shape had it not been for the influence of the Nawab
Bahadur who prevailed upon bis brothers and ihc prominent mem-

bers of his family to keep themselves away from the procession.

It is rumoured that counsel will be brought from Calcutta to con-

duct the case here before the District Magistrate. The Sunnis, it is

said, will be helped with men and money by a Mahomedan Zemin-

dar of this district who, as the rumour runs, was especially

brought here on the occasion of the Mohorrum to give the Sunnis

his support and strength.

A case of murder by a woman of the lower class is reported from

Jiaganj. She, it is said, was not on good terms with her husband

who used to tyrannise over her. She contemplated therefore to

kill herself by drowning and thinking that her death will cause ex-

treme pain to her son and daughter, resolved first to take their lives

by administering opium. Her motives were discovered when she

was about to drown herself. She was rescued, and her children who
were then in a precarious state taken to hospital for treatment.

The boy and girl expired after a few hours, and she is now in the

hand of the police awaiting her trial.

The Laltakuri and Rampal embankments have given way and the

Eastern part of the district is now wholly under water. The river

is consequently at a stand still.

R. D.

Moorshedabad, the 31st August 1890.
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CORPORATION OF OALOUTTA.

The Commis«tioners of Calcutta have re-

solved to offer 10 ihe holders of the 6 per cent.

Muniripal loan of ist December 1870 for

Ks. 3,00,000, falling due on the 1st December
next, the option ot exchanging ^uch debentures
to the extent of Rs. 2,64,000 for 5 per cent,

debentures of a new Municipal loan to be
raised this year 1890, and having a curtency
of 30 years.

The rate for the exchange is fixed at a pre-

mium of Rs. 4 per cent, on the amount of the

S per cent, debentures that may be allotted to

them.

As the amount of the 5 per cent, loan avail-

able for transfer is Rs. 2,64,000 only, it will be

understood that the full amount of the 6 per

cent, debentures, namely, Rs. 3,00,000, cannot

be exchanged.

Holders of the 6 per cent, debentures desir-

ous of effecting transfers, should communicate
their wish in a letter to reach the Secretary to

the Corporation on or before the 3oih Sep-
tember next.

Such portion of the 6 per cent, debentures

as may not be exchanged, will be repaid in

cash on application on or after the 29111 Nov-
ember 1890. Interest on these debentures will

cease on the 30th November 1890.

JOHN COWIE,
Secretary to ihe Corporation.

Municipal Office, \
Calcutta, 22nd August 1890. j

Cheapest and Perfect Time
KeepingWatch in the World.
All our Watches Guaranteed for 2 years.

jpiRxa^Ei xis, e-8.

A strong accurate Keyless open-face Watch
in nickel silver case.

Runs 30 Hours with one winding, short wind,
Regulated to a minute a morth. Bold hands
and figures, enameled dial, sunk second hand,
set from outside. It has a jewelled visible

compact escapement. Can be repaired by any
watch-maker for a trifle. Is a thoroughly re-

liable Machine-made Watch, in velvet lined
spring case.

Do. Do. Ladies’ Wrist Watch. Price... 8 8
Do. Gent’s Lever movement, fully

jewelled Chronometer balance to

prevent variation in extremes of tem-
perature. Price ... ... 13 o

Do. Hunter do. ... ... ... 13 g

Chain,
White Metal Albert Chains, standing

acid. Of all Patterns ... ... i 4
Imitation Guinea Gold do. ... ... 2 o
Canadian do. ... ... 3 o

Repairs of Watches, Jewellery, &c.

We give our greatest attention to every kind
of repairs, stone settings, Waltham and Water-
bury including, as we always employ a staff of
the most skilful workmen for our jobbing dept.,
our charges are based upon the very lowest
calculations.

P. K. MOITRA,
Laic Manager, Waterbury Watch Depot.,

37, Musjidbari-street, Calcutta.

OAIOUTTA UNIYERSETT.

NOTICE.

The Senate will proceed, in the month of

March 1891, to the election of a Tagore Pro-
fessor of Law for the term of one year, to

commence on the ist of November 1891.

The salary of the Professorship is Rs. 10,000
per annum, and the Professor will be expected
to deliver a course of not iess^han twelve lec-

tures upon one of the following subjects :

—

(1) The Law relating to Damages.
(2) The Law of Estoppel in Hiitish India.

(3) The Mahoniedan Law relating to

M.irriage, Dower, Divorce, T.egi-

timary and Guardianship of Minors
according to the Sunnis.

(4) The Mahomedan Law relating to Mar-
riage, Dowel, Divorce, Legitim.icy

and Giiatdian''hip of Minors ac-

cording to the Shiahs.

Candidates for the Profes.sorship are request-

ed to forward their applications to the Re-

gistrar on or before the 1st of January 1891,

and at the same time to state on which of the

ahovementioned four subjects they are pie-

pared to lecture.

A. M. NasvH, Registrar.

Senate House, the and September 1890.

“NOTIFICATIONr
To be peremptorily sold pursuant to an order

dated the 23rd day of May 1889 and made in

the matter of suit No. 340 of 1884 wherein

Kanie Lall Seal was plaintiff and Gobin Lall

Seal and others were defendants and in the

matter of the estate of Panna Lall Seal de-

ceased by L. P. D. Broughton Esq. the Ad-

ministrator-General of Bengal and Adminis-

trator to the estate of the said Panna Lall

Seal deceased at the office of the said .\d-

ministiator-Cieneral at No. i, Council House

Street Calcutta by public auction on Wednes-

day the lyih day of September next at the hour

of 12 o’clock at noon the undermentioned

properties belonging to the above estate :

—

Lot No. I.—All that lower roomed messuage
tenement or dwelling house situate lying and
being in and known as No. 221 Cornwallis

.Street in the town of Calcutta being Holding
No. 107 Survey Block 15 Noith Division con-
taining by estimation 2 cottas 19 rhaltakb

and 30 square feet be the same more or less

and butted and bounded as follows—On the

West by the premises belonging to Upendra
Lall Siicar and others on the East by the

said Cornwallis Street on the North by
Muktaram Baboo’s Street and on the South by
the lands belonging to Upendra Lall Sircar

and others.

Lot No. 2.— All that tenanted land No. 40
Champatolla 2nd Lane in the town of Calcutta
measuring 9J^ cotiahs more or less and bound-
ed as follows—On the East by the dwelling

house of Madhu Sudan Dmt Ram Mohan
Dass and Nilmonee Dass on tiie North by the
public road on the .South by the dwelling
house of Jagabandhu Bose and on the West
by the house of Jagab.’indhu Bose and the
house of Boydya Nath Ooriya and Nilmonee
ssDa.

Lot No. 3,—All that upper roomed brick-
built messuage tenement or dwelling house
and the piece or parcel of land or ground
whereon the same is erected and built con-
taining 3 cottahs 4 chattaks and 30 square
feel more or less situate lying and being at

No. I, Kajmohan Bose’s Lane in Colootollah
in the town of Calcutta and bounded on the
North by the house No. 2, Rajmohan Bose’s
Lane formerly belonging to Bhagbat Kassary
on the East by the house and premises
No. 48-1 Ram Mohan Ghose’s Lane and on
the Sooth side thereof by the house and pre-
mises of Hadjee Syud Sabur and on the West
by the premises No. 36 Dhuramtollah Lane.

Lot No. 4.—All that upper roomed brick-
built messuage tenement or dwelling house
formerly No. 21 but now numbered 30 Ram
Mohan Ghose’s Lane in Colootollah in the
town of Calcutta together with the piece or
parcel of land or ground thereunto belonging
containing by estimation 8 cottaha more or

less and bounded on the West by the house
and land of Mutty Lall Seal on the North
by the house and land of Jadab Chunder
Burral and Ram Chunder Bose and on the
South by the house and land of Monohar
Dass and on the East by the house of Raj-
krista Hanerjee.

The abstract of title and the conditions of
sale may be seen at the office of Messrs.
Swinhoe and Chunder attorneys for L. P. D.
Broughton Esq. the Administrator-General

and Administrator to the estate of Panna Lall

Seal deceased at No. 9 Old Post Office Street

in Calcutta on any day before the sale and will

be produced at the sale.

L. P. D. BROUGHTON,
Administraior-General of Bengal

and Administrator to the Estate of

Panna Lall Seal deceased.

Swinhoe & Chunder
Altorney-s-at-law,

High Court,

Calcutta.

24lh July, 1890.

KNIGHT MEMORIAL FUND.
The Editor of the “ INDIAN MIRROR ” begs

to acknowledge the receipt, with many thanks,

of the following sums in aid of the above

Fund :

—

Rs.

Pherozpsh.ah M. Mehta, Esq., Bombay loo

Babu Krishna Behary Sen, Calcutta... lo

Rabii Nagendra Nath Chatterji, Cal-

cutta ... ... ••• 2

A Zoroastrian, Calcutta ... ... 5

B.ibu Ram Gopal Sanyal, Calcutta ... 2

Kabiraj Abinash Chunder Kaivratn.a,

Calcutta ... ... ... 2

Framji Mancherji, Esq
,
Calcutta ... 251

Kumar Benoy Krishna, Calcutta ... 100

A Bengali Friend, Calcutta ... 5

Babu Gopal Chunder Mukerji, Editor

Sunjrbad Probhakflt\ Calcutta ... 5

Babu Radna Nath Sen, Calcutta ... 2

Dinsbaw Edulji W.icha, Esq., Bombay ^5
Kahanrai Hakaimutrai Desai, Esq.,

Broach ... ... ... *00

S. C. Kaye, Calcutta ... ... 10

An Admirer, Calcutta ... ... 2

X. and Y., Mofnssil

Lala Bansa Gopal N.inde .Saheb.

Burdwan ... ... ... 5
^'^

The.Star Theatre ... ... 51

Baboo .S. K. Lahiri, Calcutt.a ... 5

Jamshedji Framji Madau, Esq., Cal-

cutta ... .*• ••• 5 ^

John Ogilvie, Esq., Madaiipore ... 16

The Ghattal Bar, through Baboo

Sharoda P. Gliose, (/haital ... 10

The Hou’ble J. F. Norris, Calcutta ... 50

An Admirer, I)inagepore... ... Jo

Lahiri Co., Calcutta ... ... 5

Babu Boycuntha Nath Paul, Calcutta 4

Babu Mohendro Chunder Lahiri,

Serampoie ... ... ... 10

Babu Gopal Chunder Daw, Siijberia $

A Parsi, Calcutta ... ... 5

Babu S. C. Siicar, Calcutta ... 5

G. C. C., Mysadal ... ... 5

Babu Han Churn Sen, Kalitala,

Dinagepore... ... ... 10

Rajeoomer Sen, Rai Bahadoor, Shib-

pore... ... ... 5

Chnitanya Library and Beadon Square

Literary Club Calcutta... ... 5-S

baboo Kaly Kissen Tagore, Calcutta 200

The Hon’ble Guru Dass Bannerji,

Calcutta ... ... ... 25

Dr. R. L. Dutt, Midnapore ... 10

F. H. S. ... ... ... 100

B. C Seal, Esq
,
Bancoora ^ ... 10

Baboo Jogendro Kissore Roy ttow-
dhry, Ramgopalpore Mymensingh
district ... ... ... 10

Hooghly Bar Association, through
Baboo Behari Lall Chatterji ... 32

A Follower of Keshub Chunder Sen 17

A Friend, Backergunge district ... to

Shib Chunder Sen, Calcutta ... 2

Moharani Surnomoyi, c.l.,Co8simbazar icx>

Yor, Calcutta ... ... ... 2

Raja Sir Sourendra Mohun Tagore,

C.I.E., Kt. ... ... ... SO

Baboo Gopal Dass Roy Chowdbry,
Calcutta ... ... ...

Further subscriptions may be sent to the

Indian Mirror Office, 74, Dhurumtola Street,,

Calcutta, and will be duly acknowledged aa re*

ceived.
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WONDERFUL MEDICINE.

BBipCHAM^S PILLS
A REiinivcrsally nd-

mitted to be worth
A GUINEA A BOX.
For Bilious and Ner-
vous DisorderK, such
as Wind and Pain in

the Stomach, Sick
Headache, Giddiness,
Fulness and Swelling
after Meals, Dizziness

and Drowsiness, Cold
Chills, Flushings of

Hcat,Lossof Appetite,

Shorincbs of Breath,

Costiveness, Scurvy and Blotches on the Skin,
Disturbed Sleep, Frightful Dreams, and all

Nervous and Trembling Sensations, &c.

^EECHAM’S PILLS The first dose will

give relief in twenty
minutes. This is no fic-

tion,for they have done
it in countless cases.

Every sufferer is

earnestly requested to

try one Box of these

Pills, and they will be
acknowledged to be

WORTHAGUINEA
A BOX

For females of all

ages these Pills arc

invaluable. No female
should be without

them. There is not a

medicine to be found

to equal them for re-

moving any obstruc-

tion or irregularity of

OEECHAM’S PILLS ‘he system. If taken

D according to the di-

rections given with

each box they will

soon restore females
of all ages to sound
and robust health.

This has been proved
b y thousands who
have tried them, and
found t h e benefits

which are ensured by
their use.

For a Weak Sto-

mach, Impaiied Di-

gestion, and all Disor-

ders of the Liver, they

.act like magic, and a

few doses will b e

found to woik won-
ders on the most im-

portant organs in the

human Machine.
They strengthen the

whole muscular sys-

tem, restore the long

lost complexion, bring

back the keen edge of

appetite, and arouse

into action with the

rosebud of health the

whole physical energy

of the human frame.

These %re facts testified

to continually by mem-
bers of all classes of

society, and one of the

best guarantees to the

Nervous and Debilita-

ted is, BEECHAM’S
PILLS have the

Largest Sale of any
Patent Medicine in

the World.

Sole Agents for India :

NATLOB, SON, ORIMES A 00.
WhoUsali Dipdt.j^, Clive Street,

CALCUTTA

:

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

^EECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM*S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM*S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

JjEECHAM’S PILLS

jjEECHAM’S PILLS

]]EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

JJEECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

jjEECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

JJEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

JJEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM^S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

JJEECHAM’S PILLS

jjEECHAM’S PILLS

£EECHAM»S PILLS

Notice
^HESE Pills can be obtained at all Bazaars
^

throughout India, or from the Whole and
Agents, Naylor, Son, Grimes & Co., at sale

fullowiog rates IX. size, Re. i-2,
the.

9d, aue, Rs. .2-4 per box, including V.-P
Post. Shopkeepers can obtAin Wholesale
Rates upon application*

THE

EMPEESS OF INDIA COTTON Mn.T.a

COMPANY, LIMITED.
Proceedings of the Twenty-sixth Ordinary

Half-yearly General Meeting of Sharehold-
ers of the Empress of India Colton Mills
Company, Limited, held at the Registered
Office of the Company, No. 55, Canning
Street, Calcutta, at fv. M., on Satuiday the
301 h August 1 890.

Present :

D. B. Mehta, Esq., in the Chair.
Algernon Watkins, Esq.
P. E. Guzdar, Esq.
G. C. Farr, Ksq.
Jetha Jaichund, Esq.
Baboo Goury Sunker Tewary.
„ Mohun Loll,

D. C. Sethna, Esq.
Mahomed Hajee Abdool Wahed, Esq.
R. D. Mehta, Esq.

^

The Advertisement convening the Meeting
having been read, and the Directors’ Report
and Accounts circulated among the Shaie-
holders being taken as read, the following
Resolution was proposed ;

—

Proposed by D, B. Mehta, Esq.,
Seconded by Algernon Watkins, Esq.—
That the Directors’ Report he adopted, and

that the Accounts for the Half-year ending
3oih June 1890, as audited and circulated to
the Sliareholders, be also adopted and passed
as correct, and that the Balance at the credit
of Profit and Loss Account, vh : Rs. 5,985-3-f)
be carried forward to the current half-year.

Carried unanimously.

With a vote of thanks to the Chair the
Meeting separated.

D. B. MEHTA,
Chairman,

IN THE PRESS.
Uniform with ** Travels & Voyages in Bengal”

ESSAYS BY A BRAHMAN
IN

Folitios, Sociology, flistoiy, & Literature

BY

the Author of “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal.’’

Calcutta,

Reis ^ Rayyet Office,

PRICE:
To Subscribers paying before publication Rs. 4

„ mere registering subscribers ... „ 5

„ Ordinary purchasers ... ... „ 6

Apply to tj^e Manager, Reis and Rayyet,

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable
Post.

TRAVELS L VOYAGES IN BENGAL
BETWEEN •

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,
BY

SAMBHU O. MOOKBRJEB,
Formerly Minuter to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,
(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bei/j^al,

Bchar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, “REIS& RAYYET^*
I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
We have received from the office of Reis

and Rayyet, one of the leading native news-
papers of Calcutta, a most readable little broch-
ure written by Baboo Sambhu C. Mookenee,
once Minister to the late Nawab Faridoon Jah,
Bahadoor, Nawab Nazim of Bengal, Behar and
Orissa, which gives a graphic account of the
Baboo’s travels to and in Independent

. Tip-
perah. Written in capital English and evi-

dently by a gentleman of broad views and
enlightened mind, the work is decidedly a
valuable addition to the catalogue of English
wiitten Bengalee literature. This book of
travels should be read widely not only by
English residents out here, but by our country-
men at home, for it teems with interest and
teaches us far more about the fine belt of

unopened country travelled through than any
woik of the sort written by an Englishman
would have done. Baboo Sambhu Chundcr
Mookerjee is one of whom his countrymen
may well be proud, for he writes throughout
with the moderate and educated pen of

a thorough gentleman.— Indian Planters'

Gazette Sporting News. October 4, 1887.

If we have not before noticed Mr. Sambhu
C. Mookerjee’s Travels in Bengal, which was
published some months ago, it is not because
the little book is either dull or pointless. It

contains, on the contrary, much interesting

matter, though some of the incidents are over-

weighted with detail in what is facetiously

called a “little booklet.” The author’s view
as a rule is, by the way, facetious : he is given
even to punning

; but he is also sentimental

in the highest degree—“a naked Whiteman ”

hurts his susccptibilitie.s
; a Hindu girl, bathing

in the river, throws him into an ecstasy of

delight : “she had such large languishing eyes!”
But he is nothing if not philosophical, and his

reflections on this or that social and political

subject are not without their moral. Mr.
Sambhu C. Mookerjee was formerly Minister

to the “ last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa” and afterwards Minister

of the Maharaja of Tipperah. He is a man,
therefore, of experience, and when he speaks
his brethren should listen to him
Travels in Bengal a readable book, and it

abounds in anecdotes which are often as in-

structive as amusinj, and it is not spoiled by
loo many political allusions, though, of course

some few have crept in.— 77/x Pioneer,

Dec., 1887.

reethams--

For INDIA aniF all HOT CLIMATES thlslweeUy scented emollient Milk is INVALEARLl
iOeEBS Uie BKIN cboL iuid REFRESHED In the HOTTEST WEATUliR,

Removes and prevents aU SUNBURN, REDNESS, FRECKLES, TAN, etc.,«nd

RENDERS the SKIN DELICATELY SOFT. SMOOTH and WHITE.

It entirely prevents it from blooming DRY and WRINKLED, and PR^SSERVES tba

COMPLEXION from the scorching effects of the BUN and WIND more effectually than any

ottier pwparaUon. The ipRITATION caused by the RTTF.8 and BTTJiqSoMJfS?i)i?8 is

wondeiMy allayed by Iti nse. For imparUng that sott velvety ieelmg to the skin, this

dtUgbt^l preparatlo * has no eiiual! Sold by all Chemists.

Sol* HMkisra X» BMBXBAM dt SOM. Obomlsta« Oboltanbain. Bofflaud.

CALCUTTA AGENTS : SCOTT THOMPSON & CO.
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"IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF."

All who suffer firid sure relief from

^
II II I N

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcuteRheamatiBm and RheumaticGout,

After years of semi-helplessness and suffer-

ing ;
while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS

LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACHE,

SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

or these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs

• Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.

Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE } A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The Manrellons Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at / Re, each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistreet & Co.

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA.
(Opposite the Police Courts

THE CALCUTTA

HOMffiOPATHlC PHARMACY,
THE

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSARY IN ASIA
OF PURE HOMO-OPATHY ONLY,

WHICH
INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE IN

INDEPENDENT HOIKEOPATHT
ami maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
Tlll.->

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co. beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned
WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
12, Lai Bazaar, Calcutta.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short winding Keyless Railway Regulat-

ors, of small jewelled, enamelled dials, bold

figures and Candian Gold hands, with tem-

pered machinery and dust tight hinged cases

for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted

to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapness about

them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr.

A. R. Mehta from Bandora says

“

The

7-8 watch I purchased from you two years

back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting Su-

perintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh,

says:—“A watch maker has valued your

Rs. 7-8 vv.atch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, R.

W. Fusi. Regt., Lucknow, says “ Some valued

it at Rs. 15 and were completely surprised when

I told them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pretty

Candian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-

plete shirt Studs and Rings set with scientific

diamonds, rubies, See., at Rs, 2 each. Mr. J.

A. Yelsmore, Satur, says The best gold-

smith of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr, G.

Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikulla, says:—“A
German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and

the ruby at Rs, 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

JEYES’ PERFECT PURIFIER
OBTAINED

Thirty-three Prize Medals and First Class Certi

ficates and was specially appointed by the

Royal Commission for the Colonial and Indian

Exhibition in 1886, where not a single case of

illness occurred amongst the native artisans

there employed.

Authorized by the Government of India

and largely used by the Calcutta and other

Municipalities.

Sanctioned

by Her Majesty's Board of Trade.

Used in the Royal Households, by Her Majes-

ty’s Government Establishments, by the Cor-

poration of London, Parochial Vestries, Smith-

field and Billingsgate Markets, Peninsular

and Oriental and other Steam Navigation

Companies, the Railway Compaifies, Principal

Hospitals, dec.

Agents :-.DYCE, NICOL & CO.,

3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta.

Rivers Steam Navigation Go.

“Limited.'

This Company’s Steamer ” PUNJAB
will leave Calcutta for Assam on Tuesday, the

9th instant.

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel

should be sent to the Company’s Godowns
at Juggannauth Ghat, not later than $ p.m.

of Saturday, the 6th instant.

Cachar Line.

The steamer “GWALIOR” of this line will

leave Calcutta fur Cachar on the i6lh instant

(Tuesday) for which cargo will be received until

5 P.M. of Saturday the 13th instant. The river

having risen, steamers are now able to pro-

ceed as far as Sylhet and Cachar.

Assam Despatch Service from

Goalundo

and

Daily Mail Steamer Service from

Dhubri to Debrooghur.

A daily service is maintained from Goalun-
do and I^liubri for passengers and light goods

traffic, I. e., packages not weighing over half a

ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival

of the previous night’s 9-30 P. M. train (Madras
time) from Sealdah, and Dhubri on arrival of

the mails.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to

almost all stations can be booked through from

or to Calcutta vid Goalundo or Kannia with

the Eastern Bengal State and connected Rail-

ways—Passengers and Parcels vid Kannia
only.

All particulars as to rates of freight and

passage by all the above mentioned Services to

be had on application to

—

MACNEILL & CO.,

2-L

Agcnls,
Clive Ghat Street.

Calcutta, the 3rd September, 1890.

A
ny Photograph transferred to porcelaie

and thus rendered permanent. Apply to

R. Hot2,

13-5, Government Place, Calcutta.
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

Ahe highway cow.

Th€ hue of her hide was dusky brown,

Her body was lean and her neck was slim,

One horn turned up and the other turned down,

She was keen of vision and long of limb
;

With a Roman nose and a short stump tail,

And ribs like the hoops on a home-made pail.

Many a mark did her body bear :

She had been a target for all things known
;

On many a scar the dusky hair

Would grow no more where it once had grown
;

Many a passionate, parting shot

Had lelt upon her a lasting spot.

Many and many a well-aimed stone.

Many a brickbat of poodly size,

And many a cudgel swiftly thrown.

Had brought the tears to her loving eyes,

Or had bounded off from her bony back

With a noise like the sound of a rifle crack.

Many a day had she passed in the pound

For helping herself to her neighbour's corn ;

Many a cowardly cur and hound

Had been transfixed on her crumpled born ;

Many a teapot and old tin pail

Had the farmer boys tied to her time-worn tail.

Old Deacon Gray was a pious man,

Though sometimes tempted to be profane

When many a weary mile he ran

To drive her out of his growing grain.

Sharp were the pranks she used to play

To get her fill and to get away.

She knew when the Deacon went to town ;

She wisely watched him when be went by ;

He never passed her without a frown,

And an evil gleam in each angry eye ;

He would crack his ivhip in a surly way,

And drive along in his ** one-hoss shay.”

Then at his homestead she loved to call,

Lifting his bars with crumpled horn ;

Nimbly scaling his garden wall,

Helping herself to his standing corn ;

Eating bis cabbages, one by one,

Hurrying home when her work was done.

ytiis human passions were quick to rise,

And striding forth with a savage cry,

With fury blazing from both his eyes.

As lightnings flash in a summer sky.

Redder and redder his face would grow,

And after the creature he would go.

Over the garden, round and round,

Breaking his pear and apple trees
;

Tramping his melons into the ground
;

Overturning his hives of bees,

Leaving him angry and badly stung,

Wishing the old cow’s neck was wrung.

The mosses grew on the garden wall

;

The years went by with their work and play
;

The boys of the village grew strong and tall,

And the gray-haired farmers passed away

One by one as the red leaves fall,

But the highway cow outlived them all.

SUGGESTIONS.

Happy is the life of married people when,

She’s the best of wives and he’s the best of men.

When Adam first met Eve,

And Eve met Ad,

They never could believe

Each other bad.

She was never cross and never had cold feet

:

He would never wink at the girls across the street.

He never sassed her ma ;

And held bis tongue^

The best you ever saw

For one so young.

So you young beginners, starting out in life.

Kittle with her husband, Tom with such a wife,

If always to agree

You truly try,

You’ll take the cake, and be

As good as pie.

H. A. Freeman.

Holloways Pills and Ointment exert a rapidly favourable effect in

all those diseases which are induced by exposure to damp or by great

changes in temperature. They will therefore be found eminently ser-

viceable to those who work in iron foundries, copper mines and col-

lieries. These well-known remedies present manifest advantages in

respect of use and efTectiveness, being entirely compounded of vege-

table drugs selected with the greatest care and regardless of price.

When used in accordance with the ample printed directions which

accompany them, they act sorely but mildly, and do not interfere with

the daily work. There are but few diseases which are not capable of

cure—or, at all events, of great relief—if Holloway’s remedies are

peneveringly used.

f >

'$iiicriitrs in tk* amntry an n^tusitd to remit fyfostal money orders, ifpossible, as the safest and most emvenient
'
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News and Our Comments.

Lord Lansdowne, we are glad to find, has shaken off the fever he

contracted from a sudden change of climate on his return from Pangi

to Simla. He is no longer confined to his room but takes carriage

exercise. The Viceroy starts on his winter tour towards the end of

October, leaving Simla on the 21 st. He visits Patiala, Nabha, Ulwar,

Ajmere, Oodeypore, Jodhpur, Mount Abu, Jeyporc, Delhi, Agra,

Bhurtpore, Deeg, and Benares. The viceregal party is timed for

Calcutta on Tuesday, the 9ih December.

• •

VVe are really sorry to find that the Maharaja of Durbhanga who has

been suffering more or less from, if we mistake not, the last year, is

not restored to his previous health. He had been making a rather

long stay at Calcutta from the beginning of this year for treatment.

He had improved somewhat under Dr. Coates, then Principal of the

Medical College, and gone home. But he seems to have relapsed

there, and now it is announced that he has been advised to take a

thorough change. The conditions of living imposed by his religion—

to which he is staunch—make a sea voyage out of the question for

him. He therefore goes to the hills, taking up his residence at Simla.

•
• •

We are glad to announce that the Amcer-i-K.abeer of the Deccan is

all right now and will in about two weeks leave for Seroonuggur. He

had come to his town residence to take part in the Mohurrum cere-

monies but fell ill and remained so all the time, attended by the old

Sawbones of Calcutta who has managed to become the Hunter and

Sydenham and Lister and Simpson combined of that place.

• •

Nawab intesar Jung, the Revenue Secretary to the Nizam’s Govern-

ment, has offered to retire on pension.

#
« *

The High Court goes into the Long Vacation next week on the 17th.

With the closing of the Court, the Officiating Justices Messrs. R. F.

Kampini, H. W. Gordon and C. H. Hill go back to their old places, the

Judges for whom they have been acting being due here at the reopen-

ing of the Court. The Hon’ble Messrs. Prinsep and Wilson have been

told off as Vacation Judges.

• •

The time of R.ija Durga Churn Law and Syed Ameer Hossein is up

in the Viceroy’s Legislative Council. The latter has served two terms

and it is time for another competent Mahomedan. Who succeeds

him ?

• #

The Government of India has allotted a lac of rupees this year for

camps of exercise and divisional manoeuvres.

# #

Next November, there will be a Camp of Exercise in the neighbour-

hood of Attock. The Northern or Peshawar force will attack and

the Rawalpindi defend. The former will be formed of a battery of

horse artillery, two field and three mountain batteries, 1,500 native

cavalry, two battalions of British infantry, seven native infantry regi-

ments and a conmany of sappers, or a total of about 9,000 men.

The defending fq^e will be only 8,000 men—or one horse, one field

and two mojj^tain batteries, one British and two native cavalry

regiments, t^ee and a half battalion of British infantry, four native

infantry regiments and a company of sappers.

#%
It ha« been arranged that

“ When a soldier or small party of soldiers are ordered to travel by
rail the officer who issues the railway warrant will also attach coupons
thereto, at Ijie rate of two coupons fur each day the man travels. They
will be of ttie value of six annas each, and upon presentation at any
refreshmeoi-rooni will entitle the man to a plate of meat, a pound of

bread and a pint of tea or coffee. The railway authorities will take
over the coupons and deal with them in audit as cash vouchers.”

It is reported from Madras that

** The Secretary of State has revised the rules regarding the accept-

ance of fees by public officers. The rules cover the cases of honoraria
from funds controlled by the Government and the acceptance of fees

by Government servants from persons or bodies over whose funds the

Government has no control. They also confer larger powers on Local
Governments and the Government of India as regards sanctioning
rewaids from public revenues.”

Madras is truly benighted as regards Tea. In 1889, there were only

110 tea gardens with a total acreage of 7,271, including 4,589 under

mature plants. The total outturn weighed 8,84,916 pounds.

«
« *

The breaks in the Darjeeling Himalayan Railway have been made up

and thorough communication restored on the line for passengers, lug.

gage, parcels and goods. Since the 4th, on the Oudh and Rohilkhand

Railway, trains are also running as usual, the breach between Lucknow

and Cawnpore having been repaired. On the Eastern Bengal Railway,

at BagoUa, passengers .are still transhipped, but the piers of the bridge

have been shored up with metalling which has been found to stand the

strain of more than ordinary traffic. Thorough traffic will be restored

next week.

• •

On the 3rd, a native powder factory at Gujrat was blown off, killing

eight persons. It appears a large quantity of sulphur, while being

ground in a handinill, caught fire through friction.

• •

An extensive forgery of counterfeit rupee and postage stamps has been

traced out in Bombay. The imitation of stamps was so perfect that

but for the water mark, it could not be detected. A London collector

first suspected the fraud.

• •

One Chhedi, a Khatri and a budmash, and Anuntu, a mali in the

Mahar.aja’s employ, with three others are being tried for attempting the

murder of the Benares Dewan, Baleswar Prasad. It has transpired

in the enquiry by the M.4gisirate Mr. James White, that Baboo Ram
Padarat Singh, one of the close attendants of the Maharaja, had

employed the men, to revenge himself on the Dewan for depriving him

of his perquisites. He has therefore been arrested and charged with

abetment of the offence. The Dewan has taken fright and is now
protected by a special guard of or»e head constable, ten constables and

one sowar. The Ramnagar police has also been replaced by a fresh

body.

• •

CAFfAIN Norman alias Nelson, an ex-officer in Her Majesty's servicer

is wanted in Bombay. He purchased jewellery from two shops to the

value of Rs. 2,000 promising'payment by cheques. But no cheques

were drawn or offered and he left Bombay the same day without pay-

ment. W.arrants are out for his apprehension at Suez.

On the prosecution of the Board of Trade, the Bow-street Magistrate

fined the Captain of the Glen Rosa steamer of the Victoria Steamboat

Company 1 5 and IS. for each of the 307 persons in excess of his

proper number carried from London to South-end, on a Bank holiday.

We believe a Bank holiday in England is equivalent to a public

holiday” in India under the Negotiable Instruments Act. But public

holidays are at a discount in this country. They are not scrupulously

kept, and yet Government fights shy of allowing the full term.

« «

The Deputy Magistrate of Howrah, Baboo C. N. Chatterjee, has

fined a groom Khagoo Ch<'\mar Rs. lo with the alternative of

15 days’ imprisonment, for wrongful restraint of H. A. B. Evatt,

of Ghoosery. While Evatt was leaving bis house in bis dog

cart, the groom who had left thp service that day, rushed up

and seized hold of the reins, demanding instant payment of the wages

due. A policeman came up and removed Khagoo. There the matter

would in most cases have ended, but Evatt would not, could not leave

it there. He had probably reason to fear of bein^ stopped on the

Queen’s highway. So he submitted to the lesser evTT of appearing in

Court on the same level with his native groom as a complainant

against him. The Baboo Magistrate was no doubt shocked at the

audacity of the fellow in defying Magna Chnrta and the Bill of

Rights and the Habeas Corpus Act and the rest of it, and convicted

the unspeakable Khagoo. So far so good, and we trust the injured

spirit of Britannia has been appeased. But then what about the poor

man’s wages ? We hope the master will be generous enough not to

drive him to Court.

For. the rest, impertinent boldness of menial servants seems a

growing feature ofmodern life in Calcutta—-European or Native.

Relying on the welcome of the petty Courts, they rush at once

to them without waiting for their dues from their masters. It is very

rarely, however, that they take the law in their own hands.
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Notes, Leaderettes, and
• Our Own News.

TBE^Ilierican^ercImnts b'ave joined tile English Shipowners in ih^r

movement against labour strikes.

The Australian Steamship Companies have been enabled to resume

the service along the coast with freemen. For molesting the free-

men, several Unionists have been hned or imprisoned. With that news

is coupled the disagreeable intelligence of the refusal of 9,000 em-

ployees to work the Broken Hills mines.

There was a strike in England too at Southampton. On the 9th,

the striking dockers and coalheavers attacked the blacklegs and barred

their access to the docks. The police being powerless to restore order,

half a battalion of the Yorkshire Regiment was called in from Gosport,

who cleared the approaches to the docks with the fire hose. This

enraged the strikers the more, and later on they attacked the troops

with stones, breaking the nose of Lieutenant Abercrombie and other-

wise injuring two privates. The Mayor appealed to the Riot Act

which was read. This only drew a volley of stones on his premises

from the infuriated mob. The disturbance could only be quelled by

repeated bayonet charges and by wounding many of the crowd. To

prevent repetition of disorderly scenes, 250 more soldiers were brought

in. Gun-boats pati oiled the harbour to prevent picketing. The dock

approaches and other points were in military occupation. This con-

tinued for 2 or 3 days. The mutineers finding that the London ex-

ecutive condemned tlieir action and refused to support them, have now

submitted, and are anxious to resume work. At any rate, the town is

quiet. There have been 26 arrests.

The King of Portugal who had been suffering from typhoid fever has

been pronounced out of danger.

Three British officers have been stabbed by some Spaniards at a

picnic on Spanish soil near Gibraltar. The wounds are not serious.

They fell out on some financial question.

The Emperor Francis Joseph has decreed the outlay of two million

florins for repairs of the damage done by the floods at Prague and the

relief of the suffeiers.

A DESTRUCTIVE fire has laid waste 250 acres at Salonica. No water

being available, it raged for full 24 hours, destroying the consulates,

mosques, churches, hospitals and most valuable archives.

The Indian pilgrims to Mecca have been brought back to Bombay.

They were in quarantine at Camaran since July 3, and were not per-

mitted to land at Jeddah. They suffered the greatest privation having

run out of their provisions and money and as many as 150 of their

fellow pilgrims died.

With the return of the Prodigal Dhulip to England, the hope of the

Sikh refugees—the sons of the late Sirdar Thakur Singh, Dhulip’s

chief agent in India—at Pondicherry have revived. They too have

applied to the Government of India for pardon.

The criminal sessions was opened on Monday week by Mr. Justice

Prinsep, C.S. That duly is no longer restricted to Barrister Judges,

though no Native Judge has yet presided. It is no doubt feared—

not without very good reason—that the natives might make a mess of

It, but that fear might be dismissed since Brother Wilson is at hand 10

save them from any contretemps,

R. H. D’Cru* charged with attempting to murder his wife Wilhel-

minaand with voluntarily causing her grievous hurt, was found guilty

on the second count only and sentenced to ihiec years’ rigorous im-

prisonment.

It was a bloodly Sessions marked by Draconian severity against petty

vermin,

A pick-pocket, an old offender, for theft of 4 annas, was ordired four

years’ rigorous imprisonment and a whipping of thirty stripes I

Another old offender for house-breaking and petty theft received 6ve

years and whipping with 30 stripes I

A third old offender—a Bengali—for wresting a gold mohur attached

to the watch chain of a Mahomedan, at the Registrar’s sale in the Court

premises, was sentenced to 8 years’ hard labour 1 He was spared the

flogging.

In the Connaghur “ Ghat Murder ” case, Woinesh Chuiider Chose was

indicted for murder, culpable homicide not amounting to murder,

causing death by doing a rash and negligent act of and grievous hurt

to Chamatkaree. When he was sent up he was on bail, but thb bail

was withdrawn for the charges added at the office of the Clerk of the

Crown. The same barrister who defended Harimohan Maiti defended

Womesh Chunder Ghose. In the present case, out of the nine jurors,

eight were Bengalis. Eight European jurors were challenged on behalf

of the prisoner. The trial lasted two days—Tuesday and Wed-
nesday. We give below the address of the Judge to the Jury

’'His lordship summed up at considerable length. He said that

it had given him particular satisfaction to find that the jury was
composed almost entiiely of Hindoo gentlemen, who devoted
much care and attention to the hearing of the case, and whose
education and intelligence and high social position wonld enable
them to give a verdict such as would satisfy the ends of the
case. It was hardly necessary for his lordship to go at any length
through the evidence after the careful way in which it had been laid

before them by the counsel for the prisoner, who had said everything

that might have been said. Nevertheless he would trouble them with

a brief statement of the evidence so as to enable them to arrive at a

verdict on the facts disclosed. His lordship then gave a history of the

case. There was evidence that before the removal of the woman to

the ghdt the piisoner was advised to take her to hospital, and to one
of the witnesses he said that she did not like to go to the Medical Col-

lege Hospital, but wished to be taken to the river-side as she was dying.

The jury had to consider first of all whether that statement had been

made, and next as to what effect it had upon the mind of the prisoner.

They had also to decide whether they believed that that wish was ever

expressed by the woman. On this point they had the evidence of one
witness, who said that he had heard from the prisoner that she had
made this statement. Then there was the evidence of the two women
who were living in the same house with the deceased. They said that

they heard from the outside the deceased make this statement. His
lordship asked the jury to consider whether it was possible for the

woman being in that condition to speak in a voice which could be

beard from outside. But if they did believe the statement was made,

they must consider how far it had any effect upon the prisoner in re-

moving her. They had the fact that no medical aid was given to the

unfortunate woman up to the time she was taken to the ghAt. Consi-

dering the circumstances under which she was taken to the gh^it, was
there any necessity for taking her in such a hurry without any pre-

paration, and without seeing whether the gunf^abasi house was in a
proper state to receive her.? There was no necessity of taking her

there in such a huny, and keeping her under a tree for several hours.

The medical evidence showed conclusively that she died from n^lect

in consequence of her treatment before she was brought to the Eden
Hospital. The jury had to consider what was the real object of the

prisoner in taking her to the ghdt when she was in the point of child-

birth. The evidence showed that she had been living openly with the

prisoner, and the jury had to consider whether the scandal arising

from the report of this illicit intimacy could not have been aggravated

by the fact of the birth of the child, and whether the prisoner was not

therefore interested in endeavouring to conceal the birth, and whether

that might not have been one of his objects for removing her to the

gh^t, and whether also that might not have been one of the reasons for

his not calling medical attendance to ascertain the cause of her sick-

ness and to give her relief. It was clear that the prisoner was acce-

lerating the wom.in’s death by keeping her at the gungabasi house, and
that he did not do his best to attend to her*comforts. His lordship in

conclusion asked the jury to consider the charge of having caused her

death by a rash and negligent act, which did nut amount to murder.”

The Jury retired for 38 minutes and returned a unanimous verdict of

guilty on the charge of causing death by negligence. The Judge then

sentenced the accused to two years* rigorous imprisonment—the full

term allowed by the law. Let no one be sorry that the brutal man

has been overtaken by his just reward. He was base enough to destroy

the woman whom he pretended to love and whose virtue he had rob-

bed, and his own child by her. If he did not stab or poison be em-

ployed killing neglect against his innocent victims. Surely, the law

will not allow

Negligent use of concubine or bride.

•

The Chartered Bank Fraud case has, on the opposition of the defend-

ing counsel Mr. Jackson, been broken up into two separate trials

against the father and the son. He pointed out last week that the

lumping of charges, that is, the inclusion of the various sums in one

charge, was against law and that the ends of justice would be defeated

as the accused would be prejudiced if tried together. This was allow-

ed by the presiding Judge on the advice of Mr. Wilson—now the re-
‘

cognized Gamaliel of the Bench—who bad been consulted. The trial

of the father Shama Churn Sen, the cashier, commenced on Monday
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and is still proceeding. Twelve lacs of rupees are unaccounted for in

the books of the bank in the course of eight years. Attempts had

been made to hush up the matter, the cashier agreeing to pay 5 lacs

provided he was fully released. The negotiations, however, fell

through, and criminal proceedings were commenced against Aubinash

the son and Shama Churn the father.

The prosecution of the Tribune has commenced at the Lahore magis-

tracy. • Mr. Warburton, late District Superintendent of Police, Amritsar,

has charged Babu Sitala Kama Chatterjee, Editor, Ahmed Ali, Printer,

and Sirdar Dayal Singh Gil Majhitiah, Proprietor, of the paper with

having defamed him in successive issues. The proceedings are

voluminous, but the most important fact may be separated. The editor

offered a full apology for what had appeared in the paper regarding

the mother of the prosecutor but for nothing else—a crime for which

we expect the right reverend man of the East to croak against his

fallen brother in the West. Mr. Warburton, as a full blooded Afghan

as he confessed himself, was not to be so easily appeased. He would

leave to the Court to deal with the apology as the Magistrate thought

))est in mitigation of punishment. A second prosecution for libel

.arising out of the same matter but against a different person—though

not a lot—has cropped up. In the course of his ex.aniination,

the editor mentioned the name of his correspondent. Mr. Warbur-

some minor points, which experience had shown to bo necessary, were

imrodticedi
. % . . ...

Though Colonel Walter’s guiding hand has now been withdrawn, and

his l.mg and intimate acquaintance with Rajpuiana, his personal in-

fluence with its Chiefs and Tbakurs, are possessions which any suc-

cessor of his must envy, 1 believe the rules inaugurated by his counsel

for the reduction of marriage and funeral expenses will work suo motu,

being, as 1 know them to have been, the outcome of groauiiiga which

Thakurs, afraid of being banned by Chnrans. yet longing to escape

from the bondage of ruinous custom, were almost afraid to utter even

to a British officer. The public interest which lias been evoked by

these social reforms, and the reputation they have brought to Rajpuuna,

should further stimulate those whom they concern to see that every,

thing about them is always real, and that the main rules laid down by

the Sabha are properly observed.’'

We have always turned into these Rajputana reports to see how

Colonel Walter’s reforms were taking with the people. It was indeeo

a bold thing to experiment upon a race so much wedded to old notions

as ihe Rajputs, and we must confess that we were not much sanguint

of the success in the long run of the movement made for the check 0

extravagance in marriage and funeral ceremonies. While similai

movements were hanging fire in more advanced parts of the country,

it would have been strange, even with the supreme influence of j

Political over Native Chiefs, if they met a better fate here. We feared

with the withdrawal of the personal influence of Colonel Waller, thing!

would revert to their normal condition. The above paragraph is no

without a hint of the inherent difficulty of the problem.

ton took advantage of the opportunity and has obtained a summons

against Mr. Buchanan, a schoolmaster of Gujrat, for defamation.

One of the latest instructions of Government regarding the census is,

ihat the return should shew the occupation of workers and in the case

of non-workers that of the person who supports them. This instruc-

tion does not include persons who do not work but enjoy independent

means.

According to the Calcutta Noter of the Indian Planters' Gazette^

Mr. Justice Norris has been offered the chance of immortality as

Chairman of the Reception Committee of the coming Congress. For

once the learned gentleman hesitates. He has taken time to think.

In another note, the writer says :

—

“ It is said that the Government of India was much displeased

at such a telegram (he sent home before the meeting held by

the delegates at Cardiff, announcing his support of such views)

having been sent by a Judge of the High Court, and >liai a com-

munication to that effect was sent to the Chief Justice. Bir Comer

Petheram, however, if report speaks truly, vigorously took np the

cudgels in defence of Mr. Norris, and the right of the judges in

general to express any political opinions which they might hold, so long

as they were not opposed to the authority of the Government. This,

1 am told, has produced another letter from the Government of India,

and as the feud between the Government of India and the High Court

is one of very long standing, though they mutually express the highest

respect and esteem for one another, the correspondence, 1 understand,

is not as yet finished.’’

Perhaps, that accounts for the hesitation.

The Bombay Legislature must be more knowing than experts. It

is well-known that the medical faculty throughout the world are

not agreed as to the contagiousness of leprosy. If anything, the

weight of opinion is against the alarmist view. The Legal Remem-

brancer of the Western Presidency is, however, of opinion that the

Bombay Act VI of 1867 has declared the disease infectious and

dangerous to life and health, and that, under the said Act. the

leper is liable to compulsory removal to sanitaria. It was just the

interpretation after the heart of his Chiefs, and we shall not be sur-

prised to see the smart man quickly receiving a lift over the heads

of half a dozen seniors. The Bombay Government has now found its

way clear, and with a view to encourage segregation—the rage of

the hour—has instructed the Presidency Magistrates to deal with

the lepers according to the opinion of the Legal Remembrancer.

We hope the Bombay Magistrates will examine the law for them-

.selves before depriving any leper of his liberty. What is the Advocaie-

Gcneral’s interpretation ?

HE last annual report of the Rajputana States contains the following

ympaihetic notice by Colonel Walter’s successor of bis efforts at

ucial reform in those States :

—

“ These continue to prosper. A third meeting of the ‘ Walicrkrit

laiputra Hitkarini Sabha* was held in February 1890, when the work-

>g of the rules during the previous year was discussed, and reforms on

dR. Finucane’s annual report of the progress of land surveys and set-

lements for the last year is an interesting record of progress. Tliere

vere 83 estatesJying in 20 separate districts, under survey and settlemeiu

operations, of which 51 are Government, 9 Wards, and the remainder

}rivate Zemindary estates. The financital results of the resetilement’i

o the owners of the estates are in all cases highly satisfactory. In one

Wards estate, namely the Burdwan Raj, the woik of ilie Agricultural

Department has proved of service in a new direction. Villages belonging

10 this estate have been found to have been long appropriated by

other people, and steps are being taken to recover their possession.

The Director of Agriculture notices the discovery as follows

“ In the course of the survey operations it came to light that a barge

number of inouzahs belonging, it is alleged, to the Burdvvan Raj

estates, which had never been let in patni or otherwise alienated, had

been taken possession of by others. Towji No. 4 of the Bankoora dis-

trict contains, according to the Collectoratc recoids, 349 mouzahs, and

was purchased by the Rjg, at a sale for arrears of reveiuie. about the

year 1828. Of these 349 mouzahs, 3 were given in putni by the Ka)

within a year or two after the purchase, leaving 346. mouzahs apparent-

ly khas. In 1855 thakbiisi maps were prepaied, and in these ihalc

maps and records, a number of persotrs had their names registered as

proprietors of 161 inouiabs, appertaining to towp No. 4, “P’

position on the part of the Raj. thus leaving 185 moiuabs >‘>11

accounted for. Of these, 90 have been traversed as undisputed khas

mouzahs, leaving 95 mouzahs of which nothing was known except then

names They were not showi, in tiie Ra| books, but fiom enquiries

made on the spot by the Survey Officer, Mr. Srott, it was ascertained

that they were in possession of one Beni Madhub Banerjee nf B.an •

koora. who, it was found, had neither registered his name as proprietor

nor filed road cess papers for them. In order to ascertain where they

are situated, and to enable the Raj to adopt measures fof 7—

«

khas possession of them, a traverse and boundary survey of all lands

appertaining to towji No. 4 was ordered under the Survey Act, V

"^Simdar confusion is said to prevail in tosyiis Nos. t and 3 of the

Bankoora district, and the fart is signiheant, as illustrating the chaotic

state of the records kept, in Bengal, m zemindari offices supposed to

be well managed. Mr. Reily has resumed khas possession of many <>•

these inouz.al)s without opposition, and the persons in possession 0

others have applied to him to come to terms with them, as to the

settlement of them.”

The work of the Department in regard to agricultnral experiments

rsrst- Ci-^TYl 40 far to have been attended with any marked results.

A RustsiAN General jumped into a tram car. tliere being no

vacant seat, he ordered a Jew to get down. He refused. The

General cried out, '“r>o you know who I am ? I am Gener-

,,l The Jew with a bow simply said :
“ You are a General

of the Military, not of Civilians.” The General jostled the Israelite

out and look the ejected occupier’s seat. Not content with making

himself comfortable on his journey, at another’s expense, the man of

war reported the matter to the Commissioner of Odessa. That official

immediately notified in the newspapers that from that date Jews

riding in tram-cars must vacate their seats whenever required

by the 'Gentile, if not genteel or gentle, Russ ;
Jews objecting

would be handed over to the police, and the Deputy Commis-

sioner might, without trial, give them tw«nty-fii[e etripei, beiidw

ordeiiug them to quit Odessa within 24 hwurs. A pretty state ot
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things in a country claiming to be civilised ! The Governor>General|

however, seeing: this order in the papers, telephoned to the Chief

Commissioner to recall it, saying it might bring about a revolu-

tion as on a former occasion. So this satrap is not in the least

ashamed of the business, but only afraid of its political consequences.

Those of our countrymen who have been worked up by a foolish writ-

ing and speaking into a spurious disloyalty, who are so ready without

knowledge or thought to denounce the rapacity and tyranny of the

l^riiish, and who even affect to regard with an easy indifference, if not

positive joy, the prospect of Cossack domination in India, ought to

ask themselves this plain question, How would they like to live in

Odessa ? They could not possibly endure such a rule as that prevailing

in Russia. Time was perhaps when they might have done so and

been yet tolerably happy. It is British Rule that has changed them

inio susceptible beings. And what prevents the British from being

in India like the Russians? Their enlightenment and political ad-

vancement and their character. John Bull is not a bear that has seen

the world. And God is merciful that he is not.

The Calcutta Public Library lately advertised for a Secretary. Of

course, for a quiet office in magnificent airy quarters overhanging the

great river that sweeps past our capital, there were numerous appli-

rants. There was a competition of all races, nations, creeds, classes,

and sexes. As not unfrequently happens, the dark horse has won.

Baboo Bepin Chnndra Pal’s candidature was a surprise. But more

notable things have happened. We hope his people will allow him to

fulfil his engagements.

He is a man of high .ability and, we believe, of strong character, but

a little too good, we suspect, if not for human nature’s daily food, at

any rate for personal success. He has been in all the Provinces of India

and seen life in them all below high. is a literary man in Ben-

gali and English. In the Jubilee year he wrote in his mother tongue

a most eloquent Life of the Queen-Empress as the Model Woman,

which, if India had been decently cared for, would long since have

been sniiahly brought to Her Majesty’s notice, and would have brought

to its author as much honour as his sovereign might venture to confer

upon a black Theodore Martin. He is above all a true orator. Pro-

fessionally or in active life, he has been a reformer—religious, social,

and political. He was known as a Brahmo missionary of the advanced

section until the Congress developed him into a considerable agitator.

A Librahanship on a pitt.ance without a prospect is not, we submit,

the proper vocation for such a spirit of wild energy and enterprise.

It is a waste of mind and muscle to confine such a man to such, we can-

not say, improper hut uncongenial occupation. But then a man must

live. It is a melancholy reflection for us all that, under the political

situation of India, there is no provision for such gifted sons of her.

In one respect this selection is about the best. For a languishing

concern like this great Public Library, deserted by the public—the

learned as well as the merely reading—the best deliverer would have

been the prime gal Ai., to speak Sam Slick.

Beauty draws us by a single hair,

you know. Onr angel of a blue-stocking would have drawn all Cal-

cutta to the learned groves of the Metcalfe Hall by the profusion of

a Bengali head of hair and the taste and refinement of an educated

lady. But as Paris was suddenly seized with an unaccountable shyness

and not only did not hand the Dead Sea Apple of Discord over to the

fairest but refused it to any of the fair, that was a lucky accident by

which it fell to the strong man. As he was in for, and now has got

the place, he will justify the choice of his constituents. With his

ability and energy, supported by the Committee, he ought to make

the institution more thriving than ever.

The many friends in India of Mr. Miinro, late Chief of the London

Police* will be glad to learn 4hat he is coming out to this country, for a

considerable stay. The reason given is Mrs. Mtinro’s health with

which our climate suited. That cannot be all, we suspect. An active

man of great energy in the prime of life cannot possibly condemn

himself voluntarily to burial alive for any length of lime, even to keep

a good wife in company and countenance. He can scarcely come out

again on State employment, unless of the highest sort {independent

nf service restrictions. But inquiries in connection with schemes

of commerce aie stilt open to him. An able man of targe Indian ex-

Iterleiltemtitlit always be useful to British capitalists.

In the Durbhunga cow-killing riot prosecution, the trying Magistrate

Mr. Maddox has convicted all the accused Hindus and sentenced—two

of them to a fine of Rs. l,ooo each, in default 6 months' rigorous

imprisonment, one to Rs. loo or one month, and 17 more to* terms

of imprisonment, namely, three to stx months’ hard labor each, one

to 12 months’, six to 18 months’ and seven more to one month’s

each. Two escaped the vengeance of magistracy by death. It

was all a one-sided affair, cut and dry. The District Magistrate

having deposed that he ” did not see the Mahomedans do aby acts

of violence. I saw no /aftes in their hands, and their attitude was one

of protest. They were in a minority,” and having himself made several

of the arrests, the doom of the Hindus was sealed.

Other cases are pending or maturing against the Hindus. We read

ill the /. D. News^ under dale Durbhunga, Sep. lo

“ On the late Bukrid day, the date of the cow-killing riot occur-

rence, some M.ihomcdan butchers, when bringing some cOws to the

town from the mofussil for making sacrifices on the day in question,

were on their way to town mercilessly beaten by some Hindoos, and
the cows were forcibly seized and t.iken away. Regarding this high-

way robbery, a criminal charge was preferred against the Hindoos, and

the case, after several adjournments, was taken up to-day by a senior

Deputy Magistrate, Baboo Chunder Bluisan Chuckerbutty, who, having

made out a tormal charge against the Hindoos, has pul the case off to

the i6ih instant—the tin ee accused, inciuding one Brahmin, being in

the meanwhile remanded to jail in custody. The case, like the riot, is

causing much sensation among the public here. What is more hole-

worthy is that another case of a similar nature is shortly to be

insiiiiited, and this, and all the instances heretofore observed, will

greatly tell upon the personalities and cruellies of the Hindoos. The
charge about lo be brought up is that on the Bukrid day a Mussulman

trader was passing the scene of the riots with bundles of clothes and

valuables. On reaching there he was unmercifully beaten, and his

clothes and all that he had on him were looted. These facts, amongst

others, will show to the public the wrongs that are daily done to the

poor Mussulmans by the Hindoos in defiance of the English law.”

Notice to Correspondent.—Jay Knshna Bancrjce—in our next.

—Ed. R. R.

REIS & RA YVET.
Saturday^ September /j, i8go.

THE COURTALLAM SCANDAL
The sensation in Indian politics is the Courtallam

Scandal. The incidents are extremely painful, and

what is particularly to be regretted, they have fur-

nished a handle to fomenters of race animosities.

These animosities naturally die hard, but it is curious

to note how they manage to flourish in out-of-the-

way nooks beyond the reach of influences before

which they give way in important centres of life

and busine.ss. The injured party is, of course, the

mild Hindu, although we cannot exculpate him of

all responsibility for what has happened. Indeed,

neither of the two parties seems to be free from

blame, whatever the dispariy? in the measure of

their respective faults. The outrage committed

by a European planter upon a Hindu lady was

extremely cowardly, while the conduct of the district

officers was indiscreet in the highest degree. The
Hindus were to blame, but in a very slight degree.

They might as well have waited for a judicial settle-

ment of their claims which had been involved in

some degree of uncertainty by their own laches in

the past. Having tamely given way once, they need

not have thought of enforcing their right. The dis-

pute between the natives and the European residents

relates to the right of bathing. at the Courtallam

waterfalls in the Tinnevelly district at the earlier

hours of the day. It has been repeatedly des-

cribed by British and foreign travellers and tourists,

the last time lately in connection with illustrations

in the Empress fortnightly magazine. The old

Hindu sages have shown their taste by voting this

place sacred. It is a lovely sight-—the most ro-

mantic in India—certainly of any site out of the

great mountains or high hills. Not 500 feet in height,

it is almost Himalayan in its climate and charac*
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terislics, its botany and zoology. It is a miniature

Alpine locality, where the smallest waterfall has a

descent of loo feet. It has always been Hindu,
but cff late the Europeans have usurped it, pushing
the old occupiers into a corner ! Below the little

cascade is a bathing pool at the foot of a temple.

The right of bathing naturally belonged to the native

Hind\;s from time immemorial. The falls were re-

sorted to at all hours for the religious merit of a bath

in the waters by people from surrounding villages

to the distance of many miles all the year round,

while water for worshipping and cooking purposes

is taken from them from the earliest hour in

the morning. Thus the right of the Hindus to

the use of this place without restrictions as to

lime was of a kind not to be summarily set aside

or encroached upon. But Right is proverbially

feeble before Might. The local Europeans suddenly

discovered some 6 years ago the sanitary value of

the place. Not exceeding half a dozen at the most,

and even this number not permanently resident

at the village, they determined to have the use of

the falls all to themselves for bathing and swimming
in the morning hours to the exclusion of the natives.

Their use, however, was confined to the three months
of the south-west monsoon— “ the season” as it is

usually called—and it was for the convenience of such

.1 handful of Europeans for such a short space of

time, an accommodating District Magistrate in 1884

issued an extraordinary notice arbitrarily fixing the

hours for the use of the falls by Europeans until

9-30 P.M., after which they were available for natives.

This order was not worth the paper on which it was
written and hung up at the falls. Yet nevertheless

it was timidly or good-naturedly submitted to by the

Hindus concerned till their acquiescence gave it

somewhat of the force of a custom. They themselves

admit that although it was a most unjust prohibition,

they, placing loyalty as the first duty before them,

had not particularly objected to the Europeans

bathing first in the waterfalls during the season.

This was a weak surrender of an ancient right—a sur-

render all the more to be deprecated as interfering

with valued religious observances. Having given

way at all, they tacitly helped in the assertion of a

right on the part of the Europeans. They now
keenly contest that right but the difficulty is partly

of their own creation. One thing, however, must
in fairness be said in bar of the this right claimed on

the part of the Europeans. The magisterial order

was never strictly observed. The Europeans were al-

ways a fluctuating population at the place. Formerly

when there were copious monsoon showers, they

used to come in numbers, but latterly the number
has fallen off considerably till it sometimes happened

that there were no Europeans to use the bath except

Mr. Clarke, a resident Coffee planter and his wife.

These latter often did not use the bath. From this

uncertainty in the use of the falls by Europeans, the

magistrate’s arbitrary prohibition came to be imper-

fectly enforced. The enforcement of it was, at any

rate, very lax. This laxness would naturally lead to

habitual evasions of the order. When there was no

knowing if the only too permanent Europeans at the

place were coming to the bath or nou people would
naturally be tempted to bathe during the prohibited

hours, particularly as the prohibition was a great

hardship especially to people coming from a distance.

The remissness of the guards was a necessary

consequence of the uncertainty of the European
visits to the falls. The authority of the District

Magistrate was too far off to check the remissness-
of subordinates. This appears to us to.be an im-
portant consideration in appraising the strength
of the so-called custom claimed in the subsequent
developments of the quarrel.

There is no doubt the Magistrate’s notice often
fell into desuetude. On this point, we have the
following clear statement from the Hindu :

—

“ As a matter of fact this year the itotice had been hung up for two
or three weeks, but natives used to go to the falls at all hours when
there were no Europeans, and no one objected to their doing so. In
fact the European community fell that a rigorous exclusion of the
natives dining the prohibited bouts would be unjustifiable and harsh
and as their privacy was not inlnuled upon the one or two Europeans
who had come for the season did not insist upon a strict adherence to
the hours in the notice. We believe we .Tire correct in saying that, for

a week or so before the assault on the Hindu lady, Mr. and Mrs. Ciaike
used daily to bathe at the falls and the natives also were going long
before 9-30 A.M., but not, of course, when the Europeans were there.
The first disturbance of this harmony and good understanding was due
to the events of the 26th July which are given below.”

To turn now to the outrageous and ungallant
treatment of a lady. The facts are thus given in

the same journal :

—

“ On the morning of that day at about 6*30 or 7 A.M., the wife of
Mr. Krishna Iyer, went to the falls to bathe as usual. She used to go
there daily at that hour ever since she came to Couriallam. She was,
as usual, accompanied by her husband, who, however, stood on the
temple side of the biidge which one has to cross to get to the falls.

Just as Mrs. Kristna Iyer was passing towards the ench'sure, Mrs
Clarke and another European lady came near the bridge. Mis. Claike
told Mr. Kristna Iyer that she was going to bathe and asked him to

recall his wife. Mr. Kristna Iyer recalled his wife, and this lady came
back and sat on the low parapet, some distance outside the enclosure.

Mrs. Clarke insisted on the Hindu lady being called away altogether
from the place and made to go near the temple. Mr. Kristna Iyer did
not see the necessity for thi.s. There was no intrusion on Mrs. Clarke’s

privacy, as his wife was out of the enclosure, and some distance from
it, and the demand of Mrs. Clarke appeared to him to be unreasonable.
Uui Mis. Clarke who with the other Euiopeans had enjoyed the sweet.s

of despotic power so long under the aegis of the Collector’s notice
could not brook this opposition and she ran straight to her house to
bring her husband who is Secretary to the ‘ Bathing Fund.* In this

capacity he is looked upon as .the sole monarch of the falls, and invest-

ed with full power to regulate the bathing at them. The wife of Mr.
Kristna Iyer finding that the European ladies had gone away went
into the enclosure and bathed there. Just as she was bathing the

Ayah of Mrs. Clarke who was in the enclosure told her that Mr. and
Mrs. Clarke were coming. ‘ She bundled up her cVoibcs, and came out
of the enclosuie and was nearing the biidge on her way home. Mr.
Kristna Iyer was standing on tbe side of the bridge. Mr. Clarke crossed
the bridge and his wife |>ointed out Mrs. Kiisina Iyer as the person
that had bathed at the falls in the hours set apart for Europeans. Mr.
Clarke got behind Mrs. Kiistna Iyer and pushed her by the neck from
behind. She was near falling down. He again gave her another push
by the neck. Mr. Kristna Iyer who was on the temple said of the
bridge then ran up to his wife’s rescue and some Hindus who had
witnessed the scene ran up iflso. Mr. Kiistna Iyer is said to have
caught hold of Mr. Clarke’s arm to prevent further violence to

his wife.”

The outrage naturally provoked the resentment of

the Hindu community who held a meeting at which
resolutions were passed expressing indignation at

the conduct of Mr. Clarke and calling in question

the legality of their exclusion from the bath before

9-30 P.M. A criminal charge was also laid against Mr.

Clarke. The next morning at a little after 6 a.m.

some of the people of the Dewjm of Mysore who had

just at this time been making a temporary stay at

Courtallam, having come there on leave for the benefit

of his health, went to the falls to bathe. It is not

certain whether these men went to bathejH the usual

way, or with the premeditated object of forcibly

giving effect to the latter resolution of the meeting.

It was alleged they had sticks in their bands. In the

meantime, the local authorities ‘having apprehended

from the excitement caused by Mr. Clarke's conduct,

that there might be a breach of the peace had taken

measures to guard the falls by police from forcible

entry by natives within the prohibited hours. The
police ordered the Mysoreans not to enter the bath

as therd might be a breach of the peace if the Eu-

ropeans should come to bathe. They were not heed-

ed. One Constable was, it is said, pushed aside. While

they were in possession of the bath, Mr. Clarke, and
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other Europeans arrived for a bath, when the Sub-
M^istrate. ordered the Dewan’s people to disperse
ie^'there^should be a riot from the Europeans insist-
ing on their right. This too had no effect. The Euro-
peans were then advised to retire to avoid a disturb-
ance and they did retire without having their usual
morning bath. The Mysoreans were subsequently
charged with being a criminal assembly and with
rioting and put on their trial before an English Joint-
Magistrate indented from another division to the ex-
clusion of a competent native magistrate on the spot.
Mr. Henry, the trying Magistrate, found them guilty
of the offences charged and concluded his judgment as
follows :

—

“ Tlmugh the riot was only a little more than technical one, 1 con-
SKier the conduct of the accused shnuid be visited with a severe puiiish-
i«eut in having; wantonly broken ihrough a tide or custom which had
hitherto worked harmoniously and which had reconciled to the satis-
faction of all parties the coiuendinjr rights and privileges of the
bniopeans and Natives in regard to the use of the waterfall in having
set an example likely to lead to constant difficulties and likely to im-
peril the future maintenance of the public peace in the locality.

I accordittgly sentence each of the accused to four months’ imprison-
ment and direct that for the first month it be simple and for the
remaining three rigorous. I further direct under Section io6 C. C P.
that each of the accused do execute a bond personally for Rs. 50 with
burety each in the same sum to keep the peace for two months.”

The .sentence has been set aside on appeal to the
High Court which has taken sharp notice of the con-
duct of the officials in the matter. The magistrate’s
prohibition is declared to be illegal and the allega-

tions against the defendants that they came armed
and with a premeditated object to cause a disturb-

ance in the case of resistance to their right of bath-
ing were disproved. In fact, the connection which
to Mr. Henry's mind existed between the meeting
and the conduct of the Dewan’s servants the next
day was not established, and the High Court
expressed astonishment at the severity of sen-
tences for a riot which Mr. Henry himself had
the sense of calling a technical one. The incidents

are of a most extraordinary kind and have been
condemned by all fairminded judges. We are glad

to find that Anglo-Indian journals are at one with

the native press in censuring the local offici.ils.

The remarks of the Pioneer are conceived in ad-

mirable spirit. It writes :

—

“ The inhabitants of such a place—and il is a mere village—.are pre-

sumably members of the Brahmin sect, whose stronghold is in this

part of the country, and whose practice it is to b.ithe much and early,

in sacred waters particularly. We cannot wonder that they should
dislike an order from the Magistrate forbidding any of them to bathe
before ten o’clock. It is natural that the half-dozen officials ami
planters should like their morning bath in the watci falls too, and
should pi cfer to enjoy it in piivacy: but looking to the religious as-

sociations connected with the waters ilie pre.sence of tlic European is

probably even more obnoxious to the Brahmin than that of the Hr.ah-

inin is to the European. The former too has been in nccupation, we
suppose, for ceiuuties, and if it was a question of adjusting the matter
by a compromise, the small society of European*^ should certainly have
been the parly to give way But to settle the difficulty by a magisterial

order forbidding natives to bathe in their own pools until well on in the

day is an exercise of summary authority which is out of keeping with

the times, even when the scene is a far off nook in the Western Ghats
in the remotest district of the Madras Piesidcncy.”

SOCIAL REFORM AT THE POINT
OF THE BAYONET.

THZ Morning Post \s v?i\mh\G journal and know.s

it—as we find from the occasionality of its doles to its

contemporaries of inferior chronological status—the.

weekly beggars, we mean—at any rate, the weakly

ones like ourself. We had formerly occasion to

notice the imperfections and lapses which marred
the usefulness of the new enterprise. We, have

since remarked a change, and now it is, so far as

we have had opportunities of judging, an admirably

conducted journal. As such, it cannot fail to in-

fluence the current of public opinion and the

course of legislation and administration. All the
more is it incumbent on its brethren to warn it, in
a friendly spirit, against any dangerous view to
which it may show a leaning. One of the recent
issues of the paper contains a well written leader on
the topic of the hour, ‘‘ Child-wives.” The writer
speaks with just horror of the barbarous custom of
taking infiints to bed, and expresses honest scoVn of
the apologi.sts of the brute who, in exacting his fan-
cied superior conjugal rights, tortured the poor girl he
called his wife to death. “

‘ Child-wife,’ ” he ex-
claims, " what an unnatural combination these two
words make : the pen almost refu.ses to write them.”
We are in thorough accord with him in his view of
the law. It is the view taken by Mr. justice Wilson
at the Session.s trial of Harimohan Maiti in the High
Court. To that view we gave our humble support,
without any reservation. We have also advocated
the raising of the age of consent. Although averse
from legislation on social questions, indeed jealous of
the interference of a foreign Government with the
private life and social arrangements of the people, we
think that, as the Indian Penal Code had already
established an arbitrary limit of age, it is but
just that that limit should be altered to . suit al-

tered conditions. When an existing law, itself im-
posed by a foreign Government, and carrying no
higher sanction than the will of the powerful
stranger might give,—when such a law has been
found by experience to work harm, it is simply
the obstinacy of barbarism to stick to it. So far
we are in the same boat with the reformers headed
by Mr. Malabari and Dewan Raghunath Row. We
do not mention the European philanthropists advised-
ly. Their alliance is not of the best. They have
no locus standi, and their connection is a source of
weaknes.s rather than of strength to the cause of Re-
form. European newspapers in India must of
course treat of the subject, as European oflicials form
their judgments on it. Even so has the Allahabad
paper written. Now, with the ultimate aims of the
Morning Post there is no manner of quarrel. Nor is

it any definite proposition launched by it that we take
exception to. (3ur complaint is against the modus
operandi. We object to the plan of campaign for
carrying out the object. We cannot regard the
new propaganda with unconcern. The complacent
confidence with which the writer would push legis-
lative action-—the spirit of jMunty Britishism in

which the article is concluded—alarms us. The
argument put forward for legislation instanter, is, to
our judgment and experience, fraught with danger
to governors and governed. The matter seems to
our contemporary’s leader-writer the simplest imagin-
able, and he chides the old women of the Govern-
ment of India much in the style in which the Prince
of Publicists, Mr. Thaddeus Delarie, once rebuked
a Lord High Admiral and a Napier into the bargain.
They were friends, the literary man and the sailor,

and corresponded with one another. In the last
great European war in which England took part—and
a conspicuous part it was—when the people of Eng-
land were chafing under the inaction, in the Baltic
Sea, far from the mouth of the Neva, of the greatest
fleet that ever left Britain’s shores, the great editor,
disappointed of his hopes, equally as a friend, a jour-
nalist, and an Englishman, of daily chronicling the
victories of England—bombardments and captures of
the enemy’s fleets and forts—urged his correspondent
to show fight and prove his mettle—to make one
effort to sustain the honour of the British Navy
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whicKi had never been consigned to such idle cruis-

ing or such make-believe reconnoitring, in (^ront of

the enemy, as then under the Admiral's command.
Apologies were sure to be made, of course, for delay

and inaction, demonstrating by the clearest logic

upon unquestionable facts that everything- was
going, on famously and that Nelson himself would,

under the circumstances, have been content to admire
the fortifications of Cronstadt without trying their

strengh by cannon-ball. No editor was ever deceived

by such chaff, much less Jupiter himself of Printing

House Square. He anticipated excuses and answer-

ed them with true Jovine haughtiness and Iranchant

scorn, saying—“ Difficulties } Any old woman may
make difficulties." Referring to an eminent states-

man of the time, Sydney Smith once said that the

family of the Dukes of Bedford were up to any enter-

pri.se, that any one of the race would at a moment’s
notice take up the command of the Channel Fleet.

Editors are by virtue of office as great heroes as the

Russels by virtue of blood. Mr. Delane almost

fancied he could by a wave of his quill bring down to

s<irrender at discretion the Russian garrison of the

chain of forts protecting the passage to the Russian

capital.

After thirty six years, that lofty selfconsciousne.ss

reappears in the far East, in our Allahabad brother’s

lecture against the faint-heartedness and timid hesita-

tion of the men entrusted with the government of

this Empire in striking a decisive blow for the con-

quest of barbarism. Says our contemporary :

—

** Of what, we would ask, are the responsible authorities afraid in this

matter which renders them unwilling to de’d with it? A short and in-

telligible Act, a few sharp and equally intelligible sentences on oflTende'S

of the highest attainable rank, and the whole thing would be done.

Some wiseacres, who are scared by the bugbe.ars of their own fancy,

may doubt the expediency of this prompt and decisive method of

legislation. It is hardly probable that the natives of India will indulge

in another mutiny for several generations ; the lesson taught by the

events of 1857 will not fade so rapidly from the minds of Englishman,
Hindu, or Mahomedan. That there will be an excited appeal against

the action of Government which will be construed into an attack on
the religion and social life of the people, there can be no doubt. But
it will die of inanition.”

This light-heartediiess amazes and alarms u.s. No
more dangerous advice could be given than is com-
pressed in the few sentences just quoted. It is bad

enough that an influential journal should commit itself

to it. But our contemporary is by no means alone.

There are signs that the view is shared by other

publicists, of more as well as less influence.

The above has been in type for some weeks for

want of space. Since it was written we have been
learning day after day of the steady progress of

Mr. Malabari’s mission in England. The Oracle

—

we mean the Times—has spoken and a formidable

Committee has been formed of the highest Indian

authorities Including almost all the Past Masters and
Past Grand Masters of Indian state-craft—for ac-

tively reforming the social institutions of the Hindus.

THE GOLD FEVER IN BENGAL.
With whatever derisive incredulity rivals may regard

the claims of the Western capital to be in all respects

Primus in Indis, all must readily acknowledge that

Bombay is facile princeps in commercial activity, from

substantive business and transactions above board

down to forms of speculation undistinguishable from

gambling. In the latter, her experience has been

long and wide. She has sinned and suffered. Ac-
cording to our proverb, the patient of one day is the

physician of another. The exploiters of Back Bay
Reclamation and heroes of time bargains in opium

and cotton are entitled to a respectful bearing from us

of the East who are just now pauing thh>ugh bur
sudden gold paroxysm. Accoratnglyi we ()uote the
Bombay Gazette

** On the whole, the i^ain geiige betting in Bombay, wMoh hat lately
been put down by legislation, seemed to offer a less risky means of
speculation. There was at least a shower of rain to gamble upon.
But in the case of these Bengal mining companies, which are sprmgl
ing up day after day, it is doubtful if there is anything so substantiaV
even as that. The only question now is, how long the gamble ran be
kept up. Excitement feeds on excitement, and cannot last for ever.
Sober moments must come by and by, and then we may prepare for a
rushing down as rapid as the rushing up has been. Meanwinle, some
one must be making a good deal of money, which is the same thing
as saying that before accounts have been finally settled, some one must
lose a good deal.”

The use of the grammatical singular number is a
piece of literary urbanity only. Not some “one’
has been making money, but more “ ones " than one—a syndicate, a conclave, more properly speaking a
cabal—probably more cabals than one. These
things are not clone singly, though the originator

and moving spirit be one. This master-mind is com-
paratively powerless without supporters and agents
and emissaries. He organise.s a confederacy a,

small but compact body of men who work in concert

without often seeming to know one another, unless by
accident or in the veriest way of business. As in

the French theatre they have claqueurs, so in auctions

there are puffers. The Turf is notorious for its

mysteries, of which we get glimpses when the

high priests who guard them or their creatures fall

out among themselves. The more important Race
on’ Change too has its own rites and peculiarities.

The stock market indeed is a regular “ Zoo ” or

rather an extensive park, having, besides the deer

and smaller game without number, not only bulls

and bears but also wolves and hyenas, foxCvS and
curs, with a lion or tiger at the head, or two per-

haps, where the constitution is of the nature of a

dual sovereignty such as was supposed to exist in

certain states like Bhootan, Siam, &c. The.se all prey
upon the unwary who may be tempted to stray into

their inviting well watered precincts and romantic

shades, and hunt their victims into one another’s

hands. It would not matter so much if “ some one
’’

only—literally one—lost even a good deal, provided
he could well afford tho loss, and provided specially he

had been sinner enough. If one or any of the con-

federates lost, he or they would be served right.

Sometimes they do—by over-avarice. There is a

principle of retribution in all evil, demoralising those

who voluntarily engage in it, until, in the continual

indulgence of an illegitimate passion, they lose their

wits and plunge deeper and deeper, to be ultimately

lost. Those who retain sufficient self-command, make
hay in hot haste in the brief half-hour of sun-shine,

and bundle off their crop,
** And leave the world to darkness and to

the dupes. These poor fellows ill deserve their fate,

except for their folly—their faith in the undeserving

—and can bear it worse. It is the trustful poor in-

vesters who are taken in by large promises under the

sanction of respectable names that are really the ob-

jects of pity. How many of the poor become poorer—
how many are utterly ruined—how many widows and

orphans come to want bread—with the inevitable

crash of every “ bogus ” business or inflated enter-

prise, be it a South Sea or a Mississipi Bubble, a

Railway Mania or a Gold Fever!

In. past centuries, men were tempted by myths of

the main—Eldorados and perennial Pagoda har-

vesting beyond the sea. Nowadays, people are

more prosaic mindqfl though not IhsS creduloos> and

any cismarine cock and bull story whose scene is
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laid oh terra firma—say a scheme for shearing pigs
or brick-making without straw—will arrest men en-
gaged in

——the mridding crowd’s ignoble strife.

Endless are the matter-of-fact business at home,
at one's very door, daily appealing to investtrs, which
for invention might stagger a Swift or a Defoe, for

they are many of them more romantic than the
quest of the Golden Fleece.

The earth hath bubbles, as the water hath,
And these are of ihem.

GILCHRIST EDUCATIONAL TRUST.
TRUSTEES.

Richard Leigh Holland, Esq. (Chairmm).

Rt. Hon. Sir Lyon Playfair, k.c.b., m.p., ll.d., f.r.s.

Rt. Hon. Sir Ughtred James Kay- Shuitlcworth, Bart., m.p.

The Hon. Alfred Lyttelton, m.a.

Professor James Stuart, m.a., m.p.

SECRETARY.

R. D. Roberts, m.a. (Camb.), D. Sc. (Lond.)

[ All communications to be addressed to

The Secretary of the Gilchrist Educational Trust,

4, The Sanctuary, Westminster, London, S. W.
]

Ruh Md mditions relating to Scholarships imtitutni by the Gilchrist Edu-

cational Trust for the benefit of Natives of India.

(These Scholarships arc open to Women upon exactly the same
conditions as to Men.]

1. Three Scholarships of the value of fioo per annum will be

awarded, one every year, to candidates who are natives of India

(within the meaning of section 6* of the Statute 33 Viet., cap. 3),

or of the “ Native States ” of India. They shall each be tenable

for three years at any University or any Science or Technical

College in Europe (approved by the Trustees in each case), on

condition that the scholar shall undertake to go through the course

and pass the examinations necessary for obtaining a definite Science

degree or diploma as may be prescribed by the Trustees. The
nomination to these scholarships will rest with the Universities

of Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay in rotation, subject to the con-

ditions hereinafter specified.

2. A scholarship will be given every third year on like condi-

tions, the nomination of suitable candidates for which will rest with

the Universities of the Punjab and Allahabad jointly. Each of

these Universities may submit to the Government of India the

name of one candidate, and the actual nomination to the scholar-

ship shall be made from the names submitted by the Government

of India.

3. The scholarships will be given (during the next few years)

in the following rotaiiont :

—

1891 ... Calcutta, Punjab and Allahabad.

1892 ... Bombay.

1893 ... Madras.

1894 ... Calcutta, Punjab and Allahabad.

1895 ... Bombay.

1896 ... Madras.

4. (a) Each University shall make its nomination from among

the more distinguished of its graduates of the three preceding years,

who shall not be more than 22 years of age on the isc of July in

the year in which the scholarship is awarded. Of these, that gra-

duate shall be selected who has done especially well in Science or

Mathematics and is desirous of pursuing—and is most likely to

benefit by—a further course of scientific study in Europe. Pro-

vided that no person holding a Government of India Scholarship,

tenable in England, shall be eligible, or shall continue to hold a

Gilchrist Scholarship, after he has accepted a Government of India

Scholarship.

(b) Probably the results of the examinations of the three pre-

ceding years will be a sufficient guide to the University in making

the selection ; but it will be open to each University to consider

whether a special examination shall be held, although the Trustees

hope that this will be avoided, if possible. If a special examina-

tion is held, all the necessary arrangements for it must be made by

the University holding it ; but the regulations which any Univer-

* The provision in the section is as follows “That for the purpose

of this Act the words ‘ natives of India ’ shall include any person born

and domiciled within the dominions of Her Majesty in India, of

parents habitually resident in India, and not established there foi tem-

porary purposes only
;
and that it shall be lawful for the Governor-

General in Council to define and limit from time to time the qualifica-

tion of Natives of India thus expressed.”

t This rotation is arranged to avoid, as far as possible, giving to any

University a Gilchrist Scholarship in the same year as a Government

Scholarship : but it may possibly happen occasionally that .. scholar-

ship may fall to be given by a University in the same year as a Gov-

trumeni Scholarship.

sity may propose to lay down in regard to such examinations must
receive the previous approval of the Gilchrist Trustees, No ex-
amination should be held later than the month of June in any year,

it being essential that all nominations should be made so as to afford

the scholar nominated a sufficient interval to complete his arrange-

ments and to reach England in time for the Autumn term at the

Universities and Colleges. The candidates for the special exami-
nations, when such examinations are held, must be graduates of
proved ability, selected by the Vice-Chancellor on the report of the

Syndicate or governing body, who will in their turn be guided by
the opinion of the Professors and Examiners.

**

$. Every candidate for a scholarship will be required to satisfy

the Vice-Chancellor ol the University as to his good conduct, his

knowledge of the English language, his physical capacity to undergo
the course of life and study which he will have to follow in Europe:
he must also satisfy him of his intention, if successful, to proceed
to England forthwith, and to reside in Europe for a period of three

years, unless compelled to return sooner by ill-hcalth or some otlfcr

cause which may seem sufficient to the Gilchrist Trustees.

6. Each scholar will be provided by the Government of India
with a free passage to England. The Gilchrist Trust will provide
a return passage (at the end of the three years) at a cost not ex-

ceeding provided that the scholar shall have fulfilled the con-
ditions of his scholarship ; but the scholar will not be entitled to

claim any difference between the actual cost of passage and the

amount above named.

7. Each scholar must enter into a written engagement to submit
to such regulations as may from time to time be issued by the

Gilchrist Trustees for the guidance of the scholars.

8. The tenure of the scholarships will be strictly dependent on
good conduct in Europe, and on satisfactory progress being made in

study. The Gilchrist Trustees reserve to themselves the right

of finally deciding whether a scholar has or has not committed a

breach of the rules and conditions on which his scholarship is held,

as also all questions which may from time to time arise, whether
expressly provided for in the rules and regulations or not. They
further reserve to themselves the power of altering the conditions

of the scholarships, or of altogether withdrawing them, if they

shall think fit. Due notice of any alterations will be given, and
changes will not be made in such a manner as to affect the interests

of students already appointed to scholarships.

On the nomination of a scholar being computed^ the University or the Gov-
ernment of India (as the case may he) nominating him should communicate

his name and address to the Secretary of the Gilchrist Trusty t^ The Sanc-

tuaryy Westminstery London. If the nomination is made after exarninationy

the number and natnesy ^c. of the candidates from whom the selection was

made should also be communicated,

N.B.—One of the Gilchrist Trustees will personally see each

Gilchrist scholar as soon as possible after lie has reported his arrival

at the office of the Trustees, and will confer with him upon the

course he may propose to pursue and the University or College

to be selected.

Regulations for Gilchrist Indian Scholars in England.

(1) Every scholar shall, on reaching England, at once present

hinibclf at the office of the (iilchrist rrust and report his arrival.

He shall be provided with an ofiicial certificate of identity signed by

the Registrar of the University by which he is nominated, or by a

Secretary or Under-Sccrctary to Government.

(2) E.vcry scholar shall, on arriving in England, submit for the

approval of the Gilchrist 'I'rustccs a statement showing the general

course of study he proposes to follow ; alul specifying the University

or College to which he proposes to proceed. After consideration of

such statement, the Trustees will decide at what University, or

Science or Technical college in Europe the scholarship shall be

tenable, and will prescribe the course to be gone through and the

degree or diploma to be obtained. Every scholar shall at once take

steps to enter himself at the University or College which the Trus-

tees shall have approved. The course finally prescribed by the

Trustees shall not be changed without their sanction.

(3) Every scholar shall, at the end of each University or College

term, send to the Secretary of the Gilchrist Trust a certificate from

the proper University or College authority, showing that his resi-

dence, conduct, and progress in study have been satisfactory during

the term.

(4) Every scholar shall at all times obey such instructions as he

may receive from the Gilchrist 'frustccs or their Secretary.

(5) 'riic scholarship allowance, at the rate of fioo a year for

three years, will be paid quarterly, in advance, by the Gilchrist

Trust, commencing from the date when the scholar reports his ar-

rival in England.

(6) Every scholar will forfeit his scholarship, who, not being dis-

abled by illness or prevented by any other cause which the Gilchrist

Trustees may consider sufficient, fails to complete a residence of

three years in Europe, or who is at any lime guilty of misconduct

or disregard of the orders of the Gilchrist Trustees. If a scholar-

ship be forfeited, the scholar will lose his claim to a free return pas-

sage to India.
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N
otice \% hereby Riven under Section 351

of Act III (B. C.) of 1884 for general in-

formation, that the Commissioners of the Bara*

nagar Municipaliiy, at a Special Meeting held

on the 23rd February 1890, have framed a set

of bye-laws subject to the provisions of the

said Act, and that a copy of such bye-laws

together with a translation thereof in the ver-

nacular^ has been kept open, for one month

fiom the date of this notification, in the office

nf the Commissioners during office hours

(II to 5 P. M.) for the inspection of the inhabit-

ants of the Municipality.

It is hereby further notified that, after the

cjf{)iration of the said period of one month,

the Commissioners of this Municipality intend

to submit the said bye laws to the Local Gov-

ernment for confirmation.

P. C. Banerjee,

Chairman.

Baranagar Municipal Office,

The 8ih September 1890.

Cheapest and Perfect Time
KeepingWatch in the World.

A// our Watches Guaranteed for 2 years'

3PIIIOB RS. 0-8,

A strong accurate Keyless open-face Watch

In nickel silver case.

Runs 30 Hours with one winding, short wind,

Regulated to a minute a month. Bold hands

and figures, enameled dial, sunk second hand,

bet from outside. It has a jewelled visible

compact escapement. Can fie repaired by any

watch-maker for a trifle. Is a thoroughly re-

liable Machine-made Watch, in velvet lined

spring case.

Do. Do. Ladies' Wrist Watch. Price... 8 8

Do. Gent's Lever movement, fully

jewelled Chronometer balance to

prevent variation in extremes of tem-
perature. Price ... ... 13 o

Do. Hunter do. ... ... ... 13 8

Chain,

White Metal Albert Chains, standing

acid. Of all Patterns ... ... i 4
Imitation Guinea Gold do. ... ... 2 o
Canadian do. ... ... 3 o

Bepftin of Watches, Jewellery, fte.

We give our greatest attention to every kind
of repairs, stone settings, Waltham and Water-
bury including, as we always employ a staff of
the most skilful workmen for our jobbing dept.,

our charges are based upon the very lowest

calculations.

P. K. MOITRA,
^ Manager, Waterbury Watch Depot,

37, Mttsjidbari-street, Calcutta.

NOTIFICATION.
To be peremptorily sold pursuant to an order

dated the 23rd day of May 1889 and made in

the matter of suit No. 340 of 1884 wherein

Kanie Lall Seal was plaintiff and Gobin Lall

Seal and others were defendants and in the

matter of the estate of Paiina Lall Seal de-

ceased by L. P. D. Broughton Esq. the Ad-

ministrator-General of Bengal and Adminis-

trator to the estate of the said Panna Lall

Seal deceased at the office of the said Ad-

ministrator-General at No. I, Couivcil House

Street Calcutta by public auction on Wednes-

day the 17th day of Sepiembcr next at the hour

of 12 o’clock at noon the undermentioned

properties belonging to the above estate

Lot No. I.—All that lower roomed messuage
tenement or dwelling house situate lying and
being in and known as No. 221 Cornwallis

Street in the town of Calcutta being Holding

No. 197 Survey Block 15 North Division con-

taining by estimation 2 cottas 19 chaitaks

aiul 30 square feet be the same more or less

and butted and bounded as follows—On the

West by the piemises belonging to Upendra
Lall Sircar and others on the East by the

said Cornwallis Street on the North by

Muktaram Baboo’s Street and on the South by

the lands belonging to Upendra Lall Sircar

and others.

Lot No. 2.—All that tenanted land No. 40
Champatolla 2nd Lane in the town of Calcutta

measuring cottahs more or less and bound-

ed as follows—-On the East by the dwelling

house of Madhu Sudan Dutt Ram Mohan
Dass and Nilmonee Uass on tnc North by the

public road on the South by the dwelling

house of Jagabandhu Bose and on the West
by the house of lagabandhu Bose and the

house of Boydya Nath Ooriya and Nilmonee
ssDa.

Lot No. 3.—All that upper roomed brick-

built messuage tenement or dwelling house
and the piece or parcel of land or ground
whereon the same is erected and built con-
taining 3 cottahs 4 chattaks and 30 square
feet more or less situate lying and being at

No. I, Rajmoh.an Bose’s Lane in Colootollah
in the town of Calcutta and bounded on the

North by the house No. 2, Rajmohan Bose's

Lane formerly belonging to Bhagbat Kassary
00 the East by the house and premises
No. 48-1 Ram Mohan Ghose’s Lane and on
the South bide thereof by the house and pre-

mises of Hadjee Syud Sabur and on the West
by the premises No. 36 Dhuramlollah Lane.

Lot No. 4.— All that upper roomed brick-

built messuage tenement or dwelling house
formerly No. 21 but now numbered 30 Ram
Mohan Ghose’s Lane in Colootollah in the
town of Calcutta together with the piece or
parcel of land or ground thereunto belonging
containing by estimation 8 cottahs more or

less and bounded on the West by the house
and land of Miitty Lall Seal on the North
by the house and land of Jadab Chunder
Burral and Ram Chunder Bose and on the
South by the hou,se and land of Monohar
Dass and on the East by the bouse of Raj-

krisia Banerjee.

The abstract of title and the conditions of
sale may be seen at the office of Messrs.
Swinhoe and Chunder attorneys for L P. D.
Broughton Esq. the Administrator-General
and Administrator to the estate of Panna Lall

Seal deceased at No. 9 Old Post Office Street
in Calcutta on any day before tbe sale and will

be produced at the sale.

L. P. D. BROUGHTON,
Administrator-General of Bengal
and Administrator to the Estate of

Panna Lall Seal deceased.

Swinhoe & Chunder ^

Attorneys-ac-law,

High Court,

Calcutta.

a4th July, 189a

KNIGHT MEMORIAL FUND.
The Editor of the ** Indian Mirrok” beg»

to acknowledge the receipt, with many (hanks,
of the following sums in aid of the above
Fund :

—

Rs,
Phernzeshah M. Mehta, Esq., Bombay 100
Babu Krishna Behary Sen, Calcutta... lo
Balm Nagendr.a Nath Chatierji, Cal- *'

rutta . ... ... ... 2

A Zornastrian, Calcutta ... ... 5
Brib'ii Ram (lopal Sanyal, Calcutta ... 2

Kabiraj Abinash Chunder KniVratna,

Calcutta ... ... ... 2

Framji Mnnchevji, Esq., Calcutta ... 251
Kumar Benny Krishna, Cakuttn ... loa
A Bengali Friend, Calcutta ... 5
Bahii Gnpal Chunder Mtikerji, Editor

Sufifcbad Probhakar.^ ... $
B.ibu K;idna Nath Sen, Calcutta ... 2

Dinshaw Edulji Wacha, Esq., Bombay 25
Kahamai Hakaimiitrai Desai, Esq.,

Broach ... ... ... loo
S. C. Kaye, Calcutta ... ... 10
An Admirer, CalciUia ... ... 2

X. and Y., Mofnssil ... ... 2

I

Lala Haiisa Gopal Naiule Saheb,
Burdw.in ... ... ... 500

The Star Theatre ... ... 51
Baboo S. K. Laliiri, Calcutta ... 3
Jamsheclji Framji Madan, Esq., Cal-

cutta ... ... ... 51

John Ogilvie, Esq., Madaripore ... 16

The Ghattai Bar, through Baboo
Shnipda P. Ghose, Ghattai ... 10

The Hon'ble J. F.-N«>riis, Calcutta ... 50
An Admirer, Dinagepore... ... jo
Lahiri & Co,, Calcutta ... ... 5
Babu Boycuniha Nath Paul, Calcutta 4
Balm Mohendru Chunder Lahiri,

Seramporc ... ... ... la
Babu Gopal Chunder Daw, Siijbci ia 5
A Parsi, Calcutta ... ... 3
Babu S. C. Sircar, Calcutta ... 5
G. C. C., Mysadal ... ... 5

Babu Hari Churn Sen, Kalitala,

Dinagepore... ... ... lo
Rajcoonier Sen, Rai Bahadoor, Shib-

pore... ... ... 5

Chaitaiiya Library and Beadoii Square
Literary Club Calcutta... ... 5-8

Baboo Kaly Kissen Tagore, Calcutta 200

T|)e Hon'ble Guru Dass Bannerji,

Calcutta ... ... ... 25
Dr. R. L. Dutt, Midnapore ... to

F. H. S. ... ... ... 100
B. C. Seal, Esq., Bancoora ... to

Baboo Jogendro Kissore Roy Chow-
dhry, Ramgopaipore Mymensingli
district ... ... ... to

Hooghly Bar Association, through
Baboo Behari Lall Chatterji ... 32

A Follower of Keshub Chunder Sen 17

A Friend, Backergiinge district ... lo

Shib Chunder Sen, Calcutta ... 2

Moharani Surnomoyi, CL, Cossimbazar 100

Yor, Calcutta ... ... 2

Raja Sir Sourendra Mohun Tagore,

C.I.E., Kt. ... ... ... 50
Baboo Gopal Dass Roy Cbowdhry,

Calcutta ... ... ... 10

Rai Dwarka Nath Mookerjee, Baba-
door, Calcutta ... ... 10

Babu Mali Lall Ash, Calcutta ... 4

Further subscriptions may be sent to the

Indian Mirror Qffice, 74, Dhurumtola Street,

Calcutta, and will be duly acknowledged as re^

ceived.^
JUST PUBLISHED.

Congress Sketches : ""A Review
OF THE
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AT THE

Fourth Indian National Congress

Held at Allahabad.

Reprinted with additions and atteraUom from
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With a portrait of Mr. George Yula, President.

Sold by the pablishers G. P. Varnub and
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>

for 8 Aof^i a copy
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WONDERFUL MEDICINE.

BiECHAlfS PILLS
A REiiniverssilly ad-

muted to be worth

A GUINEA A BOX.
For Bilious and Ner-
vous Disorders, such

as Wind and Fain in

the Stornarh, Sick

Headache, Giddiness,

Fulness and Swelling;

after Meals, Dizziness

and Drowsiness, Cold
Chills, Flushings of

Heat,Lossof Appetite,
— Shortness of Breath,

Costivencss, Scurvy and Blotches on the Skin,

Disturbed Sleep, Frightful Dreams, and tilj

Nervous and Trembling Sensations, &c.

B

B

B

B

B

B

B
B

EECHAM’S PILLS
I

EECHAM’S PILLS
I

EECHAM’S PILLS

EECHAM’S PILLS
I

lEECHAM’S PILLS

lEECHAM’S PILLS
I

EECHAM’S PILLS

lEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

IJEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

IJeecham’s pills

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECIIAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

B
B

B

lEECHAM’S PILLS

EECHAM’S PILLS

EECHAM’S PILLS

The first dose will

give relief in twenty

minutes. This is no fic-

tion,for they have done
it in countless cases.

Every sufferer is

earnestly requested to

try one Box of these

Fills, and they will be

acknowledged to be

WORTH AGUINEA
A BOX

For females of all

ages these Pills are

invaluable. No female

should be without

them. There is not a

medicine to he found

to equal them for rc-

ini'ving any obstruc-

tion or irregularity of

the system. If taken

according to the di-

rections given with

each box they will

soon restore females

of all ages to sound

and robust health.

This has been proved

by thousands who
have tried them, and

found t h e benefits

which are ensured by

their use.

For a Weak Sto-

mach, Impaired Di-

gestion, and all Disor-

deis of the Liver, they

act like magic, and a

few doses will b e

found to work won-

ders on the most im-

portant organs in the

human Machine.

They strengthen the

whole muscular sys-

tem, restore the hing

lost complexion, bring

back the keen edge of

appetite, and arouse

into action with the

rosebud of health the

whole physical energy

of .the human frame.

These are fact s test ified

to continually by mem-
bers of all classes ^f
society, and one of the

best guarantees to the

Nervous and Debilita-

ted is, BEECHA M’S
PILLS have the

Largest Sale of any

Patent Medicine in

the World.

Sole Agents for India :

NATLOR, SON, OEMES & 00.

Wholesale Depdt.35, Clive Street,

CALCUTTA:

Notice

These PBI* can be obtained at all Bazaars

throughout India, or from the Whole and

Agents, Naylor, Son, Grimes & Co., at sale

following rates :—iJ. »i*c,

ts. gd. size, Rs. 2-4 per *>ox, including V.-P

Post. Shopkeepers can obtain Wholesale

Kates upon application.

IN THE PRESS.

Uniform with “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal”

ESSAYS BY A BBAHMAN
IN

Politics, Sociology, History, & Literature

- BY

the Author of “Travels & Voyages in Beng.al.”

Calcutta.

Peis Rayyet 'Office.

PRICE:

To Subscribers paying before publication Rs. 4

„ mere registering subscribers ... „ 5

„ Ordinary purchasers ... ... „ 6

Apply to the Manager, Reis and Rayyet^

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington .Street,

Calcutta.

FOR .SALE

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5 8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL

RKTWF.KN

Calcutta and Independent Tipfievah,

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJBE,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jaii Bah.apoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Bchar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, “REIS& RAYYET '

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

CaLCU'ITA.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

We have received from the office of Reis

and Rayyety one of ihe leading native news-

papers of Calcutta, a most readable little broch-

ure written by Baboo S-imbhu C. Mookrrjre,
once Minister to the late Nawab Faridoon Jab,

Bahadoor, Nawab Nazim of Bengal, Behar and
Orissa, which gives a graphic account of the

Baboo’s travels to and in Independent Tip-

perah. Written in capital English and evi-

dently by a gentleman of broad views and
enlightened mind, the work is decidedly a
valuable addition to the catalogue of English
written Bengalee literature. This bonk of
travels should be read widely not only bv
English residents out heie, but by our country-
men at home, for it teems with inteiesi and
teaches us far more about the fine belt of
unopened country travelled through than any
work of the sort written by an Englishman
would have done. Baboo Sambbu Cbunder
Mookerjee is one of whom his countrymen
may well be proud, for he writes throughout
with the moderate and educated pen of
a thorough gentleman.— The Indian Planters'

Gasetie is* sporting News. October 4, 18S7.

If we have not before noticed Mr. Samhlm
C. Mookeijee’s Travels in Bengal which was
published some months ago, it is nut because
the little book is either dull or pointless. It

contains, on the contrary, much interesting

matter, though some of the incidents are over-

weighted with detail in what is facetiously

called a “little booklet.” The author’s view
as a rule is, by the way, facetious : he is given

even to punning
;

but he is also sentimental

in the highest degree—“a naked Whiteman’*
hurts his susceptibilities

; a Hindu girl, bathing
in the river, throws him into an ecstasy of

delight ; “she had such large languishing eyes !’*

But he is nothing if not philosophical, and his

refiections on this or that social and political

subject are not without their moral. Mr.
Sambhu C. Mookerjee was formerly Minister

to the “ List of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa” and afterwards Mini.ster

of the Maharaja of Tipperah. He is a man,
therefore, of experience, and when he speaks

his brethren should listen to him
Travels in Renewal is a readable book, and it

abounds in anecdotes which arc often as in-

structive as amusing, and it is not spoiled by
loo many political allusions, though, of course

some tew have ciept \v\.— The Pioneer^

Dec., 1887.

In Pamphlet^ Price 4. annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY RliORGANlZATIOM

With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt. A'NDREW HEARSEY.

Apply to Reis &* Rayyet Office, Calcutta.

iPEETHAM^

Wat INDIA and 111 HOT CLIMATES this sv/eetly scented emollient Milk is INVALTTABLB

IT KEEPS Ike SKIN COOL and REFRESHED in the HOTTEST WEATHER,

Removes and preveuta aU SUNBURN, REDNESS, FRECKLES, TAN, etc., and

RBWQLRa me SKIN DELICATELY SOFT. SMOOTH and WHITE.

It entlieiy pretenta it trom becomlug DRY and WRINKLED, and PRESERVES the

rnMPLEXION flom the rcrrchlng effects of the SUN ard WIND more effectually than any

^aration. The IRRITATION capsed by the EIIKS and STINGS. of.TNRF.rT^ ia

wondertully alloyed by its nw. For Imparting that bu*t telvety leeiing to the bkio, thU
. . kaa nn Mliol 1 flnIH hv 0.11 Chftmi&tfl.
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“IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF.”

A!I who suffer find sure relief from

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcuteRheumatism and RheumaticGout,

After years of semi-helplessness and siiflfei-

in^; while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS
LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACHE,
SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

or these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affoiding instantaneous

relief in

Kenralffia in the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost too remaricable for CREDENCE.
Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE.^ A single applica-

12. LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA.
(Opposite ilu Police Court,)

TWK* PAir'IITTA

H0M(E0PATHlC PHARMACY,
TIIK

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE
DISPENSAR r IN ASIA

OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,
WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE
TRADE IN

INDEPENDENT HOMCEOPATflY
and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THI>

SCHOOL OK MEDICINE.

R. & Co. beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned

WOODEN CASE
in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

'Phese ca.scs while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No KXT/IA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
12, Lai Bazaai\ Calcutta.

tion will relieve you.

In Sore«throat its power ha.s been so rapid READ THIS CAREFULLY.
and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The Manrellons Sore Throat Oore.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy*

sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

liomes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at i Re, each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistreet& Co.

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.
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Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short winding Keyless Railway Regulat-

ors. of small sMtyjeivelled, enamelled dials, bold

figures and Caiidiau Gold hands, with tem-
pered machinery and rlust tight hinged cases

for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted
to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapness about

them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr.

A. R. Mehta from Bandora says:—“The
7-8 watch I purchased from you two years

back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting Su-

perintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh,
sayy|—“A watch maker has valued your

Ks.^8 watch for Rs. 15,” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, R.

W. Fusi. Regt., Lucknow, says “ Some valued

it at Rs. 15 and were completely surpiised when
I told them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pretty

Candian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-
plete shirt Studs and Rings set with scientific

diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each. Mr. J.

A. Yelsinore, Satur, says :
—“ The best gold-

smith of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. G.
Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, says:—“A
German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and
the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

J EYES^ D IS I N FECTANTsT
The best and cheapest Antiseptics,

Deodorizers and Cleansers.

Jeyes’ Perfect Purifier
supersedes Carbolic and other Disinfectants,

being much more efficacious, non-poisonous,

non-corrosive, stainless in use, and cheaper.

Prevents contagion by destroying its cause.

Instantly removes bad smells. It is an almost

unfailing cure for Eczema and other Skin
Diseases

;
and is the best known Insectici^^

Can be had in the various forms of Liquid,

Powder, Soap and Ointment.

JEYES* PERFECT PURIFIER
prevents infection by destroying its cause,

killing the very germs of contagious diseases.

It removes instantly all noxious smells, not

by temporarily disguising them (as is often

the case), but by chemical combination, sub-

stituting instantaneously for a p6i8onous a

pure and healthy atmosphere, and thoroughly

eradicating the evil.

Agents :*-.DYCE, NICOL & CO.,

3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta.

Rivers Steam Navigation Go.

“Limited.'^*

This Company’s Steamer “ PUNJAB ”

will leave Calcutta for Assam on Tuesday, the
16th instant.

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel

should be sent to the Company’s Godowns
at Juggannauth Ghat, not later than $ p.m.
of Saturday, the 13th instant.

Cachar Line.

The steamer “GWALIOR” of this line will

leave Calcutta for Cachar on the i6ih instant

(Tiie.sday) for which cargo will be received until

5 P.M. of Saturday the 13th instant. The river

having risen, steamers arc now able to pro-

ceed as far as Sylhet and Cachar.

Assam Despatch Service from
Goalundo

and

Daily Mail Steamer Service from
Dhubri to Dkbrooghur.

A daily service is maintained from Goalun-
do and Dlitibri for passengers and light goods
traffic, i e., packages not weighing over half a
ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival

of the previous night’s 9-30 P. M. train (Madras
time) ft om Sealdah, and Dhubri on arrival of

the mails.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to

almost all stations can be booked through from
or to Calcutta vid Goalundo or Kannia with

the Eastern Bengal State and connected Rail-

ways—Passengers and Parcels vid Kannia
only.

All particulars as to rates of freight and
passage by all the above mentioned Services to

be had on application to

—

MACNEILL & CO.,

Agents,

2-1, Clive Ghat Street.

Calcutta, the loth September, 1890.

A
ny Photograph transferred to porcelain

and thus rendered permanent. Apply to

R. Hotz,

I3'S, Government Place, Calcutta.
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< BATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
Advertisements (three columns to the page and

102 lines to the column; are qjitin-ged by the

space taken up, at the rate of 4 annas a line,

each insenion. The lowest charge for any ad-

vertisement is Rs. 2, except Domestic Occur-

rences, the lowest charge for which is Rs. 5.

Special rates for Oontracts.
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

OLD.
t
HY THE REV. RALPH HOYT,

liy the wayside, on a mossy stone,

Sat a hoary pilgrim sadly musing ;

Oft I marked him sitting there alone,

All the landscape like a page perusing
;

Poor, unknown—

Py the wayside on a mossy stone.

)3uckled knee and shoe, and broad-rimmed hat,

Coat as ancient as the form ’t was folding.

Silver buttons, queue, and crimped cravat.

Oaken staff his feeble hand upholding.

There he sat

!

Buckled knee and shoe, and broad-rimmed hat.

Seemed it pitiful he should sit there.

No one sympathizing, no one heeding,

None to love him for his thin gray hair

-And the furrows all so mutely pleading

Age and care ;

Seemed it pitiful he should sit there.

It was summer, and we went to school.

Dapper country lads, and little maidens,'

Taught the motto of the “ Dunce’s stool,”—

Its grave import still my fancy ladens,-

“ Here’s a Fool !

”

It was summer, and we went to school.
t

When the stranger seemed to mark our play,

Some of us were joyous, some sad-hearted.

I remember well—too well—that day—

/Ofltimes the tears unbidden started

—

Would not stay

!

When the stranger seemed to mark our play.

I have tottered here to look once more

On the pleasant scene where I delighted

In the careless, happy days of yore,

Ere the garden of my heart was blighted

To the core !

I have tottered here to look once more.

All the picture now to me how dear !

E’en this old gray rock where I am seated

Is a jewel worth my journey here
;

Ah 1 that such a scene must be completed

With a tear

!

All the picture now to me so dear

!

Old stone school-house— it is still the same !

There ’s the very step so oft 1 mounted ;

There is the window creaking in its frame,

And the notches that I cut and counted

For the game !

Old stone school-housc—it is still the same !

In the cottage yonder I was born

Long my happy home that humble dwelling
;

There the fiel^ of clover, wheat, and corn,

^There the spring with limpid nectar swelling ;

Ah, forlorn !

In the cottage yonder 1 was born.

Those two gateway sycamores you see,

They were planted just so far asunder,

That long well-pole from the path to free,

And the wagon to pass safely under ;

—

Ninety-three !

Those two gateway sycamores you see.

There’s the orchard where we used to climb.

When my mates and I were boys together,

Thinking nothing of the flight of time,

Fearing nought but work and rainy weather

;

Past its prime 1

There’s the orchard where we used to climb.

One sweet spirit broke the silent spell

—

Ah ! to me her name was always heaven !

She besought him all his grief to tell,

(I was then thirteen, and she eleven,)

Isabel 1
•

One sweet spirit broke the silent spell.

Angel ! said he sadly, I am old ;

Earthly hope no longer hath a morrow ;

Yet why sit 1 here thou shalt be told
;

(')
vThen bis eye betrayed a pearl of sorrow—

Down it rolled 1

Angel 1 said he sadly, I am old I

There the rude, three-cornered chestnut rails,

Round the pasture where the cows were grazing,

Where, so sly, I used to watch for quails

In the crops of buckwheat we were raising

—

Traps and trails—

There the rude, three-cornered chestnut rails.

There’s the mill that ground our yellow grain ;

Pond and river still serenely flowing ;

Cot, there nestling in the shaded lane,

Where the lily of my heart was blowing—

Mary Jane !

There’s the mill that ground our yellow grain !
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There's the gate on which 1 used to swing*

Brook* and bridge, and barn, and old red stable.

'But, alas ! no more the morn shall bring

That dear group around my fathci’s table—

Taken wing 1

There’s the gate on which 1 used to swing.

« I am fleeing—all I loved are fled
;

Yon green meadow was our place for playing ;

That old tree can tell of sweet things said,

When round it Jane and I were straying :

—

She is dead I

I am fleeing—all I loved are fled 1

Yon white spire—a pencil on the sky,

Tracing silently life’s changeful story—

So familiar with my dim old eye,

Points me to seven that are now in glory

There on high—

Yon while spire—a pencil on the sky.

Oft the aisle of that old church we trod,

Guided thither by an angel mother ;

Now she sleeps beneath its sacred sod—

Sire and sister, and my little brother

—

Gone to God ;

Oft the aisle of that old church wc trod.

There my Mary blest me with her hand,

When our souls drank in the nuptial blessing.

Ere we wandered to that distant land—

Now, alas I her gentle bosom pressing ;

There I stand—

There my Mary blest me with her hand.

Angel, said he sadly, 1 am old ;

^y^^arly life no longer hath a morrow

Now why sit I here thou hast been told ;

—

n his eye another pearl of sorrow

Down it rolled,

Angel, said he sadly, I am old.

By the wayside, on a mossy stone,

Sat a hoary pilgrim sadly musing ;

Still 1 marked him sitting there alone,

All the landscape like a page perusing ;

Poor, unknown.

By the wayside, on a mossy stone.

News and Our Comments.

Lord Lansdowne has completely recovered. The Viceroy goes to

Mashobra for a few days only and goes into camp on Tuesday, the 2isi

October reaching Calcutta on Tuesday, the 9ih December. His Ex-

cellency will be accompanied throughout the tour by Colonel J. C.

Ardagh, C. B., Private Secretary, Lieutenant-Colonel Lord William

Beresford, V. C., C. I. E., Military Secretary, Surgeon-Major E. H.

Fcnn, Surgeon, to the Viceroy, Captain H. Streaifeild, A.-D.-C.,

and Captain the Hon’ble C. Harboid, A.-D.-C. Lady Lansdowne

joins the Viceroy at Jeypore about the I2ih November, Others

forming the Viceregal party numbering in all 22, join at dififeicni

points at different times.

The Levee at Government House, Calcutta, has been announced for

Tuesday the i6lh December and the Drawing Room for Thursday

following.

• •

The Lieutenant-Governor is nearing the end of his monsoon lour.

Sir Steuart Baylcy arrives at Ruo^pur to-morrow, and, halting there for

two days, arrives at Darjeeling on Wednesday, the 24th.

The tocsin of his parting rule has been sounded. He has been ap-

pointed to succeed Sir Edward Bradford in the Political and Secret

Department of the India Office, and leaves Bengal, we believe, by the

close of the year. Who is to be the next king? Several names have

been suggested, but there is no positive information yet as to the

successor.

• •

Mr. Robert Steel, of R. Steel, & Co., and Mr. W. H. McKewan, of

Kelly & Co., have been elected representatives of the Chamber of

Commerce on the Port Trust.

• •

Mr. Lambert takes leave from the 23nd September to 17th October

and passes it in Shillong. Mr. Barnard, his Deputy, receives full

charge as Commissio$fr of Police, and Mr. F. L. Halliday, Assistant

Superintendent of Police, in charge of the Noakhali District Police,

acts the Deputy Commissioner of Police, Calcutta, with the powers of

a Justice of the Peace for all the territories under the Lieutenant-Gov-

ernor of Bengal’s control and those of a Magistrate of the first

class in the district of the 24-Pergunnahs.

• •

We are glad to learn from the Chamber of Commerce that the Bengal

Distress Fund has made a grant of Rs. 1,000 each to the Districts

of Moorshedabad and Jessore, to aid the people suffering from the

inundations.

• •

The Chamber of Commerce has been assured that the Merchant Ship-

ping Bill will not be passed at Simla but will be taken up during

the Calcutta Session of the Legislative Council.

• •

We find a Barrister-at-law of some years’ 5t.anding has been appointed

an Honorary Magistrate at Chupra with only the powers of a third

class Magistrate. In our own neighbourhood, Sealda, approved native

Pleaders exercise 2nd class powers on the Independent Bench of

Honorary Magistrates.

• •

The last of the Civil Service Examinations under the old Regulations

will be held on the 1st June 1891, in London.

# •

The following rule for the Orissa Canals, proposed in August last,

has been sanctioned by the Lieutenant-Governor

“ All low-lying lands .which cannot ordinarily benefit by canal water
shall be excluded by the'Deputy Revenue Superintendent from a kharif
lease of five years, or exempted from assessment.

/^rovisa.—if owing to extraordinary drought in any year during the*

currency of such lease, such exempted lands, or any portion of them,
can and do benefit, the cultivators shall be liable in such year for the

crop benefited.”

• #

Government has begun to'open its eyes to the hardships by exposure

to the sun to which seamen while in port are subjected. The following

rules have been proposed uuder the Indian Ports Act, X of 1880.

They will be considered two weeks hence ;

—

“ During the months of April to October no European seaman or

apprentice shall be employed during the hot hours of the day upon

work necessitating direct exposure to the sun.

Masters of vessels requiring wA'k to be performed in bilges, boilers,

and double bottoms shall be responsible that such places are free from

all dangerous and obnoxious gases, &c., before the men are sent to woik

in them.
Before sending seamen, apprentices, or labourers into the holds of

vessels, the hatches of which have been closed for over 12 houis, pre-

cautions shall be taken, especially with vessels loading grain in the

rainy season, to ascertain by lowering a ligiit the state of the air in

the hold. A rope shall be fastened to the first roan sent down, and the

same precaution shall be taken in any case where men are sent beiow

to assist in the rescue of men who have become insensible when

woiking in a hold, fore-peak, or locker in whi^jy^bul air may have

collected or noxious gases may have been generated.”

The last is suggested by the recent deaths from carbonic acid gas m

the holds of vessels.

At the last annual meeting of Ihe British Dental Association (Eastern

Counties Branch), the President, Mr. Kirby, answered the question—

What is the reason of the great increase of decay of the teeth of tht

rising generation ?

** He thought that there could be little doubt that the increase of de-

cay which was met with was greater than the increase in the population

woufd account for. The Registrar-General’s report;s suggested that

some part at least of the increase in population is due to the incren^^

in the average length of life amongst us, and this in turn to the dinji'

nation in mortality amongst infants and children of fender yeftfs*

other words, in consequence of improvements in sanitary and medical
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science a considerable number of infants survive the diseases and
Hangers of cbildliood wlio would formerly have succnmhecl to them.
Thus we have added to the population a considerable number of per-
SOUS who if not s^ctiiuily wenky iDuy be looked upon as scarcely eaual
phy^tically, to those who used under hardier circumstances lo fii^hi
tluoiij^^lhe battles of childhood. And if m the next gencraiiou tltere
be {uf%crease^ in the number of childien who are the on\pnng of
such parents, we may expect to find a general lowering in tone and
consequent greater tendency to dental decay. He also considered
that another cause which had not leceived the attention it de.scrved
was the influence of climate, which may be unsuitable to a special
race }

for instance, the children of English parents born in India tifieti

possess fairly good teeth, wliilst the teeth of children whose parents
and grand-parents have resided there are usually deplorably bad. It

may also be fairly said that the children of English people horn at the
Cape, as well as the descendants of our race in America and Australia,
have inferior teeth to our own.”

Is that the leasou why the British in India shew their teeth to the

natives ?

The American Dentist denounces the use of charcoal as a dcntifiice,

thus

“ When used as a dentifrice [it is] very much more serious than people
would naturally suppose, for although as a cleanser of the teelli, it is

veiy effectual and does no harm to them, it is vei y desti uctive to the
surrounding tissues, inasmuch that it is entirely insoluable in the saliva,

just as much so in fact, as so much steel filings, or powdered glass, and
IS about equally irritating to the gums. It becomes lodged about the
necks of the teeth and creates a chronic infiammation that very often

results in the loosening of the teeth and their dropping out of their
j^ockets. Many people have thus lost their teeth which otherwise would
have lasted them through life. They have become victims of a popuKar
delusion, a delusion that we h ive tiicd very haid to dissipate since wc
have been in the country, for we find it very prevalent here. We hope
that our admonitions will do .at least some good, and will dissuade some
people from .1 continuance of the use of this disease producing char-
coal, for there could scarcely be anything really more injurious as a
dentifiice.”

• •

Captain Jorgensen made an iron life-boat, named it Storm AV;if and

voyaged in it round the world, sailing fiom England to .-Xustralia. For

this feat he ha.s received an official reception fiom the .Matine Board

of Melbourne.

« «

According to a Belgian shipping paper, a steamer earned to the

west coast of Africa 14 missionaries, 460 tons of gunpowder, ii cases

of gm and 10,000 casks of rum. Such is the way of the civilization

of the day—such the means by which it is pushed to the unenlightened

corners of the globe ! Later on, another vessel, we dare say, will take

there a Belgian Father .Mathew or finally a Caine.

«
* •

i’HE woman’s-rights movement is not confined to the earth. It flies

in the air, Wc read of an American Amazon, Miss Gladys Van

Tassel, who travels in the air and mounts the sky. She is now per-

forming as .a parachutist at B.ilavia, having shewn her power and skill

in Australia. She is expected in Calciut.a during the “season.”

# *

Tuic latest American invention is an electric corset with alarm attach-

ment. It not only moulds the figure, but, it is s.iid, that at the slightest

exterior pessure a bell starts a-ringing and refuses to be silent till

help arrives. Let none of our European readers import this go-a-hcad

nonsense into our unsophisticated country. Here, it might invite a

crowd of people to bid for the fair one.

•
k •

Thk Statesman's Lahore correspondent under date the i4ih September,

wines :

—

“ There has, I regret to say, been another outrage, similar to the one
perpetrated by the man Brookes, on the Nonh-We.stern Railway

;
the

'iriiiii in the present ca.se was a widow lady, named Mrs. Murphy.
Her statement goes to show that shortly after she left Rawul Pindve
f‘»i Lahore at night, a European entered her carriage, and, nolwith-
''t^nding her remonstrances, flung her out of the compartment. She
l iy stunned on the line with a bleeding head until dawn when she
f'>und her way to a village and thence back to Gnjarkhan, where she
i»!c:eived medical attendance. The story has, as you may well believe,
caused considerable sensation in the station. The account if true (wc
'lie waiting for further confirmation) would indicate her ass*jlant to be
a raving lunatic. At any rate it seems strange th.at such occurrences
Jliouid be possible in these days of efficient police agencies. It would,
‘ think, he a good plan if the doors of the compartments reserved for

ladies were always kept looked
;
the kev, for the sake of convenience,

"«ing made over to one of the occup.ants of the carnage. Some such
dung will have to be done if ladies are to travel by railway at night.”

fhe Police has since reported that the account is not true, there being

the train no such person as the alleged assailant.

At the special request of the Senate, the Syndicate of the Calcutta

University reconsidered its own recommendation for a year’s disaffilia-

tion of the Ripoii College in Law, and reduced the term of suspension

from 12 tfi 8 moniiis fiom Ootob^r 1800 M iv i8qi. 7'ne Senate

was not satisfied and rcquisiiioncd a speci.il meeting for considering

the propriety of the amended resoliuitm of tlie .Syndicaie. That meet-

ing ivas held last Saturday, under the presidency of the Vice-Chancelloi,

the Honourable Dr. Guiiidas B.^nnerjea. There was an anirpated

discussion of over 3 hours. Tlie Hon’bic Mr. Cotton moved and

Maharaja Sir N.ircndia Krislina seconded the following resolution :
—

“That the proprietor of the Ripon College having admitted the ex-

istence of irregularities iri conneciion with the institution, and having
taken steps to pievenl their recurrence m future, the Senate, while con-
Liiiiing will) the resolution of the SyiuiuMfe th.al the management of

the College .should be censured for laxity of supervision, aie of opinion
tli.it the facts of the case do not justify the lecommendatiori of the
Syndicate to the (fovrrnment of India that the Ripon College shonhl
he disaffiliated in law from the 1st October, 1890, to the end of the
current Session, th.it is, till the 3rst May, 1S91.”

In suppoit of his pioposiiion, Mr. Colton deprecated any seventy

in dealing with unaideil Colleges, He was of opinion that

“ the resolution of the Syndicate went far beyond the requirements
and circumstances of the case. He would admit that llie management
was to blame

;
but the penalty to be inflicted was far loo severe, and

would fill wholly on llic proprietor of the College, who was really not
to blame in the matter. Tlie peiKilty would be practically a fine on him
of fiom Rs. 10,000 to Rs. 20,000. If the Vice-Ch;incellor liad known
it, he w.'is sure he wouid not have imposed such a fine. This was a
very grave penalty on a gentleman wlio had committed no other fmit
than l.ixity of siipei vision. .Another point w.is that it would be highly
impolitic to proceed in tliis way against an independent college.”

To make a point and give a hit,

“ He alluded to what w.is done in regard to a Government College
just ten years ago, when simil.ir iriegulaiii les weie discovered, and .a

very different penalty inflicted. When the Krishnagluir College tripped
in the same way, the resolution of the Syndicate was that the student
should be disqualified, .ind the law lectuicr was called upon to resign.

Tliis case was bioughi befoie the Syndicate of the time by the then
Director of 1 ‘ublic Instruction, and the Chaiiman of llic Syndicate in

18S0 was Sir Alfied Croft, the present Director of Piil)lic Instruction.

The speaker asked if the action of the Syndicate in legard to a Gov-
ernment College in 1880 should not be taken .as a picccdcnt in the

case of an indrpendent college in 1890.^ Nothing would redound more
to the credit of the Educational Depaiiment than if their officers would
give every encouragement to independent and privately maintained
Colleges.”

This called up Sir Alfred Croft to the defence of the honour of his

own Department. He performed his part well, without any bitterness

or disposition as if he scorned to take the advantage open to him.

He simply vindicated the action of the Syndicate, both in the first

instance and again on the l.ist occasion in revising its original resolu-

tion, and laid bare the gravity of the olfcnce commiticd ;
—

“The speaker then dwelt upon the nature of the offence In this

case, which meant violation of the regnlalions of the University,

and allowing candidates to be marked present in the official register of

the college when they were not present. In other words the college

secured ratiflidates admission by mt'.ans of false sl.aloments. 7’he trnih

of the ch.argc had been admiiled, and the punishment was accompanied
by a certain amount of censure. Honest colleges were in this way handi-

capped, and the diffitiiliy of deletiion and immunity seemed may have
encoiiiagcd managers of Ollier colleges to commit similar breaches of

the legiilation. But when such breacli was delected and it was found

that an effence was committed, not once but repeatedly, and there were
I circumstances showing a complete disregaid of the rules of the

University and the obligations of tinlh, it became plainly their duly to

vindicate law and morality by inflicting such a punishment as to pi event

the poison from spreading still further. In liie fiist aspect there was
the .admission of candid.Hles to the degree of the University by false

statements ; and the second a fir woise one, that fhe.se offences weie
commuted, and can only be commuted, with the connivance and
knowledge of the students themselves, which meant that from the time

students entered the Ripon College, they were fimiliarised with arts of

deceit, and instead of Ic-ssons of public virtue, iiiuli and heroism, they

were imbibing the atmosphere of deception. This case w.as different

to the one suecified l)y Mr. Cotton. Here there was systematic and
h.ibitual violation. In the case of the student of the Krishnaghur
College, instead of attending the lectures on Tuesdays and Wednes-
days, he attended on Saturdays and Sundays, and the Syndicate even

then showed their estimation of the offence, slight as it was, and which
had no resemblance to the habitual and systematic offence of the Ripon
College. Who was responsible for this deplorable si ale of things but

the management, who, it was found, resoiled to dishonest practices?

They were confronted with a letter from the proprietor, who disclaimed

all knowledge of the ii regularities. The .speaker fully accepted the

disclaimer, but he wished to point out that the proprietor’s disclaimer

pul him out of court and deprived him of being heard in the matter.

The late principal of the college also disclaims all knowledge, so they

have here irregularities running riot and aboundmgln the college, and no
one had any knowledge, no one was responsible fur them. The speaker

could only say the management of the college as a whole was res-

ponsible
;
the charge was unrebutted, and the management had failed

in its duty to watch over and control its students. It had allowed them
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to practise deceit, for which they were afforded opportunities, and there-

by rendered them unfit to be affiliated to the University. The laxity

of supervision had been a source of Rreat profit and advantage to the

management by filling its college rooms with students, and it must
accept the consequences it takes up, and not escape the just penalty its

negligence involves.”

Mr. Tawney took up the cudgels in defence of morality. He sur-

prised everybody by the exhibition of a gift of oratory which no body

had ever suspected in him. Such a speech as his delivered in the

Housd of Commons would have made the reputation and fortune

alike of the speaker. Here the dispensers of patronage would be

culpable in neglecting to strengthen our Chambers—weighed down as

they are, sometimes of necessity, by loads of dulness and ignorance

—

with men of such fine talents and solid worth. The great Professor

treated the business with ac;idemic though by no means pedantic rail-

lery. In a passage of manly eloquence, weighted with crushing sar-

casm, which was cheered to the echo, he said

“ In the course of a long career in the Educational Department he
had often had considerable difficulty in getting students to attend 66
per cent, of the lectures on every subject, and he had always en-
deavoured to c:irry out the regulations, but he had never known Gov-
ernment colleges to adopt that drastic method which, for fear of giving
offence, he should call the ‘conjectural emendation of registers.’ In
many rnagnificent letters to magnificent Secretaries to Government the
governing body of the University had always professed to be doing all

it could to inculcate a spirit of truth, and he was certain there were
not many present who wanted their sons to practise the conjectural
emendation of registers. He did not think it would be difficult to pass
from the ‘ conjectural emendation of registers ' to the * conjectural

emendation of opium passes,’ the reward for which was seven years’

imprisonment. He pitied the Professor of Moral Science at the Ripon
College and the Professor of Moral Philosophy if they had to follow
the example of this sort of morality. He therefore hoped that in de-
ciding upon this matter the Senate would not look to the question of
pecuniary fine, but would return such a verdict as would be for the wel-
fare of the rising generation of Bengal."

Sir Comer Petheram laid down the law that neither the Syndicate

nor the Senate could deal with the matter and that it rested entirely

with the Viceroy to disaffiliate any institution from the University.

He thought the punishment recommended was not too severe for the

offence comniilled and even went so far as to say that the College

should not be reaffiliated until it was shewn that there was no danger

of a repetition of the offence. He was, however, moved by pity

towards Surendranath—who, by the way, had once before received a

very different measure from the High Court. He ended by saying—
“ There was no security that, at the expiration of the time to which

the disaffiliation extended, the same thing would not happen again.

The Syndicate had taken up a position of punishment and not of re-

formation. It was their obvious duty to go to the Viceroy and ask that
this connection musii cease till the proprietor, co-operating with the
Syndicate, shows clearly that the offence will not be repeated, and that,

as soon as satisfactory guarantees had been given, the order of dis-

affiliation might be suspended. Perhaps it was yet possible for the
Syndicate to retrace their steps, and by not pressing their decision

obviate what would have a ruinous effect on the Ripon College and a
most disastrous effect on the University,”

Mr. Monmohun Ghose took up this cue. He had been watching the

whole business with lively interest as a great leader and a Parliament-

ary strategist. He now came to the rescue of the reputation of the

Congress in jeopardy in its Orator, with this motion by way of an

amendment, to wit

—

“That with reference to a suggestion thrown out by Sir Comer
Petheram of the desirability of satisfactory guarantees for the future

conduct of the Ripon College, the Senate resolve that, without pro-
ceeding to th«; extreme length of disaffiliating the law classes of the
college, the debate be adjourned for three months in order to see
whether the proprietor of the Ripon College will act in such a manner
as to justify the University in allowing it to continue its connection
therewith.”

Sir Henry Harrison, with his known tenderness for his old colleague

at the Municipality, seconded the amendment and defended the cause

of the Ripon College with his fervid casuistry. At last, the Vice-Chan-

cellor rose. He had maintained the dignity of the Chair throughout,

with scrupulous fairness to all sides, and now he summed up in a

lucid speech worthy of his reputation. Then the amendment was put.

Notwithstanding the efforts visibly made to secure support, it was lost

on a show of hands, but a poll being demanded, it was carried on a

division by 38 against 35.

This shews a distinct advance in the opinion of the Senate. The
first resolution was carried by against one and the second by 3S

against 35. The whole matter has now gone up to the Viceroy for

final orders. The Syndicate insists on a substantial punishment for the

offence detected and admitted. The Senate will be content to let off the

offender with a warning. The Viceroy will have to decide whether cer-

tificates issued on the condemned registers can be accepted as correct.

Notes, Leaderettes, and

Our Own News. •

We rejoice to learn that there is after all no truth in the report that

Prince Victor Albert Kas been suffering from malarious fever caught

in India. Although circulated in so many respectable British journals,

there was^ it is now averred, not the slightest foundation for it. The

British Press which early naturalised “ interviewing ’ and has adopted

other little Transatlantic methods, seems to be getting American

day by day.

There is something the matter with the Ameer. The Civil and

Military Gazette says that “ the Ameer lately released 160 female re-

latives of refugees who were in prison at Kabul, and told them to go

to India. They arrived at Peshawar on the loth instant, and will go

thence to their relatives.” That has a bad look. The following is un-

mistakable and truly horrible I

“ Colonel Wali Mohamad Khan, Post-Master-General, who was in

prison on a charge of embezzlement, has had his eyes put out by order
of the Ameer ; and Diwan Nehal Chand, who was a Diwan at Kabul,
has, owing to disobedience of orders, had the hairs of his beard pluck-

ed out, also by order of the Ameer.”

Will not our Government stir at such doings ?

The Syndicate of the Calcutta University has ruled

“ That within six months from the date of publication of the result

of any examination, any person may, on payment of a fee of two rupees,

obtain from the registrar a copy of an extract from the roll-book of the

University showing the number of marks obtained in each subject by
any candidate at that examination.”

After the discreditable disclosures of late in connection with the

marking of examination papers, the University could no longer

refuse to give in detail the results of the examination of the plucked

candidates when called for. But we are not sure that it is empowered

to demand any fee for supplying the information. The only power

on this behalf conferrrd by law is that the “ Chancellor, Vice-Chan-

cellor, and Fellows shall have power to charge such reasonable fees

for the Degrees to be conferred by them, and upon admission into

the said University, and for continuance therein, as they, with the

approbation of the Governor-General of India in Council shall fron\

time to lime see fit to impose.”

An ioflucntially signed memorial has gone up to the Viceroy fnr

amendment of the Calcutta Municipal Act with regard to the

assessment of residential houses and recovery of busti rales. This is

virtually an appeal from the orders of the Lieutenant-Governor

who refused to move in the matter after having passed the law. It is

a voluminous memorial and concludes thus :
—

“Your Memoralists therefore rcspecifully submit that they havf

shown with regard to the assessment upon houses occupied by the

owners

—

\5tly. That the principle of assessment laid down by the Act is a

fantastic, impracticable and indefensible principle necessarily leading

to gross injustice upon a very large body of rate-payers in Caiciuta.

2ndly, That so far from this principle being supported by the Eng-

lish authorities, upon whom Sir Henry Harrison relies, it is directly

opposed to all the authorities referred to.

yrdly. That if this principle of assessment is indefensible, it is a

denial of justice to the rate- payers of Calcutta, to defer enquiry for a

period of four years, and to subject them in the meantime not only tn

the harassment and injustice of an arbitrary and impracticable system

of assessment, but to the payment of rates which, under this arbitrary

system, are imposed
;
and which they%will have in the meantime to pay.

^thly. That with regard to the owners of lands upon which bustecs

or houses erected by the poorer classes are built, the simple question is

whether the owners of the land are to be responsible for the rate

assessed upon houses which do not belong to them, and whether any

advantage can be gained by wailing for four years ttuionsider thisqueb-

lion. If the principle is unfair and unreasonable, arfapse of four years

will not change its character.

Your Mcinorialisis therefore pray that should Your Excellency con-

sider that their present representations are founded upon reason and

justice, that Your Excellency will direct that such steps as may be ne-

cessary shall be taken for the amendment of those provisions of the

Act of which your Memorialists complain
;
or should Your Excellencv

consider that further enquiry is necessary, that Your Excellency w'll

not allow a period of 4 years to elapse before such enquiry is made,

but will at once direct that a Commission be appointed for the inves-

tigation of your Memorialists’ complaint ;
and that all further assess-

ments under the Act may be suspended until the Commission have

submitted their repot.”

We do not see how, under the existing law, the Viceroy can suspend

the assessment operations in the town, except through the Municipal

Commissioners, who too are powerless in the matter. Hew i® indeed

a nut for the Law Member to crack.
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Thb Ang1o-Portug\iese Treaty has been the occasion of an unseemly

tlisiurbance in the Portuguese Cortes. The members of the Opposi-

tion hooted the* Foreign Minister and even went to the length of

assauldng Major Serpa Pinto. Business was sut^pended, and on the

resKmlffon of^rder, the Foreign Minister brought forward certain

amendments to calm down the popular hostility. They had been

previously agreed to at Dieppe by Lord Salisbury at a conference with

the Poituguesc Minister. How the amendments were received is not

reported, but there was a split among the supporters of the African

Treaty and the Ministry has resigded. Complaints have been made to

the British Ambassador at Lisbon that the crew of an English cruiser

in the Tagus were hustled by the crowd and insulted while ashore.

The political excitement at Lisbon assumed grave proportions.

There was a serious fight between the police and the people. A state

siege was proclaimed. The military were called out. Order could

only be restored by firing on the mob and injuring many of them.

OWING to the revision of the cantonal constitution, there was a revolu-

tion at Ballinzona, in the Swis Canton of Ticino. It was a slight one,

and was quickly suppressed by the troops called in aid, though not with-

out the loss of a Councillor who was shot dead by the insurgents.

It was reported early in the week that a German official decree pro-

mulgated at Bagomoyo, sanctioned unrestricted slave trade in that dis-

trict, and that there was considerable excitement among the Arabs of

Zanzibar. Today we read that a German official at Zanzibar has denied

the official decree. At the same time, it is declared at Berlin that it

was never intended to abolish slavery immediately in German African

territory. This is a construction which the British public cannot

easily accept, whatever may have been the intentions kept concealed

in the Treaty. Meanwhile, it is reported by a Zanzibar correspondent

that slavery is reviving along the coast to an extent unknown during

the last thirty years.

The masters giving in, the Southampton strikes have ended. The

firemen and seamen had threatened to boycott the shipping firms

which would not agree to their demand for higher wages.

To force the employers to universal suffrage, the Belgian Workmen*s

Congress has resolved upon a general strike.

There was a meeting of the two Emperors, William and Francis

Joseph, at Liegnitz on the 17th. General Caprivi and Count Kalnoky

were present.

There is cordiality between France and Russia. At the banquet at

Jouzac over the late French manoeuvres, General Perron toasted the

armies of Russia and France, and said that Russia could afford to

disregard all coalitions.

A GREAT maritime disaster is reported. Lloyds' Agent at Hiogo

telegraphs that the Frigate Erlogroul, belonging to the Turkish Navy,

foundered at sea and five hundred of those on board were drowned.

A FIRE broke out at the Allahambra Palace, Granada. Fortunately,

most of the buildings could be saved.

Messrs. Dillon and O’Brien, M.P.s, have been arrested on a charge of

inciting Mr. Smith-Barry’s tenants to withhold payment of rent. War-

rants are out against Messrs. Patrick O’Brien, Sheehy, and Condon and

Father Humphreys. •

Cholera has made its grim appearance at Aleppo. It is also reported

at Massowah and Tokar.

Death is announced at New York of Dion Boucicault of dramatic fame.

1)R. Leitncr is nothing if not combative. He has fallen out with the

Joint-Secretaries of the Oriental Congress. We confess we do not see

much chance of the proposed Congress being held in London this year.

The officer in charge of the Paper Currency has announced that

during the Doorga Poojah holidays “ the Currency Office will be open

for business as usual on the i 8 th, 241b, 25th and 29th October.” We

believe by the words “ as usual” the AssiMant-Comptrollcr General,

Mr. Keene, means “usual hours” as on other working days, and not

that all the employes in the office will have to be in attendance.

Even then, the notice is incoiiststent with the instructfons of Govern-

ment accompanying the order for curtailment of holidays. The instruc-

tions ire:—“ In all these offices (to be kept open during the holidays

which will henceforth not be notified under the Act) special arrange

ments should be made, by contracting the hours of business, by

limiting the work undertaken to what is really urgent, by granting

leave to Hindu employes wherever practirabl<*, and l»y utilising as

much as possible the services of their non- Hindu fellow-clerks to

minimise the inconvenience which may be felt by those who have

hitherto enjoyed close holidays on the days which will in future be open.”

Mr. Keene’s notice is proof of the spirit in which the order of Gov-
,

eminent is to be carried out by officers of his bent of mind. The As-

sistant Comptroller-General evidently thinks, that these four days not

being public holidays under the Act, he is not to be bound by any

executive order of Government. Government itself committed the

mistake of making a distinction between the Doorga Poojah Holidays

under the Act and under orders of Government. The continuity and

sacredness of the twelve days being thus broken through, irreverent

heads of offices and departments are free to ride roughshod over the

non-public holidays. We have reason to believi that the Government

of India is not committed to its order against the holidays, and is

willing to withdraw the orders recently passed, if shewn to be un-

reasonable or unnecessary. The Comptroller-General— it is not Gay

but Jacob who now rules the Department—has permission to close

his office during all the days of the Dusschera vacation if he chooses.

He had informed the Government that there was no necessity for

his office to remain open and Government has left him the choice

to close it or not. If the other heads of the excepted offices would

be as reasonable and could shew the non-necessity of keeping their

offices open when Calcutta is off business for a-holiday-making, there

is yet a chance of a full vacation. We hope the Bengal Government

will not stick to its own, but follow the liberal example of the Supe-

rior Government.

We may here mention that during the last two days’ holiday

allowed in the Mohurrum, the counters opened at the Currency

Office did very little business. The work done was not one-fifth of

that of the usiial business days.

The late Mr. Atkinson--may his ashes rest in peace I—was for the

full vacation. He thought that the saying All work and no play

makes Jack a dull boy applied equally to office employes and to school-

boys—in fact, to all men. He as officiating Comptroller-General pre-

dicted what has been found in the Currency Office, and if he agreed

to abide by the instructions left by Mr. Gay last year, it was only to

prove that for business purposes the Dussehera vacation was a real

vacation and little if any business is done.

The first portion of the Chartered Dank Fraud case still goes on.

There is no knowing when it will end. The evidence has closed, and ad-

dresses by counsel have been made. The Judge is addressing the Jury

to-day at length. If iheir verdict goes in the accused’s favor, there

is ail end of the matter, otherwise the ca^e will be locked up and re-

served for the cycle after the vacation. For the presiding Judge has

reserved all the points raised by the defending counsel. They are

three in number and cut the prosecution at the root. Here they are :~

“ Firsty whether the charge was susiaiiVible ;
second^ whether the

confession was admissible ; and thirds whether there was any evidence

to go to the jury.”

Just as we are going to press we learn that the Jury at last unani-

mously gave a verdict of Not Guilty, The prisoner has been acquitted

and discharged. His son’s turn comes next.

The Government of Bengal has recorded a highly appreciative Re-

solution on Mr. Holmwood’s triennial report of the Registration De-

partment for the last three official years. The value of this report

in the eyes of the Government is enhanced by the intelligent deduc-

tions which Mr. Holmwood draws from the statistics which arc col-

lected in his repon. His observations on^ the fluctuations in the

registration of perpetual leases arc pronounced to be of considerable

interest and importance. He says

* There are two great classes of perpetual leases—those given by

zemindars tu their tenants and those sublet by tenants to others.

These two classes fluctuate independently of each other, and the cir-

cumstances of each particular district become a factor in determining

(heir variations. But as far as the first class of perpetual leases is

concerned, a general rule, such as would be naturally expected, seems

to be at work. The amount of land being limited, the settlement by

zemindars with their rayyets in perpetuity has a tendency to increase

up to a certain point, and then to steadily decrease as the majority of

the lands become settled. This has actually been observed to be the

case in the sob-district of Baraset in the 24-Pergunnabs, where the

Sub-Registrar is the most punctual and business-like officer 1 have
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under me (which renders his office very popular), and is also a most
careful observer and notes facts in connection with registration transac-

tions in the most intelligent manner. He has observed a regular per-

manent settlement going on during the past two or three years between
the zemindars and their rayyets, owing to the zemindars finding it

difficult to make arbitrary enhancements or ejections under the new
law, and the number of registrations under this settlement has already

reached its maximum and begun to decline. 1 have no doubt that this

same cause is at work in other sub-districts, where the usual stereo-

typed explanation is given, that the zemindars find themselves in

straitened circumstances owing to a succession of bad harvests
; but

it is duly in particular districts, like those in the Dacca and Chittagong

Divisions, where the rayyets are pnjsperous and insist on obtaining

some certainty of tenure, that these settlements are at all general.”

There is a steady falling-off in the registrations under Sections 12 and

x8 of the Bengal Tenancy Act relating to permanent and fixed tenures.

The decrease is explained by Mr. Holmwood by the unpopularity

of the landlord’s fees. The increase on the other hand in the number

of registrations of leases, mortgages and sales, is attributed to the

indirect effect of the Bengal Tenancy Act. So far as the last year

is concerned, it was due also, to a great extent, to the scarcity.

While the operations of the Registration Department have been care-

fully reviewed and commented on in general, one remarkable fact

remains without explanation. This will be seen from the following re-

marks in the Resolution

“ While the aggregate value of property transferred by registered

documents increased by more than 520J4 lakhs of rupees in 1888-89,

it decreased by more than 412^ lakhs during the past year. There

was an increase of nearly ii lakhs in the value of moveable propeity

transferred, but the value of immoveable property diminished by more
than 423 lakhs. It is unsatisfactory to note that no explanation is

forthcoming of the wholly unprecedented increase observed last year

or of the great fall in the year following. In former years fluctuations

in these figures were not considerable, and it is an insufficient expla-

nation to attribute them to general dulness of trade.”

On the subject of Mahomedan marriage registration, we are glad to

see that the reforms suggested by Nawab Abdool Luteef Bahadoor are

about to be adopted in practice. The following remarks are made on

this subject in the Resolution

“The districts of Dinagepur, Pubna, Backerganj, Noakhall, My-
mensingh, Bogra, Tipperah, and Dacca showed an increase in the

total number of ceremonies registered, while the districts of Khulna,

Rajhshahye, Rungpur, Faridpur, and Chittagong showed a decrease.

The Inspector-General of Registration thinks that in the majority of

districts the Mahomedan M.irriage Registrars are slowly but surely

gaining ground, and that in those districts where they do not do so,

it is owing to their own inferior qualifications or to the active opposi-

tion of interested headmen and zemindars. Mr. Holmwood was lately

asked for a separate report with reference to the alleged unpopularity

of the Act, and he has given his reasons for holding that it is not in

any way unpopular, though in certain places it is neglected and in

certain others its eflfects are destroyed by the opposition of a few hos-

tile zemindars, and the Licutcnaui-Goveinor is inclined to agree with

the view he has expressed. Some practical reforms suggested by

Nawab Abdool Luteef Bahadoor, C.I.F.., in a valuable minute on the

working of the Act, have been adopted by the Permanent Committee

and approved by Government, and they will be immediately introduced.

The Act is at the same time to be extended, on the recommcndatioi>

of the I’ermanent Committee, to the Town of Calcutta and the dis-

tricts of 24-Pergunnahs, Jebsore, and Mooishedabad. As regards the

Qazis’ Act, the Inspector-General writes that the ‘ Act does not seem

to gain ground much, though wherever the Qazis are energetic enough

to establish Naib Qazis and get hold of the professional persons who
arrange marriages tlieie ,is a maiked increase in their opeiaiions.

This is specially noticed in the districts of Eastern Bengal.’ The
Lieutenant-Governor hopes that district officers will show more interest

in the working of this iinporiani Act in the future.”

In March 1891, on dates to be notified hereafter, there will be an ex-

amination in Calcutta, of candidates for appointment of Deputy-Col-

lectors. The applicants mu.st have passed the B. A. Examination of the

Calcutta University, or be holders of satisfactory certificates shewing

that they have received education up to an analogous standard, and

of not more than 25 ye.Hrs of age. The age restriction does not apply

to candidates who are already gazetted officers of Government, Those

in the list of candidates registered for appointment as Deputy Magis-

trates and Deputy-Collectors are also eligible for the examination,

provided they have not exceeded the age of 30; R is annonneed that

“ No person will be deemed qualified who does not satisfy the follow-

ing conditions :

—

1.—That he has no disease, constitutional affection, or bt»dily in-

firmity, unfitting him, or likely to unfit him, for the Subordinate Ex-
ecutive Service.

IL—'fhat he is of good moral character.

IIL—That he belongs to a respectable family.

IV.—That he produces a certificate of ability to ride, signed by a

District Officer.”

If these conditions were strictly enforced, the Subordinate Executive

Service would indeed be an honorable body. But how many not o(

respectable family have crept into the service^ making the administra-

tion a terror to the tiue respectability of the country. A candidate

for the examination must apply to the Under-Secretary in the Appoint-

ment Department by the 1st February next with a fee of Rs. 10 and

the required certificates. The medical certificate may follow, the fee

for which is Rs. 4. The candidates will be examined three days— in

English Essay, a classical language (Sanskrit, Arabic, Persian or

Latin) or Mathematics, History and Political Economy, Literature and

Philosophy, or Physics and Chemistry. The total number of marks for

the several papers is i,ioo.

Unlike the University Examinations, there are no passing marks.

Nor, as in the Civil Service, will a certain number be accepted accord-

ing to requirement. But,

“ After the results of the examination have been ascertained, a list

will be prepared of the candidates selected for appointment in the year

1891. The list will be composed as follows the first four can-

didates on the list in oider of merit
; ffij two others, to be selected by

the Lieutenant-Governor from among those candidates who have ob-

tained not less th.'in one-third of the marks
; ('£:J

two Special Deputy
Collectors or Sub-Deputy Collectors selected by the Lieutenant-Gov-

ernor for promotion. The names of these eight candidates will be ar-

ranged in a combined list in such order as the Lieutenant-Governor

may direct ; and according to the position assigned to them in that list

they will be appointed to fill vacancies in the Subordinate Executive

Service as they occur. Should more than eight vacancies arise during

the year, the excess appointments will be given to qualified cundid.ites

selected by the Lieutenant-Governor.

Selected candid.ttcs, not already in Government service, will at once

be employed as probationers on a subsistence allowance of Rs. 50 a

month.”

The admission of the B. A. certificate as a qualification for a candi-

date is a piece of inconsistency. If University Examinations are worth

anything, why is a separate education examination instituted ? This

departmental Examination is the severest possible condensation of

the University.

The examination for Sub-Deputy Collectorships will also be held in

March 1891. Those whose names already appear in the Government

Lists of candidates for Deputy or Sub-Deputy Collectorships and candi-

dates selected from the list of applicants for registration are all eligible

for this examination. They are also required to produce certificates i f

health, moral character, social position, and ability to ride. They

will be examined in (f) Dictation and language, (2) General knowledgr,

(3) Drawing and Surveying, (4) Mathematics and (5) Law. Permission

to appear must be obtained as in the other examination.

“The six candidates, who obtain the highest marks, provided that

they have also passed in the first of the above papers, will be declared

entitled to appointment as Sub-Deputy Collectors, and will be appoint-

ed to fill vacancies in that grade as they arise. Should more than six

vacancies occur during the year, the excess appointments will be given

to qualified candidates selected by the Lieutenant-Governor.

Selected candidates, not already in Government service, will at once

be employed as probationers op a subsistence allowance of Rs. 30 %
month.”

y^£/S & RA WET,
Saturday^ September 20^ j8go.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION—THE NEED
OF THE HOUR.

Our approval of Mr. Mackenzie’s education policy

has given satisfaction to our contemporary of the

Indian Daily News. Probably it has been somewhat

of a surprise. But the day of differences on the

subject of Industrial Education is happily no more.

Liberal culture is no doubt a fine thing but education

in arts and handicrafts is a necessity of iW hour. For

the rest, there is no suggestion nor possibility of

the one being sacrificed to the other. High educa-

tion has now sufficient securities for its safety, while

the terror excited by earlier enthusiasts in the cause

of practical education who were prepared even to

smother high education in furtherance of their cause

is become a chimera. The two may now march to-

gether, without any thought of encroaching on each

other. On the contrary, they may best flourish as co-

ordinates of, the same system. This, however, was

not the case before. There were extravagant proposals

in respect of general education at one time and
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revolutionary schemes of technical education. High
education came under suspicion and the entire

poljcy by ’which it had made progress so far was
t</\. be i^ibandoned. The Government, it was
held, had committed a mistake and must atone

for the mistake as far as possible by pushing
technical at the expense of higher education. In

fact the attitude of some of the exponents of the

new policy was alarming, or at any rate created

alarm. If therefore the native press did not take

to proposals of such enthusiasts in the earlier days
of the controversy quite so kindly as now, the fault

was not wholly its own. But the heat of the past

controversy is over. Both parties have outgrown
their vehemence, and for some time past the in-

terests of high as well as of technical education

have been held in equally just regard. For ourselves,

we have always avoided taking sides in the con-

troversy. In the very first years of this journal,

we remember having warmly sympathized with the

views of the then struggling party of Technical

Education. Where any advocate of technical educa-

tion was betrayed into avowed hostility to liberal

education, we felt bound to remind him of his mis-

take, We believe that the two should be fitted into

one system. Mr. Tawney’s idea of placing both under

the direction of the University has our complete

approval. The one as well as the other requires

equally careful nursing, and the most effective

nursing is secured by the University. With all

the strong hold which high education has got

in the country, it yet needs fostering and right

direction. The Universities have, indeed, given

a mighty impetus to its progress but, nevertheless,

the time is not come to leave it without the support

of the State. As for technical education, it de-

serves all the support that the Government and the

generous public could give. Already, the liberal pro-

fessions are overcrowded. The higher schools and

colleges are attracting numbers part whereof should

have been diverted to practical handicrafts, only if

the way were fairly open. There are kinds and de-

grees of intelligence. There are aptitudes for polite

learning as there are aptitudes for practical pursuits. In

the absence of schools for technical instruction, all are

indiscriminately flocking to our Colleges many of

whom should not be there—nor would they be, if

means of education suitable for them were provided.

Already, the old prejudices against mechanical pur-

suits are giving way before the pressure of the new
order of things. In fact, the time for giving our

educational system a wider berth has long come, and

our complaint of the neglect of technical education

receives its edge from almost our personal disappoint-

ment. Our own province is daily being far and

farther left behind by sister provinces. To-day it is

a report of Nagpore that reminds us of our back-

wardness. The next day it is a still more brilliant

record of another Presidency that puts Bengal to

the blush. The success of technical education in

the Western Presidency has been of a most marked
character. The Technical Schools of Bombay are

crowded with students. To many earnest friends

of the new educational departure, nothing, we be-

lieve, was a matter of more anxious deliberation

than the question, Whether means of u^tul train-

ing being at last provided, they wviild be avail-

ed of by the people in sufficient nujcflbers fb make
them worth the trial ? All sueh anxious fears

have now been dissipated in Combay. The ex-

periment has been a decided success, and Lord

Reay's strongest opponents must give him credit for

the success of his educational measures. The
students, we hear, are pouring in beyond the capacity

of the schools for their accommodation. Additional

classes and fittings and furnishings had to be pro-

vided, but the influx of candidates continued at a

rate which made it necessary to publish advertise-

ments that the institution was full. Full details of

the signal success of the experiment in Bombay are

going the round of the press, and we refer to them
only to emphasise the contrast they afford to the

state of things in Bengal. Probably, it may be said

that a commercial and manufacturing city like Bom-
bay possesses especial facilities for technical in-

struction denied to others and no fair comparison
with Bombay can lie. Admitted, but what of Nag-
pore ? And has not Mr. Mackenzie’s province also

distanced us in the race ?

There is no good reason, however, why Bengal
should lag so far behind. Is it not the wealthiest

Indian satrapy ? As for financial difficulties, they are

difficulties in which every Local Government has a

proportionate share. Bengal, on the contrary, is spe-

cially fortunate in having its education directed by a

man who practically though justly holds the honored
position of Education Minister to the Government
of India. That Sir Alfred Croft’s own province should

have so long taken little part in the movement is

to us inexplicable. That movement received formal

sanction from the Education Commission of which

he was a distinguished member, and whatever pro-

gress it has been making in other parts of the coun-

try dates from the time the recommendations of the

Commission began to be carried into effect. It is about
three years ago, we believe, that arrangements for

practically carrying them out were taken in hand in

this province as elsewhere. The arrangements here

must presumably have made sufficient progress as

the Department was sometime ago said to be on the

look out for a suitable house in Calcutta for its tech-

nical institute. Some degree of alarm was created

by a proposal to convert the old Hindu School iii|o

the institute. That proposal, whatever its origini,

was indiscreet, and it was met with a storm of oppo-
sition. It was evidently abandoned, and well it is

the dear old school lives. But since then there is not

a syllable breathed about the proposed Institute for

Calcutta. Does it hang fire for want of a house or

are there more serious obstacles? In the mcatime,
however, the demand for practical training is getting

more pressing. The Shibpore Workshops offer no
adequate variety of training. What we require is

variety on the model of Lord Reay’s scheme, and it is

high time a beginning was made.

THE INDIAN BUDGET.
The Indian Budget Statement was, as usual, made
before empty benches. There were barely seventeen
members of the House of Commons before whom
Sir John Gorst unfolded the intricacies of Indian
finance. This practice has been condemned on all

hands, but in vain. It is truly wonderful that, in the

face of the disapproval which it has always called

forth from supporters of Government as well as their

opponents, it should be persisted in year after year.

Under the circumstances a proper debate was out

of the question. Mr. Bradlaugh, however, rescued

its character by his able criticisms of the financial

policy of the Government.

The Under-Secretary of State was* at an extra-
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ordinary advantage in presenting his Indian Accounts
this year. He was in a position to take all critics by
storm. Never was a financier in a more fortunate

position in laying his budget statement. For, it was
a tale of unexpected and unexampled prosperity he
had to unfold. The surplus of only Rx. 270,400
estimated by Sir David Barbour was by one
boun(I swelled to an unprecedented net surplus of
Rx. 1,8700,400. We say net, for the real gain was
more considerable. This was due to a rise in ex-

change. Had it not been for this favorable turn in

the value of the rupee, the finances of India would
have been, said Sir John Gorst, worse by Rx. 560,000
than they were expected to be by Sir David Barbour

last year. Part of this was real loss, viz, the loss

of Rx. 40,000 on opium, and of Rx. 320,000 on
railway receipts from slackness of the export in

consequence of the same sudden alteration in ex-

change, while a part was only apparent loss, namely,

a sum of Rx. 200,000 for interest arising out of the

proposed conversion of the 4j^ per cent. Rupee Loan
into a 4 per cent. Debt. This, of course, was
not really a loss, but in the long run a gain to the

revenue of India. Taking these outgoings, how-
ever, into consideration, the true advantage, said the

Under-Secretary of State, which has accrued to the

revenue of India from the rise of id. in the estimat-

ed rate of exchange was no less than Rx. 2,160,000.

Sir John Gorst then discussed the two courses which

must suggest themselves to a Government in view of

such an overflowing surplus. One was the remission

of taxation, and the other the restoration of the

surplus which, he said, went by the name of the

Famine Insurance Fund. The former course had

never a better chance of acceptance than on the

present occasion, but it was summarily set aside, and
the second alternative commended itself to Sir John’s

warmest approval. He put the official construction of

the Fund and justified his recommendation for its

maintenance with consummate ingenuity and made a

thoroughly plausible case for his policy of caution.

He said :

—

** The famine insurance was not a material but a financial insurance,

and it was based on the rough calculation that the consequences of

famine in India were to impose on the people a burden of

Kx. 15,000,000 once every ten years. The fund was supposed to con-

sist of a special surplus of Rx. i, $00,000 ;
but, as the Government

of India was a continual borrower for the purpo.se of making railways

and irrigation works, the whole or part of the Rx. 1,500,000 had been

employed for purposes for which money would otherwise have been
borrowed. The special surplus to which he had referred had never
been hoarded, or invested, or kept as a sort of purse which could be

drawn upon in the event oi a famine occurring. It had always been
spent year by year. It would, however, be a great mistake for the

Committee to suppose that no money had been applied of late years

to the extinction of debt or the promotion of irrigation and railway

works ;
for since the year 1886 87 no less than Rx. 3,440,000 had been

applied to those purposes. He was not so sanguine as to suppose
that after the statement he had made, the character of the transactions

he had referred to would be properly understood. He had no doubt

that the name of the Famine Insurance Fund would continue to be
used, and that hon’ble members would still talk of the Secretary of

State seizing upon the fund as if he were guilty of robbery ; but, at any

rate, the first duty of the Government, upon the return of financial

prosperity, was to restore the famine grant. With regard to the salt

tax, in which certain hon’ble members took so much interest, although

it was a tax which ought to be and which should be removed as soon

as that course was financially possible, he thought the figures which
he had quoted would encourage bon'ble members and the Government
of India to restore the famine grant instead. As far as the salt tax

was concerned, he could only refer to the statements he had made by

authority of the Secretary of State, to the effect that the salt duty
should be considered as a temporary measure, and that the reduction

of it should be effected as speedily as possible. He thought that from

the statement he had laid before it, the Committee would agree with

him that the finances of India we^p encouraging and satisfactory ;

and although it would be extremely foolish to indulge in visions of

enormous surpluses, at all events they might contemplate the future

with cheerfulness and hope.”

Besides Mr. Bradlaugh, there were Sir R. Leth-

bridge, Sir Richard Temple, Mr. Key, Sir W. Plow-

den, Sir John Fergusson and one or two others,
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who discussed the . statement. Sir R. ' Lethbridge
was in the best temper with the Government
after the successful issue of his labors in ' behalf of
the UncQvenanted Service and had but congratula-
tions for the Under-Secretary for the satisfactory

condition of the finances. He pleased that magnate
still further by indulging in an onslaught on Mr.
Bradlaugh for his disapproval of the shifting ways
of the Government in regard to the so-called Famine
Fund. The other speakers aired their respective

hobbies. Sir Richard Temple propounded the doctrine
that India had the lightest taxation in the world, and
wise after the event, thought that a highly tech-
nical expression like the Famine Insurance Fund
would never have been invented if the Government
could divine the perplexities it would give rise to.

Sir
J. Fergusson denied the heaviness of land assess-

ment in Bombay or the inadequacy of the employ-
ment of natives. Mr. Bradlaugh's, as we have said,

was the ablest and most elaborate criticism and were
it not for him, there would have been no debate worth
the name.

HOSPITALITY IN A HOUSE OF GOD.
Sir,—In connection with your tub-leader on the eccentricitiei t.f

a man of God, I beg to relate a story of my owu experience
which is calculated to show in a great measure that, notwithstanding
the thorough and threadbare exposure of the church by Luther,
the state of Denmark continues still rotten, and, I am afraid, it will

continue to the end of the chapter.

On my way home from office, some time ago, J, together with
some of ray officemates, was overtaken by a right good down-pour
which meant to deluge us iircrally, if not quite over-flood. How-
ever, we took shelter under a church-portico in the neighbourhood
of * • • • which had already given shelter to not a few
under the same plight. Fortunately or unfortunately as you may
like to call it, this was a wedding day, and we found among others

a man in frocks pacing up and down the landing place, parading
his long frock-coat and shining leather boots, brandishing all the

while a pretty little cane which gave him much more the air of an
eighteenth century cavalier than an ecclesiastic. The gciulemari

eyed the multitude collected under his very nose with apparent

displeasure and sent from time to time a furtive glance at some
body or other which convinced all who had eyes to sec of the

mixed contempt and derision with which he regarded those un-

interesting intruders. But we were not in a position to stand on

ceremonies, the rain was pouring down in torrents. Shortly, we
heard the low rumbling of a,distant coach ; and directly it came
in view, wc were most imperiously called to fall back and make
a passage ; the liveried coachman drew up, the brisk foot-men

unlocked the door, and outcame the betrothed pair, seeking under

the sanction of the church and its benediction the bliss and com-

forts of a wedded life. The party entered. But no sooner was
the party out of sight, than down came the man in frocks with

his cane upon the poor weather-beaten multitude, ordering

them to clear out, each and every one of them, on pain of a

bruised back or a blackened eye, even though the Heavens
meant to rain fire or bring the world to an end. Cleared we
all out, as there was no help for it, and preferred the tenderer

mercies of an inclement weather to the hard-hitting blows of a

mealy-mouthed and charity-preaching Tuck in frocks. But before

parting I cried shame to the man, out of the fullness of my heart,

saying, inspired as he no doubt was with the utmost stretch of

Christian charity, he was nothing but a sheer disgrace to the frock

he wore, to the platform he was standing upon, and to the religion

he professed. The man was in hysterics—he bit hif^ps and gave

indications that he would tear me outright in pieces, had he but the

power.

And such men are expected to breathe consolation to the afflict-

ed and teach erring humanity so that their souls may share the

grace hereafter ! 0 tcrapora ! O mores

!

Jay Krishna Banirjbi.

Calcutta, the fach September 1890.

In the seventeenth century Defoe wrote the famous lines—

Wly^vTcver God erects a house of prayer,

The Devil always builds a chapel there.

Since th^n His Club-footed Majesty has evidently advanced in king-

craft. He now carries the war into the enemy’s camp. Instead of going

to the trouble of building separate chapels to spite tne church» be now,

it would seem, tells off ionte of hit followers for service io too

latter.—

E

d. i?. ^ ‘
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MONGHYR.
Jamalporcy rsth S^tember rSgo,

A river accident took place the other day. The E. I. Railway
Co.*» steamer Margaret,*’ which was flying between Monghyr
and Khagariah got aground in the sand., Fortunately, no injury
wajy^ne to the passengers on board.

tH rcdudlion in the several departments of the E. 1 . Railway is

now in full swing. The Traffic Manager Mr. N. St. L. Carter
has been served with six months* notice of discharge. The services

of Mr. T. Curtis, Accountant and Personal Assistant to the Loco :

Superintendent, have also been dispensed with, he having got a

month’s pay in lieu of notice.

Three European and Eurasian clerks, a dozen native clerks and
about a dozen E* and E. I. mechanics from the Loco : Department
have already been sent away. This is solely for reduction of
establishment. There is a rumour that some more will share

the same fate.

Notice under the 55 years* rule is under circulation on the com-
pany’s employees on the line.

Budmashes of the stamp of Benares goondahs appear to have

made their appearance at this station. A Bengali Babu attached

to Friend k Co.’s shop, whilst going home after closing the shops

at night between 9 and 10 p. m ., the other night, was waylaid by

one of the above and struck with a bamboo stick. Fortunately,

the blow aimed at his head escaped its mark and fell on his shoulder.

The police had better keep a sharp and vigilant eye on them,

otherwise it will be a source of annoyance and danger to passers-

by at night.

This place has nowadays become fearfully and unbearably hot.

There is actually a need for a heavy downpour.

PUBLIC HEAlYh of OrYsA IN 1889-90.

The Commissioner of the Division reports :

—

The year was exceptionally unhealthy, being marked by an un-

usual increase in mt>rtality in each district, as will be seen from the

comparative figures given below :

—

Number of deaths.

1887-88. 1888-89. 1889-90.

Pooree *7.833 1 8,460 43.767

1887. 1888. 1889.

Cuttack 30,708 36,892 5 L4»3
Balasorc **,77* 20,751 36,604

It seems probable that the excessive heat of the dry season, the

capricious rainfall of the year, and the high prices of food-grains,

were the main causes of the general unhcalthincss of the year.

Want of rain in the early part of the year produced a scarcity of

drinking-water, while dearness of food-grains compelled the poor

people in some places to live on coarse pulses and unwholesome

vegetables and roots. The consequence was that the number .of

deaths increased under the head of almost every disease in Cuttack

and Balasorc, and that heavy mortality occurred among the under-

fed pilgrims who resorted to Fooree. In Cuttack district cholera

and fever were mainly responsible for the high mortality of the

year, the numbers of deaths from these two diseases having been

14,887, and 20,661, against 3,814 and 16,526 respectively in 1888-89.

In Pooree the largest number of deaths occurred from cholera,

the figures being 20,342 deaths, against 1,793 1888-89. Under

the head of bowel-complaints the deaths increased from 2,032 in

1888-89 to 3,109 in 1889-90, The Civil Surgeon attributes this

appalling increase of mortality to the following causes :—(i) To
the great number of pilgrims attending last year’s festival with a

very severe outbreak of cholera at the Rath festival, which con-

tinued on to the cold weather ; (2) to the famine in the tributary

states and in (Ganjam), which, as Pooree is at all times a favourite

haunt with beggars, sene crowds of famine-stricken people, who arc

the readiest prey to disease, to live on the public charities in that

town ; and (3) to the constant presence of bowel complaints, such

as dysentery and diarrhoea, amongst an under-fed and weakly popula-

tion like the Pooree pilgrims and beggars. The largest numbers of

deaths from cholera occurred in thannah Khoorda (6,932) and in

the Sudder thannah ol Pooree (4,691), and only 632 persons died

from this disease in Pooree town. Thus it will be seen that the

pilgrims as a rule died on their way to or return from Pooree. The
following are the remarks of the Magistrate on this subject :

—

“The fearful epidemic of cholera which prevailed last year seems

to me to shew clearly how little it is possible to do with the means

at the disposal of district officers. Comparative immunity in 1888

was attributed to exceptionally careful sanitary measures at the great

teitivali, but in 1889, with the same administration, the sane ar-

rangements, the same zealous officers working them—Mr. Allen

most of the time, and Dr. Walsh ail through, from the Dole to after

the Rath Jatra—cholera slew its thousands : in fact from April to

July there were 16,726 deaths. I believe that the truth is that in

an ordinary year, when people arc tolerably well fed, careful sanitary

arrangements, as far as we can make them, may help to avert an

epidemic. In seasons of scarcity, when great numbers of people are

under-fed| on any great concourse of njtm occurring cholera breaks

out at once, and the pollution of the water-supply, to amend w'hich

on the whole is in cff^cct beyond our powers, preserves the germs of

disease and protracts the epidemic throughout the seasons, or until

most of those who by bowel-complaints brought on by chronic semi-

starvation arc specially exposed to it and have fallen victims.”

There is much truth, I think, in these remarks.

The number of deaths from fever in Pooree district was also high,

being 4,071, against 2,454 in 1888-89. Civil Surgeon
states that after the excessive rainfall, which accompanied the*

cyclone in November, fever was unusually bad, and that there

was another bad outbreak of fever after the heavy rain in March.
The number of deaths from small-pox also rose from 306 in

1888-89 to 1,135.

The Magistrate of Balasore is of opinion that the severe cholera

which appeared in his district and earned oft' 12,993 persons, was
indigenous and was not imported by pilgrims. The disease appears

to have raged most fatally from April to July, and to have broken

out simultaneously in almost every village In the district, though
the Chandbally and Basudebpur thannahs suffered most acutely.

Cholera pills were distributed, and Civil Hospital Assistants were'

deputed to aftbrd medical relief. The following extract from the

Collector’s report suggests an explanation of the probable caubfs

of the outbreak of cholera in the district :

—

“ The causes arc not, I think, far to seek, though they take us

back to the autumn of 1888. The October rainfall of that year

was an almost total failure throughout the district, and, except in

the extreme south, there was practically no rain in November. Jn
their eagerness to save the winter rice, the rayycts used for irriga-

tion purposes every available drop of water, with the result that

by February there was little left for drinking purposes. In January,

February, and March 1889 there was scarcely any rainfall. May,
June, and July were also much below the average, as was also Sep-

tember. It is no wonder therefore that cholera took root in every

part of the district, especially in Basudebpur and Chandbally
thannahs, which arc impregnated with salt, and where drinking-

water is always scarce. It should perhaps be noted that these arc

two of the three thannahs that suffered from flood in August and
September 1888 It is certainly worth remarking

that Jcllasorc suffered less than any other thannah. Here the peo-

ple possess an abundant supply of good water in the Subarnarekha

river.”

In Cuttack and Balasore the progress of vaccination and the

prohibition of inoculation have resulted in a marked decrease of

mortality from small-pox, as will be seen from the comparative

figures given below 1

—

Number of deaths from small-pox in

—

1888. 1889.

Cuttack ... ... 502 212

Balasore ... ... 474 l8z

Pooree alone shows a marked increase in the number of deaths

from small-pox, the figures being 1,135, against 506 in 1888-89. In

the town of Pooree vaccination is compulsory, but in the district it

is optional, and is under the supervision of the Superintendent of

Vaccination. In the town small-pox broke out badly after the

November cyclone, and 54 cases were admitted to hospital. An
extra vaccinator was appointed by the municipality. Out of 790
eases in which operations were performed, 684 were successful. In

the interior, Banpur, as noticed under the head of public health, is

the constant home of this disease, which is imported from the

tributary states. Vaccination must he doing something to check it,

and the Magistrate believes that frequent representations on the

subject have resulted in the work of the vaccinators being con-

siderably stimulated. The people of Banpur, however, arc said to

be singularly superstitious, and to regard small-pox as a direct visita-

tion of the thakooratice or deity of that disease. Hence they re-

gard any measures to check the disease as an impious interference

with divine wishes, and refuse inoculation and vaccination alike.

Apart from this passive resistance, Mr. Duke mentions that in small-

pox eases the relatives arc assembled in the house of the sick person,

which is then, as far as possible, closed up from light and air while

a poojah is performed over him. This procedure is certainly cal-

culated to spread the disease. I have submitted to Government a

proposal made by the Magistrate to introduce compulsory vaccina-

tion in Banpur thannah.

In Cuttack, out of 15,834 operations performed 14,746 were suc-

cessful. The results of vaccination operations in both Cuttack and

Balasorc were satisfactory.

Holhway^s Ointment and Pills,—Rheumatism and Neuralgia.

—

Though the former disease remorselessly attacks persons of ail .ages,

and the latter ruthlessly selects its victims from the weak and delicate,

the persevering use of these remedies will infallibly cure both com-
plaints. After the affected parts have been diligently fomented with

hot brine, and the skin thoroughly dried, Holloway’s Ointment must
be rubbed in firmly and evenly for a few minutes twice a day, and his

Pills taken according to the printed directions wrapped round each
box of his medicine. Both Ointment and Pills are accompanied by
instructions designed for the public at large, and no invalid, who
attentively reads them, can now be at any loss how to doctor himself
successfully.
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JUDICIAL COMMITTEE OK THE PRIVY COUNCIL.

July 24.

( /V<v6v//—

L

ord Watson, Lord Magnachtkn, Sir Barnes
PK vrocK, //W Sir Richard Colch.)

HISHAMBHAR NATH AND OIHI'.RS V. N AWA 11 IMDAD AM KHAN.
'I'hcsc were six appeals, consoli^latcd by an Order in Council,

from a judgment of the Judicial Commissioner of Oude of

April 3, 1889.

Sir Horace Davcv, O.C., and Mr. j. D. Maync were counsel for

the appellants ; and Mr. Doync lor the respondent.

Lord VV^uson, in delivering their Lordships* judgment, said

the aj^peals were instiriued at the instance of judgment credi-

tors of the respondent, Navvab Imdad Ali Khan, one of tlie heirs

ot the laic Malka jehan, the principal consort of Mahominad Ali

Shah, the last King ot Oude. In all of them the same question

was raised—whether a monthly allowance payable to the respondent

by the Indian Government, under an arrangement made between

the King of Oude and the Govcrnor-Cieneral o( India in 1842,

was liable to be taken in execution for his debts. Mahominad Ali

Shah had in 1838 advanced 17,00,000 rupees to the Government of

India in pursuance of a formal treaty by which the latter undertook
r(^ apply the interest of that sum in payment of allfiwanccs to cer-

tain members of the Royal family and household, including his

consort Malka jehan, and their respective heirs in perpetuity. In

the treaty those allowances were described as “ pensions,** and the

persons entitled to them for the time being as “pensioners”; and

on the failure of an original pensioner, and his or her heirs, the

Government undertook to devote tlie lapsed J^ension towards the

maintenance of a mosque selected by the King. Mahommad Ali

Shah subsequeruly advanced to the Indian Government 12,00,000

rupees, which he intended to settle as an additional provision for

Malka jehan and her heirs. Being apprehensive that the lady or

her heirs might, if the note or acknowledgmciTt of the loan were

isiued in her name, be “ persuaded at some future period, by evil

advisers, to sell the note and squander away tlie money,” his Ma-
jesty, by letter dated January 4, 1882, requested the Governor-

General, instead of isstting a promissory note in the name of Malka

Jehan, to “ pay to her, and her issue in perpetuity, the interest at

the rate of 6 per cent, per annum, that is, 5,000 rupees a month,

so long as
5 per cent, interest may be allowed, and afterwards such

reduced interest as may be paid from time to time by the British

Government.” The letter made special reference to the guarantee

or treaty of 1838, and the pensions thereby settled on the ladies of

the royal family, and represented that compliance with the request

which it preferred “will prevent any new guarantee being entered

into, but will merely be the payment of a large sum of interest

instead of a small one.” In reply to that communication, the Gov
ernor-Gencral, by a letter dated February 15, 1842, intimated his
pleasure “in concurring with the hearty desire and wishes ” of hi
Majesty, and gave the assurance that an order would be duly passed
for their execution. The .Civil Procedure Code of 1882, section
266, enacted that “ stipends and gratuities allowed to military and
civil pensioners of Government and political pensions ’*

should not
be liable to attachment and sale in execution of a decree. If the
share inherited by the respondent of the interest on the loan of
1842, originally payable to Malka Jehan, be “a political pension’*
within the meaning of that enactment, the case of the appellants
necessarily failed. The appellants argued, in the first place, that
the allowance payable to the respondent by the Indian Government

I

was not a pension, and, secondly, that if it were, it was not “a
political pension” in the sense of the Civil Procedure Code, in-
asmuch as it was not a pension bestowed by the Indian Government
in respect of political services or for political considerations. 1’hcir
Lordships considered that the Governor-General in assenting to the
King’s letter of January 4, 1842 expressly agreed to apply the
interest, arising upon the new loan, in augmenting the pensions aL
ready secured to the JIucen and heirs by the treaty of 1831, such
augmentation being subject to the same conditions and under the
same guarantee as the original pensions. In that view, it was im-
possible to say that the increase was not a pension, or that the heirs
of Malka Jehan, the present recipients, had not been recognized as
pensioners by the Government of India. Although a settlement
in the terms of the King’s letter of 1842 creating pensions in per-
petuity could not, under the Mahomedan law, be validly made by 2
private individual, the arrangement of 1842 took effect as a contract
or treaty between two sovereign Powers. It was probable (although
the point was not one vvliich it was necessary to determine in the
ease) that ilie enactments of section 266 of the Code were not
meant to cover pensions payable by a foreign State when remitted
for payment to their pensioner in India; but those enactments
certainly included all pensions of a political nature pavable directly
by the Government of India. A pension which the Government
of India had given a guarantee that it would pay, bv a treaty obliga-
tion contracted with another sovereign Power, appeared to their
Lordships to be, in the strictest sense, a political pension. The ob-
ligation to pay, as well as the actual payment of the pension, must,
in such circumstances, be ascribed to reasons of State policy. For
those reasons they considered that the rcspondctu*8 pension was pro-
tected from execution by the provisions of the Code, and they would
therefore humbly advise her Majesty to afiirm the judgments ap-
pealed from. The costs of the respondent in the appeals must be
paid by the appellants.— The Tims,

N
otice is hereby given under Section 351

of Act III (B. C.) of 1S84 for general in-

formal ion, that the Commissioners of the Ilara-

nagar Municipality, at a Special Meeting held

on tlie 23rd February 1S90, have fr.imed a set

of bye-laws subject to the provisions of the

said Art, and that a copy of siirh bye-laws

together with a translation thereof in the ver-

nacular has been kept open, fur one month

from the dale of this notification, in the office

of the Commissioners during office hours

(ii to 5 K M.) for the inspection of the inhabit-

ants of the Municipality.

It is hereby fuither notified that, after the

expiration of the said period of one month,

the Commissioners of tliis Municipality intend

to submit the said bye laws to the Local Gov-

ernment for confiimalion.

P. C. Banerjke,

Chairman.

Baranagar Municipal Officp:,

The 8ih September 1890.

KNIGHT MEMORIAL FUND.
The Editor of the “ Indian Mirror ” begs

to acknowledge the receipt, with many thanks,
of the following sums in aid of the above
Fund

Ks.
Pherozeshah M. Mehta, Esq., Bombay 100
Babn Krishna Behary Sen, Calcutta... 10
Babu Nagendra Nath Chatlcrji, Cal-

cutta ... ... ... 2

A Zoroastrian, Calcutta ... ... 5
Babu Ram Gopal Sanyal, Calcutta ... 2

KfUjiraj Abinash Cluinder Kaivratna,
Calciilia ,,, ... 2

Fiamji Mancherji, Esq, Calcutta ... 251
Kumar Benoy Krishna, Calcutta ... too
A Bengali Fiiend, Calcutta ... 5

Babu Gopal Cluinder Miikerji, Editor

Sint^had Psabhakary Calcutta ... 5
Babu Kadha Nath .Son, Calcutta ... 2

Dinshaw Ednlji Wacha, K*'q., Bombay 25
Kahaiirai Hakaimuliai Desai, Esq.,

Broach ... ... ... too

S. C. Kaye, Calcniia ... ... 10

An Admirer, Calcutta ... ... 2

X. and Y., Mofussil ... ... 2

Lala Bansa Gopal Nande .Saheb,

Burdwan ... ... ... 500
The Star Theatre ... ... 51
Baboo S. K. Lahiri, Calcutta ... 5
Jamshedji Frainji Madan, Esq., Cal-

cutta ... ... ... 51

John Ogilvie, Esq
, Madaripore ... t6

The Ghattal Bar, through Bal)oo
.Shai'oda P. Ghose, (ilialt.il ... TO

The Hon’blc J. F. Norris, Calcutta ... 50
An Admiier, biuagep^ue... ... io

Lahiri & Co., Calcutta ... ... 5
Babu Bnycuntha Nath Paul, Cnlrutta 4
Babu Mohendro Cluinder Lahiri,

Seram pore ... ... ... 10
B.abu (iopal Chimder IJaw, .Sujberia 5

A I’aisi, Calciilla ... ... 5

Balm S. C. Sircar, Calcutta ... 5
(1. C. C., Mysadal ... ... 5

Babu Hari Churn Sen, Kalitala,

Dinagepore... ... ... 10

Rajeoomer Sen, Rai Piahadoor, Shib-
pqre... ... ... 5

Chaitanya Library and Beadon Square
Literary Club Calcutta... ... 5*8

Baboo Kaly Kissen Tagore, Calcutta 200
The Hon’ble Guru Da.ss Bannerji,

Calcutta ... ... ... 25
Dr. R. L. Dint, Midnanore ... 10

F. H. S. .... ... ... too

B. C. Seal, Esq., Bancoora ... to

Baboo Jogendro Kissore Roy Chow-
dhry, Ramgopaipore Mymensingh
district ... ,.. ... 10

Hooghly Bar Association, through
Baboo Hcharl Lall Cliaitetji ... j2

A I’(>llower of Ke'shub Cluimler Sen 17
A Fiiend, Backergimge district ... 10
Shib Cluinder .Sen, Calcutta
Moharaui Suinoinoyi, c.l.,C()ssimba/.tr jJj
Ynr, Calciilla ... ... 2
Raja Sir Sourendra Mohim Tagoie,

c.i.K.., Kr. ... ... ... 50
Baboo Gopal Dass Roy Chowdhty,
Calcutta ... ... ... jf)

Rai Dwaika Nath Mookerjee, Balia-
door, Calcutta ... ... lo

Babu M.iti Lall Ash, Calcutta ... 4
The Ilon’bie Cluinder Madluib Ghose,

Calcutta ... ... ... 50
Baboo Ganendra Nath Bose, Matihari 5
Mr. D. B. Sokaiii, Sumhulpoie ... 3
A friend, Darjeeling ... ... 20

Further suhsniptinns may be sent to the
/nd/an A/irf or Omce, 74, Dhurumtola Street,
Calcutta, and will be duly acknowledged as re-
ceived.

JUST PUBLISHED.

Congress Sketches: A^Jeview
OF THE

SPEECHES AND THE SPEAKERS
AT THE

Fourth Indian National Congress

Held at Allahabad.

Reprinted with additions and alterations from

Reis ^ Rayyet

With a portrait of Mr. George Yule, President.

Sold by the publishers G. P. Varma, and

at the office of the Advocate, ai Lucknow, and

at the office of “ Reis & Rayyet ”

tor 8 Annas a copy, besides postage.
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WONDERFUL MEDICINE.

BEECHAlfs PILLS
A RE universally ad-

milted to be woiili

A GUINEA A BOX.
For Bilious and Ner-
vous Disorders, such

as Wind and Pain in

the Stomach, Sick

Headache, Giddiness,
Fulness and Swelling

after Meals, Dizziness

and Drowsiness, Cold
Chills, Flushings of

Heat,Lossof Appetite,

Shortncbs of Breath,

Costiveness, Scurvy and Blotches on the Skin,

Disturbed Sleep, Frightful Dieams, and all

Nervous and Trembling Sensations, (Sic.

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM'S PILLS ;

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM'S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAMCS PILLS

I^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

JgEECHAM’S PILLS

JgEECIlAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S

gEECHAM’S

gEECHAM’S PILLS

PILLS

PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

PILLS

PILLS

PILLS

PILLS

PILLS

PILLS

PILLS

PILLS

gEECHAM’S

gEECHAM’S

gEECHAM’S

gEECHAM’S

gEECHAM’S

gEECHAM’S

gEECHAM’S

gEECHAM’S

gEECHAM’S PI^LLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

Sole Agents for India :

NAYLOR, SON, GRIMES & 00.
WJioksak Depdt, jf, Clive Street,

CALCUTTA

:

The Jirsi dose will

rdief in twenty

minutes. This i.s no fic-

tion,for they have done
it in countless cases.

Every suffeicr is

earnestly requested to

try one Box of these
Pills, Hiul they will be
acknowledged to be

VVORTHA(;UINEA
A BOX

For females of all

ages these Pills are

invaluable. No female

s h o u I <l be without

them. There is not a

medicine to be found

to equal them for re-

moving any obstruc-

tion or irregularity of

the system. If taken
according to the di-

rections given with

each box they will

soon restore females

of all ages to sound

a n d robust health.

This has been proved
by thousands who
have tried them, and

found t h e benefits

which are ensuied by
their use.

For a Weak Sto-

mach, Impaiied Di-

geslion, and all Disor-

ders of the Liver, they

act like magic, and a

few doses will b c

found to work won-
ders on the most im-

portant organs in the

h u m a n Maciiine.

They strengthen the

whole mu.scular sys-

tem, rcstoie the long

lost complexion, bring

bark tlie keen edge of

appetite, and arouse

into action with the

rosebud of health the

whole pliysical energy

of the human frame.

Tlw‘searef.ictsle5tificd

to coniiiiually by mem-
bers of all classes of

society, and one of the

best guarantees to the

Nervous and Debilita-

ted is, BEECHAM’S
PILLS have the

Latft^st Sale of any
Patent Medicine in

the World.

Notice
^HESE Pills can be obtained at all Bazaars

throughout India, or from the Whole and

Agents, Naylor, Son, Grimes & Co., at s<1e

following rates :^t.r. size. Re. 1 -2
,,

the.

site, Es» 2*4 per box, including V.-P

I’ost* Shopkeepers can obtain Wlfolesale

Hates upon application*

Cheapest and Perfect Time
KeepingWatch in the World.
All our Watches Guaranteed for 2 yearS'

jpjRxcD:m JEIB. e-8.

A strong accurate Keyless open-face Watch
in nickel silver case.

Runs 30 Hours with one winding, short wind,

Regulated to a minute a month. Bold hands

and figures, enameled dial, sunk second hand,

set from outside. It has a jewelled visible

compact escapement. Can be repaired by any

watch-maker for a trifle. Is a thoroughly re-

liable Machine-made Watch, in velvet lined

spring case.

Do. Do. Ladies’ Wrist Watch. Price... 8 8

Do. Gent’s Lever movement, fully

jewelled Chronometer balance to

prevent variation in extremes of tem-

perature. Price ... ... 13 o

Do. Hunter do. ... ... ... 13 g

Chain,

White Metal Albert Chains, standing

acid. Of all Patterns ... ... i 4

Imitation Guinea Gold do. ... ... 2 o

Canadian do. ... ... 3 o

Repairs of Watches, Jewellery, &c.

We give our greatest attention to every kind

of repairs, stone settings, Waltham and Water-

bury including, as we always employ a staff of

the most skilful workmen for our jobbing dept.,

our charges are based upon the very lowest

calculations.

P. K. MOITRA,
Late Manager, Waterbury Watch Depot.,

37, Musjidbari-street, Calcnlla.

IN THE PRESS.

Uniform with “ Travels & Voyages in Beng.al
”

ESSAYS BY A BRAHMAN

i

Politics, Sociology, History, & Literature

i

IJY

the Author of “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal.”

Calcutta. •

Reis Rayyet Office.

PRICE :

T'o Subsciibers paying befoie publication Ks. 4

„ mere registering subscribers ... „ 5

„ Ordinary purchasers ... ... „

Apply to the Manager, Reis and Rayyet,

I, Uekoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

Price

Cloth Gilt

Cloth Bound

Post free Ks.

Rs. 6.

Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS I VOYAGES IN BENGAL
P,ETWEKN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,

BY

SAMBHU 0 . MOOKERJEE,
Formet ly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, "REIS& RAYYET’'

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

In Pamphlet^ Price 4. annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the (2ucsiion of

A Reserve, for the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW HEARSEY.
Apply to Reis Rayyet Office, Calcutl.i.

REETHAMS--

Ftr INDIA and hot CLIMATES this sweetly scentei emollient Milk is INVALTTABLIi

IT K££F» Uie BKIH COUL and RLFRESHED m the HOTTEST WEATHEU,
Bemoves and prevents all SUNBURN, REDNESS, FRECKLES, TAN, etc., and

RENDERS the SKIN DELICATELY SOFT. RMuuTli and WHII E.

It entirely prevents 11 Irom becuuilug DRY and WRINKLED, and PRESERVES the

COMPLEXION from the Bcorching effects of the SUN and WIND more effectually than any

othv prepiuution. The IRRITATION otused by the P^TF.8 and STINOaof INBEOTfl is

wonderti^ allayed by its use. For Imparting that suR volvoty loeiuig to the akin, this

dellghtfhl preparatlo* baa no equal! Bold by all Ohemiste.

Solo ISokero 2C. BEBTHAK A BOK. Chemloto, Choltonhnm . England .

CALCUTTA AGENTS: ®COTT THOMPSON A^CO.
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"IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF.'*

All 7oho sujfer find bure relief front

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcuteRheumatism and Rheumatic Gout,
After years of semi -helplessness and suffer-

ing
;

while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS
LUMHA(}0

,
SCIATICA, FACEACHE,

SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

or tliese complaints in their severest Jind most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in alTording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs
Is almost too lemarkablc for CREDENCE.
Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Oure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at ( Re, each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistreet & Co.

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited,
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12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,
( Opposite the Police Courts

THE CALCUTTA

HOMCEOPATHIG PHARMACY,
THK

EARMKST & .STILL MOST EXTENSIVE
niSPEXSAR Y IN A SIA

OF PURE IIOMCEOPAT’HY ONLY,
WHICH

INTROIHJCEI) TO THK EAST THE
TRADE IN

INDEPENDENT H0M(E0PATflY
;ind m.iintains to this day

THE DICxNITV AND INTEGRITY OF
1 iil^

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co. beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned

WOODEN CASE
in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is parked.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

AV; RXl'RA CHARGE,

BERIGNY & CO.
/<?, Lai ParMar, Calcutta,

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short winding Keyless Railway Regulat-

ors, of small size, yV7tv//tv/, enamelled dials, bold

figures and Candian Gold hands, with tem-

pered machineiy and dust tight hinged cases

for Rs. 7-8 per V'. P. P. with spare

glass, spring, bo.x and guarantee. Warranted
to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appeal a nee of cheapne.ss about

them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr.

A. R. Mehta from Bandora says:—“The
7-8 watch I purchased from you two years

back, gives coirect time as yet.” Acting Su-

porinlendent, Government Farm, Khandesh,
says :

—“ A watch m.aker has valued your

Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, R.

W. Fusi. Regt., Lucknow, says “ Some valued

it at Rs. 15 and were completely surprised when
I told them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pretty

Candian Gold Chain.s, Lockets, Pencils, com-
plete shirt Studs and Rings set with scientific

diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each. Mr. J.

A. Yelsmore, Satur, says: -“The best gold-

smith of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. (L
Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, says:- -“A
(ierman valued the diatnond ling at Rs. 50 and
the ruby at RsJ WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

JEYES’ SANITARY COMPOUNDS
In the various shapes of i

Liquid, Powder, Soap and Ointment

are invaluable in the Indian climate.

They are perfectly haimless, non-poisonous,

and nun-irritant.
|

They have proved efficacious in skin
diseases. They cure wounds and ulcers. Even
Lepers have found them valuable.

To the rich and the poor, the healthy and
the sick, they are alike welcome.
They destroy the virus or contagion of small-

pox, measles, typhus and typhoid fevers.

They cleanse your homes and clothes and
purify the air. They keep your body clean, teeth

strong and skin pure. Your bed free from
bugs, your drains inodorous, and closets ' free

from bad smelb.

They may be used with safety, and with
happy results in the sick-room, kitchen, and
every other part of a house.

Agents NICOL & CO.,

3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta.

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited.’^*

This Company’s .Steamer “PUNJAB”
will leave Calcutta for Assam on Tuesday, the

i6th instant.

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel

should be sent to the Company’s Godowns
at Juggannauth Ghat, not later than 5 p.m.

of .Saturday, the I3ih instant.

Caciiar Line.

The steamer “GWALIOR” of this line will

leave Calcutta for Cachar on the l6th instant

(Tuesday) for which cargo will be received until

5 P.M. of .S.iturday the 13th instant. The river

having risen, steamers are now able to pro-

ceed as far as Sylhet and Cachar.

Assam Despatch Service from

Goalundo

Daily Mail SteaI^er Service from

Dhubri to D^rooghur.

A daily service is maintained from Go.alun-

do and Dhubri for passengers and light goods
traffic, /. c., packages not weighing over half a

ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival

of the pievious night’s 9-30 p. M. train (Madras
time) from Sealdah, and Dhubri on arrival of

the mails.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to

almoht all stations can be booked tlirough from
or to Calcutta via Goalundo or Kannia with

the Eastern Bengal Stale and connected Rail-

w.iys—Passengers and Parcels vii% Kannia
only.

All particulars a.s to rates of freight and
passage by all the above mentioned Services to

be had on application to

—

MACNEILL & CO.,

Agents,

2-1, Clive Ghat Siieet.

Calcutta, the loih .September, 1890.

A
ny Photograph transferred to porcelain

’ and thus rendered permanent. Apply to

R. Hotz,

13-5, Government Place, Calcutta.
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News and Our Comments.

In the absence of the usual Contemporary Poetry we have much
pleasure in opening our columns to-day with the following bit of ^

parable

TIT FOR TAT.

There was a cruel darkey boy

Who sat upon the shore,

Acatching little fishes by

The dozen and the score.

And as they squirmed and wiggled there

He shouted loud in glee

—

“ You surely cannot want to live,

You’re litiler dan me.”

Just then, with a malicious leer

And a capacious smile.

Before him from the water deep

There rose a crocodile.

I

prize appointment would be abolished with the ritirement of the

I

present incumbent. The hand of the destroyer has been stayed for

the time at any rate. Baboo Puma Chundra Shome, Officiating

Additional Subordinate Judge, Patna, replaces Baboo Amrito Lai,

as Subordinate Judge, 24-Pergs.

• •

The Lieutenant-Governor records in the Official Gazette his thanks to

Syed Mahomed Mehdi Hossain Khan alias Badshah Nawab, the

eldest son of the late Nawab Loolf Ali Khan, of Patna, for his offer

“ to make over Government securities, of the nominal value of Rs. 2,000,

to found a scholarship of Rs. 5 a month and two prizes of Rs. 10 each

for award to Behari Mahomedan students of the Anglo-Aiabic School

in Patna in commemoration of the late visit of the Lieutenant-Gov-

ernor to th.at school.” The scholarship and the Prizes, as the donor

wishes, will be designated “ Badshah Nawab Bayley Scholarship and

Prize.” The Collector will be entrusted with the administration of the

Fund. It is satisfactory to find an inheritor of a rich patrimony thus

proving himself useful to his fellow-men. This is an offer also to draw

out the other two brothers.

He eyed the little darkey boy,

Then heaved a blubbering sigh.

And said, “ You cannot want to live.

You’re litiler than I.”

• •

The En^lishmarCs Debrooghur correspondent says that “owing to the

outbreak in Lushailand, Mr. McCabe has been ordered there, and one

hundred men of the Lakhimpur Frontier Police, under a Native officer !

« *

The great Brahmaputra, which a fortnight before was in full flood,

in fact as high ns ii had ever been known for yeais parts of the

Bazaar, the neighbourhood of the cuichery gate, the Red Road by

Dr. W’hiie’s bungalow, and some tea gardens having been under

water—has now dropped and is actually lower than it had been for

months. So dry indeed the Britishers up there feel that they are

crying for ice—ice of all things at this time in Assam—and have doubt-

less telegraphed to Messrs. Cutler Palmer, Kellner, &c., and the Great

Eastern Hotel for large supplies capable of appeasing the thirsty soul.

« «

We learn from the Rntflishman that—

“ A telegram from Jeddah announces the arrival there of 43>ooo pil-

grims from the holy places of Islam. The reports from the Governor-

General of the Hedjai and the Governor of Medina are favourable as

to the health of pilgrims arriving from Egypt and Damascus. At

Jeddah on the 25th of August there were thirteen deaths from cholera
;

on the 26th eleven ;
and on the 27th a like number. No new cases

occurred at Revendiz on the 24th and 25th of August, and none at

Mardin on the 26th. At Mecca on the 26th no cases were registered.”

•
• •

Baboo Mohendro Nath Bose of the Subordinate Judicial Service ends

his service with the close of the month. That enables Government

to reward Baboo Amrito Lai Chatterjee hitherto overlooked,’ with the

appointment of Judge of the principal Courts of Small Causes,

Magura, Jhenidah and Narail. It was recently rumoured that this

I

Among the good points of Mhow is the Billiard Club open to all

I

sections of the community. It signalised the completion of its fourth

;

year with the usu.al annual dinner on the 20th of this month. The

I

chair on the occasion was taken not by ihe President, Khan Bahadoor

,
Khory, though he was there, but by Khan Bahadoor Bejonjee Sorabjee.

Some forty-five gentlemen sal down, natives and Europeans, but

I

whether they all discussed the dinner, whether, for instance, the Hindus

I

merely watched the interesting operation while the others were lustily

I

engaged in demolishing the mounds of meat and drying up the streams

of wine, we do not know. The health of the Sovereign of the Empire

was first drunk. After the loyal duly well-performed, the clubcrs were

rc-callcd to themselves and their own 'health and happiness, the

chairman proposing President Khory and the members. In the course

of his speech Mr. Bejonjee expressed a wish to see Mr. Khory, one of

the leading pleaders in that part of the country, called to the English

bar. Is that to be taken as a hint of an intention on the part of Mr.

Khory to go to Flurope for the purpose ? The barrister’s gown would

certainly become him, but he himself said nothing, contenting himself

with stating the financial position of the club and asserting its claim as

the only institution in that quarter which brought together the different

races and sections of the community.

* *

Raja Moorly Manahar Bahadar of Hyderabad has proposed to his

Government the establishment of a poor bouse and orphanage.

• •

The cost of the Forth Bridge is put down at We are

afraid ne vaut pas la chandelle.

Petroleum threatens to drive gas out of the market. The Town

Council of Monmouth has decided to use the former for the public

lamps in place of the latter.

i

Subscribers in the couHt)eji''are requested to remit by posted money orders, possible, ast/te safest and most convenient

medium PartMarly as it ensures acknowledgment through the Department. No other receipt will be

, unnecessary, and likely to cause eonfusm.
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Vesuvious is on fire, being in one of its periodical fits of passion4 A
large stream of lava is pouring down one side of the mountain. An**

other crater has formed and a second mouth was visible emiting smoke.

Lord and Lady DufTerin have just returned from a visit to the volcano.

It has been calculated that

“There are 3,064 languages in the world, and its inhabitants profess

more than 1,000 religions. The number of men is about equal to the

number^f women. The average of life is about 33 years. To 1,000

persons only 1 reaches 100 years of life
; to evety 100 six reach the

age of 65, and not more than one in 600 lives to 80 years. There arc

on the earth 1,000,000,000 inhabitants. Of these 33>o33i033 every

year, 91,824 every day, 3,730 every hour, 60 every minute, or I every

second. The married arc longer lived than the single, and above all

those observe a sober and industrious conduct. Tail men live longer

than short ones. Women have more chances of life in their favour

previous to 50 years of age than men have, but fewer afterwards. The

number of marriages is in the proportion of 75 to 1,000 individuals.

Those born in the spiing are genet ally of a more robust constitution

than others. Births are more frequent by night than by day
;
also

deaths. The number of men capable of bearing arms is calculated at

onc'fourth of the population.”

Here’s a metho^K—German—for converting wood into mirror

“The wood is first submitted to a bath of caustic alkali for two or

three days at a temperature of about 175 degrees, Fahrenheit, then

dipped in hydrosulphate of calcium for 24 to 36 hours, after which a

concentrated solution of sulphur is added. After another dip in an

acetate of lead solution at about 100 degrees, a shining metallic surface

• is given by polishing when dry with lead, tin, or zinc.”

We hope this is no learned Teutonic joke against our excellent con-

temporary who with the self-ignorance of genius daily wears on its

forehead the insciiption Veluti in speculum.

#
• •

James Bullock, a simple boundary-rider of Salisbury Plains, New

South Wales, received as a marriage present 2,000 shares in the Atlas

'Engineering Company, of Sydney. Instead of proving a blessing,

these shares proved a curse. The Company was pronounced a

bankrupt and a call of 8j. a share was made on the shareholders.

.Bullock loses £fi<2o.

• «

Dr. John Murray who recently visited the Sahara is of opinion that—

“ Like other deserts it is an area of inland drainage, none of the

streams flowing into the sea
;
and the evapoiation is in excess of the

•rainfall. Its area is 3>^ million square miles. The range of tempera-

lure is sometimes veiy great, the ilierinometer falling from 100 degs in

the day to freezing point at' night. In suinnier the prevailing winds

blow into the Sahaia, and in winter out of it. Being suiroundcd by

hilly tracks the moisture in these winds is partially precipitated before

they enter the deseil.”

The following appears in a medical journal, the Hospital

“ Probably the best time for the average civilised woman to marry

would be any age between 24 and 26. It is not said that no woman
should marry earlier or later than cither of these ages, but youth and

health and vigour are ordinarily at their liighcst perfection between

these two periods. Early marriages are seldom desirable for girls, and

that for many reasons. The brain is immature, the reason is feeble,

and the character unformed. The considerations which would prompt

9^ girl to marry at 17 would, in many cases have little weight with her

at 24. At 17 she is a child at 26 a woman. Where a girl has intelli-

gent parents the seven years between 17 and 24 are the period where

mind and body are most amenable to wise discipline and best repay

the thought and toil devoted to their development."

These generalisations may not strictly apply to this country or its
|

people, but they arc highly suggestive to our condition.

• •

The following is going the round of the press

“ An extraordinary cure is reported of an influential Chinese leper,

who was placed in the body of a newly-killed buffalo and not removed

therefrom until it became cold, and then only to be hurriedly thrust in-

to the warm carcass of a second slaughtered animal.”

There was nothing extraordinary in the operation. It is an old

recipe known throughout the East, and is to be found not only in

treatises on medicine but also in veterinary works. It passed into Eu-

rope too, we believe. It is .perfectly worthless, of course.

• •

For presuming to offer an illegal gratification to Captain Ellis, Gov-

ernment Architect, Madras, a Mahomedan contractor has been sen-

tenced to three months’ rigorous imprisonment. The Millenniiimr may

not be a myth after all. Indeed, when Commissariat men are squeam-

ish and P. W. D. men actually refuse “ lips,” we feel ourselves

within a measurable distance of it. The poor Captain is much to be

pitied. He is a flsh on a high and dry bank.

Mr. T. Clarke, Coffee Planter, Tenkasi, thus explains away his assault

on the native lady at the Couriallwn Falls

“As the withdrawal of the complaint which Mr. Krishna fyer made
against me in connection with the Courtallum Falls incident and of my
complaint against him has excited some remark, perhaps yoa will kind-

ly publish the following account of what occurred. On the evening of

the day before that fixed for bearing the complaints Mr. Krishna Iyer

met me out walking, and introduced a gentleman with him as a Vakil

whom he had summoned from Tinncvclly, by whose advice he said

he asked for an interview to discuss the subject of the complaints with

a view to an amicable settlement. I referred him to Mr. Thompson,

barrister, of Palamcoitah, in whose hands 1 had pfaced the matter, and

who was to be in Courtallum the following day. Accordmgly the next

day Mr. Krishna Iyer met Mr. Thompson in iiry presence at my house,

and discussed the mailer for some time, \n\t without result, as he re-

quired an apology, which I refused on the ground that though I ad-

mitted having touched the lady at the FalU accidentally, I denied any

act which could possibly be construed into even a technical assaiib.

At the hour fixed for the hearing we met again at the Join! Magistrate’s

Court, when Mr. Krishna Iyer waived his demand for an apology, and

Mr. Thompson accordingly agreed on my behalf to the withdrawal of

both complaints.”

The editor of the Tribune has published in the Ptemeer the following

apology in connection with the Warburton prosecution for defamation :

“Whereas I, Sitalakant Chatterjee, editor of the Tribune newspaper,

offered, on the 6lh September 1890, in the Court of Mr. T
.
). Kennedy,

Deputy Commissioner, Lahore, in the case for defamation brought

against me by Mr. J. P. Warburton, late District Superintendent of

Police, Amritsar, to apologise for the statements which appeared in the

issues of the Tribune of the 4th. 7th and 2 51 h June last, in respect to

his mother, in any form he might choose to dictate, and whereas Mr.

Warburton has not up to this time furnished me with any such form

and whereas 1 am anxious to publish my apology as soon as possible in

order to keep my promise, I ao hereby declare that the said statement*:^

though made bondfide and without intent to defame, were nevertheless

wholly uncalled for and utterly unjustifiable, and I do hereby withdraw

them without reservation and sincerely apologise for their in.seriion,

and express my deep regret that I should thus have cast imputations on

the reputation of Mr. Warburton’s mother and hurl the feehngs of Mr.

Warburton and his children.”

That does not end the proseention. T*he case has been adjourned

to the ist proximo on account of the illness of the magistrate. We-

hope Mr. Warburton will be belter advised and wilt not prove

vindictive.

Rao Bnhadoor Narayan Bhai l^aiulekar, Secretary of the the local

Female High School, obtained a summons against one S4mnkar V.

Kelkar, for defam.atory articles in the Poona Vaibhab against that

school, in connection with the case of one Luxtni, the wife of Mahadev

Pandurang Agaste, Shankar apologised, and the Rao Bahadar, not

intending to be vindictive, withdrew the prosecution.

Madura is just now passing through a municipal difficulty. The

corporation of 22 members has qt its head a rather strong, if not very

laborious or circumspect, chairman Mr. M. V. Appasawmi Naidu.

After the usual preliminary quarrels, matters have at length come to a

head. Eight members have boldly come forward to try conclusions

with their Chief. After preparing a paper full of charges against the

chair—which though alleging irregularity and wilfulness do not

necessarily involve any one’s good faith-they required the Chairman

to convene a meeting for considering them. But Mr. Naitlu would do

no such thing. He would not let the Town Hall be degraded to a

bear-garden. With a spirit that Warren Hastings might envy, be

denounced the enemy as a set of traitors ! He would not allow them the

triumph of sitting as judges over him.

#*#

For appearing in his court in a state of intoxication, the Judicial Com-

missioner of Rangoon bas suspended Mr. Reid, a Iwrrisler-at-law,

from practising in his and the subordinate courts for a Iffonth. He was

called upon to shew cause why he should not be suspended “for his

grossly improper conduct,” and pending orders he was not allowed to

practise. In reply, Mr. Read addressed the Registrar and offered a full

and unreserved apology and promised never to misconduct himself

again. The Judicial Commissioner, wWle not intending to bo harsh,

still thought that some punishment was necessary and infleted one

month’s suspension, with a warning of a severer order in case of

repetition of the offence.

We doubted the competency of the Univerelty to charge any fee for

any extract from the Rotl-book giving the number of marks obtained

by a caiMili4ate at any examination*. The lakes up tko
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matter and improves it with its diurnal effulgence. The writer makes

a distinction so fine as to be almost Hiberniani saying ** As, however,

the lay does noj compel the University to furnish the information,

the {iifiiQn rt^her is whether it is at liberty to sell it, than whether

it has the power to demand a fee for it.’*

To our simple thinking, the University, in the absence of any law

to the contrary, has the discretion to supply the information, but it

certainly can never charge any fee for other than the purposes specified

by law. V

The levy of the fee may be reasonable, but the question is. Can the

University, under the present law, create a source of income?

» • •

The Director of Public Instruction has notified that the Transfer

Rules for Colleges, published in the Calcutta Gazette of the 21st May

1890, apply, mutatis mutandis^ to the Law Departments of Colleges.

We suppose, the University must adopt them, making the rules ap-

plicable to other than Government or aided educational institutions.

One cannot help connecting this notification with the recent debates

in the Senate and Syndicate over the Ripon College.

• •

At the last examinations, two Bengalis, one Burman and one Chris-

tian have passed in the second division of the Degree of Bachelor

in Engineering
;
and one Christian in the first and six Bengalis in

the second division have obtained License in Engineering.

• •

The Honours in Law Examination for 1891 will begin on Monday,

the 2nd March.

• •

The next Half-yearly Examination of Compounders will be held at

7 A.M. on Monday, the 10th November 1890, at the Temple Medical

School, Paina.

• •

13TH December next has been fixed forelection of Commissioners in

ail the Municipalities in the Patna Division in which the elective system

is in force.

• •

Baboo Preo Lai Dey, son of Rai Bahadar Kanyelal Dey, has been

appointed to succeed the Jew millionaire, Mr. E. S. Gubboy, who has

resigned his office of an Honorary Presidency Magistrate.

We find that Mr. H. M. Rustomjee of the Independent Bench at

Sealdah has been invested with the powers of a Magistrate of the

second class. In Calcutta, as a Presidency Magistrate, he has full

powers.

Notes, Leaderettes, and
Our Own News.

Obviously Kathiawar could not afford to remain aloof from the de-

monstrations of loyally in other quarters in regard to the military

defence of the Empire. Accordingly, we find the foremost states in

that Province have come forward freely—as the phrase goes— with

their assistance. The Nawtab of Junagadh has offered to keep ready

150 foot and 50 horse, wearing the Nawab’s uniform, drilled by his pen-

sioned non-commissioned officei»s or by British ones, and going annually

for a few days to Rajkote or any other neighbouring place to learn

with the contingents from other states. The Thakoor Sahib of Bhow-

nugger’s offer is in keeping with the character of a Kathiawar Chief.

He will maintain 300 good horses for transport, with men and gear,

ready to take the field at three days’ notice, the expenses of keep and

recruiting during such service being paid by His Highness. While

not so engaged, they will be employed in the work of his state.

The Thakoor Sahib will also with his military Police assist in keeping

the peace of the Province, in case it should be necessary to withdraw

the British garrison of Rajkote.

The Ninth Oriental Congress which was to be held next year in Lon-

don with Sir Henry Rawlinson, Honorary President, Sir Mount Stuart

Grant-Duff, President, Sir George Birdwood, Vice-President, and Dr.

Leitner, Profisssor Douglas, Dr. Butlinger/and Mr. Hewitt, Bengal Civil

Service, ^qitairics, is not likely to be^tbat is, at the appointed time

and place. Too many cooks without a controlling c^e/ or at least one

commanding by personal weight the loyalty of the rest, have spoiled

this Oi lentaU7//rv. There is a split in the camp, caused by the ir-

repressible Doctor w’hose chief title to disiincnon among savants

rests on his claim to have discovered tiie Darcii. Dr. l.eitner wanted

to rule the roast— without caring to curry favour with his fellow

cuisiniers. His colleagues in the Secretariat would not allow this.

They were all equals, they contended, with co-ordinate authority. He
said that he was not only one of the Secretaries but also a delegate of

the founders of the institution at their meeting at Paris, when the first

of the series of Congresses was held. That delegation, he argued, gave

him the privilege of directing the policy and arrangements. The other

Secretaries and others scouted the pretension. From private letters

we knew how bitterly the contest was raging in Oiiental learned circles

in Great Britain. Matters at length came to a head with a formal

letter from the other Secretaries headed by Vice-President Sir George

Birdwood to the address of the two Presidents. The writers complain-

ed of Dr. Leitner and declared that unless he went out of the Secre-

tariat it would be impossible to c.irry out the necessary arrangements

for the Congress. In reply, they were requested to j^econsider the

matter and try to hit upon some modus vivendL After fresh con-

sideration they stick to their first letter.

The difficulty with respect to the Congress is augmented by the at-

titude of the French towards the Germans. It is believed that the

French will hold a Congress next year in Paris.

During 18S9, 171,103 persons died from cholera in the territories

under the Licutentani-Govcrnor of Bengal, of whom 92,027 were

males and 79,076 females. These figures give the mortality rate

of 2 59 if the population be taken at 65,859,534 as in the last census

report of 1881 (or 2 29 if the present population of Bengal be estimated

at 74,482,274 according to the principle adopted by the Registrar-

General of England for estimating population in intercensal years by

adding the increase in the last census to the number in the preceding

report) 2’8i and 2*38 respectively per 1,000 of the population.

In the previous year, the mortality amounted to 11 1,391 or r68 per

mille. The average of the preceding five years 1884-88 was 139,942

or 2*12 per mille, and that of the decade 1877-88 tvas 122,769 or I'gt

per mille.

The mortality from fever was 589,252 males and 512,269 females

or a total of 1,101,521 persons. This represents a death-rate ‘ of

1672 per 1,000 against 1,092,102 or a death-rate of i6’53 in 1888.

The increase therefore in 1889 as compared with 1888 amounted

to 9,419 or ’19 per mille. The mean of the previous lo years is

934,203, or a death-rate of 1412 per mille.

Of the three modes of dispo-sing of the dead—Hindu, Mahomedan and

Farsi—the Sanitary Commissioner of Bengal gives his preference to

cremation as undoubtedly the best and having everything to recommend

it, not only from a hygienic, but also fiotn an economic point of view.

He pronounces the laying within the wajjs of an open tower—the

Tower of Silence—as not insanitary, while interment he considers very

insanitary. India continues as of old the teacher in civilization of the

nations of the earth.

The natives of India have been given by their European fellow-

subjects in the country the reputation of being the most litigious people

in the world. Herein our European friends only show their innate

modesty. The passion for the law of some of them is not a whit in-

ferior lo that of any class on earth. It is shown in contrary, not to say

contradictory, ways. They set the law in motion, taking shelter under,

or advantage of, it, or they take it in their own hands, as they list.

Their greatest dramatist has left the type of the most outrageous

love of law. If Shakespeare sought in a member of the Synagogue

for his representative of the most cruel hankering after technical

justice, that was perhaps natural in a Christian of a period when the

prejudice against the people of God was far more strong and rampant

than it now is. Shakespeare, however, who could wed a fair daughter

of Christendom to a swarthy Moor after a course of true mutual love,

was too sublime a soul for the small partialities and prejudices which

distract and degrade common men. A deeper consideration will vindi-

cate bis truth to nature and accuracy of fact in the Merchant of Venice

as in Othello. If Shylock was a Jew, be was a European Jew.
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The two leading Faculties of Law and Medicine in the persons of two

of their most eminent representatives are just now showing a charac-

teristic example of Christian forbearance and learned moderation to

the litigious natives. It is no great interest—no point of principle-

on which these gentlemen are at loggerheads. They are dglning like

Kilkenny cats over a harness. We now seem to comprehend the im-

port of their national saying, “Nothing like leather.” It appears that

the great Congress orator, Mr. Eardley Norton, of the Madras bar,

sold iwcarriage and pair for Rs. 5,000 to Dr. Lawrie, of the Nizam’s

Service, the same who has introduced into that native state the

detestable practice of vivisection. The carriage and pair were sent

and the money was paid, but Mr. Norton claimed an additional sum

for the harness which, he says, the doctor had agreed to pay. For

this difference, the lawyer has gone to law, having sued the doctor

before the Superintendent of the Residency Hazar, Hyderabad.

The defendant in answer, admitting the averments in the plaint, pleads

a set off on account of breach of warranty by plaintiff in respect of the

horses. That is, he keeps the price of the harness by way of com-

pensation for the inferiority of the animals. A more miserable baga-

telle could not be conceived for a couple of gentlemen to fall out about.

And the case is characterised by the Anglo-Indian press as ?in “ in-

teresting” one—after Dr. Lawric’s description of his experiments on

the poor dogs.

Politically, India is still a child. And the child is now making

itself hoarse after the Parliamentary whistle. As it is just possible

that, unable to stand the juvenile screaming, the guardians may yield,

it is useful to watch what use is made of the instrument by boys

—

if not absolute infants—in other parts of the globe. A very good

field for such observation is provided in the newly recognised Conti-

nent in the remote waters of the Junction of the .South Sea, the

Southern Ocean and the Indian Ocean, in which a number of European

communities have sprung up, all provided with representative institu-

tions. A scene which lately took place in the New Zealand Parliament

is not calculated to invite respect. From it we gather one thing.

A Parliament may be an embarrassing luxury to an insufficiently ad-

vanced community, but it is apt to be a diverting institution. At a

capital which cannot support a theatre, it may be a good substitute—on

one side at least. But let us present a specimen of the “ humours ” of

the New Zealand Chamber

“A vote of ;£i 50 having been proposed for the introduction of chamois
info the island, an intelligent legislator, named Kerr, was e.ager for

information as to what ‘these shammies ’ were on which the Govern-
ment proposed to spend so much money. Other members volunteered
the intelligence that the chamois was ‘a kind of goat’ and ‘a species
of small deer,’ and a Mr. Turnbull seems to have seized the opportunity
to perpetrate a huge practical joke. He sent to the library for a book
by ‘ a well-known author who gives a very interesting .account of the
animal and its habits,’ and handed the volume to Mr. Kerr, who forth-

with commenced to read aloud the passage pointed out to him. Mr.
Turnbull wished to draw the line at this, and endeavoured to persuade
Mr. Kerr not to take the House into his confidence, but that gentleman
insisted that he would read it out : he was ‘ going to see what these
things are.’ The feelings of the House may be imagined at having
gravely read out to them from ‘The Tramp Abroad,’ Mark Twain’s
description of the ‘chamois ’ as a microscopic ol)ject which ‘ lan about
people’s clothes.’

”

That not only reveals the educational status of the House but the

ethnology of its composition. The English in India are well-known to

be mostly Scotch. Are the Anglo-Saxons of New Zealand, loo, chips

of the old block of the pine of North Britain ? Or, arc they khas

Teutons? That story reminds us of the German scholar who, in a Latin

note to a learned woik of his, supports an impossible narrative in the

text by a reference to a similar wonder related in the Hisioiy of New
York of the veracious Dutch chronicler Drecirich Knickerbocker—that

being the name assumed by Washington Irving in his character of a

Rebelasian fabulist.

Bombay is mourning the death of a true and valued Farsi—Byramjee

Jcejhecbhoy, c..S.i. His father JeJeebhoy Dadabhoy commenced life

as a godown keeper on a salary of Rs. 20 a month, but soon left his

hole to set up for a broker, and did so well as to be able to give away

one lac of rupees in charity during life and at his death two lacs more.

The son was worthy of the father. As shrewd man of business, be made
more money and could be more charitable. He kept his head in

the cotton mania during the American War, and saved not only

himself but also many others by his advice. He made an endowment

of Rs. 40,000 to the Poona Medical School and of Rs. 20,000 to the

Ahmedabad Medical School and paid Rs. 12,000 to the Calcutta

Zoroastrian Corpse-bearers’ Fund. His latest and greatest charity was

four lacs for a school for the poor Parsi boys. He was not unmindful

of his own. In 1872 he settled in trust a large portion of his property

valued at 30 lacs for the benefit of his family, not forgetting even in

this connection to found a charity fund. He leaves an only son

Mr. Natiabhoy who succeeds to the trust property and a grandson, who
under a will, inherits the other properties and a large sum of money.

He was a rare specimen of a prudent good man of whom India may

well be proud. We can wish his heirs nothing better than that they

may follow in his footsteps.

The vernacular paper Sakti of Dacca assumes the resolution of the

Senate on the Ripon College as final, forgetting that the matter has been

rcferretl to the Viceroy for final orders. It characterizes the justice of

the Syndicate as vindictive and reminds its readers that it is to such

justice that Nund Coomar was sacrificed on the gallows. Yes, but

then the Bench on this occasion is not all British and the Impey is

not of the unspeakable Saheblogues.

The friends of our townsman Kassim Arifif Saheb will be relieved to

learn that he has safely returned to Calcutta with his family. The

Steamer** Deccan ” was not allowed to take the passengers to Jeddah,

and so she has returned to Bombay with the passengers from Kamran.

There were more than 1,200 passengers on board, and out of them

nearly 150 have died of cholera, and the rest have returned to India,

without being able to perform the Hajj, and having suffered no end

of discomforts and privations.

WANITY, thy name is woman I It is the same in every land, and has

been in every age. No people nor class—no stage of civilization—is

free from the characteristic foible of the sex. The fair ones go to ex-

traordinary lengths—take extreme measures—resort to unheard of

devises—to outshine one another. The goddesses sloop to anything

—stick at nothing—to recommend themselves to the male gods. They

put on fantastic dresses and burden themselves with ornaments of

infinite variety, according to taste. They use cosmetics, lubricate

themselves with oils and greases, and wear charms. They do not

hesitate to bore their very persons, poor delicate innocents I To bring

down their shapes to the conventional standard of elegance, they

even submit to Procrustean tortures which invite fat.al wasting and

painful diseases and hurry them on to a premature grave. Intelleciiial,

moral and social advancement makes no substantial difference. The

African beauty making herself more hideous than Natiue formed her

by filing off her teeth and passing a ting through her breast, is but the

barbaric analogue of the daughter of civilization who dies of con-

sumption from constant compression of her limbs in a desperate effort

to pass for a figure she is not.

THE ladies of Paris have now surpassed themselves. They were in

good odour enough already, and now they are odour itself, thanks to

their ingenuity ! The fair creatures are not always scrupulously clean

in their persons, while the diet of strong meat and drink must, we sup-

pose, have a prejudicial effect on bodily fragrance—upon the attainment

of that purity and freedom from odour which is the best condition of

the body. At any rale, the perspiration must emit a repulsive smell

which in persons of a scrofulous diatheses becomes absolutely offensive.

Under the circumstances, the ladies hitherto were wont to spend an

enormous quantity of perfumery in order to swamp the slinking eflecis

of sweat and sweeten the person. But now—in their own phrase—

on a changtf tout cela. They still use perfumes, but itl9te:id of sprinkl-

ing them on the person externally and on the clothing, they take them

internally. We do not here refer to the practice of drinking spirituous

scents—essences—as stimulating drink. We mean the introduction of

them directly into the blood. It is said that the ladies in France have

taken to inoculate themselves with scents. They take hypodermic

injections of the richest perfumes. They are permanently profoundly

perfumed all over. There is no risk of evaporation—no lo^s by drying

—nay, no weakening by washing.

You may break, you may shatter the vase if you will,

* But the scent 0/ roses will hang round it still.^

In fact, the Peris are perfume) itself.

There is> bowever,^ the risk 6i iweet scents falling into discount
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deiuetude. Those who are invited to the feast may come
To loath the taste of sweetnessi whereof little

More than a little is by much too much.

Men in weariness frequently sacrifice life. What wonder the world

nias^jAre of lavender and rose 1 This queer unnatural inocuiatiuu can-

not, are aftaid, be good for the health. God forbid that the sylphs

should

Die of a rose in aromatic pain I

Two military honors are announced for the royal family. The

Duke of Clarence is Gazetted Colonel of the Poona Horse. So far

so good, if foolish enough. But what shall we say to the next creation ?

The Duchess of Connaught has been appointed Honorary Colonel

of a Prussian Infantry Regiment once commanded by her father Prince

Frederick Charles. Evidently, there is no Salic law in military sue-

ces8ion--on paper.

AT the manoeuvres in Silecia, the Emperor William displayed high
I

military genius. So did Louis Napoleon in his pamphlet on artillery,
I

though he betrayed the white feather on the day of the Coup and I

again at the height of the Austro-ltalian War.
I

Thb Cape of Good Hope Bank has failed with liabilities amounting to

three millions sterling. There is distress in the colony. Many have

been ruined.

MOUSSA Bey has been exiled to Medina.

The advance of the Mahdists on Suakim has been repulsed by the

forts without any loss of life.

Nine Germans landed at Vitu. They were opposed. The natives

would not have them. The Germans to prove their superiority opened

Hre. The natives attacked and killed eight of them.

During the trial of Mr. Dillon, in the Police Magistrate's Court,

Tipperary, a crowd attempted a forcible entrance. The Police batoned

the intruders out, who shewing resistance—many heads were broken.

Mr. John Morley who was present escaped unhurt but his Liberal soul

highly agitated.

It is said that at the request of the Czar, Sir Collin Scott MoncrielT,

K.CM.G., C.S.I., goes immediately to Merv on inspection of the irriga-

tion works, returning to his post in Egypt in November. Russia has

always shewn the Oriental readiness to seek talent wheresoever it may

be found, irrespective of nationality or creed. That indeed is the

secret of her rise. We only could never understand her neglect of

Vambery. Was he a hopeless case from the first 1

Mr. W. L. Jackson, one of the Secretaries of the Treasury, who had

just returned from Ireland after traversing a thousand miles of country

there, claims to be in a position to speak correctly on the potato blight.

He thinks the reports of Irish newspapers very much exaggerated.

His estimate is that the crop on the whole is satisfactory, though

deficient in the home districts. But what are home districts ” ? Is it

a telegraphic freak for some " ?

All seems over with the Latter-day Saints. Their pride~lhe domestic

institution—is gone. Their Prophet himself has eaten humble pie, with

a tolerable face. The latest news ftom the Salt Lake City is that the

Mormon President on behalf of the Church has abjured poligamy.

The Vice-President of the Liverpool Moslem Society, in a letter to the

Twiojf protests against the play of Mahomed on the English stage as

offensive to the Mahomedan subjects of the Queen, and appeals for

Government interference. We are afraid the vulgar part of the British

would stick to the offence from a foolish feeling of independence. But

a Conservative Government ought to be strong.

The tension between the Turks and the Armenians is increasing, ’n a

conflict at Van, forty persons are reported to have been killed.

Notwithstanding the declaration of Germany against immediate

abolition of slavery, several Arabs have been arrested in Zanzibar for

siave*trading. The Sultan means to^onish them severely. •

The AustrelUn strikes contiiulb. Her Majesty's ships and

Curofoa have arrived at Sydney, ready to land a force of« Marines if

necessary to quell any disturbance.

Floods and fires are reported from many quarters. In Switzerland,

the villages of Ruthi and Moos have been destroyed by fire. Three*

fourths of the town of Colon in Panama have been burnt down. The

fire was followed by looting and rioting. At last the military restored

order by killing and wounding many. Father Nile, as from of old,

has overflowed his banks and flooded the Damletta district. In France,

the Rhone, Ardeche and Hcrault rose and swamped vineyaVds,

meadows and factories. Many bridges and houses have been swept

away and several persons crushed and drowned to death.

Simla has ceased to be the desirable residence it formerly was. Year

by year, it is going down, though the pleasure-seekers and the property-

owners will not see the glaring truth.* There have been deaths from

cholera and smallpox. It has been exceptionally unhealthy for the

unacclimatised Viceroy. We are grieved to learn that Lord Lans-

downe is still suffering from fever. He had had several attacks. The

visit to Masbobra has been postponed, if not abandoned. By present

arrangemant, we regret his Lordship is pinned to the pLice. He must

endure the horrors of the Hills till the 2ist October, when he moves

out on the winter tour. It is expected that the tour in Rajputana will

restore his health. A very neat programme, surely, for a patient ! But

then he must get quit of the nasty fever, to begin with. Towards that

he must quit the place, instanter. We are afraid his Lordship is de-

pending too much on drugs. That is usually a frail reed, but most of

all in malarious fever.

The Lieutenant-Governor has for some days been keeping the com-

munity in some excitement. The telegraphic announcement of his

appointment at the India Office was confounding enough, and the mys-

terious wording of the telegram heightened the sensation. He next

followed it with a surprise in propria persona^ by a bold unexpected coup

on the metropolis.

Sir Sieuart Bayley cut short his visit to Rungpur by one day and

made a private entree into the capital on Wednesday—to the in-

finite disappointment of the respectable gentlemen who have con-

secrated themselves to the office of salaaming high officials and

promising officers in and out at every turn. When these good souls

after no end of enquiry satisfied themselves of the Ruler’s return, they

immediately ran to Alipore, but only to find the gates of Belvedere

closed against them. Distracted they descended from their coaches

to learn, if possible, their offence. They discovered that the great

man was not there. They came away and devoted themselves to dis-

cover the patron. They found out that to avoid them he was lurking

in a snug corner—between the Bengal Office and the £. I. Railway.

The Lieutenant-Governor left town for the hills yesterday. The

monsoon tour has not been favorable to his health. For some days

he has been suffering from low fever. He stayed with his son-in-law

designate, Mr. Gladstone of Messrs. Gillanders, Arbuthnot & Co.

Another notable miscarriage of justice has i^larmed the whole town.

The High Court has whitewashed the depredators of the Chartered

Bank, and they are now free to enjoy the fruits of their skill minui the

law charges. The father and son—the cashier and his assistant—in the

Bank prosecution for embezzlement and cheating and abetting have

been acquitted and discharged. The Jury knocked the prosecution

on the head by bringing in a verdict of not guilty on the charge of em-

bezzlement against the father. No evidence being oflered on the other

charges, both the accused were discharged on a formal verdict of

not guilty being recorded. The Jury at first disagreed and informed

the Judge that they could not possibly be unanimous. Mr. Justice

Prinsep knew better. They were asked to retire as they had not deli-

berated long. This time a spirit of harmony descended on their souls.

In little more than hv^lf an hour they came back all of one mind. The

most charitable theory is that the nine gentlemen wete tired of this

protracted trial and returned with an unanimous verdict in favor of

Shama Churn Sen. If that was the truth, it speaks little for their

sense of duty. The trial will be long remembered for the varied

scenes enacted in open court. The result has been a surprise, though

glorious to Mr. Jackson, the defending counsel. The Judge reserved

all the points raised by counsel, and yet left the case to the Jury on the

evidence to which exceptions had been taken. The verdict saved

both prisoners and Judge—the former a long suspense followed by
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a lengthy getrial, and the latter from investigation by a fall court

of the proceedings of the session court. As the eminent stenographer

Mr. Kirkpatrick was engaged throughout by the defence, we hope a full

report of the proceedings will be published in a permanent form.

The prosecution of Mr. VV. G. L. Rice, late Deputy Commissioner of

Magwe, Upper Burma, for criminal breach of trust as a public servant

in respect of Rs. 8,000, has also fallen through. The Jury would not

find him guilty.

The Maharaja of Manipur has been threatened by a show of revo-

lution into abdication. A rising was reported to have taken place

in that principality on the night of Sunday the 21st. The Maharaja’s

four brothers,—sons of Kirti Sing by different mothers—who hold

between them all the irnportanf offices and are jealous of each other

and of the Maharaja, but who seem to have combined on the present

occasion to get rid of the common object of hate—seized the palace,

the magazine and the four seven-pounder mountain guns—the present

of the Government of India. The Maharaja, more given to religion than

government, was alarmed, and saved himself by a flight to the Residen-

cy, and has since put an end to the disturbance by abdicating in favor

of the Jubaraj. He immediately goes on a pilgrimage to Brindabun.

More stirring news comes from the State of Cambay. There was a

collision between the military and the rayyeis, in which the casual-

ties were 13 killed, 20 wounded and 200 captured. The origin is traced

to the new system for realization of rents in money instead of

in kind and money. The rayyets suspected the Dewan Shamrao

Narayen Laud to be at the bottom, and petitioned the Nawab for

abolition of the tax and the dismissal of the Dewan. The Nawab ap-

pointed a Panch to enquire and report upon the grievances. The

rayyets still smell the Dewan there and again petitioned the Nawab,

who accepted the responsibility of the measure and pointed out that

such taxation was no new measure as it was prevalent in the Bombay

Presidency. Thus disappointed in their own chief, the people applied to

the British in the Political Agent, who declined to interfere. Failing of

redress in all quarters, they took the law into their own hands. They

issued orders for the closing of the local courts and shops and,

arming themselves, paraded the streets, defying all authority, and

refusing to disperse till they had their own terms as set forth in their

petition to the Nawab. Their impunity emboldened them to grow

furious. The patience and timidity of the Durbar being at last ex-

hausted, the military were called out to be received with showers of

stones and arrows. The military were then let loose, with the result

we have stated already.

Bloodier still have been the disturbances at Goa—over the elections.

Accounts are contradictory. But all agree that at Marmagao troops

fired on the mob killing and wounding many.

We are truly pained to learn that Baboo Nagendranath Gupta, the

clever young editor of the able and spirited Karachi paper Pheenix^

has been sentenced to 2 months’ imprisoment, in addition to a fine

of Rs. 500, on a charge of defamation against Dr. Corkery, the Civil

Surgeon of Shikarpur. The poor ignorant printer too is mulct in

the sum of Rs. 100. The charge had once been thrown out by

Mr. Steel, the District Magistrate of Shikarpur, and the accused

acquitted. There was an appeal and a retrial was granted. We
sincerely hope another appeal will restore Mr. Gupta to liberty

and career of usefulness in Young Egypt. After a previous acquittal

the sentence is cruel in its severity.

It is said that Rao Bahadar V. J. Kirianc has resigned the Dewan-

ship of Indore, and that Kao Bahadar Bedarkar, of Poona, succeeds

him, provided the Foreign Office accepts the arrangement.

Holloways Pills and Ointment are particularly recommended to

persons who have to pass their lives in confined and crowded places
;

hundreds of thousands of our fellow creatures toil from morning until

evening in factories and workshops to the detriment of their health,

and the deterioration of the race. They suffer in consequence from in-

digestion, flatulence and want of \ippetiie, and these complaints, if

neglected, bring about nervousness and failure of the vital powers.

Holloway’s remedies can be used by such sufferers to their very great
advantage, as they are mild in action, and certain in their effects. No
one need therefore lose a day’s work when using them, a matter of

consequence to those whose daily bread depends on daily tolL

The juvenile patriotism of Poona has assumed the fornv of‘ a' pledgr

to wear Indian cloth only. Some of the students of the Deccan

College have formed themselves—so says the an

Association for the purpose. This sort of folly threatens to be the ruin

of our country.

We read in the Mahraita that some two hundred cultivators met at

Zambare’s Chowdie and resolved upon a memorial to Government

praying for relief from enhancement of the land tax and closing

of waste lands hitherto allowed for cattle-grazing.

The vacant Jute-inspectorship of the Calcutta Municipality has at-

tracted unusual attention and, what is more, causes trouble. Before

the post could properly be said to be vacant, canvassing had

commenced, and immediately the vacancy was established the ’

Chairm.an was besieged with applicants and applications. The post

was never advertised and yet the applications numbered about eighty.

The subject was discussed at several meetings, and it is not yet

known what will be required of the new incumbent, for it is decided

that the new man must be more than a Jute inspector. By law,

the nomination must be made by the Chairman and he may

be required by the Commissioners to send up three names for

the selection of one. The Chairman, it appears, at first selected

three, but there being no request then from the Commissioners,

he sent up only one name from the office, withdrawing the other

two. Of these two nominees of the Chairman, one was Baboo

Dhirendranath Chatterjee, once a license Inspector of the Corporation.

The Saturday Herald^ the organ of the India Club, commented on this

nomination, as it now appears, in the interest of a member of the Club

and municipal license inspector, hinting that Baboo Dhirendranath

had left the municipality under a cloud. The Chairman^s next nomina-

tion excludes Baboo Dhirendranath and takes in Baboo Jogendra Chan-

dra Bose, the license inspector who is said to have had some hand in

the comments of the Herald. The appointment of a Jute Inspector

comes olT on Thursday next. In the meantime, Baboo Dhirendranath

has obtained summonses against the editor and proprietor of the

journal, Baboo Sarat Chandra Roy, and the license inspector, Baboo

Jogendra Chandra Bose, for defamation. The application was moved

in a pretty long speech by Baboo Arnarendra Nath Chatterjee, a

Pleader of the High Court, and a well-known speaker.

REIS & RA YYE1\
Saturday^ September ^7, i8go.

THE INCOME TAX.
The Income Tax threatens to be a permanent

plague. At any rate,' it has got an indefinite ex-

tension of term. It is perhaps as well there should

be no more any delusive, tantalising prospect of its

early termination. Rather than sicken on hope conti-

nually deferred, it is better to know that we have

nothing to expect, so we may adapt ourselves to the

situation as best we can. For this clearing up of

an ambiguous point, we are indebted to the strategy

and energy of our Chamber of Commerce. In pro-

testing against the imposition of the Income tax

on foreign consignments, the Chamber, it will be

remembered, tackled with the general policy of the

tax itself. They justly contended that it was ad-

opted as a temporary measure, being e^e.ssly rested

upon a peculiar financial emergency for its justifica-

tion and, that this being the case, it ought to be ab-

andoned with the disappearance of the emergency

which had necessitated its imposition. The Chamber

did well in taking up this general position against the

impost, while protesting in especial against the taxa-

tion of foreign consignments. This tax has been h

source of oppression and demoralization out of all

proportion to its .6nancial advantage. The determina-

tionv therefore, now for the first tinje openly expressed,

of continuing it has taken the public by surprise.

The debate preceding the pa/ssing of tto present
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income Tax Act left a strong impression on the pub-

,
lie mind that it was not to be anything more than a
temporary .expedient. There was indeed no formal
Rledge given as to the period for which it was to
emtinuet, but the whole tone and spirit of the
official speaking was as good as a promise and pro-
duced all the reassurance of a pledge. A native mem-
ber of the Imperial Council went the length of
bringing forward a motion for fixing the term of the
Act, a motion which was withdrawn as a superfluity in

view of the prevailing disposition then manifest

in the Council not to prolong the operation of the

measure beyond the period of especial emergency.
Paradoxical as it may sound, the very fact of a speci-

fic motion like this having been brought forward is

proof of the then prevailing tendency of opinion in

the Council in regard to the tenure of the tax. The
mover of the proposition had no doubt been en-

couraged* by this very tendency of the debate to

seek to give it a definite shape and form. For
the rest, there has been nothing in official or extra-

official utterances on the subject since the enactment

of the Act to contradict the popular belief in its tem-

porary character. On the contrary, that belief has

been more than ever confirmed by the spirit of all sub-

sequent references made to the subject in more than

one debate on the Budget Statement in the Imperial

Council.

It is therefore with no small disappointment that

we have read the explicit announcement of an alto-

gether new and different policy in the Government of

India’s reply to the Chamber’s memorial. It is now
vigorously denied that the Government has ever

encouraged the belief that the present income-tax

would be abolished or reduced in preference to any

other tax which is now levied or which was levied

in 1886, while a plain warning is given that no such

hopes should be indulged in for the future.

Looking to financial considerations alone, there

is no prospect of the Government of India being in

a position to abolish the income-tax within any
measurable period.

The financial outlook, notwithstanding favorable

exchange, is described as far from reassuring :

—

“ The Governor-General in Council would be very glad to be in a

position to reduce or remit taxation, and no pressure of public opinion

will be required to induce him to relieve the tax payer when it is seen

that revenue can safely be surrendered. * * At the present moment
the ordinary revenue and expenditure of (he year promise to turn out

considerably worse than the estimate of March last
; and though the

rise in exchange will no doubt do much more than counterbalance

the deterioration in other respects, it must be recollected that doubts

have been expressed by some authorities whether the purchase by the

American Government of a limited (though considerable) quantity

of silver will have a permanent effect upon exchange, and the future is

Still quite uncertain in respect to this important drain on the public

treasury.”

The payers of income-tax have by no means the

first claim on a perrftanent surplu.s. The Chamber
have got a sharp rejoinder to their plea for relief

from tne tax. The Government has given them a

smart rebuff. It is distinctly stated that

“ There is no class of the Indian community which receives greater

benefits from British rule than do the commercial, banking, manufac-

turing, official, and professional classes, and it would in the opinion of

the Government of India amount to a serious political scandal if these

classes, by the abolition of the present tax, were absolved from con-

tributing to the wants of the State in a degree bearing some proportion

to their wealth.”

Nor is the decision of the Government on the

especial prayer of the Chamber more favorable in

the long run. The a.ssessment of consignor’s profits

will indeed for the present be in abeyance, but it does

not seem likely that /t is abandoned finally. En-
quiries will be made, Into the system by which the

practical difficult!^ of the assessment of such pro-

fits are overcome in England, and should such en-

quiries show that the English system may be followed

here, the present orders will be withdrawn. The
Government conveys its views on this point as

follows :

—

“ I am to remind the Chamh-^r that, by a recent ruling, the taxation

of the profits made by consignors resident in foreign countries has
been declared to be legal in England, and that the Revenue Cominis*
Stoners have taken steps to enforce the decision. Tlie Governor-fiener-

al in Council is* not aware whether the objections to which the.Cham-
ber draws ailenlioii have been found to exist in practice In England,
or, if they exist, how they have been overcome. Steps will be taken

to obtain information on these points, but meanwhile, as the Cinvern-

inent of India is not aware at present of any means by wliich the

difficulty referred to in paragraph 16 can be met, it has decided, in

accordance with the wishes of the Chamber, to keep the orders for the

asse.ssment of the profits of consignments in abeyance.”

The whole is a message of despair. Coming after

the Under-Secretary of States Budget statement, it

will cause little surprise. With such an overflowing

surplus as the turn in the exchange has unexpectedly

produced, the Government could, if so minded, have
given relief at any rate to the lower classes of in-

come tax assessees. But it is not to be. And argu-

ments can never be wanting to justify a policy of

caution.

THE RaJpUTANA STATES.
The last year’s Rajputana report i.s, as reports usually

are, generally satisfactory. British methods of ad-

ministration are being followed, civilization advanced,

and the states brought up to a level with the sur-

rounding British territory. Crime is no longer as

rife as before. No cases of witch-swinging, of kidnap-

ping or of Sati are reported, while only one case of

infanticide occurred during the year. Cattle-lifting

and other forms of dacoity are indeed still prevalent,

but they show a marked diminution. The manage-
ment of criminal tribes receives great attention.

The Bhils are evidently much looked after and are

not a little improved, for, in spite of indifferent har-

vests, their conduct has been generally quiet. A
school has been for some years at work for the edu-

cation of Bhil children. The interests of these tribes

are anxiously watched by the Agent to the Governor-

General, and it is not possible for the Durbars to

neglect them. The settlement of Moghies, another

criminal tribe, appears also to have been successful.

The British officers appear to have attained a fair

measure of succe.ss in the settlement of boundary
disputes. These disputes are often of an inveterate

kind, and afford unusual difficulty to the British

Agent. A great improvement has, of late, resulted in

this respect from the establishment of Border Courts,

and many disputes of long standing are reported to

have been adjusted by their intervention.

The Public Works Department in Rajputana has

been steadily developing. The total expenditure,

excluding the* outlay on Imperial Irrigation works,

amounted to a little less than 34 lakhs of rupees.

In the chief states, the works are under the supervi-

•sion of officers lent by the British Government. The
Postal Department also shows steady increase of

work. There are in all about 224 Post-offices in the

different states, of which no less than 25 were
opened during the last year. These offices are

divided into three classes. Head-offices, Sub-offices,

and branch-offices—the last being worked by
extra-departmental agents, such as Station-masters,

School-masters, hospital assistants and even shop
keepers. The plan is economical, but not always

satisfactory, particularly in the case of School-

masters who are generally reported to be above
their work. Much trouble accompanied with no
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little loss is caused to this department by a curious

practice among Marvvari traders in the Bombay Pre-

sidency. They are accustomed to send heavy anony-

mous letters containing pieces of iron, bricks, and

waste paper to their partners absent on leave. The
intention of the senders is thus indirectly to fine their

partners for their absence by making them pay the

postage, and so to remind them of the necessity of

retur,niiig to duty. But the heavy (in more senses

than one) practical joke docs not take. The ad-

dressees invariably are wide awake enough to refuse

the missives, leaving the Department the unpleasant

task of carrying them backwards and forwards, with-

out being able to recover the postage from the send-

ers, whose names are never given.

The general condition of Rajputana during the

year was about normal. The rainfall, if not quite

seasonable, was sufficient, but the absence of rain in

the cold weather with frosts and locusts affected the

crops in most districts. The ravages of the locusts

were particularly severe in Marwar, Jeysulmir, and

Bikanir. As usual, this led to the migration of

people, although those who remained were assisted

by the Durbar by the remission of rents and the

provision of labor.

In Jodhpur, the Railway has proved remunerative.

Further extensions are either under contemplation

or already fairly advanced. A Survey Party was

at work in Bikanir and Jeysulmir during the winter

of last year on the proposed railways from Sinde.

Work has been commenced on two lines of railways,

one from Jodhpur to Bikanir vta Nagore, and the

other a loop line connecting Jodhpur and Nawa.

The record of irrigation works is also creditable. Al-

together, the Durbars show appreciation—sometimes,

too much it is to be feared—of the example of the

great British Government. Education is eagerly

sought after, and the majority of the States are re-

presented in the Mayo College. The college scored

signal success last year. Two Rajput youths for the

first time matriculated in the Allahabad University.

The importance of the event was marked by the

successful competitors being loaded with medals.

SALT ». SALTPETRE.
The Salt Department has once more turned its

fostering . attentions to the Saltpetre Refineries of

Calcutta, Its last raid had ended in a compromise

that left the Refiners free to dispose off their Refuse

by either exporting* it to foreign countries under

official surveillance or transforming it into saltpetre

of high refraction by admixture anew with a quantity

of the pure material. The intention, however, from

the beginning, notwithstanding repeated protesta-

tions, was to convert the Refiners into manufacturers

of dutiable salt. In no other way could pressure

be put upon them than by obstructing the disposal

of the Refuse. So that when it would accumulate

the Refiners might be compelled to either excise it

at Rs. 2-8 per maund or destroy it at their own cost.

Finding that the compromise enabled the Refiners

to easily get rid of their Refuse, the settlement was

“ reconsidered.” The effect of this “ reconsidera-

tion " was to withdraw the orders that had been

issued about admixture. Formerly, the Refiners

could, by admixture, convert,^ the Refuse into a com-

modity whose refraction was represented by sixty to

seventy per cent. Under the orders issued after " re-

consideration,” no saltpetre could be manufactured by

admixture whose refraction would exceed forty per

cent. The revised orders, again, as worded, are

exceedingly vague. No limit of refraction has been,

laid down, with reference to the article manufactured

by admixture, within which the Refiners may dispose

of the article without official interference.

We understand, again, that the Salt Establishment

in Calcutta, with the exception of a European Super-
intendent, having a very large jurisdiction to super-

vise and whose stay in the metropolis can by no
means be permanent, is innocent of Engli.sh and
corresponds with the Refiners in the Persian

language ! The latter have to pay for tran.slates of

these communications before they can understand

them. The officer must be a very old fossil, re-

quiring a thorough shake, who could, in these days,

deliberately send a Mogul F'iscal Establishment to

the metropolis of British India, for communicating

in Persian with the traders and merchants here. How
long, we ask, has English education fallen' into such

disuse in India that the State in one of its import-

ant departments of Revenue should be under the

necessity of employing men ignorant of English and
that in the metropolis of all places

A case has already occurred of individual hardship,

that will best illustrate the spirit of the Department

in its dealings with the Refiners. It shows how cir-

cumlocution can, when it chooses, be expeditious

when the object is to vindicate its own might. We
will advert to it in a future issue.

INCOME TAX.
No. 4J39.

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA.

FINANCE AND COMMERCE DEPARTMENT.
SEPARATE REVENUE.

Assessed Taxes

^

To—The Secretary to the Bengal Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta.

the %tb September 1890.

Sir,—The Governor-General in Council has had under considera-

tion the memorial of the Chamber received with your letter No.

444, dated the 20th May last, in which the Chamber protests

against the assessment to Income-tax of the profits on goods con-

signed to agents for sale in India. 7"he Chamber has also taken

the opportunity to embody in the memorial a statement of objec-

tions to the policy of an Income-tax and to the manner in which

the administration of the tax is conducted, and observing that no

financial necessity for the revenue obtained from the tax now exists,

asks that the question of the continuance of the tax may be taken

into consideration.

2. The Chamber^ request for the discontinuance of the tax is

supported by the arguments stated below ;

(1) The tax was imposed in 1886 as a special call upon the

country, and, the need for the call having disappeared with a sur-

plus of two and three-quarter crores of rupees and the restoration

of the finances to a sound condition, the tax should now be repealed.

(2) The tax is not in any way suited to such a country as India,

and in support of this proposition it is stated that, after thirty years

of official efiort under many and various disguises, the Government

has failed to make such a tax acceptable to the people, fair in its in-

cidence, or reasonably remunerative.

(3) Complaints arc becoming rife all over the country in regard

to the working of the Act ; and quoting certain statements made

by the Honourable J. D. Inglis in 1871, the Chamber asserts that a

large percentage of the population escapes the tax jijaogethcr by

bribery or false returns, and that it is as true co-day as it was nine-

teen years ago that “ for every man who pays Income-tax twenty

** pay to get of, and that for every rupee that is paid into the

** treasury another is paid to the subordinate native officials ;

“ everywhere throughout the country the people arc being de-

” moralised by the tax ; everywhere false returns arc sent in ; cvery-

“ where the trading classes are beginning to keep two sets of books

«« ...one set showing accurately the real transactions, the other con-

“ taining a carefully prepared garbled account to be shown to the

** Income-tax assessors.”

3. With reference to the first of the argumcnti advanced in the

preceding paragraph, the Governor-General in Council is unable to

admit cither that the tax was imposed in 1886 as a special and tem-'

porary call upon the country, or that the time has now arrived for

its ibolicion,
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There is no class of the Inclian community which derives greater
benefits from British rule than do the commercial, banking, manu-
facturing, ollicial, and professional class-. s, and it would, in the opi-
nioii of the Govennnent of India, amount to a serious political
scandal if these clasiw^s, by the abolition of the present tax, were
absolved from contributing to the wants of the State in a degree
bearing some proponion to their wcaltli.

The remarks mad * by Sir Auckland Colvin, in proposing the le-
gislation under which the present tax is lovird, ,how dearly that the
mam objeci of Government at that time cnus the more equitable
distribution of the l urden of taxation over th*c Indian community ;

this is an object the atraininctit of which is quite incompatible with
the introduction of a measure intended to be temporary in its opera-
tion, and flamed nurcly to meet the financial dillicultics of the day.
He said :

** There can, afti r all is said and done, be no manner of doubt
but that one great fact remaitis established

; one great blot on our
administration not only still unrenioved, imt aggravated by ilic

course of events in recent years. It is this
;
that putting aside

those who derive their income from land in the temporarily-settled
districts, the classc'. in this country who derive the greatest security
and benefit from tlic British Government are those who contribute
the lease towards it. Many opinions of many kinds have from time
to time been expressed as to the nature of the advantages and dis-

advantages introduced into the country by British rule, but on one
point all (even the most envenomed and hostile of our critics) arc
agreed, and that is that it has given greater security to life, property,
and trade, and to the amassing thereof of wealth, than any Govern-
ment th'at ever preceded it.

^

Yet not only the mercantile and pro-
fessional classes, to whom this time of sunshine has brought such an
abundant harvest, are precisely those who contribute least towards
the support of the Government in the light of whose power they
bask

* * * I know that what I have said as to the immunity
of the middle and upper classes from their due share of the public
burdens is as a twice-told talc vexing the dull ears of a drowsy man ;

but it is nevertheless a grievous blot on our Indian administration,
which urgently calls for removal, and which, I believe, with
patience, prudence, and the exercise ol a little fortitude must, and
will, be removed. Efforts have, indeed, at various times been made
to remedy this scandal, for scandal it is of the greatest magnitude
when the poorest are called upon to pay heavily for the support of
the Government, and the wealthier classes are exempted ; but from I

one cause or another the measure has never been carried out except
for short and broken periods of time," I

4. The present tax is a development and extension of the
license taxes of 1878, and the history of its origin shows that it did
not assume its present form solely in view of pressing financial

needs.

The license tax, from which the present tax has sprung, was one
of the taxes imposed for the purpose of securing in ordinary years

a surplus of revenue over expenditure which would balance the
occasional and exceptional expenditure on famine which might
from time to time be expected. 'The taxation imposed took the

form of cesses on the land which fell on the agricultural classes, and
of a license tax which was paid by the trading classes. The exemp-
tion of the official and professional classes from the operation of the

license tax caused the Chamber and other public bodies to protest

against the continuance of the tax in the form in which it was sanc-

tioned by the Legislature, and these representations had great

weight in finally determining the Government of India to extend
the operation and enlarge the scope of the tax. I'his determination
was carried into effect in 1886, and the circumstances were thus ex-

plained by Sir Auckland Colvin in the Legislative Council on the

4th July of that year :

“The financial policy of the Indian Government since 1878 has

pointed steadily at direct taxation. From that year onward, he that

ran could read the indications of the time. In point of fact, for the

last eight years we have had direct taxation, but in a form so incom-
plete and so open to criticism that it was impossible not to foresee

that it must be, on the first convenient opportunity, replaced bv
some measure more equitable in itself, and more suited to the cir-

cumstances of the country. An attempt has been made, and is still

in operation under the form of a license tax, to carry out direct

taxation in part, but it is open to the vital objection that it presses

most heavily on the poorer among the trading, mercantile, and com-
mercial classes, and leaves the wealthier, besides other whole classes

of the upper part of the population, comparatively or absolutely un-
asscssed. Almost from the day of its introduction efibrts have been

made by public bodies in this country, both English and Native,
to obtain, instead of the existing license tax, a more equal distribu-

tion of direct taxation, and acknowledgments have been tendered

by the Government of the evils inseparable from that tax as at

present enforced, and of its determination when a fitting oppor-

tunity arose of putting it on a more equitable footing. In point

of fact, so far had the matter gone, and so ripe was it (or settle-

ment, that if no financial necessities had now overtaken us,

We should have been imperatively called upon in any ease very

shortly either to abandon direct taxation altogether, or to take some
measure of the nature which we now propose to introduce. It was

impossible to go on from year to year adniiiiing and deploring ilic

evils of the existing tax, and doing nothing w^hatever to remedy
them. 'That was how the matter stood till the commencement of

this )car. We hatl the choice of abandoning direct taxation or of

exiendirig it ; ami we were in such a position tliai we could no

longer decently delay making up our mind to adopt one or

the other.”

It will, thcrcfi)ic, be seen that the license taxes of 187S w'erc ati

attempt to make a certain section of the community contribute to

the cost of gcncrnmeiu. Their extension and constdidation under
the form of the Income-tax (jf 18S6 were undertaken with the ob-

ject of effecting a more equitable adjustment of that tax, and the

financial diflicuUies of 1886 were the occasion, rather than the

cause, of the extension.

5. It is unnecessary to remind the Chamber that no lax can be

considered to be final either as regards form or rate, but 1 am to say

that the Government of India has never given any sanction tt) the

belief that the present Income-tax would be abolished or reduced

in preference to any other lax which is now levied, or which was
levied in 1886.

I’he understanding on this point is clearly shown by the remarks

of the Honourable Robert Steel in the Legislative Council on 29ih

January 1886, and the reply made by Sir Auckland Colvin on the

same date :

The Honourable Robert Steel \ “The Honourable Mr. Mukerji has

given notice of his intention to propose that the duration of the

Bill shall be limited to one year. I will not anticipate his remarks,

but I will take this opportunity to say that, whatever be the result

of his amendment, the payers of Income-tax will now fairly claim

that under the present Bill they will contribute at least their full

share ; and, when any remission of taxation is possible, they will

expect that their case shall be considered on its merits along with

all other claims for relief which may be put forward.”

The Homurable Sir Auckland Colvin :
“ With regard to the dura-

tion of the tax, the Honourable Mr. Steel has put the ease in an

extremely fair way, namely, that if the Government finds itself in

a position to make remissions of revenue hereafter, the question

of the Income-tax should be put on the same footing and receive

the same consideration as any other question of remission of revenue."

6. The Governor-General in Council would be very glad to be

in a position to reduce or remit taxation, and no pressure from pub-
lic opinion will be required to induce him to relieve the taxpayer

when it is seen that revenue can safely be surrendered. The sur-

plus of 2^ crorcs to which the Chamber points was, however,

largely accidental and temporary, and cannot be taken into account

as a factor in determining whether any permanent remission of

taxation is possible. The surplus in the estimates of the current

year is only 27 lakhs, and that surplus was secured after allotting

only 60 lakhs as the provision for insurance against famine, and of

that sum 49 lakhs are a special receipt from Local Governments.
At the present moment the ordinary revenue and expenditure of

the year promise to turn out considerably worse than the estimate

of March last ; and though the rise in exchange will no doubt do
much more than counterbalance the deterioration in other respects,

it must be recollected that doubts have been expressed by some
authorities whether the purchase by the American Government of a

limited (though considerable) quantity of silver will have a perma-
nent effect upon exchange, and the future is still quite uncertain in

respect to this important drain on the public treasury.

7. 1 am further to remind the Chamber that there are other

taxes which have been incorporated into* the fiscal system since the

Income-tax Act was passed, and that the payers of Income-tax have,

by no means, the first claim on a permanent surplus. Since January
1886 the principal measures adopted for increasing the public re-

venues have been—
(1) the absorption of the surplus designed as an insurance against

famine, which surplus has recently been only partially restored ;

(2) the increase of the duty on salt in India from Rs. 2 to

Rs. 2/^ a maund, and in Burma from 3 annas to one rupee ;

(3) the imposition of an import duty on petroleum ;

(4) the imposition of a patwari cess in the North-Western Pro-

vinces and Oudh.
In the opinion of the Government of India, there arc several

fiscal reforms which should take precedence of the claims of the

payers of Income-tax, or should at least receive equal consideration

whenever the Government finds that it has a permanent surplus at

its disposal.

Having regard also to the origin of the tax, it would be necessary

to deal with the claims of the payers of Income-tax and of the

cesses on land imposed in 1878 concurrently. Sir John Scrachey’s

remarks on this point in 1880 were :

“ It would be hardly possible to maintain the cesses on the land
if the tax on trades were abolished. It miglit be more possible to

defend the abolition of the cesses on the land and the maintenance
of the tax on trades."

These remarks have lost none of their force, and it will be ap-
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parent that, looking to financial considerations alone, there is no

prospect of the Government being in a position to abolish the

Income-tax within any measurable period.

8. Thi statement that the tajc is unsuitable because the Gov-

ernment has not succeeded in miking it acceptable to the people

appeals to the Government of India to require qualiHcacioti. No
taxation of which the burden comes home directly to those who
pay it can be said to be acceptable to such persons. The question

is not whether the tax is popular with those who pay it, but whether

it is just in principle and fair in application. As to the justice of

the principle, there is no room for difFcrcncc of opinion. As to the

fairness of the assessment, the chief shortcomings were due original-

ly to the novelty of the tax, to the difficulty of obtaining informa-

tion regarding the incomes of the persons assessed, and to the

changes from income to license tax, from license to certificate tax,

and from certificate to Income-tax again, which were made in the

period ending in 1871. These changes were a source of perplexity

to the more illiterate classes who were also harassed by the want of

fixity in the race, by the low limits of taxable income, and by the

inefficiency, and in some cases the misconduct, of the assessing

agency. These features of the tax as it existed in former years

have for the most part disappeared. The form of taxation has lost

its novelty ; a considerable amount of information regarding the in-

comes of the trading classes has been accumulated ; changes in the

character of the tax arc no longer made ; the rate of assessment

which was fixed in 1886, and the minimum of taxable income, have

remained unaltered ; and the assessing agency has been greatly im-

proved. The specially objectionable features to which discontent

and hostility to the tax are in great pare due have therefore ceased

to exist.

9. The Chamber’s argument that the tax is not fair in its in-

cidence because a large portion of the revenue derived from it is

collected in the Presidency towns is answered in a letter recently

received from the Upper India Chamber of Commerce supporting

the memorial of the Bengal Chamber. The Chamber writes

;

“While accepting the fact, as pointed out in the memorial under

reference, that the incidence of the tax is higher in the Presidency

towns than elsewhere, they consider that inasmuch as the ports arc,

practically speaking, the cntrcpAcs for the whole seaborne trade

of the country, this is a natural concomitant, and docs not mean
that the impost is individually less oppressive in the Provinces.”

To the Government of India it appears that the collection of a

large proportion of the Income-tax in the Presidency towns is npt a

stronger argument for the abolition o( the tax than the fact that the

salt revenue is chiefly paid by the population outside these towns is

an argument for the abolition of the duty on salt. The increase in

the collections in Calcutta in 1888-89, to which the Chamber draws

attention as illustrating the rigour with which the tax is administered

in that city, was largely due to the discovery that certain traders had

tor some time been under-assessed, and was not merely the result of

an unduly rigorous administration, as is evident from the fact that

the number of processes issued fell from 2,283 1^ 1887-88 to

1,243 in 1888-89. The collections of 1889-90 have exceeded those

of the previous year by about a lakh of rupees, while the number
of processes issued was no more than 112. These facts appear to

testify to the increased efficiency of the assessing and collecting

agency.

10. The statement that the tax is not “ reasonably remunera-

tive” is of doubtful accuracy. The net revenue, deducting cost

of collection, amounted last year to about Rx. 1,500,000 (one

hundred and fifty lakhs)—a sum which represents the amount of the

provision for insurance against famine, as originally contemplated.

11. As regards the third'argument of the Chamber, I am to say

that the information before the (Government docs not support the

assertion that complaints arc rife all over the country in regard to

the working of the tax. The reports on the administration of the

Act since 1886 contain but rare instances of misconduct or fraud

on the part of the assessing and collecting agency. Even in remote

districts the people are becoming less and less inclined every year

to submit silently to extortion or oppression, and the asscssccs in

the Presidency towns would certainly not do so,

12. With reference to the Chamber’s assertion that the state-

ments made by Mr. Inglis in 1871, and quoted in paragraph 2 (3)

of this letter, arc as true to-day as they were then, the Governor-

General in Council desires me to remind the Chamber that those

statements were shewn on investigation to be couched in exaggerat-

ed language, and that whatever truth was contained in them was

found CO have been largely due to the assessments having been made

by officials of an inferior class. The results of the investigation

were made public at the time. No such reason for failure in ad-

ministration can be alleged at the present day ; for in Bengal the

assessments arc made by a special agency, and elsewhere the orders

provide that the assessing officers 8l\all not be of a lower grade

than tahsildars and mamlacdars. There can be no doubt chat cases

of evasion of the law occur in India as they do in other countries,

and in connection with the Income-tax as with every other tax,

direct or indirect ; but, however great the financial necessities of

1886 mt^ have been, the Government of India does not believe

that the Chamber of Commerce would have given its adhesion to

the imposition of an Income-tax, even as a temporary measure, if

it had really apprehended that such widespread corruption was
inseparable from its levy as was stated by Mr. Inglis.

*

13. The Members of the Calcutta Chamber of Commerce re-

present a community which contributes materially to the Income-

tax revenue, and the Government of India will always be glad to

receive from the Chamber any suggestions for the improvement
of the assessing and collecting agency, or to cause enquiry to be

made into cases of alleged malpractices j but it seems to the Gov-
ernor-General in Coifncil that when allegations of general and
widespread corruption are made, having for their object the aboli-

tion of the tax and the exemption of a large class from what is

only a reasonable contribution to the wants of the State, such alle-

gations would carry more weight if they were supported by specific

facts of the present time, falling within the knowledge of the

Members of the Chamber or their constituents, rather than by the

revival of an exaggerated statement of 1871 regarding a state of

things which no longer exists.

14. Turning to the question which has given rise to the present

correspondence, I am directed to say that the Government of India

as at present advised, entertains no doubt that the tax may legally

be levied on the profits of goods which are consigned to this coun-

try for sale. Nor does it appear to the Government of India that

the levy of the tax on such profits would be inequitable. The
Indian trader who purchases articles made in India for resale to the

public, as well as the Indian trader who purchases articles abroad

for sale in India, alike, pay tax on the profits of their transactions,

and there is no good reason why the foreign trader who consigns

goods to India for sale should not in his turn contribute to the

revenues of the State which offers him a market for his goods, and

provides for their safety.

15. All taxes have certain features in common, but the Govern-

ment of India is unable to discover any ground for the statememr

that a tax on the profits made by consigning goods for sale to India

is practically a duty on imports. An import duty is levied on the

quantity or value of all goods imported, and places such goods at a

disadvantage as compared with similar goods produced in the country.

The proposed tax (which) would not be levied on imported goods,

but on the profits of certain transactions, would not place the goods

which were the subject of those transactions at any disadvantage,

but would merely deprive them of an unfair advantage which they

now possess as compared with similar goods produced in India or

imported by Indian traders.

16. But while the Government of India considers it necessary

to explain the principles which influenced it in contemplating the

taxation of such consignments, and to defend the soundness of the

course which it proposed to adopt, it recognises the difficulties

which necessarily attend any attempt to estimate the profits of such

transactions. The assessor has not the means of doing so, and the

assumption of a percentage of the value as a preliminary assessment

would evidently give rise to error in particular cases, though it

might be fair on the average.

The agent in this country could not of his ow i knowledge state

with accuracy the amount of profit, and his action in attempting to

estimate the profit would douibtlcss be resented by the consigner,

and would impose an unfair responsibiliy on the consignee.

The Government of India believes that the cciisigiior could state

with reasonable accuracyjthc am^ unt of profit on each transaction,

but the Chamber of Commerce is of opinion that he could not be

depended upon to do so in all cases.

Such cases of misstatement of profits on the part of consignors,

even if not very numerous, would be sufficient to create doubt

as to all returns, and such doubts could only be removed by an

examination of the books of the consignor. These books being

in foreign countries and at a distance from India, it is obvious that

there would be no criterion which could be applied to test the

returns of profit, unless at the risk of causing an amount of trouble

and inconvenience which would be out of proportion to the revenue

to be collected.

17.

At the same time I am to remind the Chamber that, by a

recent ruling, the taxation of the profits made by consignors resi-

dent in foreign countries has been declared to be lega^n England,

and that the Revenue Commissioners have taken steps to enforce

the decision. The Governor-General in Council is not aware

whether the objections to which the Chamber draws attention have

been found to exist in practice in England, or, if they exist, how

they have been overcome. Steps will be taken to obtain informa-

tion on these points, but meanwhile, as the Government of India

is not aware at present of any means by which the difficulty re-

ferred to in paragraph 16 can be met, it has decided, in accordance

with the wishes of the Chamber, to hold the orders for the assess-

ment of the profits of consignments in abeyance.

If a satisfactory method of solving the question shoijld hereafter

be proposed, and the Government of India should decide to renew

the attempt to tax the profits of consignments, the i intention «
Government, and the meant which it proposes to aaQpt» wU np

mgde public before orders for assessment are issued.
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WONDERFUj: MEDICINE.

BEECHA^S PILLS
A RE universally acl-

fnitted to be worth
A GUINEA A BOX.
For Bilious and Ner-
vous Disorders, such
as Wind and Pain in

the Siomarh, Sick
Headache^ Giddiness,
Fulness and Svvellinjj

after Meals, Dizziness
and Drowsiness, Cold
Chills, Flusliinjjs of
Heat,Lossof Appetite,

^ . Shortness of Breath,
Costiveness, Scurvy and Blotches on the Skin,
Disturbed Sleep, FriKhlful Dieams, tind all
Nervous and Trembling Sensations, &c.

The Jirsi dose will
give relief in twenty
minutes. This is no fic

gEECHAM’S PILLS

^EECHAM’S PILLS

Cheapest and Perfect Time
KeepingWatch in the World.

ouv Vifatches Guavautccd foy 2 y^ars

:peiob es. 0-8.

gEECHAM’S PILLS

^EECHAM»S PILLS

gEECHAM*S PILLS

gEECHAM*S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM'S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM'S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

tion,for they have done
it in countless cases.

Every sufferer is

earnestly requested to
try one Box of these
Pills, and they will be
acknowledgecf to be
WORTHAGUINEA

A BOX
For females of all

ages these Pills are
invaluable. No female
should be without
them. There is not a
medicine to be found
to etjual them for re-

moving any obstruc-
tion or irregularity of
the system. If taken
according to the di-

rections given wiiii

each box they will

soon restore females
of all ages to sound
and robust health.
This has been proved
b y thousands who
have tried them, and
found t li e benefits
which are ensured by
their use.

For a Weak Sto-
mach, Impaired Di-
gestion, and all Disor-
ders of the Liver, ilicy

act like magic, and a
few doses will b e
found to wofk won-
ders on the most im-
portant organs in the
li u m a n Machine.
They strengthen the
whole muscular sys-

tem, icstoie the long

T)EECHAM’S PILLS complexion, bring
•L> • back the keen edge of

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

appetite, and arouse
into action with the
rosebud of health the
whole physical energy
of the human frame.
ThescKtre facts testified

to continually by mem-
bers of all classes of

BEECHAM’S PILLS society, and one of the

" best guarantees to the
Nervous and Debilita-

ted is, BEECHAM’S
PILLS have the
Largest Sale of any
Patent Medicine
the World.

A strong .iccuriite Keyless open-face Watch
in nickel silver case.

R.ms 30 Hours with one winding, short wind,
Regulated to a minute a month. Bold hands
»nd figures, enameled dial, sunk second hand
set from outside. It ha, a jewelled visible’
comp.act escapement. Can be repaired by any
watch-maker for a trifle. I, a thoroughly re-
liable Machine-made W.atcb, in velvet lined
Spring case.

Do. Do. Ladies’ Wrist Watch. Price... 8 8
Do. Gent’s Lever movement, fully

jewelled Chronometer b.aianre to
prevent variation in extremes of tem-
perature. Price

Do. Hunter do. ...

Chain.

While Metal Albert Chains, standing
acid. Of all Patterns ...

Imitation Guinea Gold do. ...

Canadian do.

MOTICE is hereby given under Section 351
of Act III (B. C.) of 1884 for general in-

formation, that the Commissioners of the Bara-
^ held

of hvf
r890, have framed a set

of by. -.aws subject to the provisions of the
^ bye-laws

together with a translation thereof in the ver-

fmm for one month
from the date of this notification, in the office

hours

It is hereby further notified that, after the

thrri!"’" • P®”"'! "f one month,he Commissioners of this Municipality intend
to submit the said bye laws to the Local Gov-ernment for confirmation,

P. C. Banerjee,

Baranagar Municipal Office
rile 8ih September 1890.

*
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*3

IN THE PRESS.
Uniform with « Travels & Voyages in Bengal ”

ESSAYS BY A BEAHMAN
IN

Politics, Sociology, History, & Literature
BV

the Author of » Travels & Voyages in Bengal.”

Calcutta.

Peis Rayyet Office.

PRICE:
To Subscribers paying before publication Rs. 4
„ mere regcstering subscribers ... c

„ Ordinary purchasers ...

*'*
*’

5
Applv to the Manager, Rns and Rayyet

,

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

Price

Cloth Gilt

Cloth Bound

Repairs of Watches, Jewellery, &c.
We give our greatest attention to every kind

of repairs, stone settings, Waltham and Waler-
btiry including, as we always employ a staff of
the most skilful workmen for our jobbing dept.,
our charges are based upon the very lowest
calculations.

V. K. MOITRA,
Late Manager, Waterbury Watch Depot.,

37. Musjidbari-slreet, Calcutta.
|

Post free Rs. 6.

Rs. 6.

Rs. 5-8.

^JVIofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

TRAVELS t VOVAGES IN BENGAL
RRTWEKN

Calaitta and Independent Tipperak,

BV

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEB,
Forin^fly Minister to the late

Nawau Faridoon Jaii Bahadoor,
(the liist of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Bella r and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State,

Apply to Manager, “REIS& RAYYET"
I, Uckoor Dull's Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

. ,
Sols Agents for India :

NAYLOB, SON, GRIMES A 00.
WkaUsaU Depbt^ Clive Street

^

CALCUTTA:

^HESE Pills can be obtained at all Bazaars
throughout India, or from the Whole and

Wnti, Naylor, Son. Grimes k Co., at sale
Wloyng r»t«» :-w. size, Re. i-j, the.

i>
‘ ^ inciuding V.-P

joste Sl^pkeepers can obtain Wholesale
Kates vpod spplicatioo*

IREETHAMS

*{hf

1

« IRVAttlABW11 m.lii’b tfl« SKIN CUOXi and EEFRESUED in the HOTTEST wFathprBomoves and preveoto aU BUNBUBW, REDNESS PEEntiii v
..

RBltDER3 the SKIN DELICATELY SUPT.’ fiMuuTH and^wklTR
It entirely pi events it troin beooniing DRY and WitiNtfiFn niiri ipmp'arm'trmre

COUrUiXIOH from Hie loorrhisK elTecU of the SUN and WIND mnra
ether iv'Pmtlen. The IBBITaIion cauwd h,T 8T?hm
wenderlaUy tlhtyed by lu use, For impaitlu ^

' dellghUhl prepwatkr- ba> so equal! BoU by^CbeSite.
^ ^ te tbe abhi, thl»

CALCUTTA AGENTS : SCOTT THOMPSON * r-.o
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"IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF."
All %vho stiver find sure relief from

The Greatest Pain Gore Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcuteBheumatism and RheumaticGout,
After years of semi-helplessness and suffer-

ing
;

while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS
LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACHE,
SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

or these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs
1$ almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.
Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore*throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrin.sic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at / Re. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistrcct & Co.

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.
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12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,
(Opposite the Police Courts)

THE CALCUTTA

nOM(EOPATIIIC PHARMACY,
THE

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE
DISPENSAR Y IN A S/A

OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

"Limited.

This Company’s Steamer “ BURMAH ”

will leave Calcutta for Assam on Tuesday, the

3oih instant.

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel

should be sent to the Company’s Godowns
at Juggannauth Ghat, not later than 5 p.m.

of Saturday, the 27th instant.

WHICH
INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE IN

INDEPENDENT HOMCEOPATHY
and niaintain.<i to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

C. & Co. beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned

WOODEN CASE
in which every phi.il of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is p.acked.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

A‘o EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
T2, Lai Bazaar., Calcutta.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short winding Keyless Railway Regulat-

ors, of small size, enamelled dials, bold

figures and Candian Gold hands, with tem-
pered machinery and dust tight hinged cases

for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted
to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapness about

them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr.
A. R. Mehta from Bandora says:—“The
7-8 watch I purchased from you two years

back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting Su-

perintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh,
says “ A watch maker has valued your
Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, K.

W. Fusi. Kcgt., Lucknow, says “ Some valued

it at Rs. 15 and were completely surprised when
I told them it only t osts Rs, 7*8.” Pretty

Candian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-
plete shirt Studs and Kings set w ith scientific

diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each, Mr. J.

A, Yelsmore, Satur, says “ The best gold-

smith of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. G.
Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutia, says:—“A
German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and
the rubv at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

TRUE TO ITS N.\ME,

JEYES’ “PERFECT PURIFIER”
Is the best disinfectant and exterminator of

all objectionable odours and infectious diseases.

It cleanses the roads, purifies the atmos-
phere and disinfects the drains, keeps the sick-

room pure and healthy.

EQUALLY USEFUL TO
ANIMAL AND POULTRY,

It keeps a cowshed pure and sweet.

It improves the coat, destroy vermin, keeps
fly off, stamps out all infectious diseases.

It is a specific for foot and mouth disease.

It kills all unpleasant smell without setting

up another smell of its own.

It kills fleas, red lice and vermin of every
kind in Poultry, Pigeons, Cattle, Horses,

Dogs, Cats, &c. Effectually cures Gapes, Roup
and Comb Disease in Poultry.

IT IS GARDENER’S FRIEND AS WELL
It destroys moss and weeds on gravel path-

ways and exterminates worms from lawns.

It is a valuable destroyer of alt kinds of ants.

It kills green fly, red spider, thrips mealy
bug, removes worms from the soil in pots, &c.

Agents : DYCE, NICOL & CO.,

3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta.

Cachar Line.

The steamer “GWALIOR” of this line will

leave Calcutta for Cachar on the 3oih instauL

(Tuesday) for which cargo will be received uniif

5 P.M. of Saturday the 27th instant. The river

having risen, steamers are now able to pro-

ceed as far as Sylhet and Cachar.

Assam Despatch Service from

Goalundo

and

Daily Mail Steamer Service from

Dhubri to Debrooghur.

A daily service is maintained from Goalun-

do and Dhubri for passengers and light goods
traffic, i. e.f packages not weighing over half a

ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival

of the previous night’s 9-30 p. M. train (Madras
time) from Sealdah, and Dhubri on arrival of

the mails.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to

almost all stations can be booked through from
or to Calcutta ind Goalundo or Kannia with

the Eastern Bengal State and connected Rail-

ways—Passengers and Parcels viJ Kannta
only.

All particulars as to rates of freight and
passage by all the above mentioned Services to

be had on application to—

MACNEILL & CO.,

Agents,

1-2, Clive Ghat Street.

Calcutta, the 26th September, 1890.

A
NY Photograph transferred to porcelain

and thus rendered permanent. Apply to

R. HOTZ,

13-5, Government Place, Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANTJ

WEEKLY(ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
AND

Review of Politics^ Literature., and Society

SATES OF SUBSORIPTIOK.

Yearly ... in advance Rs. 12

Half-yearly ...

Qu.arierly

Monthly

» 7

,» 4
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ngle or sampfe Copy,, ... n

RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
dvertisements (three columns to the page and

12 lines to the column; are charged by me
lace taken up, at the rate ou’^ annas a line,

.

ich insertion. The lowest charge for any ao-

:riiseinent is Ks. 2, except Domestic Occur-

Special rates for Contracts.

No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance or 50 per ceiu.

will be charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at the rate of 4 annas a month or

Rs. 3, a year.

Business Communications (post paid) to

be directed 10 “The Manager,’^ and

Communications and books and

(carriage paid) to “ The Editor ” or Rci

& Rayyet,’’

Office: /, Uckoor DuiPs Lam% fVeliiugton

Street^ Calcutta.
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.
OUR LADY’S SHRINE.

I.

ea even Love, which for a little space,

So much you granted, cheats our human pain

With fond illusion, quailed before thine eyes :

Mother of purity, and peace, and grace,

Who nfferest from this flower-encircled shrine

To all who grovel, and to all who pine.

The comfort of thy heav’n-directed face.

No daughter of our race relaxed thy chain.

Pity or Passion kindling in her face.

Or shared the burden of those weary sighs.

No. 444

How often have I lingered here a space

To lay before thy feet some thoughts of mine,

And muse on all the hands and eyes divine

Which turned with pity to man’s pleading race !

Stands one of these more near to us than thou.

In this abyss of suffering darkly whirl’d.

Since he who shared with thee thy Syrian home

Has passed beyond the stars, and wielding now

The aweful pomps of godhead and of doom

Sits throned as Judge and Maker of the World ?

II.

One will so wholly binds and governs me,

That other wills, and mine the first of all.

Appear too vagrant, weak, and casual.

To fix the limits of my liberty.

Or move this way and that my potency,

As this one does, like signs celestial,

Which, as some judge, the souls of men enthrall,

And make them all they have been or shall be.

II

THE MUSEUM.

Not always will light Fancy be controlled.

So much I learned when first my feet explored

These spacious halls and stately galleries stored

With marvels spared us from an age of gold,

And lingered long where eyes might best behold

The goddess, with reverted head, who stands,

Her drapery slipping from relaxing hands,

And loves the tender curves behind unrolled.

^*Ah, you have lived loo long (I heard her say)

In that grey world which feeds on bitter bread,

Self-questionings which all your powers employ
;

How should you catch the spirit ol our day,

Which boldly followed wheresoever led

The fearless feet of Beauty and of Joy ?
”

Times vf India.

So knowing this, I need not inly fret,

If often I behold a clouded face.

And eyes which seem less gracious than they were ;

/Since Fate, which knows no lenience or regret,

Has Axed the path that henceforth I must trace,

And slays each thought or dream which looks elsewhere.

W. W.

Capri, 1S89.

HOR^. NEAPOLITANAi.

I.

AT LEOPARDI’S GRAVE.

Say, has Death stanched at last the bitter ruth,

Which preyed upon thy heart continually,

And coloured all thy thought and fantas)

With pictures of a world perverse, uncouth ?

For not Philosophy, not Art, not Faith,

Which change for us the mode of things we see,
*

Might shake thy sadness, or divert from thee

The Gorgon forehead of remorseless truth.

I

News and Our Comments.

The unprecedented persistency and violence of the rains for several

days ending in Sunday last, as they interfered with trade and business.*

in general, were not without their effect on the Press. In fact, they

caused something like a “ silly season.” Our leader of Hare Street’s

house was so battered and his staff and establishment were so

damped by the dreadful downpour, that on Monday morning the

Enf^lishman appeared with this opening editorial paragraph, to wit

-

“ Mr. Mackenzie’s chances of the Lieutenant-Governorship is (sic.)

said to be in the ascendant.”

Leaving such trifles as “ L. L. D.” for “ LL. D.” in para. 6, we come

to the leader ** Curiosities of Cross-examination ” on the fain Case in

the Police Court, and therein we stumble upon such—we do not say

grammar but printing as—
** The proceedings were commenced in July, and the case for the

prosecution has not it (sic.) yet closed.”

• •

The Gold Fever continues, with some abatement. Most of the com-

panies are still at premium.

bsevibiTS in the ceuntfy ate requested to retnit by postal money orders, ifpossible, as t/te safest and most convenient

medium^ particularly as it ensures acknowledgment through the Department, No other receipt will be

given any other being unneceseaty, and likely to cause mfusion.
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Meanwhile, they have struck oil at Deghbri, Upper Asiam. The
whole system of hills from the Eastern end of the Himalaya down
to the sea is rich in minerals.

•
• •

During the last fourteen years in India, the cotton-spinning and

weaving mills have increased from 14 to 137. The number of spindles

is given at 3,274,196, the daily average hands employed being 12,721.

Bombay contributes just over-half of the total number.

#
• •

The Nilgiri Railway Company have begun operations. The line is ex-

pected to be completed by December 1892. And the Governor of

Madras on the ist of this month cut the first sod of the East Coast

Railway and allowed us to expect in no long time through railway

communication between Calcutta and Madras.

• *

The Cashmere Durbar is going in for leprosy. A hospital will be

opened at Srinagar at a cost of Rs. 50,000, to accommodate 50 lepers.

The cost of maintenance is not stated. This seems to be the recog-

nized mode of currying Imperial favor.

ftnd therefore impartible and in the second place that the custom of

the family was 10 bold it at impartible. The evidence which re-

lated to the latter question would also apply to the former.

If it was shown that the estate was,descendible to a single heir, it would

also go to show that it was a Raj at one time. If it was shown to be a

Raj, it was not necessary that its holder should be an absolute

sovereign subject to no power. It was only necessary to show that it

was a Raj though the holder might be a subject power or feudal chief.

The incident of impartibiliiy attached to properties other than R.ij,

such as a property held under military tenure. When it was said that

the properly was impartible, it was not meant that it could not be se-

parated under any circumstances, but that the Municipal law did not

entitle any one to claim partition. Nobody could possibly question the

right of the holder of a Raj to divide it among his sons, as it would be

only an exercise of his right of alienation. The Zemindari of Siva-

gunga was carved out of the Ramnad Zemindari which showed that

there might be division, not by the operation of the law of inheritance

but by the voluntary act of the holder. Some of Tippoo^s territories*

were divided between various powers, but that did not show that the

Slate of Mysore was divisible. West and Buhler’s Hindu Law, 3rd

Edition, pp. 735-44 dealt with impartible property (Portion of p. 736

was read out). That showed that the question of parlibility or im-

partibility was to be judged by rules which were beyond the pale of

Municipal law. Under political condition came the following pro-

perties. I. Raj. 2. Properties in the nature of a Raj such as pro-

perly held under Military Tenure or aiiached to particular offices or

for the maintenance of any one.”

Mr. Nolan has been commissioned to report on the crops in the flood-

ed parts of this Province. During his absence on special duty, Mr.

Buckland acts the Revenue Secretary to the Bengal Government. This

gives an opportunity to Mr. K. G. Gupta to be the Secretary to the

Board of Revenue, in addition to his own duties as Junior Secretary.

•
• •

Under the head of sanitation, the Calcutta Gazette notifies the ap-

pointment of Assistant Apothecary F. W. A. L’Estrange to have

medical charge of the Voluntary Venereal Hospital at Jcllapahar.

This is a significant commentary on the repeal of the Contagious

Diseases Act.

• •

The visitors to the Indian Museum, last month, were Europeans 529

male and 120 female and Natives 29,045 male and 8,330 female, giving

a daily average of 1,728 during the 22 days it was open.

The Ramnad partition suit has closed in the first court—the Subordi-

nate Court, Madura East. The Subordinate Judge Mr. S. Gopala-

ebarriar has taken lime to consider his judgment, as was to be ex-

pected on account of the importance of the suit and the learned and

historical arguments advanced on both sides and the mass of evidence

—oral and documentary—recorded. The main point is whether the

zeniindary is partible property or being of the nature of a Raj de-

scendible to a single heir. There is also a will by the late zemindar

which complicates the matter. Messrs, Norton, Barrister-at-Law,

Sadagopachariar, Desikachariar and V. Bhashyacharriar, High Court

Vakils, appeared for plaintiff, Dinakarasami Setupati, and Rai

Bahadur S. Subramoneya Iyer, the Honourable V. Bhashyam

Iyengar, Row Bahadur R. Ramasubbicr, Messrs. M. S. Narayanaswami

Aiyer and Desikachari, High Court Vakils, and Mr. R. Slrinivasa

Aiyengar, ist Grade Pleader, represented defendant, Baskarasami

Setupati.

Rai Bahadur S. Subramoneya Iyer, opened the defence to this

effect

“ PlaintifTs case was that the Zemindary in dispute was a partible

DTOperty as that of an ordinary Hindu family governed by the Mitak-

shara law, and that he was entitled to a share therein. Defend.'int s

case was that the Zemindari was an impartible Kaj descendible to a

single heir according to the law of Primogeniture and that Plaintiff

was not entitled to any share. Pannai, Siniettu and other lands, also

the management of the Devastanum went with the enjoyment of the

Zemindari and rested solely with Defendant. Defendant a so alleged

thtil a Will was left by the late Zemindar under which also he

was entitled to the Zemindari. If the Court held that the estate

was partible, the Will was of no use as Plaintiff’s share could not

be affected by it. If the Court held that the estate was impartible, the

Will would have a most important bearing on the case as evidentiary

matter with reference to the pariibiliiy or the impartibility of the Ze-

mindary. The principal question was as to the nature of the Zemindari

and other properties. With reference to the question of impHriibihly,

he would make the following general ol>servation. No doubt all ordinary

Hindu property was partible and as regards impartible properties, a

distinction should be borne in mind between properties which are urt-

parliblc by virtue of the political condition of the family and properties

which are impartible by virtue of the customer Kulachar of the fainily.

In the present case both these conditions were relied on. Defendant

contended that the Zemindari in dispute was in the first place a Raj

The British Indian Association held its half-yearly meeting on Tues-

day in its rooms. It was a tame affair and a hole and corner business.

There were present two dozen members including the President. The

Secretary was supposed to read the report of the period by only enu-

merating the subjects taken up and informing the meeting that four

members have been added to the list. The President very briefly

referred to the Bill introduced by Government for the recovery of the

land revenue and other public demands, and concluded bis address by

lamenting “ the death of two of its (Association’s) oldest and most res-

pected members.” The auditory were greatly moved and burst into—

applause, as reported in the Statesman, Not to be misunderstood, we

quote from our contemporary

“I cannot conclude without referring to the death of two of its oldest

and most respected members. I refer to Baboos Denonath Mullick

and Mobesh Chunder Chowdhury. 1 am sure I expniss the sense of

every member of the Association when I say that their loss is deeply

legretted (applause).”

The final equality of the two British Indians reminds one of Ad-

dison’s reflections in Westminster Abbey. In respect of one of the two,

the President exhibited a rarfe example of Chrbtian virtue.

The necrology, however, was only preliminary to the business

of the evening. It appears that the rooms of the Association were

purchased in x868 with its own funds and contributions from

members and from the Hurish Chunder Memorial and the Grant

Memorial funds. The property stands in the name of the then

Secretary. Permission was taken at ' this meeting to transfer it

from Bahoo Jotindro Mohun Tagore the Secretary to Maharajah

Sir Jotindra Mohun Tagore, Maharaja Sir Norendra Krishna,

Raja Rajendralal Mitra, Raja Doorga Churn Law and Raja Peary

Mohun Mookerjee so that they may hold the same in trust for

the Association. Raja Doorga Churn doubled whether the Associa-

tion could appoint trustees for a property acquired with moneys not

all its own, but Baboo Gonesh Chunder who moved the resolution

assured the meeting that it could. “ Those funds,” he said, “ were and

ate entirely under the management of this Association, and it is quit©

within our province to appoint the trustees for the property, no matter

if it was acquired partly by money from ‘those funds.” That explana-

tion dispelled doubts and disarmed opposition. Relying on the attor-

ney-at-law, the meeting voted unanimously for the proposition, involv-

ing the complete appropriation of the two Funds.
^

Holloways Ointment and Fills.--^^\( to the discovery

of these remedies an easy, ready and reliable remedy for outward dis-

figurations and inward complications was, practically speaking, un-

known. No one need now be at a loss if they should unfortunately

suffer from piles, ulcers, sores, tumours, boils, bruises, sprains, &c.

Enveloping Holloway’s medicines are very intelligible printed direc-

tions for using them, which should be attentively studied and imme-

diately followed by all who resort to his treatment. Sooner or later

the sufferer will assuredly triumph over the worst diseases. This

searching Ointment disperses all those malignant humours which

aggravate diseases of the skin, prevent the cicatrization of ulcers,

excite inflammatory tendenciei in the system.
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THE young Maharaja Jagat Jit Singh of Kapurthala completes his

eighteenth year on the 24th November. Sir James Lyall will shortly

ini^^ him \vith full powers as ruler. The Maharaja has already com-

pleWchargeff the household and military offices, which he is s.tid to

control with marked energy and abiliiy,

•
• •

They are for an Eiffel Tower in Melbourne. A company has been

started for the purpose with a capital of j^ioo,ooo.

• •

The latest American scheme of American proportions is a canal

for the drain.'ige of Chicago by carrying the filth in solution to the

Mississipi. It is planned to have a fall of a few feet, so that at the

Chicago end, the highest point, 300,000 gallons per minute of fresh

water from Lake Michigan may flow into it. This enormous inflow 01

pure water is calculated to carry off the sewage southward, purifying

the while the inflow of sewage. The cost is estimated at thirty

million dollars to be raised by taxation.

• •

There was another interruption to through traffic to Darjeeling. On
Tuesday, there was a breach between Tiliicpore and Nawabgunge on

itbe Northern section of the Eastern Bengal Railway above Sara. The

breach has now been repaired and trains are running uninterruptedly.

« *

The SS years’ rule has been extended to the East Indian Railway

ofheers. Another rule has been laid down fur all guaranteed and

assisted railway companies. Usually, gratuities are grnntable to

officers on retirement occasioned by sickness, accident, or abolition of

appointment. ower is, however, reserved to reward distinguished

service. But an officer who has worked full term and retires on

account of age, must not expect any consideration, for he must be

presumed to have made sufficient provision for himself and family.

That is a good argument against pensions. But is the Government

prepared to apply it there ?

• •

The Duke of Connaught has been put in command of the important

and extensive Southern Division at Portsmouth. But he is on long

leave since the 25th August when he assumed the command, the duty

being done by the next senior officer Major-General Geary, r.a.

The bar is an honorable body and is proud of its noble traditions. The

Bombay bar means to uphold the prestige of the profession and highly

resents anything that casts the slightest suspicion against any of its

members. The Advocate-General, (with three other advocates), on

behalf of his brother b;irristers Kirkpatrick and Anderson applied to

the Magistrate and obtained a summons for defamation against one

Kanjee Luddah. This man is said to have asked commission on a

brief of Lord Colin Campbell. On that noble lawyer refusing, Luddah,

it is alleged, said that he had received similar discount from other

barristers, naming in especial the prosecutors. This is denied by the

gentlemen concerned and is considered derogatory to the profession.

•
• •

At the last meeting of the Calcutta Corporation, Baboo Amarendra

Nath Chatterjee objected to secret voting on the appointment of Jute

Inspector, and finding that the meeting was not disposed to accept his

advice, left the hall. The present law leaves it to the Commissioners

to decide any question either by show of hand or by ballot. Even

when, under the old law, opei> voting was imperative, the Commis-

sioners would decide, as they do now, personal questions by ballot.

They confessed that they had not nerve enough to openly disoblige a

friend or act according to conscience, and the legislature, sympathising

with their weakness, has left them free to choose their own method

of voting.

• •

The Saturday prosecution has, we are glad, been compounded.

The complainant complained that on the occasion of his candidature

for the vacant Jute Inspectorship, the Saturday Herald published that,

during the inquiry into the abuses of the license department three years

Hgo-*an ** inquiry which cost more than one inspector his appointment ”

—Baboo Dhirendra Nath Chatterjee (the complainant) who was then

an inspector in that department, instead of waiting **for the termination

the inquiry, got rid of his troubles and anxieties by resigning, but

now that the matter has been hushed up and almost forgotten, he has

been emboldened to seek once more service under the Corporation.”

Summonses having been issued against Baboo Sarat Chunder Ro y,

editor, as the principal defendant, and Baboo Jogendra Chunder

Bose, License Inspector, also a candidate for the Jute Inspectorship, as

abetter, the parties appeared before the Magistrate to hush their

tempest—in a teapot. A letter of apology to the complainant was read

in which the editor protests that by all that he had written against

Baboo Dhirendra Nath Chatterjee he did not intend to suggest any-

thing against his honesty, and if his language is open to such a con-

struction he is sorry for it. The Brahman seems to have been so Jittle

prepared for such meekness from the young lion of the Press, that he

was dissolved in generosity and not only forgave Baboo Roy but gave

Baboo Jogendra Chunder Bose, on his and the editor’s declaring that

he had had nothing to do with the libel complained of, a certificate

of character and his best blessings for the success of his candidature

for the post of Jute Inspector to the Corporation—the brazen apple

of discord. After these interchanges of politeness, the parties left,

more than ever old friends again, not, however, without a speech from

the plaintiff’s fraternal counsel. This proved the fly in the oint-

ment. This limb of the law spoiled the Arcadian simplicity and peace

of the play with his suggestions of doubt and his dark hints. But

he could not spoil the substantial result. And that is a mercy. All’s

well that ends well, as our good friend deceased used continually to

remind the world.

The Brahman’s blessing has, of course, come true. Bose has got the

Jute Inspectorship.

Notes, Leadicrettes, and

Our Own News.

The Emperor William has arrived at Vienna. The reception was

enthusiastic, the progress through the streets being a triumph.

The Socialist law having expired, the socialists of Berlin held high

jubilation. It was a humdrum affair, unmarked by any disturbance.

The Police was ready for any emergencies, though.

The French author Jean Baptiste Alphonse Karr is dead.

Lord Wolseley has taken over command of the forces in Ireland from

Prince Edward of Saxe Weimar. A grand reception awaited him at

Dublin on the ist.

A GREAT fire has gutted the City Bank, the Athenaeum and the pre-

mises of six of the leading firms at Sydney. The loss is given at one

million and a half sterling.

The American Sen.ate h.as passed the Tariff Bill. It admits sugar

below the number of 16 standard free and above that number fixes the

duty at five-tenths of a cent per pound. Sir John Macdonald, the

Canadian Premier, speaking at Halifax, said the Canadians would

never be seduced from their allegiance to the British Government

by the American tariff. They would find markets elsewhere but

never consent to annexation to the United States.

The Englishman Birchall tried .at Woodstock, Canada, for enticing

away a young man Benwell, in Canada, and murdering him, has been

capitally sentenced. Judicially, Canada is evidently not India.

On the 29tb September, at Naples, Signor Crispi denied to an “inter-

viewer” that the Triple Alliance, lately renewed, operates until 1892.

He thought peace was secure unless France broke it. National

questions, he said, are giving place to the social question, which will

soon dominate the world— till, we suppose, some fine morning the

sound of military march and the cannon’s opening roar in grim earnest

awaken us all to the hard reality

That things are not what they seem,

that men are no better than they used to be, th.at the effect of

education is superficial, that civilization has not subdued the national

repugnances and antagonisms. Crispi is a long-beaded man, but

the statesmen of Europe seem to labour under something approaching

the delusion which possessed the great Czar Nicholas and, lulling
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him into a false security, encouraged him in his extravagant pre*

tensions against the Sultan*>pretensions which proved so disastrous

to all but most to himself. Is it possible that Bismarck is putting

them off the scent ? Or, is he too aging at length ?

The owner and crew of the Hartlepool cutter /saM^ pearl fishing at

Papua, have been massacred by the natives.

The Northern Spinners’ Association, London, is bestirring itself to put

a check to the organized system of fraudulent packing of cotton in

India. It has called a special meeting for the purpose.

The English Governor has not survived the cession of Heligoland.

The death of Mr. Arthur Cecil Steuart Barkley is announced.

•

The Czar feels that he cannot be entirely unjust to his Jewish subjects,

at any rate not without fresh grounds. A Commission has been

appointed at St. Petersburg to consider their position.

With the commencement of the month, the Indian Daily News ap-

pears in a new garb. The size has been greatly dblarged and broken

into two sheets of 8 pages. May the shadow of our contemporary

never grow less I

At Trevandrum, lepers are being segregated in the Charily Hospital,

where arrangements have been made for housing, dieting and treating

the destitute lepers in the town. As a means to this end, private

charity to the leper is prohibited. The Travancore Government con-

siders the disease under certain circumstances contagious, and has ad-

vised the citizens not to encourage the visits of the leprous to their

houses and neighbourhood by giving them alms.

Some time back a letter appeared in the Englishman praising Mr.

Bourdillon, the Collector of Saran, for helping the peasantry with

advances for rebuilding their homes washed away in the floods and

cultivating their tubbee lands. Another writer in the same paper of

Wednesday last, without questioning the praise so far as it is deserved,

declares that the area of assistance is limited to the property of the

Jatipore Concern. He docs not blame Mr, Bourdillon who is prepared

to do his best, but the Collector is bound by formalities of law in

which valuable time is being wasted. He complains of the Zemindars

not coming forward to help their cultivators in this lime of need

in procuring the assistance of the state. They could not have a

better guide than the example of the Jatipore Concern, its Manager,

Mr. Churdon, with equal prudence and benevolence got his tenantry

together and made them file proper petitions to the Collcciorale con-

taining the necessary particulars of their holdings, &c., which be him-

self verified. The requirements of the law being satisfied as to the

applicant’s fitness as an object of help as well as to the sufficiency of

the security offered, the Collector made the payments. While, there-

fore, the tenants of Jatipore have set up their homes again and already

commenced field work, those of other estates are dancing attendance

at the Collectorate about the necessary preliminaries before they can
|

extract any money for their urgent needs. Meanwhile, as must happen

in such crises, many a designing well-to-do man, who is well up in the

mysteries of courts and cutcheries^ is forking out money for the purpose

of buying up the holdings of distressed husbandmen or swindling

some luckless moneylender out of his lien. It is impossible for the

Collector to discriminate between the deserving and the undeserving

applicants, unless loyally assisted by an upright ministerial agency

or, above all, a benevolent and active landlordly cUass. We do

hope the appeal to the latter will not go for nothing. But to be of

service their response ought to be quick. Every hour is precious.

We read in a Madras paper that a native hospital assistant was sus-

pended for a year for negligence, insubordination and gross inhuma-

nity. On his expressing unwillingness to rejoin his duties, the assist-

ant has been dismissed from his pos't and declared incapable of Gov-

ernment service again. Was no other order possible ? It is not

difficult to understand the raiicnaU of the second punishment, yet, in the

absence of details, it seems a needless severity. The human instinct is

to sympathise with disinclination to go back to a place which ha<i

brought disgrace. How then comes it io/hfi Rp offence of so deep a dye

that nothing short of blasting the man’s aplire life wilt meet thh case?

That does not look like the stern justice of the state bu( the Implacable

vindictiveness of an individual official. It may be justice^ but it is jus^*

tice scarcely differentiable from wrong. Such justice at any rate is very

far from the rule. And well for the state and its servants that it is not

so. In such cases, the practice is rather to show the unsatisfactory

servant the door than to keep him confined within. It is no use keep-

ing a man pinned to a post which be has come to abhor. To persecute

him as this hospital assistant has been persecuted, is to convert him

into a rebel and throw him into the arms of the criminal classes.

The Hilsons, whether in the North or the South, would certainly not

like to have their pure justice to others exercised towards themselves.

At Peddumady Gooda, Hosipooram village, Ganjam, a whole family

consisting of father, mother and four children fell ill after dining on

cakes made of mango kernels. They were all disturbed in their sleep,

and they woke up at midnight complaining of uneasiness, giddiness, pain

in the stomach and nausea. The symptoms grew worse and worse

till they became unconscious. The youngest child died in the morning

and two others the next day. The remaining three were removed by

the Police to hospital at Varanasi, where the mother died. On the

four deaths, the Coroner’s Jury returned a verdict of accidental death

caused by eating diseased mango kernels. The Madras Times

remarks—“ Mango kernels, it is believed, after rain become poisoned

by the growth of a kind of fungus in the kernel.” Fungus

or no fungus, there is enough ground for caution. We believe

the dried kernel is used in indigenous Hindu system of medicine

as an antidote to animal poison. Therefore, it is scarcely a harmless

thing for other use :
probably it is a weak poison which taken in heaps

—as a staple food, for instance—may prove fatal. The matter is worth

careful inquiry. The kernel, both fresh and dry, should be analysed

and tried, and then the diseased kernel, with the fungs or otherwise.

Meanwhile, native p.arents had better, to be on the safe side, prevent

their children from chewing the soft kernel of which the latter arc

fond.

Here is a typical story of individual British grievance against native

states. It is nothing particular—the complaint is scarcely worth the

paper wheron it is wrillcn—nevertheless, from the ready sympathy and

support of European society and of the Press, it may be turned t<>

mischievous use. In native territory, the meanest travelling British

subaltern thinks himself somebody. The very deference paid to him

in politeness or prudence, turns bis head the more, and he insists on

the most preposterous terms. Travelling at the best is a discomfort, and

mountain-climbing is notoriolisly a feat of difficulty. But such is

the fate of India that the very people who, at no small outlay of money

or risk to limb and life, are wont to enjoy their miseries and dangers

in the Tyrol, not only fret but cry through the papers that their path in

the heart of the Himalayas is not smooth as a bowling green and that

they are not provided with a first-class hotel at each stage of their

journey. A British Prince would be considered impertinent if he

criticised the people and the administration of a Swiss Canton under

such circumstances and in such a way as our “ Sub.” speaks of the Ruler

of Sukeyt and his subjects in the following

“ He had much difficulty in coming up, owing to the badness, or

rather absence, of roads, and the invisibility of officials, but going back

it was worse. He writes ‘ I could not even get a man sent on to

warn coolies on the second day in Sukeyt territory. I was aoing a

double inarch, and rode on myself to warm at a place called Cnincu.

1 found the lumberdar, and whilst he was getting cooli^ my oop un-

luckily killed a kitten. However, the owner was qutte satisfied witn

eight annas, and had gone into his house, when out rushed apotner

man in an excited state, and abused me, and the English in general, in

filthy terms. 1 took no notice, and just then my leading coolies .arrived

from Jhungi, and 1 looked round for the coolies the lumberdar bad col-

lected, but could find none of them, so 1 went into the village am

called them.’ He goes on to say that, by way of answer, two men

rushed at him, knocked off his hat, and bit him in the face, taking mm
unawares. He ‘ went’ tor both of them, and gave one fellow a olacK

eye, keeping them at bay till a Mandi sepoy came to his assistance,

and was in bis turn assaulted by the villagers. After some mmute

free fight, they quieted down, when out came a Brahman, named Atma,

who harangued the villagers, inciting them to stone Lieutenant
~

and bia servants, at the same time, picking up two stones from a ne«K

of building material. Luckily no one followed his advice.

.

' --’s misfortunes culminated at a village 7 miles from Bhtti;i* ^
fracas at Cbindi bad delayed him so much that be was bewghtea witn
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a badly brokta bit rbad aheadi so had to make for the nearest
viUage» where he and his servants were refused any shelter, and he had
to pasi the night in h field. Not a fowl was procurable between Snkeyt
and Mksoobra. Fuiniture, I may meniiou, has been bought for all the
rest-houses in Sukeyt, but the Rnjih has tnken possession of it all, and
keeps it locked up in a godowii, the ieii'liou««es being bare of every-

thingt and out of repair, that a Dilhar on the Sutlej being in danger of

tumbling down. As for Dost Sikunder Sen, ruler of this ill-governed,

or rather un-governed, State, he seems determined to walk in the evil

ways of his deposed predecessor, and the pensioned judicial officer, who
is his Wasir, is at times unable to see him for three months at a lime.”

Our Lieutenant is by no means singular. He is a pretty fair repre-

sentative of the class of Briiisli tourists in the very region in question.

Scores of Himmalayan travels have been published filled with the same
|

kind of sad stuff—by ladies and gentlemen alike. The passage quoted

may excite the derision of those who do not know, but it is with such

writing that the manufacture of annexation begins. It is thus that,

for instance. Cashmere has come to grief. Travellers and Travellers*

Tales were the first dark omen of her destiny. Let Sen beware of

Tourists and his Traitor of a Vizier 1

He may have the best reason, as he doubtless had every right, to

lock up his furniture. But what is the good uf allowing them to rot in his

godowns? It were more to the purpose to place them at the service

of the all-powerful Sahcblogues. Above ail, they are Rakshashes for

eating who can not bear hunger. Catch the next Lieutenant you find

straying into your hill and stuff his stomach with all the wild fowl and

tame you can get and fill his mouth, nostrils and ears with eggs

so that he may neither hear nor see anything disagreeable and not

say anything to your prrjndjcH

Lepers are at the present moment special objects of attention. The

Prince of Wales has taken them under his Royal protection. The

Government of India is urged to provide them with a special law.

Attempts are made in several quarters to raise funds for their be-

nefit—that they may have healthy though remote homes to them-

selves. Several remedies are being tried for cure of the disease.

Here is the result of an attempt to purge a leper of his loathsomeness.

“A native recently attempted to cure a leper at Kishargunge, ac-

cording to public notice, by causing him to be bitten by a deadly

cobra. The reptile killed the leper insianily, and the w(»uld be curer

has been sentenced by the Sessions Judge to five yeats' imptisoument.*'

The would-be-cuier is punished evidently for culpable homicide not

amounting to murder, by administering a deadly poison although

without any intention to cause death. If he had succeeded in curing

the leper, would he have been punished for doing an act likely to cause

death ? How many diseased persons are hastened to their last

rest by administration uf poisonous drugs to biing them back from

death’s door. Here was an open act after public notice. The leper

must have agreed to the treatment preferring the sting of the deadly

cobra to his present sufferings. Is it not strange that the act was not

prevented, but the actor is punislied for his tailuie?

We are bound to say that the proceeding of the leprosy-doctor was

not the wild irrationality that the world lakes it to have been. If he

employed a deadly poison to cure a difficult disease, he only followed

the legitimate practice. A less strong snake of the same deadly species

might not have killed outright, and might, by sparing the life of his

patient, have saved his credit and his liberty. If he killed by an over-

dose, the same is done frequently by the practitioners with impunity.

It will be said that if the Faculty deal in powerful poisons, they follow

experience, never prescribing them without having previously seen

their curative effects. The convicted practitioner, we dare say, did

nothing more nor less. Is it to* be supposed that he advised the bite

of a cobra unless he had seen the good effects of such a bite ? That

would be not only a must uncharitable but also an unreasonable sug-

gestion. If he had not had such previous experience, but just launch-

ed the dangerous experiment on mere hypothesis, he not only deserved

his punishment but much mure than he has got, though even in such a

case he is not so singular as he might seem. Very dangerous experi-

ments are, we fear, indulged in in hospitals by some of the greatest

therepautists, not without fatal results, which are covered by the license

of the Faculty and the prestige of the individual. Be that as it may,

It is reasonable to suppose that our unfortunate specialist in leprosy

had witnessed at least one hopeless sufferer disgusted with life resort

to the cobra as a method of suicide or the only chance of cure and

get cured instead of dying. For anything that we know conclusively

to the contrary, that may be the true remedy. The failure proves

nothing perhaps beyond the insufiiciency of the convicted man’s ex-

perience. Had many cases come under bis observation he would have

known the litniiations of the remedy and the safeguards under which

it should be administered. We know that, under certain circumstances,

people escape with life after the bite of the most venomous reptiles—

the deadliest cobras. The serpent that will kill a child will not perhaps

kill an adult man or a powerful hoise. The ^amc <lng wounding

several persons almost simultaneously will communicate the rabies tO

some and not to others. Similarly, the same set pent biting in suc-

cession several persons has been known to kill some and simply poison

others, while a few have altogether escaped any influence except from

nervousness. The obvious reason is that in repeatedly dischargi\ig its

venom the brute not only drained its stock but also exhausted the capa-

city of its poison glands.

y?£/S & RA YYET.
Saturday^ October iSgo.

/Pthe weather.
Last week we appeared under unhappy meteorologi-

cal circumstances. Like the owl for all its feathers

of Keats’ St. Agnes’ Eve, Reis and Rayyet for all its

wit and wisdom was a-cold. Not from blasts from

the North or dripping snow as in the case of Miner-

va’s pet, but from the moist East wind and the con-

tinual downpour from the clouds. The wind was

high but fitful, the occasional gusts kept up a threat

of violence as if a cyclone was at hand. But the

downpour was a downright nuisance precluding busi-

ne.ss, because preventing all going out. The rain was

frightful in its energy and persistency. From time

to time it descended for hours in big drops which

beat with fierce rage against shutters and panels,

deranging the tiled covers in the country, piercing

through the thatched roofs of the habitations of the

poor. It was a desolating downpour, but not un-

grateful to the senses. The air was cool if damp.

punka was at a miserable discount. Those who

submitted to it did not care to disturb their man in

his sweet doze. The Sanskrit poet Kalidasa has

displayed in charming verse the glory of the tropical

rains. They are indeed eminently poetical. And
they put forth all their fascinations last week. It

was charming to see the rythmic fall in quick regu-

lar succession of the endlc.^s strings of liquid pearls

from Heaven. The music loo was fine and varied.

Sometimes the ear was assailed as by the sound of

the car rattling o’er the stony street. At other times

one heard the confused peal of drums in the dis-

tance. With more or less force the showers conti-

nued with little intermission for the space of a full

week. Instead of gradually spending themselves,

they waxed stronger as they proceeded, till they

reached their climax on Saturday and Sunday. This

final effort fairly exhausted them. All through, the

sun and moon had been maintaining a struggle with

the Fluvian Jove, but the latter had been having the

better of them. On Monday, however, the great

luminary of day at last found his opportunity and

shone in all his glory and the moon followed suit

with all her effulgence. And such nights have we

had ! The sun indeed has been since putting forth

all his scorching power, as if to make up for the

eclipse to which he had been before condemned.

This seems to have riled the Lord Fluvius who

shows his sign of impatience with a darkening brow

from the distant skies. The war may be renewed

any day—or hour.

GOVERNMENT IN NATIVE CENTRAL INDIA.

Mr. Henvey's last report of Central India bristles

with interest. Probably he is now the best abused

man with the Native Press, nor have we anything

to urge one way or the other in regard to his alleged

attitude towards that press. His exceedingly well-
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written and sympathetic and carefully balanced report

of the Central India Chiefs, however, places him in

an altogether different light. He keeps a strong

hand, it is true, on the administration, but there> can

be no doubt at the same time of his genuine sympathy
for the Rulers over whom he is placed. On the con-

trary, his report shows him to be the best apologist

of r\ative rule with even its defects to which he is by

no means blind. He has had an experience of Cen-

tral India of over two years, and he is entitled to

speak with authority on the subject. Now let us see

what he says. He says “ after an experience ex-

tending over two years, I am happy to be able to

give a fairly encouraging account of the Central

India Chiefs, whose faults and failings have been

exaggerated ” Among a large number, there must be

some bad and others indifferent, but “ of the main

body of them I can say that I have found them gener-

ally anxious for the welfare of their subjects, seldom

capable of wilfully doing injustice, and often ready

to introduce such measures of amelioration as are

within their limited means, and are not incompatible

with the preservation of their ancient traditions and
usages.” The point is fully argued by Mr. Henvey,

and his observations are characterised by a breadth

and statesmanlike grasp to deserve reproduction in

exienso. He says :

—

“The greatest blot which I perceive is the indebtedness pervading
the higher classes of the coinnuinity. For the peasant, whose rent is

taken before his crops arc cut, and who has to borrow at exorbitant in-

terest from the village money-lenders, the deepest commiseration must
be felt

;
pity is thrown away on the opium merchant whose diflficuUies

are caused by gambling wiin time-bargains, but what can be said of the

Kaja, or Nawab, or Thakur who talks of his honour (‘abru^) while ;he

Central India Agency is harassed by the importunities of his dunning
creditors? Until public sentiment on this subject undergoes a radical

change, until it is realised that hopeless insolvency arising from extra-

vagance is an indelible disgrace, compared with which the inability to

endow a marriageable daughter is a mere trifle, there is small hope of
social regeneraiion—small hope indeed from sumptuary regulations

which no one can enforce. But when all is told, I am not piepared to

assert that the general condition of the people of Central India is less

happy and comfortable than it is in many districts of British India.

Paradoxical as the statement may appear, it has often occurred to me
that the average well-being of the lower classes of an Indian com-
munity may perhaps be m inverse proportion to the efficiency of the

Government. In a country where early marriages are almost a le-

ligious duly, and where natural checks on the giowih of population

have been cither removed or mitigated, the lendciicy is to multiply up
to the margin of bare subsistence. On the other hand, in a country
already emptied in the so called ‘ tiu'ie of tiouble' and not re-filled,

owing to the want of confidence in the intentions of rulers, each cul-

tivator is a precious possession, and the very paucity of the people,

reinforced by threats of emigration, is a substantial guarantee against

grinding oppression. It must be admitted that in theory most land

in Central India is excessively taxed, and that if the Chiefs were wise

they would sacrifice picseni revenue, in tlie sure hope of immense
returns in the near lutuie, by combining general and immediate reduc-

tions of assessment with the offer of liberal terms for bringing waste

land into cullivaiion. But in practice the Central Indian Chief is a
very tolerable landlord, and what wiih laxity of administration, pliabili-

ty of officials, and recourse to all sorts of shifts, evasions, and coii-

ccalmeius, the Central Indian zemindar manages to keep himself up to

a decent pitch of ease and prosperity. I cannot otherwise account for

the compact and well-stocked villages which I have everywhere seen,

for the careful ullage of the sod where cncuinsianccs are favourable,

and for the rarity of complaints. Disappointed suitors are sometimes
heard to say ih.ii justice is dead, and that even her daughters, locally

known as riuyat (influence) and rishwat (bribery) have been solicited

in vain. Remoiibirances are now and then received from Thakurs and
country gentlemen whose privileges aie slighted by unsympathetic
Mahiattas, and who arc thus orcasiotMliy convened into most des-
perate and dangerous marauders. But 1 never hear of wholesale
emigration into British tcrnioiy, nor of numcious villages deseiied
and in ruins, nor of anything that betokens despair among the peasan-
try. Perhaps some parts of Gwalior may be an exception to ibis rule,

but the Gwalior Durbar is paiienily endeavouring to apply a remedy
by revising demands which, in the declining years of the late Maharaja
Jynji Rao Sindia, were immoderately raised.^’

We are thoroughly prepared to accept Mr. Hen-
vey’s apparent paradox, "^he very laxity of Oriental

rule often affords compensation for its graver defects.

Mr. Henvey has earned our approbation by his

moderate views in other directions. He is no
thorough-going reformer after British models, but

sees the wisdom of adopting measures to the cir-

cumstances with which he has to deal. The settle-

ment operations which are at work in some of the
States are condemned by him as out of place in back-
ward Native Territory. Modelled on the British

system, they are somewhat too elaborate and costly,

and above the level and beyond the working capacity

of the local executive agency through which they
must eventually be carried into practical effect. He
therefore recommends a summary settlement, the
main object being “ to encourage the Durbar to do
their own work, in their own way, as far as possible,

with their own indigenous agency, and not to pre.ss

upon them elaborate reforms which are unsuited to

the country and which might not survive the minority
of the Chief.”

The greatest blot on the administration of these as
also of the Rajputana States is the large prevalence

of dacoity. Mr. Henvey is far from slurring over
this dark side of his picture. His report is thorough-
ly manly and straightforward and more than ever
free from the usual characteristic of official reports of
being overlaid with the colour of the rose. In

speaking of education, for instance, he says round-
ly ‘‘ the darkness is Cimmerian.” For the prevalence

of crime, he assumes the full responsibility and offers

the following practical explanation :

—

“ But if any one will take the trouble to examine a large map of
Central India, anti mark how jurisdictions are intermixed, he will be
surprised, not that dacoiiies are frequently committed by small gangs
of professional criminals, uncivilized Bbils, Wilayati desperadoes, and
discontended Rajputs, but that peace and security are at all possible

amid the conflict of authorities and In conditions which are so favour-

able to the escape of offenders
“ I have never missed an opportunity of impressing upon the Stales

and esperially upon (iwalior, my conviction that much of the worst and
most dangerous form of dacoity is due to agrarian disputes^ to the mal-
treatment of proud and impoverished Rajputs, and to disregard for the
piivileges and sensibilities of the natural leaders of the people. I have
urged that this evil cannot be cured by reptession alone ; that repres-

sion must go hand in hand with conciliation, and that it might even be
woilh while to convert maraudeis into protectors of the tracts in which
they have influence by the grant of lands on favourable terms or of

liberal allowances.”

There is no doubt that the intermixture of juris-

dictions is largely responsible for these discreditable

state of things, but there is no help for it excepting, a.s

Mr. Henvey wisely says, in advising and urging the

Durbars to co-operate, instead of mutually obstruct-

ing. Mere rules and regulations will be no panacea

as is often imagined. ' Mr, Henvey therefore looks

in the first instance to the good sense of the Chiefs

themselves, failing which he will have no choice but

to adopt measures which cannot be palatable. He
says “ the Chiefs are well aware that if, by reason of

indifference and obstruction, crime should become
intolerably rife, the alternative of organising an inter-

national police under British supervision is within the

region of practical politics.” At present, however,

his warnings are having effect, and we trust the

threatened encroachment upon the liberties of the

Chiefs may not actually take place.

ACTIVITY IN INDIGENOUS LITEJATURE.
The extraordinary expansion of the press in India in our

times could not well go without its special evils. For one

thing, we are deluged with a mass of publications, a very

few good or passable, but most of them absolutely bad.

A legion of chevaliers of industry has sprung up who are

authors in despite of Nature and Art, You are confronted

by publicists who cannot parse and poets innocent of

prosody. You are attacked by philosophers by dozens and

politicians by scores. The activity of the Native Press, in

both the vernacular and Sanskrit departments, is out of ail

proportion to its capacity, giving a handful of wheat to a

bushel of chaff There are not only pretenders in the field

but also swindlers in plenty^ and between thdm tlwy are

plying a brisk trade to the injury of true lettei^

We see no prospect of abatement of the nuitonoe except
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in destruction from its own plethora. The vernacular news-
paper press is often but its newspaper organ. The native
English pres§ is not always in the best hands and is easily

induced to lend its alliance to the evil cause. Even the
lliftropean journals in India themselves, in their weakness
as well as their ignorance, are ready to play into

the hands of unprincipled puffers.

For our own humble part, we endeavour to do our duty
with discrimination and as much firmness as may become
poor Bengali human nature. If we have not the heart to

condemn, we show by neglect our left-handed appreciation.

And this is our treatment of most of the publications that

reach us. From time to time, we take up a book or tract

for dissection, by way of a pointed warning, and in order to

teach aspirants to authorship what is expected of them.

For the most part, silence is kind and wise—for all interests.

For trash may thrive under punishment, as certain races

multiply in squalor and wretchedness. Condemnation is a

constructive commendation.

Among so many provoking intruders, it is a delightful

relief to meet with an occasional arrival of a different class.

Such a welcome visitor is Pandit Avinas Chandra Kaviratna.

He comes armed with credentials. He has occupied a

special department—indigenous medical literature, but he is

no usurper. He is neither a swindler nor an ignoramus.

A Brahman by birth, he is a Pandit by education and a

physician by profession. From almost the commencement
of his start in life, now a good many years, he has devoted

himself to the diffusion of the great works in medicine and

surgery in Sanskrit and to the professional enlightenment

of his fellow-practitioners of indigenous medicine. Although

he does not give away his books and pamphlets gratuitously,

he is scarcely less a literary philanthropist than the famous

publisher of the Mahabharat. Without any grants from

Governments or Princes, he has produced with wonderful

despatch an astonishing mass of literature in a difficult

department. He issues a Bengali medical magazine on a

novel plan, embracing all the systems of cure known in

this country. He supplies the indigenous branch, while

the European methods arc represented by some of the

ablest Bengali medical men, of the allopathic and homteo-

pathic schools. No better agency could be devised for im-

proving what may be called the class of hedge-doctors.

This work singly, in which he has been engaged for years,

with the munificent aid of a single family once in the fore-

most rank for liberality, cntillcs the Pandit to our gratitude.

The nation, as John Bright reminded us all, lives in the

cottage, and surely the improver of the medical practice for

the multitudinous masses of Pnigal is not a common be-

nefactor. In his more ain!>ilious work, which is no less

striking in volume or interest, he has been all alone, cither

in a literary or a pecuniary way. The names of liis several

publications would fill a page and their aggregate letter-

press a small book-case. He first brought himself to

notice by his edition of the great work of Charaka, the

Galen of Hindu Medicine, in two bulky volumes of 1,500

pages. By this the whole body of native practitioners and

the learned throughout the world were for the first time

placed in possession of the whole text of the most valu-

able relic of old Hindu science, long sought for but never

found. The Pandit has enhanced its value by giving a

translation in Bengali. This translation is a free one, on

purpose. It is impossible to understand these ancient works

without the constant guidance of scholia and commentaries.

It would have swelled the proportions of his undertaking to

add the commentaries. Nor would such addition have

brought Charaka any nearer the business and bosoms of

most Bengalis, whether learned or unlearned. Author

and commentators, in original and in translation, were too

much to expect, and would have been loo much of a

good thing. Pandit Avinas Chandra adopted the golden

mean by is.suing his author only, with a translation

embodying the explanations and amplifications of the com-

mentators. He has thus achieved the maximum of useful-

ness with the minimum of cost or waste. He next took up

Susruta, the leading work in ancient • Hindu Surgery. This

has been several times attacked with more or less .success.

An imperfect text, long since out of print, was brought

out at great cost for the old Council of Education, in *2^ vols.,

half a century ago. Some thirty years ago, a translation in

Latin was published in Germany, but without any text. In

India, of late years, at different places, a few /asdeuli have

been is.sued, with or without gloss or translation, but com-
pletion has not been attained in any case that we know.
This PandiPs design goes farther. He is publishing by
parts Susruta Samhita in original with the farnou.s com-
mentary of Dallanacharya. The authority of these works
is not confined to Bengal, but extends throughout the

Continent of India. In order to bring knowledge to all

parts of the Empire, he is printing Susruta in Devarfagara

character which is understood over a wider area, and is trans-

lating his author not only in Bengali but al.so in Hindi, the

lingua franca of all Northern India. He has already

issued many parts of the several .series. He is a man
of wonderful elasticity. While proceeding with his various

engagements, and specially with his arduous Hindi Susruta

and Charaka Samhita with the .scholium of Dalian Acharya,

he has taken up a suggestion thrown out by Dr. Max
Muller, and has issued proposals for publishing an English

version of Charaka. In fact, we have before us the first

fasciculus. The specimen of translation of the opening
chapter seems well done, and is enriched with notes by the

translator. It is preceded by an able introduction. Such
a man would be a rare worker in any land. Surely, in this

land of Lotos he is a treasure. He is engaged in a Her-

culean LIndertaking, but he is full of confidence, and we
have no doubt that, with the legitimate support of the public,

he will bring it into honourable completion.

Another worker, though in a different field of literature,

but of equal energy and perseverance, is another Brahman,
Baboo Ram Gopai Sanyal. There is little in common be-

tween the labours of the two, yet it may be said that Sanyal

is doing for contemporary biography and annals .some-

thing of the service that Kaviratna is doing for ancient

Hindu medicine. Let no body smile at our rcm.ark. The
facts of the day may be as hopelessly buried as any
long-past transactions. They therefore do a distinct .service

to us and posterity who take pains to record for all time

the interesting matters and personalities of the passing hour.

No matter, if the recorder is not a brilliant penman. It is

enough that he has eyes to see and ears to hear. The
brilliant moulder and manipulator—not always a rafe man !

—will appear in due course. But without the humble
labours of the pioneer, all the genius of hereafter will avail

not. Babu Sanyal has for some years occupied the field of

the preliminary witness. He first published a Life of

Kristodas Pal in English, and then a Life of Hum’s Chimder
Mookerjea in Bengali. He next issued a collection of

the most notable state papers, Government Resolutions,

&c., relating to individual grievances which stirred the

sympathies of the people during tlic last few years. Ho
has now brought out a Bengali Life of Kristodas Pal.

This is no translation of his book in English but an

entirely new work, which wdll interest those who have read

the previous memoir. It is not still without inaccuracies,

but some new information has been added.

THE SILLY SEASON.
If the excessive rains of last week caused a “silly season ” (see our

opening paragraph of “ News” &c.) the extraordinary following heat

during this week has continued it. Wednesday’s Englishman con-

tains an important letter on the India Government’s reply to the

Chamber of Commerce’s tepresentation on the Income Tax. “ Civis
”

—as the Correspondent signs liimself—writes well and forcibly, but

his letter is disfigured by a terrible blunder. Referring to the abolition

of the Tax, by Lord Northbrook, after an exhaustive inquiry which

established that it was partially oppressive and wholly demoralising,

and to the solemn promise then made that it should never be rcim-

posed, the writer says

—

“ Now 1 fail to see why the present Government is not as much bound

by this promise as it professes to be by Lord Dalhousie’s engagement

to the terms of the Permanent Settlcmeni.”

To what “ profession ” of the “ present Government ” does “ Civis
”

allude, as not in harmony with its contempt for the promise of the

Northbrook administration on the subject of the Income Tax? There

is not a word about the Permanent Settlement in Mr. Secretary Sin-

kinson’s despatch to the Chamber. A passage quoted in paragraph 3

from Sir Auckland Colvin’s speech contains part of a sentence evident-

ly. leading to the immunity from general taxation enjoyed by holders

of landed property under the Settlement. But the latter part of the

sentence in question ha* been carefully expunged and the excision

marked by three asterisks. We have no time to refer to the original
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source for ihe full speech, but surely so well-informed a Civilian as

Sir Auckland Colvin, who had besides been one of the ablest Settle-

ment officers in the N. W. Provinces, did not father the Permanent

Settlement on Lord D.ilhousie. We do not even think that “ Civis”

himself consciously committed the mistake. If the name occurs in

his MS. it was a mere slip of the pen. Such slips are common in

contributions received at every newspaper office—communications

scrawled in haste and dropped into the post office wuhoui careful

perusal by the writers. It is the office of the editors to correct them

as they collect the grammar. Tlie neglect or inability to remove the

single flaw in " Civis ” gives an able letter an air of “ griffinage,” which
j

detracts from its just weight and gives the official class an easy opportu-

nity for a gratuitous laugh at the expense of these mercantile scribes.”

“ Civis ” complains of the manner no less than the matter of the

Government missile at the head of the liengal Chamber of Com-

merce. He says

“ I hardly think the Indian Newspaper Press has sufficiently repre-

sented the sense of indignant surprise and disappointment produced in

the public mind by the recent reply of the Government of India to the

Chamber of Commeice in relation to the Income-tax. Seldom lias a

State paper been drawn up in so high-handed a fashion. Instead of

welcoming an expression of public feeling and opinion on an important

subject, the Govetnment adopts an attitude of lofty rebuke, practically

informing its correspondents that they are meddling in matters too

high for them, and that it can govern the country without their help.

The remarkable sentence in which it states that it will remove (and I

presume impose) taxation when it secs fit and proper to do so, without

any need for action or suggestion on the part of public bodies (or words
to that effect) is as ill-imagined as it is ill-advised. What coiisiiimion-

al Government has ever thus claimed to act without reference to public

opinion, and has not rather made public opinion the fitting guide of its

action ? When Mr. Lowe (as he was then) withdrew his proposed tax

on lucifer matches, what but a strong adverse expression of public

opinion, and that of one class, caused that withdrawal ? This surprising

document is devised in a thoroughly bureaucratic spirit, and the loss

of ‘ touch ’ that it reveals between the Government and the people,

forms a strong additional indictment against the practice of the great

Government of a great country shutting itself up for the best past [part]

of the year in a distant mountain solitude, where it ‘lies beside its

nectar,’ and where the suggestions or complaints of an ‘ ill-used’ Cham-
ber of Commerce seem to it but ‘ like a tale of little meaning, though
the words are strong.’

”

A common misprint like “past” for “part ’’were scarcely worth

notice but that our contemporary had a keen eye for the motes that

disfigured the optics of his neighbours.

The special editorial department of the leading journal is no

more free from reproach. It is the same on Wednesday as on Monday.

In the same issue of the ist instant the leading article, after speaking

of the Hindus, refers to the “ Mulwaris.” We never saw the word be-

fore. We cannot be sure about hearing till we know the pronunciation.

It is always a puzzle to the world to determine the sound of the

Oriental words and proper names occurring in the Englishman, Al-

though our contemporary is afflicted with the Hunterian malady, the

writers on the journal are many of them free and the rest discover but a

faint touch. Nor is there sufficient scholarship on the establishment

to exhibit a uniformity of spelling in the paper. According to the

Hunterian transliteration which the Englishman professes, “Mulwari”
is in plain English Moolwari or rather Moolworee. We know no such

thing. Indeed, Moolwori or Mulwari or Malwari, it is all the same to

us—a mystery. Nor, for this matter, is anybody else wiser than our

humble Indian self. Our contemporary has made a notable ethnologi-

cal or anthropologic discovery. An Indian sect or tribe under one or

another of the names and diffeicnt to the Hindus is anew contribu-

tion to knowledge. Is it possible that the wiitcr refers to the Mdr-
wdiis.’ Then, it is an offence to speak of them as a non- Hindu people.

So many shortcomings, typographical and literary, within a fraction

of a single day’s broadsheet, seem to show that there is something
rotten in the state of Denmark. We need not pursue the ungracious

task any more. We will only end with a crowning brace of blunders.

Our contemporary gives an account of the “ College of Pandits at

Nadiya.” The opening sentence is startling. We are told—
“ Nadiya is the chief seat of Sanskrit learning in Bengal, and from

its essentially religious character has been called the Oxford of Bengal.”

Is Oxford such a religious centre? Whatever it may have been in the

long past, since the rise of the Tractarian movement it has been the

house of heresy. Latterly, the acute eye of Mons. Taine detected the
reigning proclivity to Mill and Coi^te. Never, perhaps; in this

century was it a place distinguished for “its essentially religious

character.” One would suppose from the Englishman that Oxford was
the British Mecca or Benares. After several paragraphs of an account

which seems to be native work, by one who knows, our contemporary

mentions the Report of the College and remarks that it is published in

£ngli.sh. We have not seen it. Perhaps, it is a continuation of the

lingual policy to exclude the Report from the observation of native

journalists even though publishing in English. Our contemporary

reserves his greatest surprize for his final paragraph. In this, he in-

forms the world

“Sir Warren H.Hstlngs wa.s the only English Governor-General who
succeeded in winning the hearts of the Pandits.”

Unfortunately, the world is ignorant of that glorious baronet or knight.

MOORSHEDABAD.
Moorshedabad^ 28th September i8go.

The criminal cases which arose out of the unfortunate dis-

turbance on the occasion of the last Mohurrum here, details of
which have already appeared in your columns, have at last been
heard and disposed of by the District Magistrate Mr, Lusoo, to

whose file they were transferred by the Sub-divisional Officer of
Lalbagh owing to the latter’s unwillingness to try them himself, he
being an eye witness to the occurrence. The most prominent mem-
bers of the Berhampore bar were engaged on both sides. The
depositions of the Deputy Magistrate, the District Superinten-

dent of Police and the European Police Inspector of this city were
taken. They all confirmed to a word the statements made by me
in my previous letters. 7'he Sunnis have been found guilty of
being the aggressors and punished with fines. Not a single

charge could be brought home to the Shias and they have
therefore been acquitted. The case of pronouncing the Taburrah

thereby wounding the religious feelings of the Sunnis has been
withdrawn. It is hoped that no mishap will in future take place

in the performance of the Mohurrum ceremonies. The Ma-
homedan Sub-Inspector of Police has been transferred. The
ensuing chehelum or the obsequial ceremony on the ij.oth day which
comes off shortly will, it is proposed, be celebrated under Hindu
police escort under the personal superintendence of the District

Magistrate and the District Superintendent of Police.

I cannot help regretting the evil outcome of this troublesome

occurrence. It appears that while the enraged feeling of one party

is gradually and quietly settling down to its normal state, that of the

ocher still continues in full swing and threatens to take a per-

manent shape. A Sunni defence association has, I hear, been
formed and established at Berhampore under the presidency of

Raja Zillur Rahman Khan, Zemindar of Talibporc, in this dis-

trict, with the object, among others, of stopping once for all

the reading of the Taburrah. It is monstrous to think, in

these days of British rule and religious toleration, of one sect

trying to preach crusade against another. Instead therefore of
wasting their money and energy in such trifling sectarian disputes,

it were wiser for the promoters of the association to devote their

resources to the impiovemcnt of educational and political status

wherein the Mahoin -daiis unfortunately still lag ' behind their

infidel fellow-countrymen. Printed prospectuses and appeals for

funds are, I hear, in course of circulation throughout the length

and breadth of India.

The Nawab' Bahadur of Moorshedabad, G. C. I. E., whose early

recovery from his dangerous illness had been eagerly looked for

by the inhabitants of this district, has recently placed himiclf

under the Yunani system of treatment, having already had
enough of the European ones. A Hakim has been brought down
from Lucknow on a monthly salary of Rs. 500, exclusive of board and
lodging. Wc hope the Great Dispenser of all good will grant the

Nawab Bahadur speedy restoration to health and spirits. It was not

long ago that His Highness contributed Rs. 1,000 towards the relief

of the sufferers from the late floods and ordered the postponement of

collection of rents from the tenants of his Sambhulpur melial. While
sorely ailing, he commemorated the joyful occasion of his promotion
to the G. C. I. K.ship by awarding handsome and liberal increase to

the pay of his Minister, and his English and Persian Secretaries and

by the distribution of alms to the poor. One omission though there

was, it was naturally due to his extreme mental dejection caused

by his prolonged illness that his poorer officers and menials were ex-

cluded from a share of his favor. As His Highness aakes a great

interest in their welfare, hopes may yet be entcrtaineJThat when he

comes round he will surely extend his bounty towards them and there-

by earn their lasting gratitude and regard.

After a week’s foul weather we have been blessed with •

day of brilliant sunshine. For days it rained cats and dogs

with scarcely any intermission, The river has again risen. Low
land crops have already been totally destroyed by inundation.

People therefore looked upon the high land cr<^8 as the only

means of saving themselves from the impending famine. But un-

fortunately for them these arc reported to have rotted by last week’s

rain. Articles of food have become dear and at places unavailable.

Such is the miserable condition of this part of the country. Let

us see wliat steps the Government will adopt to mitigate the suffer-

ings of the people.

1 have to record with extreme pain and regret the untimely *

death of our wellknown townsman Moulvi Syud Mobaruck AIL
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which took pUcc in C»Icutu Uit week. A son of the late
esteemed Nawab Jafer AH Khan, the deceased was a member
of the Sub-cxccutivc Service aud had 8crvcd in the distticct

of Midnapun Burdwan, Bhagulporc and the Sonthal Per-
stricken with hemiplegia last year and after long

ah^'XarcM treatment partially recovered from the attack. He
went to X'alcutta lately for a short change and there was a

relapse to which he succumbed. He leaves behind a son and a

brother to whom I offer my sincere condolence and sympathy.
The Congress High Priest the Hon’blc Pandit Ajodhya Nath

came here a few days ago and delivered a scries of lectures at

Btrhamporc and Azimganj. He came with the object of collecting
subscriptions for the Indian Political Agency in London. His
mission has been to some extent successful.

The second triennial term of the local self-government of
this city is approaching its close. Speculations arc rife as

to the constitution of the future Municipal Council and the

selection of its Chairman. It is proposed in some quarters to have
a Mahomedan unofficial chairman next time. The trial of a Hindu
(the present incumbent being Kumar Ranajit Sinha of the Nashipur
Raj) has proved successful. Some arc of opinion that the Kumar
should be reelected, while others arc for an official chairman. It

would, however, be a pity if the old capital of Bengal be
found unworthy of managing its own affairs by its own people
without the help of an official rnagnatc. If the electors arc strong

enough against pressure from interested circles and return good
representatives, there is no fear of being trodden under official sole.

SULTAN ABDUL HAMID.
(From the New Rnnew.)

For more than a hundred years the spirit of our Western civiliza-

tion has knocked at the door of the Moslem world in Asia without

being able to show any striking result, or a result which can be

called adequate to the efforts made. The reasons of this compara-

tive failure arc manifold and have been frequently discussed ; but

there is, nevertheless, one main cause which has not been duly con-

sidered. This is the relation between the people and their princes

in Mahomedan Asia, a relation which is quite peculiar ; for free

and independent public opinion docs not exist in Asiatic society,

and the masses, accustomed to follow blindly their leaders, accept

only the innovations and reforms of which their rulers or ruling

classes have furnished an example. Hence the axiom : Look at the

prince and you will know his people ; and hence the undeniable

fact that all the changes effected by our Western culture upon the

various peoples in Mahomedan Asia arc nothing but the reflex of

those produced on the individuality of the respective princes.

In the list of the said princes Sultan Abdul Hamid occupies the

foremost place, inasmuch as Turkey can justly be described as the

Mahomedan country most advanced on the path of modern civilisa-

tion ;
a circumstance mainly due to the efforts of the present

Sultan. It is about thirty-one years since, whilst living in the

house of the late Rilaat Pasha in Constantinople, that I was called

upon one day to give the first rudimentary lessons in French to

Fatma Sultan, a daughter of Abdul Majid, and the wife of Ali

(ihalib Pasha, living at that time in a yali (summer residence) on

the European side of the Bosphorus. The way in which 1 imparted

the first notions of that foreign tongue to the Imperial lady was

certainly a peculiar one. My pupil was seated behind a curtain in

the harem ; in fact, I never saw her face, and having been ushered

into a room belonging to the Mabeyin (the intervening portion

between the harem and sclamlik) I strove to do my best to fulfil my

duty by reading a sentence or two in Turkish translated into French,

which I heard repeated by a soft feminine voice behind the curtain.

It was while engaged in this somewhat strange mode of teaching

that I made the acquaintance of a young prince, about sixteen years

old, called Hamid Effendi, who, on a visit to the house of his

favourite sister used to attend »my lessons, and with his pure Oriental

face and expressive eyes had attracted my attention. I hardly

spoke to him, for it is against Oriental etiquette to address a prince,

but his countenance and his reserved and dignified manners left an

indelible trace on my memory.

Nearly thirty years had passed when, after a long absence from the

East, I again visited the Turkish capital. Great changes had taken

place in the Ottoman Empire, as well as in my own life. We both

had grown older, and when the present ruler of the valiant, but

sadly misunderstood, Turkish people expressed the desire to make

the personal acquaintance of the European who had devoted his

whole life to the language, history and ethnology of the Turkish

race, I was not at all surprised that the shrewd prince did not

recognise at once the quondam Topal Kbodja i. r., lame teacher as

I was usually called, a short recapitulation of by-gone events, how-

ever, sufficed to revive dimmed memory. I had a long and in-

teresting conversation with Sultan Abdul Hamid, whose career I

had ittcniivcly followed, and I can thus say something about the

personal character of that greatest and most influential amongst

Mahomedan rulers, a prince who in the future is destined to play a

aelicaia aad imponani part in the history of our times and who is,

I am sorry to say, so often misunderstood by the public in general
as well as by the political world.

Sultan Abdul Hamid Khan, now in his forty-eighth year, unites in

his character the leading features of his grand-father, Suhan
Mahmud, and of his father Sultan Abdul Majid. From the former
he has inherited unbounded zeal and activity ; and from the latter

a rare degree of affability and kindness of heart. I do not ex-
aggerate in stating that history can hardly show an Oriental prince
so distinguished by untiring love of work and untiring energy as

the present Sultan of Turkey. From early morning till laic at

night he is engaged in state affairs ; and he not only cx-imincs
every important matter, but occupies himself also with minor
details, and pays attention to petty questions, to the detriment
of his health and the course of government. T found him one
day on his (anape^ having at his right a large pile of Turkish
newspapers together with translations from the foreign Press ; and
on his left several bundles of state papers submitted for his perusal

and ultimate decision. Whilst talkijig to me he continually glanced
to right and left, betraying an anxiety to go through his papers,

and I became fully convinced of the truth of what I heard from
Sureya Pasha, his first secretary, that he liad never put his signature

to a paper he had not read and considered carefully. Of course,

with such a painstaking and searching ruler, the power of the

Ministers is very limited, and the present statesmen of Turkey
have naturally dwindled down to weak and helpless officials. This
is certainly the reverse of the medal, but it must not be ascribed

entirely to suspicion and want of cortfidcncc, as is generally assumed
in the diplomatic circles of Pera and in the leading circles of

Europe. A prince who witnessed the dethronement of two of his

predecessors ; who, by his shrewdness and sagacity, has carefully

studied the intrigues of the Palace and of the Eastern official world ;

who knows that in his foreign relations everybody is against him
and nobody for him—such a prince it is hardly fair to reproach with
excessive caution and scrupulousness, or to ask to submit implicitly

and unconditionally to his surroundings. As one of the few Eu-

ropeans whom the Sultan has favoured with his confidence, I have

been often asked whether his experience and information arc equal

to his activity, and whether he does not over-rate his capabilities.

Well, candidly speaking, 1 must say that the education of Sultan

Abdul Hamid, like that of all Oriental princes, was defective, very

defective indeed ; but an iron will, great judgment, and rare acute-

ness have made good this shortcoming, and now he not only knows
the multifarious relations and intricacies of his own much-tried

Empire, but is thoroughly conversant with European politics, and
1 am not going too far in stating chat it has been solely the modera-
tion and self-restraint of Sultan Abdul Hamid which has saved us

hitherto from a general European conflagration. During the late

Bulgarian troubles he was asked by Russia and by the central

European Powers to validate his rights in Eastern Roumclia by an

armed intervention ; but keeping in view the adage, TimcQ Danms
et dona ferentes^ he answered with the Arab saying :

“ Peace is the

best of all judges,’* and acquiesced in one of the most crying acts

of injustice rather than appeal to arms.

As to his personal character, I have found the present ruler of

the Ottoman Empire of great politeness, amiability, and extreme

gentleness. Always anxious to disarm his declared enemies by

civilities, he is particularly grateful la those who have been attached

to him for a long time, and as to his politeness towards European

ladies visiting his court, he fully deserves the title of the R( galant

mmo of the East. When silting opposite him during my private

interviews, I could not avoid being struck by his extremely

modest attitude, by his quiet manners, a^d by the bashful look of

his eyes. He carefully avoids in conversation all allusion to his

position as a ruler, and when unavoidably obliged to mention the

beginning of his reign, be invariably says, “ since 1 came to this

place Whether his behaviour be the outcome of his

personal character, or the result of his conviction of the changes

produced by the democratic tendencies of our age, even in the

East, we need not inquire. Suffice it to say that Sultan Abdul

Hamid is the very personification of a roi bourgeois^ who is anxious

to do away with all the encumbering etiquette of Oriental court

life, and who likes to show himself plain, civil and unaffected to

his visitors. Even to scenes of Oriental pageantry, inseparable

from Royalty in the East, he has imparled more than one feature

of modern European court life. He drives himself at the official

parades, his dress is scrupulously plain, he has discarded the aigrette

worn on the fex by hio predecessors as a sign of Royalty, and it is only

at the Imperial state dinners that luxury, but not greater than that

usual at Western courts, is exhibited. The highly-finished plate is of

pure gold and silver, the ornaments arc rare masterpieces of jewel-

lery, the dishes of exquisite French cookery, and although every

guest has before him several glasses, it is only the non-Mahoraedan

to whom the servants serve wine. The Sultan and his Mahomedan
guests drink only water. On such occasions the Sultan, often having

at his right and left European ladies, shows particular politeness and

amiability, for in the art of conquering his guests by signs of parti-

cular favour, Abdul Hamid is really incomparable. On one occa-

sion 1 was presented with a dish of strawberries, laid out in various
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lines according to the different shadings of the fruit, headed by a

bit of paper bearing the inscription, “ From the plants reared by
the hand of his Majesty.” On another occasion the servant

brought me an apple and a peach of extraordinary beauty, and 1

had a gracious word from tlic Sultan, whilst during my last invita-

tion to his table I was greatly struck to hear Hungarian national

music played by the Imperial band in the adjoining saloon, and on

looking round a servant acc(>5tcd me with a message from His

Majesty that the Hungarian airs had been studied by the band by
special order for that evening.

As a*rulcr I found Sultan Abdul Hamid quite an exception to his

then frires in the East, and in some respects in advance of some of

our European princes. A monarch who sits down with his Minis-

ter ot Finance, ready to spend several hours in revising accounts, in

devising new measures, and in examining most scrupulously minute
details, is certainly a rarity. “We are all tired and exhausted,” said

one of the ministers to me, “ but the Sultan never is, and if he

yields to our entreaties it is only for our sakes and not for his own.”
There are from five to ten chamberlains and officers passing conti-

nually between his private rooms and the office of his first Secretary

Sureya Pasha, who has to send in, to present, every private letter

and every document arriving at the palace. The Sultan, owing to

his extraordinary memory recollects events long ago forgotten by his

Ministers. The past of ten or fifteen years is as fresh in his mind as

if it were but yesterday ; and in spite of the twenty-one years

which have elapsed since his visit to Europe, he still remembers
vividly the streets, public places, and buildings of the chief towns,

as well as the dresses and features of the persons he met, with an

accuracy which is really astounding. Good memory is for the rest

peculiar to gifted Asiatics but the characteristic which distinguishes

Sultan Abdul Hamid from other Eastern princes is decidedly the

modern tone of his views on religion, politics and Education. A
firm believer in the tenets of his religion, he likes to assemble round

him the foremost Mollahs and pious Sheiks, upon whom he profusely

bestows Imperial favors ; but he does not forget to send from time

to time presents to the Greek and American patriarchates, and
nothing is more ludicrous than to hear this prince accused by a cer-

tain class of politicians in Europe of being a fanatic and an enemy
to Christians : a prince who by appointing a Christian for his chief

medical attendant ; and a Christian for his Minister of Finance (I

mean Mavrogeni and Agob Pashas) did not hesitate to entrust most

important duties to non-Mahomedans. As a further proof of his

toleration we may refer to the fact that Sultan Abdul Hamid is the

first Ottoman ruler in whose hospitality not only European princes

and ambassadors and distinguished visitors from the West, but his

own Christian subjects, amply partake. He is the first Ottoman
ruler who has publicly encouraged the art of painting and of sculp-

ture, in spite of those arts being strictly forbidden by orthodox Ma-
homedanism, and during one of ray visits he pointed with a certain

pride to two pictures in his saloon as having been painted by

Moslem pupils brought up in the School of Art at Stamboul,

These two pictures represent Soyud, the place in Asia Minor
where the Ottoman Empire was founded and the mausoleum of its

first ruler, namely Sultan Osman. As another instance of the

Sultan's liberal views I may mention the foundation of a museum,
where statues illustrating the Greek mythology arc exhibited, statues

held in horror by pious Mahoinedans, and to look at which even is

a deadly sin according to the prescripts of the Koran.

What Sultan Abdul Hamid has done for the instruction and cn-
j

lightenment of his people is the admiration of every one who '

visits Turkey. It is not my intention to recapitulate here what
I said last year in London in a public lecture delivered in Exeter

Hall, but devoting contiruiar attention to this subject I can state

with full confidence that if the Turks continue steadily on the way
inaugurated by their present ruler, and if political complication docs

not offer any hindrance they will soon reach a level of culture by
which they may secure a firm basis of mental and economical develop-

ment and future political existence. “ It is for this purpose,” said

the Sultan one day to me, “that peace is now the object of my
desire ; peace alone can cure the manifold evils and shortcomings of

the past ; order and security can only be introduced by civil officers

trained and educated in the school of modern social and political

life.” In accordance with these views it is gratifying to find at

present hundreds, nay, thousands, of young Turks earnestly striving

to acquire the rudiments of the European languages and science.

A new spirit has taken hold of the whole people ; the language and
literature have undergone an essential change : whilst I am writing

this paper, I have on my table various Turkish books and treatises

on social economy, history, astronomy, geography, See., which are

sent to me for review, and some of which are really admirable.

Of course there is much, very much, to be done yet in the way
of public instruction, for the great bulk of the people is totally

ignorant and neglected, but education^ progress docs not permit of

leaps and bounds, and we arc only doing justice to the praiseworthy

efforts of Sultan Abdul Hamid in mentioning that he is sincerely

bent upon the amelioration and the mental development of his

subjects.

Where the actual ruler of Turkey meets with the sharpest criti-

cism is decidedly in his policy of holding aloof from all alliiince

with any of the European Governments, and the somewhat rigid

measures he applies in the Home rule of his country. As to the
former we have to consider before all the rather doubtful effect of
close alliances in the past and the danger in the future. Quite re-

cent historical events have shown that the Porte had more to suffer

from the hands of her so-called friends and well-wishers than from
the aggressions of her old enemy. These deplorable results have
quite naturally roused suspicion and a well-justified cautiousness,

and we cannot wonder if Ottoman statesmen for a long time hence
hesitate to cast in the lot of their country with any of those dubious
allies, and prefer to protect the interests of the Empire according to

their own notions and at their own discretion. In fact they cannot
risk any other new experiment, for another war of the same issue as

the last one would deprive Turkey altogether of any choice and ruin
her entirely.

As to the second objection raised against the personal rule of the

Sultan, and particularly against the Police system spread like a net
over the whole Empire, 1 beg to remind the reader that Turkey is

an Eastern country composed of men of different creeds and na-

tionalities, who abhor each other and arc ready to fall upon each
other at the slightest loosening of the grip of the Government

;

in fact, of Orientals easily excited and fanaticised, who cannot

stand comparison with Western people accustomed to liberal

institutions. Only dreamers, ignorant of the cruel testimony of
practical life, could think that a free constitution would fill up
at once the gulf deepened by many centuries of religious ani-

mosity and widened by the hard rule of the conqueror over the

the conquered. No ! such a thing would be even in Europe a

sheer impossibility. And in reference to the charge of ruthless

despotism laid upon Sultan Abdul Hamid I will quote his own
words. He said to me one day: “In Europe the soil was pre-

pared centuries ago for liberal institutions ; and now I am asked

to transplant a sapling to the foreign, stony, and rugged ground
of Asiatic life. Let me clear away the thistles and stones, let me
till the soil and provide for irrigation because rain is very scarce

in Asia, and then we may transport the new plant, and, believe

me, nobody will be more delighted at its thriving than myself.”

As to the much-rebuked Police system and to the host of spies

paid by the Sultan, I beg to remind the reader that this host exists

only in the fertile imagination of the inhabitants of Pera and

Galata, and perhaps also in the brain of Turkish Nihilists, for that

species is likewise represented on the Bosphorus. In Pera and
Galata, those gathering-places of European adventurers, the most

absurd rumours arc credited and thence diffused over Europe ; in

fact, these goodly representatives of our kith and kin could hardly

exist without inventing bewildering and startling news, if for no

other purpose than io furnish material for hungry newspaper cor-

respondents and credulous diplomatists. In sonic Pera circles they

told me of twelve hundred, in others of sixteen hundred spies paid

by the Sultan, Spies arc suspected in all classes of foreign and

native society, on the d>amway, in the chuith, in the public garden

and even in one's bedroom ; but on enquiring closely into this

matter, need I say that the whole was a gross exaggeration, and that

secret agents arc employed only by certain court officials in fur-

therance of their diity dealings and intrigues which arc well-

watched by the Sultan, but which can hardly be frustrated by him
so easily as people in Europe imagine.

It would lead me too far indeed were I to dwell on all the

absurdities spread in Europe respecting the personality and the

government of the present Sultan. I am fully aware of having

exposed myself through these lines to the charge of being a

flatterer, and of seeing everything in roseate colours. Well, the

discrepancy between my experiences an^ those of others will be

easily explained by a proper estimate of the different means of ob-

servation at my disposal. Turkey is separated only by a few days’

railway journey from Europe, but the Turks themselves arc as dis-

tant from, and as inaccessible to Europeans a:s they were centuries

ago. Let us approach them well-armed with linguistical and his-

torical information, and without pre-conceived notions or prejudices

and I am sure the experience of many travellers will tally with my
own. Foreign visitors to Turkey will then learn that a talented,

gifted, and patriotic ruler like Sultan Abdul Hamid «4(Ti accelerate

the march of civilisation, but cannot work wonders by transforming

suddenly an Asiatic society into a European one. We did not

emerge suddenly from the gloomy shadows of medieval bar-

barism and ignorance into our present state, and we cannot expect

Asiatics and Mahomedans to do a work in decades for which we
required centuries. We must not shut our eyes to the deplorable

conditions under which Turkey is labouring ; we mw not lose

sight of ruined villages, neglected roads, decaying towns, choked

harbours, and an impoverished population ; but we can be, nay»

we must be, indulgent, and instead of always finding fault with the

Mahomedan Turk, whilst we are ready to pardon the cruelties com-

mitted anid vices practised by his Christian neighbour, we really

should begin to discard all political bias in our judgment of aa

Eastern prince and of his people.

A^ ViVMBur.
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Imitation Guinea Gold do, ... ... 2

Canadian do. ... ... 3

Repairs of Watches, Jewellery, &c.

N
otice is hereby given under Section 351

of Act III (B. C.) of 1884 for general in-

formation, thfit the Commissioners of the Bara-

nagar Municipality, at a .Special Meeting held

on the 23rd Febiuary 1890, have framed a set

of bye-laws subject to the provisions of the

said Act, and that a copy of such bye-laws

together with a translation thereof in the ver-

nacular has been kept open, for one monlh
from the date of this notification, in the office

of the Commissioners during office hours

(il to 5 P, M.) for the inspection of the inhabit-

ants of the Municipality.

It is hereby further notified that, after the

expiiation of the said period of one month,
the Commissioners of this Municipality intend

to submit the said bye laws to the Local Gov-
ernment for confirmation.

P. C Banrrjek,
Chairman,

Baranacar Municipal Office,
The 8ih September 1890.

IN THE PRESS.

Uniform with “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal ”

ESSAYS BY A BRAHMAN
IN

Politics, Sociology, History, & literatttre

BY

the Author of “Travels & Voyages in Bengal.”

Calcutta,

Reis Rayyet Office.

PRICE :

To Subscribers paying before publication Rs. 4

„ mere legistering subscribers ... „ 5

„ Ordinary purchasers ... ... „ 6

Apply to the Manager, Reis and Rayyet^

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS 4 VOYAGES IN BENGAL
II£TWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,

BY

We give our greatest attention to every kind

of repairs, stone settings, Waltham and Water-

bury including, as we always employ a staff of

the most skilful workmen for our jobbing dept.,

our charges are based upon the very lowest

calculations.

P. K. MOITRA,

Late Manager, Walerbury Watch Depot.,

37, Musjidbari-strect, Calcutta.

SAMBHU 0. MOOKBRJBB,
Formerly Minuter to the laie

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of llie Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Bchar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manage!*, “REIS & RAYYET'
I, Uckoor Duti’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

gEETHAM^^
m

1

WAr INDT \ and all HOT CLIMATES this sweetly BConUd emollient Milk is INVAIfUAJliS

rTokPS Iho SKIN COOL ttud REFRESHED in the HOTTEST WEAIHEK,

Removes and prevents all SUNBURN. REDNESS, FRECKl^S, TAN, ete^ and

RF.wnF.RS tlie SKIN DELICATELY SOFT,_8MOOTH and WHITE^
» •ntirely^ nrev^U It from heoomiug DRY and WRINKLED, and FIWSERVE8 the

ofMWRTFXiON ftom the Bcorchlng effects of the BUN and WIND more effectually than any

ImStaTION caused WY the and oi U

JLm ^ Ite UM rir topartln* tli»t w® valwtjr iwUng to th. ddo, thi*

JSSrU«itio- bu DO «|Ull Sold b, .a awDtoti.

* Solo W. BEBXHAW * SOW, phtmlrto. OhdtmbDm. Knglud.

CALCUTTA AOKP|«e: SCOTT THOMPSON & CO.
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“IT BEOOMMENDS ITSELF"
All who sujffer find sure relief from

The Greatest Pain Core Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcnteEheumatism and RheomaticOont,
After years of semi-helplessness and suffer-

ing while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS
LUMBAGO. SCIATICA, FACEACHE,
SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

or these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Haad, Face and Limbs
Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.
Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

12
. LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,
{Opposite the Police Courts

THE CALCUTTA

HOMEOPATHIC PHARMACY,
THR

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE
DISPENSAR Y IN A SIA

OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,
WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE
TRADE IN

INDEPENDENT H0M(E0PATflY
and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co. beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned

WOODEN CASE
in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
12

,
Lai Bazaar, Calcutta.

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited.'^

This Company's Steamer ‘‘NEPAUL"
will leave Calcutta for Assam on Tuesday, the

7th instant.

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel

should be sent to the Company’s Godowns
at Juggannauth Ghat, not later than 5 P.M.

of Saturday, the 4th instant.

Cachar Line.

The steamer “GWALIOR” of this line will

leave Calcutta for Cachar on the 14th instant

(Tuesday) for which cargo will be received until

5 P.M. of Saturday the iith instant. The river

having risen, steamers are now able to pro-

ceed as far as Sylhet and Cachar.

Assam Despatch Service from

Goalundo

and

Daily Mail Steamer Service from

Dhubri to Dehrooghur.

A daily service is maintained from Goalun-

do and Dhubri for passengers and light goods
traffic, i, e.y p.acknges not weighing over half a

ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival

of the previous night’s 9-30 p. M. train (Madras
time) from Sealdah. and Dhubri on arrival of

the mails.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to

almost all stations can be booked through from
or to Calcutta viA Goalundo or Kannia with

the Eastern Bengal State and connected Rail-

ways—Passengers and Parcels viA Kannia
only.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The Hanrellotts Sore Throat Core.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at / Re. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistrecl & Co.

R. Scott Thompson ^ Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited,
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READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, ac.curate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short windinfjr Keyless Railway Regulat-

ors, of small size, enamelled dials, bold

figures and Candian Gold hands, with tem-

pered machinery and dust tight hinged cases

for Rs. 7*8 per V. P. P. with spare

glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted
to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapness about

them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr.

A. R. Mehta from Bandora say.s:—“The
7-8 watch I purchased from you two years

back, gives correct lime as yet.” Acting Su-

perintendent, (tovernment Farm, Khandesh,

says :
—“ A watch maker has valued your

Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, R.

W. Fusi. Rcgt., Lucknow, says :
—

“ Some valued

it at Rs. 15 and were completely surprised when
I told them it only co.sts Rs. 7-8.” Pretty

Candian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-

plete shirt Studs and Rings set with scientific

diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each. Mr, J.

A. Yelsmore, Satur, says “ The best gold-

stnith of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. G.

Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, says:—“A
German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and

the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING C0„ BOMBAY.

JEYES’ PERFECT PURIFIER
OBTAINED

Thirty-three Prize Medals and First Class Certi-

ficates and was specially appointed by the

Royal Commission for the Colonial and Indian

Exhibition in 1886, where not a single case of

illness occurred amongst the native artisans

there employed.

Authorized by the Government of India
;

and largely used by the Calcutta and other
Municipalities.

Sanctioned

by Her Majesty*s Board of Trade.

Used in the Royal Households, by Her Majes-

ty’s Government Establishments, by the Cor-

poration of London, Parochial Vestries, Smith-
field and Billingsgate Markets, Peninsular

and Oriental and other Steam Navigation

Companies, the Railway Com^nies, Principal

Hospitals, &c.

Agents NICOL &. CO.,

3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta.

Printed andpublishedfor the Proprietor every SAtUfdSjfdtp^xmx Lall Qhose, at THE^PEB PPE^S^ h ^ekoor Vutfs LaHo^ Catcutta.

AH particulars as to rates of freight and

passage by all the above mentioned Services to

be had on application to—

MACNEILL & CO.,

Agents,

1-2, Clive Ghat Street.

Calcutta, the ist October, 1890.

NY Photograph transferred to porcelain

L and thus rendered permanent. Apply to

R. Hotz,

13-5, Government Place, Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET
.(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY (ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
AND

Revieiu of Politics, Literature, and Society

RATES OF SUBSORIPTIOK.

in aovance Rs. 13

Re.

7

4

1-8

0-8

Yearly

Half-yearly ... „

Qiiarieriy ... „

Monthly ... „

Single or samiHe Copy,,

RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
Advertisements (three columns to the page and

102 lines to the column; are charged by tne

space taken up, at the rate qi 4 annas a line,

each insertion. The iowesr^harge for any ao-

venisement is Rs. 2, except Domestic Occur-

rences, the lowest charge for which is Rs. 5.

Special rates for Contracts.

No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears* an advance of 50 per ccn:.

will be charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at the rate of 4 annas a month or

Rs. 3, a year.

Business Communications (post paid) to

be directed to “The Manager,’’ and Literary

Communications and books and pampMeis

(carriage paid) to “ The Editor ” of “ Rcis

& Rayyet,”

Office: /, l/ckoor DutPs Lane., Wdlingi^n

Street, Calcutta.
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

RAMA BAI THE ROYAL SUTTEE.

Translated by Mr. li. A. ACKWORTH, Bo. C. S.

Hearken I I sing the witness

Which former times afford

How cherished patient Ramabai

Her god-descended lord,

And how the righteous Nana

The laws of heaven ador’d.

Hearken ! The gods had blcss’d him

With gems beyond compare,

Viswasrao, Madboorao, and he

Narayenrao, made up the three,

Who dieed a direful destiny,

A cluster rich and rare.

And twixt the younger two so strong

The love, their story might belong

To those twin lords of ancient song.

Whom the same mother bare.

/How was the double emerald split

I know not, nor can mortal wit

The secret dark declare.

Madhoorao on liis throne of state,

A peaceful prince, in Poona sate ;

No army muster’d, but his hand

/U nsworded stretch’d o’er all the land.

The foeman shrank before his fame,

Vast tribute to his treasury came ;

Surat, and Resscin’s lofty wall,

' While sounded shrill, and loud, and long.

The trumpets’ deafening roar.

Hearken ! I sing the witness, etc.

The prince from Poona with his spouse.

To Theoor came to pay their vows ;

Ref(»re the god Gunputti there

The lady promise plied, and prayer ;

The sacred image to enfold

She vow’d with pure and solid gold.

His coronet with gems should shine

A cre.st of gold should crown his shrine,

“ If, heavenly lord, thou give

*‘To me the bracelet dower, and deign

^‘One year prolong my husband’s reign,

** One year to let him live.”

So pray’d she, and the turbans set

With Work of gold, and gemm’d aigrette.

Or pearl, or emerald plume.

She offer’d, and with weeping eyes

Implor’d the mercy of the skies

To mitigate her gloom.

That night an answer came in sleep,

A dream distuibed her slumber deep,

And Gunpiilli stood by :

” Not mine the power, or mine the deed

“Thy husband’s life to spare or speed,

“ On Shnputli rely ;

“ Count me but lord of * modaks’ child,”

The vi.sion vanish’d as she smil d,

And so the night went by.

Heal ken ! I sing the witness, etc.

With sword undrawn, before him fall
;

Kolaba seized, before him flee

The banners of the Portuguee ;

The Angria’s sails were torn, and they.

The captive chiefs, in Poona lay
;

Madhootao’s fame transcends the stars,

They vainly gnaw their prison bars.

Hearken 1 I sing the witness, etc.

Deep as the ocean’s depth profound

Which shipm.an’s plummet may not sound,

The piincc’s judgment pass’d the ken,

His deeds the power, of mortal men.

Skill’d leader of his horse was he,

He march’d for Theoor merrily,

^he rattling kettles clang’d with glee

Behind him and before :

in howdah ceil’d with royal state,

And fram’d with glittering glass he sate ;

An elephant upbore

The stately load, and stepp’d along

Majestic through the shouting throng,

Next day, that Wednesday dark and drear,

The lady left her anxious bed.

She sought her lord, his tent was near,

Alas ! her noble lord was dead.

But never tear bedimm’d her eye.

The lovely lady Ramabai ;

With firm and rapid step she trod,

Her vow once more before the god,

Her latest vow to pay,

Through the glowing gate of fire

Which open’d from her husband’s pyre,

To tread the darksome way.

l or through the land the summons went

Of pious Ramabai’s intent.

And east and west the call was sent,

* And speeded south and north
;

With sacred basil haste to deck

Her friends their lady’s graceful neck,

Cast off the gauds of worldly pride,

Her final garb she bade provide

For th^t dread jouineying forth.
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She yielded to Gopeeka’s prayer

Narayenrao to summon there

And Raghoba they call

;

How youthful prince may best behave

She taught with many a precept grave.

And Raghoba with solemn word

She charg’d his nephew’s throne to guard.

Word that should fruitless fall !

Calmly she check’d the tears that fell,

Calmly she bade her last farewell ;

And while the assembled crowds proclaim

Their Madhoorao’s beloved name,

And shout through heaven his glorious fame.

Calmly she went to meet the dame,

And bless’d them one and all.

Hearken ! 1 sing the witness, etc.

Thus Ramabni prepared to tread

7’he footsteps of her husband dead ;

In showers the leaves of gold were dung,

in every ear the drum beat rung.

While all the air was dim and sweet

With fragrant powders, as was meet.

And all the Peshwa’s host array’d

The sad and solemn scene survey’d.

^On Moola’s banks the lady stood

High by the pyre, absorb’d of mood
;

Worshipp’d the Gourds—on Kashi’s shore,

Py Gunga's sacred stream brirnin’d o’er,

—

Then, while all people held their breath.

She mounted on the stone of death.

And clapp’d her bands :*the signal giv’n

Fierce rush’d the roaring fire to heav’n,

And high her spirit soar’d.

In Indra’s bark divine upheld

Such boon her piety compell’d,

Like Sulochana, side by side,

She grac’d the heavenly portals wide.

With her beloved lord.

Hearken ! 1 sing the witness, etc.

News and Our Comments.

had the working for a lime. Will he now rectify the omission

This shows that the care said to have been given to the last consi-

deration of public holidnys in Bengal was not enough, nor by any

means comprehensive. It is lucky, therefore, that the question is

being reopened, if nut to fix the Municipal holidays, at least to the

prayer of seven thousand of Her Majesty’s Hindu subjects, so that

the clever Secretary may take advantage of the occasion to attend

to the municipal side thereof.

• •

The Officiating Collector, Mr. W. Maude, of Customs thus notifies the

appro.aching Doorga Pooja holidays :

—

“The Doorga and Luckhi Poojah holidays this year arc from the

i8th to the 291!) October inclusive.

On the i8ih, 24111, 25ih and 29th the Cusioni House will be open

during the usual hours for transaction of nil business.

The Treasury on these days will be open.

On the 2oih, 21st, 22nd and 23rd, and 27th nd zSih the Custom
House will be opened on notice being given free ol charge from ll A.M.

to 12 noon for entering or clearing any vessel that it may be requited

so to enter or clear, and for the issue of bills-of-entry or shipping bills

covering free goods from or to the same.

!

The Treasury on these days will be closed.”

Mr. Maude ignores the Poojas altogether, and though not entirely,

the orders of Government as contained in the notification of public

holidays, declaring six days* close holiday. He sticks to the arrange-

ments of the last year, unmoved by recent orders.

The Officiating Comptroller-General, Mr. Stephen Jacob, also im-

proves upon the oiders of Government and notifies :

—

“ Notice is hereby given that the Public Debt Office, the Government
Savings Bank, and the Government Account Department at the Bank
of Bengal will be open for the tran.saction of business and for the

receipt and payment of money on Government account on the following

days during the Doorga Pooja holidays :

—

i8th, 24111, 25111 and 29ih October 1890.

The Paper Currency Office at Calcutta and the Comptroller-General’s

Office will also be open on the above dntc.s.”

The orders and inslructions of the Governor-Generai-in-Council are,

that only the Office of Issue of the Paper Currency Department ami

the Office of the Comptroller and Auditor-General will remain open

but partially as regards Hindu employes and hours of business.

The proposed departure last year was not so general. That notice

ran thus

“ Notice is hereby given that the Public Debt Office and the

Government Savings Bank at the Bank of Bengal will be closed from
the 3oih September to the loth October both days inclusive, but the

Bank of Bengal will receive and pay money on Government account
on all days on which the Bank is open for business.

The Paper Currency Office will also be open to the public for ex-

change of notes and coin up to one o’clock P. M. on the 30th Septem-
ber, 8th and following days in October.”

Seven thousand Hindus of Calcutta and the Suburbs have, through

the Lieutenant-Governor, memorialized the Viceroy to reconsider the

last orders with a view to the maintenance of the holidays on the

occasion of the great Doorga Worship Festival. It reached Darjeel-

ing on the 4ih instant. On the 8ih the Lieutenant-Governor forwarded

the memorial to the Governor-General in Council. It will reach to-

morrow, but as they are all pious and strict observers of the command
as to God’s day, it will we fear not be taken up before Monday. Would
that the gods of Olympus might relent and grant their favour with

godlike celerity, and send the news on the wings of the lightning

!

•
• •

The Chairman of the Corporation has taken fifteen days’ leave com-
mencing from the termination of the Doorga Pooja holidays. He
avails himself also of the Pooja holidays and goes to Delhi.

The 12 days' Dussehera vacation having ceased to be public holidays,

what will be the Pooja vacation in the municipal office ? Not being

of “the offices under the Government of Bengal,” it is not entitled,

under the Notification in the Gazette, to the subsequent four days
which have been granted to the Government offices wiifi certain

exceptions in addition to the six days’ public holiday. Under the

Municipal Act, the Chairman is required to be present at the office

every day “ except upon such holidays as shall be allowed by the

Government.” The Municipal oflice must therefore remain open on
other days than public holidays. Under the loose wording of the

Act, it seems doubtful whether Government has the power to make a
special reservation in favour of the Corporation. At any rate, in the
event of assuming such a power, Government must notify the fact if it

means that the Municipal office shall have the same holidays as in the
Secretariat. In his zeal for curtailment of the Doorga Pooja holidays^

Mr. Cotton overlooked the direction in the Municipal law o|^icli be

• •

The Agricultural Conference met on the 6th instant. Dr. Voelcker read

his report on his tour. He of course strongly supported the proposal

to bring out an agricultural expert, but other competent men were re-

quired for the actual teaching. One was immediately wanted for the

Dehra Forest School and another for the Poona Agricultural College.

The Conference of course perfectly concurred.

They then discussed the subjects of experimental farms, the method

of conducting experiments, and the formation of practical agricultural

classes. Everything, it was agreed, should be regulated and controlled

by the advice of the agricultural expert under the instructions of the

^ocal Governments. They insisted on the introduction of agricultural

primers into primary schools, with a view 40 ultimate reform of the

educational system, and ended with a suggestion for providing high

class education in the sciences connected with agriculture.

• •

The fee for the admission of candid.itcs to the examination for ap-

pointment as Deputy Collectors, tube held in MarclTiiext, is Rs. 15^

not Rs. 10 as previously announced. That fur Sub-Deputy Collector-

ship is Rs. 10.

• •

The Collector of Customs, Calcutta
; the Conrimrssioner of Police,

Calcutta ;
the Chairman of the Corporation of the Town of Calcutta r

and ail District Officers have been supplied with certified measures

I

under the Measures of Length Act II of 1889, abd they will have

charge of them for the purposes of the said Act. The fornr of the

certificate under Sec. 5, is required to be—

[

“ It is he%by certified, under the authority of His Honour the Lieu-

tenant-Governor of Bengal, that |his measure is of the length of the

standard yard, and that the measures marked thereon as a foot nod
an inch are of tlie length of tl>e siatvdard foot and standard inchf

respectively.”
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Mr. Shamrao Laud has resigned the Dewanship of Cambay—for the

good of himself and the Nawabate.

« Ik

There are said to be no less than 4,500 women-printers in Enj^l.md.

Here is a pocket edition of enlightenment :
—

“ A light can be obtained without the use of matches and without
the danger of setting things on fire by taking oblong vial of the cleaiest

of glass tightly corked containing therein a piece of phosphorus as big

as pea with a little of pure olive nil heated to the boiling point filling

it to a third. The light can be used by letting in air by the removal of
the cork and recorking. The whole empty space in the bottle will be-

come luminous, and the light obtained will be a good one. As soon ns

the light becomes dim, its power can be increased by opening the
bottle and allowing a fresh supply of air to enter. In very cold weather

it is sometimes necessary to heal the vial between the hands to increase

the fluidity of the oil, and one bottle will last all winter. This in-

genious but old-fashioned contrivance may be carried in the pocket,

and is used by the watchmen of Paris in all magazines where explosives

or inflammable materials are stored.”

•
• •

General Vannonsky, the Russian Minister of War, recently cele-

brated the 50th anniversary of his entrance into the Army. He was

congratulated by the Czar, who, in a letter, said the country undoubted-

Jy requires a strong military organization, not for aggressive purposes

but to maintain the integrity and honor of the Russian Empire and

—for Peace. Happy old—fogey, to be prized by a Czar !

*
« «

A NATIVE lad of nine years of age in Jubbulpore is charged with the

cruelty of burying alive his younger brother three years old. The child

prisoner admits the deed, and accounts for it saying that he had to beg

for a living and, as it would be inconvenient to take the younger

brother with him in his rounds, he found a safe place for him in the

pit. This is mere boyishness. Children very often offend against law

without intending to break it, in mere spurt or freakishness.

***

Two Baboos at C ilciUla charged their cook with stealing some money.

Jn the course of the evidence, it appeared that the accused had cnti-

iessed to them under tin eats and a piomise of pardon. Thereupon,

the magistrate Mi. Handley rightly discharged the cook and gently

rated the accusers for extorting a confession. Servants may be a bad

lot, but masters ought to be better. These Baboos are justly exposed

fur their pusillanimity.

The appointment of Nirmal Chunder Sen, son of the late Baboo

Keshub Chunder Sen, as an Assistant Sub-Deputy Opium Agent, Behar

Opium Agency, is Gazetted. But why is the Babooliiig done out of

his titular inheritance? He is described as Mr. instead of Baboo.

But if Baboo be such a bore, why not Bhai ? That at least will stamp

the Bmhmo family and even recall the father.

•
• •

The vitality of some of the microscopic organisms is endless. A. de

Bany has come to the conclusion that the microzymes may lie during

entire geologic periods in such a rock as chalk, and yet retain the power

of development.

• •

The Earl of Kerry, Lord Lansdowne’s eldest son, has left India to

resume his studies at Oxford.
^

«
• •

At Wheeling, West Virginia, two men stepped upon a wire connected

with u powerful dynamo and were dead immediately. Two men more,

in attempting to lift the bodies from off the wire, sustained severe

electric shocks. At Cincinnati, a lineman inadvertently grasped a live

wire and was instantly killed. His hand had been almost burned off.

Modern life is hedged in by horrors and dangers and death in

countless forms.

Holloway^$ Pills and Ointment. -Whilst the inhabitants of ocr great

cities sufifer iroin the effects of overcrowding and a'l its attendant evils,

both physical and muiHl, the more robust and energetic emigrant will

in his turn be liable to suffer in his new home from the want of ready

skill and the great medical resources of his native land always at com-
mand. The best advice a friend can give is for him to take a^siipply

of these well known remedies as part of his outfit, for by attention to

the easily understood and yet ample directions which accompany each

)}ox and pot he will never be at fault when taken ill or under any ad-

veise sanitary conditions of life.

Notes, Leaderettes, and
Our Own News.

At Tipperary, on the 9th instant, during the investigaiion of the

charges against the Police for assault on Mr. Harrison, M. P., and

others, the Bench disallowed certain evidence as irrelevant. The

prosecutors objected to the composition of the Bench and withdrew.

This news is immediately followed by the sailing for America the same

evening of Messrs. William O’Brien and Dillon while their trial had

not ended at Tipperary. They were out on bail of one thousand

pounds each which has been estreated. At a conference opened

at Dublin on the 6ih, it was resolved to do the utmost to assist

the evicted tenants and to neglect nothing which might assist in

overthrowing coercion. At that meeting, Mr. Parnell was unable to

attend. Seven Irish Members of Parliament, including Messrs. Dillon

and O’Brien were appointed to advocate the cause in the New World.

At the trial of the Irish Membeis of Parliament at Tipperary, the

defending counsel, another M. P., used disorderly language and was

ordered to withdraw from the case. There was an uproarious scene

and the Court was adjourned, after being cleared.

Signor Crispi continues to speak on the political situation. On the

8th, at Florence, he said that the Italian Government is bent upon

maintaining its alliances with the other Poweis, and appealed to the

coutUiy to support the Government in combating the Irridentist party.

The Grenadiers, accustomed to British fogs and urban blandishments,

are not faring well in the 1 emote Bermudas. Several of them have died

through enteritis, due to bad water, heat and defective housing.

Government was not prepared to admit the famine in Ireland, though

It was ready to do all that was necessary to surmount any calamity

occasioned by the failure in a large measure of the potato crop. To

this effect spoke Mr. Stanhope at llorncastle on the 8th.

There were apprehensions of a rising at Buenos Ayres on Monday

night. All the troops were called out, and the fleet was ready for

action. The Piesident took refuge in the barracks at midnight. The

telegram concludes with the peaceful message that the city, notwith-

standing, was tianquil on the 7th.

The News from New York is disastrous. One of the sections of the

immense Dupont Gunpowder Mills at Wilmington, Delaware, caught

fire, and five of the other sections followed suit from the concussion

caused. Ten people are said to have been killed and twenty, in-

cluding the head of the firm, injured. Thje disaster spread to the

distance of half a mile, demolishing houses within that area. The

country around is desolate.

Pari.ia.ment reassembles on the 25111 of November.

All is up with the cult founded in our times by Brigham Young.

The Mormons confess themselves beaten, not in argument but by brute

force. And they accept defeat with a good grace. At a Conference

at the Salt Lake City, they have adopted the abolition of polygamy.

They succumb to the tyranny of the majority and the persecution

of a hollow moiality. The people that for ages maintained slavery

cannot tolerate Moi monism, and the Civilization that pays for and

embraces and even officially regulates a colossal prostitution, shudders

at the idea of more wives than one.

Iron <$ failing in Scotland. The production of pig is twenty thousand

tons less weekly. The majority of the furnace-men have been paid

off, and numbers of them have started for the North of England.

There is also a dispute about wages, with the result that of the 84

furnaces of this time last year, only 9 now are in blast, the rest being

damped.

The cotton trade is looking up. The American cotton crop is expected

to exceed that of any previous year.
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The old American tariff expired at midnight of the 5th October.

The rush of vessels at the Customs was great, the steamer Etruria

entering with immense cargo just one minute before midnight* The

customs receipts were consequently proportionately heavy, being

indeed the largest ever collected.

The preceding day there was a demonstration at St. John's, New
Brunswick. The Hon. Sir John S. David Thompson, Dominion Minis-

ter of^Justice, made a speech and said that the United State# wished

to coerce Canada into lowering the Union Jack, but her loyalty to the

mother country was unswerving.

Encouraged by the new Tariff Act, organizations are being made in

the United States to work iron and tin.

Germany has stolen a march on Great Britain. The Tima announces

that the Sultan of Zanzibar has accepted four million marks for the

cession of the coast line to Germany. O for a Beaconsheld 1

The Salvation Army is mourning the death of the wife of their

General "—Booth.

The Eastern comet in the English firmament of letters is threatened

with an untimely collapse. Poor Rudyard Kipling is suffering from

excessive strain, imposed by society and the editors, and has been

put to sea in quest of health.

,

The project of enacting in England “ Mahomed "—the production of

Mr. Hall Caine—we are glad to be informed, is likely to be abandoned.

France has concluded a peace with the king of Dahomey.

The meteorology of the last week has, in general,) been continued in

this. The sun is reigning with fire as it were, if not also with sword.

The waters are drying up and the overflowing rivers and rivulets and

lakes and fens are going down. Occasional showers at places have

moderated the intense heat. But the more important moderating in-

fluence has been a change in the wind. There is so little of it that, in

the still prevailing heat, the change is scarcely recognised, except by the

sensitive plants of mankind. But the rainy season is over.

The Dacca District has, of late years, acquired an unenviable notoriety

for storms and tornadoes. At the end of last month, there was a three

days' hurricane and rain at Narainganj. The frail native sheds of

bamboo and grass were, of course, blown away. The people believe

that men and cattle have been captured by the wind and carried up in

the air, nobody knows where.

The copious showers at the close of last month, have gladdened the

heart of the cultivator at moot places. In the Gya District, a bumper
rice harvest is expected and the cultivation of the Ruhbee is being

pushed forward with vigor.

The appreciation of silver is viewed with alarm in Russia. Already,
there is weeping and wailing in the South. At Odessa, the great wheat
mart on the Black Sea, the rise in the rouble is expected to end in the

bankruptcy of most of the merchants and dealers. For the first lime
in fourteen years, says a contemporary, the Odessa exchange on
London was quoted before the last mail left at 8 roubles the sovereign.

Meanwhile, the imposition of high and almost prohibitive duties is

deranging the import trade throughout the Empire. The new tariff

again is looked upon as a bad omen for peace. It is a defiance of the
other Powers. It appears to be a measure of retaliation against
Germany. Some years back, Bismarck made the banks of Germany
to wash their hands of all Russian stock. The result was a decay of
Russian credit and, of course, depreciation of the rouble. Great was
the distress and alarm in Russia, ^hich was constrained to borrow
largely in Western Europe, in order to maintain her credit. France,
with her turn for sentiment even in finance, came chivalrously to the
rescue of her ally. Russian funds are now as high in repute as ever—
particularly in Paris, where everybody invests in them.

A strange commentary all this on the supposed peaceful effects of

the meeting of the Emperors I

On the 8th October, the Eurasian and Anglo-Indian Association held

their annual meeting under the presidency of the Governor. President

Gantz read a report of steady progress, the effect of which was rather

marred by a jeremiade against the better classes of Eurasians for their

neglect. Dr. Emma Brainerd Ryder, an American lady from Bombay,

who seconded the motion of the Catholic Bishop Mayer for adoption

of the report, made a long speech on Eurasian female education. Lord

Connemara would not let the Eurasians count from his presence on

any cash from Government. The prudent President was not to be

baulked. He had resolved to make capital of the ruling milord^ and

he knew how to. He was sure of the presence of such greatness

among them making the Eurasian concern palatable to the shabby-

gentiliiy of European and the absurd saneblctrueism of Eurasian

society, and attractive all round.

The satisfactory progress report of the Kidderpore Dock Woiks, week

after week, has been rudely interrupted by the news of movement in

the walls. Here is the oflicial report to the Vice-Chairman of the Port

Commissioners by the Superintending Engineer Mr. J. li. Apjohn
**

I much regret having to report serious movements in the walls of
Dock No. 1. On the morning of the yih instant it was observed that

the East wall was slightly bowed. By the same evening this bowing
had increased to 10 inches, and by the following morning I found that
it had gone still further, and making careful measuiementH ascertained
at the vvoist place, the upper edge of the wall, to be 5 feet lo inches

out of the straight, the movement extending a length of about 1,400
feet. Since the 8ih there has been no further movement in the East
wall. 1 his wall has been tilted over as well as moved forward. It was
built with a batter of Yz an inch to a foot in vertical height, and at the
worst place it is now as nearly as possible vertical, and the height being
36 leet this will account for 18 inc hes of the movement at coping level,

showing that the thrust of the backing has actually forced the wall 4
feet 4 inches over the ground.

Early on the morning of the 9th, the wall at the south-west corner, a
length of 450 feet, was moved out to a distance of 10 feet in the centie.

Since then, there has been no further mischief, and the long straight

portion of the West wall continues in a true line.

At the time of the failure the centre of the dock had been e.xcavated
to within a few feet of the full depth, but, as had always been the in-

tention, a berm had been left against the walls 16 feet above bed level,

which berm it was proposed to dredge out after water had been let into

the dock. It was believed that thisbenn would be sufficient to enable
the wall to withstand the pressure of the backing

; but unfortunately

it has not proved so."

The Engineer, however, takes a hopeful view, and is ready with a

remedy. He goes on

“The thing to be done now is, of course, lo prevent fun her mischief,
and the obvious course is to let water into the dock with the least

possible delay. Fortunately, the works arc so advanced tnat this can
be done without any serious interference with the coinpleiicm of them,
and I hope by Sunday morning to be in a position to begin filling up
fiom the river, and by Monday, to have watei standing within about 6
feel of coping level. The gales of the double passage between the

Tidal Basin and the Dork will then be closed, and the former being
pumped out, the small quantity of work remaining to be done to the
graving dock entrances will be completed. Of course, warning will

now be taken, and heavy banks will be left against the tidal basin walls

to he afterwards dredged.
Disappointing as this movement of the walls no doubt is, there is no

cause for panic or apprehension of total failure. As far as I am aware,
no dock walls in the world, unless founded on rock, have entirely re-

sisted the ihi list of the backing, and in every case they show more or

less of a bow. In the Southaiiipton Docks, recently opened, one of the

walls has moved much more seriously than ours have done.
If no further extensive movement occurs within the next two days,

I fully expect to be able to make the walls so that they will hardly at

all show the movement which has occurred. In the case of the south-

west berth, where the quay has been thrust out at its centre fur a dis-

tance of 10 feet, it will be necessary when the water is in to erect a

light coffer-dam in front and cut it back, at the same time strengthen-

ing it behind, but the East wall can be worked to a straight coping line

from above water level.”

Others who seem to know do not share in the same hopeful view of

Mr. Apjohn. “ Givis ” writes to the Indian Daily News
“ It is not difficult to show the cause of this threatened collapse

having occurred even before the excavation of the dock had been com-
pleted

;
and whilst in the accounts which have already been made

public that cause is stated, no explanation seems to be forthcoming
for the mistake that has been committed in backing the walls with the

most dangerous material that could have been selected, namely, the

treacherous silt and so-called blue clay, which contracts and swells

with every ctiniige in its degree of moisture, and exerts a pressure-

force which experience has already too often shown to be practically

uncontA)ilable. The damage which has occurred, and appears to

indicate the possible failure of the dock, is bad enough; but the re-

medy proposed would appear to be specially designed for accelerating

the collapse of the walls. To let water into the dock whilst the walli^

were whole would fuim, a# Mr. (now Sir) A. M, Rendei pointed out^
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K more than doubtful support to those walls, since the wall itself, be-

coming immersed in water, would lose a portion of its weight which is

its chief strength. Attention was also called to the fact that by letting

water in front of the wall, it would also be let into the back either by

stoppage of the drainage or by percolation, or by both. What (hen

caj||be the result of letting water into the dock now, when the wall is

broken, an^^free communication exists between the front and the back?

The answer is only too simple. Tlte wall will, in a very short time,

stand with a fluid on both sides of it, with the probable result that it

will slide, sink, fall prone, as a culmination of disaster—the result of

error upon error I

"

** Merchant” also writes to the same paper and dives deeper,

despairing of a wet dock for Calcutta :

—

“ They are now going to let in water to support the walls. Water

Is a bad master, and a treacherous servant. A large body of it between

rent and torn walls means great leakage both to the river and Tolly’s
|

Nullah. The present collapse is the result of the leakage of the ram
|

water caught in the dock. But leakage means percolation outwards,
j

which again means motion in the stratum carrying the leakage. This
|

in turn means the softening and carrying away of the soil, and the
|

creation of a temptation to subsidence which cannot be resisted, and 1

if there be further subsidence—that is a mysterious and miserable IF.
|

It looks very likely that Calcutta will not get her docks this time, and

will have to be content to undo the spoiling of the river channels in

the port—if she can. You see ‘if’ pervades all questions telating to

the docks ; but I have an instinct that it docs not pervade the ques-

itioR of commission.”

And this is the way of these hasty Indian public works—the hastier

the more costly and with the larger opening for patronage I And this is

the way that the money of the taxpayer goes who is wholly unrepre-

sented in the Government

!

Mr. Justice Handley of Madras thus remarks on the Bill to amend the

Cattle Trespass Act, 1871

“ I have only to remark on this Bill that it is open to the objection,

which I have often expressed, to legislation by Gazette notification.

It may be that in this case no other means can be devised to carry out

the objects aimed at
j
but, if possible, I think, it would be infinitely

preferable to amend the Act. It seems almost absurd to invest the

Local Government with the power to run ‘pigs’ into ‘cattle’ by

notification, ... - , , ,
.

The objection I have to such legislation is two fold— ist, that it

makes it extremely difficult for those whom the law affects to know the

• law ;
andly, that it makes the work of the Magistracy and the Criminal

courts genet ally more difficult and increases the chance of mistakes.

I have no remarks to offer on the details of the Bill.”

Here is the key to modern legislation in India. The several legisla-

tures legislate by delegation of power, and have dwindled into de-

partments of Government. The dcpariinenial orders having the effect

Ilf law, are not sufficiently published, and Her Majesty’s subjects arc

punished for ignorance of such laws, for ignorance of law is no de-

fence in an action for breach of law. The mere publication in a

Gazette is no promulgation in an ignorant country like India. Even

judges and Magistrates arc habitually innocent of laws until these

are brought to their notice in the course of any enquiry or litigation.

The Gazettes are not freely circulated and, as a rule, are not studied.

The orders of Government are notified in such a manner that it is not

always intelligible to the uninitiated. The Gazettes should be properly

edited to make them truly useful if not valuable.

Our people are so deficient in energy and enterprise, that whoever

shakes himself off the dream of the Land of Lotos is deserving of

every encouragement. To open a shop is no great matter even in

sleepy Bengal, but there are shops and shops, and there may be en-

terprise and originality even in the retail trade. We have therefore

received with pleasure, and iio not hesitate to notice, a business

pamphlet entitled Lahiri, Ray Sf Co.'s Catalogue and Price Current

of country-made and Foreign Perfumeries. The concern is native on

the face of it. The language, like some of the articles offered, is

country-made.” The literary man on the establishment forgot that

“country” would have done just as well, nay, belter. If “country-made,”

why not “foreign-made”? The true counterpart of foreign is Indian.

Betides, “ country-made ” is not necessarily the same thing as country

used at an adjective, and, in respect of perfumes, is decidedly mislead-

ing. And what a cruelty to be ever licking poor perfumery into a horri-

8000U8 plural 1 This is not quite the trifle that our people might take it

for. Such a flaw repels respectable men. It suggests a want of care or of

judgment—shows undue confidence and a neglect to take proper advice.

Such exhibitions are, we regret to say, common, even in publications

%Qf greater pretensions than trade circulars. And it arises t from a

lamentable cause. We, most of us, do not know English—the genuine

Article—and, what is worse, we do not know that we do not know.

' But after all|. the English is uot the point in the matter under notice.

The most noticeable feature of the business is the “ country-made

perfumery,” by which is meant not the toilet requisites made in this

country —nnt es^i^nces, waters, and oils in vogue in the West manu-

factured 111 India— but Oriental perfumes in fashion among Orientals.

Herein is the peculiarity of this establishment, and hence mir patriotic

interest in it. It is easy to overlook the distinction, and those who are

not accustomed to observe the conditions and characteristics of differ-

ent arts and industries, will be apt to miss it. But all who arc familiar

with the geography and ethnology of the internal commerce of fndia,

will at once recognise the departure taken by Messrs, Lahiri, Ray & Co.

There are perfumery shops in plenty in China Bazaar and Cliadney

Chowk and elsewhere kept by Hindus of Lower Bengal, where Piesse’s

and Rigaud’s and Delcroix’s goods are sold under queer names. But

this is the first shop opened by any of them for the sale of Indian

perfumery. For the first time, we now see a Bengali Hindu in this

line. Macaulay in a memorable sentence has declared that the mil-

lions of Bengal do not supply a single recruit to the Army. It is

easier far to meet with Baboo Sepoys than to discover a Bengali

pel fumcr—even a mere dealer in indigenous scents. In our long ex*

pcrience, we knew one Baboo who, forty years ago, set up a manufac-

tory at Ghazipore and lost by it. Now that one of us has come

forward and opened a store, we ought all of us to support him.

We hope Lahiri and Ray will prosper. They have already in-

troduced their countrymen of Bengal to a new trade. If they succeed

in their business, they will achieve, without suspecting it, a great

work. They will do something to pre.serve to the country an in-

teresting art. What is more, they will restore a lost sense to their

countrymen of the Delta. The invasion of Eiiropeanism in all

forms has deprived our poor people of their finer nose. It is no

small degradation to the children of Brahma to neglect their

superb national perfumes for the ruder alcoholic preparations of

Christendom. Is there any water out of paradise superior to the Rose

Water of Ghazipore ? Attars have more body and may appear far too

rich, but a little of them goes a great way and keeps a long time
;
the/

are simply abused by extravagance and vanity. And then, they are not

to be used indiscriminately—there are times and seasons for attars^ as

for everything. Used with judgment and moderation, they are a con-

tinual delight.

Messrs. Lahiri offer ii different kinds of attars for several qualities,

priced from Re. 1-4 to Rs. 8 per tola^ and five oils and two waters, of

sorts.

Mr. Evelyn ?. Pearce writes to the Englishmofi on the cruelty to

animals. He says :—
*• No one, who has passed through a village, or garden bazar, on

bazar day can fail to have observed the sickening sores, on nine out'

of ten of the pack animals, especially ponies. These unfortunate

anim.als are bought up by moodys and Cachar traders, and worked asT

long as they can pul one fool before the other, in spite of wrung

withers, sore backs, and rope galls that make one shudder to look at.”

It appears that there is no law to prevent this habitual brutality. A

kind hearted planter of Cachar, Mr. Swainson had drawn the atten-

tion of the Deputy Commissioner to the^ subject. He was told in

reply that the Magistracy had no power to interfere, there being no Act

for the prevention of cruelly to animals in force in the Assam provin-

ces. The Deputy Commissioner, however, offered to forward with his

recommendation to the Chief Commissioner any petition that Mr.

Swainson might get up, signed by himself and his neighbours, request-

ing that the An might be extended to Assam. Accordingly, a petition

has been signed by all the European residents of Cachar. Mr. Pearce

now calls upon his brother planters to come forward and strengthen

Mr. Swainson’s hands, by forwarding similar petitions from their

different districts.

We hope good Mr. Pearce’s appeal will meet with a quick response.

It is by such kindness to the weak and the helpless that the habdful of

Europeans scattered about in the outlying and obscure parts of the

country can best recommend themselves to God and man. They will

prove their superior civilization and offer an improving example to the

multitudes of ignorant and barbarous men around them. We hope some-

thing more. Mr. Pearce has principally his own class and fellow-

Britons in view. But the movement need not be confined to planters or

Europeans. It ought to interest the whole Hindu and Buddhist world.

We for our part call upon the rising generation of the natives under

the jurisdiction of the Chief Commissioner, to show that it is capable

of other views than Congress demonstrations and badgering planters.
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Nor is the complaint confined to Assam. The heart-rending scenes

which Mr. Pearce has witnessed in Cnchar or in other districts of

Assam, may be seen everyday in every village market throughout the

Bengal Provinces. What a pity that there are so few men like Mr.

Pearce and Mr. Swainson, among natives and Europeans, to take pity

upon God’s helpless creatures—our dumb brethren !

The Warburton prosecution of the Tribune ended yesterday for the

momAit with the conviction of the proprietor and editor. The
printer was let off with an apology. The prosecution, with Afghan

vindictiveness, pressed for imprisonment of both Sirdar Dyal

Sing and Baboo Sitalakant Chatterjee. It was argued that the

proprietor was liable in that he did not stop the publication

of the defamatory mailer, even though the editor accepted full

responsibility. The counsel for the Sirdar contended that the pro-

prietor could not be liable unless it was shewn that the libels had been

published on his authority or with his knowledge or consent. The
Magistrate found the proprietor not guilty of defamation but guilty of

abetting the sale of copies of the Tribune containing the defamatory

articles, and lined him Rs. 2,500. The editor was found guilty of de-

famation and fined Rs. 1,000. The orders have been appealed against.

In the meantime, Mr. Warburton prepares himself for a suit for

damages. In the absence of the judgment, it will not be proper to ex-

press any opinion. But one obvious remark suggests itself. In the

face of the apology published by the editor, the punishment seems

excessive
; at any rate, that on the proprietor dispioportionatc. The

feeling in the Punjab is such that even this severe measure is a

mercy. Mr. T. J. Kennedy is a good man, and as a magistrate has

always discouraged prosecutions for defamation. Almost any other

magistrate in the Province would, we suspect, have sent the poor Baboo

to jail, if not the Sirdar loo, pour encourager Us auires.

It is to be regretted that the attempt at a compromise failed. The

court threw out a suggestion and there was not wanting a common
friend to follow it up. Mr. Nicoll, the Secielary of the Amritsar muni-

cipality, volunteered in the cause of peace and proposed the terms,

to wit, the withdrawal of all matters that had not been touched upon

by any Resolution or order of Government and compensation of

Rs. 5,000 for wounded feeling. The amount was considered too low

by one side and too high by the other and the negotiations fell

through. From a remark that fell from the bench, it seems that the

court doubted the genuineness of the spiiit of apology and thought that

a substantial reparation for wounded feeling was required.

We hope the Tribune will publish a full report of the case in a durable

and convenient form. We wish some one might start a subscription.

“Naso” writes to the Englishman of yesterday :

—

“Another arrival since yesterday—a northerly breeze—and with it,

I noticed, when passing Government House Garden last night the un-
inistakable jungly smell with which all who have to pass that spot have
become painfully familiar of late years.

Have the Councillors in the palace been unaware of it all this lime?
Oc have they accepted it after their summer picnic in the hills, as in-

dispensable wiih Calcutta air? The coniiiuiance of the nuisance reflects

little credit on the sanitary aSihoriiies, however, who might be expected
10 exercise special diligence to secure healthy suiroundings lor a Vice-
roy, who has already suflered severely fiom fever.

The annoyance to the public is, of course, of secondary or no im-
portance,”

The breeze arrived earlier in the week. As for the smell, it is not

dependent on the noiherly breeze'-even to passengers on the road

south of Government House— but on the nose. That is always a

rare possession in great cities—the rarer the more crowded and un-

savoury tnc city. In Calcutta, it seems to be non es/j seeing that the

citizens—the While Town men in particular—have been quietly enjoy-

ing the stink for so many years. No community in the possession of

sound olfactory nerves would have allowed the nuisance to stand

for six months. Such citizens would have revolted against the rank

jungle, even though a nobleman and viceroy were the cultivator thereof.

It is satisfactory to find that there is at least one organ of smell in

Calcutta in tact, though not quite Ai, for it took some days* continual

pricking to rouse “Naso.” We passed the same way on Monday

evening, and were assailed by the stink from the tame wild vegetation,

and we there and then made up our mind to kick up a row over this

gratuitous infliction.

Another nuisance, though of a more temporary kind, which distresses

people in the same neighbourhood, is caused by the renovation of

the Calcutta Horse Guards’ and Mackintosh Burn & Co.’s premises.

The poisonous smell of verdigris used in painting the exposed wood
work, in spite of the pond in front, is truly sickening to passengers

along the Esplanade Row. Is the drying paint an irremediable evil ?

EB/S & RA YYET.
Saturday^ October 11^ iSgo,

THE DOORGA POOJA HOLIDAYS.
A MOST earnest appeal from the Hindu inhabiiant,s

of Calcutta and its suburbs has gone up to the Vice-

roy against the curtailment of the Doorga Pooja
holidays. It is a bulky memorial bristling with facts

and practical details, and it makes out a very strong

case for the aversion of the doom. It is not too

much to ask for retention of the holidays at the

minimum fixed by the Government after repeated

and deliberate consideration. The size of the do-

cument is but proof of the strong feeling of disap-

pointment which has been caused by the unfortunate

decision of the Government of Bengal on the sub-

ject. The memorialists deny the authority of Pandit

Mahes Chunder Nayaratna on questions relating to

religious and domestic observances, and it is indeed

ludicrous that the Government should rest their de*

cision upon the verdict of a man whose very ortho-

doxy as a Hindu is a questionable thing in the eyes

of his countrymen in general. Indeed, the Pandit

himself is far from consistent with him.self in the

finely drawn distinction he makes between religious

ceremonies and social festivities. His communications

on the subject are a medley of compromises. While
to “ curry favor with the Chamber of Commerce,
he is ready to go the length of striking off the Sasthi

from the Doorga Pooja—the adhivds or initial image-

worshipping day, the jolly old soul would yet retain

some of the holidays on the ground of their popu-

larity as days of festivity. It would have been

something if he had applied the same severe stand-

ard to the holidays as a whole, that he does for ob-

! vious reasons to the grand national festival. But

that would have involved him in the execration of

both the more religious Hindus and the holiday merry-

makers—a measure of heroic consistency for which
his shifting ways never » prepared him. So he makes

a desperate effort to gain the latter’s favor by re-

commending the retention of days which are more
necessary for purposes of pleasure than worship.

As for instance, in regard to the Dol {attra, the

Pandit throws overboard his own standard of

purely ceremonial worship, and adopts the noisy satur-

nalian way of its celebration as the test of its popu-

larity. In respect of the Kali Pooja also, the same

shifty policy is observable. He says that if one day

be allowed for this festival, it 'should be the day for

the water-immersion of the goddess rather than the

day of worship. In fact, these indications of vacil-

lation on the part of the Pandit only show how hard

it is to draw a line between the ceremcH*ftil and the

hospitable or festive part of a worship. There are

other misleading statements and inconsistencies in

the Pandit’s letters to the Chamber of Commerce,

and the memorialists have rightly devoted their main

attention towards showing up the frail character of

the support on which the Government have osten-

sibly relied.

The memorial, though aimed at securing the in-

terests* of Hindus in general, is especially drawn

up as an argument for Hindu employes in Govern-

ment offices which are expressly debarred from the ,

full number of the holidays. The hardship entailed
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on this class of public servants is peculiarly painful,
and they represent by no means such a small number
as is generally supposed. The heads of the except-
ea.ofificqs are in strong sympathy with the anti-

holiday movement, and in spite of express orders
from the Government that the convenience of the
Hindu clerks should be consulted as much as possible,

arrangements are already being made so as to compel
the attendance of a needlessly large number of them.
In the face of the Government order recently pro-

mulgated, the Currency office has been ordered to be
kept open as usual^ the hours of business are not to be
contracted, and far from 3 or 4 Hindu clerks being

required in all the offices taken together during the

holidays, not less than 25 Hindus have already been
ordered to attend in the Currency office alone. The
best intentions of the Government are liable to this

treatment at the hands of executive authorities, and
all for a purely obstinate determination of a few
foreigners to have their own way in this matter. The
business done by European merchants during the

holidays is little or nothing, as will appear, as the

memorialists state, on enquiry being made at the

Currency office, the office of the Registrar of Assur-

ances, and the Government Account Branch of the

Bengal Bank. The only class affected by the holi-

days IS a small one of Christian tradesmen in Calcutta,

but any inconvenience likely to be felt by them may
easily be remedied with a little forethought and pre-

arrangement in so shaping their Bills and Promissory

Notes that the due dates might not fall within the

holidays. At the most, the interests of such a

!

microscopic number ought not to be allowed to out-

weigh those o(
** a far more numerous, though less in-

fluential portion of the community.” These words

under quotation were used by the Government them-

selves in emphasising their late just and impartial de-

cision on the subject. Language could not be clearer

than that in which this decision was delivered,

“ that the inconvenience and loss which the mercan-

tile community suffer from the existing state of

things, great and serious as they are, cannot be reme-

died without inflicting a still more serious hardship

on a far more numerous, though less influential por-

tion of the community.” It was a decision truly

worthy of an Imperial Government and c jiisistent

with its noble traditions of religious neutrality.

These words were penned, no doubt, with a mind to

place the controversy finally at rest. To reopen the

question after such a final settlement is nothing short

of a scandal, and the memorialists have successfully

shown that there is no justification or necessity

whatever for such an extraordinary course. The
Government of Bengal.have made a clean surrender

to the mercantile community, and it is “ merely to up-

hold the zid,'' as the memorialists say, “of a few alien

merchants ” that a large class of Hindus are to fore-

go their religious observances and their annual

recreation.

THE POLICE.

Our police continues to decline in efficiency. Such

is the opinion pronounced in the last Government
Resolution on Mr. Veasey's report. A review of the

work done by the police in 1889 shows, says the

Lieutenant-Governor, that they have obtained no

marked success in dealing with crime and that 'there

has been a decided diminution of efficiency in the

work done in sessions cases.

There was increase both in cognizable and in non-

cognizable crime. Under cognizable crime, there

were 316 murders, the largest number ever reached

since 1880. The circumstances of some of these

cases are painful enough and have no unimportant
bearing on the social question which is now occupy-

ing .so much public attention. They are thus noticed

in the Government Resolution :

—

“
111 perusing the brief .iccouMts of important cases given by the

Inspector-General, it is melancholy to note that many were clue to

qu.ureU between husbands and their youthful wives. In liiighli .i

school pundit, afterwards shown to be insane, hacked his wife, a girl

of 13, about the head with a katuri because she would not or could not
satiety his desires. In Nadiya a husband killed his wife, a sickly girl

of 12, for refusing to cohabit. In Maldah a man ihiotiled his child-

wife, aged 1 1, because she could not satisfy his lust. He was treateil

with extraordinary leniency by the Judge, who gave him two months’
imprisonment fn* hurt—a senience enhanced by the I Ugh Court to two
years for culpable homicide. In Hiighli, again, a young wife of 15 re-

fused to cohabit with her husbaiui, and died from the effects of the
savagery with wliich that husband and his two brothers branded her in

and about her private pans. In the remaining cases of wife-imirdcr

the ages of the victims are not given, but a further case in which a girl

of 14 was chopped to death by her father-in-law on suspicion of mis-

behaviour may be mentioned here.”

An equally shocking case of wife-murder occurred

in Rajshahye. Mr. Veasey notices it in his report

as an illustration of the leniency with which such

cases are dealt with by criminal courts :

—

“ A man chained his wife up and then handed the key to his kept
woman, who set fire to the house and let her burn with it, refusing to

give up the key when it was demanded. This atrocious crime was, in

the opinion of the trying Magistrate, siifbcieiitly punished, as far as the

husband was concerned, by a year’s imprisonment and fine on a convic-

tion only for wrongful confinement, vvhilst ihe woman got an additional

year on a fuithcr conviction under 304A. Eventually it found its way
to the Sessions, where the woman was transported for life, whilst the

sentence on the husband, light as it was, was made lighter, though there

was evidence to show that he had removed all his property and was no
doubt an accomplice before the fact.”

A.S in murder, there i.s increase also in cases of

dacoity, while the results of trials are even more
unsatisfactory. Sir Steuart Bayley cxpres.ses his

strong displeasure with this state of things, and ob-

serves that, discreditable as most of the statistics in

the police report are, nothing more seriously reflects

on their efficiency than the judicial results in dacoity

cases.

The worst district for violent crime is Dacca, with

Backerganj and Mymensing running next in the

train. The Dacca Division has a notoriety for offen-

ces against the public peace. In the year under con-

sieferation, there was, indeed, an unprecedented

decline from 512 to 377 in the number of rioting

ca.ses, but even with this great decline, the Divi-

sion is all the same at the head of the list. As re-

gards cases of murder, Dacca has the same un-

eviablc pre-eminence. A marked feature of the

statistics given in the Report of this crime, is

usually the very large number of cases reported from

the Dacca Division, in which serious crime is always

prevalent. The figures for the district of Backerganj

alone will bear comparison with those of the whole

Divisions of Chota Nagpur, Orissa or Bhagulpur,

while Mymensing is not far behind Backerganj. 'I'o

give Backerganj, however, its due, it must bci said

that rioting cases do not show an increa.se, though

any credit to which it may be entitled for this must Toe

discounted by the fact that three bodies of punitive

police have to be maintained for the tranquillity of

the district.

Under theft and burglary, the worst division is

Patna and the worst district Monghyr.

As regards the unsatisfactory percentage of con-

victions obtained in police cases, the Lieutenant-Gov-

ernor concurs with Mr. Veasey that the results re-

present a large number of failures of justice. The
reasons for these results in the Inspector-General’s

opinion are expressed in these forcible words :
“ The
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high standard of proof demanded, the latitude allowed

to the advocates of accused persons, and the dilatory

procedure so much in vogue are all obstacles well

known and to be reckoned with in these provinces,

whilst elsewhere they may be factors of less im-

portance, but they would not exercise the influence

they do if investigating officers were more careful

and’if supervision were more efficient.”

On the subject of discipline in the police force, the

following remarks of the Government are conceived

in Sir Steuart’s characteristic spirit of consideration,

and the Lieutenant-Governor has hit the right nail

on the head in exposing the light-heartedness with

which young officers of the police punish subordi-

nates, old enough to be their fathers and with far

greater local knowledge and experience :

—

“ The Dcrccntage of officers punished departmentally shows a slight

falling off, but is still very high. It is noteworthy that out of a total of

928 sub-inspectors, so many as 487, or over 52 per cent., should have
been thus punished during the year. The Lieutenant-Governor agrees

with Mr. Veasey in considering that minor breaches of discipline

should, as far as possible, be dealt with departmentally, and that a
resort to law in such cases should always be discouraged. Uut he also

thinks that District Superintendents should not lightly, or hastily, fine

their officers, who are, even at the best, far from being well paid ;
and

generally, in inflicting punishments on their higher subordinates, they
should not lose sight of the necessity of preserving their dignity in the-

eyes of the lower ranks. SirStcuart Bayley is inclined to fear that

sometimes injudicious severity does mischief and deters persons of

respectability from offering themselves as recruits.”

The Resolution discusses a variety of other matters

relating to the work done by the police in the year

under report. Great dissatisfaction is expressed with

that work generally, and the tone of remonstrance

which pervades the remarks of the Government is

in marked contrast with the spirit of Resolutions of

former years.

THE FOODS OF DIFFERENT RACES.

Dr. a. J. Crespi has contributed to the Scottish Review an .article

wherein he has swept as into a sewer all the abominations which are

used by men for food. Some animals feed on vegetables, others on

flesh, others still use a mixed diet. Some live on grass, others on

grain, others again on leaves, plants and trees. Some cat insects,

others quadrupeds. Some subsist on fre.sh meat, others on putrid.

Man maintains his preeminence hy a catholicity of taste. Nothing

comes to him amiss. He is simply omnivorous. He does not spare

his own kith and kin. But not to keep our readers any more from •the

Doctor, let us see what he has to s,ay on this head

“The most repulsive food which human beings could eat is man.
Fortunately, cannibalism, although once very general, is now mainly
confined to the most degraded tribes of the South Sea Islands and to
some districts of Australia and Central Africa, Lindsay of Piiscotiie
relates that a man, his wife„and family, were burnt to death, on the
east coast of Scotland for eating children whom they had stolen

; and
during the French Revolution the heart of the unfortunate Princess
Lamballe was actually torn out of her body by one of the yelling
savages near, taken to a restaurant, and there cooked and eaten.
Human flesh is said not to be unpalatable, and this is confirmed by the
horrible narrative given by Lindsay : he mentions that, as one of the
girls was being taken to execution, she exclaimed, ‘ Wherefore chide
ye with me, as if I had committed an unworthy act ? Give me credence
and trow me, if ye had experience of eating men and women*s flesh
ye would think it so delicious that ye would never forbear it again.'
The Tannesc of our day distribute human flesh in little bits to their
friends as delicious morsels, and say that the flesh of a black man is

preferable to that of a white one, for the latter tastes salt : other can-
nibals hold the same.”

Dr. Crespi’s calling man repulsive as an edible is little to the pur-

pose, unless he had been accustomed to the fare. The Tannese—

•

whoever they may be—know belter. And their taste is supported by
Tigers. Once these have an opportunity of eating a man, they continue

to be on the look out for the same kind of dainty dinner. Dr. Crespi

goes on :

—

“The lion is eaten by some African races, although its flesh is in small
favour with them, while the Zulus finM carrion so much to .their liking
that, according to Dr. Colenso, they apply to food teeming with large
colonies of grubs the comprehensive word * uborni,* which signifles, in
their unco^h jargon, * great happiness.* David Livingstone tells us
that the aboriginal Australians and the Hottentots prefer the intestines
of anjmals, and he adds that ‘ it is curious that this is the part which
wilo anjinais always begin with, and thgt it is the first choice of our

men.* The hippopotamui is another favourite meat of the Africans,
when they catch it. Its flesh when young is tender and palatable

; hut
it becomes very coarse and unpleasant with advancing years. The
Abyssinians find the rhinoceros much to their liking ; so they do the
elephant, which is also eaten in Sumatra. Dr. Livingstone speaks of
elephant’s foot as excellent. * We had the fool cooked for breakfast,

and found it delicious. It is a whitish mass, slightly gelatinous and
sweet, like marrow. A long march to prevent billiousness is a wise
precaution after a feast on elepliant*s foot. Elephant’s tongue and trunk
are also good, and after long simmering much resemble the humps of a
buffalo and the tongue of an ox

; but all the other meat is tough, and
from its peculiar flavour only to he eaten by a hungry man.* The
elephants eaten during the siege of Paris were said to be a great suc-
cess, and the liver was pronounced finer than that of any goose or duck.**

In this country, the Kookies and Looshais are fond of elephant-meat.

On one occasion an elephant dying at Agartalla in Tipperah, it was

buried in a large pit for fear of the decomposed body poisoning the

whole place. This simple measure of cleanliness was near leading to

much bloodshed at the capital of the principality. A body of Kookies

who were then staying there on a mission to the Durbar, who had

doubtless been meditating on a cheap but grand banquet for months

as they observed the sick elephant gradually proceeding to its inevitable

end, now rose in angry protest and demanded what the stupid Bangals

—as they courteously call the civilised people of the plains—meant and

by their insane mischievous act. They were either not understood or

disregarded. Before revenging themselves on the officials, they went

to the Maharaja, whom they reverenced, to deliver their ultimatum.

At the Rajbari they were both listened to and understood and their

grievance redressed.— Dr. Crespi writes

“The people of Zanzibar should stand high for the comprehensive
character of their cuisine. Among other delicacies are a small
monkey and a fruit-eating bat. Locusts are relished by the
Bedawin of Mesopotamia and some other eastern tribes

;
they are

placed on .strings and eaten on journeys with bitter and unleavened
bread. The Jews, who were prohibited eating many kinds of food
which our larger experience, teaches us are palatable and whole-
some, as well as some that we do not venture to touch, were
permitted to have their fill of locusts. The locust is an article of

diet to this d.iy, but only of the very poor
;

it is thrown into boiling
water, and eaten with salt. To live on locusts and wild honey con-
veys a more accurate picture of extreme poverty and frugality to a
traveller in the East than to any one else. Locusts, however, are not
always cooked

;
sometimes they are eaten fresh. They are said to have

a strong vegetable taste
;
the flavour largely depending, as might be

expected, on the plants on which they have been feeding. Dr. Living-
stone, who showed his common sense by not being fastidious, consider-
ed them palatable when roasted. Some of the savage tribes of South
America arc accused of eating everything that by any possibility will

support human life. Humboldt saw children drag enormous centipedes
from their holes and crunch them between their teeth ; but insects and
their larvae arc favourite foods in many parts of the world. In the

West Indies a large caterpillar, found on the palm-tiee, is reckoned a
great delicacy—and why not, let us ask ? To our civilised taste, bow
ever, carrion and bad eggs seem foods which no human being could
relish. Not so— the Chinese prefer stale to fresh eggs, and the Pariahs
of Hindustan fight greedily with the dogs and jackals for putrid carrinn.
They would relish the rousette, a kind of bat plentiful in Java, which
the natives value

;
but although its flesh is white, delicate, and tender,

it generally smells strongly of musk. The Nagus also eat raw mr.Hr.

Among the Greenlanders and the £.skiino the seal is an important
food ; and in spite of being coarse and oily, was formerly eaten in

England. The porpoise was also an English dish, and its liver is,

when fried, still, we believe, relished by sailors. Arctic explorers have
found the walrus very palatable, and it is largely consumed by the
Eskimo. The Japanese, New Zealanders, and the Western Australians
consider the whale good eating ;

and the Eskimo highly approve of
blubber and get through enormous quantities. The crocodile is greedi-
ly devoured by the natives of certain distrites of Africa. Its eggs in

taste resemble hen’s eggs, with perhaps a smack of custard.”

Raw meat is relished by the Kahars of Behar. Now for our final

extract :— '

“ To come to our own country, where we do not eat sauerkraut and
blubbei, birds’ nests and puppies, we shall nevertheless find some odd
foods. The hedge-hog, a favourite dish in Barbary, and not disapprov-

ed in Spain, is eaten by gypsies
;
squirrels, too, are occasionally cooked

in this country, and are most delicious and fully as pal^ble as jugged
hare ; at any rate we have ourselves stewed them, antP^e can testify

that they are excellent. It is even said that frogs are often eaten in the

north of England. In some parts of England snails are still eaten,

not as ordinary articles of diet, but at stated feasts. We have in by-
gone days, when living on the borders of the nail-making districts of

Staffordshire, seen men filling paper bags with snails to make soup»

and we remember being told that they were excellem eating. The
English prejudice against snails is singular, since, from time immemo-
rial, considerable quantities have been collected round London and on

the Kent pastures tor export to France. In the latter country therf is

no squeamishnesB ; most people there only regret that snails are too

expensive to be indnlged in frequently. In Govern Garden the common
snail o^ten appears for >Rle ; the purchasers, however, are most exclu-

sively members of the French, Austrian, and Italian colonies of

Lpndou**’

The moral of it all is that no oatioti has any reason to rail at ao<«

other on its natty fating*, We are all in the same boaL:
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ROW OVER THE DAY OF REST.

Sir,—

A

war ii going on in Hyderabad between Sunday and Friday ;

and as of old Juoo and Venus contested for power and Carthage
WM the battle field, so of late Phoebus and Venus strive for suprc-

andthis Abode of Hydra is the scene of action. Phoebus
has Deen some time encroaching on the domain of Venus and
demands his day (Sunday) to keep the sabbath, while Venus is deter
mined to hold her own against the intruder and retain her day
(Friday) for devotion. Courts presided over by Europeans, and
there are many such courts, arc closed on Sundays, while the rest

take rest only on Fridays. But happy arc those who enjoy two
holidays in the week ! I need not say how far this goes to interfere

with work.

But to resume my parable: Jupiter promised success to Venus,
and she got after all her shrines thronged by her devotees. Can
not Jupiter who equally rules over the heavenly and the earthly

powers and is expected to help Venus equally against her internal

and external foes, command his local Mercurius to bow out Pheebus
and restore Venus to her old privilege undisputed ?

Hydra.

Troop Bazaar, ist Oct. 1890.

THE CHARGE OF DEFAMING MEMBERS OF
THE BAR.

The case in which Messrs. Kirkpatrick and Anderson, barristers-

at-law and advocates of the Bombay High Court, charge a certain

Kanjce Ludda, described as a broker and law agent, with defama-

tion, was proceeded with on Wednesday (Oct. i) at the Esplanade

Police Court, before Mr. Cooper, the Chief Presidency Magistrate.

It will be remembered that Kanjec Ludda proceeded to the

chambers of Lord Colin Campbell, barrister-at-law, on the after-

noon of the 1 6th of September, and there requested the learned

counsel to accept a brief in a Small Causes Court case, alleging

that he would bring him briefs for business in the police and civil

courts. Lord Colin Campbell, in anticipating the intentions of

the broker, informed him that he was not to expect any commissions

from him since it was contrary to the practice of the English Bar.

Kanjce Ludda, in asserting that it was not unusual to give such

commissions, mentioned the names of Messrs. Kirkpatrick and

Anderson as barristers who gave commissions.

The complainants conducted their own case, while Mr. Shan-

taram Narayen and Mr. Shanjgiri defended the accused.

Mr. Kirkpatrick said he would like to say a word or two with

regard to his case against the accused. He was a member of the

Bar, and he complained that the accused had made a defamatory

statement about him. As his Worship was aware, the Bar was a

profession which had always prescribed for its members the obser-

vance of certain definite and well-known rules of conduct. These

rules were unwritten, but were not the less binding and well re-

cognised. One of those rules, and one of the most essential of

them, was that under no circumstance should a member of the

profession seek to attract business to himself by giving or offering

to give an inducement in the shape of commission or reward of any

kind to those who acted as intermediaries between him and his

client. That rule was of the highest importance both in the inter-

ests of the public and of the profession. It had always existed in

England, and had passed with the profession into India, and if it

had been found desirable and necessary in Englaud, it was surely

most desirable and necessary in this country. The importance of

this rule had been emphatically recognised by the Legislature, for

by section 36 of Act 18 of 1879 it was made a criminal offence,

punishable with fine and imprisonment, for a legal practitioner to

give commission in order to procure business for himself. It was

true that Act was not in force in the Presidency of Bombay. That

he believed was due to the fact that the late Chief Justice, Sir M.

Wcscropp, was opposed to its introduction here. He did not know

why he opposed it. He was told that Sir M. Westropp thought

it was (not) necessary. They all knew that Sir M. Westropp had the

highest opinion of all ranks and branches of the profession of which

he was the head. It was to be hoped that he was not mistaken

and that there was no one among them who would so far forget

what was due to himself and to the profession as to be guilty of an

act which the Government in legislating for other parts of this

country had considered so pernicious as to be induced to declare

it a criminal offence. He knew what the feeling of the Bar of

Bombay as a body was on the subject, and if in the presence of the

Advocate-General he might presume to speak for the members of

his profession, he would state publicly on their behalf that, although

the Act was not in force, the rule was, and always had^ been, in

force here } that they considered its strict observance essential both

in the interests of the public and of the profession, and that any

infringement of it by any member of the Bar rcndcr^^d him liable

to the severest penalties which it was in their power to inflict.

With regard to the facts of the case now before the Court, he com-
plained that the accused had defamed him by stating that he had
given commission. Lord Colin Campbell would prove the state-

ment made by the accused. That statement was false, and he

challenged the accused to prove it. He knew nothing of the ac-

cused. He was told he was a law agent. He had never at any
time had business with the accused or with any member of his

class. He challenged the accused to prove that he at any time or

to any person had given or offered to give commission or induce-

ment of any kind, or permitted any suggestion to be made \o him
on the subject. It might be said that a false statement of this

nature by a person like the accused was a small matter and hardly

worth a prosecution. It was a small matter no doubt, but what
was said of him to-day might be said of others to-morrow, and the

lie that was whispered or suggested to-day would, if uncontradicicd,

be repeated more boldly to-morrow, and by repetition would gain

strength and substance, and come at last to be believed, and so in

time a mischief might be done, for which it would be hard to find

a remedy. For these reasons, and with the sanction and approval

of the Advocate-General and the leading members of the Bar, he

had taken these proceedings against the accused. He then called

as a witness the Advocate-General.

The Hon. Mr. John Maepherson, barristcr-at-law and the acting

Advocate-General of Bombay, called, said : I know the rules and
profession of the Bar. According to those rules and usages it is

certainly not admissible for any member of the Bar to give com-
missions for professional work. If I knew any member of the Bar

doing so, it would in my opinion lower his character immensely.

If such conduct was brought to my notice, all I can say is I would
take every step in my power to proenre the Bar to pass an unfavour-

able opinion as to such conduct. And I have nut the slightest

doubt the Bar would do so. The statement that a member of the

Bar had given commission I should think clearly defamatory.

Cross-examined by Mr. Shantaram Narayen : It is possible that

outsiders may not know of such a rule. If the accused is a law

broker, I should think he ought to know of the rule, I do not

know whether the accused is a law broker, and I have never seen

him before.

Lord Colin Campbell, the next witness called, said : I am a

barristcr-at law. practising in Bombay as an advocate of the High

Court. I know the accused.

Mr. Kirkpatrick ; Was the accused in your chambers on the after-

noon of the 1 6th of September?—Yes, he came to me at 3 o’clock

that day. The accused came to my chambers accompanied by his

brother Jeena Ludda, and he asked me whether I would take a brief

in a Small Causes Court case, which was to come on the following

day. In that case he said his brother was the defendant. I had

some conversation with the accused about my fee, and finally

agreed to go to the Court next day. The broiher of the accused

then left the room. The accused then tol<i me that he was a

broker, and that he would bring me briefs for hubiiicsb in the Police

and Small Causes Courts. Hearing from the accubcJ that he was a

broker and warned by previous experience, 1 at once told him that

he was not to expect any commissions from me, because it was
contrary to the practice of the English Bar. He then began to

argue the matter with me, asserting that it was not unusual to give

commissions, and he proceeded to name Messrs. Kirkpatrick and

Anderson and a native barrister as examples of barristers who gave

commission. I said ^to him, “That is not true. I do not believe

tlVat Mr. Kirkpatrick or Mr. Anderson give commissions.’* After

some further conversation, one of Mr.* Payne’s clerks entered the

room accompanied by the accused’s brother, and the conversation

ended. On the 17th, after the conclusion of the case, in the

Small Causes Court, 1 saw the accused. I took him aside and I

told him that I had considered the statements he made the previous

day with reference to Messrs. Kirkpatrick and Anderson, and that

I had thought it necessary to inform the Advocate-General. By
the advice of the Advocatc-Gcncral, 1 was about to inform Mr.

.Anderson and Mr. Kirkpatrick what he had said about them. He
admitted in the presence of Mr. Payne’s clerk having made the

statement, and said what he had heard from other brokers. I re-

quested him to come to my chambers in the afternoon. He came
accordingly. He expressed regret for what he had said and im-

plored me to overlook his offence. I told him it was a very serious

one, and it was not in my power to do so. I said, “ You had better

go to Mr. Kirkpatrick and ask his pardon.” He continued to

implore my forgiveness, and 1 then called my sepoy and told him
to show the accused out of my room. (Laughter.)

Mr. Kirkpatrick : You arc acquainted with the rules and usages

of the Bar ?—Certainly. It would certainly in my opinion amount
to professional misconduct if a member of the Bar gave commission.

In my opinion he would be guilty ofconduct that might come under

the deflnUion of cheating in the Penal Code. He would certainly

be guilty of dishonourable conduct.

Cross-examined by Mr. Shantaram Narayen : Lord Colin Camp-
bell, the accused is not an English scholar ?
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Lord Colin Campbell ; I think he speaks English remarkably
well. I should say as well as any educated native. I believe he
brought ill Mr. Payne’s clerk to give me instructions by Mr. Payne’s
permission. As far as 1 recollect, I said to him, “No English
barrister gives commission.” The accused then said, “Oh yes ! Mr.
Anderson and Mr. Kirkpatrick give commission.” He mentioned
another gentleman to whom I have already referred.

Mr. Shantaram Naraycn : Did you mean to draw any distinction

between English or other barristers when you said, “ No English
barristers give commission ?”—No. I certainly did not wish to draw
any distinction at all when I said, “ I hope no English barristers

give commission.” The accused did not actually ask me for a com-
mision. But I anticipated his intentions. There were two cases.

The accused opened the conversation by telling me he was a broker.

Mr. Shantaram Naraycn : This rule about barristers is known to

the profession. Is it known in your opinion to outsiders?— I have
heard the Advocate-General express his opinion on that point. 1

have not heard of any barristers being disbarred here for giving

commission.

Rc-examined by Mr. Kirkpatrick : Have you ever heard of such
a charge being brought liome to any barrister here ?—No. 1 have no
idea as to what the judge’s opinion would be as to a member of the

Bar being disbarred for giving commission.

Mr. Henry Clare Kirkpatrick then entered the witness-box, and
said : In consequence of information from Lord Colin Campbell,
I filed a complaint against the accused. The statement which Lord
Colin Campbell informed me about had been made to him by the
accused to the effect that I had given commission. This is false.

I have never given a commission on any occasion to any person.

I do not know the accused. I have never to my knowledge seen
him until to-day. In my opinion a member of the Bar who is guilty

of giving commission against which there is a rule well knowm to

every member of the profession would deserve to be disbarred.

Cross-examined ; If the accused apologised and offered never to

act in this way again, I w'ould forgive him. I have no reason to

believe that my reputation is damaged, and 1 make this complaint
to show publicly that this statement was entirely false. It is also to

make it emphatically known that it is against the rules and usages

of the Bar to give commission. If the lie was not contradicted^ it

would probably gain shape and strength, and perhaps be accepted

at last as true. I instituted this prosecution in order to guard

against a repetition of such a statement being made.
Mr. Shantaram Narayen : I understand, Mr. Kirkpatrick, that

you are willing to withdraw this charge against the accused if he

apologises.

Mr, Kirkpatrick ; Yes, provided it appears in the terms of his

apology.

Mr. Shantaram read the apology tendered by the accused, which
runs thus :

—“ I hereby declare that the statement made by me to i

Lord Colin Campbell that Mr. Kirkpatrick has given commission on
/ces paid to him in respect to professional work is, so far as I am
aware, absolutely untrue, inasmuch asl have no knowledge that such
commission has ever been given by Mr. Kirkpatrick, and that the
statement made by me to Lord Colin Campbell was made without
any foundation whatever, and only in the hope and for the purpose
of inducing Lord Colin Campbell to give me commission, and 1 now
humbly and unreservedly apologise to Mr. Kirkpatrick for the said

statement.”

Mr. Kirkpatrick, in accepting this apology, was informed by Mr.
Shantaram Naraycn that the accused had possibly heard such false

statements from other people which no doubt actuated him to- ex-
press himself as he did to Lord Colin Campbell

Mr. Anderson, on being appealed to by Mr. Shantaram Narayen
as to whether he would accept the same apology, expressed a desire

to go into the witness-box and express his opinion on the allegation

made use of by the accused. Before doing so, however, Mr. Ander-
son addressed his Worship, and said : I am not at all satisfied with
my learned friend who has treated the accused I think too leniently.

I think perhaps he had been a little too good in the end. I fed
rather warmly on a matter of this sort, and I feel the mischief which
it is likely to create. A man in the position of the accused knows
better the absolute falsity of such a treatment. 1 can only speak

in defence of my English brethern with regard to the suggestion of

the commission made use of by the accused. Nobody knows that

better than the accused and the class of people to which he belongs.

I do not wish to appear vindictive. The accused had absolutely no
ground for making use of the statement under the circumstances.

I will satisfy myself and uphold my honour and that of the members
of the Bar by going into the witness-box and swearing to the falsity

of the statement, and then allow the course to be adopted which
my learned friend has taken.

Mr. John Caussmakcr Anderson, barristcr-at-law and an advocate
of the High Court of Bombay, then stepped into the witness-box,

and said : In consequence of the information 1 received from Lord
Colin Campbell, I took proceedings against the accused. The
allegation that I have ever at any time given or ofi'ered a commission
to any person in professional business is absolutely without founda-

tion and untrue. The suggestion has been made to me on rare

occasions in the course of my professional career, and I have always
advised the person who made it to quit my office with all possible

speed. I consider that for a barrister to give commission is an act

of the most grossly dishonourable nature, and should, and, I believe,

would if it were proved against him’, lead to him being disbarred.

Mr. Shantaram Naraycn : Do you think that it would be equally
dishonourable for a pleader to give commission ?

Mr. Anderson
: jjjuile so.

The same apology was tendered to Mr. Anderson and signed by
the accused.—The Tirne^ of India*
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EECHAM’S PILLS

EECHAM’S PILLS

EECHAM’S PILLS

EECHAM’S PILLS

EECHAM’S PILLS

WONDERFUL MEDICINE.

b^jeechaSTs pills
A RE universally acl-

milted to be worth
A GUINEA A BOX.
For Bilious and Ner-
vous Disorders, such
as Wind and Pain in

the Stomach, Sick

Headache, Giddiness,
Fulness and Swelling
after Meals, Dizziness

and Drowsiness, Cold
Chills, Flushings of

Heat, Loss of Appetite,

Shortness of Breath,

Costiveness, Scurvy and Blotches on the Skin,

Disturbed Sleep, Frightful Dreams, and all

Nervous and Trembling Sensations, &c.

TJif first dose will

giite relief in twenty

minutes. This is no fic-

tion,for they have done
it in countless cases.

Every suffeier is

earnestly requested to

try one Box of these

Pills, and they will be

acknowledged to be

WORTHAGUINEA
A BOX

For females of all

ages these Pills are

invaluable. No female

should be without

them. There is not a

medicine to be found

to equal them for re-

moving any obstruc-

tion or irregularity of

the system. If taken

according to the di-

rections given with

each box they will

soon restore females

of all ages to sound
and robust health.

This has been proved

b y thousands who
have tried them, and

found t h e benefits

which are ensured by
their use.

For a Weak Sto-

mach, Impaiied Di-

gestion, and all Disor-

ders of the Liver, they

act like magic, and a

few doses will b e

found to work won-
dets on the most im-

portant organs in the

h u m a n Machine.

They strengthen the

whole muscular sys-

tem, restoie the long

lost complexion, bring

back the keen edge of

appetite, and arouse

into action with the

rosebud of health the

whole physical energy

of the Juimaii frame.

These are facts testified

to contiiuially by mem-
bers of all classes of

society, and one of the

best gyarantee.s to the

Nervous and Debilita-

ted is, BEECHAM’S
PILLS Aave the

Largest Sale of any

Patent Medicine in

the World.

B.
M’S PILLS

EECHA
IJeecham’s pills

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

j^ICECHAM’S PILLS

I^EECHAM’S PILLS
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Sole Agents for India ;

NAYLOR, SON, GRIMES A GO.

Wholesale Dep6l,ss< Clive Street,

CALCUTTA

:

Notice
^ „'THESE PilU can be obtained at all Bazaars

throughout India, or from the Whole and

Agents, Naylor, Son, Grimes & Co., at sale

following rates :-*-t>r. size, Re. i-*» the.

sixe, Ri. 2-4 P«F box, including V.-P

Shopkeepers tRU obtain Wholesale

Rates iipqn application.

Cheapest andgPerfect Time
KeepingWatch in theWorld.

All our Watches Guaranteedfor 2 years.

KS. 0-8.

A strong accurate Keyless open-face Watch

in nickel silver case.

Runs 30 Hours with one winding, short wind,

Regulated to a minute a month. Bold hands

and figures, enameled dial, sunk second hand,

set from outside. It has a jewelled visible

compact escapement. Can be repaired by any

watch-maker for a trifle. Is a thoroughly re-

liable Machine-made Watch, in velvet lined

spring case.

Do. Do. Ladies’ Wrist Watch. Price... 8 8

Do. Gent’s Lever movement, fully

jewelled Chronometer balance to

prevent variation in extremes of tem-

perature. Price ... ... 13 o

Do. Hunter do. ... ... ... 13 8

IN THE PRESS.

Uniform with “Travels & Voyages in Bengal ”

ESSAYS BY A BRAHMAN
IN

Politics, Sociology, History, & Literature

BY

the Author of “Travels & Voyages in Bengal.”

Calcutta.

Reis Gr* Rayyei Office.

PRICE:

To Subscribers paying before publication Ks. 4

„ mere registering subscribers ... „ 5

„ Ordinary purchasers ... ... „ 6

Apply to the Manager, Reis and Rayyet^

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS 4 VOYAGES IN BENGAL
BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKBRJEB,
Fortner ly Minuter to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Bchar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, “REIS A RAYYET“
I, Uckoor Duit’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

Chain.

White Metal Albert Chains, standing

acid. Of all Patterns ... ...14
Imitation Guinea Gold do. ... ...20
Canadian do. ... ...30

Repairs of Watches, Jewellery, &c.

We give our greatest attention to every kind

of rcp.'drs, stone settings, Waltham and W'ater-

bury including, as we always employ a staff of

the most skilful workmen for our jobbing dept.,

our charges arc based upon the very lowest

calculations.

P. K. MOItRA,

Late Manager, Waterbury Watch Depot,,

37, Musjidbari-slieet, Calcutta.

JUST PUBLISHED.

Congress Sketches : A Review

OF THE

SPEECHES AND THE SPEAKERS
AT THE

Fourth Indian National Congress

Held at Allahabad.

Reprinted with additions and alterations from

Reis Cr* Rayyet

With a portrait of Mr. George Yule, President.

Sold by the publishers G. P. Varma, and.

at the office of the Advocate, at Lucknow, and

at the office of “ Reis & Rayyei ”

for 8 Annas a copy, besides postage.
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CALCUTTA AGENTS: SCOTT THOMPSON & CO.
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“IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF."
All •who suffer find sure relief from

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,
(Opposite the Police Court

J

THE CALCUTTA

HOMEOPATH [C PHARMACY,
THE

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE
I)ISPE A R V IN A SIA

OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,
WHICH

INTRODUCEO TO THE EAST THE
TRADE IN

INDEPENDENT HOMCEOPATHY
and maintains to this day

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited.’^

This Company’s Steamer “ORISSA”
will leave Calcutta for Assam on Tuesday, the
141I1 instant.

All carjro for shipment by the above vessel
should be sent to the Company’s Godowns
at Jujjjjannauth Gliat, not later than 5 p.m.
of Saturday, the nth instant.

Cachar Line.

The steamer “THIKAK” of this line will

leave Calcutta for Cachar on the 14th instant
(Tuesd.iy) fr)r which cargo will be received until

5 P.M. of Saturday the iith instant.

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has diiven out from the systftn

AcuteBheamatism and RheumaticOout,
After years of semi-helplessness and suffer-

ing
;

while in ASrUMA, lIRONCHITiS
LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, KACEACHE,
SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

or these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous
relief in

Nenralgiain the Head, Face and Limbs
Is almost too rcmatkable for CREDENCE.
Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOO rilACHK ? A single applic.i-

lion will relieve you.

In .Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it i.s universally recommend-

ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.
Try this wonderfu) Medicine ,ind let the

result speak for itself.

The Oiicntal Balm is u.sed by the best Phy-

sicians in the world in their piactice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. 15 y its intiinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spiead popularity which no similar pre-

paration h.'is ever ht'foie attained.

Sold in Sottle^ at / Re. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistrc€t& Co.

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THIS

.SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co. beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned
WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
12, Lai Bazaar, Calcutta.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short windinj' Keyless Railway Regulat-

or.s, of small sire, enamelled dials, bold

figures and Caiidiau Gold hands, with tem-
pered machinery and dust tight hinged cases

fur Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. wiili spate

glass, spring, box and guarantee. Wan anted
to stand tough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appeal ance of cheapness about

them. Oiheis sell at double our iaie.s. Mr.

A, R. Mehta from Baudora say.s ; The
7 8 watch I pm chased from you two years

back, gives correct lime as yet.” Acting Su-

perintendent, (lovernment Farm, Khaiulesh,
says : - A wateb maker has valued your
Ks. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Siitcliffo, K.

W. Fusi. Regt., Lucknow, says :
—

“ Some valued

It at Ks. 15 and wrte completely surprised when
I told them it only costs Rs. 7-S.” Pretty

Candian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-
plete shirt Studs and Rings set with scientific

diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each. Mr. J.

A. Yelsmore, Satiir, says :
—

‘‘ The best ^gold-

smith of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. G.
Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikiula, says “ A
(jciman vjtlued the di.amond ring at Rs. 50 and
the rubv at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

J EYES’ 1)IS1NFECT.'\NTS :

The best and cheapest Antiseptics,

Deodorizers and Cleansers.

Jeyes’ Perfect Purifier
supersedes Carbolic and other Disinfectants,

being much more efficacious, non-poisouous,
non corrosive, stainless in use, and cheaper.
Prevents contagion by destroying its cause.
Instantly remover, bad smells. It is an almost
unfailing cure for Eczema and other Skin
l.)i5easrs

; and is the best known Insecticide.

Can be had in the various forms of Liquid,

Powder, Soap and Ointment.

JEYES* PERFECT PURIFIER
prevents infection by destroying its cause,

killing the very get ms of contagious diseases.

It removes instantly all noxious smells, not
by temporarily disguising them (as is often

the case), but by chemical copibination, sub-
stituting instantaneously for a poisonous a
pure and healthy atmosphere, and thoroughly
eradicating the evil.

Agents ;>^DYCE, NICOL & CO.,

3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta.

As.sam Despatch Service from

Goalundo

and

Daily Mail Steamer Service from

Dhubri to Debrooghur.

A daily service is maintained from Goalun-
do and Dhubri for passengers and light goods
traffic,/, e., packages not weighing over half a
ton. The steamer leaves (ioalundo on arrival
of the previous night's 9-30 P. M. train (Madras
time) from Sealdah, and Dhubri on arrival of
the mails.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to
almost all stations can be booked through from
or to Calcutta vid CJoalundo or Kannia with
the Eastern Bengal Stale and connected Rail-
ways—Passengers and Parcels vid Kanma
only.

All particulars as to rates of freight and
passage by all the above mentioned Services to

be had on application to

—

MACNEILL & CO.,

Agents,

1-2, Clive Ghat Siieet.

Calcutta, the 9ih October, 1890.

• A NY Photograph transferred to porcelain

iX and thus rendered permanent. Apply to

K. IJOTZ,

13-5, Government Place, Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET
('PAVJVC^ AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY(ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
AND

Review of Politics, Literature, and Society

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.

Yearly ... in advance ... Rs, 12

Half-yearly ... ... „ 7

Quaneriy ... „ 4

Monthly .a „ ... Re. i*8

Single or sample Copy,, ... „ o-8

RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
Advertisements (three columns to the page and

102 lines to the •column; are charged by me
space taken up, at the rate annas a line,

each insertion. T'he lowest charge for any au-

vertisemcni is Rs. 2, except Domestic Occur-

rences, the lowest charge for which is Ks. 3*

Special rates for Oontracis.

No additional ch»Trge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent*

will be charged. Foreign postage scoaraiely

charged at the rate of 4 annas a month or

Rs. 5. a year.

Business Communications (post paid) to

be directed to ’‘The Manager,” and Literary
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

STANZAS

WRITTEN ON THE BANKS OF THE GANGES, ON THE OCCASION OF

THE DUSHERA OR GANGAPOOJAH FESTIVAL.

BY THE LATE SHAMA CHURN DUTT.*

I

Is Gunga conscious of her natal day ! t

Behold what lovely aspect she assumes,

The wild and furious changed to sportive gay 1

Young virgins deck her marge with flow’rs and blooms,

*And sweet Kokidl the birth-day song attunes I

The shell now blown, the sonorous metal rung.

Midst joyous shouts and aromatic fumes,

Chainpac ifhd Rose, in chequered garlands strung,

Arc o’er her tranquil breast by reverend Brahitfans flung.

II

The gaze, the dread of wond’ring, trembling nations round.

Then wore thy Sons the hero’s laurel wreath.

Nor dreaded foes, nor shunn’d the battle ground
;

^Then loath to breathe the bondman’s coward breath,

They dared to die the patriot-freeman’s glorious death.

IV.

Nor then alas I as now thy Daughters were

Mere lifeless images of painted clay,

Or frigid m.arble statues, beautiful and fair

Alone to see, but with the quick’ning ray

Of love inanimate. Nor then thou lay

In intellectual darkness shrouded. Thine

Was ev’ry lore which near or far away

Enlightened and enriched the world—ay, thine

Was ev’ry heaven-taught Sage and ev’ry Bard divine.

V

Alas ! how changed I Unhappy destiny !

Fall’n land 1 “’lis Ind, but living Ind no more 1

”

These rites in honour of an aged flood,

An ancient relic of antiquity—

How do they tend/in minds of musing mood

The fancy kindling, t’wake the sad dear memory,

Loved India ! of thy ancient days of glory.

Departed ever more I When not, as now,

Deep sunk in base ignoble lethargy

Thy spirit slept—when not alas, as now,

The shameful stain of slave was branded on ihy brow 1

III.

Ah no, it was not thus my fall’n country—

That brow was then with Fame’s bright halo crown’d ;

Thou wert the hallow’d shrine of Libeiiy,

Not more for beauty than for strength renown’d,

Baboo Shama Churn Dutt was an Assistant in the Bengal Secre-

tarial, who, after a useful service of the full term, retired on pension to

live in the “ backwoods” of tlie North Suburban Town. He would have

found life insupportable perhaps with cards for only resource, were it

not for the municipal feuds which divided the township. The forces

of opposition against municipal administration precipitated into a

RatC'paycrs* Association, of which Baboo Shama Churn Duu became

the scribe. He had been a different being. If he had not exactly been

Nourishing a youth sublime

With the fairy tales of science, and the long result of Time ;

he had certainly been a youth of sensibility, with a romantic turn. He

dabbled in verse, contributing not only to native magazines, but also the

iLnglishnMH. He published before the Mutiny a thin little volume of

fugiCive pieces. But long before his death at Banmagar, about three

years ago, ^«w}frVi-clerkdom, with its drill and associations-had

buried the old—that is the young—Shama Churn Dutt—Ed.

t The Dushcra is the anniversary of the day on which Gahga is

fabled to have been moved by the prayers of Bbagiraiba, to descend

(rooi the Himalayas, to wasn away the sins of mortals.

Love, Freedom, Virtue, Learning, Poetry

Have long since bade adieu to once loved shore ;

And now save thine now murm’ring, now loud roar,

All, Ganga ! all is still. My country dear

!

Of ihy great splendour and thy pomp of yore,

Thou now alas ! art but the dismal bier.

O’er which thy weeping Poet sheds the fruitless tear.

POMPEI.

I.

Think then that twice one thousand years have gone,

Since this gay Forum heard the last salute

Of friendly voices destined to be mute

For ever with the lapse of that day’s sun.

And ask if we, whose shadows here are thrown

This morn of May, advance with firmer foot.

With wilkmore clear than theirs and resolute,

Through this strange darkness where our thoughts have grown.

Has Nature changed ? Ah no 1 she triumphs ^till,

Like one who guards, less mutable than we.

The charm and passion of her younger day.

And smiling shows her bland translucent sea,

And dark and sinister the treacherous hill

Around whose crest her baleful lightnings play.

II.

And then I thought, for in such idle days

/Ail thoughts besiege in turn the wavering mind.

How sweet it might be on this earth to find

What genial Fancy on- these walls pourtrays,

SubitMm in country an roqunui to remit fy postal mon^ ord^s,^possible^ as t^ safest and mst conventMi

'ka§ditm%pnrtU^rly as it ensures admmk^nmt through tim Department No other receipt will be
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A Life which leads us by all pleasant ways, «

Which points to Song, his hair with rose entwined,

And Beauty with complacent eyes reclined

By careless Joy and kindling from his gaze.

Who has not yielded to a dream like this.

And cherished in his sense its afterglow.

Like fragrance of an evanescent bliss

Which sometimes Time relaxes to bestow,

Some fugitive caress, some touch, some kiss.

Which stays with man while years and memorie go ?

Capri, 1888.

-The Times of India,

W. W.

News and Our Comments.

Lord William Beresford is come back and joined his post at Simla.

Welcome 1

« *

The Hon’ble Mr. Francis Law Latham, Advocate-General, Bombay,

has purchased Gad’s Hill Place, Rochester, famous as the home of

Charles Dickens. The price is not stated.

* *

Science is up to any feat. Dr. Michaelis, a scientific professor at Aix-

la-Chapelle, is said to have taken out patents for the manufacture of

Aceiylaehylenphenyihdrazinsatute and its Aethyiphenyhhydrazin-

bernsieinsaeure. He ought at once to be created Mahdmahopddhydya

ul MahdmahopAdhydyas of the University of Dryasdustoborough of

Houyhnhnmssthan, or given over for sacrifice at the hands of the

Phonetic Spelling-reformers who will doubtless condemn him to get by

heart a dozen Sclavonic street directories.

•
• •

The successive Invasion of the Congress delegates has had one effect

at least. Our orators have so bored the good people of England with

India that they will have none of it—or as little as possible. Accord-

ingly, the Calcutta Letters have ceased to be a feature of the Times,

Only the telegrams are published.

• •

In reproducing from the Jessore Sammilani a collection of Rs. i ,573

for relief of distress occasioned by the recent floods, the Hindoo Patriot

credits Maharani Surnomoyee with Rs. 300 of that sum and thrusts

on her a new title—C. E. This condescension on the part of our con-

temporary is of a piece with that of Sir George Campbell, when as

Lieutenant-Governor, out of the depth of his vast learning and long ac-

quaintance with the manners of the people of India, he proposed to

send the same illustrious lady—a Hindu widow—a present of em-

broidered robes and a pair of bracelets.

• •

It is rumoured at BJelina, in Bosnia, among the peasants of the district,

that Baron Albert Roihschird has been sentenced to death, but that his

life would be spared if he could give a substitute to the gallows. The

price for the vicarious sacrifice has been fixed at one million florins.

The authorities are invaded by numerous applicants who have

formed a syndicate, for the division of the million, the victim being

chosen by lots. Such is the rage for the divided million that the

authorities are unable to convince the syndics of the baselessness of

the rumour.

• •

The will of the late Sir Munguldas Nathobhoy, c.S.i., of Bombay, haJ

been proved in London, the personalty in England being sworn at

^5,2t8. The testator

“ directs his executors to build on land belonging to him, adjoining

the sanatorium on which he founded a bungalow, to be used as a dis-

pensary, for which purpose he bequeaths to them Rs. 10,000, and for the

maintenance of the dispensary Rs. 30,000, and to provide a Hindoo
licentiate as medical officer Rs. 30,000. He bequeaths also for the

maintenance of the sanatorium Rs. 10,000, and for a temple of Shiva

adjacent thereto, and the idols in the temple, Rs. 5,000.’’

•\
• »

It is a pleasure to read in the limes of India from its Allahabad cor-

respondent that

—

** Information of rather an interesting character comes from Arabia
that a movement is taking form among a small portion of the more in-

fluential Mah'omcdans in the North-Western Provinces to- diiscounte-

nance slaying of kine in sacrifice among their cn-religmniste every-

where. The movement owes its origin to a highly cultured Maho-
medan who visited Mecca during the annual pilgrimage of Arafet, and
from a benevolent desire to see one of the chief causes of antipathy

between Hindoos and Mahomedans abolished. The originators of the

movement are men leiirned in Islamic law, and their line of argument
will be that though the cow is so generally selected for sacrifice, yet it

is not requisite to the due and proper fulfilling of the requirements of
Mahomed.in ecclesiastical law, and that though camels and kine h.ave

always been so largely selected for the purpose, yet the will of the Pro-

phet imposes no such heavy burden^ either upon the poor or upon
the rich.”

The following will be relief to millions

“ Mouth-cancers and cigar-smoking have been closely associated in

the public mind since Cfeneral Grant’s death ; but a prominent Ame-
rican physician, in a recent conversation on the subject, said ;

‘ The
only cases of cancer of the tongue that I ever saw were of persons

who never smoked. The majority of them were women, and the half-

a-dozen men who were afflicted were not confirmed smokers at all.’”

Here is a picture of domestic happiness at Leva, in Hungary

“A wealthy landowner, named Birik, upbraided his wife during dinner
for leading a fast life, and the pair from high words came to blows.

E.ach then snatched a dinner-knife, and a sanguinary struggle ensued,

which only ceased when both were too weak from loss of blood to con*

tinoe the struggle. The wife was stabbed in many places, and shortly

afterwards succumbed from her injuries, while Herr Birik was almost

disembowelled, and lies in a hopeless state.”

«

A Baptist Missionary, at Emden, baptised a servant girl of twenty, in

March, in icy cold water taken from a tank on the roof of the church

during a heavy snow-storm. The girl did not survive the baptism, and

the Missionary was tried, and sentenced to one week’s imprisonment.
•

• •

Under the head of “ Congress Jugglery,” the Bengal Times reports- -

to the Director of Public Instruction in particular

‘‘One Dareekanath Ganguli, an ex-pundit of Lansing Middle Verna-
cular School, Furidpore district, has been here for a week or so, touting

for the Congress, as that wretched body of syces and flunkeys out of

place is called, and has contrived, we hear, to juggle^a couple of thou-

sand rupees out of weak minded Natives, by telling them a pack of

lies ;
among others that Englishmenfear this mob of raggamufflns, and

that Government favours it. We are told that several Government
officers in local schools and Colleges have subscribed. If this be so,

they should be dismissed, without one woid of explanation asked.

Government must either stamp out sedition, or be charged with pan-

dering to it. We comrncrid these remarks to Sir Alfred Croft.”

Is this the famous Ganguli of the Brahmo Congresswalas ?

A CORRESPONDENT informs our contemporary that the late Zemindar

of Baldah, in the Dacca District,

“ Baboo Harcndra Narain Roy, on his death-bed left his estate in

trust to his —Mohesh Tagore—who was also appointed guardian

of his minor son
;
and reversionary heir of the estate should this son,

his ward, predecease him. A third party has now proceeded to have
Mohesh Tagore’s guardianship set aside, pleading that he is interested

in his ward’s death—a plea that appears to be supported by common
sense.”

A prominent local Zemindar is said to be at the bottom. But litiga-

tion under such circumstances is inevitable. It would be well to know

what sort of a man is the spiritual guide.

• •

China is slow to receive external civilization. At any rate, she is

never satisfied with adopting any unless she can herself reproduce

it. Consul Alabaster, in his Report from Canton, says the manufac-

ture of buttons—the jewellery of China—was originally introduced into

Canton by foreigners, but it has almost entirely passed out of them

into native hands, and last year the Cantonese wer^able to export

over 56o,oooU>s of brass buttons.

While Prince George of Wales was at Canada, a question of prece-

dence arose. Cardinal Taschereau claimed the seat next to the Prince

at the stale banquet. This demand was opposed by the naval and

military commanders who argued that they derived their rank from

the Queen, while the Cardinal held only papal rank. The Cardinal

thought it due to tbe majesty of the church to retire from <lio feast

altogether.

«

The Russian Finance Minister is out on a journey to Ct*
' Asia—

;

to find new markets for tbe Rnlsian trader
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A MWTERIols but diiastroui fire at Madras hat completely destroyed
the records of the Harbour Trust Board office. The entire buiidini; is

gutted, the only thing saved being the cash safe. The fire h as dis-

covered at night about nine o’clock on the 14th. The immediately
neighbouring Albert Victor Hotel narrowly escaped. Some of its

windows taking fire, all the furniture was removed. In the confusion,
the contents of a till amounting to Rs. 700 were missing.

•
• •

The Hon’ble Mr. George Hamnett, the first Eurasian member of the
Madras Legislative Council, has inaugurated his entry into the coun-
cil by a defamation prosecution of a local journal and Eurasian
organ—the Madras Standard, He chose only the printer and pub-

. lishcr, John L. Pereira, for his return attack. An explanation, without

prejudice to the defence, was offered, which was not accepted as
sufficient salve for the wounded feelings. There was a call for the
manuscript of the alleged defamatory matter, which the editor,

Mr. Cornelius, swore was, in the usual course of business, destroyed.

The prosecutor denied the statements made in the Standard. This
closed the prosecution and the case stands adjourned to the 2oih.

•
• •

The General municipal elections in the Presidency Division come off

in December next, in the 24-Pergs., Nuddea, jessore, Khulna, and
Moorshedabad districts.

• •

Thk St. Jameds Gazette objects to the appointment of Sir Steuart
Baylcy as Secretary in the Political and Secret Department of the

India Office. It is disposed to think that such transfer involves the
loss of personal dignity and impairs the prestige of the higher office.

The Salvationists have launched a crusade against smoking as if it

were the Devil’s Own. The General of the Army considers it injurious

to health, uncleanly, a waste of money, a disagreeable indulgence for

which there is no justification. He has accordingly ordered that no
smoker can become or remain a sergeant, bandsman, sergeant-major,

secretary) or treasurer or holder of any other office in the Army.

Notes, Leaderettes, and
Our Own News.

Defying the protests of the Portuguese authorities, British gunboats
have gone up the Zambesi. The Portuguese cabinet resents the action

of the British. The new Premier, General D’Abreu, announced on the

15th, to the Chamber of Deputies that the Government was unable
to recommend the adoption of the African Convention with England,
except in an amended form, and unless the gunboat incident was satis-

factorily explained.

The new smokeless powder known as Cordite has been successfully

experimented at Messrs. Armstrong’s range at Silloth.

Lady Rosebery being seriously ill with typhoid fever, Lord Rosebery

has notified his inability to receive Mr. Gladstone during his Midlo-
thian campaign. May God preserve the good Lady—worthy wife of a

worthy husband—and enable her lord to resume his important part in

the politics of the day. On the last occasion, Mr. Gladstone’s memor-
able triumph in Midlothian was in a great measure due to Lord
Rosebery’s immense personal exertions and unstinted material help.

With bands playing and banners flying, twenty-five thousand Salva-

tionists attended the funeral of Mrs. “ General ” Booth, at Olympia,
in Kensington.

At midday on the 13th, a large hat manufactory in Aldersgate was
burnt down, killing six and injuring thirteen employes. A disastrous

fire is also reported from Syracuse, New York. The largest hotel

there is destroyed and twenty-five persons killed.

495

Messrs. O’Britu and Dillon still keep themselves undiscovered.

They are believed to be hiding in the neighbourhood of Paris, having

failed at Havre to catch the selected American liner.

In the meantime, great preparations are making for their reception

in America, while warrants are out for their arrest, and the trial is pro-

ceeding at Tipperary.

The latest news is that Messrs. Dillon and O’Brien had been at sea

in a private yacht since Thursday week, and landed at Cherbourg on

the isth whence they proceeded to Paris.

The Grand Duke Nicholas, uncle of the Czar, is suffering from cancer.

Lately, while commanding at the manoeuvres in Valhynia, he went

mad and most painful scenes took place. His Highness was escorted

to his private estate in the steppes of* the Don.

Strikes are not yet ended in Australia. The strikers give themselves

occupation by constant disturbances. Sir Henry Parkes, Premier of

New South Wales, said in the Sydney Parliament that the strike was

as disastrous to the Colony as a bombardment, as the country would

suffer less at the hands of an enemy.

The entente cordiale between England and Italy continues. On the

15th, the Marquis of Dufferin and Ava paid a visit to General Crispi.

At this diplomatic meeting the most cordial assurances were exchanged

—for whatever they might be worth. At any rale, it is a great advan-

tage to England and the cause of peace to have such an experienced

and accomplished British representative at the Italian Court.

The Irish malcontents are getting frantic over the last check adminis-

tered them by the Ministry. They are resorting to desperate methods.

In revenging on the Government, they are discrediting all government

itself. They have started a sensational story of Irish wrong at the hands

of the unspeakable Saxon. Mr. W. O’Brien, M.P., professes to hold

convincing evidence that poor John Daly, convicted in 1884 of treason

and felony, was the victim of a Police conspiracy, and he has found a

supporter in a Birmingham Alderman, himself a Gladstonian Libera’,

Alderman Wanton. This civic notability with an ominous name
asserts that the head of the Birmingham Police told him that the ex-

plosives found on Daly, on which be was convicted, were placed where
they were discovered by an agent of the Police. Mr. Farndale, the

Chief of the Birmingham Police in question, seems to have given

Mr. Wanton some such information, of whose disclosure in this shape
he was not prepared for. He throws Wanton overboard but says, what
may be readily believed, that the Police in Ireland employed unscrupu-

lous agents. That was a matter of course—a resort of necessity. Wlrat

other agents could they get? Where are the scrupulous men who would

be the creatures of the Police ? They must be rare birds, indeed, if there

be any such. If the Police were punctilious about the character of their

agents, their occupation would be gone. Of course, the Police are the

same everywhere. They are certainly no ‘better in Great Britain

than in Ireland. Not many years ago, the picked men of the London
Police-Detective Branch—were thoroughly exposed and convicted.

The Irish Home Rulers appealed to their English patrons to procure

a reconsideration of Daly’s case, but both Mr. Gladstone and Sir

William Harcourt have declined to interfere. That was a most ill-

judged move. Is Mr. Parnell suffering from the strain of work and
anxieties? Surely, the Irish Parly should not have reckoned without

their host. The English chiefs of the Party should have been sounded
before risking a public appeal. Now their very grievance is discre-

dited by their best friends, what sympathy can they expect in other
quarters ?

IN America, too, one of their allies, Mr. Scranton, a Republican,
offered in the House of Representatives a motion expressive of sym-
pathy for the unfortunate political prisoners in the hands of the Bri-
tish Government, with what result we are not informed.

The fallen Bismarck is apparently not happy in his forced retirement.
He is giving out that he may make a raid on Parliament (the Relchsug)
and plant himself as a permanent thorn in the side of Government.

Professor James Edward Thorold Rogers of Political Economy, at

Oxford, is dead. A distinct loss to Liberal politics even more than to

bUratiure.
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In his deprivation of office he has not been civilly disabled, and he

may show in the ensuing winter, how. Herein one may see the weak-

ness of the European system of unlimited liberty. If the ex-Vizier

carries out his threat, he will not only be a nuisance like Lord

Brougham in his anecdotage, but may prove an embarrassment to

the administration and a curse to the Empire his genius and energy

have built up. No such thing in the East. No nonsense there 1

In Turkey, Bismarck would be banished for his mischievous avowal.

They are all dying in Germany, the nobles. One after another, four

well-known cavalry officers of aristocratic regiments had lately killed

themselves. And now another suicide is announced. Towards the

end of September, a noted not to say notorious gentleman jockey,

Baron Schleinitz, died at Berlin. Germany is only paying the cost

of political ascendancy and material prosperity and materialism. This

suicidal epidemic certainly bespeaks great demoralization. The first

revelation came with the violent death in the Imperial family of

Austria. The optimists of course regarded that incident and the

cause thereof as an exceptional case. But these last successive scan-

dals.leave to apologists no room for explanation.

With all their ugdoubted courage, Europeans dread to die with a

nervousness that is simply amusing to the least warlike Asiatics. We
are not surprised, therefore, to learn by the last mail that the Czare-

witch fights shy of Constantinople from a vague notion that the cholera

if in the air—of the Bosphorus !—in one of the beautiful palaces on the

banks in which be was to be housed, unless he chose to remain on

board in his own vessel. But over and above that, it is now believed

that his trip will not take place at alf, owing to his lady’s inability to

support so long an absence from him.

There is mourning in Bokhara at the sudden death of the heir to

the throne. The feeling is stronger in St. Petersburg. He was about

to visit the Russian capital where he would have entered the Corps of

Pages to the Czar. The Moscow Gasette does not hesitate to trace the

death to the English, who are supposed to have instigated a fanatic

l^ussultnan to the murder, inasmuch as the Prince’s visit to St.

Petersburg involved the complete subjection of Bokhara to Russia.

With the progress of European power in Asia, Europeans are intro-

dut^g Asiatic manners into their politics.

Russia has in view the cultivation of opium in the Caucasus. There

is a proposition, which is being discussed, to extend the Transcaspian

Railway to Meshed.

It has been notified under the Bengal Excise Acts that a duty of one

anna per gallon will be levied, from tbe 15th October 1890, on beer

manufactured in Bengal and sold to the public. Tbe Lieutenant-Gov-

ernor is further pleased to exempt, so far as the aboriginal tribes are

concerned, home-brewed puchwai from all the provisions of the said

Acts which relate to its manufacture and possession within the districts

of Manbhoom, Singbhoom, and Lohardugga, and the Sub-division of

Banka in the Bhagalpore district. The relief ought to be extended to

the aborigines of the Eastern frontier, Garrovvs, Kookies, Nagas,

Lushais, Chakmas, &c.

The threatened disaster to the Kidderpore Docks has been averted,

—permanently we hope. Water was let in on Sunday, the public being

invited to witness the interesting process. The flooding continued

till Monday. The water is now within 6 feet of coping level in Dock

No. 1. No further movement of the walls is reported.

Last Saturday, a currency note of the value of Rs. 100 was missing

in the Currency Office. The whole establishment was detained till 9 at

night when it was discovered by a mether among the sweepings. The

Treasurer threatened all the assistants with fine, but on the wise inter-

ference of Mr. Jacob, Comptroller-General, the matter ended with a

fine of only Rs. 5 on tbe immediate assistant in charge.

Sir Auckland Colvin is a knowing Civilian. He has hit upon a

cure fpr the growing iU*feeling among the Hindus and Mahotuedans

atAllyghur. He has threatened the ringleaders with disdurbarmem

unless there is an immediate visible change for tbe better,

On Wednesday se’ennight, there was a large gathering of friends

and admirers at the Sir Cowasjee Jehanghir University Hall,

Bombay, to consider a memorial to Principal Wordsworth, about

to retire from India. The Chair was taken by Mr. Justice Birdwood.

On the proposition of Mr. Justice Telang, a large Committee was

appointed to collect subscriptions and determine the form of the

testimonial. The suggestion for a public meeting was not approved,

but the Committee was empowered to consider it. A subscrip-

tion was immediately started, and the offer came up to Rs. 2,100,

Mr. Justice Telang heading the list with Rs. 500. The Bombay

Graduates’ Association have requested the University to confer the

Honorary Degree of Doctor of Laws on Mr. Wordsworth, “as a

fitting mark of appreciation and well-merited honor, crowing his

distinguished services and eminent career as an educationalist of very

high attainments in this country.” We trust tbe dons and hidalgoes

—

for there are usually more hidalgoes than dons, more representatives

of wealth and power than those of humanity and science in Indian

Universities—will yet see the desirability of even a constructive con-

nection with one of the purest spirits and best educators of the Cen-

tury—with the Kishi Bard who has revolutionized Letters and Art

—

IVtih him that uttered nothing base.

The oily green little insects, which, at tbe close of the rains, make

evening life in Bengal miserable, crowding en masse upon lights and

scattering themselves about on the table and poisoning food and drink

and attacking your very face, entering your eyes, nose, and ears and

getting into your hair, have from last week entered appearance. There

is no remedy against them. Unless you elect to live like a ghost in

absolute darkness, you must put up with the nuisance. It is, however,

limited in duration. That is long enough in all conscience for a

nightly plague, driving us very near mad for about a month. With

the Dewali—thtir St. Bartholomew’s Day—they disappear. And no

wonder. The insecticide on those nights—'the Dewali Eve and the

Dewali—is enormous. Herein you have a glimpse of the philo-

sophy of Hindu holidays. But* the mosquitoes are a standing griev-

ance, thriving most about this time of tbe year. If the cooler hills

are free, the place of mosquitoes is there taken by tbe aggravating and

unavoidable pishu. It is some satisfaction to know that we are

not singular in our distress. India is by no means tbe most insect-

ridden land. In America, they have got a Mosquito Country. In Ve-

nezuela, Guiana, &c., you must continually use both hands to defend

your person from being stung. Not to go to South or Central America,

the United States, in some of their best regions, suffer dreadfully.

According to the New York Ttmes^ the inhabitants of Elizabeth are the

victims of a sudden raid of mosquitoes. The same paper writes

“ The pests fairly swarm in tbe city and make life miserable for those

who are exposed to their stings. Such an invasion so late in tbe season

is something remarkable. The insects seem of a smaller species than
usual, and ordinary mosquito netting affords little if any protection

against them. Telegraph and telephone operators and clerks in the

stores are the worst sufferers from the unlooked-for plague.”

These new American mosquitoes seem to be more akin to pishusy

nuisancially, we mean, though not zoologically.

A STORE in Atlanta, Georgia, is reported to be completely paper-made.

The rafters, weather-boards, roof and flooring are of that material.

It is impervious to water and is less inflammable than a wooden dwell-

ing, and, what is more, is cool in summer and warm in winter. What

of that pest of life—and literary life in particular—in the Tropics, the

white-ant? We suppose the substance may be so.*' doctored as to

repel it. If such a building can resist the ravages of wind and time,

into the bargain, papier-mache is nonpareil tectonic material. As

it is, it seems to be a very superior one for temporary and ordinary

structures. Forests are being cut down and waited at such a rate,

that it is well for the future of the human race that such a fine sub-

stitute for timber has been discovered. We hope some of it will be

brought out to this country, to displace the murderous corrugated iron

rooflug. The introducers of that was a public enemy. In GeorgiSt

they would have tar-and-feathered him. And most deservedly.

The printer of has issued a publicaion giving statistics of

parliamentary palaver daring the late session. Mr. GoKhmi, and afte»
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liim Mr. W. H. Smith, head the list. Of the Opposition, Sir W.
Harcourt spoke most frequently. Of the supporters of the ministry,

Sir Roper Lethbridge and Sir Robert Fowler were the most voluble

and at par, having made earh more than thirty speeches. Our old

has already made a parliamentary name. He is bound to

rise still higlfcr. Those who rail at Mr. Hradlaugh for his pestering

the House with incessant catechising of the Government, ought to know
that Mr. Seaton put during the past session 120 questions !

Boulanger seems to be as great a public robber as any of the French

military administrators. He is accused in a book just published at Paris

with misappropriation of funds raised for public objects. Of the money
subscribed by his admirers and pariizans, he spent ;^i,ooo in paying

the debts of a female friend, and “conveyed” j^jo.ooo to British

territory—Jersey.

HOWEVER much Europeans may affect to regard Bakshish as a

peculiar Oriental institution, we are afraid the East cannot lay claim to

the monopoly. A good deal of corruption prevails in the Continent

among the nations of Christendom. The disclosures in France which

in 1^87 drove M. Gidvy from the Presidency are fresh in every mind.

In the United States, offices and contracts arc notoriously sold. In

South America, it is worse.

The quotes from an article significantly headed “The
Argentine Filibusters,” in an English magazine, what an eminent con-

tractor in Buenos Ayres once said, namely
“ When I want to see a Minister it costs me on an average six or

seven hundred dollars. At the door I must slip two dollars into the
porter’s hands, or his Excellency is not likely to be in. Then I got 10
ihe Secreiaiy’s cleik, and a fifty dollar note must be dropped among
his papcis, or His Excellency is sure to be engaged three or four deep.
That passes me on to the Secretary, whose valuable time is worth a
hundred dollars a minute. He thinks he is doing me a great favour
if he lets me for five hundred dollars.”

Bakshish, in fact, is the Universal Fetish.

Some three years ago we drew the attention of the public and the

Government to the zemindari oppressions which had commenced in

some indigo estates in the District of Midnapore, by way of pressure

on the tenants to sow indigo. In such matters our object being really

to relieve the poor sufferers, we disdained to make political capital or

cause a sensation. Accordingly in noticing the subject, we spared the

respectable European landlords as much as we could. Without nam-
ing them, we simply indicated the locality in an unmistakable way so

as to warn them and afford a clue to Government, concluding with an

appeal to the latter to see to it and a warning to the former to pm their

house in order. Our effort was not in vain. Government quietly in-

terfered. The tenants were told that it was a matter of choice with

them to cultivate or not to cultivate indigo. As there was no agitation

—no wounding of avwur propre of the planters nor danger to landlordly

prestige—there was no temptation to obstinacy on the part of the

Zemindars, who quietly submitted to be reasonable. Things have,

however, again gradually drifted to evil ways. The relations between

Reis & Rayyet have relapsed to the old abnormal groove. And this

naturally enough. For the indigo cultivation, as carried on in Bengal,

Is an unnatural business. The factories cannot be maintained with

profit without sacrificing the peasantry. The indigo difficulty has

again raised its head in Midnapore. The cultivators have for some

time been harassed with enhancement and dispersion or impounding of

their cattle grazing in the village commons, with other forms of land-

lordly pressure. And now a murder has occurred. On the 8 ih October

Holloways Ointment and /’///r.—Those who have given these reme-

dies a fair trial freely admit that they inherently possess every property

suitable for healing and removing eruptions, ulcerations, piles, abscess-

es, sores, bad legs, gathered breasts, and all disorders of the glandular

system. When carefully rubbed in the Ointment relaxes the swollen

muscles, diminishes inffainmation, assuages pain, and even alleviates

dangerous maladies which may have lasted for months, or even y^ars.

Holloway’s excellent preparations are effective singly, resistless in com-

bination, and have been recommended by grateful patients to be re-

sorted to as alteratives when all other means of regaining health have

Their action is temperate, not violent or reducing.

the inhabitants of a village named Dhoomsirgar, Pargana Boogri (in

the ^Garrbetta Sub-Division ?) killed a Tagiddar—a humble factory

servant—of the name of Rai Charan Ghosh, a Goala or milkman

by caste. A Sub-Inspector of Police is on the sp'^'t to enquire but no

accused has been sent up. The body was despatched to Ghalal.

REIS & RA YYET.
Saturday^ October iS^ iSqo.

THE LITTLE CLOUD IN CANADA.
An important manifesto has appeared in the shape of
an article in one of the leading Canadian papers.
That journal is the Quebec Telegraph, The conduct-
ors are not for playing the old game of hide and
seek in a matter of prime moment. With evident
reference to the recent utterances of the Dominion
ministry, the editor denounces the talk of Loyalty as
“twaddle.” We better give the very words of the
Telegraph, specially as we see the Englishman s

Home Correspondent’s summary telegraphed from
Bombay quoting a mutilated passage. These are, as

we find them in the Overland Mail of September 26,

reproduced from the Standard'

s

New York telegram
of September 21 :

—

“We are for throwing off the mask. Political annexation is the
manifest destiny of the Dominion. VVe arc loyal to the interests of the
people of Canada before the interests of the people of Great Britain.
SirJohn Macdonald may say whiit he pleases about the M’Kinley Bill
only havtft}^ the offset of direi tine our trade to other guartert. No
doubt it will have an appreciable ejject that way. No doubt, too,

the Bill is a deadly blow at our trade. Trade is what we want, not
twaddle about loyalty to the Crown. If those who believe in annexa-
tion only have the courage of their convictions and speak out, as we
do, they will hasten to welcome the day when we can call ourselves
citizens of the mighty Republic. May it be soon.”

The italics arc ours, to mark the part omitted in the
extract in the Englishman, The omission is, of
course, due to telegraphic economy, but on such a
a question the sentences kept out are not without a
peculiar significance. The New York Correspond-
ent of the Standard, in quoting from the Canadian
journal says, (according to the Overland Mail,) that the

Quebec Telegraph is a supporter of the Premier, Sir

j. Macdonald. If this be true, then the present
head of the administration in the Dominion would
seem to have lost touch with his followers, resulting

in a great split—perhaps a serious landslip—in the
Party. This is not so certain, however. If others
are to be believed, the journal in question is no organ
of the present Canadian ministrjL The Standard's
New York telegram could not well pass unchallang-

ed, and Mr. T Burstall has written to the same
London paper to discount the force of the Quebec
editor’s deliverance. He says :

—

“The (Juebec Tehi^raph is opposed in the strongest sense of the
word to the preFent Government .hi Otiaw:!, and no paper in the Domi-
nion is less likely to support any of .Sir John’s proposals. The expres-
sions used in the paragraph you quote show how wide must be the
distance belivecn him and the writer of them. Referring to what is

said about ‘loyalty to the Crown,’ allow me to add that loyally to the
Crown and to the British connection is shown in Canada on every
possible occasion, and I think a paper in the position of the Standard
should not give to the world statements casting a slur on the Premier
of Caniada, and on so many British subjects, without having satisfied

itself of the reliability of the source from which the statements
emanate.”

The drift of it all is that the utterance has no poli-

tical value, proceeding as it does from a well-known
malcontent in the Opposition press. We confess to

be unconvinced by Mr. Burstall. The New York
correspondent may, from his distance, have made a
mistake (though it is most unlikely) about the party
antecedents of a leading Canadian paper. But
nothing can detract from the meaning or the force of
the utterance itself. The pronouncement is there,
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and it stands by itself, without need of the slightest

extraneous help. It is independent of Party or posi-

tion of the declaring person. Be he who he might,

such a declaration made by any body, in any part

of the British Empire, would be sure to tell. It is

a bold avowal even in Canada. In India, in these

latter days of needless alarm and unstatesmanlike

suspicion, or in Ireland at this moment of bitterness,

the avower might swing in the air or be given a

new country for it. It is nonetheless treason at

Quebec. Such words are not lightly uttered. They
are the more remarkable for the exhuberance of

loyalty to which Mr. Burstall himself refers as uni-

formly characterising every public or private cere-

mony in the Dominion. Will the ministry in Eng-
land take any notice of the seditious preaching of the

Quebec journal? Between Ireland and the state of

the Continent and the attitude of Russia, their hands

are full enough. Questions may, still, be asked in

Parliament. It certainly behoves the guardians of

the Empire to stop, if possible, the spread of anti-

British feeling and views in the British Posses-

sions in North America, till it is considered expe-

dient to wash hands off them.

This is no individual utterance that we are noticing,

but clearly a party—at the lowest, a clique—emana-

tion. In fact, this article is the Republican counter-

blast to the Chief Minister’s late speech at Halifax.

This bold attitude of the Republicans in Canada
has, doubtless, been precipitated by the assevera-

tions of loyalty by Sir John Macdonald.

The existence of a pretty strong desire in certain

quarters in the Dominion to coalesce with the great

American Union, is well known, and English states-

men have always taken their measures in full view of

it. We, for our part, were inclined to doubt the

loyalty of the French part of the population, but we
were assured to the contrary on the highest authority

—that of men who have lived in the Dominion and

have been connected with the administration. From
their accounts, the P'ronch in Canada would seem to

be a very different people from the I^rench at home.

They are a staid, sober lot, lively indeed, but averse

from change. Though proud of their race and still

maintaining their manners, faith, and tongue in «tact,

the descendants of the defenders of Quebec under

Montcalm evidently appreciate their advantages under

British rule, and are thoroughly reconciled to it.

POLICE REFORM.
The Local Governments are bestirring themselves

in the cause of police reform. Provincial Committees

are being constituted for enquiring into the causes

of the failure of the Police and suggesting remedies.

It is perhaps as well that the subject should be

dealt with piecemeal and in a tentative manner
rather than by an unwieldy Imperial Commission,

making its royal progress over the continent to find,

in the end, that its recommendations were far too

elaborate for the financial condition of the Govern-

ment and too general for the peculiarities of the pro-

vinces and districts. We have already had experience

enough of the issue of these mountains in labor, nor

are we altogether sanguine as to results from these

modest Provincial Committees and more .than from

Commissions. The Chowkidari Police is now univer-

sally condemned, but who gave it the constitution

which is now found so faulty ? Was it not a big

pretentious Commission of Enquiry that travelled

and made great noise and examined witnesses and

wrote reams of foolscap? The constabulary force

also is the outcome of enquiries and delil^ration

equally elaborate. They have both failed on trial,

and now there is to be another series of enquiries

to examine the causes of failure and to provide

against them in the future. It is something that the

failure about which unofficial testimony had been

unanimous long ago, is at last recognised by the

officers of Government. On this point, opinion

amongst officials themselves is no longer divided,

although both the Governments of the North-West-
ern Provinces and of Bengal are unwilling to admit

that the defects of the police are wholly due to the

system itself. In accounting for the inefficiency of the

police, Sir Auckland Colvin has written a philoso-

phical disquisition on the subject which we read

with great interest. He is strongly of opinion that

the police only reflects in its character the character

of the people and that no mere increase in the pay

of the rank and file of the force will effect much
improvement in that character, until there was
an improvement in the morale of the people at

large. Sir Steuart Bayley offers now a similar ex-

planation, and holds the absence of public spirit in the

community at large mainly responsible for the failure

of the police. He says :

—

“ In reflecting upon the causes of the comparative failure of the

Police in Bengal, it is necessary not to lose sight of the obstacles which
the Police, as well as the Magistracy, have to surmount. Foremost
among our difficulties is the character of the general mass of the

population from which the Police ate drawn. The Police are of, and
from, the people

; and as are the people so are the Police. To speak
broadly, the people have but a faintly developed sense of public ninra^

lity, of the far-reaching duties of the individual towards the public at

large ;
they view without reprobation the giving and taking of bribes ;

they will not interest themselves, in matters outside their immediate
personal concerns, to oppose oppression or blackmail or false evidence

or other offences against the public. The Police, therefore, have not

the sharp incentive of public opinion to keep them up to the mark, and
the discipline to which they are subjected is not sufficient to raise their

standard of public ntorality in any tnarkeU way above that of the class

to which they belong. Mr Maepherson describes the state of public

feeling in this connectido as follows :
—

‘ In Bengal’ (he writes) ‘it is,

I believe, much more difficult than in England to bring offenders to

justice, because we have not here so high a standard of truth and so

general sympathy with public justice. The public spirit which in

England will prompt strangers and disinterested persons to give

evidence for the Crown and for ih^ defence, with no object but that

truth may be established, is not often found in this country. The mass
of the people have not the intelligence and sturdiness of character

which should make them denounce the oppression of a neighbour by

a zemindar, or refuse to pay blackmail to the cattle thief, or be ashamed
to protect the house-breaker and receiver of stolen goods by professed

ignorance of his guilt. Aggrieved persons and witnesses are often re-

luctant to go to the authorities, because the authorities are dilatory,

troublesome and inefficient, and this cause and result act and re-act

on one another. The only remedy for this want of public spirit is to

spread education among the masses.’ Another difficulty which Mr.

Maepherson points out arises from the frequent connection of crime

with complicated questions of title to, and possession in, land and of

tenancy and rent. Other difficulties arise out of climate
;
houses are

left open and property unprotected, while the raius supply faciliiies

for burglary which amount almost to temptation.”

We think this explanation involves an injustice to

the people. The popular sentiment towards crime

and criminals is one of as keen repugnance as else-

where. There is the same indignation felt at the

miscarriage of justice through the inefficiency or cor-

ruption of the police. The police alsojvould receive

effectual support from general society in the discharge

of their duty, but it is they who resent the interfer-

ence of the public as an intrusion and an imperti-

nence. Nay, they ally themselves with the worst and

most notorious characters of a place who act as their

purveyors, till things have come to such a pass that

no honest man would have anything to do with the

police. The police themselves make the business of

an honest informant or ally too hot for every body.

The object of a police investigation being not to get

at the truth but gain to themselves, ffiere is no room

for honest people in the business. The penalty

their intervention is endless trouble and sroity: and
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humiliation to. themselves, and havitig paid this

penalty over and over again, it should be no wonder

if they procure peace to themselves by subordinating

p^Iic duty to their own interests.

The (Sovernment of Bengal is at issue with the

Government of India as to the direction a reform of

the present system should take. The Governor-

General in Council is of opinion that the reform

should begin at the higher grades by improving the

position of Inspectors, while tlie Bengal Government

adheres to its view that it is the lower grades that

more urgently call for improvement. Sir Steuart

Bayley says :

—

“ Very great importance must be attached to the improvement of the

investigating officers. It is universally admitted that their present pay

and prospects are insufficient to attract trustworthy and competent

men. In the lower grades especially, it is plain that such a man can

barely live on his pay ;
while, even in the higher, the pay is but an

inadequate remuneration for the high qualities and great responsibili-

ties which are required of an officer in charge of a station. Neither

the names nor the scale of pay suggested by the Government of India

ore to be taken as final, and it will be Open to the Committee to make

their own proposals. As at present advised, the Lieutenant-Governor

is not inclined to think it altogether immaterial whether an officer em-

ployed ill investigation is called a Head-constable or a Sub-Inspect(»r.

The higher title does in practice, he believes, connote a higher stand-

ard He would also invite the Committee to consider whether the

scaie of pay provides for sufficiently even and frequent promotion, or

whether the increments proposed are not loo large and sudden. Due

regard is to be paid to financial considerations, but the Lieutenant-

Governor would observe that the scheme to he submitted to the Gov-

ernment of India is one which is expected to * place the Police of Ileii-

gal upon a satisfactory basis as regards pay and promotion.’ He is,

therefore, prepared to accept lecommendations involving a moderate

increase in expenditure.

The amelioration of the position of Inspectors is, perhaps, not so

urgent as that of the lower grades, but it nevertheless demands the

careful consideration of the Committee. A suggestion has been made

that deserving Inspectors may be rewarded by being appointed Deputy

Magistrates and Collectors. Independently of the lact that an addi-

tional difficulty would thus be introduced into the recruitment of the

Subordinate Executive Service, it is, perhaps, open to question whether

this measure is desirable in itself. The expeiimeut, so far as it has

been tried in Bengal, has not, it is believed, been atiendcd with suc-

cess and several of the officers consulted ol)je(;t to it and think that

it would be preferable to give higher promotion in the Police Service

itself ;
doubtless the whole matter will receive due aliention from the

are in perfect accord with the Bengal Govern-

ment on this point. Corruption largely prevails

among the rank and file, and any improvement in

their pay and prospects ,can only be effective if it

bore some reasonable proportion to the importance

and responsibility of their duties. Sir Steuart Bayley

seems to view favorably a suggestion, which has been

made, that there should be a sharp line of demarca-

tion between Head-Constables and Sub- Inspectors,

the appointments of the latter being made direct

from candidates of education and respectability. This

would probably neces.sitate the creation of a small

grade of probationers. The idea is a good one, and if

it could be carried out, it would enhance the chances

of a real reform in the entire system. Sir Steuart

has no sympathy with the outcry against the Native

Magistracy. Without experience, the native Deputy

Magistrate may commit errors sometimes leading to

weaken the judicial administration, but this is due

to defect in the preliminary training for the service

rather than to any constitutional obliquity or any

thing equally serious. 1 he remarks of Government

on this point have great practical interest

“ The Lieutenant-Governor is by no means disposed to sympathize

with the sweeping denunciations of the Native Magistracy winch he

sometimes sees. He believes that the Magistrates are very often in-

dustrious and well-meaning men, but they receive very little -.dncation

of a kind specially adapted to fit them for their duties on the Bench.

A Munslf will have had the advantage of watching the procedure of

the Courie for some years, and thus of learning by experience, not the

mere letter of the law only, but the method in winch the ^screUonary

powen allowed by the law are ex««ised in practice. The pepniy

Magiitrate bae no such advantage. Ofteii the first case which he has

feeil tried is the first which he has tried himself; at any rate it may be

eo. Again, the- legal practitioners who appear before the Deputy

Magiitrate ate of an Inferior class in respect of their knowledge, both

technical and genera), and far from affirding tiim the assistance which

• Mwuif gets from • well-educated bar, they do more barm thau good

in influencing the general conduct of cases. To counteract these in-

fluences, Sir Steuart Bayley is sure that what is required is the kindly

but firm and frequent interposition of the superior officers.”

THE DOORGA POOJA IN THE COUNTRY.

Sir,—The celebration of this great national Festival in some of the

great Brahman Houses in the remote country towns, is a pro-

per subject of careful study to all students of sociology and

religion. 1 may, therefore, be permitted to jot down here, tbr the

delectation of your renders, both European and Native, what

1 saw, in my youthful days, in my native District of Nuddea.

POOJAH IN THE KRISHNAGHUR RAJB.ARI.

The celebration of the worship of Mother Doorga in this an-

cient aristocratic Brahman family has no parallel anywhere in

India, so far as its religious rigidity, solemnity and grandeur arc

concerned. The place of worship erected by the Maharaja Krishna

Chandra Roy Bahadur, about a hundred and fifty years ago, for the

special accommodation and service of the great goddess, is a grand

and noble edifice, covering an area of nearly 40 bighas of land.

The Poojah Hall with the spacious vernadahs on three sides

of the vast quadrangle could easily accommodate 10,000

Brahmans dining together. I can not give you the exact

measure of this Hall, but I think, 1 am approximately

correct when 1 say, that it is bigger than the Town Hall of

Calcutta, from one end to the other. Its height is more

than 40ft. from floor to ceiling. It is a square building having

open verandahs on three sides only. In the front of this Hall,

there is an equally large Hall which has been lately roofed by the

present Maharaja Khetish Chunder Roy Bahadur, at the cost of

Rs. 30,000. In this Hall, sacrifices arc offered to the goddess on

all Poojah days. The statue is made in the course of some months,

by special artist-potters, who arc in the enjoyment of jaigir lands

from the family. In the country, no respectable house would pur-

chase the statue from the store of the potter. It is a great degra-

dation to do so, almost an act of impiety, certainly a sign of inferior

status. On an auspicious day, the family holds the inauguration

ceremony of making the figure of divinity, with due solemnity

and the religious observances proper on the occasion. The Krish-

naghur Raj Pratima—the pcdcstallcd group of the goddess and her

surroundings—is of a majestic appearance, and in every way worthy

of the grand Hall in which it is installed. To give you an idea

of the size of the Pratima^ it is enough, I think, to say, that on the

Immersion Day, it has to be carried to the river side by the aid of

more than 6o bearers and even so many find their task one

of great difficulty. The earthen representation of divinity has one

noticeable peculiarity. Krishnaghur, you know, is celebrated for its

tinsel work of the finest kind, but the statues of the Krishnaghur

Raj Pratima are not adorned with it. The dress and jewellery of

the goddess and companion deities are all the handiwork of the

potter, being of clay beautifully painted with all sorts of bright

colours to look like robes and gems put on. The worship (Pooja)

is performed by the highest Brahman Pandits of Navadwip who

arc, every year, invited to attend the ceremony. It was in 1 868,

I believe, that the Hon’ble Justice J. Budd Phear went to

Krishnaghur during the Doorga Pooja, and observed and enquired

into the ritual and ceremonies performed, according to the strict

injunctions of the Sashtras. He was so much struck by the en-

thusiasm and religious fervour that pervaded the whole, that he

told the late lamented Maharajah Satish Chunder Roy Bahadur,

that he had never seen such an impVcssivc ceremony anywhere

in Christendom, nor in any other part of the world.

The Immersion Ceremony.

This ceremony is unique of its kind. Its solemnity and

grandeur are such that even a sceptical mind cannot sec the great

spectacle without being deeply moved, I have an anecdote to

relate in connection with this ceremony. One day, some years ago,

the present Maharajah Khitish Chunder Roy Bahadur was found

ailing, and the family doctors in attendance advised the Dewan,

the late Baboo Kartikaya Chunder Roy, not to send the minor

voung Maharajah barc-fooicd and bare-headed, to accompany the

Pratima, in procession to the river, on the Bijya day. The adoptive

mother, the late lamented Maharanee Bhubaneswari Devi, on

hearing this, got offended with those who had advised the Dewan

to adopt this most reprehensible course, and ordered her servants

to dress up the boy with the usual Garua or saffron-coloured robes,

and take .him on the walk of a mile to the river side with the

Pratima. She cried with tears, exclaiming, What good to adopt ?

what have I taken another’s child for and made him my own, if he is

not to perform the duties of a son and of his station, of the re-

presentative of this Hindu Raj } Shall the immersion ceremony

of my Goddess be performed in the absence of my son ? Had my
husband been living now, no one would have dared to counsel

this highly irreligious and foolish course. The Raj servants

hastened to obey her orders, and the fever-strkken boy Maha-

rajah attended upon the Goddess in her march to the river as

usual in the customary garb. The immersion or rather drowning
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takes place in the river Jellinghee,—a distance of nearly a mile

from the Rajbari, immediately after sunset, when the Raja bathes

in the stream, and comes back to his palace in his Shukha Shun

chair carried by eight bearers. There is another interesting feature

in this ceremony. When the remains of the Goddess are at last

deposited in the river from a boat, a bird of blue feather is set free

in the air. On the following day, the eleventh oi the moon,

the Pandits of Navaawip, as well as the Brahmans of the Town of

Krishnaghur and its Suburbs are 8uraptuoui»ly fed with fried bread

and'sweetmeats (loochees ami shondesh). This feast is called the Icbya

Bhojan*or Banquet of desire. Perhaps, formerly the Nuddea Rajahs

used to feed the Brahmans with eatables according to their likes,

and hence this designation.

Then as regards the pronami system, it is nowhere in vogue in the

moiFussil, except in your city of Palaces presided over by your Peer-

Alis and Shonarbanias, I saw Maharajah Satish Chundcr Roy Bahadur

coming to the house of my maternal uncles, the well-known

B;irendra Chowdhry family of Krishnaghur, on the Eighth Day of

the Poojah. The Maharajas do not go to any other Brahman’s

house, however exalted his position may be, unless he is one of his

own relations. When the Maharaja used to come to my uncles*

house, the head of the Chowdhry family held one rupee in his

hands, and the Maharaja took it up and placed it before the Goddess

and bowed down to the ground before her. The people in

general abhor the idea of taking money from others on this

auspicious occasion, under any pretext whatsoever. Even

the poorest worshippers of Mother Doorga in the country

will not do it. It is extremely derogatory to do so. The pronami

system of Calcutta is looked upon with deep contempt by all the

inhabitants of the mufussil.

One more anecdote in this connection, and I have done. It was

in the year 1880, I went to Oola, (or Birnugger) in my native dis-

trict of Nuddea, to collect subscriptions on behalf of the late

lamented Mr. Robert Knight who was then prosecuted in the

London Police court by the Amir-i-Kabir of Hyderabad. I saw the

late Babu Annoda Prosad Mookerjee, brother of the well-known

Brahman Zemindar, the late Baboo Bamun Das Mookerjee, Baboo

Annoda Prosad received me with open arms, and in the course of

conversation, told me that during the life-time of his brother, the
|

Pooja used to be celebrated at an annual cost of nearly

Rs. 20,000. For four months previous to the Pooja, large quantities

of rice, dal, sugar and various other things used to be stored for

the purpose. All the inhabitants, Hindus and Mahomedans alike,

of the neighbouring villages numbering about 40 or 50, would

come to enjoy the Poojah in the Mookerjees* house ; and on

an average, io,ooc people were daily fed on the Poojah days.

In your much vaunted City of Palaces is there any the least ap-

proach to such a ceremony in the houses of your millionaires ? Let

the honest admirers (if such there be) of the big Baboos, Rajas,

and Maharajahs answer. Above all, let those who have received

favours come in gratitude forward to support the credit of

Calcutta and its wealthy.

Ram Gopal Sanyal.

October 15.

THE DOORGA POOJA HOLIDAYS.
“Reis $c Rayyct” Office,

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta, October 3, 1890.

To—The Private Secretary to the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal.

Sir,— I have the honor, by request, to forward for submission to His
Honor the accompanying Memorial with the annexures to His
Exccllcncv the Viceroy and Governor-General from seven
thousand British citizens, subjects of Her Majesty living or having
business in and around Calcutta, praying for a reconsideration of
the recent orders on the subject of the Hindu Holidays, and to

request that it may be forwarded to His Excellency the Viceroy
with His Honor’s generous recommendations or such remarks as

may seem called for.

The Memorial, it will be observed, is signed by the representatives
of the educated, propertied, mercantile, professional and respect-

able serving classes in the Town. Most of the high caste Hindu
families of the metropolis, such as the Boses of Bagbazar, the

Mitters of Nundon Bagan, the Rajas of Sova Bazar, the Dutts of
Hatkhola and Nimtolla, the Mitters of Durjeepara, the Mitters

of Simla, the Ghoses of Pathooriaghatta, the Singhees and Ghoses
of Jorasanko, the Dutts of Chorebagan, the Bysacks of Barabazar,

the Mullicki of Pataldangah, the Boses of Bowbazar, the Dutts
of Wellington Square, the Deys of Entally, the Rajas of Kidder-
pore, the Mitters of Bhobaniporc,s the President, the Secre-
tary and the leading members of the Bengal National Chamber
of Commerce, the British Indian Association and the In-
dian Association, all the Merchants and Bankers of Hatkhola,
Neemtolla and Darmahatta, many of the Hindu Attorneys and
Pleaders of the High Court, the Hindu part generally of the bars

of the Calcutta Police Courts, of the Scaldah and Alipore Courts.
Besides, thousands of the classes more immediately concerned have
joined in this representation, which is headed by Raja Rajendralala
Mitra l.l.d., c.i.e., Maharajah Narendra Krishna Br., k. c. i. b.,

Raja Rajcndra Narain Deb Bahadur, Baboo Jadu Lall Mullick, Kumar
Satyabadi Ghosal, Kumar Dabcndra Mullick, Baboos Surendra
Nath Banerjee, Joygobind Law, Nundo Lall Bose, Bollai Chand
Singh, Narcndranaih Sen, Sishir Kumar Ghosc, and N. N. Ghosc,
Kumars Nil Krishna and Benoy Krishna, Baboo jogesh Ch under
Dutt, and others.

The Memorial is supported by two important annexures in

Bengali, one being a copy of the Opinion given to the Baranagar
Ratepayers’ Association by the eminent Pandit, Mahamahopadhyaya
Rakhal Dds Nyaratna, of Bhatpara, and another a copy of the

Opinion of the most celebrated Pandits of the Metropolitan Division^

Professors of the Sanskrit Colleges of Nuddea and other University

(Sankrit) towns, including such as have been honored with the title

of Mahamahopadhayaya. 'Fhc originals may be supplied when
called for.

In view of the approaching Doorga Pooja Festival, it is to be
hoped the Government will, in kindness for Her Majesty’s numerous
Hindu subjects of Bengal, issue the necessary orders in time, it

would have been desirable if this representation could have been
made earlier. But the last Government order on which it is founded
appeared only in the middle of July, and as it was sometime before

they became generally known and discussed, it was impossible, in a
country like this, to expedite business involving reference to all the
great Professors of the Hindu religious lore in the country more
rapidly than the Memorialists have completed their representation.

To save time, a copy of the Memorial, without the signatures but
with the annexures, is sent to the Private Secretary to the Viceroy
and Governor-General for submission to His Excellency.

I have &c.,

(Sd.) SAMBHU C. MOOKERJEE.

“ Reis St Rayyct ” Office,

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta, October 3, 1890.
To—Colonel J. C. Ardagh, c. b.,

Private Secretary to the Viceroy and Governor-General of India.

Sir,— I have to-day had the honor to forward, by request, through
the Private Secretary to the Hon’blc the Lieutenant-Governor of
Bengal, to His Honor for submission, with his Honor’s remarks, a
memorial to His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor-General of
India in Council, from seven thousand Hindu subjects of Her
Gracious Majesty the Empress, praying for a reconsideration of the
question of Hindu Holidays, with a view to the reversal of the orders
last passed and published in the middle of July of this year.

It would have been highly desirable if the memorialists could
have approached His Excellency (farlicr. But the orders of the
Government appeared only in the middle of July last, and as it was
soraciirac before they became generally known and discussed, it

was impossible, in a country like^ this, to expedite business involving
reference to all the great Pro'fcssors of the Hindu religious lore

in the country more rapidly than the memorialists have completed
their representation.

To save time, specially with reference to the hopes of the vast

Hindu population of Bengal in regard to the great National Festival
of the Doorga Pooja at hand, I have, by similar request of my
fellow memorialists, the honor to send herewith a copy of the me-
morial, without all the signatures but with the documentary an-
ncxurcs, and to request that you will be so good to lay it before
His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor-General in Council.
An additional copy of the memorial and of the other documents arc
enclosed. •

When the memorial comes to Simla, it will be seen to be largely
signed by representatives of the propertied, the mercantile, the
trading, the professional and other intelligent classes, by most of
the principal Hindu families in town and suburb, such as the Rajas
of Sovabazar, the Boses of Bagbazar, the Mitters of Nunjon Bagan,
the Dutts of Hatkhola, the Miners of Simla and ofDurjccpara,
the Ghoses of Paihuriaghata, the Mullicks, Singhees and Ghoses of
Jorasanko, the Dutts of Chorebagan, the Bysacks of Burrabazar,
the Mullicks and Boses of Pataldanga, the Boses of Bowbazar, the
Dutts of Wellington Square, the Deys of Entally, the Rajas of
Kidderporc, the Mitters of Bhowanipore, by the. Presidents and the
leading members of the British Indian Association, of the Indian
Association and of the National Chamber of Commerce, by all the
Merchants and Bankers of Nimtollah, Hatkhola and Durmahatca,
by many of the Hindu Vakils and Attorneys of the High Court,
bv the Hindu part generally of the Bars of the Calcutta Police

Court, the 6ii)all Cause Court and the Courts of Sealdah and Ali-

porc, besides thousands of the classes more immediately concerned.
The signatories to this representation are headed by Raja Rajcndra
lala Mitra, L.L.D., c.i.e., Raja Rajendra Narain Deb Bahadur, Maha^.
raja Narendra Krishna, k. c. i. e., Kumar Debcndr« Mullick^
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Bftbttf Jadu Lall Mullick, Narcndra Nath Sen, Surcndrt Nath
Btnerjec, Sishir Kumar Ghosh, and N. N, Ghosh, Kumar Nil Krishna
Bahadur, fiabu Nanda Lall Basu, Babu Jogcsh Chunder Dutt,
and others*

j^tention is respectrully solicited to the Bengalee anncxurcs, which,
in^nlindu opinion, are of the utmost weight and may possibly be
considered by Government conclusive on the theological side of
the controversy at least, one being a copy of the Opinion given by the
eminent Pandit Mahamohopadhyaya Rakhal Das Nyaratna, of Bhat-
para, and another a copy of the Opinion obtained by the memorialists

of the most celebrated Pandits of the Metropolitan Division, Pro-
fessors of the Sanskrit Colleges of Nuddea and other University
towns, including such as have been honored with the title of Maha-
mahopadhyaya. The originals may be supplied when called for.

I have

(Sd.) SAMBHU C. MOOKERJEE.

Financial Department, No. 585T.F.

From—H. J. S. Cotton, Esq., Secretary to the Govt, of Bengal.

To—Baboo Sambhu Chunder Mookcrjcc.

Darjeeling, the 8th October, 1890.

Sia,—I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated
the 3rd October 1890, to the address of the Private Secretary, and

to inform you that the memorial received therewith, praying for a

reconsideration of the orders recently passed by the Government of
India in the matter of the Doorga Poojah holidays in these Pro-

vinces, has, this day, been submitted by the Lieutenant-Governor,

for the consideration and orders of His Excellency the Governor-
General in Council.

I have the honour to be

Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

H.
J. S. COTTON,

Secretary to the Govt, of Bengal.

Private Secretary’s Office,

Viceregal Lodge, Simla, 7th October 1890.

To—Baboo Sambhu Chunder Mookcrjcc,

Calcutta.

Sta,—I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of

the 3rd instant, giving cover to a memorial from certain Hindu in-

habitants of Calcutta and its Suburbs, soliciting a reconsideration of

the recent order of the Government curtailing the Hindu Holidays,

and to state that the matter will receive the careful consideration

of the Viceroy and Governor-General in Council.

I have the honor to be,

Sir,

Your most obedient servant,
*

J. C. ARDAGH, Col.,

Private Secretary to the Viceroy.

THE MEMORIAL.

as public holidays, but which are considered as days of social ob«

scrvance only, is, in the opinion of your Memorialists, nothing more

than the virtual reduction of the number of holidays heretofore

allowed under the Act ; for an executive order is simply ar. optional

matter and may or may not be passed according to the will and

pleasure of the officers authorized to do so for the time being. That
such a result ia not unlikely is proved by the fact that only last year

about this time the late Comptroller-General Mr. Gay, possibly to

please the Chamber of Commerce, of his own motion, passed an

order that the Currency Office should be kept open during the last

Doorga Poojah holidays, although the holidays were advertised under

the Act ; this order would most surely have been carried out if for-

tunately the Supreme Government, happening to have a timely in-

timation, had not interfered in the matter and thereby prevented a

gro^s injustice being done to the helpless Hindu employes in the

office : as a further proof of the inadequacy of an executive order it

may be urged that the number of days, as casual and privilege leave

for each year provided for the non-gazetted employes in Govern-
ment Offices, is granted or not according to the pleasure of the

heads of Offices. Not to speak of the hardship entailed upon the

large number of Hindu assistants in all the private offices, having no

casual or privilege leave by the non-inclusion of the holidays in the

Act.

That the curtailment of the holidays in the way indicated above,

appears to your Memorialists, not to have been determined upon, as

will be proved hereafter, after a careful and thorough investigation

as it should have been, the evidence upon which it is founded not

being such, as no reasonable exception could be taken to it.

That His Honor the Lieutenant-Governor, with all his laudable

desire not to hurt the religious susceptibilities of the people placed

under his rule and for which he has their best thanks, has been led

to initiate a measure that cannot fail to produce the most disastrous

consequences, and that, at the instance of an infinitessimal portion of

the community, viz., the Christian merchants of this city who are

not even unanimous in their opinion on the point, as will be shewn
further on, for some inappreciable advantage to themselves.

That for finally settling the question by the inclusion of the

Hindu Holidays generally and the Doorga Poojah Holidays in parti-

cular in the notification under the Negotiable Instruments Act

passed in 1881, with a view to safeguard these holidays agamst any

future attacks upon them, these having become of too frequent oc-

currence in the past, the Government has been deservedly regarded

with feelings of the deepest gratitude by your Memorialists. As
soon however as the Government notification was published on the

nth December 1889, in the Gazette, under which rhe holidays, de-

clared under the Negotiable Instruments Act, would remain the

same in 1890, as they had been in previous years, a deputation of

the Chamber of Commerce waited upon the Lieutenant-Governor

and recommended the splitting of these holidays so highly valued by

your Memorialists as stated above, and this time, being armed with

the opinion of Pandit Mahesh Chunder Nyaratna, they got His

Honor to accede to their request and to make the proposal for splitt-

ing the holidays in question which has now been accepted by Your
Excellency’s Government with the concession of adding the Fisarjan

day to the three so-callcd strictly religious days to be published

under the Act, on the strength of the recommendation of the

Pandit.

To
HIS EXCELLENCY THE MOST HONORABLE

CHARLES KEITH, PETTY FITZ MAURICE,
MARQUESS OF LANSDOWNE,

G.C.M.G., G.M.S.I,, U.M.l.e.

Viceroy and Governor^Gcneral in Council.

The Humble Memorial of the under-mentioned

Hindu inhabitants of Calcutta and its Suburbs,
f

Most respectfully Sheweth ;

That Your Memorialists have been much distressed and alarmed

at the recent decision of Your Excellency’s Government in the

matter of the curtailment of the Hindu Holidays as proposed by

Hit Honor the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, although such a

proposal clashes with His Honor’s decided opinion on the subject

as expressed in his replies to the representations of the Bengal

Chamber of Commerce made in 1888 and 1889 and formed in ac-

cordance with the weft known views of the Government of India

entertained in 1880 and 1882, viz., ** that the inconvenience and loss

which the mercantile community suffer from the existing state of

things, great and serious as they are, cannot be remedied without

inflicting a still more serious hardship on afar more numerous, though

less influential portion of the community.”

That the proposed announcement of the holidays, in future,

under two nocifleations, viz., the first issued under Sec. 2^ of the

Negotiable Instruments Act, dealing with those Hindu holidays

only the obiemnce of which is absolutely required by Government

employes, &c. to ^Ifil their religious duties, and the second, issued

14 an executive order including the remaining days hitherto observed

That upon general principles it would perhaps be always unjust

and impolitic for any Government to make a searching analysis of

national holidays into those which arc wholly set apart for rcligio,u8

services and devotions, those which arc secular, and those which
might consist partly of solemn ob5crvanL\j8 and partly of times for

festivities and social gatherings, with the view of attaching no im-

portance or a secondary importance to such portions of the holidays

as are non-religious and disallowing them to office employes as anv
occasion may require ; much less would it be incumbent upon and

within the sphere of a Christian Government to undertake this task

in respect of the complicated question of Hindu Holidays when it is

a difficult task to discover which acts of a Hindu including even the

performance of the daily functions of life, are non-religious. // is also a

patent fact that the rites of hospitality mdfeasts as manifestations oj religious

Jervour and enthusiasm are intimately connected with religion and have become

sacred in the eyes of the people. Like the Israelites your Memorialists

arc not only allowed but enjoined to rejoice before the Lord. In all

countries, a very long continued salutary secular custom often

overrides, in importance and popularity, a strictly enjoined religious

ceremony, and no Government, therefore, without seriously hurting

national feelings, can exclude from its holidays the days for the ob-

servance of the former, on the ground of its being non-religious.

That assuming that the Government in its wisdom has thought

itself justified to make the analysis for the above purpose, on the

strength of the opinion of the said Pandit, it would be of the first

importance fo examine whether this opinion is correct. At the out-

set, it should be observed that the said Pandit is not a $maria or one
versed in the Dburma Sastras, and is therefore not regarded by the

orthodox Hindus at an authority in matters relating to religious ob-

servances and domestic duties, and though he says he consulted

some Pandits of the Calcutta Sanskrit College of which he is the
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Principal^ they could not but support his views, if they supported him
at all, for ohvhus rmons.

That the Pandit hat appended to hit first letter to the Chamber
of Commerce, dated the 4th November, 1889, a table of Hindu
holidays in Bengal, for the year 1890 ; and, in the body of it as well

at in the column of remarks of the table, has made certain ttatc*

ments most of which are vague and admit of various constructions ;

and if any particular interpretation of them has led the Bengal
Government to divide these holidays into those the observance of

which is absolutely required, that is, which are days of religious ob-

ligation, and others which are days of social observances only^ your

Excellency's Memorialists venture to say that, according to the ex-

perience of the oldest among them and according to the opinions

appended of the eminent Pandits they have consulted, a grave mis-

take has been committed. Such a division, from a strictly Hindu
point of view, is utterly impossible. The Pandit in his definition

of Hindu holidays may have had this in view, but he has allowed

himself for escape by referring to them as mostly festivals connected
with religion. His classification of days with worship andsr^ worship,

though he says he has not included the latter class in his table, is

quite misleading, worship, in the peculiar sense in which a Hindu
understands it, never being dissociated from any festival. His draw-

ing of distinctions between festivities and ceremonies, with religious i

(or Sastric) sanction and without it, would tend to introduce an I

element in the discussion productive of interminable disputed ques-

tions. There arc certain popular customs believed as very sacred or

religiously obligatory in their observance which cannot now be
traced to any Sastric injunctions, while many of them, with the

most solemn sanctions, have either fallen into desuetude, or have
been entirely forgotten. Government in its wisdom has always, in

practical matters, recognized prevailing Hindn customs as they arc,

without trying to enquire into their origin, and has respected them
when they have been found to be salutary or generally innocuous.

The Pandit has also laboured to indicate days of festivity, as com-
mencing with days of worship, or preceding, or following them, or

not being adjuncts to them. Such indications tend to convey wrong
ideas of the character of Hindu holidays, worship and hospitality

being as inseparable from these days as the warp and woof of a

texture, perfectly inseparable from each other without destroying

the fabric ; there is, also, no worship, ceremony, or fast, of which
festivity is not a necessary accompaniment. With regard to the

minor holidays, the remarks of the Pandit in the said table, are

equally wrong and misleading. The worship of Saraswati^ for ins-

stance, is general among the Hindus, and the lowest castes form no

exception to the*rulc, as asserted by the Pandit, even the public

women and other outcastes celebrating it with great eclat. The
Shivaratrhfast^ likewise, is not confined, as the Pandit asserts, to only

a few. A large majority among all classes of Hindus, men and
women, young and old, observe it and keep the vigil with great

devotion. Respecting the Dole Jattra^ only two days for worship

have been mentioned, but it has other such days also ; the

Pandit has taken the noisy and saturnaliaii way of its celebra-

tion by the Hindustances ot a certain class as the test of its

greatest popularity among that class only, but it is well known
that, in every Bengali Hindu household, some emblem of

l^isbnu is daily worshipped, and for it, there must be a Dole Jattra

which is celebrated with more or less outward demonstration ac-

cording to family customs, on different dates. The Pandit should

have remembered that an orthodox Hindu in Bengal is popularly

described as one who performs or attends to the Dole and Doorgotsava^

such performances being the sine qua mn of his orthodoxy. The
Annapoornapoojah^ like most single day Poojahs, has now become very

popular with all castes, it being included in Vratas to be performed
for at least four years successively, but the Pandit says it is like the
feasant

t

observed by a few people. The Choitra Sankranti is not

only observed by orthodox Hindus of good caste but by all castes.

To call the two Ratba Jattras as not important is certainly most
unjustifiable, as every Hindu will admit. The Mabalaya is not ob-

served by orthodox Hindus of good caste only, as asserted by the

Pandit, but by all castes, including the very lowest. It is therefore

called the Moocbi-Amavasya or the day on which even the shoe-

makers make oflFcrings to the manes of their ancestors. The Luk-
shmipoojab^ performed in hopes of promoting material prosperity,

instead of being a moderately popular festival, is a most popular one,
it having a distinct connection with all the stages of agricultural work.

That the Pandit’s second letter to the Chamber of Commerce of
the 14th November, 1889, deals specially with the Doorga Poojah
Holidays. Here he mentions that the celebration of the Doorga
Poojah, this year, 1890, commences, really, on the 20th and conti-

nues to the 22nd October, and on the 23rd there is to be the

l^isarjaff ceremony, />., the parting ceremony with the Devi. He
seems to think that the 19th or the Shasthi Bodhan and Amantrana
day is not an important one, first, because the Poojah takes place

h*tday at dusk, secondly, because the ceremony on that day, with

*c®Pect to non-Brahmans, always, and with respect to Brahmans,

*‘^^crally, is performed by priests or Poorobits^ and thirdly, because

the regular Poojah with festivities conunenccs on the next day.

Certain expressions used in this connection together with the

many omissions and partial statements made, cannot but create

wrong impressions on the minds of foreigners, regarding the
nature of these holidays. The Pandit is clearly wrong when he
says the Poojah, in 1890, will really commence on the 19th October.

If by “ really ” he means according to the strict injunctions of tht Sastras^

that day is the 7th October or the 9th day of the waning moon of
the season, and not the i9ch October. Many very religious or very

respectable and well-to-do people actually begin the Poojah in Cal-
cutta and the MofFusil on the said lunation, making the festival of
more than a fortnight’s duration ; others accept the next best day
for the commencement of the Poojah, r/z., the Protipad or the first

day of the following waxing moon (14th October, 1890) ; and
others again initiate the Poojah on the Sastbi or the 6th day of the

same waxing moon (the 19th October, 1890). This Sastbi h not

only one of the most important days for those who commence the

Poojah on that day, but also for those who do so on the two other

preceding dates, for, besides being the Bodhan day with many peo-

ple, it is the Adbivasa or initial image-worshipping day for all. Ic

is a gross mistake, also, to regard the image-worshipping days (the

20th to the 22nd October, 1890) as the only strictly Poojah days.

The Poojah performed before the emblematic Ghata and Altar,

popularly called the Bodhm Poojah^ on one or other of the three

I

initiatory dates and continued day after day down to the Visarjan

day, characterises these days as much strictly Poojah days as the

said three days when the Goddess is worshipped. In fact, the Gbata

Poojah is the Poojah. Nor can any weight whatever be attached

to Poorabit assistance at the Poojah. It is quite incomprehensible

why the Pandit makes a prominent mention of it with reference to

the Bodban or Poojah initiation day and the Fisarjan day only. As a

matter of fact, as already observed, not only every part of the

Doorga Poojah, from the Bodban to the Visarjan^ must, with respect

to non-Brahmans generally and to many Brahmans not given to

religious studies, be performed by family priests, but every other

Poojah must be so performed ; and if this Poorabit assistance and

the fact of the Shasthi-Bodhan ceremony being performed at dusk

had any significance, real or imaginary, in relation to the question

at issue, no Hindu householder would, on the ground of religion,

regard it a hardship to work at any public office on any of the

Poojah days whatever, or at least at certain hours of those days.

Surely, the Pandit could never have contemplated that such a con-

clusion, natural as it is, should be drawn from his writings. The
real fact of the matter is, that even when a family priest performs

the actual Poojah and other rites for his Tajamana or client, the

latter has to undergo certain formalities and to perform certain por-

tions of this ceremony, which, for all practical purposes, obliterates

all distinctions between performance of Poojahs with and without

Poorabit assistance, not to mention the ten thousand other matters

which must occupy the time of all the people of the household,

during the Poojah.

That the Pandit also, premising that among the people the festi-

vities attending the Poojahs arc matters of greater interest than the

Poojahs (strictly religious worship) themselves, attaches some im-

portance to the Frarjan day when there arc much outward demon-

strations and social rc-unions. From this point of view only, the

Government of India, finding the Bengal Government to have

excluded this day from the number of days to be strictly observed

as holidays, directed the addition of it (23rd October, 1890) to the

three days in the first notification recommended by the latter. As

a matter of fact, however, the real importance of the Fisarjan ^ty

arises, not, as alleged, from its being the day for show and pomp
but from its being the concluding day of a most valued ceremony

and worship, both in the morning and evening. The Pandit’s

adoption of a shifting standard for estimating the importance of

holidays leads him to grave errors. Judging of the Kali Poojah

from the above point of view, he attaches an importance to the

Fisarjan day of the Poojah, and not to the actual day of the Poojah,

simply because the Goddess is worshipped at night, and goes to the

length of recommending, that if one day be allowed as holiday on

this occasion, it should be the Fisarjan day only, forgetting not only

that great preparations, necessary for the nocturnal worship, have

to be made by the householder, but also, the fast he has to observe,

and, above all, the important Sbrad ceremony he has to perform

during the day, which is of the same character as that performed

on the Mobalaya day.

That, according to the strict injunctions of the Sastras^ the Door-

ga Poojah commences in 1890, as previously stated, on the 9th day

of the waning moon (7th October, 1890,) with the Bodban Protista^

the recitation of the Cbundi^ Feda^ Poorana^ 8fc., and the giving of

presents to Brahmans. This Bodban Poojah continues to the loth

day of the waxing moon (23rd October, 1890) or the Fisarjan day.

From a4th October to the following full-moon or the Kojagar

Poomima 28th October, 1890) when the Laksbmi ?oo]n^

takes place, arc days for the observance of variously assigned reli-

gious, domestic, and social duties to be discharged as the

xrfxr/ir of *thc Poojah. Thus it will be seen that the real Doorga

Poojah holidays should be twenty two days this year, instead of

twelve days as now granted.

(To bt continuoA)
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WONDERFUL MEDICINE.

BEECHaSs pills
A RE universally ad-

mitted to be worth
A GUINEA A BOX.
For Bilious and Ner-
vous Disorders, such
as Wind and Pain in

the Stomach, Sick

Headache, Giddiness,
Fulness and Swellitifj

after Meals, Dizziness

and Drowsiness, Cold
Chills, Flushings of

Heat,Lo8Sof Appetite,

Shortness of Breath,

Costiveness, Scurvy and Blotches on the Skin,

Disturbed Sleep, Frightful Dreams, and all

Nervous and Trembling Sensations, &c.

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

jl^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

The first dose will

^ive relief in twenty
minutes. This is no fic-

tion,for they have done
it in countless cases.

Every suficrer is

earnestly requested to

try one Box of these

Pills, and they will be
acknowledged to be

WORTHAGUINEA
A BOX

For females of all

ages these Pills are

invaluable. No female

should be without

them. There is not a

medicine to be found

to equal them for re-

moving any obstruc-

tion or irregularity of

the system. If taken

according to the di

ReECHAM’S pills rections given with^ each box they will

ReECHAM’S pills soon restore females^ of all ages to sound

gEECHAM’S PILLS and robust health.

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

This has been proved

b y thousands who
have tried them, and
found t h c benefits

which are ensured by
their use.

For a Weak Sto-

mach, Impaired Di-

gestion, and all Disor-

ders of the Liver, they

act like magic, and a

few doses will b e

found to work won-
ders on the most im-

portant organs in the

h u m a n Machine.

They strengthen the

whole muscular .sys-

tem, restore the long

lost complexion, bring

back the keen edge of

appetite, and arouse

into action with the

rosebud of health the

whole physical energy

of the human frame.

The.se are facts testified

to continually by mem-
bers of all cla.s.ses of

society, and one of the

best guarantees to the

Nervous and Debilita-

ted is, BEECHAM’S
PILLS have the

Largest Sale of any
Patent Medicine in

the World.

Sole Agents for India ;

NAYLOR, SON, GRIMES & 00.

Wholesale Depdt.JS, Clive Street,

CALCUTTA:

Notice

rHESE Pills can be obtained at all Bazaars

^ throughout India, or from the Whole and

gents, Naylor, Son, Grimes & Co., at sale

ilowing rates :

—

is. i}^d. size. Re. 1-2, the.

. size, Rs. 2-4 per box, including V.-P

Mt, Shopkeepers can obtain Wholesale

atei upon application.

Cheapest and Perfect Time
KeepingWatch in the World.

All our Watclus Guaranteed for 2 years*

ES- 6-8.

A strong accurate Keyless open-face Watch

in nickel silver case.

Runs 30 Hours with one winding, short wind.

Regulated to a minute a month. Bold hands

and figures, enameled dial, sunk second hand,

set from outside. It has a jewelled visible

compact escapement. Can be repaired by any

watch-maker for a trifle. Is a thoroughly re-

liable Machine-made Watch, in velvet lined

spring case.

Do. Do. Ladies’ Wrist Watch. Price... 8 8

Do. Gent’s Lever movement, fully

jewelled Chronometer balance to

prevent variation in extremes of tem-

perature. Price ... ... 13 o

Do. Hunter do.... ... ... 13 8

Chain.

White Met.al Albert Chains, standing

acid. Of all Patterns ... ...14
Imitation Guinea Gold do. ... ... 2 o

Canadian do. ... ... 3 o

Repairs of Watches, Jewellery, &c.

We give our greatest attention to every kind

of repairs, stone settings, Waltham and Water-

bury including, as we always employ a staff of

the most skilful workmen for our jobbing dept.,

our charges are based upon the very lowest

calculations.

P. K. MOITKA,
Late Manager, Waterbury Watch Depot.,

37, Musjidbari-slrect, Calcutta.

IN THE PRESS.

Uniform with “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal ”

ESSAYS BY A BBAHMAN
IN

Folitios, Sociology, History, & Literature

BV

the Author of “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal.”

Calcutta. •

Reis 6r* Rayyet Office.

PRICE :

To Subscribers paying before publication Rs. 4

„ mere registering subscribers ... „ 5

„ Ordinary purchasers ... ... „ 6

Apply to the Manager, Reis and Rayyet.

I, Uckoor Diitt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS t VOYAGES IN BENGAL
hetwekn

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah.

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEE,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, **R£IS& RAYYET’*
I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

JUST PUBLISHED.

Congress Sketches : A Review
OV THE

SPEECHES AND THE SPEAKERS
AT the

Fourth Indian National Congress

Held at Allahabad.

Reprinted With additions and alterations from

Reis &* Rayyet

With a portrait of Mr. George Yule, President.

Sold by the pi^flishors G. P. Varma, and

at the office of ibe Advocate, at Lucknow, and

at the office of “ Reis h Rayyet ”

for 8 Annas a copy, besides postage.

Ibeethjlms-
i
*1 * iur - A AA0

'

For INDIA and all HOT CLIMATES thin sweetly scented emollient Milk is INVALDAILB
iT KEEPS UiQ SKIN COOL and REFRESHED In the HOTTEST WEATHER,

Reoioves and prevents aU SUNBURN. REDNESS, FRECKLES, TAN, etc., and

RENDERS the SKIN DELICATELY SOFT, SMOOTH and WHITE .

It entirely prevents it from becoming DRY and WRINKLED, and PRESERVES the

COMPLEXION firom the Eoorching effects of the BUN and WIND more effectually than any

other Reparation. The IRRITATION caused by the R^TEg and 8TTHrrS_ of JNSEOTS is

wonderfully allayed by its use. For imparting that soa velvety feeling to the skin, this

deUghtffil preparation has no equal! Sold by all Chemists.

CALCUTTA AGENTS; SCOTT THOMPSON & CO.
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‘'IT REOOMHENOS ITSELF.”
All *tifho suffer find sure relief from

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcuteRheumatism and RheumaticOout,

After years of semi -helplessness and suffer-

ing:
;

while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS
LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACHE,
SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

or these complaints in their severest .and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous
relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs
Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.
Are you subject to HEADACHES .and the

toiturcs of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

12
, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,
(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

HOMCEOPATHIC PHARMACY,
THE

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE
DISPENSARY IN ASIA

OF PURE HOMOEOPATHY ONLY,
WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE
TRADE IN

INDEPENDENT HOMffiOPATHY
and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co. beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned

WOODEN CASE
in which every phi.al of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against break.age will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
12, Lai Bazaar, Calcutta.

This Company's Steamer “NAGPUR^
will leave Calcutta for Assam on Ti^esday, the
2i$t instant.

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel
should be sent to the Company’s Godowns
at Juggannauth Ghat, not later than 5 p.m.
of Saturday, the i8th instant.

Cachar Line.

The steamer “THIKAK” of this line will

leiive Calcutta for Ctachar on the 28th instant
(Tuesd.!)') for which cargo will be received until

5 P.M. of Saturday the 25th instant.

Assam Despatch Service from

Goalundo

and

Daily Mail Steamer Service from

Dhubri to Debrooghur.

A daily servicers maintained from Goalun-
do and Dhubri for p.issengers and light goods
tr.iff c, t. e.y packages not weighing over half a
ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival

of the previous night’s 9-30 P. M. train (Madras
time) from Sealdah, and Dhubri on arrival of
the mails.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to

almost all stations can be booked through from
or to Ciilcutta vtd Goalundo or Kannia with

the Eastern Bengal Stale and connected R.ail-

ways—Passengers and Parcels vid Kannia
only.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The Mamllous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy.

sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at / Re. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistreet & Co.

R Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short winding Keyless Railway Regulat-

ors, of small size,yVw/W, enamelled dials, bold

figures and Caiulian Gold hands, with tem-
pered machinery and dust tight hinged cases

for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted
to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapness about

them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr.

A. R. Mehta from Bandora says

“

The
7-8 watch 1 pm chased from you two years

back, gives correct lime as yet.” Acting Su-

perinlemlcnt, Government Farm, Khandesh,
says ;— A watch maker has valued your
Ks. 7-8 watch for Ks. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, R.

W. Fusi. Regt., Lucknow, says Some valued

it at Rs. 1 5 and were completely surprised when
I told them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pretty

Candi.'in Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-
plete shirt Studs and Rings set with scientific

(.li,amonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each. Mr. J.

A. Yelsmore, Satur, says “ The best goid-
smith of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. (i.

Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, says:—“A
German valued the diampnd ring at Rs. 50 and
the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

JEYES’ SANITARY OOMPOUNOS

All particulars as to rates of freight and
passage by all the above mentioned Services to

be had on application to

—

MACNEILL & CO.,

Agents,

1-2, Clive Ghat Street.

Calcutta, the istb October, 1890.

A
ny Photograph transferred to porcelain

and thus rendered permanent. Apply to

R. Hotz,

13-5, Government Place, Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY(ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
AND

Review of PolitieSy Literature, and Society

BATES OF SUBSOBIPTIOK.
Yearly ... in advance ... Rs. 12

Half-yearly ... „ ... „ 7

Quarterly ... „ ... „ 4

In the various shapes of

Liquid, Powder, Soap and Ointment

are invaluable in the Indian climale.

They are perfectly harmless, non-poisonous,

and non-irritant.

They have proved efficacious in skin

diseases. They cure wounds and ulcers. Even
Lepers have found them valuable.

To the rich and the poor, the healthy and
the’ sick, they are alike welcome.

They destroy the virus or contagion of small-

pox, measles, typhus and typhoid fevers.

They cleanse your homes and clothes and
purify the air. They keep your body clean, teeth

strong and skin pure. Your bed free from

bugs, your drains inodorous, and closets free

from bad smells.

They may be used with safeW and with

happy results in the sick-room, kitchen, and
every other part of a house.

Agents. NICOL & CO.,

3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta.

Monthly ... „ ... Re. 1*8

Single or sample Copy,, ... „ 0-8

BATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
Advertisements (threecolumns to the page and
102 lines to the column; are charged by the

space taken up, at the rate of 4 annas a line,

each insertion. The lowest chaise for any ad-

vertisement is Ks. 2, except Domestic Occur-
rences, the lowest charge for which is Rs. 5.

Special rates for Contracts.

No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

will be chai-ged. Foreign postage separatciy

charged at the rate of 4 annas a month or

Rs. 3, a year.

Business Communications (post paid) to

be directed to “The Manager,^ and Literary

Communications and books and pamphlets

(carriage paid) to “ The Editor " of ** Ro*®

& Rayyet,*’

OFFiCB : /, Vcioor Putt's Lane, fVeUingt^n

Street, Cakuita.

printed andpublishedfor the Proprietor every Saturday ky Mutty LALL Ghosb, at THE PE$ PHESSxpfOi t,
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

THE HOOGHLV.

BY THE LATE CHARLES JAMES MULLER.

1 .

’TiS midnight—the Hooghly sparkles in the beam

Of the cnlustrous moon. With tranquil ease

The river rolleth on, calm as the dream

Of early life. So gentle is the breeze,

There’s scarce a ripple on the glassy stream,

And scarce a murmur in the leafy trees :

The scene is robed in beauty’s peerless light ;

The azure sky is cloudless, clear, and bright.

2.

And now no sound disturbs the stilly air,

Save the incessant shrill and tingling cry

Of things which court the night, and shun the glare

Of sunny day. The dusky cricket’s high

And piercing chirp, with which he wooes his fair

;

The green grasshopper’s changeless note
;
the sigh

Of the inconstant mind, as it doth w;\ke

The forest leaves, alone the silence break.

3-

The ponderous ships lie wrapt in calm profound
;

The weary seaman, tired wiih the day,

Hath sought his welcome cot, and not a sound

Now rings upon the deck ; the drunken fray,

The boisterous laugh, have ceased, and all around

Is bland and calm ;
even the splashing spray.

That froths against the sleepy vessel’s side.

Is scarcely heard, so gentle is the tide.

4.

The populous city is silent now :

The din of trade i« over for a while ;

The agitated mind, and feverish brow.

Are calmed in slumber ;
while hope’s sunny smile

Deceives the thrifty trader, whose rich prow.

Returning, haply from some distant isle.

Right richly laden, occupies his thought,

And clothes itself in dreams, which come to naught.

5.

Yon massy battlements I how stern they frown

Upon the smiling river and green shore !

They call to mind the undecayed renown

Of former days ;
when, ’mid the battle’s roar.

The hero, Clive, undaunted stood,—the crown

Of empire, the stake. The rapt soul doth soar ,

To themes of glory, and the brilliant Past

Flashes across the mind, while Thought stands aghast.

6 .

Who can revert to that heroic time.

When a few fearless adventurers sought

Fortune and fame in India’s sickly clime.

And with a never-fading courage fought

’Gainst eastern tyranny and eastern crime.

And glorious conquest over millions wrought,

And no amazement feel, at the bold deed.

Which made a mighty nation sink and bleed ?

7-

It is a tale which, when time shall have flung

O’er it, the misty cloud of many years.

Folks will scarce believe ;
when bards shall have sung

The wild romantic deeds, the hopes, the fears.

Which feature it, and those strange things which sprung

Into birth, engendering both joy and tears ;

^Mcn will look upon it as the wild dream

Of some romancer—not history’s theme.

News and Our Comments.

The Agricultural Conference at Simla has closed. The last question

taken up was the utilization of village records for timely information of

agricultural distress.
^

• •

Manchester is irresistible. The Government of India could not but

give way to it. It has been obliged to appoint a Factory Commission,

but, as is usual with our Government, it has blundered in the com-

position. Men with no experience in the subject and men too ex-

perienced but quite unknown have been put on it. The Commission

commenced its work at Bombay. Several witnesses were examined

and many unexpected visits paid to the nails. The Commission is due

at Calcutta on Monday next. The date for the report has been fixerl

for not later than the 131^ November.

e
• «

The principal steamer companies in India—the P. and O. and nntisli

India—have made a permanent contribution to the Lady Oufferin

Fund, in the shape of 25 and 20 per cent, reduced rates of iravelline

for ladies to and from India in connection with the Kund.

• •

The Nepal R.ajguru, Loke Raj Pundit, is dead.

#

THE Forest Officers of the rank of 3td grade Conservator and under,

serving in Burma, have been permitted to draw a local allowance of

Rs. 100 a month.
^

• •

DR. H.awthornc who, as a public teacher, has been before the public in

several capacities, was recently sentenced to a fine of Rs. joo for dis-

regard of the press law, in connection with his last venture, the Beacon

at Mussoorie, but failing to pay the same has been sent to prison and

the press attached. What a pity so accomplished a scholar has not

one friend in Anglo India to help him with this sum I

other being mLessary, and likely to cause confuston.
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This is the recipe for hiccough of Dr. M. Anna, Physician to the

Rama Varma Dispensary, Madras, which is said to have been tried

with success in thirty cases. “ Close both ears with the ends of- the

index-fingers with a moderate pressure. At the same time, drink a

small quantity of some liquid, no matter what, in repeated portions,

the liquid being held to your mouth by a second person in a cup or

glass. The hiccough will then instantly stop.’’

• •

For special convenience of the mercantile community, an experiment

for six weeks was tried under orders of Lord Dufferin, to run a special

train from Calcutta to catch the Bombay mail the next day the mail

left Calcutta. It did not pay however, and the convenience was with-

drawn. Another concession is now under consideration—that of

running a special train from Bombay to Calcutta, on every occasion

the overland mail misses the ordinary train.

e *

A VISITOR to St. Nectaire, Puy-De-Dome, in South France, writes

“ I have just been the witness of a curious scene at a fair not far from

here. A woman was kneeling on the ground near a stall, uncoifed,

with her hair falling down her back. Then a man with a great pair

of scissors took the waving tresses in his hand and sheared them off

close to the head, leaving only a lock at each temple. The deed was

done in a few seconds, and the effect was simply horrible. It seemed

to me that an abominable assault had been committed
;
but the woman

who had lost her hair was evidently not of the same mind, for she rose

from the ground gaily, covered her bare scalp with her cap, and after a

feigned struggle, received a kiss from the shearer, who declared, with

an ugly grin, that the embrace was needed to make the hair grow
again. No money was paid, but the woman who was sheared was

allowed to choose 12 yds. of some cheap dress material from the stall.

Another young woman was only oftered 6 yds. of stuff for her hair,

which she had carefully combed out before the bystanders, but she re-

fused to part with it for less than 7 yds. and the dealer being equally ob-

stinate she at length tied it up with a string, put on her cap, and trudged

away towards her mountain home. This practice of hair dealing in

districts where life is loo hard for the married woman to preserve an

ornament that njiturc has given her, when it can be exchanged for

something useful, explains the case with which the society lady obtains

her borrowed plumes. But what a difference between the price ori-

ginally paid to the grower and that paid by the eventual wearer I

”

Horrid 1 This is a double-barrelled barbarity, which the refinement

of the limes ought not to tolerate for a day. Yet it is far less objec-

tionable to tempt a girl to deformity than to massacre birds for their

plumes to bolster up attractions which are usually better left without

such burdens.

• •

The Hon’ble Syed Ameer Hossein has at last w'ashed his hands off the

lawyerly Jain defamation case. He closed the case with the close of the

prosecution and would not allow the defence to examine witnesses.

There was an application to the High Court against the refusal of the

Magistrate. Mr. Palit argued that, under the present Criminal Procedure

Code, a Magistrate is bound to complete the enquiry into cases triable

by a higher Court, that is, to take “all such evidence as may be produced

in support of the prosecution or in behalf of the accused ” (Sec. 208),

to enable him, under the next section 209, to find whether the accused

is to be sent up for trial, or tried by himself, or discharged. It is only

when these requirements of the law have been followed, when all the

evidence has been taken, ih^t the Magistrate is competent, under

Sec, 210, to frame the charge. True, Sec. 347 directs that if it appears

to the Magistrate at any stage of the proceedings that the case is one

which ought to be tried by the High Court, he shall stop further pro-

ceedings, and commit the case. But the Magistrate did not act under

that section. Tthe Vacation Judges were not, however, prepared to

continue the scandal of a protracted waste of money and public time,

and held that the magistrate . had rightly held that Sec. 208 is con-

trolled by Sec, 347 and there was no reason to suppose that he had not

exercised his discretion properly. The case stands committed to tbe

Sessions to be held after the vacation.

A f'RENCH merchant named Flippo drew a bill for £77S. It was ac-

cepted by Meyer & Co. Ld., merchants in London, who, intending to

destroy its negotiability, struck out the words “or order” in the body

of the bill and over their acceptance introduced the words “ In favour

of G. Flippo only.” Flippo endorsed the bill to Decroise, Verly & Co.,

hankers at Lille, in France. Messrs. Decroise iued Messrs. Meyer

on the bill. The defendants contended that the bill was not negotiable

and, if not, the acceptance was void. The Divisional Court allowed

the defence and decided against the plaintiffs. The matter was taken

up to the Court of Appeal, where the Master of the Rolls, Lord Justice

Lindley and Lord Justice Bowen held differently and reversed the

order of tl|p lower court, faying that, under the Bills of Exchange Act,

the bill was payable to order, notwithstanding the fact that the words

“or order” had been struck out, and that the negotiability of the in-

strument was not limited by the words “ In favour of G. Flippo only,”

That, however, is not the law in India. It allows the right to restrict,

the negotiation of a bill. Thus, the Negotiable Instriimerts Act, 1881,

lays d<}wn “Tbe indorsement of a negotiable instrument followed by

delivery transfers to the indorsee the property therein with the right of

further negotiation ;
but the indorsement may, by express words, re-

strict or exclude such right, or may merely constitute the indorsee an

agent to Kidorse the instrument, or to receive its contents for the

indorser, or for some other specified person.”

• •

The Overland Mail notices some extraordinary statements in “ The

Statistical Abstract relating to British India,” lately presented to both

Houses of Parliament. This document appears under the imprimatur

of, under the India Office, one of its clerks glorying in the famous

name of Horace Walpole and in the designation of an Assistant

Under-Secretary. The personal appellation is a striking misnomer.

This Horace Walpole, whatever may be his other literary pretentions,

clearly does not share the prince of delightful tell tales’ historical and

topographical conscience, any more than his passion for details. A
Sweedish Chancellor once noticed the paucity of wisdom required for

ruling the world. We have here at least evidence of how little know-

ledge India is governed from England with. This India House return

enlightens Parliament with, among other informiition of equal interest,

the news that Chittagong is a division in the Punjab, comprising

the districts of Peshawnr, Hazara, and Kohat. According, how-

ever, (adds the Overland Mai!) to the maps and gazetteers, Peshawur

is on the north-west frontier, Chittagong on the north-east, the in-

terval between the Pathans of the Peshawur border and the Lusliais

of the Chittagong hills being very considerable. Nor is this all.

We quote again :
“ From the same table we learn that Hissar

is a division and Sirsa a district under the administration of the

Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab. As a matter of fact, both the

division of Hissar and the district of Sirsa were abolished some years

ago, as may be seen from the tables published in the Punjab Adminis-

tration Report. If the baboos in the Lahore Secretariat can make the

necessary alterations in their tabular returns, surely the well-paid

officials at Whitehall could take the same trouble, even if it be ad-

mitted that it is too much to expect them to be acquainted with the

geography of India.”

• •

The latest aerial project is to do the North Pole in a balloon of lined

silk, 99 feet in diameter and 500,000 cubic feet in volume. This craze

is fathered on M. Besangon, Director of the High School of Aerial

Navigation, France, and M. Gustava Hcrmile, nephew of the Presi-

dent of the Academic des Sciences.

The journey is to begin at Spitzbergen and is expected, tbe wind

favouring, to last four or five days. The balloon is to be specially var-

nished and filled with pure hydrogen, the car being suited for Arctic

travel. All that is easy enough, specially to Frenchmen than whom

there are no better hands at polishing and varnishing. Neither is the

hydrogen nor the calculation a great matter to them, both chemistry

and mathematics being almost French sciences. But then these

Laputan savants have reckoned without , their host. The wind is the

chief factor in the business, and the whole rests on the Cauutiaii

pietension to command tbe atmospheric waves. The Columbus of the

air will doubtless wait at Spitzbergen and not launch on the vast

sea above for that undiscovered country from whose bourne no

traveller returns, till the wind is favourable—that is b|0jfrs due South.

But granting such wind, and that it carries tbe intrepid navigator to his

deslinaiinn, what guarantee is there that when he has “done "the Pole,

the wind will, like a good boy, blow due North and bring him bark

home ? Half a dozen other grave difficulties might be suggested, but

they have doubtless been provided against, as fiO* as practicable, by the

Director of the French School of Aerial Nas’igaiion. For the

rest, he may elect to face them or take his chance. The mission is

avowedly one of grave difficulty and peril. But the wind 1—the wind I

there’s the rub 1 Herd the chances of a favourable issue arc infinites-

simal. Tlie end is one almost of dead certainty. When the wind

blows to the North Pole the presumption is that it will continue so to

blow for some time—certainly days—before it blow to tlie South Pols.
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SpMking from ordinary meteorological experience, there has not been
so determined a candidate for certain martyrdom than this duet of
MoDsieurB since

lie whn, to be deemed
A god, leaped boldly into ^inn dames.

Notes, Leaderettes, and
Our Own News.

After this .-ippearance. there will be no issue of Has Rayyet for

fortnight. Our next—No. 448--will be dated the isih November 1890.

We find that the Bengal Agricultural Department has made successful

experiments in regard to a kind of fodder*grass, called Soorghunty which
is not only cheap but highly nutritive to milch cows. The produce

was sold at 2 annas 6 pies per maund to a Calcutta dairy, the manager
of which, Mr. G, C. Bose, a Cirencester scholar, reports very favorably

on it. The yield of milk of a number of cows increased from 20 to 25

seers by the substitution of this grass for straw, while the cost of fodder

was at the same time reduced. The cultivation itself is also profitable,

a net profit of Rs. 12-13-3 pw bigha having been realised in an experi-

mental farm. This must be cheering news to families now pressed by
the high cost of maintaining cattle.

The appeals in the Warburton prosecution against the Tribune for

defamation have not been filed yet. There need not be any haste in

ithe matter. The best possible advice ought to be obtained before

going up to a higher tribunal. Considering the slate of official and

European feeling in the Punjab, the maximum of impression might

be required to secure the minimum of concession. The case of the

proprietor is particularly hard. The judgmentlof Mr. Kennedy invites

discussions which may well be set at rest by the highest Court in the

land. The Magistrate finds that the Sirdar ** did entrust the manage-

ment to the editor
; that he has not interfered with the management

;

and that the prosecution has failed to show that Sirdar Dyal Singh

knew or intended or had reason to believe that the defamatory matter

would be published in his paper.’’ He is therefore found not guilty of

publishing the libels. The Magistrate, however, finds him guilty of

selling or abetting the sale of publications containing the libels. He
argues that as proprietor of the press, “ Sirdar Dyal Singh had full

authority over the Tribune office, and the persons employed there

It is attempted to be shewn that he had delegated the authority to the

editor by agreement. The evidence as to the alleged agreement is

very weak but it is not necessary that I should go into the evidence, for

even if the agreement existed, it would not be held to extend to the sale

of defamatory matter, for such an agreement would be void (Sec. 24 Act

9 of 1872 and illustration).” This is a strange refinement of judica-

ture. In the same strain the judgment proceeds. The Magistrate finds

the Sirdar guilty of illegal omission, and finds fault with him for not,

after the manner of the when “ by the rascality of a printer

in 1881, a report of a speech by Sir William Harcourt appeared con-

taining a most obscene word which he had never used "—suppressing

the issues and explaining or apologising to the person injured.

We can answer with our life for it that such an idea of a newspaper

proprietor’s duty never entered into the head of any human being out

of the Punjab Commission. In Awarding punishment, Mr. Kennedy
is guided by the position and means of the accused. He says :

**1 take into account that no imputations of a personal nature were
formulated against Mr. Warburton until Mr. Buchanan’s letter was
received : that the Editor has given up the name of the writer of the
letter, and that he has submitted an apology for and I believe sincerely
regrets the charges of a personal nature. Both of the accused are
men of position, upon whom a sentence of imprisonment would tell
severely, and, looking at all the circumstances of the case, I do not
think a sentence of imprisonment is called for. The fine imposed
must, however, be deterrent and in proportion to the means of the
accused. Si tala Kant Chatterjee is sentenced to a fine of Rs. 1,000 ;

and Sirdar Dyal Singh to a fine of Rs. 2,500. Each accused in default
of payment will suffer six months’ simple imprisonment.”

The judgment thus fixes the guilt of publication on ^he editor
” It is shown, in evidence, that the final proofs of the Ttibune are

passed by him, and that he gives the order to print. The word ** pub-
lish ” appears to be used in the Indian Penal Code in the somewhat
restricted sense of causing to be made public, and does not include,
as it apparently does in English law, the sale of matter containing
defamatory statements which in India is punishable under a different
potion ; but, even in this restrjeted tense, I think the Editor, in pass-

ing the final proofs and giving the order to print, must be held to have
caused to be made public the defamatory statements. On the facts,

then, I find that Sitala Kant Chatterjee did commit the oftence of de-
famation puiiislmblc under Section 500, I. P. C., with which he is

charged.”

The law, as the magistrate points out, makes a distinction between

publication and sale, both being offences under the Penal Code

though under different sections. But the word “ publish ” is not made
to include abetment of publication, and unless there was anything to

shew that the editor published the defamatory articles, he could not

be punished for defamation. He might have given the order for

printing of the articles, but unless he published them, the Code does

not make him guilty.

Mr. Kennedy defines the word “caste” used in the definition of

“defamation” as “social position.” Few men we fancy will agree with

him.

Two respectable Kayastha Raboos were charged before Baboo Kally

Nath Mitter, Honorary Presidency Magisirate, with having kicked and
struck with a shoe a servant girl in a Brahman’s household. They
pleaded not guilty, but the charge being proved, the accused were fined

Rs. 5 each. A clearly inadequate punishment. Indeed, the magistrate

took a very lenient view of the matter, if he remarked only, as report-

ed, that “ even if the complainant was any way to blame, they had no
right to take the law into their own hands.” That is speaking like a

mere lawyer. We wish 5ur magistrates to show that they are men
also. Above all, we expect this of our honorary magistrates. The
unpaid magistracy functions in the constitution somewhat like the

Jury. They may be deficient in law or procedure, but they are expect-

ed to represent the best feeling of the nation. This is a function of

the highest importance. Thus the bench becomes the bulwark of

society—the conservator of the virtues of the community. Baboo
Mitter has failed in this case. Taking the law into one’s hand is not

so very bad an offence as raising the hand against poor weak woman.
We wish the magistrate had told the accused how all men of spirit

must hold the cowardice of two men attacking a woman. The shoe is

a good weapon, we grant, but it is only a savage that uses it against a
woman.

We are grieved to record the death of Rnl Rahadar Bipin Behary Dutt,

Government Pleader at Midnapore. Never having cared for his

health, he had not had the best of it, and recently he took seriously

ill. The local doctors failing, he was removed to this city. Here, for

the first time, under the examination of the leading physicians, the

serious nature of the case was revealed. But the discovery of pleurisy

was made too Kate. The exhausted patient had left not sufficient

stamina to struggle with the formidable disease and the heroic treat-

ment of European Medicine. The removal from Midnapore at this

uncomfortable, not to say nasty, season was probably not without

its depressing eftect. He survived it only a single day. The showers

of Monday se’nnight “finished” him. At Beadon Street, on the 13th

instant, ne died in the arms of his bereaved parent. The deceased

was the son of Baboo Govind Chunder Dutt, & Kayastha of the well-

known old village of Boichi, on the E. I. Railway, in Hooghly. He
was the architect of his own fortune. Of fortune indeed he has left

little, we suspect. For, inheriting nothing beyond his Kayastha intel-

ligence, he also inherited the Kayastha open hand, spending as ho

earned. We observed him in his youth of obscurity when he was pro-

secuting his legal studies under the protection of the once opulent

Singhs of Bhastara, at whose residence in our neighbourhood in Cal-

cutta he lived. Obtaining his law degree, he removed to Midnapore
to'practise. We never saw him again, but we did not lose sight of him,

hearing frequently of him from his friends and our friends, and con-

ceiving a good opinion of him. He impressed us from the beginning

with his cleverness and spirit, and even frankness, though his early

connection with a Zemindari house was not favourable to the last quality.

And so soon as he had money he was liberal to a fault. These quali-

ties at once brought him forward in spite of his distaste for fuss.

Made Government Pleader in his District, he became still more favora-

bly known to the officials, and soon after was made a Rai Bahadar.

Successful in his profession, he Ijved not for himself alone. He re-

membered his kith and kin and friends, and his country. We offer our

condolences to the sorrowing family and specially to the aged father,

the old man is really to be pitied, left to maintain without sufficient

meant the dignity perhaps prematurely thrust upon his sonir
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There is mourning in the theatrical circles in Paris. French Comedy

has sustained a great loss in the death of Madame Jeanne Samary-

Lagarde, who expired in September last of typhoid fever caught at

Trouvillc.

Niece of Madeline and Augustine BrohaUf she entered, in 1874,

when only 14 years old, the Conservatoire, in the class of Bressant.

Three years after, she carried off the first prize in comedy, by playing

a part which her aunt Augustine Brohan had created in Oscar cin

the Mari gut trompe sa femme. This gave her introduction to the

Comedie-Fran^nise, where she made her first appearance in Petite

Pluie in the rdle of a provincial waiting woman. This was a distin-

guished success, and she maintained this speciality to the last. She

was far and away the most superb waiting woman in the comic stage.

She soon made her entry in the Moliere-House where, four years after,

she was unanimously made a partner. During the six years that

she played the different characters assigned her in the Classic Re-

partoire, she is said to have made several important creations in

PEtincalUy le Monde du Von Vennuie^ Daniel Rochaty la Femme de

Socratey Le Roi s'amusey &c.

believe,” says M. Jules Lemaitre, “that I have never witnessed

such shedding of tears as at the interment of Madame Jeanne Samary,

and never were tears more justly shed. The death of this charming

young woman and the circumstances of that death, made all hearts

sad. A youth so budding forth, a heart so right and good, a talent so

brilliant and pure, a glory so rising, all blastetf by one of those strokes

so cruel and brutal, which make us feel the profound misery of the

condition of man.”

Yes, so right and good—so pure 1 For Jeanne Samary was no actress

of the old evil type. Never, we are told, were such brilliant histrionic

talents harmonized so beautifully with the virtues of a private life. A
devoted wife and an affectionate mother, her death left a husband

almost frantic with grief and the little daughters—whom she adored

—inconsolable for her loss.

Native States and Principalities are no doubt improving under the

supervision of the Supreme Government.' But the improvements are

not always for the best, at any rate not good for the national govern-

ment. They are usually blind imitations. It is, therefore, satisfactory

to find that in Hyderabad, the native ministers are not always hood-

winked followers of our Government. In 1282 Hijri, the wise Sir

Salar Jung 1., having in view the condition of the .Nizam’s Domi-

nons, ruled that the houses of judgment-debtors should, as far as

possible, be spared in executing a decree. This order was not fully

carried out, and property of every description, including dwelling

houses, was attached and sold. It was, therefore, in Hijri 1295, directed

that, as it was necessary to protect the dwelling houses in the

Nizam’s Dominions, sanction of Government should be taken before

attaching them. This order was communicated to the High Court in

the form that “ in future no dwelling house belonging to a judgment-

debtor (except such as had been previously hypothecated under some

agreement) should be attmihed in execution of a decree without the

sanction of the Government.” In two years, the High Court complain-

ed of this order as being harsh on the decree-holders and detrimental

to the interests of trade and the judicial revenue, and recommended

the entire cancellation theieof. A Commission, composed of some

of the principal Secretaries of Government and Maharajas and other

respectable persons of the dominion, was thereupon appointed to

consider all the orders on the subject. They reported, and the

Minister has now issued the following rules :

—

“1. If, previous to the introduction of these rules, the dwelling
house of a debtor is mortgaged on account of a debt, (or the satisfac-

tion of which application is made for the sale ot the house, the Court
which executed the decree shall have the same power with respect to
the sale of the house as it has with regard to any other immoveable
property. But mortgages elfected after the passing of these rules shall
not debar their woikiiig.

2. On application being made for the attachment of the dwelling
house of a judgment-debtor, the Court thus applied to shall, after
issuing an injunction, attach the house in the usual manner, and there
will be no necessity for the sanction of the Government.

3. Except in the case of houses mortgaged previous to the intro-
duction of these rules (as mentioned in Rule 1), the dwelling houses
of judgment-debtors shall not be attached or sold in execution of
decrees, except in the following cases :

—

(a) When the judgment-debtor, while the decree is in process of
execution, consents in writing to the attachment of bis dwelitog bouse.

(b) When there \^prima facie evidence that the judgment-debtor
has been found guilty of dishonesty, fraud or high-handedness in the
matter for which a decree has been obtained, or while the suit was
pending, or during the execution of the decree.

(c) When the Court has reason to believe that a debtor, in order to

prevent the execution of a decree, has concealed bis moveable property,

or has removed bevond the jurisdiction of the Court, or has in any
way interposed difficulties in the execution of the decree.

fdj When the refusal of the Court to attach the property is likely

to impose greater hardship on the decree-holder than on the judgment-
debtor.

fe) When the dwelling house of a judgment-debtor is more than
sufficient for his necessities and a part of it can apparently be sold

without depreciation of the property. If, however, a portion of a
house cannot be sold without loss to the judgment-debtor, notwith-
standing that the accommod.-ition is more than sufficient for his re-

quirements, then tne entire house shall be sold, a sum sufficient to buy
a cheaper dwelling house, suitable to his requirements, being given to

the judgment-debtor from the proceeds, provided that he does not al-

ready own a suitable house in the same town. This sum, which should
in no case exceed half the price realized by the sale, shall be fixed at

the time the warrant for executing the decree is issued. The sum thus
reserved to the judgment-debtor shall not he liable to attachment by
any decree or order, except on a claim of inheritance.

(f) When the Court has any special reason, or sees urgent necessity,

for the attachment of the house.

4. The dwelling house of a judgment-debtor shall not be sold in ex-

ecution of a decree or order for the recovery of money until

faj The Subedar, if the house is situated in the Districts, has
granted a warrant of execution.

Note i.—

T

he Subedar shall have this power in all cases referred lo

in exceptions (a)io (e) to para 3 ;
but in the cases mentioned in (f) he

shall submit his opinion to the Government through the Judicial Branch
of the Home Department.

Note 2.— In the Western Division, where there are separate Civil

Courts, warrants for the execution of decrees shall be submitted by the

Court to the Subedar through the Sadar Adalat.

(bj The sanction of- the Government Is obtained if the house is

situated in tlie City or the Suburbs, or until the Government has con-
firmed the decree forwarded from the District Courts under exception

69 para 3.

fcj Judgment has been delivered in any appeal which may have
been pieferred against the decree, or the e.xpiration of the time within

which an appeal can be preferred. The Court granting the decree shall

not apply fur such sanction unless the above conditions have been
fulfilled.

5. Every department through which such applications are submitted
for sanction, may rnect the same, recording the reasons for doing so,

and informing the Court that passed the decree accordingly.

6. If, in the execution of a decree which could have been satisfied

only by sale of the hous.e, the sale of such house or of part thereor is

avoided, then the person ‘and other property of the judgment-debtors
should be held liable for the satisfaction of this decree, notwithstanding
that such person or property was not intended to be afifected by the

decree.

7. The possession of a dwelling house by a judgment-debtor shall

not be held to nullify his non-liability to imprisonment on the ground of

poverty.

8. The power which a Court has of temporarily attaching the profits

of any property in order to prevent its being sold shall also extend to

those cases in which a dwelling house may be sold under these rules.

9. From the date on which the attachment of a house is finally de-

cided upon the Judgment-debtor shall be allowed two months’ time to

vacate the house
; but the grace thus allowed shall not debar him from

receiving the sum to which he may be entitled under Rule 3 excep-

tion fe)
10. The concessions herein made to judgment-debtors shall hold

good in those cases even in which the Government is decree-holder.”

The subject is worthy of consideration by other native states as well

as by our own Government. In a poor country like India, it is ab.

solutely necessary that the bouses of both the reis and the rayyet

should be protected, not only agaiust foreign aggression or interna-

depredation, but the people must know and feel that they have a homel

That itself will lend an additional stability to the rule of Empress

Victoria. We once more commend the subject to the attention of

Government and the Law Member as also to our public bodies.

Hollowafs Pills,—Liver, Lungs, and Kindneys.—Most diseases of

these depurative organs arise from obstructions, over the removal of

which these celebrated Pills exercise the most perfect control. A course

of them is strongly recommended as a remedy for such cbornic afiec-

tions as liver enlargements, congestion of the lungs, torpidity of the

kindneys, and other functional disorders which cause much present

suffering, and if neglected lay the foundation of organic diseases.

Holloway’s Pills are specially adapted for the young and delicate ;
their

gent||B and purifying action ranks them above all other medicines, lu

indigestion, nervous affections, gout, and rheumatism these Pilis have

achieved for themselves universal fame. They expel all impurities from

the blood, and tbua restore cheerfulness and vigour.
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.THE VALUE OF ADMINISTRATIVE
» REFORM INQUIRIES.

All honor to Mr. Westmacott for his excise reforms,

and to Sir Steuart Bayley’s Government too, for its

selection of a loyal officer. It was a happy idea to

relieve the Revenue Board of direct administration

of the excise department and to place it under a

practically independent officer as Commissioner of

Excise. Indeed, were it not for this measure, no

reform worth the name would have been possible.

The fact must now be patent to everybody that the

Board have so far managed, somehow or other, to

leave the Excise Commission’s recommendations a

dead letter. Nay, they went further, and acted in

entire violation of them. The gist of that Commis-
sion’s finding was that the outstill system must give

place to the central distillery in all tracts, except the

most sparsely inhabited ones for which alone it was

recommended under strict limitations as to the capa-

city of the stills, the number of shops, the minimum
price of the liquor, and other details. This was the

chief conclusion to which the Commission came after

lengthened enquiries into the subject. And will it be

believed that, before the ink of their report was dry,

the proscribed outstill system began to invade even

the urban districts round the metropolis ? And yet

it is the bare fact. Such is the fate of Commissions.

Not lightly do we rail, with a persistence which is

already nauseating to ourselves, against the reality

and usefulness of these costly and elaborate agencies

of enquiry. Our experience of a good many years

has not enhanced our confidence in them. As make-

believes they are excellent. For silencing public

agitation for the time being—as a device for not

doing a thing or indefinitely putting off the doing,

they are perfect. As for real business, they are sim-

ply not meant for it, and it should be no wonder they

leave things pretty much as they were. Against the

foregone views or settled policy of the ultimate ar-

biters of our destinies, they are wholly powerless.

They indeed do some literary good, we freely admit.

Their reports are most valuable addition to our es-

pecial and general knowledge of the particular sub-

jects, but, beyond this, in a great majority of cases

at any rate, they are not good for much else.

We have been led too far in our condemnation to

stop without some illustrations. To make our mean-

ing clear, we shall cite a few. So many crowd upon

our view that the difficulty is where to begin. Let

us at haphazard give the place of honor to Lord

Dufferin’s Finance Commission. Upon no subject

had the public voice been, for a long series of years,

more unanimous and persistent than in a demand for

the reduction of the Government expenditure. The

cry for economy had gone forth from organs of public

opinion as from one voice, but in vain. It was scouted

as an impertinence, and even as an interference with

vested interests. The cause of administrative eco-

nomy thus had little chance of acceptance with the

authorities, until the authorities themselves, for their

own reasons, were forced to look into it. The enor-

mous expenses of the frontier defences and other

military preparations had to be provided for at all

costs, and after all possible fiscal resources had" been

exhausted, the Government of Lord Duliferin found

that there was nothing left but to retrench the pre-

'

vailing scale of expenditure. A Finance Commis-

sion was accordingly appointed and invested with full

powers of enquiring into all departments of the State

expenditure, not excluding that which is incurred at

Home. Injustice to a ruler who was cruelly mis-

understood, we must say that the motives were high-

ly honourable. The Finance Commission was Lord

Dufferin’s pet
;
he set great store by it—expected the

grandest results from it. His utterances and .pro-

ceedings in that connection left no doubt of his

e.'irnestness or his .solicitude to secure a substantial

relief to the country’s burdens. And what was

the result ? All his ado went almost for nothing.

The moment the Committee set about their work,

they were told by the Secretary of State that

the Home Charges must remain beyond the pur-

view of their enquiries. This was a sufficiently

serious restriction to make the Commission next

to useless. Everybody knew that it was the Home
Charges that admitted of the largest reduction, and

if they must remain untouched, the Commission

might as well be abandoned. But even with this li-

mitation, the Commissioners sat down to work only

to find themselves thwarted and opposed at every step.

The very nature of their duties required constant re-

ferences and correspondence with Heads of Depart-

ments, for, unless furnished with information by these,

they could do nothing. And it not unoften happened

that their letters asking for information received little

or no attention. The greatest difficulties were in

dealing with the Military Offices and Departments.

Nothing daunted, however, they went on, and at last

brought their work to an end. But the real end of

the business was yet as far off as ever. From the

completion of their report, there was a strong official

combination to resist the economies recommended by

them, and what now had to be done was to submit

their recommendations over again for the consideration

and approval of the offices and departments affected

by them. The result of a further series of enquires

in the hands of interested persons can easily be

imagined, and it is not surprising that the real effects

upon our finances of this Commission’s labours are out

of all proportion to the high hopes which were raised

in the public mind by its appointment.

Nor does the Public Service Commission offer a

less disappointing spectacle. We have already shown

how, between one Secretary of State and another, the

fundamental basis of this Commission has been in-

geniously shifted. The Government of India stren-

uously insisted upon further Parliamentary legislation

as the chief object of the Commission, or to have

no Commission at all. After prolonged correspond-

ence extending over two Viceroyalties, Lord Kim-

berley was brought to accept this condition. The
Commission was accordingly constituted by Lord

Dufferin, and when everything was ready. Lord

Cross said there was no necessity for recourse to

legislation, all that was needed being provided by

executive order. Now, this is a procedure certainly

not calculated to promote confidence in the intentions

of our ruling authorities or the utility of these pre-

tentious Commissions of Enquiry. They do some
good no doubt, but far too little for the hopes they

raise or the waste of money and energy they entail.

We might multiply examples, but it is hardly ne-

cessary. We shall close our remarks with one more

illustration. The Education Commission appointed

by Lord Ripon has submitted voluminous reports

long ago. These reports have, in the usual way.

been again reported upon by Local Governments and

Administrations, and the recommendations of the
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Commission have been generally accepted. But can

anybody say that we are at all the better in regard

to the education of our children for all the turmoil of

all this tedious process ? One of the most original

and certainly most important recommendations of this

Commission, was a scheme, namely, of the bifurcation

of studies after a certain stage of progress in second-

ary education, propounded with the object of pro-

viding two parallel courses of education, one literary

and the other practical. The adoption of this idea

was recommended on the ground of its supplying a

modern side to the too exclusively literary character

of our educational system, and thus removing the

reproach of doing nothing for technical education.

This was a good idea, but the question is. What pro-

gress has been made in giving effect to it ?

THE DESTRUCTION OF THE OUTSTILL.
Mr. Westmacott has justified his appointment. He
has SLicceded. Unfortunately, the success is of a kind

which is measured by a diminution of revenue. Aye,

there’s the rub! there’s the respect why Governments
and officials have so long fought shy of the reform

—

and fight shy still ! At any rate, indications are not

wanting to show that they are far from reconciled to

the new policy forced upon them by a Parliamentary

Resolution. Indeed, it is not difficult to see that were

it not for the persistent crusade led by Mr. Caine

and his Parliamentary friends against the outstill

system, it would have held its ground to this day.

There has been a marked and steady loss of re-

venue and, what is more important, a decrease in the

consumption of outstill liquor. Upon the ist April

1889, outstills were abolished throughout the whole

of the district of the 24-Pergunnahs as well as in

Howrah and the Serampore sub-division of Hooghly.

The revenue from country spirits throughout the

whole of the metropolitan tract affected, including

Calcutta, fell, in round members, from 14 to 13 lacs,

and the consumption from 275,842 to 228,928 gallons.

The progress of the reform in the following year was

more satisfactory. Outstills have been abolished in

1890 throughout the whole of the Burdwan, Presi-

dency, Dacca and Orissa Divisions. This has been

mainly due to Mr. Westrnacott’s loyalty to the new
policy, and the Lieutenant-Governor freely acknow-

ledges his services in this respect. There has na-

turally been a more marked falling-off in revenue

and consumption than in the year 1889. Another

important measure which has been adopted in the

outstill tract, with a view to reduce consumption, was

to raise the price of outstill liquor in order to equalise

the duty on it with that of distillery liquor. This

has resulted in a serious decrease of revenue in the

Patna Division. It is unfortunate that both the re-

forms were introduced in a year of scarcity, so that

it is not possible to ascertain clearly how much of the

effects of the reforms is due to the changes in excise

policy and how much to the prevailing high prices.

The decrease in revenue is greatly exercising the

Board, and the question as to the extent to which the

reforms should be given effect to is still far from de-

cided. The following extract from the last Govern-

ment Resolution will show this :

—

“ Boih ihc Board and Mr. Westmacott are of opinion that in certain

parts of Western Bengal where these .^reforms have been introduced,

the facilities for obtaining a cheap illicit supply of liquor are sa grut
that it would have been advisable to retain outstills at least for the

present, and in the same connection the Board record the significant

observation that they ' trust that the measures already adopted for re-

introducing the central distillery system may be regarded ns an ex-

periment which requires watching before it is extended’. Upon this

qucsiion the Lieotenant-GoverAor can say little more than emphati-

cally repeat what he has already declared on more than one occasion,

that * it must be distinctly understood by the Excise Commissioner,
and by all officers concerned with the administration of excise in

Bengal that the policy which has received the approval of the Secre-

tary of Stale and of Government is that the outstill system should

be replaced by a central distillery system wherever circumstances*

render it expedient
;
and speaking generally the only circumstances

which render the change inexpedient are sparse population, difficulties

of supervision, proximity to alien territory, and a lit^nor which will

bear nrither transportation nor keeping.’ This enunciation of policy

has been approved by the Secretary of Slate. On the other hand, it

has been declared under equal authority that it is not intended that

outsiilli, should be supprebsed in localities where experience shows
that distilleries cannot be advantageously introduced. It is on these

lines that the action of Government has been based.”

The attitude of Sir Steuart Bayley towards the

change is, however, fully reassuring. He says:

—

“The number of oiiistills is being reduced wherever they appear to

be more nnmrrons tlian is necessary to satisfy the local demand f »r

liquor
;
and as the fees are being gradually raised so as to force the

retail price up to the price fixed by the distillery rate of duty for each

distiict, the abkars in many cases refuse to accept settlement. The
changes involve an inci ease in ihe retail price of liquor which is stub-

bornly resisted. In the Lieutenant-Governor’s opinion, Mr. Weslma-
coii deserves credit for the firm attitude he has maintained in adhering

to the high fees fixed for ouisiills, and he entirely approves of the

action of the Board in supporting this policy. The experiment must

be allowed a full and fair trial : it was always anticipated that it would

entail an immediate loss of revenue, and the deliberate intention

throughout has been to force the abkars to increase their retail prices

and so reduce consninptirm. If this result is attained, a temporary

loss of revenue is comparatively a small matter, and unless the demand
for liquor has been artificially stimulated by tin undue cheapening of

outstill liquor (as compared with the price maintained by distillery

spirit), it is certain that ilie normal demand will re-assert itself and the

revenues will recover. Sir Steuart Bayley has no doubt that the policy

is a sound one. It must be introduced gradually and with discretion,

and there should, in his opinion, be no going back from it, though the

effects of bad seasons render its influence on the revenue moie con-

spicuous than it would otherwise have been.”

The reform may now be said on the whole to be

safe, although the revenue authorities may not like

it and may give it the most grudging support. The
Board are of course nothing but human in their op-

position. As responsible for the revenue, they are

naturally jealous of reforms which have a disastrous

effect upon the finances, but they have resisted these

reforms already long enough, and they might well

take a leaf out of the example of other Provincial

Boards who appear- to make comparatively far too

little from the excise.

THE VILLAINOUS SALTPETRE!
It seems that, when the object is to persecute an in-

dividual who has incurred the displeasure of the

authorities, the Great Circumlocution Office can throw

aside its proverbial procrastination and strike with

the celerity of the thunderbolt. The facts of the

following case will abundantly illustrate the truth of

this observation. A gentleman owning a saltpetre

refinery in the neighbourhood of Calcutta was sud-

denly called away to his village home some mile.s

away by the intelligence of a serious illness in his

family. To comply with the rules of the Salt De-

partment, he made over the charge of the refinery

to two persons whose names are mentioned in his

license as his authorised agents. There was not

much work at the time to do, nor was any accession

of work expected during the proprietor’s absence.

So far, therefore, as the proprietor himself was con-

cerned, he did everything in his power to see that the

regulations of the Department were not infringed.

In human affairs, however, the proposing authority is

not always the disposing one. Accprdingly, after the

proprietor had gone away, one of the agents he had

left behind him was also called away from Calcutta by

similar sudden news of illness to his country home.

He left the refinery in charge of his colleague, promis-

ing to ‘return as soon as possible. The proprietor
_

in

his absence knew nothing of all this. Meanwhile,

a letter dated the lith August 1890, was addresi^ .

to the proprietor, by the Assistant ^mmissioner oS
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Salt Revenue, at Allahabad, warning him that he ran
the risk of a prosecution and the suspension of his

license if he permitted his refinery to work in the
9^ence of an authorised agent. It is suspected that

n^e of the agent that actually was in charge
of the refinery after one had gone away did not occur
in the Persian version of the license, it was assumed
by the Persian establishment at Calcutta that work
was going on in the refinery in the entire absence of
an agent. The Assistant Commissioner at Allahabad
in addressing the above letter, must have acted upon
wrong information supplied to him by the Persian Salt

establishment at Calcutta. I'his letter, however, did

not reach the proprietor. The Assistant Commis-
sioner despatched it to the officers at Calcutta with

instructions to deliver it to the addressee. Search
was made for the latter. The agent in charge of the

refinery asked for it in order that he might trans-

mit it to his master. He was not recognised as

an agent, and the letter was not made over to him
—but continued to be in the hands of the Salt

establishment at Calcutta. In this state, a se-

cond letter was addressed from Dinapore to the

proprietor, this time not by the Assistant Com-
missioner but by a subordinate officer, viz,, the

Superintendent of Salt Revenue, Patna-Calcutta

circle, desiring the addressee, in the choice language
of the Department, to take early step (sic ) to have a

measuring basket made as early as possible.” This
second communication, dated the i6th August, also

did not reach the proprietor, nor was it made over
to his agent in the refinery. Three days after,

on the 19th of August, a third communication was
addressed to the poor man by the same officer, viz,,

the Superintendent, requesting the early transmission

of the usual extract from the refinery register for

the month of July as it bad been overdue. Like its

two predecessors, this letter also did not reach the

addressee, nor was it made over to his authorised

agent in the refinery. A little more than a week
after this, an order was made by the Superintendent,

on the 29th of August, suspending the license of

the refinery, which had cost a fee of Rs. 50 and

under which the refinery could be worked for one
whole year, the effect of the suspension being that

the refiner must take out a fresh license upon the

payment of a fresh fee if he intends to continue work.

After the order of suspension had been made, all the

communications from the nth of August to the igtb

were included in one packet, and the order of sus-

pension in another, and the two covers were des-

patched by post to the unfortunate refiner at his

country address, which, it should be observed, had

been all along known to the Salt Establishment at

Calcutta. Thunderstruck, the poor man came to

Calcutta and made a representation to the Superin-

tendent, which, we are told, has not yet been ac-

knowledged. Failing to move that officer, he ad-

dressed the Assistant Commissioner, with the same
result. He has now appealed to the Commissioner

at Agra. Is comment necessary on these proceedings ?

Meanwhile, the suspended license has been ordered

by the Assistant Commissioner to be delivered to

the Department without delay. In compliance with

that order, the unfortunate proprietor offers to return

the document. His offer,
,
however, is not accepted.

The Department has plainly given him to understand

that unless and until the saltpetre refuse in his

bonded godown, which was of course sealed im-

ntedtately after the issue of the order suspending the

license, he excised or destroyed at his cost, the sur-

render of the license would not be accepted. The
intention in all this is to make the punishment of

suspension last for as long a period as the subordinate

officials can decently prolong it. We may, by way of

parenthesis, recnark that the demand of duty upon
saltpetre refuse is certainly extraordinary. The

I

Act would not justify it. The article is incapable of

consumption, although, of course, it is capable of

conversion into salt. Its only use, as far as we are

aware, is for curing skins and making Kulpi baraf
and ice-cream. Of course, dishonest men may clandes-

tinely convert it into edible salt. But that would

scarcely justify the administration in laying an em-
bargo on the article and injuring honest trade. ' The
policy is scarcely wise of interfering with honest

inide for preventing possible dishonesty. Nothing
but barrenness of invention could accept it for its

simplicity. Then, again, the demand for the destruc-

tion of the article at the cost of the owners, with-

out pointing out to them a place where they may bury

it, is scarcely fair. In Calcutta and the Suburbs, land

cannot be had for a song—sometimes not for love or

money. Whither are the owners of the article to

convey it for making it useless ? The law should im-

pose commands to which obedience might be possible.

The Tribune appeals hiwe been filed.

We rejoice to announce that Sir Charles Elliott succeeds Sir S. Hayley.

Sir Charles Crosthw.iite from Burma becomes Member of the Supreme

Government in char^jc of the P. \V. D.

CHILD MARRIAGE IN INDIA.
Sir,—The progress of thought and the progress of en-

lightenment are so habitually coupled with each other, not

only in Indian minds but in the minds of English state.smen

and English thinkers, that both tendencies sccin, in this coun-
try at least, to be equally inevitable and equally irresistible.

It is inevitable, because European ideas have long been
shaping our society into a mould, which itself is looked

upon, however gratuitously, as a tangible sign of reform.

It is inevitable, because the influences that environ us,

such as the spread of education and the expansion of

intellect, are perpetually gaining strength
;
and because

the influences opposed to it are ever losing their hold upon
the general level of Indian reason and conscience. But there

are some extreme liberal principles that cannot be applied

to our society in any of the various senses of which that

most flexible term sucii:ly is capable. To analyse those

senses would be worse than useless
;

for, none has yet ac-

quired a fixity. The question of child-marriage in our
society, involves the deepest and most active concern for

the greatest happiness of the greatest number, but an
evolution of social conditions, eithet gradual or violent, is

not to be brought about by a a manifesto drawn up by
Englishmen and endorsed by a “ large and influential

committee,” as the Times of the 201I1 ultimo has it.

Such an influence is scarcely likely to produce a “change”
in our marriage law. While the Government has
pledged not to interfere with the “ religious beliefs ” or the
“ domestic usages ” of the people, it would be infinitcyl pre-

posterous, if it imposes laws and makes changes, “ which
Hindu public opinion would condemn, or at which the Hindu
conscience would take offence.” A change is not improve-

ment, nor is improvement a change. It indicates the weak-
ness of tyranny and the tyranny of weakness. The ad-

vanced Hindu mind cannot approve a change which the

public conscience utterly disapproves. From Hurry-Maitism
or other exceptional cases of moral outrage, an inference of

Indian moral degeneracy and decay has been drawn per-

meating and filtering down the English public. The remedy,
as it has been observed, lies in raising the age of consent.

The opinion is almost universal that the age of consent

should be raised, although in formulating limitations, there is

a difference of opinion. The question of State interference

comes next, and although there is a conflict of opinions on

this point, the first seems to be so completely merged in the

second, that in advancing arguments in such a delicate and

at the same time important question, our boldest apostles of
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reform lean to the side of legislation as the best and the
safest means of checking the evils that virtually arise from
child-marriage. With all their efforts in confronting results

however pernicious, it is apparent that they hit upon the
wrong thing to say. They are like the particular class of
capitalists who, as owners of land, want to rob fundholders
of all kinds by a strategy which is more dexterous than
honest. It is all very fair to remove a bad custom because

it is bad, but it is foolish in this case to appeal to the unas-

sailable majesty of the Legislature, without considering that

we have it in our own hands to crown the good work.

Every intelligent, reasonable being should not live with his

wife until she attains the age of puberty. This depends
upon the growth of the girl, and varies generally between

10 and 12. If the marriageable age be raised by an ex-

pression of popular opinion represented by chosen men in

the different districts and sub-districts, I hope it will have

quite the effect of raising the age of consent, provided each

member of society looks upon the decision as a moral sanc-

tion. Those who go the other way and identify our social

interests witli those of our rulers, not only disorganise

society but lay the axe at its root. England admits special

instances as applicable to every existing population of

India. These instances are regarded as facts, and facts
|

arc generalised into a law. We should not allow this, !

because the generalisation suggests a cause which wc deny
and shuts out another which wc assert. Never mind causes,

until wc have clearly ascertained a larger number of

facts, and when these facts are clearly ascertained, let us

record them fearlessly in terms as wide as the truth de-

mands. In the present instance, we cannot recognise

isolated facts in all their breadth and sweep, when we have
to consult the interests of 130 millions. In the last annual
Parliamentary Blue-book on the “ Moral and Material Pro-

gress and Condition of India,'’ the incarceration of 3,000
women were not taken much into account among a large

population of 130 millions. But Maitism more than makes
up for the crime list. Pessimism is not a remedy for the evils

of humanity. This is regarded with aversion by both the

intellect and conscience of any educated and civilized com-
munity. The same may be said of Ignorance when it mani-
fests itself in glaring colours and asserts its authority over

Reason. In the child-marriage question, the English public

is enlightened by the reports of Mr. Malabari, whom it calls

the fittest medium for the disclosure of such facts as arc not

known to the Englishmen. It is a pity that, while our rulers

arc ignorant of the fmport of our Sastras upon which our
marriage laws depend, tlu)* want to introduce a change in

such laws. The Times says :
—

“ A distinctly sacramental

character was given to the marriage rite, the happiness of

the married couple being no part of the plan,” What an
unwarrantable assumption ! The promulgators of our Sastras

had a far greater insight into the nature of man, his posi-

tion and prospects in life, than the biggest European meta-

physician from Thales to Comte, and later on, to the

physiologico-psychologists of England. Their idea of

happiness was deeper than the utilitarian theory of Bentham
or Mill. Their ethical culture was greater than that of a
Shaft-sbury, a Hutchinson, or a Professor Sedgwick. They
have grounded our marriage rites upon such a firm and
well-established basis that happiness— I mean real happi-

ness—of the married couple must be the undeniable result

It is only by our own weakness that we are losing ground.

We want to kick off the injunctions of our Sastras^ be-

cause, under the light of the West, wc fancy that the whole
is a dream. Poor souls ! The future of India, I dare not pre-

dict, but I say with undoubting confidence, that we have worse
days in store for us, if Government in any way interfere

with our “ religious beliefs ” or our “ domestic usages.” The
reconciliation between the East and the West is a condition

dependent upon the harmonious relation between the

governors and the governed
;
and if we are still to realize

the chronic antagonism and Ihe bitterness of feeling caused
by new innovations due to the phasticity of the Indian brain,

the future is a blank to stare at

!

JUGGODLSHUR MOOKERJI.

THE DOORGA POOJA HOLIDAYS MEMORIAL.
{Concluded jrom p, 502.]

That the Devipaksba 01 the Doorga fortnight commences on the day

after the Mobalaya (14th October, 1890) and terminates on the day

after the Laksbmi Pooja day (28th October 1890). All these days are

held equally sacred, with this difference only, that some of them
are considered more, and others less, holy according to the number
and nature of the religious ceremonies enjoined to be performed on
those days. The first four days of the fortnight after the Mabalaya^

therefore, were not made close holidays which commenced on thq

Panebumi or fifth day of the waxing moon as being the preparatory

day of the Doorga Pooja. Besides the common sense view of the

absolute necessity of the suspension of public business being initiat-

ed from this day for the purpose of making ready the thousand

and one things required for the Pooja ceremonies on the following

day, the religious aspect of it may be somewhat conceived by the

Christian public when it is viewed with reference to the day pre-

vious to the Sabbath being regarded according to Mark XV. 42, at

the preparation day. It is from this consideration that public Offi-

ces arc generally closed earlier on Saturdays. The Sastbi or the

6th day of the waxing moon, as before observed, is as sacred a

Pooja day as the three following worship days. Its importance as

an inaugural ceremony day and as the last day for completing the

final decorations of the image before a particular hour, for putting

up the house in order, for making arrangements for the reception

of guests, for attending to the initiation ceremony which needs must

be done by the householder personally^ and for various other reasons,

have already been referred to. Then follow the worship and Tisarjan

days the four days proposed to be notified under the Act. The four

days which intervene between the yisarjan and the Lakshmi Pooja

days of the Kojagara Poornima, besides being the concluding days of

the Devipaksba above described, when the pious Hindus perform many
religious functions, constitute the only period when the religious

salutings, visitings, embracings of relatives, connections and friends

are to be made under a strict injunction, when welcomes and fare-

wells with their concomitant social observances and amenities take

place, when really all the members of the genteel classes of both

sexes, orthodox and heterodox poojah-makers and non-poojah-

makers really enjoy the pleasures of thg grand autumnal festival,

the previous period having been one of stiff formality and rule-

bound etiquette.

That the absolute necessity of closing on these days, />., from the

1 8th to the 28rh October inclusive, this year, neither from a purely

religious nor from a social point of view, can be gainsaid ; and this

necessity if so great in respect of the permanent residents in Cal-

cutta, its magnitude, in respect of people having their family homes

at various distances from Calcutta, cannot be over-estimated. To
this consideration should be added those advantages attaching to tn

unbroken period of long vacation which in these days of easy travel

arc availed of in view of renovating health and otherwise enjoying

life after a hard year’s work. It is for the benefit of the non-per-

manent residents of Calcutta who visit their homes in different parts

of Bengal and who form* the largest proportion of the employes in

the Private and Public Offices in Calcutta, that one day (the 29th

October 1890) has been added to enable them to rejoin their posts,

thus making up the number of 12 days hitherto allowed is the

Doorga Pooja holidays. It appears then that, in spite of the

Pandit’s showing, not a single day, out of the 12 days, can be cur-

tailed without most seriously hurting the religious feelings of the

people and putting them to great discomfort and inconvenience.

It may not be irrelevant here' to mention that, though there are

numerous Hindu households in which the Doorga Pooja is cele-

brated either in the form of an image with the inseparable Ghata or

in the form of a Ghata only^ there are many such, in which it is not

celebrated at all, but the members thereof visit their relatives, con-

nections, neighbours, friends or patrons, on the occasion, as invited

guests, they all regarding the Pooja, in many respects, religious

and social, as their own, not to mention the many particular duties

arising from the Pooja occasion which they arc obliged to perform

during this almost universal Hindu festival. It is almost impossible

to convey to a foreigner an exact idea of the religious fervour and

hilarious spirit awakened on this occas^ion among all classes of Hin-

dus of both sexes and of all ages, who crowd the temples and altars

at all hours to witness the image and particular ceremonies—different

degrees of merit being attached to seeing, bowing to, worshipping

and touching (where touching is allowed) the goddess. Nor can

a non-Hindu realize the anxious and tremulous care with which a

pious Hindu has to store up for this august Tajna--^ Jsv/atnedba 0^

the Kaliyuga—various sorts of things with well-defined characteristics

so that no deviation therefrom or from the modus operands of a ritual,

—nay, not the utterance of the syllable of a mantra with a wrong

accent—may occur to bring evil to the family. Thus with

respect to many, what long days arc spent in seeing to a proper

collection of the necessary articles—what * anxious solicitude arc

they subject to, for the purpose of getting every thing done in the

true orthodox style I It is perhaps not generally known that this re-

ligious vigilance is an index of an unostentatious spirit of silent

loyalty to the reigning sovereign, for sayeth the ** Any dc-

viacioHcfrom this great Tajna is fraught with danger to the state

yea, its utter destruction.”

That it is alleged that the effect of notifying all the Doorga

Pooja holidays under the Act it to interfere most seriously

commerce and trade, shipping and monetary buiinest« This aHe|«''
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tion has not yet been made out. There is not, as every impartial

inquirer will be convinced, anything like serious interference with

business, or any general hardship at all, even to the European mer-

cantile community. The embarrassments of particular firms, of

tbi^^e who speculate out of all proportion to their capital, arc in the

lo^ run scarcely to be remedied by the reduction of Hindu
holidays and keeping Public Offices open. But admitting this evil

such as it is, the new departure merely helps a small community at

the sacrifice of the best interests of a larger one and, to quote the

words of Sir Rivers Thompson, involves a departure from the prin^

€iple on which the policy of Government is based ; it may, however, very

well be avoided in the following way, wz.—The Holidays being ad-

vertised before the beginning of the year the merchants may so

shape their bills and pro-notes, when executing them, that the due

dates may not fall during any of the 12 days of the Poojah Holidays,

it being a question of a little prc-arrangcmcnt and fore-thought,

which should be resorted to in order to avoid unnecessary friction

with the children of the soil, more specially when the bulk of the

native merchants are agreeable to this arrangement. But assuming

this interference to be unavoidable, it could not have been urged in

support of the Government action, without the previous conviction

that these holidays arc divisible as suggested by the Pandit, but as

his suggestion is untenable, there is nothing to justify the action.

The correspondence, published in the Gazette, moreover discloses

different opinions as to the effect of the interference. The bodies

in whose interest the Government takes action are not unanimous,

there being a split in the Chamber of Commerce itself, and its

reference to the result of the canvassing at its anniversary meeting

is a technicality, and not a genuine expression of its opinion as a

whole body including the members representing the Exchange

Banks. The split reduces the voice of the Chamber to that of 36

Christian members of the Calcutta mercantile community. The

National Chamber of Commerce, as representing native trade and

commerce and monetary transactions, is opposed to the measure.

The Shipping Master, as representing the shipping interest, has no

fear of this interest being injured by the usual holidays. The Re-

gistrar of Calcutta gives the most cogent reasons against the change.

The British Indian Association and the Indian Association, the

Hindu press, all entitled to speak authoritatively on the subject, arc

strongly opposed to any alteration in the sound policy of th: Gov-

ernment in respect of the holidays which, as before stated, com-

manded from the Hindus sentiments of the deepest gratitude. If,

then, it is only a few of the members of the Bengal Chamber of

Commerce and a few European tradesmen of Calcutta, who even

now enjoy the advantage of active cash sales during the holidays,

and only one Bank, which had formerly enjoyed the privilege of

notifying holidays, but whose unsettled ways, in this respect, obliged

the Government to take away the privilege, who suggest the measure,

your Memorialists can not understand why His Honor the Lieute-

nant-Governor should see things in a different light from that in

which he had negatived the application of the Chamber in view

of the undesirability of curtailing the national Hindu holidays

for the sake of affording any insignificant relief to a few individual

alien merchants.
. , . t

That if in 1882, even after the passing of the Negotiable Instru-

ments Act, the Government thought it inadvisable to rc-open the

question of Hindu Holidays, your Memorialists beg to submit that

nothing new has occurred since, except the erroneous opinion of

the Pandit, to justify the new policy inaugurated by the

Government.

That it is scarcely fair to argue in favor of the new policy that,

because during the hididays the restrictions upon business arc not

observed by “ natives ” themselves and that certain classes of shop-

keepers and vendors in the different Bazars ply a brisk trade, there-

fore the hardship to Hindus in being obliged to attend public offi

CCS during the period, would not be great. A careful examination

of the matter will show, ist, that these shop-keepers and vendors

arc not all Hindus, andly, ’that there are thousands who cannot

afford to stop their daily earnings without starving, 3rdly, that par-

ticular trades and industries start up and become brisk, not only on

account of the holidays as in all countries in the world, but that

they deal in articles without which it would be impossible to carry

out the formalities of the Poojah. Then there must be shops

always open to cater for the ordinary necessaries of life as well as

for the extra demand of this time of worship, hospitality and

liberality. Then again it is a general belief among the Hindus

that Mies effected on the Poojah days bring m good luck, and

Christian merchants not unoften share m this belief, finally in these

days also presents of a particular character are made by shop-keepers

and Baiar^people to the Goddess which are brought by them with

great care from distant places, not to mention the votive

which accumulate from various localities, fhc briskness of trade

which but for the holidays is not worth the name at this season o

the year, from this point of view, instead of being

in favor, should be used against the present measure. To withhold

a holiday upon such a ground in any country would I**

It because a great fare is its necessary accompaniment

ahopi supply in large quantities the pabulum of life. It may also

be observed in this connection that in every community there arc

people very pious and strict observers of religious rules shading

down into different grades till the unbelieving, scoffing, Mammon-

worshipping, glee-making and Bacchanalian classes arc reached, all

of whom avail themselves of public holidays, religious or other,

and will it do for any Government to withhold granting reli-

gious holidays in view of the practices of these classes of the com-

munity? Is the principle upon which the Sabbath or any other,

Christian festival is a holiday in Christain lands, to be impeached

because there arc so few genuine church-going people—so few who

duly perform religious services and so many who desecrate thd same

in a thousand ways ? The keeping out of view the impolicy

of curtailing the long established Hindu Holidays is patent ; never-

theless the Government, allured by a vague and impossible distinction

of any portion of them being strictly religious or otherwise, has,

under the notion, gone the length of dividing them upon the sug-

gestion of a non-6V/7dr/// Pandit. In behalf of this new policy it

is shown first, that inasmuch as the Mahomedan Holidays arc

grinted, in the same way as the non-religious portion of the Hindu

holidays are now to be treated, that is, by publication by a second

notilication, without hitherto giving rise to any inconvenience to

the members of the Moslem community, and as a similar practice

obtains in other Presidencies, the present change of policy will not

operate prejudicially to the interests of the Hindu community in

Bengal ; secondly, that for the purpose of granting relief to mem-

bers of the mercantile community certain offices arc to be kept open

during the holidays not under the Act and that the Heads of such

offices will make certain office arrangements by which the fewest

number of Hindu employes will be kept at work for the shortest

period of time possible. The first argument is met by the fact

that the Doorga Poojah festival is of a particular character in Ben-

gal, its peculiarities arc numerous as regards the very formation and

material of the image, the mode of celebrating the festival, the

duration of the same and thousand other things. A measure in

respect of these holidays which has suited Madras and Bombay

cannot be expected to suit Bengal. And this non-suitability will

be seen the more, the more this part of the subject is studied and

examined. With reference to the Mahomedans, the granting of

holidays not under the Act cannot for these reasons cause any in-

convenience, because the nature of their religious observances is

quite different from that of the Hindus, and the number of Maho-

raedan office employes is considerably smaller. The second argu-

ment seems in your memorialists* humble judgment to be wrong

in principle. No single member of the Hindu community can,

because he is an Office servant, be deprived of the privilege of

enjoying a holiday granted to the whole Hindu community under

a beneficent policy based upon the British SovcrcigtPs solemn

a holiday moreover which has been shown to be sacred in

every one of its true aspects. And then again as an individual ex-

ception such person would feel the deprivation most keenly when

he finds that he suffers it not for a public purpose--noi for any ex-

traordinary exigency of the State, to meet which he would be ever

ready for any sacrifice, serving as he docs a virtuous Sovereign,

devotion to whom is as much his duty as to make a Poojah but

simply to help a few, a very few foreign merchants who may be

somewhat inconvenienced or who may think they can make a little

money during at most four, not consecutive, days’ time, to which

the contention is now narrowed down. This argument must

therefore prove fallacious.

That both the above arguments may be viewed in another most

important point of view. The British Government, regarding the

Mahomedan community far behind the Hindus in point of educa-

tion, is naturally inclined to indulge it in various ways. So in the

matter of holidays, such is the commendable anxiety of Govern-

ment not to give Cause to the masses of ignorant Moslems to

interpret the motives of Government as tending to interfere with

their religion, that in respect to Mahomedan holidays not under

the Act there is little chance of these being curtailed in future,

according to the requirements of any member of the Christian

mercantile community or to any change of views of the Executive

Government. A glance at some points in the history of the Maho-

medan holidays will make this clear. Formerly, on Mahomedan

holidays the Civil Courts only used to be closed, but there being

then a few Mahomedan employes in Government Offices who used

to obtain leave under Office orders, no general Government pro-

clamation was needed. Since the increase of Mahomedan appoint-

ments ill Government Offices, Government has only very recently

thought fit to advertise Mahomedan holidays under an execu-

tive order. But if your memorialists arc not very much mis-

taken, such is the spirit of indulgence, that the object is safeguarded,

against the possibility of any misunderstanding being made, by the

instruction that all Mahomedans arc to have these holidays. And

as a matter of fact, no Mchomedan is compelled to work on these

holidays against his will. Again, the number of offices which are to

remain closed on occasions of Mahomedan festivals arc on the in-

crease in reverse ratio with those which arc to be closed on Hindu

holidays. In Offices which do not come under exceptions in respect

of Hindu holidays not under the Act, Mahomedan employes will
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WONDERFUL MEDICINE.

beechaSs pills
A RE universally ad-

initted to be worth
A GUINEA A BOX.
For Bilious and Ner-
vous Disorders, such
as Wind and Pain in

the Stomach, Sick
Headache, Giddiness,
Fulness and Swelling
after Meals, Dizziness

and Drowsiness, Cold
Chills, Flushings of
Heat,Lnssof Appetite,

Shortness of Breath,
Costiveness, Scurvy and Blotches on the Skin,
Disturbed Sleep, Frightful Dreams, and all

Nervous and Trembling Sensations, &c.

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

EECHAM’S PILLS
B
JgEECHAM’S PILLS

first dost will

give rdief in twenty
minutes. This is no fic-

tion,for they have done
it in countless cases.

Every sufiferer is

earnestly requested to

try one Box of these

Pills, and they will be
acknowledged to be
WORTHAGUINEA

A BOX
For females of all

ages these Pills are

invaluable. No female

should be without

them. There is not a

medicine to be found

to equal them for re-

moving any obstruc-

tion or irregularity of

DEECHAM’S PILLS the system. If taken

according to the di-

KEECHAM’S PILLS rections given with^
each box they will

KEECHAM’S PILLS soon restore females

of all ages to sound

BEECHAM’S PILLS and robust health.

This has been proved

REECHAM’S PILLS by thousands who^ liMve tried them, and

JgEECHAM’S PILLS

JjEECHAM’S PILLS

JJEECHAM*S PILLS

JjEECHAM’S PILLS

HAM’S PILLS

have tried them, and
found t h e benefits

which are ensured by

their use.

For a Weak Sto-

mach, Impaired Di-

gestion, and all Disor-

ders of the Liver, they

act like magic, and a

few doses will b e

found to work won-
ders on the most im-

portant organs in the

u m a n Machine.
They strengthen the

whole muscular sys-

tem, restoie the long

JjEEC

jjEECHAM’S PILLS

JJEECHAM’S PILLS

^gEECHAM’S PILLS

IIEECHAM’S PILLS lost complexion, bring

D back the keen edge of

JjEECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

JjEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

edge of

appetite, and arouse

into action with the

rosebud of health the

whole physical energy

of the human frame.

Theseare facts testified

to continually by mem-
bers of all classes of

society, and one of the

best guarantees to the

Nervous and Debilita-

ted is, BEECHAM’S
DEECHAM’S PILLS PU-LS have the

1) Largest Sale of any

gEECHAM’S PILLS

Sole Agents for India:

NATLOB, SON, ORIMBS A 00.

Wholesale Depdt, Clive Street,

CALCUTTA

:

' Notice

'T'HESE Pills ^an be obtained at all Bazaars
^ throughout India, or from the Whole and

Agents, Naylor, Son, Grimes & Co., at sale

folbwing rates 'Ilf. size, Re. 1-2, the.

91/. size, Rs. 2-4 per box, including V.-P
Fosl Shopkeepers can obtain Wholesale
Rates upon application.

Cheapest and Perfect Time
KeepingWatch in theWorld.
All our Watches Guaranteed for 2 years.

DPRiom ns. e-8.

A strong accurate Keyless open-face Watch
in nickel silver case.

Runs 30 Hours with one winding, short wind,

Regulated to a minute a month. Bold hands

and figures, enameled dial, sunk second hand,

set from outside. It has a jewelled visible

compact escapement. Can be repaired by any

watch-maker for a trifle. Is a thoroughly re-

liable Machine-made Watch, in velvet lined

spring case.

Do. Do. Ladies’ Wrist Watch. Price... 8 8

Do. Gent’s Lever movement, fully

jewelled Chronometer balance to

prevent variation in extremes of tem-

perature. Price ... ••• 1.3 o

Do. Hunter do. ... ... ... 13 8

Chain.

White Metal Albert Chains, standing

acid. Of all Patterns ... ... I 4
Imitation Guinea Gold do. ... ... 2 o

Canadian do. ... ... 3 q

Repairs of Watches, Jewellery, &c.

We give our greatest attention to every kind

of lepairs, stone settings, Waltham and Watcr-
bury including, as we always employ a staflTof

the most skilful woikmen for our jobbing dept.,

our charges are based upon the very lowest

calculations.

P. K. MOITRA,
Late Manager, Waterbury Watch Depot.,

37 , Musjidbari-sircet, Calcutta.

IN THE PRESS.

Uniform with “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal”

ESSAYS BY A BBAHMAN
IN

Politics, Sociology, History, & Literature

HY

the Author of “ Travels & Voyages in Beng.^!,”

Calcutta,

Rtis (Sr* Rayyet Office.

PRICE :

To Subscribers paying before publication Rs. 4

„ mere registering subscribers ... „ 5

„ Ordinary purchasers ... ... „ 6

Apply to the Manager, Reis and Rayyet,

1, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL
BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEE,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, *’R£IS & RAYYET”
I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

JUST PUBLISHED.

Congress Sketches : A Review
OF THE

SPEECHES AND THE SPEAKERS
AT THE ,

Fourth Indian National Congress

Held at Allahabad.

Reprinted with additions and alterations from

Reis Rayyet

With a portrait of Mr. Geoige Yule, President.

Sold by the publishers G. P. Varma, and

at the office of the Advocate., at Lucknow, and

at the office of “ Reis & Rayyei ”

for 8 Annas a copy, besides postage.

deethams-^

^
jiR

rer INDIA and all HOT CLIMATES thulweetly Bcented emollient Milk Is INVALUABLE
IT KEEPS the SKIN COOL and BEFBEBHED in the HOTTEST WEATHER,
Removes aud preveate all SUNBURN, REDNESS, FRECKLES, TAN, etc., and

RENDERS the SKIN DELICATELY SOFT. SMOOTH and WHITE .

It entirely prevenu it from bdoomlng DRY aud WRINKLED, and PRESERVES the

COMPLEXION from the eenrebing effects of the BUN and WIND more effeotoally than any
other preparation. The IRRITATION caused by the PtTES and STINGS of TNBF.fiTa is

wonderluliy allayed by its use. For imparting that soti velvety leeling to the skin, thia

delldhtfril preparatio* baa no equal! Sold by all Chemists.

CALCUTTA AGENTS : SCOTT THOMPSON & CO.
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"IT £EOOMHBNDS ITSELF."
All who sujfer find sure relief from

The Greatest Pain Oore Extant.

It has driven nut from the sy.slem

AcuteRheumatism and RheumaticGout,

After years of seuii-hclplessncss and suffer-

ing ; while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS

LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACHE,

SPRAINS,' it is the surest and safest remedy

or these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.
Arc you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-ihroat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The Marvellons Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at i Re. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistreet & Co.

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.
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12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,
(Opposite the Police Court,)

• TMP TAirilTTA

HOM(EOPATHIC PHARMACY,
» THR

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE
DISPENSARY IN ASIA

OF PURE HOMCEOPATHV ONLY,
WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE m
INDEPENDENT HOMffiOPATHY

and maintains to this day

THE DIONITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co. beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned
WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of^ their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
12, Lai Bazaar, Calcutta.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short winding Railway Regulat-

ors, of small si enamelled dials, bold

figures and Candian Gold hands, with tem-

pered machinery and dust tight hinged cases

for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted

to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired,

liave no appearance of cheapness about

them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr.

A. R. Mehta from Bandora says

“

The
7-8 watch I purchased from you two years

back, gives correct lime as yet.” Acting Su-

perintendent, Government Farm, Kliandesh,

says :
—“ A watch maker has valued your

Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, R.

W. Fusi. Rcgt., Lucknow, says “ Some valued

it at Rs. 15 and were completely s^irprised when

I told them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pretty

Candian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-

plete shirt Studs and Rings set with scientific

diamonds, ruliies, See., at Rs. 2 each. Mr. J.

A. Yelsmore, Satiir, says :— ** The dest gold-

smith of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. lo.” Mr. G.

Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, says;—“A
German valued the di,aii)ond ring at Rs. 50 and

the ruby at Rs. 30." WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

TRUR TO ITS NAME,

JEYES’ “PERFECT PURIFIER”

Is the best disinfectant and exterminator of

all ol^jectionable odours and infectious diseases.

It cleanses the roads, purifies the atmos-

phere and disinfects the drains, keeps the sick-

room pure aifd healthy.

EQUALLY USEFUL TO
ANIMAL AND POULTRY,

It keeps a cowshed pure and sweet. .

It improves the coat, destroy vermin, keeps

fly off, stamps out all infectious diseases.

It is a specific for foot and mouth disease.

It kills all unple.asant smell without setting

up another smell of its own.

It kills fleas, red lice and vermin of every

kind in Poultry, Pigeons, Cattle, Hotses,

Dogs, Cats, EfTectuaJly cures Gapes, Roup
and Comb Disease in Poultry.

IT IS GARDENER’S FRIEND AS WELL
It destroys moss and weeds on gravel path-

ways and’ exterminktes worms from lawns.

It is a valuable destroyer pf All kinds of ants.

It kills green fly, red spider, thrips mealy

bue, removes worms from the soil fn pots, See.

Agents : DYCE, NICpL 4 CO.,

3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta.

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited.^

This Company’s Steamer “NAGPUR”
will leave Calcutta for Assam on Tuesday, the

2lst instant.

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel
should be .sent to the Company’s Godowns
at Juggannauth Ghat, not later than 5 p.m.

of Saturday, the i8th instant.

Cacuar Line.

The steamer “THIKAK” of this line will

leave Calcutta for Cachar on the 28th instant

(Tuesday) for which cargo will be received until

5 P.M. of Saturday the 25th instant.

Assam Despatch Service from

Goalundo

and

Daily Mail Steamer Service from

Dhubri to Debrooghur.

A daily service is maintained from Goalun-

do and Dhubri for passengers and light goods

traffic, i. e., packages not weighing over half a

ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival

of the previous night’s 9-30 p. M. train (Madras

time) from Sealdah, and Dhubri on arrival of

the mails.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to

almost all stations can be booked through from

or to Calcutta vid Goalundo or Kannia with

the Eastern Bengal State and connected Rail-

ways—Passengers and Parcels vid Kannia

only.

All particulars as to rotes of freight and

passage by all the .above mentioned Services to

be had on application to—

MACNEILL Se CO.,

Agents,

1-2, Clive Ghat Street.

Calcutta, the I5lh October, 189a

A
ny Photograph transferred to porcelain

and thus rendered permanent. Apply to

R. HOTZ,

13-5, Government Place, Calcutta.
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RATES OF SUBSORIPTION.

Yearly ... in advance ... Rs. >2

Half-yearly ... „ .*• m
"

Quarterly ...

Monthly ...

Single or sample Copy,,

RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
Advertisements (three columns to the page and

102 lines to the column; are charged by me

space taken up, ai the rate of 4 annas a

Re. 1-8

4

I-

0-«

line,

each insertion. The iowest charge for any ao-

vertisemeni is Ks. 2, exce^ Domestic Occur-

rences, the loyiresi charge* tor which is Rs. 5 -

Special rates for Oontraots.

No additional charge tor inland postage or

peon. For arrears an aavance 01 50 per ccn;.

will* be charged. Foreign postage separately

charged ai the rate of 4 annas a iiionth or

Rs. 3, a year.

Business Communications
,

(post paid) to
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.
REGRET.

If I had known, O loyal heart

When, hand to hand, we** said farewell.

How for all time our paths would part,

What shadow o’er our friendship fell,

1 should have clasped your hand so closed

In the warm pressure of my own.

That memory still would keep its grasp—

If 1 had known.

If 1 had known, when fiu and wide,

We loitered through the summer land,

What Presence wandered by our side.

And o’er you stretched its awful hand,

1 should have hushed my careless speech,

To listen, dear, to every tone

That from your lips fell low and sweet—

If I had known.

If I had known when your kind eyes

Met mine i^ parting, true and sad—
Eyes gravely tender, gently wise.

And eainest, rather, more than glad—

How soon the lids would lie above

As cold and white as sculptuted stone,

/I should have treasured every glance—

If 1 had known.

If I had known how, from the strife

Of fears, hopes, passions, here below,

Unto a purer, higher life

That you were called, oh, friend, to go,

I should have stayed my foolish tears

And hushed each idle sigh and moan

To bid you last, a long godspeed—

If 1 had known.

If 1 had known to what strange place.

What mystic, distant, silent shore,

You calmly turned your steadfast face,

What time your footsteps left my door

1 should have forged a golden link

To bind the hearts so constant grown

And kept it constant ever there—

. 1 had known.

If I had known that, until Death

* Shall With his hnger touch my brbw,

And still the quickening of the breath

That stirs with life’s full meaning now,

So long my feet must tread the way

Of our accustomed paths alone,

I should have prized your presence more—

If I had known.

If I had known how soon for you

Drew near the ending of the hght,

And on your vision, fair and new,

Eternal peace dawned into sight,

I should have begged, as love’s last gift.

That you, before God’s great while throne

Would pray for your poor friend on earth

—

If 1 bad kuowQ.

Christian Reid.

News and Our Comments.

The Bengal Government returned to Calcutta on Tuesday the iith.

There was a goodly number of welcomers—official, semi-official and

unofficial— at the Railway station. Sir Steuart was joined by Lady

Bayley the next day, with Miss Bayley whom they give away to Mr.

W. B. Gladstu^e. The wedding comer off early next month. The

sooner the merrier. We wish them godspeed and happiness.

Sir John Edgar has returned from Europe and joined his post.

• 9

There are to be several changes in the heads of local administrations.

Sir Steuart Bayley makes over charge to Sir Charles Elliott on the

i6th December, leaving Calcutta the same day to catch the Bombay

mail of the 20th. Lord Connemara has obtained permission of Her

Majesty to resign the Governorship of Madras. He departs probably

in March next. We suspect his presence is required there at the

call of bis spouse—dear no more. Sir Charles Crosthwaite from

Burma replaces Sir Charles Elliott as Public Works Minister. Mr. A.

I
Mackenzie goes to Burma, and Mr. A. P. Macdonnell, the Home
Secretary, becomes Chief Commissioner'of the Central Provinces.

.

***
•

In the Governor-General’s Legislative Council, Syed Ameer Hosseiti

and Raja Durga Churn Law have sat out their terms and are to be

succeeded by Nawab Asanoolla, of Dacca, and. Sir Romesh Chunder

Mitter. The appointment is no particular honor, perhaps, to a retired

Judge who has acted as Chief Justice of our High Court, The Nawab,

doubtless, will appreciate the fun of being an Honourable man for the

nonce. We hope his recent travels have restored Sir Roinesh’s health

sufficiently to bear real earnest work. The country expects much

from his ripe experience. He belongs to no party and is respected

by all. His selection is sure to give, universal satisfaction. We wish

we could say half as much for the other selection. The officials who

know their man will not be disappointed, though. An excellent

host has been secured, if not any addition to legislative wisdom. Of

speeches, good set speeches, there need be no want, if great men care

for such yarn, any more than of sermons in England. What we .me

afraid of is that the extent of contributions to debate or advice may be

in inverse ratio to those to public subscriptions.

The several Secretariats of the India Government have begun

pouring in into the capital. The last to come back is the Foreign Office,

which stays out at Simla the meandering down tour of the Viceroy —
to draw one more month’s Simla allowances than the other departments.

Subscribers in the country are requested to remit by postal money orders, ifpossible, as the safest and most convenknt
medium, particularly as it ensures acktumUdgmeHt through the Department. No other receipt will be

given any other being unnecessary, Ohely tb cause confusion.
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The last Simla Season was significantly unhealthy. It commenced

with influenza and pneumonia and closed with smallpox. Both

the Viceroy and Lady Lansdowne are sick of the place already.

Her Excellency went away to England, while His Excellency suffered

long and much. It was at one time rumoured that he meditated

an immediate retirement, to escape the Simla climate. Tnat

ought to settle the “Exodus’' question, during the present Vice-

royalty at any rate.

• •

Mr. Herbert Gladstone has declined with thanks the chair of the Indian

Congress for the current year. No Chairman has yet been fixed upon.

Why should not Father Hume allow himself to be elected? Surely, he

should at least have tlie chance given him of refusing the iron crown

of his own foiging. The Congress will be held this year in this city.

The idea of holding it at the Town H.ill has been given up. Kumar

Debendra Mullick has placed his Tivoli Gardens free of charge

at the service of the national gathering. This is the sixth year of

the Congress, and it is time to dissolve it or place it on a permanent

footing. Towards the latter end, Mr. M. B. Namjoshi has a pro-

posal for

“ I. The foundation of a Congress-hall and a library and Congress

office thereto attached.

2. The foundation of out-houses or barracks for the delegates from
the different provinces to be maintained by the provincial committees

of the Congress,

3. The establishment of branch or Taluka committees with paid

officers for the popular education of the masses as to their duties to

the state, to the society in general and to themselves.”

The preparations for the gathering are not on a luxuriant scale. The

number of delegates has been cut down to one thousand, and the

exp'2nses will be limited to bare housing and boarding.

• •

Baboo Surendranath Banerjee is gaining in the confidence of Govern-

ment which would not retain him in the regular service. Sir Rivers

Thompson accepted him as an Honorary Presidency Magistrate. Sir

Stewart Bayley has given the Baboo independent second class Magis-

terial powers in his own place at Barrackpore. But will he be saved

the ignominy of disaffiliation of the Law School of his College ?

# #

Bombay has opened an asylum at Matunga for the aggregatton,Tcom-

monly called segregation, of lepers. Fortynine vagrant lepers were on

the 7th instant driven in carts to their new home where they will be

provided with free board and lodging. Other unfortunes in the

Presidency must prepare themselves for the jolt.

The Nimtola Burning Ghat will be added to for the accommodation of

those taking dead bodies there for cremation. When the Port Commis-

sioners raised the present structure, they did not provide for any shelter

for such persons. The Municipal Commissioners have agreed to

remove the want, the Pori Commissioners consenting to find the land.

A NATIVE policeman while carrying a lighted kerosine lamp tripped

and fell. The lamp cxplotled and burnt him sevetely about the face

and head. He is in hospital.

Here is a judicial denunciation of imprisonment for debt :

—

“On October ii His Honour Judge Abdy sat at the Edmonton
County Com t to dispose of a large number of judgment suiniiionses,
the amounts varying from a few shillings to a good many pounds,

^

chiefly debts incurred with tradesmen. His Honour spoke very strong-
ly upqn the existence of a ‘ stupid law ' whicli made it incumbent upon
County Court Judges to adjmiiraie upon judgment summonses in the
existing mode. It was the most miserable of ail the duties which
County Court Judges had to perform, because they were never sure
that what was told to them about tlie means of the defendant was
true. Tradesmen foolishly gave credit to many people of whom little

or nothing was known, and when payment for goods supplied could
not be obtained. County Court Judges were asked to send the debtois
to prison. He was of opinion that no one should be deprived of his
liberty in reference to civil debts, unless it was conclusively shown
that the debtor pos,se$sed the means of paying, and would not. He
certainly would never in future make an order of commitment unless
it was proved to his satisfaction that the person who owed the money
had liad the means of paying it. If tntdesmen suflfered, it w.as their
own fault for giving credit. He xy^ould stop the system as far as he
could, and would insist upon undeniable proof of possession of means
by dcfc-ndaiil before he ordered a commitment. Imprisonment was
intended for acts of violence, felony, and many other offences, but
not for debts. During the day, His Honour refused to make orders
in mnnerous instances, and observed that it was remarkable what
smuli interest plaintiffs seemed to take in the cases. They were

chiefly conducted by agents who made a little money by appearing

for plaintiffs, who seldom thought it worth their while to attend.”

# •

They are running an electric subterranean railway between London

.and Stock well.

#
• •

It has been ascertained, from statistics for whatever they may be worth,

that of dark haired women 79 per cent, are married and of blondes

55 per cent. Again, fair-haired people are less able to withstand the

insanitary conditions of large towns than dark-complexioned, the

conclusion being that the law of natural selection operates against

their increase.

There is no waste :
—

“ Until lately the cotton waste used on printing presses has been
cleaned from the oil and re-used, the grease being considered as useless
and thrown away. It has, however, been found that the oil thus des-
troyed can he made, after very simple treatment, to yield first-class

printing ink, and it has been ascerlairted that one ton of this spent
waste yields about fourteen hundredweight of oil, from which ink of
an improved quality and a reduced price is manuf^actured.”

The longest tunnel is that of Segemnitz, a mining town in Hungary,

It is 16,524 metres long, or r,6oo more than the St. Gothard, and 4,000

more than the Mont Cenis. It is 6 feet high and 5 feet wide, and was

built in the course of about a hundred years.

A SCHOOLMASTER scoured a boy’s mouth with soap for bad language.

The boy soon after died of diphtheria. His parents traced the disea.se

to the soap, and has sued the schoolmaster for damages. Unhappy
pedagogue ! we hope he will meet with a sane judge. For the rest,

the incident should be a warning against the indiscriminate use of

these Western abominations.

The publishing firm of W. & R. Chambers has been registered as a

limited company with a capital of 100,000, in j^ioo shares divided

among members of the family and employes.

The proprietors of the Birmingham Daily Post Charged Mr. Moffatt,

special Correspondent of the New York Herald^ with theft of a copy

of the Post confining a detailed notice of the life and death of Cardi-

nal Newman. He was found at the telegraph office with the copy,

cutting out slips and pasting them on forms for the purpose of tele-

graphing to New York. Moffatt did not deny the offence and pleaded

guilty to the “ indelicacy ” of 'appropriating the copy. The Magistrate

too took the same view and permitted the summons to be withdrawn.

• -

• •

Here, from a back number of a scientific journal, is a description of

the recently discovered

AFRICAN ANTS.
“The bashikonai ants must be a terrible plauge. They travel night

and day, in armies miles long. The elephant and gorilla fly before
them

;
the black man runs for his life so soon as the ants are seen. It

is related by a traveller that as he was^ going up one of the mouths
of the Zambesi, he saw a!jwhole village* suddenly deserted by the in-

habitants, who fled with all they could carry off, a proceeding which as

there was no foe in sight, rathy puzzled him till he found they were
fleeing fiom the ants. When these ants enter a hut, they cle.ar it of

every living thing in a few minutes. Huge cockroaches, almost as

large as mice, centipedes, mice, and rats are instantly devouj-ed. A
strong rat is killed in less than a minute, and in ai^Olher minute i‘s

bones are picked. A leopard, dog, or dear is soon dispatched and
devoured, for they kill by their numbers. 'They arc quite half an inch

long, and one vaiieiy is so strong that it will bite pieces clean out of

the flesh. They possess, however, one meritorious quality—they mor-
tally hate, and, whenever they can, put to death the mischievous white
ants vvhicji make such destruction in houses. In addition to these and
the sand ants, which bite like scorpions, leaving a distressing pain be-

hind them, there are several varieties of flies which sting horribly, such
as the igogonai—small gnats—whose bites go through the tough hide

of the negroes, causing a terrible itch; the ibolai—flies or gnats—
which sling as though with a needle, and whistle as they dash at you ;

the richuuma, which fill themselves with your blood before you know
they Are there, and then leave an itching that lasts for hours» varied at

intervals by certain sharp stabs of pain
; the slowayi or nest-building

flies, not quite $0 big as a bee, whicn cling to a man even b the water,

and assail the natives with such ferocity that if a canoe, by chancy*

touch one of their nests, the men instantly dive overboard»’*
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The Roman prototypes of the modern printer, engraver, binder and

booksetler were librarii, librarioli, bibliopegi and bibliopola. The
librarii multiplied books by transcribing MSS.

;
the librarioli illustrated

them by ornament on the title pages, margins and terminations
; the

bibli^egi employed their skill on the embeilishment of their exteriors
;

and rk bibliopola were engaged in the disposal of them.

•
• •

VVe read in the Effective Advertiser :
—

Jules Verne’s workshop is at the top of a three-story house. A
corner room with windows looking in two directions is his combined

study and bed-room. In hjs library, which adjoins it, hangs a big map
of the world. It is marked all over, the routes taken by the heroes of

his romances being indicated by means of lines and A.-igs. His pen-

manship is small, and the pages of his manuscripts are covered with

corrections and interlineations. He rewrites his stories many times.

Of his last book he made no fewer than ten versions before he brought

it to perfection. He has been at work for neatly thirty-seven years,

producing on an average two honks a year.”

That shows—and it is one instance of many—that the longer a man

practises writing, the more difficult it becomes.

What a development of manufacturing industry does the following

cutting from the same journal exhibit I

“A list of the firms of papermakers who were represented at the in-

spection of the works of the Manchester .Ship Canal gives an imposing

idea of the extent of the papermaking industry in Lancashire and on

its borders. The magnitude of the import trade in connection with it

is indicated by the fact that our annual import of the raw materi.al now

amounts to half a million of tons. The representative of one impor-

tant firm stated that one-third of our entire paper trade will probably be

carried on in the district served by the cimal. He prophesied that this

new and commodious water-way will enable the papermakers in that

part to save every year a sum of money equal to the entire cost of

working and maintaining the canal.”

Judging from casual observation in this country, whence the cheap

and nasty German rag has driven out the sound British article and

where mills are starting up, we were disposed to a pessimist view of

the prospects of the British paper trade. It gives us sincere pleasure

to find ourselves mistaken.

•
• •

Rai Bahadar S. Subramaniam Iyer, of Madras, visited the Monegar

Choultry and, on learning that the inmates wanted Kumblis^ then and

there gave a cheque for the purpose. Such visits are always welcome.

Tbe pity of it is that they are

Like those of aegds’ short and far between.

* «

Having served for eleven years in the Italian Army and risen to be an

Artillery Lieutenant, Phoad Pacha, youngest brother of the Khedive,

has joined the Turkish Army as an Artillery officer and been taken in

as an honorary Aid-de-Camp to tlie Sultan,

In New York, they have a Ladies’ Club. It was started a few months

ago with thirty members. They now number over four hundred.

They hold lectures, readings and social meetings. There is a rcs-

iHurant and a set of sleeping* apartments. What a dreadful place

that must be ! Four hundred, and all ladies ! bluestockings and leds,

and no mutes !
*

•
• •

The Chamber of Commerce, after its successful raid against the

Doorga Pooja holidays, suddenly showed a humane desire to respect

the religious sentiments of the Hindoos as regards the Kali Pooja.

It is satisfactory to find that the meeting of proprietors of the Bengal

Bonded Warehouse announced for Wednesday the 12th has been post-

poned, the day, as the advertisement says, being a gazetted holiday.”

« *

The Bengal Government has ruled that no candidate who is already

serving under another Government will be allowed to compete in the

examination of Deputy Collectorship, unless he obtains the previous

permission of that Government The rule applies to the next March

lamination.

Notes, Leaderettes, and
Our Own News.

At request of Peers, Prelates, members of the House of Commons

and leaders of all circles, the Loid Mayor of London lias called a

meeting to discuss the oppression on the Jews in Russia.

Her Majesty’s twin screw cruiser Serpent, being driven out of tier

course in a storm, foundered on the rocks on Mond.ay night, twenty

miles to the north of Cape Finisterre, close to the village of Araminas.

There were one hundred and seventy six .all told on board at the time.

There was no time to lower any boats, and she sank with all hands,

except three who were badly injured by the rocks while swimming

ashore.

The prying, punctuating German Doctor, Dr. Koch, is alw.ays seeing

something or other. He now claims to have discovered a cure for

Lupus Tubercular diseases of the glands, bones and joints. He

believes that phthisis is curable, but is not confident yet that the cute

is final. The Berlin doctors, we are told, favor his pretensions and

Berlin surgeons have successfully tried his remedy—the injection

of a certain lymph. The lymph hitherto tried has been obtained

from Dr. Libbertz of Berlin. The Berlin Government has placed

ten thousand pounds at the disposal of Dr. Koch for a hospital

for the treatment of the diseases by his method. We expect to hear

more by and bye.

The Irrepressible Leitncr still holds out, and will hold his own—Con-

gress. An unsatisfactory telegram of the I2ih says that the Committee

of the Orientalists has fixed London as the place and September

next as the time for the meeting of the International Oriental Con-

gress, Dr. Leaner being the Secretary for organising the meeting.

A NEW and unprecedented visitation is approaching India. The Czare-

witch is expected during Christmas. Let no body be alarmed. He

come.s not for the invasion of India, but as a guest of the Queen-

Empress. The Great Northern Bearling will need no muzzling, he is

in suitable charge, and provided with good leading. The Heir to all the

Russias comes as a Prince of Peace. Sir Donald Mackenzie Wallace,

Private Secretary to the late Viceroy, accompanies the fntnre Czar as

cicerone. The visit, according to Lord Salisbury at the Lord Mayor a

Banquet, pregn.iiu with benefit both to Russia and Gicai Britain,

is a pledge of peace. Charming alliteration to be sure. We only hope

ihe averment will prove more correct than Louis Napoleon’s epigram,

The Empire is Peace. After all, the Premier is right. In such a case

it is in the power of a great statesman like him to keep himself right.

Peace, according to modern statecraft, is a constant preparedness, it

not state, of war.

Having rode the high horse through the Doorga Pooja holidays, Lord

Lansdownc went into camp. He is still on tour. He is as gaily re-

ceived by the Native Princes as ever, as by Native custom and by duty

bound. The reception throughout has been loyal and there is no com-

plaint of any omission. The Viceregal utterances have not as yet been

peculiarly noteworthy.

In the Shikarpur defamation case, the Sadr Court has rectified the

cruelly of the two lower Courts on the editor of the Phoenix, We con-

gratulate Baboo Nogendranath Gupta on the remission of the sentence

of imprisonment on him.

The order of Mr. Kennedy in the Warburton prosecution of the

Tribune has been assailed from both sides. Neither the prosecutor

nor the accused were satisfied. They all applied for reversal of the

order. The arguments have been beard by the Divisional Judge of

Lahore who has reserved his decision. Mr. Warburton has let off Mr.

Buchanan by extracting an apology of his own dictation. The poor

Baboo was reserved for vengeance.
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General Chcsney*s term as Military Member expires in June next.

But he retires, we believe, in March. He is not likely to go back to

Simla, having broken up his camp there permanently. He has made

some presents of his books to the Military Department. We hope they

will be of mote use to Government.

The Maharaja of Cooch Behar is best at his entertainments and

brilliant at polo. There was a match at Meerut on the 14th. The Ma-

haraja of Paiiala^s team played against the Meerut Station. The former

was composed of the Maharajas of Patiala and Cooch Behar, General

Goordik Sing and Patiala’s Private Secretary. Captains Watkins,

Young, Kitson and King composed the Station. It was a fast and well

contested game, the Maharaja of Cooch Behar shining most as back for

his side. Ultimately, the Patiala team beat the St.ition by two goals

to one.

At a meeting of the London Association of Correctors of the Press,

Mr. E. Coiiam, discoursing on “The Reading boy and his Education,”

pointed out as defects in the training of boys in the London Board

Schools, that “ it was impossible under the present system for a boy

even to read fluently or intelligibly, and that writing was a lost art.”

We m.'iy say the evils have voyaged unto India. Here, moreover, the

pronunciation is unEnglish, the words are wrongly accentuated and

misspelt. Both the courses of study in our schools and colleges and

the system of University examinations loudly call for change. The

country is so lost in the University, that there is not a place in Calcutta

for education of a higher course for a student not succeeding in the

Entrance examination, and yet the University certificates and diplomas

are by themselves no test of merit or passports to public or private

service.

Morphia and strychnine lozenges have run out their day in America.

Quinine is recovering ground. The fashionable restorative now is

that alkaloid, usually administered in the form of pills. Every

American lady—of ion— is armed with an ornamental cut-glass

bottle with a gold stopper containing the pills. When tired, she takes

two pills ;
when in a draught, one

;
four or five pills allay her hunger,

and the number for wet feet is ten. Six are a cure for indigestion.

Two grains of quinine enter into the composition of each pill.

The change is from the frying pan to the fire. Begging Mr. Ram

Chandra Bose’s pardon, the Yankee gal is a colourless delicacy not

famous fw vitality. She has long since injured her teeth from the

national fondness for Western khdjd^ gajd and pera^i. Poppy and

Nux Vomica latterly undermined her constitution. The finishing will

be given by the slow poison of the South American Bark—with the

loss of her eyes and ears.

The parting Lieutenant-Governor has recorded a splendid iloge—the

inspiration of the friendly muse of the Hon’blc H. J. S. Cotton—on

the retired Chairman of the Calcutta Corporation. The Resolution

on the administration report of the municipality for the year 1889-90

concludes thus

“The Lieutenant-Governor cannot conclude this Resolution without

expressing his high appreciation of the services which have been ren-

dered to the City of Calcutta by the late Chairman, Sir Henry Harrison.

For nine years he was Chairman of the Corporation, and the success-

ful administration of the .iHfairs of the Municipality during this long

period, the firm financial credit of the Commissioners, the innumerable
sanitary reforms effected, especially the extension of the water-supply

and the conservancy of bustecs, the inci ease in material prosper ity in

the city which in consequence of these reforms has shown itself in so

marked a degree that the value of land in Calcutta generally may be
Sfiid to have doubled, the reorganization and reconstruction of nearly

every department of work, the hearty zeal and co-operation with which

the Commissioners as a body now unite with the Executive to advance
the welfare of the city,—an attitude for which they were not always dis-

tinguished, but which is in itself the best testimony to the capacity of a

Chairman,—the methodical and systematic development of civic ad-

ministration in all departments, are a sufficient and lasting tribute to

the manner in which Sir Henry Harrison has discharged the duties of

Ins responsible, difficult, and thankless office^ His name will always be

bonourably associated with the growth of municipal institutions in the

Metropolis.”

The accuracy of that statement will not, we believe, be disputed by

;<ny man of candour and generosity, by any but a hostile critic. It

may nut be the whole truth, but no Lieutenant-Governor, in the absence

of special information, can possibly suspect if a screw is loose some*

where or if the Chair is too kind to subordinates for perfect disciplme

or adequate efficiency. It is certainly furtuaate for Sir Henrf
Harrison’s permanent reputation, that there had been a change in the

bead of the Local Government before he came to leave the administra-

tion of the town. Sir Rivers Thompson could scarcely have been so

liberal in commendation. He would have qualified. He would have

been bound to remember his own sanitary Commission on the Corpora-

tion, of which Commission Mr. Cotton himself was a member. The
whole resolution is redolent of the two heroes who saved the Muni-

cipality and the cause of Local Self-Government in Calcutta. If Sir

Henry Harrison himself were the Lieutenant-Governor or the Secre-

tary in the Bengal Financial Department, be would not write less.

Every point of the report which could possibly bo construed against

the views of Sir Henry, has been taken up and disposed of to his

credit. So, after all, his Ch airmianship has not proved a ” thankless

office.”

The Resolution of Government on Sir Alfred Croft’s last education

report clearly and strongly approves a principle in regard to the ex-

pansion of primary education which we have advocated from the first.

A great deal of waste of public money has already taken place in pur-

suance of what for brevity may be called a policy of show, and it were

high time to retrace steps towards real progress. It affords us great

satisfaction, therefore, to observe that the Lieutenant-Governor of Ben-

gal has now distinctly directed, on Sir Alfred Croft’s recommendation,

that the consolidation, rather than an unlimited extension of the

primary system should henceforth be kept in view. The Director has

justly raised the question whether there is any good derived from the

expenditure of money on ephemeral schools, which make no appre-

ciable impression on the ignorance of the rural population and which

used to be started up by way of a response to an eager demand on the

part of departmental subordinates for mere numbers, irrespective of

other considerations. The Government Resolution compliments the

Director for having raised the question opportunely, but we fear th<»

foolish system of making numbers the test of progress has been al-

lowed to continue far too long. It was under a reactiotr against higher

education that the fiat went forth to multiply primary schools as fast

as possible, and large funds were directed to be spent for the purpose.

The Department of Education was rather too compliant in carrying

out the new policy, the mistake of which has at last been found out.

Mr. Toynbee, in his last report on the Btirdwan Division, says very

truly that the position of an official Chairman of a Municipality is

altogether a stronger and more popular one than that of a non-official.

The latter’s every act is regarded with distrust and suspicion
;

parties

are formed to thwart his measures and question his executive action,

and his position is by no means a bed of roses.” He is satisfied, how-

ever, with the working of Local Self-Government upon the whole, and

mentions the names of Baboo Lolit Mohun Sing, Vice-Chairman of

the Hooghly District Board, of Baboo Siva Naryan Mookerjee, Chair-

man of the Uliarparah Municipality, of Baboo Nalinaksha Basu,

Chairman of the Burdvvan Municipality and Vice-Chairman of the

District Board, and of Baboo Ishan Chunder Mitter, Chairman of the

Hooghly Municipality, as deserving to be speci.aliy brought forward in

this connectioq.

The Presidency Division Commissioner also speaks fairly well of the

working of Local Self-Government. He has also a kind word for our

Ratepayers’ Associations which “ display considerable activity in cri-

ticising the proceedings of Municipal Commissioners^heir Chairmen:

and Vice-Chairmen, and serve as a check upon irregular proceedings

and extravagant cxpcndilurc of public money.”

We are glad to find the Maharajkumar of Nuddea, who took over his

estate from the Court of Wards last year, is reported by Mr. Smith to

be taking great personal interest in its management. The Raja of

Naldanga is the only landlord in Jesiore highly spoken of. In Moor-

shedabad, the Nawab Bahadoor and the Maharani Surnpmoyj and

other Zemindars distinguished thensselves by their liberality, during:

the distress.
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IM his last administration report of Central India, Mr. Henrey pays off
his critics in the press on a subject which has made much noise. The
young Maharaja ot Gwalior, he writes,

“is being brought up under a system which aims at combining thebes^f home influences. r-«., the care and solicitude of the bov’s moihei,wit^he ai^gantage of English teaching in the houis .ievoird to
Study. The spirit of the wishes which the dying Mahaiaja Snndhia
is said to have expressed is ftiiihfully respected. No one dieams cf
anglicising the Maharrija or of drawing him away fiom his mother
and native friends, or of moulding him into the modern fashion of the
social and sporting Chief; but he will nevertheless receive the educa-
tion of a gentleman.”

This hardly mends matters. At any rate, the explanation is dubious.

Much will depend upon the interpretation one puts upon the word
g^entUman, And still more on the distinction between the spirit and

the letter of the dying Maharaja’s wishes. Indeed, the animus of

Aboo is apparent from the doubt sought to be put on the dying

Scindhia’s views. There cannot be a shadow of doubt on the subject.

It was no wish merely but absolute request of the dying Prince to the

British CoveinmenL

chiedy through or contracting lessees, no regular and trusl-
vvorthy record of data exists from which a sound conclusion regarding
the proper share of the State can be arrived at. It will probably hr
found that a mn^h and snmmaiy revision, coupled with training in-
digenous agency to keep fairly accurate registers of culiiv .tion and rent
IS all iliai can be at present attempted with tolerable prospect of
success.”

'

Here is the latest journalistic joke—against the butt of newspaper
proprietors’ envy. The Siar professed to have received, one of these

mornings, the following, neatly printed on a card of subdued colour :
—

“Died of the Kitkeis, Sept. 13, after a lingeting illness, Master
London Edition of the JVi'jif York Herald, Aged 20 Months, the thiid
news|Mpei offspiing of James Gordon Hennett, Esq. Notwithstanding
the srientific exertions of those experienced Press Physicians, Doctors
L. J. Jenmi»g>, M.P.. and Joseph Hatton, who had been in atieiuiance
night and day, the Child passed away peacefully.”

A vigorous patcifamilias with a prosperous progeny may afford the
occasional loss of a bi at, so long as his bullion-harvesting boy is hale
and hearty.

Mr. Henvey is more severe in his reply to the public criticisms of the

investment of a portion of tiie Gwalior hoards. He says

‘The finances of this important State are in a flourishing condition.

The accounts submitted by the Durbar arc not printed, because they
would be unintelligible to any one who is not acquainted with local

terms and with the Mahiaita method of book-keeping. The general

result, however, is that, besides over 5 cioics of rupees invested,

Gwalior possessed, at the close of the Gwalior year ending June 1889,

a cash balance of 4 crorcs and 30 lakhs in the various treasuiies, and

a working annual surplus of 20 lakhs, or considerably more than the

whole revenue of Rewa. The disclosure of these facts is enough to

demonstrate the foUy of those critics wlv) have endeavoured to per-

suade an ignorant public that the British Govcinment has squandered

the treasure of a State confided by a dying friend to its fosteiing care.

The truth is that the interest on loans suffices, and even more than
suffices, to cover the whole cost of the roads, budges, jails, barracks,

stalely memorials, and other public woiks which Mr. Harris has so

successfully planned and executed at Lashkar and elsewhere, and the

Council are fiee to lay out all that can he reasonably expended upon
othei requirements of the country, while adding a vast sum yearly to

the Maharaja’s hoards. No honest objection to this is conceivable, ex-

cept by iliose who hold that the prosperity of a State is mcasuicd by the

quantity <»f its com lying uselessly buried in nooks and coiners of the

palace. A well-intentioned adviser would rather encourage the Durbar
to diminish still further these unproductive hoards and to invest money
in some undertaking of great utility, such as a State Railway, which
should both bring profit to the country and serve as a lasting motui-

ineiu of the Maharaja’s minority.”

Mr. Henvey speaks highly of the firmness of the late Maharaja Tnkaj-

Rao Holk.ir, and illustrates it by liis successful action in the capture of

Tanlia lihil. He says :

—

“ As an instance of the vigour of His Highness’s action when his

mind is made up, I may note the capture of the celebrated frce-booier

Tanlia Bbil. This capture was effected, as every one knows, by a joint

expedition organised, equipped, and sent out at Maharaja Holkar’s re-

quest. lUii it is not so generally known that the Indoie Durbar had led

up to this crowning exploit by a senes of well-planncd measures all

tending to llie isolation of Tantia and to the dmimution of his prestige

in Iiulote leiiitory. His family were removed fiom the border
; his

patrons were arrested and punished
;
and a powerful personage, whose

influence extended over the legum frequented by the outlaw, was sent

into lempoiary exile. I must not foigct, however, while giving the

fullest credit and the greatest honour to the Durbar, to mention those
by whom the capture was actually accompli.shed. 'I'he lance-shaft was
Mahaiaja Holkar’.s, but the steel point was fuiiiished by Saidar Baha-

dur Ulin Parshad and his gallant comrades of the Central India Horse
and Bhopal Battalion, whose services have been cordially ac-

knowledged.
$1)01 tly after the close of the year unjier review the Darbar’s men

and the Khandwa Police succeeded in killing Bondria, who was
Tamili’s most formidable lieutenant, and in utterly dispersing his gang.

This is another point scored by the Maharaja, and he has only to

stamp out dacoity and cattle-lifting in Malwa in co-operation with

Gwalior and other Slates m order to win for himself the reputation of

being one of the most enterprising Chiefs in Central India.”

It is a pity the men of the picss have no loyalty to the Prince of
their order.

The modern aphorism has it. History repeats itself. And well that

it docs so, or else the world wouid have been distinctly poorer : we
would not have got the father and King of biugraphets. It was
Plutarch that iutioduccd the literary custom of comparison between
the different great men of antiquity. Since then, every great man, in

whatever department, has been weighed in the balance against another,

who, in his career and qualities and defects, has approximated neatest

to him. Tne importance of the method discovered by the learned

Pheb.an—using the term without reproach -may be recognised when
we remember that this Cotnparaiive Biography has descended from

authors down to the debating societies of young men. VVe arc not

disposed to believe in unique Sulianic greatness. The test of greatness

is to have a parallel.

1 he star of L<ird Wolesley is still in the ascendant. He has found

—or they have found for him - his historical “double." the Army
and Navy Gazette writes as follows .

—

“ In some of the best points of his very marked character Loul
Peterborough, of whom, by-ihc-bye, our old friend and whilom con-
tributor. Colonel KussrII, of .Aden, Mililaiy Attachd at Berlin, laielv
wrote a ‘Life’ of great mei it, was piotoiype of Viscount Wolseley.
ills energy was irresistible, his versatility amazing, his industry un-
conquerable

; he was g.illant, courtly, ain))itiotis—>a writer— a snldiPi
bold and able in the field and cautious in council. He was sueressful
in many great cniei pi ises. Finally, he made enemies, invidii

7//V////Ar ’ was fully his. Peterborough was not unlucky enough
to have to leoi-ganise a War (Jffir e, or to battle with a Secretary of
Slate over matteis which he undeistood, and the latter did not

;
aiul

lie was lucky enough not to have his speeches taken down in shoii*
hand on the spot and printed a moment after they were spoken, and
not 10 have written ‘A Soldiei’s Pmkel-Book.’ But Peierborougli
would have been regaidud at the War Office, had it been running on
Uhe lines of to-day, as a very troublesome fellow, and his depariuie
fiom it would have been accepted witlumt weeping and gnashing of
teeth in the inner chambers. Indeed, it is whispered that, although
there was always an entente cordiale of manner and pleasant social
relations with the powers that be thereiq. Lord Wolscley’s exodus
fiom Pall Mall did not occasion any immediate order for sackcloth
and ashes in high places.”

Whether the greatest geneial in Engl.ind will be thankful for com-
parison with the hero who had seen more kings and more postilions

than any man in Europe, we do not know. The true parallel of Wol-

selcy seems to us to be our Indian celebrity, the victor of Meanee,
soldier, administrator, diplomat, and author—an able slartegist, a

dashing warrior, a trenchant pamphleteer—thoroughly conscious of

his merits and value and cuised with a wonderful capacity for Tnaking

enemies —and yet, take him ail in all, a character such as we shall not

see the like of soon unless we see in Wolseley.

The following notice of Bhopal from Mr. Henvey’s pen will be read

with interest :
-

“ Bhopal has been tranquil since December 1888, when the adminis-
tration was changed, but the death of the Begums husband, Maulvi
Sadik Hassaii, was a grievous blow to Her Highness. The ruler of
this Stale, though still living behind the veil, takes a keen interest in

public affairs, and she is ever re.ady to give ear to friendly advice^ Her
Minister, Munshi Imtiyaz Ali, is doing his best to introduce needful

reforms. He is confronted by many difficulties in his efforts to revise
the assessment of land revenue, which is well known to press heavily,

*for Bhopal is no exception to the rule that under the lax and slipshod
1

system of revenue adiBinisiration^ which in Native States is carried oq '

Here, from the same source, is a notice of a formidable German in-

vasion of England :

—

“ Bessemer ! Siemens ! Krupp ! Gruson I Schneider I Abel I the^fC
are great names in the world of steel, iron, guns, plates, and militaiy
dynamics ! They are none of them English. Although we are fond
of claiming for ourselves supremacy in metallurgy, it is a fact that we
have, ill our rnaniifaciure of iron and steel, largely profited by the
labours of foreigners—Germans, Swedes, &c. Now it is reported
that the Germans, favoured by the fostering genius of Frcetrade, are
establishing themselves as makers of guns and military maUrlel in
England.”

What a commentary on the Indian Humiliation decree called the

Afms Act! foreigners may manufacture military arms and am-
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munition. Thanks to thn liberality of British polity, the standinj;

or historic enemies of EnsflHiid may make any number of guns and

grow rich by supplying them against her. But alas for India and the

Indians I In this country, England is the veritable successor of the

Great Mogul, and her Indian subjects are not allowed to protect

themselves from highway men and burgl.ars and the beasts of the

forest, with the paltriest sword or a rusty pistol ! We wish our powerful

London coiuempoiary might realise the grim absurdity of it all.

The Army and Navy Gazette it decidedly wiser in its generation than

many of the leading gmrely political organs.
^
Here is a passage from

it pregnant witli meaning and with sound patriotic counsel :

—

“All other countries in tlie world, as far as we know, watch over the

interests of then native industiies—agricultural, uianuf.icturiiig, iniuer-

al—with protective care, but England lets them take rare of them-

selves. Our (loveriiinent act on a diffeient principle—they buy
wherever they can get what they want, and do not care how or wheie
it is made. We re.ad that geutlemeu representing the War Office, the

Admiralty, the B<iard of Trade, «Jtc., went off by special train to see

and aduiite the woiks and processes of Messrs. Mannestnann and
Siemens at Swansea, and it seems the most natural thing in the world
to give ihrm encouragement. But it would be astonishing if France,
fiennany, Italy, or the United States followed our example in the like

case, and we only hope our iron and steel industries will prosper till

that good time comes.”

Political Economy is a good thing, but there is a disposition in many

<|uarters to make too much of it. As a British science, the British

may well be proud of it. But surely they ought not to elect to suffer

by it. There is use as well as abuse of it, as of any other thing, "and

it is the abuse that we complain of. 'riiere are fallacies of Free Trade

as well as of Protection. In escaping from the terrors of a foolish

restriction, England l)as plunged into absolute recklessness. It is her

geography and her supremacy at sea that postpone for her the day of

retribution.

In the triennial report of Charitable Dispensaries in Bengal,

Dr. Hilson traces the comparatively small number of in-door patients

to the Indian’s innate aversion to hospital. He says

“The native of India, when sick, prefers to he treated at his own
house, and at such a time will not leave his family if it can possibly
be avoided—a characteristic which seems to be more strongly marked
in Bengal than elsewhere. The desire is only natural, and he cannot
Vie blamed for it

;
but it seems to me that one cause of it is to be found

in the very limited provision of separate accommodation for the
families of patients at dispensaries, and this is a point well worth the
attention of Municipal Committees and others interested in these
institutions. In the Punjab and North-Western Provinces many of
the dispensaries have a few rooms apart from the main building, which
are reserved for the accommodation of well-to-do patients and those
who bring relatives with them, and they are largely taken advantage of.”

His remarks on the virulence of the Bengal malarial fever cannot be

read by the lay reader without a shudder

“ Malarial fevers are not more common in Bengal than in other
Indian provinces, but they have this peculiarity that they ate usu.ally

of a more severe and fatal type, which is probably due to the damp,
relaxing natuie of the climate. They leave their traces behind in the
form of anasmiii, enlarged spleen, diarrhcea, and dysentery, and it has
tiuly been said that if the prevalence of malarial fever could be
abolished one-half the diseases of the country would disappear with

them.”

It is gratifying to have Dr. Hilson’s favourable testimony as to the

interest taken by Municipalities and District Boards in these charitable

institutions. The contributions by municipalities and subscriptions from

native gentlemen form the chief resources fur their maintenance.

A VENERABLE patriarch has passed away in Baboo Shib Chnnder Deb.

Born in 1811, he was close upon 80 wnen he breathed his last on the

morning of Wednesday last. Always of a slim figure, he lived on

spare diet and kept regular hours and was active till the last. He had

always work to do, never idling himself. He held Government service

for 30 years, commencing as an assistant in the Surveyor-General’s

Office and ending as a Deputy Collector. He retired in 1863

about a lac and 10 thousand rupees as pension. His father was a pen-

sioner of rupees five only, but lunger lived than the son by a decade.

He was of the first batch of students who drew their inspiration for

after lr}e from DeRozio. Baboos RuSsick Krishna Mullick and Radha-

naih Sikdar and the Revd. K. M. Banerjee have all passed away. They
are now followed by Baboo Shib Chunder Deb. The only one of the

lot survives in Baboo Ramtanoo Lahiri. An unostentatious man, he

was not unmindful of his duties to others. life was devoted to good

works. He made his own Connaghar. He found it an insignificant

village of the Kayusth Blind racracy, and he leaves it a respectable

and most interesting municipal township. Its institutions are all of

his innking— products not only of his brain and energy but in a good

measure also of his purse. He founded a school for boys, another for

girls, a dispensary, a library and a Brahmosomaj. A man of strict

h.abits as of principles, Bnbon Shib Chunder Deb will be long remem*

bered by his friends and large circle of relatives. His loss will be es-

pecially felt by the Sadharan Brahmn Snmaj, of which he was a pillar.

A man who had never had a quarrel and who had never sworn at a ser-

vant, was invaluable as a peace-maker among a sect distinguished

above all others fur its liability to schisms.

A M\RRIED Hiiulu girl of eighteen along with her father turned Ma-

hoinedau and took a second husband of her new persuasion. The

girl was charged with bigamy and the father with abetment. Moulvi

Abdool Jubber, the Deputy Magistrate of Alipore, has committed both

to the Sessions. The Magistrate held that although the second

marriage was valid under the Mahomedan law, the first marriage under

the Hindu law survives, for the Bombay High Court—Justices Pinhey

and Melville—have held that a Hindu marriage cannot be dissolved

even if the husband or wife turns a Christian or a Mahomedan.

Let the foreign rowdies beware I Our boys too are becoming rowdily

disposed, and by and bye they will give a good account of any un-

mannerly rnrs who try their temper too sorely.

There was lately an incident of American backwoods judicature

in one of our quiet Bengal courts. Tlie scene was in the interesting

little town of Monghyr, of historic fame, at the court of the senmr

Deputy Magistrate, Baboo Khagendra Nath Mitter. While Mr.

Palit, Jr., barrister, was addressing the court against an accused,

he appears to have suffered interruption from the Pleader for the

defence, Baboo Prosonnn C. Mitter. He showed his irritation after

the grand manner of the barristers in the High Court towards the

native attorneys, by pelting him with a book. The Pleader’s Krishna-

ghur blood w:is up at this public insult, and he sprang upon his assail'

ant. Seizing him as a ram by the beard, he dismissed him with a

kicking. The scene that ensued may be imagined. The Magistrate

was in every way equal. to the occasion. After restoring order, he

made a proceeding of the incident and, after taking the depositions of

the bclligcranis, he charged them with contempt. The Pleader was

tried by the second Deputy and fined Rs. 1$. The European District

Magistrate himself tried Mr. Palit and fined him Rs. 500. We wonder

he did not order him the historic punishment of being dropped from

a tower of the fort—or, in the absence of any suitable tower in these

days, from the roof of Ram Persad’s Ghat—to the river

!

Mysterious are the ways of Providence I The poor solicitors and

solicitors’ clerks are avenged for their injuries from the barristers in

Calcutta by Pleaders on barristerlings in the country !

A’£/S & RA WET.
Saturday^ November 75, j8go

THE COMING GENERAL ELECTION IN
MUNICIPAL BENGAL.

In a short time hence, there will be the tumult and

bustle of another general election in the Municipalities

of Bengal. The preliminaries are being arranged by

the district officials, and, by the time they are ready,

the tug of canvassing will have commenced. From
the outset, we have taken a warm interest in the

movement. We expected a good deal from Local

Self-Government. We thought it was time enough

that people should be left to manage their own village

affairs without the immediate guidance of officials.

Our Experience, however, of the operation of the

system has somewhat shaken our faith. It has not,

indeed, disappointed us, but it has not quite fulfilled,

our expectation. Many were the passages at arm*
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we exchanged with Mr. Monro, then Commissioner
wf the Presidency Division, for his determined

position to this measure. The then Governor of

Bombay, Sir James F'ergusson, incurred no small

pobrrc odhiin for a simila?' attitude. But time is a

great healer of differences, and we now’find that they

had taken a far more correct view of the scheme of

election than ourselves. Not that we had not anti-

cipated the outbreak of party-feeling and even a

certain deterioration of administrative efficiency—the

two chief evils which have attended the introduction

of Local Self-Government. We were quite prepared

for these effects, and we thought they were an inevi-

table pripe which, must be paid for any novi-

ciate in political training. As regards the first, we

had hoped that party-warfare would soon blow over,

and it seems we were not far wrong in this view.

Already, there are indications of a lull after the storm

_a gradual subsidence of party-spirit, or at any rate

the disappearance of it in its active and aggressive

aspect. As to adminUtrative effects, judging from

official reports, the municipalities under the un-official

rmme show a fair record of progress. Judged more

closely, a palpable falling off in efficiency will pro-

bably be detected in some respects, but this may be

hoped to rectify itself in time like the first outburst of

party-spirit. We are nevertheless far from satisfied,

on the whole, and our reasons are, briefly stated, that

neither the elections by the people nor the nominations

by the Government appear to have succeeded in finding

out the right sort of persons—we won t say in all

cases, for that is expecting too much from any system

—but in a fairly reasonable proportion of cases.

Some of the incidents which attend these Municipal

elections are ridiculous in all conscience. Votes arc

given for persons whom the voters do not know by

sight or even by name. At the Cossipore-Chitpore

elections, there were workmen-voters brought up

before the polling officer who could not say for whom

they voted, but it was some i>a/ie6 whom they did not

know. Electors of this class have been known at other

places to give their votes to some Baboo of whom

they had never heard. What is perhaps more serious,

the votes of even more respectable peo[)le are given

under an express or implied stipulation that their

municipal taxes should be reduced when the re-

turned candidates come into power. 1 hat elections

under such circumstances should have resulted in

the return of improper persons cannot therefore be

at all surprising. ”1 he elections are^ already regarded

as a farce, and not much interest is taken in them

by the people gener.ally. If there Is neverthele.ss a

fair muster of voters at the elections, it is due to the

exertions of the candidates themselves or of p.irty

leaders rather than to any genuine interest in the

eleaors themselves. A good proportion of them

who might well attend, keep away from the farce.

Elections conducted under such circumstances must

result in the return of a bad lot, but^ the evil of

this might be somewhat mitigated, if not com-

pletely removed, by the nominations being made by

Government with care and knowledge. But nomina-

tions to the Municipal Commission are no whit better.

We do not quite see how this latter evil can be

prevented. The District Magistrate who makes

the nominations is naturally guided by the opinions

of the Municipal Chairman for the
^

time b^iiig,

who, in his turn, naturally selects from his own party.

Men selected chiefly on the score of their partisan-

ship may turn out good men and true, but the chances

in a majority of cases are the reverse. They lie

under a more direct stipulation to support the man or

the party they owe their appointments to, than the

elected candidates to the voters. Altogether, there is

little honesty possible under such a system, and, with

honesty at such a considerable discount, no adminis-

tration can inspire public confidence. The subject

has variou.s aspects, and we shall return to it at some
future occasion.

SIR WILLIAM- HUNTER ON HINDU
MARRIAGE REFORM.

Sir W. W. Hunter is sure to prove a powerful ally

to the Hindu marriage reform cau.se. Brilliant, in-

deed, is the array of friends whom Mr. Malabari

has intcre.sted in behalf of his movement in Eng-
land, but mere English support is not all that is re-

quired to arrive at a settlement of the question satis-

factory to all parties. On the contrary, as we
said lately, English support had its advantage as

well as its disadvantage, and our view is corroborated

by Dr. Hunter himself, whose letter in the Times
is perhaps the ablest presentation of the subject that

we have had for some time. After describing gra-

phically the large measure of sympathy which ha.s

been aroused among all classes and sections of the

English people for the reforms advocated by Mr.

Malabari, and complimenting him for the devotion

with which he has worked in the cause. Sir W. W.
Hunter says : “So influential an expre.ssion of opi-

nion in England must re-act powerfully upon the

Government of India. There is no danger that the

question will be neglected. The real, danger is lest

the weight of English public opinion should be used

by the more extreme party of Indian reformers to

force the hand of the Government and to substitute

sensational action for deliberate and well-matured

deliberation.” While Dr. Hunter is clearly of opi-

nion that legislation is called for to mitigate the evils

of the system of infant marriage and enforced peni-

tential widowhood, he deprecates English agitation

on the subject. " The conditions of family life and

the religious conceptions of paternal responsibility

among the Hindoos differ so widely from iho.se to

which we are accustomed in this country, that an

English movement initiated with an imperfect ap-

preciation of those conditions and religious concep-

tions is likely to stir up an organised opposition in

India which might seriously h.imper the action of the

Government and throw back the caii.se of domestic

reform even among the most highly educated and

enlightened classes.” The reform must be left to

the initiation of the Indian Government who have

never lost sight of it.

Sir W. W. Hunter expresses a decided opinion

that the time for legislative action on the subject has

now arrived, and considers the proposed reform a just,

moderate and necessary one. He does not state the

grountls on which he has now come to such an opi-

nion, and with all one’s sympathy with the reform

itself, one cannot fail to be struck vvith the fact that

a short time ago the tendency of Indian official opi-

nion was contrary to the one now so emphatically

declared by an ex-Indian minister. The result of the

enquiry into the subject initiated by Lord Dpfferin

was, as he himself states in his letter, that nine out

of the ten Provincial Governments consulted found

themselves compelled to report against official

interference. Nor was this due to any want of

sympathy with the rhform on the part of the dissen-
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tient Governments. Dr. Hunter himself admits that

the evidence did not at that time allow the Provin-

cial Governments to come to any other conclusion.

It is a pity he should omit to refer to the new evi-

dence which he has since obtained and which justifies

his present change of opinion.

The Hindu marriage system is then described.

The origin of it is laid in the times of foreign inva-

sion and internecine war which characterised the his-

tory of India before the advent of British rule.

During this period of insecurity and anarchy, the

supreme need of Hindu women was not independ-

ence but safety, and, according to Sir W. VV. Hunter,

it was “to meet this supreme need, the Hindu

marriage system was developed into a powerfully con-

structed organization of protection—a system which

endeavoured to give the maximum security to Hindu

women as a whole, and which deliberately acted on

the principle that their general salety must be ensured,

even at the cost of hardship to individuals among

them.” This system arising thus out of historical

expediency soon acquired a sacramental character

and subsequently came to be enforced by the Hindu

law. The concluding paragraph of the first of Sir

W. W. Hunter’s letters shows the spirit of caution

with which he approaches the problem of reform :

—

, “Siichisthft Hindoo marriage system '-a strongly rnnslriicted or.

ganizHlion of female protection and female obligation testing on the

threefold foundation (tf histoiiral expediency. Divine ordinance, and

human law. But to a large section of educated Hindoos, it is now be-

coming apparent that such a system of enforced protection, however

useful it may have been in past periods of invasion and rapine, has

ceased to be in accord with the facts of modern life in India. They
perceive that the compulsoiy pioteclioii of woman as a sex means the

compulsory submission of women as individuals. ‘ Good and evil, we

know in the field of this world,’ says Milton, ‘grow up together almost

inseparably.’ Serious-minded Hindoos are asking themselves whether

under the altered circumstances of our times, the evils incident to their

maniage system aie not beginning to preponderate over the benefits.

How to secure for their wives and daughters the old safety of depend-

ence with a larger measure of the freedom of modern indepenclence,

and how to effect the transition with the least disruption of religious

tradition and of family life—this is the fundamental problem of Indian

domestic reform,”

Dr. Hunter has since fallowed up his present com-

munication with two others in which he has set forth a

practical scheme for giving effect to the reform.

While at one with the reform-party as to the need of

legislative interference, he does not, like them, regard

the case as analogous to that of Suttee, or of infanticide.

These he declares as false and misleading analogies,

the u.se of which is likely to do more harm than good

to the cause. He would proceed, it is true, with this

reform on the same principle as earliear English

rulers did with regard to infanticide and Suttee.

That principle was to harmonise their original pledges

to the people of religious non-interference with the

dictates of justice and humanity, by applying a rule

of interpretation to those pledges. Acting on this

rule, it was held that there was a limit to this non-

interference imposed by the supreme duty of every

Government to protect the lives of its subject-s, and

infanticide was accordingly declared to be murder,

and the conducting or abetment of Suttee as culpable

homicide. Dr, Hunter now asks the rule of inter-

pretation to be furthr extended, so as to include

domestic practices like infant marriage and enforced

penitential widowhood which interfere with the health

or freedom of action of a subject. The Government

has in the past exercised this right of interference

with established customs or .practices on the ground

of their being destructive, not of the lives but, of the

freedom or well-being of its subjects, and what is now
claimed is that a further step should be taken in

the same direction.

Sir W. W. Hunter’s first letter is a historical exposi-

tvM of the burning subject of the day. His second and

third tetters have since appeared. The more the mer-

rier, The views of a scholar of his Indian knowledge

and experience must always command respect. He
has made Indian antiquities and sociology his especial

study, and is entitled to speak with authority on the

subject in question. His authority rests on another

ground. A sober and thoughtful enquirer, he is

singularly free from the crotchets and eccentricities

of irresponsible scholarship, and withal, his sym-

pathies for the people of this country have always

won his utterances on Indian questions a respectful

hearing. In his second letter, Dr. Hunter discusses

the proposals of the Indian party of reform, Those

proposals are— ist, to rai.se the age of consent to

12 years, 2ndly, abolition of the action at law known

as the suit for the restitution of conjugal rights,

^rdly, legislative provision to enable infant marriages

being repudiated unless ratified by consent within a

reasonable time of proper age, and 4 thly, the re-

moval of legal obstacles to remarriage of Hindoo

widows. He strongly approves of the first two pro-

posals as well as the fourth, but has equally strong

objections to the third. VVe reserve consideration

of his last letter in which he proposes what he calls

the true remedies.

MOR.AL OF THE HOLIDAY QUESTION.

Sir,—There arc many incomplete and unsymmetrical characters in

the British rule, rich in diverse elements of apathy and race-feeling.

No selfishness, no vanity, no mere vulgar ambition can sanctify

proud consciousness of power or most high-handed dogmatism ; and

in any case when we have to enshrine the memory of our rulers,

wc should realize an honest and magnanimous nature, swayed by a

glowing earnestness for, and a passionate conviction of, the weal of the

subjects. In the Holiday Question, there arc two voices, the one

applausive, because intrinisic, the other denunciatory, because ex-

trinsic. It is nccessar/to gather up the result, not indeed to pitci.

voice against voice, which would be simply useless, but to sift as

clearly as possible the strain of truth from them and set before the

public the question in as broad a light of fact and reason as the

nature of it warrants. The curtailment of the Doorga Puoja

Holidays, apart from its grotesque form in kindling feelings of gloom

and despond, cramps and fetters the Hindoo mind in the avoidance

of a sacred religious trust that was rivetted on our rulers. I he

trust as it was, was involvcd'in a pledge ol neutrality in mattery of

religion ; but time, the archenemy, shakes it all. The historic lustre

is carried away and the charm gone ! Well may Providence repeat

itself in regenerating New India, filled with prolific brains too mer-

curial in their workings. Well may the nineteenth century de-

scendant ol the old Saxon with the accumulated erudition and

heightened sensibility of his national lore, admire the pride of his

position, the subtlety of his reasoning, the glory of his diplomatic

skill, as he condemns those who follow their own accredited and

accepted ideal. Well may the long-limhcd, the pondcrous-

shouldcrcd, the firmly-articulated, the large-handed specimen of

Ne/ya, gain more, or at least something more distinctive from contact

with intellects of a type essentially alien, minds as speculative as his

own. But the hour of retribution comes too late to mend, though

come it will. In balancing our interests with those of the Bengal

Chamber of Commerce or other classes of traders, it is obvious that

the latter kicks the beam, because the interests of trade cannot prove

superior to the interests of religion. Besides, it iA^Uot the Native

element that predominates in this case ;
yet the Natives, or be it

said, the Hindoos are doomed to clip an unmitigated enjoyment ot

12 days* holiday, while their more fortunate brethren have a fuH

share of merry Christmas. The urgent telegram from the Govern-

ment of Bengal to your address dated the 20th October shows

that the Mcmoralists should be informed “that the Governor-

General in Council is unable to modify previous orders, but will

give careful consideration to any representation that specific omccs

have been unduly kept open contrary to intention of para : 3

of the Government of India’s Home Department letter ol t jc

ird July last.” In this paragraph special arrangements sboum

be made in Government offices “by contracting the hours ot

business, bv limiting the work undertaken to what U really

by granting leave to Hindu employes wherever practicable ana oy.

utilistini as much as possible the services of their non-mh‘*'»
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clcrtei t© minlmiM the inconvenience which may be felt by chose
who haYC hitherto enjoyed close holidays on the days which will in
futare be open.” The consciousness of inconvenience exists in
its reality ; the work of mortification aggravates the burden of toil.

Thus the inconvenience^ far from being minimised^ is carried to its

highest strain*^ Nor is this all. The poor Hindu clerk is crushed
under a crushing conviction that his best privilege is compulsorily
taken away from him, not for any unavoidable cause that affects all

Indians as subjects, but because the poor down-trodden Natives,
aignifying of course Hindus, cannot enjoy a privilege, when the
uncompromising sentence of Bishop Butler—“ Things arc as they
are and the consequences of them will be as they will be,** is surely
the right and salutary maxim for both the governors and the gov-
erned. Yes, there is an honorable patriotism in endurance which
we are bound to maintain in advancing the cause of our better-
trained and better-gifted brethren. Further, it should be borne in

mind that, while the curtailment-hardship aft'ects not any consider-
able portion of the Hindu community but only three or four
Hindu clerks under the Government of Bengal, (as the memor-
able paragraph imports), we have simply to have our lips

sealed, and, like most men of big thoughts, bear under all outward
show of brave and sometimes audacious words,—a saddened and
shadowed heart that feels unutterably the mystery of fate. If a

group of holidays—a vacation much rather, is a priceless blessing ;

it its repose is essential to the physical, social and religious welfare

of the people ; if its quieting, sanctifying influence on the minds
of men is universally admitted ; if, in these days of intense ex-

citement, when men live at an express rate, when mental and phy-

sical activity are carried to their extreme limits, a vacation comes
with a Divine influence and brings rest and quietude to millions

of the human race, it will not be close firing if we still kept on

bolstering up arguments to convince Government of the unreason-

ableness of a measure rather than boggle at the fiat that has already

gone forth. Our Western friends arc wont to suppose that the

Doorga Pooja season amongst Native traders is the busiest oi all

seasons in the year, the shops are kept open even in the Pooja

days and there is no lack of activity that is due to religious obstruc-

tion, so that the curtailment of the holidays cannot affect our

religious interests. It is a Pig Philosophy that argues in this strain.

While the night apparently equalises the circulation, it is not suffi-

cient to restore its balance for the attainment of a long life ; hence

one day in seven, by the bounty of Providence, is thrown in as a

day of compensation to perfect, by its repose, the animal system.

Physiologically considered, power saved is power gained, and the

Waste of power from every kind of excitement defeats the purpose

of the day. In the present instance, the reduction of it days to 4,

destroys not only the religious but the physiological cfTect, and

there is no saving nor gaining power. On the other hand, there

is a considerable waste of power from the unmitigated enjoyment

from the Sujtee to virtually the Lukbipooja day, making in all 10 days,

although 4 arc “ strictly religiously observed ” to use the words of

rhe rcdbubtable Nayaratna. Hence, grandest as the festival is of

ail others of us Hindoos, 4 days* rest can be no more than a meagre

blessing conceded to us at all. Those who think otherwise and

argue otherwise, say nothing with a higher feeling, so that their

arguments, if arguments they can be called, arc boxed up in false

Jogic. The Christians believing in the authority of their Lord’s

day as a religious institution, desire, in fact, the recognition of that

authority by others who arc not Christians. Thus the Christian

holidays signally experienced in our country, have a charm to one

and all in various aspects ;
and while 1 would anxiously desire

that the non-Christians should intelligently appreciate the Christian

day of rest, I would It the same time urge with reason and common
sense that our Christian friends should preserve the religious and

moral character of a festival that intimately concerns a wide class

of Indian subjects. Toleration is not a phantom but a reality.

It is the blessed outcome of a civilized Government, suiting the

fancies not of a “microscopic minority” but the beliefs, the usages

of a prc-historic race. Talk of the Red Indians, the Africans, the

Australians, whose religions arc probably as old as their languages,

and so—excuse the adjective—as old as our own language. But wc
know nothing of their antecedents, nothing but the mere surface

of to-day, and that immense surface explored in a few isolated spots

only, and often by men utterly incapable of understanding the

language and thoughts of the people. And yet wc arc asked to be-

lieve by the followers of the Theoretic School that this mere surface

detritus is in reality the granite that underlies all the religions

of the ancient world, more primitive than the Veda, more intel-

ligible perhaps than the Old Testament, more instructive than the

mythological language of Greece and Rome. It may be so. The
religious map of the world may show as vi )lenc convulsions as

the* geological map of the earth. All I say to the enthusiastic

believers in this contorted evolution of religious thought is to wait
till they know a little more of Hottentots and Papuans. •In the

meintiffle, what does the Nayaratna and his school say of Ancient
IhdiR? Are the Vedaa to be classed with the Legends of the

Bskimof } Is the other than the Science of Religion and the
* Science of Thought I Does it eonttin words and concepts and

imaginations that are unintelligible, inexplicable, and irrational ?

Let the self-styled religious Pundit myrmidon speak. He has sacked

the Troy of Hinduism with fancied joy of a crowning victory. It

is England’s duty to weave her choicest laurels to deck his brow.

But before she did it, she should consult the religious interests of the

wailing down-trodden Natives. I wish a happier issue next year.

7’hc interval brings with it a feeling of suspense.^ Let India leave

the issue to England and to God !

THE DOORGA POOJA HOLIDAYS.

We issued the following Extraordinary on Monday the 2oih October

last

“ Today is the seventh of the moon—the first of the four grandest days
of the blessed Doorga Pooja ! Alas ! blessed no more I

This year’s Pooja is a Pooja of mourning—thanks to the gov-
ernment of the foreigners who fatten on the trade of our land 1

This year we are doomed to mingle our tears with the holy waters of

the (Ganges in our offerings to tiie Goddess. For the first time since

the people of Bengal, of their nee instance, invited the British to

sovereignty in India, the darkness of disappointment and pain clouds

this auspicious Religious Festival. For the first time, the Govern-
ment has mutilated the leave for the Pooja by one-thiid. It is not
often that the Biitish Government in India in such matters remindf
the people of their utter insignificance and abject helplessness in

their own land.

Urgent Telegram.

Day 20. Hour. 8. Minute 48. [Oct. 20. 1890.]

From—THE SECRETARY TO THE GOVT. OF BENGAL,

Financial Department^

Darjeeling.

To-BABOO SAMBHU C. MOOKERJEE,
/, Uckoor Dutfs Lane^

Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

The Lieutenant-Governor has received the following telegram from

the Government of India dated i8th October.

‘No. 2117, Public, your letter (of the) 8th instant, on the subject

of the Doorga Pooja Holiday. Please inform the Memorialists that the

Governor-General in Council is unable to modify previous orders, but

will give careful consideration to any representation that specific offices

have been unduly kept open contrary to intention of para 3, of the

Government of India’s Home Department Letter of the 3rd July last.’

The paragraph referred to in the Government of India’s telegram

to the Lieutenant-Governor runs as follows

‘ The Governor-General in Council accepts the proposals of His
Honour the Lieutenant-Governor as regards the offices under the Gov-

ernment of Bengal to be kept open during the holidays which will

henceforth not be notified under the Act. In all these offices special

arrangements should be made, by contracting the hours of business,

by limiting the work undertaken to what is really urgent, l)y granting

leave to Hindu employes wherever practicable, and by utilizing as

much as possible the services of their non-Hiiulu fellow-clerks to

minimise the inconvenience whicli may be fell by tliose wlio have

hitheito enjoyed close holidays on the days whicli will in future be

open. Under proper arrangements, so far from hardsliip being entail-

ed on any considerable section of the comlnumty, not more than three

or four Hindu clerks under the Govermueut of iSengal are likely to be

affected by the change. Separate orders to the same effect will be

given by the Government of India in regard to the offices directly

subordinate to it which are situated in Calcutta.’”

SUBSEQUENT CORRESPONDENCE.

Financial Department.

No. 814 T. M.

From-H. J. S. COTTON, ESQ.,

Secretary to the Government of Bengal^

To-BABOO SAMBHU C. MOOKERJEE,
Daijceling, the 28th October, 1890.

Sir,

In continuation of my memorandum No. 71 r T. F. dated the 20lh

October 1890, I am directed to forward a copy of the orders of the

Government of Indi.a, No. 2118 dated the 1 8th October 18^90, passed

on the memorial received with your letter of the 3rd idem praying for

a reconsideration of the orders recently issued by that Government
in the matter of the Doorga PoojaU holidays in these provinces.

1 have the honor to be,

Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

H. J. S. COTTON,
SecTitary to tho Government of Bengal,
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No. 2118.

From—C J. LYALL, ESQ., C.I.E.,

Offg. Secretary to the Government of India.

To—The Secretary to the Government of Bengal, Financial
Department.

Simla, the i8th October 1890.

Home Department. Public.

Sir,

I am'directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter No. 583T.F.
dated the 8th instant, with which you forward a memorial on behalf
of the Hindu inhabitants of Calcutta and its Suburbs, praying for a

reconsideration of the orders recently passed by the Government of
India in the matter of the Doorga Poojah holidays in the Lower
Provinces of Bengal.

2. In reply I am to say that the Governor-General in Council re-

grets that he does not, as at present advised, see any reason for modi-
fying the orders contained in my letter No. 1289, dated the 3rd July
last, which were passed after full consideration and with every desire
to respect the religious sctuples of the Hindu community. I am how-
ever to add that the memorialists should be informed that should they
hereafter br able to show to the satisfaction of the Government of
India, that in any specific instances oflficcs have been unduly kept
open or work imposed on Hindu employes, contrary to the intention
of para. 3 of the Home Department letter cited above, their representa-
tions will not fail to receive careful attention from the Local Govern-
ment uiul the Government of India.

1 have, &c.,

Sd. C. J. LYALL,

Offg. Secretary to the Govt, of India.

Peis Rayyet Office,

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street.

Calcutta^ jrd November j8go.

From-DR. SAMBHU C. MOOKERJEE.
To—H. J. S. COTTON, ESQ., C.S.,

Secretary to the Government of Bengal^

Financial Department.

Darjeeling^ Bengal.

Sir,

The signatories to the memorial to thc*|Viceroy praying for recon*
.sideration of the orders recently passed curtailing the Doorga Pooja
holidays recognized by Government in Bengal, which 1 had the honor
to forward to the Lieutenant-Governor for submission, owe the illus-

trious heads of both Governments their thanks fur the kindness of II is

Honor in promptly forwarding it on and giving notice of that despatch
and for the condescension of His Excellency in acknowledging receipt
of the momorial and giving assuiance that the matter would receive
careful consideration.

I duly received your telegram of the 2oth October conveying the
Government of India’s telegram of the i8lh October from Simla to the
address of the Lieutenant-Ciovernor asking him to “inform the memo-
rialists that the Governor-General in Council is unable to modify pre-

vious orders but will give careful consideration to any representation

that specifir.*offices have been unduly kept open contrary to intention

of para. 3, Home Department letter of 3rd July last,” followed in due
course by a copy of the same telegram through the post under
No. 711T.F. without date of the Bengal Secretariat, Financial

Department.
Since then 1 am in receipt of your letter No. 8l4T*M., dated

Daijeeling the 28th October last, in continuation of the said No.

71 1. T. F., forwarding copy of the orders of the Government of
India No. 2118 dated Simla the iSth October 1890 passed on the
memorial.

1 have the honor to request the favour of being supplied with cony
of the letter of the Government of Bengal forwarding with remarks
of the Lieutenant-Governor the memorial to the Viceroy and Governor-
General and copies of the other official papers (<»iher than those

published in the Calcutta Gazette of the i6th July K90) on which the

decision of Government on this occasion as on the previous one is

based.

I have the honor to be,

Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

(Sd.) SAMBHU C. MOOKERJEE.

Financial Department.

No. 871 T. F.

From— H. J. S. COTTON, ESQ.,

Secretary to the Government of Bengal^

To—BABU SAMBHU C. MOOKERJEE.
Darjeeling, the 6th November 1890.

Sir,

With reference to ymir letter of the 3rd November, I am directed

to say, that all ihe official papers, upon which the decision of Govern-
ment, in the matter of the Doorga Poojah holidays was based, were
published in the supplement to the Calcutta Gazette of the l6ih Jnlv

1890, and that the memorial to the Viceroy and (^overnor-General in

Council to which you refer, was submitted to the Government of India

without any further remarks.

I have the honor to be,

Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

H. J. S. COTTON,
Secretary to the Government of Bengal.

Hollowafs Fills .—Teachings of Experience.—The united testimony

of thousands, extending over more than forty years, most strongly re-

commends these Fills as the best purifiers, the mildest aperients, and
the surest restoratives. They never prove delusive, or give merely

temporary relief, but attack all ailments of the stomach, lungs, heart,

head, and bowels in the only safe and legitimate way, by cleansing the

blood, and so eradicating those impurities which aie the source and
constituent of almost every disease. Their medicinal efficacy is wonder-

ful in renovating enfeebled constitutions. Their action embraces all

that is desirable in a household medicine. They remove cveiy noxious

and effete matter ; and thus the strength is nurtured and the energies

stimulated.

KNIGHT MEMORIAL FUND.
The Editor of the “ Indian Mirror ” begs

to acknowledge the receipt, with many thanks,
of the following sums in aid of the above
Fund

Rs,
Fherozeshah M. Mehta, Es(|., Bombay 100
Babu Krishna Behai y Sen, Calcutta... 10

Babu Nagendra Nath Ch.atterji, Cal-
cutta ... ... ... 2

A Zoroastrian, Calcutta ... ... 5

Babu Ram Gopal Sanyal, Calcutta ... 2

Kabiraj Abiiiash Chunder Kaiviatna,
Calcutta ... ... ... 2

Framji Mancherji, Esq., Calcutta ... 251
Kumar Beiioy Krishna, Calcutta ... 100

A Bengali Friend, Calcutta ... 5
Babu Gopal Chunder Mukerji, Editor

Sungbad Probhakar^ ... 5
Babu Kadha Nath Sen, Calcutta ... 2

Dinshaw Eilulji Wacha, Esq., Bombay 25
Kahanrai Hakaimutrai De.sai, Esq.,

Broach ... ... ... 100
S. C. Kaye, Calcutta ... ... 10

An Admirer, Calcutta ... ... 2

X. and Y., Mofiissil ... ... 2

Lala Bansa Gopal Nande Saheb,
Burdwan ... ... 500

The Star Theatre ... ... 51

Baboo S. K. Lahiri, Calcutta ... 5
Jamshedji Framji Madan, Esq., Cal-

cutta ... ... ... ' 51

John Ogilvie, Esq., Madaripore ... 16

The Ghattal Bar, through Baboo
Sharoda P. Ghose, Ghattal ... 10

The Hon’blc J. F. Norris, Calcutta ... 50
An Admirer, Dinagepore... ... 10

Lahiri & Co., Calcutta ... ... 5

Babu Boycuniha Natli Paul, Calcutta 4
Babu Mohendro Cliunder Lahiri,

Serampore ... ... ... 10

Babu Gopal Chunder Daw, Sujberia 5

A Pars!, Calcutta ... ... 5

Babu S, C. Sircar, Calcutta ... 5

G. C C, Mysadal ... ... 5

Babu Hari Churn Sen, Kalilala,

Dinagepore... ... ... 10

Rajenomer Sen, Rai Bahndoor, Shib-

pore... ... ... 5

Chaitanya Library and Beadon Square
Literary Club Calcutta... ... 5

*^

Baboo Kaly Kissen Tagoie, Calcuiifi 200

The Hon’ble Guru Dass Bannerji,

Calcutta ... ... ... 25

Dr. R. L. Dutt, Midnapore ... 10

F. H. S. ... ... ... 100

B. C. Seal, Esq., Bancoora ... lo

Baboo Jogendro Kissore Roy Chow-
dhry, Ramgopalpore Mymensingh
district ... ... ... 10

Hooghly Bar Association, through
Baboo Behari Lall Chatterji ... 32

A Follower of Keshub Chunder Sen 17

A Friend, Backergunge district ... 10

Shib Chunder Sen, Calcutta ... 2

Moharani Surnomoyi, c.i.,Cos8imbazar 100

Yor, Calcutta ... ... ... 2

Raja Sir Sourendra Mohun Tagore,

C.I.E., Kt. ... ... ... 50

Baboo Gopal Dass Roy Chowtjhry,

Calcutta ... ... ... 10

Rai Dwavka Nath Mookerjw, Baha-
door, Calcutta ... ... lO

Babu Mali Lali Ash, Calcutta i«. 4

The Hqn’ble Chunder Madhiib Ghose,
Calcutta ... ... ... 50

Baboo Ganendra Nath Bose, Matihari 5

Mr. D. B. Sokani, Sumbulpore ... 3
A friend, Daijeeling ... ... 20

A. Mittra, Esq., Cashmere ... 25
Baboo Pieo Nath Bannerji, Julpai-

goorie ... ... ... 5

Baiichee Bar ... ... 13

Some Admirers, Ranrhee... ... 6

Rai Bahadoor Surujmull Jhoonjhooii-

wallah ... ... ... 10

Baboo Soshi Bhusan Konar, Arrareah,

Purneah district ... ... 2

Belle Vue, Calcutta ... ... 4
Amount raised at Gaibandn, Rungpore,

and received through Baboo Gunga
Naruin Roy... ... ... too

Admirers in Purneah ... ... 32

Baboo Sewbitx Bogla, Calcutta ... 10

Baboo Ram Chunder GoenkjUr Cal-

cutta ... ... ... 10

Baboo Kunja Behari Cbakravarti, Sat-

gachi, district Burdwan .... lo

Baboo Denonath Doss, Head Assist- .

ant to the Calcutta Branch of

Messrs Morarji Gocul Das Munji

& Co., Bombay ... ... 2

Baboo Nilcomul Mukerji, Calcutta ... 50

Pundit Rakhal Chunder Tewary,

Pleader, Diamond Harbour ... 4

His Highness the Maharaja of Cooch
Behar, G.C.I.E. ... .... 5®

Further subscriptions may be sent to the

Iftdian Mirror Office, 74.
Dhurumtola Street^

Calcutta, and will be duly acki^owledgea «• re**

ceived.
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WONDERFUL MEDICINE.

BEECHA^S PILLS
A RE universally ad-

milled to be worth
A GUINEA A BOX.
For Bilious and Ner-
vous Disorders, such
as Wind and Pain in

the Stomach, Sick

Headache, (Giddiness,

Fulness and Swelling
after iMeals, Dizziness

and Drowsiness, Cold
Chills, Flushings of

Hcat,I-oss of Appetite,

Shortness of Breath,

Costiveness, Scurvy and Blotches on the Skin,

Disturbed Sleep, Frightful Dreams, and all

Nervous and Trembling Sensations, &c.

The first dose will

give relief in twenty
minutes. This is no fic-

tion,for they have done
it in countless cases.

Every sufifercr is

earnestly requested to

try one Box of these

Pills, and they will be

acknowledged to be

WORTHAGUINEA
A BOX

For females of all

ages these Pills are

invaluable. No female

-should be without

them. There is not a

medicine to be found

to equal them for re-

moving any obstruc-

tion or irregularity of

the system. If taken

according to the di-

is given with

box they will

restore females

all ages to sound
and robust hetdth.

This has been proved

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

JgEECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

ReECHAM’S PILLS rections^' given^ each bnv fh#»

gEECHAM’S PILLS soon

gEECHAM’S PILLS

KEECHAM’S PILLS by thousands ' w h o

" have tried the

gEECHAM’S PILLS

JgEECH^M’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

IJEECHAM’S PILLS

JJEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

SotR Agents kor India;

NAYLOR, SON, aRIMES & CO.

Wholesali Depdt,j5, Clive Street,

CALCUTTA:

tried them, and
found t h c benefits

which are ensured by

their use.

For a Weak Sto-

mach, Impaired Di-

gestion, and all Disor-

ders of the Liver, they

act like magic, and a

few doses will b e

found to work won-
ders on the most im-

portant organs in the

h ii in a n Machine.
They .strengthen the

whole nuiscuiar sys-

tem, restore the long

lost complexion, bring

buck the keen edge of

appetite, and arouse

into action with the

nisebud of health the

whole physical energy

of the human frame.

Tlicse are facts testified

to continually by mem-
bers of all classes of

society, and one of the

best guarantees to the

Nervous and Debilita-

ted i.s, BKKCHAM’.S
BILLS have the

Lariicst Sate of any
Patent MedUine in

the World.

Cheapest and Perfect Time
KeepingWatch in the World.

All our WateJus Guaranteed for 2 years,

ES. 0-S.

A strong accurate Keyless open-face Watch

in nickel .silver case.

Runs 30 Hours with one winding, short wind,

Regulated to a minute a month. Bold hands

and figures, enameled dial, sunk second hand,

set from outside. It has a jewelled visible

compact escapement. Can be repaired by any

watch-maker for a trifle. Is a thoroughly re-

liable Machine-made Watch, in velvet lined

spring case.

Do. Do. Ladies’ Wrist Watch. Price... 8 8

Do. Gent’s Lever movement, fully

jewelled Chronometer balance to

prevent variation in extremes of tem-

perature. Price ... ... 13 o

Do. Hunter do. ... ... ... 13 8

Chain,

White Metal Albert Chains, standing

acid. Of all Patterns ... ... I 4

Imitation Guinea Gold do. ... ... 3 o

Canadian do. ... ...30

Repairs of Watches, Jewellery, &c.

We give our greatest atleniion to every kind

of rcpaiis, stone settings, Waltham and Water-

bury including, as we always employ a staff of

the most skilful workmen for our jobbing dept.,

our cliaigQ$ are based upon the very lowest

calcuiaiiuus.

P. K. MOITRA,
Late Manager, Waterbury Watch Depot.,

37, Musjidbari-sireei, Calcutta.

JUST PUBLISHED.

Congress Sketches : A Review

OF THE

SPEECHES AND THE SPEAKERS

AT THE

Fourth Indian National Congress

Held at Allahabad.

Reprinted with additions and alterations from

Reis ^ Rayyct

Notice.
^ „HTHESE Pills can be obtained at all Bazaars

;
thcoughoQt India, or from the Whole and

Agents, Naylor, Son, Grimes 8: Co., at sale

foUnwing rates w. \)M^ sire, Re. 1-2, the.

ai. 91^ aiga, Rs. H*4 per box,*iiiicla<iing V.-P

Post* Shopkeepers can obtain Wbotesale

lUtea tipoo apptkitkm.

With a portrait of Mr. George Yule, President.

Sold by the publishers G. P. Varma, andj

at the office d( the Advocate, at Lucknow, and

at the office of “ Reis & Rayyct ”

.fisr 8 Annas a copy, besfdes postage.

IN THE PRESS.

Uniform with “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal”

ESSAYS BY A BKAHMAN
m

Politics, Sociology, History, & Literature

BY

the Author of “Travels & Voyages in Bengal.”

Calcutta.

Reis Sr* Rayyet Office.

PRICE :

To Subscribers paying before publication Rs. 4

„ mere registering subscribers ... „ 5

„ Ordinary purchasers ... ... „ 6

Apply to the Manager, Reis and Rayyct,

1, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL
BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tifiperah,

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEE,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Bchar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, “REISA RAYYZT"

I, Uckoor Dult’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

A
NY Photograph transferred to porcelain

and thus rendered permanent. Apply to

R. Hotz,

13-5, Government Place, Calcnlia.

JEYES’ PERFECT PURIFIER
OBTAINED

Thirty throe Prize Medals and First Class Corli-

fic.t!es and was siiecially appointed by the

Royal Commission for ihe Colonial and Indian

Exhibition in where not a single case of

illness occurred amongst the native .artisans

there employed.

Authorized by the Government of India
;

.and largely used by the Calcutta and other

Municipalities.

Sanctioned

by Her Majesty's Board of Trade.

Used in the Royal Households, by Her Majes-
ty’s Government Establishments, by the Cor-
poration of London, Parochial Vestries, Smith-
field and Billingsgate Markets, Peninsular

and Oriental and other Steam Navigation
Companies, the Rtiilway Companies, Principal

Hospitals, &c.

Agents NICOL & CO.,

3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta.
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*'IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF."

who suffer find sure relief from

^
li II I

“

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,
(Opposite the Police Court,)

TMT? PAiniTTA

HOMCEOPATHIC PHARMACY,
THK

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE
DISPENSARY IN A SIA

OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,
WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TEADE m
INDEPENDENT HOMCEOPATHY

and maintiiins to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

‘‘Limited.’^

This Company’s Steamer “BEHAR”
will leave Calcutta for Assam on Tuesday, the

i8th instant.

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel

should be sent to the Company’s Godowns
at Juggannauth Ghat, not later than 5 P.M.

of Saturday, the 15th instant.

Cachar Line.

The steamer “THIKAK” of this line will

leave Calcutta for Cachar on the 2Sih instant

(Tuesday) for which cargo will be received until

5 P.M. of .Saturday the 22nd instant.

Assam Despatch Service from

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcuteBhenmatism and RheumaticOout,

after years of semi-helplessness and suffer-

ing
;

while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS,

LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACHE,

SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

for these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost loo remarkable for CREDENCE.
Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-«pread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Dottles at i Re. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistreet & Co.,

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.
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THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co. beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned
WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
12, Lai Bazaar, Calcutta.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short winding Keyless Railway Regulat-

ors, of small %\zt, jewelled, enamelled dials, bold

6gures and Canadian Gold hands, with tem-

pered machinery and dust tight hinged cases

for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P, with spare

glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted

to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapness about

them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr.

A. R. Mehta from Bandora says:—“The
7-8 watch 1 purchased from you two years

back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting Su-

perintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh,

says:—“A watch maker has valued your

Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, R.

W. Fusi. Regt., Lucknow, says Some valued

it at Rs. 15 and were completely surprised when

I told them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pretty

Canadian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-

plete shirt Studs and King-s set with scientific

diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each. Mr. J.

A. Yelsmore, Satiir, says :
—“ The best gold-

smith of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. G-

Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, says “ A
German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and

the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

In Pamphlet, Price 4. annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve, for the Indian Army.

ByCapt. ANDREW HEARSE Y.

Apply to Reis Rayyei Office, Calcaita.

Goalundo

and

Daily Mail Steamer Service from

Dhubri TO Debrooghur.

A daily service is maintained from Goalun-

do and Dhubri for passengers and light goods

traffic, i, e., packages not weighing over half a

ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival

of the previous night’s 9-30 P. M. train (Madras

time) from Sealdah, and Dhubri on arrival of

the mails.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to

almost all stations can be booked through from

or to Calcutta viA Goalundo or Kannia with

the Eastern Bengal State and connected Rail-

ways—Passengers and Parcels vu\ Kannia

only.

All particulars as to rates of freight and

passage by all the above mentioned Services to

be had on application to

—

MACNEILL & CO.,

.
Agents,

1-2, Clive Ghat Street.

Calcutta, the 12th November, 1890.

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY (ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
AND

Review of Politics, Literature, and Society.

BATES OF SUBSCBIPTION.
I

Yearly ... in advance ... Rs. 12

Half-yearly ... „ ... „ 7

Quarterly ... „ ... „ 4

Monthly ... „ *‘8

Single or sample Copy,, ... „ 0-8

RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.

Advertisements (three columns to the page and

102 lines to the column) are charged by the

space taken up, ai the rate of 4 annas a line,

each insertion. The lowest charge for any ad-

vertisement is Ks. 2, except Domestic Occur-

rences, the lowest charge for which is Rs. 5.

Special rates for Oon^acts.

No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

will be charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at the rate of 4 annas a month or

Rs. 3, a year.

Business Communications (post paid) to

be directed to “The Manager,” and Literary

Communications and books and pamphlets

(carriage paid) to “The Editor ” of “ Reis

& Rayyct,”

Office : /» Uekoor Dutfs Lane, Wellington

Street, Cedcutteu

Printed and publishedfor the Proprietor every Saturdt^ by MUTXy Ull Ghosb, at THE BEE PRESS, l\(o, i, Uekoor Dfitfs Lemo, Cakuttm.
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

ALBANO.
1

by rennell rood. .

The lake lies calm in its mountain c^n,

And the twilight star shows clear, :

And large and solemn it gazes down

In the mirror of the mere.
(

Was it here they rowed in their crazy laft,

Where only the ripples arc—
j

The strange lake folk of the floating rt?

Was it yesterday, said the star. ;

1

And the mountain slept, and the nights^l still,

And thousand years rolled by. \

Was there once a city on yon low hill,
\

With its towers along the sky? i

))id the cries of the war din of long ago\

Wail over the wateis far?
;

There is no stone left for man to know !

Since yesterday, said the star.

i

And the monntains sleep and the ripples

And again a thousand years,
|

And the tents of battle are by the lake,

And the gleam of the horsemen’.s spears
,

They bend their brows with a fierce siirmist

On the lights in the plain afar,

And the battle hunger is in their eyes,

Was it yesterday, said the star.

/ And a thousand yenrs-and the lake is still, \

^ And the star beams large and white ;

The burial chant rolls down the hill,
i

Where they bury the monk at night
;

^

The mountains sleep and the ripples lave
^

The shore where the pine woods are ;

There is little change but another grave

Since yesterday, said the star.

prescience.

The noontide sun beats fiercely down,

Sweet scent of locust fills the air,

The breezes lag through field and town,

And life has lost its sense of care.

And stretched anear the panting flock

That huddle in the locust shade,

They watch afar the sails that rock

All idly in the track of trade.

The white, white sails that idle lie

They watch, but never seem to sec,

Their eyes are full, they sadly sigh,

To-morrow must our parting be.

“ To-morrow, love—nay, do not fear,

To-rnorrow is a word of hope.

And faith will keep your vision clear,

Where love alone would only grope."

Ah, man, your talk but idly rolls,

All words of cheer must idle be :
'

The prescience of some gentle souls

Is deeper than philosophy.

She hears the drowsy hum of bees

Around them in the locust bloom
;

But over all she hears or sees,

There vaguely falls a sense of doom.

“ Dear love,” she says, tears drown the rest
;

He tries to still her vague alarms
;

Her head sinks on his loyal breast,

I He folds her in his loving arms.

Next morn upon the stiand they part

;

She hears the languid sea complain
;

All, maiden, pi css your aching heait,

You shall not see your love again.

1

He may not come wliile ocean rolls :

And so I hold it true to be,

The piescience of some gentle souls

Is deeper than philosopliy.

James MacCarthy.

ITfnnv/fUiWi.]

I

TO POSTUMUS. .

! Horace, Book II., Ode 14.

1
Ah, Postnmns, my Posturnus, the years glide by apace,

Nor love of the immortal gods shall from the human face

Keep back the wrinkles, or avert old age’s chilling breath,

Or for an instant slay thy step, indomitable death,

I

.Should you three hundred bulls .a year to Pluto dedicate,

!
You could not hope the tearless king thus to propitiate,

I

Who holds within the Stygian .stream, that takes its course through Hell,

‘ The iiiple monster Geiyon and Tityiis as well—

That stream, alas, which all of us who earth’s rich bounties share

Must some sad day be ferried o’er, though well or ill wc fare ;

Whether, in regal purple born, we rule in splendid state,

I

Or, like the wretched hind, the soil for bread we cultivate.

I The cruel god who rules the fate of war we flee in vain,

I

Or Adria’s billows tumbling hoarse upon the stormy main ;

In vain the autumn wind wc shun, with prescience of death,

That on our feeble bodies pours its pestilential breath.

On black Cocytiis we must look, winding in sluggish mood,

. With ever-wretched Sisyphus and Danaus* evil brood.

Your Jbroad domains must be resigned, and home and loving wife.

And not a tree or plant you tended here in life

o r .« the eauntrv are reqmsUdJo remit byP^money orders, ifpossible, as tlu safest and mostconveninf

as U ensures acknmkdg*thrAgh the Department. No otlur receipt wiU be
medium, part

y^^^^ unn^^ likely to cause con/uston.
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Shall follow to his sepulchre their transitory lord,

Save yonder gloomy cypresses, by living men abhorred.

A worthier heir than you, my friend, your Csecuban shall drain,

That priceless wine protected by a hundred bolts in vain,

And shall upon his pavement a diviner vintage waste

Than pontiffs at their festivals may ever hope to taste.

News and Our Comments.

The historic French Sepoy Battalion of Pondicherry, which, after a

good service of two centuries, was to have been disbanded on the close

of December 1890, will, after all, be maintained, fur the moment at

any rate.

There are three Katywar Princes just now at the Cambridge Univer-

sity. All of them, as bc6rs their race, arc fond of manly sports. One

of them, Ranjil Singh, is an enthusiastic cricketer. He applied to the

Nottingham Champion, Mr. Arthur Shrewsbury, fora token of his play

during the late season. Mr. Shrewsbury thereupon has presented

Kumar Ranjit Singhji with his champion b.at suitably inscribed, noting

the triumphs of his instrument, and they have exchanged portraits.

The ruling passion is not only strong in death but pursues us to the ends

of the earth. The Indian’s hunt after certificates, which so amuses and

sometimes embarasses Europeans, appears in full integrity in the

Rajaling in his distant a/ma mater.

•
• •

We .are sorry to see an educated Mahomedan gentleman of promise,

belonging to the Statutory Civil Service, in the Small Cause Court fora

tradesman’s bill of Ks. 794, the more so as he had no case whatever.

*

Another native Judge in the South, and he another Malabari, is

charged with corruption. Judge Davis of Tanjore has sent to the High

Court a petition from a Pleader, named S. A. Sastry, against Mr.

Krishna Menon, Subjudge of Tanjore, and suggested an enquiry.

e
* «

The Secretary of State has addressed the following despatch to the

Governor-General of India on the subject of the duty on silver plate.

It is numbered Statistics 45 and dated India Office, London, May 15,

1890

“ My Lord Marquis,—Your Excellency has learnt by telegraph that
it has been decided to abolish the duties on the importation of silver
plate into the United Kingdom. The report of the Chancellor of the
Exchequer’s speech (Hansard’s Debates, lyih April 1890, page 721,)
shows that Her Majesty’s Government remitted the duties in de-
ference to the wishes and interests of the people of India.

2. The question of abolishing the British system of hall-marking and
the views of the Indian Government on the matter were also con-
sidered. But it was decided not to interfere with the law and practice
concerning hall-markirtg in the United Kingdom. The majority of
people interested in the trade and those conversant with the artistic

side of the question are believed to be strongly in favour of retaining
the system of hall-marking. Her Majesty’s Government proposed,
however, to initigjiie as far as pos.sible any inconvenience under which
the Indian silver trade' might suffer, by providing that Indian silver
work bearing an Indian h.all-mark affixed under the authority of your
Government should be admitted into the United Kingdom without
being subjected to the British hall-mark regulations.

3. The Bill dealing with the matter will be forwarded to Your Ex-
cellency as soon as it is introduced. Meanwhile I shall be gl.ad to
learn at an early date what standard of fineness your Government
would, with due regard to the practice of Indian silversmiths, propose
to adopt for the Indian silver hall-mark. 1 forward (by book-post) a
copy of a Parliamentary return showing the standards of fineness
adopted by different European nations which maintain a system of
hall-marking.

4. It is perhaps needless for me to observe that, if a ball-m.ark is

established for I ndi.'i, it might be permissive .and not obligatory. Any
dealer who desired to send silver ware to England without being liable
to the British hall-marking system would get his wares assayed and
marked in India under such rules as Your Excellency might prescribe.
I anticipate that the new law and practice in the United Kingdom will
follow the pr.actice now existing, whereby artistic silver ware or ware
belonging to private persons and not intended for sale is exempted
from the hall-mark regulations.”

interest.

Two new forms of the violin have been patented—the agilo and the

vioUnetti. The first by Mr. Barnardo has a raised neck of merely

nominal length, with five strings tuned in fifths. It it claimed

for the last, that it can be njastered by any tyro in a few weeks without

any previous knowledge of nusic. It is much easier to learn than the

instrument of which it is anadaptation, and suitable for both sexes.

Coming after the late accidnt, the fast (Nov. 8.) inspection report of

the Kidderpore^ Dock wrks is of more than ordinary

M.njor M’Arthur, R. E., anifMr. Connan write

“ Ah. /.—The qu^ wall was completed with the exception of
the coping which was in pogress. We regret to record that in the be-
ginning of October, or f ortly after the expiry of the quarter ending
September, to which perid the progress herein stated bears reference
a considerable length of be walls of this Dock suddenly showed signs
of failure. We understad that the matter has already been reported
to Government, and than more detailed report is in course of prepara-
tion, which will be submted in due course. As far as we could note
during our inspection, he following is the present condition of the
damaged wotk, the samibeing roughly indicated on the diagram ac-
companying the progres report and submitted herewith.
Movement of the lon/straight length of the cast wall of the Dock has

taken place over 2,05o;et, commencing about 50 feet from the angle of
the short berth at the nrth end and extending to the angle of the wall
at the south end. Thslisplacement at the extremities of this length is

shown by slight cracksn the face of the masonry extending through
the wall and by longitiinal cracks along the course of the tunnel arch*
but it is not considere^hat the latter extend through the solid masonry’
The wall has been ilipt forward by the earth backing, and tilted so
as to bring the face tta vertical position along the whole damaged
length. The movenvt is very slight at the two extremities and attains
a maximum at a distice of 1,650101.700 feet from the south angle
where the displacenvt at the coping level is 7' 5>|^". From this point
of maximum displacie*B ibe south angle, an almost perfect straight
line has been preserd, the remaining 400 feet at the north end being
more or less bulged The original batter of the wall was to the
foot or about 2' in iltoial height from the foundation, and this amount
would represent thf^rward movement at the top edge of the coping
due to tilting, the nainder of the movement, or a maximum of e' e u''

being the bodily trsfer of the whole wall to the front sliding over iis

bed. The earth eking has sunk an average of perhaps 6' for a dis-
tance of 75 to i2oet from the front of the wall, filling completely the
gap caused by i displacement of the wall. The average height
through which thrall has sunk is 15^

Shortly after llpccurrence above mentioned, a serious movement
and fracture of I'wall at the south-west angle of the Dock took place
About 450 feet ohc inclined portion of the wall was affected; and
about 50 feet ado»ng this at the end of the Dock. The greatest for-

ward movements at a point 1 20 feel from the angle of the side walls
being 12' allowing 2 feet for the tilting of the wall, a forward
movement of i whole wall of nearly n feet. The masonry of this

portion is muef^aken, ^bowing cracks both on the face extending
through the wiand longitudinal cracks. No less than seven cracks
appear on the‘® the wall and extending through it, while one ap-
pears at the c**T™dy of the detached length at the end of the Dock.
The mass of fonry here appears to have received a severe wrench
from the for^cxcricd by the backing at the point of maximum dis-

placement, b^® movement of the wall itself is small.

It was rcf®^ 10 us that since the first movement of the walls no
further dispiu\®»t or settlement has taken place. The masonry of
both the da>®u walls appews to us to be of thorough good quality.

*

General —We are of opinion that fair progress was made
with the W'Up to the end of the quarter, which would have been
maintained lue dale of our inspection but for the partial failure

of the Do’^allS'
.

The quality of the work, as far as we have been
able to ju* ‘S satisfactory.”

We unil^ud Mr. Bruce is coming out to India to doctor the

dilapidai^uck. Whatever the chances of the patient, there is the

ccrlaint}^uoiher drain of the’ public purse. More money is to be

sunk. *uust be found for his idle hands.> With such a prospect

ofaclivl*^® commission on the Poiat Commissioners’ purchases is

not en^ keep in peace at home an Old Indian Pasha of the

Publiif*^^®* ik® bye, has he explained his permission to Mr.

BushP receive the private honorarium for supervision of the

fg of the lost SirJohn Lawrence f

\ .

n from the Army and Navy *Casette
^

/o Crimean veterans are about to publish their memoirs,—
iahon, the hero of the Malakhof, of Magenta—aye, and of Worth,
? he did all that skill and courage could do with 35,000 Frenchmen
rend a position assailed at last by more than 1 10,000 Prussians
Bavarians. Ex-President of the French Republic, General in

The convenient cheap match b^x is not always safe,

to

ce great waij, after a long career of military service, his opinions,
yelations, and reminiscences must be of the greatest interest to the

i Idler, the siatesinao, and the historian. The memoirs of Marshal

I. It should fo li>® politician, should be of immense

be allowed to be the toy of 'children. The other day, a native g/^nent^of the It*" of the most pro-

j ,
... .

Kfmnent or tne actors in the struggle before Sebastopol and in the
aged only 3, residing in Barnishpara, Entally, died of burns at tjf cmdidoiis days of fighting round Mels—where the old Marshal, at

Campbell Hospital, from the fire to her clothes from the matth Guard, displayed the admirable qualities of

not to be trifled with. /events in which he bore $0 distinguisbed a paiu’*
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Herb is R quotation from an article on Mahomedans and the Piay

^VMahoinct” in England from the Daify Telegraph
** Should Mahomet be presented on the stage ? Should the ‘juscep-

tibiliiies of his followers be respected so far as to induce the Krench
And English G'>vernments to foibi*! representations of hii c;neer at
th^Pafis or London theatres? Tl»e question presses. An Eu^iish
nn^isi of |bility and repute has written a play on the subject ‘for a
famous actor and dear friend.* M. Bornier, the French dramatist,
has also prepared a drama with Mahomet as its hero, and the other
day it was about to be produced in Paris. On hearing this the Mussal*
mans of Bombay appealed to the Sultan to remonstrate, through his

Ambassador, and to point out that it would be * an insult and a mock-
ery to put their Prophet on the stage.’ The petitioners spoke, no
doubt, on general grounds

; had they known M. Boinier’s method of

working they might have been more earnest in their objections. The
French dramatist takes considerable liberty with history. He makes
Ayesha, the Propheljs favourite wife, a foUpwer of Christ, and bitterly

opposed to her husband’s new creed. She also has a lover, Safwan,
whom she prefers to Mahomet—a touch of French license which is, per-

haps, inevitable in a play intended fur the boulevards. At the end of the
drama Mahomet desponds

; he doubts his own success
;
he prophesies

tnat Christianity will live for ever, and that Islam will fall. Finally

liaving lost faith in his cause, in his wife, and in his followers, he com-
mits suicide and brings the curtain down. It is certainly not surprising

that such a play should be forbidden on political grounds. The English

Government might call upon the French Government to prohibit a

drama travestying the life of the man whom their Mahumedan subjects

regard as their prophet and saint, the founder of their Empire, their

policy, and their creed. During the second Empire, the Lord Cham-
berlain, as a matter of international courtesy alone, would have for-

bidden any drama in which Napolenn was lepresented in an undigni-

ded way. Yet French feeling for the great Corsican is far inferior to

the feeling of Islam for Mahomet. VVe go even further than respect

for religious susceptibilities
;
we do not allow otir politicians to be put

upon the stage. Some years ago the Lord Chamberlain stopped a

burlesque in which actors were made up to represent Mr. Gladstone,

Mr. Lowe, and Mr. Ayrton. It was felt at once that, while our writers

and artists were free to lampoon and to caricature our statesmen, their

bitroduction into the theatre.was a step beyond legitimate license. It

would lead to the degradation alike of the theatre itself and of our

methods of political controversy. Audiences would cheer or hiss ac-

cording to politics, and we should turn pit and gallery into bear gard-

ens, with free fights between contending partisans. If we thus wisely

keep politics from our stage, how much mure reason is there to exclude

religion 1”

•
• •

Sir Charles Elliott is expected in Calcutta on the morning of the 26th.

He does not come as Lieutenant-Governor, and he would not have

his privacy intruded upon by obliging and officious friends, nor dis-

turbed by the recognised Duibaris.

Sir Sieuart Bnyley has permission to resign the Lieutenant-Governorship

from the lyih Decenibei next, when he makes over charge. The honors

of the place will be continued to him till he embarks fur Eutupe.

The appointment of Sir Charles Alfred Elliott, K.cs.i., as Lieutenant-

Governor of the Bengui Division of the Piesidency of Fort William is

Gazetted. The Govcmor-Generul appoints him, subject to the ap-

probation of Her Majesty the Queen-Empress, to be notified in due

form hereafter.

Mr. a. Mackenzie, C.S.i., has made over chaige to Mr. J. W. Neill, who

ofiiciaies as Chief Comniisbioner of the Central Provinces, pending the

arrival from England of the new permanent incumbent, Mr. A. P.

MacDoimeil, C.S.I., the Home Secretary, on leave.

• •

Mr. Mackenzie is on his way ttsKagoon viA Calcutta. He arrives there

on December 7, when he assumes the Chief Cominissiunership of

Buciua from Sir Charles Crosthwaite.

»
* «

Lady Lansdowne returned to India on Monday, and rd,

the Viceroy, on Wednesday at Delhi. She was to have^
|

:he

festivities at Jeypore. This delay must have been disappoini^ the

Jeypore Durbar. \
**

« «
be

Lord Lansdowne has completed his visit to the old Mogul ^al.

He held a levde there. The Viceregal camp has moved down t ;ra

where there will be a Durbar.

• • iVSt
The Viceregal re-entry to Calcutta is programmed for Tuesda^

.

9tb December. The Legislative Council is announced for Fric/ay, the

X 2ih following. The Calcutta season opens with the Lev^e on ihe

x6th and the Drawing Room on the 18th December.

Notes, Leaderettes, and

Our Own News.
London is passing through a financial crisis nff ^ting the whole

trading world. Last Saturday, the came out with the startling

news that a most grave crisis in the City has been averted by the

prompt combination of the Bank of England and other lea^jing

houses to bolster up one of the most important financial houses in

London, which is largely concerned in South American loans, the

Bank of France lending the Bank of England three millions

sterling to tide over the squeeze in money. The next telegram, that

of the xyth, disclosed the honoured name of the Baring Brothers

as the firm in difficulty, and the cause of its distress was stated t<»

be the sudden withdrawal by the Russian Government of five mil-

lions. We suspect the real cause to be those South American

transactions. A guarantee fund which then amounted to nine millions

was started with one million of the Bank of England. It now

stands at 15 millions. The New York slock markets were excited,

followed by several large failures. The firm goes into liquidation, to

revive, it is hoped, into a new Company with old partners but fresh

capital. Mr. Thomas Baring has left New Yuik on this mission.

The latest news is that “ Baring Brothers” will be converted into a

Limited Company with Mr. Thomas Charles Baring for Chairman,

with a capital of one million, which has nearly all been subscribed by

the family and their friends.

The fame of Dr. Koch’s new cure has travelled wide, and phthisis

patients are flocking to Berlin. Fifteen hundred foreign doctors have

arrived there to study the cure. The Doctor has named his lymph

“ paiatoloid.”

The O’Shea-Parnell Divorce suit commenced without Mr. Parnell, who,

as the event showed, had not a leg to stand upon. The wife charged

her husband with adultery with her sister and others and with con-

nivance. Mr. O’Shea is an honest knave and denied not promiscuous

intercourse, but he protested against the base insinuation of a horny

head. Mr. Lockwood, Counsei for the wife, informed the court that

he would take no part in the proceedings. Mr. Clark, Counsel for the

husband, proved meetings between the respondent Mrs. O’Shea and

the co-respondent Mr. Parnell. Under the circumstances, the peti-

tioner easily obtained a deciee nisi for dissolution of mairiage.

The cuiiuuci of Mr. Painell is assailed in many quarters. Tne

papers discuss the question of the teietuion of his seat in Pailiameut

and continuance in the leadership of the Nationalist patty. Tnerc

division in the lush camp itself. At a meeting of the National

League at Dublin, Mr. Edmund, in the name of the party, scouted

the loea of Mr. Parnell’s reiiienient fioin puolic life. Mi. Michael

Davitt, on the other hand, demands the severance for the good

of lieland. The moral indignation against Mr. Parnell is a inoiaeniaty

cry. Where sinners abound, there can be no true boycotting of sin.

Mr. Parnell is a mure inipoitant public man than Sir Charles Dilke,

and he will tide over his exposure more ei^sily than the smart literary

baronet. Bo it seems Mr, Parnell’s mysterious movements were not all

due to the exigencies of his peculiar public position. There was Love

of woman at bottom, not merely Hate towards the Saxon. The exi-

gencies ot Lust explain the my;>tcry and studied secrecy better.

The Minister of Marine announced on the 14th, in the Fiench Cham-

ber of Deputies, the abandonment of the enormons guns in the Navy

111 fiivor of those of thirty tuns capable of piercing any armour. We
suppose the other Powers will now follow suit.

The German Budget for the next year provides for a loan of sixty-four

intllion marks for the Army, Navy, Railways and Post.

The Tipperary trial has concluded. Messrs. Dillon and O’Brien and

nine more have been sentenced to six months* imprisonment. How
will the order be carried out on the absent delinquents ? We may ex-

pect other proceec|ing& when the agitators have done their work in

America,

Lady Rosebery has succumbed to the fever that was preying upon her.

We had hoped for her recovery both for herself and Lord Rosebery.

Sh9 leaves a mighty gap in society.
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Thk Ciarewitch left Athens on the i9>h for Egypt, on the way to

India.

In a Paris hotel, a Polish Nihilist has sent a Russian General to his

last account.

The decision of Colonel Marshall, the Sessions and Divisional Judge,

Lahore, in the Wai burton defamation case^ is disappointing all

round. It is solemn “ chaff.” The orders of the lower court have

been upheld, except as to the fine on the proprietor which has been

reduced by Us. 500 to Rs. 2,000. The editor’s appeal has been

rejected, as also the prosecutor’s application for revision.

A WING is to be added to the Lowis Jubilee Sanitarium at Darjeeling,

liefore he came down, the Lieutenaiu-Governor laid the foundation

stone^of a house to be called after the Zemindar of Dimla, in Rungpore*

Raboo Janoki Hulluv Sen, who bears the cost of construction to the

extent of Rs. 25,000. The addition is meant entirely for the accom-

modation of the orthodox Hindoo. Mr. Lowis, the Commissioner of

the Division, is unremitting in his efforts to thoroughly establish the

only place in Daijeeling for native tourists and visitors and the sick.

It is lamentable that native Judges and members of Cf>uncil consider

it i/tfrit (f/^ to take up their quarters at the Sanitarium. Being a native

institution, they think it their duty to keep away from it. We hope

such a feeling will not scare away other honorable membets of the

native community. Sir Steuart Bayley remembered that he w.as not

likely to be at Darjeeling again, and thus gave out his mind and ap-

pealed for funds for the institution :

—

“ Daijeeling is growing rapidly ; in a short time Lebong will receive

the wing of a Euiope.an regiment which it is destined for, and this

means a very much larger addition to the population, and therefore to

the trade of the place, than the mere number of soldiers for whom

Government will build barracks. Again, in every direction I sec new

buildings springing up, some of them on sites which I cannot contem-

plate without misgiving. But apait from all this I am convinced, th«it

the result of the Native .Sanitarium when once its advantages arc fully

realised, will be somethiug far beyond a mere increase in the applicants

for .admission to its own inimc<iiate benefit. It means that heicafter

Daijeeling will become a health resort, just as much to the we.althier

classes of the native community in Bengal, as it is now to the Euro-

pean, and this again involves a very large increase to the trade and

wealth of the place and to the responsibilities of the Municipality,

especially in the direction of controlling the selection of building sites,

and the constiuciion of houses. 1 believe Daijeeling to have a great

future before it, and 1 deeply regret that this is tlic last visit I am ever

likely to pay it, for notwithstanding the tastes which people are good

enough to credit me with, I am profoundly attached to the pl.ace, and
:

if 1 had only my own tastes to consult, I should have liked to spend

(8) eight months out of every 12 here. In point of accessibility and

scenery it is superior to every hill station in India; in point of salu-

brity I believe it to be infeiior to none, and those who are able to enjoy

as I do the innumerable and too little known walks in the neighbour-

hood cnniwl fail to love it. All the more are honor and gratitude due

to tliose who have given their money, their time, and their influence

to bringing these delights and advantages within the reach of an ever-

growing number of our native fellow suljjecis. No boon could be

greater, no method of public benefaction, more worthy or more useful.

I notice that Mr. Lowis is again at work in endeavouring to raise sub-

scriptions for the endowment of a luimber of fiee beds for the poorer

classes of the community. I commend liis endeavours to your hearty

sympathy and co-operation, and wish them all possible success. Your

institution will ever h.ave my warmest interest, and I hope that it will

have an ever increasing career of prosperity and usefulness.”

A WORTHY .and respected citizen of Bombay has passed away in the

person of Miincherji N. Banaji. His services to the town have been

suitably acknowledged in an unanimous Resolution of the Corporation.

Mr. Buchanan, the correspondent of the 'rrtbune^ found it hard to

gulp the bitter pill of ih e apology dictated. He published a modified

veision which was not accepted, and he has been allowed time to

publish it as it is, as the price of his acquittal. He must do the bid-

ding, poor man I The law is stern, and Justice—blind.

In India the Law is Draconian and administration absurd and piti-

less to a degree unknown in other civilised lands. Just now, the

courts are specially harsh towards infancy of the male gender. For

girls there is sympathy enough, and to spare perhaps, but no mercy

to boyhood. Not long ago, there was a painful case in the Lower Pro-

vinces. The last judicial outrage has occurred in the Punjab.

At Lahore, for jumping over a school wall and posting a bill defama-

tory of the schoolmaster, a student of ten was charged with lurking

house-trespass and convicted and sentenced by the M.agistraie to

tliiee montlis’ imprisonment. On appeal, the District Magistrate

thought that the boy should h ive been convicted of bmise-lrespass at

night and exhibiting objectionable literature. He therefore upheld the

conviction, but reduced the sentence by half, on account of the

boy’s youth and his being a cal’s paw in the hands of others. Not

to be charged with a tenderness for the tender he did not feel, he took

cate to make up for the dipt half by adding a fine of Rs. 10. Ihe High

Court, on further appeal, considered the boy rightly served, and de-

clined to interfere. The comment of the press is that the punishment

is excessively severe. The freakishuess of boys is wcllknown, and

is usually independent of criminal intent. They perpetrate a wiong

for the fun of the thing, and the Judge is not worth his salt who

cannot discriminate between fun and crime.

Begum Sakeena has sued, in the Madras High Court, her husband

Prince Mahomed Manara Khan of Arcot, for one lac of rupces—her

marriage dower. The first question raised was. Was the Prince exempt

from attendance in Court*?' It was claimed by Mr. Willie Grant that

he was, as, he argued. Act XX. of 1873 applied to all Arcot Princes,

although it exempted by name only Prince Azim Jah and his son

on succession. Mr. Justice Handley regretted that the Act went

against the Prince. He was indeed, by birth and position, clearly

entitled to the exemption, but neither the law nor the Government

orders enabled the Judge to ^do as he would wish. He therefore re-

fused an application to examine him by Commission. It transpired m

the course of argument that the Prince is entitled to a salute, but the

Government would not grant him the privilege of exemption from ap'

pearance in Court. Verily, India is a land of anomalies !

Member after member rose, Indian and European, to testify to the

merits of the deceased.

The occasion was interesting as showing the strength of the personnel

of the Western Corporation. Our Calcutta body is not to be com-

pared for a moment with it. We are weak in both natives and Euro-

peans, and wc have not the advantage of such a practical element

as the Parsecs supply there. Even there, they are losing ground. 'Ihe
1

original Bombay strength may be gathered from the necrological

bead-roll given in the following wail of the Rast Go/tar :

—

* It is sad to think that one by one the good old members of the

Corporation belonging to the first generation of its corporate existence
|

arc passing away. Rao Saheb Mandlik has gone
;
Navroji Furdoonji

i

has gone; Sir Frank Souter has gone, and now Mr. Banaji. The
|

Corporation paid his memory a just tribute by passing a very appre-

ciative resolution, on the motion of Sir Henry Morland and adjourning

without doing any business. Among the members who rose on that

occasion to testify to the worth of their departed colleague was our

respected citizen. Dr. Blaney, who warmly commended Mr. Banaji’s

independence which he said he found in all the Parsi members of the

Coiporation, and which was, indeed, a very gratifying feature, because

it was at the bottom of sound local self-government. The other

iipe<akers who rose to express their sense of the loss suffered by civic

Govcriuneiu by Mr. Banaji’s dcalh^ were Mr. Dossabhov Framji, a

very staunch and old friend of his, Dr. Cowasji Hormusji, Mr, Javerilal

and Mr. Acwortb, the Municipal Commissioner, observing with perfect

justice that Mr. Banaji joined to the remarkable business capacity of

nis race evety quality that went to make an upright,, a high-minded

and au honourable gentleman.”

HE Indian Daily News of the i9ll» November commences a leader

tc thus

“ A rather nice question in mor.ils, if not in law, is raised by a

irrespondent who complains bitterly in an up-country paper of lie

nise of the value-payable system.’ •The case is put thus : A Cat-

ma tradesman who had sent in several bills to a inofussil customer

iihoiit result enclosed one as a V. P. parcel, and thus obtained pay-

ent from his unwitting debtor. The fact was duly reported to the

jstal auihoriiics, by whom no notice was taken of the fraud,

d' re MUernporary should have remembered that to discourage such

^e, the Postal Department has changed the ii/fm of the V. 1

order. It requires a declaration by the sender that the parcel

, /in execution of a bond fide order. If the too clever tradesman

;al /d his dues on such a parcel, he clearly transgressed the rule by a

iir /declaration, which is certainly punishable under the law. Iht

/e*. rule, it must be confessed, is more concerned with the rejilizaimn

I'Js commission than with the prevention of crime, for it makes the

girnissjon prepayable and if the parcel is refused the commission

?iot returned. That may account for the Department’s unconcern

Implatned of by the correspondent,

Our contemporary would justify the means by the end. The /.

^tws .asks, “ But was it a fraud, where the object aimed at and

:cotnpltshed was not to swindle anybody, but merely to recover
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fmyment of a ju*t debt ?* The writer of course reasons independently

the element of the false declaration involved. But apart from that

falsehood, his calmer judgment will surely tell him that it is sham prac-

tice more worthy of a Yankee huckster than an honest Butish or

u tradesman.
V*

The ninetieth birthday of Count von Moltke was observed with un-

usual ceremonies. On Saturday, the asth October, there was a torch-

light procession of 20,000 persons. The proceedings of the next day

arc thus described

**On Sunday morning Count von Molike received the congratulations
of the Emperor in the conference hail of the General Staff, in presence
of all the military magnates of the empire, all the commanding gener-
als of its twenty army corps, all the officeis of the grand General Staff,

together with Chancellor General von Caprivi, Field-Marshal lilumen*
thal, and other general inspectors of the army, his Majesty’s maison

and a brilliant gathering of others. Beside the Emperor
stood the King of Saxony, the Grand Dukes of Baden, Hesse, and
Saxe-Weimar ; Prince Leopold of Bavaria, as representing the Prince-

Regent of that kingdom
; Prince Albrecht, Regent of Brunswick—all

Prussian Princes
;

the Duke of Connaught, etc. Count Waldcrsee,
Chief of the Staff, and General von Wittith, Commandant of the Im-
perial Headquarters’ Staff, led in Count Moltke. Hastening to meet
the Count, his Majesty led him into the midst and addressed him as
follows

* 1 thank you in the name of those who have fought together with you
and whose most faithful and devoted servant you have been. 1 thank
for all you have done for my house and for the greatness of the
Fatherland. We greet in you not only a Prussian leader who has won
for the army the reputation of being invincible, but one of the founders
of the German Empire. The presence of the King of Saxony, who
has made a point of personally congratulating you, recalls the time
when he and you fought for Germany’s greatness. The distinctions

conferred upon you by my grandfather leave nothing in which 1 can
personally show my thanks to you. I beg you to accept the only evi-

dence of my profound regard which 1 can bring you. It is with special

ride that I renounce for to-day the privilege of a Monarch—namely, to

ave the flags of the army standing in his ante-chamber, and I beg
you to take possession of the flags of the Guards, which have waved
tinder you in many battles. As a personal memento I ask you to take

the Field Marshal’s staff, which you have already won before the
enemy, as a symbol of my regard, devotion, and gratitude. I call upon
all those present to express their feelings of gratitude that Field-Marshal
von Moltke has known how not to stand alone in hii greatness, but to

form a school of leaders of the army for time to come and for all future

generations, by giving cheers for his Excellency.’

** At this moment a photographer caught the scene, which is afterwards
to be elaborated on canvas by Professor von Werner. Count Moltke
could only find a few brief and incoherent words of reply, but he took
the Emperor’s hand and impriiitcd on it a long fervent kiss. After-

wards the building,was invaded by a steady stream of persons bringing
felicitations. Princess Frederick Charles, widow of the capturer of
Metz, came personally with a bouquet of roses. The Empress
Frederick and her daughtets drove to the Konigsplatz on Saturday,
and remained a quarter of an hour with the Count. In the course of

Sunday morning more than 1.000 letters and telegrams reached the
Count from all parts of the world. Their Imperial Majesties gave a
grand banquet in the New Palace at Potsdam in honour of the Field-

marshal, covers being laid for nearly 200.”

Moltke is a man of silence, wrapped up in the cloak of his own

meditations. Without such habitual concentration and introspection,

be could scarcely undertake to direct from home as it were the most

weighty operations in actual war. A German friend of ours, versed in

all languages and all the ** ologies” and distinguished in several branches

«f inquiry, who lived as an immediate neighbour of the Count’s, told us

that, although daily crossing him on the footpath and saluting him,

he never had a word with the .old General and never saw him speak to

another. To such a man all this crowded and noisy demonstration,

however well-meant, must have been infinitely trying. But a grander

compliment was never paid to any warrior servant.

Is the Republic reduced to rags? It is certainly disclosing its naked-

ness and vulgarity. There is a proposition to tax cities in France. A
Bill on that behalf has been laid on the table of the Chamber, by

M. Emile Moreau, a deputy for the Department of the Nord. He is

not for reimposition of the Revolutionary decree of the i/th June

1790 of the Constituent Assembly abolishing titles of ^nobility. He
is only fishing in the Red waters of Revolutionary ideas for some
money. He has hit upon his project in the interests of th^ public

treasury. And certainly a more original scheme of local finance

was never propounded. His idea is to authorize every municipality

^0 ofier the use of its name as a title to the highest bidder. Tba
ttbmii m on^ of towns and communes, but also of estates^ (iu:mS|

and simple dwelling-houses, would thus, so to say, be put up for auction.

Every commune thereby comes in for titles—to sell. He would reserve

Dukes and Ptinces fortthe chief towns of departments, Marquises

and Counts for those of arrondissements. Viscounts and Barons for

cantons, and Chevaliers for villages. He is not devoid of modera-

tion or even generosity. He has no desire to disturb the present

holders. He would only make them pay for the titles. He proposes

the following scale :— «

“ For the use of * Dc,’ 500 fr. per annum
;

for the repetition of that

particle, t,ooo fr. per annum
;
for the title of Chevalier, 1,000 fr. per

annum
;
for that of Baron, 5,000 fr. per annum

;
for that of Viscount,

10,000 fr, per annum ; for that of Count, 20,000 fr. per annum
;
for that

of Marquis, 30,000 fr. per annum
;
for that of Duke, 50,000 fr. per

annum ;
for that of Prince, 1,00,000 fr. per annum ; for thal of Duke or

Count, accompanied with the title of Highness, 2,00,000 fr. per annum ;

for that of Prince, accompanied with the title of Highness, 250,000 fr.

per annum. 50 per cent, additional for all those who may permit their

wives to participate in the use of their title, and an additional 25 per

cent, would be charged for each child bearing a title derived from that

of his father. Widows bearing titles would have to pay the full annual

tax.”

The depths of human baseness it is not easy to sound, and there

may be those who will seize at this opportunity to be called some-

bodies by payment. We see many such about us among our own

countrymen. Still we doubt w'hetherthe number of French Philistines

ready to purchase respectability is large enough to make the measure

a financial success. The ancient nobility would scarcely care to re-

tain their titles on such terms. What then ? Their titles may be con-

fiscated, but, then, territorial names can not so easily be seized, and

these are worth more than titles. Logically, the Bill should contain a

provision for punishing those who address men by their titles resumed

or in abeyance.

Hitherto human research and ingenuity had been baffled in the

search lor a substitute for tobacco. But in our times—the hey-day of

Science and of Shams—when nothing is too sacred for trifling-^when

silver and gold are mimicked without compunction, and even the

most important gems are daily counterfeited, poor old Baccy cannot

escape Vandalic raids. An Australian shrub, the Duboisia Hopnoodii^

the leaves of which the natives there chew for soothing them in the

midst of toil and allaying the pangs of hunger, has been advanced as

the rival of the old royal conqueror. The leaves contain an alkaloid

which has been named piturine, supposed, by some chemists, to be the

same as the active principle of tobacco, nicotine
;
others think them to be

only closely allied. Brithh Medical now announces iluit

Messrs. Langely and Dikiiison have shown thal there is no difference,

the action of the one being in every lespect identical with the action

of the other.

The Bamboo is one of the best gifts of God to our land, scarcely in-

ferior to the cocoanut. In the first place, it is charming to behold.

The old travellers wrote in raptures of it. Then, its uses are mani-

fold. It is the people’s house-architect. Nay, it performs all the

duties of a substantial forest-tree, of a good furniture wood, of a plant

for posts and sticks, and of common bush fuel. It is not much employed

in medicine that we know of. But it occasionally yields a medicine of

great importance, though as yet unaupreciated by European doctors

—

we refer to the Tabasir of the Arabic pharmacopceia. A new value of

it has now been discovered.

“ It is generally thought that bamboo being so light and small make
a bad fuel wood, and no one would think it of any value as fuel for

forges ; yet it is considered the best material for making charcoal for
blacksmith woik, and, according to a Bangalore paper, is in large de-
mand all over Mysore. It is said to give off more heat than the best
coke and to re(}uire less blast. A maund of bamboo charcoal fetches
twice as much in the village-markets as the best charcoal than any
other fuel. The method of charring bamboo is different to that used
for harder woods—the stacks or kilns being carefully covered with
green leaves and then plastered with wet clay. While the burhing is

going on care is taken to exclude air as much as possible, without extin-
guishing the fire.”

This is really a discovery of no small economic interest.

The Committee for Police Reform in Bengal, composed of btr/John

Beames, Commissioner of Bhagulpore, as President, and 'Mr. J. F.

Stevens, Judge of Gya, and Mr. J. C. Veasey, Idspector-Gencral of

PoKce, as members, have been added to by the inclusion of Raja Peary

Mohun Moofcerjee, ef UtterpiarR, ns member/ and Mr. ML H. Ritley,.

the Seeretnrint^ row or (qrtough, as member and Secretary.
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Readers of the delightful Life of Scott by his son-in-law will remem-

ber that, besides bis journal of his Shetland journey, in 1814* the great

literary creator left a Diary for the years 1825-32. Lockhart made

good use of both, enriching his pages with copious extracts. One

would suppose that he had extracted all the cream of the record.

This is a hasty view. Literary men who have carefully examined

the MSS. have expressed a different opinion. At any rate, the public

will sopn be in a position to judge for themselves. Edited by Mr.

David Douglas, Scott’s Journal will soon appear. And the publisher’s

Quarterly Review for October has an advance article to adveiiise it

and whet public curiosity.

The Bengal Chamber of Commerce which, by persistent hammeiing,

broke through the continuity of the Doorga Fooja holidays, is a

greater respector of the Kali Puja holidays than the Government Dork

Yard at Kidderpore. The Bonded Ware House meeting of the

proprietors was postponed from the I2[h, because it was a public

holiday as was also the next day, on account of the Kali Po<»ja.

Here, however, is the notice issued in the Docks by the Deputy

Diiector :

—

“ The Dockyard will work to-morrow during the half hour midday

interval and wdl ring out instead at 4 P. M. On Wednesday the Yard
will be kept open for urgent work. Heads of Dcparlinenis will arrange

to give as many of the permanent staff as can be spared leave after

2 P.M. to-rnorrow, and on Wednesday will arrange also to give leave

to any clerk that can be spared leave on account of that Pooja

festival.

(Sd.) A. CAMPBELL,
Dy.-Director.

3rd November 1890.’*

We also publish the office memo issued by the same officer of Gov-

ernment during the Doorga Poojas. By Government notification, the

full twelve days of the holidays were to be observed in all the India

offices in Calcutta other than the Office of Issue of the Paper Currency

Department and the Office of the Comptroller and Auditor-General.

Yet we find the Deputy Director of Indian .Marine directing that

“ During tlie working days of the Pooja holidays, the Establishment

will work ihroughout the midday interval and be rung out at 4 P.M.

The Yard will be closed except for urgent work and repairs to machi-

nery from I P.M. on Saturday until Thursday morning when work will

be resumed. The woik on the Torpedo slip will be considered as

urgent and will be proceeded with.

One clerk will attend in Deputy-Director’s office daily for such time

as required during the close days.
^ (Sd.) A. CAMPBELL,

Dy.- Director.

17th October 1890.”

To understand the full consideration shewn by the Deputy Director

to the employes, it is necessary to explain that there are about 50

Hindti clerks in the Establishment. The office hours are from

10 in the forenoon to 5 in the evening, except on Saturdays when the

men arc required to attend only from lo to i. Half an hour between

1 and 2 is allowed for lunch. The artificers are required lo attend from

8 in the morning lo 5 in the evening, excepting one hour for lunch be-

tween I and 2. There is no hour for refreshment on Saturdays when

the men arc free after i P..M.

A greater sinner is the Officiating Accountant-General, Bengal.

Three or four days before the Doorga Pooja holidays, Mr. Kiernander

issued a circular to the following effect :

—

No Gazetted holiday should be observed as a holiday'wiihout the

special order of the Accountant-General. Two days previous to any

public holiday, the heads of Departments must report to the Account-

ant-General whether there is any an ear of woik. Whatever the

arrear, slight though it be, the Superintendents must report the number

of hands required logo through the work during the holiday.

Only the four ** strictly religions ” days of the Doorga Pooja holidays

were ordered by His Supreme Excellency the Accountant-General for

the Book and Compilation Departments, the assistants, two dozens

Hindus, being obliged to attend office all the other days of

the long vacation, excepting Sundays of course. A greater number

had to forego the Kali Pooja holidays. During the Juggodhatri

Pooja, the Treasury Accounts Department was ordered to remain

open, only such hands as could the previous day finish the work due

that day being allowed to absent themselves on Thursday and Friday.

The Government of India assured th^ memorialists praying for pre-

servation of the Doorga Pooja holidays that it was anxious that its

orders at to excepted offices were not dead letter. Little did it know

that its orders would be observed in their breach in the anexcep'ted

offices. It is necessary, therefore, that Government should know bow

the orders have been worked. We trust that both the Governments of

India and Bengal will call for reports shewing how the holidays

were and are observed in both the excepted and unexcepted offices

under them,

One of the most interesting cases of beggar frauds has lately been dis-

covered in France. The culprit is a physiological curiosity, who turned

his personal peculiarities to account to obtain board and lodging at

the public expense. He is an old soldier, of about 31 years of age, wh#

had served under the French flag in Tunis. It was there be con-

tracted scarlet fever. The doctor who attended him applied what

is called the ‘ pencil test.’ He drew a pencil along his skin lo see if

it would leave the characteristic white mark of this fever. The

patient’s skin gradually swelled up and the pencil tracing was

clearly discernible. He treasured up the hint. On his return to

France, he began imitating all sorts of fevers which affect the skin,

by which he obtained easy admission to the public hospitals.

Such was his success that he pursued it for a living. He lately applied

at the Lariboisi^re Hospital, Paris, pretending fever, and, being

admitted, in two days exhibited an eruption on his chest. Here, at

last, he found his match in the physician of the establishment,

Dr. Louis Gallct. The doctor actually aggravated the rash by

touching his skin with a pencil. Having now made sure of his

patient, Dr. Gallet traced on his back the words * possessed by the

devil,’ and sure enough the .skin showed the inscription in bold relief*

The game was up, and the fellow made a clean breast of the whole

thing. He had followed up the knowledge derived from his first real

attack with various experiments on bis skin and he had produced

various phenomena. Keeping his own counsel, he had been able to

live tolerably well each time he was thrown out of work. He simulated

an attack of measles by pricking himself with a fork and inflaming

his eyes with soap. Scarlatina he imitated easily with a brush. Fur

other diseases, other methods were employed. He could bring on

the depression and feverishness required lo complete the deception

by over-niglu’s debauch with absinthe and cognac. He is sure to

be heard of again. He has no mind to turn honest. Indeed, before

leaving the hospital, he promised the doctor a rare fun, if he did

not tell any one. He would now go and cheat the surgeons with

mock paralysis as he had cheated the physicians with mock fevers.

The energetic Assessor to the Calcutta Corporation has taken to* bed

again—a victim to overwork. He applied for six months’ leave on me-

dical certificate. The General Committee have graitted the leave and

appointed Mr. Cooper, the Road Superintendent who last time satisfac-

torily officiated for Baboo Mahatap Chand Mullick, to act as Assessor.

Mr. Wintgens, Assistant Engineer in the Drainage Department, has

also gone on leave. The Department gains in Mr. Johnstone, Super-

intendent, Water Works, who is expected to shew steady good work.

He is replaced by Baboo Malilal Ash, who, as engineer lo the late con-

tractor Sham C. Kooar, smoothed matters between him and Mr. Kimber

and impressed the Engineer to the Corporation, and bad since been

taken in on temporary municipal service.

R£/S & RA YYET.
Saturday
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November 22^ iSgo

THE INCOME TAX-IN PRACTICE.

Tiik Government has at last made up its mind to

make the Income-tax permanent. All the early pro-

fessions of its especial character to meet .«tTi especial

emergency, have been either lost sight of or differ-

ently interpreted, and it is now boldly declared that

the question of its abolition or modification is not

likely to arise wit bin a measurable distance of time.

As indications of this change in the Government

mind, orders have recently been issued declaring

service in the Intome-tax Department to be perma-

nent and pensionable, and ^ he assessing agency has

been revised and strengthened. There is joy among

our, Assessors, and we would gladly sympathise with

them, only wishing that, with the present certainty of

their position, they learnt to do their duty justly.
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As it is, there is a large amount of oppression com-
mitted in the assessment of the lowest classes, and
this consciously and of set purpose. The arbitrary
rules of the Department’s own ingenious devising, for
the guidance of the practical work of assessment, are
surely meant for a help to the discretion of the
Assessors, but, being generally enforced rigidly, they
ate a source of great pain and misery to poorer deal-

ers and tradesmen. These are the people who can
least help themselves, and that is the very best rea.son

in the Income-tax Department’s eyes why they
should be forced to pay even when it is known they
earn no assessable income. The procedure for the

assessment is thoroughly arbitrary, and redress from
the assessors’ arbitrary proceedings is hopeless with

the poorer class of appellants. To be once in the
Assessor’s book dooms one’s fate for ever, and
appeals to Collectors or Commissioners are generally

mere waste of trouble.

The hateful impost being now declared permanent,

the public and the press must now direct their efforts

to secure a fair and just administration of the tax.

A great deal of its unpopularity would then be re-

moved, but unfortunately there is no proper agency
amongst us for this purpose. The press cannot deal

with specific cases except casually, while what is

wanted is an organisation to act as a systematic

check upon the proceedings of the assessing officers.

Our Rate-payers’ Associations might usefully divert

a portion of their municipal zeal in this new channel,

and mitigate the harshness with which the opera-

tions of the t.ix officers are generally conducted.

The one object of these men is to swell the revenue.

This is by no means an unworthy object. The
natural tendency of all fiscal officers is and must be

directed towards it. But, however worthy an object

it may be, it should be properly attained. In our

view of the case, the revenue should be maintained by

all means, but there are means and means. An able

and just officer will swell the revenue by seeing there

is no non-assessment in the upper grades of income.

Such is scarcely to be expected of the present staff.

The disclosures made lately in connection with the

assessment of the Marwaris of Calcutta and other

commercial and trading people of the upper classes,

prove how much of under-assessment prevailed be-

fore. We fear there is as much of it in the country at

large at this moment. Our assessing agency, who are

so great bullies in dealing with humbler people, betray

a very contrary attitude before richer classes, who
easily manage to escape lightly. Great loss of revenue

is the consequence, and it is made good by the

overassessment and unjust assessment of helpless peo-

ple, who either should not be assessed at all or assess-

ed at a lower figure. This is one way of dealing with

the revenue, and we fear one too common. What
we would have is a legal assessment of the tax. We
would have every one with an assessable income

loyally yielding his just due up to the last pie, but

none without an assessable income called upon to

contribute anything. Can the Income-tax Assessors

and the Deputy Collectors, who are called Collectors

for the purposes of this tax, claitn this amount of law-

ful fairness for their operations ? Are they not con-

sciously conniving at a great deal of over-assessment,

as well as of assessment of unassessable incomes ?

This they do to increase the revenue. They arp wit-

tingly guilty of all this unfairness for an object fairly

attainable with vigilant and careful knowledge by,

‘in fact, simply preventing under-assessment of bigger

incomes. Crime upon crime, while they let the

powerful rich who can as easily pay as make the
tax-gatherer uncomfortable and even tremble for his
place, they seize the poor whose misfortune places
them above, or below if you will, fiscal legislation of
all kinds.

- THE RISHIS RESCUED.
A crSat deal of capital is being made of the un-
fortunate case of Hari Mohan Maiti by the ad-
vocates of so-called social reform. Almost all the
Anglo-Indian papers are full of denunciations against
our ancient law and religion, as if the only grie-

vances we suffer from under the British rule
are those arising out of the imperfections of our
marriage laws. Our friends of the ruling caste
may have a motive in their persistent efforts to
cram down our throats their own ideas on the sub-
ject. They can not certainly have any sympathy
with our political aspirations, and they might con-
sider nothing more desirable than to direct our
energies to other channels. To those who preach
the present crusade .against the ancient institutions

of our country, with such objects in view, we have
nothing to say. But we ask the really conscientious
and thoughtful reformer not to proceed on the as-

sumption that the sages whose legislation we follow
were so many fools who had not the capacity to ap-

preciate the advantages of adult marriage and Gretna
Green-wedlock. Nor is there any ground to suppose
that they were self-seeking priests who had a
personal interest in enjoining early marriage of
girls. For purposes of priest-craft, late marriage
would have suited them as well as early marriage.
The fact is, that in the state of things existing

when our Rishis legislated, the enforcement of early

m.'irriage was perhaps the only remedy for bringing
about a better order of things. The Rishis never
explained the reasons for the doctrines which they
inculcated. Their codes do not begin with any pre-

amble setting forth the objects. But there are clear

indications in our shastras that they had to cope with
very serious difficulties in evolving order out of chaos.

The very fact that they had to recognise twelve
different kinds of sons, including in the list the son of

the unmarried damsel and the son begotten before

marriage, points unmistakably to the existence of a
condition of society in which promiscuous intercourse

w.as the rule instead of the^ exception as it is

now. The Rishis could not by one stroke of their

pen declare that the kshetraja, the kanim and the

sahodraja were all bastards. But with that wonder-
ful tact which characterizes their legislation, the sages

recognized their legitimacy in a manner which paved
the way of their being declared bastards afterwards.

The reform which was thus effected w.is brought about
partly by regulations imposing restrictions on pro-

miscuous intercourse, and partly by enjoining the ear-

ly marriage of girls. However sweet adult marriage
and courtship may be to young men and women, no
one can say that such matrimony does not involve

serious risk, specially to the weaker sex even when
protected by law. If we are to have the gandhyar-
vya form of marriage re-introduced into the country,

we must also have a law for enabling the Sakuntalas

of new India to claim heavy damages against their

quondam lovers. Let our reformers think serious-

ly of the matter and say whether they are prepared

to subject the courts of the country to the infliction

of having to deal frequently with cases like Birdie

vs. Pickwick.
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It must be obvious to every one that the parties

vrho make love generally dive too deep and lose their

heads in the torrent. If left to themselves, they run
the risk of taking in marriage actresses, nautch-girls,

and wily strumpets. The miseries brought about
by such marriages are not unknown to our Euro-
pean friends, and if they are real well-wishers of

India, they ought not to be anxious to give us the

benefit of a form of matrimony which must in great

many cases end in the Divorce Court.

With regard to such evil consequences of child-

marriage as are emphasized by the case of Hari

Mohan Maiti, our Rishis or their codes are not in any
way to blame. Our shastras do not enjoin con-

summation immediately after the formal ceremony
of marriage. On the contrary, intercourse between
the married couple is strictly forbidden up to a cer-

tain period. We might cite innumerable authorities

in support of this position. But the following from
the Code of Manu ought to suffice for our present

purpose. The great legislator lays down :

—

** Let the husband approach his wife in due season, at the time
fit for pregnancy

;
let him be constantly satisfied with her alone

; but
except on the forbidden Parva days, he may approach her even out of
due season if desired by her/’

The meaning of the above will appear clear from
the following commentary of Medhatithi ;

—

” The law relating to marriage has been dealt with. The relation-

ship of husband and wife being complete after the ceremonies, the
natural inclination of the parties, unless restrained by the Shasier^ might
lead them to proceed towards consummation at once. Hence the prohi-
bitory injunction contained in the above sluka. The meaning of it is,

that sexual connection should not take place from the day of marriage,
but the parties must wait till the first menstruation of the wife. In the
treatises on rituals, it is laid down that after the marriage ceremonies,
the married couple must lie down for sleep on the bare floor for a cer-

tain period which may extend from three days to one year and also
abstain from luxurious food and sexual intercourse during the same
period. This must be reconciled with the above text by holding that

if the first menstruation takes place within one year, the parties
are not to have sexual intercourse during that time. It must also be
held, that the parties should wait till menstruation even if it took
place after one year. By this interpretation all inconsistency between
the different smritis is avoided.”

We commend the above to the notice of the ad-

vocates of enforced reform.

I JoGENDRA Nath Bhuttacharjya.

DRIVEN TO THe YiON^ DEN : OR
LIFE UNDER MARRIAGE BY CHOICE.

The secret is out. Wa have stumbled upon it by mere accident. But

we won't anticipate. A good illustration of domestic felicity in the West

is going round the papers, in an account of the relations between a

travelling showman with a menagerie and the spouse of his choice.

They might be happy, according to all calculations, but they were not

:

certainly not the man. They were not ill matched. If she was a

strict disciplinarian, he was her obedient humble servant. So much
the worse for him. He had not a moment’s rest, except perhaps when

His wife was to a neighbour gone,

To hear the chit-chat of the town.

If at such golden intervals he was tempted to give himself some earnest

meditation on his fortunes, say, to Hnd out what sin in this or a pre-

vious birth had mated him thus, he was in' danger of a rude awakening,

]ike poor Dr. Syntax of classical and Hudibrastic memory.

But, while he pacM the room around.

Or stood immers’d in thought profound,

The Doctor, ’midst his rumination,

Was waken’d by a visitation

Which troubles many a poor man’s life—

The visitation of bis wife.

We fancy the poor showman’s good woman

Ten years perhaps, beyond her hey-day ;

But though the blooming charms had flown

That grac’d her youth, it ^till was known

The love of power she never lost.

As Showman found it to his cost

:

For as her words were used to flow,

He but replied or, yes or na—
Whene’er enrag’d by some disaster,

She’d shake the boys and cuifthe master

;

yNay, to avenge the slightest wrong,

She tould employ both arms and tongue,

And, if we list to country tales.

She sometimes would enforce her nails.

Her portrait has not been painted for the benefit of the public. We
are not told if

Her face was red, her form was fat,

A round-about, and rather squat
;

*

And when in angry humour stalking,

Was like a dumpling set a-walking.

All we know is that

’Twas not the custom of this spouse

To suffer long a quiet house :

She was among those busy wives

Who hurry-scurry through their lives ;

And make amends for fading beauty

By telling husbands of their duty.

And Mrs. Showman demonstrated her coun.sel in the most telling

way. If her husband was a niggard in speech and basely uncommuni-
cative to his wedded consort, she was liberal to profusion. She was an
incisive conversationist, never failing to dig her points into his laggard
person and block head. Thus she managed to prevent his vegetating

in repose, giving movement to l}is poor limbs and employment to his

pate. As for the heart whiefi, in some conjunction of stars, he had
given her, the good woman never neglected it. It conid not be heavy
for a moment, seeing that she always kept it sore* and bleeding. For
pain and anguish, she was a ministering angel—of destruction. There
never was such a minister to a mind diseased of the husband tribe.

All the lady doctors on both sides of the Atlantic, with their hard-
earned diplomas, pale before this self-ntade female Sangrado. She is

certainly a grand Surgeon Major—a mighty phleboiomist. She gives
the lie to poor Sir Waller Scott’s libel on her kind. There is no
coyness or uncertainty about her operations or ways. She, at any
rate, is not

variable as the- shade

By the light quivering aspen made.

Quivering, indeed I Husbands may quiver—not a wife. Aspen and
shade, pooh I Such comparisons may suit the veiled ugliness of the

Oriental home,—not the British woman who knows her rights and
knowing, dare to assert them. She may be versatile in her methods ot

war—various in her weapons of attack or defence—but never variable

in her purpose. Mrs. Showman’s Policy is ever the same,

Kings may be blest, but sht was glorious

O’er a’ the ills o’lifc victorious.

By such a constant successio^i of successes, she wrought herself into

a terror to her lord of courtesy. Her crowning victory remains to be

recorded. One day Madam Britannia armed with her trident made
such persistent war on her man, chasing him with her poker with such

fury round and round the show, that the poor fellow, seeing no way of

escape, flung himself for protection on the lion’s den. He quickly opend

the cage of the king of beasts and, entering it, bolted it fast against the

incursion of the Queen of his household.

Who will charge him with rashness? The jaw of the lion is not

more formidable than tongue of the woman of temper in a pet. Mrs.

Caudle is a nuisance. Xantippe is a calamity. But when these two

well-known characters are combined in one dear soul and she assumes

the of a warlike Semiramis, the domestic situation becomes truly

critical. And when such a heroine, in unmistakable earnest, charges

with iron prong upon the unfortunate husband, the man is simply

doomed. The lion seems preferable to the Fi^ry. AfTd so he proved.

The poor showman found that the magnanimity attributed by the

ancient naturalists to the lion is no fable. The beast spared his prey

when the latter sought his protection. Not so the—Beauty. She was

not content to drive her husband into the jaws of the lion. Unable

to continue her pursuit or reach her victim, she growled and bran-

dished her iron rod at him and called him to come out, if he did not

mean to offer himself a hearty dinner for his famished prisoner, whose

company he had there sought. As he shewed no inclination to accept

the chi^enge, even in the face of the terrible aliernative presented to

him, she, still unrelenting, kept raging and making faces ni him and

calling him names, especially vociferating, from time to time, ** oh yon

coward I
” We now nnderftnnd why good old Miv Punch cried euk*

DONT !
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ANCIENT INDIA AND INDIAN AUTHORSHIP.
TO THE EDITOR.

Sir,—To the extreme left of religious orthodoxy is united in opposi-
tion the extreme left of heterodoxy. Those who hold by the old
f|tfh arc afflicted, because they cannot find in the tree-trunk one
nicne, sandtified by the image of a saint, and because the dryads, all

nndraped, have here their haunt, and these people would, perhaps,

rejoice to level to the ground with some consecrated ore the old, en-
chanted oak. Those who hold by the new faith, the apostles of

lioeralism, arc angry, because they cannot appropriate it as a tree of
liberty, nor even construct from its timber a barricade. In fact,

the tree is too high ; they cannot plant on its summit the Sonnet

rou^e and dance the carmagnole at its foot. 'I'he public, in general,

however, honor the old oak, because it stands erect in lordly in-

dependence, and fills the whole world with its perfume, its

branches rising so majestically to the sky that it seems as if the stars

arc only the golden fruits of this wondrous tree. We cannot plant

the bonnet rouge on the tree top ; nor can Mr. Romesh Chundcr
Dutt, author of the “History of India” and other writers of his

type cither, because we all belong to the century of new progress

and reform and arc the children of our own times. India has been

characterised by a certain habit of impulse and impetuous zeal in

ihc realization of such unique convictions as Mr. Dutt and other

typical Indo-English writers can understand. They appreciate

greater spontaneity of thought and consequently of action and deem
it loyalty to harden their hearts and dull their sensibilities in English

fashion, against even that modicum of approval which might be

consistent with such appreciation. The mechanical, metaphysi-

cal and scientific devices which have been forced upon their ill-bred

tastes, have inflated their wisdom beyond the appearance of urbanity

and candour. With a sense sure to detect the drift of society and

events, streams of social tendency, the rise of the people, the vary-

ing and complex problems of the pressing future, they see no neces-

sity of being worried by such questions of Ancient India as arc not

worth hearing. Their liberty of pure thought and expression, their

method of action, much more imaginative than those of their bigot-

ed conservative brethren, are, in all forms of logical activity, much
surer of their results than any other, and, perhaps, they arc the

safest in the world. Yet when they choose deliberately to exercise

their brains, there arc unmistakable proofs that in practical realization

of their intellectual beliefs, these qualities leave them in the lurch.

Mr. Dutt is no doubt a humble citizen in the Republic of Letters.

As a historian, he has to come in contact with diversities of mind.

Subtle sources of sympathy open up before him in contrast with

sources, not less subtle, of antipathy, and both of them are often

interesting and instructive in the highest degree. To English minds,

his production is tasteful and pleasant ; to Hindoo minds, it is crude

and unintelligible. Il he examined his own imperfections, he

would cease to be fastidious ; if he restrained his scrupulosity, he

would cease to be squeamish. Either the one way, or the other, he

has compromised himself in making the ancient history of India

a dry chronicle of dates and incidents existing in a mythical form.

The English historian being an Englishman is quite qualified to

narrate things and events in an intelligent manner, because he has the

necessary intelligence to understand things and events as they hap-

pen in succession. The Indian historian in the present instance is

not an Englishman like Sir W. Jones, Colcbrookc, Elphinstonc, James

Mill, Ormc, Ward, Professor Wilson, or Cowell, but an Indian ; so

that he should similarly possess all those qualities which characterise

an Englishman treating of the history of b2 ngland. But Mr. Dutt

lacks the necessary faculties of correct observation and narrative.

This shortcoming on his part is not intensified by racial

prejudices and predilections and that sort of patriotism which

influences the historian to sec everything in him the reverse

of evcrytliing which pertains to his neighbour, but by an angli-

cised table which throws a veil over his inner nature, and

makes him incapable of expressing his sentiments in a clear and

unsophisticated form. He is predisposed to satisfy the advanced

liberal thinkers, without believing that his orthodox countrymen

have a right to appropriate a share in his vineyard. Like the povv-

Jlolloway's Ointment and /’///,?.—Coughs, Influenza.—The soothing

properties of these medicaments render them well worthy of trial in .all

diseases of the respiratory organs. In common colds and influenza the

Pills, taken internally, and the ointment rubbed over the chest and

throat, are exceedingly efficacious. When influenza is epidemic, this

treatment is the easiest, safest and surest. Holloway’s Pills puiify the

blood, remove all obstacles to its free circulation through the lungs,

relieve the over-gorged air tubes, and render respiration free, without

reducing the strength, irritating the nerves, or depressing the spirits ;

such are the ready means of escaping from suffering when affiicied with

colds, coughs, bronchitis, and other chest complaints, by which the

health of so many is seriously and permanently injured in most countries.

crful Voltaire, he is certainly not disposed to accept without ques-

tion any of those beliefs that underlie our ancient historic lore. He
has assailed it with every weapon and has endeavoured to over-

throw it. The ephemeral lustre of unbelief is visible in the

grotesque procession of new opinions that feed the taste of the

Ultramontanes. If Voltaire succeeded in making a new era for

himself, Mr. Dutt has none of that reckoning, because the basis

of his opinions is utterly unfounded. He says :
—“ Let the reader

attach no value to the names which are mostly myths or to the

incidents which arc mostly imaginary ; let him only endeavour to

draw from it a picture of Hindoo life in the Epic period, /. a, the

period of .A.ryan expansion in the Gangctic valley ” (vol. I, Book
U, chapter 11

, p. 189). Posbibly, he would attach the greatest

“value” to Ragnor Lodbrog or Junius of a much later date. If

he called them “ myths,” he could not surely draw from them
a picture of English life in the two distinct periods of English

history. There arc some English historians who admit these

characters as real ; there are others who ignore them altogether.

The names and incidents connected with the two epics arc taken

as “imaginary.” The existence of Vycramadyta or Yudisur

has been ignored. But Mr. Dutt cannot ignore that Belus

I

reigned in Babylon (B. C. 1322) or that Semiramis reigned

in Assyrira (B. C. 2075). He talks of the Vedas as simply a collec-

tion ol hymns, liturgies and rituals ;—and the Pentateuch is a solid

historical record ! The Institutes of Manu contain no historical

facts, or gcneologics of kings, but it is simply an exposition of

Aryan society and the peculiar divisions into which it had been

separated— and Ahab, King of Israel (B. C. 923) bears the impress

of historical truth ! Further on in Vol. Ilf. Book V. Chap. VI.,

p. 283, the author states with a degree of complacency :

—

“‘The caste system in India has much to answer for
; but its worst

and most lamentable result is this permanent breach and disunion

where there should have been fusion and union, this weakness and

death, where there should have been national strength and life.”

A lorry reasoning this, showing the frantic liberalism of an uncouth

Indian. It is useless to deny that the caste system is founded upon

an exclusively social and religious basis. It is a combination of both,

serving to maintain the professed religious faith, and apart from

that faith, to uphold the decent moralities of social life. Caste

restrictions cannot be withdrawn, as that would give place to the

wildest and most uncontrollable license, which, by the Hindoo
religion only, would be wholly unchecked. Caste discipline is an

aid to preservation of the outwardly decent morality of the people

and the observance of laws which no profound jurist would see

abolished until, by a purer faith and diviner air, eliminated by astute

intellects like those of Romesh Chundcr and his fellow-brethren, its

aims as well as its practical effects could be accomplished. “ Fusion

and union ” “ national strength and life ” represent a higher ideal,

no doubt, but socialism needs a much higher explanation. Its legi-

timate demands and nobler aspirations must be satisfied by measures

founded on a justcr and sounder principle. 'The socialistic leaven

must continue to work so long as the framework of society, that is

built upon the old, remains materially untouched. So that the day

is far to seek of that “national strength and life ” which Mr. Dutt

looks wistfully on.

J.

JKANNE AND MARY.

BY MAURICE MON,TECUT.

[
Translated for Reis and Rayyet from U Echo de la Semaine.

]

For the twelfth time I made the voyage between New York

and Havre ;
and, as on the cloven previous occasions, 1 took my

passage in the mail steamer the Saintouge^ commanded by Captain

La Palliic.

I had a partiality for the Saintongc
;
more than on any other

ships, the table was comfortable, a thing important in a voyage
; the

cabins were in gOf)d order, the personnel amiable, the crew

picked, and the Captain, a delightful man, who knew his business

ami had it at his fingers’ ends, and was not for that a less jolly fellow.

I loved that. On board the ycssel, between the heavens and tlic

water, 1 felt a veritable want of ambient sympathies
; one only

scowling look grieved me ;—when I was obliged to consider it six

times per hour during eight or ten days, this magnetic uneasiness

was turned into an intercourse a la persecution. We were all nervous

in our family. I admit this may be ridiculous, but it is incurable ;

every man has his foibles, is it not ?

Four days after our departure from America, wc came under a

sky lighted by the sun from morning till evening and by the

stars all the night, the wind blew softly, and the sea was like a

female who rocked the cradle ; wc sang her the best songs. The
passengers made a good figure. At the meal, in the dinner-hall,

I had on my right and on my left two jolly and gay neighbours.
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The good Saimnge on the march between the sky and the sea

was lik^ a little paradise, and many of the passengers desired to con-

tinue this voyage of dream for days still.

On the fourth day, at breakfast, the Captain said :

—

“ Ladies and gentlemen, this evening towards lo o*clotk, we will

arrive at the middle of our route. Wc will find ourselves just at an

equal distance between America and France, between the Old

World and the New ; then diner de gala^ and, if the ladies like, some

music after dinner. We will drink the health of the two countries,

in thanking God for giving us a time truly favourable.”

Tlris petty discourse was received with a joyous uproar ; and

the cordiality of each augmented it for all.

All that day, a sort of fever ran among the passengers ; the ladies

pondered over it at their toilet ; the men, the most grave among
them, were naively joyous before the prospect of this unexpected

fSu.

It is to be remarked that wc grow young again in a voyage :

man is so little before the wide expanse of the sea and the height

of heaven, that naturally he becomes once more an infant. For

my own part, I remained calm. Eleven times already had I assisted

at the diner de gala^ at the improvisee feU^ which celebrated the happy

arrival of the faqueboi at the middle of the route without any

mishap. 1 knew it too well to be ruffled by it. But the happiness

of others made me happy, and not to appear sad in the midst of

so much joy, I affected to be prodigiously enchanted.

I walked along the deck, and when I passed before a group of

Frenchmen, I sang—“Gai, gai, lari don, don Id !
” Then ten paces

farther on, near a clan of Americans, I shouted :
“ Hip ! hip !

hurrah !

”

They remarked my gaiety and several times I had the pleasure

of hearing behind me some voices say “ I was an amiable man—

a

merry soul.” What more to desire ?

The hour of the expected dinner at last came. The table was

spendidly served and La Pallue, in full dress, had the good air to

preside between the two very jolly ladies of the passage, both

of whom appeared in a low dress. Sunburnt, tall, broad, with

eyes dry and glittering, our Captain was really a superb man.

We ace fast and drank much and the conversation became rather

droll ; but, as every one spoke at the same time, it became almost

boisterous. To divert it, I proposed for discussion the superiority

of the brunette over the blonde or vice vend. It so happened

that, around the table, there were five brunettes and five blondes,

party equally balanced, who pressed their lips and kept silent.

The Captain, whose opinion was asked on the matter, refused to

express it with an exquisite tact, which extorted applause from the

ladies of all colours. We praised him. He rose with the glass

in hand. Then wc toasted to you, to me, to all, and every time

our enthusiasm increased. At dessert, wc love our neighbours.

Love opens the heart ; this is the evangelical in the Devil. All

of a sudden, La Pallue consulted his watch and rose up : “Ladies

and gentlemen,” he said, “ in ten minutes we shall be at the precise

point. Excuse me if 1 go out for an instant. Duty before all ;

I have some orders to give.”

We bowed, he disappeared, and evey one left his place ; and, as the

coffee was served, the men began to smoke ; ,we cannot always be

gallant.

Under an adorable moon of softness and melancholy, rolling on

the blue carpet of the splendid sky, surrounded by the eternal stars,

the black steamer on the blue sea advanced in silence, like a thjng

of life.

Midway on the stairs, 1 stopped myself. Above me on the foot

bridge, I heard a loud voice, which disturbed the stillness of the

night. I looked, and perceived the Captain. 1 came and heard

him this time. At first. La Pallue turned to the back of the stcam(r

towards America, and stretching out his arms, he cried:—“Till

wc meet again! In a month! dear Mary!” Then turning to-

wards France, he shouted In five days ! Good morning, roy

Jeanne !

**

Seeing me, the Captain was startled and then said—“ Is it you.

Monsieur Mezidon?”
** The same 1 came here to take a little fresh air. Arc we

near the dawn ?”

“Yes, we arc,” said the Captain.

He looked at me ; he divined, without doubt, that I had sur-

prised him, for he asked :

—

“ Be frank ; have you heard me ?

“ Well ! I did ; 1 never lied.”

“Then, Mdzidon !” said he, “ I owe you an explanation;

you are almost a friend
;
you had made voyages twelve times

with me and your fidelity to the Saintonge touched me pro-

foundly.
• •

. Then 1 cried to the right ‘ till we meet again !

Dear Mary !* and to the left ‘ Good morning, Jeanne !* This is the

history of my life. It is about an hour at the table, you were dis^

cussing about the brunettes and blondes. My friend, the brun-

ettes are divine, but the blondes are exquisite. I had always thought

so. Then I had arranged my existence. Mary is blonde
; Jeanne

is brunette. Mary lives in New York
; Jeanne resides in Havre.

My life of voyages is divided between France and America.

In each world, I have a femme who loves me, who expects

me, and who thinks of me when I am away. I love both equally

well. The human soul is vast enough for two loves. It is for

these amours that I have this practice of giving a fete on this precise

point of the streams, just in the middle of the Ocean which

balances itself from the sides of America to the land of France.

For here is the point of equilibrium of my heart, between memory
and hope—between my two amours^ followed from far by the one,

and already waited for by the other.

“ This is true,” said I troubled, * Captain, you arc a sage and a

happy man, for all sages are happy. But at last a day will come

when it will be necessary to choose—cither to reside here or there,

in France or America, near Jeanne and far away from Mary, or

near Mary and far away from Jeanne.
• • *

. When you will

no longer make voyages
* * • in ten years—twenty years***.**

“Oh!” said La Pallue, with a melancholy voice, showing me
with a jesture the horizon of the sea, where a black cloud rose,

“ In our business, you see, we do not calculate so far, my friend.”

KNIGHT MEMORIAL FUND.
The Editor of the “ INDIAN Mirror" begs

to acknowledge the receipt, with many thanks,

of the following sums in aid of the above

Fund
Rs.

Pheroreshah M. Mehta, Esq., Bombay loo

Babu Krishna Behary Sen, Calcutta... lo

Babu Nagendra Nath ChatidVji, Cal-

cutta ... ... 2

A Zoroastrian, Calcutta ... ... 5

B.ibu Ram Gopal Sauyal, Calcutta ... 2

K ibiraj Abinash Chunder Kaivralna,

Calcutta ... ... 2

Framji Mancherji, Esq., Calcutta ... 251

Kumar Benoy Ki ishna, Calcutta ... 100

A Bengali Friend, Calcutta ... 5

Babu Gopul Chunder Mukerji, Editor

Sung^bnd Probhakar^ ... 5

Babu Radha Nath Sen, Calcutta ... 2

Dinshaw Edulji Wacha, Esq., Bombay 25
Kahanrai Hakaimutrat Desai, Esq.,

Broach ... ... ...

S. C. Kaye, Calcutta ... ... 10

An Admirer, Calcutta ... ... 2

X. and Y., Mofussil ... ... 2

Lnla Bansa Gopal Nande Saheb,

Burdwan ... ... ... 5^®

The Star Theatre ... ... 5 *

Baboo S. K. Lahiri, Calcuttri ... 5

Jamshedji Framji Madan, Esq., Cal-

cutta ... ... 5 *

John Ogilvie, Esq., Madaripore ... ' 16

The Ghattal Bar, through Baboo
Sharoda P. Gho$e, Ghattal ... lO

The Hon’ble J. F. Norris, Calcutta ... So

An Admirer, Dinagepore.!. ... 10

Lahiri & Co., Calcutta ... ... 5

Babu boycuntba Nath Paul, Calcutta 4

Babu Mohendro Chunder Lahiri,

Seramporc ... ...

Babu Gopal Chunder Daw, Sujberia 5

A Parsi, Calcutta ... ... 5

Babu S. C. Sircar, Calcutta ... 5

G. C. C., M>sadal ... ... 5

Babu Hari Churn Sen, Kalitala,

Dinagepore... ... •••

Rajeoomer Sen, Rai Bahadoor, Shib-

poie... ... ... 5

Chaitanya Library and Beadon Square

Literary Club Calcutta... ...

Baboo Kaly Ki^^sen Tagore, Calcutta 200

The Hon’ble Guru Dass Bannerji,

Calcutta ... ... ... 25

Dr. R. L. Dutt, Midnap« re ... 10

F. H. S. ... ... ... 100

B. C. Seal, Esq., Bancoora ... 10

Baboo Jogendro Kissore Roy Chow-
dhry, Ramgopalpore Mymensingh
district ... ... ••• *0

Hooghly Bar Association, through

Baboo Behari Lall Chatterji ... 32

A Follower of Keshub Chunder Sen 17

A Friend, Backergunge district ... lo

Shib Chunder Sen, Calcutta ... 2

Moharani Surnomoyi, c.l.,Co88imbazar loo

Yor, Calcutta ... ... *.•• 2

Raja Sir Sourendra Mohuo Tagore,

C.I.E., Kt. ... ... ... SO

Baboo Gopal Dass Roy Chowdhry,

Calcutta ... ... r

Rai Dwarka Nath Mookerjee, Baha-

door, Calcutta ... ...

Babu Ma<i Lall Ash, Calcutta ... 4

The Hoii’ble Chunder Madhub Chose,
CHlcifita ... ... ... 50

Baboo Ganendra Nath Bose, Matihari 5

Mr. D. B. Sokani, Sumbulpore ... 3
A friend, Darjeeling ... ... 2o

A, Mittra, Esq., Cashmere ... 25

Baboo Preo Nath Bannerji, Jnlpai-

goorie ... ... ... 5

Banchcc Bar ... ... ... 13

Some Admirers, Ranchee... ... 6

Rai Bahadoor Surnjmull Jhoonjhoon-
wallah ... ... ... 10

Bahoo Soshi Bhn.san Konar, Arrareah,

Purncah district ... ... 2

Belle Vue, Calcutta ... ... 4
Amount raised at Gaibaiula, Rungpore,

and received through Baboo Gunga
Narain Roy... ... ... 100

Admirers in Purncah ... ... 32
Baboo Sewhux Bogla, Calcutta ... lO

Baboo Ram Chunder Goenka, ^Cal-
cutta ... ... ... 10

Baboo Kunja Behari Chakravarti, Sat-

gachi, district Burdwan ... 10

Baboo Dennnath Doss, Head Assist-

ant to the Calcutta Branch of

Messrs Morarji Gocul Das Munji

& Co., Bombay ... 2

Baboo Nilcomiil Mukerji, Calcutta ... 50
Pundit Rakhal Chunder Tewary,

Pleader, Diamond Harbour ... 4

His Highness the Maharaja of Coorh
Behar, G.C.I.E. ... ... 5®

Further subscriptions may b« sent to the

Irnkan Mrror Omet, 74i Dhurumtola Sirtei*

Calcutta, and will be duly acknowledged aa se-

ceived.
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WONDERFUL MEDICINE.

BEECHAM’S PILLS
A RE universally ad-

mitted to be worth
A GUINEA A BOX.
For Bilious and Ner-
vous Disorders, such
as Wind and Pain in

the Stom.ach, Sick

Headache, Giddiness,
Fulness and Swelling
after Meals, Dizziness

and Drowsiness, Cold
Chills, Flushings of

Heat,Lossof Appetite,
Shortness of Breath,

Costiveness, Scurvy and Blotches on the Skin,
Disturbed Sleep, Frightful Dreams, and all

Nervous and Trembling Sensations, &c.

B
EECHAM’S PILLS The first dose will

give relief in twenty

gEECHAM’S PILLS 's

tion,for they have done

it in countless cases.

Every sufferer is

earnestly requested to

B
EECHAM’S PILLS try one Box of these

Pills, and they will be
acknowledged to be

WORTHAGUINEA
A BOX

For females of all

ages -these Pills are

invaluable. No female

should be without

them. There is not a

medicine to be found

to etjual them for re-

moving any obstruc-

tion or irregularity of

OEECHAM’S PILLS the system. If taken
Ij according to the di-

rections given with

each box they will

soon restore females

of all ages to sound
and robust health.

This has been proved

by thousands who
have tried them, and
found the beneiiis

which are ensured by
their use.

For a Weak Sto-

mach, Impaired Di-

gestion, and all Disor-

ders of the Liver, they

act like magic, and a

few doses will b e

found to woik won-
ders on the most im-

portant organs in the

human Machine.
They strengthen the

whole muscular sys-

tem, restore the long

lost Cfunplcxion, bring

back the keen edge of

appetite, and arouse

into action wiih the

rosebud of health the

whole physical energy

of the human frame.

TheSeare facts testified

to continually by mem-
bers of all classes of

society, and one of the

best guarantees to the

Nervous and Del)ilita*

ted is, BEECHAM’S
FILLS hiwe the

Largest 'Sale of any

Patent Medicine in

the World,

gEECHAM’S PILLS

JEECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

jjEECHAM’S PILLS

J>EECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

jjEECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

JjEECHAM’S PILLS

^EECHAM’S PILLS

JJEECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

JJEECHAM’S PILLS

JjEECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

jjEECHAM’S PILLS

JJEECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

jjEECHAM’S PILLS

jjEECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

Sole Agents for India:

NAYLOR, SON, GRIMES & CO.

Wholesale Depdt, 35, Uive istreeU

CALCUTTA

:

Notice. ^ „
HTHESE Pills can be obtained at all Bazaars

A throughout India, or from the Whole and

Agents, Naylor, Son, Grimes & Co., at sale

following rales u. i%d, size, Re. i-2, th^

3J. 9rf. size, R«. 2-4 P®**
box, V'^^bjding V.-P

Post. Shopkeepers can obtain Wholesale

Rates upon applicatioo.

Cheapest and Perfect Time
KeepingWatch in the World.

All our Watches Guaranteed fltr 2 years.

jEia. e-B.

A strong accurate Keyless open-face Watch

in nickel silver case.

Runs 30 Hours with one winding, short wind,

Regulated to a minute a month. Bold hands

and figures, enameled dial, sunk second hand,

set from outside. It has a jewelled visible

compact escapement. Can be repaired by any

watch-maker for a trifle. Is a thoroughly re-

liable Machine-made Watch, in velvet lined

spring case.

Do. Do. Ladies’ Wrist Watch. Price... 8 8

Do. Gent’s Lever movement, fully

jewelled Chronometer balance to

prevent variation in extremes of tem-

perature. Price ... ... 13 o

Do. Hunter do. ... ... ... 13 8

Chain,

White Metal Albert Chains, standing

acid. Of all Patterns ... ... I 4

Imitation Guinea Gold do. ... ... 2 o

Canadian do. ... ... 3 0

Repairs of Watches, Jewellery, &c.

We give our greatest attention to every kind

of repairs, stone settings, Waltham and Water-

bury including, as we always employ a staff of

the must skilful workmen for our jobbing dept.,

our cliaiges are based upon the very lowest

calculations.

P. K. MOITRA,

L.ate Manager, Walerbury Watch Depot.,

37, Musjidbaii-streci, Calcutta.

JUST PUBLISHED.

Congress Sketches : A Review

OF THE

SPEECHES AND THE SPEAKERS
.

AT THE

Fourth Indian National Congress

Held at Allahabad.

Reprinted with additions and alterations from

Reis Cf* Rayyet

With a portrait of Mr. George Yule, President.

Sold by the publishers G. P. Varma, and.

at the office of the Advocate, at Lucknow, and

at the office of “ Reis & Rayyet ”

for 8 Annas a copy, besides postage.

IN THE PRESS.

Uniform with “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal”

ESSAYS BY A BRAHMAN
IN

Politics, Sociology, History, & literature

BY

the Author of “ Travels & Voyages in Bangal.”

Calcutta.

Reis &* Rayyet Office.

PRICE :

To Subscribers paying before publication Rs. 4

„ mere registering subscribers ... „ 5

„ Ordinary purchasers ... ... 6

Apply to the Manager, Reis and Rayyet,

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS 4 VOVAGES IN BENGAL
BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipfierah,

BY

SAMBHU 0.MOOKERJEE,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, “REISA RAYYET"

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

A
ny Photograph transferred to porcelain

and thus rendered permanent. Apply to

R. IIOTZ,

13-5, Gpovernment Place, Calcutta.

JEYES* DISINFECTANTS:
The best and cheapest Antiseptics^

Deodorizers and Cleansers.

Jeyes’ Perfect Purifier

supersedes Carbolic and other Disinfectants,

being much more efficacious, non-poisonous,

non-corrosive, stainless in use, and cheaper.

Prevents contagion by destroying its cause,

instantly removes bad smells. It is an almost

unfailing cure for Eczema and other Skin

Diseases ;
and is the best known Insecticide.

Can be had in the various forms of Liquid,

Powder, Soap and Ointment.

JEYES’ PERFECT PURIFIER
prevents infection by destroying its cause,

killing the very germs of contagious diseases.

It removes instantly all noxious smells, not

by temporarily disguising them (as is often

the case), but by chemical combination, sub-

stituting instantaneously for the poisonous a

pure and healthy atmosphere, and thoroughly

eradicating the evil.

Agents :-DYCE, NICOL & CO.,

3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta.
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“IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF.”
All who sniffer find sure relief from

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It bas driven out from the system

AcuteRheumatism and Rheumatic Gout,
after years of semi-helplessness and suffer-

ing
;

while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS,
.LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACHE,
SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

for these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous
relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.
Are you subject to HEADACHE.S and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wondetful Medicine and* let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at i Re. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanisirect d: Co.,

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.
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12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,
(Opposite the Police Courts

THE CALCUTTA

HOMffiOPATHie PHAUHACT.
THK

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE
DISPENSAR Y IN A SIA

OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,
WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE
TRADE IN

INDEPENDENT HOMffiOPATflT
and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THIS

SCHOOL OF
.
MEDICINE.

B. i.^ Co. beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned
WOODEN CASE

in w’hich every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against break.age will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
I2f Lai Bazaar, Calcutta.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short ivindinj^ Keyless Railway Regulat-

ors, of small jewelled, enamelled dials, bold

figures and Canadian Gold hands, with tem-

pered machinery and dust tight hinged cases

for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted

to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapness abou^

tfiem. Others sell at double our rates. Mr.

A. R, Mehta from Bandora says The

7-8 watch 1 purchased from you two years

back, gives correct lime as yet.” Acting Su-

perintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh,

says:—“A watch maker has valued your

Rs. 7-8 wafeh for Ks. 15.” Mr. J. .Sutcliffe, K.

W. Fusi. Regt., Lucknow, says :
—

“ Some valued

it at Rs. 15 and were completely surprised when

I told them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pretty

Canadian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-

plete shirt Studs and Kings set with scientific

diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each. Mr. J.

A. Yelsmorc, Satur, says :
—“ The best }>old‘

smith of this place % allies the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. G.

Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, says ;
—“ A

German valued the diamond ring at Ks. 50 and

the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

In Pamphlet, Price 4. annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.
I

BfCapt. ANDREW HEARSEY.

Apply to Eeis Rayyet Office, Calcutta.

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

‘‘Limited.’^

This Company’s Steamer “INDORE”
will leave Calcutta for Assam on Tuesday, the

23th instant.

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel

should be sent to the Company’s Godowns
at Juggannauth Ghat, not later than 5 P.M.

of Saturday, the 22nd instant. •

Cachar Line.

The steamer “THIKAK” of this line will

leave Calcutta for Cachar on the 25th instant

(Tuesday) for which cargo will be received until

5 P.M. of Saturday the 22nd instant.
^

Assam Despatch Service from

Goalundo

and

Daily Mail Steamer Service from

Dhubri to Debrooghur.

A daily service is maintained from Goaliin-

do and Dhubri for passengers and light goods
traffic, i. €., packages not weighing over half a
ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival

of the previous night’s 9-30 P. M. iiain (Madras
time) from Sealdah, and Dhubri on arrival of

the mails.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to

almost all stations can be booked through from
or to Calcutta vid Goalundo or Kannia with

the Eastern Bengal State and connected Rail-

ways—Passengers and Parcels vid Kanma
only.

All particulars as to rates of freight and
passage by all the above mentioned Sci vices to

be had on application to—

MACNEILL & CO.,

Agents,

1-2, Clive Ghat Street.

Calcutta, the 19th November, 1S90.

REIS & RAYYET
\PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY(ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
an 1)

Reineio of Politics, Literature, and Socich

.

RATES OP SUBSCRIPTIOK.

Vearly ... in advance ... Rs. 12

Half-yearly ... „ ... „ 7

Quarteriy ... „ ... „ 4

Monthly ... „ ... Ke. i-8

Single or sample Copy,, ... „ 0-8

RATES OP ADVERTISEMENT.

.\dveriiseTnenis (three columns to the page and

102 lines to the column; are charged by the

space taken up, autne late of 4 annas a lint,

each insertion. The lowest charge for any ao.

venisemeiil is Rs. 2, except Domestic Occur-

rences, the lowest ctiarge for which is Rs. 5.

Suecial rates for Contracts.

No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

will be charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at the rate of 4 annas a month or
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

STANZAS.^

By C. a. Kelly.

To-morrow let Life’s myriad cares

Sweep on in sullen flight.

O’er the vexed Ocean of our hearts,

—

We will be glad to-night.

Royally robed and garland-crowned.

The happy guests recline.

Amid the banquet-splendour bright

Sparkles the sunny wine.

Into the soul the flute-tones meU,

The glorious love-chant glows,

And dark eyes flash beneath the brow

White as Cithaeron’s snows.

“ The foot-fall of the girl I love.

Beats on the marble floor,

The laughter of the lips I love.

Floats rippling o’er and o’er.

“ The murmur of my Love’s sweet lips.

Is as the silver sea’s,

That sleeps below the Moon all night

Kissed by the summer breeze.

“ Ah, when we revel in those eyes.

And feel the soft cheek’s touch,

Not even the thought of darker days

May vex us over much ;

When all too swift Time’s chariot whirls,

Adown the steep of years.

Nor laughter of the lips we love,

Makes music in our ears.”

UNDER THE CHESTNUT BOUGHS.

From the Clipper.

There’s a lad to-night far out at sea—

He may never be home again.

But, whether or not he comes back to me,

My heart is his own, as when

We were side by side on a day long fled,

When I heard bis eager vows,

And blushed at the tender words be said

Under the chestnut boughs.

They tell me a sailor’s heart is bound

By bonds that break at a breath :

Others, perhaps, such love have found.

But his will be mine till death.

And whether he sleeps beneath the wave

yOx over the crest he ploughs,

I must always be true to the pledge I gave

Under the chestnut boughs.

It would grieve me less if the news were brought

That he died in a far-olf sea.

Than if, sitting alone to-night, I thought

He could ever be false to me.

The lowland in winter garb is clad.

Snow covers the mountain brows :

No longer I stand beside my lad

Under the chestnut boughs.

But I feel that my love will come back some day

From over the stormy sea,

As loyal and true as when, going away,

He whispered farewell to me.

/My heart goes out by the foam-flecked shore.

And never a doubt allows :

We shall surely stand, as we stood before.

Under the chestnut boughs.

THE RIVER.

The lights of the city glimmer

In the swift, black wave below
;

Like ghosts that flit in the gloaming

The white ships come and go.

While and dim and stately,

The good ships seaward go
;

Luck to you, Captains and sailors.

However the winds may blow !

^White and dim and stately,

The good ships homeward throng ;

Welcome, Captains and sailors.

Your voyage has been long !

And sweethearts’ eyes shall glisten.

And wives shall joyful be.

As the little children listen

To your tales of the stormy sea.

But what are the wrecks you tell of,

To the wreck of a love like mine ?—

The river murmurs and glitters :

Above the cold stars shine.

Taken from the beautiful poem on Pericles.—

E

d. R. &* /?.
Charles H. Adams.
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News and Our Comments.

There is a piteous call from Cambay on the Imperial Government for

a public enquiry into the administration of the late Dewan, with a view

to compensation to those injured in the riot, and adequate measures for

the amelioration of the condition of the people and for other reliefs.

• •
• #

No successor to Lord Connemara has yet been announced. His re-

tirement is greatly regtetted at Madras. The Vizagapatam people are

extremely loath to part with him. They are particularly anxious to have

him back as their Governor, and they quote as their precedent the re-

appointment of Lord Cornwallis who ruled over India from 17S6 to 1793.

But they reckon without their host. They may be assured that the

Governor reciprocates their sentiment. But then—the grapes are

sour—for him, as they proved to poor Dilke.

The Bombay University, we are glad to record, has agreed to confer an

honorary LL. U. degree on Professor Wordsworth. The Punjab

University also honors the Director Colonel Holroyd of Public In-

struction in the Punjab with its D. O. L.

• •

AexORDINt; to the Mandalay Herald^ “ the value of land in Mandalay

is deteriorating ;
a lot situated at a busy corner of the town, purchased

sometime ago at its full market value, will not now realize anything

like the cost price.” Is that the olTtcial view ? Evidently, there is no

Sir Henry Harrison in Burma.

« «

The Madras Mail having suggested that, if Mr. Gladstone were to

have the nominating of Lord Connemara’s successor in the Governor-

sliip of Madras, he would probably appoint Mr. Bradlaugh to the

post, the Bengal l^imes remarks: “It depends very much upon

what fast Mr. Gladstone would select for Mr. Bradlaugh. Perhaps

n Lord Connemara’s gubernatorial establishment, a head shoe-black,

or sirdar coolie might be needed, and for either of these two posts^

Mr. Bradlaugh would have our recommendation.” So much

for the amenities of Anglo-Indian journalism ! But why “ Sirdar coolie”

for a Governor Arc the old days of private trade and business come

back? Have our satraps taken to the open cultivation of tea or coffee

or indigo, over and above dabbling in stocks and estates on the sly ?

And above all, why a shoe-black ? One would have thought the

Great Benighted House was in urgent need of detergents rather than

colouring macter ;
certainly, soot and blackness abounded there. A

laundiess and a while- washer would be more to the purpose.

* *

A NeapOMTAN Pi ince having assumed tile travelling name of Count

of Pollenza, a poor but by no means humble Italian has sued him for

trespass into his domains and taking what belongs to others. Signor

Porio— for such is his name -exhibits a geneology of his connection

with the old Counts of Pollenza.
^

# •

We welcome a new member to the Fourth Estate in the True a

Christian organ started at Lahore. It is a small fortnightly but good,

conducted by men of education and character, and of course written

with accuracy and a sense of responsibility—all qualities not too com-

mon in the Indian press. Though a religious journal, it is not a grim

affair. The conductors show a sneaking yearning for the liberties of

secular publicists.

The number of the True Li^ht^ No. 19, before us, we confess, is not

altogether satisfactory, showing careless editing. The fcfllowing note

is a fair sample of the quality, but by how many errors, typographical

and even grammatical, is it disfigured !

“Tlie recklessness (to say the least) with which Mr. Bradlaugh makes

assertions, with a view to disparage Clii iblianiiy, may be judged from

the following statement in \\it Natural (f National) Kefotmer for 31st

Augubt ;

‘ Uf 362 criminals imprisoned in Bombay duiiiig the past twelve

inonih>, only 50 have been heathens, the remaining 312 being Christians

of vaiious denominations—a slate of things which .seems to prove that

the Chiisiians of Bombay hold good woiks in even le^s esteem that [«V.]

did the compilers of our own Thiriy-ninti articles.’

Tinning to the ‘Government Administration. [,«V.] Report on the

Bombay jails ’ for the years [sic,] in question, the only place that [sic,] we

find these figures 362 is in me analysis of those passing through the

Jails of the Bombay Presidency, which run [j/V.J as follows

Christians ... ... 3^2

jMuhammadaus ... ... ... 6,194

Hindus ... ... ... 10
,457 ".

Thai sort of treatment of other people’s doxies—not in the Jolly

Be^garXy s^nse, of course—used to be confined to the saints. The

sinners were more honest.

it
*r ik

Ni a proof of the successful British administration of Cashmere, it is

claimed that

“ During the last four official years the imports from th.at country

have increased by about 19 per cent., notwithstanding a sudden decline

representing (3% lakhs of rupees in shawls, the fail in this item being

due partly to the fact that this trade was formerly the subject of special

encouragement in the late ruler’s time, and in some measure to the

Punjabis having become adepts in turning out well-got-up imitations

of the genuine fabrics. Exports, on the other hand, have gone up by
about 30 per cent., a noticeable feature under this heading l^ing the

enhanced demand for such commodities as metals, yarn, anot dyeing

inaterinis, which seems to indicate considerable progress in the in-

dustrial aits, while the growing consumption of sugar, tea, tobacco and
other superHiiitics would appear to point to a great improvement in the

material condition of the people generally.”

That is a poor and misleading account, neither true of the present

nor true of the past. Thus, to talk of the Punjabis having mastered

the secret of shawl-making ignores the great emigration of weavers

from Cashmere.

• *

Colonel Nisbett made overcharge of the British Residency in Cash-

mere to Surgeon-Major Joshua Duke, who makes it over to Colonel

Prideaux from Jeypore.

« «

Coal has been unearthed at Pinjore—a few miles from Kalka. The

Geological Survey Department has been called up to pronounce its

verdict on the find.

• •

Mr. W. S. Caine, M.P., of Abkari fame, now in India, has been elected a

delegate from Sholapur to the approaching National Congress, to be held

in this city. In the absence of a more desirable Chairman, he may be

asked to guide the deliberations of the assembly. Whether he preside

or not, or represent or not anybody but himself or any interest other

than that of his party, he will be present, to give eclat and weight to

the ceremony, and afterwards report the business to tl>e world. There

will, of course, be an Abkari Resolution—somewhere.

#*#

The Leprosy Commission opt to India consist of Dr. B. N. FLike, M.D.,.

Government Medical Officer and Medical Superintendent of the

Trinidad Leper Asylum; Dr. A. A. Kanihank, M.U., b.Sc., f.rcs.,

late Midwifery Assistant, St. Bariholonvew’s Hospital, London ;,and Di.

G. A. Buckmaster, M.D., formerly Radcliffe Fellow, Magdalen College,

Oxford.

• •
t

The last rail of the Delhi- Uinballa Section of the Delhi-K ilka Rail-

way has been laid. The .Section between Delhi and Kuniril will be

opened on New Yeai’s day. The Lientenant-Governor of the Punjali

travelled over a section of the Delhi-Kalka Railway on his way to

Kapurtliala to invest the Maharaja with full administrative powers.

#
• •

The Jodhpur-Bikanir line has commenced. Last week, the Maharaja

of Bik.inir, in the presence of the Political Agent, laid the foundation-

stone of the railway station at Bikanir, at a distance of only a quarter

of a mile eastwards from the city wall. The railway is expected to be

complete in less than a twelvemonth.

The Bengal-Nagpur Railway is nearing its completion.^ The end of

December will see the end of plate-laying between BilaJpur and Kiitni.

rhe line may be open for goods traffic by the middle of January—and

for passenger traffic by March next. But then the tunnel in the

Saiaiida district will not be complete. There is, however, a diversion

over which the material trains are now worked, ai)d that may be utilized

for pasbengers.

« *

The Sikh rufugecs at Pondicherry have, notwithstanding their in-

trigues tin Maharaja Dhulip Singh’e interest, been allowedy without

molestation, to return to Delhi.

During the festivities at Agra, the Officiating Foreign Secretary Mfr

Cuuninghuni made a run to Gwalior. What may thht mean ?
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Mr. Rees, the Acting Priviate Secretary to the Governor of Madras,

has been put on special duty—to draw up an account of Lord Ctmnc-

mate’s administration. He gains financially. “Aiistoile” in the

mm/ra& i>tilgiiiard points out that Mr. Rees, while on special duty, will

draw the pay of the Collector of the Nilgins at Rs. 2,000 per mensem,
the maximum deputation allowance of Rs. 10 per diem, and the local

allowance Rs. 300 per mensem of the Persian and Hindustani Transla-

tor to Government, over the heads of his many seniors in the set vice.

•
• •

Presskd by the military authorities, the Government of Madras

has accorjicd its sanction for the demolition of the outwoik.s of Fort

St. George—the Wallajah ravelin and two lunettes, to begin with.

The General Officer Commanding the Madras District strongly urged

that “ their removal or even of a well selected few of these outworks

would greatly improve the sanitation and ventilation of the Fort by

securing a freer passage of air.”

•
• •

The Nor)oU IWmia of St. Petersburg announces a new variety of

the globe-trotter. There has arrived at Kiew a M. I. N. Ualabouka,

a tourist thoroughly independent of the progress of civilisation, who

has travelled the world fooling it all. He is but thirty-five years

old and has already made above 42,500 kilnm, (26,6ri miles). He
was to have commenced this month a new course of footing, kicking

the peninsula of the Balkans as far as Mount Aihos. Thence walking

over the coast to Constantinople, he will proceed along the Bosphorus,

and then cross over—by no miracle, we presume—to Jerusalem. Even

at that Holy Shrine, the poor fellow will allow himself no rest. By

way of the coasts of Syria and North Africa, he will proceed as far

as Morocco, whence he will pass over to Sfiain, returning to Russia

through Spain, France and Germany. This poor restless man must be

a Hebrew—indeed llic vetitablc Wandering Jew 1

•
• •

The Acting Sessions Judge of Madura, Mr. J, Twigg, sentenced Mr.

Robert Fischer, Barrister-at-Iaw and a Lay Trustee of St. George’s

Church, Madura, who with his sister built the church and dedicated it

to the Church of England, to simple imprisonment till the rising of the

Court and a fine of Rs. 1,000. His offence is thus stated in the open-

ing of the Judge’s judgment

“ Mr. Fischer, a Lay Trustee of St, George’s Church, Madura, is

charged under Section 68 of Act XV of 1872 as follows—that he ‘on or

about 71I1 .May, 1890, at Madura, not being authorised under the Indian

Cbi iblian Man iage Art XV of 1872 to solemnise a marriage, in the

absence of a Mai ringe Registrar knowingly solemnised the marriage

heiwccn Mr. Samuel Louis Ormsby and Miss Bibiana Elizabeth

O’Connor both of whom are Chi islians.’ The facts an* briefly these:

'J'lie Rev. Mr. VVansbrongh, the Incumbent, was .away on duty at

Kiulaik.mal in April and May last. In his absence the Native Pastor

published the banns of the marriage, but left Madura three day.s before

the inarna]|e was to take place in spite of urgent requests that he wouhl

Slay and perform the ceremony. In this emergency, recouise was had
to Mr. Fischer who, as Lay Tiiistce, was taking the services in Mr.

Wansbiough’s absence. Mr. Fischer had doubts whether he was coin*

peient to celchrate a mai iiagc, but lliinking lliat since Laymen could

christen and bury they iniglii also in emergencies marry, and being

foiiified in this opinion by Mr. Johnson who had been for 17 or 18 years

Marriage Registrar for the town of Madura, he came to the conclusion

tliat he was competent to ofticiate and consented to do so. He wrote

at once, however, to Mi. Waiisbrpugh, detailing the circumstances and
giving his reasons for consenting to perforin the marriage. The letter

readied Mr. VVansbrough iii due course at midday on 71I1 .May in time

for him, had lie wished, to have slopped tiie marriage by telegraph.

He did not telegiaph, however, as he was himself uncertain of the law

on the subject. At 5 P.M., <m the 7th May, .Mr. Fischer solemnised the

niaiiiage m St. George’s Church accoidmg to the Church of England

nuial. Mr. Johnson was present—not as Mairiage Registrar, but as

uncle of the bride to give her away.”

The trial commenced on the 3rd instant and, as befitted the position

of the accused, continued the whole of that day and the next. Mr.

M. S. Narayanasami Iyer, B.A., B L., Public Prosecutor, Madur.a, pro-

secuted, and Mr. H. G. Wedderburn, Barrister-at-law of Madras,

assisted by Mr. J. L. Pole, Barrister-at-law, and Mr. John Frc.icli,

First Grade Pleader, Madura, defended the accuseu. The asses.sors

"ere Messrs. M. Venkatasaini N iidu and 0. Vencatavarada Rac.

The Judge took one one day to consider his judgment which he deli-

vered on the fourth day. The section of the law quoted runs thus

“Whoever, not being authorized under this Act to solemnize a mar-
riage in the absence of a Marriage Registrar of the District in which
such marriage is solemnized, knowingly solemnizes a marriage between
persons one or both of whom is or are a Christian or Christians, shall

punished with iitiprisonment which may extend to ten years, or

(m lieu of a sentence of imprisonment foa seven years or upwards)

with transportation for a term of not less than seven years, and not

exceeding ten years,

or, if the offender be an European or American, with penal servi-

tude .arronlimg to the provisions of Act XXIV of (to substiiutc

pemtl sdvitunefor the punishment 0/ iron sportof•on in f eshect of Eu-
ropean and American convicts^ and to amend ike law reiaiing to the

removal of such convicts)^

and shall also be liable to fine.”
*

The defence did not deny the facts, but contended that

“(I.) Admitting that Mr. Fi.scher was not authorised, the solemni-

sation by him of the maitia<ge according to the ritual of the Church
of England does not fall within pm view of .Section 68, as it was not

what may be called a Rcgistrai’s inaniage according to Section 5,

Clause 4, to which alone the section refers, (II.) ‘ Knowingly’ means
knowing that he was not authoiised and that he was doing wrong and
Mr. Fischer did not act with such knowledge.”

The Assessors gave their opinion that Mr. Fischer was not autho-

rized
;
that he solemnized the marriage

;
that when doing so he knew

what he was doing, and that the parties were Chrisiians, but nut that

he was not authorized, or that he was doing what was wrong. The

Judge was of opinion that criminal intention was not necessary for con-

viction and found Mr. Fischer guilty. Although finding against the

accused, the Judge was not for visiting him with the severe punish-

ment of the law. The order for imprisonment was barely nominal.

The court rose, although it was not time for lising, as soon as the order

was made, to allow Mr. Fischer to depart, and returned immediately

to resume woik.

The case has gone up to the High Court in appeal.

We must not omit to mention that the Marriage Registrar, Mr.

Joseph Johnson, the uncle of the bride who gave her away, is being

prosecuted for abetment. The parties were re-married by the Revd.

Fiedcrick Ray Wansbrough on the 4th August. The question remains,

Whether the parties were man and wife from the 7ih May to the 4th

August ^

• •

In memory of the visits of the Viceroy and the Lieutenant-Governor

to Patiala, the Mahomedan Piime Minister of that Slate and his

brother have each founded a gold medal in fue Khalsa College for

Sikhs.

• •

The Head Clerk and Accountant Rajender Coomar Giiho of the City

Moorshedabad Municipality, is being criminally prosecuted for receiving

commission on goods purchased at Calcutta. The firms which bad

supplied the goods were examined by Commission. As usual in such

cases, they all denied the payment. A single tradesman proved truth-

ful, howevrr, and proved the charge. We wish ihc oilier shops might

be punished by all inunicip.ilities avoiding ihein.

# #

There is an outcry against the Beihainpore municipality for its recent

piosecuiions for buiial of lliiidn infants within its jurisdiction. There

is no recognized place for such disposal of the Hindu infantine dead,

while religion and custom prescribe their burial and not cremation.

Note.s, Leaderettes, and
Our Own News.

Parliament reopened on the 25111, at 1-50 P..M. The Speech from the

Throne breathed Peace. Tlie rcl.ilions with all Foreign Powers con-

tinue to be friendly and the securities of peace remain undimini.shed.

Her Majesty deeply regrets the potatoe famine in Ii eland and the

distress that threatens the Western counties, to avert which .steps

have already been taken. Tlie legislative measures announced are

the Land Purchase Bill, a Bill for augmenting the number of small

owners to increase contentmeni and dimmish political disorder in

Irelanrl, a Tillies Bill, and a Bill for lessening the huideii of compulsory

education on the poor. Time permitting, --icccnt experience is all

the other way—other measures named will be introduced, including

the Iiish County Councils and the Nomination of a Piililic Trustee.

The same night, the Lords voted the address in reply. Lord Salis-

bury deplored the horrors perpetrated in Africa, but said they were

past recall or remedy, as the autliur of ibechargc.s was not a British sub-

ject and the parties accused were dead. The genilernen of the Lower

House, as a new departure, passed a resolution of thanks by way of

voting the Address, without proposing any amendments.

Mr. Smith announced in the House of Commons that the whole

time of the House would be demanded until the liish Land Purchase
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Bill and the Tithes Bill had been read a second time.

On the 26th, Mr. Bradlaugh’s India Councils Bill was read for the

first time. He has abandoned his old Bill and has drawn up his

second on the lines of the Government Bill passed by the Upper

House last session. That Dill is already before the Indian public.

It is A skilful compromise. It retains the principle of electioUi of

course, but is withal a moderate and rational measure. There was

also read the same night a Roman Catholic Disabilities Bill introduced

by Mr. Gladstone, extending to a Catholic the privilege of becoming

Lord High Chancellor of England and Viceroy of Ireland. It will,

of course, pass the Lower House easily enough. The real fighting

will be in the Lords, but it will pass there too, after all. Such nonsense

cannot last. Such injustice is an anomaly in modern England. In

fact the whole Settlement of the vaunted Revolution is an anachronism

and must be abandoned in toto. A Roman Catholic may yet bit on the

British Throne, unless that piece of state furniture be in the meantime
j

swept away. Stranger things have happened in our day.

Mr. Parnell still sticks to the leadership of his party. Mr. Gladstone

advised him, through Mr. Moi ley, to offer his resignation following his

own piecedeni after the Phoenix Paik murders. The Parnellite party

re-elected the Irish leader their Chairman. They meet again to

consider Mr. Gladstone’s advice. Mr. Gladstone threatens to with-

draw his alliance with the Parnellites, unless Mr. Parnell retires.

Mr. Parnell is said to be resolved, and he does not retire until his

party pass a direct vole of want of confidence in him. The party

hesitates.

Thc King William III. of the Netherlands died—of uraemia—on the

morning of the 23rd November. He was born on the 19th February

1817, and ascended ilhe throne on the 17th March 1849- J’l®

first married in 1839 Princess Sophie, the second daughter of King

Wilhelm I of Wurttemberg, of about the same age with himself,

who dying on the 3rd June 1877, His Majesty mairied a second time in

1879 Q«cen Emma, born in 1859, daughter of Prince George Victor of

Waldeck. She bore Him, on the 31st August 1880, a daughter Princess

Wilhelminia.

The head and front of the Bishop of Lincoln’s offending, after the

persecution of several months, seems to be that he signed the cross at

the viantra of absolution and blessing. This is an innovation which the

Archbishop of Canterbury pronounces unjustifiable. His Grace’s judg-

ment on the other points are generally favorable to the Bishop. We
presume the Bishop did not misplace the table, nor made a mess of the

millinery.

The Czarewitch arrived at Cairo on the 23rd. His Imperial Highness

was received on thc platform by General Dormer and Sir Evelyn

Bating with the Egytian guard of honour. The streets le.adiiig to the

Russian Agency were lined with thc Royal Irish and Dorsetshire Regi-

ments. Visits were exchanged with the Khedive the same afternoon.

Notwithstanding proclamation, they held a procession at En-

niscorthy in memory of the “ Manchester Martyrs.” The police

resented this disobedience. They charged the mob, and, injuring

several of thc units, dispersed the crowd.

Heavy rains and severe storms have flooded the grcaiei part of the

wotkings of the Manchester Ship Canal, causing gieat damage.

An M. P., Mr. William Beckett, for Bassetlaw, while w.alking on the

railway line near Winborne, was knocked down and killed by a passing

train.

The Queen’s Bench has given a rude shock to the progress of female

emancipation. That Court has fine^ Miss Cobden ;^I25 and costs for

sitting in the County Council.

While in England they are recovering from the financial scare of the

Baring Brothers, the bourse in Buenos Ayres is in a state of tumult

The premium on gold has gone up to 250, and several banks have shut

'^tip shop.

Our suspicions have proved true. L«)rd Connemara resigns the Gov-

ernorship of Madras on account of the Divorce proceedings in Eng-

land. Lady Connemara has obtained a decree nisi against him. Sir

James Hannen was satisfied, from the uncontradicted evidence of the

petitioner, of cruelty and adultery on the part of the respondent.

In view of the gold speculations of the day, we publish elsewhere ifie

Government order on the connection of public servants with land-

holding and commercial speculation in India. That order is dated

13th May 1885. In December last year, Government drew the atten-

tion of heads of Departments to the said order, at the same time

calling upon the officers in superior service to furnish statements

showing the landed properly owned by them in their respective Pro-

vinces, or in which they may have any interest, or which may be held

by, and managed by, their wives or other members of their families

living with, and in any way dependent on, them. It was further point-

ed out that such a register should be maintained in each office. Can-

didates for Government employment should also be asked to furnish

the information before appointment.

It is the age of pinchbeck and palaver. It is of course the age of

steam and locomotion. Hence it has naturally given birth to great

meetings of men from different places and distances, who strive to

outtalk one another—meetings with a distinct tendency to periodicity.

In India we have had some wellknown conventions of the kind.

First, the political Congress with its five meetings, then the Social

Conference with its several sittings. Not to mention the numerous

minor or sectional organizations, the most important of which is the

Educational Conference of Sir Syud Ahmad Khan, there has just now

sprung up a religious Congress. It is an exclusive affair, of course,

being confined to Hindus. The Bharat Dharma Mahamandal, as it

is called, met at Delhi, under thc presidency of oiir Bengali compatriot

the young Zemindar of Taherpur, Raja Soshi Sekhoreswar Roy. The

Hania element, we believe, predominated, though there was enough

of holy Brahmanhood in attendance. The palaver was not ' brilliant,

but there could be no question about the sincerity of faith of most

of those forming the assembly. Thc chances of any contretemps

were reduced to a minimum when the Baboo was unanimously called

to the chair.

The meeting decried Government interference in socio-religious

matters, such as raising the age of consent, &c. At the same lime,

they denounced “the evil custom of demanding exorbitant money in

matrimonial transactions and extravagance in marriage expenses, as

being contrary to the tenor of the Dharma Shasiras.” The tendency

to demand money is on the increase. It also indirectly helps to

raise the marriageable age of girls. The curious part of the whole tiffiir

is that those who condemn the practice arc not unoftejj thc most

unblushing sinners. In the decay of healthy public opinion in Hindu

society, the sanctions of the Shasters are powerless to control thc

commercial instincts. Persons of education and position are not

.ashamed to trade on their sons in the marriage market.

The Census Officer in Calcutta, Mr. H. F. T. Maguire, is deliberately

sowing and ought not to make noses if at harvest he has only

na\ty. He has reported that the total cost of the operations will not

exceed Rs. 30,000, as he shows by a detailed statement. Of this he

has just now called for Rs. 20,000.

Mr. Maguire, however, is liberality itself before the Census scare-

crow down South. If in Bengal we order the matter cheap, in Madras

they manage it simply nil. The sum fixed by Mi»r*'Maguire for the

lemuneration of an enumerator is Rs. 10. The Superintendent of

Census Operations, Madras has notified, that all who do good work as

e lumcraiors without payment, will be considered to have a preferential

claim to employment as t»abuUilors in the abstracting offices at Madras,

Bangalore, Calicut and Berhampore, provided they are also other-

wise qualified, but no qualifying examinations are requisite. An

appropriate name for such an imposing board is “abstracting

office,” and a worthy Superintendent of abstracting operations in

this fofficer 1 Enumeration is very far from a joke. It is real work,

of discrimination, and no small difficulty, performed not in the

quiet corner of a snug office, but requiring constant moving

about, demanding intelligence, local knowledge, local popularity,

conciliation and tact, some power of organization, an executive

head, and what not In aft ignorant eommunity,
'

>V .
-• ''1

. //v. V'" ;
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hundreds explaining difficulties, removing doubts, allaying suspicions.

He is the great little unit in the matter—the corner-stone of the huge

fabric. The worth of the census will depend on his good faith and

sense. And he is the only labourer in the business who is not

^dithyv^hrs hire. He alone is to go unpaid, for all his toil and moil

and all his anxieties extending through months. We stand aghast at

the coolness of the proposition. Nor is it a poor honorary magistrate

• who has drudged for years in the service of the siate without so

much as empty recognition that is the author of this original

mode of uncostly administration. The unblushing atrocity of the

scheme will be appreciated when one remembers that we owe it to

the genius of the most pampered Service in the universe. The

schemers are thorough political economists, if imperfect moral philo-

sophers. They depend upon the poverty of the land to get the galley-

slaves they require. They will get them. But what is the value of

such service—in such a delicate matter ? It is noteworthy that though

the schemers have not conscience enough for justice to others, they

have a child-like faith in the virtue of their victims. The Government

had better pause before leaving the accuracy of the Census at the

mercy of an army of starving pariah dogs burning under a sense of

injustice.

Rather too much Is being made of a recent exhibition of international

soft sawder and human nature.

At the banquet of the British Iron and Steel Institute at New York,

the American General Sherman, in replying to the toast of his health,

thus gave expression to his cousinly affection for the British

** We love the Queen as much as do our English brothers. To you

she is a Queen, and to us she is a woman and a mother. Our hearts

throb with the same emotions ; we are reared upon the same food
;
we

read the same Bible and the same books. . . England need never fear

force, for if there should be any trouble America would come over and

take a hand.”

That ** taking a hand” may be believed, but the question Is—In what

sense, and to what purpose ? Where was your feeling heart, O repub-

lican hero, or what were your emotions when thou madest war on the

liouih and carried hre and sword into its States and desolated the

fairest ProvincesI Were not the Southerners brothers too? Were they

reared on any other food than what thou wert fed upon ? Did they not

read the same Bible and the same books? And is History a lie, and are

the annals of the American Revolution all a fraud ? Was the stamp tax

a myth ? What 1 was it on a deviation in diet, or a theological schism

that (he Colonies set their faces against the Home Government?

Was it for a differeiKe in ethical teaching or aesthetical taste that mother

state and children fell out? Were there a Babel of tongues and a confu-

sion of creeds that led to war and final separation between members

of the same nation or body politic ?

It may be expedient for grown up men to indulge in such ** chaff."

The wonder is that men of the world should be taken in by it. People

who ought to know better, and even thoughtful publicists are conti-

nually 'deceiving themselves into the notion that a community of

language and worship is the chief binding force in political affairs.

It is noi. History is witness through ail ages and in all lands. And

facts in support of its teaching stare us on all sides at this moment.

Self-interest and passion are always mightier than lingual and religious

fraternity. Not to go to the Europe of the French Revolution and the

First Empire, contemporary annals furnish striking instances. What

a spectacle was that of three*Christian Powers—representatives of the

Crusaders of old—joining in the Crescentade of Turkey .and draining

their resources and the best blood of their peoples in the desperate

game of maintaining Islam in the European Continent in the heart

of Christendom 1 Times have a good deal changed since then, and

France in her stress shakes Russia warmly by the hand over the

heads of Central Europe, still England maintains a sneaking fond-

ness for the Sublime Porte. It is, as always, a fondness of interest—

a

match of convenience. And so long as England understands her

own good she will stick to.her noble ally. In similar pursuit of selfish

views, Italy has discarded not only her sister in race and speech but

also her greatest political benefactor, France, ^o hug to her bosom

the sandals of the Imperial Teutonic virago, Germany. General

Gherman’s own country, with her Teutonic and Celtic population, her

republican government and a constitution which precludes *a foreign

policy and forbids territorial ambition, is the best disposed of all states

to the Cossack Empire. No international regard is mote real than

this And yet upon sentimental grounds it might be

l^ob^poobed.

It is satisfactory to find that at least two of the Bengal Taluqdars

have won the thanks of the Lieutenant-Governor of the N.-W. Pro-

vinces. Sir Auckland Colvin has caused the acknowledgments of

Government to be conveyed to Sir Radlia Pr.asad Sing Bahadoor,

K.C.I.E., of Doomrann, and Maharani Surnom oyi, c I., of Cossim-

Bazar, for their subscriptions for the relief of sufferers from the

late floods in the B lUia district. These na ive m ignates^ have

shown a good example. N irrowncss, inlellcctual and moral, is

the distinctive failing of our untravelling people. Until we can rise to

a higher altitude of consciousness as the subjects of a common polity,

we shall not be fit for anything like political self-government, dozen

Congresses notwithsianrling. It is all very well to talk of the Indian

nation, but talk should be followed by such visible tokens of sympathy

as the Maharaja and the M iharani have given. Herein at any rate,

the public will see the advantage of having Old Indians for Governors

of Provinces.

We are far from suggesting that these two are the only instances of

ultra provincial charily among our countrymen. Such an insinuation

would be a libel on a people essentially and eminently charitable. It

was most unfair to Bombay, and particularly to the Parsecs. It

would be unjust to the good Niwib B ihadoor of Moorshedabad.

Above all, it would be an offence against the House of Viziana-

gram. The M iharaj is and Miharanis of Vizianagram have always

stood in the front of all Indians for large and large-minded liberality,

and sympathetic charity, public and private, irrespective of creed or

caste, of Presidency or Province, country or nation. Not India

only but other countries also have beiiefitted from the open-handed-

ness of this family. The late Mihar.ija’s benefactions are well-

known. And he has left a worthy Consort and a worthy son to continue

his example.

The administration of Lord Connemara has brought to notice at least

one literary member of the local Civil Service, whom he made his

Private Secretary and who has done him a yeoman’s service as His Ex-

cellency's Historiographer. Mr. Rees is in Madras what Dr. W. VV,

Hunter was in Ujngal. Like the veteran kmght of the pen, this

literary free lance has early taken an inierestj^in Hindu social reform,

but unlike his great prototype’s his is an antagonistic interest. He has

contributed to the NinHccntk Century an article on the subject in which

he docs his best to discredit the present demand for immediate

legislation. The agitation in England has been so one-sided that Mr.

Rees deserves the best thanks of the conservatives for his thorough-

going championship of iheir cause. The reformers, representing the

active intelligence of both countries, are quite able to defend

themselves. Indeed, they have promptly answered Mr. Rees

through Mrs. F.iwcoii in ilie Contemporary. Here, in the East, where

the reforms arc to be carried out, tlie Indian Spectator— Mr. Mala-

bari’s organ in B nnb ly—of course recognises the gravity of the omen

that has thus made its appearance, and takes care early to neutralise

its baleful effects. In a long, but not too long, article of great ability,

bristling with facts and argnmiinis and not a few telling sarcasms, our

contemporary has exhaustively reviewed the essay, exposing Mr. Rees*

pretensions and answering him at all points. On such a subject tlie

native has an obvious advantage over the foreigner. Here, besides, the

difference between the magazinist and the newspaper publicist was the

difference between the man who reads up his subject for the occasion

and the man who has made it the business of his life. We shall not

try to repeat the substance of five columns of condensed matter—not

in the printer’s sense only—but will just indicate by one specimen the

quality of the article. Mr. Rees makc.s much of a letter from a Yoyri

with which he finishes his aignineiU against reform. Tliis Yo^^i

business is getting to be a troublesome nuisance. The Indian

Spectator beautifully demolishes .Mr. Rees’ sacred ally. After showing

up the inconsistencies of this English-speaking Hindu sage, our con-

lempnraiy thus disposes of this new literary machinery in Indian

polemics

“ Mr. Rees might have known that a real never holds commune
with men, not even with Private Secretaries. He might also have

known, what is not unknown to the average Police officer, that some of

these Yoyyis are whilom Bhoy^s who, having * sown their wild oats,*

having become bankrupts in spirit and in substance, set up for Yo^^a

practice. We have nothing to say against this Yoiyi who may be a

very worthy person
;
but that he was formerly a lawyer rather disturbs

oneS confidence in his which is further shaken by his language,

that of a clever but disconsolate tbeosophist.”

Verily, there is genius in that epithet ! What a permanent life-like

portrait is given In that simpia hut suggestive tracing 1 In Madras—
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the Head-quarters of Theosophy— it must be a biographic index-

finger. There they would not have much difficulty in identifying the

modern Rishi, m
Disconsolate, not daring to complain,

Silent he wandered by the sounding main.

It is not the true old Hindu of which the letter is the expression,

but more probably the reaction of a new fangled theosophy.

Be fhai is it may, there is great shrewdness of observation and point

in the general remark on the reactionary tendencies of not a few of our

people in these days, who know no mean between the most grotesque

Anglo-mania and the most outrageous Rishiism.

A CORRESPONDENT of the Statesman writes from Furreedpore of the

appearance of a new and formidable enemy in Eastern Beng.al, to fill

the cup of the peasant to the brim. He reports a great flight of

locusts which passed over the District town in the .afternoon of the 21st.

He is a man of observation, and gives a rather interesting account.

The enemy came sweeping from the south-west in dense columns,

30 to 40 feet deep and some 300 to 400 feet broad, and proceeded

lustily, singing their triumphant march with a solemn ringing sound,

and dropping liquid like drizzling rain, due north-east. This continued

in the station till 3 O’clock in the day. Towards evening—after cer-

tainly an hour and a half’s interval—there w,as another raid, not by a

fresh host, but Irom the rear by the same flight that had passed before.

It seems that the great Padma h.ad arrested their march. That may
sound Hibernian, considering that it was not a case of men or creeping

reptiles or worms, or beasts of the field or forest or of any creatures

pinned to the earth. And yet so it is. It is one of the mysteries of

Creation. Science certainly has not yet fathomed all the properties of

the omnipresent liquid. Water is not mere hydrogen and oxygen ;
at

any rale, the combination of these gases in due proportions invests it

with an occult presence, A narrow piece of water has been known
to stop the progress of a plague. Why the subtle poison that travels in

the air should be so arrested, who can tell ? What wonder that a great

river should scare the poor locusts and make them at least hesitate in

their flight. As a matter of fact, these locusts were on the 21st

stopped by the sight of the broad Ganges spread majestically across

their line of march. They could have crossed it had they so wilted it,

but they thought it due to the genius of the River to show some res-

pect. So they fell back upon the town. Such is the prestige of numbers

that the feathery tribes which, as by instinct warned, had assembled

at noon in anticipation of danger, all dispersed to thin air, as it

were, no sooner the legion of the winged Lilliputians appeared. All

the numberless kites and other birds, great and small, of prey or of

song, that erewhile were noisily flying about, or hovering significantly,

or making strategic movements in readiness for the coming opportunity,

simply “skcddadled” 0/ the appearance of the inv,aders, without

firing a shot, or made! a general retreat to the upper regions, leaving

the field below to the foe, and making not a single ppture. The very

crows, usually so shameless, were dumbfound and, like rural Congress

orators in presence of a m.'igistrate, lost their prime faculty*, the “gift

of the gab.”

and made several arrests and a brave show-«s if they were ready

to cut off the Ameer’s head. Even then at the fagend, k was tough

work for them. The offenders against Her Majesty’s peace were no

Bengalis but all true-born Afghans, careless* of life or consequences.

More by persuasion than by force, the Police did what remained for

them to do. The Commissioner himself was there, or else probably

the fight would have been renewed between the Afghans on the one

hand and the Police on the other. Some of the leaders of both th»

Khycls were the next day placed before Syed Ameer Hossein Khan

Bahacloor, the Northern Division Magistrate. The cases stand ad-

iournecl. We hope our good magistrate will pass as successfully

through the ordeal of these Caboolees as he did through the Sikb

invasion of his bench at Alipore.

Sir Charles Elliott is already in possession of the loy.alty of the capital,

before he has been formally installed as Lieutenant-Governor. The

Calcutta Corporation gives him a steamer party to Barrackporc to

the Water Works on the 8th December.

Sir Steiiart Bayley makes over charge on the 17th December. Pre-

ar.uions are making for a public farewell to the retiring Lieutenant-

Governor. It has been decided to present him an address.

There will be an Evening Party at the Town Hall. The permanent

memorial will take the form of a portrait if not something costlier.

There will be the usual Service Dinner, of course. The Chamber of

Commerce, who ought to be most grateful to him for his latest attitude

on the Doorga Pooja holiday question, keep away from the demon-

stration. But the Behar Planters join the Behar Zemindars in bidding

good bye to their Own Governor. Sir Sieuart is best appreciated where

he is best known, and we hope Behar will not be satisfied with a piece

of canvas for a permanent memento.

It will be satisfactory to those who wish for a continuity of the methods

and traditions of the present eminently conscientious and synvpatbetic

lulc, that the Bengal Chief Secretary docs not go out with his Chief. Sir

John Ware Edgar continues as Chief Secretary. Sir Charles Elliott

could scarcely find a more experienced or wiser Vizier or one so in-

dependent of party, and yet in such Ihorougb touch with the people

and with public opinion.

REIS & RAYYET.
The sensation of the week in Calcutta was a pitched battle in the

heart of the city, in its busiest and most crowded part. All sorts of

rumours agitated the citizens on Tuesday. Luckily, the contest was

brief, and no cold steel was employed and no powder burnt.

Hitherto, the Suleiman Khycl of Cabool have been the chief Afghan

traders in Bengal. They bear deadly enmity to the Kharotcc clan.

Luckily, a member of the latter had been a rara avis in this city. Re-

cently, however, the Kliarotees have grown in numbers to the indig-

nation and, indeed, consternation of the Suleimans, who are trying all

possible means to keep them out. To the rude, untutored Caboolee,

such ways ate not many. They chiefly rely on their muscular strength

to gain their ends. The others are not a whit less combative. Ac-

cordingly, both sides went to battle on Tuesday morning to try their res-

pective strength. The battle field was at Khenraputty in Rurrabazar.

No arms being allowed under the wise sway and crushing peace of

England, sticks of sorts did the duty of rifles and revolvers. At last,

the fight proving bloody, a knowing Afghan Intervened with the Koran

in hand and, appealing to the sacred book, brought the fray to an end.

Such is the faith and fidelity of this brave people that, no sooner the

name “ Koran ” was heard than the combatants at once desisted, and,

seeing the sacred volume, bowed to it and left the field in quiet. The

Police of course did not enter appearance on the scene till the fight

was over, to find the field strewn with broken heads and limbs.

They proceeded in all their strength, reserve and all, mounted and foot,

Holloway's Pills and Soldiers and Sailors.—These well-

known and easily used remedies are especially serviceable and con-

venient for those who, like soldiers and sailors, are exposed to great

changes of climate, and the bardshipsN inseparable from their calling.

Many of the di.seases engendered in the system from these and other

untoward causes can be checked and controlled by attention at their

onset, and in Holloway’s remedies will be found a ready means of re-

lief, wiihout hindrance from duty. Many a man is invalided and

rendered more or less a burden to himself and friends from neglect of

the early symptoms of his complaint, which calamity might be averted

by timely resort to the use of Holloway’s Pills and Ointment.

Saturday^ Novtmhtr iSgo,

EDUCATION IN BENGAL LAST YEAR.

Sir Alfred Croft’s last report is of more than ordinary

iralue. Under orders of .Government prescribing that

;n alternate years fuller explanations of details should

be given, it embodies a large amount of information,

ind the general principles which regulate the op-

jrations of the Education Department are clearly

Elucidated. In a recent issue, we noticed the subject

Df primary education and the policy which has now

been laid down with respect to it. That principle is

ane which has our warmest approval, and indeed

we may say without vanity we Ijave all through fought

for its adoption, and are therefore especially grati-

fied at its ultimate triumph. The administration of

primary education has now, under the scheme of

Local Self-Government, been vested in the District

Boards, and these Boards are now being initiated m
a work new and rather foreign to them. So far

they have not succeeded in discharging this new

responsibility well. The Government Resolution on

Sir Alfred’s report notices this point in the follow-

ing terms :— • j
‘‘The Director has, in a very proper spirit, as a fnendly critic, drawn

attention to some shortcomings in the work of certain District Board .

It is through no fault on their part that their educational operatio

have in some cases been hampered for want of ffinda, the income

fcrrfes and pound, not having kept pace with the,

r

ouirements. But they routt be held responeiWe for such maite« a*

great delay in the despatch of bu.inesi, especially m
J f/

,?:

ward bills and in making up examination results, !" „*
method of accounting for public money, misapplication of ‘be priitiary

or failure to s^nd fully the allotment, for primary education,

f-hese are matter, which the Di.trlct Board, are qmte capable of co.
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rectini; for themselves. It is not a matter for surprise that their control
and manageinent of middle schools of various classes is less efficient
I nan when the work was performed by high officers of the Education
I^partment. Sir Alfred Croft rightly observes that this decline in
efficiency is part of the necessary price paid for Local Self-Government.
T^policj^f entrusting District Boards with certain educational work,
in ^ich the Department has given them its steady support, has been
deliberately adopted for reasons which have often been stated, and
improvement can only be obtained by perseverance. The transfer of
large educational powers to Local, as distinguished from District,
Hoards appears to have been prematurely attempted in some places.”

The progress of higher education, as judged by
numbers, is altogether gratifying. There has been,
during the last three years, an increase of nine private
Colleges, making the total 38. 'fhe demand for

University education is steadily increasing, and the
development of private enterprise to meet this de-
mand also keeps pace. To Sir Alfred Croft these

are reassuring indications of progress. He says
that “ the policy of the day clearly tends more and
more towards the concentration of higher educational

effort in the Presidency College and the gradual re-

tirement of Government from the outlying colleges

where private enterprise may in time be trusted to

take up the work.” We have no objection to the

policy with the very wise limitations with which Sir

Alfred Croft’s great experience of the subject has led

him to hedge it in. The retirement of Government
from the field can only be very gradual as a matter
of fact, if the policy is to be carried out without

serious disruption of the work.

Secondary education does not show any marked
expansion. This is explained as due to an unnecessary

multiplication of schools and an unhealthy competi-

tion among them. But we suspect there is another

more potent cause at work, namely, inadequacy of

funds. These schools are maintainable at a scale

of expenditure above the means of extra-urban

people, and can only be set up and kept alive

with aid from the Government. But the funds at

the disposal of the Department for this purpose

are, so far as we are aware, not commensurate or at

any rate not expansive. New grants are hard to ob-

tain, and old ones are often cancelled or reduced.

The Government admits that, while the Education

Commission recommended that a periodically increas-

ing provision should be made in the education bud-

get for the expansion of aided schools, financial

exigencies and the needs of primary education have

prevented compliance with this policy. Now that

Primary Education is to be organised upon a new
basis, we trust secondary schools will not be starved

for its sake.

The subject of discipline and moral training conti-

nues to receive the attention of the Government.

The Resolution has the following summary of

measures adopted or to be adopted towards their

improvement :

—

“ Measures hfivc been Adopted during the year for pivinff effi?r.t to

the views of the Government of India in regard to discipline in schools

and colleges. The summary of these measures given in the Director’s

report hardly admits of further condensation, but some of the more
important steps taken deserve notice. The establishment of a special

training college for teachers has been sanctioned and will be carried

out as soon as funds are forthcoming. Principals of Government col-

leges were addressed on the subject of elevating the moral tone of the

students, and the Lieutenant-Governor drew attention to the many op-

portunities which the study of ethics, and other occasions of college

life, afforded to Professors for moral instruction of a character such as

to influence their pupils and make a permanent impression. The
adoption of suitable moral text-books for schools of all classes has been
kept in view : and the example set by the University in preparing a

book of selections for the Entrance Examination is to be followed so

as to meet the requirements not only of the junior classes high

schools, but also of middle and primary schools through the medium of

works in the vernacular. The maintenance in every school of conduct

registers, with a record of the head-master’s opinion of each boy’s

character and behaviour, based upon personal knowledge, has been in-

sisted upon, and special attention is to be paid to the entries in the

conduct registers of candidates for employment in Government offices.

The appointment of monitors under proper safeguards has been
authorized, and the system is being tried in institutions to which hostels
arc attached. More recently these monitors or prefects have been en-
trusted to a limited extent with punitive powers. A rule has been issued
with the object of minimising the evil of having in the same class
grown-up lads and little children. The attention of school authorities
has been drawn to the necessity of encouraging outdoor games and
exercises, on the understanding that no attempt should be made to
create a race of acrobats out of our students. Should physical ex-

ercise in other forms not be popular, some form of drill is, undet the
orders of the Government of India, to be compulsory. The Director
adds :

* It is believed that schools at the sudder stations will find no
difficulty in obtaining a person able, if necessary, to give instruction in

drill
; but such exercises as parallel bars, dumb-bells, cricket, foot-

ball and indigenous games, including athletic, sports, running, jumping,
&c., are more to be commanded and more likely to be generally ac-
ceptable. It has been explained that no reasonable outlay will be re-

fused for the purpose of setting up gymnastic appliances, or of aiding
cricket and football clubs.’ As to discipline, it is admitted that
the more closely a school is connected with the Department, the better
IS Its discipline, and in most cases it is not so much the absence of
mor.ility as of good manners in the boys and the junior teachers that
requiries to be corrected. Defiance of authority, indifference if not
positive disrespect, a rule offnand manner, showing no sign of respect
to a superior, are sights too common in many schools. Cases of actual
misbehaviour towards teachers are said to be happily rare

;
but they

are entirely absent, and the punishment of rustication for a year or
more has had a salutary effect. Cases of grave misconduct on the
part of teachers themselves are not wanting : and to some extent the
unhealthy state of public opinion in regard to discipline give.s rise to
troubles in school management. The opening of a new school as a
money speculation, near an old and established institution, often has
the effect of disorganising school discipline in the locality for a time.
Sir A. Croft considers that it is very desiiable that certificates should
be refused to schools that defy the rules of discipline, or to those that

are opened in a mere spirit of opposition and rivalry to other non-
Government schools, without any prospect of permanence and to the
injury of sound education. The Lieutenant-Governor concurs in these
views, and will be prepared to receive definite suggestions on the sub-

ject. It is very satisfactory to learn that the operation of the transfer
rules has been entirely wholesome, and that the revised rules recently
issued are likely to check many irregularities that formerly prevailed.

Simpje rules for the transfer of pupils in middle and primary schools,

in the spirit of those approved by Government for high schools, are
being framed. Having regard to these measures, the Lieutenant-
Governor is of opinion that a very considerable advance has been made
in the direction desired by the Government of India. The policy in-

dicated has had his entire concurrence and support
; he has not ex-

pected anything but gradual improvement, a^d he looks to the co-

operation of all officers of the Department in the endeavour to reform
the whole tone of education in Bengal on the lines laid down by the
highest authority.”

Several of these measures are destined to be in-

operative. They will, so long as the interest in the

subject is fresh, furnish a topic for discussion in

annual reports and resolutions, but never emerge into

the region of practical politics. The idea of a Train-

ing College is a mistake, and, if carried out, will en-

tail a waste of money which could be more usefully

employed. Character registers will soon fall into

disuse, and the monitor systern break down in prac-

tice. The multiplication of rules is on principle to

be avoided. The enforcement of them will involve

an extent of clerical labor on scl\ool authorities which
must interfere with their more important work of

teaching. The adoption of moral text-books, like

Mr. Tawney s Entrance Course, is likely to be finan-

cially fruitful. Beyond this, it has little to recom-

mend it. The character of the compilations judged
by the work to hand differs little from that of those

which arc to be superseded, even from a moral point

of view. The intcr-school rules, though attended

with hardship in some cases, are on the whole neces-

sary. The fee, however, might be reduced in bond

fide cases of transfer justified by circumstances.

THE BENGAL MUNICIPALITIES.
Above the signature of Mr. Secretary Cotton appears,

in this week’s official Gazette, a lengthy review of the

working of the Bengal municipalities. Its tone

throughout is kindly and indulgent—indeed, the pro-

per tone to adopt in view of the novelty of the sys-

tem under judgment. The Government is, on the

whole, like ourselves, not disappointed with the re-

I

suit, although it does not fail to point out defects and

1
probe the weak parts of the system.
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The weakest point in the system is, as we have
often pointed out, in regard to the administration of

the taxes. Non-officials are at a disadvantage in

enforcing taxation unknown to an official r^gime^

and this is a difficulty which has operated in keeping
down the municipal revenue almost everywhere.

Tlifi average incidence of municipal taxation through-

out Bengal (excluding Calcutta) in the past year, was
only II annas and ii pies per head of the popula-

tion, and in no less than 67 municipalities it is so low
as to amount to 8 annas or less per head. Although
obviously there is scope for increase, any attempt in

this direction on the part of the Municipal Commis-
sioners is sure to raise a storm of opposition. In

the Rampore Bauleah Municipality, the Commissioners
had a hard time of it in carrying through a revision

of the assessment. “ A hue and cry was raised, in

which those whose assessments had not been in-

creased, nay, even those who had been exempted
from assessment, joined. The municipal office was
literally besieged with objection petitions A
party of men, who affected to pose as friends of the

poor, but who really had at heart some grudge against

the municipality, actively set about rousing the peo-

ple against it under this colourable pretext. For
nearly two months there was scarcely any collection

of house-tax. Everybody refused to pay.’* In a

municipality in the Shahabad district, a Municipal

Commissioner was threatened to be killed if the tax

was increased. The Chairman of the Tikari Muni-
cipality was violently assaulted at his house by hired

lattials, at the instance of the Vice-Chairman. The
Government remarks on these incidents as follows :

—

“ The year’s record shows indeed that the path of

duty is strewn v)iith difficulties, which can only be

overcome by honest perseverance, consistency, and

firmness
;
but it may be expected that as experience

is gained in the benefits derived from municipal im-

provement, the attitude of the rate-payers, as well as

of the more retrograde and obstructive section of

Municipal Commissioners, w’ill become, as it has in

other portions of the world, more tolerant of neces-

sary taxation,” In the meantime, the necessity of

augmenting it is growing more and more urgent. “It

is not too much to say,” writes Mr. Cotton, “ that in

all municipal towns in Bengal there is a crying want

!

of funds to meet expenditure which is gradually

being forced upon the Commissioners, especially in

the direction of improved sanitation.” At the same
time, the taxation as shown already is exceedingly

low, and any attem[)t to raise it is attended with a

general outbreak of hostility.

As in assessment, inefficient administration is the

marked feature of the collections of the tax. The
following remarks which we quote from the Resolu-

tion will show this :

—

“ The general result shows some improvement, but it is not so

marked as might be expected, looking to the low rate of taxation which
pievails, and tlie urgent need that exists everywhere for increased in-

come to meet necessary expenditure. In reganl to the Dac«;a Division,

it is explained that the net decrease is to a large extent nominal, as the
collections in 1888-89 included arrears of pievious years, and were
therefore considerably in excess of the normal realisations. In the

case of the Chittagong Municipality, it is stated that a decrease of

about Ks. 8,600 in the collections is due partly to the same canse as in

the Dacca Division, and partly to the fact that for nearly three m mihs
the sircars had to attend on the auditor who was examining ttie ac-

counts, and that in consequence the collections were smaller than
ought to have been made. These excuses appear to the Lieutenant-
Governor to be insufficient. It is satisfactory that the arrears have
been liquidated, but they ought not to have been allowed to accrue. In
any case it is to be regretted that the total gross collections show a
falling off. It is a too common defect in Bengal municipafitres that the
executive is in arrear with its collections and it has been lately pointed
out in a circular of Government that far greater promptitude must be
insisted on in the collection or remission of taxes. Not more than one
complete year of arrears should in any case be allowed. Municipalities

which, like Ranchi and Kurseong, work in a business-like manner never
have more than two quarters' arrears, and very often not more than
one

;
and if municipalities in general avail themselves of the means

provided in sections 120 to 129 of the Act, there is no reason why col-

lections should ever be allowed to fall more than 12 months into arrear.

As a matter of fact, in many municipalities the accounts are four or

five years in arrear, and whenever this is the case it affords the clearest

evidence of executive inefficiency.”

The Resolution contains copious extracts from the

Divisional reports. Mr. Toynbee’s report of the

Burdwan Division is pronounced to be the best.

His remarks on the absence of a fixed scale of

pay for municipal officers show his close and intimate

knowledge of the subject, and we reproduce them
for the benefit of Municipal Commissioners who
should be guided by them.

**The examination of the budgets of the municipalities in this Divi-
sion for the current year brought to light a marked tendency on the
part of Municipal Commissioners to give occasional increases of
s.'ilary to members of the establishments, instead of laying down a
fixed scale (with periodical increase, if necessary) and adhering to it.

This practice is one which should, in iny opinion, be consistently and
firmly discouraged, as being unfair to the tax-payers and demoralizing
to the recipients. The funds of .all the municipalities .are very limited

in comparison with their wants, and any'increase allowed to establish-

ments must necessarily decrease, the surplus available for

works of general utility. In most cases the proposed increase was dis-

allowed, and the Municipal Commissioners were asked to consider
what their requirements were as regards the strength and pay of their

establishments, to lay down a scale once for all, and to adhere to it for

the future. The spectacle of a ^municipal subordinate canvassing the

Commissioners to vote for an increase to his pay (not fixed by any
scale) is not one that is consistent with a proper discharge of his

duties.”

The Commissioners of Divisions generally take

more or less favourable view of the working of thfe

Municipal Act. Mr. Toynbee says that, in spite of

many faults of omission and commission, the muni-
cipalities in his Division have worked successfully.

The absence of out-door supervision is however com-
plained of. Mr. Smith testihes to the smooth work-
ing of Local Self-Government in the Presidency

Division. The Commissioners of the Bhagulpore,

Orissa and Chota Nagpore Divisions have recorded

similar opinions. The Dacca Commissioner, being

new to his Division,- passes no gener.al opinion. The
Commissioner of Chittagong appears far from satis-

fied. He admits there has been much good indivi-

dual work, but complains of laxness in the accounts,

and the preponderant interest excited by personal

matters over more important public matters. The
Commissioner of the. Patna Division metes out

praise and blame to the municipalities in his Division

according to their work, without offering a general

view. Altogether, the work of the year under review

is one on which the municipalities may be fairly con-

gratulated, although in regard to the enforcement of

proper municipal taxation, they failed to display

either efficiency or aptitude.

CONNECTION OF PUBLIC SERVANTS WITH LAND-
HOLDING AND COMMERCIAL SPECULATION

IN INDIA.

No. 21—799, dated Simla, the 13th May 1885.

From—A. Mackenzie, Eaq., Secretary to the Govt, of India, Horae

Department.

To—The Secretary to the Government of BcngaC Appointment
Department.

In the course of correspondence with a Local Government, it

has been brought to the notice of the Government of India that

some misapprehension exists as to the precise scope and proper

interpretation of the standing orders which regulate the connection

of public servants with land-holding and commercial speculation in

India. The Governor-General in Council accordingly considers

it desirable, in continuation of Home Department Resolarion No.

5-124-246, dated 20th February 1884, to frame, for facility of re-

ferencf! on the part of Local Governments and Administrations and

Officers serving under them, a brief summary of the existing rules,

and of the more important interpretations which have been placed

upon certain of them by the Government of India with the ap-.

proval of Her Mtjeity*i Secretary of Sute.

2« AcquiiUkn aid f$sstssm Undid frifnr^ lUUndijd tn hi 4f^d a
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4. 40, (jilted i6th June

1873 j from Secretary of

State, No. 99, dated 26th

August 1873 (embodied in

Home Department Reso-

lution No. 13—467, dated

13th February 1874).

agricultural purposes.^^^QoyQmntai civil servants, military officers in
civil employ, and all persons holding civil offices ordinarily held by

^ To Secretary of State,
covenanted or commissioned officers of

' - - * the two classes abovementioned a

prohibited from acquiring or holding
land within the province in which they
arc employed, or with the administration
of which they arc concerned, whether
that connection be permanent or tem-
porary.* This prohibition does not

extended to land occupied merely by
buildings for residence and their usual appurtenances.

3. Natives ot India appointed under the Statutory Rules are
permitted to hold any lands actually in their possession when they

enter the service of Government, or which may come into their

\ fide (tom
thereafter by inheritance,

relatives or near friends. f th« (ull m-
formation in respect of such lands is

given to the Local Government, which will consider in each ease

whether the fact of an officer holding

any particular lands need be a bar to

his employment in the district where
these aie situaied. No fresh purcitasc

of land is, however, allowed on the

part of a Statutory civil servant with-
out the previous sanction of the Local

Government under which he is serv-

ing.t

II
Despatch from Secre-

tary of State, No. 22,

dated loth August 1861.

X Home Department

Resolution No. ii--426-

37, dated 17th March
1882 ; and circular letter

Nos. 26— 1 095- 1 104, dated

2i8t July 1882.

(Despatch from Secre-

tary of State, No. 68,

dated 8th June 1882.)

4. Uncovenanted officers exercising independent judicial or

revenue functions, whether of European, Eurasian, or Native de-

scent, are not debarred from acquiring or po.s8C8sing landed property

in British India lor agricultural purposes, provided that they must

not hold landed property in the districts in which they arc employed.
Although uncovenanted officers are not precluded from holding land,

it is inexpedient that appointments which necessarily confer a con-

§ Dcpatch from Secre-

TL o^h ^86, D<=P«ty Collector, and Teh-
dated loth August 1861.

itig landed property within their jurisdiction.

§

Officers of all classes (including candidates for office) must be

required to make a declaration of the fact of their being in posses-

sion of, or of their having acquired,

landed property, stating the district

within which it is situated, with such

other particulars as may be considered

necessary, of which registers should be kept by the Local Govern-

ments concerncd.il

6. It is incumbent on the several Local Governments to take

care that no officer who may be in possession of landed property in

British India or elsewhere, to whatever branch of the service he

may belong, shall apply any portion of the time and attention which
ought to be devoted to his public

duties, whether civil or military, to the

management of that property, and that

longer or more frequent leaves of ab-

sence arc not permitted on that account.1T

7. Acquisition and possession of landed property in Nathe States fir any

purpose.—Civil servants and military officers in the actual service of

the Crown in India arc prohibited from holding lands in a Native

State for any purpose whatever. This prohibition does not extend

to land occupied merely by buildings for residence and their usual

appurtenances"

8. Investments other thafi those in land fir the profits of cultivation.

With regard to inve.simcnt8 other than those in land for the profits

of cultivation, officers of every rank and class in the public

service are expected to abstain from any investment (though of

itself unobjectionable) whiclj interests them privately in affairs or

undertakings of the kind with which their public duty is connect-

ed, ** Subject to this general proviso, there is no objection to

Governmenttt scrvaii’s holding shares in mining or other companies

(including agricultural companies) having for their object the

development of the resources of tlic country, provided .that they

must not take part in the management of any such company, and

that they must not be employed in the districts where the

IT Despatch from the

Secretary of State, No. 22,

^aced loth August 1861.

•* Paragraph 6 of despatch from the Government of India to Sec-

retary of State, No. 40, dated i6th June 1873 ; despatch from Sec-

retary of State, No. 99, dated 26th August 1873 ; and Home De-

partment Rosoluiion No. 13—'4f>7» dated 13th February 1874.

ft The Secretary of State has held (Despatch No. 73, dated

19thJuly 1883, paragraph 5), that the standing orders as t6 the con-

nection of Government officers with trading c'ompanics apply only

to gaaetted officers of the Covenanted and Uncovenanted Services,

and do not apply in the case of clerks and other ministerial officers

iiii Government employ, with regard to whom the supervision of

haada 6£ departments should suffice as a cheek*

operations* of the company with which they may be connected arc

carried on. (Despatch from Secretary of State, No. 46, dated 31st

May 1862.) This latter prohibition must be held to apply some-

times with less, sometimes with greater, force to certain officers

I

connected with the central administration, such as Members of

the Local Government, Members of the Board of Revenue and

their Sccrcta’^ics ; and to indicate the necessity of great circum-

spection on the part of such officers as to the undertakings# with

which they become connected in any part of the province in which
they arc employed. (To Madras Government, No. ic86, dated loth

July 1884.)

9. In the matter of taking part in the management of a com-
pany, it has been decided (Despatch from Secretary of State, No.

73, dated 19th July 1883, paragraph 4), that the prohibition was

not intended to apply to the participation of Government officers

in the direction of those companies only which are designed to

develop the resources of the country, but also to preclude such offi-

cers from taking part in the direction of such institutions as banks.

{P.iragraph 4 of despatch from Secretary of State, No. 73, dated

19th July 1883.) It has also been held that the prohibition against

officers taking part in the management of a company applies (Emm
Secretary of State, No. 99, dated 7th September 1882) to public

servants on leave equally with those in active service, but tliat it

docs not extend (Resolution of the Public Works Department,

Nos. 1650-1672G, dated 14th December 1882) to officers who,

with the consent of the Government of India, take service under

Railway Companies working under concession from Government,

nor docs it apply to the management (Despatch from Secretary of

State, No. 73, dated I9rh July 1883) of associations which arc

established hona f.dc for the purpose of mutual supply and not ot

trade and trade profit (provided in this latter ease that the interests

of Government do not suffer by the double employment ot the

officer concerned. Although the prohibition against taking part

in the “ management ” of a company cannot, taken literally, be

held to debar an officer from taking part as a promoter or as one of

the applicants for registration in the Memorandum of Association,

the Governor-General in Council has held that the danger against

which the prohibition was aimed, namely, that of official influence

being abused or official trust betrayed, is under such circumstances

not much less than if the officer took part in the management after

the company has been started. Government servants arc therefore

distinctly forbidden to take any part in the oromoiion or registration

of companies. ;

10. Speculation generally.— It is a standing, order that servants of

Government arc required to abstain from speculative investments ;

but no literal definition has been laid down as to the stage at which,

or circumstances under which, the holding of land or other valuable

property becomes speculative. It is obviously speculative to secure

a grant of land supposed to be auriferous with the object of dis-

posing of it hereafter to companies. Habitual speculation by offi-

I

cials has been always held to be an evil ; and the Government has

reservedt to itself full power to deal stringently with the practice

whenever it appears to prevail. The general distinction which

exists between permanent and speculative investments is sufficiently

described in the cxtracit from Home Department letter to the

Government of Bengal, No. 1495, dated loth April 1873.

11. The foregoing paragraphs contain a brief summary of the

more important orders which have been issued from time to time

on the subjects under notice, and the Governor-General in Council

trusts that they will serve as a usefiiN guide to Local (lovcrnments

and Administrations and to officers serving under them. It should,

however, be understood that this summary merely embraces the

more important orders, and docs not profess to be exhaustive.

* iV. B.—l'he!right of officers, civil and military, to hold shares

in agricultural companies operating in Native States, is regulated

l>y the s.ame rules as apply to their holding shares in similar compa-

nies within British territory.

Despatch from Secretary of State, No. 22, dated the 25th Novenr-

ber 1862, paragraph 5.

t Paragraph 7 of Despatch to Secretary of State, No. 40, dated

i6ih June 1873.

Despatch from Secretary of State, No. 99, dated 26th Augiiht

1873.

I The Government of India consider that there exists an essential

difference between permanent and speculative investments ; that the

distinction is one of motive, and iliar the frequency of a man’s

purchases and sales may be, and usually is, very good evidence of

his motive in effecting them. If an officer habitually buys and sells

securities of a value notoriously fluctuating, it is clear that he i^

addicted to speculation, and he thereby undoubtedly lays himself

open to the disapproval of Government, which can be expressed in

various ways, and in a degree proportionate to the nature of the

dereliction. If he engages in such pursuits to an extent which
attracts public notice and unfavourable remark, so that his integrity

or his application to his public duties is discussed and doubted, then

he has given rUc to a scandal with which the Government will have
to deaL
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INFANT-MARRIAGE.

Mr. Justice Miittusamy Iyer, of the Madras High Court, has

dclivcretl judgment in an appeal which had been engaging his at-

icntiiyi, as al o tliat of Mr. justice Shephard, for some time, in

which a most important question of infant-marriage was involved.

The fallowing arc extracts from the judgment in the ease of P.

X'encata Charlu (plaintiff appellant) verm C. 'rirumala Runga

Chari u and another (ist and 2nd defendants), respondents.

The plaintiff sued in the MunsilFs Court of Bapatla for a decree

appointing him guardian of his minor wife Vcncatarungammah in

lieu of her parents, the defendants, and giving him the custody

uf luT and also restraining the defendants from re-marrying her to

another peison. The District M unsift' decreed that the plaintiff

was not entitled to have the present custody of his legally married

wife the minor ; that until she attained puberty, she must re-

main under the charge and care of her parents, the defendants, and

that defendants be restrained from rc-marrying her to any other

person. Against this decree the 1st defendant preferred an appeal

10 the Court of the District judge of Kistna, at Masulipatam, which

reversed the decree of the Munsiff', dismissed the plaintiff’s suit with

costs throughout, and declared that the marriage was invalid. This

decision was appealed against in the High Court and resulted in the

following judgment

This was a second appeal from (he decree of the District judge

of Kistna, who dismissed the appellant’s suit for an injunction to

restrain respondents from marrying their daughter, Venkatarun-

gamrnah, to any one else. The second respondent was the first

respondent’s wife and their daughter is a child aged 9 years. In

June, 18S4, the mother bestowed the girl in marriage on the ap-

pellant, and the marriage ceremony was duly solemnised in Nara-

simaswamy’s temple at Mangalagcry. The father, however, was

not present during the marriage nor had the mother his permission

to marry their daughter to the appellant. There was an averment

in his plaint that such permission was granted, but both the Lower

Courts have found that it was not proved. There was also some

evidence in the ease to show that the father was present when the

girl first proceeded to the appellant’s house after the marriage, and

what was commonly known as the Qrahapravesam ceremony was per-

formed. But the Distri'l^t Munsiff discredited the evidence and the

judge apparently concurred in his opinion. The respondents re-

sided in the village of ^Srccrungapuram, and it appeared that the

father went on a visit to his disciples about June 1 884, when the

mother took the child to Mangalagcry, and there married her to the

appellant as stated above. The District Munsiff' considered that she

acted as she did because she was probably not willing that the girl

should be married to the father’s mother’s nominee, and that the

appellant was a more suitable husband j and on this ground he was

of opinion that the marriage was not fraudulent. But the judge

referred to the evidence that the mother reprebcntcd falsely to the

ofliciating Brahmin at Mangalagcry that she had her husband’s per-

mibbion, and concluded from it that the marriage was a fraud on the

father. Upon these facts the question arising for dccibion was

whether the marriage was one which ought to be set aside under

the Hindu law. 'I’licir lordbliips held that there could be no doubt

that a Hindu marriage was a religious ceremony ; according to all

tevts it was a Samiskarani or^Saerament, the only one prescribed f r

a woman and one of the principal religious rites prescribed for

purification of ilic soul. It was binding for life because the mar-

riage rite completed by Setapady or the walking of seven steps

before the consecrated fire created a religious tic, and a religious tic

when once created could not be untied. It was not a mere contract

ill which a consenting mind was indispensable. The person mar-

ried might be a minor or even of unsound mind, and yet if the

marriage rite was duly solemnised, there was a valid marriage. . .

As a religious ceremony it became complete when the Setapady was

performed and there were several Sniritis to that effect. Maiui

saiJ :
—“'riie relation of husband and wife was created by the texts

pronounced when the girl was taken by the hand. Be it known

that those texts end, according to the learned, with the texts pre-

scribed for walking seven steps.” Vasishia said:—“In connection

with the formation of relation of husband and wife, agreement ib

first prescribed ;
then taking by the hand is prescribed. It was said

that mere agreement was defective and that of the two taking by

tne hand was indispensable.” Yama said :
—“Not by the pouring

of water nor by the work of gift is the relation of husband and wife

formed, but it is formed by the rite of taking the bride by the hand

and when they walk together the scyenth step.” Their lordships

observed that the marriage ritual prescribed for Brahmins, and now

in general use amongst them, was what was known as the Brahma

marriage, and this was the form customarily adopted even where

the father accepted the price for the girl, and the marriage was in

substance of the Asura kind. The ritual, so far as it extended to

Setapady might be divided into three parts ; the Vakdanam or the

promise to give ; the actual gift of the bride, or Kanykadanam ; and

the marriage rite which commenced with taking the bride by

the hand (Panigrahanam), and ended with the seventh step

taken around the consecrated fire. For their Lordship’s present

purpose the Vakdanam and the Kanykadanam might be treated

as forming one essential part and the marriage rite was the

other. It must be remembered that the ritual was prescribed

for a minor or a child For according to Hindu law and custom

a Brahmin girl must be married before she attained maturity;

and therefore at a time when she was not in a position to choose

a suitable husband for herself. Two principles, therefore, formed

together the groundwork of the marriage ceremony. A natural or

legal guardian, acting in the interests of the girl with due regard

to her welfare to choose a suitable husband for her, and the choice

consecrated by the marriage rite and thereby unalterably fixed.

Hence two propositions of law might be taken to be established

beyond controversy, r/x:., where there was a gift by a legal guardian

and the marriage rite was duly solemnised, the marriage was irre-

vocable, and where the girl was abducted by fraud or force and

married and there was no gift cither by a natural or legal guardian,

there was a fraud upon the policy of the religious ceremony, and

there was, therefore, no valid religious ceremony. . . The third

proposition of law which was material to the ease before their

lordships was that when the mother of the girl acting as her natural

guardian in view of her welfare and without fraud or force gave

away the girl in marriage and the marriage rite was duly solemnised,

the marriage was not to be set aside. This view was supported by

authority and was sound in principle, . . Moreover several

Smriti writers prescribed the gift of the daughter in marriage before

maturity as the father’s duty and not as his right. So Brahaspari

enjoined the father to give the daughter in marriage before she

menstruated and declared that if he failed to do so he was guilty

of causing abortion. Narada and Yajuyavalkya pronounced him

guilty of child murder. Samvarta declared that a disgusting punish<>

ment was prescribed for the next world for this dereliction of duty

on the part of the father. As regarded the doctrine that a marriage

rite once duly solemnised was not to be set aside, Narada said ;

—

Once is a partition ordained, once is a girl given in marriage, and

once docs a man say * 1 give.* ” The author of the Smriti Chandri-

ka forbade a second Samskaram, or marriage, for the Kali yug. The
theory was when a legal relation was once consecrated and confirmed

by mantra or Vcdic text, it was permanently fixed. Hence it was

when a boy was invested with a sacrificial thread and consecrated

by Vcdic texts as belonging to his father’s Gotram he was not

eligible for adoption into a different Gotram. There was also an-

other reason why when this marriage rite was once duly solemnised

the marriage should not he set aside except on clear proof of fraud.

The religious theory was that when an adoption or a marriage

which WAi forbidden was consecrated by Vcdic text and the sacrament

was thereby defiled, a servile stale supervened and not that the

prior status remained untainted. As regarded adoption, the author

of the Datiak Mcemansa said in Section IV Sloka40:—“Should

one be adopted on whom the ceremony of tonsure and other rites

had been performed, a servile state ensued not that of a son. Sec

also Sloka 46. It had, however^ been held by this Court that when

an adoption could not be upheld owing to a legal defect, the adopted

boy did not forfeit his status as son in his natural family, and in the

same way ii might be held that when a marriage rite was set aside

on the ground that it was forbidden by the very law which pre-

scribed the rite, the girl’s prior legal status remained without taint,

the rite being defiled and being inefficacious on that ground. 1 he

religious theory mentioned above and the social difficulty which

might arise from the marriage rite being set aside was a legitimate

ground for recognising the doctrine of ftutum valct^ except in the

cases uf clear fraud or force when the religious ceremony might be

pronounced to be defiled by fraud upon its policy. Applying the

foregoing principles to the case before their lordships, they thought

the Judge was in error in setting aside the marriage on the ground

that the mother falsely stated to the officiating Brahmin that she

had the father’s pcrinibsion and thereby committed a fraud upon

him. 'I’hc Judge acted probably on the policy of Lord Hardwicke’s

Act in England, which was passed in a great measure to^prevent the

marriage of minors without the consent of their parenTJ or guardians

and which declared that the marriage of persons, wilfully inter-

married without the license from a person having authority to grant

the same (the grant of which was forbidden to minors, without the

consent of parents and guardians) was null and void, the officiating

Brahmin under Hindu law was hired for the occasion and was not

a person clothed with a statutory authority to be exercised subject

to the guardian’s consent, and there was no analogy between the

English statute and the Hindu law. Moreover, it had already been

shown that the giving of a daughter in marriage was more a duty

than a right, and in the ease before their lordships the District

Munsiff Bad found that the mother actedW yWf in the interests

of her daughter and as her natural guardian, desiring to provide

her with a suitable husband. Their lordships, therefore, revcrfcd

the decree of the District Judge and restored that of the District

Munsiff, directing respondents to pay the appellant’s costs in tne

1 High Court and in the lower AppcU'aie Court*
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WONDERFUL MEDICINE.

BEECHA^S pills
A RE universally ad-

milted to be worth
A GUINEA A BOX.
For Bilious and Ner-
vous Disorders, sucli

as Wind and Pain in

the Stomach, Sick
Headache, Gidriiness,

Fulness and Swelling
after Meals, Di/.zineS:>

and Drowsiness, Cold
Chills, Flushings of

Hcat,Lossof Appetite,

Shortness of Breath,
Costiveness, Scurvy and Blotches on the Skin,
Disturbed Sleep, Frightful Dreams, and all

Nervous and Tiembling Sensations, &c.

gEECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

EECHAM’S PILLS
B
gEECHAM’S PILLS

p^EECIlAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

jj^EECIIAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

JjEECHAM’S PILLS

JjEECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

PILLS

PILLS

PILLS

2
)EECHAM’S

JjEEC HAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S

gEECHAM’S

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PIT-LS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

ep:cham’s pills

'I'he first dose ivill

give relief in twenty
minutes. This is no fic-

tion, for they have done
it in Countless cases.

Every sufteier is

earne.stly requested to

try one Box of these

Pills, and they will be

acknowledged to be
WORTHAfiUINEA

A BOX
For females of all

ages these Pills are

invaluable. No female

s h o u 1 d be without

them. 'Phere is not a

medicine to be found
to equal them for re-

moving any obstruc-

tion or irregularity of

the system. If taken

according to the di-

rections given with

each box they will

soon restore females

of all ages to sound

a n d robust health.

This has been proved

by thousands who
have tried them, and
found the benefits

which aie ensured by

their use.

F<ir a Weak Sto-

mach, Impaiietl Di-

gestion, and all Disor-

ders of the Liver, they

act like magic, and a

few doses will b e

found to woik won-

ders on the most im-

portant organs in the

h u m a n Machine.

They sliengthen the

whoie muscular sys-

tcMii, ic.sioie the long

lost cvimplexion, bung
back the keen edge of

appetite, and arouse

into action with the

rosebud of health the

whole* physical eneigy

of the human ft.tme.

'I'heseare facts testified

to continually by mem-
bers of all classes of

.society, and one of the

best guarantees to the

Nervous and Debilita-

ted is, BEECHAM’S
PILLS have the

Largest Sale of any
Patent Medicine in

the World.

B
J^EECHAM'S PILLS

Sole Agents for India :

NAYLOE, SON, GRIMES & 00.

Wholesale Depot, 33, Clive Street,

CALCUTTA

:

Cheapest and Perfect Time
KeepingWatch in the World.
All our Watches Guaranteed for 2 years,

jpjEixa:Ei e-e.

A strong accurate Keyless open-face Watch

in nickel silver case.

Runs 30 Hours with one winding, short wind,

Regulated to a minute a month. Bold hands

and figures, enameled dial, sunk second hand,

set from outside. It has a jewelled visible

compact escapement. Can be repaired by any

watch-maker for a trifle. Is a thorouglily re-

liable Machine-made Watch, in velvet lined

spring case.

Do. Do. Ladies’ Wrist Watch. Price... 8 8

Do. Gent’s Lever movement, fully

jewelled Chronometer balance to

prevent variation in extremes of tem-

perature. Price ... ... 13 o

Do. Hunter do. ... ... ... 13 8

Chain,

White Metal Albert Chains, standing

acid. Of all Patterns ... ... i 4

Imitation (iuiiiea Gold do. ... ... 2 o

Canadian do. ... ,..30

Repairs of Watches, Jewellery, &c.

We give our greatest attention to every kinil

of tepairs, stone settings, Waltham and Water-

buiy includiug, as we alw.iys employ a staff of

the most skilful woikmen for our jobbing dept.,

our charges are based upon the veiy lowest

calc ul.u ions.

P. K. MOITRA,

Late Manager, Waleibury Watch Depot.,

37, Musjidbaii-stieei, Calcutta.

JUST PUBLISHED.

Congress Sketches; A Review

OF THfi

SPEECHES AND THE SPEAKERS

AT THE

Fourth Indian National Congress

Held at Allahabad.

A’ printed with additions and alterations from

Reis Rayyet

T hese pnis can be obtained at all Bazaars

throughout India, or from the Whole and

Agents, Naylor, Son, Grimes & Co., at sale

following rates ;— si*®»

,

E®- jh^

2s.9d. the, Rs. a-4 P« b"*. V--P

Post. Shopkeepers enu obtam Wholesale

Rates upon application.

With a portrait of Mr. George Yule, President.
»

Sold by the publisbe/s G. P. Varm.a, and

at the office of the Advocate^ at Lucknow, sand

at the office of “ Reis & Rayyet ”

for 8 Annas a copy, besides postage.

IN THE PRESS.

Uniform with “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal”

ESSAYS BY A BEAHMAN
IN

Politics, Sociology, History, 4; Literature

BY

the Author of “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal.”

Calcutta.

Reis Is* Rayyet Oflice.

PRICE :

To Subscribers paying before publication Rs. 4

„ mere registering subscribers ... „ ^

„ Ordinary purchasers ... ... „ fi

Appi.y to the Manager, Reis and Rayyet,

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Stieet,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

Price Post free R.s. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Piound ... ... ... Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payalile

Post.

TRAVELS 4 VOYAGES IN BENGAL
BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEB.
Formerly Minister to the late

Navvab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State,

Apply to Manager, *'REIS & RAYYET”

i, Uckoor Dull’s Lane, Wellington Stieet,

CALCUTT^.

A
NY Photograph transferred to poicelaiii

and lluis lepdeied permanent. Apply to

K. Moiz,

13 5,
Government Place, Calcutta.

JEYES’ SANITARY COMPOUNDS
In the various shapes of

Liquid, Powder, Soap and Ointment

arc invaluable in the Indian rlimaie.

They are peifcctly h.arinless, non-poisououw,

and non-irritant.

They have proved efllcacions in skin

diseases. They cure wounds and ulcers. Even
Lepeis have found them valuable.

To the rich and the poor, the healthy and
the sick, they aie alike welcome.

'Phey destroy the virus or contagion of small-

pox, measles, typhus and typhoid fevers.

They cleanse your homes and clothes anti

purify the air. They keep your body clean, teeth

strong and skin pure. Your bed free from

bugs, your drains inodorous, and closets free

from bad smells.

They may be used with safely and with

happy results in the sick-room, kitchen, and
cveiy other part of a house.

Agents t-mCY., NICOL & CO.,

3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta.
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“IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF.’’

All who suffer find sure relief from

,I^S0R1ENTAIB^

^ II II I '•I

The Greatest Pain Core Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcuteRheumatism and RheumaticGout

after years of semi-helplessness and suffer-

ing
;

while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS,

LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACHE,

SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

for these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.

Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica

lion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Oure

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself. /

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at / Re, each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistreet & Co.,

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &

Co. Limited.
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12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,
(Opposite tlu Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

H0M(E0PATHIC PHARMACY,
THE

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSAR Y IN ASIA
OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH
INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE IN

INDEPENDENT HOMffiOPATflY
and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.
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B. & Co. beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned ^
^ WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE,

BERIGNY & CO.
12^ Lai Bazaar^ Calcutta,
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READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short winding Keyless Railway Regulat-

ors, of small jewelled^ enamelled dials, bold

figures and Canadian Gold hands, with tern

pered macbincry and dust tight hinged cases

for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted

to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapness abou^

them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr.

A. R. Mehta from Bandora says The

7-8 watch 1 purchased from you two years

back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting Su

perintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh,

says A watch maker has valued your

Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, R

. W. Fusi. Regt., Lucknow, says “ Some valued

it at Rs. 15 and were completely surprised when

I told them it only costs Rs. 7*8.” Pretty

Canadian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com

plete shirt Studs and Rings set with scientific

diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each, Mr. J.

A. Yelsmore, Salur, says The best gold’

smith of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. G.

Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikuila, says:—“A

German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and

the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA

TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

In Pamphlet, Price 4. annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION

With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW HBARSEY.

Apply to RHs^Ri^ytt Office, Ctlentta.

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

"Limited.^

This Company’s Steamer "BARODA”
will leave Calcutta for Assam on Tuesday, the

2nd prox.

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel

should be sent to the Company’s Godowns
at Juggannauth Ghat, not later than 5 P.M,

of Saturday, the 29th instant.

Cachar Line.

The steamer “THIKAK” of this line will

leave Calcutta* for Cachar on the 9th prox.

(Tuesday) for which cargo will be received until

5 P.M. of Saturday the 6ih prox.

Assam Despatch Service from

Goalundo

and

Daily Mail Steamer Service from

Dhubri to Dedrooghur.

A daily service is maintained from Goalun-

do and Dhubri for passengers and light goods

traffic, f. e,, packages not weighing over half a

ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival

of the previous night’s 9-30 P. M. train (Madras

time) from Sealdah, and Dhubri on arrival of

the mails.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to

almost all stations can be booked through from

or to Calcutta vid Goalundo or Kannia with

the Eastern Bengal Stale and connected Rail-

ways—Passengers and Parcels viA Kannia

only.

All particulars as to rates of freight and

passage by all the above mentioned Services to

bt had on application to—

MACNEILL & CO.,

Agents,

1-2, Clive Ghat Street/

Calcutta, the 26lh November, 1890.

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEA SANT)

WEEKLY(ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
AND

Review of Politics, Literature, and Society,

RATES OF SUBSORIPTIOK.

Yearly ... in advance • ... Rs. 12

Half-yearly ... „ — »»
*7

Quarterly ... >t
••• > 4

Monthly ...

Single or sample Copy,, ... m

RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.

Advertisements (three columns to the page and

102 lines to the column) are charged by the

space taken up, at the rate of 4 annas a line,

each insertion. The lowest charge for any ad-

veriisemcni is Rs. 3, except Domestic Occur-

rences, the lowest charge fo^hich is Rs. 5 »

Special rates for Contracts.

No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

will be charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at the rate of 4 annas a month or

Rs. 3, a year.

Business Communications (post paid) to

be directed to “The Manager,” and Literary

Communications and' books and pamphlets

(carriage paid) to “The Editor ” of

dt Rayyct,”

Office ; /» Vcho^r ButPs ljm%

J
,

.

- - ' '

PrintedandptAlUhtd/or the Prepi^emBy Saiuric^^
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1

CONTEMPORARY POETRY '"*''**’ y®"

The tears brim over on my cheek.

CHARLES KINGSLEY’S LAST POEM.

From the Newest Edition of his Works,

“ Are you ready for your steeplechase^ Lorraine, Lorraine, Lorree ?

Barum, Barum, Barum, Barum, Barum, Barum, Baree,

You’re booked to ride your capping race to-day at Coulterlee,

You’re booked to ride Vindictive for all the world to see.

To keep him straight, and keep him first, and win the race for me.

She clasped her new born baby, poor Lorraine, Lorraine, Lorree,

1 cannot ride Vindictive as any man might see,

And 1 will not ride Vindictive, with this baby on my knee ;

He’s killed a boy, he’s killed a man, and why must he kill me ?”

“ Unless you ride Vindictive, Lorraine, Lorraine, Lorree,

Unless you ride Vindictive to-day at Coulterlee,

And land him safe across the brook, and win the blank for me,

It’s you may keep your baby, for you’ll get no keep from me.”

” That husbands could be cruel,” said Lorraine, Lorraine, Lorree,

That husbands could be cruel I have known for seasons three ;

But, oh ! to ride Vindictive while a baby cries for me.

And be killed across a fence at last for all the world to see I
”

She mastered young Vindictive—oh 1 the gall.ant lass was she
;

And kept him straight and won the race as near as near could be ;

Hut he killed her at the^brook against a pollard willow tree.

Oh ! he killed her at the brook, the brute, for all the world to see.

And no one but the baby cried for poor Lorraine, Lorree.

A GLOVE.

Ah, yesterday 1 found a glove

Grown shabby, full of liny rips.

But dear to me because my love

Once through it thrust her finger tips.

A glove one would not care to see

Upon his arm along the street

;

Yet here I own there is for me

No relic in the world more sweet.

A faint, far scent of lavender

Steals from it, as the clover smelt

When through the fields I walked with her,

And plucked the blossoms for her belt.

Faith ! but I loved the little hand

That used to wear this time-stained thing,

Its slightest gesture of command

Would set my glad heart fluttering.

Or if it touched my finger, so.

Or smoothed my hair—why should 1 speak

Poor, stained, worn-out, long-wristed glove,

I think it almost understands

That reverently and with love

I hold it in my trembling hands.

And that it is so dear to me,

With its old fragrance, far and faint.

Because my mother wore it, she

—

On earth my love, in heaven my saint.

jAMEsS Berry Bensel

THINGS THAT NEVER DIE.

The pure, the bright, the beautiful,

That stirred our hearts in youth,

The impulse of a wordless prayer,

The dream of love and
;

The longing after something lost,

The spirit’s yearning cry,

/The striving after better hopes

—

These things shall never die.

The timid hand stretched forth to ai

A brother in his need,

The kindly word in giief’s dark hour,

That proves a friend indeed
;

The plea for mercy, softly breathed,

When justice threatens nigh
;

The sorrowings of a contrite heart

—

ThcJiC Jihings shall never die.

y . Let nothing pass, for every hand

!•(, Must find some work to do
;

Lose not a chance to waken love,

Be firm and just and true :

So shall a light that cannot fade

Beam on thee from on high,

And angel voices say to thee,

“ These things can never die.”

The Guardian,

Uollowafs W/j.—The Great Need.—The blood is the life, and on
its purity our health as well as our existence depends. These Pills

thoroughly cleanse the vital fiuid from all contaminations, and by that

means strengthen and invigorate the whole system, healthily stimulate

sluggish organs, repress over-excited action, and establish the circula-

tion and secretions throughout every part of the body. The balsamic
nature of Holloway’s Pills exercises marvellous power in giving tone to

debilitated and nervous constitutions. These Pills remove all obstruc-
tions, both in the bowels and elsewhere, and arc, on that account, much
sought after for promoting regularity of action in young females and
delicate persons who are naturally weak, or have from some cause be-

come SO.

Subserihrs in tkg country arc requested to remit bypostal money orders, ifpossible, as the safest and most convenient
medium, particularly as it ensures acknmledgmint tkroHgk the Department. No other receipt will be

given a^y othir being unnecessary, and likely to cause confusion.
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News and Our Comments.

All is up with Lord Connemara. He made over charge of the Gov-

ernorship of Madras, on Monday afternoon, to the Hon’ble Mr. J. H.

Garstin, officiating Senior Member of Council. He will, however,

be allowed all marks of respect due to his resigned position till he

departs. He does not go to England direct, but starts for Japan on

Sunday. He was offered a parting dinner by the officiating Governor

which his Lordship thankfully declined. There is a movement for a

permanent memorial. An oil portrait of Lord Connemara is for sale,

and a public subscription has been started to purchase it.

• •

The next ///art Governor of Madras is Lord Wcnlork. He is ex-

pected at Bombay on the igth J.anuary. We hope Lord Wenlock will

prove a better respecter of the ties of wedlock.

• *

The death of two retired prominent Anglo-Indians is announced this

week. Sir Rivers Thompson, the late Lieutenant-Governor of these

Provinces, and Sir Barnes Peacock, late Chief Justice of our High

Court, are no more. Out of respect to the memory of the late Gov-

ernor, the Bengal Secretariat was closed on Monday. The Chamber of

Commerce has started a movement for a permanent memorial. It

must be more than a portrait, for there is one already in the Town Hall.

•
• •

Sir Tanjore Madhav Rao is retiring from active public life. The

other day he resigned the membership of the political Congress Com-

mittee. He has now withdrawn his connection with the social Con-

gress. These bodies have evidently outgrown the Raja’s notions of

agitation and progress. Notwithstanding all, we may be excused for

doubting the earnestness of the resolve. Our people have a strange

puerility. They are not ashamed of sham moves to enhance their

prices. We have a magnate nearer home who has retired fifty times

if he has retired once, during the last quarter of a century.

• •

The offer of Rani Manmohini Debi of Puliya, in the Rajshahye Dis-

trict, to construct a number of wells, at an estimated expenditure of

io,ocx> to Rs. 12,copper annum for four or five years, has deserved-

ly found a place in the talcuUa Gazette of this week. This is the or-

thodox way of doing charity and good, and it is much appreciated in the

district.

• •

Mr. William Hayes, Barrister-at-law, Bangalore, prosecuted Mr.

O’Shaughnessy, municipal Executive Engineer, with obstructing him,

by catching hold of his horse, in his drive along the Brigade Road

under repairs. The Engineer was fined Rs. 5, by the Sessions Judge

Colonel W, Hill. It seems the municipality is not competent to ab-

solutely close a thoroughfare .against the public, although it is liable

in the absence of proper precautions against accident along a road

under repairs.

The next Criminal Sessions will commence on Monday, iho Sih De-

cember, under the presidency of Mr. justice Pigot. The Calendar in-

cludes the Jain Defamation case, which has obtained a name from the

number of counsel engaged on both sides.

•
• «

The Budget of the Rampore State, as prepared by the Council, shews

a sutplus of Rs. 7, 13,000 on an income of Ks. 26,00,000.

The sacrilegous hand on the Doorga Pooja holidays is to be con-

tinued next year. The Calcutta Gazette of the 3rd December pub-

lishes the following notifications ;

—

“ NOTII’ICA’JION.

'I’lie 2nd December 1890.—Under section 25 of Act XXVI of 1881,
entitled

‘

'I’he Negotiable Insirumenis A( t, 1S81.’ the Lieutenant-Gov-
ernor hereby declares the following

the yeai 1891 :

—

I3lh and 14th February
25th March
28tll „
lyih June
26th August
2ikI October
joth, I2ih, 13th and 17th October
2nd November...

day.s to be public holidays during

... Sripanchamf.

... Dolcjalra.

... Easter Saturday.

• v Dashaliar.'!,

... Jaiimashtaini.

... Mahalaya.

... Doorgii and Lakhi Poojahs.

... Kali Poojah.

loth and nth November ... ... Jagadhatri Poojah.

24lh and 26ih December ... ... Christmas Eve and the day
following Christmas Day.

Sundays, New Year’s Day, Good Friday^ aiKl Christmas Day are*

public holidays under the Act.

H. J. S. COTTOFf,
Secretary to the Govt* of Bengal,

Notification.

The 2nd December 1890.—With reference to the above notification^

the Lieutenant-Governor hereby notifies that on the following days
during 1891, which are not declared to be ‘ public holidays,* the offices

under the Government of Bengal, and all Revenue and MagisteriM
Courts in Bengal, with the exception of the nffiices of Collector of
Customs, Shipping Master, the Registrar of Assurances, Calcutta, the
Collector of Stamp Revenue, Calcutta, the Stamping Department of

the Office of the Superintendent of Stamps, Calcutta, and the Salt

Rowannah and Opium Sale Depaitments of the Board of Revenue,
shall be closed :

—

I. -Mahomedan Holidays.
Eed-ul-zoha, 17th July.

Mohurrum, l5lh August.

Fatiah-doaz-dahum, i6th October.

I I.~Hindu Holidays.
Doorga and Lakhi Poojahs, the 8th, 9th, 141b, I5tb, I6lh and the rgth

October.
III.—Other Holidays.

The day preceding Christmas Eve, the 23rd December.
H. J. S. Cotton,

Secretary to the Govt, of Bengal'^
•

• •

The Lieutenant-Governor has appointed the Special Census Officer for

Calcutta to be the officer who may, in the town of Calcutta, require

'‘fa) eveiy military or naval officer in command of any body of men
belonging to Her Majesty’s military or naval forces, or of any vessel
of war,

every person (except a pilot or harbour-master) having charge
or control of a vessel,

(c) every person in charge of a lunatic asylum, hospital, work-house,
prison, reformatory, or lock-up, or of any public, charitable, religious,

or educational institution,

every keeper, secretary, or manager of any serai, hotel, boarding-
house, lodging-house, or club, and

fe) every occupant of immoveable property having, at the time of
the taking of the census, not less than fifty persons employed under
him, or living on or in such property,

to perform such of the duties of a census officer in relation to the per-

sons who, at the time of the taking of the census, are under his com-

mand or charge, or inmates of his house, or present on or in such

property, as the said Special Census Ofiker may, by written order,

direct.
#

* *

The Reserved Forests of the Darjeeling, Tcrai and Lower Hills

(Kurscon and Teesta Sub-divisions of the Darjeeling Forest Division,}

as well as those of the district of Julpigori (Julpigori and Buxa Sub-

divisions of the Julpigori Forest Sub-division) are closed against

hunting, shooting and fishing, from the rsth December, 1890, to the

1st June, 1891, except with the written permission of tlie Conservator

of Forests or the Local Govern;nent.

• *

In supersession of all the old, new rules have been issued by the

Local Government for the preservation of copies of books printed

in British India, and for the registration of such books. The

change was necessary on account of the amending law Act X of 1890

passed in the last session of the Supreme Council.

The Inspector-General of Registration in Calcutta and the Sub-

Registrars of Assurances in the inofiissil have been appointed officers to

receive books, &c., printed and published. They are further authorized

to insiiiuie prosecutions against the printer for non-delivery or delivery

after due date, and against the publisher when he refuses to supply

the printer with maps, prints, or other engravings belonging to a

book. The proprietor of the copyright or of any portion of the copy-

right of a book must pay the fee of Rs. 2. The tender must be

made by an application in writing praying for rfjfistration under

Art XX of 1847. The receiving officers are to transmit the books

with the certificate of printer, as to the delivery of the book out of

the press, to the Bengal Library. They shall remain there for the

Bengal Provinces for three years, when ihey^ will be made over to

the Calcutta Public Library, Metcalfe Hall, to be kept in the portion

of the Library devoted to the public, and not issued to subscribers.

The following Circular Order of the High Court is significant of the

pressing of work on the Subordinate Civil Courts, occasioned by the

shortness of hands and promotion by results—of returns :>-

** The High Court has much reason to believe that the Civil Courts
^
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not infrequently strike of cates relating to the execution of decrees
more for the sake of causing the disappearance of a particular case
from periodical returns of pending ca'=es than as a proper order pulling
an end to an applicalion for execution. It has also been found that
such cases are not infrequently restoied to ihe files without aoy special
reason, except as an acknowledgment that the former or.lci was iimrely
formal. Such a practice cannot but be regarded as an attempt to mis*
* State of business before a Court, and will suldcct any
omcePto pui^jshment. The Judges are aware that, ftom pressure of
business in the trial of original suits, Subordinate Judicial Officers are
in difficulty in keeping their execution files under proper control,
but the High Court must insist upon greater regularity in dealing
with cases of execution for which one day in every week should be
specially reserved.

Proceedings connected with the execution of a decree should be
dealt with under tlie same procedure as otiginal suits, and cannot be
put an end to or revived save under the proccduie expressly laid down
by law.”

We hope the Judges will direct their attention to the expensive and

sometimes ruinous procedure in the Original Side of the High Court.

Mr. Justice Norris once tried to keep down the cost, but such fitful

attempts cannot avail against a huge ancient practice, developed into

almost a vested right.

•
• •

The forecast made in regard to the annual income of the Howrah
Bridge likely to be attained after the abolition of the local tolls and

the terminal charges on rice, grain, pulses, seeds and salt, has been

fulfilled. The Committee’s estimate fixed the probable receipts at

I< 5 . i, 57»597 the actual receipts in last year have not fallen short

of the estimate. On the contrary, there was a moderate excess of

about It thousand rupees.

From the Bridge report it further appears that there was rather a

large increase in the number of collisions of vessels with the bridge

in the last year, which is attributed to the exceptionally strong

freshets and eddies of the year.

«

On the morning of the 22nd November last, Shama Bewa, a female

servant, aged between 35 and 40, was found murdered in her room in

her master’s house at 40, Hartoki Bagan Lane, with her stomach ripped

open. There was no clue to the murder. The Police has since traced

it to a compositor in the Bengal Secretariat Press, Shib Chunder

Miller by name. There is no direct evidence against him. Whatever

evidence there is, is all circumstantial. He is being tried at the Ma-

gistracy.

*
* «

Women are proving formidable competitors to men in all w.alks of life.

They have a Lady Guide Association in London, and their experience

of the first twelvemonth is highly encouraging, 290 parties availed

themselves of the services of lady Guides for sight-seeing alone. We
wonder what sort of guides, philosophers and fiiends are these. If

they are woth anything, their Association will, en passant^ advance the

neglected cause of matrimony in England.

Notes, Leaderettes, and

Our Own News.

Cholera has made its appearance in the city—at a time when it

is least expected. The first cases did not prove fatal, but deaths are

now reported. All seasons now seem favorable for this dreaded

disease. Unless we have mrae chilly North wind, the prospect is

disheartening, and may scare aw.ay visitors.

^'HRKE of the Caboolee fighters of last week were taken to hospital.

One of them—Abdul Karim, a .Suleiman—died there. The verdict

of the Coroner’s Jury is that the “deceased died from the effects of

injuries received in a general riot between two parties of Caboolis

known as the Suleiman and Kharooti Khyel, but there is no evidence

by which the pel son or persons who struck the blow or blows can be

identified.”

17 Kharootis and 1 3 Suleimans are being tried in the Police Court.

The two clans will be tried separately, for the convenience of evidence

by one set against the other. The death at the hospital of a Suleiman

aggravates the offence against the Kliarootis, for the Crown Prosecutor

charges all the 17 Kharootis with the death of Abdul Karinj. Syed

Ameer Hosscin Khan Bahadoor will indeed do a service if by his

decision he can end the old feud between the two clans.

Milkmen have now and again been hauled up for adulterating milk'

before sale. They always escaped punishment, though. It was con-

tended wiih success that the mere addition of water did not m;ikc the

milk noxious and therefore punishable. Recently, that contention

has received high judicial sanction. Mr. Justice H indley, of the

Madras High Court, has decided that “the mere addition of water

to milk cannot be adulteration so as to make milk a noxious drink

within the meaning of Rule 31, Chapter 3, Cantonment Rules,

rn.ade under Act I. of 1866. It is not alleged or proved that the water

added was noxious or the mixture noxious. Considering the dangei^to

public health which may arise from the mixture of impure water it

would be very desirable that a rule be passed making the addition of

water to milk by a milk vendor punishable,”

So much for Judge Handley of Fort St. George. But there are

H.mdieys and Handley.s, and there are Magistrates as well as Judges.

Fort William too boasts—and has now reason to boast of—its Handley.

He is only a Magistrate, to be sure, but then as regards the p.articular

article in dispute—milk and water—there is little to choose between

“ My Lord” and “ Your Worship.”

Our Mr. Handley—the officiating Chief Presidency Magistrate—has,

it must be confessed, risen to the height of the great argument. He
has found a way out of the difficulty. He has solved the problem of

punishing the plausible rogues, and within the terms of the law. He
has convicted a milkman, under the usual circumstances, of cheating

under the Indian Penal Codr, and fined him Rs. 10. That is a public

relief—unless some greater Handley spoils the business.

Owing to the unfortunate paucity of native capacity, the Congress-

makers have been constrained to invoke European aid. The first three

sittings exhausted all the indigenous notabilities eligible for the pre-

sidency. Since then the office has gone a-begging, without a single

name of position and calibre being suggested from any part of India.

Accordingly, the management went out of the n,alive inhabitants of the

Empire to seek the annual chief. And so the Fourth Indian Congress

was presided over by a British merchant. The next year the same dif-

ficulty continuing, they again imported a “Britisher” for the last or Fifth

Congress. Nor is there any sign of the abatement of the dearth.

They have fished in all waters, from the Sea of the Coromandel to the

sandbanks and shoals of the Indus, without catching a true “native”

to speak of—a passable pearl oyster. Type of every Indian under-

taking, it is the manife.st destiny of the Presidency to be a preserve for

the foreigner. There is just a silver fining to the prospect. The Chair

at length shows a sneaking leaning to colour. There is just a hope for

a native occupation of the seat of honour. Fiom European to

Eurasian is a homeward step. Till such lime as we can gel

Indian khtis^ let u** console ourselves with coustruelive Indian.

Failing in other quarters, the Congress Committee have secured

Mr. Gantz, the President of the Eurasian Association, Madras, for the

Congress Chair of this year. But who receives the delegates ?

The threatened doom of Indian industries promises happily to be

averted. The Indian Factory Commission having completed their

enquiry, have submitted their leport. They piactically leave the pre.sent

system of mill labour intact, and thus the sinister object of English

manufacturers in pressing for the enquiiy and for legisl.ilion has been

rightly frustrated. Tlie principal points for tlie decision of the Com-

mission were the proposed limitaiions of hours of woik for women and

children. In both these points the Commission would make no change

where the shift-system of working prevails, while outside the shift-system

also they recommend in the case of women the retention of the present

system, leaving Local Governments authority to treat individual opera-

tives on slightly different terms should they desire it. Mr. .Sorabjee S.

Bengalee dissents from this view and recomtnends the shift-system to

be introduced in Ahmcdabad. For children outside the shift-.sy.stem,

half-time working is recommended as the best solution. The recom-

mendations of the Commission are conceived in the interests alike

of the operatives and their employers, and reconcile both excellently.

The great danger which was apprehended from the Commission

lest they should suggest changes which would injuriously affect the

wages now earned by women and children, has been avoided, and

we congratulate them on fheir judicious finding. The concluding
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remarks made by the Commission will be endorsed by every true

lover of the operative. They say

** In conclusion, we hope we may be allowed to say that we have
been profoundly impressed with the vast and far>reachin]; benefits which

the people of India are derivinjSf from the development and prosperity

of the great industries which we have seen on our tour through the
country. It would, in our judgment, be a great calamity if by any in-

judicious recommendations or unnecessary restrictions the prosperity
of those industries was endangered.”

WMear reports about the way the ensuing Xensus is being arranged

for by the district authorities, which are far from reassuring. We
therefore give a warning before it is too late not to appoint men
as Superintendents of Charges or even as Supervisors of Circles merely

on account of their social position. Respectability is indeed essential,

but intellectual qualification a sine qua non^ and it will be a great mis-

take to entrust a work of the kind to men not possessing a fair

share of both. Considering the importance of the Census inquiry, it

would be a mistake to accept Municipal Chairmen as such, eligible for

the task. Instead of that, discrimin.'ition should be exercised in find-

ing out those who fulfil the two conditions referred to. What a pity

that Chairmen should have been appointed Census Superintendents

who have actually to spell their way through an ordinary letter in

English I It is not a little amusing that, while a Deputy Magistrate at

headquarters in charge of the District Census is energetically

dashing off half a dozen of letters and circulars each day containing

instructions, &c,, to each Superintendent of a Census Charge, this

poor soul is awfully bewildered by the missives pouring upon him
and does not know what to do with them. The public and the press

should be wide awake that no such bungling is allowed to mar a

work of such great importance.

Complaints reach us from various quarters of the careless way in

which the lists of voters for the approaching municipal elections have

been prepared. A uniformity of practice appears to be wholly want-

ing, the rule being interpreted one way in one place and in a different

way in another. How there could be diversity in such a simple matter,

is indeed highly strange. But as the fact is even so, we think the Gov-

ernment might step in and lay down an authoritative interpretation for

general guidance, once for all. The rule which has proved such a

puzzle to municipal luminaries seems to be plain enough. It is

this All persons who have during the year immediately preceding

the election paid an aggregate amount of not less than Re. i-8 in

respect of any rates imposed by the Act, and who have been duly

registered as hereinafter provided, shall be qualified to vote.” The

year immediately preceding the election is variously understood, and an

ay^grefixate amount of Re. 1-8 in respect of any rates has been pra-

ttiitously made to mean rales for the year immediately preceding the

election to the exclusion of rales paid for previous periods. The effect

of this perverse interpretation has in some municipalities been to

remove hundieds of voters from the list by one stroke of the pen,

and there is naturally an outcry. In some towns, the municipal

e.\ecutive with whom is left the work of preparing the registers are

even suspected of foul practices in the manipulation of the registers,

with a view to unduly afiect the results of the elections. Men be-

longing to an adverse parly arc summarily got rid of by the exclusion

of their names from the voters’ lists, and the publication of these ex-

cites so little general interest that the omissions often remain un-

detected till it is too late. We are not disposed to attach implicit

reliance on such imputations, but there is no denying the misinlcr-

pretalion which practically disfranchises a large number of men. In

the interest of the numerous class who have been unjustly disqualified

in this way, we ask if it be yet too late to mend. The Government

is liberal enough by lowering the limit of payment of rates to

concede the privilege of voting to the humblest classes, but its

generosity is frustrated by the wilful or careless interference of subor-

dinates. This is really nothing short of a scandal which should be

wiped away. So f.ir from any signs in this direction, the very Municipal

authorities who make such a mess in such a comparatively simple

business are going to be confidently entrusted with Census work without

reference to their capacity or intelligence.

On Tuesday afternoon, at St. Paul’s Cathedral, Miss Alicia Sydney

Bayley, second daughter of Sir Steuart Bayley, was joined in holy

wedlock to Mr. William Buckley Gladstone, son of the late Mi. Murray

Gladstone, a cousin of the G. 0. M. thfe' gathering at the cBur^

was large and respectable. The Hindoo community was repretentti}

by the Maharaja and Maharani of Cooch Bebar, the Mahomedan by

Mrs. Ameer Ali and the Hebrew by Mr, and Mrs. D. £. J* Ktrk aiid Mr.

and Mrs, Gubboy. There is another native name among the presenters

of the wedding gifts which number about two hundred. It Is Mr. end

Mrs. Surbadicary in the Statesman and Mr. and Mrs. Subyorde Cary

in the Englishman and the Indian Daily News, If native, as the States*

man puts it, the holders must be very progressive Hihdus indeed, for

their present is a cruet stand. The bridesmaids were the Mism
M. Bayley, Halliday, Worgan, Hilton, White and Lambert^ and the

best man was Mr. Arthur Gladstone. The Revd. Welbore McCarthy

conducted the marriage service. We hope this Hibernian priest bore

himself better than he is wont to do when rushing into print. He
was apparently not allowed full swing. He had little opportunity for

proving an ill bore. For, the service over, this ecclesiastic was

shelved. At the conclusion, the Revd. A. G. Luckman delivered an

address, //ir, at any rate, was no bore, well or ill, if he couid not

command the wisdom proverbially attributed to his ancient namesake.

For, his speech was short and, in consequence, sweet. From the

church, the party retired to Belvedere, where they partook of

cake and wine. The same evening, the married couple went up

to Barrackpore Park, whence they were to proceed to Darjeeling to

seal the marriage bond with the earnest felicities of the honeymoon.

The Indian Mirror need not he alarmed. Mr. Lee, the Chairman, and

not the Municipal Commissioners, entertains the Hon’ble Sir Charles

Alfred Elliott to a Water Party, on Monday, the 8th December.

The Chairman, to be sure, but not as Chairman. In other words,

Jandb Lee Saheb Bahadoor or, if you will, Citizen Lee is not only a

host—himself, but the host by himself—for the nonce. If our an-

nouncement of the entertainment fired up our contemporary In the

mistaken interest of Municipal finance, we are sorry for it, as we

find Mr. Lee gives the Party independent of the Corporation. For

all that, he invites the Commissioners among his other friends, ** to

meet the Hon’ble Sir Charles Alfred Elliott, K. C. S. i.” The city

ought to be grateful to Mr. Lee fur the oppvirtunity afforded its repre-

sentative citizens of acquaintance with the incoming ruler.

Our little insular sister is very unfortunate. We have the best dis-

position towards Ceylon—dur only sister, after all, to speak of—but
what can we do ? In this age of iron and competition without mercyi

brought up in the teachings of European philosophy and under the

example of British life, there is no credit for anything but cash. It is

impossible thoroughly to be fond of an intimate blood connection who

does not overflow with coin. A state may get on without an aristocracy

or a church establishment, but»plutocracy is a condition sine qua non

of a well-ordered society. Half measures are mean compromises,

unwelcome to a generous soul, and Ceylon has never had any million-

aire. Perhaps a small Asiatic island, smaller than Ireland, scarcely

deserves such a possession ; Half-wallahs are deemed sufficient. And
now misfortune upon misfortune, the island has lost its ^a^-millionaire.

And to make matters worse for the status of the poor island in the ton

of capital, its moiety of a million is in the way of being whittled and

dispersed, the poor man having left heirs—to any number. He has

left a will, it is true, but unfortunately that is a stupid Oriental piece of

business which essays to divide the estate and effects with justice. No
one is cut with a shilling.

Mr. Charles de Soysa, a native of Ceylon and its wealthiest citizen,

died the other day and now his loyal relict has proved his distinction as

a millionaire by half and as a philanthropist by—less, ^he proof was

given in the District Court of Colombo. The lands ^d effects of all

kinds of the deceased were sworn to be under forty lacs of Rupees.

The probate stamp will amount to Rs. 30,000. The will is dated the 29th

September 1890. The heirs are fourteen in number, namely :—Fanny

Georgiana Catherine Fernando, Jerome William Charles de Soysa,

Margaret Frances Mary de Soyas, Jane Maria Caroline de Soysa,

Alfred Joseph Richard de Soysa, Anne Lydia Charlotte de Soysa, Edwin

Lionel Frederick de Soysa, Thomas Henry Arthur de Soysa, Crawford

Macdonald Margarita de Soysa, Josslyn Emily Julia de Soysa,

Selina I^nuisa Elizabeth de Soysa, James Samuel Walter de Soysa,

Lambert Wilfred Aleaandervde Soysa, and Regiland Earnest Stephen

de Soysa.
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Tlie control »nd management of the Prince and Princess of Wales’

College at Moratuw ts is vested in the eldest surviving son, the ex-

ecutors paying annually Rs. 3,000 for its maintenance. Each daughter

on her marriage will receive property of the value of Rupees two lacs,

each ion on coming of age is to get Rs. 3,000 per annum. After

the death of their mother, the property will be equally divided among
the tons, with the exception of the entailed estate consisting of some

properties of old Mr. Susay de Soysa, the uncle, and of Mr. Jusey de

Silva, the father-in-law, of the testator.

^IlK interest of this week’s mail news centres in Mr. Parnell and his

desertion by his party. He refuses to give up his leadership at the

dictation of his late colleagues, as he believes Ireland and America

are with him. The Gladstonian Liberals are indignant at his dis-

closure of party confidences and put a diflferent construction upon his

version of the story. There is a serious breach and communication

is stopped with Parnell, and *his retirement vehemently insisted upon.

While at Agra, the Viceroy performed several interesting ceremonies.

The Maternity Hospital built in connection with the Lady Dufiferin

Fund was opened for Lady Lansdowne and the Viceroy spoke on

the occasion in cordial sympathy with the objects of that Fund.

Lord Lansdowne fully appreciated the difficulties which had to

be overcome to make the important experiment a success but he ex-

pressed confidence as to the result. Not the least of these difficulties

was the Indian aversion of the medical profession as a degrading one,

but there were signs of the steady disappearance of that prejudice.

His Lordship held forth on the congeniality of (he profession to

women and encouraged them with the bright prospect of usefulness

which lay before those who were receiving the training now ofifered

under the auspices of Lady Duflferiti^s scheme. In conclusion, the
j

Viceroy acknowledged the liberality with which native gentlemen had
|

supported the scheme and expressed a hope that it would remain un- I

diminished during Lady Lansdowne’s incumbency as Patroness of the
!

Fund. His Lordship then opened the Agra Water Works and spoke
|

eloquently of the advantages of the measure to the health and
{

the general welfare of the citizens. His Lordship’s visit to the Agra

College furnished him with another opportunity of marking his great

interest in the cause of education. The Viceroy availed himself

of the occasion to dwell upon the importance of technical education

and expressed his approval of the efforts now being made to im-

prove the discipline and tone of conduct of the students.

At Benares, in replying to an address from the Municipality, his Lord-

ship made a capital speech. The age of the city and its sanctity in-

vested Benares with peculiar importance in his Lordship’s eyes. A
significant reference of no small importance at this day was made to

the policy of Government in regard to the religious faith of the people.

Lord Lansdowne said “The Government of India has, as you re-

mind me, been careful to preserve a strict neutrality in all matters con-

nected with the religious faith of the people of India. I am making

no departure from that neutrality when I assure you of my sympathy

with your endeavours to cling to and preserve amidst the rapid changes,

moial and material, through which India is passing, all that is

noblest and best in the Hindu character and in Hindu traditions.”

The Viceroy commended the efforts which were making for the sani-

tary improvement of the city to the support of Hindus in other parts

of India, and gladly accepted the patronage of the Kasi Gunga Prasa-

dhini Sabha. His Lordship tllfen laid the foundation stone of a Hos-

pital for women to be named after the late Maharajah Iswari Prasad.

REIS & RA YYET.
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THE RETIRING LIEUTENANT-GOV-
ERNOR OF BENGAL.

A FEW short days more and the Palace at Aliporc

will know not its present Lord. Another King is in

readiness to rule over Israel. On the Myth of this

month Sir Steuart Bayley descends from the Pro-

vincial Throne. He will lay down the reins of

Government before his time, and quickly disappear

in the mist of the Ocean by which^he originally came,

never more to see this land. He has been so

thoroughly good and just a Ruler that the coun-

try is really unwilling to part with him so soon.

Sir Steuart has passed the best portion of his life

in the Province over which he at length came to

preside, and the parting—whatever its cause or what-

ever its compensations—cannot but be painful to both

sides. There are blessed changes, but this one is not

of them. We sincerely regret these early retirements

just as your ruler’s accumulated knowledge

ripened experience and the confidence at last inspired

among the various sections of the people, promised to

be of the greatest service in the solution of the

grave problems of administration which are always

presenting themselves.

We were confident of Sir Steuart’s success from

the first. On his appointment we assured our

countrymen of an era of just and sympathetic rule.

And we are peculiarly gratified at the fulfilment of

our forecast. Sir Steuart first impressed us favorably

during the short spell of his acting Lieutenant-

Governorship of Bengal. At that time Sir Ashley

Eden’s popularity was at its height. That Lieuten-

ant-Governor had brought to office the highest repu-

tation and he was deputed to special work before he

had been thoroughly tried at the head of the Bengal

administration. To take his place in Bengal, for a

short time without the advantage and prestige of

permanency, was no light responsibility, and would

have tried the loftiest ability and the most supple

tact. Sir Steuart Bayley passed through the perilous

ordeal, not simply unscathed, but with enhanced

credit. His utterances and proceedings of that

period were characterised by such firmness and wis-

dom and above all such quiet sympathy as at once

to mark him out for the full-time future Ruler of the

people. Our prediction has come true, for what man

whose opinion is worth anything will deny that Sir

Steuart has done full justice to the grave trust that

was laid upon him } Even cavillers and fastidious

critics must allow that he has been always determined

to deal by all interests with equal justice and a

single-minded zeal for the public good.

Sir Steuart’s demeanour was no small point in his

fiivor. His sober dignity was trfily worthy of a

Ruler of an Oriental people and yet it was just the

thing for a responsible constitutional Governor of a

country broken into rival communities and innumer-

able races, tribes, and factions. Thoroughly acces-

sible to all, by every door, attentive to every repre-

sentation, polite with a stately courtesy unknown

among British men, and hitherto supposed to be

foreign to his own shy and almost self-brooding dis-

position, he has maintained a lofty impartiality be-

tween opposing personalities and interests. So far

as weak human nature might be expected to do, he

has done justice to all parties, favour to none. And
this without the betrayal of any vulgar self-conscious-

ness. There was no hankering after popularity—no

playing to the gallery. He held his way firmly and

withal meekly, inspiring by his strength a healthy

awe of his supremacy, while winning the gentler

affections by his meekness and gentleness. For the

sake of a false popularity, one is often tempted to

play class against class, sect against sect, and build

his name upon the wreck of the country’s true wel-

fare and peace. This is a besetting weakness in

Rulers, but nothing of the kind with Sir Steuart

Bayley, or his right-hand man, Sir John Edgar.

Nevertheless, both are justly popular. But the

popularity they have won is of a more solid and

lasting than flashy kind, and it will grow as time
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goes on and appreciation of sterling merits advances
in the community.
Above all, will the retiring Satrap be remembered

for his genuine sympathies for the people whose des-

tines were in his hands—for Europeans as for Natives,

for Hindus as much as for Mahomedans. Coming of

a stock associated with the romantic traditions of the

Old Civil Service, he realised in himself the good
points of the Civilian of both the old and the new era.

Like Sir Ashley Kden, he had his best feelings for

the old decaying or struggling Nobility of the land,

'rhe Mahomedans received every proper encourage-

ment from his active sympathy. The Subordinate

Judicial as well as Executive Service always felt his

friendship. The improvement of the position and
prospects of the more deserving officers has been

among his dearest objects. Local Self-Government

received at his hands no small expansion, and at

the present moment his recommendation for the

creation of Village-Committees as the unit and base

of the system is under the consideration of the

Government of India. Municipalities which had

not the privilege of electing their Chairmen have

now got what they so much prize, and we believe he

was favorably disposed to concede the same power to

selected District Boards which had earned the con-

fidence of Government by their past success. The
system of Honorary Magistrates* Benches has also

been placed upon a more satisfactory footing. Sir

Steuart’s activity has been displayed in so many
directions that to enumerate all his successful

measures would swell our article to inordinate

length. His activity, however, was always tempered

with wisdom. He was never betrayed into precipitate

legislation. His activity was only employed when it

was needed. Let our readers believe when we say

that all his Departments have felt the impress of the

master’s hand. The Tenancy Act has been brought

into operation with watchful care and sound discretion.

The landholders as a class have especial reason for

gratitude to their departing Chief for the leniency

with which the Sale Law was carried out under his

r(*gime. Nor was the subject of irrigation absent

from his thoughts. The state of the embankments
and the periodicity of floods and scarcity also received

his most anxious consideration and he has, we think,

left on record his matured views on the subject. !

Another trait of Sir Steuart deserves prominent

recognition. He has been a most successful peace-

maker. In smoothing away friction and reconciling

contending officials, his tact and suavity have often been

called into requisition, and invariably with the desired

effect. But in discharging this delicate function, he

has never sacrificed justice. Firmly upholding the

right, he has like a father pointed out to the com-
batants what in the heat of their passion hud es-

caped their observation, and bringing each to see

things from a different standpoint restored harmony
of relations which was indispensable to the efficient

discharge of public business. In making these re-

marks we have in view the Cazi-like temper and

attitude he assumed in the hot quarrels which some
time ago broke forth between the Health-officer of

the Calcutta Corporation and its higher executive,

and latterly the misunderstanding between the newly
appointed Excise Commissioner and the Revenue
Board which but for his firm intervention might have
led to a regular breach, n

Taking him all in all, in Sir Steuart Bengal had a

Rjuler of sound judgment, firm justice, grave dignity

aud genuine lofCiness of aim., He goes, though we

would detain him, if that were possible by mere
power of will But that is not to be and we can
only wish him godspeed and lengthened days of

useful activity in his own land. It is no small con-

solation to us in our regret for his loss that the gov-
ernment passes into able hands. His successor comes
with an established reputation for administrative

capacity as well as Sir Steuart’s own characteristics of

strength and justice.
^

The croakers may still cry, What has Sir Steuart

done ? We answer, He has discharged his trust and
fulfilled his promise. He has given good govern-

ment. He. did not contract for dissolving views or

fire-works, and he has given none. He is no poli-

tical pyrotechnist. The literary canon formulated in

Pope’s words. Regard the writer’s end, holds good in

the criticism of affairs as well as of book.s. Sir Steuart

Bayley early announced his policy. He offered not to

set the Hooghly on fire, and the sacred stream is still

preserved to the people. He has not startled us by
grave changes or great noises. His has not been a

Reform Administration. So much the better for the

people and his own reputation ! We all remember
the fate of Sir George Campbell and of Bengal under

him. The feeling of disappointment at the absence

of positive benefit and tangible results, which is

nourished by a noisy section of our politicians, is an

unhealthy sign. Is rest nothing tangible ? Is justice

not a positive good He has given both. If any-

body thinks these things easy, he does not know any-

thing. For the first time, after thirty years, the true

governors of the land were governed.

THE POLITICS OF THE ST. ANDREW’S
DINNER.

The St. Andrew’s Dinner in Calcutta was not only

a social but a great political success, and this was due
to the Chairman. Mr. Mackay’s speech is bound, or

at any rate deserves, to tell in the proper quarter.

An earnest and scathing and powerful attack on the

Income-tax, delivered on such an occasion of festivity

by the head of our mercantile society, cannot fail

to show the Government what keen irritation has

been caused by their recent intemperate reply to

the memorial of the Chamber of Commerce for

its repeal The attack was made with no small

artistic effect after a preliminary tribute of warm ad-

miration for the Viceroy’s statesmanship and high

character. Mr. Mackay has earned the country’s

gratitude by his spirited stand against a most oppressive

imposition. We do not know him personally, but he

is reported to be a very kind hearted man, held in

great respect by the assistants of his firm for his

sympathetic treatment of those under him. He
never cuts pay for late attendance or absence on

leave, and such a man cannot but feel indignant at the

pettiness of a device for swelling the State coffers by

mulcting from the pay of such small fry. Our mer-

chants, whatever their regrettable attitude on the

holiday question, are some of the kindfift masters

one can wish to serve. The traditions of the ge-

nerosity of the earlier Merchant-Princes still animate

not a few of them who, we understand, pay the in-

come-tax for their establishment themselves and con-

sider it meanness to recover it from the assessees.

And it is only from such a considerate master, one

could expect the graphic description of the hard lot

of the mercantile clerks, and indeed of clerks in

general, that no one can read in his speech without

crying shame to a Government that enrich themselves

at the expense of such a needy struggling class. As
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the peopfe for whom the Chairman at the Scotch
national anniversary so feelingly pleaded seldom look
or have leisure to look into newspapers, we draw their
attention to what we know many of them have not heard
ofii'^^and extract the whole speech which they cannot
read but Vith the greatest delight and tl>’^jkfulness.

But humanity for the poor waS|# ot the sole
or even chief ground on which the President of
the Chamber of Commerce founded his argument
for the repeal of the tax. He thoroughly exploded
Sir David Barbour’s notion that, were it not for his

pet tax, the non-official community would make
little or no contribution to the cost of the administra-
tion which ensured them the peace and security under
which their business prospered. He showed that

far from this being the case, European commerce was
the mainstay of the revenue and that revenue was
daily expanding with long enough strides to enable
Government to strike off a tax without much difficul-

ty which yielded only about 45 lacs. As to the
conscientious scruples of officials of the higher classes

not to go without contributing their own quota to

the cost of the State, Mr, Mackay suggested that

if they really thought their salaries were too high,

which he for his part disbelieved, and that their

conscience would not allow them rest without submit-

ting to a voluntary fleecing, they might more simply
effect the object by a per cent, reduction of their

scale of pay.

Mr. Mackay was full of the subject and gradually
warmed up and then gave the Government a bit of his

mind, by remonstrating against the series of mischievous
measures which have been adopted in this country to

the prejudice of Indian commerce and manufactures

at the instance of Lancashire. The export duties

have been taken away by one stroke of the pen to

suit the interests of the English manufacturer, and
that having made no impression upon Indian indus-

tries, the next step is to strangle them by irritating fac-

tory legislation. Happily, the latter move is going to

be abortive, the Factory Commission whose report is

now published being too wideawake to be taken in

by the dodge of a spurious English philanthropy.

But all the same, these things show how the Gov-
ernment is ever ready to shape its policy at the

bidding of Manchester, and the head of our Calcutta

mercantile interests did well to speak out plainly and
remind our easygoing Governors of “ the peril to the

English Power itself that is likely to follow in the

path of a policy that permits the interests of this

country to be prostrated to the political party pres-

sure of England.”

The other speeches generally were fully up to the

mark. Dr. Crombie, in giving the toast of the

'‘Guests,” spoke with ’great good humour, but the

smartest thing of the evening was our Governor Elect’s

sprightly utterance. Sir Charles Elliott made the best

of the occasion and spoke in the pleasantest vein, fully

repaying the hospitality of his Scotch hosts by his

glowing eulogy of the sterling traits of their

character as well as by a passing allusion to Lord

Dufferin’s epoch-making speech on the Congress, the

memory of which will be ever green in the minds of

Europeans in this country, and the candid friendship,

if not candied, of which our countrymen would do
well to lay solemnly to heart.

THE PRINCIPLES OF INDUSTRIAL WORK
IN INDIA.

TO THE EDITOR.
No subject can more urgently demand, or more amply re-

* pay the study of the intelligent inquirer thao the great ques-

I
tion of Industrial Work. From the inexhaustible fountain

of labor, springs all that constitutes the wealth of nations.

The power, the dignity and the happiness of a people arc
at the same time the result and the expression of the energy
and capacity for labor which characterise the race. From
the wheel of the potter, from the yet ruder shed of the brick-

moulder to the noblest work of the sculptor
;
from the

rudest scratching of the soil to the highest triumph of
scientific agriculture

;
from the first lesson of the monitor

to the master .speech of the statesman, all that can enwch
and ennoble a nation, is bound together by the golden links

of industry. The position of workmen in our country may
be regarded in more standpoints than one. The questions
involved come home in different ways to the workman, to
the employer and to the Government. With the first, the
great object of life is the acquisition of wages. To the
workman, the word is synonymous with income. It implies
the means of providing for his own need and for the wants
of those who are dependent on his exertions. The charac-
teristics of wages that are most important in his eyes are

—first, security
;
second, adequacy

;
third, ease of acquire-

ment. He desires to earn them with as little labor as po.s-

siblc. He desires that they should be as liberal in amount
as possible. But his chief anxiety is that they shall always
be surely forthcoming. Unfortunately, there are tho.se

among the mill-owners in the Indian factories who endea-
vour not only to teach, but to compel, the workman to

regard his labor from a rather different point of view. The
theory of competition is now invoked in a mode little con-
templated by those who first promulgated it. The condition

that is laid down as primary by those who attempt to organ-
ise the labourer as the opponent rather than the assistant

of his employer is that the less work every man docs, the

more hands will be necessarily employed. Thus it is .seen

that the mill-hands in most places leave the factorie.s when
they have done a certain quantity of work, although, with but
little extra fatigue, they might considerably increase the out-

come of the day’s work. Thus, there has come on a strike be-

tween the Lancashire and the Bombay factories. The as-

sumptions that underlie the interference with the freedom of
labor are that a certain quantity of work has to be per-

formed in the year, and that it is competent to the labourer

by means of combination to fix the remuneration for this

work. The employer naturally regards both work and
wages from a very different point of view from that of the

workman. Nor is he, in his turn, less subject than the
labourer to be misled by a false appreciation of his own in-

terests. Work, to the employer, means the assistance which
he requires for producing the staple of his trade. Wages
means the pecuniary advances which he makes, to obtain the
scrvicc.s of the workman. The real requirements of the em-
ployer are,—first, certitude as to the steady supply of labor

;

and next, fair return, both in the quality and in the quantity
of work for the wages which he ])ay s. Thus, truly regarded, the
interests of the employer and of the workman are identical.

But as the workman may be misled into the effort to return

as little labor as possible for his wages, so the employer may
be misled into the attempt to pay the lowest possible wages
in return for work. The temptation *is more s[)ecious and
cogent in the case of the employers

;
for, his pay-sheet re-

presents a definite outlay which it is not always easy i)unc-

tually to discharge, and anything which diminishes that out-

lay presents itself under the guise of an actual saving. This
may be, and often is, far from being a real saving

; but the
fallacy is specious and the mistake extremely natural.

Thus the grasping employer endeavours to keep down wages
to a minimum and the dependent workman endeavours to
force them up to a maximum.
The Government regards labor as the perennial spring of

national wealth, the source of national greatness, and the
safeguard against national decadence. One of the first

objects of the Government must be to encourage the most
free and uninterrupted development of the national indus-

trial p.avcr in this country. In the contemplated Factory
Legislation, consequent upon the representations of the
Lancashire, made to check the growth of Indnstrial work in

India, the Government will no doubt err. The impulse of
competition will be largely checked and, instead of an in-

crease of a healthy, industrious, happy population, the coun-
try will groan under the pressure of a jaded, idle, miser-

able lot that, with the ineffective characterjjjf competitive
industry, will pine away never to rise for anj^thlpg good and
practical. Even bantering has its use, for it is one of the
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great laws of the Universe that there should be everywhere
and in all things some allowance for waste of words.

Meanwhile,
Thank God, say I, for any plan
To raise poor millinen’s level,

Give them a chance to make them men
Or how to mar a devil.

In f:xct, these representations exceed the limits of

bantering and they call for, as may be unhappily said

in the present instance, legislative interference. There
may he shortcomings in some minor points which ought to

be sbttlcd among the parties themselves
;
but it is not very

fair that loud complaints should be raised stimulating the

indignation of Government against the whole fabric of in-

dustrial enterprise in India. Payment may be made
earlier than now, four days’ holiday may be allowed instead

of two, children under twelve may be allowed to work in
* double shifts * half day at half pay

;
but it will be very

hard to mend that unhealthy relation that continues to

exist between the Lancashire factories and those in India.

The great stream of public opinion will flow on, watching
them and their concerns ;

but there arc quiet corners where
perhaps the current is not felt and hardly an eddy of the

rushing tide stirs. If crying injustice is done in the present

instance to the Bombay factories, bitterness will be the re-

sult. From what the Factory Commission has been able

to ascertain, it is evident that there should be no alternative

between the factories and the Government but between the

mill-owners and the mill hands. There is something like the

falsehood of extremes in all sharp alternatives. The prin-

ciples adverted to regulating industrial enterprise, are in

many cases compromised with, and measures taken to promote

the interests of a special class in England, clipping , at the

same time the practical energies of the workmen in India.

In the department of agriculture, there is room enough for

improvement, should Government lend greater attention to

dcvclopc it into a full growth. J.

ST. ANDREW’S DINNER.
“THE LAND WE LIVE IN.”

Proposed by the Chairman Mr. James L. Mackay.

And now, Gentlemen, I come to “ the land wc live in,” and take

it altogether, I feel sure that no one present here to-night will be

disposed to grudge it a toast. India, like every other country, has

its good points, and it ha.s its bad ones. To us poor dwellers in the

plains, the better ones are now beginning to manifest themselves.

They come in fact as the night punkah-pullers leave us, and retire

as they return, but take the good points with the bad, the country,

as a whole, has many redeeming features, and seems to have a wonder-

ful attraction for the majority of men who come to it, to judge by

the time that most of us remain here. (Laughter.)

And, Gentlemen, it is wonderful how bright and pleasant India

sometimes seems, when viewed from a distance, even when wc arc

ill that old country for which wc have such longings when exiled

here. Somehow, the heat discomforts seem to get Ibrgotten as the

East winds come sweeping round the corners, and wcarc not in-

disposed to wish ourselves back in Calcutta, to revel in the balmy
brecx.es that circle round the Golf Pavilion all through the summer
nights. (Applause and laughter.)

I have said, Gentlemen, and I think you have all agreed with me,
that India, for the European/ has many redeeming features ; but a

very important one of these, which existed up to some three or four

years ago, has, I am sorry to say, now disappeared. The redeeming
feature 1 refer to, which has taken wings to itself, was the entire

absence in this country of that irritating and obnoxious pest, a direct

tax upon income. (Loud and continued cheering.)

Gentlemen, some little time ago, when money was wanted to

fortify our frontier, and the exchequer was found to be low, when
Russia was threatening us and the Eastern question was the momen-
tous one of the day, the country was appealed to for help } wc were

all asked to put our shoulders to the wheel, and to agree to assist

the Government by giving up to them 2% per cent, of our incomes.

The appeal wab heartily responded! to without demur, an Income
Tax Bill was passed with almost no opposition, either from the non-

official Members of His Excellency the Viceroy’s Council or the

Press. Wc were told by Lord Duft’erin, in that pleasant way which

was peculiarly his own (Laughter); that wc had all come up to the

scratch like men. We were patted on the back and assured that our

conduct would be appreciated, not only by the Government of India,

but by Her Majesty the Queen. (Laughter.)

Years slipped away, Gentlemen, the frontier defences were
getting towards completion, the financial equilibrium had been res-

tored, and, as is natural in human nature, we began to look for some

tangible acknowledment of our admittedly patriotic action, some-

thing beyond the pleasing platitudes applied to us by Lord DufFerin

in 1886. (Applause.) To our dismay, however, instead of an

casing ofF in the rigour of the income tax assessment/ ittf found
some months ago, that not only Indian incomes were being more
rigorously taxed than before, but that profits made by merchants
resident out of India, on goods sent to this country for sale, were
also 10 be compelled to contribute their quota to the Exchequer ;

and that the person selling the goods in India was to be made res-

ponsible for its collection and payment. (Cries of Shame). This
last move, Gentlemen, rather opened our eyes and attracted atten-

tion to the whole question of the income tax ; with the result that
the Government were memorialized on the subject by almost all the
public bodies in India. The reply to these memorials has been re-
cently received, and although on the one point of the attempt fti

tax consignors’ profits, Government have given way, wc arc told, in

pretty certain terms, that they have no intentions now of abolishing

iho income tax. The latter part of this reply. Gentlemen, has been
received with a great amount of dissatisfaction, and 1 sincerely hope
that the Government of India may yet see their way to reconsider
their decision. (Cheers).

Gentlemen, you have all doubtless read the reply which the Gov-
ernment have made to the memorial of the Bengal Chamber of
Commerce. 1 will not detain you by going through the whole of
that reply, as the document will be fully dealt with by the body
to which it is addressed ; but there is one point in it to which I
would venture to call your attention co-night, and it is that portion

where wc arc told that Government feel perfectly certain that the
non-official community would never have permitted the Income Tax
Bill to be so quietly put through the Viccroy^s Council, had they
held the opinions now expressed that the tax was totally unadaptedl
to the circumstances of a country like India. (Cheers).

I think, Gentlemen, this is scarcely the return we might have
expected for the patriotism wc displayed in 1886, when Government
were at their wits* end to find money for the conquest and pacifica-

tion of Upper Burma, and for the fortification of the North-West
Frontier against the threatened Russian invasion

; but it is a lesson

to us for the future, which, I sincerely trust, will not be disregarded.
Wc must remember hereafter. Gentlemen, when measures are before

the Legislature, to take care that the public view of them is ex-
pressed in no uncertain voice, so that wc may not lay ourselves open
to be twitted, as wc have been in this instance, with manufacturing
arguments to suit our own new views.

Gentlemen, I have said that I hope the Government of India
may yet be induced to> alter their decision and to abolish the income
tax altogether, and I believe this will be brought about by their

being compelled in common justice and fairness to greatly extend
the present exception minimum. In England incomes of ^^150 a

year and under are wholly exempt from payment of income tax,

while incomes of from t0;^40oayear arc excra-pted to the

extent of jfixo, but in India the exemption limit is only Rs. 500, or,

say, per annum. (Hear, hear.)

Now, Gentlemen, I take jt as an axiom that a direct tax upon in-

come should only be levied when the income is sufficiently large to

admit of a considerable portion of it being spent on veritable

luxuries. At home it is considered that a man with an income of

£1^0 a year can afford no luxuries, and that, therefore, his income
should not be directly taxed ; but in India it is apparently consi-

dered that any one with an income of over Rs. '42 per month, or

£}^ per annum, is sufficiently affluent to afford both to buy luxuries

and to pay income tax. (ApplafUse and cries of Shame !)

Gentlemen, was there ever a more cruel sarcasm ? Think of the

thousands of poor Europeans and Eurasians existing rather than

living in our large cities in India struggling and striving to keep to-

gether the bodies and souls of themselves and their families on
Rs. 50 to Rs. 100 a month ; yet treated as if their scanty and pre-

carious means were aflucncc sufficient to enable them to pay a direct

tax on their incomes ! Gentlemen, the heroine of Tom Hood’s
“ Song of the Shirt ” might, with equal decency, have been called

upon to pay income tax to add to her other miseries of poverty,

hunger and dirt. Were the exemption limit in India raised to what
it is in England, all incomes of less than. Rs. 180 per month, or

Rs. 2,160 a year, would be exempt from taxation
; but this limit for

India would, in my opinion, be in no respect analogous to the limit

in England, so far as Europeans are concerned. (Hear, hear.) It

must be remembered that the expenses of living in this country for

Europeans are far in cxcccs of what they are in England, and that

the contingencies arc very much greater. The pay Europeans,

consequently, must be higher here than in England, and must in-

clude a margin to meet contingencies. In calculating, therefore,

what income in India would be the equivalent of a year at

home, all the liabilities to which a man’s income in India are sub-

ject, which do not exist in England, ought to be taken into con-

sideration, and if this be done, I think you will mostly agree with

me when I say that, to put us on a par with England, the exemption
limit in India, for Europeans at any rate, ought to be raised to not

less than Rs. 300 or Rs. 400 per month, or the equivalent of £$oo
or £^00 a year. (Cheers.) As regards the exemption limit for

Natives of this country, it may be argued that their expenses being,

so much lighter than Europeans’, the exemption limit for thena

might be lower, and this I am not prepared to dispute, but it would

never do to have one rule for the European and another for the
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limit tlike for
to 8iy, sceptical enough to entertain some very grave doubts as to

The present exemption limit even for Natives, however, is far
too low, especially for those resident or employed in the Presidency
towns, where expenses arc necessarily very heavy. I venture to
tMnk, Gentlemen, the average Native clerk employed in a mcrcan-

or Government office in Calcutta, and drawing from Rs. 50 to
Rs, 100 per month, burdened as he probably is with the maintenance
of a number of relatives, in addition to a large family of his own,
has seldom one rupee to rub against another, far less to spend on
luxuries. Ground down by poverty, hard worked all day, with a
long journey to make at night before he reaches his home at 7

• or 8 o clock, and then faced by the necessity of having to start
again early next morning, his weary round going on day after day,
week after week, and year after year,—who can wonder if the un-
fortunate man comes to regard the income tax collector as little

better than a Turkish oppressor, when he makes him regularly dis-

gorge a share of his miserable monthly pittance ? A direct tax upon
income ought not to be levied from men such as these ; the limit of
exemption ought to be raised to exclude the poor. (Applause.)
And then, Gentlemen, comes the point : If the exemption limit

is raised to a proper level, there will be so little left to collect, that
h will not be worth the cost of collection. One of the objects of a

direct tax upon incomes should be to reach the drones in the hive,

the men who, while enjoying large inheritances, go through this life

without doing a hand’s turn to benefit cither themselves or their

neighbours ; but in India the greater part, in fact virtually the
whole, of the revenue from income tax is obtained, not from the idle

rich, but from the industrious poor
; because, apart from the wealthy

Natives who derive their incomes from land, and who arc conse-
quently exempt from payment of income tax, there arc practically

no rich people in India ; and the tax is, therefore, altogether un-
suited to the conditions of the country. (Cheers.) From the latest

returns on this subject, published by Government, it will be seen
that of the 294,000 non-officials who paid income tax in 1886, only
30,000 had incomes of over Rs. 2,000, or ^^140 per annum. It

consequently comes to this ; if the exemption minimum is raised to
the point to which I believe Government will be forced to raise it, so

as to exclude the veritable poor and needy, there will be practically

no one left to tax, and the tax, as a whole, will have to be abolished.
(Loud cheering.)

Gentlemen, in our fight with the Government of India on this

subject, we stand at an unfortunate disadvantage, because it would
be to the personal interest of every member of the Government,
from HU Excellency the Viceroy downwards, to have the tax

abolished ; and this being the case we have to encoiinrcr

that stern determination to shun the very appearance of evil, which
atrongly characterizes the Government of this country and the Civil

Service of India, and makes them stand out in a pre-eminent light

before the whole civilized world. I am disposed to think that wc
arc chiefly indebted to what I venture to call the mistaken con-
scientious scruples of a high financial authority, for whom wc all

entertain the greatest respect, for the resolution to endeavour to

retain the income tax as a permanent institution. (Applause.) That
high authority has, I believe, got the impression that well-to-do

non-officials and officials in this country would contribute a scandal-
ously inadequate share of taxation were they freed from income
tax. This may or may not be true as regards officials, but it seems
to.me that the procedure for reducing their salaries by means of an
income tax is after all a cumbrous and clumsy one. (Laughter.) If

the salaries of officials in this country arc considered too high, which
I by no means think they arc, the difficulty in their cases could be
got over by simply reducing them 2% per cent., but as regards

business-men, it is a fallacy to suppose that tlicir contributions to

the revenue, if the income tax were abolished, would be confined

to the duty on the salt tl»ey eat, on the liquor they drink, and on
the kerosine oil they burn, f^very business transaction they put

through is liable to heavy indirect taxation, in the shape of stamp

duties, while they and their operations arc the backbone of tlic

telegraphs, the Post Office and the railways. (Cheers.) Were there

no mercantile community in India, there would be no revenue,

trade is the mainstay of the country, and to harass and discourage

traders is to sicken or kill the bird which lays the golden eggs.

(Cheers.)

Gentlemen, wc used to hear a good deal of the cry in former

years at home, that India ought to be administered for the Indians

;

but it seems to me that some of our friends on the other side arc

turning round a little now, and are more inclined to shout that

India ought to be administered, not for the Indians, but for the

inhabitants of Lancashire. This change in view has, to my mind,

brought about the great interest that has recently been taken by the

good people at home in the question of Indian factory Legislation.

It is perfectly true that a deputation from Oldham which* recently

waited on Lord Cross, and strongly urged upon him the necessity

for making more stringent rules for the working of factories in

India, were careful to assure His Lordship that their object was

absolutely unselfish, and that they were moved solely by a desire

€0 benefit their brother-workers in India j but I am, 1 am sorry

the sincerity of the motives advanced by that deputation. It seems
to me that there arc many fields in England, possibly in Lancashire
Itself, in which the plough of philanthropy might be better plied

with advantage than in India, and that India might well be left to

take care of herself till such time, at any rate, as England has made
some further strides up the hill of perfection. (Applause.) No
doubt the proposed Factory Law Amendment Bill will be carefully

watched in its progress through the Legislative Council by those
who arc interested in the subject, as well as by the comtscrcial
representatives on the Council j but we must take care, guided by
the interpretation put upon our action in 1886 in regard to the
Income Tax Bill, that wc do not fail to let our views .be thoroughly'

well known, so that there may be no mistake made as to what they
really are.

I am a little inclined to think, Gentlemen, that the Government
of India arc more or less at one with the opinion held by the pub-
lic here, on the subject of this cry for fresh factory legislation,

which is coming irom the other side ; and that we shall find them
combating any attempt that may be made to strangle Indian manu-
factures, by means of regulations not needed in this country. Pro-
bably wc shall have some rules proposed for the better protection
of the young against possible oppression by parents desirous of
benefiting by the results of their children’s labour before the
children arc physically fit to work, and to wholesome rules of this

nature, always provided they arc simple and consistent with the

conditions ol life in this country, no reasonable objection can be
taken. But Government will require all the support that public
opinion here can give them to resist being driven further than is

necessary by the pressure which will be brought to bear from the

other side, under the weight of the possibility of losing the Lanca-
shire Vote. (Loud cheers.)

Gentlemen, the time has come when a decided stand ought to be

made by all who have the true welfare of this country at heart,

against the gradual and increasing disposition which is being dis-

played to subordinate the interests of India to those of England.
Some few years ago we had the import duties, which no one felt

oppressive, removed by a stroke of the pen to benefit the English

manufacturer ; and a year or two later wc had the income tax im-

posed to take the place of those duties. The abolitiou of import
duties having failed to suppress indigenous industries, the next
step taken is calculated to hamper manufacturing in India, by
forcing Government to introduce fresh factory legislation. (Cheers
of Shame !)

Gentlemen, I am no groaning pessimist, but I venture to predict

that no inconsiderable peril to the British Power in India will fol-

low in the path of a policy that permits the interests of this coun-
try to be thus so palpably prostrated to the political party pressure

of England. I trust, for the sake of the “ Land wc now live in,”

as well as for the sake of the land in which wc hope to spend our
declining days, that a lesson will be taken before it is too late, not

only from the history of the downfall of that dynasty which ruled

India in bye-gone years, but also from what led to the severance

from Great Britain of that mighty land and people across the

Western Ocean, The time has come, Gentlemen, when the

Government of India, as regards their fiscal policy and internal

administration, ought to have the same free hand as is enjoyed by
the Colonies of the South. (Loud cheers.)

To turn. Gentlemen, from such prosaic subjects as income tax

and uncalled for factory legislation, subjects which arc sometimes
calculated to make us wish this were not “ the land we lived in,”

I would like to say a word about the .country before I have done
with it, which may incline your licaris to give a cordial reception
to my toast. As I have already said this evening, India is a country

! which, when once it gets hold of a man, seldom seems to let him
go under tlie best part of his lifetime. Few men manage to shake
themselves clear ol India under a quarter of a century, and it

therefore behoves everyone who comjs to the country to try and
make the best of it, and this, 1 think on the whole, wc somehow
manage to do. And what is the consequence ? After a certain time

of life, when the pleasures of hope have waned, and realization has
not proved all that wc expected, wc find we have what no one can
ever rob us of, namely, a large store of the pleasures of memory.
(Laughter.)

When wc come to look back upon our Indian lives, wc find that

they have been exceedingly pleasant ones. Our friends have been
kind and true, our enemies, if we have had any, have always been
generous, and I venture to say. Gentlemen, there arc few amongst
us who, if they had their lives to live over again, would not elect

for “the Land we live in.” Gentlemen, I ask you to fill your
glasses and to drink a bumper to His Excellency our Viceroy Lord
Lansdownc and “the Land wc live in.”

Sir Charles Elliott’s Reply to the toast “ Our Guests.”

The Hon. Sir Charles Elliott, who was received with* loud long

continued cheers, said ;—Mr. Chairman,—Dr. Crombie has done
me the honour to couple my name with this toast, and I rise there-

fore to perform the pleasant duty of expressing, on behatf of your
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guests of to-night, their thanks for the hospitality you have shown
them and for the kind and patronising things which Dr. Crombie
has said in his speech concerning them. His remarks recalled to

me the feelings with which, when I was an undergraduate at the

University, I heard a college don say of non-university people in a

compassionate and sympathising tone; “They also arc God’s
creatures.” (Laughter.) Up to that time the idea had hardly been

grasped by me that men not at the University could be God’s
creatures at all, and this remark threw a flood of new light into my
mind.^ Perhaps Dr. Crombie may have passed through a similar ex-

perience, and this may explain his present attitude towards the for-

lorn and feeble folk who have been born on the wrong side of the

border, and has led him to recognise in us the claims of a common
humanity ; and for this charming condescension the guests of to-

night feel deeply grateful. (Laughter.) I wish for their sakes that

the Chairman could have provided them vvitli a more eloquent re-

presentative, OFic more able to cope with and emulate the perfervid

Scotch spirit and the gii't of oratory which so many of the speeches

of to-night have vlisplaycd. I fear that any claim that I might make
to be a descendant of the remaining “little Jock Klliott,” and that

my ancestors on the border harried the land and folk of the forbears

of the gentlemen I sec arourul me, would hardly increase my claim

to their sympathy, and might lead to retaliatory measures which

would scarcely conduce to the harmony of the evening. (Laughter.)

But at least I can claim this as the representative of your guests,

that, however halting 1 may be in expression, I am second to no

one as regards the feeling of gratitude for the large and liberal hos-

pitality of which we have been partakers ; and in the term hospi-

tality r include, not merely the excellent, and sometimes curious,

Scotch dainties with which the skill and ingenuity of the Land o*

Cakes has loaded the table, but also the spirit of fricndincss and

ani{/tric with which you have allowed us. Southerns and strangers as

most of us are, to penetrate into the mysteries of your sacred day,

and to worship with you at the shrine of Scotland’s Saint (Applause.)

The best return I can make for this hospitality is by saying that it

leaves us, like Oliver Twist, wishing for more : not more in the

present tense (for I am sure that any guest whose inner man is not

satisfied can only have himself to blame), but more in the future

tense—more happy returns of such an occasion when friendly senti-

ments can be exchanged and home recollections revived (Applause.) i

These St. Andrew’s dinners have often been events of great poli-

tical importance. The last occasion on which I was present here

as a guest was two years ago, when the retiring Viceroy, Lord Duf-
ferin, delivered a speech of the greatest weight, summing up the i

political experience acquired during his tenure of oflicc, and im-

parting to us his views on the great Congress question, showing with-

in what limits the aspirations of the educated section of the people

of this I )untry could be granted with safety and profit to this em-
pire, and beyond what limits they ought not to be allowed to go.

(Applause.)

Last year, I understand, no St. Andrew’s dinner was held, but

what the good Saint thought of this abstinence from usual ob-

servances in his honour, I as a mere Southern do not presume

to enquire. (Laughter.) This year, though no such epoch-making

speech as Lord DufTcrin’s has been delivered, a greac deal has
been said which every one interested in the welfare of India
will do well to lay to heart. And even apart from this, it is no
slight gain that so many sections of the English community
of Calcutta have met together in furtherance of the spirit

of mutual understanding, amity, and expansion of heart. To a
mind like my own, that is accustomed to brood with foreboding and
anxiety on the vast weight of Empire that lies on our shoulders,

on the greatness of the task and the fewness of the labourers, and
especially on the isolation of our District Officers, who are the
eyes and hands of Government, and who often arc placed in soli-*

tary parts, as 1 have been placed myself, one white man to half a
million of Natives of India—to such a mind it is a refreshment to
look round on this sea of white faces who represent all that is

energetic and all that is reforming and life-giving in the principles
on which the administration of India by England is based, and to
reflect on that great store-house of energy and mental growth, and
noble self-devotion, our dear Mother Island, from which, if we
should fail, thousands more arc ready to stream forth to take our
place. (Applause.)

With regard to myself, I can only thank Dr. Crombie and you,.

Gentlemen, who have applauded his sentiments, for the kind ex-
pressions he has used about me. We have Biblical authority for

the. warning that “ he who girdeth on his armour must not boast
himself like him who putteth it off,” and there can hardly be any
time in his life when a man is oppressed by a keener sense of his

shortcomings than when he is about to enter on so great an office

as that which has been conferred on me (Hear, hear, and applause.)
I am deeply impressed by the difficulties of the post, and also with
the truth of what Dr. Crombie has said as to the qualities which
are wanted in order that one should bear oneself worthily as holder
of such a post. Whether I possesses them or not time will show ;

but at least I am grateful to you all for your confidence that I do
possess them. Believe me, there can be no greater stimulus to a

public man to do well than the belief of his countrymen in him
that he will do well, and 1 can assure you that the recollections of
what has been said to-day will remain in my mind, and will be a

stimulus and encouragement to me during my term of office.

(Loud applause.)

The Chairman’s Health.

And now, Gentlemen, I have only a few words to add in pcifortnance .

of another and very congenial duty, which is to propose the health t)f

our Chairman. (Cheers). At so late an hour of the night I will not
venture to detain you long, and indeed it is not necessary that I should
say much on the subject of a gentleman so well-known and so mueb
respected in Calcutta as Mr. Mackay. On his public life as President
of the Chamber of Commerce, and as a leading member of the com-
mercial community of this town, this would not be the place to dwell.

Of hi.s merits as a Scotchman you are much better judges than I,

though I profess myself a cleVoiit believer in them. But as the Chair-
man of a gicat social meeting like this, I may be permitted to say that

be has shone with unequalled lustre, and that the geniality and nibaniiy

with which he has presided on this occasion will long be remembered
as the chief cause of the complete successor this most pleasant func-

tion. (Loud Cheers.)

COEPOEATION OF CALCUTTA.

Loan Notimcation.

1. Tlie Commissioners of Calcutta are pre-

pared, with the sanction of the Governor-Ge-
niT.'il in Council, given under .Sections 404 and
406 of Act 11 . (B. C) of im, to open a De-
benture Loan for Rs. 10,00,000 on the security

of the rates, taxes ami dues imposed and
levied under the Calcutta Municipal Consoli-

dation A( t, 18S8.

2. The Debentures will have a currency of

thirty years from the isl April 1891, and will

bear interest at the rate of 5 per cent, per

annum, payable on the isl April and ist Oc-
tober <»f each ye.ar.

3. T'he foiin of the Debentnre-honds will

be that given in the twelfth schedule of Act II.

(B. C.) of 1888.

4. No Dcbentuie lionds will he issued for

any sum less than Ks. 500, and above that

amount Debentures will be issued only for

complete sums of Rs. 100.

5. Tenders for the whole or any part of the

above loan up to the amount of Rs. 8,40,200

will be received by the .Secretary to the Cor-
poration up to 2 o’clock P. M., of Tuesday, the
16th December 1890 ;

the balance or Rs.

1,59,800 will be reserved for holders of deben-
tures of the 6 per cent, loan of 1870 falling

due on 1st December next, upon lh>^ terms
that have been agreed upon.

6. Each tender must be made out in the
form annexed to this Notification, and en-
closed in a sealed cover addressed to the
Secretary lo the Corporation, and superscribed

“Tender fur Municipal Loan of 1890-91.”

7. Each tentler must be accompanied by

Government promissory notes, currency notes

or cheques for not less than 3 per cent, of the

amount tendered.

8. When a tender is accepted, the deposit,

when made in cuneiicy notes or cheques, will

be held as a payment in part of the amount
tendered, and will bear interest at the rale of

5 per cent, per annum fiom the l6th Decem-
ber 1890^ provided that the whole amount ten-

deied IS paid up in the manner hereinafter

pesciibed
;
but no debenture will issue for the

sum so deposited so long as the entiie amount
of the lender is not paid.

9. The deposits on tenders which may not

be accepted, will be returned on application,

and no interest will be payable on such de-

ptisiis. If an allotment after being made is

not taken up, and the full amount allotted is

not paid as hereinafter prescribed, the deposit

will be fnifeiied.

10. The rate at which a tender is made,
must be snCcificd in rupees, or iitpces and
annas ; a tender in which the rate is not so

specified, will be rejected as null and void.

ir. The rates st.'iied in a tenrier must not

contain any fraction of an anna. If a rate

containing fraction of an anna is inserted in

any tender, such fraction will be struck out, and
the lender treated as if the rate did not con-

tain such fraction of an anna,
,

12.

The amount of the accepted tenders

must be paid into the Bank of Bengal in the

following instalments :— t

One-third on Friday, 16th January 189T.

Do. on Monday, i6th February 1891.

Do. on Monday, i6th March 1891.

Parties whose tenders are accepted will have

the option of paying all or any of the instal-

ments before the dates specified above, and
will receive interest from the date of such pay-
ment.

13. Anticipation interest will be paid on all

instalments from the respective dates on which
such instalments are paid into the Bank of
Bengal to the 31st March 1891.

14. In the case of two or more tenders at

the same rate a pro rata allotment will be
made (if the lenders are accepted), but no
allotmeiu will be issued if the amount distii-

buiable on any tender is less than Rs. 500.

15. A minirnpm having been previously
fixed, Tenders will be opened by the Loan
Committee of the Commissioners at 2 30 P.M.,

on Tuesday, tlte i6th December 1890, at the
Municipal Office.

JOHN COWIE,
Secretary to the Qnrporation,

Municipal Office, **
\

Calcutta, 29ih November 1890./

FORM OF APPLICATION FOR
DEBENTURES.

I hereby tender for Rs.

of the Municipal five per cent. Debentine
Loan for 189091, and agree to pay for the

same subject to the conditions notified at the

rate of Rupees annas
for every Hundred Rupees allotted to me,

I enclose Government promissory notes,

currency notes or a cheque for Rs.

Signed

Dated
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WONDERFUL MEDICINE.

beechaSts pills
A RE universally ad-

mitted to be worth
A GUINEA A BOX.
For Bilious and Ner-
vous Disorders, such
as Wind and Pain in

the Stomach, Sick
Headache, Giddiness,

Fulness and Swellin"

after Meals, Dizziness
and Drowsiness, Cold
Chills, Flushings of

Heat, Loss of Appetite,

Shortness of Breath,

Costiveness, Scurvy and Blotches on the Skin,

Disturbed Sleep, Frightful Dreams, and all

Nervous and Trembling Sensations, &c.

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM'S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

JgEECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

JjEECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

jjEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

EECHAM’S PILLS

S PILLS

PILLS

PILLS

B
JgEECHAM

j^BlECHAM’S

JJEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

JJEECUAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

I^EECHAM’S

gEElCIlAM’S PILLS

J^EECIIAM’S PILLS

I^EECIIAM’S PILLS

J^ERCUAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

j^EECHAM’S

gEECHAM’S

gEECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

SOI.E Ar.ENTS FOR INDIA :

NAYLOR, SON, GRIMES & 00.

Wholesale 35' Cltvc litreel,

CALCUTTA

;

Notice.
,

'T'HESE Pills cnn be obtained at all Baiaars

A throiiKhout India, or from ihe Whole and

Agents, Naylor, Son, firimes & f"-
•“

following r,aie3 :—iJ. I'Ati. siii. Re.

2s. 9rf. size, Rs. 2-4 per box,

Post. Shopkeepers can obtain Wholesale

Kates upon application.

PILLS

PILLS

The first dose will

^ive relief in twenty
minutes. This is no fic-

tion,for they have done
it in countless cases.

Eveiy sufi'eier is

earnestly requested to

try one Box of these

Pills, and they will be

acknowledged to be
WORTHA(;UINEA

A BOX
For females of all

ages these Pills ate

invaluable. No female

should be without

them. There is not a

medicine to be found

to equal them for re-

moving any obstruc-

tion or irregularity of

the system. If taken

according to the di-

rections given with

each bo.x they will

soon restore females

of all ages to sound

and robust health.

This has been proved

b y thousands who
have tried them, and
hiund t h e benefits

which are ensured by

their use.

For a Weak Sto-

mach, Impaired Di-

gestion, and all Disor-

ders of the Liver, they

act like magic, and a

few doses will b e

found to woik won-

ders on the most im-

portant organs in the

h n m a n Machine.

They sitenglhen the

whole muscular sys-

tem, restore the long

lost complexion, bring

back the keen edge of

appetite, and arouse

into action witli the

rosebud of health the

whole phy.sical energy

of the human frame.
'1* h e sc a I e fac i s t e s 1 1 lied

to coiiiinnally by mem-
bers of .all classes of

society, and one of the

best guarantees to the

Nervous and Debilil.a-

ted is, BEECHAM’.S
PII.LS have the

Largest Sale oj any

Patent Medicine in

ihe World.

Cheapest and Perfect Time
KeepingWatch in theWorld.

All our Watches Guaranteed for 2 years.

I^EIOE ES. 6-8.

A strong accurate Keyless open-face Watch

in nickel silver case.

Runs 30 Honrs with one winding, short wind,

Regulated to a minute a month. Bold hands

and figures, enameled dial, sunk second hand,

set from outside. It has a jewelled visible

compact escapement. Can be repaired by any

watch-maker for a trifle. Is a thoroughly re-

liable Machine-made Watch, in velvet lined

spring case.

Do. Do. Ladies* Wrist Watch. Price... 8 8

Do. Gent’s Lever movement, fully

jewelled Chronometer balance to

prevent variation in extremes of tem-

perature. Price ... ... 13 0

Do. Hunter do. ... ... »“ *3 8

Chain.

White Metal Albert Chains, standing

acid. Of all Patterns ... ... I 4

Imitation Guinea Gold do. ... ... 2 o

Canadian do. ... ... 3 ®

Repairs of Watches, Jewellery, &c.

Wc give our greatest attention to every kind

of repairs, stone settings, Waltham .and Water-

hury including, as we always employ a staff of

the most skilful workmen for our jobbing dept.,

our charges are based upon the very lowest

calculations.

P. K. MOITRA,

Late Man.ager, W.iteibury Watch Depot.,

Mnsjidbari-strcct, Calcutta.

JUST PUBLISHED.

Congress Sketches: A Review

OK THE

SI’EKCHES AND THE SPEAKERS

AT THE

Foitrlh Indian National Congre<is

Held at Allaliabad.

Reprinted with additions and alterations from

Reis ^ Rayyet

With a portrait of Mr. George Yule, President.

Sold by the publishers G, P. Varma, and

at the office of the Advocate., at Lucknow, and

at the'office of “ Reis & Rayyet ”

for 8 Annas a copy, besides postage.

IN THE PRESS.

Uniform with “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal”

ESSAYS BY A BRAHMAN
IN

Politics, Sociology, History, & Literature

BY

the Author of “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal.”

Calcutta.

Reis 6r* Rayyet Office.

PRICE :

To Subscribers paying before publication Rs. 4

„ mere registering subscribers ... „ 5

„ Oldinary purchasers ... ... „ 6

Apim.y to the Manager, Reis and Rayyet^

I, Uckoor Dult’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Hound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL
BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah^

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEB,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Navvabs Nazim of Bengal,

Bchar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, “REIS & RAYYET”

I, Uckoor Dull’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

V
NY Photograph transferred to poicclain

and thus rendered permanent. Apply to

R. Hot/,

13-5, Government Place, Calcutta.

- — • - -

| RUE TO ITS NAME,

JEYES’ “PERFECT PURIFIER”
Is the best disinfectant anil exterminator of

all ohjei'tioiiable odours .ind infeetious diseases.

It I leanses the roads, purifies the aimos-

pheie and disinfecl-i the diams, keeps the sick-

loom pine and healthy.

EOUALLY USEFUL TO
ANIMAL AND POULTRY,

It keeps a cowshed pure and sweet.

It improves the coat, destroy vermin, keeps

fly off, stamps out all infectious diseases.

It is a specific for ffxit ami mouth disease.

It kills all unplea-.ant smell without setting

up another smell of it.s own.

It kills fleas, red lice and vermin of every

kind in Poultry, Pigeons, Cattle, Horses,

Dogs, Cats, &c. Effectually cures Gapes, Roup
and Comb Disease in Poultry.

IT IS GARDENER’S FRIEND AS WELL
It destroys moss and weeds on gravel path-

ways and exterminates worms from lawns.

It is a valuable destroyer of all kinds of ants.

It kills green fly, led spider, thrips mealy

bug, removes worms from the soil in pots, «S:c.

Agents: DYCE, NICOL & CO.,

'3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta.
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"IT RE00MBUS1VO8 ITaSUT."
Att who suffet find sure relUf from

Jill
’ '

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcuteRheumatism and RheumaticOout,
after years of semi-helplessness and suffer-

ing
;

wliile in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS,

LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACHE,
SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

for these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.

Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed ns

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy.

sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at / Re, each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistrcct & Co.,

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &

Co. Limited.
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13 . LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,
(Opposite the Police Courts)

THE CALCUTTA

flOM(EOPATHIC PHARMACY,
THE

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE
DISPENSARY IN ASIA

OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,
WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE
TEADE IN

INDEPENDENT HOM(EOPATflY
and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co. beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned
WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

JVo EXTRA CHARGE,

BERIGNY & CO.
72, Lai Bazaar^ Calcutta,

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short winding Keyless Railway Regulat-

ors, of small %\tt, jewelled^ enamelled dials, bold

figures and Canadian Gold hands, with tem-

pered machinery and dust tight hinged cases

for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted

to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapness about

them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr.

A. R. Mehta from Bandora says :
—“ The

7-8 watch I purchased from you two years

back, gives correct lime as yet,” Acting Su-

perintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh,

says:—*‘A watch maker has valued your

Rs, 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, R.

W. Fusi. Regt., Lucknow, says “ Some valued

it at Rs. 15 and were completely surprised when

I told them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pretty

Canadian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-

plete shirt Studs and Rings set with scientific

diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs, 2 each, Mr. J.

A. Yelsmore, Salur, says :
—“ The best gold'

smith of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. G.

Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutia, says ;
—“ A

German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and

the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

In Pamphlet, Price 4. hnnas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

Bjf Capt. ANDREW HEARSE V.

Apply to Reis 6t» Rayyet Office, Calcutta.

Rivers Steam Navigation Go,

“Limited.'^

This Company’s Steamer “PUNJAB”
will leave Calcutta for Assam on Tuesday, the
9th instant.

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel
should be sent to the Company’s Godowns
at Juggannauth Ghat, not later than 5 p.m.
of Saturday, the bth instant.

Cachar Line.
*

The steamer “THIKAK” of this line will
leave Calcutta for Cachar on the 9th instant
(Tuesday) for which cargo will be received until

5 P.M. of Saturday the 6th instant.

Assam Despatch Service prom

Goalundo

and

Daily Mail Steamer Service from

Dhubri to Debrooghur.

A daily service is maintained from Goalnn-
do and Dhubri for passengers and light goods
traffic, I. r., packages not weighing over half a
ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival
of the previous night’s 9-30 p. M. train (Madras
time) from Sealdah, and Dhubri on arrival of
the mails.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to
almost all stations can be booked through from
or to Calcutta viA Goalundo or Kannia with
the Eastern Bengal State and connected Rail-
ways—Passengers and Parcels viA Kannia
only.

All particulars as to rates of freight and
passage by all the above mentioned Services to
be had on application to

—

MACNEILL & CO..

Agents,

VI -2, Clive Ghat Street.

Calcutta, the 3rd December, 1890.
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.
PUTTING UP THE BANNS.

Two brothers in a Northern village,

Had wealthy grown on docks and tillage,

For both were prudent men and thrifty.

And on the shady side of fifty.

So like they were to one another,

lirother might well have passed for brother.

Alike in form and face and tone

They differed but in this alone,

Thomas for years had had a wife.

While John lived still a single life.

Tom’s wife was gentle, loving, kind.

Suited exactly to his mind,
^

So pleasantly his days ran on,

He often pitied lonely John.

How is it Jack he said one day.

As they were walking by the way,—

“ That ihoo saw long thasen has carried.

And never thowt o’ getting married ?”

“ How is it,” John replied, ** Loord saave me.

I doiint knaw any one ’ud haave me,”

Not have thee, Jack I there’s Martha Brown,

Tha knaws as lives a’top o’toon.

A booncin’, booxom dame as any,

And knaws to toorn and saave a penny,

She’s joost thoine age. I’ve ’ccr’d it said.

And her goodinan has noo bean dead

Foor year, an’ martinmas coom roond,

Shea’d haave tha, gladly. I’ll be boond.”

“ Dos’t think shea will his brother cried,

“ Think I naw I’se sewer on’t,” Tom replied.

“ Whoy then,” says John, “ I weant delay,

ril goa put oop the banns to-daay.”

This purpose settled in his mind,

Away he went the clerk to find.

Who wrote the intended marriage down,

Between John Stubs and Martha Brown :

And further, be it briefly said,

in church the banns were duly read.

On Monday, Martha said her prayers,

And drest herself and came downstairs.

Her breakfast ate of eggs and pork,

Then set about her daily work.

When, in the midst of household labour,

She saw drop in her next door neighbour.

Who said “ Why Martha is it thrue

They tell about John Stoobs and thoo ?

From hoose to hoose the news is carried.

That you’re boath goan to be married.”

“ Naw, naw, tha silly thing, be easy !

I think the folks are growin’ crazy,

Or else thoo’s got tha noddle broken,

Whoy John and I have hardly spoken.”

“ Well, but the banns I’eer wur read.”

** Banns read ! read wheer ?” poor Martha said.

The gossip answered with some scorn.

Read ? Whoy in choorch but yeaster moorn.

And that thoo knaws 1 do na’ doot it,

Oanly tha’ are so sloy about it.”

Thereat a second neighbour came.

And soon a third, and each the same

Strange question asked and tidings brought,

Till Martha, quite confounded thought

7'he thing vias getting past a joke.

And rather angrily she spoke :

—

“ You’ve all come hcarc, I plaanely seea,

To troy and maake a fool o’ meea,

But noo I’ve suininat el.se to do

Than leasten to such stoops as you.

Saw you may e’en joosi step awaay.

And keep your jests till All Fool’s Day.”

Her neighbours gone, she thought it o'er.

Hut only grew perplexed the more
;

So put her cloak and bonnet on,

And went to have a word with John.

“Why John, what’s this ? I ’eer it saaid.

That ycastcrdaay the banns werd read

In choorch, betwixt tha’ sen an’ mea,

I want to knaw the rights o’ theea.”

“ And saw the banns were read," said John.

“ Wur read !
” said Martha taking on,

“ Was ever woman woorse deroided ?

“ Whaw put them oop ?”—says John—“ Whoy I did.”

“Thoo did 1 I gaave tha naw permission !

”

John found he’d made a slight omission,—

“ Coom Martha, doant taake on,” he said,

“ For thaw the banns in choorch wur read.

It’s not saw bad but weea can stop it,

I’ll goa an’ tell the clark^to dhrop it.”

“ Well, naw,” said Martha, changing tone,

“ Noo that the thing saw fur has goane.

And all the folks haave ’eered it, John,

1 think it may joost e’en goa on !”

W. T. M.

Subscribers in the country are requested to remit by postal money orders, ifpossible, as the safest and most convenient

medium, particularly as it ensures acknowledgment through the Department. No other receipt will be

’ given any other being unnecessary, and likely to cause confusion.
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News and Our- Comments.

The Viceroy returned to Government House on Tuesday. A cordial

welcome awaited His Excellency on the grand staircase.

• •

The Levde comes off on Tuesday, the i6th December, at 9*30 P. M.

The particulars will be found in the advertisement elsewhere.

The^Levde was announced as early as September 1890, while the

Viceroy was at Simla and had not started on his tour. But that was

too early. There has been a change since then in the last day for

sending in the cards. The fresh notification was issued on Tuesday,

the day of his Excellenc’y arrival in Calcutta, and appeared in the

morning papers of the next day. This late appearance of the notifica*

lion, we are afraid, may interfere with the attendance at the Lev^e.

It left too short a time for distant gentlemen to send in their cards.

Before the present notification appeared, there were enquiries as to

the last day, but we were in no better position than the enquirers.

That shews the necessity of earlier announcement and wider publicity.

It was (different last year. The notification appeared two weeks,

and there was no cause for annoyance.

* •

The Council of Regency of Rampur has laid a horse and camel dak

between Rampur and Moradabad.
• «

• •

Speculations, especially in the M.^homedan community, as to the

next native members of the Bengal Legislative C<»uncil have been set

at rest. Both Ur. Rashbehary Ghosh and Prince Ferrokh Shah have

been re-elected. Sir Henry Harrison and Mr. Allen too have been

granted another term. The only new member is Mr. A. H. WalHs of

Messrs. Manton & Co. The Council meets to-day. It will be the

last when Sir Steuart Baylcy presides.

«

The .Secretary of State has sanctioned the post of Deputy Secretrary

in the Home Department. It will be filled by Mr. J. P. Hcweit, the

Under Secretary, who for some time acted as Piivatc Secretary to

Lord Dufferin.

•
• *

Mr. Ilenvey lays down his office with the close of the year. Mr.

Robert Crosihwaite, C.S.I., succeeds as Agent to the Governor-General

for Central India.

• •

The Chief Justice nominated and the Governor-General has accepted

the Hf)ii’ble Prince Ferrokh Shah as .Sheriff in succession to Mr.

H. B. H. Turner. He will make a grand Sheriff in his native costume.

The Piince knows how to dress and looks well even in the European

costume. Hut in Oriental Durbar robes he is truly princelike.

Our friend is a lucky man. His services in the Bengal Council have

been so appreciated that Government have asked him to remain and

have reappointed him to it. We can only wish him success all round.

• «

Dr. Koch still keeps his lyinph for the treatment of tuberculosis a

secret. It is a brownish transparent liquid and is injected subcutane-

ously between the shoulder blades and the lumber region. A hc.althy

man does not feel it, but a suffering patient complains of a severe

general reaction—of feverishness, pain in the limbs, cough, fatigue

and vomiting. These commence four hours after the administration

and continue for fifteen hours, when they begin to abate and tt tally dis-

appear in favorable cases. If bis cure stands ti iai, a new and fruitful

channel will be opened for improvement in practical medicine.

The elevation of Mr. Knox, the Legal Remembrancer, to tbe Allaha-

bad High Court Bench has caused dissatisfaction in the N. W. P.

The Pioneer \s informed that the Local Government pressed the appoint-

ment though powerfully opposed at the India office. According to the

same paper, it has been a surprise to the entire Civil Service and the

Bar. Our contemporary, however, is prepared to be reconciled to it

on the supposition that Government mean to abolish the office of Legal

Remembrancer.
^

The last act of Colonel Pridcaux as Political Resident at Jeypore, was

to announce a donation of Rs. £20,000 to the Imperial Institute in

London, out of the Jeypore Treasury. The gracious acceptance of tbe

offer by the Prince of Wales is no ordinary satisfaction to the Durbar

and the Maharaja. The offer was at once a tribute to Imperial Royalty

and a memorial to the retiring Resident.

•
• •

We read

*** Lover Stationery’ is one of the newest ideas in note paper in

America. The watermark is a blending of two hearts pierced by an
arrow. On the lower corner of the last page appears a little mark
which is intended to denote the kissing spot. It is covered with an*
aromatic gum which is said to impart to the lips ans agreeable odour
and taste.”

And no sign of a church or altar or priest ? not even a marie of a

registrar’s office ?

«
* *

According to German analysts, the apple contains more phosphorus

than any other fruit or vegetable—known, we believe, in Germany.

Now phosphorus is calculated to renew the essential nervous matter,

lethicon of the brain and spinal cord. Its acids also serve a very

useful purpose. They eliminate from the body noxious matters, which,

if retained, would make the brain heavy and dull, or bring about

j.aiiiidice or skin eruptions and other allied troubles. They have a

distinct action on a sluggish liver and are valuable to men of sedentary

habits.

«
« «

The judgment of the Madras High Court (published in our issue of

Nov. 29) on the validity of infant marritige, is an unexpected blow to

the agitation for raising tbe age of consent. Already, the ardour of the

Pioneer has cooled down. It writes ;

—

“ We have more than once expressed the opinion that the reform of
the Indian matriage laws is both possible and desirable. But we have
never disguised the fact that the subject is one surrounded by many
difficulties

;
ihat if it is to be approached at all, great caution is neces*

sary ; and that whatever is done, it will not be possible to change the
essential character of the Hindu marriage as a religious ceremony.
Since Mr. Malabari went to England, however, the professional re-

former has got hold of the question, and, ns usual, he treats it as if

there were no difficulty at all ; as If marriage being spelt one way botb
in India and in England, the law regarding it Sboula in all respects be
the same. Take, for instance, Cardinal Manning’s article in the
New Review. There is much in it to which no objection need be taken,

hilt there is evidence also that the Cardinal has missed the feature of
Hindu marriage which is most characteristic and makes reform most
difficult. ‘ What,’ asks the Cardinal, ‘ as to the subsequent marriage,
which on the average takes place at the age of seven, and of thousamjs
at an earlier age ? Neither- in these can there be voluntary and in-

telligent consent. Therefore, there can be no marriage, because, by the
law of nature, marriage IS a voluntary and perpetual contr.act of which
the contracting parties are the true ministeib.’ The law of nature is a
thing which well-meaning people have, at various times and in various
countries, interpreted in very diverse ways

; but whatever the interpre-

tation we adopt, it will not help us to solve the marriage problem in

India. Marriage is not here a voluntary contract, but a religious cere-

mony of which the ministers are not the husband and wife, but the
priest and the parents. In the Madras High Court the other day, the

Justices clearly affirmed that the consent of the wife was not a point

which has to be considered. It is not merely that this is law, but that

it expresses the sentiments of tlie people. If we can make such
changes—and we believe we can—as will prevent some of the evils

which accompany the present system, well and good
; but we shall only

increase the resistance to any change whatever, if the idea gets abroad
that we wish the Hindu to revolutionise the whole character of the

marriage ceremony and radically alter his notions regarding it.”

•
• •

The Secretary of State for India has addressed the following despatch

to the Governor-General of India on the subject of Indian litigants in

England

“ From time to time Natives of India, mostly from the Punjab, who
have been unsuccessful litigants in the Indian Courts, have come to

this country in the hope of obtaining from Her Majesty a reversal of

decrees or orders, and in ignorance of the fact that no appeal lies in

this country against the decisions of Indian Courts, e^^j^^t an appeal

ill due form to the Privy Council.

2. Much inconvenience (and at times some public scandal) is

caused by these men, whose means usually become speedily exhausted,

le.aviiig them in a condition of pauperism. It has hitherto been tbe

rule of this Office (to which, however, there have been exceptions) to de-

cline to send these persons back to India at the public expense
;
and

they not unfrequently find their way either into prison as vagrants or

into the workhouse as destitute mendicants—a state of things which is

the more regrettable as many of them are, in fact, respectable men,

who, through ignorance, have incurred great expense and personal

hardship in coming here bondfide in search of what they consider to be

jUbUCC.

3. It Appears to me necessary that whatever steps are practicable

should be taken to put a stop td this state of things
; and I suggest, for

the consideration of your Excellency in Council, whether it would not

be well that (especially in the Punjab and Northern Provinces)
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ficrttion in the vernacular languages should be posted up in every Court
and Police station, and otherwise made public, informing suitors that
appeals from the decisions of the Courts do not lie in England except
the, ordinary appeals to the Privy Council, and that no petitioners, other
jMn appellants to the Privy Council proserntin" their appeals .i-'cord-

^ x/r
‘ R*®*^**'^**^ rules, will obi.iiii any hearing in England from

Her Majesty, A warning might he added that petitioners coming to
this country merely waste their money and expose themselves to great
inconvenience and hardship*^, with the risk of being unable ever to re-
turn to their native country.

4> I have resolved that, in future, whenever I may find it necessary
that any men of this class should be repatriated by this office, expenses
incurred on their behalf shall be debited to the Province to which they
may belong.”

• •

The Tribune of the 6lh December publishes, on the authority of a

correspondent, the re-entry at B.Uala into Hinduism of one Kunj Lall,

a convert to Christianity. “Many members of the Biiadari and
others,” we are told, “dined with Ivnnj Lai to .shew that they had no
objection to his being againjiiade a Hindu.” But does that complete

the reversion ?

•
• •

Miss b LORENCE St. John, of the Gaiety Theatre, sued a sporting

paper for the remark that to advertise heisclf she pretended the loss of

lier jewels. She was awarded by the Judge damages.

•
• «

The largest pin factory is the Newhall Woiks, Birmingham, turning

out an average of 10,000,000 a day. In Great Britain, about 1500 tons

of iron and brass wire are aiuuially manufactured into pins.

•
• •

A German chemist is said to have prepared a preserving fluid, which,

injected into a dead hare, rendered it flesh meat arter six weeks. This

fluid was put into the body of the late Emperor William I. This ought

to be injected before burial into all bodies wheie there is suspicion of

foul play.

Notes, Leaderettes, and
Our Own News.

Parliament has risen and stands adjourned till the 22nd January.

The split in the Iri.sh camp widens. The majority have appointed

Mr. Justin MacCailhy Chairman of the paiiy, but the minoiity still

cling to Mr. Parnell. The Parnellitcs number 31 while those who wish

Mr. Parnell to go out are 54 strong. Messrs. Dillon, Healy, W.

O’Brien, Arthur and Thomas O’Cnnnor, .Sheehy, Sexton and Abraham

have been appointed a Consulting Committee of the anli-Parnel-

iites. The Irish Bishops have coudernried Mr. Parnell, ilc, how-

ever, still rules the Irish heart. He arrived at Dublin on the

loth. An enthusiastic welcome awaited him at Kingstown, while Mr.

Healy, who arrived simultaneously, was hooted. In the forenoon, the

ex-Irish leader entered, in the capacity of a Director, the ofifice of the

United Ireland newspaper, with a SheriflTs officer, to obtain possession

of it. In going up the staircase they were opposed. A sharp scuffle

with sticks and stools ensued. At leiigih, however, Mr. Parnell

succeeded in ejecting the editor and seizing the offices and plant,

and thus receiving the submission of the statif. In the afternoon,

he addressed a crowded meeting at the Rotunda and attiibule<l

the hostile movement against him to hypocrisy, ignorance and

one-sided tesiimony. In leply, the anti-Pariiellitcs is-»ued a maiii-

^rsto justifying their deposition of Mr. P.iinell in the interest of

Ireland. They justly romplaiu that their chief had not redeemed

his pledge of clearing his character. They, then, in the small

liours past midnight, suipiised and forced themselves into the pre-

mises of the United Ireland^ took pos.scssion of the office, papers,

&c., in the name of Mr. William O’Biien, and left a strong guard to

pi otcct the place. That was no easy mailer. The stronghold of Cel-

tic culture and patriotism—the rendesvaus id injured Iri.sliism—was an

object dear to both parties. Neither Mr. Parnell and his followers

nor the anti-Parnelliies were prepared to surrender the dear name of

United Ireland or the hallowed local habitation of the organ pf the

nation, without a struggle. Accordingly, the next day, the office was

again invested by a fresh Parnellite host. Mr. Parnell himseT led the

Attack, routed the sentry, broke open the door with a crowbar, and

took possession once more. Mr. Parnell claims to be a Director of

the paper, but Mr. Dillon from America denies his right.

G0VF.RN.MKN r having no woik foi Sir John Pope Iloniussy, he is pre-

paring to enter Parliament. He is a candidate f»)r Noiiii Kilkenny

and sides with the anti-Parnellites. Mr. Parnell has set up a candidate

named .Scully to oppose him. The Roman Catholic Clergy of Kilkenny

are favoring Sir John. He is a man of great ability, eneigy, and* per-

sistence, and may prove as inconvenient a customer to the poweis that

be as the late Chisholm Anstey. His wide expeiience ought to prove

valuable to the House. Wc hope he will be leturncd. He is a fiicnd

of the native races in Giealcr Britain and of justice generally.

Alexander Miller succeeds .Sir Andrew Sroble as Law Member.

Baron Huddleston k and Charles Marvin are dead. The former left

a wish to be ciemalcd. •

Sriman Swami, the Apostle of kine preservation, died at Pnshk.ir of

fever. A native of the South, he, like another Sankar, worked his way

up to the North, coiupirring .and subduing men to his movement. He
was a remarkable man—of great ability .is well as courage—of a strong

will and untiring perseverance. He was ambitious. What his particu-

lar views were we do not know, but that they were distinctly personal

wc came to think on his first long day with us. He had taken up a cry

highly popular with Hindus, Jams, P.u.sces, and Buddhists, and gener-

ally plausible. But it was an impracticable, certainly an unreasonable

one. In fact Si iman’s, though he was too much in earnest to see it,

was a mischievous business, llis death is a iclicf. We only hope he

has left no Uiehu fit to set an insensate law against us for saying the

truth. If he has, they will not w.mt lawyeis. We could recommend

one wh») will be glad to eat us iij), editor and p.ipcr, types, pi mtiiig

piess, ink toilet, and .ill.

Under pie.suriMif his p'^ople, Mr. G inlz has duclined the honor of

the Chair of the Congress, .afier having accepted the ofler. Thi*!

was a fresh (li.sa|)poiniment to the C.'ommittee. They had, after no small

trouble, secured the President of the Eurasian Associ.tlion of tlie

South, and tlu^y were in a fix. They had rumm.iged all tile quartets

and exhausted all their poweis of discoveiy. No new Kiiropcati

or Asiatic ally being visible, the Committee fell back on ihepr own

bottom, and h.ivc dtawn a President out of their foundyition

materiel. ‘Mr. IMieiozesliah Meiha, of Bombay, will pieside. Two
Parsee Ibcsidents within six ye.ars is, no doubt, a confession of

general ptiveiiy and barienness. But iheie is neither loom for expe-

riments nor time for angling. The Hour is at hand and the Man

should bt! leady -and we must be sure of our man. We can always

depend upon tbc Mehtas. The genllcmaii of that ilk on whom the

choice has fallen, will not fail at the last moment, or at the trial, or

ihercafier. Mr. P. Melita is one of our ablest men.

In tlie same way, on Mr. M.iiiomohan Ghose has devolved the duly

of formally i«M'eivmg the Delegates, lie is an excellent m m, only

too .apt eveii in '.ocicty to h.ive Ins he.id full of briefs. Lor once, wc

hope, he will not le.ive his mind at court.

In coniietlion vviiii a town magisterial case .ippeaied aginist the judg-

ment of .an liunoiaiy ibcsidency iMagiblrate, the High Court has

diawn the aiiemion of the Chief .M.igistrate to the insufficiency

of ien)rd in cases tried by the Piesidency Magistrates. Wliere im-

prisonment is aw. 11 (led, the law rrqniies that the rn.igisli.ato

shall lecoril a biicf statement of the reasons for conviction. The

High Conn poinis «>ut ih.ii, in the absence of the reasons, it is not

possible for the Judges to deal with a case as a court of appeal under

section 421 of the Criminal Proceduie Code, so as to ascertain

whether or not theie are frima fade suflTr'ient grounds (nr inter-

ference either with the conviction or the sentence. The Magistrates

arc reminded, that the High Court is, by their omission, “deprived

of the power of acting summarily," with the further result of waste

of public time and unnecessary expense to parties concerned.

That Older of the High Court throws additional burden on the

Chief Magistrate. He must supervise mote carefully and oftener the
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doings of all the Police Courts, and exercise greater discretion in

the selection of presiding Honorary Magistrates*

There is no end of attorneys, barristers, pleaders and retired deputy

magistrates in the list of Honorary Magistrates, who usually preside.

Honorary justice is of a piece with the proverbial Justices’ Justice. lUit

surely the record of these legal and ex-deputy-magisterial “worships”

might be expected to be more in accordance with the law.

T/te Goths completed what the Ptiest bc^^an.

With the Cazi—the Mahomedan Judge—the Hindu has no festivals

—

no need for leave. So says a well-known Bengali proverb. The

Shams-ul-Olema Mohesh Chunder gave his futwa that the Hindus

did not require more than four days for the pooja of their Goddess

Doorga. The Government of aliens accepted the advice and

ordered the stoppage of public business accorrdingly, allowing,

as a grace for the present, holiday in their offices, excepting some

specially named, during the remaining days of the autumnal

vacation. The only India Offices in Calcutta thus excepted were

those of Issue of the Paper Currency Department and of the

Comptroller and Auditor-General. That proved a signal for rude

raids not only against the Doorga Pooja holidays but also against

the other Poojas of the Hindoos. Improving upon the order of the

Goverhor-General in Council, the Deputy Director, Indian Marine,

thought himself justified in ignoring altogether the Hindu holidays.

The entire staff of the establishment at the Government Kidderpore

Dockyard had to attend on the 13th October, the Mahalya. Except-

ing Sundays, from the i8th to 29111 October—the Gazetted Doorga

Pooja vacation— for not a single day was the office closed. For

the three days only, the 20th, 2ist and 22nd October, the number of

Hindu clerks were, out of the 48 total, limited to 2, 4 and 2, respective-

ly. We don’t know whether Mr. Campbell is a koul. If he had scant

couitesy for the auspicious though warlike daughter of the Hills, his

stiff Northern soul was moved to some measure of respect for the grim

Amazon whose worship follows hers. The first day of the Kali Fooj.a was

wholly ignored
; but on the 2nd day, the 12th November, a p*irtial holi-

day was granted. During the following Juggodhatri Pooja, on the 20th

and 2 1st November, there was no holiday, In justice to Mr. Campbell,

it is must be said, that he did not pursue the poor people who would not

attend with Calvinistic fire and sword. During the above days, a very

insignificant number of assistants who could not possibly be present

at the office during the holidays, were not threatened with fine, but

allowed to be absent on sick leave. We may as well mention that

during these 15 days, out of the total 8,237 attendances of artificers,

the Hindu attendances numbered 6,746.

In the Accountant-General’s Office, Mr. Kiernander* issued his own

orders superseding the Government Notification. His office was not

excepted from the general notification. Yet during the Doorga Poojas

he kept open two of the Departments, allowing the Hindu assi-^tants to

absent themselves only dining the four grandest days. More assistants

had to attend most of the departments during the Kali Pooja. The

whole of the Treasury Accounts Depaiimcut was not allowed a holiday

to celebrate the Juggodhatrv Pooja, such only of the assistants who

had no arrears on hand being permuted to keep away from their desks.

Yet, he is a most loyal and obedient servant of Government. He

would not allow half holiday on the occasion of the last lunar eclipse,

as in other Government offices, because there was no Government

order either for a whole or a half holiday.

The Chief Commissariat Officer, Calcutta, allowed only four days

holidays during the Doorga Poojas. He would not close his office

during the Gazetted days of the Ltikhi, the Kali and the Juggodhatri

Poojas. He threatened an assistant who wanted leave on account of

the Pooja at his house with fine.

Even at Simla, where the dm of the Pooja is unheard, they respect

the Doorga Pooja holidays. The permanent offices are, we believe,

granted four days, and to make up the remaining eight, some of the

offices are allowed a holiday every Saturday from the middle of August.

Venezuela appears early to have established a Leper retreat on an

island. Applications came in due cohise from the isolated community

there for permission to marry. There was no disposition to grant it,

from obvious inexpediency of multiplying the victims of disease by

breeding under state patronage. In fact, there were both physiological

and economical objections. At last, after some years’ discussion the

authorities were induced to relent, and permitted the poor exile*

the chance of lightening the burden of their aggravated loneli'

ness. This was done only on the assumption that interleper unions

must be barren. The permission was granted and many mar-

riages took place. A yc.ir passed, and another, and yet another,

but though marriages multiplied, there were no visible fruits in the

expansion of population. The barren doctors sang their triumph

over their old fogey brethren who had raised the alarm of the mul-

tiplication of a diseased breed of humans. The good authorities wetue

glad to have been able to do such good without incurring additional

lesponsibilitics. Their satisfaction has not, however, been enduring.

After all, the lepers have begun to carry out the command of Nature

and Revelation, to increase and multiply. At least there have, within

the last fourteen years, been two births. Luckily, both issues are

thoioughly satisf.ictory. They were not only sound at birth but have

not developed any trace of the hereditary disease as yet. It were

manifestly unfair and indeed cruel to confine them—fine strapping

lads now— to tlie miserable island of their birth. Efforts have long

been making for their emancipation. Every humane man will be glad to

learn that one of them, a boy of fourteen, has, on the recommendation

of a medical board, been allowed to pass into the mainland and take

his place in society.

The most interesting present to old MoUke on his 90th birthday, was

probably wliat came from the Lilliputian State of Bremen. The senate

of that free town voted him a too bottles of prime Rhenish of their

own renowned cellar. Over and above the sentiments shared by them

with all Germans, these senators have a local reason for gratitude to

the Iron Count. IndectI, the Saviour of the Country is the .Saviour of

Wine. He has certainly saved the jat of the noble drink—its nation-

ality and caste. In punishing the ambition of Napoleon III. and dis-

sipating for ever French pretensions, Mollkc has not only preserved

the full Rhenish integrity of the wine, but also established the absolute

Germanity of the Rhine itself. That is what they meant when, in

sending their present, the Senate wrote to the Count saying that they

desiied to do honour to the man who has helped more than any other,

to change the river Rhine, on the banks of which this wine grew, from

Germany’s frontier into Germany’s own river.

The fifth or the last Criminal Session of the year was opened by Mr.

Justice Pigot on Monday.* ‘ The cases in the calender numbered seven-

teen—seven of theft, three of forgery and using forged documents, one

of murder, one of attempted murder, two of house breaking, two of

rape and the Jain defamation case. Regarding the las^, the presiding

Judge, addressing the counsel on both sides, said that it was strictly a

religious case and ought to be kept out of a criminal court, and quoted

the opinion of Sir Charles Turner from a Madras Law Report, thus

“ 1 am bound to concur in the regret expressed by the Magistrate that

a difference in a matter of religious practice should have induced the

complainant to appeal to the criminal court and compel the exercise of

jurisdiction in a matter in which, however clearly the complainant

might establish that an offence had been committed, the criminal court

can give no effectual relief. It cannot pronounce an opinion on the

doctiine which is disputed, nor can it compel the restoration to the

complainant of his caste privileges.” He reminded the parties they

had already spent a large sum of money in the Police Court and would

advise them not to throw more good ftioney after bad, and he might

have added lawyers. The criminal law was not intended for such

cases as theirs. He expressed no opinion on the merits of the case,

but advised them, as did the Magistrate in the Police Court, to settle

their differences and avoid further cause of dissension. Mr. Wood-

roffe, on behalf of the prosecution, concurred in observations cf

his Lordship, but said that his client having set the law in motion,

he could not withdraw without an apology and withdrawal of the

chaiges complained of. Here was a pretty corner for a complain-

ant to find himself in 1 The Judge only repeated his opinion

that the matter ought to be settled. He might just as well have

counselled moderation to the rising winds or the raging billows.

To shew how they had accepted the Judge’s advice, subsequent-

ly both parties applied for a Special Jury. This application was

rcfusejl, but even this rational order was weighed down by a rider

leaving the parties the liberty to renew the application at a later stage»

when the pleadings had been settled. Surely, this is provoking. Is

there no law to summarily put an end to this sort of frivolous pros*?
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cution ? The timidity of British judiciary is as remarkable as the
superstitions of English Jurisprudence.

Yesterday, Mr. Justice Pigot passed the following sentences
Dumree, for attempt at rape, four yeais' rigorous imprisonment;

^eikh Rajah All, for theft, seven years’ transportation
;

Miiza G.ilam
4̂ for th|ft, eight years’ transportation

; Sheikh Nawab, for house-
breaking and theft, six years’ rigorous imprisonment; Bhagaloo, for
theft, seven years’ transportation

; Methoo, for theft, eight ye.ars’ trans-
gortaiion

; Hossein Ali, for attempt at rape, four years’ rigorous im-
prisonment

; Sheikh Hossein, for theft, eight years’ transportation
;

Abdus Sabhan, for housebreaking and theft, seven years’ transporta-
tion

; Abdul Rahman Khan, for theft, eight years’ transportation
;
Sew

Bux Mi.sser, for theft, seven years’ transportation
;
R:ijrumar Hanni.a.

for dishonestly using as genuine a forged document, five years*

rigorous imprisonment
;
and Ram Chundcr Mundle, for theft, seven

years’ rigorous imprisonment.

And this under the boasted Code of Perfection 1 This is Justice

tempered by Christian mercy and the humanity of the Nineteenth
Century 1

Mr, Lee is a splendid host, and he proved so at his Watcr-Party on
Monday. We wibh we could give as good an account of all his guests.

Many of them sorely disappointed him. He fixed his number accord-
ing to the capacity of his launch, so as to give the attendance all the
agrccableness of sufficing society—society up to the biim, if you will—
without the disagreeableness of a crowd. And he rigidly maintained
it, even at the risk of offence. Wc have heard of one instance at least

of his refusing an application from fear of incommoding his guests.

We wish this delicate consideration were more common among
hosts. What a torture was it to Mr. Lee to find after all his guests in

danger of shivering on board for want of sufficient animal heat and
feeling a sense of desolation and solitude ! Many who had accepted
did not turn up. Heaps of commissariat were in consequence wasted,

and but for the host’s personal resources and the experienced help of

men like Mr. Tuinljull, the enjoyment might have been marred. He saw
that every one was agreeably occupied. He was all attention not only

to the chief guest, the Lieutenant-Governor elect, but to one and all.

Unstinted in good cheer and word, he sent away every body highly

satisfied with the journey.

Sir Charles Elliott and several of the party went down to sec the

Water Works at Pulia. These had of course undergone the usual

^‘eye-wash,” and (he most loyal operators were in attendance for any
emergency. Everything was found shipshape. Mr. Price, the officer

in charge, and Mr. Kimber, the Engineer to the Corporation, took them
round the tanks, answering questions and explaining the working.

Some of the old Commissioneis looked out for Mr. Dickson, the As-

sistant Engineer of the Works—one of the few practical engineers in

the service of the Corporation conversant with Water-Works—but he

was not to be found.

By its last resolution, the Senate of the Calcutta University allowed

the propiietor of the Ripon College three months’ time to put his

house in order. Under the ciicumsianccs, the Governor-General

in Council properly postponed his orders on the recommendation

of the Syndicate for partial disaffiliation until he had had the last

woid from the Senate. In the meantime, Baboo Surendra Nath

Baneijca introduced ceitain reforms in his College and offered

to do more as the Syndicate might suggest. To-day the Senate

met at request of the Syndicate to consider the Government

letter and Baboo Surendernath’s guarantee, and with profuse ex-

pressions of admiialion for its energy, zeal and promptitude in

endeavouring to remove abuses in the Calculia Colleges, referred the

question of guarantee to the Syndicate for disposal. Unless the Syndi-

cate drop the matter now, it must come hack to the Senate for final

orders of the Viceroy, though the Senate was unwilling to retain its

veto on the action of the Syndicate.

Another important matter was disposed of at this sitting of the

Senate. Mr. Justice Norris’ long threatened proposals about the

Tagore Law Lectureship were rejected. He wanted
“ Each candidate shall forward with his applic.ttion one hundred

copies of a brief synopsis of his proposed lectures, and if he so pleases,
the same number of copies of his introductory lecture.

The copies of the introductory lecture and the brief synopsis so sent
shall be referred to a Committee of the Faculty of Law consisting of
five members to be chosen by the Fiaculty, who shall consider the same 1

and report thereon to the Faculty, who shall recommend a candidate to
|

the Senate for election.” i

The memorial meeting in honor of the retiring Lieutenant-Governor

was reprcsentaiive and crowded. Tlie Maharaja of Durbhanga, the

premirr nobleman of Bengal, presided. Proposed by Maharaja

Jotindro Mohun Tagore, of Pathuriaghatta, and sc 'mrU ti l:y Sir Comer
Petharam, Chief Justice, the meeting first rccortled “its appreciation

of the eminent services which Sir Stcuart Bayley has rendered to these

Provinces during his long and distinguished career.” It then, at the

instance of Maharaja Narendra Krishna, of the Shovabazar Raj family,

and Sir Alexander Wilson, late President of the Chamber of Com*
meice, Resolved a F.ircwell Address to be presented by a deputa-
tion from a Committee of gcntlemcu named. The Committee number
over 150 persons, representing various inlet esis and piofessions and all

stations of life, and include the gentler sex. The addiess is well-con-

ccived and neatly put, showing information and gt.asp, and stating the

rase with tiuth and moderation. It v'^as suited to the occasion and the

mail.

The next Resolution was that “steps be taken to form a Commit-
tee to invite subscriptions and take such moans as may be deemed
fit for raising .a permanent Memoiial in honor of the retiring Lieuleii-

ant-(TOveinor.” It was moved by the Maharaja of Doomraon and
seconded by Raja Doorga Churn Law. We need not enquire whether
the Committee to invite subsctipiions have been formed or not, or if

formed by whom, but wc find the suliscriptions announced already

amount to Ks. 34,000. The meeting, it seems, was unwilling to* waste

any money on evanescent entertainment, for the resolution provides

for none. The only Committee foimed at the meeting was the one of

150 fiom which a deputation was to present the Farewell Addre.ss, the

last two persons named being members and Secretaries. Yet we find

the two members and secretaries announcing large subscriptions on be-

half of “ The Memorial Committee.” It were well they advertised their

authority as well.

The Deputation waited on Sir Steuari Bayley yesterday, at Belvedere.

It was headed by the Maharaja of Doomraon. At his request, Maha-

raja Jotindra Mohun Tagore read the addiess. It was in these terms :

—

“ To The Hon’ble Sir Steuart Colvin Bayley, k.c.s.l, c.i.R.

At the close of your Jong and distinguished service in India we desire
to convey to you some cxpiession of the respect and esteem felt for you
in these Piovinces in which you have so long laboured and of which
you have been for the last three years the Governor.

It is impossible to exaggerate the magnitude and difficulty of thp
task wliicii the administration of so large an area, filled with so enor-
mous a population of various races and religions with diverse feelings

and interests, imposes on the head of the Government— a task of daily
increasing difficulty. To this great task you have sedulously devoted
your great ability, energy and experience.
You have emleavoined to obtain the best results from the existing

machinery of administration by close supervison and gradual improve-
ment. It would be out of place to attempt in this AddrefS a review of
your Admini'jtration, But we may record our warm approval of yout
efforts to improve the working of the Civil Courts, to maintain peace
and order, to develop a popular system of Education by the encourage-
ment of private and indigenous msiitulions, to improve the Excise sys-

tem, and to diieci and assist the bodies to which the work of Local Self-

Government has been entrusted.

Your well devised extension of the system of independent Benches
of Magistrates, the iinprovoment of the system of recruitment for the
.Slatuioiy and .Subordinate Executive Services, and your laudaltlc efforts

for affording facilities for the payment of Land Revenue and for dimi-
nishing the rigour of the Sunspi law, have met with general appreciati«>ti.

Your Signal services to Behar with which you have been so long and
closely connected, and your imwoai ied and successful efl »rts to avert
famine and to piomote the mental ami material improvement of that
Province, will ever live in the grateful memory of its inhabitanis.
Your unceasing efforts to settle disputes among noble families, the

extensive tours which you have made, at no small personal incon-
venience, each year to satisfy yourself as to the coudilion of the various
districts, and the proni|)luess of your measures of relief in times of
scarcity are ptoofs of your care and love for the country and its people.
Your services have been long, able and varied in many deparimeuts,

and we all de>»ire to convey to you our corclial iccognition of them.
While we sincerely regret your retirement from your high office and

from Indian public life we feel sure that you will still have the interests of
this country at heart ami will forward tliem by all means in your power.

Ill conclusion we desiie to assure you that you will caiiy away with
you our best wishes for the fmuic happiness and prosperity of yourself
and your family.”

We regret we were not present at the presentation of the addre.ss.

We envy those who were privileged to hear the reply. There is

nothing in it new to us or our readers. We ourself anticipated it by

our article, the reply expressing in imjournalistic diction the points we
made. Sir Steuart Bayley is no orator. He was never known to open his

lips during all the long years of his service in Behar. But Europeans

are wonderfully improvable and, forced to the forefront on all occasions

since his accession to the Government of Bengal, he surprised all who

knew him by bis capacity for speaking. His predecessor and Guru^
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Sir Ashley Edetii miserably foiled. He nervously dreaded any occa-

sion for speaking and could not decently deliver a few sentences. Sir

Steuart has proved one of the best speakers among all the Lieutenant-

Governors. In answer to the address, he pronounced a superb

harangue. He said

“ Maharajahs and gentlemen,—Seldom have I had a more difficult

task, or one which more completely overpowers me with a sense of my
own helplessness than the ende.avour, which your kindness imposes
on me, of giving expression to my gratitude for the great, the magnt-

ficem honor you have done me in coming here this evening to offer me
your farewell address. When I look around me, and see the various

classes of whom your deputation is composed, representing diverse

nationalities and various religions, heads of old historical houses,

leaders of thought and opinion in various professions and walks of life,

I might for a moment be tempted to give way to an undue feeling

of elation, but the feeling is succeeded by one of a very different

nature—how little I have really done to deserve such kindness, and
how vast the reward in proportion to the services rendered. I can
only say again that, considering , iny owu shortcomings, consideiing,

loo, the ficquent occasions on whicli my action has run counter to the

views and interests of one or other of the classes and communities here

represented, I am overwhelmed at the kindness which has induced
many of you to come fiom long distances, and all of you to contribute

your time, your trouble, and your money* to unite in offering me this 1

farewell honor. 1 cannot find words to say how deeply 1 feel your
kindness, nor how sensible I am of the great honour done to me. It is

not uecessaiy that I should reply to the vaiious points in your addiess,

nor make my reply in detail an tifoloffia i)ro vita men; but on one
or two of those points I have a few words to say. You are good
enough to credit me with Miaving eiulcavouied to obtain the best

results for the existing machinery of administration by close supervi-

sion and gradual improvement.’ That I have succeeded in this aim,

I am far from supposing, but you are right in assuming that this has
been my endeavour. (Applause). In a speech which I had occasion

to make at Patna more ih.\n three years ago, I indicated that the only

policy I set before me was to go on steadily doing the day’s work as it

came, remedying defects where 1 could, looking for no striking re-

sults, and giving way to no far-reaching ambition, but reforming little

by little to meet actual necessities in a practical \vay, and in order
to do this, I claim that to m.ake the best use of the existing

machinery is the only sound and wise policy. (Applause.) It

is a bad workman, we are told, who complains of his tools.

But I would go much further and say that a man who does not

recognise that in the existing machinery he has a superb instrument at

his disposal, is very wanting in discernment. I cannot too warmly ex-

press my admiration for both the great branches of the service on whom
the administration of this country devolves. Whether executive or

judicial, whether covenanted or uncovenanted, whether Europeans
or Natives of India, these officers with daily increasing difficulties

of hostile criticism, of isolation, of undue preference, have done and are
doing noble work ; and for efficiency, honesty and impartiality, can
challenge comparison with any similar body. But I should be wanting

in gratitude if I ended here. For such success as I have achieved,

I am indebted more than I can say to the ripe experience, the untiring

industry and the wise counsels of my Secretaries. (Applause.) I am
not ashamed of being told that 1 am dependent on my Secretaries.

(Applause). It is to advise and assist me that they are there,

and to no one am I more indebted that to my old and dear friend

Sir John \V. Edgar, my Chief Secretary. (Loud applause.) I cannot

say how much I owe to his advice, support and .assistance
;

and
palling with him is one of the bitterest elements in the cup of n>y se-

paration from India. I .am glad to think lliat he remains to give the

same loyal as.sistance and support to my successor, for which I am so

much indebted. To my ‘‘exisiing machinery” then, I am glad to tender
my sincere graliliule (applause), and if in endeavouring to obtain good
results fiom them without startling changes, my administration has

been colourless, 1 am not ashamed to take it as a compliment. (Ap-
plause.) I am miK h gratified at the reference your address makes to

my service in Bcluir. I am piofoundly touched at llie number of my
old friends who have come down from that province to bid me farewell,

I cannot but take a very special interest in the Province in ivhich most
of my mofussil service, and many of my happiest days have been passed
(applause), and where I have for years been on terms of the most in-

timate acquaintance with so many of the notables. You have alluded
lo the difficulty of governing an enormous population, of such vaiious
races, and religions, with diverse feelings and interests. I do not think
you can exaggerate the difficulty, but I do not desire now to dwell upon
it. I have, however, something to say from another point of view on
the clash of conflicting interests and conflicting seiuimcnis which
this diversity of race and religion brings into prominence, so far

as religion is concerned. You have many of you read what in a
recent speech at Agra His Excellency the Viceroy said of the eager
desire expressed by Her Majesty the Queen, that every effort should be
made to put an end to the antagonism .mil hostility which have recently

in many places culminated in serious affrays. I have endeavoured,
whenever an opportunity has offered, lo imprcs.s upon the leaders of both
religions their responsibility for so exercising their undoubted influence

over their less instructed brethren as to lead (hem to the way of peace.

It has also been my special anxiety to contribute, so far as lay in my
power, to the cooling down of any waves of race antagoni.sm that might
still linger as a residuum of the great disturbance of those waters that

took place some years ago (Applause.) It is, therefore, a source of
special gratification to me to find on this occasion the leaders of divergent
religions and of both races brought into harmonious co-operation,
it shows how willing, even for an object of no great significance,

they are to combine in action, and thus to set an example which will, 1

trust, be universally followed. (Applause.) Before I sit down, I

'should like to acknowledge the great assistance 1 have received from
.my nou-ufficial friends, whether as individuals or in co-operaiion, in

fDecember^*

informing me as to public opinion and giving me their advice. No
ruler can afford to disregard it, and to me it has been most
Useful And 'now, gentlemen, Ute hardest pan of my task remains.
I have sprnt 3$ years in India, and find it very hard to say fare-

well I have everything to be grateful for, and no expression of my
gratitude can be adequate for the very great compliment you are paying
me in your presence here to-day. I am thankful that my connection'
with India will not be altogether severed (applause), for if she is a step-

mother to me, at least she has been a very indulgent one, and though
called the ^Mand of regrets,” she has never caused me such regret as 1

feel in leaving her. To you all, gentlemen, collectively and individual-

ly, 1 bid a most reluctant farewell (Loud applause.)’’

Tliat is the finest reply of the kind we can call to mind. Without

art, without effort, without intention, the plain Indian Civil Servant

attains ail the effect of the best literary ingenuity. The austere simpli-

city of the reply is grand. Independent of ornament or the graces of

rhetoric as Sir Steuart’s speeches are, it is nevertheless animated with

the eloquence of truth and feeling. The personal strain is permeated

by a teiulerness that is simply touching. It is almost difficult for a

sound heart to even read the .speech in the closet with dry eyes. On
the public side it is equally remarkable. In spite of the speaker’s

disavowal, it is necessarily an apologia pro vita sua^ and the vindica-

tion of his administrative career is thorough. The humility which

marks it, is characteristic. Accordingly, in submitting his own claims,

our Governor does not forget the loyal assistance derived from

others, notably his Secretaries, chief of whom is Sir John Edgar,

who virtually shared the government with Sir Steuart, The perma-

nent interest of this notable speech is in the political wi.sdom—the

outcome of the lifelong experience of an able and thoughtful public

servant—with which it is weighted. Rulers, whether in India or out

of it, would do well to lay Sir Steuart’s profound remarks to heart.

In India, they are of inestimable value.

On Thursday, there was a Garden Party at Belvedere. It was Sir

Steuart B^yley’s last public entertainment. It was the best attended

party since Sir Richard Temple received the Prince of Wales in the

same grounds. At the end, almost a mile of carriage pmcession as it

were drove out of the Palace. From Lord Lansdowne downwards, all

Calcutta was there to have, in the uncertainty of another opportunity,

a parting shake of hands with the host. Sir Steuart Bayley always

makes a good host for a ruler, receiving each guest as he drops in aud

bowing him out and shaking him off at the end. This time he stood

on the steps with Sir Charles Elliot and introduced his guests, one

by one, to his successor. This was a compliment much appreciated

by both European and native. It speaks well for both the outgoing

and the incoming ruler.

The Calcutta Press was the victim of a hoax on the occasion. The

morning papers had announced that the National Mahomedan Asso-

ciation would that afternoon present their farewell addiess to the

Lieutenant-Governor, and they sent their reporters on this— December

fool’s errand. Everybody but, our precious morning press knew that

the Mahomedan day is Monday—the Mahomedan Literary Society’s

address being fixed at noon, and the Mahomedan Nationalists’ at

4 O’clock.
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THE INCOME TAX IN BENGAL IN 1889-90.

Mk. K. G. Gupta’s Income-tax report shows a con-

siderable expansion of the revenue in last year. At

one bound there was an increase of over two lacs

and fifty-five thousand over the receipts of 1888-89.

This must be exceedingly cheering to the Govern-

ment, the Board of Revenue and therOepartment,

but how differently must the result bear upon the

people! At what cost of harassment and suffering

to these is it dearly bought! Indeed, the whole of the

report must read differently according to the point

of view of the reader—having one meaning for rulers

and a contrary one for the subject population. The

marked increase in the 1‘evenue, while it brings joy

to the Government, is fraught with sorrow to the

govtfirned. And similarly with other facts in Mr.

Gupta’s otherwise exceedingly interesting report.

Great credit, for instance, is claimed fof efficient^
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administration that every pice of the total demand
was collected in. six districts. These districts and
their fiscal officers are no dt>ubt contemplated with
the . best feelings by the Revenue Board, but we
ttally shudder to think of the state of things in the
Hevoted tract where the tax-gatherer carried himself
with such rigid severity. Of course, it may be plead-
ed on the otherside that the assessment in these dis-

4:ricts was so fair and equitable that the collection
was a task of little difficulty, and hence the realiza-

tions left no arrears. But we are precluded from
accepting this pleasant view. One of the six districts

referred to is Burdwan, and the spirit in which the
assessment was carried on there may be conceived
from one single fact. It is wellknown that, after

years of expensive litigation and patient endurance
of all sorts of worry and harassment in her contest
with the Court of Wards, the Dowager Maharani
of Burdwan was induced to purchase peace by com-
promising the adoption suit on receipt from the Court
of 13 I'^cs of rupees. And will it be believed that this

sum was considered by the then Collector of Burd-
wan, Mr. Maguire, as the Maharanee’s income for

the year,’ and a preposterous assessment of Rs. 33,854
was fixed upon it. Such a flagrant error could
not indeed be allowed, and the assessment was can-

celled, but it is significant of the tenor of mind they
usually bring to the work of Incometax assessment.

The report expresses the Board’s gratification at

the gradual decline in the number of warrants issued

for the realization of the tax. But this decline, any
more than a decline in the number of objections,

is no ground for the inference that there is any
real improvement in the character of the assess-

ment. There are less objections, because objec-

tions are not properly enquired into, and the ne-

cessity of coercive measures is diminished owing to

the submissive character of the people who pay un-

just demands from their experience of the hopeless-

ness of escaping them. For the rest, a notice is as

much an object of terror to the common and igno-

rant people as a warrant, and the Department, with its

staff of vigorous Deputy Collectors, has succec led in

inspiring such ageneral awe among the people that

the issue of notices is enough to ensure the collection.

The worst part of the matter is the assessment

under the law of the struggling and really poor
classes with incomes of Rs. 500 and upwards to 1,000.

The report states that 69 per cent, of the entire

number of assessees belong to these classes, while

the amount they pay is 21 per cent., or about

one-fifth of the whole. In view of the undoubted
hardship caused not only to these classes but, under
color of the law, to those whose incomes are below

the limit of Rs. 500,' the Government might well

sacrifice an inconsiderable portion of its revenue,

and thereby afford relief to the most numerous por-

tion of the assessees. To ask the Government to do
this, is certainly not asking them to do much. Their

revenue under all the principal as well as minor heads
is continually expanding, and if they chose, they

might easily confer the much-needed boon upon large

numbers of people who barely live from hand to

mouth. A stronger reason why the limit of assess-

ment should be raised, is the fact that this is the only

practical and effective remedy for the oppression

and rapaerty now committed with impunity by
tbe assessing agency amongst the humbler <;las.ses

of the -payees. Their assessments are exceedingly

unjust People with hardly any income may be
shown to be on their books, and to be once there

is to be there till Doom’s Day. The higher appellate

authorities interfere but little, for proof whereof one
need not go farther than the Board’s own report.

OFFICIAL OPINIQN~ON LOCAL
SELF-GOVERNMENT.

Great credit is due to Mr. Toynbee for his

thorough grasp of the subject of Local Self-Govern-
ment. His report on the District r3oards, like his

Municipal Administration report, takes precedence
of the other Divisional reports. In the Government
resolution, it is again singled out for especial com-
mendation. And judging from some extracts which
appear in the resolution, he should appear fully to

deserve the marked distinction that Sir Steuart
liayley has paid him. The following passage will

show with’ what close scrutiny he ob.serves the pro-
ceedings of the Boards in his division, and how
ready he is to encourage with greater powers those
which are able to display good business capacity.

Here is what the Commissioner of Burdwan writes :

—

“On the whole, I am of opinion that both the District and Local
Boards have done j^ood work durinjf the year. Now that compl«te sets
of rules have been framed, and the routine woik has beKun to settle
down into a groove, I think that the next step to be taken is to gradually
withdraw the appointment of ofiici.al Chaiiman. I would not at first

allow the incmbeis of Disiiict Boards to elect their own Chairmen, but
they might nominate them, an<l the District Magistrates in forwarding
the nomination might report fully on the business and other qiialifira-

lions of the nominees. The experiment might for the present be tried
in Hooghly and Burdwan. If .successful, it should be afterwards ex-
tended 10 other districts in this division. In making this recommenda-
tion, I do so <>n the assumption that the principles of local self-goveni-
meiu have been finally accepted as the policy of the future, and that
eveiy possible step to that end is u> be taken which is consistent with
caution and a due regard for the interests of the general public.”

The other Commissioners are more or less satisfied

with the work done. Mr. Smith, Commissioner of
the Presidency Division, observes that the Boards
have on the whole worked smoothly and successfully,

although he calls the attendance of the members at

Jessore bad. The Commissioner of Rajshahye re-

cords similar satisfaction, only pointing out that, with
the exception of Pubna, they depend a good deal
upon the official Chairmen. From Dacca the report
is sufficiently favourable. The Commissioner of
Chittagong, while mentioning the Tipperah Board
in especial for great interest evinced by the members,
points out some blemishes in the conduct of this as well
as of the other Boards. In Chittagong, the members
made common cause with a clerk detected in mal-
practices in connection with contracts. The .accounts

are carelessly kept and members are sometimes slow in

rendering accounts of money, however properly spent.
The Patna report is satisfactory* in all respects, except
in regard to the Local Boards which, as a rule, are re-

ported .as unable to do justice to the matters made
over to them and to the funds allotted, some of them
leaving large sums unexpended under some heads,
especially .Sanitation. The Patna Sudder Local
Board and the Durbhanga Loc.il Board are, however,
e.xcepted from this censure. The Commissioner of
Bhagulpore, while generally satisfied, complains of
friction with the District Engineer, a tendency to

leave too much business to standing Committees
and a disposition to increase the expenditure on
establishments. The Commissioner of Oris.sa says
the administration has been generally satisfactory, al-

though there is room for a great deal of improvement.
Sir Steuart Bayley concludes his resolution with the

following expression of his general satisfaction :

—

“ The Liciitenant-Governor's opinion of the working of District
Boards of Bengal was fully slated in last yearns Resolution, and the
events of the past year merely confirm the views then expressed. Their
(lilatoriness in dealing with accounts and bills is remarked on by
several officers, and another blemish noticeable is the occasional ten-
dency of certain Boards towarrls factious criticism of, and opposition
to, professional authority. The Commissioner of Bardwan writes

'
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* The Inspector of Local Workb is always willing to help and advise the

District Boards, and his action in this respect is, I think, appreciated
by them all except Biirdwan, which seems to resent all interference as

an nitnecessaiy aiul covert attack upon their independence.’ The
Fureedporc Distiict Board is said to have given way to a spirit of
‘ uiiKeoerons ciiticisin against the Engineer, an excellent officer, who
»)nghi to have been cncoiuaged rather than thwarted.^ In the Puineah
Bo.ud there was extreme friction at one time between the members
and their District Engineer, and the interposition t)f Government was
ncces'i'iiy brfoie healthy relations could be restored. Snch cases must
be chararteri‘>ed as blots. If the members of a District Board c.tnnot

alway^ agree with their responsible executive advisers, they should at

least be willing to credit them with a single-minded desire to advance
the condition of the district. But generally speaking Sir Steuait

Bayley c.m say that the reernd of the year has been a very favourable

one. (jood woik has again been done and all departments show a
sati'^f'ctory expansion of administration.”

We have been at pains to deal with the subject at

such length in the hope that these local bodies will

take timely warning from the criticisms passed by

the officers of the administration. It will not do
to confound wrong-headed resistance of official coun-

sel with independence, and we hope future reports

will show some further improvement in their conduct.

The District Hoards arc to be congratulated on their

expanding revenue from the Road-Ce.ss, which, as

revaluations of districts under the Agricultural De-
partment proceed, will continually increase, so that,

unlike municipalities crippled with stationary re-

sources, they will be always in a position to do

full justice to the varied responsibility which rests

upon them. They must show more active interest in

out-door inspection and not rely too much on the al-

ready over-worked Chairman. Our advice to them
is, they should not neglect sanitation in a mistaken

zeal for education. We cannot bring our remarks

to a close without acknowledging the liberality and

sound discretion which have prompted Mr. Toynbee
in suggesting the trial of non-official Chairmen in

.selected Districts. The fulness of his reports might

be more generally imitated in other Divisions.

DISTRICT BOARDS.
The District Boards, under trained official Chairmen,

are naturally .somewhat more successful than Munici-

palities. Nevertheless, they are not free from faults,

and if one cared to look at their work critically, the

verdict can .scarcely be favorable. The absence of

harmony between the District Boards and their

Engineers is described as a blot on their conduct.

At Burdwan, the least interference of this officer is

resented by the Board as an unnecessary and covert

attack upon its independence. The Fureedpore

Board is said to have given way to a spirit of

ungenerous criticism ^against the Engineer, and at

Purnea there was such extreme friction as to call for

the intervention of the Government. Similar friction

not unoften appears in the Calcutta Municipality, and

there would seem to be some general cause at work

at the bottom
;
probably both parties are to blame.

There seems also to be a tendency to leave the

work too much to the executive, that is, the Chairman

and Vice-Chairman, and the meetings of the Boards

are growing fewer and fewer. Making allowances for

the great distances from which members of District

Boards have to attend at the head-quarters, we must

still say that if local self-government is to succeed as

a means of calling forth business habits in the people,

|fthe members should show more public spirit by their

attendance. Very ingenious explanations are some-

times given for the small number of the meetings.

In Hooghly, it is said that, on^ the introduction of local

self-government, the members had to meet oftener to

consider many important questions of principle and

that matters having since settled into a groove,

there were now, under something like a law of com-

pensation, fewer meetings, and these were all that

was necessary. In Mymensing, it is explained that

“ the attention of the Chairman and the other mem-
bers was devoted more to the execution of the hej vy
amount of real work done during the year than to

taking part in the discussions in the meetings.”

Neither of these specious explanations is acceptable

to Sir Steuart Bayley, and he calls the attention of

the Boards to Mr. Toynbee’s warning which is con-»

ceived in great practical wisdom :

—

** It iti difficult to believe that all the business of the various depart-

ments now under the control of the District and Local Boards can be

tiaiisacted in leas than \2 meeiiiijfs during the year. Much of the

routine woik is no doubt done by the Chainnan and Vice-Chairman by

the express or implied consent of the Boards
;
much, loo, depends on

the individualiiy of these two officers. But, all things considered, one

nifeiing evei y month ought to be the minimum number consistently

with an intelligent interest in their woik on the part of the members.

There is, I fear, considerable general truth in the remark made by the

Ch.urman of the Raneeguiige Local Board to the effect that, unless

m.itters come before the Board in which the members are diiecily and

personally interested, it is hopeless to expect them to attend regularly.

A self-denying public spirit is one of the elements requisite to make
local self-government a success in this country.”

Nor have the Boards displayed any better adminis-

trative capacity in dealing with the Pounds than the

Municipalities. The Government look to the receipts

from this source as capable of considerable improve-

ment, and regard the management of Pounds as a

test of the efficiency of the executive administration.

In our notice of the report on Public Instruction,

wc have already shown how the Boards have been far

from successful in the administration of the primary

and middle schools. There is room for improvement

in the management of ferries, which is only pro-

nounced by the Government to have been on the

whole, ** not unsatisfactory.” The expenditure in-

curred by the Boards on hospitals and dispensaries,

however, is satisfactory, on a comparison with the

previous year, although it is to be regretted they have

not paid sufficient attention to sanitation. It appears

that allotments of money for the supply of drinking

water were sanctioned by several District Boards,

but nothing was actually spent in the districts of

Jessore, Burdwan, the 24-Pergunnahs and Khulna,

fhe Magistrate of the 24-Pergunnahs offers the

following general observations :

—

“The question of water-supply is involved in diflficiilty. The want of

good water is felt all over the country, and applications for the excava-

tion or rc-excHvaiion of tanks are made to the District Board from lime

to lime, but the Board find it diAicuIt to comply with such applications.

The selection of a few solitary villages for snch improvement would

appear invidi<iU5 and might excite discontent in parts of the district

which were not selected. Moreover, if a tank were cleared or re-

excavated, it would seldom be possible to secure its preservation or to

guard it effectively from all external impurities. A provision of Rs. 2,ooo

was made in the budget for the last three years, but the amount was not

expended, as no scheme of water-supply could be devised which would

admit of being canied out with such a small grant.”

On the above remarks of Mr. Forbes, the Govern-

ment observe as follows :

—

“ The explanation given in other districts is of a similar character

The total expenditure incurred under this'*head in the whole of Benga

was only Rs. 8,756 on account of sanitary arrangements at fairs, and in

some places in the excavation of wells and tanks. The result is no

doubt of a very unsatisfactory character
;
hut as was pointed out in last

year’s Resolution, without the appointment of local agencies specially

entrusted with mailers relating to village sanitation and empowered to

raise the necessary funds, very little improvement can b^ expected in

t iis direction. A special report in which this queslion*Has been fully

discussed has been submitted to the Government of India, and the

whole question is now under the consideration of that Government.'

The needful agency can only be supplied by the

constitution of Union-Committees which Sir Steuart

Bayley has alway.s regarded as necessary to complete

the Local Self-Government scheme.

The Boards have also spent considerable sums of

money in famine relief and the construction of ori-

ginal public works, but the repairs of village roads

have not been conducted on a uniform system. The

construction of feeder railways and of tramways haa

received the attention of the Boards.
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MOORSHEDABAD.
Moorshedabad^ ^07fember iSgo.

that the difFcrcace between the rival sects ot
ihe Mahomedans, which originated on the occasion of the last

^Moharum, instead of being amicably settled, is going to become
'^orc a^ more wide, and if its progress is not checked who can say
that It will not beget serious evils ? The fanaticism of one party
as advanced so far as to blunt the conscience to attempt

the most brutal and inhuman crimes. It is not long ago that a
• distinguished ministerial resident officer ot this city of high posi-
tion received an anonymous letter bearing the Khagra Post office
seal, in vvhich he was threatened to communicate to a member
of the Nizamut family the possible commission of dacoity and
murder in the latter’s house on an appointed day. This created
great alarm both in the family and in the city, and steps were
immediately taken to guard against such attempts. The letter was
made over to the Police for enquiry and detection of the writer.
It seems extremely desirable in the interest of public peace to
post a strong body of mounted police in addition to what already
exists.

The termination of the second period of local Self-Government
has been published by beat of drums, and the nomination
of the next candidates and the canvassing for votes arc in full
swing. The second general election took place on the 5th
November 1887 and Habu Bangshidhar Roy, Deputy Collector,
Nizamut Department, was elected chairman, but shortly after,
owing to want of time on his part to discharge this huiiorary duty,
he was compelled to resign, and, at a meeting of eleven Com-
missioners, Kumar Runjit Sing, of the Nashipur Raj, was
elected in his place. The young gentleman is an undergraduate
ot the Calcutta University and has given satisfaciion as Chair-
man. The income of the Municipality was greatly increased,
though no oppressive tax was imposed, and the expenditure
considerably reduced, thus bringing a handsome balance to
meet emergencies. A byclaw for the removal of the thatched
huts from the main road was framed and passed by Govern-
ment. This was necessary as a safeguard against the annual
conflagrations that devastated the city. He took steps to check
taking illegal gratification by the officers of the municipality by
prosecuting some of its principal servants. He rendered emi-
nent services during the last two inundations which have
received acknowledgments from Government. With ample leisure
at his disposal he directed most of his time to the work of his

honorary post. He brought energy and impartiality to the dis-

charge of the duties.

The cold season has set in and public health is good.

Trailokya Nath Sanyal.

REPORT OF THE INDIAN FACTORY
COMMISSION.

We reproduce here some of the recommendations :

—

Interval of rest for Children.—The present law, which places the
limit of nine hours’ work for children, requires an hour’s interval
for rest. Our unanimous and wcll-considcrod opinion is that, if

children arc worked as half-timers in the manner above recommend-
ed, no fixed interval of rest for them should be required by law.
Our reasons for this opinion may be stated as follows :

—

(1) To give an interval of rest to children wliilc (lie machinery
is moving, and while the other operatives arc at work, would he so

great an inconvenience to mill-owners, that they would ccriainly try

to dispense with children, or the law would be evaded. Wc have

already said that all efibrts should be directed to finding employ-
ment for children and making it convenient for mills to employ them.

(2) Our inquiry has proved beyond all doubt that it is the prac-

tice lor Indian operatives of^all classes to go out of the factory at

odd times for smoking, drinking water, and other purposes, and to

stay away from 5 to i 9 minutes. This casual taking of intervals of

rest is facilitated in India by having more hands than arc employed
in- Europe ; and a reference to the answers furnished to question 29
will show that the nearest workman, or “J<^riwalah ” as he is called,

is always ready to carry on the absentee’s duties. Given these op-

portunities of relaxation, and given the nature of the work children

are employed on in Indian factories, wc think that an interval of

rest within the six hours of work is unnecessary.

Objections raised to half-time work for children.—In the evidence

taken before the Commission of 1884, many witnesses gave it as

their opinion that if children were employed as half-timers, there

would be some danger of the same child w^orking in the fore-

noon in one factory and in the afternoon hi another. In our

opinion this danger has been exaggerated. If a half-time l.iw

for children was passed, and the guardian as well as the em-

ployer was made responsible for seeing that it was not broken,

we arc confident that for every hundred cases in which the law is

now evaded, there would not be more than one ease of a child found

working in two factories on the same day. In this conneciion we
should remember the opinion expressed by the Commission of 1884:

“ Wc may, however, conscientiously say that wc fear many children

are worked full-time.” Wc also notice that much stress has been
laid on the fact that there being no compulsory education in this

country, children employed as half-timers would run wild and get

into bad company. To this argument we reply that there is little

doubt that when the scheme of half-time work is adopted. Local

Governments will, with the help of mill-owners, devise some means
for educating the children and keeping them under control in schools.

Suppobing that no steps were taken in this direction, which is most
improbable, we would say, let the children do what millions*of un-

employed children do in this country, what the half-timers of

Ahinedabad do apparently without any injury— amuse themselves as

they please. We think that public opinion would be in favour of

this alternative, and would be opposed to the employment of

cliildren of tender years, on any factitious grounds, in lactories for

12 and 13 hours a day, as they arc liable to be now. Wc would
here like to say that if our recommendations arc approved, the con-

venience of mill-owners in regard to the introduction of changes in

the organization of their labour in factories must be consulted, and

the law brought into force after sulHcierit time has been allowed for

re-organization.

Holidays for adult male operatives.—To the second part of the

4th question— And is any provision recjuircd prescribing an allow-

ance of holidays for adult male operatives —wc would answer that,

subject to the exceptions recommended in para. 18 of our report,

provision should be made in the Act for securing to male adult

operatives the same holidays as have heen recommended above for

women and children. Our reasons for making this recommendation
arc :

—

(1) that, if there is one point on vvhich Indian operatives are

practically unanimous, it is in demanding that this concession shall

be granted to them ;

(2) that it is a fact that a weekly holiday is now given in a large

proportion of the factories in India, while the remaining factories

give at least two holidays in the month ;

(3) that the Factory Commission of 1875 made a modified re-

commendation to this cflcct, and fvvo members of the Commission
of 1884 wrote a separate note advocating the weekly holiday, and

showing that if there was unanimity or nearly soon any one point

in that enquiry, it was that one day’s rest in seven should be allowed

to all mill-hands, male and female ;

(4) that the Committee of medical experts appointed by the

Government of Bombay to enquire into the health and condition of

the mill operatives in the City of Bombay, reported “ that further,

in the interest of the general health of the operatives, it should be

compulsory to allow certain periods of rest in the day and a certain

fixed number of holidays (say four) per month.”

(5) In conclusion, wc may say that the mill-owners of Bombay
have offered through the Mill-owners’ Association to accept the rule

that there shall be a weekly holiday (fWc copy of a letter given by

Mr. Lokanday in the Appendix.)

The day of rest should be Sunday.— If one day of rest in seven

is granted, the operatives in all the Provinces visited by us desire

that it shall be one fixed day in the week, that all the factories shall

be closed on the same day, and that the law shall fix Sunday as the

day of rest. We observe that in the Bill before the Legislative

Council, no mention is made of Sunday, and we suppose that a re-

ference to a Sunday holiday was omitted in consideration of the

fact that the intentions of ihe Biitisli Government might be mis-

taken in appointing the Christian Sabbath as the day of rest. After

a careful cncjuiry on this point from all the operatives we have ex-

amined, we have come to the conclusion that they ask that Sunday
should be the day fixed for the holiday, because it is the most con-

venient day for meeting their IrioiicU who arc employed in other

mercantile establishments and Government offices, where a Sunday
holiday has always been the rule. As a fact, the holidays now given

to them are given on Sundays. Speakitig for ourselves as members
of the principal religious communities of this country, wc give it as

our opinion that there is no possibility of the inoiives oj‘ the Gov-
ernment being misunderstood if it should choose to select Sunday
as the lawful day of rest. 'I’hcrc is no tjueslion here of preference

on religious giounds. Ever since the Brili.sh Government has been

established in India, the people of this country have been accus-

lomcd to consider Sunday as tlic most convenient day of rest. No
other day could now be selected which would not cause the greatest

inconvenience to all concerned.

Indian festival holidays.— In regard to the Indian festivals, which
arc kept as holidays in factories, we recommend that the occupier of

a factory should, if he desircj it, be allowed by law to work his

factory on the Snntlay following a festival holiday. We do not

think, however, that when two festival holidays arc given in one
week, the two following Sundays should be working days. There
are, we believe, only tw^o or three festivals in the year on which
more than one d.iy’8 holiday is given. In advocating, therefore, that

the holidays in one week should only aflcct the Sunday following,

wc are not likely to cause any serious loss to the owners of factories.

Sunday a complete day of rest.—During our enquiries wc have

found that in a large number of factories, especially those connected
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with the cotton industry, it is usual to require the operatives to at-

tend the mill on holidays for the purpose of cleaning the machinery.
The mill-hands arc ordinarily employed on these occasions from

early morning until lo or ii a.m., and this without any remunera-

tion. 'This the operatives consider a hardship. There is no doubt
that, although the work is light, the mere fact of having to attenti

at the factory takes away from them the enjoyment of the day of

rest, and prevents the operative from spending his holiday in taking

change of air and visiting his fiien.ds and relatives. If it is granted

that OIK day of rest in seven is necessary, it should, in our opinion,

he a complete holiday. To make it a complete holiday, legislation

is necessary, as proprietors arc not likely to act on general recom-

mendations on this suhjecr.

It is not for us to suggest when the cleaning of machinery, which
is now done on Sunda)s, should be undertaken ; but we may men-
tion that in those factories whicli now give a complete day of rest on

Sundays, the machinery is stopped on Saturday afternoons for clean-

ing. In Bombay, where the mills will be chiefly affected by any

legislation on the point, it is the practice to clean the machinery

only twice a month. Supposing that it takes two or even three

hours to clean machinery, the loss of time and work tliat would be

entailed would be four to six hours in a month. It may be possible

to make up this time during the month ; but if it is not possible to

do this, it docs not seem to us a loss so serious as to prejudice the

passing of a measure which is of such great importance to the com-
fort and well-being of the mill-hands. An exception will have to

be made in regard to the employment of artificers, who arc on Sun-

days engaged in overhauling the machinery and undertaking repairs.

A general working day for adult males not required.—In regard to

tlic question—“ Do the male operatives desire that a general working

day sliall be fixed by law ?’*—we would reply that, taking the

evidence obtained by us as a whole, the operatives desire that the

present working day,—daylight to dusk—should be continued.

Some intelligent mill-hands have, no doubt, expressed a wish to have

fixed hours ; but others—and these arc the poorer operatives—ob-

ject very decidedly to any alteration in the present arrangement
which is likely to reduce their wages.

General working day not demanded nor advisable.—To the en-

quiry—“If this change is not desired by the operatives themselves,

do the conditions utulcr which they work demand that it should be

adopted ?”—we give it as our opinion that there is nothing in the

conditions under which Indian operatives woik which calls for any
legislative restrictions as to the hours an adult male may choose to

work. Nor can we conceive any conditions which can ever call for

State interference in this matter. The operatives of India are at

present too ignorant to appreciate the full significance of this step

which threatens to deprive them of what has always been considered

the inalienable right of every man to do what he may please with
his time, and which has hitherto left him to be the best judge of

what is necessary for his health and requirements. If the Indian

operative is too ignorant to appreciate the great issues involved in

this (question, his Engliih fcllow-woi kman is not. The mill-hands wh<i

work in similar textile manufactures in England have declared in a

very emphatic manner that they will have no interference in the hours
they choose to work, and rather than submit to any restrictions on
this subject will sever llicir connection with the other labour unions

which aic now a*lv(;cating the eight hours’ movement. 'Vaking I

all these reasons into consideration, the Government would not,

in our opinion, be justified in legislating in this matter.

General suggestions made for the benefit of operatives.— It would
be a niaitcr for deep regret if, with such exceptional opportunities
lor learning the wishes and .requirements of operatives, we con-
cluded our labours without referring to those points which, although
th(7 cannot be considered subjects for legislation, are nevertheless
of sufiieicnt importance to the mill-hands, and therefore deserving
the attention of Government and the sympathetic consideration
of the cmplo\ crs of factory labour :

(1)

Rcicrencc has been made in paragraph 24 of this report to

the great inconvenience experienced by the operatives oi Bom-
bay in finding out the rime at which they ought to start fur

their work. It is obviously impossible that the Bombay Municipa-
lity, in the interest of the public, can allow 50 or 60 factories to

keep blowing their whistles at odd times between 4 and 6 a. m.
Oil the other hand, to deprive the operatives of all chance of warn-
ing as to the time is a great hardship to 40 or 50,000 of the ratc-

IlolioiVity's the complaints peculiar lo females these Pills

are unrivalled. Their use by the fair sex has become so constant for

the removal of their ailments that rare is the household that is without

them. Amongst all classes, from the domestic servant to the peeress,

universal favour is accorded to these renovating Pills
;
their invigorating

and purifying piopetties render them sak^ and invaluable in all eases
;

they may be taken by females of all ages for any di.sorgani2ation or

irregulaiity oi the system, speedily removing the cause and restoring

the sufferer to robust health. As a family medicine they are un-

approachable for subduing the maladies of young and old.

payers of the Municipality. We would suggest that the Munici-
pality should allow that kind of whisle which causes the lease

annoyance to be used once in the morning for each manufacturing
centre in Bombay. The Mill-owners* Association might fix on the

mill which would be the most convenient one for using this whistle
for the whole neighbourhood. If a proper calendar showing the
hours of dayliglit was used, and this warning whistle sounded half
an hour or three-quarters of an hour, or even one hour, before the
beginning of work, it would meet the necessities of the mill-hands
and give them what they greatly want now—the exact time at

which the mill will begin work. The Municipality might, with*
such an arrangement, allow even a second whistle to be sounded
five minutes before the mills commence work, but this does not
appear so essential as the first warning.

(2) In their petition to Government, the mill-hands of Bombay
have asked that they should be paid their inomhly wages on the
15th of the month following that for which it is due. In our
opinion, this is a moderate and just request. It still allows the
employers to keep 15 days* pay in hand, while it saves the opera-
tivo tlie ruinous interest he now has to pay to the money-lenders
and grain merchants. While the mill-owners save 5 or 6 per cent,
per annum on this money, the operatives lose from 15 to 100 per
cent, on the wages they have actually earned. It only requires the
mill-owners to observe the general rule on the subject to have this

grievance removed.

(3) In the petition above' referred to the mill-hands ask that

operatives injured, either temporarily or permanently, by the
machinery should be provided for. In regard to this subject we
find that in most of the large factories it is the practice to allow
the injured man cither the whole or half his pay during the time
he is under treatment. In some factories the philanthropic owners
have started a provident fund into which they credit all fines

realized from the workmen and all salaries unpaid from any cause.
From this fund operatives disabled by injury or disease arc sup-
ported in comfortable circumstances. We commend this subject to

the favourable consideration of employers.

(4) If our suggestion that children should be employed as half-

timers is adopted, it will be found most important to provide some
means of instruction during two or three of the spare hours that

the children arc o If work. It is not for us to discuss here the ad-

vantages of elementary education, and general control and super-

vision of the rising generation of operatives. These arc too ob-

vious to require any advocacy from us ; what we would say is, that

Local Governments and Municipalities should meet mill-owners

half-way and do, as is done in regard to children under other cir-

cumstances— contribute half the cost of teaching factory children.

Supposing, for instance, that a mill employing 100 children spends
R. 16 a month for two teachers, the Municipality or Government
should cloublc this 8uI)Scription and provide two more teachers.

Looking at it from a pecuniary point of view, the expenditure is

so trifling that we cannot doubt that schools would he started with-

out delay in connection with all mills employing a large number of

children. It was not to be expected that a school started under the

present circumstances could be a success. For it is impossible that

a tired and jaded child can work his brain to any useful purpose
after his body has been thoroughly worn out with physical exertion.

(5) 'J'he operatives are unanimous in thinking that something
ought to be done to provide them with medical advice and medicines
at the factory. When a man is employed from dawn till dusk, he

has no time to go to the charitable dispensary for medical aid.

This is a matter of considerable importance in a tropical country,
where people of all classes are liable to suffer from what at first arc

slight ailments due to climatic causes, but which, if they arc not

brought under early treatment and cured, pass on to fatal forms of
disease. Happily, we find in most of the mills about Calcutta and
in some in Bombay, Ahmedabad, and Cawnporc, that mill-owners

have already provided for medical ad,vicc and treatment for their

operatives. We desire to bring this object to the consideration of

those employers of factory labour who have not yet adopted a dis-

pensary system. The cost is trifling, whereas the benefit to the

health of the operatives, and therefore to their power of work, is

very great. In this connection we ought to mention that we have

been supplied by Dr. B. S. Shroff with a pamphlet jidvocating a

scheme for the provident and medical relief of mill-hanSs in Bombay.
We commend this subject to the notice of mill-owners and to those

interested in the welfare of the operatives.

In conclusion, we hope we may be allowed to say that we have

been profoundly impressed with the vast and far-reaching benefits

which the people of India are deriving from the development and
prosperity of the great industries which we have seen on our tour

through the country. It would, in our judgment, be a great calami-

ty if by any injudicious recommendations or unnecessary restrictioua

the prosperity of those industries was endangered.

A. S. Lethbridge, Fresident,

* PiYARi Mohan Mukharji,

SORABJEB S. BeNGALLEE,

Muhammad Husain.

Hmhexis
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WOj#dERFUL MEDICINE.

BEECHES PILLS
'V! A REuniversullyad-

mitted to be worth
A GUINEA A BOX.
For Bilious and Ner-
vous Disorders, such
as Wind and Pain in

the Stomach, Sick

Headache, Giddiness,
Fulness and Swelling
after Meals, Dizziness

and Drowsiness, Cold
Chills, Flushings of

Heat,Lossof Appetite,
Shortness of Breath,

Costiveness, Scurvy and Blotches on the Skin,

Disturbed Sleep, Frightful Dreams, and all

Nervous and Trembling Sensations, &c.

gEECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

EECHAM’S PILLS

The first dose will

f^ive relief in twenty
minutes. This is no fic-

tion,f()r they have done
it in countless cases.

Every sudforer is

earnestly requested to

try one Box of these

Pills, and they will be
acknowledged to be

WORTHAGUINEA
A BOX

For females of all

agc.s these Pills are

invaluable. No female

should be without

them. There is not a

medicine to be found

to ecjual them for re-

moving any obstruc-

tion or irregularity of

the system. If taken

according to the di-

rections given with

each box they will

soon restore females

of all ages to sound
a n d robust health.

This has been proved

b y lhou.sands who
have tried them, and
found t h e beneliis

which are ensured by

their use.

For a Weak Sto-

mach, Impaired Di-

gestion, and all Disor-

ders of the Liver, they

act like magic, and a

few doses will b e

found to work won-

ders on the most im-

portant organs in the

h u m a n Machine.

They strengthen the

whole muscular sys-

tem, restore the long

lost complexion, bring

back the keen edge of

appetite, and arouse

into action with the

rosebud of health the

whole physical eneigy

of the human frame.

These are facts testified

to continually by mem-
bers of all classes of

society, and one of the

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

npvrHAM><! PUTS socieiy. one »'gEECHAM S 1 1LL!>
t<. the

T»iri,'ruAM><! PriIS Nervous itnd Debilitn-gEECHAM S PILLS> BEECHAM’S

TrpiTPU AM’t5 pn I S PILLS thegEECHAMS PILL&
Saif of an^

gEECHAM’S PILLS

SoT.R Aoents for India :

NAYLOR, SON, ORIMES A 00.

Wholesale DepSt.js, Clive Street,

CALCUTTA

:

Notice
^ „

TTHESE Pills can be obtained at all Bazaara

throughout India, or from the Whole and

Agents, Naylor, Son, Grimes ^ Co., at sale

followlog.rates ix. i}id, size, Re. 1-2, the.

2J. orf. tilt. Rs» a-4 per box, including V.-I

Post SNpkeepcrs can obtain Wliolcsale

Ratet,.apon application*

MILITARY SECRETARY’S
OFFICE

NOTIFICATION.
Calcutta, the gth December, iS()o.

His Excellency the Viceroy and Gov^

ernor-General will hold a Levk at Gov-

ernment House, Calcutta, on Tuesday,

the 16th December, iSpo, at g-30 p.m.

All Civil and Militaej Officers, and
the Native Officers of the Native Regi-

ments of the Garrison are invited to

attend.

Gentlemen purposing to attend th^

Levle are requested to send their cards to

the Aide-de-Camp in Waiting not later

than Thursday, the nth December, iSgn,

after which “ No Cards ” will be received,

and to bring with them to the Levt^e tivo

cards, with their names legibly written

on them—one to be given on entering the

Government House, and the other to the

Aide-de-Camp in Waiting at the time df
presentation.

Gentlemen who have not already been

presented at the Court of St. James or at

Government House will be good enough

to add the names of Gentlemen xvho tvid

present them.

Gentlemen tvcaring uniform will ap-

pear in full dress.

Gentlemen not tvearing uniform will

appear in evening dress.

The carriages of Gentlemen (except

such as have the Private Entrde) attend-

ing the Levde will enter by the North-

East Gate, set doivn under the Grand
Staircase, and pass out by the North-

West Gate.

By Command,

WILLIAM BERESFORD, Lt-Coloncl,

Military Secretary to the Viceroy.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.

Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern s/iort 7oiud/rfg Key\e.sH Railway Regulat-

ors, of small ii\ze,jewe//eU, enamelled dials, bold

figures and Canadian Gold hands, with tem-

pered machinery and dust tight hinged cases

for Rs. 7*8 per V. P. P. wiih spare

glass, spring, box and guarantee. W.\rranied

to staiul rough usage. Can be easily rep.iired'

Have no appearance of cheapness about

them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr.

A. R. Mehta fnim Baiulora says The

7-8 watch I purchased from you two years

b.ack, givej> correct time as yet.” Acting Sti-

perinteiuient, (foveinment Farm, Khandesh,

,j,ys ;
—“A watch maker lias valued your

Ks. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J, .Sutcliffe, K.

W. Fttsi. Regt., Lucknow, says Some valued

it at Rs. 15 and were completely surprised when

I told them it only costs Rs. 7'S.” Pretty

Canadian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com

plete shirt Studs and Rings set with scientific

diamonds, rubies, &c., at R.s. 2 each. Mr. J.

A. Yelsmorc, Satur, says “ The best gold-

smith of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. lo.’» Mr. G.

Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, says “ A

German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 *^od

the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA

TRADING COm BOMBAY.

IN THE PRESS.

Uniform with “ Travels & Voyagei.in Bengal

ESSAYS BY A BEAHMAN
IN

Politios, Sociology, History, & Literature

UY
I

the Author of “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal.”

Calcutta.

Reis &* Rayyei Office.

PRICE:

To Subscribers paying before publication Rs. 4

„ mere registering subscribers ... 1, 5

„ Ordinary purchasers ... ... n ^

Apply to the Manager, Reis and Rayyet,

i,Uckoor Diitl’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

FOR SALE

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs-

Cloth Bound Rs* 5 *^-

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS i VOYAGES IN BENGAL
lU'TWEKN

Calcutta and Independent 7 ipperah,

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEE,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

JMtcrly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Managfer, *^REIS & RAYYET’*

I, Uckoor Dint’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

A
ny Photograph transferred to porcelain

and thus rendered permanent, Apply to

R. Hotz,*

13-5, Goverurneni Place, Calcutta.

.JEYES’ rEllFECT PURIFIEll

OBTAINED

Thirty-three I’rizo Medals and First Class Certi-

ficates and was specially appointed by the

Royal Commission for the Colonial and Indian

Kxhibition in 1886, where not a single case of

illness occurred amongst the native nitisaiis

there employed.

Authorized by the Government of India ;

and largely used by the Calcutta and other

Municipalities.

Sanctioned

by Her Majestys Board of Trade.

Used in the Royal Households, by Her Majes-

ty’s Government Establishments, by the Cor-

poration of London, Parochial Vestries, .Smith-

field and Billingsgate Markets, Peninsular

and Oiiental and other Steam Navigation

Companies, the Railway Companies, Principal

Hospitals, &c.

:-.DYCE, NICOL & CO.,

3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta.
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“IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF."

All who sujer find sure relief from

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven oiu from the system

AcuteRheumatism and RheumaticGout,

After ye;irs of semi-he!plessness and suflfer-

injc; while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS,

LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACHE,

SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

for these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbe

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE,
Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The Manrellons Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

Jesuit speak for itself.

The Oriental B-alm is used by the best Phy-

sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

home.s. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at / Rc. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistrcct & Co.,

R. Scott Thompson Sc Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.
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Cheapest and Perfect Time
KeepingWatch in theWorld.

A /I our WatcJies Guaranteed for 2 years.

:phioei IIS. 0-8.

• A strong accurate Keyless open-face Watch

in nickel silver case.

Runs 30 Hours with one winding, short wind,

Regulated to a minute a month. Bold hands

and figures, enameled dial, sunk second hand,

set from outside. It has a jewelled visible

compact escapement. Can be repaired by any

watch-maker for a trifle. Is a thoroughly re-

liable Machine-made Watch, in velvet lined

spring case.

Do. Do. Ladies’ Wrist Watch. Price... 8 8

Do. Gent’s Lever movement, fully

jewelled Chronometer balance to

prevent variation in extremes of tem-

perature. Price ... ... 13 o

Do, Hunter do. ... ... ... 13 8

Chain.

White Metal Albert Chains, standing

acid. Of all Patterns ... ... i 4

Imitation Guinea Gold do. ... ... 2 o

Canadian do. ... ,..30

Repairs of Watches, Jewellery, &c.

We give our greatest attention to every kind

of repairs, stone settings, Waltham and Water-

bury including, as we always employ a staff of

the most skilful workmen for our jobbing dept.,

our charges arc based upon the very lowest

calculations.

P. K. MOITRA,

Late Manager, Waterbury Watch Depot.,

37, Musjidbari-slreet, Calcutta.

UUST PUBLISHED.

Congress Sketches: A Review

OF THE

SPEECHES AND THE SPEAKERS

AT THE

Fourth Indian National Congress

Held at Allahabad.

Reprinted with additions and alterations from

Reis Rayyet

With a portrait of Mr. George Yule, President.

Sold by the publishers C. P. Varma, and'

at the office of the Advocate^ af Lucknow, and

at the office of ** Reis & Rayyet ”

for 8 Annas a copy, besides postage,

H. PORNARO & 00.,

Contractors, Builders. EngiaMlV, Arti*

flcial Stone and Tile Masulhdtnren.

77, Convent Road, Entally.

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

‘‘Limited.’^

This Company’s Steamer “INDIA”
will leave Calcutta for Assam on Tuesday, the
i6ih instant.

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel
should be sent to the Company’s Godowns
at Juggannauth Ghat, not later than 5 P.M.
of Saturday, the I3ih instant.

Cachar Line.

The steamer “THIKAK” of this line will

leave Calcutta for Cachar on the 23rd instant
(Tuesday) for which cargo will be received until

5 P.M. of .Saturday the 20th instant.

Assam Despatch Service from
Goalundo

and

Daily Mail Steamer Service from
Dhubri to Debrooghur.

A daily service is maintained from Goalun-
do and Dhubri for passengers and light goods
traffic, i, e.y packages not weighing over half a
ton. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival

of the previous night’s 9-30 P. M. train (Madras
time) from Sealdah, and Dhubri on arrival ol

the mails.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to
almost ail stations can be booked through from
or to Calcutta vid Goalundo or Kannia with

the Eastern Bengal State and connected Rail-

ways—Passengers and Parcels vid Kannia
only.

All particulars as to rates of freight and
passage by all the above mentioned Services to

be had on application to

—

MACNEILL & CO.,

Agents,

1-2, Clive Ghat Street.

Calcutta, the I3lh December, 1890.
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AND
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Half-yearly ... „

Quarterly ... „

Monthly ... „

Single or sample Copy,,

Rs. 12

7

4
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RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
Advertisements (three columns to the page and

103 lines to the column) arc charged by the

space taken up, at the rate of 4 annas a linc^

each insertion. The lowest charge for any ad-

vertisement IS Rs. 2, except Domestic Occur-

rences, the lowest charge for which is Rs. 5.

Special rates forikntracts.

No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

will be charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at the rate of 4 annas a month or

Rs. 3, a year.

Business Communications (post paid) to

be directed to “The Manager,” and Literary

Communications and books and pamphlets

(carriage paid) to “The Editor” of “Reis

& Rayyet,”

Office : /, Uckoor DutPs Lane^ Wellington
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

A SONG OF AUTUMN.

All through the golden weather

Until the autumn fell,

Our lives went by together

So wildly and so well.

But autumn’s wind uncloses

The heart of all your flowers
;

I think as with the roses,

So hath it been with ours.

Like some divided river

Your ways and mine will be,

To drift apart for ever,

For ever till the sea.

And yet for one word spoken,

One whisper of regret,

The dream had not then broken,

And love were with us yet.

Rknnell Rood.

We were standing under the plum tiee,

And Kich.'ird said something low,

But I was tired and flustered,
,

And trembled, [ almost know
;

For old Red is the hardest of milkers,

And Brindle’s so horribly slow.

And that—let me see—where was I ?

Oh, the stars grew thick overhead.

And we two stood under the plum tree.

Till the chickens flew up to bed.

Well, he loved me, and we’re to be married

And that is—about what he said.

A CONJUGAL PASSAGE-AT ARMS.

A CERTAIN man, to dissipate

The heat and other cares,

Essayed to draw some cider kept

Beneath his cellar stairs.

Before he started down his wife

To him a pitcher handed
;

But tripping up he tumbled down,

And at the bottom landed.

WHAT HE SAID.

Oh, yes, I’ll tell you the story—

The very words that were said,

You see the supper was cooking,

And I was slicing some bread,

And Richard came into the pantry
;

His face was exceedingly red.

He opened his half-shut fingers,

And gave me the glimpse of a ring
;

And then—oh. yes, I remember,

The kettle began to sing,

And Fanny came in with her baby*—

The cunningest bit of a thing.

And the biscuits were out in a minute

Well, what came next ? Let me see—

Oh ! Fanny was there with the baby,

And we all sat down to tea,

And grandma looked over her glasses

So queer at Richaid and me.

But it wasn’t till after milking

That he said what he had to say,

How was it ? Oh, Fanny had taken

. The baby and gone away—

The funniest rogue of a fellow—

He bad a new tooth that day.

“My dear, the pitcher did you break } ”

Came downstairs sharp and shrill
;

Then crii'^hing down his wrath, he cried

—

« No it, but I will,”

Then pitcher which, indeed, escaped

Uninjured by the fall,

He hurled with all his strength and smashed

Against the cellar wall.

News and Our Comments.

On a recent occasion, Cardinal Manning gave expression to the follow-

ing sentiment :

—

f Men become whnt their rulers make them. Penal Codes make
loyal men disloyal. The greater the power, the greater should be the

humanity and the tolerance shown to those whom ages had brought

low.”

A noble truth nobly expressed, to be taken all the same cum s^rano

salis.

#
* *

The Fabian Society is agitating for a legislative curtailment of the

enormous interest oftentimes charged by the Marwaris, We are afraid

it will take more than Fabian time to bring the idea within the four

corners of an Act.

• •

The British Medical Journal recommends “ India as a Winter Re-

sort” to Englishmen suffering from bronchitis or asthma, giving prefer-

^uhseribtrt in the cmntrv are reatusted to remit by postal mon^ orders, ifpossible, as tju safest and most^venimt

medium, particularly as it ensures acknowledgment through tJu Department. No other receipt vnU be

given any other being unnecessary, and likely to cause confusion.
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ence to the climate of Bombay. Let our Anglo-Indian friends look

out for more friends and connections than ever to be billetted on them*
•

• •

Sir Edwin Arnold, from his retreat in Japan, has sent forth “The

Light of the World,” which will be published simultaneously in Lon-

don and New York in January.

# •

Mr. H. Holmwood has been confirmed as Inspector-General of Re-

gistration.

* *

Benjamin Franklin left a will by which he bequeathed to

each of the cities of Boston and Philadelphia, for the benefit of young

married artificers, to be advanced to them in 5 per cent loans. The in-

terest was to accumulate for 100 years, when ;^ioo,ooo out of the fund

was to be applied for municipal improvements. The completion of the

century finds the Boston fund at 400,000 dols. and that of the Philadel-

phia at 150,000 dols. only. The heirs have now applied for the break-

ing of the will andjdivision of the money. There are some fifty of these

vultures.

•
• •

There are only three forms of carriages with three kinds of fare on

the Oudh and Rohilkund Railway—the Upper, Intermediate and

Lower. It too long resisted the progress on the other Railways,

and one by one it is adopting the conveniences oflfered elsewhere.

For one thing, fiom the first January next, it introduces a second class

for passengers.

The proprietor and editor of Tut~t Hind^ Meerut, is in trouble. He
was piosecuicd for defaming Karain Eiahi and Abdul Gunni, mer-

chants, in the Punchy a supplement of the said journal. The Joint-

Magistrate found him guilty and sentenced him to six months* simple

imprisonment and.Rs. 500 fine. The Judge has admitted an appeal

and bailed out the editor.

• •

The two Italians sent*out by the Secretary of State to develope the

wine industry in Cashmere, have arrived. One will superintend the

cultivating opcialions and the other the manufacture of wine.

• •

The new American tariff has proved disastrous to the mother-of-pearl

industry of Austria. Nearly 6,000 persons in Vienna and its suburbs

engaged in the production of small mother-of-pearl buttons are out of

employment.

• •

In Bombay, one Ballia Bhulia thiew out of a window twenty feel high

his infant son, as ne conceived that the child was in conspiracy with

a mill manager to ruin him. The child fractured its skull and was

removed to hospital.

At the Worchestershire Assizes, Symmonds, a youth of twenty, pleaded

guilty to commiliing a felonious assault upon .i girl of his age, and was
sentenced by Mr. Justice Cane to six years’ penal servitude. Symmonds
had no idea of the gravity of the offence when he admitted it or of the

punishment involved, and he spoke accordingly to the Visiting Justices

at the goal. They look pity on him and communicated with the Judge,

who once more allowed him to plead to the charge. This lime,

Symnonds pleaded not guilty, the Jury too found him not guilty, and the

Judge acquitted him. In India, persons are not unofien punished on

confession extorted, and instances arc not wanting when men have been
hanged whom the High Court found not guilty of murder.

« *

Act IX of i860—to make provision for the speedy determination of

cciiain disputes between workmen engaged in railway and other public

works and their employers—has been extended to the district of Man-
bhum in the Chota Nagpur Division.

The Siberian Railway, which has been sanctioned, will be 1,967;^ miles

long. The cost, including rolling stock, has been esiiinated at ^£9,000
per mile, or a total of 18,300,000.

The Bengal Government has notified that

“ Eveiy Census officer may ask of all persons within the limits of the
local area fur wliicli he is appuaued such questions as may be neces-

sary to enable him to fill, in respect of each of such persons, the
particulars required by the following form of schedule ; but no census
officer shall insist upon recording the nakie of any woman if there is

any objection to giving it, or ask to see any female who is not voluntari-

ly produced before him, or ask for any information not reoiiired

for the purposes of the census, such as the amount of any persoirs in-

come or the name of any woman’s husband.”

The form of schedule provides for

1. Serial number and name.

2. Religion.

3. Sect of religion.

4. Caste of Hindus and Jains. Tribe or race of others.

5. Sub-division of caste, dec.

6. Male or female.

7. Age.

8. Married, unmarried or widowed.

9. Parent tongue,

10. Birth, district, province or country.

11. Occupation or means of subsistence.

12. Learning, literate or illiterate.

13. Language known by literate.

14. If any person be insane, deaf-mute from birth, totally blind or

a leper.

• #

In Rome it is the correct thing to comport like the natives. Such is

the European teaching. Our Indian Prince in Europe, (assuming the

correctness of the following account in the English papers) has only

proved his docility and paid the sincerest homage to those among

whom he is sojoiuning :
—

“ Mrs. Elizabeth Williams, or Ross, of Stamford Street, London, is

taking proceedings at Edmbuigh against His Highness Sir Bhngvat

I

i>inghji, the Thakorc Sahib of Gondol, at present residing in Delgiave-
crescent, Edinburgh, for payment of £^0 per annum as aliment for her
child, and j^2,ooo as damages for alleged seduction. In 1887, die
pursuer was housemaid at a house in Chester Square, London, winch
was rented by the Tlmkore. He left for India in August, 1887. Sho»t-

ly afterwards she married George R(»ss, to whom she had been engaged
for several months. In February, 1888, she gave birth to a male child.

The Thakore, who is at present studying medicine in Edinbuigh
University, denies her charges. He says, he is an Indian by birth,

and his domicile and home are in India
;
the pursuer is English by

birth, and has no right or title to bring such an action. Lord Stor-
inouth Darling sent the case to the Roll fur discussion of the questions
of law.”

His Highness received great kudos for patriotism in leaving his

country for his country’s good. And no doubt it was a humane, if

somewhat quixotic, idea far a ruler in these days to go and reside

abroad to study medicine for the ultimate benefit of his people. He
has now made the crowning sacrifice— of character—in his zeal fur know-

ledge and desire for practical familiarity with gynecology and obstetrics.

As for the litigious defence set up by him, that must be the

prompting of some impudent pettifogger among the natives. We do not

suppose he canies in his travelling establishment a Katiawar mooktear.

We write the word “ natives ” in that connection advisedly. It is

something to be in the same boat with the supercilious Saxon—even

as a stowaway. It is a great temptation to the “ natives ” to

make the most of the opportunity to call the British by the same
despised name, with or without the dash. Now that we have ex-

perimentally shown that the Europeans may be and indeed are, natives,

we hope our friends like J. Ghosal and other Esquires will consent

to be natives, and our brothers like the Indian Mirror will be spared

the everlasting torture of correcting the English language and altering

“ native ” and “ natives ” wherever they occur to “ Indian ” and “ In-

dians ” and noting the change in every instance.

•
• •

In common with our morning contemporaries, we committed, last

week, the mistake of announcing the rejection by Senate of Mr.

Justice Norris’ proposals about the selection of Tagore Law Professor.

The new rules were passed, and the initial selection is vested in five

of the Law Faculty, the candidates furnishing a synopsis of their

proposed lectures. The new rules arc ^
1. In the month of May in each year, the Faculty of Law shall

select not more than three subjects, upon one of which the Professor

for the following year shall be required to deliver a course of at least

twelve lectures. ' s

2. Immediately after the subject or subjects shall have been thus

selected, advertisements shall be published in such newspapers as the

Syndici^te may think proper, stating the subject or subjects so selected,

and inviting applications from candidates for the Professorship.

3. Candidates shall send in their applications to the Registrar on

or before the ist May following, and each candidate shall forward with
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hit application one hundred copiet of a brief synopsis of his orooosed

5B’'"

^ shall consider the

s&Si?s4tT,".'i;,£. »"

AugusI'**
*»'« P>ac« •“ ‘he month of

commence to deliver his lectures in themonth of November next following his election, and shall complete
tSe delivery thereof in the following January. His salary shall be
paid in twelve equal monthly instalments : the firsi instalment to be
paid on the first day of the month following that in which the first
lecture is delivered.

7. The Professor shall send to the Registrar a complete manuscript
copy of his lectures within five months from the commencement of the
delivery thereof.

Why not fix a fee for candidature? It does not matter, if the Act of
Incorporation allows it or not. The hundred copies of a brief synopsis
involve an outlay, and the Tagore business is a distinct business though
managed by the University.

How the Salt Law is all grasping and how cruelly it is worked, will

appear from the two following judgments of the Bombay High Court
(Birdwood and Parsons, J. J,)

;

—

“Mr. Justice Birdwood, in delivering the judgment of the Court in
the case of Deoki, woman, said :—The Magistrate does not find that
the salt was originally contraband. On the contrary, he distinctly says
that there is no proof that the accused separated from earth the three
tolas of salt found in her hou.se, and there is nothing to show that her
own story is not true. She says that her child poured some water into
the pot in which she kept her salt, thus melting it, and that, not wishing
Co lose the salt, she put the brine on the fire, and evaporated the water,
thus producing dry salt. The heating of the brine was certainly ‘pro-
cess’ by which the salt was ‘ separated from brine,’ and fell, theremre,
within the definition of * manufacture ’ contained in Section 3 (^) of
the Bombay Salt Act, 1890. Rut in the circumstances of the case, a
fine of Rs. 10, with 8 d»»ys’ rigorous imprisonment, in default of pay-
ment, was excessive and wholly disproportioned to the character of the
offence, (See also our judgment in Criminal Reference. No. 132 of
1890 of this day’s date). We reduce the fine to one anna, and award
one hour’s imprisonment in default of payment of the fine. Any sum
levied from the accused in excess of eight annas to be refunded.”

“ Mr. Justice Birdwood, in delivering the judgment of the Court in

the case of Malamma, woman, said ;—The accused bought some dirty
salt in the bazer, and in order to clear it, dissolved it in water, which
she boiled after removing all particles of dirt from it. She thus ob-
tained some clear dry salt. The process by which the salt was separat-
ed from the brine falls within the definition of ‘ manufacture’ contained
in Section 3 (./r)

of the Bombay Salt Act, 1890, and as the accused had
obtained no license to manufacture salt under Section ii, her act is

punishable under Section 47. But, in the circumstances of the case,
the fine of Ks. 15, with ten days’ imprisonment in defiuilt, appears to us
to be excessive and wholly disproportioned to the character of the
ofience, especially as the Act has only come into foice recently, .and
contains a new definition of the word ‘ manufacture,’ which will ap-
parently convert into crimes some perfectly innocent practices connect-
ed with the use of salt for domestic purposes. We reduce the fine to

eight annas, and award one day’s simple imprisonment in <lefault of pay-
ment of the fine. Any sum levied from the accused in excess of eight

annas to be refunded.”

•
• «

A Baboo Pandit is welcome in the Indian Mirror to announce—
“ I purpose to prove, on the authority of the Vedas, that our Aryan

foref^athers knew the arts of telegraph and electricity. It will not be

out of place here to state that fans or balloons for airial navigation

were not unknown to our Aryan Rishis in the Vedic age, the full parti-

culars of which I intend to write in another letter.”

Meanwhile, to prove his point as to telegraphy, he, with the help of

our contemporary’s Devils, offers' some gibberish by way of a mantra

of the Rig Veda. Of this unutterable arrangement of Roman typo-

graphy, our modern Sankar—such is the name of Baboo Pandit— sup-

plies’a translation out of all proportion to the quantity of the so-called

mantram quoted.. Pandit Tarka Churamani had better take care of

his laurels. Here at last, in the same field with him, is an tx postfacto

discoverer bolder than he.

Notes, Leaderettes, and
Our Own News.

The Irish squabble is developing into a Donnybrook Fair business. If

tar and feathers have not yet been brought into requisition, eyes are

being stopped with lime paste. Mr. Parnell still fights for the leadership
of his party, but he is distinctly losing his head. Perhaps he understands
his people, and is constrained to reduce himself to their level. On his

way from Dublin to Cork, on the 12th, he harangued at the railway

stations. It w.as not the march of a conquering hero. At Mallow station,

a hostile crowd attacked his carriage with sticks. A grand reception,

however, awaited him at Cork. The same welcome he found at

Kilkenny. There was besides a torch-light procession in his honor.

Notwithstanding these evidences of popularity, Mr. Parnell is ill at

case. Addressing an elective meeting in tiie Kilkenny district, he gave
vent to his spleen by calling the seceders the gutter sparrows and
miserable scum whom he had rescued from obscurity. This enraged
the anti-Parnellites the more. Several uproarious meetings were held

at Tipperary and Newry and a resolution passed condemning Mr.
Parnell. Mr. Michael Davitt and Dr. Tanner surprised Mr. Parnell at

a meeting at Rathdownly. They held a rival meeting. Mr. Parnell

was uncomfortable and left and was hooted. They kept him pursuing.

Whenever he went, they were there to oppose him. There was a regular

fight at Ballynakil and Castlecomer. Mr. Davitt on his side led

the attacks. He was badly bruised at the latter place. Mr. Parnell

suffered too. Mud mixed with lime was thrown into his eyes and he
returned to Kilkenny suffering intense pain, where he kept bed for a day
or two and then addressed a meeting with his eyes bandaged. His
popularity is on the wane. The freedom of the city of Edinburgh
presented him on a former occasion has been annulled.

'——<>*00

Notwithstanding the shortness of notice, the rush at the Lcvrfe on
Tuesday night was great. From 9.30 to ii, there was a continuous

stream of men to bow to the representative of Her Majesty.

The engineering for the drawing of of the affluent by the public entree,

through the great House up and down, into the Throne Room, past

the Presence, and conveying it out, till it is discharged on the great
flight of stairs in front, has of late years much improved. There was
a departure this time in the compulsory detention on the stairs which
had a distinctly, if mildly, penal aspect. It is not the same as en-
forced stay in a furnished and bnllianlly lighted up room. Every care

should be taken to prevent dead-lock. The ceicinony is simple, and
yet it is a trial to both sides, specially to the Personage who, standing

up from the Viccroyal Throne, receives the homage of privileged sub-

jects to the Sovereign. As every one is interested in going through
his duty as quickly as possible, and as no one is detained in the Pre-

sence Chamber, there is no reason why a continuous flow cannot be
maintained. It is no doubt difficult to manage a great mob of gentle-

men, combining the restlessness and hurry of the European with the

sluggishness of the Asiatic, but knowledge and skill move vast armies
in the field, and the men on board a man cf war do not knock against

and cripple one another. As yet, we are at the beginning of

conscious Imperial Rule. With the completion of the railways and
other communications, and the development of education and com-
merce, the Lev^e of England’s Viceroy in the East will be more and
more crowded. At presant, it is rather of a private party confined,

for the most part, to the personal entourage. It is a meeting
of Europeans mostly. The numbers this year were as follows : Private

Entire, 31 nalivss and 82 Europeans ; Public Kntrt'e, 379 natives and
884 Europeans

;
New Presentations 49 natives and 159 Europeaii,s, or

a total of 459 natives and 1125 Europeans.

It will be different when it becomes a national affair. Then the

Hollowafs Ointment and Pills are beyond all doubt the most valu-

able and most convenient medicines that travellers can take across the

seas to distant climes, for chafngc of climate and the new conditions and

surroundings of life to which they will be exposed will assuredly give

rise to great disturbances of the system and to such especial morbid

states of the blood and constitution generally as will render the use of

these effectual remedies highly necessary, for they will find in them a

ready and safe means of relief in most of the diseases which afflict the

human race, and with them at hand they may be said to have a physi-

cian always at their call.

European clement will dwindle to numerical insignificance. Indeed,

when the people come to know their lord, then even the great Palace,

built by the large soul of Wellesley against the peddling views of hi*;

masters of the East India Company, who condemned it as a grotesque

extravagance, will not suffice for the Viceroy, unless at least a vast

separate place is raised for the reception of his Durbaris.

Being a native paper, we are not privileged to pry into or speak of

the Drawing Room. That is a matter specially reserved for the

]guropean press^even as news.
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The Hon’ble Sir Charles Alfred Elliott, K.c.s.1., assumed the Lieute-

rant-Government of the Bengal Division of the Presidency of Fort

William, on Wednesday, the lyih December 1890, under the usual

salute. The Bengal Secretariat was closed on the occasion. The

Gazette Extraordinary announcing the assumption, therefore, we be-

lieve, is dated the next day.

His first appointments are :

—

Mr. Percy Comyn Lyon to be Private Secretary to the Lieuienant-

Govefhor of Bengal.

Captain John William Currie to be an Aid-de-Camp on the per-

sonal slaflf of the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal.

Captain Alfred Granville Burne Turner to be an Extra Aide-dc-Camp

on the personal staff of the Lieutenaut-Goveinor of Bengal.

.Sir Steuart Bayiry, having made over chaige to Sir Charles Elliott,

left Calcutta the same evening for England ititi Bombay, by the otili-

nary mail train. A large number of ofilcials and tnm-ofticiaU—Euro-

pean and Native—headed by Sir Charles Elliott, crowded the Howrah

railway station to bid him good bye.

decoy hilimen were sent out to wheedle or bully Lienpunga and others

in. For, it was feared that a severe military demonstration might

fill the Chiefs with despair, driving them to the refuge of the far off

backwoods, only to return after the pursuer was withdrawn. The

‘^detectives” not returning. Lieutenant Cole, after a full day and

night’s stay, marched forward. Ultimatums had been sent not only to

Lienpunga but to lesser chiefs like Raja Thompony (a brother of

Raja Sukpilal) and Thanruma. Meanwhile, the whole neighbourhood

was stirred, thickets searched, and arms and ammunition discovered,

and the effect of this occupation and activity was that one fine evening

Lienpunga and all his ministers came in like good boys, and were

ail secured. This was on the 9th instant. Next morning, the column

marched back, receiving on the way Thompony’s surrender, and reach-

ing Fort Aij.il by evening. Thanruma is understood to have gone far

away into the heart of the Burma forests.

The captured chiefs will shortly be put on their trial.

The last municipal loan of ten lacs was highly successful. The origin-

al holders of the expiring loan had agreed to transfer about lyi lacs to

tills loan at Rs. 4 premium. The balance was taken up at 5-14 and 6.

Mr. a. Mackenzie, C.S.I., took chaige of the office of the Chief Com-

missioner of Burma from .Sir C. H. T. Crosthwaiie, on the forenoon of

the loth instant. Sir Charles Haukes Tadd Crosthwaite, K.C.s.i., in his

turn, being appointed an Ordinary Member of the Council of the

Governor-General of India, in place of Sir Chatles Elliott, took upon

himself the execution of his ofiice, on the 18th instant, under the

usual salute.

Mr, John Nugent, of the Bombay Civil Service, has been appointed an

Additional Member of the Governor-General’s Council for making Laws

and Regulations. The services of Mr. R. J. Crosthwaite, C.S.I.,

Judicial Commissioner of the Central Provinces, and Additional Mem-

ber of the Governor-General’s Council, have been placed at the dis-

posal of the Foreign Department.

The Lushai Revival is over, and the Lesser Supplement of our Little

War may be said to be at an end. The original war was provoked by

the incursions of the Lushais into the Chingri Valley. Of the offend-

ing tribes, R.ija Lienpunga was understood to be the most formidable

leader, and the chastisement of that Chief and others and the

security of the frontier in future were the principal objects of the British

expedition that last year penetrated the dense jungle in that quarter.

A simultaneous movement was made from two sides. While General

Tregear led his force up north from the Chittagong Hills, Mr. Daly

with his Assam Police went up the Dallessari river from Cachar.

The cautious and adequate arrangements and management of Gov-

ernment crushed the spirit of savage mischievousness in the bud,

insomuch that our warriors found no enemy to fight. The

Assam party, which had anticipated the grander military ex-

pedition, was particularly lucky in easily obtaining the submission

of several of the lesser chit^fs and recovering most of the captives.

But the great Lienpunga made his escape by running far away.

Thus the war was over and the columns and most of the men returned.

Unluckily, our Government had established two fortified outpo;>ts in

the heart of the Hills, and left the seeds of future complications in the

insufficient garrisons left therein. It was not in human nature, far less

in savage nature, to resist the temptation. So poor Captain Browne

was amused with trumpery appearances of peace and seciuity, while

the clans—Lienpunga iciuiined to animate tliein—m.idc a swoop upon

both isolated garrisons at once on the 9ih September last, the political

being the first victim. Hence the necessity of another military entry

into Lushailand and another beating of the bush. Accordingly, prepara-

tions have been making towards the march of regular troops about

the end of this month. Meanwhile, the business has been (piieily

forestalled and cheaply finished, let us hope, between the pluck of

Mr. Cole and the diplomacy of Mr. McCabe, Captain Browne’s suc-

cessor in political charge, who were ordered by the Assam Government

to try their hands at it. Lieutenant Cole went from Fort Aijal, wiili

100 of the Cachar Military Police, acc\ompanied by a military surgeon,

straight for Lienpunga’s present settlement. This was reached and

occupied the same evening without resistance, notwithstauding the

strong stockades built for the purpose along the march. Thence

The only important matter discussed at the last (Thursday) meeting

of the Commissioners, was the applic.uion of the gentleman holding the

position of As.se.Sj.or to the Corporation to open a market. Mr. Lee,

with the instinct of a Government servant and in the interest of good

government, was strongly opposed to supeiior officers of the

Corporation entering into trade. The Commisbioners found that the

matter h.ul too far advanced to refuse the iicen.se. Sanctions had al-

ready been given for building the inaikct and the applicant encouraged

to lay out a laige sum. Under the ciicumstances, it were, speaking

moderately, unfair to refuse the final permission. And yet wiiai

reasonable man will deny the justice of the contention lai.sed by the

new Chaiiman and supported by his great predecessor.^ We hope

the present case will not be allowed to form a precedent, without at

least a specific and thorough discussion. Baboo Norender Nath Sen

gave a very good reason for withdrawing his opposition to the gi anting

of the license when he said that practically the applicant is not joining

his post of Assessor to the Corporation. This was known to many of

the native Commissioners and, doubtless, Hccounts for the extraordinaii-

ly one-sided character of the voting. But it was worth telling in the

public interest. This information relieved some consciences and suU

farther swelled the votes for the permission.

The Jain defamation trial commenced on Thursday. Mr. Justice

Pigoi refused the application for a special jury. There arc 12 accused.

But It was decided to try them separately, at least to try one first.

The offence being compoundabie, the result of one trinl would shew

the course to be followed in the remaining eleven. Baboo Chutturpui

Singh, being the chief, was elected by the prosecution, and is now

being tried. He has escaped exhibition in the “zoo” apparatus which

is a teiror to so many honest souls and weak brethren, being allowed

to sit by his counsel. The two leading legal families, the Woodroffes

and the Evanses, counsel the prosecution, while Mr. Phillips alone

is the defender of the Faith— in Baboo Chuilurput.

If Baboo Chuttuiput is denied the assistance of counsel of his

comrades, there is a saving of cost. •

Sriman SwAMi is dead !—Long live Srinian .Swami I This rare bird

of a Brahman, who purposes to invade England to wean John Bull

from his national Roast Beef, has, after an ornithoiogic pre-

decessor of antiquity, risen from his ashes. He has STinpiy cheated us

out of our true opinion. The Allahabad Native weekly, the Indian

Union^ contradicts the report of his death. Like a much greater one,

Sriman has lived to read the obituary notices on himself. Our con-

temporary writes

“ We are very glad to be able to contradict the report about the

worthy Sriman Swann’s death at Pushkur. He had been very seriously

ill, but IS now much better, and we hope he will soon get well. We
wish him a long life.”

We don’t. Long or short, we hope the new lease will be worthy of

his powers and his sacrifices.
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Tkb Nizam as the Fountain of Honour has made a unique creation.

There never was at any time, in India or in Persia, or anywhere else,

a Zoroastrian mansabdar. Notwithstanding the liberality of oar Gov*

ernment of late years, there is no Parsee Nawab in British India, though

there are Khan Bahadars. In Native India, His Highness of Hydera*

4l(f)ad hi^just made one—Nawab Fram roz Jung.

More fortunate in exile than in the home of their origin, if the

Parsees were happy in the hospitable protection of the Hindus, they

jire happiest under the free sway of the British. These have shown

every readiness to encourage and honour the Parsees. The Honours

Chapter of the history of British India proves the British partiality

towards the Parsees. It was on them that our present rulers tried their

prentice hand as elevators and ennoblers. Long before the Mutinies,

while the empire was still held by the East India Company, the ex-

periment was made of grafting an English title of honour on an In-

dian name. A Parsee architect of his fortune, Jamsetjee jeejeebhoy

was knighted. The choice was so good and the trial so successful that

Government were farther encouraged and a step taken in the direction

of founding a hereditary nobility. The same unexceptionable Guebre

was then created a baronet, and legislative help was given him to en-

tail property for the maintenance of the title. Tins was long, long

ago. Since then the country passed into the hands of the Crown,

and from time to time decisive measures have been taken, such as

the institution of new Orders, to impress the people with the

monarchical and imperial idea by showering titles and distinc-

tions, and twice every year are some such announced. .Still

Bombay and Parsecs maintain their pre-eminence. Titles are, no

doubt, plentiful as blackberries, but these are all, either Oriental titles

or newly instituted Orders, more or less exalted. Creations of any old

English Order are rare birds, and they are all confined to Bombay and

the Parsees. We have no British Peers among our countrymen. The

utmost stretch of nobility allowed us is Baronetcy, and it is remarkable

that all the two Baronets of India are citizens of the city of Bombay

and that they belong to the sect of Fireworshippers.

But the Parsees have had no Nawabs, any more than Rajas. It

was reserved for the liberal Mussulman Ruler of the Deccan to give

them one of the former. The Zoroastrian community throughout

the world should be grateful to His Highness for this recognition of

their race. The incident is not a little significant. The whirligig of

Time brings on its own revenges and compensations. Driven from

home by Islam, the Parsee at the end of centuries finds to-day in

Mussulman India not only a protector and a cherisher, but also a

Fountain of Honour.

The first recipient of the Montyon Virtue Prizes of the French Aca-

demy, this year, is Abbd Beraud, of Blanzy, Saonc-et-Loire. His por-

tion is 2,500/ He founded two orphanages, and rescued victims in

a pit explosion. 84 years old, he is strong enough to walk 30 miles

a day, is a capital swimmer and is the bricklayer and carpenter of his

orphanages.

There was an organization at Warsaw to starve children to death.

It did its dismal work for a time undetected. No less than 200 infants

were thus despatched. Lately, Madame Skibitska, her married

daughter, Madame Wanowska, the latter's sister-in-law, and another

woman with a coffin-maker a.id a grave-digger were tried for these

murders. To ward off suspicion, a number of children were packed in

one coffin and buried as one adult. The chief culprit has been sen-

tenced to three years* imprisonment and her accomplices to smaller

terms. There pends an appeal by Government, the sentences being

considered inadequate. But what a commentary is here on the Dra-

conian British Indian Code and our sanguinary magistracy and insa-

tiate administration 1 We forbear to point out the bearing of this revela-

tion on the question of comparative morality or on the offence of the

speakers and writers who are always exalting their people at the ex-

pense of our own.

From the sublime to the ridiculous, the Honourable Dr. Mahendra Lai

Sircar leaves the Bengal Legislative Chamber, and Baboo Raj Kumar

Sarvadhikari takes his place—-thanks to ^Ma Bap and Ghartb * Parwar

Government

!

We are glad that the Nawab Bahadar of Moorshedabad has been

brought down to Calcutta for treatment. Here he will at least be less

in danger from quacks and mountebanks. He can speak, but is unable

to move himself. This power will come by and by, we aie sure.

Nawab Abdool Luteef Bahadar is ailing. No sooner he returned

from his grand tour, than he caught fever, and is confined to his

room. *

It is a groat pity that just at this nick of time two of the chiefs of the

Congress should be laid up. Mr. W. C. Bonnerjea, soon after his

leiurn from Europe, felt seedy and, in a few days, fell into a rheumatic

fever of a rather obstinate kind, which still confines him. It is an un-

fortunate accident to his numerous clientale^ and it may prove an em-

barassmcnl to the management of the Congress. On public no less

than on private grounds, vve pray that he may soon recover. Baboo

Surendranath Banerjec too has been for some time suffering from

bronchitis and fever. He is in a fair way of recovery, but it is feared

he will not be able to take any part in the Congress. Nothing can be

more disappointing to him, or to the thousands who would gladly listen

to the stream of eloquence from his lips.

The Thompson Memorial Committee had a balance of about Rs. 9,000

in their hands, which was to be appropriated to the purposes to be

named by Sir Rivers. So they wrote to him, long since. A month

before he died, he informed the Committee that he would let them

know his mind shortly. He, however, did not live to communicate

his intentions. The Committee, believing that Lady Thompson must

be aware of them, or at any rale tvould be best able to expend the

sum according to his wishes, have remitted it to her with liberty

to expend it in any way she pleases. With this ultimate liberality,

the corporate swan of the Coininiitce, we take it—its occupation

gone—expires.

A TERRIBLE disaster is reported from Bombay. A large house, some

55 feet long by 20 deep, consisting of a ground floor and four upper

stories, let out into 23 tenements and occupied by about a hundred

persons, collapsed suddenly, burying the inmates. Thirty dead bodies

were recovered and twenty-seven persons rescued sent to hospital.

Five hundred labourers were at work, removing the debris. Whole

families are found to have been killed, in some cases only one or two

members escaping. The house was a total wreck. It was built only three

and half years ago. An examination shewed that there was hardly

a sound piece of timber in it. The public indignation Is great against

the municipality for not strictly controlling the construction of build-

ings. Lord Harris had been to the hospital to visit the injured.

The Elphinistonians of Bombay have paid a deserving tribute to the

retiring Principal Wordsworth, B. A., C. I. E. There was a special

convocation of the local University for conferring on him the honorary

Degree of LL. D. The Governor presided as Chancellor, Mr. Justice

Birdwood as Vice-Chancellor presented the Professor to the Chancellor.

The degree conferred, the undergraduates who had mustered strong,

occupying the galleries on either side of the Chancellor’s scat, threw

handfuls of rose leaves on their object of veneration and lustily

cheered him. Both the Vice-Chancellor and Chancellor spoke of the

intellectual and social merits of the Doctor. Tlie close of these pro-

ceedings was followed by a torch light procession of graduates and

undergraduates to the Profess()r\ residence.

Cardinal Manning has fulminated his bull against child marriage in

India, He denies that it is a religious tradition or in any way sanction-

ed by the Hindoo religion. At best “it is only a social tradition—con-

trary to the law of nature, which is universal and supreme.” Indian

widowhood too comes under his bann. “ I hat,” cries the Cardinal,

“too is contrary to the law of nature which gives to every woman in

widowhood the liberty to marry again. Such a privation of natura

liberty is contrary to all justice and to our whole Imperial law.” Thel

Cardinal contents himself by denouncing the institutions and recom-

mending their abolition by legislative enactments, under the right by

which. Sir Bartle Frere says, the British hold India—“ the Divine

right of good government ” and in vindication of the law of nature and

human liberty.
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ANARCHY IN INDORE.
Affairs for some time seem to be drifting from bad

to worse in Indore. The administration is represent-

ed to be as rotten as possible. Ministers have been

changed, one after another, without any improve-

ment. The highest reputations have been wrecked

at the Holkar’s court. Now that a new Premier has

been appointed, we should, under ordinary circum-

stances, pause to give him a trial. But the experi-

ment has been often tried, to no purpose. In fact,

this frequency of change, not only in the head Exe-

cutive but in all departments and offices, is abnormal.

It is not simply a bad sign, but a formidable disease

in itself. We have no hope that Mr. Bedarkar will

prove any better than his predecessors, great or

small. The public, and doubtless the Government of

India, want some visible guarantees other than names

and change of officers. Any one of ihn many ministers,

of greater or less pretensions, that Maharaja Shivaji

Rao has, within the few years of his reign, employed,

ought to have given a better administration than

Indore has ever had since the death of Maharaja

Tuckaji Rao. Any one would assuredly have given

a better administration, if left to himself. But the

simple truth is, no one has been permitted : every

one has been checked and countervailed, harassed

and bullied in the straight path of duty according to

his lights, until the disgusted and humiliated Dewan
has taken shelter in the shell of inaction, intent

only on preserving the remaining shreds of per-

sonal respect till he could best make his escape

from the bondage of a responsibility which he has

not the power to discharge. The interference of

the Chief paralyses the civil service from Minister

downwards, and threatens to bring the machinery of

state to a deadlock. But for the British Government,

the collapse would by this have come—or some other

alarming ddnoihncut.

It may be deemed iinfiiir to indulge in this strain

of generality without descending to illustrative facts.

But the usual rule may be dispensed with in a matter

of public notoriety. The court can almost take notice

of it without formal proof. The papers of Bombay
and of Central India have, for a long time, overflowed

with accounts of Holkari Freaks, Horrors at Indore,

and so forth. Complaints too have gone up to the

Supreme Government, and the records of the Central

India Agency are understood to be full of the griev-

ances of injured servants and of a suffering people.

The activity of the champions of the Maharaja in

the press is itself an indication that the air is thick

with outcries against the Raj. In fact, much indigna-

tion has been caused by the inexplicable certificate

which His Highness has obtained from the Political

Agent in the last Administration Report. To take a

typical case of Holkari administration, the well-known

trial of Martand Shankar Kapse. It is openly

alleged that the confession was extorted. That is

not a very great reproach to a native state, perhaps,

seeing how rife extortion by the Police is in British

India. But here among us at least the judiciary is pure.

Not so in Native India. In Indore at any rate, the

highest dignitaries of the b^nch do not escape sus-

picion. In this case, the defendant has been sen-

tenced to four years* imprisonment and ta a fine of

Rs. 12,500. That pecuniary mulct—twelve thou-

sand and five hundred rupees—may well in a native

state give a handle to suspicion. Such vindictive

judicial taxation has not been unknown in British

territory—-it has been laid in advanced Bengal itself,

even in the High Court—but it clearly belongs to bar-

baric criminal administration. It is given out, however,

that, as a reward for his bravery in the sentence, the

Chief Justice received a bonus of 200 gold mo-

hurs. Here is an original hint to rulers in the art of

raising the wind !

But if the Chief Justice has been rewarded, what

of Judge Gutikar who, at the sessions trial, did not

please the majesty of Indore ? On abject submis-

sion, he has been let off with a transfer to another

district. Let us give the other particulars in the

words of a well informed correspondent of the Mhow
paper, Eastern Herald :

—

“Another official concerned in this case, has fled to the Deccan for

fear of being tortured. Daji Malhar Kale has been beaten severely

and is now in prison. His very life is in jeopardy. But something

more cxtr.aordiiiary yet remains to be narrated. The late Dewan was

called upon to award punishment to the accusecl, but his tender heart

throbbed within him and he refused to give effect to the arbitrary desires

of his master
;
whereupon he (His Highness’ tutor at one time) re-

ceived abusive epithets and quietly went home. The former Naib-

Dewan, the late Shamrao, gave the ex-Dewan a hint that on the next

day he would some way or other be disgraced. Believing this to be

pcifecily possible, from the antecedents of his master and pupil, the

late Dewan sent the members of his f.imily away first and himself fled

from Indore precipitately with post haste, so much so that for fear

of being recalled, he forgot his turban in the train and at Callian he

felt so much terrified and confused that he was actually taken out from

the compartment. What a sad sequel to Dewan Raghunathrao’s es-

cape ! VVhen the news of Kirtane’s departure was made known to His

Highness, he sent for Shamrao and in a tone of infuriated rage, for

which he is remarkable and which since his installation he shows at

its brutal height, spoke to him ‘ You Devil, it was you who gave bint

to that old drone (Dewan) to quit Indore, is it not ? Your fate is in my
hands. What I wanted to do in respect of him, will be clone in hi.s

stead to you’ I Shamrao felt the force of the words of the Oracle of

Hawa Bangla and received severe and cruel beating, so much so, that

his head had swollen from its effects and feeling sickly from the effects

of the chastisement, he went home and with a view to avoid the next

day’s disgrace which was to await him he secretly (like Bhau Sahib

Kibay) took the cup of poison and thus saved himself from the dire

ignominy which was in store for him. When the news was communi-
cated to the Indian Nero, he issued orders for paying Rs. 7,000 to the

deceased’s relatives for the
,
performance of his obsequies. So much

for his generosity in being the cause of taking the poor man’s life and
gagging the mouths of his surviving relatives.

After saying so much for the Kapse tragedy, I come to something

else. All Vakils have been enjoined not to take up cases in which the

Maharaja is a parly and the brother of one Shiva Prasad (a Vakil

who had taken the brief for Kapse, the accused, and was junior to Mr.

P. M. Mehta, Barrister, in the case) has been dismissed from the mili-

tary department where he was A- D. C. to the Commanding Officer.

The relatives of Kapse have been seiied and thrown in prison on

some pretext or other. Two other persons named Kelker and Bhanu
are imprisoned also.

I have done with one case. I have only given a few persons’ narnes

as 1 do not know those of others. I now turn your reader’s attention

to another case known as Mankturam wherein the prisoner has been

lashed, and dragged from one place to another and placed in a wooden

cage, in such a cruel way that he could not move an inch side-wise,

and starved. Four other persons, vi/., Chiindilal, Baldeo, Birdichand

and Magnirain, are undergoing a like illegal and inhuman con-

finement.”

COMMERCE AND CUSTOMS.
The last Customs report shows steady progress as

compared with the last year. The trade of this Pro-

vince, taking exports and imports togethflT, increased

by nearly a crore of rupees or from 78 crores to

79 crores. The net customs duty collected in the

year is also of a reassuring character. Since the

year 1882-83, when the import duties were almost

wholly sacrificed, there have been great fluctuations

in the revenue, but the increase in 1888-89 was main-

tained in the year under review. This has been

secured by the imposition of the duty on mineral oil,

the importation of which in continually expanding

voliime, is a most interesting phenomenon. The
petroleum duty has alone recouped the whole of the
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loss caused by the remission of the import duties and
the reduction of salt duty, and thus proved the wis-
dom of the Government in the selection of this

article as suitable for taxation.

Although, however, there was an increase in the
value of the trade on the whole, there was a fall in

the value of imports to the extent of nearly one
crore, principally in piece-goods imported from the
^United Kingdom. This falliiig-ofl naturally led to a
decline in the trade of the Suez Canal. There was
also a decline in the import of other merchandise,
namely, machinery, silk, umbrellas, horses, liquors,

drugs, fruits and unrefined sugar. On the other hand,

there was an advance in the import of metals, oils,

refined sugar, spices, railway materials, woollen manu-
factures and matches. As the largest decrease oc-

CLired in the import of cotton manufactures, the

largest increase was in that of oils. The importa-

tions of mineral oil in the year were the highest yet

reached. The whole of this increase is due to larger

receipts from the United States, the imports from the

United Kingdom as well as from Russia having both

fallen off. Russian competition with American oil,

while it is so successful in Europe, is not so in Cal-

cutta. In the Home markets, Russian oil is steadily

making its way, so much so as to compel the Ameri-
cans to introduce cheaper means of transport by tank

waggons and tank steamers, but there has been no

attempt as yet made to send the oil here cither from

America or Russia. Further, a prejudice against

Russian oil was created by the first consignments, and

a prejudice, as rightly observed by the Customs
Collector, Mr. Scobell Armstrong, takes long to

remove. There is a tendency to cheap nastiness in

regard to some of the articles of import, about which

the following remarks of the Collector will be read

with interest :

—

“ Hrandy has declined by per cent., which, considering the

nature of much of the liquor imported under this name, is not sur*

prising. A considerable portion of it has very little resemblance to

brandy, except perhaps in colour. It is the com»m»Mcst Geimati spirit

jjot up to look like brandy and comes chiefly from H.iinbiirjj and
Antwerp, and the average declared value is from R^. 2-8 to Rs. 3 per

imperial gallon. The best br.andies come in bottle tUroiiyh the United
Kingdom.

“ Gin has again declined, and the taste for it seems to be steadily

filling oflf.

“The imports of whisky show a very slight advance in quantity with

a considerable decline in value, and there was no accumulation of

stocks in bond. The quantity of the established m.irks and brands

coutinucs the same, for it would not pay to tamper with them, and so

ri.sk the loss of the trade
;
but with the commonest sorts of whisky,

as of brandy, the tendency in quality is down wai els. A quantity of it

is inferior German spirit made from anything but mall, I believe prin-

cipally rice, and coloured and flavoured to represent whisky. Nearly

the whole of the whisky imported come from or through the United

Kingdom, but there have been some importations of high class whisky

from Australia.
“ Hum, which was formerly an item of importance, has fallen away to

insignificant figures, being oidy 910 gallons in the past year, against

9,047 gallons in 1888-S9. China formerly sent the hugest quaiuiiy »)f

ihi.s spirit to Calcutta, but last year none at all was received from that

country. The cheap common spirit from Germany has appaicnily

killed this trade.”

It is the keenness of competition which leads to

these cheaper manufactures. As in some kinds of

liquor, so in lucifer matches, the English match is

being superseded by the manufactures ol Sweden

and Norway. The development of the import of

this article, however, is as remarkable as that of

mineral oil, and the Collector has thought fit to notice

it separately. From a statement giv^Mi by him, it ap-

pears that the value of the import of matches has

increased in the last five years from 4 to 7 lacs.

The bulk of the importations is manufactiu^ed in

Sweden and Norway and are sold wholesale at

about Rs. 35 per case of 50 gross, the retail price

being two boxes for one pice. The more substantial

English manufacture of Bryant and May cannot

compete at this extremely low price, and is steadily

being displaced in the Calcutta market.

In regard to salt, the selfish action of the English

Syndicate has recoiled upon themselves. There is

a heavy falling off in Liverpool salt with a corres-

ponding increase from Arabia, Aden and Germany.
These are now powerful competitors, and if 'their

cheaper manufacture may not oust Liverpool per-

manently from the market, they will always be a

check upon the operations of the English salt-sup-

pliers. Their method is thus described by Mr.

Scobell Armstrong :

—

“ The plan adopted is to crush good clean kurkutch, /.<?., sun-eva-

poraied salt, hy sufliciently simple rn.arhinery, .and send it into the

market, as .a very similar and almost, if not quite, as good looking a

salt, to compete with Liverpool. One machine for this with two pans

w.as by permission set up in the .Snlkea (kil.ihs and worked last year

with such success that leave has been asked for the setting up of three

more, one of them with four pans. Tins s.alt after crushing has been

sold here at Rs. 80 per loo maiinds with a very handsome profit. It

is not, I slioultl say, aijsoliiirly as white and nice to look at as the

English salt, though very ne.arly so, and it h.is the disadvantage from

the nature of its grain of giving less bulk for the same weight, which

is against it with the ret.iil shopkeeper who sells mostly by the hand-

ful, a disadvantage which may be paiti.illy but not enliiely obviated

by a change in the method of crushing. If, however, Liverpool salt

were to continue to range as it has done from Rs. 90 to over Rs. too

per 100 niaunds, I have little dmihl th.it the advantage in price would

much more than counterbalance these olqcctions, and that this slightly,

if at all, inferior and much clreaper salt, would cud hy pushing Liver-

pool salt out of the maiket, f«>r crushed salt could be sold at a profit

for a much lower price than Rs. 80 per too maimds.”

In woollen goods, there is some increase, but there

are decreases in the (iner kinds of woollen piece-

goods, such as broad-cloth, alpaca, flannel and tweed,

probably due to very large importations of shawls,

which are in a great measure put to similar uses.

The report is replete with interest. Mr. Scobell

Armstrong discusses the future of the salt trade with

great ability, and though he does not take a despond-

ing view of Liverpool salt, he gives the English

Syndicate a warning which they cannot neglect.

THE GOVERNMENT AND THE NAGS.

In view of the increased mortality in 1889

snake-hitc, the Secretary of St.ite has directed file

annual reports on the suhj(,>ct, which had been dis-

continued in favor of triennial reports, to be resumed.

The Government of India have just issued a resolu-

tion in which the subject is discussed with great care.

It would seem that the discontinuance of the old

practice of annual reports has had an unfortunate

effect. The mortality caused hy venomous animals

has been great. There has been a great increase in

the number of deaths, both of human beings and

cattle, while the number of wild beasts
^

destroyed

has also been less than the normal rate. Taking the

statistics from 1879 to 1S89, the yearly avenigc num-

ber of human beings killed by wild animals is found

to be 2,720, and the rewards given during the above

period for the destruction of tigers, jeopards, bears,

wolves and hyenas amounted to upwards of 14 lacs

and a h.ilf. In spite of this large destruction of the

more dangerous animals, the mortality in 1889

showed no abatement, being 2,724 of human beings

and above 52 thousand cattle. This mortality, 'l.arge

as it appears by itself, is, however, small in comparison

with the population, being no more than one person

out of every 72,882 of the population.

The mortality from snake-bite is far greater. The
average annual mortality during the last eleven years

is 20 ,
000 ,

and the recorded statistics show a tendency

to increase. The Government have always been alive

to the subject, and various plans for reducing the
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mortality have had trial, with, however, no satisfactory
j

result. The sum spent in rewards during the above
period is Rs. 2,37,000, but the Government record

with regret that in some parts of the country the

grant of rewards for dead snakes has only resulted

in people taking to the practice of breeding them.

In view of the meagreness of the benefit hitherto

derived from the system of rewards, the Governor-

General in Council is not disposed to retain it

on its present general footing. His Excellency

thinks that the money now so spent might be more
advantageously employed in the reduction of morta-

lity from diseases like fever, which are no whit less

destructive than snake-bite. Measures towards this

object will naturally take the shape of sanitary im-

provements of the surroundings of habitations, and

these measures, while they will improve the healthi-

ness of villages, will also destroy the breeding

grounds of the reptile. This is an original view of

the question, and it will be understood more clearly

from the following extract from the Resolution :

—

“ Moreover, so long as ilie people persist in walking in the dark with

bare feet near their houses, where the same undergrowth, debris, and !

filth, which are the hot-beds of disease, provide cover in which veno-
|

inous snakes can live and breed, deaths from snake-bite must continue
]

to be numerous, for it is in such places that snakes are most dangerous, I

and not in the jungles where, though they exist in immense numbers,
they can keep out of the way of human beings. The Governor Ge-

I

neral in Council is of opinion that the most effective way of reducing
j

mortality from snake-bite is to destroy the cover afforded for snakes in ;

or near villages, and it is the wish of His Excellency in Council that the
'

utmost pressure that can be legitimately placed on Municipal Com- i

mittces and Heads of villages should be brought to bear to induce .

them to clear such places, and to keep them clear.” I

While the Government of India would disconti-

1

nue or at any rate curtail the system of rewards for

the destruction of snakes, they would on the other

hand extend the system in regard to the more dan-

gerous animals. Their views on this point are set

forth in the resolution as follows :

—

“The Government of India have, in consultation with Local Govern-
ments and Administrations, recently had under examination the ques-

tion whether it might not be possible to organize someTjettcr means for

the destruction of wild animals and snakes, and h.ave considered
whether the establishment of a Government organization for the pur-

pose of destroying wild beasts would be likely to be advantageous. An
experiment of this kind was attempted in Madras some years ago, but
it was found to involve great expenditure, and the results achieved
would certainly not justify the plan being tried elsewhere. Moreover,
the larger carnivora are not giegarious, nor arc they very numerous,
and the adoption of any such system would inevitably end in causing
the existing agency for destroying them to disappear. The Governor
General in Council has for these reasons determined to maintain the

system now generally in force of granting rewards for the destruction
of wild animals. His Excellency in Council, however, desiies that

particular attention shouKI be paid to the following points, :

—

(1) all possible facilities, consistent with due precautions against
fraud, should be afforded to those who kill wild animals for

obtaining the aiiihori/ed rewards ;

(2) shooting panics, which engage to submit to the required pre-

cautions against injury to the forests, should be encouraged
for the destruction of tigers and other dangerous carnivora
in reserved foiests ; and

(3) licenses under the Aims Act should be granted freely to agri-

culturists located in the neighbourhood of forests and jungles
for the protection of themselves and their cattle against wild
beasts.

His Excellency in Council also thinks that more liberality might be
shown in the offer of rewards for ihe slaughter of tnan-eaiing tig(r>».

The destruction of one tiger which has taken to man-eating is of much
more importance than that of a number of ordinary tigers, and the
difficulty and expense involved in killing such animals are ordin.arily

very great. Native shik.aiis are often,'owing to the inferior quality of

their weapons, unable to hunt such animals, which again can often only
be dislodged from the positions they take up by beaters who require to

be liberally paid. It appears to the Governor General in Count il that

the offer of rewards sufficiently liberal to cover their expenses would
often induce military officers and others who have leisure at certain

times of the year to organize parties with the object of disposing of
advertised man-eaters, provided that they were assured of assisiancc

from the local anthorities, and His Excellency in Council would ihere-

forc advocate the offer in the case of man-eaters of large rewards to-

gether with the proffer of assistance ijn the way of elephants and other
arrangements on the part of the district and forest officials. It ap-
pears to the Government of India that if prompt action were taken by
measures such as these to secure the destruction of man-eating tigers

before they have had,time to do much damage, the mortality from wild
animals, more than one-third of which is caused by tigers, might be
reduced in some sensible degree. These observations apply also to the

somewhat rare cases in which leopards take to man-eating. Wolves at

limes become very destructive in particular localities, and in such cases

it would be profitable to entertain native hunters on liberal terms for the
express purpose of exterminating packs that have made themselves
dangerous. Under the present system of granting rewards the Gov-
ernment of India have reason to apprehend that rewards arc not nti-

frequently given, especially in the case of cubs, for jackals which are
repteseiued to be wolves.”

MAHOMET ON THE STAGE.
• MR. HALL CAINE CRITICISED.

I have perused and reperused with singular interest everything

that has appeared in connection with this subject, and 1 have parti-

cularly watched the unconscious impulse, the freedom of talk, the

quick resentful hastiness with which Mr. Caine deals his blows and

emphasises them without reflecting that in a controversy of this

type one truth cannot be defended without injuring another. A re-

ligious belief that exists in potential strength among a large section

of mank ind, cannot be identified with the usefulness of dramatic

art, however attractive it may be to the fashionable taste of fashion-

able men. While the former invokes in a thousand languages

man’s deepest convictions, his surest hopes, the most sacred yearn-

ings of his heart, that which can find generations of men in brother-

hood, comfort the fatherless and the widow, uphold the martyr at

the stake and the hero in his long battle, the latter has a secret

grudge against morality, makes the prudery of virtue the great

hindcrance to the attainment of the ideal, corrupts and spoils itself

by an overmastering passion for show and in all the homliness of

honesty, the primness of purity, veils the secret fire of religion and

lets morality often expire unawares. Thus Mahomet on the Stage

cannot be justified as the “idea of the poet” “plus the material,

recognizable, knowablc, more or less honorable personality of

Mr. A. B., or Mr. B. C., who walks the streets and cats bread-and-

butter.” In history, biography or painting, the individual is not

carried away beyond the ken of his imagination, like Linnsus at

the sight of the golden field of genista : the tribute of thought is

limited to restricted phenomena and the sensibility is less height-

ened. In the stage, the actor, far from following the accepted

model, gives away to such words, gaits, and gesticulations as impress

the audience immediately not mediately. They cither add to or

subtract from the quality of the hero. The history of dramatic

literature will abundantly prove this, and if Mr. Caine still wants to

claim for the dramatic art, “an equality with its sister arts in range

and choice of subject,” he himself shows a “ shallow and senseless

prejudice” (to use his now words) in maintaining an opinion that

grows in the air. Mahomet on the stage cannot but be a mockery,

strongly irritating the religious feeling of the Moslems, just as

“a mockery of Jesus,” as the Times letter says, “on the stage

at Teheran or Constantinople will excite pious indignation in

Christian countries.” The play may be decent or it may con-

cern the most serious matter in the world, admitting that it

is an English play in an English soil, but the excitement that

it creates, the enthusiasm that it makes, in an English audience, arc

paid for in the morbidity and anguish that fill the hearts of

50 millions of Her Majesty’s Mahomedan subjects in India. Apart

from other grounds, this is the prime consideration which should

govern the case, and, if he is can did, convince Mr. Caine himself

of the absolute necessity of the prohibition ofjfcc play of Ma-

homet on the stage in England. There is more harm in widening

the breach than any particular good in satisfying a tiny knot of

English friends. A Tubingen professor reviewing the progress

of knowledge in the various branches, expressed a fear that,

with the increasing specialization and multifarious subdivision of

men’s studies, the temple of science, like the Tower of Babel,

would never be completed, because of the inability of the workmen

to understand one another’s language. This was an ill grounded

apprehension. Nor is it less so in the case of Mr. Caine whp,

primed with the pride of the author clenches, his play as a

i valuable hcrUa|C, so that to disturb him in the enjoyment were
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cruel. If he chose some other intellectual equivalent, there would
be no stultification of sentiment or of reason. The public

will hardly recognise in his play the note of advance, and the ex-

planation of the enthusiasm with which it is regarded in England,

when the author in his defence, in the Overland Mail of loth Oc-
^|[l^obcr, ^draws a parallel between Mahomet and Jesus and shows

that “the spectacle of Jesus made to walk the stage of the peasants

at Oberammergan has not only not excited the pious indignation of

Christian countries but has done something towards deepening the

religious sentiment of Europe. And yet the attitude of Christians

towards Jesus is entirly above that of the Moslems towards Maho-
met.** True, but Christ and the Christians do not bear the same

significations as Mahomet and the Christians. The extinction of

race feeling is a harder problem than any that Mr. Caine has had

yet to solve. He must have solid sense to understand that, before

he airs himself in his own platitudes. He is apparently a reader

of history, and history repeats itself with absolute truth. It is use-

less to spend further arguments for the prohibition of the play which,

as it is, hurts the religious interest of the Mussulmans.

J*

Our contributor is undoubtedly a writer of power and

information with a faculty for sententious terseness. All the more

pity that he docs not more exhaust his topic. lie scarce-

ly cares to make his aphoristic deliverances thorouglily com-

prehended of the poor “general reader.” He is a frccjuent and

useful contributor to the local press. He would be more valuable

if he wrote less, but more fully. He will forgive us, vve hope, if

wc also expect him to show more of the candour he himself enjoins

on Mr. Hall Caine. Thus, he is content to dismiss one of that

gentleman*8 clear argumentative illustrations with the rather

mysterious truism that Christ and the Christians do not bear the

same significance as Mahomet and the Christians. A true remark as

well as an appropriate argument, but it wants beating out and down

—to the comprehension of the legion that run and read or read

and run. A Carlyle or an Emerson may pass—not without difficulty

and many rebuffs and disappointments at the outset—as an author.

But newspapers will look askanacc at, and pass over, such an exponent

of thought—until he has won a commanding name.—

E

d. /?. ^ J?.
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GOVERNMENT OF INDIA.

FINANCE AND COMMERCE DEPARTMENT.
Pensions an^ Gratuities.—Rules and General Matters.

RESOLUTION.

The Mth December^ 1890.

Read

—

Despatch from the Secretary of Stale for India, No. 190

(Financial), dated 28th August, 1890.

• Resolution.—In this Despatch the Secretary of State denis with
|

the recommendations made in the report of the Select Commiit'-e ol

the House of Commons on ''Rast India (Civil Servants). His Ex-

!

ccllency the Governor-General in Council directs the publication of

the decisions arrived at on such of the qucMions raided as can be

disposed of without further reference.

2. In regard to the rate of exchange for payment of pensions,

the Secretary of State has decided that all pensions granted in

rupees, which arc payable at the Home Treasury to residents in the

United Kingdom, or which arc payable to residents in any other

country in which the standard of currency is gold, shall be paid,

with effect from the ist of April, 1890, at the rate of exchange

annually fixed for the adjustment of transactions between the

British and Indian Governments, subject to the condition tli.it tlie

rate of one shilling and nine pence the rupee is fixed as the mini-

mum rate at which the conversion into sterling shall be effected.

3. In regard to the recommendation of the Committee that

some period of furlough should in all cases count as service for pen-

sion, the Secretary of State has proposed, and the Government of

India has agreed, that one year’s leave with allowances in .15 years*

service and two years in 25 years* service shall be allowed to count

as service for pension, provided that such leave is taken out of

India.

4. The recommendation of the Committee that service shou^
.qualify for pension from the age of 20, instead of 22, has been

accepted.

5. A list of amendments to the Civil Service Regulations is

appended to this Resolution, showing the additions and corrections

made in accordance with the foregoing decisions.

6. A further Resoluiicm will issue subsequently dealing with the

remaining questions regarding the leave and pctision rules when
they arc finally decided.

SIR CHARLES ELLIO PT’S REPLY TO HIS TOAST AT
THE SERVICE DINNER TO SIR STEUART RAYLEY

PROPOSED BY SIR STEUART BAYLKY.

Sir Charles Elliott rose to acknowledge this toa- 1. He said that

he could not claim an acquaintance with his illustrious colleague of

so long a dare as that which tlic Ch:iirman could boast. His per-

sonal knowledge of Sir Stcuart Baylcy dated no further back than

the year 1877, when the latter was Secretary to the Government
of India in the Famine Department, while lie was Famine Com-
missioner for the then province of Mysore. In the course of ar-

ranging his papers lately, prior to leaving Simla, he had stumbled

on a portly bundle of letters which Str Stcuart had addressed to him

while acting in that capacity. He w.is filled with admiration at the

pains which the guest of the evening ha I taken to explain dilHcul-

ties, to indicate the polit y to be adopted, to guide by wise counsels.

Some years later, he had again come in official contact with Sir

Stcuart Bayley, when succeeding him in the Chief Commissioner-

ship of Assam. Once more he recognized the same measure of

ready lulp, the b.ime loy.tl support in assuring a continuity of policy.

Now, for the third time he had to acknowledge on the part of his

predecessor in office an earnest desire to lighten the administrative

burden by a painstaking expordtion of difficulties and experiences.

When he (the speaker) very unexpectedly received Lord Lans-

downe*s commands 10 undci take the high functions on which he

was about to enter he was filled witli perplexity. The Lieutenant-

Governorship of Bengal was said, and brobably with some truth, to

be second only to the Czardom of Russia in the demands it made 011

the governing power of him who was called on to fill it. As all

lovers of Dante would do, he turned to that glorious poet for in-

spiration. Opening the third canto of the Inferno^ he came on the

well known line :

All hope ye leave behind who enter here.

This was sufficiently discouraging, though Bengal was not precisely

an Inferno. But a few lines fun her on came the poet’s appeal to

Virgil for aid. The true import of Virgil’s reply had escaped the

critics. Instead of brooding over the awful inscription that frowned
on them from the gates of hell, he showed how the powers of evil

might be disarmed.

Here thou muse all distrust behind thee leave,

Here be all fear extinguished.

That was the key to the difficult problem— perfect trust in the

instruments at one’s hand. He was proud to affirm that in the good
men and true whom he saw around him he had helpmeets who
would stand by him in difficulty and aid him by advice and loyal

co-opcratioii.

SIR STEUART BAYLEY’S REPLY TO THE ADDRESS
FROM THE BEHAR PLANTERS.

Colonel Hudson and Gemlfmcn,— I am very grateful to you

for the kind feeling which has prompted you to undertake

this loDg journey lor the sake of offf-ring me a farewell ad-

dress on my <leparturc, and thus to give me an opportunity of

bidding good-bye to some of the oldest and staunchest personal

frienda 1 have in this country. You albulc to the part which
I took in conncciion with the establishment of your Association,

and you express your belief that the object which that Associa-

tion sought to attJiin in the direction of putting the indigo industry

in Bcliar on a sound footing has, r-o a very great extent, been

effected. I am unwilling to detain you long, but 1 am glad to have

an opportunity of slating publicly my satisfaction at the good work
the Association has don: ; and if, in doing tliis, 1 go back to its

earliest days, it is that I may justify my satis<aciion by showing the

contrast between /(v7 and and to vindicate the wisdom of the

action iak'*n by Sir Ashley Eden (for though he was good enough to

ask my advice in the matter, the decision was his) in introducing a

system of reform by means of the planteis themselves rather than

hv the action of a Commisdon. It luppened that on my return to

India, 14 years ago, after a year’s fnrlougli, it devolved upon me, as

Commissioner of Patna, in continuance of some correspondence

between Sir Richard Temfdc and my locufn tenens, to examine the

records and report on the criminal cases connected with indigo

which had taken place in my division during the past nine months.

I found they amounted to over 150, and some of them were very

serious. In reporting on them I noticed with some severity the

main evils of the system, its unremuncrativcncss, the forcible ex-

change of lands, the illegal retention of grants after expiry of a
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lease, the impressment of, and insufficient payment for ploughs, carts,

and labour. After noticing eases in which the courts had, in my,
opinion, dealt insufficiently with these eases, 1 added that even in

cj[uici times indigo cases were numerous ; and though J quite con-

curred with Sir Richard Temple that there were no such wide-

spread manifestations of discontent as to render a Commission ex-

pedient, yet, the existence of a certain amount of discontent, mani-

fest enough to local officers, and requiring very close watching and !

strong officers to deal with, was certain. After some further cor-

respondence, Sir Ashley Rden promised to postpone action on the

part ol Government and to give the action of the Association atrial,

and instructed me to answer them in his own words that “ I really

do desire to seek nothing hut a thorough rooting out of the evils

which arc involved in the present system of managing many of the

factories, and that this object being attained, I have every wish to

see the cultivation of indigo in Bchar maintained and protected.”

He went on to formulate certain rcf<»rms which he desired, and after

some further correspondence, in which I took part as Secretary to

Government, as to the limits within which these reforms were pos-
j

sible, the Association drew up its rules and set to work. Shortly

after this I was removed to another sphere ol action, and I can claim
j

but little credit for the part I took in the matter. But the work of

the Association went on, and three years afterwards Sir Ashley Eden 1

had an opportunity, when at Sonepur, of publicly reviewing it in a ^

reply to an address there presented to him. He expressed his un-

qualified satisfaction at the way the Association had fulfilled their

promises, and at the success which had attended their efforts. He
quoted largely from the successive reports of district officers, who one

and all bore testimony to the improved relations between planters

and rayyets, to the very large measure of reform which had been in-

troduced, and to the cficctive interference of the Association when
necessary. Not less emphatic was the testimony borne by Sir

Rivers Thompson. Since I have succeeded to the charge of the

province, I have had frequent opportunities of enquiring into the

state of affairs, and have been glad to recognise officially the ob-

ligations under which the Government is to the Association. 1

have recently had occassion, for quite other purposes than my pre-

sent reply, to go through all the recent annual reports of the Patna

Division, and have read the references to indigo and to examine a

large number of indigo sulln^ and what I find generally to exist is

this. The price given for indigo plant has been raised 30 per cent,

nay, often more—the demand for land has been restricted to three

cottahs in the bigah, which is willingly given ; the indigo rayyct is

protected from any enchancement of his rent. The impressment of

and insufficient payment for carts, ploughs, and labour have absolutely

ceased. The planters and their assisiaius have bound themselves

not to retain possession of zenrut lands after the expiry of the lease,

and many cases which would otherwise have involved protracted,

ruinous litigation, have been settled through the influence of the

Association, which has been found powerful enough to compel
restitution when their member was in the wrong. On the other

hand, the annual reports which used to devote pages to reporting on
the relations between planters and the rayyets, and to the affrays and
troubles whjch arose out of them, now refer to the subject only in

a few brief sentences, generally stating that the relations are satis-

factory, and alluding to the Association as an important part of the

administrative machinery of the province. On the principle that

the better your digestion works, the less is the attention you pay to

it—this absence of reference to indigo disputes is significant ; but foi¥

this reason and especially “because offences must needs come,** and
only three-fourths of factories in Behar arc under the Association,

I should be glad to sec more space devoted to the subject. Anyway,
your record is satisfactory. 1 am far from saying that there arc no
elements of danger and unsatisfactory features remaining in the

indigo system. But I recognise the difficulty of removing these,

and am satisfied that the Association has worked for thirteen

years with perfect loyalty and steadfastness of purpose in the direc-

tion of improvement and in hearty co-operation with the authorities,

and its history is one of good work well done, for which the Gov-
ernment cannot too warmly tender its acknowledgments. And now
1 have to ask how were these results brought about ? In the first

place, the material was there. The majority of the planters were
honest men, who recognised not merely the expediency of putting

their house in order, but the justice of the reforms demanded, and
were willing to bind themselves by a self-denying ordinance if once

the way was shown. But what is every one*8 business is no onc*»

business, and each individual would be tempted to say, Why should

I set up as a reformer and do otherwise than my neighbours to my
own certain detriment ? Some motive, however, was wanted to

bring into action the latent energy and good feeling that existed. I

am, I believe, not wrong in saying that from the day when Mr.,

Hudson became General Secretary till now, he has supplied this

motive power, and it is to his energy, straightforwardness, and well-

earned influence that the marked success of the Association has

been due. I should be glad to learn that every factory in Behar

had joined the Association, but in the meantime I recognise that

your influence and your example must act beyond your own limits,

and indirectly aflcct those who have not joined you. In conclusion,

while again thanking you for your address, and for the extremely

kind feeling you have displayed towards me personally, I can only

add that your good work is recognised by Government, and ex-

press my hope that you will continue to work more energetically in

the direction of reform, and that you will receive the full support

and co-operation of the local authorities ; and lastly, while wishing

you all possible prosperity, to bid you, not as Lieutenant-Governor,

but as an old friend of most of you, a sad farewell. (Loud applause.)

KNIGHT MEMORIAL FUND.
The Editor of the “ INDIAN MirkoR ” begs

to ackn<»wledge the leceipt, with many thanks,

of the following sums in aid of the above
Fund :

—

Rs.

Pherozeshah M. Mehta, Esq., Bombay
Babu Krishna Beliary .Sen, Calcutta...

Babu N.igendra Nath Chatterji, Cal-

cutta

A Zoroastrian, Calcutta ...

Babu Kain Gopal .Sanyal, Calcutta ...

Kabiraj Abinash Chunder Kaivratna,
Calcuttri

Framji Mancherji, Esq., CaicuttH ...

Kurnar Benoy Kiislin.i, Calcutta
A Bengali Friend, Calcutta
Babu (iopal Chunder Mukerji, Editor
Sungbad Probhuki/r^ Calcutta

Babu Radna Nath .Sen, Calcutta
Dinshaw Edulji Wacha, Esq., Bombay
Kahanrai Hakaimuirai Desai, Esq.,

Broach
S. C. ICaye, Calcutta
An Admirer, Calc utta

X. and Y., Mofussil ... ...

Lala Bansa Gopal Nande Saheb,
Biirdwiin

The Star Theatre
Baboo S. K. Lahiri, Calcutta
Jainshedji Fiamji Madan, Esq., Cal-

cutta

John Ogilvie, Esq., Madariporc
The Ghattal Bar, through Baboo

Sharoda P. Ghose, Ghattal
The Hon’blc J. F. Norris, Calcutta ...

An Admirer, Dinagepore...
Lahiri & Co,, Calcutta ...

Babu I^oycuntha Nath Paul, Calcutta
Babu Mohendro Chunder Lahiri,

Serampore ...

Gopal Chunder Daw, Sujberia

Aparsi, Calcutta

100
10

2

5

2

2

251
100

5

5

2

25

100

10

2

2

500
SI

5

51

16

TO

50
10

S

\ 4

10

S

5

Babu S. C. Sirc.ar, Calcutta
G. C. C., Mysadal
Babu Hari Churn Sen, Kalitala,

Dinagepore...
Rajeoomer Sen, Rai Bahadoor, Shib-

pore...

Chaitnnya Library and Beadon Square
Literary Club CaicuttH...

Baboo Kaly Kissen T.rgore, Calcutta

The Hon’ble Guru Dass Bannerji,

Calcutta
Dr. R. L. Dutt, Midnapore
F, H, .S.

B. C. Seal, Esq., Bancoora
Baboo Jogenclro Kissore Roy Chow-

dhry, Ramgopalpore Myinensingh
district

Hooghly Bar Association, through
Baboo Bchari Lall Chatterji

A Follower of Keshub Chunder Sen
A Friend, Backergunge district

Sliib Chunder Sen, Calcutta

Moharaui .Snrnomoyi, c.l.,Cossimbazar

Yor, Calcutta ...

Raja Sir Sourendra Mohun Tagore,

C.I.E., Kt. ...

Baboo Gopal Dass Roy Chowdhry,
Calcutta

Rai Dwarka Nath Mookerjee, Baha-
door, Calcutta

Babu Mali Lall Ash, Calcutta

The Hon’ble Chunder Madhub Ghose,
Calcutta ... ...

Baboo Ganendra Nath Bose, Matihari

Mr. D, B. Sokani, Sumbulpore
A friend, Daijeeling

A. Mitira, Esq., Cashmere ...

Baboo Preo Nath Bannerji, Julpai-

goorie

Banchee Bar,...

Some Admirers, Ranchec... *...

Rai Bahadoor Surujmull Jhoonjhonn-

wallah

5

5

10

5

5-8

200 .

25
10

100

10

10

32

17

10

2

ICX3

2

50

10

10

4

50

5

3
20

25

Baboo Soshi Bhus.in Konar, Arrareah,
Purncah district

Belle Vue, Calcutta

Amount raised at Gaibanda, Rungpore,
and received through Baboo Gunga
Narain Roy...

Admirers in Piirneah

Baboo Sewbux Bogla, Calcutta

Baboo 'Ram Chunder Goenka, Cal-

cutta

Baboo Kunja Behari ChakraVarti, Sat-
gachi, district Burdwan

Baboo Denonath Doss, Head Assist-

ant to the Calcutta Branch of

Messrs Morarji Gocul Das Munji
<51: Co., Bombay

Baboo Nilcomul Mukerji, Calcutta ...

Pundit Rakhal Chunder Tewary,
Pleader, Diamond Harbour

His Highness the; Maharaja of Cooch
Behar, G.C.I.E.

Amount collected by Mr, K. B.

Thapar of Laboie :

—

Sirdar Dyal Singh ... ... 30
P. C. Cbalteijee, Esq. ... 25
Pundit Gopi Nalb ... ... 7

L. Sungam Lai ... ... 5

S. K. Cbatterjee, Esq. 5
Pundit Payre Lai ... ... 2

A. C. Mozumdar,.Esq. ... 2

U. L. Ghosh, Esq. ... ... 5

Babu Hem Chunder Mukerji, Seram-
porc

The Cuttack Bar, through Babu Par-

butty Churn Chuckerbutty, Pleader,

Cuttack

2

4

100

32
10

10

10

2

50

4

50

8r

5

28

5

13

6

10

Further subscriptions may be sent to the

Indian Mirror Office, 74» Dhurumtola Street,

Calcutta, and will be duly acknowledged as le-

ceived.
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WONDERFUL MEDICINE.

BEECHA^S PILLS
A BE universally ad-
-^mifted to be worth
A GUINEA A HOX.
For Bilious and Ner-
vous Disorders, such
as Wind and Pain in

the Stomach, Sick
Headache, Giddiness,
Fulness and Swelling
after Meals, Dizziness
and Drowsiness, Cold
Chills, Flushings of
HeatjLossof Appetite,

.
Shortness of Breath,

Costivcncss, Scurvy and Blotches on the Skin,
Bisiurbed Sleep, Frightful Dreams, and all
Nervous and Trembling Sensations, &c.

The first dose will

f^ive relief in iiventy

minute<» This is no fic-

gEECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM'S PILLS
tion,for they have done
it in countless cases.

Eveiy siifTcrer is

earnestly requested to
try one Box of these
Pills, and they will be
acknowledged to be
WORTH AGUINKA

A BOX
For females of all

ages these Pills are
invahiable. No female
should be without

them. There is not a

medicine to be found
to etjjual them Air re-

moving any obstruc-

tion or irregularity of

DEECHAM’S PILLS the system. If taken
.according to the di-

rections given with
each box they will

soon restore females

of all ages to sound
and robust health.

This has been proved
by thousands who
have tried them, and
found t h e benefits

which are ensured by
their use.

For a Weak Sto-

mach, Impaired Di-

gestion, and all Disor-
|

ders of the Liver, they

act like magic, and a

few doses will b e

found to work won-
ders on the most im-

portant organs in the

li u m a n Machine.
They strengthen the

whole muscular sys-

tem, restore the long

lost complexion, bring

hack the keen edge of

appetite, and arouse

into action with the

rosebud of health the

whole physical energy
of the human frame.

These .are facts testified

to continually by mem-
bers of all classes of

society, and one of the

best guarantees to the

Nervous and Debilita-

ted is, BEECHAM’S
PILL.S /ttt7fe the

Lm-^est Sale of any
Patent Medicine in

the World,

JJEECHAM’S PILLS

j^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

£EECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

J^EECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

JjEECHAM’S PILLS

EECHAM’S PILLS

OOEPORATION OF OALOUTTA.
Form E.

ASSESSOR’S DEPARTMENT.

Notice under Act 11. (H. c.) or iS88.

No 1 ICE is hereby given that the valuation of
the portion

Ward No. 13—Bounded on
the north by Dhiirumtollah
Street, south by Kyd Street,
Free School Street, and Ripon
Street, east by Wellesley Street,
and west by Chovviinghee
Road.

Ward No. 14- Bounded on
the north by Dhiirumtollah
Street, south by Ripon .Street,

east by Lower Circular Road,
and west by Wellesley Stieet.

Waid No. 15— Bounded on
the north by Ripon Street,

south by Theatre Road, east by
Lower Circular Ro.id, and west
by Wellesley Street and Wood
Street.

of Calcutta
noted in the

margin, has

been complet-
ed, and that

the books
c ont ai n in g
the said valu-

ations can be
inspected on
any day (Sun-

days and ho-

liflays except-

ed) at the

Office of the

C o rn m i s

sinners, No.
Municipal Of-

fice Street
between the hours of ii a. M. and 4 P. M.
Any person, desiring to object to the said

valuHiions must, within fifteen days from this

date, deliver at the Office of the Commission
ers a noiice in writing, stating the grounds of
his objection.

Tire Chairman or Vice-Chairman will pro
ceed to hear the objections.

JOHN COWIE,
Secretary to the Corporation,

Municipal Office, 1

i6th December iSgo. /

B
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jgEECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

jgEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

JjEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

gEECHAM’S PILLS

Sole Ac.knts for India :

NATLOR, SON, GRIMES A 00.
Wholesale Depdt^ Clive Street^

CALCUTTA

:

CORPORATION OK CALCUTTA.

Sealed Tenders for supply of Miscellaneous

Stores during the Quarter ending 31st March
1891, will be received by the Vice-Chairman,
and will be opened by him, in the presence of

tenderers who may wish to attend, at 2 P.M., on
the 22nd instHiit.

Forms of Tenders and copies of list stores

requited can be had on application.

The Commissioners do not bind themselves
to accept the lowest or any tender.

(Sd.) U. N. SINGHEK,
Supet intendent of Stores.

15th December 1890.

Notice
^HESE Pills can be obtained at all Bazaars

^
, throughout India, or from the Whole and

Agents, Naylor, Son, Grimes & Co., at sale

frdlowing rates I size. Re. 1-2, the.

2-^ size, Rs. 2-4 per box, including V.-P
Post, Shopkeepers can obtain Wholesale
Kates upon application.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strung, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silvern short 7vinding Keyless Railway Regulat-

ors, of small h\i(tyjeweUedy enamelled dials, bold

figures and Canadian Gold hands, with tem-

pered macliinery and dust tight hinged cases

for Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

glass, spring, box and guarantee. Warranted

to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapness about

them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr,

A, K. Mehta from Bandora says :
—

“ The

7-8 watch I purchased from you two years

back, gives correct lime as yet.” Acting Su-

perintendent, (Government Farm, Khandesh,

say.s :
—

“ A watch maker has valued your

Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe, R.

W. Fusi. Kegt., Lucknow, says “ Some valued

it at Rs. 15 and were completely surprised when

I told them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pictiy

Canadian (Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-

plete shirt Studs and Rings set with scientific

diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each. Mr. J.

A. Yelsmo -e, Salur, says:—‘‘The best gold-

smith of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. G,

Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, says;—“A
German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and

the ruby at Rs. 30” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO, BOMBAY.

The Pioneer Gtlass Manafaotoring

Company, Ld.
Proceedings of the Second Ordinary General

Meettnei of Shareholders of the Pioneer Glass

Manufaituring Company
y
Ld.y held at the

Registered Office of the Companyy No, 2
y

Commercial Buildings^ on Satwday the IJth
Decembcfy iSgOy at j p.m,

PRliSL.NT :

Baboo Toolsy Dass Roy.

„ Brojo Nauih Dutt.

„ Rajendra Nauth Sett.

„ Winuna Chum Ghosal.

„ Bahai y L.ill Pyne.

,1 N. C. Biiial.

„ ChuiKii Lai Sinha.
Mr. R. D. Metha.

„ P. J. Srhollay.

Mr. R. IL Metha was invited to lake the
chair.

The notice convening the meeting was then
read and the following resolutions weie pro-
posed.

RESOLUTK'IN I.

Proposed by Baboo Toolsy Dass Roy,
Seconded by Baboo Brojo Nauth Dutt.

That the Diieciors’ report be adt^pied, and
accoiinis to 3oih November last as laid before
the Shareholders be pa.ssed as correct.

Carried unaoimously.

RESOLUTION II.

Piopo^^ed by Baboo N. C. Bural.
Seconded by Baboo Bahary Lall Pyne.

That Messrs. Lovelock and Lewis be elected

Auditors of the Comp.iny for the ensuing year
on a remuneration of Rs. 200 per aniiiim.

Carried unanimously.

This concluded the business of the Ordinary
Meeting which then resolved itself into an Ex-
tram dinary (General Meeting and passed the
special resolution of which due notice had been
given to the shareholders.

With a vote of thanks to the Chair the
meeting separated.

R. D. METHA.
Chairman.

IN THE PRESS.

Uniform with “ Travels & Voyages in Bengal ”

ESSAYS BY A BRAHMAN
IN

Politics, Sociology, History, & Literature

BY

the Author of ‘‘Travels v’k Voyages in Bengal.”

CM.CUTTA.
Reis b* Rayyet Office.

PRICE :

To Subscribers paying before publication Rs. 4

„ mere registering subscribers ... „ 5

„ Ordinary purchasers ... ... „ 6

Apply to thd Manager, Reis and Rayyety

I, Uckoor Dutl’s Lane, Wellington Street,

cralcutta.

FOR SALE

Price

Cloih Gilt

Cloth Bound

Mofussil Orders
Post.

Post free Rs. 6.

Rs. 6.

Rs. 5-8.

supplied by Vaiuc Payable

TRAVELS k VOYAGES IN BENGAL
HK’IWKKN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperahy

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEE,
Formeily Minister to the late

NAWAir Faridoon Jaii Bahadoor,
(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Bchar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperak State.

Apply to Manager, "REIS A RATYET'
,
Uckoor Duu’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.
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" IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF.”

All who sujffer find sure relief from

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

ll h.'is driven out from the system

AcuteRheumatism and Rheumatic Gout,

after years of semi-helplessness and suffer-

ing ; while in ASTHMA, 15RONCHITIS,

L U M nAGO, SC IAT I CA, FACEACH E,

SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

for these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its majjic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.
Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-ihroat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in UottUs at / Re, each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in C.alcutta : Smith Stanistrcct & Co.,

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.
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Cheapest and Perfect Time
KeepingWatch in theWorld.

A// our Watches Guaranteed for 2 years.

US- a-8.

A
ny Photograph transferred to porcelain

and thus rendered permanent. Apply to

R. Hotz,

13-5, Government Place, Calcutta.

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited.’^

This Company’s Steamer “NEPAUL",
will leave Calcutta for Assam on Tuesday, the

23rd instant.

All cargo for shipment by the above vessel

.should be sent to the Company’s Godowns
at Jiiggannauth Ghiit, not later than 5 P.M,

of Saiurday, the 2oti) insiant.

Cachar Line.

The steamer “THIKAK” of this line will

leave Cah ulta for Cachar on the 23rd instant

(Tuesday) for which cargo will be received until

5 P.M. of Saturday the 20th instant.

Assam Despatch Service from

Goalundo

and

A strong accurate Keyless open-face Watch

in nickel silver case.

Runs 30 Hours with one winding, short wind.

Regulated to a minute a month. Bold hands

and figures, enameled dial, sunk second hand,

set from outside. It has a jewelled visible

compact escapement Can be repaired by any

watch-maker for a trifle. Is a thoroughly re-

liable Machine-made Watch, in velvet lined

spring case.

Do. Do. Ladies’ Wrist Watch. Price... 8 8

Do. Gent’s Lever movement, fully

jewelled Chronometer balance to

prevent variation in extremes of tem-

perature. Price ... ... 13 o

Do. Hunter do. ... ... ... 13 8

Chain.

White Metal Albert Chains, standing

acid. Of all Patterns ... ... i 4

Imitation Guinea Gold do. ... ... 2 o

Canadian do. ... ... 30
Repairs of Watches, Jewellery, &c.

We give our greatest attention to every kind

of repairs, stone settings, Waltham and Waler-

biiry including, as we always employ a staff of

the most skilful workmen for our jobbing dep^t.,

our charges are based upon the very lowest

calculations.

P. K. MOITRA,
Late Manager, Waterbury Watch Depot.,

37, Musjidbari-slreet, Calcutta.

Daily Mail Steamer Service from

Diiubri to Debrooghur.

A d.aily service is maintained from Goalun-
do and Dhubri for passengers and light goods
traffic, i. e.^ packages nut weighing over half a
Ion. The steamer leaves Goalundo on arrival

of the previous night’s 9-30 p. M. train (Madras
time) from Sealdah, and Dliubri on arrival of

the mails.

Goods Upward or Downward from and to

almost all stations can be booked through from
or to Calcutta vid Goalundo or Kannia with

the Eastern Bengal Slate and connected Rail-

ways—Passengers and Parcels vid Kannia
only.

All particulars as to rates of freight and
passage by all the above mentioned Services to

be bad 6n application to

—

MACNEILL & CO.,
Agents,

1-2, Clive Ghat Street.

Calcutta, the i8th December, 1890.

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY (ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
AND

Review of Politics^ Literature.^ and Society.

]^AT£S OF SUBSCRIPTION.

Yearly ... in advance

Half-yearly ... „

QiUTrteriy ... „

Monthly ... „

Single or sample Copy,,

Rs. 12

», 7

M 4

Re. 1-8

JKYES’ DISINFECTANTS:
The best aud cheapest Antiseptios,

Deodorizers and Cleansers,

deyes’ Perfect Purifier

supersedes Carbolic and other Disinfectants,

being much more efficacious, non-poisonous,
non-corrosive, stainless in use, and cheaper.

Prevents contagion by destroying its cause.

Instantly removes bad smells. It is an almost
unfailing cure for Eczema and other Skin
Diseases ; and is the best known Insecticide.

Can be had in the various forms of Liquid,
Powder, Soap and Ointment.

JEYES* PERFECT PURIFIER
prevents infection by destroying its cause,

killing the very germs of contagious diseases.

It removes instantly all noxious smells, not

by temporarily disguising them (as is often

the case), but by chemical combination, sub-
stituting instantaneously for the poisonous a
pure and healthy atmosphere, afid thoroughly
eradicating the evil.

Agents :-DYCE, NICOL & CO.,

3, Commercial Buildings, Calcutta.

RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
Advertisements (three columns to the page and

102 lines to the •column) are charged by the

space taken up, at the rate of 4 annas a line

each insertion. The lowest charge for any au-

vertisement is Rs. 2, except Domestic Occur-

rences, the lowest charge for which is Rs. 5.

Special rates for Oratracts.

No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent

willbe charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at the rate of 4 annas a month or

Rs. 3, a year.

Business Communications (post paid) to

be directed to “The Manager,” and Literary

Communications and books and pamphlets

(carriage paid) to “ The Editor " of “ Reis

A Rayyet,"

Office : /, Vchoor DutPs Lanty Wellington

Streety Calcutta.

Printed andpublished for the Proprietor every Saturday by Mutty LaLL Ghosb, at THE BEE PRESSy No, /, Uckoot Dutts LwUy Calcutta.
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

AN EVENING’S ROxMANCE.

Closer draw the curtain’s fold,

For the night is bitter cold
;

Earth and sky alike are dreary,

And my heait and eyes are weary

Of the mist and clung all day

(Like a veil of saddest gray.

Heavy and funereal,)

O’er the ash-trees, bare and tall.

O’er the daik green firs, that stand

Like grim mourners, hand in hand.

Round about an open tomb,

Saddened with a changeless gloom.

1 am weary of the sight

Of those larrh-boughs long and light,

Waving, waving to and fro,

With a motion sadly slow.

While the wind sighs out amain.

Like a human soul in pain.

As upon some sandy shore

When the tempest’s rage is o’er.

And the breeze’s trumpet-tone

Sinkelh to a whispered moan,

Some pale form may he outspread,

Lone, and ocean-stained, and dead—

Some young girl, whose flowing hair,

Strewn in mournful beauty there,

(When the waters come and go

With a tranquil ebb and flow,)

Rises on each wavelet’s ctest,

Drops when sinks the wave to rest,

Even so those branches bare.

Float upon the moaning air.

We will turn from thoughts like this

To a fairy realm of bliss—

\Vc? Alas ! I am alone 1

fie, whose voice’s kindly tone

Aye responded to mine own.

Wanders far away ;
and those,

Who from dawn to daylight’s close,

Flitting oft from room to room,

Chased away the wintry gloom

^Vilh the music of their feet,

And the sound of laughter sweet
;

Those gay sprites, those children fair,

Bright-haired, blue-eyed, laughing pair

(She whose ready fancy still

Summons blithest scenes at will,

Hears the swallow’s coming wings,

Sees gay flowers and summer things,

Where my sad eye only sees

Withered plants and leafless trees
;

And that younger one, so bright

With her spirit’s sunny light,

That a stranger’s eye will dwell

On her face, as if the spell

Of her happy beauty won

Ev’ry heart it shone upon ;)

Each within her little nest

Lielh wrapt in joyful rest.

Vet, to-night, with spirit free,

Lone and silent though I be,

I will dream a poet’s dream,

Sitting by the fire’s red gleam.

I will gaie with joyful glance

On the woods of old Romance

—

Those wild woods that never fade,

Flinging everlasting shade

Over paths of living green,

Winding, hoary stems between
;

Leading oft to nooks apart,

Where no sunbeam e’er can dart
'

'I’hiough the leafy screen above,

Whence the voice of hidden dove

Low replieih to the f.ill

Of the waters musical

Welling from a fountain clear,

Calmly gl.id as all things near.

* # #
^

Now along a pathway wide

(Whence diverge on either side

Lesser paths, with flowers besjrown,

Or with burnished moss o’ergrown,)

Comes a war-horse’ stately tread :

High he rears his graceful head,

And the grass is flecked below,

As he moves, with foam like snow.

Sleek his coat, and black as night,

Save that one small star of white

Gleams upon his brow ; dark red

Are his housings, thickly spread

Witli a maze of golden thread
;

On his bridle glitter fair

Wtoijgliten gold and broid’ry rare.

Bears he forth a youthful knight,

Armed and ready for the fight.

He in garb of mail is drest,

And above his jewelled crest

Milk-white plumes arc floating free,

Stainless as his fame can be.

O’er the dappled turf he rides,

And anon a sunbeam glides

Through the boughs above his track.

And its light is given back

Subscribers in the country are requested to remit by postal money orders, ifpossible, as the safest and most convenient

medium tarticularlv as’it ensures acknowledgment through the Department. No other receipt will be

• given any ^her being unnecessary, cmdiihely to c^con^^
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By his armour’s dazzling sheen ;

Then through depths of shades serene,

Where dark cedars o'er them bend,

Steed and rider calmly wend.

Now, in thought, some long-past fight

Flashes o’er the warrior’s sight,

And his lance he proudly shakes,

While a muttered war-cry breaks

From his parted lips
;
and now

Dear remembrance of the vow,

Uttered by a voice as sweet

As the hidden streams that fleet

Where the shadow deepest lies,

Bringeth softness to his eyes.

While his heart with fontlness thrills.

At the thought of those far hills,

Where the lady of his heart

In her sadness dwells apart.

Suddenly a bitter wail

Rises on the summer gale.

Bound to succour all who need,

Lo, the knight hath turned his steed

Down a walk bestrewn with showeis

Of the linden’s yellow dowers t

Dim the light that passeth through

Interwoven branch and bough ;

Heavy is the air beneath

With the blossoms’ scented breath ;

Drowsy with their toil the bees

Hang in clusters on the trees,

Moving on, from lime to time.

With their pleasant summer chime.

Answered by a meny note

Ftorn the leaf-hid cuckoo’s throat.

Soon, beyond the linden shade.

Sees the knight a turfy glade,

Folded in with mountain peaks,

Down whose sides in ghit’ring streaks

Many a singing sti camlet (lows :

In the midst, in still repose,

Lies outspread a crystal pool,

And within its wateis cool,

Mirrored sleeps the i[iiiel sky ;

And a pearly cloud sails by

—

E’en as if an angel flew

O’er the depths of calmest blue.

But a woful sight is now

’Neath the cedar's whisp'ring bough ;

Stretched upon the turf lies one

Whose last battle-deed is done.

Falls the red sword from his hand,

Broken like a willow-wand ;

Helm and breastplate, all unbound,

Lie beside him on the ground ;

And the life-blood wellcih slow

Fiom a wound upon his brow.

At his head a lady fair,

Kneeling, with her long bright hair.

Strives to staunch the wound—in vain i

Gasping sigh and sob of pain

Echo back her saddest fear,

And she feels that death is near.

Wildly weeps she in her woe,

O’er /us face the hot tears flow ;

Yet he speaks no loving word

—

He whose heart was ever stirred

By the lightest grief that stole

o’er the sunshine of her soul I

Swift the wand’ring knight draws nigh,

Gazing with a pitying eye

On the lady’s tear-stained cheek j

Words of cheer be fain would speak,

But he feels how vain they were

In that hour of wild despair.

Quickly from his steed he springs,

Lance and shield aside he flings,

And the scarf his lady wove

(Precious token of her love)

From his gallant breast unwinds.

And about the stranger binds.

Vain his care—he writhes no more—

-

One deep sigh and all is o’er

!

Then he strives with gentle speech

That sad lady’s ear to reach,

Praying her, in brief, to tell

How such cruel hap befell
;

And at last, in^^ccents weak,

Strives she all the truth lo speak,

Pausing many a lime lo weep

O’er her hero’s bloody sleep.

Tells she how for many a day

They had wandered blithe and gay
;

Tells she how her sire held sway

O’er a lovely land that lay

On the sunny Indian shore
;

Tells she how that warrior bore

From her gentle mother’s side

Her, his fond and wedded bride.

Wrought he many a deed of fame

For the love of his dear dame ;

Strong and ready was his arm,

Rescuing the weak from harm,

Laying low each wicked wight,

As became a stalwart knight.

But, at last, a paynim bold,

Willi a shield of fretted gold,

And a lance of magic might,

Met him there in deadly fight :

Powerless the paynim’s arm,

But for help of magic charm ;

Strong in that unearthly strength,

He had won the day at length.

Bent he o’er his porstrate foe,

When the lady’s shriek of woe

Brought the Flow’r of Knighthood near,

And the claitifT fled in fear

(Warned of old to keep aloof

From that armour, magic-proof.)

« # # #

Hark, the clock I—an hour hath sped,

And my sunny dream is fled

—

Fled while I as yet could see,

Dimly, how the end would be
;

Ere the knight had laid the corse

Gently on his own war-horse,

And had passed adown the dell

To a holy hermit’s cell ;

Ere the hermit’s cares had shown

Life, in truth, was not yet flown

—

And the lady’s tears fell fast.

When the hour of woe was past—

Weeping more in joy’s excess

Than she’d wept in bitterness 1

Passed those phantoms of the brain, ^
Never to be seen again—

Save, perhaps, in dreamy trance,

’Moug the woods of old Romance I

Holloways /’/V/j.—Nervousness and want of Energy.—When first

the nerves feel unstrung, and iistlessness supplants energy, the time
has come to take some such alterative ns Holloway’s Pills to restrain .1

disorder from developing itself Into a disease. These excellent Pill^

correct all irregularities and weaknesses. They act so kindly, yet so

energetically on the functions of digestion and assimilation, that the

whole,body is revived, the blood rendered puiir, while the muscles be-

come firmer and stronger, and the nervous and absorbent systems are

invigorated. These Pills are suitable for all classes and all ages.

They have a most marvellous effect on persons who are out of condi-

tion
;
they soon rectify whatever is in fault, restore strength to the

g'dy and confidence to Uie mind.
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News and Our Comments.
This is a busy and brilliant time in India, Christmas week has been
enlivened and made memorahle by amoie than royal—an imperial

connection. On Tuesday the Piincc Impeii.al of Russia, in the course
of his Impel ial Giand Tour to the Cast, reached our shores and step-

ped on our soil. The Indian sensation of the season centres in />rimus
in Indts^iht Western Gate for all comers by the sea, great or small.

That gate seems to labour under a chronological curse. Some freak

of destiny always interferes with people keeping time. Comers are in-

variably before or behind. If last year His Royal Highness Prince

Albert Victor landed in advance by two hours of his appointment,

this year His Imperial Highness the Czarewitch landrd full two hours

and a half beyond the fixed time. If the one by haste robbed a

spectacle and lost a triumph, the other by 'delay spoiled a popular en-

joyment, disgusted the oHicials and demi-officials who were on duty to

receive the great stranger, and distressed all.

The final forecast of the rice crop in Bengal for 1S90 is hopeful.

Since the date of the Agricultural Department’s first report, theie has
been copious and seasonable rain over the whole province, improving

the prospect of the crop considerably. In only a few districts of

North and East Bengal, damage to the extent of 2 10 3 annas has been

caused by excessive rain and floods. With this exception, a full

average crop may be safely expected throughout Bengal. The tracts

in which there is cause for watchfulness on the part of the local autho-

rities are the Sudder and Chuadanga Sub-divisions of Nuddea, the

Bongong and Jhenida Sub-divisions of Jessore and the Sudder and
Sewan Sub-divisiuns uf S.irun, where, owing to the floods, the outturn

is likely to fall short of 8 annas.

The quantity of rice available for export in the coming year, cal-

culated upon the statistics of the last year, is put down by Mr. Fiiiucane

at the same figure as that of the last, as the present year’s outturn of

tlie crop IS expected to be neaily equal to that of 1889.

• *

Mr, P. C. Lyon b.iviug joined the Staff of the Lieutenant-Governor

as Private Secretary, Mr. H. Luson acts as Under-Secretary to the

Government of Bengal, in the Judicial, Political and Appoinlmeul

Departments. It is lioped be will be judicial enough and judicious in

bis new appointment.

On the principle, wc believe, of once vested cannot be divested, the

Secretary of Stale has ruled llial the Hon’ble Mr. Garstiii, the junior

member of Council, will cmiiinuc as Piovihional Lroveinor of Madras,

until the arrival of Luid Wenlock, the Governor elect, notwithstanding

the return in the meantime of the senior member the Hon’olc Mr
Stokes.

•
• •

A PARAGRAPH is going the round auuouncing not only a cure but a

most simple and apparently effectual cure for that dreaded disease-

diphtheria. It IS failicied upon an English physician who is named
as “ the celebrated Di. Field.” It is said that, dming an epidemic, a

few years ago in England, while men were dying on all sides from diph-

theria, although attended by ilie best physicians. Dr. Field’s patients

all quickly recovered. The disease is so rapid in its prognosis, that he

was compelled to be his patients’ apothecary and nurse. He carried

his drug on his professional round. It was simple, though, if suffi-

ciciuly omiuous —bnmstone and fire ! Provided with a quantity of

comincreiai sulphui, and his quiver filled with a number of goose-quilJs,

Dr. Field went forth to fight the Demon Diphtheria in the epidemic-

stricken distuct, and, by the I)le5sing of God, was able to command
victory in every instance. Such a record of unfailing success, without

a single exception, is reinaikable. In fact, the story rather strikes one

as rather too good to be true. At any rate, the account is clearly no

advertising tiick. As tiic Faculty are powerless in presence of the

«nemy, and patients and patients’ ft lends in their desperation are ready

to seize at any stray straw for protection, we think we should be

wanting in duty if we neglected to lay the recipe before our readers,

from a conceit uf philosophy or contempt of the means as inadequate

to tbe end in view. So we quote the mode :

—

He put a teaspoouful of flowers of sulphur into a wineglassful of
and stirred it with his finger instead of a spoon, as the sulphur

tioes dot readily amalgamate with water. When the sulphur was well

mixed he gave it as a gargle, and in ten minutes the patient was out of
danger. Brimstone kills every species of fungus in a man, beast, and
plant in a few minutes.

Inst -id of spitting out the gargle, he recommended ibe swallowing
of it. In extreme cases, in which he had been called

j
ist in the nick

of time, when ibe fungus was too nearly dosing tu allow ihe gargling,
he blew the sulphur through a quill into the throat. After the fungus
had shi unk to allow of It, he then gave the gargle. lie never lost a
patient from diphtheria.”

So much for the brimstone treatment. Now for the fire !

“ If a patient cannot gargle, take a live coal, put it on a shovel, and
sprinkle a spoonful or two of flowers of sulphur or some slick brim-
stone upon It, then let the suflerer inhale the fumes, and the fungus
will die.”

•
• •

Baiioo Rameswar Proshad Narain Singh, of Muksudpore, in the Dis-

trict of Gya, eat ly in the year, paid Rs. 15,000 towards the Lady
Doctor^’ fund. lie closes the )ear with another donation of Rs. 9,000

“to be spent in providing a building for tbe accommodation of

the Lady Doctor attached to the Gya branch of Lady Dufferin’s Fund
and of WAXwt ptirdanitshin l.idies who do not wish to go to the common
hospital for treatment.” The occasion for this last liberality was the

visit of Sir Steuart Bayley to Gya. At any rate, it is the wish of the

donor that the donation should be connected with the late Lieutenant-

Governor’s name.
•

• •

A BARBER in Ceylon committed the fre.ik of shaving only the half of a

Mussulman’s head. For declining to shave the other half, the Mussul-

man went to Couit charging the barber with mischief. No process was

issued but the judicial advice was to have the unshaved half shaved.

•
• *

The long expected and promised reduction of mail postage is an-

nouced at last. From the first day of January 1891, letters from

British India to any part of tlie United Kingdom will be charged

at the rate of two and a half annas, instead of four and half annas,

for every half ounce or fraction of h.alf an ounce in weight. For the

same charge, letters will be carried between Aden and any other

part of British India, in either direction. Tne new rate applies to

letters that will be posted in India after this week’s mail, that is, des-

patched by the mail steamer leaving Bombay on Satuiday the 3rd

January 1891.

•
• •

The Senate of the Calcutta Lluiveisily is anxious to make tbe Univer-

sity something more than an examining body and to introduce election

into Its constitution. Towards those ends, it has adopted some resolu-

tions asking the Goverumont to amend the lucorporaiion Act. Lord

Lansdowne has already aniicipaied the Senate p.irtially. It was an-

nounced at ilic last Convocali<m, that the Degree holders would be al-

lowed the liberty of nomiiiatiug Fellows. As will be seen in the advertise-

merit in another column, there will be a meeting, on the 1st January next,

of the M. A.’s and holders ofcorre.sponding degrees in other Faculties,

to choose from among themselves two gentlemen for recommendation

for Fellowship of the Univeisity.

The University means to inaugurate the New Year with the exercise
»

of the new right. In its eagerness, it forgets that the New Year’s Day
is a public holiday under law.

I

A GREAT haidship is about to be caused to plucked B. A. students,

who had prepaied ihcuselves to appear at the ensuing exainiuaiimi

to be held in Februriry, by a recent Resoluiioii of the Syndicate of the

Calcutta Univeisity. Tnese students weie, under the rules as iiitherio

interpreted, only rcq iired to conifilcie a course of comiiiuons study

for SIX inouihi ami, relying upon ili.it inteipiemtiou, they h.id taken

their admissions 111 affiliated institutions on various dates m September

after the 1st of ih.il month. Tne old interpretation hitherto followed

by all the Colleges is now set aside by the Synd. cate. Without q iis-

tioning the correctness of their interpretation or their wisdom in

adopting it, we slioulti only ask them not to give it efitct this year, as

by that means a number of students, who h id no nt>tice of the ch.inge

before taking their admissions and indeed before their prepantinns for

the examination had been far advanced, will Ijc unjustly prejudiced.

Under the new powers taken hast year, by Act XV of 1890, the

Governor-General in Council has fixed 70 millions of rupees as the

amount of the coin and bullion received for currency notes which

need not be retained and secured as a reserve to pay such notes.
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A NEW rule has been added to the existing rules under the Indian

Emigrants’ Health Act I. (H. C.) of 1889. It came into force from the

24th instant and runs thus

“Every Agent fnrwarding emigrants to Cachar or Sylhet by steamer

or country boat, from or through Goalundo, shall cause the emigrants*

previous to embarkation or continuation of journey, to be placed for

inspection behne the Government Medical Officer appointed for that

purpose at that port of embarkation.”

• •

The Government of Bengal has taken to blundering as regards the

Holidays. On the 3rd December, it notified three days’ general not

public Mahomeclan holidays for the year 1891, namely,

Eed-ul-zoha, lyih July.

Moluirrum, 15th August.

Fatiah-doaz-dahnm, 16th October.

This \veck,^lie Calcutta Gazette corrects that notification and allows

five days, thus :

—

Eed-ul-fitr, on the nth May if the moon be not visible on the 9th

May. If the moon is visible the holiday will fall on the loth

May, which is a Sunday.

Eed-til-zoha, on the lyih July, or, if the moon be not visible on

the 7th July, the holiday will fall on the iSth.

Mohurrum, on the i6ih and lyih August, or, if the moon be not

visible on the 7ih, on the 15th and i6th August. The i6ih

August is a Sunday.

FuUi-doaz-dahiim, on the 17th October, or, if the moon be not

visible on the 5ih October, on the 16th October.

• •

Suspicion upon suspicion ! Ciime upon crime! Public murder piled

upon piivaic murder ! Murder none the less foul— nay, murder all the

more outrageous for being the ii revocable vengeance of the blind

Justice of the State! Last week, we noticed a criminal organization

at Warsaw for massacre of the innocents. This week, it is our pain-

ful duty to record a judicial and gubernatorial murder of an inno-

cent man in the same province— in the Novomeskovesky district. 1

A sergeant was found murdered. The culprit could not be traced.

A victim must be found. The Police were at work, and suspicions

fell upon a young officer, named Perioff, son of a millionaire and a

tea merchant at Moscow. The young man was tried, found guilty

of the murder, and condemned to death. As soon as the father

came to kiiosv of it, he telegraphed offering 200,000 roubles as

bail for one week’s respite. The Governor-General Gurko was

firm. He would not allow any lime for reopening the cnquiiy or

f«>r any attempts to save the young life, and ordeied immediate cariying

out of the sentence of court. So young Peiiofif expired on the gallows,

tor a Clime of which he was immediately after proved to be innocent.

The veiy next day of his ignominious death, a Jewish woman came

forward and accused her husband of the crime which had already been

expiated by the blood of Perioff, and the husband confessed that he

had murdeted the seigeaiu on suspicion of criminal connection with

her.
• •

• •

At the opening of the winter session of the Lolesworth Club in the

East of London, Lord Coleridge thus spoke of public speaking :

—

“He would first, however, point out that fine language was worthless

unless it was founded on thought, and thought had little value unless it

w,is supported hy knowledge and fact. It was said that eloquence had
left the IJar, only lingered in Parliament, and was almost leaving the

pulpit. But he had listened at the Bar to Sir Alexanaer Cockburn, to

Bcincll, to Loid Carins, and to the greatest of all the advocates who, in

his time, had adorned the profession, .'ind was supreme in the art of

firensic speaking, Sir William Erie, and he had no doubt that all

these great men would agree with him in dissenting from that proposi-

tion so fai as the H.ir was concerned. Then it could hardly be said of
a Parliament, wliich still numbered Mr. Gladstone among its members,
and which but lately had, either in rapt silence or amid tempestuous
applause, listened to Dlsiaeli and Bright, that eloquence had departed
fioin Its poiials. He was fully convinced that eloquence had lost none
of its power in the Parliament of Great Britain. As to the pulpit, he
had ill past years, Sunday after Simd.iy, hung upon the almost inspired

lips of tn_e great C.irdnial whom all England the other day followed to

his tomb. Although he had himself never heard the late Canon Liddon
nr the Bishop of Peterborough, their names alone proved that eloquence
had not deserted our churciies. Language was the vehicle of thought
and was tite disiinguishmg feature which marked mankind off from
the rest of the animal creation, and clearness of thought was therefore

indispensable to the proper and effective use of language. He would
conclude with tlie words of a wise and witty man—the present Bishop
of Oxford. The Bishop and an excellent Professor were both mem-
bers of the Hebdomadal Council at Oxford, and after a debate

one day they walked home together. The Professor said to the Bishop

that he was afraid he had been talking rather too much, as no doubt

WHS the case. ‘ But,’ coniinnned the Professor, ‘after all, the great dis^

dinction— isn’t it?—is that a man can talk, but an ape cannot.’ * I don’t

know,’ replied the Bishop, ‘ had you not belter put it that an ape can-

not hold his tongue, but a man can.’ That precept of the Bishop he in-

tended to follow.”

Notes, Leaderettes, and

Our Own News.
The Parnelliies and anli-Parnellites are still fighting like cats. Their

grammor of warfare is souud, or rather their zoology. At Kilkenny,

they could not, without obvious impropriety, fly at each other like cocks

or dogs. There were several riotous meetings at Johnstown, in the

neighbourhood of that habitat of the famous heroes of the feline

race, over the local election. The Police interfered and prevented a

collision. Mr. Parnell, finding no chance for his candidate Mr. Scully

began abusing Sir John Pope Hennessy. But his denunciation was

without vivacity or point—mere rage in words at random. Mr. Parnell

called Sir John “a mongrel skinner.” Mr. Parnell was never an artist

in the nomenology of vituperation like old Cohbett. But he ought

to have done belter than that against a man he hates for his pure

life and fears as a rival. That “skinner,” however, carried the election,

by a majority of 1,147 votes, polling 2,503 against his opponent’s 1,356,

and will give Mr. Parnell further trouble when they meet at Phillipi.

Mr. Scully has questioned the result, alleging undue influence of the

priests. With vulgar effrontery, Mr. Parnell’s followers proceeded to

turn that defeat into a triumph. Mr. Parnell was not ashamed to receive

an ovation after the poll and allowed h imself to be chaired. He, in

his turn, cheered up his supporters attributing the defeat of Scully to

conspiracy and declaring his intention of continuing the fight for

justice. Everything that goes against him is conspiracy with him.

The courts are leagued against him. Mr. Gladstone and the Glad-

stonians have maliciously combined for his destruction. His own party

have conspired his ruin. If hotel-keepers charge him that only shows

a deep-laid plot. He breathes an atmosphere of treason. There is an

ambush in every street and every lane against him. If he believes

whatJie says he is truly to be pitied.

The Yule Tide was ushered in Great Britain by a heavy fall of snow,

for full 24 hours, on the 19th instant, and the season is terribly severe.

At Nottingham, the river Trent is frozen over, so is the Severn at

Worcester. The Upper Thames loo is frozen. For five days, London

was enveloped in snow, frost and fog—to the detriment of business

specially in the docks and to the misery of the people. Dr. Barnardo’s

London Homes containing nearly four thousand waifs appeal to Eng-

lishmen in India for funds—for a generous Christmas gift, and a special

telegram says that hundreds of street children are homeless and

fuodless.

A Buenos Ayres telegram flashes a doleful wail from Cordova in the

Argentine Province, wTTere the canal burst destroying hundreds of

houses and drowning one hundred people.

There is a general wages strike on the gcotch railways. The mineral

traffic is wholly and passenger traffic partially suspended. It is at pre-

sent confined to the North British line. Nine thousand hands are idle.

Already the cities in Scotland are suffering from a scarcity of food and

coals and factories are closing for want of fuel.

Doctor Koch has made further progress in his nevTSiscovery. The

Slate buys up his lymph-making establishment. He receives one

million marks immediately and another million from the yearly profits

on the sales of lymph.

Sir Joseph Boehm, Sculptor-in-ordinary to the Queen, was found dead

in his studio on the 12th, by the Princess Louise who had been on a

visit to him. His remains were Interred, on the 20th, at the Painters’

Corner’ St. Paul’s Cathedral, beside the remains of Sir Edwin Land-

seer. The funeral was attended by the Princess Louise and rcpie-

sentatives from [the Queen and the Prince of Welles and the lead-

ing membert of the Royal Academy of which he was a member.
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The deceased had a strange career. A Hungarian by race* he was
born in Vienna in 1834. His was no case of young genius under
difficulties struggling with adversity at training time and even after

fighting for existence with an inappreciative harsh world. Comfortably
born* he had all the advantages of education and good bringing>up.

Son^of the Superintendent of the Austrian Mint, he was destined for

his father’s place. But the endless coins and medals in his father’s

cabinet and in the state mint, which he necessarily saw every day, and
• which he was encouraged to see constantly and to examine, fed a

latent instinct for art. In stimulating in his son a love of not

numismatology but coinage and coining, the father only developed

young Boehm’s taste in the direction of moulding substantial forms,

so that he took up the art that deals with subjects in thorough relief.

Among his untaught exercises, he executed such drawings of coins

and medals for his father that the old man was delighted at such

assistance so early, and at the prospect of finally, and soon

enough, being able to retire in favour of such a successor of his own
blood. These anticipations proved vain. The son was too great an
artist to drudge as a mint modeller or even to be content to be the

Superintendent of all the mints in Europe. The spell of beauty
drew him on. He longed to feast on Nature and the works of man
and to learn the mysteries of their influence and add works of his

own. Sent out at a liberal outlay to complete in England his literary

and scientific education begun in Austria, he divided his three years

in the British Isles between Art and Science. Returning home, he en-

tered the Imperial Mint with assured prospects. He now devoted him-

self with single-minded zeal to his love. No wonder he soon achieved

a remarkable success. In 1856, when he was only twenty two, he won
the Vienna Prize and, what was of the utmost practical importance to

tiim, he obtained the privilege of exemption from the conscription. By
this he had acquired such confidence in himself and such credit in his

family that he allowed himself, and was reluctantly allowed, to aban-

don office in quest of fame and fortune in the exercise of Art Vienna

being too far in the rear of the empire of civilization, he sought the

great world of Western Europe. So in 1862, he went to Paris. After a

brief stay there, he finally settled in England. Next to Vienna he knew,

and was known in, London best He came borne among the Rrirish,

and he naturalised—that is, himself here. The foreigner

became an Englishman in law. Coming well-provided with funds, a

gentleman by birth and education, and of excellent talk, in fluent English,

he was easily admitted into society. His recognition as an artist soon

followed. He had the good fortune of interesting the Royal Family.

That is not necessarily a tribute to w'orth. The late Baron Marochetti

too had been the favoured of English Royalty and aristocracy, and

though certainly derided beyond his demerits, he was a poor st.^iu-

ary. It would seem as if our Royal Family in their appreciation

wanted to make amends for their bad taste in having made so much

of that Italian. The Hungarian was worthy of all regard. He chal-

lenged admiration by his grasp of subject, his boldness of treatment,

and his technical skill. To him Art itself is indebted for much of the

revived interest in sculpture. His claims are admitted on the Continent.

He was recognised as a master in Italy itself, so contemptuous of the

art pretensions of other nations. He was elected to the Academy

of Florence in 1875, of Rome in 1 880. In England, he

rose from Associate to Academician. He was more than a mere

artist—he' was one of the leading oracles of the day in art. And a right

wise oracle was he. He was no extremist either in Prc-Raphaeliiism or

Idealism, but dead equally against conventionalism and inane formalism.

He insisted on sincerity—on reality if you will, but not the vulgar

realism so much in vogue at this moment on both sides of the Channel.

And he educated the taste of his generation with a v.ariety of choice

works of every description instinct with life and meaning yet beautiful

with a chaste beauty. As the favorite sculptor of Royalty and aristocra-

cy, he has illustrated the annals of contemporary England with monu-

ments, great and small, in marble, bronze or terra cotta. He has exc-

•ciited more colossal statues than any artist. He is wellknown in the

East. We owe to his genius some of the most splendid works of art

which adorn our great cities, the equestrian statue of the Prince of

Wales in Bombay, the colossal statues of Lord Napier of Magdala,

and of Lord Northbrook, the former equestrian, in Calcutta, the colos-

sal statue of Sir William Gregory in Colombo, and last notJeastthe

fine Asbley Eden, In Calcutta, in marble, condemned to exposure to

all the vicissitudes of Tropical weather. Happy was England to

attract such a foreigner. In the great Maggyar, Sculpture has tost its

highest exponent.

Now that the municipal elections arc over, it is for the district

authorities to analyse their character and redress any inequalities

in representation which may be found to have resulted from them.

It is for this purpose Government has wisely reserved in its own

hands the power of nominating one-third of the Municipal Com-

missioners after the people have elected their larger proportion. But

this object is likely to be frustrated if the authorities are blindly led

by the retiring Chairmen in making nominations. Perhaps there is

a precedent for this in the practice of the Calcutta Municipality

as well as that of other municipalities under official Chairmen.

Blit this should be no precedent, as there is a world of difiference

between an official and a non-official in deciding upon personal

claims. A non-official retiring Chairman in making his recommenda-

tions is likely to have selfish and party ends in view which an official

is always independent of. An official’s tenure of office is sufficiently se-

cure and he does not care so much for a following as for good men and

true to work under him. The non-official, on the contrary, has only an

eye to the continuance of his power or the ascendancy of his party.

This being the case, the District Magistrate c.annot be too careful in

receiving counsel from such an interested quarter. We hear the Gov-

ernment Commissionerships are already put up for sale. Assure

me of your vote for my re-election as Chairman^ and I make you a

Government nominee. Such is the way in which retiring Chair-

men are reported to be going about in search of accommodating col-

leagues in the Boards about to be formed. We fear there is truth in

the reports. The practice, in at any rate the district of 24-Pergunnahs

from the introduction of Local Self-Government, has been to leave

the nominations almost entirely to the Chairman. During a short

period in which Mr. Skrine was in charge of the Municipal department

of this Magistracy under Mr. Forbes, then on tour, there were indi-

cations that the practice would not be continued, but with the return of

Mr. Forbes it was revived. All we can say is, if this is the actual

practice, the sooner it were abandoned the better for municipal

interests.

At Howrah, a great wrong is threatened on the Mahomedan com-

munity. The inequality of municipal representation due to election

is too great to be redressed by any means. Out of 20 elected seats in

the Municipality, 19 have been carried by the Hindus, the remaining

one having fallen to a European. Of the 10 appointed Commissioners

on the last Board, one was a Mahomedan and, it is reported, even this

one representative of Mahomedan interests is going to be removed in

favor of a Hindu. This is nothing less than an outrage, and we dare

say Government will not allow it.

The Universities have been far from an unmixed goad in this country.

They have no doubt given a powerful impetus to the numerical progress

of education. The standard of education also, as judged by the course

of studies and the examinations held, has been elevated. But the cul-

ture attained by the alumni lacks depth and solidity. The methods of

instruction and examination encourage superficiality and this from the

top to the bottom of the system. We* are not unaware of the fact

that there are scholars turned out by the Indian Universities who

will hold their own with the graduates of any Universities in the

world, but these arc exceptional instances produced in spite of the

system rather than by it. This superficiality has been constantly

on the increase till there is now no educational effort of any kind

unaffected by its blighting influence. The evil is a serious one, and

it behoves the leaders of thought and opinion and action in the country

to pander the question and set to work to find out a remedy. We are

therefore glad to find the attention of a practical thinker like the

Ruler of the Upper Provinces has already been turned to the subject.

Speaking the other day at the Canning College, Sir Auckland Colvin

referred to this great defect of University education. That education

is one-sided and developes the memory at the expense of the under-

standing, and Sir Auckland called upon the University authorities to

endeavour gradually so to shape the course of studies by the manner

and matter of the examinations as to remove the reproach of unsound-

ness. The remedies he suggested are the true ones. The matter

as well as the manner of the examinations should be modified and

that—as he wisely said—gradually.

Thb activity of modern legislation has been always a topic of ridicule.

l,awi are manufactured with the rapidity of mills, and no wonder the
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products are sometimes so careless that they must soon give place to

others. Thus the Legislature had an interminable work of making,
'

repealing and amending, which made Artemus Ward wonder that Parlia-

ments should meet in winter to undo the work of the previous sum-

mer and meet again winter and summer to repeat the same course

of naakiiig and unmaking. That the statute book should be swelled to

inordinate bulk in consequence of this never-ending activity is no-

thing b^ut natural. The multiplicity of the laws is due also to causes

independent of the perfunctoriness of their rnakoi'S. The cver-in-

creasing variety and complexity of civilized life make a constant

demand upon the law giver. As we live we outgrow past condi-

tions and there must be a continual process of legislative renewal

to suit the altered circumstances. This has been at work in our

Indian legislatures from the beginning till the time has come when,

in the words of Sir Andrew Scoble, the Statute Book must be cleared

of dead matter. The same necessity has occurred in Bengal, and

thus we have the Obsolete Enactments Bill in both the Imperial

and the Provincial Councils. Mr. Allen in charge of the Bengal Bill

fully described its scope by calling it the waste-paper basket of the

Bengal Council.

The natives of India are avenged. After all the ridicule heaped by

the Anglo-Indianjournals upon the native press and public for their

anxiety respecting the visit of the Heir of All the Kussias, here cornei

the London Spectator with an article from the pen of one of the most

brilliant of living writers and about the deepest speculator on Asiatic

politics, the keynote of which is thus given at the very outset

**
‘ Rather hard on the chickens, to be compelled to welcome the fox

in their own fnrm-yard, and to be exceedingly grateful for the honour

done to them by the visit.* That, we fancy, will very nearly express

the feeling of the Anglo-Indians, when they see from Lord Salisbury*!

speech that the heir to the throne of all the Riissias is actually on his

way to make a tour through India, during which they will be obliged

to play the attentive, and greatly complimented hosts.*'

The same wiiter gives an old anecdote of how thirty years back a

Russian savant was not permitted to travel in India for fear of the

consequences to British sovereignty. And now the second man in

Russia comes in in state and is welcomed by the rulers of India and

allowed to be suitably received by the Piinces and people.

There are indications unmistakable of a religious revival in our midst.

Whilst only a decade before, Hindu students under English education

were as a rule found ashamed to conform to the daily religious ob-

servances of a Hindu and never cared to bow to the figures of

Hindu deities they met on their way, the very reverse is the case with

the generation of students living now. The change has come about

quietly. Not only is one not ashamed of Hinduism but it is openly

and decently professed. There is no ostentation. There is no aggres-

siveness. Tliere are perhaps none of the signs of a violent reaction.

We cannot refrain from one regrettable feature among a section of the

rising generation, viz., a tendency to asceticism which is doing much

harm to society. The tendencies at work originating from an impulse

given by the famous Hindu teacher DwayanancU Saraswati culminated

probably in the late Hindu gathering at Delhi. An organized move-

ment for the promotion of the Hindu religion has been determined

upon at this gathering and all friends of the cause look forward with

interest to the further steps that are taken to give shape to the sheme

of the leaders. In the Punjab the revivalistic movement has taken a

more practical turn. The object ciimed at here is to correct the

denationalising effects of English education, and both Hindus

and Shikhs are founding schools where, in addition to the education

required to equip the scholars for the business of life, religious

instruction is given with the object of preserving their character and

manners from the undesirable influences which a purely foreign

secular training is found to exercise. Colonel Holroyd, Director of

Public Instruction in the Province, notices these movements in the

report which he has just written. The Hindn movement is led

by the Arya Samaj and essays the revival of the pure Vcdic

religion. The Sikhs have established an institution with objects

similar to those the Mahomedan founders of the Aligarh Institute

have in view. ‘‘The proposed institution,!! says Colonel Holroyd,
“ whilst affording a liberal education suited to the spirit of the age,

will supply religious instruction, foster the national sentiments, and
do all that may be possible to keep alive the valuable characteristics

of the Sikh people, which seemed doomed to extinction in the absence

of any decided eff)rt for their preservation: as there is a strong

tendency under existing conditions for the rising generation of Sikhi

to become merged in the Hindu community by whom they are surround-

ed.*‘ Another movement has be^n set on foot by the Pandits of

Benares with the object of having school-text books purged of every

thing likely to shake the belief of the Hindu students in their own

national faith. Alt these signs point to a movement in the national'

mind which shows the strong conservatism of our people.

The question has been raised in America, To whom does a fallen

meteor belong ? In the Forest City in Iowa, a meteor fell with a

terrifying hissing followed by a fierce flame. The fragments were

picked up by those who chanced to be present, and one of these was

sold fur 100 dollars. This raised the cupidity of the owner of the land

whereon the meteor fell, and he claims the “ find *’ as his. The matter

has gone to Court.

THE Indian Congress began its sittings yesterday in Calcutta at the

Tivoli Gardens. The Delegates who mustered some 1,400 strong

were received by Mr. M. Ghose who, in giving them cordial greet-

ings, entered upon a vigorous defence of the movement from the

criticisms of its opponents. On the motion of Sir Romesh Chunder

Muter, which was seconded in Urdoo by a Mussulman nobody presumably

hailing from the North-Western Provinces and supported by the Patriot

of the South, Reio Saheb Anand Charlu Bahadoor, Mr. Pherozshah

Mehta, the fixed Chairman, was beguiled to his throne. The Chair-

man's r^/e was ably performed by Mr. Mehta, who delivered an ad-

dress of striking ability, showing culture and a wide range of con-

temporary reading. He spoke with great moderation, and if he could

not altogether get over the vein of an advocate, it was always subdued.

With two finished speakers like Mr. Ghose and Mr. Mehta, yesterday's

audience at the Congress numbering 4,000 with delegates and visitors

had a sufficient oratorical treat. In the meantime, the seal of the

congressists has received a damper from the Bengal Government,

which has issued a circular pointing out that the presence of Govern-

ment officials even as visitors to the Congress s undesirable, while their

taking part in the proceedings is absolutely prohibited. Sir Charles

Elliott has shown if not the courage of his convictions, at least loyalty

to the Government of India. The thing ought to have been done

long since. Certainly, some effective test was needed to differentiate

the Congress from an idle Mela or a mere debating club. To-day,

Baboo Kali Charan Banerjea amused the gathering in the character

of Jehu in charge of the omnibus Resolution carrying all the pre-

vious talk of the Congrcsswallas. The younger of the Ghose Brothers

managed to wreck much of his Et^lish reputation. Of the English

speakers, Mr. Caine failed to make any impression. Mr. Yule spoke

some weighty words.

No end of public entertainments at Calcutta this season ! There

is no embargo on the Christmas holidays as on the Doorga

Poojas, and Christmas is more than lively. The chief caterer is, of

course, Mr. Miln. The latest arrival is Mr. Fillis with his circus and

menagerie, comprising lions, elephants, camels, cheetahs, baboons, &c.

Performing camels are a novelty in Cakutta, and Mr. Fillis comes

with high credentials. So large and well-assorted a zoological col-

lection was never before gathered in one company. His circus opens

on Monday. Particulars will be found in the advertisement in another

page.

J^£/S & RA YYET.
Saturday^ December i8go,

THE LATE ELECTIONS.

Dissatisfaction is felt among the more sober and
respectable classes at the results of the late muni-
cipal elections in the province. There are com-
plaints of various. kinds-->of irregular attendance on
the part of the polling, officers—of wrongful force
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exercised by candidates upon voters—of the employ-
ment of threats and corruption,—all leading to vitiate
the results. The elections being over, the Magistrate
inight well claim some respite, but far from it. Peti-

tions are pouring in from all quarters for setting aside
'^such tplections and ordering fresh ones. At Naihati,

the interests of candidates are said to have been
(prejudiced by the elections of three different wards
being conducted by one officer on the same day, ne-

cessitating the proceedings being prolonged till after

dark. At South Barrackpore, an old Commissioner
of Agurpara has been displaced owing to the late at-

tendance of the polling officer—the Assistant Super-
intendent of Police. The same thing occurred in

North Barrackpore, and for the same fault on
the part of the same man, the likelier candidate

has not only been defeated but his canvasser
has been ordered to be criminally prosecuted.

As to the merits of the new elected candidates,

there is the same complaint almos*t everywhere.
In Sukchar, in the South Barrackpore Municipality,

the old Vice-Chairman has been defeated by an
untried man—oneTarafdar. At Sooree, the popidar
Chairman yields his place to a shop-keeper. Old
Commissioners have lost their place more or less

as a rule, and if there are exceptions .as at Bali,

there are probably exceptional circumstances to

account for them. The most striking case of the

whole elections being monopolised by one family

through the influence of prestige and a kind of feudal

power took place at the Zemindary town of Uttar-

para, A correspondent of the Indian Daily News
writes' of it :

—

*‘Of the total number 12, eight new Commissioners have been elect-

ed, They almost all belong to one and the same family—the family of
Abraham. The following is the genealogical table

No. I. Chairman.
No. 2. Cousin. His father’s second brother’s son.

No. 3. and 4. Two brothets, coubins. His father’s youngest bro-
ther’s sons.

No. 5. Cousin. His father’s sister’s son.

No. 6. Brother-in-law of No. 2, and is at present on leave, and vvdl

shortly rejoin his appointment at Chittagong.
No. 7. Is a hei editaire prot(l^4.

No. 8. A servant’s nephew.

A servani’.s servant.

Servant, Madam.
V Shakespeare^'

A parallel instance has occurred at Muktagacha,
where five of the six elected seats have been carried

by the Acharjya Chowdhuries.

The candidates elected are generally raw and in-

different material. The qualifications of voters have
been pitched too low and the more respectable voters

having been swamped on former occasions by the

^unwashed, unkempt rabble, they are getting more and
more indifferent in the •matter. They can hardly he

brought to attend the polling booth, and thus the

field is left entirely to the ignorant people who little

realize the ilnportance of the power their franchise

gives them. The evil is not a small one, and we look

forward with great misgivings to the future of Local

Self-Government under the election system as it is.

An amendment of the law appears to be unavoidable,

if a collapse is not courted. The qualification of

voters must be raised, and that of candidates for

election made distinct from that of voters as under

the Calcutta Municipal Act. An educational quali-

fication for the latter, if not for both, is also neces-

sary, Other alterations are also called for, and we
believe a desire for the revision of the rules of

election is now visibly stirring the public mind.

Our own information about the late elections is of the

same character from all places. The oetter candi-

dates have been rejected in fevor of those who stood

on about the same social footing with the rank and

file of the electors. The effect of this upon the better

sort of men who had been induced on the present oc-

casion by a regard for public interests to stand cannot

but be to make them shun future candidature. A
municipality, for instance, is in a bad way, and a re-

cast of its personnel is required to arrest its degradation

and give a higher moral tone to its management. With
such end in view, men of knowledge and character

had in some places been prevailed upon to stancl

—

only to be defeated. Under the elective system

framed as it is, their defeat is noway surprising. The
system is not without its recommendations. At
any rate, it is the only check upon the abu.ses of a

bureaucratic despotism or an alien autocracy, lint its

details are bad and the working worse, and it is

having a continually deteriorating influence upon the

electors. Men who headed the polls at previous

elections now find the tables entirely turned. The
explanation is easy. The voters want men with

whom they can mix on equal terms of familiarity.

They also find that their votes have a marketable’

value, and poor as they arc, they see no reason

why they should not turn them to account in

these days of hard living. They find there are

candidates ready not only to pay them but to flatter

them—to make all sorts of promises of relief from

taxation and other reliefs—and they say to them-

selves, why not give a trial to these in preference to

others from whom they are always divided by a

wide gulf of social distinction and who never stoop

to those electioneering devices of which they have
now got a relish. For the rest, the dignity of a

Municipal Commissionership has been lowered.

It could never enter into the heads of the voters

at first that any body and every body might under

the law be a Municipal Commissioner. They had
always been accustomed to see the office filled

only by the higher gentry. But the encroachment
upon the sacred precincts of the Municipal Board

in occasional instances in past years, has broken the

.spell, and they now go in for men of their own
social status without fear or hesitation. These are

principles of general application which have operated

more or less in all the recent municipal elections. But
especial causes were also at work to affect the elec-

tions in particular places. For instance in a manu-
facturing town near Calcutta ,there were two Fac-

tory Europeans among the candidates, and they

carried away almost all the votes of the factory

work people and of carters and porters. These
votes were far from being freely given but were
obtained by coercion. In an election contested

under such circumstances, perhaps the defeated

candidates are entitled to congratulation on their

failure, for the lesser the votes, the greater must
be one’s credit for fairness. Where votes are given

for a price or under force, their number must bear

an inverse proportion to the real merit, or at any
rate the honesty of the candidates. We have no
objection to the Factory being represented ade-

quately. It is the best paying holding and is entitled

to an influential voice in the expenditure of the Muni-
cipal Fund. It is a pity, however, they take no in-

terest in the work. In the last Board they never

attended except when the Chairman had stuck in

the mud and had to be pulled out of it and, that being
done, they would retire from the meeting. They
have got themselves in the new Board to' do the

same function, viz., to prop up the same man’s posi-
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tion. There would not be much to blame in this

cither, if tlie person to whom they were so sta^mch

were worthy of the support. His incapacity is a

matter of general notoriety in the town and yet

the admiration of these Europeans continues un-

abated. Were this not the case, we would regard

their return by election or by nomination with

pleasure. Europeans, whatever their deficiencies, soon

make them up and improve with their position. We
would even like the idea of their occupying positions

of command in the municipality, but unhappily, as

things are, their connection is as blighting an influ-

ence as that of their idol. This is however far from

being an exceptional case. It is coercion of one kind

here—while at other places, as at Utterpara, it is of!

another. We think some legal remedy should be pro-

vided for it. The evil is too great to be met merely

by the appointment of Commissioners reserved in

the hands of Government as an antidote to the

vagaries of that fickle instrument—Election.

We have dwelt at such length on the subject to

show the imperative necessity of correcting the

effects of election by the Government nominations,

so far as it may be possible to do so by that means.

THE DRAMA IN CALCUTTA.

We are once more fortunate in having, even though for a brief season,

a theatre of the higher drama among us. We have now at the Corin-

thian a company able to represent with fidelity and force the grand

old Elizabethan plays. Mr. George Miln, the leader of this histrionic

band, is an actor of a calibre rare in any country, one who, under the

auspices of a liberal and intelligent lessee, might contest the highest

honours of the profession in any capital. He has, to begin with, all

the prime physical requirements of a tragedian, bone and sinew,

muscle, nerve, wind, in a stately figure. Bating the slightest occasion-

al disposition to rant, he is a powerful dcclaimer. His is no declama-

tion of an attitudinising elocutionist, but the delivery of a real

character—a hero in fact—who suits his voice to the action, and his
|

action to the dramatic situation. He is at the head of a good company
|

with some actors and actresses of considerable pretensions and dis-

tinct promise. He is a careful manager too. It is difficult in a place

like Calcutta, which has had no Shakespearean representation for

many years, to present the plays of the great dramatist with accuracy

of external details and the required accessories, so as to produce

the full illusion. Mr. Miln has done his best to overcome the dis-

advantages of what in the domain of the liberal arts, is a provincial

capital at best. His dibut was somewhat of a disappointment on

this head. Since then he wisely 'thought fit not to depend entirely

on the “properties” of the place of amusement selected by him.

He has had new scenes painted. And now he is giving performances

which no man or woman of any pretensions to culture ought to miss.

To the educated members of native society who inherit and cherish

the cultured tastes of their predecessors, caught from the teaching

and example of the Anglo-Indian critics, connoisseurs and amateurs

of other days—the Horace Hayman Wilsons, Charles Trevelyans,

Macaulays, Parkers, Siocquelers, Richardsons, Torrenses, Humes,

Bellews—specially those who do not expect to visit London, New
York, Boston, San Francisco or Melbourne—this company is a

godsend. To Indian students in particular who are studying English

literature and European history and manners, this is an opportunity

for easily picking up the most valuable knowledge, an opportunity

which they would be culpable to neglect. Years of attendance in

the class room and of plodding through endless commentaries, one

conflicting with another, and at lifeless notes, which usually shirk the

real difficulties, cannot give the\vjvid impression—the true under-

standing—that the dramatic spectacle will impart.

On Tuesday, they played for the third time the Merchant of Venice

with eminent success. The house appears to have been ill kept and
it has not been properly cleaned and washed for such high class

entertainmeDts and elegant society, In consequence,^ the lighting

loses half its effect, with a tendency to make darkness visible. But the

get-up on the stage was good. When the curtain disclosed the 3rd
scene in Act I., with the canal and the bridge in the distance under

a Southern sky, one seemed transported to Venice. The Court of

Justice was good too. Jessica was a dainty little Jewess, in appro-
priate costume. But the other women were dressed like modern Euro-
peans. Above all, Portia as the Doctor of Law was not sufficiently

disguised. The intrusion of the white tunic through the long
black gown too rudely suggested the prominence of an inter-#

esting limb of the softer sex for the illusion sought to be created.
But Shylock was most tastefully done up, in accordance with the
acioi’s conception of the character. It is a noble figure, weighted with
years and their mellowing grace, not weighed down by age and its

cares and infirmities. Whether “ this was the Jew that Shakespeare
drew ” or “ mighty ” Marlowe conceived (in his Jew of Malta,) he was a
true Mediterranean Hebrew. With his delicate curls he looked like an
ancestor of the Disraelis who came from Southern Europe, ft thus
goes without saying that Mr. Miln follows Kean. How different Herr
Bandmann’s miserable stooping old wretch, bowing and cringing

!

Far be it from us to detract from the honour of that great personation.
But, without doubt, >he Kean exhibition of Shylock, like the Coleridge
view of Othello, is the more pleasant and perhaps better worthy of the
Poet. And it was presented to perfection. Mr. Miln’s Shylock is a
masterpiece of acting such as we do not hope to see rivalled—at any
rate within our opportunities. The great speech expressive of the
identity of Jew and Gentile and, we may in this country add, of Asiatic
and Euiopean, of Christian and Hindu or Mussulman, was delivcied
with burning incisiveness. The Jew’s conduct in Court as the cham-
pion of the strict letter of the law was truly remarkable. Portia, we
must confess, was rather disappointing in the earlier scenes. Indeed,
we hardly wonder if she failed in the difficult prose dialogue at
the beginning (Act I., Scene 2.) Such laboured stuff as “ If to do were
as easy as to know what were good to do ” and the rest of it was
inexpressibly tedious in the delivery. She was more in her element 111

the verse. Her voice seemed unequal to the demand. However
she improved as the action proceeded, and at last agreeably surprised
all with some good speaking and acting.

Yesterday, before a fairly filled house, Mr. Miln gave his second pei-
formunce of Macbeth. The ch'itf fbie was of course filled by Mr
Miln who as the Thane of Cawdor surpassed himself. His success
was simply unprecedented^in Calcutta, at any rate, in this generation.
His conception of the character of the hero docs not differ in the main
from the one play-goers and students are familiar with, but, as in other
plays, he departs in some of the details, and his original touches were
highly striking. From beginning to end, his acting was superb. The
passion of Macbeth was vividly represented. Hqwj brave simple but
superstitious mind was first s^irre^'to ambition ” the prediction of
a triad of witches, how the agitation was kept up by the unnatural
woman his wife, until he reluctantly consented to kill his kinsman and
master the King, who was so kind to him, while a guest under his own
roof, how he shrank from the deep damnation o(*thc deed and was
goaded to it by his serpent Eve, and all the ulterior consequences on
his feelings, life and fortunes were brought out as distinctly and deli-

cately as the most exacting taste could wish.

The audience was kept spell-bound throughout by the wizard.#
Step by step the interest of the busiuef^s advanced till a tremendous
effect was reached. At every speech and each change of colour, we
thought we saw through the heart of the brave good man going to' the
bad and sinking deeper and deeper in the mire. If we might ventuie
on a suggestion to so profound a meditator on the creations of Shakes-
peare, we should say that in his rendering Macbeth^ his Lady were
too loud after the murder when common cautionT^quired silence.

The courtiers at the banquet loo seemed paralysed even before the self-

detection of the usurper. But these, if anything, are mere spots in

the sun. Miss Kate Douglas as Lady Macbeth was a surprise of high
excellence. In fact, this was the play that was best acted all round.
All the characters were well rendered. Mr. Harry Hill as Duncan
was truly kinglike. Mr. J. B. Atholwood was an appropriate Banquo.
Above all, Mr. W. J. Montgomery’s Macduff was an important part
exceptiynally well rendered.
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Public Papers.

DEFAMATION OF PUBLIC SERVANTS.
No, 3oPub./i678, dated Simla, the 5th September 1890.

J* Lyall, Esq., c.i.b., OfFg. Secretary to the Government
^ ^of India, Home Department.

To—The Secretary to the Government of Bengal.

In a General Order of the Government of India in the Foreign
TDcpartment, dated the 15th March 1847, it was laid down that a

Government officer is at liberty, if his public conduct in the tran-

saction of his official duties is impugned, “to seek redress through
the usual official channel by an appeal to the Government he serves,

and that the Government so appealed to will afford him every op-

portunity of vindicating his character.” Though the matter has

since that date been dealt with in a confidential paper, no subse-

quent orders regulating the course to be followed by Government
officers for the vindication of their acts as public functionaries have

been generally circulated, and the result is that the practice in this

respect is not uniform in all Provinces. The Governor- General

in Council therefore deems it desirable to prescribe the procedure

which should be generally observed in future. I am accordingly

to convey the following instructions, with the request that their

purport may, with the permission of His Hono^ir the Licutenant-

(iovernf>r, be conveyed to the officers serving in the different

branches of the administration in Bengal.

2. It is a standing order that, without obtaining the authoriza-

tion of the Government to wl\ich he is immediately subordinate,

no officer of Government is permitted to have recourse to the

Courts for the vindication of his public acts, or of his character

as a public functionary, from defamatory attacks. In giving autho-

rity to institute proceedings, the Local Guvernmciit concerned

will decide whether the circumstances of the case arc such that the

Government should bear the costs of the proceedings, civil or cri-

minal, or leave the officer to institute the prosecution or suit at his

own expense and in the latter case it will also determine, in the

event of the matter being decided by the Courts in the officer's

favour, whether he should be recouped by Government the whole

or any part of the costs of the action.

3. I am to explain that the ruling above laid down does not

affect an officer’s right to defend his private dealings or behaviour

in any way that he may be advised
; but his official reputation is

in the charge of the Government which he serves, and it is for

that Government to decide in each ease whether the institution of

proceedings to vindicate his public aces or character is necessary or

expedient.

NATIVE PASSENGER SHIPS.

No. 4940.
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA.

FINANCE AND COMMERCE DEPARTMENT.
‘ STATISTICS AND COMMERCE.

RESOLUTION.
® SimUy the lofe October 1890.

Read the correspondence mentioned below raising certain ques-

tions connected with the working of the Native Passenger Ships

Act, 1887
I.— Regarding .the treatment of vessels with three decks (be-

tvvcen-dcck, main deck, and upper or shade deck), the

number of passengers to be carried by such vessels, and

the allotment of space in vessels carrying native pas-

sengers ;

From the Government of Bengal, No. 830 (Marine), dated the

25th March 1890, and enclosures.

To the Government of* Bengal, No. 1782, dated the 15th

April 1890.

From the Government of Bengal, No. 1386 (Marine), dated

the 26th May 1890, and enclosures.

From the Government of Bengal, No. 23 i 7»
the 29th

August 1890.

Proceedings of the Government of Madras, No, 300— i, dated

the 1 2th August 1890.

From the Government of Madras, No. 336, dated the l6th

September 1890.

II

.

—Regarding the provision of medical officers on board native

passenger ships carrying large numbers ot passengers :

From the Government of Madras, No. 33, dated the 28th

January 1889, and Nos. 104 and 105, dated the 19111

March 1889.

To the Governments of Bombay and Bengal and the Chief

Commissioner of Burma, No. 1151, dated the 6ih

March 1889, •

From the Chief Commissioner of Burma, No. 125—22-M.S.,

dated the 7th May 1889.

From the Government of Bombay, No. 3257»

August 1889, and No. 2523, dated the 28th June 1889.

From the Government of Bengal, No. 2168, dated the zist

September 1889.

From the Government of Bengal, No. 1047, dated the 23rd

April 1890.
III.—Proposals made by the local authorities in Bombay arising

out of the foundering of the S.S. t^diturna in November
1888 :

Report of the Court of Enquiry, dated the I3ih December
1888.

Report of the Port Officer of Bombay, dated the 2nd •Feb-

ruary 1889.

To the (Jovernment of Bombay, No, 1578 dated the 25th

March 1889.

From the Government of Bombay, No. 32 14 dated the 9th

August 1889.

From the Government ot Bombay, No. 2383, dated the i6th

June 1890, and enclosures, and No, 2657, dated the

15th July 1890.

IV.—Regarding the provision of life-saving appliances on native

passenger ships :

Despatch from the Secretary of State for India, ^No. 8 (Statis-

tics), dated the 23rd January 1890.

To the local Maririme Governments, No. 986, dated the 26th

February 1890.

From the Government of Madras, No. 159, dated the 25th

April 1890.

From the Government of Bengal, No. 117-T., dated the Illh

July 1890.

From the Chief Commissioner of Burma, No, 362— 27-M.S.,

diicd ihe i4rh July 1890, and enclosures.

From the Government of Bombay, No. 206, dated the 30th

August 1890, and enclosures.

Resolution.--'Fhe (question raised by the Government of Bengal

in the correspondence included under the first of the heads men-

tioned above extends over a wider range than the treatment of

three-decked vessels of the type described. That question may be

thus stated : V-sscls with a lower deck (betwcen-dcck) and upper

deck (poop and main decks) have been altered by running a covering

(or shade deck) over the main deck, and shutters have been attached

to the sides of the main deck for the purpose, as stated liy the

owners, of sheltering the passengers on that deck in rough weather.

As the vessels stood originally, the main deck was an upper deck,

and the owners contended that the attachment of shutters to it

made no material difference, and that they should be allowed to

continue to treat it as an upper deck, the shade deck being regarded

as an additional upper deck.

2. The Government of Bengal considered that this contention

was inadmissible, and that the closing in of the sides with shutters

practically converted the main deck into a bctwccn-dcck. I'hus

whereas the owners claimed that such a vessel should be treated as

one with two upper decks and one bctwccn-dcck, the Government
of Bengal ordered that it should bo treated as a vessel with one
upper deck and two bciwcen-dccks.

3. The order in the case issued by the Government of Bengal

was withdrawn on the advice of the Advocate-General that it was

not legally competent for the local Ciovcrjiment to issue such an

order under the terms of the Native Passenger Ships Act. The
ease is now referred for decision by the Government of India, and

in referring it the Government of Bengal expresses the opinion that,

if the main deck and the shade deck arc botii treated as upper decks,

the vessels will be able to carry more passengers than they should

be allowed to carry ; that, in fact, tho law and the rules now in force

permit of the carriage of an excessive number of passengers ; and

that they should be amended in such manner as to provide more
space for passengers carried on each dock.

4. The questions thus raised arc of the first importance alike to

the owners of the vessels engaged in this extensive trade and tO the

Government whose duty it is to require that suitable provision shall

be made for the safety and reasonable comfort of native passengers.

As regards t)»c classification of the main deck, the Government of

Madras has already given a decision contrary to the decision pro-

posed by the Government of Bengal, and such a large proportion

of the native passenger traffic is carried on from and to Madras ports

that the opinion of the Government of that Presidency is entitled

to great consideration in all matters affecting the traffic. Only the

Government of Bengal has as yet complained that the law and rules

as to the allotment of space permit overcrowding.

5. The qucbiion of the trcaimcni of a main dock when covered

by a roof and closed at the sides can only be decided after actual in-

vestigation of the facts and conditions. Is it the fact that the at-

tachment of shutters deprives the passengers on the main deck of

light and air to such an extent as practically to make that deck a

bctwccn-deck, and to require that additional space on the awning
deck should be allotted to the main dCck passengers? Or, on the

other hand, do the shutters merely improve the conditions of the

main deck, giving the passengers additional shelter while they

retain all the advantages of an upper dock? The question has given

rise to so much controversy between the Government of Bengal and
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the managing agents of the British India Steam Navigation

Company that it is expedient that it should be fully investigated by

competent and impartial authorities. His Excellency in Council

has accordingly come to the conclusion that the most satisfactory

way of dealing with the two questions in issue will be to refer them

to a special Cominibsion of Enquiry for consideration. It is pro-

posed that the Commission should consist of a member or members
to be nominated by each of the local Governments which arc con-

cerned with the native pasvscnger trrffic, namely, the Governments

of Madras, Bombay, and Bengal, and the Chief Commissioner of

Burma. With them should be associated three or four non-ollicial

members, representatives of the large shipping companies identified

with the same traffic. These companies have their head-quarters

at Calcutta and Bombay respectively, and the Chamber of Cora-

nit'rcc of each city should be invited to nominate the gentlemen

whom it considers most representative of the interests concerned.

The Commission will be presided over by Surgeon-Major A. S.

Lethbridge, m.d., c.s.i., Inspector-General of Jails in Bengal.

6. The Commission will enquire into the facts at such ports as

it considers necessary, and will invite and receive evidence from

witnessei.'*' It will probably not be necessary that the non-official

members of the Commission should travel with the Commission to

any places outside the limits of the Presidency in which tliey arc

nominated, but the same facilities for doing so should be given to

them as will ^ given to the official members if they wish to accom-

pany the (' iinission on its tour. The President will decide, in

communication with each local Government, whj:her or not it will

be necessary for any local official member to travel beyond the limits

of the administration by which he is nominated.

7. The Commission, after making all needful local enquiries, will

return to Calcutta, where it will hear such further evidence as may
b pheed before it, and settle its report for presentation to

Govcrnrac»'^.

8. The Governor-General in Council considers that it is ex-

pedient to take advantage of the appointment of a Commission to

refer to it for consideration the other questions touching the opera-

•tion of the Native Passenger Ships Act which are now before the

Government of India.

Of these, the first is a proposal to require the attendance of a

medical officer on board native passenger ships. This proposal has

been more than once pressed on the Government of India, but has

been set aside on the grounds that a medical officer is not required

for the passenger traffic beyond Indian limits, this being quite

trifling except in regard to pilgrims and emigrants, for which classes

the law requires the appoiniment of a medical officer ;
and that

for passenger traffic within Indian limits there is no real need of a

medical officer, the longest voyages being between the Madras and

Burman coasts, occupying more than five days only at certain seasons

of the year. Most of the traffic is conducted on what are termed

in the Act “sho voyages,” being voyages of not greater duration

than izo hours, i will be seen from the table appended to this

Resolution. The' Government of Madras now proposes that a

medical officer should be required on every vessel, irrespective of the

duration of the voyage, when the number of passengers carried

exceeds 200 ; the Chief Coramissiq/ier of Burma would require

one only on a long voyage when the vessel carries more than ^00

passengers ; the Government of Bombay would also require one

only on a long voyage, but would fix the minimum number of

passengers at 100 ; and the Government of Bengal proposes that a

medical officer should be required on every vessel proceeding on a

voyage of greater duration than 48 hours, irrespective of the num-

ber of passengers.

. It will be left to the Commission to endeavour to reconcile these

confilcting proposals, and make a recommendation which shall be

acceptable alike to the Government and the carrying Companies.

It should consider whether a medical offiedr U required or not ;

if required, what class of medical officer should be employed, and
in what classes of vessels.

9. With these three questions the Commission may' also expe-

diently consider the other less important questions raised in the

correspondence. These are (i) whether the passenger space in the

bctween-decks of a vessel should be divided by a rail or rope in

order to prevent such a calamity as occurred on board the steamer

Bhandra when a number of passengers were killed and wounded by
being hurled from side to side of the vessel as she rolled heavily

in the trough of the sea ; (2) whether a luggage rack should be re-

quired in such spaces, the space so assigned for luggage to be deduct-

ed from the space measured for passengers ; (3) whether boats and
life-saving appliances should be required in accordance with the re-

quirements of the Board of Trade for passcnjgcr vcssscls ; and, if

not, whether any, and what, modifications arc required in the ex-

isting rules. The suggestions of the Port Officer of Bombay made
in connection with the foundering of the Vu "' may also be o

considered.

10. I'he Commission will also enquire into any other cognate

matters that may be brought before it, or which it may itself con-
sider proper to be examined. In dealing with all these questions,

the Commission will bear in mind that the Government is not de-

sirous of imposing on the traffic any restriction which is not essen-

tially required to grocure for the passengers the minimum space and
quality of accommodation which arc necessary for comfort, health,

and safety, or which will involve increased expenditure in the form
of higher fares in excess of the means of the persons who ordinarily

use the vessels in question.

1 1. On intimation from the local Governments and the Chambers
of Commerce at Calcutta and Bombay of the names of the gentle-

men whom they propose to serve on the Commission, it will be
formally constituted.

%

FORMATION OF THE COMMISSION.
No. 5605.

GOVERNMENT OP INDIA.

FINANCE AND COMMERCE DEPARTMENT.

RESOLUTION.
Calcutta^ the 2gth November iSqo,

Read—Resolution No. 4940, dated the 16th October 1890.
Resolution.—In the Resolution read above, the Governor

General in Council decided to appoint a Special Commission to con-
sider and report on certain questions which have arisen in connec-
tion with the working of the Native Passenger Ships Act, 1887.
His Excellency in Council is now pleased to direct that the Com-
mission, to be styled “The Native Passenger Ships Commission,”
be constituted as follows :

—

President:

Surgeon-Major A. S. Lethbridge, M. D., C. S, J.

Mmhert:
W. B. Bcstic, Esq., Under^Secrctary to the Government of Bengal in the

Marine Department.

Surgeon-Major D. W. D. Conuna, Superintfi^m af Emigration^

Calcutta. f
James L, Mackay, Esq., of A^srs, Maekinnon^ Mackenzie Isl Co.

(British India Steam Navigation Company).

Captain H. A. Street, H. M. L M., Presidency Port Officery Madras,

H. B. H. Turner, Esq., of Messrtggurnery Morri\pn ^ Co, (Asiatic

Steam Navigation Company),

H. W. Uloih, Esq., Superintendent, Peninsular and Oriental Steam

Navigation Company,

Captain G. Wilson, H, M. I. M., Port Officer, Rangoon,

A Member to be nominated by the Government of Bombay.

PILLIS’ CIRCUS.
IMPORTANT NOTICE.

FILLIS’ OIROUS & MENAGERIE,
COMPRISING

Pexfonniiig Lions, Elephants, Oamels,

Oheetahs, Baboons, Ac.,

ARRIVED ON THE 26111 DECEMBER,
AND

Will open on the 29th.

A Magnificent Stud of over Forty
t

,
- Horaee and Ponies.

|HIRTY-FIV£ LADY AaMD GENTLE-

f MAN ARTLSTES, .

yProm the best European Establishments,

PILLIS* GREAT CIRCUS arrived in Cal-

cutta on Friday, December 36th, and perform

in the Magnificent Tent erected on the Maidan,

Monday, December 29th. The Magnificent

Stud of Horses and Ponies will be on view
during the interval in the stables erected on

the ground, and lighted throughout with the

Electric Light. Also the Lions, Elephants,

Cheetahs, Baboons, &c., in a hoin^e built ex-

piessly for them, ai d lighted by Electricity.

FILLIS’ Combination has been universally

acknowledged to be one of the finest Cirrus

Companies it is possible to get together. The
troupe made a triumphal entry into the town
on the day of their arrival.

The following letter wa* recejved by Mr.

Fillis from Major-GeniM^ W. C Durham
Massy, G.B., CommaoQlhjg' 'ib« troQpi.; in

Ceylon:-- 4
'

' “ Colomic, iSflk ,

Sir,-’ .
....

1 am sorry I am prevented by drtomflincei
from acceding to your requtt^,

'

teitainmetit is so popul.'ir

e't fpeciait TCiqiiirfs no one^ special]

1 have been tsrice to see it, and consider it

the best Circus 1 have ever seen out of Europe.

Youis faithfully,

(
(Signed) DURHAM MASSY,

,1^ Major-General.

To . ^
^

M*. F. if. FlLtiS."
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^ C4t«l» IftivSttits

liis'diMiire tkttrvth* M. A U

. n': - :

Chills, Flushinjys of

^Sh(>rtness of Breath,

>8tivenes8, Scurvy and Blotches on the Skin,

3istur’ cd Sleep, Frigh*'' Dreams, and all

'Nervous and Trembling Sensations, &c.

B
EECHAM’S pills 7'Ae first dose wW

give relief in twenty

DEECHAM’S PILLS '««««/"• jliis is no fic-

K lion, for they have done

. ...« countless cases.

j)EECHAM S PILLS Every sufiferer is I

l) ' earnestly requested to I

B
EECHAM’S pills try one Box of these

Pills, and they will be

B
TTirrHAM’S PILLS acknowledged to beEECHAMU P 1 LLJ> worthaguinea

A BOX

B
EECHAM’S PILLS por females of all

ages these Pills are

EECHAM’S PILLS invaluable. No female

lEECHAM’S PILLS

II

^^cd his'^ife tbat^ht M. A.’i

to choose frbm Rmhf them

tin hbiim

%i. f*eHows of- the Uni

an electioub^f

two persons who have been admitted by this

University to the degree of M.A, D.L., 'or

NVfrD., tt^l be held at the Senate House,

I

College Square, on Thursday, the 1st January,

1891.

Holders of any of the above degrees of

this University who wish to vote, are request-

ed to appear in person at the Senate House on

that day between the hours of 10 A.M. and

5 P.M., and to bring with them either their

diplomas or a certificate of identity signed by

a member of the Senate.

Each voter will be entitled to vote for two

candidates only.

By order of the Vice-Chancellor,

the Author of

m
ptA

PRICE :

To Subscribers paying before publication

„ mere registering subscribers

„ Ordinary pnicbasers

Api'I.y to the Manager, Reis and ,

I, Uckoor Dutl’s Lane, Wellington St

^
Calcutta.

FOR .sale

fei-

I .

Price

Cloth Gilt

Cloth Bound

Post free . s. 6.

Rs. 6.

Ks. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payabl
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The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven out fiom the system,

A^uteSheuma^ism and RhenmaticGont,

,
. after years of semi-helplessness and suffer-

ing; while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS.
LU.MBAGO, SCIA.TICA, FACEACHJJ,
SPRAT'S? jt is ^Vie surest and safest remedi^

- their severest and injst

•rding instantaneous

Mlj^ace and Limbs
CREDENCE,

and the

tdimiitfafiltiy recommend-

arrellous Sore Throat Cure.

s wondei'^Tit Medicine and let the

lie for itself.

enial Balm U used by the best Phy.

Lhe world in their practice. It has

3un€ed a blessing in thousands of

y jits iptrinsic virtue, it has aebiev^

ead popularity which no similar pre-

as ever before attained.

A strong accurate Keyless open-face Watch

in nickel silver case.

Runs 30 Hours with one winding, short wind,

Regulated to a minute a month. Bold hands

and figures, enameled dial, sunk second hand,

set frqm* outside. It has a jewelled visible

compact escapement. Can repaired by any

watch-maker for a trifle. Is a thoroughly re-

liable Machine-made Watch, in velvet lined

spring case.

Do. Do. Ladies* Wrist Watch. Price... 8 8

Do. Gent’s Lever movement, fidly

jewelled Chronometer balance to

prevent variation in extremes of tem-

perature, Price r"* ••• *3 ®

Do. Hunter do. ... ... *3 8

Chain.

White Metal Albert Chains, standing

acid. Of all Patterns ...
' ...14

Imitation Guinea Gold do. ... ... 2 o

Canadian do, ... .... 3 O"

Repairs of Watches, Jewellery, &o.

Daily Mail Steamsr Service from

Dhubri to Debrooghur.

A daily service is maintained frdie^Go^lun

do and Dbubri for passengers and light j^ods

traffic, I. packages not weighing over l^lf a

<ton. The steamer leaves Goaiundo on w^ival

of the previous night’s 9-30 p. M. twin (MMras

time) from Sealdah, and Bhubri on arrivjM of

the mails. ^

Goods Upward or Downward from and to

almost all stations can be booked through from

or to Calcutta viA Goalundo or Kannia with

the Eastern Bengal $tate and connected Rail-

ways—Passengers and Parcels Kannia

only.

All pi^r^ulars as to rates of frelghi|Kmd

passage b^'atl the above mentioned Servyes to

be batfon application'tb— ^ ^

MACN^ILL & CoJ-. ^

Agents,

i-s, Clive

Calcutta, the 24th December, 18^.

RBIS & RAY^’T
(PRINCe AND PRASANTf












